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PREFACE 

HE present volume of the Catalogue of Greek Papyri differs from its predecessors in the 
fact that whereas the papyri published or described in the latter were miscellaneous 

in character, of various periods and from various parts of Egypt, the present volume is concerned 

with a single collection, all from one village and all falling within a period of little over twenty 
years. Another point of difference is the inclusion of Coptic as well as Greek texts. This 
innovation is due to the fact that the Coptic papyri belong to the same collection as the Greek 

ones, concern the same subjects, places, and persons, and constantly illustrate, or are illustrated 

by them ; and it theréfore seemed advisable to include the whole collection in the same volume 
and amalgamate the indices. 

The general principles followed in this volume are the same as those adopted in the previous 

ones, which were explained and justified in the introduction to vol. II. There are, however, 
certain changes, which require a brief notice. As announced in the introduction to vol. III, the 

method of numbering the texts by their inventory numbers only has been abandoned in favour of 
a numerical sequence of catalogue numbers, the inventory numbers being of course added in each 
case. The catalogue numbers begin with 1332, the last number contained in the previous volume 

having been 1331. This change has involved certain others. The references in the index are 

now not to the pages of the catalogue but to the papyri themselves ; and moreover, since all the 

Greek papyri of the present collection are included in the volume, either among the texts or among 
the descriptions, the previous ‘table of papyri’ has been omitted. A numerical index, in order of 
inventory numbers, has been added for the purpose of enabling readers to find any papyrus pre- 

viously referred to by its inventory number. The numbers of papyri contained in this volume 

are given in heavy Arabic numerals, according to the principle adopted in the volumes of the 
Egypt Exploration Fund ; those, on the other hand, which occur in previous volumes are referred 

to, as before, in ordinary type. 
There is, however, an exception to the foregoing rule. The Coptic papyri of the collection 

were not finally arranged for publication, and consequently did not receive their catalogue numbers, 

until almost the whole of the Greek portion of the catalogue had been printed off. Consequently 

most of the references to them in the commentary on the Greek texts are to their inventory 
numbers only. Since they are included in the numerical index at the end, documents thus 

referred to can, however, be identified without much trouble. 

Both the Greek and the Coptic parts of the volume have been divided according to the nature 
of the texts contained in them. In the Greek portion there are three main divisions, letters from 

the Governor to the pagarch, letters from the Governor to the tax-payers (év7dy.a), and accounts 
and registers ; and the last section has been subdivided according to the subjects dealt with. The 
letters in which the dating clause is preserved are arranged chronologically ; those in which the 
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indiction number is lost, according to subject. After the texts are given descriptions of such of 

the papyri in the collection as are not worth publishing in full. 

As the volume, owing to its. value to students of the history of Egypt under the early 
Khalifate, may be studied by scholars other than professed papyrglogists, it seems well to 
recapitulate the principles followed in editing the texts which it contains. As before, no accents 

or breathings are given, and abbreviations are left unextended. An index of abbreviations 
(in which for the most part only a few references, to serve as specimens, are given for each 
abbreviation) will enable the reader to interpret any word about which he is in doubt. Words 

are separated and proper names printed with capital initials. Square brackets [ ] indicate words 
or letters supplied by the editors, double brackets [[ ]] words or letters deleted in the MS., short 
strokes ‘ ’ before and after words or letters an insertion above the line inthe MS. Corrections are 

usually recorded in the notes, but in the case of certain documents, where corrections or additions 
are more numerous or important, they are marked in the text by the use of thicker type. In 

the notes and index, round brackets indicate extensions of abbreviations, the signs ¢ ) a correction 

of an orthographical blunder. Dots indicate letters visible but not read, dots between square 
brackets the estimated number of letters lost in lacunae or places where the ink has entirely 

disappeared. Since, however, the spacing in’the letters is very irregular, and the frequency of 

abbreviations’in the accounts causes constant separation of words in the MSS., such estimates are 
more than usually uncertain. Another difficulty, peculiar to this volume, is the not infrequent 

insertion of dots in the MSS. To avoid confusion, such instances are always indicated in the 
notes. In referring to Coptic words or names, when Roman type is used, the following translitera- 

tions are adopted, both in the commentary and in the index -—9 =4,¢=%, W=sh,x=7. It isto 

be noticed (see Mr. Crum’s introduction) that the name gaseoyA (= Gamoul) is transliterated 

in Greek Tfapovdk. As rf is the usual Greek equivalent for 2, this seems to indicate a 7 

pronunciation for 6, at least in this name; and it is possible that through a misapprehension the 

name Gamoul appears once or twice in the commentary to the Greek texts as Famoud. 

Each of the previous volumes has been accompanied by an atlas of facsimiles, but since the 
Aphrodito Papyri fall within so short a period of time and consequently display but few varieties 

of script, no such atlas seems necessary this time. Facsimiles of several of the papyri have been 

published elsewhere, and references are given to these in the volume. 
The collection dealt with in this volume was acquired, as regards its main portion, in the year 

1903, some further fragments being subsequently acquired in 1906. Most of the papyri contained 
in it were exceedingly fragmentary, and as the fragments were jumbled together in endless confusion, 
the work of piecing them together has been a somewhat difficult and laborious one. Even after 

much time and trouble had been expended on the task, there remained some fragments whose 
connexion was only discovered while the catalogue was passing through the press. Even now, it is 

possible that further connexions may be discovered by other students of the texts. There are 

a large number of small fragments, none of them possessing any importance, over which it seemed 

scarcely worth while to spend much time, and these will be found summarily described as 1498. 
The problems raised by the collection are numerous, and many still await solution. Of the 

attempted solutions it is likely that not a few will be found unsatisfactory by scholars of wider 
experience and greater knowledge of the period covered ; but as some extenuation of any short- 

comings may be pleaded the magnitude of the editor's task and the novelty of the evidence 
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afforded by the collection. The texts contained in the volume will at least afford material for 
correction of the introduction and commentary, and will no doubt be a necessary starting-point for 

any future historian of Arab Egypt. 

One or two books useful to the student of these texts appeared during the printing of the 

catalogue. One of these was Mr. Crum’s catalogue of the Rylands Coptic Papyri; the references 
to those texts in the earlier part of this volume were supplied by Mr. Crum privately. The 
second part of Wessely’s Griechische Papyrusurkunden kleineren Formats, containing the indices 
and many new texts, appeared after the Greek catalogue had been completed but before the 

greater part of it had been printed off. The valuable Studien zur byzantinischen Verwaltung 
Agyptens of M. Gelzer was published after the Greek texts had been entirely printed off, but in 
time to be used for the general introduction ; and J. Maspero’s second series of études on the 

Cairo papyri from Kém Ishgau was received when the introduction had been completed but not 
yet sent to press. Before the proofs of the introduction had been received the first fasciculus of 
Maspero’s catalogue of Byzantine papyri at Cairo appeared; and ,the new instalment of 

B. Evetts’s edition of the History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic Church of Alexandria (Patro- 
logia Orientalis, v. 1), which was brought to the editor's notice by Prof. Becker, furnishes 

valuable material for the period covered by these papyri and has been utilized in correcting 

the proofs. Lastly, the publication of two facsimiles of Aphrodito Papyri in the i909 portfolio 
of the New Palaeographical Society came too late for one of them (that of 1418, f. 8) to be 

noted at the proper place. 
It remains to express sincere thanks to all who have given assistance in the preparation of 

the catalogue—first and foremost to Mr. Kenyon, who, besides much help during the actual 

editing of the texts, particularly in regard to the financial problems raised by the accounts, has 
read through the whole volume, both in MS. and in proof. The numerous improvements due to 
his help are not separately acknowledged. Mr. Crum has supplied many references from his 

Coptic texts, and has, like Mr. Kenyon, read through the whole Greek portion of the volume, 

making many suggestions. The whole of the proofs have moreover been read by Prof. C. H. 

Becker, whose knowledge of Arabic and special study of the early history of the Khalifate have 
made his assistance peculiarly valuable. The earlier sheets were also read by Messrs. Grenfell 
and Hunt. Mr. A. G. Ellis, late of the Oriental Department in the British Museum, is re- 

sponsible for the readings of the Arabic minutes, protocols, etc. ; and in addition he has given 

much assistance in the identification of Arabic words and names, and on bibliographical points. 

Since his retirement, and previously during temporary absences, Mr. E. Edwards has read the 
Arabic portions of the proofs and given help on several matters. The index of the Arabic 

minutes, etc., in the Greek portion of the catalogue has been made by Mr. Harley. Help given 

‘on single points by various scholars is acknowledged in the body of the work. Lastly, special 
thanks are due to the readers and staff of the Clarendon Press for their care and accuracy in the 

printing, particularly of the very difficult accounts. 
Hah. 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

Page xxviii, wd from bottom. Cf. however, 1412, 531, which perhaps indicates more than one pepicpés in the year. But the passage 

is obscure. 

Page 4, 1884, 1, ote. émixeipevov is much more likely to go with the name, as usual in these papyri. Perhaps it is for émtxetpevor, 

in which case there was more than one architect. 

Page 13, 1841, 12, mere on Mapi*. See, however, 1600. Vo/e on m/. See now also W. Ashburner, The Rhodian Sea-Law (1909), 

pp- 86, 93 f. 
Page 14, 1848, 7, zote. xpdvov probably refers not to age but to the time spent in the pagarchy ; see p. xl. 

Page 21, 1848, 4, ote, The abbreviation rv* is hardly likely to be réAat or rveta, since in 1484, 116 rvAX* is found. 

Page 25,1850. Mr. Crum has subsequently found in the Oriental Department a small fragment which clearly formed part of the 

Arabic minute at the head of this letter. It reads:—] dbl asl ye ths lend gid! Uvfele (JI, 2. ¢. to the Sapi]d of 

Ashkiih, as to that which has happened regarding the sailors of Africa [. The fragment has been transferred to 1350. 

Page 27, 1852. In the minute p! MX ve and Zaed are no doubt to be read, since this letter was written on the same day as 1851 and 

1358, and would therefore be delivered by the same messenger. 

Page 29, 1854, 1. 16 of introduction. Probably dorehéy is to be taken, not as ‘ paying * but ‘ performing the work’; 2. ¢. the clause 

is a warning to Basilius not to shift his duties on to other people. This removes the difficulty in explaining the line. 

Page 30, 1854, 12, mote. Delete the last sentence of this note ; cf the note on 1412, 365. 

Page 34, 1858, 8. The second bracket should be reversed. 

» 1859, 4, zote. See, however, Addendum to 1412, 117, vole. 

Page 35, 1860, 5, zofe. ForO. read Or. 

Page 43, 1869, introduction, 1.12. For pdtiov read patiov. 

Page 50, 1876, 7. For emixets[evov] should perhaps be read emtxetp[evov], which is of course the correct case, but cf. 1879, 8, note. 

The accusative after id is not uncommon where Arab names are concerned. 

Page 52, 1879, 5, zote. For ‘amil read ‘amil. 

Page 52f., 1879 and 1380. The very early instances of the commencement of indictions in 1418 and elsewhere (cf. note on 1. 13 

there) make it not unlikely that these letters belong to the beginning, not the end, of the 9th indiction, z. @. to A.D. 710. 

Page 58, 1884, 44. For alrodetap[evou read v|rodefaplevou. 

Page 59, 1885, 4. For alvapedAyre read |v (gut. avveov?) apedAntt. 

Page 60, 1886, 10, 11, ove, The reason for prohibiting Basilius so strictly from giving vadAov was probably that local officials 

were apt, in collusion with the captains of transport vessels, to pay them vad\ov even when this was to be paid on delivery 

(cf, 1851, 10); hence the captains received the sum twice over, and pocketed one of the payments. 

»,  1886,14. For mape§edevow read eme&ehevor. 

Page 63, 1391, 3. For xpeorouovpe[v read probably xpeoroovpe|Oa = xpeamouovpeba, ‘we are in need of ’ (of. Soph. s. v.), and delete 

the note. F 

Page 64, 1892, introduction, 1..4. For 710 read 711. 

Page 77, 1406, 5. vorw” or[. The second word is probably to be completed as o7[avAov or at[aBdou ; cf. 1414, 22. 

Page 87, 1. 5 ff. Since this was printed a Rainer papyrus of the Arab period has been published as UKF. 1184, which reads [éAaxé 

alo. (irép) (mpdrov) ép{aros) rod (rpirov) pépou(s) Snpo(ciov) Kavd(vos) ‘(évdexarns) i(v)8(ueridvos). This ‘third part’ may 

perhaps = rpirn xaraBodn, in which case we get an instance of three, instead of two, payments of the dnpdota in the year; 

but more probably the phrase is analogous to the diporpdpepos of 1380. 

Page 91, 1412, 117, note. éfdytov. Prof. Postgate has called attention to his article, Zhe ultimate derivation of Essay in 

Am. Journ. of Phil., vi, p- 462 ff., from which it may be concluded that é&déyov here is merely a (hitherto unknown) use 

of the word given by Sophocles as é&dyoy, a weight, and derived by him from éfds. Postgate shows that ¢€dyoy is the 

right form, that the word is probably derived from Lat. exagium, and that the meaning weighing (as well as weight) 

occurs in Greek as well as in Latin. The transference from weighing to payment is easy, and there can be little doubt 

that the word here is the same. This makes the conjecturally formed xardy.ov, 1859, 4, on the analogy of ¢€ay.ov, unlikely. 

Page 104, 1413, 21, mote. This note should read: peiovos denotes the credit balance (in hand), wAcious the excess of payments to 

the treasury over receipts for the canon. 

Page 110, 1418, f. 8. Published with facsimile in New Pal, Soc., pl. 153. 

Page 129, 1414, 12, paotepr, note. Mr, Crum refers for this word to Hyvernat, Actes des Martyrs de V Egypte (Paris, 1886), p. 102, 

where a martyr is bound with a ship’s ssagjept, hauled up, and then dropped on to red-hot nails, set up on end. The 

sense seems, therefore, to be cad/e, but the etymology is still obscure. The word also occurs in RKT. CCXL, 1, where 

it appears to have to do with building work (Crum). 

Page 160, 1416, 12 (c), note. The sign @ occurs also in Cairo Papp. 67039, 5, 67053; 9, and is there doubtfully explained by Maspero 

as éuov, a conjecture which seems to be confirmed by 67055, ii. 5, where duod is written in full. Perhaps, therefore, the 

signs @ and @ should be explained as duod rather than as 8doy in the present collection also ; but in 14838, 87 \°, which 

suggests SAov (it certainly denotes a total, not a remainder, ourdy), is found in a corresponding position. 

Pages 171,172. For 1478 read 1479 and for 1479, 1480. 

Page 172,1. 10. Delete the sentence beginning ‘In other fragments.’ These fragments have been transferred to 1427 ; cf. the 

introduction to the latter. 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA vii 

Page 176, note. See, however, Addendum to p. 194, 1419, 439, note. 

Page 181, 1419, 75. Ocodo[pov. Perhaps Ocodo[xov (= Geordxov) is preferable, as that church occurs in 1. 530. 

Page 182, 1419, 114. For Jopave" read Uplopave’. This name occurs on one of the new fragments of this account; cf. also the 
forms Ipopatws, 1419, 992, Upwpdas, 1449, go. 

Page 191, 1419, 373. For Pou? read Povd. , 

Page 194, 1419, 439, move. Cf, however, Cairo Pap. 67045, etc., where payments are made (6th cent.) for the dorixd of Antaeopolis, 
an impost contrasted with copyrixdy (Cairo Pap. 67060, 5). Both payments seem to be a sort of damavy, and it is perhaps 
likely that in 1419, 439, etc., dorixa@v is the plural, not of dorixds, but of dorixdéy, a payment for Antaeopolis. This is 
indeed somewhat doubtful, since Aphrodito was now financially quite independent of Antaeopolis, but an earlier tax 
might be continued, even when the relations of the two places had changed. 

Page 200, 1419, 641. For dito read Vito. 

Page 209, 1419, 865. Read probably U[a]}x[o]s. 

Page 219, 1419, 1151, zote. For 33 read 26. 

Page 227, 1419, 1341. Read Kovpovra; cf. 1481. Kovpira in 1420, 186 seems to be another form of the same name. 

Page 244,1421, 75. For Aewr[rio]s read Acwv[o]s 3 cf. 1422, 61, 14381, 53. 
» 1421, 83. In 1481, 65 appears an ’AroA\ds Kahavoag, also from Tpeis Mediddes. The last letter visible here looks more 

like s than 9, but perhaps the same name is intended. "If so read [8/ Amoh\@ Ka]\avoas (or —ag). 

Page 245, 1421, 91. Read Uap[ow]. This person occurs in 1469. 

Page 248, 1422, introduction. This pepiopds seems to relate to Tpeis Mediades, as there are a number of names which are common 
to it and 1421. Presumably it was earlier than it, since in 1421, 112 the heirs of Philotheus son of Macarius, who 
occurs in 1422, 20, are mentioned. 

Page 262, 1427, 9. For as read 3;. 

Page 267, 1429, fragm. 3. This fragment is certainly in the same hand as fragm. 2 of 1426, and may probably be part of the 
same leaf. It seems quite likely that the whole of 1426 and 1429 belong to the same book, 1426 representing only that 
portion of it which relates to oi dredeis. 

Page 276, 1431, 73, ote. The name is TMapi(as), The man occurs also in 1495, 9, etc. 

Page 279, 1482, 39, zofe. Trix*/ is the same as Id:xav in 1480, 82. The same person is intended. 

Page 282, 1433, 5. For 3S read Iga - The omission of the a/f (certainly in the protocol) seems a misprint in Becker’s edition. 

Page 287, 1483, 62, zofe. The chaff may of course have been used for fuel (cf e.g. the instances of chaff as fuel given by Wilcken, 
Ostr. I. 163) ; but elsewhere in these papyri fuel seems to be évAa. 

Page 294, 1483, 247, note. owddnov is the most likely extension; cf 1610, 38; cf too Oxy. Pap. 1051, 12, etc. In 1681, col. 6, 
12, however, Citas js found. 

Page 321, 1484, 292. After Bu" / read probably [m'/]; cf. 1.178, 179. No doubt the Victor son of Theodosius, muorexés, of 1435. 
Page 336, 1436, 19. A bracket has dropped out at the end of the line. 

Page 342, 14388, 7, note. For 79 read 75. 

Page 347, 1441, 103, ote. Cf., however, 1517, where the same phrase seems to recur, but with § (= kai) after mw*. Perhaps § is 

anerror. If not, § has been accidentally omitted here, and a\* can hardly be ’Ade£avdpeias. 

Page 364, 1447, 121. For an account of this Al-Asbagh, his misdeeds and death, see Hzs¢. Pazr., p. 50 ff. 

Page 370, 1448, 37, ouadepoy, mote. This word may occur also in Wessely’s newly published Studien, x. 62, 9-11, ow? Kodik/ 

opadepa xpvotkey Snup (cf. 120, kodtK°/ opadepwr 7. e. gen. plur.). Wessely takes oyadepa as a name, but it does not look like 
one, and is almost certainly our ouadepov. The word seems to be connected with account-keeping. 

Page 373, 1449, 43. The concluding letters should have been in the same type as the rest. 

Page 376, 1449, 92. For ? dtot|k"/ read o]x"/ (= oxvreis) and delete the note ; cf. 1481, 17. 

Page 387, 1453, 6. 01.[. Read probably Wala. Ouersenuphius son of Pamias occurs frequently. 
Page 388, 1454, 5. Perhaps Wax[ou|ts should be read; cf. 1558, 28. 
Page 396, 1458, 2. Read Tkopus. Jn 7. 6 read Ukopys. If the readings are right the name is probably = Hkepys, as suggested in 

the note (v for 7). 

Pape 422, 1462 (uz). This protocol fragment has been identified by Mr. Crum, who prints it with 1611. _ It will be noticed that his 
: reading of the Greek is different from that given in the text. Either reading seems possible, but the preceding Arabic 

formula makes in favour of his. 

Page 459, 1534, note. For 1576 read 1579. 

Page 469,1552, 13. For [Avdep‘]” read [AvOepi]* (2.2. AvOepias). Cf. 1420, 8, etc. 
Page 472, 1553 verso, 2. For Avo um read Avoun. 

Page 497, 1586. After 1. 5 insert |]o NTaRWOY ayo Rarh[Too}y MgoNORT, eneorRson MMRAaITOOY ayo. Cf note 101558, 31. 
Page 498, 1589. For Or. 6220 (8) read Or. 6220 (12). 
Page 509, 1611. See Addendum to p. 422. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

The following are the most important abbreviated references :— 
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Maspero, Cairo, 1910. 

CIG. = A. Boeckh, Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum. 
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Gelzer, Studien = M. Gelzer, Studien zur byzantinischen Verwaltung Agyplens (Leipziger Historische Abhandlungen, xiii), 

Leipzig, 1909. 

Goodsp. Pap. = E. J. Goodspeed, Greek Papyri from the Cairo Museum, in Decennial Publications of the Universily of 
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fist. Pair. = B. Evetts, History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic Church of Alexandria, iii (Patrologia Orientalis, v. 1). 

JHS. = Journal of Hellenic Studies. 
Karabacek, Ar. Papyrusprotokolle = J. v. Karabacek, Die arabischen Papyrusprotokolle (Zur orientalischen Altertumskunde, 

ii), in St/zungsberichte der kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, 161. Band, 

1. Abhandlung. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

INCE the papyri contained in this volume are all part of one collection, and that falling 
within so short a period of time,! a period too which up to the present has been almost 

wholly unrepresented by Greek papyri, it seems worth while to preface the texts and descriptions 

with a general introduction gathering together some of the more important historical and other 
conclusions to be drawn from the collection. Some of the problems connected with the Aphrodito 
Papyri have been already dealt with by Becker in his PSR., in ZA. xx. p. 68 ff., xxii. p. 137 ff, 
and in Kio, ix. 2, p. 1 ff, and by the present editor in JHS. xxviii. p. 97 ff.; and the 
conclusions there arrived at do not require more than a brief recapitulation here. 

§ 1. Aphrodito and its Subdivistons. 

The collection, as is well known, was found in 1gor at K6m Ishgau, the village since 

rendered famous by the discovery there of the papyrus codex of Menander. Portions of the 

collection are at Cairo (see Av. Pal. plates 100-105), at Heidelberg (PSR.), and at Strassburg 

(PSR., p. 105 ff.) ; but the great majority of the papyri are in the British Museum. The collection 
includes documents in Greek, Coptic, and Arabic. The Arabic and several of the bilingual 

Arabic-Greek documents have been published by Becker in PSR. and ZA. xx. p. 68ff. The 
present volume contains texts or descriptions of all the Greek documents in the Museum and 
of the most important of the very fragmentary Coptic papyri. It should be mentioned that no 
Coptic documents of the collection have yet come to light except in the British Museum. 

The ancient name of Kém Ishgau was, in Coptic, snwoy (Jkéw), in Arabic, y,23) (Ashkih), 

and in Greek, "Adpodird, the last being a late form of the earlier képun ’Adpodirns, which is the 
name of the village in a large collection of sixth-century documents found subsequently to 
the discovery of the present one, and now divided between Cairo (cf J. Maspero, Pap. a’ Aph.), 

Florence (cf. Vitelli, Ausonia, ii, p. 137, Ferrari, Attd del Reale Istituto Veneto di Sc., Lett, ed 
Arti, \xvii. 2, p. 1185 ff.), and the British Museum.? The major part of this collection is at Cairo, 

and is being edited by M. J. Maspero in his Papyrus grecs d'épogue byzantine (Catalogue général 

des antiquités égypliennes). It is of considerable value for a study of the history of the village and 

district, and indeed of Byzantine Egypt generally. 
There can be no doubt that this xépyn "Adpodirns of Byzantine times was the earlier 

Aphroditopolis hitherto identified with Itfu or Edfa some distance further south, and in the latest 
(1908) edition of Baedeker (p. 228) the new identification Kém Ishgau=Aphroditopolis is 

1 It seems clear that the whole collection falls within about 2 These documents will probably be published in the fifth 
he years A.D. 698-722. The letters probably fall within the volume of this catalogue. 

ars A.D. 708-711. 

b2 
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substituted for the old one. This ’AdpoSirns rods was a pytpdrodus, the capital of the roth nome 

of Upper Egypt,' and it is therefore somewhat surprising to find the place described as a kaépy 
in Byzantine and Arab times. In the sixth-century papyri, indeed, it is always referred to as in 

the Antaeopolite nome ; from which it appears that, owing to its decline in importance, it and its 
nome had been incorporated in that of the neighbouring Antaeopolis. As the nome had by this 

time ceased to be an administrative unit, though it still existed as a geographical division,? 

it seems clear that the change in the position of Aphroditopolis must have been brought about 
before the abandonment of the organization by nomes, about A. D. 307-310. The papyri published 

by Maspero show that the position of the village in the Antaeopolite nome was peculiar. There 
were in the sixth century, as Gelzer has shown from Pap. d@ Aph., the codes, and other sources, 

three distinct constituents of the nome; the modus with its cuvzales, the pagarchy, called after the 

mods but comprising only the villages of free (as opposed to adscripticiz, évamdypador) peasants, 
and such of the inhabitants as enjoyed autopragza, z.e. the right of paying their taxes themselves 
direct to the ypvodvys or treasurer of the eparchy. The last class was divided into (1) the great 

landowners with their dependent villages, éofxva, and xryjpara of evamdypador, (2) certain villages 

with their evopia. To this class of village Aphrodito belonged, as appears from Pap. d’ Aph. 
The rights of the villagers had, as they allege in Pap. d’Aph. i, been invaded by Menas, the 

pagarch of Antaeopolis, and they therefore appealed to the dwx and the Emperor for redress.* 

Their appeal would seem to have been eventually successful.° 

1 For Pharaonic times see Brugsch, Dic. géogr. de VE gypte 

ancienne, p. 390. For the Roman period see Ptol. iv. 5. 65, 
Plin. Aizst. Nat. v. 9. 49. 

? Cf. on this subject M. Gelzer, Studien, especially pp. 61-63. 
5 Gelzer, Studien, p. 62. 
* For the date of Pap. d’Aph. i see Gelzer, Studien, p. 24, 

and Maspero, Pap. d’Aph. (2), p. 51 ff. Gelzer shows, from the 

names of the duces of the Thebaid mentioned, that the papyrus 
and Justinian’s edict xiii must belong to different indiction- 

periods ; and he regards the edict as written in 538-539 and the 
papyrus, at the earliest, in 552. Maspero in Pap. d’Aph. (2) 

abandons his previous date for the papyrus (537-538) in favour of 
a still earlier indiction-period, viz. 522-523. This, however, seems 
very improbable for the following reasons. The pagarch in 

Pap. d’ Aph. i is Mnvas 6 Aapmpdraros oxpiidpios Kal mayapxos 

tis *Avraorokirav. In Pap. d’Aph, iii, on the other hand, 
probably of 551, the pagarch is called Julian. It is clear from 

Pap. d’ Aph. i that Menas had only just become pagarch (i. 1, 
10f., dd mpootpioy ris evayxos Stadpapovons mevrexardexdtns émive- 

pioecas, ad’ hs avrehdBero tis mayapxias ’Avraiov) ; consequently, 
if the 15th indiction there mentioned is 551-552, Julian was the 

predecessor of Menas. Now in B. M, Pap. Inv. No. 1547, which 
is dated in 553, certain dmairjra: rév Netroupytd[v] Kdpns "Adpo- 

Sirys address @\(aoviw) "Iovdiavg ro peyadonpereatdr@ amd apxér- 
t[o]y kat MnvG Napmpordr@ oxp[t]yapio Kat maydpyas rhs ’Avrato- 

moMrTav, where maydpyas seems to go with both the names, 

implying either that the two men were at this time holding 
office jointly or (perhaps more likely) that the ex-pagarch and 

present pagarch are named together. It seems extremely un- 
likely that we should find two persons of the name of Menas 
holding the two positions of scrin¢arius and pagarch of Antaeo- 

polis within forty years; and it may without much hesitation be 
concluded that the Menas of B. M. Pap. Inv. No. 1547 is also the 
Menas of Pap. d’Aph.i. If he is, then that document must be 

Jater than the end of the 15th indiction, 551-552. This con- ‘simply ‘the eparchy of the Thebaid, 

clusion seems supported by other considerations also. Gelzer 

has made it very probable even on grounds independent of 

Pap. @’ Aph, i that Justinian’s edict is to be assigned to 538-539. 
That edict gave the dux of the Thebaid equal rank with the 
Augustal ; and since the dux of Pap. d’Aph. i is called dob 
kat Avdyovordhios, the document should date from after, not 
before, the edict. Maspero, indeed, assumes that the title may 
have been unofficially applied to the dwx, or temporarily con- 

ferred on an individual holder of the office, even before the 

edict ; but this is a pure conjecture, unsupported by other 
evidence, and is not in itself likely. Again, most of the papyri 
of this collection which can be dated fall in the reign of Justinian 

at the earliest. The only earlier dated document in Papyrus 
grecs a’ époque byzantine i is Pap, 67001 (A. D. 514). 

On the other side, Maspero’s arguments for his earlier date 
are not conclusive. The chief is that Marianus is once or twice 

called dux and Augustal ris OnBaiev érapyxeias (instead of yapa). 
He argues from this that the Thebaid was not yet divided into 
two eparchies, Upper and Lower, and consequently Marianus 

must be earlier than 535, since Hierocles, who wrote before that 
date, mentions an Upper and a Lower Thebaid, Gelzer, how- 

ever (.S¢udien, p. 10 ff.), has shown that the Thebaid was already 
divided in the period 425-450; and he suggests (p. 14) that ‘ der 
dux habe die Gesamtverwaltung der ganzen alten Provinz 

unter sich gehabt, sein Immediatbezirk fiir die Zivilverwaltung 
sei nur die Oberthebais gewesen, wie Aegyptus der des Augus- 

talis.’ This may perhaps account for the mention of the 

‘eparchy of the Thebaid’ in the Cairo papyri; the reference 
was to the particular eparchy under the immediate civil authority 
of the dux; but it is more satisfactory to suppose that, since 
the supreme authority over the whole .Thebaid was in the hands 
of the dx, and the functions of the fraeses had much declined 

in importance, the sense of a division in the Thebaid had been 
more or less obliterated and the whole district might be called 

It is a somewhat stronger 
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In Roman times, then, we find ’Adpodirns ois the pytpdmods of a nome, whereas in 
Byzantine times it appears as kdéun "Adpodirys, a village included in the Antaeopolite nome, but 
enjoying the right of awfopragia, and thus financially independent of the pagarch of Antaeopolis. 
In the Arab period, as illustrated by the present collection, we find yet another change in its 
status. Kdpn ’Adpodiré is now an entirely independent unit, never described (except in one 

instance for which see § 2, p. xxii ff.) as in any nome, communicating immediately with the Governor 
at Fustat,® and paying its tax-quotas direct to the treasuries at Babylon and Alexandria,’ having 

too its own representative at Fustat. Though it is regularly described in the letters as a dvolkyors, 
it is abundantly clear as well from Greek as from Coptic evidence * that it was a pagarchy and its 

Svocxyntys a pagarch.® There is in the whole collection no evidence of any subjection to Antaeopolis”; 
indeed that place would seem to have declined in importance, since in place of the old Antaeopolite 

nome we hear now of the wayapyia Avraiov cal "Amd\wvos ; and whereas this pagarchy (which 
was evidently formed by the amalgamation of the old Antaeopolite nome with the territory 

formerly included in the nome called ’Awo\\wvorohirys “Exraxwpias ") is often described simply as 

mayapxia Amé\\wvos, it only once (1488, 7) occurs as *Avtaiov alone. Aphrodito, in fact, though 
still called xépn, has again become the capital of a self-contained unit, directly responsible to the 

Governor at Fustat, and apparently in all respects on an equality with Panopolis, Coptos, 

Antaeopolis, Hypsele, and the other old nome-capitals. 
There is, indeed, in 1508 and 1509 mention of a certain Theodosius, described as {y toe, 7. ¢. 

fvyoordrys, weighing-officer or officer of taxes, who resided at Shétep, z.e. Hypsele, and appears 

to have had some sort of authority over Aphrodito ; but since it seems clear that the taxes of 
Aphrodito were, at all events usually, paid direct, through the pagarch, to the central Treasury, 

or perhaps rather to the pagarchy’s representative at Fustat (1860, etc. ; cf § 2, p. xxv), who paid 

argument that the later date for Pap. d’Aph. i makes this 

appeal to the dux later than that to the Emperor, of which we 

to the Emperor’s rescript. B. M. Pap. Inv. No. 1547 shows, 

however, that in 553 Aphrodito was still financially subject to 
the pagarch of Antaeopolis. There was presumably some delay 
in settling the matter of autopragia; or possibly, if Pap. d’ Aph. 
iv-x are of earlier date, we may suppose the decision to have 
gone against the villagers; or finally, in view of Maspero’s 

5th ‘Etude’ (Pap. d’Aph. (2), p. 88 ff.), the rescript may be 
spurious, though Pag. @’APph. ii proves that the villagers had 
secured some order from the Emperor. At any rate, the non- 
mention of any order by the Emperor cannot weigh against the 
arguments on the other side. It is to be noticed that in Paf. 

d’ Aph. i Menas is represented as having seized the property of 
a certain Dioscorus, who, therefore, as Maspero suggests, was 
presumably a person of some importance. He is probably the 
Flavius Dioscorus, son of Apollés, who is mentioned in B. M. 
Pap. Inv. No. 1547 along with Apollés, son of John, as edSoxipd- 
Taros mpwrokwpuirns. These two persons were parties to the deed 
drawn up at Constantinople (Pap. d’APh. ii), and possibly 
Menas’s action was due partly to pique at the action of Dios- 
corus in defending the rights of the village before the Emperor. 
[In the Addenda to Papyrus grecs d’époque byzantine, Maspero 
seems to accept Gelzer’s date for Pap. a’ AP. i.] 

° In Pap. d’Afh. iii, an imperial rescript, the Emperor 
orders the dx to investigate the case and to secure the village 
against the usurpations of the pagarch «i rais dAnOeiats pndérore 

ToUs Thy aviv Kony oikodyt[as] tnd mayapxiay Teh€oarras evpos. 
The answer to the question as to whether or not the result of 
the investigation was favourable to the village depends on the 
date of Pap. d’Aph. iv-x. These are tax-receipts issued to 
the village by the ypvoéva of the eparchy, showing that the 

payments had been made directly to the provincial treasury, 

not through the pagarch of Antaeopolis. If they are of later 
date than Pap. d’AZA. i-iii, it follows that the village had 
established its right ; but since they are dated only by the indic- 
tion, they might also be of earlier date, since the village was not 

claiming a new right, but asserting an old one. By the terms 
of the Emperor’s rescript the previous enjoyment of autopragia 
should have secured them in the right, and the only reason for 
doubt as to their success is that, as mentioned in the previous 
note, in B. M. Pap. Inv. No. 1547, dated in 553, two years after 
the Emperor’s rescript and probably nearly, if not quite, a year 

after the petition of the villagers to the dwx, the village is still 
financially subject to the pagarch of Antaeopolis. Maspero’s 

new date for these receipts (before 535, see Pap. d’APh. (2), 
p- 75) rests on the phrase 7 OnSaiwy émapxia, and is therefore 
not proved (see preceding note). 

5 See below, p. xviii. 
7 See, however, below, and p. xiv’. 
8 See JHS. xxviii. p. 100f. 
9 For the nature of the pagarchy at this time and its relation 

to the old nome see below, § 2, p. xxi ff. 
10 Except perhaps in one respect ; see Addenda, to p. 194. 

1 See Archiv, iv. pp. 163-165; v. pp. 245, 246. 
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them into the Treasury, his authority was perhaps either temporary only or limited to a general 
supervision of the financial business of the eparchy.? 

It remains to discuss the subdivisions of Aphrodito, all of which can be discovered from this 

collection, and most of which occur also in a Strassburg papyrus published by Becker as an 

appendix to PSR. The best evidence for them is 1412-1414, from which, the tax-quotas being 
constant from year to year, it is possible to determine the relative size and importance of each 

place. From a combination of these three accounts we get the following places, with their quotas 

of xpvoixd Snudora :— 

Yearly quota of ypvoixa Snpdora 
Place. ; aaa 

in solidi and carats. 

1. kopn ’Adpodita . ; ; : : , : : : . 6951S. 15¢. 

Subdivided into :— 

(2) 7 idta Kapn [e.g. 1225s. oc. to the Treasury] 
(6) dvOpwror (or ot) dvres ev BaBudan [e. £. 4325. 4c. " ] 

(c) Meévre Tleduddes rijs dvarohucns [eg. 3558. 6c. * ] 

(d) Tpets Tleduddes tis Sutixys [e.g. 3318. 8c. 4 ] 

(e) Avo Tleduddes ris SutiKys [e.g. 189s. 16¢. a3 J 

(/) 7a povacrypra [e.g. 79s. 6c. rs ] 
(g) dvO(pwror?) “Ayias Mapias [e.g. 338.06. :; ] 

2, eroixiov Ilaxatvews 5 ag1 8: Bic 
3. €roixiov Eudurevr(av) . : : ‘ : ‘ : f »y° 290 S322 a: 

4. €moixiov Bovvav . : : ‘ : ‘ : ; ' ; 40s. 5¢. 

5. emoixvov Kepapiov . ; 5 3 : ; ; : tee! BOS aes 

6. émoixiov Tloujy . : ; : ; . ; : : ;. | 302 '5eee- 

7. €moikioy Vupov . : : § ? ; ; ce a FOSS 

8. émotkwov “Ayiov Iliwvoutiwvos . . : , ; : ; a O'S rome 

9. €moikwov Laxoope . ; : . . ‘ ‘ . ; . 12s. 19¢. 

10, povacrypiov “ABBG “Eppdwros 

II. povacrypiov Papdov 
12. povaorypiov Tapdov 

13. povacrypiov BapBdpov 

14. wovacrrypiov “Ayias Mapias 

In the above list the -main divisions are given in the order most usual in the accounts, not 
according to the amount of their quotas. The subdivisions of Aphrodito itself are arranged, on 

the contrary, according to the amount of their payments to the Treasury ; but it is impossible to 

classify them by their quotas. In 1418 and 1414 they are none of them given separately, their 

quotas being lumped together as copy “Adpodira ; in 1412 they are indeed specified in detail, but 
only as regards the amounts paid by them to the central Treasury (cf p. 81 ff.). Their guotas 

are given in combination, as in 1418 and 1414, under the general heading képn “Adpodiro, and 

under the separate places only the amount paid to the Treasury is entered. Since this varies 

* It is possible that the money mentioned as paid to him but in order that it might be tested. See, however, § 2, 
had been sent, not that he might pass it on to the Treasury, p. xx. 
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from year to year, it is not possible to give a fixed amount, nor is the amount for any place likely 
to have equalled the full quota, The figures given are therefore a specimen only, being those for 
the 14th indiction (A.D. 700-701), The proportions here exemplified hold good, however, for 
every indiction recorded in 1412. 

Several of the names require some explanation. The ‘men who are in Babylon’ would 
appear to be natives of Aphrodito residing in Babylon, perhaps for the performance of various 

Nevrovpyiat there. Their number does, indeed, appear to have been surprisingly great, since the 
amount of their payments reserved for the Treasury is always larger than the corresponding 

amounts for any other of the places classed under «dyn ’Adpodire, and usually larger than the 

total quota of any of the émoixua. It should be remembered, however, that, to judge from these 
papyri, a considerable number of workmen, sailors, etc., were drafted from Aphrodito, and many 

of these, particularly sailors and workmen intended for the xotpaov Aiyvmrov (see below, § 4), 

would have their head-quarters at Babylon ; and that such conscripts ranked, for taxation purposes, 
as residents in the Siotcyous of Aphrodito appears, for example, from 1427, 20*. Even so the 

amounts are rather large, and possibly the persons concerned were not only such as had been 
drafted for public Xevrovpyiar but included voluntary settlers in the capital. We know that there 

was a great influx of Copts into the towns, especially to Fustat ;! and since the peasants were, as 
far as possible, confined to their own districts and allowed to leave them only by special permission,? 
it may be that such permission was sometimes given on condition that the person in question, 

though allowed to settle, for example, in Babylon, should continue to pay his taxes as an inhabitant 
of his native place, thus preventing the burden on the tax-payers there from becoming too heavy. 

The wording of a pass contained in Av. Pad. pl. 106 and read by Becker, ZA. xx. p. 103, seems 
not inconsistent with this supposition; and perhaps we may interpret in the same direction the 
fact that in the letters, of the present collection it is expressly stated that the duvydées allowed 
to settle in the pagarchy shall pay their proportion of the taxes there. It was necessary to give 

special permission for this; possibly in some cases settlers in another district were ordered 

to continue paying taxes in the pagarchy they had left. In any case the avOpwzou dvres ev 
BaBvd@u were clearly so numerous that it is not likely that they consisted entirely of natives 

of Képn Adpodira itself; no doubt all inhabitants of the dvof«no1s who removed to Babylon but 
continued to pay taxes through Aphrodito were classed together, for convenience, under kdyy 

*"Adpoditd. In several cases, ¢.g. 1484, where the other subdivisions of Aphrodito are separately 
specified, ot dvres év BaBviau are tacitly included under xcdépun ’Adpodird ; 1485 is an account 

specifying the division of tax-quotas between them and 7 idia kdépn. It should be added that in 

1574 ‘we, men of Babylon, seem? to be joint authors with others of Aphrodito in a contract 
concerning the distribution of 14 so/id¢ in arrear between Iévre Ieduddes and Tpets lediddes.* 

1 Cf. Becker, K/io, ix. 2, p. 8, ‘Diese Tatsache (the spread 
of Islam and consequent diminution of the number of tax-payers) 
trieb immer gréssere Mengen von Kopten aus ihren Gemeinden, 
in denen sie oft schwer bedriickt wurden, hinaus in die grossen 

Stadte, vor allem nach Altcairo, dem grossen Militirlager.’? C/. 
too the duyddes of these papyri (§ 5). [Prof. Becker refers also 
to PSR. ii, where the statement (ll. 27-29) that ‘ Getreide ist 

leicht verkauflich in el-Fustat. Niemand bringt Getreide, ohne es 
an den Mann zu bringen’ is further proof of the increase in the 
population. ] 

Cf. e.g. Becker, ZA. xx. p. 102 f., K/so, ix. 2, p. 8. 

5 The document is, however, very obscure (Crum). 
* For ‘the men of Babylon’ c/ Rylands Copt. Pap. 321, where 

we learn that ‘the most glorious governor hath commanded to 
inscribe all the men of Babylon, from small to great.’ This was 

perhaps simply part of a periodic register or census ; or it may 
have been a special measure connected with the practice, illus- 
trated by the present texts, of assessing residents in Babylon 
from provincial districts in the places from which they came. 
Mr. Crum refers also to 1628, where mention is made of two 
witnesses described as ‘men of Jk6w, kara edxatpia(v) now in Baby- 
lon.” The document would therefore be drawn up at Babylon. 
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As regards the expressions 77s dvarohuens and rhs Surieijs which several times follow the 

names of the weSidSes, they perhaps refer to the two banks of the Nile, Mévre Medud8es being on 

the right or eastern bank, and the other two on the left. This would prove that the pagarchy of 

Aphrodito included land on both banks. Naturally the main part of the pagarchy would be on 

the left bank. 

The identity of 74 povacrypta is somewhat uncertain, as it might be thought that they are the 

same as the named monasteries given lower in the list (nos. 10-14), and there is some evidence 

which seems to favour this. Thus, in 1412, where 7a povacrypia occur, the named monasteries 

do not ; and in 1418, where the latter occur, the former are not mentioned. The explanation of 

this is no doubt that in 1418 all the subdivisions of kdpn ’Adposiré are tacitly included under the 

village itself, and the reason for the non-occurrence of the named monasteries in 1412 is that that 

account relates to the ypvoixa Sypdova, taxes which in 1418 and 1414 none of the named monas- 

teries pay. As, however, these named monasteries did pay xpvovxd Snpdova, and St. Mary’s also 

embola (PSR. vi and Anhang), and appear also in 1419 among the payers of the land-tax, which 

formed part of the Snudova, it might be suggested that while they paid the Svavopai (1413, 1414) 

independently, yet for the purpose of the ypvowxd Snpdows they were lumped together as a sub- 

division of képn ’Adpodird. That this was not the case, and that 7a povaornpwa are really to be 

distinguished from the named monasteries, is proved by 1416 (F) and 1445, where 7a povacrypia 

occur as well as the named monasteries. Why the latter do not appear in the accounts of KpvoiKd. 

Sypdore in the present collection as paying these taxes is obscure, since, as already observed, they 

clearly did pay them. 

- The av’v® ‘Ayias Mapias are the last of the subdivisions of képn ’Adpodird. avv® is the 

regular contraction of avOperou, and is probably so to be extended here. The most likely explana- 

tion of the phrase, as the dvOpwrou “Ayias Mapias were clearly distinct from the povaarypuor “Ayias 

Mapias, is perhaps that it refers to the priests and other persons connected with the éx«\ynoia 

‘Aylas Mapias rijs Képns, 7. ¢. probably the principal church of the village, which in 1419, 533 

appears as paying the land-tax and embola. It must be confessed, however, that the amounts of © 

their tax-payments are larger than one would expect. 

As regards the principal divisions of the Sioikyows other than képn “Adpodire, it is not 

absolutely certain whether the ezoux/ Eydurevtov which appears in the headings of accounts is to 

be read érouctov "Epdurevrav or érouiov Eudurevrar, ¢. e, whether the phrase refers to more than 

one éroixov in a state of emphyteusis * or means ‘the émotkvov of the Emphyteutae,’ referring to 

the inhabitants, who held their land by emphyteusts. The latter explanation is much the more 

probable, since if éroixua were intended the abbreviation would probably be erouk/k/. 

Kepapiov is the invariable form in the Greek texts. In Coptic, on the other hand, Mr. Crum 

states (see his introduction) that the word is always in the plural. 

Tlouunv is always so written, except that sometimes it has a dot over the v, as if for a sign of 

abbreviation ; but since no other form occurs, and a dot over the final letter of a word ending 

with a consonant (especially v) is not uncommon, it is more likely that the common noun TOULHY 

is used as an indeclinable name than that the word stands for zoupévos. 

1 For an instance of a pagarchy extending across the Nile see pagarchy on the opposite side (to Panopolis),’ i.e. on the western 

JHS. xxviii. p. 107, note 36, where rijv repaiay rijs Tavoomd\eas NO bank. 

doubt means, not (as there taken), ‘the Panopolite pagarchy 2 Cf. J. B. Moyle, Jmp. Just. Inst. libri quattuor, 4th ed. 

opposite (to Aphrodito),’ but ‘the portion of the Panopolite (1903), PP. 323-325, Becker, ZA. xviii. p. 308 ff. 
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Saxoope is often spelt with only one o. As it is more likely that in writing the word a vowel 
heard in pronunciation should be omitted than that a superfluous one should be arbitrarily 
inserted, Saxoope is probably the correct form. 

The named monasteries were presumably detached monasteries sufficiently large (or 

sufficiently far from any of the éoixua) to be treated as separate divisions of the pagarchy. It is 

to be noticed that in PSR. Anhang (/) there occurs a povaorypiov Tavpivov. No such monastery 
is mentioned in the present collection ; and since Tapéov is not included in PSR. Anhang, it seems 

certain that Tavpivov is either a scribe’s mistake or a variant form for Tapdov.! BapBdpov appears 
in PSR. vi, twice over and quite clearly, as BapBapiov. As in the present collection it is a/ways 

BapBdpov, in both Greek and Coptic, the spelling of PSR. vi is perhaps a mistake at head- 
quarters, It should be added that several of these monasteries also appear as dpos, the word 
being used as a synonym of povacrypioy (= ‘desert monastery ’).? 

The above are the main divisions of the d:oé«nous, but there are also others which deserve 

mention. In 1446, 28 and 1469 occurs a pepis “Ayiov Bixrwpos; in 1469, 1476, and 1491 (e) 

a pepis “Ayiov Dudoféov; and in 1572 are pepides of SS. Enoch, Victor, and Philotheus. The 
context in each case seems to indicate that by pepis is meant a territorial division, not simply 

‘share,’ z. ¢. the quota of taxes assigned to these places. The evidence does not, however, show 
of what nature these pepides were, though we may doubtless infer, from their tax-payments being 

entered in the account-books of Aphrodito, that they were in the d.oikyors. The word may well 

refer, as suggested by Mr. Crum (introduction to 1572), to administrative quarters (perhaps for 
taxation purposes only) of képn ’"Adpodiré or other ywpia, called after certain monasteries included 

under ra povacrypia, or perhaps to the domains of these monasteries ; it is to be noticed that 
tax-payments by a monastery or church of St. Victor occur in 1419, 1012, 1459, 7, 9, 11, 26; by 

a St. Philotheus in 1459, 26; and a St. Enoch occurs in 1419, 1151, 1459, 26,1485. 1In1555, 23 

the pepis of St. Enoch might be in, or a subdivision of, Pakaunis, 
The smaller divisions are rd7ou, yydia, ovoiat, and xryjpara, as to which see 1419, introduction 

(p. 177). They were no doubt small land-units into which the éoi«ua were divided.* 

§ 2. The Organization of Egypt as a Province of the Khalifate. 

It is not only on the single pagarchy of Aphrodito that the collection throws light, but also 

on the organization of the province of Egypt itself and, in a less degree, of the Khalifate 

generally. The naval organization of the Khalifate, on which these papyri furnish the most in- 
formation, is important enough to be reserved for a separate section of this introduction ; but the 
references to naval matters show us also something of the provinces into which the Khalifate 
was divided. There are several references to "Adpixy, which was clearly, in essentials, identical 

with the old Roman and Byzantine province of Africa, and was at this time governed by the 

7 It should be noticed that in 1419, genitive forms Tapooiros, 
Papootros occur, suggesting a nominative Tapoovs, Papoovs or 
Tapoov, Sapoov (Coptic); see note on 1419,1292. Inthe recently 
published Cairo Pap. 67003, 5, the latter name appears as 
f@apaovros. Presumably, therefore, the original form was Tapaois, 

Papaois, not Tdpoos, Papoos. 
2 So commonly in Coptic literature (Crum) ; also in Cairo Pap. 

67003, 5. So too rérpa in Rylands Copt. Pap. 124, etc.; see 
Crum’s note there. Cf the somewhat analogous use of desertum, 

IV. 

Irish disert, among the Celts to denote an anchorite’s cell in 
connexion with a monastery; W, Reeves, Life of Sz. Columba 

(Dublin, 1857), p. 366. 
’ For xrijpara and éoixta in Byzantine times see Gelzer, 

Studien, p. 86. 
* The bilingual évrdyov published by Becker in ZA. xxii. 

p. 150, and since republished in Archiv, v. pp. 189-191, seems 
to prove that Pentapolis (= Cyrenaica), which in Byzantine times 

formed part of the dzoecesis of Aegyptus, had now been trans- 
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famous Misa b. Nusair ; and still more to ’Avato\y. That ’Avatody is the Byzantine Oriens (so 
much of it, that is, as had been added to the Arab Empire) and not merely a general word, ‘The 
East’, seems almost certain from the evidence. Thus in Pap. 32 (vol. I. p. 230, JHS. xxviii. 

p. 111 f.) “Avarody is used side by side with Atyvrros as if, like the latter, it denoted a definite 
division or province. So too in 1874 the Governor writes concerning certain sailors who had 

gone eis "Avaro\yjv and had remained év airy ’Avarohp. It is quite unlike the style of the letters 

to refer vaguely to the sailors as being ‘in the East,’ and the inference seems irresistible that the 
allusion is to a province so called.!. But in 1484, 241, 242, 1485, 64, 65, we hear of certain sailors 

from Aphrodito cradévror eis tiv "Avatodijy Oyo vavtiKod dKatiov Kal Spopovapiwy Kovpaou 
ivduxridvos 18 kat €€ehOdvta@v aad Aaodcxias, from which it seems clear that Laodicea (no doubt 

the Syrian Laodicea, on the coast) was in "Avatohy, and was one of the chief naval centres for the 
province. Thus, Syria (or at any rate the parts near the coast), which was in the old Oriens, 

formed part also of the Arab ’Avarody, and hence it may be concluded that *Avaro\y was the Arab 

province of Syria and a survival of Oriens or 4 dvaroduxh Sioiknors.? 

The capital of the province of Egypt was now, instead of the old Alexandria, Fustat, 

7) ®éccarov, with which, in this collection, Babylon seems to be practically identified ;* the 
difference probably being that Fustat was more especially the name of the new official * quarter 

as the seat of the Government, whereas Babylon, properly the name of the old fortress with its 

storehouses and arsenal, was applied loosely to the whole city as a place of residence.’ As the 

seat of Government, Fustat was also the residence of the Governor, and we hear frequently in 

these papyri ofan addy or palace of the Khalif (amir al-MMu'minin) which was built there during the 

Governorship of Kurrah. This was doubtless a kind of Government House or official residence 
for the Governor as the Khalif’s representative.® 

The Arabs, then, seem to have taken over without very much modification the Byzantine 

dioeceses of Africa, Egypt, and the Orient; and it is clear besides that within Egypt itself they 

left much of the existing organization intact. Under the Byzantine Empire the country was 

divided into several provinces or eparchies,’ and these again into smaller units. The question 
naturally arises whether the division into eparchies or some corresponding organization continued 
under the Arabs; and the evidence seems clearly to prove that it did. 

In 1832, 1333, we find that the commission appointed to search for fugitives was divided into 

ferred to Africa. In Hist. Patr. p. 12 Pentapolis goes with 5 Cf. 1878 with 1488, 33, etc. 
Egypt under a single government, but that was before the con- 
quest of the Roman province of Africa. [There were, however, 
frequent changes in the organization of North Africa. For a 
short time in the middle of the 7th century Africa was a separate 
province, but was afterwards once more united to Egypt. For 

the most part, according to Prof. Becker, Pentapolis (Barka) 

belonged to Egypt, and the Arabic J/rikiyyah denoted speci- 
fically the northern half of the old Africa Proconsularis, whose 
capital was Carthage. These notes are taken from Prof. Becker’s 

sketch of the history of North Africa for the Cambridge Medieval 
History, kindly sent in MS.] 

' Cf. too 1496, verso of fragm. 1, kara orpdrav (‘ en route’) 
€ws ’Avarohjjs, a phrase which seems certainly to imply a definite 
district. 

* For the provinces of the Khalifate at the time of Mu’awiyah 
{A.D. 661-680) see A. von Kremer, Culturgesch. des Orients, 1. 
162 f, 

* This may be inferred from the fact that the Muhajirdn or 

Arab settlers are always alluded to as ‘of Fustat,’ never as ‘of 

Babylon.’ The arsenal, on the other hand, is always ‘the 
island of Babylon,’ the granaries ‘the barns of Babylon.’ 

> Babylon is said to have been practically on the site of the old 
Memphis (see S, Lane-Poole’s Zgyft in the Middle Ages, p. 3, 

and note 3), but Memphis is still mentioned at this period (1438, 

180, etc.), and Prof. Becker writes that he takes Memphis to 
have lain ‘auf der anderen Seite des Nil, ziemlich weit von 
Babylon-Fostat entfernt.’ See also A. J. Butler’s Avab Conguest 

of Egypt, p.221. Fustat (Old Cairo) continued to be the capital 
till 969, when Cairo was founded as the capital of the new 
Fatimid dynasty (Lane-Poole, p. 103). 

6 ‘ Zweifellos ein sogenanntes dar el-imara’ (Becker). 

7 For these and their development see Gelzer’s Studien, 
chap. i. The earlier eparchies in the dioecesis of Egypt were 
later themselves dioeceses. 
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three parties, intended respectively for Arcadia, the Thebaid, and 73 hipurov. Neglecting for the 

moment the last, the two first are the names of old eparchies, and the inference is obvious that 
these still continued to exist. It has, indeed, been suggested by Becker (ZA. xxii. p. 141) that 
the names may in this case have been used merely geographically, without reference to any 

official divisions ; and without further evidence that would no doubt be a quite possible view ; but 
such evidence as there is points certainly to the continued official existence of the eparchies. We 

hear not infrequently, both in the present collection and in other documents of the Arab period, 

of the dux, who, as proved by 1412, 16, etc., was (1) not the head of a pagarchy or d.0iKnors, 
since the pagarch is also mentioned, (2) a definite official, probably of higher rank than a pagarch. 
In other cases, though not in the present collection, we find duces. in connexion with eparchies. 

The following are clear instances :—BGU. 750 (‘aus arabischer Zeit’), ed]kAceordr@ Sovkt ravrys 
Ths “Apkddwy emrapxias; L. Stern, Aeg. Z. xxii. p. 153 ff. (a Coptic contract from Jéme, dat- 

able, as Mr. Crum states, about a. p. 755), ‘nach langer Zeit giengen wir nach Antinoe und... 
den Dux fiir jenes ganze Land’ (¢.e. the Thebaid); Wessely, WS. xxiv. p. 127, R. NN. 56 
(A. D. 699), Praoviw Tir edkdeeordrw Sovki ’ApKadias kal OnBaidos.! 

This evidence shows that the eparchies had still an official existence, and the dux mentioned 
fairly often in the papyri of the present collection may no doubt be taken as the dux of the Thebaid. 
There is, indeed, just possibly some evidence for the use of the title dux as a general, honorary, title, 

but it is very doubtful,? and certainly the dux of the Aphrodito Papyri must be a definite official. He 
is always referred to as 6 Sod€, and always in connexion with official transactions. Frequently, 

e.g. in 1412, 129, he is mentioned as making payments on behalf of the diolkyous. He is twice 
referred to in 1488, once in connexion with articles ordered for the fleet, and once in connexion with 

a fine on runaway sailors. From 1440, 6, though the reading is conjectural only, it would appear 

that the dux of the Thebaid was an Arab.’ 
It seems clear then that the eparchies still existed, in some form or another, and that at 

the head of each was an official known as the dux and always described officially as edxdeéoraros, 
the pagarch’s title being on the contrary évdogédraros. The exact function of the dux is 
not so clear. In earlier times the taxes of the smaller administrative units were paid to the 

€Ovixds xpvodvys of the eparchy and by him sent on to head-quarters. Here, on the contrary, 

they seem clearly to have been sent direct to the central Treasury or elsewhere, at least in most 

eases. Thus we hear in 1412 of taxes sent to Babylon or Alexandria, without any mention of an 
intermediate stage ; and so too in 1488, 122 isa charge dvduari vavdov thoiov Bactdcavros Ti 

1 PERF. 553 cannot be used as evidence, since it dates from 
the time of the conquest, before the Arabs had had time to 

introduce any innovations, 
2 Crum (Os¢r. p. 69, note on 356) refers for this to Leontius’s 

Life of St. John of Alexandria, cap. xxx (ed. Gelzer, p. 62), 
Soikd tia trav peyordver, but the inference is not necessary. 
At the time of Wot. Dignitatum there were 13 duces in the 
Empire, two of them in Egypt (Or. I. 38-56), and there were 
probably more later. So too in Pap. Grenf. ii. 100 the sugges~ 
tion of the editors that the title ‘cannot have been more than 
honorific at this date’ seems unwarranted. In UKF. 271 B 
(sixth cent.) occurs a maveuvdnpov kal edxdecordtov m[peaBurépov] 
Zevovbiov Bovkds kal Ppovricrod [rijs alirijs ayias éxkAnoias ‘Eppov- 

méheos. Here douxds (if the reading is right) is of course to be 

taken by itself, not with ris dyias éxxAnoias, and it is perhaps 

not impossible that even the dx of the eparchy may in addition 
have been ¢povriorys of a church. The reading mpeaBurépov 
may be doubted. In UKF. 1314 and PERF. 588 a certain 

Atias, elsewhere in the Rainer papyri described as the pagarch, 
is called dux; but it is possible that the description of him as 

pagarch is an error ; it is to be noticed that in the text of UKF. 
1314 he does not so describe himself. See, however, Gelzer, 
Studien, p. 30f., where it is suggested that the title dua may 

have sunk greatly in importance; but the evidence is not 

conclusive. 
8 Arabs also occur as pagarchs as early as this, e.g. 1383, 17, 

UKF. 260 (perhaps, too, the person referred to in PAF. xiv 

was a pagarch), but these were pagarchs of the Fayum (and not 

described as pagarchs, but only as émtxeiyevor mayapyias), which, by 

its size and importance, occupied a somewhat exceptional position. 

c2 
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apdrnv KataBodjnv terdprns ivSixridvos (Kat) prob0d Bepedapiov ehOdvros xdpw tav abrav Sypogtwv 
kat picbod avOpdrov aradévros pera. (tOv) abrdv Snpociwy eis BaBvkava. Again, in the Governor's 
requisitions the pagarch is usually ordered to send the money or articles required by his sub- 

ordinates (or bring them himself), and there is no mention of any payment through the dux or 
Gvyoorarys ; ¢.g. 1875, 9 ff. Seydpevos od[v] Ta wapdvTa ypdupara 7d TowdTo xpvaiov aviwry ... 

exreurpov kata tpdcBacily] Sv avOpdrav cov moray Tov dderdovrov KataBahécba ev TH TaKeddy 

Kat Kopicacbar riv wep abrod arddevéw ; 1854, 21 f., 7d S€ Oompuoy Kal'rd d€€davov . .. ExmrEpapov 

& Tapidb{e).; 1838, 4 ff., karddaBe ra pds jas (=‘ come down Zo us’) ple}r[a] 7[7]s cvprhyps- 

Tews WS eipyTat TOV XpvoLKGv Snpociwr Kal éxoTpaopdiver Kal howdy otixwr emulnrovpéver Sa THs 
Storxyjoews. On the other hand, we hear in 1508, 1509, documents already referred to, of money 

paid to the {vyoordrns at Shétep (Hypsele), and so too in 1412 the (vyoordra: are frequently men- 

tioned as paying Aphrodito’s contributions to the Treasury. Moreover, as already mentioned, 
the dux occasionally makes prepayments on behalf of Aphrodito. It seems clear then that the 
dux had some connexion with the financial organization of the eparchy, his financial representa- 

tives being the Cvyoordrat, of whom, to judge from 1412, 14, 15, etc., there were at least two. 

Possibly all the money sent to the Treasury was submitted first to them for inspection, and after 

being weighed was returned to the messengers in charge of it and by them taken down to Fustat.* 

In some cases the dux may have been charged with the task of collecting and forwarding the con- 
tributions of the various pagarchies; and in case of emergency he may have been called on to 

furnish money in advance, collecting the equivalent from the local centres later. The ‘ notaries 

of the dua’ are frequently mentioned as messengers; and 1444, 20 shows that he had soldiers 

under his command. Ifthe Arabs mentioned in 1882, 1888 are to be taken as duces, it follows 

(as is indeed a prior? likely) that the dux, besides his supervision of the taxes, had also general 
administrative functions, in this case the task of searching for fugitives, But these Arabs may 

have been a special commission.? 
The eparchies of Arcadia and the Thebaid are well known, but what is 76 Nipirov? In 

JHS. xxviii. pp. 108! and 120 some suggestions were made, but Becker has since* 

conjectured that the Nubian frontier is intended, and he shows that the flight of fugitives into 
Nubia was specially guarded against by the Arab Government. The conjecture is therefore 

a very probable one. Ata time of unrest and disturbance it was natural that Christian fugitives 

should make for the border districts adjoining the Christian and unconquered kingdom to the 
south. This fact and the somewhat ambiguous relations existing between the Khalifate and the 

Nubian kings would give an added importance to this border country, so that the Government 

may even have constituted it a separate eparchy, side by side with the Thebaid ; but the mention 
of 7d A(uirov in 1882, 1883 along with Arcadia and the Thebaid does not necessarily imply that 

it, like them, was aneparchy.t It probably represents the southern portion of 7d @nBaixov hiperov 
(the two Thebaids), which appears in Justinian’s Edict xiii. iii. 1, and G, Lefebvre’s Recuez/ 

des Inscr. grecques-chrétiennes d’ Egypte, Nos. 592, 598, 599, 600, which are s¢e/ae from Philae, all 

of the Byzantine period.’ 

1 1405, however, seems to concern money of inferior value a mere conjecture, that the dwx may be the same as the ‘ Post- 

actually paid into the Treasury and rejected by the officials there. meister’ of PAF. xiii, who was certainly an official of consider- 
2 This seems notunlikely. The Arab mentionedin connexion able importance. 

with rd Aiwerov seems at all events to have been a travelling 8 ZA. xxii. p. 141. * Cf. note 2 above. 

official; ¢{ Crum’s note on 1542, Prof. Becker suggests, as 5 The last reference was supplied by Mr, Crum. J. Maspero in 
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There are indications of still larger divisions than the eparchies. Thus in 1447, 137, 138, etc., 
we hear of notaries of the char/wlarzus intended respectively eis ras Suavopas Tis dvw ydpas and 

eis tas Suavopas THs Katw xdpas. It appears from this that the clerical staff at the seat of 
Government was divided into two departments, one for Upper and one for Lower Egypt ; and 
since in 1879 money is requisitioned in connexion with a barn which was being built at Fustat 
Myw rod Tapad8opevov yerypatos ard THs Kdétw xdpas, it would seem that the grain warehouses, 
and consequently perhaps the whole financial organization, were similarly divided.’ 

The chartulariz mentioned in 1447, 137, 138, etc., would seem, even without other evidence, 

to be definite officials and presumably fairly high ones, since they have the title évdoédraros ? 
which was given to pagarchs, and they have a number of notaries under them.’ In earlier times 

xXaptovddpios seems to have denoted simply ‘secretary, whether of the state* or of private 

persons,’ and the chartularius mentioned in 1445, 6 may probably have been a mere local official ; 

but that those in 1447, 137, 138, etc., were officials at the head of the Government’s clerical 

staff is confirmed by Hist. Patr. p. 12, which also proves that the two chartudarii mentioned in 

1447 were the only two;* but Il. 137, 138 show that they did not each take charge of one of the 

two divisions avw and kdtw yépa, but held office jointly. 

The eparchies were subdivided into pagarchies, and the question now arises what exactly 

these were and what their relation to the old nomes. The question was discussed in detail in 

the article in JHS. xxviii referred to at the beginning of this introduction, where an attempt 
was made to show that at this time and perhaps earlier the pagarchies were substantially identical 
with the nomes. It is not necessary now to repeat the arguments there brought forward,’ but 

since the publication of that article some fresh evidence has come to light which further complicates 
the question. This new evidence is (1) J. Maspero’s Pap. d’Aph., (2) M. Gelzer’s Studien, in 

which a great deal of material is brought together from various sources, and a valuable account 

given of the evolution of Egyptian government in the Byzantine period, (3) a Coptic document, 

here numbered 1614. 
Pap. ad’ Aph., as already said in § 1, shows that within the old nome there were in the 

sixth century certain communities enjoying audopragza, z.e. the right of paying their taxes direct 

to the eOvixds ypvodvyns or Treasurer of the eparchy. Aphrodito was one of these communities. 
Thus the authority of the pagarch was not (in Byzantine times) coextensive with the boundary of 

the nome, since places within the nome were out of his jurisdiction.® 

Pap. d’Aph. (2), p. 58, suggests that 592 dates from A.D. 584. 
See too Leyd. Pap. Z, 14, 15, rév peyadorplen]éo[rar]ov Kal rrepi- 
Prer[rov k]duira kai Soika rod OnBaixod Aipirov, in a petition to 

Theodosius and Valentinian. In Cairo Pap. 67076, 13 rd Aiuurov 

is used absolutely of the /imes Thebaicus. On rd Xipitoy see 
also Kornemann in X/o ix. p. 502 (Becker). 

1 Cf. 1447, 137, note, which mentions evidence of the same 
system in later times. To that. reference may now be added 
Hiist. Patr. p. 52, ‘Peter, Governor of Upper Egypt,’ p. 56, 

*the provinces of Lower and Upper Egypt.’ These are con- 
temporary with the Aphrodito Papyri. The former would seem 
to imply the existence of governors administering the two 
districts. 

2? In RKT. cxiii. 2, BGU. 304, 5 a chartularius is called 
mepiB\erros, 

* 20 notaries of Athanasius are mentioned in 1447, 139; 
44 in 1447, 141. 

* eg. BGU. 304, 5. 
5 e.g. UKF. 72, p. 24. 

® It is to be noticed that in Ast. Patr, the very same men 
who occur in 1447, Athanasius and Isaac, are mentioned. They 

were appointed on the arrival of ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz as Governor. 
A brief account of them is given on p. 12; cf also pp. 48 (Atha- 
nasius called ‘ president of the Divan’) and 54. The agreement 
of Aizst, Pair. with 1447 is of some importance as it strengthens 
confidence in the former as an historical authority. 

7 To the list of pagarchies beating the same names as former 

nomes there given (p. 105) must now be added the following : — 
Mépd(ews), UKF. 960, verso; Adra(v), 1485, 8 ; Ac(o)omdd(ews ?), 

1460, 158; and probably Kés (= Cusae ?), 1460, 87. 
® Maspero’s theory as to the evolution of the pagarchy is not 

satisfactory. He supposes that at the beginning of the Byzantine 
period, when the old organization of the nomes under orparnyoi was 
given up, ‘ le pagus ou la pagarchie, en tant que territoire, équiva~ 
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M. Gelzer, in the book referred to, throws further light on the evolution, and shows that, in 

the later Byzantine period, not only were the communities possessing awlopragia outside the 

pagarch’s jurisdiction, but that the great landowners also, with their numerous dependent villages, 

possessed the right; though, since the pagarchs were usually men of the landowning class, the 
distinction between villages dependent on the landowner and villages under the jurisdiction of 

the pagarch tended to become rather a technical than a real one. Lastly, though the pagarchy 

is always called after a dus, the pagarch does not seem to have exercised any authority 

in the city itself, which, with what remained of its évopia, was controlled by the curiales, ot 
qoNTEvdpeEvol. : 

Thus it is clear that the pagarchy of Byzantine times did not by any means correspond with 

the old nome. On the one hand, we do not find any pagarchies bearing names other than old 

nome-names, so that clearly the pagarchy may be regarded as fotentially coextensive with the 

nome; but on the other hand, owing to the institution of autopragia and the exemption of the 

cities from the pagarch’s authority, it was actually of much more limited extent. 
The third piece of new.evidence is 1614, where the text reads ‘[men of] Pagowne (Pakaunis), 

in the weduds (sing.) of the village of Jkéw, (in) the tow [of ?, We address the Governor] through 

you, most glorious lord, master («dpis) Apa Epi[machus, pagarch of Jké]w, with its fields and 

homesteads (ézoixiov).’ Mr. Crum observes that the word tow is a somewhat vague and 
indeterminate one.! Originally it was simply geographical, ‘border,’ ‘ neighbouring district, 

and most often it means ‘episcopal see’; but it also occurs as the Coptic equivalent of voyds, 
and it is not likely to mean anything else here. Even so the lacuna might contain some such 

phrase as ‘of the same place,’ but this does not seem very likely, and the most probable reading, 
since Aphrodito was formerly in the Antaeopolite nome, is ‘of Tkéw’ (Antaeopolis).. This seems 

at first sight conclusive evidence that the pagarchy was not equivalent, even in the popular 

acceptation of the term, to the nome. 

The conclusion is not, however, so necessary as it appears. In 1601 are two small fragments, 
which read respectively ‘in the tayapyia of Tk[6w, and ‘in the row of Tk[éw.’ This suggests 

that tayapyia and Tow were synonymous, but the conclusion, especially on the evidence of such 

small scraps, is not necessary, for in the one case the reference may be to the old (geographical) 

nome and in the other to the new (official) pagarchy of Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis, which were 
clearly not exactly the same, since Aphrodito, which was in the nome, is now a separate pagarchy. 

Sometimes, however, tous does seem equivalent to mayapyia. Thus in W. M. F. Petrie’s 
Gizeh and Rifeh, p. 39, Crum mentions that the monastery of Dér Balyzeh is several times 

described in Coptic documents as ‘in the vouds of the wédus of Sbeht.’ Now Sbeht (modern 

Kom Esfaht) was Apollinopolis Parva, formerly, as already mentioned (p. xiii), a separate nome, 

*Amoh\wvorohirns “Exraxwpias; but it had ceased to be one before Ptolemy’s time, since he does 

not mention it in his Geogy., and there is no evidence that it ever became a nome subsequently. 

ee 

lait au nome, le pagarque héritait du stratége’(p. 28), but that in 
course of time these pagarchies became to someextent subdivided, 

and autonomous units, like Aphrodito, were formed within them. 
This view is disproved by the fact that in early Byzantine papyri 
numbered fagi (at least 17 in the Hermopolite nome, Pap. 
Fior. 71, ll. 71, 370, 548, etc.; in 1, 2 occurs the number «, but 
the « is supplied in a lacuna) occur as subdivisions of the nome, 

but never in later (sixth, seventh centt.) papyri. As a matter 

of fact, the very reverse of Maspero’s theory seems to be true; 
that the pagarchy was a larger unit and more nearly corre- 

sponded with the nome than the Zagus ; the agus (mayos) and 

pagarchy (mayapxia) were quite different divisions, and whereas 
the head of a Jagus was called pracpositus pagi (mpairdatros 
mayou), the head of a pagarchy was a pagarch (mdyapxos, mayapyxns)- 

1 See his note on 1601. 
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‘The vopuds of the wédts of Sbeht’ must, therefore, since these documents are of about the same 
period as the Aphrodito Papyri, be the pagarchy of Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis ; unless perhaps 

it is that portion of it round the city of Apollinopolis. Again, Hermonthis is often called 
a pagarchy; cf Revillout, Actes e¢ Contrats des Musées du Boulag et du Louvre, 1, Maper apipa 

evk\/ apipa Tys Tayapxias Eppoveos, B. M. Or. 4884, ‘ Justinus, pagarch of the city Ermont,’ etc, 
On the other hand, according to Mr. Crum, the following expressions are also found in Jéme 
documents :—‘ the xdorpov of Jéme in the voyds of the 7é\us Ermont’ (constant), ‘X (a village) 
in the tows of Ermont’ (once or twice), ‘the wé\us of Ermont and its tow (sing.). Rylands 

Copt. Pap. 319 makes in the same direction. There ‘ Flavius Senuthius, by God’s will pagarch,’ 
writing to the headmen of various villages and to the ‘ men of Psoi, threatens that he will punish 

any one who is ‘disobedient in this nome (tow),’ clearly implying that his jurisdiction extends 
over the whole nome. The conclusion would seem to be that tows and voyds were synonymous 

and both practically equivalent to. rayapyia, but that there was one difference ; the nome (Tou, 
voyos) was a merely geographical division, the pagarchy an official one. Thus, while nome and 
pagarchy were usually coextensive, there was a technical distinction between them, so that 

wherever we have reference to the official unit we get the words mdyapyos, tayapyia, the pagarch 

of Tkéw, of Jkéw, of Ermont, the amr of the pagarchy, émxeiyevos tayapyias, etc., whereas 
in cases where the geographical situation of a place is to be emphasized, we have mention of the 

nome, in the nome of Sbeht, of Tkéw, of Ermont. 

This conclusion is borne out both by the account of the pagarchies given by Gelzer and by 

the evidence collected in JHS. xxviii. pp. 104-106. Gelzer shows clearly that the break-up of 

the nome in late Byzantine times was both the effect and the cause of the weakness of Byzantine 

administration. It was because the Government could not enforce its authority that it consented 

to recognize the institution of au¢opragia; and on the other hand that right and the power it 
gave the great landowners afforded the latter the means of setting: the Government at defiance. 
Moreover, the cities stood outside the pagarchy because the old constitution still continued ; and 

the authority of the curzales was a survival of the time when the wéds with its évopia was the 
representative of the old nome. Both these factors appear to have ceased to operate after 
the Arab conquest. For the bankrupt Byzantine administration, with its endless subdivision 

into small units, was substituted a government at once more centralized and far more efficient ; 

and we may infer that the power of the landowners, now no longer a privileged class but, in 

contrast to the Arab settlers and mawé/z, more or less merged in the general body of subject 
Christians, was greatly diminished. It is likely, therefore, even a friorz, that the right of 
autopragia was abolished; and as a matter of fact we have no evidence of its existence under the 

early Khalifate. Moreover, the curiales seem to have ceased; we hear of them no longer, and 

there is no evidence whatever that the city stood any longer outside of the pagarch’s jurisdiction.' 
It has already been remarked that the pagarchies of Byzantine times, since they always 

bore the names of nome-capitals, may be regarded as potentially coextensive with the nomes. 
Consequently, in the Arab period, the avrémpaxrou and wéhers having ceased to stand apart, this 

potential extension of the pagarchy became actual. 

1 Gelzer, Studien, p. 97 f., shows good reason to believe that _ p. xxii, to the de facto extinction of the difference between depen- 
this extension of the pagarch’s powers had already begun de dent villages and villages under the pagarch. 

facto in Byzantine times. Cf, too, the tendency, referred to on 
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The evidence collected in JHS. xxviii still holds good, and gives very strong reasons for 
believing the Arab pagarchy to be substantially equivalent to the nome. 

We are now in a position to estimate more justly the evidence of 1614. Aphrodito was, in 

the Byzantine period, in the Antaeopolite nome. When the chaotic administration of Byzantium 
was swept away by the Arabs, the right of aztopragia was probably abolished, as already 
suggested. Now Aphrodito, formerly a separate nome, enjoyed this right ; it was not a pagarchy 

but a xowédrns of free peasants, in the nome of Antaeopolis but independent of the pagarch. The 
Government therefore could take one of two courses ; it could deprive Aphrodito of its autopragia 
and allow it to be merged in the Antaeopolite pagarchy, or it could leave it the right of autopragia 

by erecting it into a pagarchy itself. This latter course was actually chosen,’ Aphrodito became 

a pagarchy, and the rest of the nome, perhaps with some additions, became the pagarchy of 

Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis. Aphtodito had recovered the independence it had once possessed 

as a nome, side by side with Antaeopolis; but since the nome of Tkéw still continued as 
a geographical memory, it was not unnatural to refer to Aphrodito occasionally * as ‘in the nome 
of Tkéw.’ Thus 1614 cannot seriously weaken the strong arguments adduced for considering 

the pagarchies of Arab times to have had as a rule more or less the same boundaries as the 
old nomes. 

The general scheme of Arab administration is then the following :—first, the great provinces, 

Africa, Egypt, Oriens, etc., under Governors, avpBovdo.; then, within the province of Egypt 

itself, a division, for financial and secretarial purposes, into Upper and Lower Egypt; below that 

the eparchies, under duces exercising an authority still far from clear, but specially connected with 
finance; then the pagarchies, each with its wdédus or kéun as capital, each under a pagarch, 

corresponding directly with the Governor and paying taxes directly to the central Treasury , 

lastly the village communities with their peiZoves or mpwroxwpyrar, and, in many cases, the 

monasteries as separate units. 

The Civil Service for the administration of the province of Egypt was evidently a highly 

organized one. The extraordinary centralization* of government, which, as these papyri show, 
extended so far that every single requisition, even of a few so/zdz, required a special letter in two 

copies, Arabic and Greek, from the Governor to the pagarch, besides the évréyia (see below, § 3), 

must have necessitated an enormous staff of clerks, both Arabs and Christians,* at head-quarters, 

The dux evidently had his own staff of clerks and messengers ® and the pagarch his. The letters 
from the Governor to the pagarchs were sometimes brought by special couriers, Bepeddpuor or 
ovppayxot (letter-carriers; see 1416, 64, note) but sometimes also by other persons, 4g. a 

oTpatiarys in 1879, Since.the time taken to convey letters varied so greatly, and letters written 
on different dates were sometimes brought by the same messenger and received on the same day 

(ff. 1846, 1850, 1851), it is clear that they were not always dispatched immediately but were 

kept until a courier or some other responsible person happened to be starting from head-quarters ; 

1 That such a course was not often adopted seems indicated _xi, where the Governor writes to thé pagarch on petty legal cases, 

by the non-occurrence of pagarchy-names which had not been * Cf.1875, 7 and 1447. 
nome-names. Aphrodito was in a special position, having once 5 Cf. e.g. 1412, 16, etc., 1440, 6. 
been a nome itself, 6 Cf e.g. 1484, 229, 230,1485, 117. From the last passage 

* It must be remembered that there is only one instance it would appear that the pagarch had also soldiers under his 
of this. authority, like the dua (. p. xx above), 

’ For this centralization Becker further refers to PSR. x and 
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and no doubt the same messenger would take many letters addressed to various pagarchs and 
other officials along his route. Of the Bepeddpior the majority were apparently Arabs. Clerks 
or vordpio. were also much employed as messengers, and we even find instances of a special 
charge on the tax-payers for the maintenance of horses for notaries, both Greeks and Arabs. 
This shows that they travelled by land as well as by water, but no doubt the usual method of 
transit, wherever possible, would be by the Nile or one of the canals, and since vaddor is so often 
charged for, it seems probable that as a rule use was made of ordinary boats in private hands 

rather than vessels belonging to the Government.? Travelling by land was provided for by 
regular posting stations maintained by the Government and under its control; for them, see the 

introduction to 1847. The conveyance of the taxes, both in money and in kind, from the local 

centres to head-quarters was also entrusted to various persons, frequently to notaries, sometimes 

to the pagarch himself or an official called Scouxnrys, perhaps the church official so called.’ 
Regular visits seem to have been made by the pagarchs to head-quarters, not only to Fustat 

but even to Alexandria *; and sometimes the presence of the village officials also was required.* 

In addition, each pagarch had his agent (47oxpiodpios) permanently stationed at Fustat, and this 
agent was responsible for the pagarchy which he represented ; to him the taxes were sent, at 

least in many cases, and by him paid into the Treasury.* 

§ 3. The Taxes. 

Some of the principal problems relating to taxation are dealt with in the body of this 

catalogue, notably in the introductions to 1412, 1414, and 1419, but a general discussion of the 
financial organization of Arab Egypt seems advisable here. 

The taxes may be divided into two main classes, those paid in money and those paid in kind. 

Another division, not coextensive with the preceding, is that into ordinary or public’ (Sypdoua) 

and extraordinary (exotpadpdiwa) taxes. The public taxes are divided into the money-taxes, ra 
Xpvoixa Snudova, and the corn-tax or eméola, paid in kind. It is clear from a comparison of the 

texts in the first two sections of accounts, z. ¢. 1412-1480, that the former consisted of three taxes, 

the Jand-tax, poll-tax, and damdvy. Of these, which are discussed in detail in the introduction to 

1419, the two first were by far the most important, the last being no doubt a charge for the 

salaries and maintenance of the tax-collectors and other local officials. The poll-tax, avdpurpds, 
Sidypadov, dSiarypady, was levied upon men only, not women,’ the land-tax, Sypdov ys or Sypdowa 
simply, upon land-holders irrespective of sex ; and there is some evidence that, to equalize matters 

between artisans, holding no land, and the land-holding peasantry who paid the land-tax, special 
trade-taxes were imposed on the former, these taxes not forming part of the poll-tax but 

corresponding to the land-tax.® 

* 1484, 229, 301. Cf. too RKT. iii, where a beast is ordered 
to be supplied fora notary to get to another village (Crum). 

? Cf. 1448, 2, 17, 36, where the notary Horuonchius, among 
his other expenses, seems to pay for his own passage from 
Aphrodito to Babylon and back to Aphrodito (see note on 1. 2). 
Since he twice pays for the voyage from Babylon to Aphrodito, 
but only once for that from Aphrodito to Babylon, the second 
voyage down the river may have been made in a government 
boat. 

* Cf. UKF. 271 B, Cairo Pap. 67021, verso, 16. But there was 

IV 

probably, even at this period, a civil official called d:ovnrns; /. 
JHS. xxviii. p. 104. 

* For this, cf 1488, 73. 
5 1838, 1339. 
8 Cf. the introduction to 1860, with the references there given. 

Cf. also 1529, 1542, 1638. 
1 Cf, in addition to the evidence of this collection, Rylands 

Copt. Pap. 322. 
8 Cf. note on 1419, 1215. 
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The eméola seems to have differed little from the similar tax of Byzantine times. It was 
doubtless in the main a tax upon the land; but there are indications that even persons holding 

no taxable land were sometimes required to pay it. Though a tax in kind, it might be 

compounded for in money (dzapyvpicpds*); but the Government discouraged this as much as 

possible. Probably such money payments would be counted in the eméo/a, not in the ypvouxa 
Sypdora, though this is not certain.? The quotas of corn-tax seem (though the evidence is not 
quite conclusive) to have varied in amount, whereas those of the gold-taxes were constant. This 

may be due to dwapyvpicpds, the money (even supposing it to have been included in the eméo/a) 

being separately specified instead of being represented in the accounts by an equivalent amount 
of corn ; but a tax in kind is more likely to have varied in amount from year to year than one in 

money. The eméola included both wheat and barley, but the payments of barley are very small 
in amount. There was a special official called €u8oddpyys in connexion with this tax.‘ 

In 1418 and 1414 occur a number of taxes in addition to the dnudova ; taxes which, therefore, 
may be regarded as the éxorpadpSwa.? The evidence of the two accounts referred to (see the 

introduction to 1414) shows that, though additional to the public taxes, they were, not less than 

they, regular in amount from year to year. Except the tax known as rerdprva, probably somewhat 

like the earlier tpocdiaypadopeva, they were requisitions for the cost of articles (provisions and 
miscellaneous supplies) intended for such public needs as the allowances to officials and Arab 
settlers, provisions for workmen and sailors, naval construction, the erection of public buildings, 

and the like. It appears probable from 1414 that in the assessment for these taxes (though they 

are called daapyvpicpds) no formal distinction was made between requisitions in kind and 
requisitions of a money equivalent; see below and the introduction to 1414. 

Lastly, in addition to these taxes in money or kind, the Government required from the 
tax-payers personal services of various descriptions. 

On the method of assessing and raising the taxes no less than on their nature the collection 

throws much light. It is clear that, as explained in the introduction to 1419 (p. 168), the taxes 
are those of Byzantine times and entirely distinct from the Arab jzzyah and khara ; and the 

methods of assessment and collection were also, in essentials, the same as under the Byzantine 

Empire.’ The principles of Arab jurists, therefore, do not apply to them, and their actual assign- 

ment as land-tax, poll-tax, etc., was determined, not by the central Government, but by the local 

officials. It was the duty of the latter, as appears e.g. from 1838, 1839, 1856, to keep a register 

for each ywpior, specifying all the tax-payers, with the amount of each man’s holding and the pro- 
portion of taxes to which he was liable. Vine-land was specified separately.’ RKT. iii shows 

* See 1426, where of dredeis, who paid no land-tax, pay for embola was kept distinct from the ordinary gold-taxes, but 
embola. This is illustrated by Rylands Copt. Pap. 188, where 
‘M. had then agreed to pay 3 carats yearly as their tax (dypd- 

ovov), representing both éuBody and xpvordy, since they produced 
no corn.’ Here land-tax (8npdéorov) is indeed paid, but since the 
fields produced no corn, the payment of embo/a seems to be on 

a par with the case of the tax-payers in 1426. But in 1426 
corn is paid, not money (unless the sums there entered represent 
a translation of money-payments into the corresponding amount 
of corn). 

* dnapyuptopds (adaeratio) is the regular term for payment in 
money of taxes properly payable in kind. 

® Cf. 1484, 173, imép dmapyupicpod cirov éuBoris ivdikridvos 
Swdexirns vonicpara x B/. This suggests that the drapyupio pos 

it is not conclusive. 

* 1441, 60, 64. 
5 Cf, however, 1470, where é¢xorpadpdwa would seem to be 

distinct from these other taxes. But the fragment is very 
small, and the other evidence appears inconsistent with such 
a supposition. ; 

* For the method of taxation in Byzantine times see, znter 
alia, O. Seeck, Die Schatzungsordnung Diocletians in Zeitschr. 
f: Social- u. Wirthschaftsgesch. iv. pp. 275-342, and Gelzer, 

Studien, chap. ii. The general scheme is well and clearly given 
in the last work, p. 61. Cf. Seeck, p. 332. 

7 1839. See also the references there given. 

§ For this document see Mr, Crum’s introduction. 
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that the date-palms and acacias were also specified in detail,’ and also that all craftsmen (rexvirau) 
were entered in the register, the craft (réyvm) of each man being set down, and apprentices 

separately registered, The actual preparation of these registers was not carried out by the 
officials themselves but by persons specially appointed (émuAexPévres) by them or, more exactly 
(1356), by the petoves and mpwrevorres (2. ¢. the leading Aossessores). The assessors performed 
their task under oath to make the assessment impartially, and were liable to a fine in case of any 

unfairness ; in RKT. iii the fine is to amount to the enormous sum of 100 sofdz. Doubtless 

any tax-payer or ywplov too heavily assessed had the right of appeal direct to the Governor. No 
such appeal is extant, but PAF. ii refers to an accusation of unlawful distraint addressed to the 
Governor by a private person against the official of his village. 

On the basis of these registers would be determined the fixed yearly quota of all taxes, 

ordinary and extraordinary, to be demanded both from each pagarchy in general and from each 
village or other administrative unit within the pagarchy. That this was done by the officials of 

the central Treasury at Fustat and not within the eparchy is clear from the fact that the registers 

were regularly sent up to head-quarters;* and further precautions against error or unfairness 
were taken by the practice of summoning at times the pagarch or even the officials of the ywpia 
to confer with the central authorities.* 

It was no doubt possible from time to time, if good reason could be shown, to alter the yearly 
quota; but apart from such occasional alteration the quota remained constant from year to year. 

But though the quota was a fixed one, the collection of taxes was not automatic. The 
Governor made a requisition for each collection as required, the procedure being as follows. For 

the xpvoixd Sypdova there were two‘ yearly payments, each of which might be made in two 
or more instalments. A separate calculation as to the amount required at head-quarters from each 
pagarchy and each ywpiov was made every year by the officials of the Treasury ; and in accord- 

ance with this the Governor wrote to every pagarch stating the amount required from his 
pagarchy and enclosing for each ywpiov within it a separate éyrdyuoy or order for payment, 
addressed to the inhabitants and specifying the amount required.® On the receipt of the évrdyia 

it appears from 1420 ff. that persons were chosen (éméyopar), presumably by the same method 

as the assessors who drew up the standing register, to make an assessment; and it was these men 

who determined how the total quota should be made up. The basis of their assessment would 
doubtless be the xardypador or register of inhabitants. The Governor's évrdyua specify only the 
lump sum of Syudow.. and eméola; it therefore rested with the assessors to divide this total 

between land-tax, poll-tax, and Saadvy, and to decide who should pay each tax and what should be 
the amount of each tax-payer’s contribution. They may also have determined the rate at which 

1 Cf.1631, where the doivexes (or howrxoddxia? The MS.seems fagarchs to rots ard a place, but in the present collection it is 

to have douxx®/) dkaprot are entered. 
* RKT. iii, 1838, 1339, 1356. 
§ Cf. 1338, 1339, 1840, 1365, 1870, 1433, 73, etc. (to Alex- 

andria), and the various cases in 1412 and 1413 where the 

pagarch conveys tax-payments to the Treasury. The instances 
are so numerous that the visits of the pagarchs to head-quarters 
must have been frequent. 

* Not three at this period; cf p. 87; also 1570. Oxy. Pap 
144, 5, Cairo Papp. 67021, verso, 13, 67056, iii, 1-4, etc., show 
that in Byzantine times there were three collections. 

® In UKF, 1085, PERF. 586 we find évrdysa addressed by 

always the Governor who sends the évrdyia. The fairly numerous 
instances, outside this collection, of évrdy:a addressed to indi- 
viduals do not count, as, while it may have been customary for 
the pagarch or dux to send separate orders to individuals, the 
Governor would hardly communicate with anything less than 
a xwpiov. PERF. 550 is. before the Arab conquest. PERF. 

587 is not, apparently, quite on a par with the éyrdya in PSR. 
and the present volume, and even UKF. 1085 referred to above 
is differently worded from the évyrayta of the Aphrodito collection. 

® Cf. Seeck’s remarks on the similar practice in Byzantine 
times; p. 297 of the article referred to on p. xxvi®. Examples of 

d2 
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each kind of land and each individual person (6voya) should be taxed, but it is perhaps more likely 
that this was specified in the standing xardypagov, though doubtless periodic revisions of it 

were necessary.! 

It is not quite certain whether the amount required for the whole year was specified in one 

sum or whether a separate requisition was made for each of the two annual payments; but the 

former supposition is much the more probable. The évrdya. in PSR. and the pepurpoi in the 

present collection mention the taxes ‘of the x indiction,’ never those ‘of the + xaraBody of the 
y indiction.’ It is true that none of the amounts in the PSR. évrdy.a (except that for Bounoi) 

agree, even allowing for the difference between dpiOu.a and €xdpeva voniopara,? with the permanent 

quotas established by the present collection ; but since it appears clearly from the evidence dis- 
cussed in the introduction to 1412° that only part of this quota was demanded for the central 

Treasury, that fact does not make against the supposition that the requisitions in the évrdyua were 
the whole yearly requisition for the Treasury. It is to be noticed that in PSR. Anhang Pakaunis, 

as several times in 1412-1414, pays more than the whole quota, and Bounoi a sum which, allow- 

ing for the difference between the two standards of so/dz, was almost equal to, but slightly larger 

than, the normal quota ;° the remainder pay less. If the requisition were for a xaraBohy only, it 
would hardly be for more than the whole annual quota. The évrdyov of the Arsinoite pagarch, 

PERF. 586, makes in the same direction :—‘ Der Pagarch des arsinoitischen Gaues, Flavius Atias, 

verkiindet den Bewohnern von Pantikos, dass auf sie als Repartitionsquote der in Gold zu 
entrichtenden Grundsteuer der VII, Indiction 20 Goldstiicke entfallen seien, zahklbar in drei 

Raten zu 16, 1 und 3 Goldstiicken, 

It would seem then that only so much of the Syudov as was required for the central 
Treasury was specially requisitioned by a letter and évrdyia from the Governor. What happened 

in the case of the remainder is not clear. So much of it as was required for special purposes like 

the fleet may have been called for by requisitions such as 1874, etc., and that required for local 

needs was perhaps collected without special instructions by the pagarchs and their subordinates. 
It i$ not quite clear whether the pepiopoi published in this volume refer to the whole Sypéova for 

the year or only to the portion called for by the Treasury, but the wording of the headings would 

suggest the latter, and this conclusion seems to be to some extent supported by the amounts.® It 

must be confessed, however, that the foregoing conclusions, as regards the relation between the 
Treasury payments and the residue of the dyydoua, are not altogether satisfactory. The fact that 

the Governor's évrdyia were only for the amount required by the Treasury and that the pepurpoi 

also would appear to refer only to this might suggest that so much of the normal quota as was 

such assessments (pepiopoi) are 1420 and following texts. See 1 For the varying rates of land- and poll-tax see especially 

also 1552 ff., where the declarations of the assessors as to their pp. 170-172. 

assessments are given after the statement of the individual 2 For this, see p. 84 ff. 
quotas. The assessments there are not for the ordinary public 5 See p. 81 ff. 

4 498s. dpiOua. In 1414, 63 the normal quota is given as 
3718. 8c. éxdpeva = 3995. apiOua. 

5 PSR, Anhang 47} dpiOusa, 1414, 140, 4os. 5c. éydueva, 

taxes but for ov (see 1483, 20, note, and Crum’s introduction 

to 1552). In 1543 we have a guarantee-declaration by sureties 
for persons appointed to make an assessment. It is to be noticed 

that a separate assessment was made for emdola from that for 
xpvorka Snudora ; cf. 1434, 51-53, where the assessors are named. 

In the case of xpvoixa Snpdota a separate assessment was made 
for each xwpiov; in the case of embo/a, on the contrary, there 
was apparently one assessment for the whole dtoi«nots, the various 

xepia being represented by deputies. 

433s. dpiOjua. 
6 These questions are of some importance for the explanation 

of the non-payment of poll-tax by certain persons (¢/. p. 172 f.) 
If the pepurpoi refer only to part of the dnuédora, it is possible that 
persons against whom no poll-tax is entered did pay poll-tax, 
though not for that pepirpds, 
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not requisitioned by the Treasury was not collected at all; but the evidence discussed in the 

introduction to 1412 seems conclusive against this. 

A similar procedure to that described above seems to have been adopted with regard to the 
éxoTpadpdwva, except in one respect. As already said, the quota of these taxes, assuming them to 

have been those given in 1414,' was no less a constant one than that of the Sypdow; but since 

they were intended for special purposes and consisted partly of provisions or their cost, they were 

requisitioned as required, not ina lump sum. Their quota seems in fact to have corresponded 

roughly to our naval or other estimates ; a fixed sum of money was taken, and portions of this 

called for as need arose. In some cases, perhaps, the actual expenditure would be less than the 
estimate ; sometimes it was more, since in 1470 we find an entry [dpiOu.a voplopara] KS 7 of 
Savacberra Kali Saravynfevta Kata mréov THs Siactadeions Sardvys mparys iwduKTidvos, 72. ‘ 2422s, 
borrowed and expended in excess of the estimated (ordered) expenditure for the first indiction.’ 

This possibility of exceeding the estimates, the excess in cost being doubtless requisitioned from 
the tax-payers, will perhaps explain some of the difficulties to be mentioned presently in connexion 
with the taxes in kind. 

The division of the requisitions between the ywpia was made, as in the case of the 8npudoua, 
at head-quarters ; and the payments of the individual tax-payers were determined locally.? 

It was suggested above (p. xxvi) that there was no formal distinction, in the case of the 
extraordinary taxes, between taxes in money and taxes in kind. The only difference would seem 

to be that the former were requisitions of money for the cost of articles bought outside the 
S.oixnots, whereas the latter were requisitions of articles themselves, which, however, were bought 

(not collected as a tax in kind) within the Siofkyows. Thus in either case money was paid by 

the ¢ax-payer ; but in the one case the contribution of the Aagarchy was money, in the other, 

articles, <idy.* The conclusion is not, however, certain, and the evidence must be briefly discussed. 
In favour of the supposition is the fact that in 1414 the articles whose cost is included in the 
taxes regarded as the exorpadpd.va are divided into those bought within the dS:oécyors and those 

bought elsewhere (dz dyopas rijs Siotxjoews or dard Siotyjoews and amd ayopas eEwbev Siornjoews) ; 
for it is difficult to see what the former could have been except articles ordered by the Govern- 

ment in kind, év cide, The evidence of other documents, however, is somewhat confusing. Some 

of the letters, ¢.¢. 1853 and 1854, seem to imply that the articles requisitioned were not bought 
in the market but supplied by the tax-payers in kind like the emdéo/a, since the Governor speaks of 

collecting dapyvptopds from the individual tax-payer ; 0(s) 8€ ddvvards * oo |r[uv] Sodvar ev eideow 
aviwv Tov dmapyupirpov avtod (1858); Aourdv ph yracOy july as HricOy ex Tov Tis SiotKHTEds Gov 
dmapyupiopos Samdvns To Kabddov (1854) ; for the dwapyuvpiopds here spoken of would appear to 

be, not a money-tax levied on the Svotcyovs to defray the cost of articles bought elsewhere, but an 

individual payment by the tax-payer in lieu of articles demanded from him. A similar inference 
is suggested by some entries in 1484, a register of requisitions, e.g. 1. 112 f. (probably in substance 

a quotation from the Governor's letter), \éy@ xpetas kapdéBwv kal dxariwy Kai dddwv év TH vHow BaBv- 

1 See, however, above, p. xxvi®. 8 Cf. the procedure in regard to workmen, sailors, etc. (below, 
2 A pepiopss of thiskind is 1446. It may, indeed, bearecord pp. xxxif.). See especially 15608, 1509, and the introduction to 

of actual payments, but the collection would doubtless be made __ the former. 
on the basis of a previous pepicpds or assessment. Cf. 1356, 4 It is possible, however, that we ought to read 6 8¢ ddvvard(y), 

10f., [meparra eélicaoa roy potpacpoy d¢ obmep diacréAAovrac referring to the xwpiov, but the context makes this very un- 
[ra exor]padpdwa kai ayyapeia rod Sypociov. likely. 
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Ndvos bd’ Adkacep viod Xaam émixerpevov emi rhs Tapovons WSiKTLdvos Ter caperKadeKarns Kovpaov Se 

ivdixridvos mevreKaideKaTns, KaAKopatov KvTpoU Kevrnvapra B, Kal €av Soow amapyupirpov éx Tod 

KevTnvapiov vopicpara yy. Again, in such registers as 1483 ff. certain requisitions are stated in 

kind, without any price in money. Moreover, in 1414, where the articles comprising the d:avopat 
dvev tynoews and Siavopal ry TyxHoe are specified, certain articles which we know were ordered 

in kind, e.g. palm-trunks (dowKxoSd«.a), do not occur. A possible conclusion from these facts 

would be that the taxes in kind specified in 1418, 1414 (which are described as drapyvpicpoi) 

represent merely certain money-taxes appropriated to particular purposes, and that requisitions of 
articles in kind formed a special kind of tax, which might, however, if necessary, be compounded 
for by money-payments. The evidence of 1414 is, however, as remarked, against this conclusion ; 

and the following further considerations may be adduced against it. Certain articles which are 

known to have been at least sometimes requisitioned in kind from Aphrodito are found in the 

accounts followed by sums of money for their price, for example yahxdpara, 1484, 224 ff, etc. (cf. 

1868), dowioddé«ua, 1442, 4; and in 1871 and 1892, which are requisitions for articles in kind, 

Basilius being specially forbidden in the second to accept awapyuptopds, the price is specified! This 
suggests that they were to be bought, and that the Government fixed a standard price, above which 
the owners had no power to sell articles required for the Government service.? Since the taxes, 

under the early Khalifate as under Byzantium, were levied by the central Government in a lump 

sum on the villages, not on the individual tax-payers, it was a matter of indifference to the officials 

at head-quarters whether any particular tax-payer paid in money or in kind. The object, where 

articles instead of money were requisitioned, was to get the articles from the Jagarchy; and 
it seems best therefore to suppose that the passages quoted above have a merely general sense, 

and do not necessarily imply that taxes in kind were paid in kind by the single tax-payer. The 

Government requisitioned the articles in kind from the pagarchy, specifying the proportion of the 
whole requisition to be supplied by each ywpiov; and it rested with the local officials to raise the 
articles as they could, whether by collecting them direct from the tax-payers or by buying them 

in the dyopa tHs Svoixyjoews and then collecting the amount paid for them. If this supposition is 
correct, the money-quotas specified in 1418, 1414 will consist of two elements, (1) sums of money 

requisitioned from the pagarchy to defray the cost of articles bought elsewhere, (2) the value of 
articles supplied by the pagarchy in kind. 

The Sypdora were, as we have seen, paid in part to the central Treasury (odxedda), but such 

payments did not exhaust the whole quota. Part (the Aoyiowa of 1414 and the payments speci- 
fied in 1416 recto) was expended for certain special purposes, naval or otherwise, the money being 

apparently sent direct to the officials responsible, not through the medium of the Treasury.* 

1 Possibly 1400 may also be interpreted in the same direction ; 
but unfortunately its mutilation renders it somewhat obscure. 

If we may translate ll. 3-7, ‘and if you think fit to take drapyu- 

ptopds for it in accordance with the rate given in our instructions 
and to buy the said xa\x@pa wherever you can find it, if not in 
your own pagarchy then in some other place,’ the distinction is 
perhaps between a ya\xepa bought in the ywpiop (ev etder) and one 
bought elsewhere (év arapyupicpo), but this is doubtful. If dyopd- 

cat in]. 10 depends on etpeiy (‘if they are unable to find means to 

buy it’), drapyvpiopds in 1, 11 is clearly contrasted, not with 
payment in kind but with the buying of the article in the yapiov. 

? It is to be noticed that, as remarked on p. 126, the rates for 
most articles were higher within the d:oixyois than without. The 

reason does not appear, but the apparent preference of pagarchs 
and other local officials for payments in money rather than in 

kind may have been due to this difference in rates. Thus the 
rate for oil in 1414 was 1s. per 12 res/ae in the d:oicyors, 3s. per 
metron (10 xestae) outside. Consequently the burden on the 

tax-payers would be less if they paid drapyupipds for oil bought 
elsewhere than if it was bought in the d:o/knors. 

8 This was not the invariable rule. Thus inthe Berlin Kurrah * 
évrdytov in Archiv, v. p. 189f. it is stated that the wages and 
maintenance of the sailors were being paid out of the Treasury. 
Cf. 1836, 1484, 135, 1485, 10. The fact of such deductions 
from the Syudo1a as are mentioned above for naval and other 
purposes shows that Becker’s remark, X77, ix. 2, p. 6, ‘mit dem 
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Even after the \oyiowwa and Treasury quotas had been paid there was usually a remainder. Part 
of this was probably required for local expenses, the salaries of officials and the like ; doubtless 

-all that portion of the S8yudova known as Samdvy was intended for this purpose, though the fact 

that sometimes the whole quota of Syudo1e or even more was demanded by the Treasury shows 
that it was not always so used.,! 

The eméola was divided into two parts, that intended for transport to the barns at Babylon 
and that for Samdvy, which was no doubt the allowance to local officials.? As the embo/a payments 
of single tax-payers are thus divided, it follows that the two purposes were kept distinct 
throughout. 

In the case of both the emdo/a and the Snyudow a considerable (probably the greater) portion 
of that part which was paid to the barns of Babylon and the central Treasury, whether at Babylon 

or Alexandria, was expended on the allowances in money and corn to the Arab settlers in Egypt. 
As regards the taxes other than the purely money-taxes Snpdove and rerdpria, it is not clear 

what was the distinction between the portion deducted for Aoyiotwa and the remainder; see the 
introduction to 1414. | 

It remains to consider the question of personal service. The procedure with regard to this 

was in the main identical with that in the case of taxes. Here too the requisitions of the central 

Government were addressed to the community, not to the individual; here too it was the central 

authorities who divided the quotas between the ywpia, every letter toa pagarch being accompanied 

by évrdyva to the people of each ywpior contributing to the requisition ; and here too, finally, the 
assignment of the service between the tax-payers seems'to have been performed locally in 
accordance with a register prepared by assessors.° 

This personal service, though apparently compulsory, was not exactly forced labour in the 
ordinary sense, since the persons requisitioned, whether as sailors or workmen, received wages. 
It was in fact conscription. Here too there was a distinction between service in kind and 

amapyuvpicpos, the requisitions being sometimes for men and sometimes for their wages. The 
difference was that in the one case the men were obtained elsewhere and their wages only 

cemanded from the d:ofknos, whereas in the other they were hired within the dvolknors itself. 

Leiturgiewesen werden also alle 6ffentlichen Bediirfnisse des 
Heeres wie der Verwaltung bestritten, wahrend die Ertraignisse 
cer Steuern von den Staatspensionen verschlungen werden,’ 
requires modification. 

? For this whole question of the dyydoua see p. 81 ff. 
2 Cf. 1484, 314, where corn from the emdéo/a is used for an 

official allowance. 
5 Cf. the passage quoted above, 1856, Io, 11, [retpavra e£]icdoa 

tov potpacpoy 8’ obrep StagrédAovrat [ra exor]padpdiva Kal ayya- 
petat rov dnpociov; also 1838, 21 ff., 00 piv GAG Kal kata ypapoy kara 

Xeploy rod dvros avdpicpod ev aire kal ri oti 8¢ aitav didypaghor 
kal ri taper Exdore ev yydiows kal ti €xopnynaler] Ov évrayiov 
kal dvev evrayiar, where éxoprynol[ev] seems to refer to personal 

service, since the Governor can hardly have wanted particulars 
of each tax-payment of every inhabitant. The two previous 
questions refer to poll- and land-tax respectively. 

* See especially 1483, 16, note, and 1508, 1509. See also 
1449, 12, where Pakaunis and Keramion provide a man jointly. 
In 1837 Kurrah writes that owing to Basilius’s neglect to send 
sailors ordered in person from his d:oikyois he has been com- 
pelled to hire them elsewhere, and he tells Basilius to send 
money for their wages. Becker’s remark, K/zo, ix. 2, p. 6, 

‘ jeder einzelnen der von den Gemeinden zu leistenden Leiturgien 
wird der drapyuppds, die Ablésung in Geld, beigefiigt, und 

wenn einer Ortschaft 24 Matrosen auferlegt werden, so ist eo 
ipso klar, dass die Leiturgie wenigstens zum Teil schon Geld- 

steuer geworden ist,’ is misleading. The requisition of a fraction 
of a sailor or workman does not necessarily imply amrapyupicpés. 
In several cases in 1488 (e.g. in 1. 16, év cépare vavrov tpirov) 
fractions of men are demanded expressly for Zersonal service. 

The explanation was apparently as follows :—The required 
number of men was demanded from the Sioiknots as a whole 
(there are no instances of fractions in requisitions addressed to 
a pagarch); the d.oikyois then provided these men and paid 
their wages; and when, in the division of the requisition 
between the ywpia, fractions were assigned to any of them, the 
meaning was that the ywpia in question should join one another 
in the expense. The Berlin évrdyov already referred to, where 
2} sailors are requisitioned and it is stated that their wages 
and maintenance were being paid from the Treasury, is no 
exception, since the tax-payers are expressly told to furnish the 
amount; this was paid by the Treasury, but the Treasury 

collected it from the Sdtoikyots, 
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This furnishes an analogy, and seems to give some support, to the theory propounded above, that 

the only difference, as regards the extraordinary taxes, between eiSos and drapyvpiopos was that 
in the one case the articles were bought in the Svotcyors itself and in the other elsewhere. It 

should be added that in some cases in the present accounts, ¢.g. 1483, 74, 1484, 71 ff., where 

labourers are required for work at the village embankments and no wages are mentioned, the 

work may well have been forced labour in the strict sense, z.¢ without remuneration. The 

inference is not indeed necessary, since the wages are not always mentioned even where certainly 
provided, e.g. 1488, 16, etc.; but there is one clear instance in the volume of personal service 
without remuneration, viz. 1484, 312, dupadirov dvéparos évds pi AapBdvovtos poyav. 

The conscripts, when chosen, had to be guaranteed by sureties ; of such guarantees 1494 

and the following texts are examples. Women as well as men might be called on to serve; ? and 

it is to be noticed that among the sailors requisitioned were men of all classes.* 
To sum up, it will be seen, first, that the principle of the financial organization was throughout 

that of collective taxation—the taxes were in all cases levied primarily on the community, not on 
the individual, and the relation of the latter, as a taxable unit, was not to the Government but to 

the community of which he formed part ; and, secondly, if the foregoing conclusions are correct, 

that we cannot, except in the case of the emdéol/a, draw any hard and fast distinction between 

‘ Geldwirtschaft’ and ‘ Naturalwirtschaft,’ since articles requisitioned as taxes were, or might be, 
paid for by the local collectors, and sailors or workmen called on for the Government service 

received wages. It will be seen too how elaborate was the organization; the fixing of the - 

permanent quotas, the dispatch of separate orders for every requisition, the preparation of 
registers which had to be continually revised, and the complicated system of account-keeping. 

The last point is well illustrated by a comparison of the texts in the two series of accounts, 

1412-1414, and 1483-1485. The accounts comprised in each of these series, though they differ 

considerably in arrangement, relate to the same taxes, in the one to the dyydova in summary, in 

the other to the extraordinary taxes in detail, so that, though they relate, except 1434, 1435, to 

different years, it seems probable that accounts of each of these various types were compiled each 

year; and yet it must be remembered that these are merely the general accounts drawn up in the 

office of the pagarch on the basis of the accounts of single ywpia, which in turn would be based 

on the current day-books and the accounts of the tax-collectors, 

§ 4. Zhe Naval Organization of the Khalifate, 

On the subject of the navy we obtain a good deal of light from these papyri. The leading 

feature of the naval organization was the institution of the xodpoa. By this word, which is 
derived from the Latin cursus, was denoted the raids which the fleets of the Khalifate regularly 

undertook against the Empire. The evidence of this collection shows that the raids were made 
yearly; and certain passages, ¢.g. 1849, 15; 16, PSR. i. 8, 9, reveal the curious fact that they 

were dispatched during the winter. The xodpoa are distinguished throughout not only by the _ 
indiction in which they occurred, but also by certain place-names, viz. Atyirrov, “Avarohjs, . 

1 Cf. the wording of the Arabic in PAF. viii = 1410, which, 2 Cf. 1488. 

taken alone, would quite convey the impression that the choice 5 eg. bathmen (meptxyira), 1449, 73, fullers, 1449, 90, 

was between personal service and money-payment, whereas shepherds, 1449, 19, etc. 
other evidence referred to above proves that wages were paid in * For such an account see 1418. 
any case. 
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*Adpixys, and rHs Oakdoons. Since the first three, as already shown (above, p. xviii), must be the 

three provinces of Egypt, Oriens, and Africa, there can be no question of raids against these 
districts, and what is meant must be fleets starting from them. Since it is clear from all the 
evidence that these fleets were distinct in their organization, the requisitions being for the kodpaov 

Alydrrov, the Kotpaov “Avarodjs, etc., and not for the fleet generally, it follows that each of the 
provinces had its own separate fleet, to each of which however Egypt, and therefore perhaps 
the other provinces, had to contribute. Kodpoov Patdoons is obscure; but in 1434, 224 the 

officials responsible for this are Al-Kasim b. K‘ab and Yazid b. Abi Yazid, the former of whom 
was superintendent of the dockyard at Babylon,! and from this it may perhaps be assumed that 
the fleet was in some way connected with Egypt. A fifth fleet, not apparently forming part of 
any of these raiding-fleets, is known as rapadvdaxy Tov oTopiwv, and was evidently a squadron 

occupied in guarding the mouths of the Nile. This precaution was no doubt suggested by the 

imperial attacks on Alexandria after the Arab conquest. 
Reference has already (p. xviii) been made to the passage which speaks of certain sailors of the 

Kodpoov “Avatohys setting out from Laodicea in Syria. This was doubtless one of the naval 

centres for the province. No reference is made in this collection to the arsenals of the province 
of Africa. In Egypt the two chief arsenals were the ‘Island of Babylon’? and Clysma.* The 

references to both are frequent, and it is clear that they were important naval centres. Each was 

under the charge of an Arab official. From the numerous references to the repair or construction 

of ships it is evident that in addition to the docks there were extensive shipbuilding yards, and 
from the fact that sailors are mentioned as being at Babylon, we may gather that there were 

naval barracks connected with the arsenal. Other places referred to in connexion with the navy 
are Alexandria, Bo\Bv@ivy (Rosetta), and Tapiafis (Damietta). The first was administered by 

the Augustal, who is shown by 1892 to have been a Christian,* and it was clearly still a very 
important centre, since one of the state Treasuries was there situated, the Treasurer being an 
Arab, Al-Harith b. “Abs (1412, 279); and in one case at least (A. p. 702-703, 1412, 456, 457) the 
whole of the Treasury-payments from the Siofkyois of Aphrodito were sent to that Treasury. 

From 1892 it appears that Alexandria was a starting-place for xodpoa; and similarly in 1358 
sailors, artificers (rexvirau), and supplies are ordered to be sent thither va the ‘canal of Alexandria.’ ° 

The mention of reyviras shows that there were shipbuilding yards there. Finally, in 1488, 

73, etc., the pagarch is mentioned as having gone down in person with companions, probably the 

local officials of the ywpia, to Alexandria ; the visit was presumably to the Treasurer. Rosetta 

1 This makes it doubtful whether the fleet was the one stationed 
at Clysma and ‘the sea’ referred to the Red Sea, a supposition 

which in itself is not unlikely. But a raiding-fleet scarcely 
seems required in the Red Sea at this time. [Becker, however, 
favours the explanation of this xodpoov as that stationed in the 
Red Sea. He remarks: ‘Vielleicht handelt es sich um Sicher- 
stellung des Getreidetransportes nach den heiligen Stadten oder 
um Expeditionen in Siidarabien oder am persischen Golf.’] 

? Forthis cf. PAF. viii. 10, note, and the references there. 
® See above, note I. 
* It has been assumed throughout that persons bearing Greek 

or Coptic names were Christians. This is not perhaps a neces- 
sary inference, but it is overwhelmingly probable, since persons 
expressly described as #awda/z (converts to Islam) have invariably 
names of the Arabic type. In this case, however, the supposi- 

IV. 

tion that the Augustal was a Christian seems confirmed by 
Hist. Patr. The person holding the office in 1892 (Theodore) 
is mentioned on p. 57, where he is called ‘the president of 
the divin of Alexandria’; probably the same person is in- 

tended on pp. 26, 27 (A.D. 689), where he appears as ‘ the 
magistrate of the city of Alexandria,’ and seems to be a 

Christian. [Becker remarks that the above conjecture is certain ; 
conversion to Islim seems always to have been followed by 

a change of name.] 
5 For this see 1858, 11, note; now also Ast. Patr. p. 42: 

‘He (‘Abd-al-‘Aziz) commanded also to dig the canal of Alex- 
andria on the north of the city near the pool of Nicetas ; and he 
ordered that milestones should be set up along it as far as 

Alexandria.’ 
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and Damietta were administered by Svo.xnrai, who, like the Augustal, were Christians.!_ Supplies 

are sent direct to the former in 1414, 59, etc. and 1449, 62, 65, to the latter in 1854 and in 1449, 

49; in the last case for sailors and troops intended for the xodpaov ’Avarohjs. 

The fleet was furnished with supplies of all kinds by means: of the taxes, both Sypéova and 
éxotpadpowa, as shown in the preceding section. It was manned in various ways. The crews 
are divided in these documents into payou? and vatra, the former being the military part of the 

crew, the latter the rowers, helmsmen, etc. The pdéyxor consisted of two classes, the Muhajirin 

(Moayapira) and mawali (uavdeis).® The former were the Arab settlers of full blood ; from 1447 it 
appears that those in Egypt at this period consisted largely of the Ansar and Kuraish. As the 

Arabs themselves fought chiefly on land, and had a great distaste for the sea, it is a little curious 
that the MWuhajirain should be mentioned only in connexion with the kotpoa, and in PSR. i. 9 

Becker translates the corresponding Arabic expression ‘den Auszug der /eere.’ + 

never in these papyri used in a context which of itself suggests a land-campaign; wherever it is 

possible to decide at all the reference is always clearly to a naval expedition ; and, indeed, since 

the Empire and the Khalifate were (at this time) nowhere conterminous by land except in Syria, 

the kodpca, at any rate of Egypt, Africa, and 77s Aahdoons, must necessarily have been by sea. 
Doubtless the W/uhajiriin serving on the fleet were not so much marines as troops intended for 
landing in the coast districts of the Empire. They are never certainly mentioned in connexion 

with the purely naval squadron zapadviaky tév oropiwy; the pdyo. mentioned in 14385, 87 as 

serving there may have been maw@a/z.° These last were persons of non-Arab race converted to 
Islam ; in Egypt doubtless chiefly Greeks or Copts. The MZ/whajirin of Fustat are several 
times mentioned as receiving a yearly allowance of money and corn, taken from the ypvowxa 

Snpdova and embola. The mawa/z do not occur in this connexion,® but 1447, which contains 

the names of many maw€@/i, shows that they too received an allowance for their maintenance ; it 

is not clear whether any difference in the amount was made between them and the M/uhajiran. 

The sailors were raised by conscription, though, as stated in the preceding section, they 
received wages, as well as an allowance of food (drorpody, Sadvy). Sailors were requisitioned 
in Egypt not from the districts near the coast or on the Nile only, but from inland villages like 

Aphrodito, and not only for the codpoov Atyvrrov, but for all the fleets. Moreover, as remarked 

above (p. xxxii), they were drawn from various classes of the population. 

But xovpaop is 

1 For this, cf. 1414, 59, etc. and 1449, 49; forthe name in the 
latter place, though mutilated, is almost certainly a Greek one. 

2 See the note on 1851, 5, which is perhaps not decisive 
enough. It seems highly probable that payor does = payipor 
(not mawalz) and refer to the military members of the crew, z.e. 
the Muhdjirain and mawali generally. 

8 The form is not quite certain. The form pavd* (1441, 61, 
etc.) in the gen. sing. would suggest pavAevs, but the plur. gen. 
pavhov (1447, 184, 1449, 53) suggests a nom. plur. pada, 
Possibly there were two forms, pavAos and pavdevs; but the 
most likely explanation is that the form is pavAevs throughout, 

and that pavdey is simply the plur. gen. form which in late 
Greek supplanted the -ewy form (Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Grammar, 
264, 267). 

* Becker remarks that though the word naturally suggests 
a land expedition, the inference is not necessary. He refers also 
to Wellhausen, Die Kampfe der Araber mit den Romiéern in 
der Zeit der Umatjiden, Nachrichten von der Kon. Ges. der 

Wiss. 2u Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1901, p. 418, where 

Wellhausen remarks that the Arabs ‘machten den Uebergang 

von der Wiiste und vom Kamel zum Meere und auf das Schiff: 

erstaunlich rasch.’ . 

5 In JHS. xxviii. p. 115 it is stated that ‘it appears that 
mawali were employed in this (rap. ray or.) as well as in the 
kotpoa.’ Since the identification of pavdeis and payor seems, as 
stated in the last note, very unlikely, this statement, which was 

founded upon the passage referred to, is only conjectural ; but 
for the reason stated above it does seem probable that the 
paxo. serving in the squadron at the mouths of the Nile would 
be mawali rather than Muhdjirin. 

6 From 1447, 32 ff., however, it seems likely that the word 
Moayapirat may often include mawa/z; though the latter are 
sometimes mentioned separately, e.g. 1449, 53. The last and 

similar passages refer, not to the regular allowance (poufixéy, 
foyd), but to maintenance (Samdyn) while on service, 
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The fleets maintained by the Khalifate were clearly of considerable size. Large drafts of 
sailors are made even from this not very considerable Svo/«nous,' and all the evidence points to 
an extensive naval organization. In 1450 there seems to be a reference to 200 kdépaBou. 

§5. Zhe Character of Arab Rule? 

It is an interesting question what was the character of Arab rule in Egypt, and how it 

compared with that which it succeeded. We have scarcely the data to decide the matter very 
definitely, but there is at least some material bearing on it in the present volume. In one respect 
the evidence has a decided negative value. The Governor during part of the period covered, 

who was responsible for practically all the letters, was Kurrah b. Sharik. This person has become 
almost a proverb for cruelty and oppression,’ and Arab historians have given many instances of 
his evil-doing. The accounts which we have of him suggest no ordinary measure of oppression, 
and we should expect, in a collection so large as this, to find some instances at least of his 

tyrannical conduct. It is therefore a striking testimony in his favour that no such instances occur, 
and that, on the contrary, he appears on the whole as a Governor sincerely anxious to safeguard 

His tone towards Basilius, the pagarch, is often very peremptory, 
and he frequently threatens him with the severest punishment in case of disobedience ; but as 
none of his threats seems ever to have been carried out, at least within the period covered by this 

collection, they must not be taken too seriously. Moreover much of this severity was undoubtedly 

in the interest of the tax-payers. It is a notorious fact that it was necessary to keep a very 
sharp look-out on the doings of the local officials in Egypt. The pagarchs belonged to the class 
of larger Zossessores or landowners,‘ who frequently oppressed the smaller holders and were strong 

enough during the Byzantine period to set the Government at defiance ; ° and severity towards 

them might be so far from being oppression as to be all for the good of the peasantry. The 
system of taxation described in the last section, with the locally prepared registers and assessments, 

1 79 for the xovpooy Aiyirrov alone in 1488, 48, etc. ; 68 for the 

same in 1450,5; 46 in 1497, etc. 
? The introduction was written and sent to press before the 

writer had read Hist. Patr. This recently published work is of 

considerable importance for the history of Egypt, and since it gives 

a very unfavourable picture of Kurrah, its evidence must be con- 
sidered. It is clear that the sources from which the history was 
compiled (or perhaps one should rather say the lives of which 
it is a collection and translation) were for the most part contem- 
porary with the patriarchs concerned (cf. e.g. pp. 20, ‘the writer 
of this history was with him,’ 57, ‘Anastasius. . . is still reign- 
ing’), and its statements can in some particulars be confirmed; 

of. what is said of the chartularii above, p. xxi °, and of Theodore, 
the Augustal, p. xxxiii‘. Thus its testimony as to Kurrah’s 
tyranny is of considerable weight, and his bad reputation cannot 
be wholly put down to ‘Abbasid sources. On the other hand 
there are certainly errors. Thus (p. 67) ‘Usamah, really finance 
minister, is represented as Governor. The prices mentioned on 
p. 69 are not borne out by the present papyri. [Nore.—Wheat 
is represented as sold at ‘forty ardebbs (artabas) for a dinar’ 
(solidus). It is just conceivable that this is to be compared with 
1435, 122, referring to 15 Choiach, 14th indiction = 11 Dec., 
A.D. 715 (seenote). If the passage referred to really does mean 
‘at Is. per 40 artabas,’ His¢. Par. would be strikingly confirmed ; 
but since the rate on 5 Thoth, 14th indiction = 2 Sept., A.D. 715 

was only 20; 1 (1485, 71, 72), a drop of 20 artabas seems impos- 

sible in the interval. The meaning of the statement that ‘silver 
sank to thirty-five dirhems for a dinar’ is not quite clear. If it 
refers to the relation between nominal and standard so/zdz, it is 
certainly wrong.] The writers of these lives show an obvious 
bias against the Arabs, and write with evident exaggeration. It 
seems likely that any efficient and strenuous Governor would be 

unpopular in ecclesiastical circles (¢/ what is said of the pious 
‘Umar II on p. 72). The evidence of the present collection is 

not of course in itself conclusive, especially in opposition to 
Hist. Patr.; but weighing the two’ sources together, it can 
hardly be said that the picture of Kurrah given in H/Zs¢. Pair. 

inspires implicit trust. s 
3 Cf. F. Wiistenfeld, Die Statthalter von Agypten zur Zeit 

der Chalifen in Abhandlungen der Kon, Gesellschaft der Wis- 

senschaften zu Gottingen, Hist.-Phil.. Classe, Bd. xx. 2, 
Wiistenfeld says of Kurrah, p. 39, ‘Curra war ein ungerechter, 
gewaltthatiger und ruchloser Mensch.’ C/ too the remark of 
‘Umar b. ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz quoted on p. 40 :—‘ El-Haggag in Irak, 
el-Walid in Syrien, Curra in Agypten, Othman ben Hajjan in 
Medina und Chilid el-Casrf in Mekka, 0 Gott ! die ganze Welt 
ist voll von Tyrannei und Unrecht, gieb den Menschen Ruhe!’ 

4 That Basilius belonged to this class is probably shown by 

his title 2//ustris; cf. Gelzer, Studien, p. 90. 
5 See Pap. d’Aph. i (= Cairo Pap. 67002), and the misdeeds 

of the officials there chronicled; see too Becker’s remarks, 

Beitrége, ii. p. 118 f. and Gelzer, Studien, chap. ili, Aassim. 

e2 
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must have given great opportunities for favouritism and unfairness, and Kurrah, who was quite 
alive to this possibility, repeatedly warns Basilius and his subordinates against such unfairness.1 

In 1856 he reproves him for his indifference to the wishes of the people, and exhorts him in future 

to be more zealous in attending to their needs. In 1854, if the explanation of that letter given 
in the introduction to it is correct, we hear of the temporary remission of taxes owing to a partial 

failure of the harvest or some similar cause ; and in PSR. ii he intervenes energetically to put 
a stop to an attempted ‘corner’ in wheat, which would have caused much distress to the peasantry. 

The letters PAF. i, xii, and xiii should also be referred to as evidence of Kurrah’s anxiety 

to prevent any oppression of the people by the officials. The many references to fugitives (see 
below) which occur in the letters might seem to indicate an unusual degree of disturbance and 

consequently of oppression ; but it is clear that the occurrences which led to the flight of these 
fugitives took place before Kurrah’s governorship, and that he merely inherited the problem from 

his predecessors. The punishments ordered by him in 1884 are by no means exceptionally severe 

(particularly in view of the long continuance of the trouble) for that period and country. 

Even more noteworthy perhaps than these definite orders is the general tone of the letters. 
Particularly important in this connexion are such passages as 1838, 27-30, 1849, 1-10, 28-39, 
1380, PSR. i, iii, 62-76, the religious tone of which, as remarked by Becker,’ is startling indeed in the 

impious oppressor whom tradition * represents as revelling all night in the mosque at Fustat. The 

evidence of the papyri is in fact the direct contrary of that to be found in the literary sources, 

and but for the identity of name one would never suspect that we have to do with the Kurrah b. 
Sharik so infamous in history. It is in fact probable that Kurrah has suffered from the general 

tendency of Arab historians, most of whom wrote under the ‘Abbasid Khalifs, to blacken the 
character of the “Umayyad house and its supporters.* His cruelty and impiety may well be an 

entire fiction. It seems evident, indeed, that he was an energetic and capable Governor ; and 

while he frequently warns Basilius against exacting from the tax-payers more than is due, he is 

resolute not to accept from them any less amount than their full quota. It is possible, therefore, 
that he came to be regarded by the Copts themselves as an oppressor, not because he was guilty 

of misgovernment, but because he so efficiently discharged the duties entrusted to him; and the 

question remains whether, apart from the conduct of any individual official, the taxation and 

general government of the Arabs in the first century of the Mohammedan era were oppressive or 
the reverse. 

The evidence of the present collection is not very conclusive. It must be remembered that 
the misgovernment of Egypt during the later Byzantine period was appalling ; that the country 
was exposed to constant attacks from the savage tribes on the south, that the taxation was heavy, 

the officials frequently corrupt, the wealthy landowners practically a law to themselves, the 

peasantry miserably poor; that the native inhabitants were almost all Jacobites, and therefore 
persecuted by the orthodox patriarchs of Alexandria supported by the Byzantine court ®; that in 

» See e.g. 1845, 13-16, 19-21, 23-27, 1856, 24-30, 1867, 
17-19 (probably), 1400, 15-21, PSR. iii. 31-76; cf PAF. ii, 
‘und nicht sollst du deinen Knecht vergewaltigen, [und halte 

ab] die (den) Beamten von [den Hiausern] der Eingebornen 
aufs strengste.’ 

2 PSR. p. 35. 
3 See Wiistenfeld, of. cz#. p. 40. 
* The tradition cannot be wholly put down to this ; see above, 

p. xxxv 4 
5 Mr. Crum thinks this statement rather too strong. He con- ~ 

siders that the power of the Melkite patriarchs, even with the 
support of the Byzantine court, was too weak to enable them to 
touch the great mass of the population. But according to Butler 

(The Arab Conquest of Egypt, chap. 13), Cyrus at all events, 
the last Melkite patriarch before the Arab conquest, carried on 
a vigorous persecution through the greater part of Egypt. C/ 
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fact much of the country was in a state of chronic anarchy.!. We must remember too that Egypt 
has at all times been very heavily taxed and has, owing to the richness of the soil, been able to 
support such taxation far more easily than most countries. It is certain that in many ways the 
establishment of the Arabs in Egypt was at first a relief to the inhabitants, and this no doubt 
explains the comparative ease with which they established and maintained themselves there. The 
land enjoyed peace from external enemies, and the depredations of the desert tribes ceased. 
The number of fugitives shows that internally there must have been at this period a great deal 
of unrest and disturbance, but there are no indications of such general anarchy and official 
oppression as were the normal state of things under the later Byzantine rule. There was clearly 
‘no longer any religious persecution. The exemption of Muslims from taxation threw all the 
burden of the taxes on to the Copts; but the number of aboriginal inhabitants converted to 
Islam does not seem at this time to have been very large, and, if the Arab historians can be 
trusted, the new converts were no longer exempt. A large number of important posts were still 

occupied by Christians. Nearly all the pagarchs and probably all the subordinate local officials 

were Christians, and so too were the administrators of the naval centres of Alexandria, Rosetta, 

and Damietta. There are even instances not much earlier than this of Christians in the position 

of dux* (see above, p. xix), the chartularii were Christians,? and there were Christians even in the 

Governor’s household.‘ It is too a striking evidence of Arab tolerance that even at this period, 
seventy years after the conquest, the Christian notaries at Fustat who wrote the Greek versions 

of the Governor’s letters were not required to employ in them any of the distinctively Mohammedan 
formulae, but used instead the non-committal phrases év évdéuart rod @eod and evyapicrodpev TO 
@co@, and that the local officials in their accounts and in the minutes at the back of letters continued 

to employ the Christian symbol of the cross.° 
The taxes were certainly somewhat heavy; but it is difficult to determine on existing 

evidence whether they were oppressive in comparison with those of earlier times. To settle this 

question it would be necessary to discover, first, the average total amount of taxes paid by the 

individual tax-payer in proportion to his income in the Arab, Byzantine, and Roman periods, 

and, second, the average purchasing power of money in these periods. Such an investigation is 
beyond the scope of this introduction; and in any case the evidence seems scarcely sufficient to 
justify any positive conclusions. Tax-receipts are by themselves of little use, since they are 

never for the whole amount of taxes paid by any person, and besides it is clear that in the Arab 
period at all events the rates of taxes varied (p. 170 ff.), so that unless we know the circumstances 
which determined the variation (¢.g., for the land-tax, the fertility of the land, the nature of the 

crop, the extent of irrigation, etc.), we cannot decide as to the relation of the tax to the 

tax-payer’s income. 
Nevertheless there is some material for forming a conclusion. In the Berlin évréyov in 

Archiv, v. p. 189 f., the drorpody or provisions of 2} sailors during the journey from Antinoopolis 

F. M. Esteves Pereira, Vida do Abba Samuel, Lisbon, 1894 4 1375, 1447, 13. 
(Mr. Crum’s reference). 5 Hist. Patr. gives many instances of severity and some of 

1 Cf. for example Milne, Zeypt under Rom. Rule, pp. 111, actual persecution, but even this strongly biased account does 

117, 167; Butler, of cit., p.3; Gelzer, Studien, chap. iii, assim. not afford ground for supposing any systematic persecution. 
* Cf too Hist. Patr., p. 52,where among persons‘ forced’ by The relations between the Governor and the Patriarch were 

Al-Asbagh to become Muslims is mentioned ‘Peter, governor of sometimes very friendly; cf pp. 20 (‘Abd-al-‘Aziz sends his 

Upper Egypt.’ secretaries to visit Abba John in his illness), 32, 42. 
5 1447, 139, etc. Cf. Hist. Patr., p. 48. 
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to Pentapolis costs 113 solidi. In 1484, 21 the dzorpody of 4 sailors from Aphrodito to the 

mouth of the Nile is stated at 2s., z.¢. 3s. per man, and the same rate appears in 1484, 24, etc. 
In 1414, 304 the cost of provisions (probably only oil and salt) of one man for 6 months 
is 113carats=is.1 There is abundant material for determining the cost of articles, and a few 

specimens may be given. In 1875 the following rates are given for provisions bought in the 

dyopa eFwbev Stovxnoews (see p. 125 f.) :—sheep, each $s., oil, 3s. per metron (10 xestae), boiled 
wine (€npa), 3s. per metron, dates, 3;s. per artaba, onions, 1s. per 10 artabas, vegetables 
(Adxava), 1s. per 600 bundles, poultry, 1s. per 20 birds, v2 ordinatre (6£0s), 1s. per 72 xestae, 

wine, 1 s. per 30 cnidia, raisins, +s, per artaba, firewood, 1 s. per 16 centenaria. This is in the year 
711. The following are the prices of wheat which occur :—In A. D. 699 it was 1 s. per 20 artabas,” in 

706-707, Is. per 12 artabas,’ in 709, 1s. per 13 artabas,* in 715-716, 1s. per 10 artabas.® It should, 
however, be remarked that the price in the third case, and probably in all, included the cost of 

carriage (vadAov) from the local centre to Babylon, and that these are the rates of dmapyvpiopos 

for wheat for the eméola, which may have been different from the market prices, though the 
variations show that they depended on the market to some extent. The following rates are 

established by 1414 (date uncertain) :—dyopa ris SioiKjoews, oil, 1 s. per 12 xestae, boiled wine, 

Is. per 3 metra, sheep, 3s. each, poultry, 1s. per 20 birds, df0s, 1s. per 60 xestae; dyopa eEwber, 

oil, 1s. per 20 xestae, boiled wine, 1s. per 4 metra, poultry as above, d£os, 1s. per 72 xestae, salt, 

Is. per 12 collatha.® 

As regards the rates of wages, in 1410 the wages and Samdvy of a caulker amount to 13 s. 
per month, of a carpenter to 13s. per morith, of a shipbuilder (vavrnyds) to 2s. per month. In 

1336 a carpenter appears to receive for wages and damdvyn 2s. per month. In 1841 the amount 
for a sawyer, for 6 months, is 11 s.,z.¢ 1s. per month. In 1866 the wages of a labourer are © 

8s. for 12 months, z.¢ 3s. per month, of a carpenter 15s. for the same period, 2.2, 13s. per 

month, the dazdvy for each being 8s. for the whole period and the dorpody, z.¢., probably, the 
cost of their maintenance during the journey to Jerusalem, }s. for each.’ 

The above figures, which might be supplemented by a good many others, will give some 
idea as to the cost of living and the rate of wages at this period. The pepurpoé furnish informa- 

tion concerning the amount of taxes. In 1420, 38, a tax-payer who has but one holding pays 23s. 
land-tax, $s. poll-tax, 23 artabas emdola; 1420, 39 (one holding), 2s. land-tax, 3s, poll-tax, 
3 artabas embola; 1420, 40 (one holding), 13s. land-tax, 1s. poll-tax, 14 artaba embola; 1420, 

* In most cases we cannot use the amounts of requisitions 
with confidence, since one requisition was usually divided 
between several xwpia, In 1448 it is not clear whether the 
provisions were intended only for Horuonchius himself or for 
his subordinates as well. In 1875 the sums specified are not 
the total amounts but merely the quota for Aphrodito. In 14838, 
50 (A.D. 706-707) we find the damdvy of sailors for 7 months given 
as follows :—‘ per man, per month (see 1. 118) 7 artabas of loaves 
(Yopia), 1% artaba of pulse (8ompeov), 7 xestae of oil, 7 xestae of 
vin ordinaire (d€os), 1% collathon of salt.’ Compare these figures 
with the prices of articles given above. 

? PERF, 587. , 
§ 14383, 110, etc. 

* 1385, 11, 12. 
5 1484, 128. 
° The rates given in Hist. Patr. may be added, though it 

is not certain how far they can be trusted. There may be some 
exaggeration. P. 67 (about 714-715), wheat ‘ twenty-five ardebbs 

for one dinar’; p. 69 (before 717), ‘silver sank to thirty-five 
dirhems for a dinar (see above, p. xxxv*), and wheat to forty 

ardebbs for a dinar, and wine to forty wineskins for a dinar, 

and oil to a hundred kists (xves¢ae) for a dinar.’ It should be 

added that the rates in the text are all from official documents, 
and these prices may have been different from those in the 
ordinary market. 

7 In 1488, 36 and the corresponding entries for other yepia, 
the wages of an dpytoraBhirns for 12 months amount to 63s., 
but in the last entry (1. 292) the sum (3s.) includes the price 
of fodder for the horses; moreover, as the posting-station 
was not in Aphrodito, the wages, which seem very small, were 

probably raised in various pagarchies and 64s. will not represent 
the whole amount. 
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41 (two holdings), 23s. land-tax, no poll-tax, 3 artabas emdola; 1421, 38 (one holding), 3s. 
land-tax, no poll-tax or Sardvy, 3 artabas embola; 1421, 39 (two holdings), 2s. land-tax, 1s, 
poll-tax, 2s. Sardvy, 3 artabas embola ; 1421, 41 (one holding), 3 s. land-tax, no poll-tax or Sazdvy, 

embola lost; 1421, 42 (one holding), 4s. land-tax, 1s. poll-tax, 1s. Samdvy, embola lost ; 1422, 29 

(one holding), 3s. land-tax, 1s. poll-tax, 5s. damdvy, 8 artabas embola; 1422, 30 (one holding), 

1s. land-tax, no poll-tax, 3s. Sardvy, 2 artabas embola. There is of course no means of estimating 

the size of these holdings, but there seems no reason to suppose that the tax-payers here selected 

were above the class of parvi possessores. In the following cases the size of the holdings is 
known :—1427, 6 (16 arouras), no poll-tax, 4s. land-tax, no damdvn, 4 artabas emdola ; 1427, 7 and 8 

(4 arouras each), no poll-tax, 1 s. land-tax, no Samavn, 2 artabas embo/a (the same for each); 1427, 9 

(8 arouras), 3s. poll-tax, 2 s. land-tax, no damdvry (corr. from 2s.), $s. deducted for wages, no emébola. 

There is only one pepuouds which takes into account extraordinary taxes, and that affords only 
a very inadequate idea of these taxes as a whole. The following examples may be quoted :— 

1446, 15, (a) 33s. land- and poll-tax, (4) 3s. for maintenance of Governor, (c) 3s. for wages 
of sailors; 1. 16, (a) nothing, (4) 4s., (¢) 4s.; 1. 17 (a) nothing, (4) $s., ()¢s.; 1. 18, (2) nothing, 
(4) £s., (e) nothing; 1. 19, (2) 3s., (4) $s, (c) 3s. 

These figures can of course give but a very imperfect idea of the comparative burden of 

taxation, but they seem to be fairly typical. To the public taxes have to be added the 

extraordinary taxes, and we must remember that the payments of the single tax-payer were 

almost entirely in money, a more burdensome system of taxation than taxation in kind. On the 

whole it seems probable that the taxes, though not perhaps exactly oppressive, were somewhat 
heavy; and we must remember that other circumstances than the actual amount of the taxes 

have to be taken into consideration. The financial system, by which an unvarying yearly quota 

was assigned to each place, was one which might easily lead to hardship ; for while the prosperity 

of a village, its population, the relative number of Christian and Mohammedan inhabitants, and 

the productiveness of its soil might vary from year to year, its quota remained the same; and 
even if it could be shown that not the whole quota, but only so much as was demanded by the 
Government, was raised each year, yet the determination of this proportion at head-quarters, in 

accordance with the needs of the Government, not with the circumstances of the village, might 

easily lead to considerable hardship and the imposition on the tax-payers of a heavier burden 
than they could well bear. Moreover, the method of collective payments was one which easily 

lent itself to favouritism and injustice. The central Government doubtless exerted itself to the 
utmost to prevent this, but it may be questioned whether the check it could exercise on the local 

officials of the remote districts was very effective, and it seems likely that even in the early Arab 

period the malady from which Oriental and other despotisms have so greatly suffered—the 
corruption of the officials—was felt.! It is clear from 1854 and from the wording of such passages 
as 1880, 11-16 and PSR. i. 16-20 that in times of distress the Government was ready to make 
concessions to the tax-payers; but it is equally clear that without strong reason to the contrary 
it was resolute to exact the last penny of tribute, and not a few Governors may have acted in 
the spirit of the command which the Khalif Suleiman is said to have given to ‘Usamah b. Zaid :— 
‘Milk till the milk is exhausted and draw the blood to the last drop.* The evil repute of 
Kurrah may perhaps in itself indicate some degree of oppressiveness in the system of taxation. 

* On this subject, see Becker, Bettriige, ii. p. 118 ff. 2 Wiistenfeld, of. cét., p. 41. 
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As we have seen, the evidence gives reason to doubt the statement that he governed unjustly ; 

but if he was a strong and efficient administrator of a severe system, it is easy to understand 
how he came to be regarded with such hatred. In some cases an efficient central Government 

is more oppressive, because less easily set at nought, than a weak one. The chief indication 
that Arab administration did not err on the side of mildness is, however, to be found in the 

evidence connected with the fugitives.1 The many references to this subject in the letters of this 
collection as well as the two registers numbered 1460 and 1461 show both that the fugitives 

were numerous, and that the unrest which had caused their flight was not confined to one pagarchy 
only; and there is similar evidence outside this collection.2 It is clear that the causes which 

led to the flight of these fugitives were not confined to any one period, but had operated over a 
considerable time.* This seems to be indicated by the expressions which occur both in the 

present collection * and in Rylands Copt. Pap. 277, namely ‘from twenty years and over’ and 

‘from fifteen years and under.’ Crum on Rylands 277 (p. 132‘) took the latter expression as 
referring to age, which is indeed the natural interpretation; and so it was at first taken by 

the present editor®; but it seems much more probable in view of the evidence that the words 
have reference to the time spent by the fugitives within the pagarchy. Thus in Rylands 277, 
where only fugitives ‘from fifteen years and under’ are referred to, mention is made of ‘their 
children and their wives.’ So too in 1460 it would, on the assumption that age is referred 
to, be curious that those ‘from fifteen years and under’ should be so numerous, and 

that they should be separately named; since one would expect persons under fifteen to be 
classed in the ¢ayydia of their parents and not specially entered. The reason why there is no 
reference to fugitives between fifteen and twenty years may be that for a particular period of 
five years there had been no fugitives, or (more probably) that some special arrangement had 
previously been made concerning them.® 

’ Such disturbances had, then, been going on for over twenty years before Kurrah’s governor- 
ship. No doubt, as remarked by Becker, the flight of peasants from their holdings began at the 
time of the Arab conquest, as a consequence of the disturbances inevitably attending a change of 
masters ; but if the state of affairs after the settlement had been satisfactory we might expect to 
hear no more of it. The financial system, however, with its fixed quotas, tended to become 
continually a greater burden, for every conversion to Islam, every flight of a peasant from his 
district, made the quota of the remaining tax-payers heavier; and it is not to be wondered at if 
this led to an increasing unrest, to an increasing difficulty in the payment of the taxes, and, at 
last, to the raising of the tax-quotas and its consequence, the Coptic revolt of a. H. 107 = 
A.D. 725-726." The fugitives seem to have been particularly numerous at the time of ‘Abd-allah’s 

1 For more detailed discussions of this subject see especially 
JHS. xxviii. p. 107 ff, ZA. xxii. p. 139 ff., K/zo, ix. 2, p. 8 f. 

* Cf. Rylands Copt. Pap. 277, PERF. 562, UKF.1180, BGU. 
323. The last is assigned to the Byzantine period, but may 
well date from Arab times. The same flight of peasants was, 
however, frequent in the Byzantine period; see Gelzer, Studien, 
p. 71ff., particularly p. 85, with the references there given. 
B. M. Pap. 1032, Vol. iii, p: 283 gives an instance of a single 
fugitive. For the fugitives during the period of the present 
collection, see especially Hist. Patr., pp. 56, 64, 68. 

° Hist. Patr., p. 64, as translated (‘men began to flee’), is 
contradicted by the present collection; but Prof. Becker writes 

that the literal translation is rather ‘were wont to flee.’ 
4 1348, 12, 1460, 38, 70, etc. 

5 Cf. 1848, 7, note, where ‘time spent in the pagarchy’ 
a more likely rendering than ‘age.’ 

° From ZA. xxii. p. 140 it appears that Becker had rightly 
taken the phrases under notice as referring to the length of time 
spent in the pagarchy. It is perhaps worth while to add that in 
fiist. Patr., p. 56 ‘Abd-allah is represented as commanding 
‘that of the youths of his country all those should be gathered 
together ¢hat were twenty years old or under’ These were, of 
course, Arabs. 

™ See e.g. Becker, Beitrége, ii. pp. 116, 120. 
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governorship. That their flight did not begin in his term of office is shown by the evidence 

discussed above, but the problem seems to have become more serious under his rule, since the 
Government clearly made a special effort to deal with it. He is well-known as an incompetent 
and oppressive Governor,’ and the series of letters dealing with this subject begins during his 
term of office. Kurrah seems to have continued the attempt to settle the matter with great 
vigour; and since the letters relating to it date from the earlier years of his governorship, it 
seems probable that he succeeded, at least temporarily. 

To sum up, while the evidence is not at present such as to justify any very positive conclusion, 

it seems probable that the Arab government during the first century of the Hegira was on the 
whole efficient and not noticeably oppressive, but that the nature of the financial system (which, 

be it remembered, was inherited from the Byzantine Empire) tended to a constant increase in the 
burden of the tax-payers, and gave exceptional opportunity for the exactions of the subordinate 

officials. Thus it was not long before the Copts were so heavily taxed that any failure of the 
harvest or other similar exceptional circumstance made it impossible to pay their quotas ; and 

since every such period of financial difficulty was probably followed by the flight of impoverished 
peasants, thus increasing the quotas of the remainder, and the Government, owing to its enormous 

expenses, could not or would not consent to any permanent reduction of the jzzyah, the state of 
the country became progressively less prosperous. Thus the economic decay which can be traced, 
both in the literary tradition and in papyri, through the period of the ‘Abbasid Khalifate, had 

already begun under the ‘Umayyads. 

§ 6. Palaecography, Diplomatic, etc, 

The documents of the collection are divided, as regards their contents, into three main 

classes, letters from the Governor to the pagarch, letters from the Governor to the tax-payers 
(evrdyia), and accounts. The same division holds good as to their external form. The Governor’s 

letters are written on rolls of papyrus, usually of very good quality, the writing being across the 
fibres of the papyrus ; z.¢. the lines are parallel to the breadth of the roll. The hand of these 

letters differs entirely in style from that of the évrdéyia. It is an easy, flowing, and very clear cur- 
sive, with many long strokes, both above and below the level of the line, and many ligatures. 

7 has always a long downstroke ; the stroke of p is shorter. The greater part of \ is below the 
line, and double } is written as a kind of monogram. 7 and x have both of them long upstrokes. 
t is sometimes a small letter, at other times a long stroke projecting both above and below the 
line. a and o, particularly the former, are often very small before certain letters, p, v, anda, and 

in such cases are not always easy to distinguish. v and ware written much alike. The first 

stroke of u is short as compared with that of the minuscule form. ov is often represented as o with 

a curved or straight line above it.” 
No doubt several clerks are represented in the collection ; but the general type of hand is so 

similar from letter to letter, and the slight dissimilarity between certain of the documents so 

1 Cf. Wiistenfeld, of. cit., p. 38f., Becker, PSR. p. 15, Hist. geschrieben werden mussten’ is disproved by the existence in 
Patr., p. 54 ff. Some of the assertions of the Arab historians this collection of Greek and Coptic-Greek taxation lists dating 
concerning him may be inventions, and the statement (Wiisten- from his governorship ; but the general truth of the tradition 
feld, /.c., of. Becker, PSR. p. 28) that he commanded ‘dass alle is clear from his summary supersession. 
Registraturen und Steuerrollen, welche bis dahin in coptischer 2 For the hand of these letters see the facsimiles at the end of 

(this should be griechischer) Sprache gefiihrt waren, arabisch _ the Atlas to Vol. iii of this catalogue (plates 96-100). 

IV. f 
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easily accounted for by differences of pen, of ink, and of the speed at which they were written, 
that it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish various hands, and it has been thought wiser not to 

make the attempt. Abbreviations and symbols are exceedingly rare in the letters themselves, 

and when they do occur are chiefly at the ends of lines. 

A curious feature of the letters is the large number of lectional signs, chiefly dots and 

commas, scattered about them. It is extremely difficult to arrive at the principle which deter- 
mined their insertion, and no doubt in many cases the clerks used them quite arbitrarily. Some 
instances seem to be accidental, perhaps owing to the use of a scratchy pen, and these have not 

been reproduced in the text; and often, as the signs are inserted somewhat at random, it is not 

certain where, in the printed text, they ought to be placed ; ¢. g. whether a dot is intended as a dot 
over t or is meant to follow the letter, whether a dot or apostrophe over two consonants is meant 

to come between the two or after the second, and the like. Itis clear, however, that in very many’ 

cases the insertion of the signs was deliberate, and a certain method may be made out. Thus a dot or 

apostrophe is very frequently placed between or after (the practice seems to vary) two consonants 
which come together.! Since p and o are often constituents of such consonantal combinations 
(e.2. PX, PT, PY TP, TP, OT, TX, om, etc.), dots or apostrophes are frequently found following them 

even where they stand alone, usually at the end, but sometimes (¢.g. 1832, 3, wap'ovoy) in the 
middle, of a word. Insome cases the dot or apostrophe is placed after the first of two successive 

vowels, to separate them (¢. 7. 1889, 7, te’ ev), in other cases it seems to be a punctuation mark 
(c.g. 1848, 43, duxns' pw’ T’ 8 2/ ), in others it serves to separate words (¢. g. 1845, 31, umep’ yy), 

in one (1838, 13) an apostrophe is placed by itself after the end of the line to fill up an empty 
space. Besides the dot and apostrophe there occurs a sign 7 (¢.g. 1889, 3), which is evidently 

a mark of punctuation. The same purpose is fairly often served by a blank space (¢.g. 1838, 1). 

Lastly, mention may be made of the signs ), z, etc. which precede or end letters, replacing the 
Christian cross, and in some cases (¢. g. 1856, 39) enclose the dating clause. 

Two copies of each letter were sent, one in Greek and one in Arabic.2 As these are never 

duplicates in wording, it is clear that neither was a translation of the other, but that they were written 

independently. The general format is the same. Each letter was sealed at the foot ; and after 

it had been rolled up it was no doubt bound with cord and sealed, the address being written on 
the back, in two parts, the name of the Governor coming on one side of the binding cord and that 

of the addressee on the other. On receipt of the letter it was, after being read, rolled up again, 
and a minute was added on the back, stating the date of receipt, the courier who brought it, and 

its purpose, after which it was no doubt pigeon-holed. The minute enabled the clerks to find any 

required letter readily, without the necessity of unrolling it. Many letters also have a minute in 

either Greek or Arabic, or frequently one in each, at the top of the roll above the letter; these 

were written at head-quarters, and state briefly the purpose of the letter. Some letters have 
accounts, referring to the requisition made in the letter, at the foot. All these minutes and 

accounts are written in a different style of hand from the letters themselves, namely that of the 

? This of course was a common practice much earlier than unlikely that the Governor should write sometimes in Arabic, 
the date of this collection. sometimes in Greek. The reason why the Greek and Arabic 

? Since there are many more Greek than Arabic letters, and  /e¢fers, unlike the évrdyia, were written on separate rolls was no 
only very few form pairs, it is only a matter of inference that doubt their greater length. For pairs see 1849 = PSR. i, 1859 

there were a/ways two copies, but the inference seems practically or 1845 = PAF. iii (?), 1898 = PAF. iii, frag. 4 (?). 
certain, especially from the analogy of the évréya. It is quite 
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évrdyva and accounts (see below). Arabic letters begin with the Mohammedan formulae, and end 
with a phrase translated by Becker ‘ Heil iiber den, welcher der Rechtleitung folgt.’ In the 
dating clause the name of the writer is always given. Greek letters begin with the formula 

év évopatt Tod @eod followed by the names of the Governor and the addressee and then, in most 
cases, by the formula edyapiorotpev TO Oe" Kai pera TadTa KTr.; but this formula is not infre- 
quently omitted. The name of the writer is never given, nor is there any formula at the end 
corresponding to that quoted from the Arabic. 

From the linguistic point of view the letters are of great interest and value. Not only do they 
contain many new or unusual words and many known words used in new or unusual senses, but 

the grammar and orthography are often very curious, and throw much light on the development 
of the Greek language. Not a few usages occur which illustrate peculiarities of modern Greek. 

Among noticeable characteristics of the style may be noted (1) the partiality for compound verbs, 
e.g. dtroTOhudw, SiapapTvpopar, Sieye(pw, evaropéva, eEatohvw, kabvTordtra, katalntréw, katamioTedo, 
cvverioxvo, vravaywdoKw, vravahdw, etc.; (2) the curious prepositional uses, ¢. g. wepi with the 
simple infinitive, without rod ; éori Sia. cod ev Aouad: (1888, 8-9) =‘ you Have anything in arrear’ ; 
dvapeivas mpds o€ (1889, 12) = ‘to remain w2th you’ ; rdpavra Tod Sé€ac ai oe (1886, 6) = ‘imme- 

diately after you have received’; zpd rod as a conjunction; wap’ 3 fs eeuatioaper Siatipnoews 

(1854, 7) =‘ contrary to the rate of prices we ordered’; ei 7) 76 Tpaypa with the genitive (1848, 3) 
= dvev (probably), etc. ; (3) the occasional use of the definite article as a relative pronoun, instead 

of ds ; (4) the curious uses of the article, ¢. ¢. xaradaBelv ra Tpds Huds (1838, 1, etc.) =‘to come 
down Zo us’; 7a &u’ abrod (1880, 30) = ‘his duty’; 7d dia ray dvtwv dvyddwr év TH SvoiKyjoet cov 

(1881, 4) =‘ the fugitives in your district’ (?) ; ra dad Suvdpews (1882, 31) = ‘to the best of their 
ability.’ Among mistakes in orthography may be mentioned the constant interchange of w and o 

and the occasional use of y for v or u, showing that the modern pronunciation of these letters was 

already established in Egypt at that date. 
The style too of the letters, apart from their grammar and orthography, is very interesting. 

Its wordiness and involved constructions are specially characteristic. It is sometimes curiously 
literary and often very personal in tone; cf the following passages :—ovvédepév oor pi) yerrnOjvae 

ohos pyre gavnvat év trois Cdow (1344, 9 f.); GAN duws edriloper eis Tov Ody dru pédreEvs edpeOHvac 
€x TOV GhnOwor Kal yrnoiwy troupyav Tv oTevddvTwr apéoat Huiv Kal purarrévTwr Ta KaTaTLOTEU- 

O&vra airois (1849, 28 ff.) ; tpopaprupdpevos [adrods eis 7d oyxetv Tov ddBov Tod Oeod tpd dpbad- 
pov (1856, 32 f.); Kal yap ovk dmeorethapev oe oyohdoa eis TO Hayoveiv, waddov dé drreoreihapev we 

poBeioc bar tov Gcdv kai dudratar rv tictw cov Kai dvicat 7d Sikasov Tod ’Apipadpovprw (1880, 9 ff.) ; 
emorapela Sé ws avixavia kal dxpnoyia pepdpevos 6 troupyds Cyret Ta Tpds adoppyHy Tod taTEepeoat 
(sic) ra Sv’ avrod (ib., 28 ff.). Some Biblical uses occur, ¢.g. tapadvhafar ... amd TOY Tpoo- 

gevydvrov (1849, 35 f.); aalpadvdarrop[e[os] rapadvdaga (1844, 16), etc. 
The évrdy.a! were, like the letters, in roll-form, and written across the fibres, but there the 

resemblance ceases. Instead of sending the Greek and Arabic versions as separate rolls, it was 

the custom to give both on the same roll, the Arabic, at this period, being always written first. 

The Arabic begins with the dzsmz’//ah, the Greek with év dvduart Tod Geod, but the other formulae 

are omitted. As in the letters, the name of the clerk is given in the Arabic version but not in 

* The évrdya were the official orders for payment of taxes; see JHS. xxviii. p. 117 and note 89, and above, § 3. The évrdéyia 

here will be found on pp. 78-80. 
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the Greek. The Greek hand is of a quite different type from that of the letters and like that of 
the accounts ; and, as in the latter, abbreviations are numerous. 

Of the accounts some are in roll-form, but the great majority are codices of various sizes.1 

In one case (1419) the original binding of one of these codices is preserved. They were usually 
made up of quires of two folios or four pages (one folded sheet), but 1419 is an exception to 

this rule. The protocol is almost invariably on the verso of the first folio of the book, z.¢. page 2, 
the account then beginning on the second folio or third page.’ 

The hand of the accounts and évrdyia is a minuscule very much like that of ninth-century 

vellum MSS. ; and the collection is very valuable from a palaeographical point of view, since it 
supplies much more abundant material than has hitherto been available to illustrate the develop- 
ment of the vellum minuscule from the cursive of papyri. In these documents we see already 

fully developed almost all the characteristic forms of the ninth-century minuscule, and in many 

cases the hand is of a very regular and almost calligraphic character. Abbreviations are exceed- 

ingly numerous. Both the earlier system, by which the last letter of the unabbreviated portion is: 
placed above the line (av’ = dvOpw7a, w*/= wduxridvos, pS = érpa, etc.) and a new method of con- 

traction, by which some letters are omitted between the last on the line and the over-written one, 

are found. This last method is practically unknown in papyri of an earlier period, but is common 
in the present collection. The over-written letter is almost invariably a consonant, usually the 

next consonant after the letter on the line, but sometimes any important subsequent consonant. 
Examples of the first kind are xaraB)?/=kxaraByPerra, Sarav’ =Saravnférra, emil? = émilnrov- 

peva, tX=Texvirys, «"/ =Katd, "=hemrds, yor =yovdxwov, etc.; of the second, §°/=Saavy- 

Bévra, por'/ = hoivixes, Kopie” = Kopiopatos. Occasionally vowels are given on a similar principle, 

e.g. TA” =moiov, kata’ = katadhay(7)s, wd?/ (common) = ivdicridvos, to mark the genitive. Occa- 

sionally two letters are over-written, ¢.g. av"=dvdpdmoda, tap =mapaddayy, a" =ahotor; 
it will be noticed that in the first of these specimens the over-written consonants are not successive 

letters in the word. Another method of abbreviation is by an under-written letter, usually not 

the succeeding one to the letter on the line, ¢ g. }=Aourdv, P= Daddr. Sometimes a stroke is 
placed over the last letter, ¢. ¢. Suav = Siavopy, oF = dvopa, and very often a simple stroke is placed 

after the letter, ¢. g. e/=eis.t Contractions like 6=7epi stand alone. There are not a very large 
number of symbols, but such as do occur are frequent. Over-written a, tr, and sometimes e tend 

to become a simple line; the intermediate stage is a line slightly thickened at the beginning, 
Similarly over-written 7 tends to become a dot, and over-written o a dot or an apostrophe (op’= 

opoiws, etc.), It is, consequently, not always easy to decide, in transcribing a document, whether 

the line or dot on the one’hand or the letter on the other should be given, and there are prob- 

ably some inconsistencies in the volume. The abbreviation v°=vduiopa is naturally often 
written very rapidly and without raising the pen, so that it becomes at times a mere symbol, 

closely resembling our comma ;* but for convenience it is throughout printed as v’. To mark the 

» For the methods of making up codices at this period, see the catalogue containing the page given in the second facsimile 
Early Codices from Egypt in The Library, New Series, x. had been printed off, so that no reference to the facsimile 
Pp. 303 ff. appears in the description of 1413. 

* 1419 is an exception; see Addenda, to p. 178. For the * As an exceptional method may be noted the inverted con- 
protocols, see the introduction to 1462. traction amom* = drodolrov, 1428, 22. 

* For facsimiles of specimens see PSR. plates v-ix, New Pal. 5 In many cases in 1442 it is simply a dot. 
Soc. plates 152,153. The latter appeared after the portion of 
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plural, the method of doubling the last letter or letters is adopted; but not infrequently we find 

such doubling even when a word is in the singular. Examples of doubling are xap*p*=xdpaBou, 
ov = dvopara, app” = dpoupa, yovXyX = yovdy.a. 

The letter s is very frequently dotted (i), the dot often becoming a curved stroke(7). In 
many cases we find two dots (i), and fairly often in 1419 three (i). Similarly the symbol ¢1= 

keparva is occasionally dotted (7). For this symbol we find in several cases in 1442 two lines 
(// or [\). The diphthong ov is frequently written as a monogram over the line, and occasionally 
the same monogram is found in the line. The diphthong is also represented by o with v or a line 
above it (0”, 6, o). 

Fractions are given as letters with a stroke above them; ¢=3, 4 or 7=3, etc. The only 

exceptions are §=3, B/=2, and (in 1419) y= (with »y= 74). The thousands are expressed by 

letters with a stroke below them, to the left, eg. 2=1000, The symbol for 6 has its mediaeval 
form, ¢, in place of the earlier one, c; g (90) is written with the loop extended in a straight stroke, 

high above the line ; and -p (900) not infrequently has the curved line tilted slightly to the right 

and a short stroke or loop downwards to the left.? 
The dating in the Greek letters, évrdyia, and accounts is by the indiction ; but in the later 

accounts the years of the Hegira are given as well. The earliest year in this collection is a. H. 
95 (A.D. 713-714),° but in most of the évrayia in PSR. the year 88 occurs. It is natural that the 

double system of dating came into use at head-quarters earlier than in the local centres. 

1 In the papyri of this collection always /, but printed y to pl. 153. 
avoid confusion, since the line (/) is so common in these texts in 5 1434, 136; but the year was past at the time the account 
other connexions, was written, The earliest contemporary year is 96. 

2 Specimens of 9, c, and ‘P will be found in New Pal. Soc. 
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THE extant Coptic texts found in the Aphrodito collection are far less numerous than 
the Greek, though more so than the Arabic. A large quantity of minute fragments has not 

been here dealt with at all. None of them presents enough text to justify even the most 
summary description. Much time was spent in attempts to piece together the more promising 

fragments ; but, it must be owned, seldom with success. Only one MS. (Pap. 1682) was entire 
when the collection reached the Museum ; two or three more (conspicuously Papp. 1494, 1509) 

it was possible to reconstruct, practically in their entirety. An element in the difficulty lies in 
the fact that a majority of the texts is written by one and the same scribe: the notary Theodore, 
whose signature is visible on eighteen of those here published and can be more or less certainly 
discerned on many of the small scraps not catalogued, while the script of very many anonymous 

pieces can with certainty be recognized as his‘. The scripts of the remaining MSS., and indeed 

Theodore’s own, are of a flowing and ligatured type, not greatly different from those of the Jéme 
documents of half a century later. 

The period covered by the Coptic texts appears to be less extensive than in the case of the 
Greek, though the doubt as to the dates of Papp. 1598 and 1640 leaves this uncertain. Among 

the thirty definitely dated pieces, twelve are of the year 709, while the years 708 and 710 claim 

some three or four each. The pagarchs named are Epimachus, whose last year of office alone 
(708) occurs, and Basil, his successor, who figures so largely in the Greek documents. One text 
(Pap. 1592) seems to indicate that these two officials were brothers. 

The nature of the Coptic documents is so far uniform that, with scarcely an exception, 
they represent the response of the local authorities to the demands of the central government. 
Almost all of them purport formally to address the Muslim governor (8nuéov0s Adyos), through 
the mediation of the pagarch, and almost all—so far as their fragmentary state can tell us— 
emanate from the petty magistrates and office-bearers of Jkéw and its suburbs, here answering 
on behalf of their fellow-townsmen. These texts are unique among Coptic documents in that 
they alone are directly addressed to the government and relate to the administration of the 
country, contrasting thus with the usual legal and financial material, concerned almost always 
with private persons or corporations. 

Although the actual subjects of the texts are of some variety, the desipastion of the large 
majority would appear to be dpodoyia?, whereof éyyunruch dpod., Siadurici Spod., TApaKhyTiKh 
6poh. appear as occasional variants, with differences of meaning not always easy to appreciate. 

The texts have been grouped as follows :— 

A.—Those relating to the supply of sailors for the ensuing cursus, local officials guaran- 
teeing their presence as requisitioned ; 

Those relating similarly to the workmen required for public buildings, their wages or 
substitute money (dtapyvpic pds) ; 

Those relating to the local contributions in provisions or building materials. 

a A specimen of his hand is given on Pl. 4 of the Brit. Mus. ments, while in about 20 more the parallel verb dpodoyei is 
Coptic Catal. (Or. 6205), : extant. It may of course be safely assumed from the phraseo- 

* The title, including this word, is visible in some 60 docu- logy of many others where the actual word is lost. 
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B.—Texts concerned with the search for and repatriation of fugitives (v. Bell’s General 
Introduction, § 5, p- x1 f.). 

C.—Texts giving similar guarantees for the appearance of single persons, apparently not 
fugitives, or for the due payment of their taxes, and those dealing with fugitives or 

others escaped or not forthcoming. 

D.—Fiscal documents, whether registers of tax payers or declarations by officials regard- 
ing the limits of the payments made or to be made, the appointment or election of local 
representatives or the incidence of taxation. 

E.—Miscellaneous fragments from texts of all the above classes, including, as apparently 
the sole private document addressed officially to the governor, an interesting statement 
regarding a robbery (Pap. 1610), and further, a register of property showing many 
remarkable words (Pap. 1681). 

F,—Finally, a number of fragmentary letters, none—in contrast to the Greek texts—of 
a formally official character, though more than one address the pagarch. 

It will be remarked, in further contrast to other Coptic documents, that the ecclesiastical 

and monastic element is, in these texts, conspicuously absent. Not a few of the witnesses are 

indeed clerics: monks, as such, are not named, though a few monasteries are met with. The 

other, older series of texts from Jkéw, now in Cairo, appears on the contrary to be mainly 
concerned with monastic affairs”. 

The Coptic idiom exhibited by our texts is of course Sa‘idic, and it may be said that, 

considering the period and geographical position to which it belongs, none of its features is 
abnormal. At most the following points might attract attention :— 

A tendency to confound and to double certain vowels (wow, wrTwope, ceeoont, 9008), or 

superfluously to insert one, notably 5 (ceesm-, cwrree, axstoy); to replace classic e- by a-, as in 

the Theban dialect ®; to elide a final before an initial e (a1cooy eTaseagte) or to make it- do 

duty for itme- (Moyaas weTap yes), and (rarely) to replace h- by e- (nooy egooy); to confuse % 
and ¢ (Roypicoy, gopice, mpozorom) and, less often, © and T (seepre, mpoceraeon) *; to write 
% for the combination tw and (rarely) inversely®; frequently to confuse A and yp, the latter 

standing for the former even more often than the former for the latter, so that the phenomenon 

can hardly be connected with the distinction characterizing Middle Egyptian texts. 
A few remarkable forms occur: wrye=ethe, ative- and metne- (2nd p/ur.), exw- = exn-, 

subjunctive prefixes coy-, Toy-, T¢j-; and a few new or hitherto rare words ; hute, haters, RTHP, 
Aoyhore (? Greek), oyorne, Wadtoy, sonzen. 

In this connection we may take note of the varying forms under which the native name 
of Aphrodito itself here occurs. It is found 53 times, whereof 35 in the form (a) TaRnwoy, 

1 These registers (Pap. 1552 ff.), though mainly in Greek, are 
given here because each contains one or more paragraphs in 

Coptic. 
2 So too several of the sixth century Greek texts, now being 

edited by J. Maspero (Cairo, Catal. Général). I owe a slight 

acquaintance with the Coptic texts to some copies kindly lent 

me by M. Lacau. 
5 VY. Crum, Coft. Ostr., p. xix, and Coptic Index. 
* Cf. too the form Tapia& in Pap. 1354, 
5 These texts, together with the proper names in the Greek 

texts, offer some material for the elucidation of the problem as 
to the phonetic values of the letters x,@. It may be summar- 
ized as follows :—x=/sh (xoyxaanm) or Zz (Toexourg) and ¢s 
(ToekAours). But & likewise=Zz (T¢ayovd) ; therefore = and & 
must be closely similar. Further 6=% (Ilaxavus, Texpopmas, 
Nexoou) and t= (anoycetmta). Hence s, ¢, K, and © seem, 
at any rate in certain conditions, to be interchangeable. The 

form x02 for Goax (Pap. 1680) is the solitary instance here of 
a confusion indisputably illustrated elsewhere (Petrie, Gizeh and 

Rifeh, p. 43)- 
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16 as (4) snwoy, once as TuROOY and senwoy respectively. The form (a) is most often 
preceded by m- (genit.), the form (4) by T-, showing that.the former is the true spelling. sxenwoy 

in Pap, 1642 might indeed be taken as a guide to pronunciation, supporting the transcription 

Jk6w which I have adopted. But the modern form Ishgdu points to a prosthetic vowel and 

speaks in favour rather of a pronunciation such as Ejkéw for the Coptic. 

It may further be noted here that, for certain of the éroixua too, these Coptic texts supply 

the original names, whence the Greek translations were made. The ézofxtov Bovvér is a rendering 
of mapo nrooy (mRAA MTooy, Pap. 1586, v. Corrigenda), Kepapuov of micenwrte, micenarte (Pap. 
1553, ro.). Why Sakoore and Pakaunis were retained untranslated is not evident. 

One of the documents published by Krall (RKT. no. iii) is so often referred to in this 
volume, that a fresh attempt at translation here may perhaps be of value :— 

(l. 3)‘. .. and that ye send it (? the xaraypady) us, and that ye subscribe (izoypddeuv) at 
the bottom of the list (xaraypady), with a well-established declaration (éuodoyia), saying, If they 

shall accuse (xarayvyvdéoxewv) us and find that we have concealed aught from you of the aforesaid 

register (kepdAasor), ye (séc) shall pay 100 sofdz* as fine (mpéotyov). For (ydp) for this cause 
I have sent George, the notary (vordpuos), the citizen (? of Heracleopolis) for this cause (séc), 

enjoining (wapayyéhewv) him that he take these lists (karaypady) aforesaid and bring them unto 
us. And (Aourdv) delay (€uvodilew) him not, neither (odS¢) lay any (cause for) blame against 
thyself (xara, yvx7). And give a beast to George the notary (to ride), from your village unto 
another village. And fail not (du¢iBdddew) as regards this edict (ovyi\\ov) (which) I have 
written and sealed with my seal (Bovd\a). Written on the 25th of the month Pachon, of the 
2nd Indiction. 

(I. 11) Regarding the list (karaypady) of all the adult workmen (zexvirns), (we desire) that ye 
send (?)* it us, as to who is whose son, of what village he is, in what trade (réyvm) he is. 
Regarding the young workmen (vexv.) who have been placed with teachers to learn the trades 
(r€xvn), (we desire) that ye send (?) their list (katayp.) likewise unto us, on (mpés) this same plan 
(axdpipos), with the names of the workmen (rexv.) under whom they are. Regarding the list 
(kar.) of every palm tree that is growing, whether (ire) that bears fruit (kapzds) or (cire) that 
bears it not, that ye make return (rdéacew) thereof unto us, and that ye indicate (cadyvitew) for 
us those of them that belong to the churches (éxd.)*. Regarding the list (xar.) of every acacia 
tree that is sealed, that ye write them down for us and point out for us those of them belonging 
to the churches (éxx.).’ 

There only remains for me to add that I owe my hearty thanks to Mr. Bell for constant help 
in the editing of these texts, especially during the long intervals in which I was at a distance from 
the originals. The readings of the Greek passages have, for the most part, been revised and 
often suggested by him, and he has seen all proofs throughout. 

? Jkéw is named besides, so far as I know, only in Détr-el- * @anma an obscure verb, found in Crum, Coptic MSS., 
Gebrawi ii, Pl. xxix, and in a Balaizah fragment (Petrie, of.cit., no. xiv, and perhaps in Br. Mus. Catal., no. 582. 
p- 41). * Cf. in Br. Mus. Catal., no. 392 (Jéme), palms bequeathed to 

* Dr. Wessely confirms Krall’s reading of the numeral. a monastery. 
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TEXTS. 

A. LETTERS FROM THE GOVERNOR TO THE PAGARCH. 

PAPYRUS 1882.—a. p. 708, 

Inv. No. 1332. Two fragments, Zin. x 13in. and 1 ft. 8} in. x 8 in. 

HE two earliest in date of the letters relate to the fugitives already referred to in 

the general introduction, and are, except in one respect, duplicates. The difference 
is that the first relates to nine men, the second to only six. The reason why two such letters 

were sent is obscure, for both belong to the Aphrodito collection, and we can therefore hardly 

suppose that one was directed to some other pagarchy, nor are they évrdyva, such as were sent to 

the ywpia within the pagarchy. It may be that one was intended to supersede the other; but if 
so it is strange that though both are dated on the same day, as they appear to be, they should 

both have been sent. The first part of both letters, containing the preamble, is lost, but their 
purpose seems fairly clear ; it is to order Basilius to send certain clerks (yeypapparirpévor, |. 4) 
to assist three Arab officials charged with the duty of searching for fugitives. Each of the Arab 

officials is to take with him three (or, in 1888, two) of these clerks; one is to go to the division of 

Arcadia, one to the Thebaid, and one to the diwirov. For these districts see the general 
introduction. Why men should be required from Aphrodito in particular for the work is not 

certain, but probably similar orders were sent to the other pagarchies of Upper Egypt; the 

intention being that the commissioners should be assisted by persons possessing local knowledge. 
The letters at least illustrate the wide diffusion of the fugitives, and show that they must have 

been fairly numerous. For the various lectional marks see the general introduction. 

- Thyls] Sioccnoeals cov . ; : ‘ ' . : 

q[o}{ov]ro wp[t]lovrwv rovs mpoodevyovras avO-palmrov]s avrwv eis [€]xalo]r[nv] 

Tayapxiav mpos o Kabumeratapev coi ev TH Tapoven EeTLaTOAH 
TELTOV ELS AUTOS TIA LKavoY Kal Tio"TOY yeypap ’paticpevoy odeovTa 

1. This fragment, which was found with the letter, probably from @pifw, which Hesychius gives as = dpovti¢er. In either case 

belongs to it, as it resembles the rest in colour, ink, and 
handwriting. 

2. The duplicate supplies a little more of this part of the letter, 
but even there the passage is imperfect and obscure. It is not 
clear whether wpifovrwy goes with rovotro or rods mpoodebtyovras. 
If with the former it is probably for épi¢évreyv ; if with the latter, 
which is more probable, it is possible, though unlikely, that it is 

IV. 

it seems to refer to the persons alluded to in 1. 4, ze. those who 

are to be sent to look for fugitives. 

3. mayapxtay; for this see the general introduction. 
4. weutov: the y is a later addition. avrovs here and avrois 

in the next line seem to refer to the fugitives. 
rivd..,4 yeypappatiopévoy probably stands for a plural ; the 

meaning is that each of the nine men shall be maords, etc. If 
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5 @vuvy avuTols ovvevpeOnvat Tpos TOUS €EMLKELLEVOUS TOV duyadov 

KQaU Tacae Tap €QAUTOLS THV OVOLATLAV Kal TAT POVUPLLAV EKAOTOV 

Kat azo 70.0” Xwpio” KQL €V* TOL@ TOTW Kal EV TOL TAYApPXla 

- > 

Tpooepevyev T@V TE amrooTehhwpevov €ls TA Pfs) l@Vv KAaL TWV 

mapeopevav ev0a KaTapevov emt ovvTedera amos euret[y] 

10 Katapabew macayv ednow tapayyeh\wy avTots orabnvar evdpavas 

€ls TO Ep yov avTwY Kal Ly haBew mapa Twos TL more TO TvvOhoY 

umep oTopTovho” eon yap emirTapevos ws av KatayvooOn Ts 

EK TWVY TELTOLEVwV Tapa Go” ETXKNKwWS TAP oiovdynmote avOpwro” 

oop Tovdov els oe opa o KivOuvOS Kat pedeLs * OUV Karaywook®/ 

15 is Touro amodaBew ahd’ pera ovvTopias’ Tovs TOLOUVTOUS avopas 

GMTOCTELAOY TPOS TOUS ELPNLEVOUS ETLKELMEVOUS THY dvyadov 

KaL pn Evpw GE OTL EveTOdiTAs Els’ TOUTO N OTL VOTEPNTES TOU Hy 

exmemibar es? Types TO apiOpov ov yeypadyKaper wor Kat 

nwSv[vlevons eyp/ pe Xoift «JO w*/ CF 

20 p) ary 0 

mp? Sarapa BS loxapnyp et/ Apk®/ ov/v/ vy 

mp? Zwpa BX Adoaced et/ O1/ ov/v’ ¥ 

mp? ABSedd* BS SClolupae ev/ Ayuw™ v/v’ y 

the words applied to one man only, atrovs would have to refer 

to the nine men, and the meaning would be that in addition to 

them a clerk was to be sent ; but (1) there ought then to be three 

clerks, (2) one would expect the clerk to be mentioned in the 

account at the foot. This explanation is due to Prof. Becker. 

5. cvvevpeOqva: apparently used simply in the sense of ‘to 

go with them.’ 
Tous emtketpevous tov dvyadwy: ‘ the commissioners for the 

fugitives,’ z.e. the officials charged with the duty of searching for 

fugitives. For the use of émixeimat cf. 1848, 1 rov émixeipevor tis 

épyaci[as] and many other instances. 
8. mpocepevyev: the imperfect seems regular; cf 1848, 4. 

The meaning will be ‘was a fugitive’ So too above in 1. 2 the 

present tense probably does not denote the act of fleeing, but 

rest in the pagarchy. 

tov: 2. ia, as in the duplicate. 
apostrophe is not clear. 

9. 2. mapewpévov and xarépevoy. 
ext ovytedeta: this means that certain fugitives were to be 

allowed to remain in the pagarchy to which they had fled, 

bearing their share of the public burdens; cf. Becker, PSR., 

p- 40. After ovvreheca one would expect xai, but there is a small 

space which perhaps serves the same purpose as our dash, ‘... 
burdens—in a word...’ 

Io. evdparws: an adverb from é¢vSpavns (see Stephanus, 
Thesaurus, s.v.), ‘ energetically.’ 

The purpose of the 

14. karaywock”/: 1.76 xaraywackopéro ; cf. 1838, 16. 

18. To: Ste. 

19. kwduvevons: governed, like edpa, by 7. 

x0: the «from the duplicate. There is a trace of the letter 

before 6, but the surface of the papyrus has gone here. 

20 ff. This memorandum is in a different hand from that of 

the letter itself, being of the minuscule type used in accounts 

generally; but as the same clerk may have written it, using a 

different style of writing, it is not described in the text as ‘2nd 

hand.’ So too with all accounts in subsequent letters. 

: the usual word is y@(ous). Here the duplicate has 

py", Which of the words derived from ptpryoKo is intended is 

uncertain. 

av'y®: i.e, dvdpes, the usual method of indicating a plural 

at this period ; ¢f év(dpara) in |. 21. 

21. The name is Salamah b. Yukhamir. 6° will represent 

Ar. ibn. 
Apk®/: ’Apxadiay. ' 

22. The second name is Al-Wasil. Zqpa is perhaps Zur‘ah ; 

but in 1483, 62, etc., and 1440, 6 occurs a certain 2{ovpae or 

Stop vids "ANovarad, who seems to be the same person, so that 

the name is probably the same as in 1. 23. He was very likely 

the dux of the Thebaid; cf 1440, 6, note. 

23. SCovpae: the name is Shuraih, in Copt. GoypHe (Or. 6218) 

or wyoypae (Or. 6212). 
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PAPYRUS 18838.—a. p. 708. 

Inv. No. 1333. Duplicate of the former. 2 ft. 32in.x82in. The first two 
lines in blacker ink than the remainder. 

[dv}yadas Sexouevos ovy Ta TaplovTa ypappara 

“Jos a? €& ex rav oderdo[yrov Towov | 

[ro] wpilovrwy tovs mpooderlyovtas avOpwrovs avtwv] 
[evs] exaornv mayap'xvav mpos o Kab[ujmlera|E[apev oor ev TH wapovsn| 

5 emuotohy’ TemTwv els avTous Twa LKavoY Kat TLoTOV yeypapparifa |} 
[o]fedovra ouv avtois cuvevpefnvar mpos Tous emiKeevous 
tov dvyadev’ Kar takai Tap eavtfolis THY ovopaciay Kat 
[wa]rpwevupiay exacro” Kat amo moto” xwp.o” Kat EV ToLW ToOTH 

K{at] wowa mayap xia mpooepevyev’ Twv TE atrooTe\\opevwr 

IO els Ta Wola KaL TwY Tapeovpevwy evOa KaTEpEvov’ Em. oUVTEhELA 
[aml\os eure’ Katapabew tracav e[S|now trapayyeAdkwy avrois: 

oTabnvar evdpaves eis To Epyov avTwy Kat wn aBew 

Tapa Twos TL ToTe’ TO Guvodov’ vTEP aTOpTOVAO” Eon yap 

emioTapevos’ ws eav KatayvwoOn Tis EK TY TEWToLEvaV 

15 mapa co” exynKws Tap o1o’dnm[olre avOpwio” omoprovdov 
"eg OE Opa o KUWdUVOS Kat pedeLS DUY TW KaTayLVOoKOPLEVw 

dtjs tovro amohaBew adda peta ocvv7[oluras Tous Tovovrous avdpas 
amooTe\ov m’pos Tous ELpynuevous emiKeevous Twv pvyadwy 

KaL PN EUPw GE’ OTL EvETTOdLEES’ ELS TOUTO’TO 7 OTL 
20 [votlepnoes* Tov py’ exmeprbar evs mANpEs TOV aptOuor ov 

[yleypadynkaper cov Kav Kwduvevons eyp pl Xoi* KO v/ C 

pv? avy? > 

mp? Sahapa w’ Ioyapnp ev/ Apk’/ ov/v/ B 
mp® Zwpa BS Adoaced e/ OnBau’/ ov/v/ B 

25 mp? ABSdedra BS YLovpac ev/ dpi” ov/v/ B 

2. a°: dvdpas. form of the symbol () ; cé 1882, 9, note. 
e&: the overlining of numerals seems to have been usual at 13. The apostrophe at the end is to fill up the space, the line 

this time; cf e.g. 1834, 3,13841,5, WD. p. 202, Pap. LV.5,etc. in the MS. being shorter than the average. 

11. [ar]\os: there does not seem room for xai, even in the 19. rovro’ro: séc, an example of dittography. 

PAPYRUS 18384.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1334. 1ft. 64in.x5%in. Detached fragment $in.x in. 

EQUISITION of a rexvirns. The word reyvirns is used for a skilled workman, such 
as a carpenter, etc., whereas épydrys denotes an unskilled workman, /adourer or navvy. 

In this case the workman, as appears from 1. 14, is required for a mosque, though which, is not 
certain. The work was apparently in charge of Yazidb. Tamim. The mosque of Babylon is known 

B 2 
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to have been built by Yahya b. Handalah, and that of Damascus is shown by 1868 to have been 
built by “Abd-al-Rahman b. [Salman ?] and ‘Ubaid b. Hurmuz; it seems likely therefore that the 

mosque referred to here is that of Jerusalem, for which see 1408, introduction, 

The workman is to serve in person, and the d.o/knovs is to provide his expenses, not in kind 
but by a money-payment. 

] IeCid vor Ocuip emixepevoy eri tys Tapovorns 

[wSixrvovos eBSouns] Kar eragapev Sia Tys Siouknoews co” eva 

[rexvurnv pera amorpodmys Kar Sa}ravyns avtov pyvov e€ ev amapyupicpo- Kau 
[ra Tovrev evrayia Toinoavres] erepipapev cor evOewevor evs avta* To TL odethev 

5 [80Anvar vrep rns avrov Sa}ravyns Kar atrotpodys: Sexopevos ov 

[ra mapovra ypappata mpos tyly Suvapiv tev evraywwy Oeknoov Tovrov 
[mera Taons ovvTop.as meuar ev BlaBviwy omws e&eXOn’ Sia oTparas’ 

[ers To TovovTo KaTepyov Kat] « pe’ Evpys oTL vTavehucey o TEXVUTNS 
] © ov éis To auto Karep’yov KaTa Tov TepiouE 

Io mi{phpov’ pera twv ep’yahawy avto” wa 

? ouviep'youow adha pn So€y cou weprpav amapyvpiopov 

[wavTo lov €l TO OWULATLOV €VTOL YE OLLOV a) p- pevrou ye Xpnouw 
] mounoae’ ep’yor o eridnul 

pac }yida [ 
15 Bn apednons | wembar ka Swons tpodacw Kalra rns 

[yuxns gov eypag? p/] MX uf v’/ C 
Detached fragment :— 

}rnro: 
I. emtxetyevoy: this may go either with the name, meaning ‘ in 

charge of’ the work, or with the word referring to the requisi- 
tion, ‘falling on’ the present indiction, 

2. The number of letters within a given space varies greatly 
in all these letters, but the supplement here is still rather little 

for the space. It is, however, improbable that anything more is 

to be supplied. 
eraauey Oia x.t.\.: in these papyri did is regularly used 

(with the genitive) in such phrases as this, =‘ we have assessed 

upon (or ‘requisitioned from’) your district.’ 

3- Thesupplement from |. 5. Samay in these papyri is almost 

a synonym for dmrorpopy. The difference may be that dmo- 
tpop7 refers to food only, whereas daxdvy means ‘expenses’ 

generally, including food, passage-money, and equipment. (This 

is probably the sense of the word in Crum, Osér. 414, 417, p. 38.) 

It is perhaps more likely, however, that dworpody refers to the 
maintenance of the workman, sailor, etc., during his journey from 
Aphrodito to his destination, daxavn to his maintenance during 

the actual period of service; ¢f note on 1484, 19. 

eé: for the overlining of this see 1838, 2, note. 
anapyuvpiop@: by this is meant the payment in money of 

taxes in kind. There seems at first sight an inconsistency be- 

tween this line and |. 11, where Basilius is expressly ordered 

not to send dmapyvpicpos. The explanation is that here the 
word refers only to the dorpopy xat Samdyn, inl, 11 only to the 

rexvitns. 

4. ta Tovrey evray.a: plural because the damdvy is included as 
well as the workman. For evraya see general introduction. 

6. rovroy: the »v is written twice over. Probably the clerk 

wrote roury and then clumsily altered the v to ov. 

7. BaBvAwu: the workman was evidently to be sent first to 

Babylon, and from there to proceed to his destination, which in 
itself shows that the mosque was not at Babylon. éy with the 
dative expressing motion to is characteristic of Byzantine Greek ; 

of. Jannaris, Hist. Greek Grammar, 1565. ° Besides the instances 
in these papyri there are many others, e.g. Oxy. Papp. 127 recto, 

4, 103; 151, 2; 238, I. 

8.a orparas : a new phrase, probably meaning ‘immediately’ ; 
of. 1846, 18, where the same phrase recurs ; in 1850, 12 xara 
orpdravy may mean ‘on the journey.’ The second word is the 
Byzantine orpdra, strata, via. 

10. epyakawr: 2, épyadeior. 
12. cwpatiov: this refers to the workman. 

phrase means ‘ but see that he is serviceable.’ 
14. paoyida: ‘mosque,’ the Ar. masjid. 

17. This fragment, in appearance, suits 1. 14 best, after paoyda, 

The following 
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PAPYRUS 1835.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1335. Two fragments, 23in. x 62in. and 1 ft. 22 in. x 62 in. 

HIS letter is concerned with the subject of the éu8od¥ or corn-tax. Egypt, which 
formerly supplied Rome and later Byzantium, was now a source of the corn- 

supply for Arabia. In the present case, however, the corn is required for the Muhdjirin of 
Fustat (see general introduction); from which it appears that their rations of corn were paid 
out of the general éu8od%, just as their allowance of money was taken out of the Sypdor 

(1849, 16, 17). 

of 13 artabas with vaddov per solidus, 

called of Byzantine times, but merely the cost of carriage to Babylon. 

In case the corn is not forthcoming, it is to be compounded for at the rate 
In the word vav\ov we have probably, not the tax so 

One of the évrdyia sent 

with this letter is included in the present volume (1407). 

p’ ov ap~ B epBod! 

ev olvoluatt Tov @eov Koppa vios SLepix ovpBovrlos] 
[Bacrkerw Stouxnrn Kopns Adpodira 

es Ta oppia BaBvdwvos am euBorns w.xri[Lovos] 

5 oydons Aoyw povlikov Mwayapitwv tov Poo[carov] 

Kat erafapev dia tys Sioixnoews oo” Sioyir[cas] 

aptaBas oirov Kat Ta TouTwY evTayia trol noartes | 
TOS TwY XYwpLwoy ereprapev cor evOeu[evor] 
els avTa wa eav oTevabwow ot Tov ywpioly Sovvat] 

10 Tov otrov Kat Swowow amapyvpicpov Swo[ovow ] 
kata Sexatpets aptaBas Kalapas ovv vavhlo] 

TOV VOMLOPATOS Sexopevos ovv ta Tapoviia ypappara] 

Tpos TyHV Svvapuv TOV EVTAYLWVY TOV Toto[ v |rov ourov | 

Tepipov Kat Tapados els Ta oppia Koptlo[pevos] 

I5 Tas umep avTo amodekes Kar Kav ev eyparplas 

I, 2. This fragment was found separately. It is lighter in 
colour than the rest of the letter, but as it would in any case 

probably belong to a different xéAdnya, this fact cannot weigh 

against the evidence of 1. 1. 

I. p’: mepi. 
2. svpBovdos: ‘Governor.’ From Wellhausen, Ar. Reich., 

p- 86, it appears that the Khalif Mu‘awiyah was known as mpro- 

otpBovdos and his ministers as cvpSovdo. In bilingual docu- 

ments cipBovdos corresponds to amir (Becker). 

4. oppta: ‘barns,’ the Latin orreum. No doubt these were 

the chief grain-storehouses of the country; cf Av. Pad, Plate 
101, where the xado\.xa dppra are mentioned. Here the corn was 
stored before being transported by the canal of Trajan (cf 1846, 

10, note) to Arabia. Some, as we see here, was reserved for the 
Arab settlers in Egypt. (Prof. Becker remarks that probably the 
greater part remained in Egypt.) 

5. pougixov: explained by Becker (PAF. X. 10, note) as the 
Arabic 77zzk, the allowance of provisions made to the Arab 
troops, The word for the similar allowance in money made from 
the gold-taxes is poyd (1849, 15). 

7. otrov: otros in these papyri is several times distinguished 

from xp:6; and means specially ‘wheat.’ wvpdés does not occur 

in any of the Aphrodito Papyri. 
8. ros tay xoptov: in PSR., Appendix, p. 114, Becker shows 

from the Arabic equivalent, against Hohlwein (7usée Belge, 1905, 

p. 191 f., 1906, 40f.), that this probably denotes the people, not 

the officials, of the villages. That in 1. 9 here of raév xwpiwy are 

-the persons supplying the corn is some confirmation of this; 

though no doubt the clause mg? refer, not to the actual tax- 

payers, but to the collectors. 

11-12. ‘At a rate of 13 winnowed artabas with carriage per 
solidus.” For the rate, ci 1404, 13,14. In PERF. 587, dated 

A.D. 699, the rate is 20:1, so that the price had risen in the 

interval. Perhaps the vaiAoy is not included in the reckoning in 
the Rainer papyrus. 

15. Such an arddefis is Ar. Pal., Plate tor, referred to above. 

Perhaps eypay[as. modAnv] tyv xorny, ‘and although you 

wrote that it will be a great trouble’ (sc. to make full payment 

in kind), ‘ yet do your best,’ etc. 
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TY KoTnv add ovy Tacav omovdny Town cov] 

tov pn SoPmvar amapyvpiopov eu pn avrov Toly ovrov] 

Endorsed : 

Koppa uw Slepix ovpBovdos 

17. et zy: simply ‘but.’ 

19. The space between ovpBovdos and BaciAew is usual; it 

eyp’ @ Meo? a '/ » 

Baotheww Siorx/ Klan” Adpo*] 

was here that the string which bound the roll was passed 
round it. 

PAPYRUS 1886.—a. pD. 709. 

Inv. No. 1356. 

N order fora carpenter, to serve in person. 
some vessels for the conveyance of (workmen or goods?) to Clysma. 

1 ft. 2} in. x 4? in. 

His task is apparently to be the construction of 
His wages are 

specified, and it is stated that they are to be paid out of the treasury. The meaning is apparently 

that they were not to be a charge on the dvoi«nous but were to be defrayed out of the funds in the 
central treasury. 

] p’ 7X a Aovdow” . 7. @ 

[ev ovopar. tov @eov Koppa] vos Slepuy ovpBovdos 
[Bacwrerw Siotx]|ntn Kopns Adpodirw eva rexrora] 

[eragapev Sia rns Sorxnoews oo” em prfva[s] reooapas 
5 [Aoyw epyacials Aovdowwy peraxopilovrwy 

] as to K\vopa em tys raplov]ons 

[w8ixriovos oydon]s Oepariuravres tous piobovs Kau Thy Samavnv 

[avrov ex Tov pnvlos* vowioparos Siyoipov ywpis 

SiSomevov] amo THs oaked'hns Kat TO TOUTOU EVTaLyLOY 
10 [mouncavres ereuhpapev cor TOUTOV OVY PETA THV 

[epyadewv avrov mpos] ty[v] Suvapw tov evrayio” mepasov 

[? evdews kar tapadjos Maaped’ wo AB. ABiBa to emx’/ 

[mms epyacias eyp’ pf OP/ 5 0/ 
I. p! r*: wept rexvirov. 

Aovpow(v): cf. 1. 5, from which it appears as if the word 
denoted some kind of vessel, perhaps for use on the canal from 
Babylon to Clysma; cf 1484, 92, where xadapdra and réxroves 
are required for the cleaning and repair (iAoxdAeta) of Aovqua, 
evidently the same word. A Coptic form of the word occurs 

also in a small fragment without any context except the verb ‘to 

make, prepare’(Crum). The following word is doubtful; the first 
letter looks like y. : 

8. Apparently the carpenter’s wages were to be % so/. per’ 

month. In 1410 a carpenter receives 14 so/. per month, and 

possibly [avrov ex rov pnvos evjos should be read here, but that 

seems too much. ov pnvos without the ex might be read; but if 

the reading is évds vouicparos the accusative in the case of 
Sivotpov is curious. It is clear from various accounts that the 

wages of workmen varied considerably. 

9. 2. arorpodns? 

gakedAns: this seems always to mean the central treasury. 

evray.ov ; this is in the singular because only one workman is 
required. In 1834, where the plural is used but one workman 

is demanded, the d:oikyois is required to furnish also damavn, 
which would, as usual, be divided between several xy#pia and thus 

require more than one évraytov. 
12. evdews: doubtful, but more likely than zpos nyas. 

Maaped vio ABt ABiBa: Muhammad b. Abi Habibah; cf. Or. 

6215, ] wAoiov rod KA[U](cparos) id Maapnr viod ’ABt ‘ABiBa and 
14384, 93, etc. Evidently he was in charge of the shipbuilding 
yards at Clysma. “Af is the genitive of “ABov. 

13. 6°/: no part of the actual theta is preserved, but the 
downward and upward strokes which in this usual abbreviation 
of 046 always follow the theta are clearly visible, and suggest 
©]°/ much more strongly than Ia],*. 
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Endorsed : 
[Koppa vi SLepry ovpBovd/ 

The other way up: 

]} Bacrrew Siofix/ Kou” Adpo*] 

15 + p OY Ey gry 8/ AB™ Anep Bep .[ 

15. AB” Apep Bep(edapiov) : the name "Apep, but without the 

*ABov, seems to occur in PSR. II. 1. 3* where the reading should 

probably be H(a)x(av) «3 nvpy(On) 8(”) "Aapep Bep(«)3(apiov) 

(re)p(:) cirov. The name is probably Abu ‘Amir. Here, if the 

readings at the beginning of the line are correct, the day of the 

month is omitted, as the indiction in PSR. II. Usually both 
are specified. 

PAPYRUS 1887.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1336. 2 ft. 22in. x 8 in, 

HIS letter is concerned with the subject of the navy. Certain sailors had been requisitioned 

for the kodpaov Aiy’mrrov, and these Basilius had neglected to send. In consequence 

of their non-appearance Kurrah had been compelled to hire substitutes, and in the present letter 

he orders Basilius to raise and send money in payment of the wages of these substitutes. An 

account of the money required was enclosed, and will be found later in the volume as 1450. It 

was actually with 1889 when received at the Museum. 

Kat apfe|Anoat es tio exmeppar tlpfos nuas] zlous d\{ac}[a]Nev]r[as] 

81a tys Stotcnoews co” vavtas hoyw KapaBwv 

Kat Spolpovjapwy Kat addwv > Kovpao” Avyumro” 

wdiKTLovos oydSons emerpeapey Aciay wo 

5 Ywpack picbwcacba tovs douracbevtas 
Sia a6 mpos tov evrefevra Oeula}rucpov ev tows 
NPETEpOLs’ EVTAyLOLS Sexopevos OVV TA4 TApoOVvTa 

yp appara amooredov Sia tacns ovvTopmias 

Tpos THY Evdov THS Tapovons emLaTOANS’ yrooww 
Io 

ev" VOMLo pa Kat LOVvOY 

_ 3. The mark after a\\wy seems to be a sort of punctuation- 

mark ; cf. 1339, 3, 5, 6,etc. There is, however, no need for one 

here, and the scribes of these letters are much given to dis- 
tributing dots and strokes about the papyrus without any 
apparent reason. 

koupgov : see general introduction. 
4. Actay vio Swpaecx: Hayyan b. Shuraih. vo is altered from 

voy. The scribes of these letters show a great reluctance to 

put this word into any case but the nominative or accusative. 
6. Oezartopor: this word andthe verb éeparifw in these letters 

sometimes pass almost into the sense of ‘ order,’ but they always 

TO Xpvovov Tov poo” avtwy py voTepwv e& avTo 
Kal yap Yoo Kopev 

retain something of the sense of drawing up a scheme. In 

Pap. 32 (Vol. 1. p. 230) the word at the end of 1. 7 is probably to 

be read ¢Oep[aricaper]. 

II-16: an involved sentence. The meaning seems to be:— 

‘For indeed we know that neither you nor the people of your 

karah have any care to carry out or perform any sort of duty, 

unless you are importuned for the arrears in your payments, 

except in accordance with the instructions given in our évrdyta’ ; 

that is, Kurrah thinks that Basilius and the people of his district 

ought to show greater alacrity in the public service, and not 
always wait for instructions. 
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@S OV MENETAL TOL OUTE pHY TOLS THS Kwpas* 

pn exteherat ponte Sovvar TEepas Tavrow 
epyw eb ogov ovk amarecbe vrep tov ovralopevoly] 

15 8 vw ev py mpos Tov Oewaricpov Tov evKeipevov 
EV TOLS NMETEPOLS EVTAyLOLS ahd ov py cvyxepnowpev 

eal TA TPAypaTa’ OVTwS ouTe yap pedopev 

e€iowoat TOY LKavoY Kal XpNnolwov KaL mANpovYTA 

akatadpovntws’ Ta Si avtd Tw aviKavourTt 
20 ev Tols emiTpeTopevors avTw Tap new Sia 

SepoSoxvas hourov eav exes Ppawas 
ExTehecov THY Sia ypappaTtwv nuwv emiTpoT ny 

Bn AnOn Tapameumov’ TL EK TOVTwY ahd EpTOVUS 

[a}rorehwv —eyp/ pe” Q%/ ty U/ 9 

12. peAerat oo is a correction. In the blank space before ovre x@pat, as the old kGpuat became xapia. 

there are traces of a A. 18. mAnpouyra: corrected from mAnporra. 

xwpas: to this corresponds the Arabic 4#rah, which seems 21. ppawas: @. hpevas. 

to be equivalent to vouds (Becker, PSR. p. 22). If so, this 23. mapareurov: 1, raparéumav. The apostrophe is to distin- 
confirms the theory that rayapyia = vouds; Becker suggests (7.c.) guish from mapaméuroytt. 

that the vouoi in late Byzantine times may have been called 

PAPYRUS 1888. —a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1337. 4 ft. 2%in. x 83in. 

T appears from this letter that Basilius was in arrear with his taxes, both ordinary (ypvo.xd 

Sypdo.a) and extraordinary (€ko7padpdwwa). He is ordered, under threats of punishment, to 

make up the full amount. The chief object of the letter, however, is to command him to come 

to head-quarters. Besides the balance of the taxes he is to bring certain men from his d.oikynous 
named in some previous letter of Kurrah’s (see following Pap., introduction), and also a kara- 

ypadov or register of the district, which is to contain the dvdpurpéds in every xwpior, with particulars 

of each person’s landed property and public services. By the term dvdpucpds must be meant 

here the inhabitants or perhaps rather the tax-payers. Prof. Becker in his Bectrage, II. p. 111, 

regarded the census mentioned in PERF. 599 as a new measure; but it is difficult to see what else 

can be meant by the present xardypadov than a kind of census. That of PERF. 599 was 

a general and systematic registration of the whole of Egypt; it seems clear from the Aphrodito 

papyri that registers were regularly kept in the various Svo.cyoes, and the novelty of the census 

of Hisham’s reign may have been simply that it embraced the whole country with a view to 

ascertaining the total population and its resources; or again the difference may be between 
a mere register of tax-payers and an organized census of the whole population. But as the 
Romans had a census-system, and it is clear that the Arabs took over much of the previously 

existing organization intact, there is nothing a pvzorz improbable in a regular census; and 

Prof. Becker now writes that he accepts this view. 
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katahaBely ta mp'os nuas 
klaodov od 
] # avapevov 

katahaBe ta pos yuas’ ple}z{a] z[n]s cupmdnpwcews 
5 @s eipytat Twv xpvoikwy Sypociwy Kat exoTpacpdw” 

kat hourwv otiywr emlntovpevwy Sia ths Sioix?/ 

PN voTEep@v e& aUvTwY TL TO GuVo\OV’ ywooKe yap 

o @eos ws ov pn atroxewnOys e€ nuwv Kat eort 

dia oS ev howmader ews evos pidtapiowd Kat 

Io Hovd Kat mictopopeOyrt evs TovTO Tavy yap 

nbews EXomev Elval TO Epyov oo TT POKOTTT@V 

kat otabnpov mew 6 ext. Kat yap o Aptpadp” 

ov KaTadexerar dia Tpopacewy TLY@V vorepeOnvat 

TL EK THS TUUTANpwcEws TwV emilnToUpEVaV 

15 ws Aedexrar Sia trys Sioxnoews oo” Kat et ELXyes 

dpevas eppwpevas* ovk exes SenOnvar treo wv 

NOV Ypappatwv TovTwY EvEKa: avucov ovy evTedws 

ev Tt ett Sia oS Kau KarahaBe ev Taye hepwv 

peTa oeavTd ovoTeEp ovopaticapev cor avdpas 

20 ™s Stovknoews ao ey ToLs TPO TOVTWV NLOV Ypappaciv 

ov pnv adda Kat Kataypadov’ Kata ywpiov' Tov ovTos 

avdpiops ev avTw Kat Tt cote St avtwy Siaypadov 

Kau TL Umapxe ExacTw Ev ynd.ots Kai TL exopnynotl 

de evTayiov KGL QAVEV EVTAYLWY Kab amhws €LTTELV 

25 pn evpeOns tapadeupas Te wore’ ev TH EmLTpoTN 

Neer es Tovto pynte pnv Sidwv Kal eavto” 

THY ovay ovvy mpodacw yn oKavdahov" peddopey yap 

I. xatadaBely ra mpos nuas: cf. 1. 4. This curious phrase 
seems to mean ‘come down to us,’ like xaradayBavw alone (1, 18 
below ; in 1350, 8, it means ‘return’). The phrase recurs in]. 34, 
1339, 2, 13, and 1370, 14. 

5. exorpaopdw® ; a form exorpaopdivaptwy would be expected ; 
that the word here is right and comes from a nom. sing. éx- 
orpadpdwor is shown by 1356, 11, where the nom. plural occurs. 

The present passage well illustrates the distinction between the 
regular public taxes, which were not assigned to any particular 

purpose, and the extraordinary taxes or requisitions, which were 
so assigned. 

6. ortxov: ‘imposts’ generally ; cf Crum, Ostr. 421, 5. 

emt(nroup-vev: cf. 1412 ff. Zassim. 
8. kat: probably «ai «i or xéy ef is intended—‘ you will never 

depart again if there is even.. .,’ z. ¢, you will be imprisoned or 
put to death, 

g. pidtaptctov: ‘Nomismatis pars duodecima,’ Ducange, 
Stephanus; cf. Vol. I of the present catalogue, pp. 198, 199. 

10, mropopeOntt ets rovro: ‘be sure of that.’ 
11. news: possibly 48éas is intended, but it cannot be read. 

The meaning at least seems to be: ‘for we are very desirous 

IV. 

that your work should be more energetic and trustworthy than 
it is,’ 

12. Autpadpou(uvy): the Arabic Amir al-Mwminin, the ‘Com- 
mander of the Faithful’ of the Arabian Nights; i.e. the 
Khailif. 

21. ov pny adda kat: simply ‘and also’; cf BGU. 1020, 14. 
22, Staypadoy: this probably means ‘ what poll-tax they are 

liable to pay’; cf the introduction to 1419, etc. Ina Coptic 
fragment occurs an officer diaypaddpios. 

23. yndtos: the word occurs frequently in 1419 (also in Pap. 
483). It, rather than yj(s) 8(npooias), should be read in B. M. 
Pap. 32 verso (Wessely, WS. 1X. p. 243). The information as 
to landed property is required for the purposes of the land-tax 

as ri ort d¢ aitév dutypapoy for poll-tax. 
24. 8 evraywy «.7.\.: for this expression see 1428, 4 

8ardv(ns) 8(¢) évr(a)y(iwv) (kai) ave(v) évr(a)y(i@v). The meaning 
is not quite clear; the most probable explanation is that 6.’ 
évrayiwy refers to special services, ordered by é¢vrdya from the 
Governor, and dvev évrayiwy to the ordinary routine duties. & 
evayvov is a correction, 

26. xaO eavtov: sic; b, kara ceavrod. 
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Kedevoret Bcov Karotoinca: Tw Kahws SiamparTaperw 

efadenpar S€ Tov xawrynv padiovpyov Te Kat 

30 aduxov Aourov py SenOns erepwov nywv 

ypappatwv epi ToVvTO pEeTa TA TapovTa ypappara 

Kat KatahaBn oe avtatodoc. amwhdovea THY Wuynv 

Ka. vTogTacw od aywvicat’ Towvy' Kaws modaxas 

eipytau apednt. KkatahaBew Ta pos nuas Kat 

35 KaTeveyKat €l TL EOTL Sua TNS Siouxnoews oo 

amo Te xpynoikwv Snpoo[tlwv Kar erepwv Siahopwv 

oTixyov extehov atapaderrtws Kar Ta Syrobervta cor 

€v TE TOLS VUYL Kal TPOTEPOLS Yp'appacivy Hwy oUTE ‘yap 

OmTEevooper Els ETEPOY TL EL [LN TO” EV TUYTOLM 

40 xatadaBew oe Ta Tpos nuas pera Twv emlnrovpevov 

Sia rns Siounoews od aveddeuras eyp/ pf O°/ uc v°/ 

29. xawtny: apparently a new word, derived from xado. 32. amwhAovoa: sic. For avrarodoc: read avramddoats. 
30. adicov: corrected from adixor. 36. xpnotkwy: 2. xpuvotkav. 

PAPYRUS 1389.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1338. 2ft. Zin. x 8} in. 

HIS letter is largely a repetition of the last, written nearly a month later. Basilius has 

not yet, it appears, obeyed Kurrah’s instructions to come to head-quarters, and he is 

ordered: to do so without delay. As in the last letter, he is told to bring with him the men named 

in some previous communication. : From the latter part of the letter it seems probable that these 
are the local officials of the ywpia, for Basilius is to instruct each of them to bring with him the 

accounts of his ywpiov. It appears that a systematic examination into the state of the dvoikynors 
was to be undertaken by Kurrah. The xardypadov which Basilius, here as in the preceding 
letter, is told to bring with him, is to contain, in addition to the details required before, the landed 

property of each inhabitant classified according to vine-land and arable land; and he is also to 
include a list of fugitives in each ywpiov. For the first order, cf PERF. 597, where the vine- 
yards are separately specified; in PERF. 577 (=RKT. 3), the Coptic edict of the Finance 

Minister, on the contrary, no special mention of vineyards is required though palm-trees and 

acacias are to be specified. It appears probable from 1416, 29 ff., 1419, 836, 1172 that vine-land 
was taxed at a different rate from arable land, and cf Eutych. II. 369-71 ‘ Profectus autem 

Abdol Aziz Alexandriam anno septuagesimo quarto, viros regionis istius primarios prehensos in 

vicos et villas distribuit; unicuique villae, secundum rationem acdium ac vinearum ac generum fru- 
gum, certam pecuniae summam imponens’; but Prof. Becker remarks, probably with reason, that 
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a special distinction between vine- and arable land is less likely than that each kind of crop was 

assessed at a different rate, and he adds ‘ Die Zwezteilung ist nur eine Aufzahlung der Hauptarten.’ 

- , : : : : , ; : Sexouevos ovr] 
Ta TapovTa ypappata Oednoov peta Taons ouvTopias KaTradaBew 

Ta TpOS Nas > EVEeyKwY META GEavTO” oVvoTEP oVvopaTLcapEy cot 
avdpas tys Stounoews oo” ev Tos TpwTEpoLs Nov 

5 ypappacw > ov pny add Kai Kataypadov Kara ywpiov 70” ovros avdpicpov 
ev avTw Kar a 7 cote Su avtwv Siaypador > Kar ev Te vTapxet 
EKaoTw EV yndwols amo TE* EY apTehw kat EV OTOPYLW ys > KaL 

ev TL exopnynoey St evTaywwy Kal avev evrayiwy Kat Karaypadov 
TNS Ovomacias Kal TAT povuutas TwY ovTwy duyadwy ev avTw 

10 amhos emev havepoTowy nu ev Tw Kataypadw oo” Tacay ednow 

pn Si8ev Kara ceavto” tavtowv oKavdadoy epi Tovto” > emerpeapev Se 
T@ TAporTL amooTOhw py avapewat mpos oe et pn Svo pes NMEpas 
axpis o” katahaBys Ta mpos nuas Tapayyeddwr Tous Karepyopevous 

ov coi am exaotov xwpto” THs SioiKnoews oo” eveyKar pel cavTwv 

15 THY oyorovay Tov ywpio” avTwr 7 omws nuwy Cnrovvtwr 

Tap avtwv wept kepada” twos’ evpeOwow ev eToiuw ExorTeEs 
Tacav eonow Kat pavepwow > eon ovv emoTapevos ws ov pH 
Sefopefa ex oo” tavrowv oyov es adopynv > dourov py Senf” 
eTEPOV Ypappatov nuwY TEepL ToUTO” PETA Ta TapovTa ypappara 

20 Kat KatakaBn oe avtamodocts atodovoa THY Wuyny Kal VTOTTATW oO 

eyp 2” Dawd 18 wd:/ oydons 

2. xatahaBew ra mpos nuas: cf. 1838, 1, note. 14. eavrey: corrected from eavro”. 

5. avdpicpov : the ov is the monogram (3). 18. aopyny: ‘ excuse.’ 
7. te * ev: the dot is probably meant to separate the two ¢’s. 20. karahaBn: governed by the py before denOg(s); 7. 

12.-dvo rpes: as numbers are often over-lined in these letters, 1832, 19, 1838, 32. 
it is not clear whether dvo is meant to be deleted, or whether dvo 21. Paw 18: or awd: B; but there'is a space between ¢ and 

tpes is used as meaning ‘two or three days.’ t, whereas « and f are close together. 

PAPYRUS 1840.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1361. Two fragments, 6Zin. x 8tin. and rin. x 53 in. 

HIS letter is a mere fragment. It is clear from the minutes at the top and on the verso that 
it relates to the same matter as 1888 and 1339, and it may very likely be the beginning of 

one or other of them ; but as it is not in any case continuous with the preserved portion of either, 

it cannot safely be assigned. The date is no guide, for though the time taken to bring a letter 
was sometimes extraordinarily long, as in 1846 (written Tybi 8, delivered Mecheir 15), yet in 1858 

c 2 
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the interval was only ten days (written Mecheir 5, delivered the 15th). Of course, too, it is 

possible that this is part of a different letter; Kurrah seems to have written on this subject 
several times. 

p! tr Kab®/ av? p~ xpvorx/ Sy ty 3 yt! Us? SI 

) &v ovopate tov @eo” Koppa vos SLepry cupBovdos > 

Bacwreww Sioxntn Kopns Adppoditw > wohdaxts 
dawopela ypappacw nuwy xpyoapevor pos oe > owas hepwv 

5 [rhlv ovpmr)y[pocl{y tov xpvo|in(ov S}ypoowy kar to ex ovvneias’ 
bs 

[avv]oov pn votepwr e€ avto” & volyicpa Kat povor] 

olv]re yap mapeoupev ex Tov ToLovTo” oum[adapiov 

Endorsed : 
Koppa w Sleprxy ovpBovd? 

The other way up: 

Bacwheww Sioik~/ Kwp* Adpo?® 

10 +p ® xy 2/ » evey® 8/ ABpanp p’ KarahaB~ mp? avr” 

I. mept ris Kabddov avrod pera xpvorxav Snpooiay. Arabic :— 

To the Sahib of Ashkiih concerning his coming. 
2. ): this mark and the others (4 etc.) which are often 

written at the beginnings and ends of letters seem intended to 

take the place of the cross (+) of Christian documents. This 

shows a change in the Arab practice, as the cross was used for 

a time (v. Karabacek, Die arab. Papyrusprotokolle in Sitzungsb. 
der Kais. Ak. der Wissensch, in Wien, 161, 1 p. 63). 

10. 2. pnvds badge xy ivdixredvos n (7 )véxOn S80 *ABpaip rept 
kara\aBeiv mpos ait(d)v. mepi with the infinitive is curious, and 
perhaps xaraXafijs should be read, but cf 1850, 17, note. 

PAPYRUS 1841.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1339. 11Zin. x 52 in. 

REQUISITION for the wages and expenses of a sawyer, who, if the almost certain 

restoration in l. 5 is correct, was intended for the mosque of Damascus. This was the 

great mosque, built by Al-Walid; see Le Strange’s Palestine under the Moslems, chap. V1. 
1411 is apparently one of the évrdyva sent with this letter. 

[ev ovopatt Tov @eov Koppa wos SLeprx ovpBovdos] 
[Bactheww Stovlknrn Kopns Adpoditw evdexa 

[apOp.a vopiopatla eragapev Sia trys Svoixnoews cov 
[Aoyw pucbov § Samay|ys mpiorov ovopatos evos ovTos Els TO KaTEpyov 

5 [pacyida Aapackoly pnvev €€- emt THs Tapovons 

3. aptOpin: this is a likely reading; ¢f 1847, 2. For the 
sense of the word see the introduction to 1412. It must be 
confessed that the letter after the lacuna does not look much 
like a, but a is occasionally very open in these letters. 

4. Or Aoye 8arav]ns only ; but cf 1. 10. 

ovoparos: * person,’as in 1382, 21-3, 1833, 23-5. The word 
in this sense is frequent in the accounts. 

5. [wacy:8a Aapackolv: the v after the lacuna makes this the 
most probable reading, and it suits the space; c/1368, etc. The 
reading is made practically certain by 1411. 
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[wSixriovos] oySons Kat Ta TovTwY 
[evrayia Toinoartes] t[Lous] Tov x[@lpror ereppaper cou 

[Sexopevos ovy ta] tapovra yplapplara pos tyv Suvapuw 
[avrwy avucov to Tloovro xpvovolv| tocov Kat Teprpov 

10 [mpos nuas hoyw pJjicfov Kat Satavys Tov avtov texvito” eyp p/ AD’/ C i/ 4 

Endorsed : 
[Koppa w Sleptxy ovpBolvd/ Baothew Siox-/ Kop” Adpo*| 

The other way up: 
+p Xowt « °/ n nrvyX 8/ Mapi* m/ p’ v ia § pol’ § dan mpic7] 

12. Mapi*: Maptavod~ Alexandria (ed. Gelzer), capp. xxvi and xxviii where Gelzer 
m/% mortixod, a ship’s master. For the difference between incorrectly explains the word as ‘Glaubiger.’ Prof, Becker, 

vavxAnpos and morixés see Heimbach, Basilicorum Libri LX, however, remarks that the word does not necessarily denote a 
lib. LILI. 1 vavxAnpds éore mpos dv avijKet 6 mépos Tov mAolov Kaira _ship’s master but a confidential agent generally, the Ar. amin 

ovupBaivorra, cite 6 Seomdrns éotiv, eire mapa Seamérov ro mAoiov (PSR. I. p. 50). He adds that amin occurs in Margoliouth, 
euicbaoatro ev dpddi. Lltworicos €or 6 macav émipéeecav rod Ar. Pap. of the Bodl. Library, Pap. Il. 1. 12, as an overseer 

mAotov émtpaneis, Cf. also Leontius’ Life of St. John of in the thesauri. 

PAPYRUS 1842. —a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1340, ro%in. x 53 in. 

N this letter occurs for the first time a phrase which meets us several times in both the 

letters and the accounts, avh7 Tod "Apipadpoupvv. The Arabic headings of 1862 and 1378 
prove that the word ad means palace. One was being built at Fustat by Yahya b. Handalah 

(1878), another at Jerusalem (1438, 286), the builder of which is not named. In 1868 the 

builders of the mosque at Damascus are stated to be ‘Abd-al-Rahman b. ... and “Ubaid b. 
Hurmuz, and it seems probable that the “Abd-al-Rahman b. Salman here mentioned is the same 

person as the former of the two. In that case this avhy was no doubt at Damascus. We know 

that Al-Walid did build palaces at Damascus (cf v. Kremer, Cudturgesch. des Orients unter den 

Chalifen, 1. p. 135), and it is natural that the architect building the mosque should be employed 

also for the palace, as Yahya, who built the mosque of Fustat (cf Becker, PSR. p. 19), was also 
the architect of the palace there (1878). 

This letter is probably an order for workmen (¢f rovrovs in |. 5). 

Ins Kau touodws 
TNS krt]Copevns avdyns Tov Apipadpolvpre] 

[unvev x emu TNS TWAPOvays LVOLKTLOVOS 

[oySons Kat Ta ToluTwy evrayia Tounoavres 

5 [rows twv ywpiwr] erepnrpapev wor TovTous ovr 

[rpos thy Suvjapw tev evrayor treprpov 

3. For the supplement, cf 1847, 5, 6. 
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] Klar] mapados ABSepacpay voy Larpav 

[rw emikepjevw THs avTns Epyacvas 
[kar pn S0€n cor] wempar wavrovay amapyupiop/ 

IO 

7. nov: 2. vig. Weil, Gesch. der Chalifen, 1. p. 605, mentions 
an ‘Abd-al-Rahman b. Salman as having been Governor of 

‘Irak, probably not much later than this; and it is possible 
that this may be the same person. From 1867, 7 it seems not 
impossible that he may have been a max/a (see general intro- 

duction) of the Khalif. 

|v eyp p" AW/ vu 3/4 

8. rw seems required to fill up the space. 

9. mavrotay: sic; the following word might be amapyvpiopi] 
but this seems an unlikely formation. 

10. «& py avroy roy epyalrny or rexv|rnvy seems a likely 
reading, but the rovrovus of 1. 5 appears to imply more than one 
person. ; 

PAPYRUS 1848.—a. p. 709. 

Inv. No. 1341. 

HIS letter relates to the fugitives. 

families and goods, and to make a list of them with full particulars. 

4 ft. 2 in. x 83 in. 

Basilius is ordered to send them back with their 

Threats of punish- 
ment in case of disobedience are made against both Basilius and the local officials, and Kurrah 
announces his intention of instituting an organized search through the whole of Egypt. This 

letter, like 1882 and 1888, illustrates the wide diffusion of the fugitives; and it shows also that 

they were willingly received and concealed by the inhabitants. The letter may be compared 
with Rylands Copt. Pap. 277, mary of the phrases in which are almost identical with phrases 
here. 

ec pn 8 av exrepns tpos nuas ovv tats dapnduals Kat vaoo7[acecw] 
avTwv ToLwy Kataypadoyv ovopacvas Kat [zaTpwruptas| 

Tav arehdopevov tplocwrwr of} pny adrha Kat ets toia xwpia trys S10[ LK?/ cov] 

Tpocedeyov KQL TL Siadepet €KAOT®M EV TE VTOOTACEL kau ynd.ors]| 

5 ypapwv woravtws To Toro oKapipw Tous evpioKoper[olus ex Tr[s] 

Tayapxias Tooavras ex TepiTTo” Tov opo” To” e&eHeuefa Tour eor|t] 

To\v’ xpovoyv Kat THv vmapé[tly exagro” mpoowro” Kat TouvTous mapeal Ger | 
ev 7 Swoix"/ oo” Kal. anfhws] evrew wacay ednow Kar pavep_wow] 

abevdas kat acvprabws qv] Se tw avtw xataypadw emer[pleyfap] 
Io yap Tw atoaTohw nev pn atokxwnOynvar ex oo” axpis av exmepalns 

evTehas’ THY voTEpay uxnv TwY evpioKopevar ev TH StiorK/ col! 

I. vroor[aceow]: or perhaps vroor[ace]. tmdoracis means 
effects, t.e. personal property. In 1. 4 it is contrasted with yjd:a, 
z.é. real property. : 

2. This line is shorter than the average. Perhaps exacrov 
should be read at the end; but the lines vary greatly in length 
in all these letters. 

4. mposeheyoy: 1. mpooépevyoy. The imperfect is always used 
in this phrase ; cf. 1332, 8, note. 

5. to roto: 2, 7G roLovTe. 

oxappw : ‘summary list.’ For the word, cf RKT. III. 14. 
6. rov: intended for ov. 
7. xpovoy: ‘age’; cf. 1460, 38, etc. 

mapeabevr(as) : z.¢. those who are to be allowed to settle in 
the district ; of 1832, 9, note. rovrovs: Z. rows. 

9. xataypapo: xaraypapery has been written, but » is perhaps 
deleted. 

ge 
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amo elKomaerous Kat woe ws hehexTar eveykar Se Kar TO Tpoovopach”/ 
Kataypadov teptexwr [ws Sed}niwrar tov aradevras Kat Tous 
mapeabervtas ev Tn Stoixyoet oo’ e€ avtwy pn yroobn Se 

15 piv ws voTEepyoas TWL TO GuVOdOY EK Tw opicbevTwY 

oTadnva, duyadwv emi ywwoKe o cos: nuwv EUpLO-KOVT@VY 

Twa* peta To KatahaBew tolv a}rocrohoy nuwv pn eyKEipevov 

ev ™ Kataypadn TH OTEANOpEN Tapa oo” amodioupey oe 

ta OdtBovra oe amo te Cypias Baputarys Kat copatixns 

20 emefehevoews Cnpiovvtes Kat Tous Tov xwpto” evOa evpeOn 

0 Towovros duyas’ Cyuiav nv ov Svuvavrat vieveyKar epnpovv™ 

tov Te pellolva Kaw Suouxyntny Kat dvdraxas auto” pel o 

Kat amodiourtes avtois’ copatikny emeéehevow odethovoav 

placa ta exKkata’ avtwy howrov avayvwht ta Tapovta 

25 ypappara maou tous tTys SwoiKnoews oo” emiTpeToV peTayp— 

TO wov exoTw yopiw Kat BrAnOnvar ev Tats exk\notw av™ 

MTpopapTupo"pevos avTois Kat Tapayyehiov arpwrws dudakar 

THY ETiTpoTHY Nuwv Kat davepwronoa cor ovaTep ywolo|k/ 

duyadas tTys avwrepw hexPewrns’ Siorxnoews To” Apowvoiro” 

30 omws pn evpwpev Kat avtwv adopyny THY oLay ovv 

Kat yevyntar n Yuyn Kal vTooTaGL avTwY avTihuTpov UTEP av™ 

To” @cov yap cuvepyourtos’ ov pn Tapeacwpev ev AvyuTTw 

play Tayapxliay Kat povny e pn 8 ay atrooreopev ev avTy 

avOpwrovs nuwv moTovs Kat iKavous’ odethovTas avevdoTws 

35 pera waons axpiBevas epdvynoar Kat Katanradynoa yapw 

Tov avtav dvyadov Oeparicar Se* SoPnvar Kat Tos pnavvovct 

Twa amoxpuTerta €€ wvrep ererpepapev otady|vlar vmep 
o vopiles’ hoyw pynvuTpev Kar amexer To hatvopevo 

12. amo étkooatrovs kat wde: this probably means ‘from twenty 
years and onwards (= upwards)’; ¢f. 1460, 70. 

mpoovopacd”/:; corrected from mpovvopacd™/. 
13. ws dedn\wrat: a substitute for the more usual as efpnra or 

os éAexrat. 
Tov: Sic. 

15. tw: twa would be expected, but a stroke projects above 
the lacuna which looks like the top of «, and cannot be any 
part of a. 

16. emu: 1. émei. 

20, tous Tov x@piou : this is probably ‘the people of the village’ 
contrasted with the officials specified in 1. 22 (cf. 1835, 8, note). 

21. ¢nuav: the v is a later addition. 

22. petfova kat Storxnrny: here dtocxnrys is apparently used of 
a local official; cf JHS. 1908, p. 104. For peifov, of BGU. 

367, 5, Oxy. Papp. 131, 14; 132, 1, 10; 133,93 156, 53 158, 2, 
and pet{orepos in BGU. 368, 9, etc. jetforepos, which was probably 
only another form of pei{ov, was equivalent to Aawame; cf 
Or. 6205 (Crum). 

o: corrected from a. 
24. POaca ra ecxata: apparently éoyara is intended. The 

letter before x is a correction, apparently from », The meaning 

will be ‘ passing their wildest expectations.’ 
26. exotw: J, éxdoro. 

exkAnotat: Sic. 
30. atoppny tyv cay ovy: ‘any ground of complaint whatever.’ 

31. uTooragt: Sic. 
36-40. Not very clear. Ocpari¢ey is always elsewhere used in 

the active, so that here @ezarioa is probably rather the infinitive 
active after dpeiAovras than the imperative middle addressed to 
Basilius. In pyavvover the a, though of the minute kind generally 

written before v or 7, seems clear, but must be a slip of the pen, 
the word being meant for pnviovor. wimép 6 vouiges is somewhat 
obscure, but is probably to be explained on the analogy of 1359, 

10, where it evidently means ‘ beyond what you expect’; 2. e 
Kurrah is prepared to spend more money in searching for the 

fugitives than Basilius supposes. dméyet is perhaps used imper- 
sonally. The meaning of the whole passage is then: ‘and to 

order to be given to those who give information concerning any 

concealed person of those whom we ordered to be sent an 
amount greater than you expect as information-money, and it 
(i.e. his offence) will be enough for (z.¢. enough to cause the 
destruction of) any one who is proved to be concealing any of 
them after the return of our messenger here.’ 
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exew Twa e€ avrwy peta To KatahaBew Tov atoarohov nwwv 

40 evrav0a’ peddeu yap ovros' pakapioa. Tous TeOvewras 
€v T® [LN umropepew QUTOV TAH ETEPXKOMEVA AVTW Seva 

av wy TapnKkovoey Kedevoews Nowy Kat atreTour[o lev 

Kata Tys vias puyns pf T’ 8 °/ >) 

41. avrov: meant for atrovs. 

PAPYRUS 1844.—a. D. 709-710. 

Inv. No. 1377. 1 ft. 8in. x 8% in. At intervals of 1in.-1}in. down the whole left 
side of the roll are lacunae of $in.-1in. in width. 

HIS letter, having lost the dating month but belonging to the 8th indiction (a.p. 709-710), 

is placed after the letters of a.p. 709 and before those of a.D. 710. It relates to the 

fugitives, and is therefore (see general introduction) more likely to belong to the former than 

the latter year. 

) & ovopate tov Geo” Koppa vos lepry [ovpB]o[v]dfo]s Bactherw S[ro1K"/] 

16 letters [kopns A]p[podt}r[o td pryvplevoa pabiy zlov tu" ?] 

ov e&beneba evexe THS atooTpodyns Tav duyadwy 76 Apowoirov 

5 ee pldvjroe coves] n8n yap ws ywolo]kels y]{ypladnxaper cor rept tol utw|y 

Ka expt Tys Sevpo twa e€ avtwy ovk ereupas’ Se ny aitiay ayvoolv | 
da]n ow emorapdvos ws] cav havens tapapeA}yloa]s te to Kafodov 

€k TNS ETLTpOTNS NuwY n KaL Evpopev Twa ev TH SioLx!7]/ Gol) 

e€ wprep ye ypaldyxialwev cou aroordi|\ar ovvjedepev cor py yevvn6"/ 

10 odws pyte davynvar ev tors Cwow dowroy Siapaprupar 
t[ous] ry[s] Sifouxno|edws co? erovals yapw] cewv] avrev dvyadwv 

76 Apowvotro” [olure yap Exel ovyyvepny ovTe Tapaxwpnow Tis 

ef [v]uwv cay evpeO[n ev] rlov}ro Te Xoplo n pm. EXtKw N avy 

-L]. [JropBpl......P rus’ ws expyrias elk trav opicbevrwr 

15 amootpadyva duyadwy 76 Apowvoitd dovrov ws dedeKTar 

z. The number of letters is estimated from Il. 1 and 3, but as 
the spacing and size of letters are so irregular in these documents 
it is only approximate. The writing is for the most part somewhat 
closer than usual in this letter, 

mepryvpevoa pabiy: this seems a fairly likely reading ; for the 
first word, cf 1367, 16. The translation is uncertain. The e 

pevrot cuviers of 1. 5 is a subordinate clause to this sentence, so 

that a principal verb must have preceded it. Two infinitives 
together seem peculiar; and if pa6{e)iv is correctly read the 
verb ending eva is probably an aorist imperative middle, 
A middle use of repryvpet in the sense of seek is not improbable ; 

perhaps, therefore, we may translate ‘seek to learn,’ 
rov tum(ov); this is taken from a fragment included in 1464 

tov rirov by é&ebéueOa; or perhaps époy, as in 1848, 6, 

Il. exovas: 7, eumovws; or émimdvws (Hunt). One expects 
a verb here in the sense of ‘seek’ or something similar, and 
perhaps some verb should be read instead of xapw; but the 
space is small, and ¢ymovws may well go with diapdprupa, the 

latter being used absolutely as in 1845, 22 (where the verb 
takes an accusative) ; ‘warn them diligently.’ 

13. . Atk: it would be possible to read [a]umeAccw, though 
the letter after ~ looks more like the bottom of 7. The reading 

7 after ywpiw is very probable, so that if ayes is to be read, 
it is used as a noun. 

14. It is possible to read mapap[iw. The two letters visible 
at the beginning of the line are tall ones (7, ¢, x, ors). Possibly 
the whole sentence may be éy rovr@ r@ xwpie i) dumehix@ 7) add7 
7) kal ropapio avrod. 
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a[alpapvdarropfe fos] mapaduviatar ryv yuyny oo” ov twv THs 

[Svor]eyfo]dws cov] xak[a..].[. ylap’ rev [ralpfov [wv] nuwrv ypappareov 
Kehevores @eo” TEwTopev atrooTohov ynuwy odethovTa peta Tacs 
axpiBeas Kataynradnoa evexe Tw ToLovTwy duyadwr 

20 omovday eww Kat amwddeTat o haivomevos exe TVA 

ek Tov Ocpario[Olevrav amootpady[var duvjyadwv tour ete 

] evp/ [HY + -- / 0 
Endorsed : 

Koppla w] SLeprxy cvpBovdos [Balowrew Scjoux-/ Kop’ Adpo[Sir]w 

16. The use of the participle and imperative together is a seems scarcely room for duvapuv. 
biblicalidiom. The participle is inserted for the sake of emphasis. 20. ‘Wherever they are, and any one found to... will be 
After civ, sc. rais Wuxais. destroyed, 

17. The word after xara (which is doubtful) had a tall stroke 22. 9: only the long up-stroke is visible. 
at the end, so that the termination is either w or nv. There 

PAPYRUS.1845.—a. p. 710. 

Inv. ‘No. 1342. 3 ft. 52in. x 8 in. 

HE subject of this letter is a fine (Cyuia). The reason for levying the fine and the persons 
who were to pay it are not stated in the extant portion of the letter; but 1859 concerns 

a (npia brovpyar (see introduction to that papyrus), and as mention is made here in 1. 24 and in 

the yvaors at the foot of trovpyoi as paying the Cypia it is probable that the subject of this letter 
is the same as that of 1859. In any case it is clear that the fine was fixed as a lump sum, which 

was to be divided among the individuals locally, just as was done with the taxes; and the 

assignment seems to be determined not by degrees of guilt but by degrees of wealth. 
As regards the levying of the fine, that is apparently to be entrusted to four men, who are to 

be persons of distinction, with an éwioxovos. They are to be very careful to assign the quotas 
fairly, not burdening any one beyond his means or letting any one off too lightly; and they 
are to sign an agreement by which they bind themselves to make up any deficit caused by unfair 
distribution of the fine. The letter is a good example of Kurrah’s care for the interests of 

the people. 

poBovpevolus] tov @cov Kar pvdarrovras 70 Six{arov Kar] 

Tv iootyta ef w Siacrerat Si [alvrwr zo tayer] 
mo cov pols] z[-Jep[...... ke exetpnoer exaloros ?} 

Kau mpos Thy Suvapiy avto” TapacKevalwv 

1. The participles in this line probably refer to the pagarchs _«[]exetpyaev, since « seems clearly followed by a long down- 
or other officials. stroke ; possibly «:[o]execpnoev (?). 

3. The sense required is a little doubtful. The traces read 4. avrov: this refers to €xacros, z. é., if the note on 1. 1 is correct, 
as ep might in each case be e orer. The verbcan hardly be to the pagarch. 

IV. D 
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5 Tov emirKOTOY META KaL ETEPwWY TETTAPwY TPOTwT” 

eudaver trys Siovxnoews ofo}’ es] ¢..[ 

avtTois €v TH ToLavTn SiacTohn K* QUTWVY TAUTHV 

extehovvtwy anloo}rethov mpos nuas Kataypaydov 

TEpleXav TL ehaxev exacTw Tporwrw alv|rev 
10 avepoToimv nuw ev avTw THY TE OVOMATLAY Kat 

matpwovoyuav kat x{a}[a] x[o]p[ioy tov Siacred[avrov] 
Thv TovavTny Cnmiav py yvocOn Se new 

ws nTaiTnoOas TL TO Kafodo” Tous THS SioLKnTEWs TO” 

uep TnS Oepaticbevons Sia oo” Cypmrals] y 
15 ovvndOes n: Kat avrerabnoas To wuvohoy TL 

ev ™ Stacrodn Tys Tovavrns Cy[p]as 

emoTapela yap ws ov peddovres Svac-rerhoa TavTyVy 

ov pn Tapaxovewo[y] afo]’ ev tu emitpdzo |ueva 

avrols Tapa oo” Kat eay evpwpev avtovs ehadpwola|! 

20 twa ovpmafovvtas’ avtw n Bapecavtas avtumabourtes 
PEN omer amrodovvar avrois Twpatikws Kat vToorariKl/ 

Kedevoet Meo” ourov Siapaprupat avrous 

Tapayye\wv mept TovTo” ov pny adda Kat ToLv] py 

extafat Sua Twos Twy vrovpywv vmep Svvapw ore 

25 Kal Toppw avtwy virapye. kat ov ovvTapern alv|rous 

eis THY Siacrohyv THs hexDevons Cypias adda duvdagac 
exaoTw To SiKaov ws erpytar Kav mpos Suvapily elkragar 

avrov mapackevalwv tous SiacreAhovtas THY evpyp 

Cymiav Tpwtotytas tomcat eyypadhov [ou Jodoyy[ya] 

30 cadynulor-tes ev avtw ws ev havwou peta THY 

Suactodny ta€avres Sia twos umep Tyv Svvapuv 

atrov Kat ehkadpwoar'res erepov wa ovror ico]kwduves 

mynpwcwor To vroXouralopevoy Sia tov Bapefer™ 
Tporwrov ev Tm ExTayn avtwv vroKelaOla. Se 

35 avrous kat peyadns avramodocews 

UTEP Tapakoyns Kat KaTappovnoews 

_ TNS KEeXEVTEWS NUwY KAL TO TOLOUTO ofp Joroynpla] 

Teppov Tpos nas ouv TH KaTaypady Tov 

emikaxevtos moo” virep Cyuias Su exacrou 

5. emtskorov: probably not used of a special official, but 
simply of the overseer of the commission making the da- 
oToXn. 

7. «°: this method of abbreviation by a dot over the last letter 
is common in the accounts, but it is curious with kai. 

8. xaraypavpov : sic, apparently. 
13. nmatryoas: sic. 
20. avturabouvres : Sic. 

23. adda: more like ada. 

22-26: ‘therefore impress this upon them strongly, and also 

forbid them to assess any of the officials beyond his means even 
if he is absent from them and does not join them in the collection 
of the aforesaid fine.’ 

30. « Gavwor: the inverted comma is over the a, but seems 

intended to separate the two words; so too umep’ rny in 1. 31, 
npas’ ovr in 1, 38. 

32. evoxwduyws: ‘with equal risk’; z.e. the deficit, if any is 
caused by unfair division, is to be raised in equal shares from 
the assessors. 
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40 T poo wiTrouv eyp pT’ 5 U/ y 
8/ Balox]\e}[o}” v 
8/ [v}roupy" vo 

yy vv 

41-43. These three lines are much rubbed and very faint. The last is scarcely visible at all. 

PAPYRUS 1846.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1343. 1 ft. 5$in.x 8 in. Facsimile in Atlas to Vol. III, plate 96. 

LETTER concerning supplies for the ships at Clysma, which Basilius has omitted to send. 
For Clysma and its arsenal, see the general introduction. The chief point of interest in 

the letter is the reference to the canal of Trajan. At the foot of the document is a round seal 

in brown clay, bearing a wolf(?) facing to the right. Before its front feet isa star. For a collec- 
tion of seals from the Aphrodito papyri, mostly of the same pattern, see 1492. Prof. Becker 

writes that PAF. IV is certainly the Arabic counterpart of the present letter. 

Adp? 
[p’ af? § Sam- 7” KX“ o/ 9 pjill glee Jes? oo agit! Use 

ev ovopalre tolv] @colv] Koppa [uw] =]lepry ovpBo[v]Afos] 

Balo}ireww Suovntn Kol|ns Adpodiro nev 

5 Svacredavres Siar rs Siorxnoews oo” Siadopa cidy 

hoyw diroxadeas Kar eLaptias mhowwy tov Kivop* 

TL nv Kat Satravyny vavTwv TOLwWY oVTwY EV Tw aUTw 
K\vopaty atooteikavres Tpos GE Kal Ta TOUTwWY EVTAyLA 

7 po nuEepwv Todkdwv yparavres tavta Siar ovvropias 

ex-reupar 7 po Tov yerntat amoBacis Twy voatwr tov Tpaiavo” 

Kau expt TS Sevpo ovK emeurpas TY Tote eK TovTwY afiov doyo” 

Seyouevos ovy Ta: TapovTa ypappata evOews Kau KaT avTnv 

THV wpav Tempov ev Te eat. Sia THs SwoiKnoEws od 

e€ avTwy pn voTEpwv TL TO GuVoOY pnTe pV Seojevos 

15 ETEPWV NUOV Y"PALMLaTwWY TEP TOUTO €av ‘PEVTOL TDUVLELS 

Kau exers ppevas 

1. Arabic :—To the $a/7 of Ashkih to hasten the supplies 
for Clysma. 

5. «6n: ‘articles,’ but there is always a suggestion of articles 
representing taxes in kind. For the use of eiSos simply as ‘ tax,’ 
see Papp. 847, 11 and-note (Vol. III. p. 54) and 856, 18 (7d. 
p- 92). 

7. Saravny : probably this does not necessarily refer toa money 
payment ; it seems likely that it may be used of etd) themselves, 
as it certainly is sometimes; cf 1483, 42 p(e)r(a) Samdvn(s) 
L(nvav) ¢, rovré(orw) ev drapy(vpio pe) p(nvav) B, ev €t8(et) u(nvadv) 8, 
where some of the damdvy was sent in kind; cf too 1854, 

€on Yap emLoTapevos ws voTepyna” 

18, where it is used only of the «dy; Samavns kal amapyupurpod 

auTns. 

“ak vdarwy rov Tpatavov: the reference is to the canal of Trajan, 
which left the Nile at Babylon and went by way of Bubastis 
to Clysma. It had been silted up till the Arabic invasion, and 
was reopened by ‘Amr, but even after its new excavation was 
apparently available only during high Nile; cf Butler, Zhe 
Arabic Conquest of Egypt, pp. 345-7, S. Lane-Poole, Egypt in 

the Middle Ages, p.20. For the subsidence of the water in the 
canal, cf. 1853, 11, and PAF. IV. 

16, varepnon(s) : édy is omitted. 

D2 
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TO OTLoUY eK TE TwY avTwr eiduv Kar SaTavav KaL 

yerntar atoBaois twv vdarwy pedrdes Tavta Sia oTpatas 

Baoraga. ews Tov avrov Kivopatos mapexov to hoperpov 

20 avrwy e€ WiKns Go” vTocTacEws eyp p’ T’ » v/ 

Endorsed : © 

K[o]ppla] w- SLepry ovpBovd/ Bacrdreww Siorx/ kop’ Ad[po"] 

The other way up: 

Be’ MX tc 3/ y nr7X 8/ Sacid p’ exmeprpar 7° Svav? 7” KX” 

18. d:a orparas: cf. 13884, 7, note. peasants that he charges any extra expense due to the dilatoriness 

19. Baoraéac: this must mean conveyance by land. The _ of the officials to the latter, not the former. 
reference is no doubt only to the journey from Babylon to operpov: the corresponding word in case of carriage by 
Clysma; the cost of conveyance by water from Aphrodito to water would be vaidov. 
Babylon would be paid for, as usual, by a charge on the d:oiknors. 22. 7° diay’ : ras diavopds, 

It is another instance of Kurrah’s care for the interests of the 

PAPYRUS 1847.—a.D. 710. 

_v. No. 1344. 1 ft. 33 in.x8in, Facsimile in Atlas to Vol. III, plate 97. 

HIS letter is of interest as it concerns the post-system, which was perfected by the Khalif 

“Abd-al-Malik and organized by him in all parts of the Khalifate (v. Kremer, Cudturgesch. 
des Orients unter den Chalifen, I. p. 170f.). The present letter is an order for 103 sofdz in 

part payment of the cost of the post-horses stationed at Mounachthe, a ywpiov described as in 

the pagarchy of Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis (see note on |. 4). At the foot is an account 

of the way in which the money has been expended. That Aphrodito is called on to contribute to 
the up-keep of a posting station situated in another pagarchy is probably due to the fact that there 
was no station in the pagarchy of Aphrodito itself. 

‘ ; ; : ; . ; ; : ; Sexa] 
npwov apiOuia vopiopara erataplev Sia tys Svoucnoews cov] 

virep Tpopys Kat EMLXpELas Kal VTOUpyLas [Epos 

Spopikav addayov: yop.” Movvaxbyn: rayapxias Avra Kat 

5 AzodAwvos uo Ahkacep viov Lacap pnvev dSwdex{a] 
eT TNS Tapovoyns wodiKTLwvos oydons mpos THY 

VTOTETAPLEVNY YVMTW Kal TA TOUTWY EVTAYLA TOLnTaYTES 

3. wepos: pepovs must be intended, z.e. part of the cost. mayapxtas Avravov kat Aroddwvos: by the second name is 

4. Spopixwy addraywv : ‘ Loca mutandis Equis publicts addicta; meant Apollinopolis Minor, the modern Kom Esfaht. Formerly 
mutationes ... atque ided interdum Lgui ifst cursut publico a separate nome, it had now evidently been united to the 
destinati,’ Ducange, s. Vv. ddXayai, Antaeopolite nome ; cf JHS. 1908, p. 105. 

Movvax6n: this place is of frequent occurrence in the ac- 5. Al-Kasim b. Sayyar. 
counts; cf 14838, 35, etc. 7+ UmOTEeTapevny : SiC, 

ee 
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TOLS TMV KWPLOV Emre papapLev aot Sexopevos OUV 

TAZ TAPOVTGA YpappaTa Tmpos THV Suvapuv T@V TOLOUTOV 

10 EVTaYL@V AVUTOV TO TOLOVTO Xpuclov Kat Tapados TO 

avTo Ahkacep? 
yu? 

a 
Ss xAoup” xop” ap” ov § yp? § 

15 xXadiwvap/ p/ Biwi y 

po? umrmoK?/ a vay 

11. wd°/: the o is a sign of the genitive; cf Pap, 1012, 12 
(Vol. III. p. 266), etc. 

13. o—: ovrws; for the development of this symbol, which is 

common in the accounts in the present volume, see Papp. 1152, 
7; 996, 7; 1162, verso, 2 (Vol. III. pp. 248,252). In the present 
collection it often appears as a mere stroke; the initial loop (0) 
is seen best in 1419. 

14. xAovp™ ; séc; ‘standing fodder,’ measured by arourae. 

ap” ’; the repetition of the monogram for ov, as that of the 

eyp™ p’ T” ve w8%/ 7 

vos 

wer” B v B 

Trapay B v ¢ 

open” apXotaB* ov’ a vy B 

p inl. 15, is the usual Byzantine method of indicating the plural 
of abbreviated words; cf. 1332, 20, note. 

15. xadwap/p’ : xadwdpra. 

mapay® : this word is obscure. In 1434, 59 and 249 it appears 

as macpay. 

16. emmox’/: imoxdpov. 

apXoraB*: dpxioraBdirov. The word oraBdirns occurs in 
Oxy. Pap. 140, 7; UKF. 96, 1, etc. 

PAPYRUS 1848.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1345. 1 ft. 42 in. x 53in. 

HE object of this mutilated letter is to order Basilius to send certain supplies (cid and 
workmen) for the fleet, which had been requisitioned in some previous letter but not yet 

sent. There is nothing in the extant portion to show for which fleet the supplies were intended. 

7 . . + . . 

Tov emikelpevov THs epryaci{as ov Suvapevor ?] 
TEpaiwoat Tovs avtovs KapaBovs K[a}e [axaria Kar] 

Spopovapia €l YN TO TpayyuLa Tol 

ov pnv adda Kat Tuapiwy Kae TExVLTaLY operopevwy aro] 

5 oradynvar Sexopevos ovy Ta mapovta y[papnpara evfews] 

kale] KLa}r avrnv thy wpay amocredov [pos nas] 

I. Tov emtxeipevoy tns epyaotas: ‘the commissioner for the 
work,’ 

ov Suvapevoy: or ov SvvarGat, according to what has preceded. 
The supplement is suggested by 1. 3, and, if it is correct, the 
meaning is ‘who is unable to finish the xdpaBo., etc., without 
the...” 

2, For the supplement, cf 1410, 2. 
3. To mpaypa: used, if the interpretation given above is correct, 

almost as a preposition. re[y is corrected from ro[». 
4. tuAaptov: the meaning given in the dictionaries for rvAdpuoy is 

‘cushion,’ and this meaning, z. e. cushions for the rowers, suits 
well enough such passages as 1414, 49, etc., where the word 

is clearly used of some kind of efSos; but it is curious that in this 
place it is connected with reyuréy. Possibly rvhapiov may here 
be the genitive of a word rvAdpuos, derived from TvAy in the sense 
of ‘a porter’s knot’ (L. and S., s.v.) and meaning ‘porter.’ In 
that case it is possible that wherever rv* as an «Sos occurs we 
should read rvAn or rvdciov rather than rvAaptoy. In I. 3 at the 
end, however, some kinds of eiéy must be specified, as appears from 
1.7, so that rvAapiov may also be ¢idy. 
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ra avotepa Snrobdy}ra qu]dn ere [unv Kau ro] 

AouraLopevov Sia rns Svoixnoew[s cov py vorepwr] 

TL TO Gvvohoy pyTE pHY TEeuTrov 7, 
10 pn amoorpadnvar cou emitperwv Tolls Tov xopiov] 

XPNT Los KaL ws xpN Kapew Tas S[oves? wy avvwr aap] 

umep! avrwv tov orio[uvy [p]nre Selopevos erepwr] 
NpoVv ypapparwv mept THs Eextreprbews Tov ToLovTor] 

ear ev pevTor cures Kat exerts [Ppevas teprpor] 

15 pera Tyv avayvwow tov tapolv}ov ypapparov] 

apdorepa eyp bp? T’ wy wd/ y > 

11. d0ces: doubtful; if correct, it means ‘ payments.’ since a verb is wanted to govern auPdrepa and there is not much 
14. meuvov: this (Kenyon) or a similar verb seems likely, room for one in 1. 15. 

PAPYRUS 1849.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1346. 3 ft. 43 in. x 8% in. 

HIS letter is of more than usual interest, as it is a good example not only of Kurrah’s 
epistolary style, but of Mohammedan ideas of government in general. Basilius is being 

scolded for delay in collecting the 7zzyak or Snudova, and Kurrah takes occasion to read him 

a lecture on the duties and responsibilities of an official; and it is interesting to find that, 

in accordance with the usual Muslim view, the most important of these is stated to be the 

collectionof the 7zzyak. The occasion of the letter is the poyd or money-allowance for the Muhijiran 

of Fustat. This is being paid out of the Snudova for the previous indiction; and the time for 

the xodpoa has arrived before the taxes have been received. As the date of the letter is 

Jan. 14, it seems to follow that the xodpoa set out during the winter, which is curious. With 

this letter may be compared PSR. I, which is dated in Rabi I, a. H. 91, z.¢ between Jan. 7 

and Feb. 5, a.p. 710. It seems very likely, as the dates agree, that the present Greek letter 

and PSR. I may be the corresponding versions of the same letter, for the main ideas of both are 

the same, though they differ greatly in wording. In PSR. I also Basilius is reprimanded for not 

sending the 7zzyah; it is stated that the time ‘ fiir die Geldgratifikation der Truppen und die ihrer 
Familien und fiir den Auszug der Heere’ has arrived; and even the remarks about the sowing 

(I. 13) and the divine assistance of those who do their duty (Il. 8-10) are matched in the Arabic 
letter. 

[ov]res tm xapnte tov @Beol! Kar [amodeKvvovres eavrovs ?] 

evjederrarovs Kat eyvooav mavres [ode efavvOyvar ?] 

1-4. The supplements are based on the assumption that these _ often divided between two lines in these letters, but [ov]res seems 
lines contain a description of the good official, whether of the to be the end of some longer word, perhaps miorevovres ; or it 

good official as an abstract ideal, or of certain actual officialswho may be évres, going with some adjective. evedeorarovs must 
are being contrasted with Basilius. amode:kviovres is doubtful be used in a moral sense. 

since there is a stroke which looks like part of A. Words are not I. xapnre: sic; of. eEavvons, |. 33. 
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S: avrav Kavwva Tov xprloikav Sypoowy Kav pndev ?] 
[ec|p[ar] ev Aouradapior [ 

5 & wv. eBdrarrovro mapa twoyr [ 

apa olulv em ovoparos tov Ged Kar rns Bonfevas Kat ayla]O° 
anv elé[avlvow tev xpvoi[kor] Snowy [pera] 

emTUnKElas: Kal XElpaywyelas: exaoTw yap aywrilopevw 

es ovotlajow Kar SiopPwow ofs applorres avtw o @feos] 
IO Kat ouveruoxver Kal Gov GuVaywrtos Tocov xplvlowo[v o]perwv 

Sagar oe uxlalvov map nuw tovzio] amoore|\ov ev rn oaxedd[y] 
aywvilopevos: ets TovTO evdpavas: Kat eum operas] 

apTias yap THY THS Xwpas amoTekecavTwY THY KaTacTop[av] 
evxapoTepws amom\npwcw Ta St avrwv Ka ovr, 

15 emepOacer o Katpos tTys poyas Tov Mwayapitav tov Poocars 
Kat TWY KOUpT@Y Kat N poya avTwy amo Snpooiwy €Bdopl| ys] 
woiktiovos Siderar’ ourov pn apedns Tov amoaredau 

TO Gvvayouevoy Tomov Tapa Tay Tr{s] Sifolnoews oo” 
0 XpNTYWLOS yap vToUpyos: akaTadpovnTas cuvayet 

20 To Sixaiov To” Aptpadpovprw pera KuBeprnoews 

Kat Kahobedeas pndev amohdwv y efareupwv pedrdl[op lev 

Towuv Katapabew KeXevoret Oco” TO Tas: Siaywy ev ToLs 
epyous ao” Kat ov py Siaraby nuas te Tote Oehopev ylalp 
evpeOnvar oe peta Tov ExovTav ayalov Kat evvoiay Kat Ea 

25 evpwpev oe ev TovToLs: whedovpev oe’ avraporBopued vo] 

kata Ta Epya oo” ea Se Kat ahws tos Siam-parropevoy aodioufpev oe! | 

wcavtas KataBiBalovres Kar yvdeotepwv TavTwv 

amodukvuovtes oe add opmws edmeLopev ets Tov Ocov 

ort peddets evp’eOnvar ex Twv aryfewav Ka yrnoiwy vro[vlpy_wv] 
30 Tov OTEVOOVT@Y aperat nui Kar dudaTTOYTWY — 

Ta katamurrevOevta avuTOls €07 Yop €MLOTAaMEVOS WS TO TPWTOV 

4. If the reading is correct, there is a small space between 
eiva and év, After év one would expect Aouradapig, but it seems 
likely that Ao:wadaptv was written, as »v is followed by a blank 
space and seems therefore not to be the beginning of a new 
word. This may be due to inadvertence; but perhaps ¢v 
Aoradapioy Aoyp is to be read. 

6. aya6®: for this contraction of the genitive, cf Wessely, 
WS,, VIII. p. 121. 

8-11. The construction here is very awkward and involved. 
The genitive in 1. 10 is a genitive absolute, in spite of the fact 
that Basilius is the subject of the sentence, and that the following 
participles are put in the nominative. Translate: ‘for whenever 
any one shows himself zealous in the collection and supervision 
[of the taxes], as he ought, God also assists him; and [there- 

fore] do you, collecting the quota of money (for you ought to 
show yourself an efficient servant in our eyes) send it to the 
treasury.’ 

10. The ovy of ovvertoyver was added later, 
Il. ev: of. 1834, 7, note, 

12. eumte[opevws]: the fourth letter may be 7. The verb 

éyméto and the noun éymieopua occur in the dictionaries, but no 

instance of a participial adverb such as is here conjectured ; 
but the word is so natural a formation in this sense that the 

reading is almost certain. 
14. cuverépOacev would give a good sense in the context, 

but too much is lost after cvy to suppose that it was really the 

end of |. 14. 
15. poya: the money-payment to the Muhdjirin, as povtixdy 

was the allowance in corn. As that was paid out of the eu8oAy 

(1835), so this out of the dyudo1a. In BGU. 304, 11, however, 
pwyd (szc) is used for corn, and so too here in 14388, 17, where see 
the note. For the payment out of the revenues of the preceding 
indiction, cf 1871, 5, 6; 1484, 23, 112, etc. 

17. dierar: sic; at is a correction. 
22. ro mas Siaywvn: ‘how you behave.’ 
27. xvdeorepav: 2, xvdadrepov, ‘degrading you lower than 

anybody.’ 
31-36. These lines are very difficult owing to the involved 
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Kal avwrepov Kehaaiov oOhwv Twv Epywv To” vToupyo” 

» e€avvons tov Snpooiwy ear. To” EwToves KaL aEvaws 

K[a}ra Stavovay exew ews 8 av amoreheon THY ToLavTHY 

35 efavvow pera rns Tov Cleo” [ovrlepyeras tapadvdakar Sa] z[ns] 
Svoixnoews oo” amo Twv tpoodevyovtar ev avTn pvyadaly] 

> 

Kat Toly] Kakwv vrovpywv Kar padiovpyov pn ToWwy pyte 

ovyxwpev trap alu}olis epyov yeverOar wapopyilov tov Seov 

pare pyv’ qulas] eyp* wp’ TY 8 v'/ 9 

style and curious constructions. The relation of 7 é€avuc(1)s rav 
Snpociwy to the rest of the sentence is not quite clear, and the 
infinitive after rod seems to have nothing to depend on, nor is it 
altogether certain whether rapagvAaéa: is the infinitive active or 
imperative middle. Probably it is the latter, in which case it 

begins a new sentence; and taking rod . . . éyew as in a sort of 
apposition to what precedes we get some such translation as the 

following :—‘for you must know that the first and chief of all the 
duties of an official is the collection of the public taxes (jzzyah), 

to be diligently and continually kept in mind until such collection 
is completed by God’s help. Be on your guard, in all parts of your 
administrative district, from (sc. against) the fugitives who flee 
into it.’ The asyndeton after ovvepyeias is curious; for the use 
of dwé after mapapvdarropa cf, Luke xii. 15 and Blass, Gramm. 
of New Test. Greek, p. 87f. The insertion of a & after con- 

junctions is common at this period, but usually it gives the 

sense of -ever, as in 1844, 20 drovdav; cf. bredav, Rev. Egypt. 
5, p- 69, Pap. xxv. 7. 

PAPYRUS 1850.—a. D, 710. 

Inv. No. 1347. 1 ft. 2in.x8in. Facsimile in Atlas to Vol. III, plate 98. 

HIS letter is of special interest, inasmuch as it relates to an incident of Arab naval history. 

In the year A.D. 703-704 an expedition was led against Sicily by a certain “Ata b. Rafi, 

described by Ibn “Abd-al-Hakam (J. H. Jones, /6z Adad-El-Hakem’s History of the Conguest 

of Spain, Gottingen, 1858, p. 24) as ‘freedman of Ibn Hudeil,’ who, affer making much booty, 

was wrecked on his return journey off the African coast, and perished with much of his fleet 

(Weil, Gesch. der Chalifen, 1. p. 478). The accounts of the expedition vary somewhat. Ibn 

“Abd-al-Hakam seems to take it as against Sardinia, rather than Sicily; the fullest account 

is given in the A7tab ahadith al-imamah, attributed to Ibn Kutaibah (Amari, Bzbhoteca Aradbo- 

Sicula, 1. p. 273 ff.), which is as follows :—‘‘Ata’ ‘ibn RAfi' “al Hudli (della tribt di Hudayl), 

mandato da ‘Abd ‘al ‘Aziz [governatore di Egitto] con alcune navi alla volta della Sardegna, 

approdd in Susa. [Allora] il governatore della provincia, Masa ‘ibn Nusayr, mandd contro 

costoro gli saréf, Egli avea gia scritto cos) ad ‘Ata’: “ Per quest’ anno é passata la stagione 
[propizia al] navigare. Smetti; non arrischiarti [in mare] or che ti sovrasta l’anno nuovo; 

rimanti dove tu sei, finché non si possa navigar bene.” Ma ‘Ata’ non gli die retta punto né poco: 
levo l'ancora ed arrivo ad un’ isola che chiamano Silsilah (Sicily ?), la quale egli occupd e tolsene 

gran preda, sopratutto di lavorii d’oro, d’argento e di gemme. Rimbarcatosi per ritornare, 

fu colto [in viaggio] da un vento tempestoso, ond’ egli affogd ; gli altri perirono [secolui, 0] furono 

gettati su la costiera dell’ Affrica [propria].’ 

The present letter is a request for information concerning the sailors ‘who went out to the 

xodpgov of Africa with ‘Ata b. Rafi‘, who were sent back (?) by Misa b. Nusair. Kurrah wishes to 
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know the number of those who have returned to Aphrodito, of those who remained in Africa, with 
their reasons for doing so, and of those who have died, whether in Africa itself or after their return. 

The letter, it will be seen, confirms the Arab historian in his statement that ‘Ata’s 
fleet came from Egypt ; the light thrown on Miisa’s part in the affair depends upon whether we 
translate dwéorevdev ‘sent back,’ z.e. to Egypt after the expedition, or ‘dispatched,’ 2. ¢, against 

Sicily. The inquiry as to those sailors who had remained in Africa suggests that some may have 
settled there. 

[ev ovopatt tov @cov Koppa wos Slepry cvpBovdos] 
Bacwew Sioixntn Kopns Adpodiur[w evyapiorouper] 

Tw cw Kal peTa TavTA OVK eyvapEY THY TOTOTHTA TwY eravahvoarT| wr] 

vavtov ev T Sioiknoe oo” ex twv e&ehOovTwy eis To Kovplcor | 
5 Adpixyns pera Ara v0” Pade wyvrep ameoretbev Movon 

vios Nowaerp kat Tov amopewavrav ev avtTn Adpixn 

Aourov Sexopevos ta TapovTa ypaypara yparbov mpos nmas 

TY TwogoTyTa’ twv KatadaBotwv ev Ty SiorKnoe oo[v] 
ws eipytar vavTov KatapavOavver 1 €€ avTwV Kal Ep wTaV 

10 Xap Twv atopevavrav ev Tn avTn Adpixn Kav Su nv airiav 

EVATEMELVAY EKELOE WOAVTWS Kal THY TOTOTHTA 

Tov TehMEVTHTAYTWY EV avTN ws hehEKTaL KaL KATA OTpaTay 

pera To amohvOnvar avtovs Kat amhws evrew aracay pavepwow 

Kat eOnow avTwv amap adeTTws ToLwY amooTeLhov 

15 pos nuas Sia Taons ov Topias peta THY avaryvoow 

TOV Tapov Twv yptpparav eyp wp” Mx ) wd/ n / 

Endorsed : 

[w’ MX tc 8/ 1 nryX 8/ Sae]8 p? karayp™ av? vav™ wend? pw? Ata w' Padé §....[...F[ 

8. xatadaBorwy: 7. katad\aBdvrev, ‘who have returned,’ 
9. karapavOayver: stc. After this word, rwy has been written 

and then apparently washed out. 

12-13. kat... avrous: this clause appears to go with reAev- 
t™cavrev—‘ those who died in Africa and on their journey home 
after being disbanded.’ 

17. 2aet]8: cf. 1846, 1351, etc. The latter papyrus gives the 

supplement here, as it was written on the following day after 

this one, and therefore probably brought with it by the same 
messenger. 

av": t° or wav” would be a more natural reading, but av” 

seems clear, Consequently the extension must be mepi xata- 
ypayat avréy vavras, k.r.A, For wepi with a simple infinitive cf. 
1346, 22. 

Ara: the first letter is more like 8 than a, though it can be the 

latter, but the second letter is very unlike r. Pa¢* is certain. 

PAPYRUS 1861.—a. p. 710. 

Inv. No. 1348. 1 ft. 13 in.x8tin. Published, with facsimile, in Mew Pal. Soc. Pl. 76. 
Facsimile in Atlas to Vol. III, plate 99. 

RDER to deliver to Kurrah’s messenger Sa‘id a boat of 100 artabas’ burden for the 

conveyance of sailors, workmen, and supplies for the xodpaov of Egypt for the oth 
indiction. If the interpretation suggested for payor in 1. 5 is correct, the supplies are intended 
partly for the mawa/i, 

IV. E 
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, & ovopat. Lov cov Kolppla w] Sleprx ovpBovdos 
Baoweww Siowxntn Kopns Ad‘podirw evxapurtoupev 

To @ew kau pera tavta = “Zeid Tov nmerep'ov amocrohov 

amehkvoapev Tpos oe eh w EVEyKAaL TOUS VaYTAS KaL TEXVLTAS 

5 pera xa’ tov Sarav'wv avtwv Kat Tw paxwv Tous Siacradevras 

Sua tTys Svoixnoews oo” oyw koup. Avyumro” wOtKTLOVOS 

evarns — Sexopevos ovy Ta mapovta ypappata Oehnoov 

Sovvar avrw oKxadhos aywyns ap taBwv exatov Kat KaTw 

ws eupntat Aoyw Kafodo” avro” pn Tapexwv vavhov 

10 To yap rovvro vavdov nues [a]vexoper evravba. 

kat pn Soén cou Sovvar avtw avwbev rns TovavTns aywyns 
aptaBwv ekarov eet ouxlol lev amairoupev oe Tov vavdov 

mowouvtes es oe Kat THY Seolvcay emekehevow eyp p? MX € / n v 

Endorsed : 
z Koppa Bt XLepix [ovpBovdos] 

The other way up: 
15 MX ce &/ y rx 8/ Sacd Bep® p” thor” aywy ap~ p ews 7” Poco 

Bacwreww Svovx7/ Kop” Adpodirw 

3. Zed: in 1. 15 Saed. The difference of transliteration is 
interesting. 

5. paywv: this word occurs also in 13853, 6 and 29, 1892, 21, 
1398, 59, 1485, 87, etc. It is obviously not from pdyy. Prof. 

Becker has suggested in a letter that pavdav (z.¢. mawalt, cf. 
general introduction) should be read. The reading payor is 

for pavdor; but it seems not impossible that it may be a word 
pdxos = pdxtyos derived from paxoua. As remarked by Prof. 

Becker, the meaning ‘fighting men’ would give a very good 
sense, as the word is contrasted with vatra: 

12. otxoOev: ‘from your own property.’ 
sense of ‘ or else.’ 

émet is used in the 

certain in all cases, and the fact that it occurs so often shows 15. Bep?: BepeSapiou, * courier,’ 

that it cannot be a slipofthepen. The meaning mawda/é would, p's mepl rou, 
however, give very good sense, and it is perhaps another form 

PAPYRUS 1852.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1349. Two fragments, 33in. x 4in. and 83 in. x 83 in. 

Fp order for seventy xapiovs, a kind of garment. These were intended for the Muslims of 
Egypt, as appears from Ibn ‘Abd-al-Hakam (quoted by Becker, Beztriige, II. p. 85), who, 

among other articles specified as raised for the ‘ Verpflegung der Muslime,’ mentions ‘ferner 
an Stoff das Gewand, womit der Beherrscher der Glaiubigen die Leute bekleidet’; cf PAF. V, 

an Arabic order for the same kind of garments (Ar. £amis = xapiova) ; as the dates differ, that can 

hardly be the Arabic version of the present letter. It is true that in several bilingual documents 
the Arabic and Greek datings differ (Becker, PSR. p. 28, though the reason there suggested 

cannot apply to the letters addressed to pagarchs, even if it does to évrdy.a), but the dates in this 

case seem irreconcileable, as in PAF. V, which is dated in [Di-]l-ka‘dah (=, if 90 is the right 

year, 11 Sept—1o0 Oct., a. pd. 709), Basilius is ordered to send the famis ‘vor dem Adha-Fest, 

[d. h. heute in] 30 [Tagen]. The supply of garments as a tax was usual in Byzantine times; of 
PERF. 3o1, 306, B. M. Pap. 1259 verso (Vol. III. p. 239). The last instance is not stated to be 
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connected with the tax, but should probably be taken as such. For xapiouw see UKF. 108, 
BGU. 550, the last apparently not connected with an official Siavop7. 

ev ovopatt Tov Beov Kop’pa Bt [Sleprxy ovpBovdos] 

Bacheww Siountn Kop[ns Adpodita evxaprorovper] 

[T]o @cw kau’ pera ralv}ra [Sveorerkaper Sia rys SiovK?/ cov] 
[eBSounkovra Kaptova ex vopioparos TerapTov hoyw emurayys] 

5 To” Apipadpouprw e€ eBovs ywomerns Sia od Kat Ta ToUTwY eVTayLa 
mlolinoar'res Tors Tw ywpiov emeprpapev wor Sexopevos ovy 

Ta TapovrTa yp appara: avuwv ek Twv ywpiwv Ts SvoLKnoEws co” 

TO emAaXev avTos. TocoY mp'os THY Suvapi Tw 
NPETEp WY EVTAyLoY TapacKevacoy yever Oar Ta TOLAVTO. 

IO Kapuoia Kaha Kau emidexTa odeovTa aperas ni” TavTa. 

amoatehhwv Si avOp'wrov ao” To” opethovTos tapadovvas 

omas 9 Son amoctpady tt ef avtwy To av Tavta Swoon 

eyp #1” MX € wd'/ 4 P 
Endorsed : 

Koppa PB" Slepry cvpBovdr®/ [Bacrreww Sioux/ Kap” Adpo"] 

The other way up: 
[ps ...02/ m nr 8/ p’] Kapiow” o ex v° 8/ s emuray” 7°” Apipahn™” 

1-3. This fragment was found separately from the rest of the 12. The readings seem certain, but the meaning is obscure. 
letter, but is shown to belong to it by the endorsement. 7 may stand for ¢/, and the last four words may be r@ dy raira 

4. This line is supplied from the endorsement. For the éson, ‘that, if it seems right, something may be returned to 

specification of the price in the letter itself, c 1892, 6. Itisnot whomsoever he (the messenger) gives them.’ For 6 asa relative 

likely that more than one line was lost between the two pronoun, cf 1843, 6. 
fragments. ¢k vouicparos rerdprov means ‘at } solidus each.’ 

PAPYRUS 18538.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1350. Two fragments, 63in,x 8} in. and 1 ft. 7} in. x 8} in. 

N order for the dispatch of sailors, skilled workmen, and the Samdvyn for them and 

the payor of the kotpaoov of Egypt. Basilius is informed that unless he sends them 
before the water in the canal of Alexandria has gone down, he will have to pay carriage 
to Alexandria. It appears, therefore, that they were to go direct to Alexandria. It seems from 

1392 that the xodpca set out, at least sometimes, from there. 

p™ exmop” vv" fx § 3"/ w°"/ Aut o/ 0 re See ul eels pall isl (3 sft] =? Jl 

€v ovopatt tov Beov Kop’pa BS [=]€e[pry ovp]Bo[vd]os 
Bacrhaw Sioicntn Kopns Adpoditw evyapiorovpey] 

I. mept éxroumijs vavrév kal rexvitev kai Saravav Kovpoou Alyimrov Arabic :—To the Sa/zb of Ashkih concerning the sailors of 
ivduxridvos 6. the ferry and the artificers, that he should send them. 

E2 
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KatehaBav mpos oe Ta ev7[a}yia 
5 ts Siacrohys tev avtwy kav Texyvitov: Kar Ths Samavys 

QUT@Y TE Kal TNS TWY PaXwY Tov KoUp co” AvyuTTO” LWdLKTLOVOS 
[evarns . . \ yg eel 
oux e€...... aurfol{s.... . Sexopevos ovv ta mapovra ypappara] 

amoorTei\ov mpototuTws’ Sia macys ouvTopias 
10 tas Siacradecas Sia tys* Stoiknoews oo” Satavas Tpw TO 

amoBn to vdwp tys Siwpvyos AdeEavdSpeas Kar avaykacOns 

Sovva ta hoperpa twv avtwy Samav'wv ews avrys Ade€avdperals] 
ov pny adda Kat Tous vavras yevvaious Kau eusretpous emerpepapdy] \y[a]p/ 

T® TapovTt amooTokw pn Sovvat gor averw ews 8 ay evs mypes 
15 exmepyns ev te cote Sia Tys Siovknoews oo” douwrov 

Hn yerntar eutrodios Sia od Kau eK prev TOV oT” KaL TO” apTo 

VOTEPETNS TL TO DUVOOY pTE pHV avons EK THY 

Xepiov amap'yupio pov viep avTwy Tov oTLoUY EL py avTa Ta Lon 

ex Se Twv vrodourwv Samay wy ovov evdos ect. €€ avTwv 

20 ev eroysw mlalpa rows talv] yopiolv] evfews meprpov o Se 

advvatos da}{w] Sovvar ev edeow avuwv Tov amap yupirpov 

auto” mpos tyv evreacay Sfalriunow ev tos] ylplerepo[e]s 

evTayious Kat amooTeov pos nuas 8. avOp'wrov co” mo Tov 
To” ofedovros KataBareo Oar nuw py Tapexwv Trois vrodexops 

25 muoTiKols Tas TovavTas Satayas Tay ToOLOY amapyupLopov 

Kau pn apednons evs To Sia Taxous TEeprpar Tovs TE VaUTaS Kal TEXVLTAS 
kat Tas Samavas Kat Swons Kata oeavTd mpopacw eyp pw” MX € wd/ n 4 

Endorsed : 

Kop‘pa BS SLeprx ovpBolu)\/ 
The other way up: 

[Baor]iel[o Scorx]/ [kolu[ns A]pp[od]ira 

[u/] MX te &2/ m y[v]nX 8/ Saeid Bep® p/ Samr- pX § vav™ x°/ Ary" / 0 

4. karehaBay: sic, apparently; but o and a, before » or 7, are 

not always easy to distinguish in these papyri, and cf note on 
1359, 6. 

5. avrov: 2. vavray. 

6. paxov: cf. 1851, 5, note. That the reading is correct is 
further confirmed by the endorsement here. 

7. There is nothing to show how ‘much is lost between the 
lines numbered 6 and 8, but probably not more than a single line. 

8. That dexduevos does not immediately follow adrois is clear 
from the fact that the tails of two long letters (like r) project. 

11. diwpvyos Ade~avdpeas: what is meant is probably the 
al-Mahmidiyyah canal (cf the Egypt Exploration Fund’s A//as 
of Ancient Egypt, Map III). It was called the canal of 
Alexandria (Néroutsos-Bey, ZL’ Ancienne Alexandrie, plan). 

avaykac Ons : it might be possible to read avayxac6no[e:], 2. €. 
‘you will be compelled (in case the water subsides before you 

send the goods),’ but probably the subjunctive is governed by 
mpo Tov. 

12. hoperpa: ‘ carriage by land’; of. 1846, 19, note. 
13. ov pnv x.7A.: this clause is connected very loosely with the 

rest of the sentence. The meaning is probably ‘and see that 
the sailors are good and experienced men.’ émerpéyaper will be 
the beginning of a new sentence. 

14. aveow : probably ‘acquittance.’ 
ews 8 av: cf. 1849, 34, note. 

25. mavrotov: or ravrowwy. The accusative is no doubt intended, 
and the meaning will be, ‘not giving to the ship’s masters who 

receive such damdya: any money-payments.’ 
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PAPYRUS 1854.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. Nos. 1351+1395. 2ft. 14in.x83in. Inv. No. 1395 supplies the first half of Il, 7-23. 

HIS is an interesting letter about certain Samdvy for a Kotpoor, but its value is somewhat 
impaired by the incomplete state of its earlier portion, which leaves the object of the letter 

rather uncertain. The Sardvy and its dmapyvpiopds had apparently been embarked for trans- 
port down to their destination, and Basilius is ordered, it seems, to return them to the tax-payers 

and not to make any further claims on the latter until after the harvest. This order, however, 
concerns only the otros and dpros; the do7piov and d€édavov Basilius is ordered to send at once. 

The reason for the disembarkation of the e’Sy already embarked is unfortunately not quite clear. 
In ll. 5-8 the sense seems to be, ‘ and if any of the people of your district prove to have given to 
any of your subordinate officials any kind of money-payment in lieu of the said Samdévn contrary 

to the rate of prices ordered by us in our évrdéyia, return to them this money in full’; and 
similarly in ll. 19-21 Basilius is warned against collecting dmapyvpicpds for the Samdvy ‘ kdtrobev 

As éveOyjxapev, as édexTar, arorynoeals] ev Tols jperépois évrayious, which seems to mean ‘at 

a lower rate than the rate of prices given as aforesaid in our évrdyia.’ These passages suggest 
that the dmapyvpicpds had been made at an unacceptable rate; but with this explanation it 

is hard to reconcile the mention of the harvest and the fact that in 1. 14 Basilius is told not 

to bear hardly on anybody, but to make the required payments himself (4AXa da. ceavtod darorehar). 
It seems on the whole most probable that the disembarkation of the e’S) was intended as 
a measure of relief to the tax-payers ; some temporary need having arisen, Kurrah had decided 

to remit the taxes until the new harvest. This supposition is favoured both by the facts 

mentioned and also by the order to return the dwapyvpiopés in full. Had it been merely 
insufficient the order would have been to collect the surplus, not to return the money already 
collected. The explanation then is probably that there had been a shortage in the harvest of the 
preceding year; that the officials, being unable to raise the full amount of corn required, had 

collected the equivalent of the deficit in money but at a reduced rate; and that Kurrah, finding 
that the tax-payers were exhausted, had decided to overlook the deficit for this year and to collect 

it out of the ensuing harvest. The letter is thus to some extent a further illustration of his care 
for the interests of the people and a further vindication of his character against the aspersions of 
“Abbasid historians ; though perhaps the measure was not due merely to kindness : he preferred 

to have the whole amount in kind after the new harvest to taking part of it in cash at a reduced 
rate at once. Evidently too he disapproved of local officials taking on themselves to accept 

a lower rate without his authority. The bearing of |. 14 is still not quite clear. 

Jow tov tys xuplas 
Je. . Joov rov Siacradevta [o]’rov Kav ap'rov 

] Molyo Samavys tov Kovpao” ws etpyrat’ 

2 Valve Joov: there seems scarcely room for e[éavv]oov, and _ but it is necessary in that case to suppose a space (which is quite 
moreover this would be hard to reconcile with the following possible) between 7 and ¢ ; it is impossible to read p]«[rpy]oov, 

lines, erp|joov (Kenyon) is possible and makes good sense, since the 7 would certainly be visible. 
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a pjev eveBahov es hove TapacKevacoy avadoOnvat 
5 ] a Se Kau Tis ex Twv ths SioiKncEws od 

[dawnrar Sovs tux ex twv] vrovpywr co” amapyupifo]uov tov oriovy 

z[ns] z[ovav}r[ns Samavys] tap o ns eOeparicapev Svaripnoews 

€v Tos nweTepots evtlayworls* TovTov evs TANpEs VTOTpEov avToLs 

Kal PH amaiTHONS TOUS TWY XwPLOY OV TOY Kal apTOV aro TO 

10 vvuv ews To” Kaipo” Tov Oepiops Kedevoer Beco” nuvixa Se apfovrar es Tov 

Oepispov amairnoov avrous evrehws’ et Tt houral[o|yras ex To” avTo” oro” 

Kat ap'To” Kat amoorehov ev Tapiabe pn vorepwv e€ avrov pay apraByv’ 

kaw polv|y[v] e€axodovOnoor Se [araplaxhewws rn emurplor]n nuowv ev Tovrois 
aracw > pn Karafopwv tur adda dia ceavto” amorehwy ov yap 

15 yeypadykapev tw mewOevt. Tap nuwv amoctokw mpos oe 

evexe THS ToLavTns Samravys* Eveykat pos Nwas’ KaTtaypadov" 

mepiexav tv eveBado Kau ameoredas Su exacrov murtuKo” 

avo te Saravys Kot amap’yupicpo” avrns’ dourov’ pn yvoorOn’ 
npw ws qvucOn ex tov THs SiouKnoews od atapyupiopos 

20 Samavns to Kabodo” KkaTwbev" ys eveOnxaper’ ws ehexTar atroTysnoea|s] 
ev TOL NMETEpoLs EvTayLoLs* TO Se ooTpLov Kat TO o&edaLoV TApPavTa 

BN avapev'@v mpos poTnv Kat povnv exmeprsov ev Tapiahs Kav pn 

apednons' eyp* p Pap? xO v’/ x 

5. Probably a phrase referring to the tax-payers came here. 
As oi rijs dtotknoeds cov are mentioned in the second half of 

the line, the phrase is hardly likely to have been used in the 
first half as well. 

7. wap o ns k.7.A,: this must mean ‘ contrary zo the rate of prices 
which we ordered,’ but this use of zap’ 6 with the genitive, as 

a preposition, is very curious. 
8. uvroorpeyov : ‘return’ to them. 
10. vyuyt sic; viv is of course intended. 
12. Tapia: Damietta, Copt. Tasstats; cf Amélineau, Géogr. 

de Egypte, p. 116f. Probably the same place occurs in 1412, 

365, 456. 
13. amapak\eves: 2. drapaxkwas. The reading was suggested 

by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt. _dyeraxdwvds (Kenyon) is slightly 

less probable since the 7 ought to be partially visible. 
14. karafopov: used figuratively; ‘not bearing hardly on 

any one.’ 
17. eveBadov: the o perhaps corrected from o. 

22. ponny: momentum temporis ; cf. Stephanus, s. v. 

PAPYRUS 1855.—a. D. 7I0. 

Inv. No. 1352. 1 ft. 22 in. x 2in. 

HIS papyrus is given chiefly in the hope that the missing portion of it may be found in some 

other collection. 

are lost. 

It is a requisition of money for naval purposes, but further details 

Tye! oe 
[ev ovopar. tov @cov Koppa vos Slepry ovpBov]dos 
[Bactheww Stouxnrn Kopns Adpodlira 

[Steorertaper Sia rns Sioixnoews cov 

1. Arabic:—To the Sahib of Ashkih... 

4. The letter before a may be either « (rpia) or x (Ska); or 

]. a apOpa voporp[a] 

perhaps it would be possible to read ¢[]ra. 
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5 hoyw cup mpocews: 

] Kloluprov Avarodns 
axat|nvapia Kovpo” 

emukeyevov ? em|. THS Tapovorns 

[wdiKriovos oydons | erounoate 

10 Sexo]uevos ovv ta mapov™ 

[ypappara amoore\ov mpos nas To] Towovro xp/ 

]. Kop" 
eyp* p/] Papp? y v'/ » 

Endorsed : 
[Koppa vi SLepry ovpBovd/ Baowrerw Sioix/| Kop.” Adpo® 

7. axarnvapia: cf. 1871, 2, 1874, 7, The word is evidently 8, emixetpevov : agreeing with xovpoov. 

a diminutive of dxarov. 12. kop"; very doubtful. 

PAPYRUS 1856.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1353. 3 ft.x 6g in. 

E may infer from the earlier part of this letter that complaints had been made to Kurrah 

that Basilius was very inaccessible and did not pay sufficient attention to the representa- 

tions and petitions of the people. Kurrah begins by reading him a lecture on his duties. The 
rest of the letter is occupied with a porpacpds or assessment of the Svoiknows, which was to serve 

as a basis for the distribution of the taxes and public burdens. (It is to be noticed that only 
extraordinary taxes are mentioned.) Basilius is ordered to summon together the peiloves 

and chief men of each ywpéov and instruct them to choose trustworthy persons for the preparation 
of the poipacpds. The assessment is to be made under oath, and heavy penalties are threatened 

in casé of any injustice. The letter furnishes an additional vindication of Kurrah’s character 

as a governor, 

oS Vl iad YG vit! C=? [Ul 
[ev ovopar|. tov Oco” Koppa vos SLepiy cvpBovdos 
[Baot]\[erlo Siovknrn Koprls A]bp[od}uz[o ev)x[a]p[vo]fouper] 
[Tw Gcew kaw] PETA TAVUTA’ H TLOTAOLS KAL SiopIwors KQL 

5 [ovpr)\[nploots tov Syuooiwy rns ywpas’ pela] rv tov @eco” 

[vrovpyeva |p €OTL TOV ELVAL TOV ETLKELMEVOV TNS TAYAPXKLAS 

Jntov QoKVoas’ Sexopuevov TAS T POON EVE ELS* 

[wavrev TOV t|ns Sioiknoews QUTO” Kal ATOVELOVTA EKATTH 

[wera tov] poo” ov Beco” to Sixaioy avo” ov pnv adha Kat 

1, Arabic:—To the Said of Ashkith concerning the list of probably ‘The collection etc. of the taxes is, next after the 
the divisions of your Kzrah. service of God, the chief reason why the pagarch should be..., 

4. oirracis: 1, cioracis. receiving without shirking the representations of the people of 
7. The word at the beginning is probably an adjective referring _ his district,’ 

to the pagarch, The translation of this awkward sentence is 
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10 [mepwvra e€licwoat tov poipacpov Si ovmep Siacreddov™ 

[ra exorlpaopdwa Kat ayyaperat rov Snpocio” Sexopevos 
[ovy ra mapolvra ypappara amocxohacov ceavrov tos Tns Si0iK!/ \o%/ 
[ers To alkovoa Ta Tap avTwy heyomeva Kal KpivaL EKacTw 

[ro Suxatoly pn amokdewwy eavTov Kat Tape'wy avTous 
15 |irovs aovvafov Se rovs pelovas Kat mpwrevolv}ras 

[exacrov] xwpio” Kat.mapayyeov avrous emdefarbau" 

[avOpwrjovs murrovs Kau elonuovas KavTov emdeyouevov 

[Pevaporw|s emitpeboy avrois Siacrekar Tov poipacpov 
[exacrov x]wpio’ mpos Suvvapw tapackevalwv mapevpe Onvar 

20 [oeavrov thorov emurKotov’ THs Tayapxias Kat evopwtws [70 lino 
[tov Tovov]rov porpacpoy Kat TovTo” TeheLovpEvoU amooTELov 

[zpos nu]as* mow pev TOLOVTO LoOV Kal KpaTwY Tapa cot 

[ypadwv] nuw THY ovopaciay KaL TaTpwvUmLaY KaL KaTa XwpLOV 

[rwv torlnoavtwy Tov TolovToY polpacpov 5 eon yap 

25 [emoraplevos ws eav evpwpev Ttavtowov ywpiov Bapebev 

[rapa Suvjapw n Kar ehadpoley wap o nv Sixatoy exraynvar 
[avrov|s n kat advvarnon xwptov Sovvar mpos THY ExTayny 

ln ev Tw yevapevw vu Tap avTwy poiparpe 

[amodi80]uev Tous Suacrehacw pera Kat Tov emirKoTO” 
30 [ereéedevlow nv ov Suvavrar vmeveyxar  *Cypuovvtes Savtous’ eu TL 

[advvar]non To ToLwovTo ywptov Kar pm evpn Sovvar dourov 

[avayvwh.] avtois Ta Tapor'Ta ypaypara nuwr  — mpopaprupopevos 
[avrous e]s To oxew Tov doBoy Tov @eo” po odfarpwv Kar 

[amaplahnumrws Siacrerhar Tov pybevra porpacpov 

35 [wn amoarlens Se avrov mpos nuas axpis av eykuibns ev 

[avra] Kav ev prev eperdEav to Sixatoy Kat THY woornr[a] 

[ypawbn]s nyu eps Touro” ev Se Kar mahi evpys avtovs 

[ehkadplocavras y Kat Bapecavras woavrws Taw 
[ypawys] mpos nuas to tas Sieyevovto 7 eyp p!? Dapp? « v/ n 7 

Endorsed : 

40 [Koppa vi =Lelprx ovpPovdos Baowheww Sioix/ Kop Adpo® 

The other way up: 

[+ p! Mex”. 2/ 0 afvlnx 8/ OvBeed] ep? [pF [. -}* [vokp* + 

10. potpacpov : this seems to be a new word. The meaning is 25. Bapebev: sic, apparently. So also in |. 38 below and 1345, 
evidently ‘assessment.’ 20 and 33. 

11. ayyapetat: probably ‘personal services.’ This shows that 27. One would expect avro, but this is too little and there is 
these, like the taxes, were assigned on the basis of a regular a projecting stroke which looks like the top stroke of s. The 
assessment. use too seems in keeping with the usual style of these letters. 

14. eavTov: Sc. ceavrov. 37. ypayns: probably still governed by dypis av. 
17. Kavrov emdeyouevov : J, kad’rav émtAeyopevor. 39. ypavns: this seems to be suggested, rather than ypawor, 

21. Tovrov reAetoupevov: * when this is made,’ by what remains after the lacuna. 

22. rowv ., . scov: ‘making a copy of it.’ xpatey means 41. OvBeed: very doubtful. 
‘keeping it.’ 
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PAPYRUS 1857.—a. p. 710. 

Inv. No. 1354. 10% in. x 82 in. 

A order to Basilius to send the amount of the gold-taxes, which were all in arrear. 

were intended in part for the poyd of the Muhayjirin. 

Io 

. . ° . . . 

7[..-...] Moya] zLoly Mwayapitwr tov Pogearo” rr[v] 
poyay’ avrwy Kau pexpt Tov vuv ovK earns Teuas 

ek Tav xpvoikwv Sypooiwy Tys SioiKnoEews od 

tT’ more: afvov hoyo” Sexouevos ovr ta mapovra 

ypoppara evlews peta THY TovTwY avayvocw 

amooTe\ov" pos nas ev TL NON ourn€ as 

€K TE TOV Xx’ puoikwy Snpooiwy tys Sioix?/ o” 

Kal aepikwv Kat howTwv oTLyoV pn VoTEpwr 

ex To” dn auvaxOevTos ws eipntat Tomo” ews Evos 

vomicparos Kat povov eyp’ pw IIX € v/ ». 

They 

8. aepikov : the depixdy or ‘air-tax’ was first instituted by 
Justinian, and was levied, according to Procopius (Hzst. Arc. 21, 
ed. Dindorf, Bonn, 1833-8, iii. 119), as an addition to the 
ordinary taxes (‘pds rois dnyociors pépots’: just as there isa dis- © 
tinction here between depixd and dnydota). Possibly the tax was 

continued under the Arabs unchanged; but more probably 

deptxd, thus placed in the plural, is simply another name for the 
exorpadpdiwwa; cf. 1888, 5 f. xpuoixdy Sypociwy kal exorpaopdive(y) 
kal Nowrav orixov, 

10. y.: this dot after 7 is a substitute for the 7 often found 
at the end of these letters, 

PAPYRUS 1858.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1355. 15 bY gf in. x 25 in. 

HOUGH this papyrus is a mere fragment the first two lines are sufficient to connect it with 

1375, from which the missing portion can be restored with fair certainty. It is, like that 

papyrus, a requisition for the cost of provisions and other articles for the Governor’s household. 

1375 relates to the 9th indiction, this to the 8th. In both cases an account of the articles in 

question was given at the foot, but that with the present letter is lost, except the first line. 

ee: ok eratapev Sia Tys Svounoews cov] 
[urep tyuns Twv vmoreraypevov eidov Slaravyns nylel}repas Kav] 
[rwv cvvovtwr nw vrovpyav Kar Siadopwly tpocwrely pnvov] 

[Sadexa rns tapovons wSucriovos] oySons: Kae 7a] ToL v}ro[r] 

5 [evtayia mounoavres tors Tov ywpiwr] emeprpapely o Jou 

IV. 
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[Seyopevos ovv ta Tapovra ypapypara pos] Suvayw tov qdv}fayor] 

[70 tovovro xpvcvov avywy exzeprpov| d. avOpwmov ofo}’ zou olffe*] 

[karaBareoOa ev Ty GaKeddAn py voTepnolas * eyp* p/ TIX ¢ wd%/ 7 

]-e YM pl 

6. evraywov: perhaps abbreviated, ¢[v]r!™), g. «(s) vo(uicpatra) pw: cf note on 1429, 31. Here the 
7. ope‘: there can hardly have been room for the unabbre- meaning of eis is perhaps ‘ total.’ 

viated word. 

PAPYRUS 1859.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1357. 1 ft. 8in. x 8% in. 

HE’ subject of this letter is a fine (cf 1845) levied on Basilius and the drouvpyot of his 

Sioiknots, which has not been paid, There is nothing to show the cause of this fine ; 

from ll. 4-6 we may perhaps infer that it was levied on several pagarchies. It may perhaps 

have been connected with the fugitives. Prof. Becker remarks that PAF. III is probably the 

Arabic counterpart of either this letter or 1845. From the tenour of the Arabic it seems 

more likely to be the counterpart of the present letter than of 1845. 

p’ Cypi* mayX 5 vr” Jal dole 3d spit] os? JI 

2 €v ovomat. Tov Beov Koppa vos =lepry cupBovdos 

[Ba]ouerw Stouxntn Kwopns Adpodita evyapirrouper 

Tw @cw kat per[a] talv][a]  yyov eyxvipavtwy es To Karayor ?] 

5 tov xataBdnbevz[os xlpvowov ev Tn oaxedry vrep Cypias 

vroupywv ovk evpapev oe kataBahapevoy urep tys aaly{oh[s] 

dia cov Cyuilas] Kar twv vrovpywy rns Siounoews 0” 

TL Tote afiov oyov Kat emuoratat o @eos’ eBovdknOypev 

amoSouvat cou ualep] Ts TovavTns KaTadpornoews 
IO vumep o vomilers: Sexomevos ovy Ta Tapovra ypappara 

amooteov dia taons ouvTopias ev TH GaKeAdy TO TayeV 

xpvaovov dia [cov] te Kat Tov vrovpywr Tys Si0LK?/ od 
uep Cyptas ws edexTar ev pevTor exes ayafov 

Kat ovynes: Tos] ypadopevows mpos oe’ cay yap vo-repeoy|s| 
15 Kav avayxacbolplev erepors ypappact xpnoacbar 

pert Placa oe ovy Tors avros ypappacr ta OdBovra [ce] 

ovTe yap emuorarat vu adopyn ev Tolv]rw Kabore 
nd Bepiol[alre] ra yernuara wapyhOev Se Kar 

1. mayX: maydpxov: this is the most decisive proof in the some abbreviation of rd xarayiwopevor, ‘the produce,’ 

Greek letters that Basilius was a pagarch. 6. evpazey: possibly o might be read both here and in kara- 
Arabic address:—To the Sahib of Ashkiih concerning the addpevoy, but the letter is more like a in both cases, and there 

fining of the agents (tax-collectors). was a strong tendency in Byzantine Greek (Jannaris, Hist. Greek 
4. xarayvoy: a word conjecturally formed on the analogy of Grammar, 787, 788) to conjugate the second aorist with a, like 

eEayrov (cf. 1412, 117, etc.), the sense of which must besomething the first. 

like ‘register of sums collected’; or perhaps we should read 10. vrep o vouifets; ‘beyond what you expect.’ 
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mpoberpia Klar] ovk exere ev TUL Tpopacw 
20 ourov cay ayamras Thy Wuynv ob py Katabpornons 

ev Tourw eyp’ pf II” «Kd v/ 0 

Endorsed : 
2 Koppa w°? Sleprx orvpBovdos 

The other way up: 

+ Ered € wd:/ 0 nr p” exreprpar Cnulvav mayX § vrovp]t 

Baowrerw Sioix’/ Kop” Adpo?® 

23. The name of the messenger has not been filled in. 

PAPYRUS 1860.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1358. Two fragments, 3 in. x 32in. and 102 in. x 7? in. 

HE subject of this letter is the non-payment by Basilius of a certain zporédeva to his agent in 

Fustat. The agent was no doubt the same person who recurs as doxpicidpios in 1879, 
1401, and 1406 ; and a comparison of all these places makes it fairly clear that he was a permanent 

representative of Basilius or of the Svof«yous stationed at head-quarters, to whom in the first 
instance the tax-payments were made. Owing to the non-payment of the zporéAeva he had been 

put under arrest, but alleged that he had not received the money from Basilius. An excellent 
illustration of this is to be found in a Coptic papyrus, Rylands Copt. 321, where a servant writes 

to his amir that he and the agent (7pécw7ov) have been put in irons owing to non-payment of 

the é€dyv. It appears then that each pagarch had his representative permanently stationed 
at Fustat, and that in case of any default in the tax-payments it was upon him that the wrath of 

the Governor fell first. Prof. Becker remarks that similarly under the later Khalifate each 
provincial governor had his representative at court; ectriége, II. 168. 

As regards the mporéeua, this passage should be compared with 1897, 7, wpoxpeia, and 1412, 
17, etc. (bmép) r(od) rpored(ex)O(evT0s). It seems on the whole most probable that what is intended 

is some sort of prepayment on the taxes of an indiction, whether to meet an emergency or not is 
doubtful. 

[p’ mpore} [7” aro |kpuou- @aid> cile 3 [stl Us? Jl] 

[ev ovopatt tlo” co” Koppa B~ SLepry cvp[Bovdos] 

Baowtew Siovxntn Kopns Adpodito evyapioToupev TH Oew 

5 Kai pera tavta’ o [wy ev tw Docoatw ex Tporwrw co" Kparetz[a}e 

1-3. This, containing the two endorsements, is a separate 
fragment and may possibly not belong to the present letter. It 
was found separately, and is ofa darker colour than the rest, nor 
do the strokes at the foot correspond very well with the letters 

of l. 4. The mention of mporéAea and dmoxptotdptos (see next 
note), however, seems to connect the fragment with the letter, 

and the indiction in the endorsement corresponds. [Meo®] «¢ 
would suit very well for the delivery of a letter written on the 
second. 

I. r” aroxpiot— : Tq arroxpiotapto ; cf. 1879, 12, 1401, 11, 1406, 
3, Oxy. Pap. 144,14. Inall these cases the meaning agent, given 

F 2 

by Sophocles with that of courier, suits best, and there can there- 
fore be no doubt that 6 dmoxpioidpids cov of 1879, 12 was the 
same person here described as 6 dv év r@ booadr@ éx mporam (ov) 
gov. This confirms the reading of this line. 

Arabic:—[To the Sa46 of Ashkih] concerning the pre- 
payment by your deputy. 

5. exmpoown (ou): cf. Ducange, ‘ex mpoodmov, Qui vices alterius 

obit, Vicarius, Legatus’ In Pap. Grenf. II. 100, § occurs a word 
éxmpéo@ros, and perhaps that may be the word here ; but if the 

reading o wv is right this seems impossible. Possibly éx mpo- 

oénov) should be read in the Grenfell papyrus also. In O. 
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wept Svadopwv otixov SVacreddopevor Sia Tys SioiKnoews a” 

Kal OUK EupioKel atoTAnpwoar add’ adoppalerar heyov’ 

ws ovTw ameoTe\has Mpos avTov TO ToTOV THS TpoTEeLas NoTEp 

nev ypabavres pos oe Tporekeoat alu} . .}7[. -} 

“10 Seyopevos ovy Ta wapovta ypappara’ amogrehov mpos avtov ty[v] z[o}[avl 

mpotedeay Kat py Swons avtw adoppny ev TL pyTE Se 

ETEPOV YpappaTwY N_wy TEpL TOUTO” eyp’ Meo? B v/ Oz 

Endorsed : 
[Koppa vi Slepry ovp]Bovhos Baorrew SiorK?/ x[wp? Adpo’] 

The other way up: 

[+p/ ...] of 2/ 0 rx 8 Seope p™ zpore* 

6213 and Or. 6230 (34) xarampéc@mov occurs as a single word; 11. de: denOjs; or, as the e is written in a line with the 4, 
in the former apparently the list giving the total (or representa- we should perhaps explain as pyre dé, z.e. ‘nor (give excuse) for 
tives) of the men of Jké6w; cf 1868, 9, note. further letters from us.” 

kparecrat; ‘is under arrest.’ 14. Sepe: qu. Shuraih ? 

7. apoppatera: ‘makes excuses,’ apparently a new word. 

PAPYRUS 1861.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1359. 10in. x 42in. 

WING to the mutilated state of this letter it is impossible to say more of its purpose than 
that it is concerned with the fugitives. It is the latest of the fully dated letters referring 

to this subject. Not only are the left half and the whole of the earlier portion of the roll lost but 

in the extant portion there are lacunae of about half an inch in width at intervals of about an inch 

throughout the whole length of the fragment. 

Paw ofv}f.....-)L..J... 
] evxpocw orabnvar Kat KaTac7reipat 

] emoxerropevos eb exaorns Si eavto” 
Jee ar[r.....] Klar ply Slwo}ys xa eav™ 

5 Je.+ - Oeoer adda atrapadeutrws 
}nv npev edmopev ylalp es tov Scov 

NOM cud ein sles .. Tovls puy? 

PAPYRUS 1862.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1360. 2ft. 53in.x 72in. 

N this letter occurs the first mention of the palace of the Khalif at Fustat. A specification of 

its position is given in 1878; here it is stated only that it was being built by Yahya b. 

Handalah who is known from other sources as the builder of the mosque at Fustat, which, 
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originally erected by ‘Amr, had, after several enlargements, been demolished and rebuilt by the 
Khalif “Abd-al- Aziz, and was finally again destroyed and rebuilt by Al-Walid through Kurrah. 

Of the building of this palace there seems hitherto to have been no record, and as the Khalif can 
rarely or never have visited Egypt it does not appear what use he had for a palace at Fustat or 
indeed at Jerusalem (cf 1483, 286). Probably the explanation is that these buildings were a kind 

of Government House, the official residence of the Governor as the Khalif’s representative. 

The present letter concerns certain articles intended for the building, which are in arrear. 
From I]. 10-17 it may be presumed that Basilius had sent or attempted to send palm-trunks 

of less dimensions than Kurrah had ordered. 

[p% e® avd? 7°” App wal al jb ole Jal ue ep lb itl oer 
[ev ovopare tov Ocov Koppa B Slepixy ovpBovdos 
[Bacwde]ifw] Sioccntn Kwpns Adpoditw 

[evlyapioroupev Tw Ocw Kar pera TavTa nov eyKupavTwv 
5 [es ta Shacraderra edn Sia tys Siovxnoews oo” hoyw Tns 

[xriLop|ev]y[s a]udns tov Apipadrpovpri vio Iaee Bi! Avdara 

[nupop lev tyv Sivorxnow oo” houraloperny ta ev Tn vToreT* 

[yvoce Seyoulevos ovy ta Tapovra ypappara exmeprpov 

[wera mac}yls ovv}ropias ta Nouracbevta dia trys Sioixnoea[s cov] 

10 [py votlepwr e€ avrwy ti To avvohoy pyTE pV TELTaV TL Ek ToL] 
[dowikodloxwwy e pn TL ToLovyTa ets OTeyacW peyadwv 
[? howrKxodoxiwy] mnxwv Sexa § ava eon Se emiorapevos ws col”! 

[un mepovjros Tt ek Twv Tovovtwy dowoKodokiwy a tore 7. .|r[. |r 

[..--++0+-4+.] 00 yeypadnkaper cou ev ToLs Tapovon, 
15 [ypappalow ov pn tovto Sefovrar ek oO ovre TovTo 

[adoppalfopea cor Kat yap ovk exels THY Lay ovy adopyny 
[wept twv] dforlyixodoxvwy pn SenOns ovv erepov nnov 

[ypapparer] TovTOV Xap eav exes ppaivas Kat EoTL 

[ev cor] ayafov 

20 ev] w9/ 9 
je op/ 0 

eyp’ p’ Meo? xz v/ 0 

gb" oxi- 1B Bat a 
op” oxi" 0 ap 

y/ $" gx" Ka Ba Bd 

1. Arabic:—To the Sa/zb of Ashkiith concerning the cost 
of the palm-trees for the building of the palace of the Amir al- 

Mw mhinin. 

6. Iaeve 8° Avdaka: Yahya b. Handalah; cf1878, 7. For the 
transliteration of Yahya, c{ PERM. V. p. 61. 

7. vmorer®: tmoreraypevy- 

II. Powko8oxtwy: ‘beams of palm-wood,’ apparently a new 
word. 

12. The supplement is adopted on the supposition that peyd\ov 
gowrxodoxiwy is in irregular apposition (gen. for acc.) to the pre- 
ceding ; ‘nor sending any of the palm-beams except such as are 
good for roofing, (that is to say) large beams of Io cubits and 
upwards.’ Perhaps, however, peyd\oy may qualify a word 

denoting some part of the building, in which case the translation 

will be ‘except such as are good for roofing the large . . ., (that 

is to say beams) of 10 cubits and upwards.’ 

THX@V: Sic. 

§: kal. 
13, owoxodoktwy: sic. 
14. ogo: 7. dcov or perhaps Jos 6. 
18. ppawas: 2. ppévas. 
20,21. These two lines specify the arrears on the requisitions 

for each year. 
ox: oxord, as appears from 1438, 157. Bac“ stands for 

Baia, ‘palm-branches.’. The difference is no doubt that oxyord 
denotes timbers from the trunk, which was cloven, Baia the 

branches, which were left whole. 

;2:= 1,000, 
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Endorsed : 

[Koppa uw} SLepuy cvpBovd?/ Baowhe” Sioix"/ x®/ Adpo® 

The other way up: 
[+ p/] 8” 8 w8/ 0 nx 8/ ABov Lovdovay Bep® p™ dour? Sav alvr? 7” Apip™] 

24. This line is in a different hand from most of the minutes 25, 7). If so, the day of the month is omitted; cf 1836, 
on these letters, larger and rounder. endorsement. 

©” 6: the two thetas are very close together, and perhaps ABov Sovpovay: Abu Safwan. The spelling seems to 
we should rather read 0°9= 000 (cf RKT. 54, 3, UKF. indicate a form Sufwan. 

PAPYRUS 1868.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1559. 11;in.x 73 in. 

T is unfortunate that this letter is so much mutilated, as it is of some interest. It relates to 

a tax paid by churches ; but whether this is part of the ordinary Syudova or a special tax levied 

on churches is not clear. In 1419 a number of churches appear as paying the land-tax, both on 

various té7ou and without specification of the estates on which it was paid, and it may be that the 

present letter refers to such payments. On the other hand it is possible, as only the churches are 

mentioned, that the tax was a special church-tax, laid on the fabric of the church, or a kind of 

licence for the exercise of the services of the church. An account relating apparently to the 

taxation of churches appears in Crum, Catalogue, No. 1100; and in the extract from K/Azéat, 1. 77, 5 ff. 

(from Ibn ‘Abd-al-Hakam’s Chronicle) quoted in Becker, Bectrdge, 11. p. 90, it is stated that from 

the sum total of taxable land a portion was deducted ‘ fiir ihre Kirchen, ihre Bader und Barken’ ; 

in the first of which may perhaps be indicated ‘eine spezielle muslimische Auflage auf christliche 
Kirchen’ (p. 92). In 1488, 549, 562, 587, however, mention is made of a {ypia or fine paid 

by three of the monasteries, and it is very possible that the present letter refers to a similar fine. 
The letter has a seal in brown clay, which shows a wolf(?) facing to the right; above it, 

a star (cf. 1846, where the same animal is shown, but the star is in front). 

Jor... 2 

tplirns wducriovos 

Sexopevos ovy Ta TaplovTa ypappata ov 
] tev rowvrwy exxhyovwy 

5 j...---L-] 9 mapedOew ce 

OA, ode se ...] avvcov e€ avtwy Kau emt TOV TapovTos TO ToLoVTO ToTOV 

[arlooredov Sia talv olperovrwv xaraBadrerOar ev’ Tn caKehdy 

[? Kat trounco ly Kkaraypaov TO” avuopevo” Tomo” amr EKaoTNnS 

Lexx )\novas’ Kat kaz[a aw]poowmov exreuysov zpos ypas* 

5- The third and fourth letters may be mp (mpiv?) or m[a]p. written. 
The sixth is probably r. There may easily be more than six 9. kara mpoawmoy: ‘in person’ (Soph.) will hardly suit here; 
letters; only five are visible. probably, therefore, the phrase is to be taken as equivalent to 

6. emt tov mapovros: ‘instantly.’ The v has perhaps not been kar’ dydpa, a detailed list of persons ; cf note on 1360, 5. 
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10 [...] BovAAay oo” peddopev yap Kehevores Qeo” Karalnrnoa Kar 

[kara]uaBew mepe tovto” Kale ov peddrer Siahabew yuas’ to THs 
[Stey]evo” ev tovrois y eyp p/ @°/ C wd/ Ov 

é) 
10. Bovddav: seal, the Lat. bulla; cf. Wessely, WS.24,p.126, original transcript; cf Wessely, Studien z. Pal. u. Papyrusk. 

In the edition of B. M. Pap. 32 in JHS. 1908, p. 111 f., ButAday _iI. p. 8, a note which was overlooked at the time. 
instead of yyduiv should probably be read as in Wessely’s 

PAPYRUS 1864.— a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1362. 1ft. gin. x 32 in. 

T is impossible, owing to mutilation, to be sure of the exact purpose of this letter. It concerns 

some tax in kind, which is apparently in arrear. In conclusion, Basilius seems to be warned 

not to extort more than the amount specified in his instructions. [But see Pap. 1400.] 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

mpos TInv evteevoav 

[yvwow ev Tow nperepolis evrayiots Kat 
] omo*Sav evpw xi...je-. 

ev elrepw ToTw 

5 e€ Jaxwduves 

™ Kwlun ev Se kat advyatwouy 

[avucov Tov amapyupicpjov tev advvavTwv 
t\pos tnhv evreecav 

[yuwow ev Tous nperepors] ev]rayiois Kav 

10 [exmeprbov pos nuas Su alyOpwrov ao” to” odei{dov]" 

[karaBaheo Oat Va, vos. [ 
] co” n Tov pelover 

|rncavra’ tT ex mepitrol"! 

] evraytwv tov TovovTo” 

15 ]. os Stacreddoper 9 

elves eav evpeOns 
av tam ol Solow ovvrewouvgay 

[ers rnv Woxny Kar THY vToctac]|i{y col eyp py! 0°/ Kk / 0 

5. efaxev8uvws: the adjective ééaxivduvos is common in the rate of valuation contained in our éyrdya, and send them to us 

Coptic documents (Crum). by your agent, who is to pay them [to us down to the] last (éés) 

6ff. The sense of these lines is probably, ‘but if they are [penny].’ , 

unable (to pay the tax in kind) collect the money-payments of 7. advvaytwy: Sic. . 

those who are unable [to pay the tax] in accordance with the 
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PAPYRUS 1365.—a. D. 7Io. 

Inv. No. 1363. 6%in.x 42 in. } 

NG ee fragment of a letter relating to arrears of some tax. 

AJourov Sexopevos ta trapovra yplappara 

[evBews Kat pera taons] cvvTopias TO TOLOVTO XpUaLOV 

[avvev meprpov kara mplorBacw omws 6 KatahaBavovtos 

[ra mpos npas pera tyI\s cupT\Nnpwoews Tw ypYoLKwY 
5 [Sypootwy rns Sioixnoews] od pn evpeOn ‘ri’ owwalopevoy dia od 

eyp~ 8°/ xa v/ 0 

2. To Totovro xpvorov: this does not seem like a phrase which  8ypdéo1a, be no more arrears. 
would be used of the dyudo1a. Probably the reference is to some 3. kata mpocBaow : ‘readily’; cf. 1875, 11, 1880, 26. 
special tax. Hence the supplement. When this tax was paid kata\aBavovros: sic. For ra mpos nuas, see 1338, 1, note. 

there would, on Basilius’s arrival with the remainder of the 

PAPYRUS 1866.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1364. Two fragments, 2Zin.x 1Zin. and 1 ft. 43 in. x 43 in. 

A order for two labourers and a carpenter. Their destination was probably Jerusalem; see 

introduction to 1408. It appears probable that their wages, food, and general expenses 

were to be defrayed by the diol«yors. 

? ovtjwy es to [av]r[o Karepyov 

] epyaras B [Kat Texrwv es 

ev Iepooo|\[v]uous pnvav Swdexa 

[? rns mapovons woiKtiovos epyarai] Svo Kat TEKTwY" ELS" 

5 Joow Kat ta TovTwy evTayia 

[moumoarres Tos Tw ywpiwly ereprpapev corr — Sexopevos 
[ovy ta Tapovta ypappara Tous] ToLovTous epyaras Kal Tov TEXVITHY 
[wepysov 8: avOpwrov cov mioro]’ To” odethovtos TovTo” mapadovvar 

p\[obol avrev ev xpvow 
10 |nvat avrovs Kar Tous picbous 

Tlpos Tnv Suvapw Tov nmerepov 

1. Cf. 1834, 9. It is not certain that this fragment belongs to 8. rovrov: 2. rovrous. 
the letter. That it was found with it is not in itself any proof; g. Perhaps something like kat ebeyattcauev rov k.r.d. is to be 
but it is of the same colour and appearatice, and mentionstwo read. There is possibly hardly room for oo between « and ». 
workmen. Probably, therefore, it belongs to the letter, and to the 11. Perhaps kat rnv Saravny avrav avucov, 

earlier part of it. 
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- [evrayvov ] tapexovrav ra Si. avrwv 
Tov xlwpiav 7 eyp p71 ® a wd/ Oz 

[y" ] 
te, f ep™ B ovr” pr "/ ex v° n 8"/ ex v° 1 amotp® ex Vv” ¢ 

[ tex"/ a op? pu jo O"/ vue S"/ vn amotp? vv ¢ 

13. ©: the regular abbreviation for Phaophi in the accounts;  Samdvy and dmrorpogy (cf. 1834, 3, note). The supplements are 
- based on the assumption that the carpenter would receive 

of. 1484 and 1435. F ) more than a labourer. The damdvy and drorpody are the same 
15. 6"/: damdyns. This line illustrates the difference between 4 Hoth, * poi 

PAPYRUS 1867.—a. p. 710. 

Inv. No. 1365. 1 ft. 84in.x 4 in. 

T is unfortunate that this letter is incomplete, as it deals with a subject which does not 

elsewhere occur directly in the letters, that of irrigation and, apparently, the land-tax, 

for which see the introduction to 1419, It is clear from 1428 and 1429 that the distinction for 

purposes of taxation between irrigated and unirrigated land made by the Roman Government was 

kept up, as indeed we might expect, by the Arabs; and in the present letter it seems as if Kurrah 

were giving instructions for the proper assessment of the land. Evidently Basilius had incurred 
the anger of the Governor, and either he or some other person or persons is threatened with 

punishment. Kurrah apparently tells him that he is about to send commissioners to investigate ; 
and we may probably conclude that Basilius or the officials of the ywpia had assigned the burden 

of the land-tax unfairly, and that complaints had been made by some of the tax-payers to 

Kurrah. 

y |wooker 

yn aBpolyw Kat avrn ov cuveBpoyich"/ 
Hleyadws peddes ayavaxrnOnvar 

avikavo|s Kat pndapivos 

5 ]..7.. mepuehOe 

] tt evpys e€ avrns 

].[--] Kla}e os epynrae 
Tos Tov xwptlwy Tapayyeddrwr Tors perloow 

] wept Tovto” Tetra 

10 avOpwrovs wov tkalvous Kau muaTous py ExoVTAas 
Joav rnv apovpav 

3. ayavaxrn@nvat: a curious use of the passive, ‘ you will incur 5. meptehbe: cf. mepvyvpedoat in |. 16. 
our anger.’ 

IV. G 
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15 

[amoSouva ... . vTOTTAaTLKMS 

14. moromnca: 2, ronoat. 
15. Apparently Kurrah is going to send commissioners to 

investigate on the spot. 

16. ]. @v: or Juov. 
17-19. The sense suggested by the remains is that if Basilius 

is found to have assessed unirrigated land too high he will be 

GREEK PAPYRI 

Jovowws mpos To wy 

ws] edexTat* TovToLs 
] co” ro romoincat ce 

].s pedAoper amooreat 

] . wv odedovras’ mepuyup ‘evorat’ 
] Karacmopay Kat cay evpys 
] &v aBpox[o] peddoper 

kat copalrixws” eyp- p B- us v/ O 

punished, but the active evpys is inconsistent with this. We 
must suppose therefore that Basilius is to make inquiries, and 
if he finds some other person or persons (the pei{oves ?) guilty of 
unfairness, Kurrah will punish the offender or offenders. So 
that perhaps avrois is to be read in the last line. For amodouvat 
in this sense, cf. 1859, 1. 9. 

PAPYRUS 1868.—a. D. 710. 

Inv. No. 1366. 

A 
sponding Arabic word is ‘ chains.’ 

copper-plates seem a more likely requirement, 

order for 47 “trae of yahxopara for the mosque of Damascus. 
of xa\xwpa, with which xvmpov is often found, is ‘a metal-plate,’ but here the corre- 

Chains might no doubt be required for a mosque though 

oz in. x 62 in. 

The natural meaning 

and as for the xaxopara requisitioned in the 
accounts for naval purposes it is as easy to imagine naval uses for chains as for copper-plates. It 

is therefore safest to regard the Arabic as a correct translation and take yd\xopa as= ‘chain,’ The 

letter is of some interest, as giving the names of the builders of the famous mosque of Damascus. 

[p’ xadk” Awl d plaoye Afa}n- med de® Jus dare 3 spit] Us? JI 

[ev ovopart] tov @eov Koppa Bt Slepix cvpBovdos 

[Baowder]w Stovxntn Kopns Adpodizw evyapioroup 

[tw ew Kat pera] talv|ra’ reaoapaxovra emra duTas yadKopara 

5 [eragaper Sia tIns Siowknoews co” hoyw XpEelas Kat ep yao. tas 

[krilopevov pay|oda AapacKkov vro ABSep'aapav voy 
[? Sahpav.....] To” Apiplaldp[oup [uy car OvByed viov Oppous 

I. navy: this reading is not quite certain, and below, 1. 6, the 
word is certainly payioda, In 1884, 14 and 1408, 4 the form 
paoyéa occurs, as it does also in all cases in the accounts, The 

Arabic word is masjid, but this, when taken into Greek, appears 

as both payiodioy and pacyidwy, so that it is evident that the 
position of the o was variable. 

Arabic :—To the $a/76 of Ashkih concerning the making of 
the chains of the mosque of Damascus. 

4. Aeras: @. Rirpas. 

xarkopata: cf. 1484, 113, etc., xadxo(udrav) kimpov. From 
this it would seem that yaAxpa meant, not something made of 
bronze, but something made of me/a/ generally. 

7. Sadrpav: cf. 1842, 7. Probably it would be safe to read 
pavA‘ after this; cf. 1447 passim. 

Oppovs: Hurmuz. He was thereforea Persian. Mr. A. G. 
Ellis points out that we should hardly expect to find an Arab 
as an architect at this time, whereas a Persian is likely enough; 
cf. too Becker, ZA, XXII. 153. 
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[ere rns mapovorns w]dixriovos evarns a[plos ry[v] 

[vroreraypernv] yroow x[at] [a] cLov}roy [ev }rayia roung[av}r[es] 
10 [rows twv xwpioly ereppaper cor evOepevo[t] es avra 

Endorsed : 

[Koppa w~ Slepry o]vpBovdos Baorderw Sioix’/ «lw]u” Adplo? 

The other way up: 

+ Pawgi xy / 8 nryX 8/ OQpecip Bep® p™ xadk*/ A BE placy]? Afapm] 

12. Queeip : ‘Umair or ‘Umayyir. A: only the first (straight) stroke of this symbol for Xirpa is visible. 

PAPYRUS 1869.—a. pD. 710. 

Inv. No. 1367. 1 ft. 8% in. x 83 in, 

N interesting letter, concerning a quantity of iron sent for the making of nails. This 
introduces us to a new kind of Government burden. Sometimes, as we have seen, 

the S:ofknovs was called on to furnish money for the wages of sailors or workmen or the cost 

of various ¢«idy; sometimes the «id themselves or the personal service of a certain number 
of sailors or workmen were required ; and in the present letter we find that the raw material 
of the eidos was provided by the Government and sent to the 8:oi«nous, from which was required 

the labour necessary for the production of the finished article. For the making of «($y within 

the dioiknors see 1414 passcm. 
In this case the nails are required for shipbuilding, as in 1408, an évrdywov. The letter is in 

parts obscure, but is very interesting for the light it throws on the iron-industry at this period. 

Mr. W. Thomlinson of the Seaton Carew iron-works has been kind enough to look at the letter, 
and has made some interesting notes. The iron is of two kinds, pafiov and ovdddyiov (or an 

adj. avAddyios ?). It might be suggested that the first term is equivalent to our ‘pig-iron’; but 
Mr. Thomlinson remarks that pig-iron is a modern product, quite unknown, so far as can be 
ascertained, to ancient peoples, and he suggests therefore the translation ‘ unrefined iron (lumps or 

blooms),’ while ovA\éysov is probably scrap-iron. He observes : ‘ Probably this unrefined iron was 
imported, even under the Arab domination, from Spain or Elba, and would come through the 

Customs or Offices of Taxes, which would either be centres for distribution or the source of supply 

of such centres, though in the present instance, as the unrefined iron was accompanied by two 

quintals of collected scrap-iron, the indication is rather towards a Government or departmental 
store. ‘ Waste” inl. 9 is a very proper term, as it covers both oxidization and loss of iron in the 

scoria or slag, of which some small quantity would be formed in manipulation. .. . The primitive 

method of making iron at the time in question was a scooped hole in the ground, a mixture 
of ores and charcoal (ores probably first calcined a little), and bellows worked by hand or foot ; 

the product was malleable “lumps,” which were when needed cut into suitably sized pieces 

or blooms. ‘These all however contained slag in the pores, and had to be refined and beaten in 

the process of manufacture, which accounts for the heavy waste. The division of the scrap-iron 

G2 
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into two categories no doubt arises from the fact that some of it was clean well-worked small 
scrap and the other portion dirty and oxidized.’ 

An order for nails for Government purposes is to be found in PERF. 401; but this is 
from a private manufacturer. 

[ev ovopare tov @eov Koppa vos SLeptx ovpPovdos] 

Bacihew Stoixntyn Klwpns Adpoditrw evyapiorovper Tw Ocw] 

kLat] pera tavta* aveorethapdy col [ 

hoyw Touncews’ THETopEvwY Tov KapaBwv odnpov 

5 Kevrnvapia tecoapa: ets ovrep eve o|r{idap|ev] Kapaavov ts 

Siavouns emt Tov mapovros ..T..ap.... Baler [rep z[ov] repvoivov| 
e€ Airpas tov Kevrnvapwo” x[at] Wo” ry[v] Siatpeow To” avro’ 

ovdypo” vreragapev [olor ev TH Tapovon emotod\n pavepotorno| avi els 

Tt vmodoyilopefa* exaoTn oyn vmep atrovotas Sexopevos o[vy] 

10 Ta wapovra ypappata wapahaBe to Tovovro aSnpov Kar Siacreidov 

avTo dua TOV K@PLOV Tpos THV Suvapiv Tov oTaey'TwV ToL 

npeTepwv evrayioy pn ovuTalov n avtimabev TiwWe 

ev tT TotavTn SuacTodkn add’ Tapexwv eKagTw KwpLw pos 

avydoytay to emthaxov avtw €€ exaoTns oyns Tapayyethov 

15 avrous* rovro Sia Tacns ovr’ ropuas’ Karepyacac au 

TnoTopeva’ Kada Kat TeToinpeva mpos To evo. . [.] 

To oTadev vptv 

ye ?] 

Siarp* K/ 8 

20 paliov K/ B K/ to y/ 

avdhoytov —k*/ 8 ovras 

eyp pt AO/ y v/ @ 

K/ a K*/ toy! S K/ a K”/ to 8 
Endorsed : 

3. aveorethapev: or perhaps ameoret\apey, but ay seems palaeo- 

graphically more likely; ‘we have sent J’ the Nile. 
4. myooopnevov: ‘nails,’ from a nom. sing. myoodpevoy (from 
moow = myyvun). This sense is very curious for a passive 

participle, but is confirmed by 1. 16 and especially by PAF. IX 

(in the present volume 1408), where it corresponds with the 

Arabic potlnes é 

5. Kevrnvapta: a kevrnvaptoy or guintal contained 100 /itrae. 
kapravov: cf. BGU. 550 exe Evodia eis Ady(ov) Kaptci(wy) 

Awap(iwv ?) Airp(as) S00 Kapmdvm *Ade€avSpeias, where kapravo 

seems much like (vy@ in the case of coins. Here it appears to 
be used in somewhat the same sense as a phrase like els jumep 

eveOrjkapev yraour, z. é. to refer to the weight and quality in some 
way; but the mutilation of the next line makes the exact 

significance uncertain. xdymavos is of course properly a weighing- 

machine. The word occurs also in 1441, 76, 87. 
6. Stavouns: ‘requisition’; of UKF. 119, 33 121, 4, and 

many instances in the accounts in the present volume. The rest 
of this line is very obscure. The remains are not so scanty but 
that a suggested reading could be confirmed by a re-examination 

of the papyrus. umep tov mepvowou is strongly suggested by 

] pi odnp” K‘/ § 

the remains, but is very unsatisfactory from the point of view of 
the sense ; erovs cannot be read after mapovros. 

9. This line, not very clear by itself, is explained by 1435, 

21, 22 (bmp) ri[pi(s) o]e[8}4pov X(6)y(@) xpeta(s) kap(d8or) (Kai) 
rw {v) émrayp(a)r(@v) tod Snuo(ciov) Kov(paov) ivd(cxridv)o(s) ce 
érov(s) gf* otd[n]p{ ov) pum(apod) xe(vrnvdpia) y Koudit(dueva) 7d 
y pép(os), (irép) drovoi(as)* X(ot)m(a) KaO(apod) xe(vrnvdpi) B. 
This shows that drovcia = waste. In 1408 the iron is also 
to be reduced to two-thirds of the original quantity. ti tmodoy- 
(épe8a éxdory Aoyf would naturally be taken to mean ‘what we 

deduct at each reckoning,’ but 1. 14 seems to show that éxaorn 
Aoy7 refers to the two kinds of iron specified below in ll. 20, 21. 
Aoyn (which is a new word) must therefore be taken to mean 
‘class.’ 

14. avnhoytav: sic; mpds d., ‘proportionately.’ 

16. evdicc..: a word equivalent to yraous is required. 
18. yv: very doubtful, and it does not seem required. Perhaps 

the stroke which is all that remains is merely accidental. 
20, K°"/: Kouditdpeva. 
21. ovdAdoytov: cf 1484, 108. 
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PAPYRUS 1870.—a. p. 710. 

Inv. No. 1368 1 ft. 4% in. x 85 in. 

HE subject of this letter is a deficit in the emdéo/a or corn-tax. Aphrodito was in arrears 

to the extent of 1300 artabas. From I. 14 it seems that Basilius was to go down to head- 
quarters. As the letter is dated in Athur of the oth indiction and it is the emdo/a of the same 
indiction which was in arrear, it follows that the corn for the current indiction must have been sent 

very soon after harvest. 

10 

T5 

» ty ]S4l Us? J 

[ev ovopate tov cov Koppa vos SLeprx ovpBovd]os 
Bacwteww Swoicnrn Kopns Adpoditw evyapioTouper 

Two @ew Kau peta TavTa’ nupapev oe howralopevoy ek TO” 

Siacrahevtos auto” am euBodns Kap'rav wéiKTLwvos’ 
evarns’ hoyw Twy oppiwy xihevas TpLakocias apTaBas 

Sexomevos ovy Ta TapovtTa ypappata evlews Ka KaT avTNnY THY wpay 

euBahdopevos’ atogrekov Tov Tovwovrov oirov pn [apledwv ev pevror 

exets ayabov ea Se Kat cor tu €€ avTo Sia ywpiov S[rorx]/ o[ov] 

ypabov nw To Kata xwpioy avTwy Kat TL doumalerar Su avtw> 

ahha pn apelnons’ ws ElpyTar ews O TEpLKUKOTwWTW CE 

vp o& ta emitaypata To” Snpooto” Kat evpeOns avixavwr’ Toto yap 

BraBos cou peya mpoodeper Kar Tors THs Sioiknoews oO eon Se 

emioTapevos’ ws et KaTadaBys Ta mpos ynuas’ Kat evpeby’ dowraLlopevov 

Sia Tys Stovknoews GO EK TOV ToLoVTOV GiTO” pa apTaBy KaL 
povn peddopev kparnoa Kar oduyé[ar ole ay[pis] av [-. -yPev tovrw 

[e€avluons Kar’ tapadwons’ @eov KehevovTos eyp/ wp AO/ € Y*/] 0 

Endorsed : 

[Koppa wi~ Slepry cvpBovd/ Baowdew S.or]x{ /] Kop? Adpo® 

The other way up: 
+ pf Ab’ KS / O nvnX 8/ Sovdeeav Bep® p™ Afor]” euBod” 9 W°/ 

1. Arabic :—To the Sa@z6 of Ashk[ih]... commands of the Government encircle you at once and you are 
6. oppwwy: no doubt the barns at Babylon, found among the unsatisfactory officials, for this will bring great 
g. 8toix/ cov: rns is not elsewhere omitted in this phrase, but harm both to you and to the people of your district.’ 

the reading is probably right. 14. karahaBns ta mpos nuas: ‘come down to us’; cf 1838, 

10. kata x@puov; like kar’ dvdpa; ‘a detailed list of places.’ I, note. 
avr@’: sic, apparently ; an abbreviation for airay. 19. SovAeepay: Sulaiman. 

11-13. ‘But do not neglect your work until (éws od) all the 
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PAPYRUS 1871.—a. D. 710-711. 

Inv. No. 1369. 1 ft. 33 in. x 33 in. ¢ 

N order for articles intended for the refitting of ships in the Island of Babylon, the chief 

dockyard and arsenal of the xodpaov Aiyvrrov (see general introduction). At the foot is 

an account of the articles required; in the portion remaining palm-beams and beams of fig-wood 

are specified. The month is lost; the indiction is the 9th (a.p. 710-711), and the letter 
is therefore placed after those of the year 710 and before those of 711. 

drro]karefas Kaj 

[e€aprias alkaTnvapioy Kat 

[ ovrav ev Tn vnow BaBvd~ 

[uo ABSekahe viov ABu Ax) emixepevov 

5 [emu rns mapovons woicrioos evarns Kovpo” se] 

[wSixriovos Sexarns Kat] Ta TovTwy’ evTayia 

[wouoavres Tors Tw xwpilov erepapev cor 
[Seyouevos ovy Ta Tapovra ypappatja* mpos tyv Suvapw 

[rwv evtaywv nuwy Ta Tovavtja edn €4Baddopevos 
10 [apados tw mpoeipnnevm A]Bdedahe 8: avOpwa™ 

[cov more Kat tKavwv Twv odjeovTav TavTa 
[karaBareobar Kar KopicacOar| tas vmep avTwy 

[amodefeus eypag? pf. 8/ O 

[y* ] 4 
15 |’ iB dork’ oxi” wa ex v° »y/ 

ox” 

v\8 9a cuK/ orm wa ex v° y/ 

2. axatnvapiov: of. 1355, 7, note. shipbuilding as well as for mosques. 
4. For supplement, cf. 1876, 6, 7, 1410, 3. ‘Abd-al-A‘la b. 16. ¢: the universal symbol for xepdria in these accounts is / 

Abi Hakim was evidently the superintendent of the arsenal. It 
is noteworthy that the name is declined (‘Afi gen. of ABouv). 

5, 6. That is, ‘for the present 9th indiction and xodpooy of the 
loth indiction’; the supplies for each xodpooy being raised in 
the previous year. 

15. Gowtscdéna cord. Evidently palm-wood was used in 

instead of the earlier y; but for convenience in printing, as / is 
used so much for abbreviations in the accounts, g is used 
throughout. 

ovx-/ ox": ovxai cxeerai, but it is not certain that cy” is — 
intended to cancel orm. The latter is probably crperrai, though 
the sense is somewhat doubtful; of 1433, 24 note. 

PAPYRUS 1872.—a. p. 710-711. 

Inv. No. 1398. Nine fragments, the last and largest 43 in. x 43 in. 

HIS fragmentary letter evidently relates to the fugitives, but no consecutive sense can 

be got out of it. It is dated in the 9th indiction; the month is lost except for a stroke 

above the line which looks like v, so that it is probably Pauni, Athur, or Tubi. The first 

is perhaps more likely, as Athur or Tubi would be rather late for a letter on this subject. 
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Fragm. 1. exo|vras evkoot xpovous Kau KaTw 
Fragm. 2. ws exp|ytar Kat KaTaypayat avtous pera TAONS 

[axpiBeas .. . 

Fragm, 3. kata}yparp[ar] ro 

5. mapleopedvoly......[..+.] 
Fragm. 4. Joas of 

jor” Saravnv pySevos 

Fragm. 5. Jas mpoorwy eva €€ avrov 

Fragm. 6. ] tlo}fov}roy af. ..]... Kav tv avrapK/ 

Fragm. 7. 10 ] AGew avz[...] mpos to Karaomerpar 

Fragm. 8. Jrae Sia xwp[ioly z.].. eddL 
Fragm. 9. Jromevos aur... as ews roll 

]-» es To Kat avtwy Kedpadatov 

| aploMlalods) - 
15 eyp [pw «-# 0 e/ 8 

1. ‘Twenty years old and downwards’; cf. 1843, 12 dxd word; the first (or second) letter of the latter has a long tail, 
elxogaerois ai ob¢, 1460, 70, etc. dd x xpd(var) Kai avo. but not so long as usual with r; perhaps p. Perhaps it may be 

5. Cf. 1832, 9. [c]raceas. 
9. avrapx/: airdpketar. 13. xepadatoy : ‘ the charge against them’? 
12. Perhaps avrovs, but this leaves little space for the following 

PAPYRUS 1878.—a. p. 711. 

Inv. No. 1370. Ten fragments. The ninth and tenth are continuous and 
together measure 32 in. x 32 in. 

A OTHER fragmentary letter. The subject is apparently arrears in the gold-taxes, and 

the poyd to be taken from them for the Muhajzrdn of Fustat. 

Fragms. 1-5 contain only insignificant remains of letters. 

Fragm. 6. ] 2y apeckov new pte 
Fragm. 7. “| Sypootwy eore dorzrov} 
Fragm. 8. ws ro mporfov]...[.]. 

Fragm. 9. ] eLov] Moayapitoy ro"! 
Fragm. 4 Js eye” pp’ MX i 2/0 

PAPYRUS 1874,—a. p. 711. 

Inv. No. 1558. 1 ft. o%in. x 8 in. 

N order for 7 sofidi in part payment of the wages of seven sailors dispatched to the 

province of ’Avarod7, who have remained there. There is a brown clay seal bearing 

the usual device of a wolf(?) facing to the right ; before it, a star. 
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[Ok [p/ [melo® vy € amropew «/ Avaro* 

) & ovopart tov @cov Koppa wos [ELepry cvpBovdos] 
Bacwerw Sioxnrn Kop[ns Adpodira] 

evyapic roupev Tw Ocw Kat pera Tav7[a vopiopata era] 

5 Suecreihapev viep pep ous pc[Gov vavrov] 
entra Tns vperep'as Sioixy[oews €hOovrwr] 

eis Avarodnv’ hoyw akarnvapiwr Ko[v]p[rov wéuKr]|Lovos] 

oySons Kat’ atopewartwv ev avTn Avarohn Kau Ta TovTwY 

evrayia TooavTes Tos Tw xwpiwv’ emeprpaper’ oor 

10 Sexopevos ov’ ta wap'ov'ra ypappara’ evfews’ 70 TowvTo 

Xp vowov avuwr mpos Thy Suvapily] Tov ymerepwv 

evTaylwv amooTehov pos Nas’ Kat 
pn apednons es Touro ylp~ p’ IX = / evarns 

é) 
Endorsed : 

2 Koppa B° Xlepuy ovpBovd?/ Baowhew Sioik/ Kop” Adpo*] 

The other way up: 
15 [+p/....0/.8/] Hdta VeBvolv? p? v° £ puo® ov’ 

1. I*: it is unusual for the date to be givenin these headings, Grammar, 1547 ff. 

but this seems the most probable reading. 7. Avarodny: cf. general introduction. 

ei(s): the confusion of the prepositions of motion and rest is 15. WeBvov": sic, apparently. 

characteristic of Byzantine Greek ; cf Jannaris, Hist. Greek 

PAPYRUS 1875.—a. D. 711. 

Inv. No. 1371. Two fragments, 2in.x 8%in. and 1 ft. 44in.x8in. Facsimile in Atlas to 

Vol. III, plate 100. 

N order for 1663 solidi, for the expenses of the Governor’s household; for a similar 

order for the previous indiction, see 1858. Here the account at the foot, giving the 

details of expenditure, is preserved, and contains several interesting items. Abundant parallels 
are to be found in the accounts. It will be noticed that the household included a number 

of Christians. 

Je ee theses septles poll 55) ped 2 syitl ee Meher 

ev ovopar|. [rolv [O]do}! K[oppa wos Seprx ovpBovd]os 
[Bacierw Sioixntn Kopns Adpoditw evyapictovpev Tw Oew Kar] 

[vera] zlav]rla exalrfov €]E[qnor]rla €]f [Slmorlplov von |(opaiz[a] 
5 ¢eralgfapldy S)ifa] rps Svownoews oo” vrep tysns Twv vrorerlaypevwr] 

1. Arabic:—To Basilah the Sa/zb of Ashkith concerning the _ project, and is therefore conjectural, though fairly probable. At 
cost of the maintenance of the Amir and his suite and his sub- the end the reading vop]:[cna]r[a] is not alfogether satisfactory, 
ordinate officials ath but more so than a]p[:@u1a vopicpa)r[a]. 

4. This line is got merely from the long down-strokes which : 
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edov’ Saramms yuerepas’ Kar Tov ovvovTeY yuW dovpyer 
ApaBev te kar Xpiotiavev Kar Siadhopwrv tpocwtor’ 

pnvev Sadexa THs Tapovons ivdiKTLOvos EvaTNs Kat TA TOUTwWY 

evrayia TomoarvTes Tos TwY XwpLiov emeurpapev Gor > Sexouevos ov[r] 
10 ‘Ta TapovTa ypappara’ To ToLovTO XpvoLoY avvwy peTa YELpaywyas 

Tpos Thy Suvapw Tov NLETEpwY EvTayiwv exTeuipov Kata mpooBac[v] 

Sv avOpwrev cov mictwv Twv odedovtwr KkataBaherbar ev Tn GaKedd? 

Kat Kopicacbo. tHv viep auto” amodesiv 7 eyp* pw” Tay” = wd°/ 6 

ye v pé&> B/ 
pre 

15 mp® pve ee v°§ v? of§ opr*v’ po Tork vr 75 

ehav” po pl ek v6 ve Ky§ Of” wf un ™ wv 0B v => B/ 
ey? pu pB ev 54 Y Kn — ofw]” Kv p&e 7” X v €4 

dot/ p™ a Z v° 8 oram® ap"B ek VG sete? 

Kpom” p~ € 7” 6 vw ¢ Ev K/ op TT us vy? ie 
20 day Seut ov 7” x vy’ iB 

Il. xara rpocBacw: cf. 1865, 3, note. 
14. 8/: the usual Byzantine symbol for 3. It is written as 8 

(in the minuscule form) with a stroke following, so that it looks 

like y; cf RKT. 70, where it is given in the MS. form. An 
earlier form of the symbol (8) is seen in Pap. goo (Vol. Ill. 

pp- 89, 90). 
15. mp’: mpdBara; cf. Pap. 113. 10, 13 (Vol. I. p. 223) and 

PERF. 558, where sheep are requisitioned for government 
purposes. 

opy'v® : dynes; of. PERF. 567, a payment for poultry, but 
very likely not an official one. 

tov k: this means ‘at 20 per solidus.’ 
16. p°: pérpa. 

7°’v® & o8: this is probably the original phrase from which 

such phrases as rov x are a development. The meaning is, as in 
the previous line, ‘at 72 xestae per solidus.’ This establishes 

the capacity of the metron, z.e. 10 xestae; cf. 1414 passim 
and 1415. 

17. ev": éyrnparos, wine boiled down to one third part (L. 
and S.); very common in the accounts. 

p8: probably a mistake for psf, since the quarter of it is 

given as 28, 

xv? : xvidva. For the contraction, of Crum, Catalogue, Nos. 
1064, 1065; RKT. 67, 1; 152, 153 234,13. In RKT. 21 the 

price of 100 xvidia is 1 holokotsi (solidus). Were only 30 cost 
1 solidus. 

18. pot‘/ p?: Ghowixay dpraBn. 

orant?: oramidos = crapidos = dorapidos, raisins. 

19. Eu «K°/: gddov Kevrnvdpa, The xevrqvdpiov and its sub- 
division the Airpa are regularly used in the accounts for iron 

and wood. Firewood is no doubt what is meant. 
20. Aaxdvev Sépara, 

PAPYRUS 1876. - a. D. 711. 

Inv. No. 1372. 1 ft. 42 in. x 83 in. 

AS order for four dyyapevrai (see note) for the xdpaBou at Babylon. 

p’ ayy 5 d um” 7” Kap/p’...[ 

) &v ofvopa}r tov Geo" Kfolppla vos SLepry ovpPBovdos] 

I. ayy(apevroy) : cf 1401, 3. The meaning of the word is not 
clear. Stephanus gives it as ‘ Qui aliquid angariat et cogit ad 
cursum aut aliquod aliud servitium obeundum,’ The first and 
more special sense does not suit here and elsewhere in these 
papyri, where it would seem to be used of some special class 
of workman, but the more general sense may apply, as meaning 
a foreman or superintendent. To take it passively as ‘qui 
angariatw7,’ besides that this would be a strange sense for a word 
so formed, seems unsatisfactory for the reason that all the woik- 
men in these papyri were forced labourers in the sense that 

Iv. 

their service was compulsory ; and these workmen were to receive 
wages (1. 9); moreover the Government was prepared to accept 
drapyuptopds (1. 10). In 1408, 7 it is used as interchangeable 
with épydrns, but a foreman is a workman, so that this use is not 

incompatible with the explanation here offered. Prof. Becker 
suggests that it may be connected with the Arabic ajr =‘ hire,’ 

e.g. ajir, plur. ujara; but it seems unlikely that if the word 

were being taken into Greek it should receive the same form as 

an existing Greek word. 
...[: Arabic. Too little remains to read anything. 
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Bagwhew] Stovxntn Koluns Adpodirw evyapicrovper] 

qo] Ode] Kae pler[a] rlav]ra reooalpfas ayya]plev}rfas e}r[a]f[aper] 

5 Sa rs Storxnoews oo” [er] pyvas e€ Loyw vroupy.as 

tov KapaBwv ev Tn vnow BaBvdwvos vro APSedade 

viov AB. Ay emxepfevorv] exe Tns Tapovans wouKTLov \os/ 

EVATYNS KAL TA TOVUTWV ev}rayva TOLNTAVTES TOLS TWV xop.wv’ 

Kat evOnoavres ev [avtolis tov probov Ka Samavnv 

10 wa eav S0€n yopw Solvvlar amapyupicpov Tapacyn 

eTreprpapev COL Sexopuedvlos ovy ta Tapovra ypappara 

Tous Towovtolv|s ayyapevrals] mpos thy Svvapmily] tLov] y[pJerepwv 

evrfaly{wp . .[...].[..] exme por] xa ala]pados to erpnuevo 

ABSedare Loyw THS VTOUpytas TwY ToOLOUTwY 

15 KapaBov 

Endorsed : 

Koppa Bo =[Llep[e]x gvpBlov]\fos 
The other way up: 

4. This line is got only from the projecting strokes of the 
longer letters. 

7. emtxeievoy: in this and similar passages it seems on the 
whole probable that the participle is not to be taken with the 
words that follow (which can stand independently, as in 1378, 

7), but as a title attached to the proper name preceding, = ‘ the 
superintendent’; cf 1484, 94. 

[elyp pw” Max® = 07/ 8 

Bacwhew Sioix/ Kap? Adpo’] 

es Y 
J]. +++ [oyy7] 8 [x Kalop[7] 

/ Bi pls 
10. xopw: 7. xwpia ; the option then between service and 

drapyvpiopés lay with the local officials, or at least with of rod 

xepiov as a corporation, not with the individual workman. 

Translate: ‘in order that if any x@piov decides. to compound 

for the service by a money payment it may do so.’ 
13. exmeuwov: the first letter is imperfect but does not look 

like «. 

PAPYRUS 1877.—a: D. 71t. 

Inv. No. 1752. 

HIS letter is too fragmentary to yield any consecutive sense. 

of palm-wood. 

: a: 
102d 1n. X 34 1n. 

It concerns some beams 

Sieo }revdLaper] 
[Sia rns Stovcnoews cov mep}. tov eéarol 

™ Slounoer colv 

Sia Twv TaporTjory ypappatev nev opirapev 

5 w\urpacla]. avrovs tn pylon 

] Pap'rupopevos mept To[v]ro’ 

eav] u]popev tia ayopacavra 
]eviay ov ypappator nov 

amo\\vjovoeav: oe: dourov 

2. eamo[: or e£aro[. 
e£arn[xewv horvixodoxiwvl, but the letter after is much more like 
o than the bottom of 7. 

It is perhaps just possible to read 5. mmpacat: for this late Aorist of mumpdckw cf. Jannaris, 
Hist. Gr. Grammar, 996 (214). ti may have followed 
pybcion. 
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10 tlev tovovrwy powiKkodoK.” 
™ em|irpoTn ynywv 

olay ovv’ adoppnv 

eyp* p TIX £ wd:/ 0 

PAPYRUS 1878.—a. p. 711. 

Inv. No. 1374. Two fragments, 23in.x 32in. and 1 ft. 1 in. x 82 in. 

REQUISITION for palm-wood for the palace at Fustat. This letter, compared with 1438, 
33, etc., shows that Babylon and Fustat were convertible terms. 

pe’ dlou]yfux’/ S] add” d alu} 7” Apup* geil ul Jo gled Selly Jell hes J wit ar J 
) &v ovopare tolv Ocov] Kloppa vos YL] pry cv]uBlo]vdos 
[Bachem Storxnrn Kopns Adpodita] evyapioroupev 

[rw Oc] «lah [web[a] zLov}rfa] glol[m]odoxua nar erep[a] edn eragapev 
5 Sia’ rns Stoxnoeals] oo” mpos THv vToterayperny yvoow 

hoyw oreyacews Kat xpelas avdiys KTilomerns Tw Apipadrp” 

ev T@ Poocatw Tapa’ torapov uo lace viov Avdada’ emi tys trapo[v]o? 
wduKTLovos evarns Kat Ta TovTwy evt[a}lyia Toinoartes Tos Tw rp 

ereppapev oor, Sexopevos ovv' Ta TapovTa ypappata ta Tovav™ 

10 «dn efo}a[plar[{rlov wplos] tyy Svvapw twv nuerepwr evtayiov 
amogtethov dia tav ofertovrwy tapadovvat ev] BaBvdolv]e 
hoyw tys TovavTns avdyns: z eyp’ p’ lay” vy v°/ 0 

yu 
o— 

dowir’®/ oy” an? aX uv S oB O Bat ad 

Endorsed: 

15 Koppa vw: SLepry ovplBovdos 

The other way up: 

+ IX «0 nva[x 

1. Arabic:—To the Said of Ashkiih concerning the palm- 
branches and trunks for the palace of the Amir al-Mu’minin. 
The Arabic words mean, as pointed out by Prof. Becker, 
branches which have the leaves on and those without leaves, 
and he suggests that what is requisitioned is ‘ Abdeckmaterial, 
nicht die Balken, sondern das Fiillwerk iiber und zwischen den 

Balken,’ But owixodéxea must mean beams, as in 1862, where 
Prof. Becker remarks that the Arabic certainly refers to beams 
or trunks. 

6. Cf. Or. 6226 (9), where the same phrase occurs. 

Baowherw Scejoux™/ x®/ Adpodu! 

7. voy: sic. Cf. 1876, 7. 

Io. evemparrwy: a very doubtful reading; o and p ought to be 
visible, and the letter read as r is more like p. The first part of 
the word is on a detached fragment, which, however, it seems 
impossible to fit in anywhere but here. 

14. an re § 18: dxd mxewv ce xai (8. It is the measurement, 
probably ‘ to and 12 cubits long,’ z.e, two sizes; ‘ 10x 12 cubits’ 
seems to be too broad. 

Ba*: cf. 1862, 20, note, 
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PAPYRUS 1879.—a. D. 711. 

Inv. No. 1375. 1 ft. 12 in. x 8 in. 

re order for 6 so/dz as payment for certain articles for the Sardvy of porters employed in 

The barn was intended for the storage of grain from 

An account specifying the articles was added at the 

the building of a barn at Fustat. 

‘the lower country’; cf 1447, 137, note. 
foot, but is now lost. 

p’ 8 [aluadi” ov? y ov® ev/ vror[p}yu* 7” Krilou® op’ [7 Doloo* 

” Kop'pa B- SLepiy cupBovdos’ 

Baciew Siovxntn Kwpns Adpodire EVXAPLOTOUPLEY 

e€ apliOulfa vjopdlopjara erafaper Sia trys Sto1x?/ loosl 
5 vmep Tyuns Tov vroteTaypevar edav’ SaTavys apadurav ovoparoly] 

[rpiwv] pnvev Svo ovTwy es vmovpyiay To” KTilopevo” op’ p/ 

dv tla Porcatw hoyw tov wap'adiopevo” yernpatos amo THs KaT@ 

Xepas’ vro Loudiay B Acavy Kar Swpaery B Oepip emixerpevolvs] 

[emt] tys mapovorns ivducriovos efa}rns’ Kat Ta TovT@Y evTayia ToLnoav™ 

10 [row Twv] xwpwv ereupapev [ool]e 5 i ag ov’ Ta TapovTa ypappara 

[zpols tyv Suvapiv Tov npetepwr evtayiwy To’ ToLovTO KpYoLOV 

[avucov] kau [wepov mp[os] zlov amolxpurvapiov co” 4 yp" [p/] Dl” a / 6 e 

Endorsed : 

[Kloppa vi SLeprx ovpBovdos 

€v ovopat. To” Oeo 

[rT]o @cw Kar [plera ravra’ 

Baowhew Siorx’/ kop’ Adpodiro] 

The other way up: 

+ p/ Emud d nvyX 8/ Marou orp* p™ Samay’ apadw” ov/v/ y ev/ vrovp? op’ 7” Dooa* 

I. wept Samavns dpaditav dvoudrav y dvrav «is tmovpyiay Tod 
xriCopévov éppiov rod Pocadrov. 

5. auatrav: a new word, and probably not a Greek one; cf 
1433, 62, etc. It may be, as Mr. A. G. Ellis suggests, the Arabic 

hammail, porter, or, as Prof. Becker, ‘am7/, a subordinate official ; 
but in 1875, 6 ‘ami/ is translated by imoupyoi. 

8. Sufyan b. Hayyan and Shuraih b. Tamim (Becker). The 

last word may be either emuxetpevoy (sc. émixerpéver) OF emtxetpevous, 
more probably the latter. 

12. aroxpiiaptoy: cf. note on 1860, I. 

14. orp": probably orpari@rov; a orpatnddrns would hardly 
carry a letter. orpa(riérac) occur fairly often in the accounts as 
couriers. 

PAPYRUS 1880.—a. pD. 711. 

Inv. No. 1376. 2ft. 7Zin. x 8} in 

N this letter, the latest which can be dated, Basilius is again being scolded for delay in 

the collection of the taxes, this time ‘the two-thirds part of the gold taxes.’ What 
is meant by this is not clear. Is it possible that the full quota of taxes at which a place 

was assessed was not always required, and that in this year only two-thirds of the total amount 

had been asked for? Cf the introduction to 1412. It is perhaps more likely that the 

allusion is to the first or second karaBody (cf. the introduction to 1412), which this year came to 

two-thirds of the whole. 
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The letter is an interesting example of Kurrah’s style. As it is dated on Pauni 7th with no 

addition to the indiction of épy7 or rédet, its assignment to the year 711 is perhaps not certain. 

[ev ovopar tov @cov Koppa B Xlepix ovpBovdos Bacriew Svorr"/] 

Kopns Adpodurlw evxapio}[ouper] ro Sew Kar pera] zLav}r[a] 
moddakis Plaliwouela’ ypappacw nuwv xpnoapevor []pfos ce] 
epi Tov Sysorpomepous twv ypvorkwy Snpoorwy trys S.0vK!/ colv] 

5 Kat edoKouper ws: ndn Tovto KareBaho” ynuwy ovr 
emiTpeay'TwY ToLs voTapLots* eyKUaL Els TA Yap TIA THS TaKedAn's] 

ep w pabew to Tt KateBado” ev TH caKeddyn nupapev To epyor col”! 
aviKavoy Kal pndapivoy Kat oe Els TOUTO Kakws SiampaTTopevov 

kal yap ovK ameoTeihapev oe TXOLaTaL ets TO payoviy paddov Se 

10 ameorevhapev oe doBicar tov cov kar durakav thy mrt cov 
Kat avuoat To SiKxaiov To” Aputpadpovprw ovTe yap exes afopynv 

Tv ovav ovy ove’ ou THs StoiKnoEews od Kahws yap yeyovev 
0 Kap'ros TNS yNs Kat ToUTO 0 eos evroynoev Kat eduTracev 

vmEp 0 nv Tpo TovTo” yeyovey Se Kat o oiTos Too” Kal TOUTO 

15 empaln mapa’ tw ts xwp as’ ourov ws EeLpyTat ovK EXELS 

Tv ovav ovy adoppynv Bree ovy To houracbev 

Sia ths Stoikno"ews 05 Ex Tov Sipoipomepous Twv xp” 

Sypociwy avrTns = PETA TaaNS TuvTOpLas: TOUTO avUcoV 
py votepov €€ avtd priapiow Kat povoy ywooKe yap 

20. 0 eos WS OUK NpETEY NUL TO TwS TeETOInKAS 

es TO Tpaypa Tar Tolovray Snpociwy eBovdopeba yap Sovvar ool:] 

avramoSogw TovTov xapiv eay ovy cote ev cou ayalov 

ws ElpyTa avucoy peta Tacns’ aTovdns To howrac bev 

Sia Ths SioiwKnoews od ex Tov ToLovrov Siporpopepor[s] 

25 Twv xpvoikwy Syuoowy Kat amoaredov ogedos yap eaTt 

Tous TS xwpas Sovvar Kara mpooBaow ra di avrwy 

Kal py €agat avtous axpis 0” cuvaxJwow eave avTov 

Kar oTevabwow mypwooca emorapeba Se ws avikavia’ Kar 

axpnoi.a pepopevos o vmoup yos’ Cnrew ta mpos adopy[nv] 

30 70” voteperau Ta Su avTd pn yevy Ov ToLoUTOS KaL Swor{s] 

Kata Tys Vuxns 6 Tpopacww ov pap rvpopeba o[e] 

eyp* pf I £0’ 8 
Endorsed : 

[+ p/ ...¢P/ 8 gryX 8/ Movodyp Bep? p®™ ex*/ oup™ Siporp'e® xp” Snpoowwy 

hardly likely to be accidental in both cases, and we may perhaps 

take the words as nouns in the dative; cé 1890, 5. Translate: 

‘ And we know that the official whose work is inadequate and un- 

satisfactory always seeks excuses for his dilatoriness.’ 

33- MovoAnu: Muslim. 

ex” /: éxmépspeas. 

12, 13. Cf. PSR. III. 16f. 

14. modov: 7. rédXov, ‘high-priced.’ 
19. pudtapiow : 2. puiapiowov. 
26. xara rpooBacw : cf. 1865, 3, note. 

27. 0”: 2.€. Ov. 

owaxoow exavo avtroy: perhaps the last word is abréy for 

éavrav ; ‘ they are straitened beyond their means.’ ove” : cupwAnpacews. 

28, 29. avikama kat axypnoyua: the insertion of an iota seems 
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PAPYRUS 1881.—Cire. a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1378. 1ft. rin. x 53in. 

HE remaining letters of the series have lost the dating clause or at least the indiction-year, 

and are arranged by order of subjects. First come those relating to the fugitives, which, 
as the whole incident seems to have been confined to the earlier part of Kurrah’s governorship, 
may be assigned, if from him, to the years 708-710, The present letter is obscure owing 

to mutilation, and adds nothing new. 

[ev ovopart tov @cov Koppa vos SLepry ocvpBovdos] 
Bactheww Suouxntn Kopns Adpodditw evyapicrouper | 

Tw cw Kau pera Tavta emiotacat ws y[Oednkaper] 

avvoa to Sia Twv ovtev duyadav ev ty S[roiKnoe cov] 

5 Kal ovk eyvopev To Tas Sueyevd add’ ws vai. |AL 
es] 7[ov]ro’ Sexopevos ovr’ ta mapovra ypappla}[a eav evpys ?] 

ev Tn SwoiKnoe cov Tia py TayevTa Tap ypu? 
Siaypadov veoorer ev pn 8 av avvons To [ 

ovre yap exers adopynv’ ev tur Kabor[e 

10 map npov eas Cytnow dvyadwv ev tn S[roiKnoe cov 
e€nv ae kav... 7. |f.Jar tu ex rovtwr eyp* p [ 

4. Perhaps a noun going with ré is to be supplied at the end _elsewhere. 
of the line, but an expression rd 8:4 rév... puyddov seems not 5. The last word may be trodeizers, ‘ you are in arrears with 
inconsistent with the usual style of these letters, in the sense of _ regard to this.’ 
‘the fugitives’ simply ; ci xaradaBeiv ra mpos yas in 1838 and 8. veoora: 2, vewori. 

PAPYRUS 1882.— Circ. a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1379. 2 ft. 2}in. x 42 in. 

HOUGH this letter is very incomplete a good deal of the sense can be made out. The 

supplements are of course conjectural merely and intended only to give the general sense; 
but the fact that they vary considerably in the number of letters supplied is not in itself any 

objection to them, in view of the great variation in the lengths of lines in these letters. 

ev T Swoiknoe oo” eay ows [ 

twas tp[ty yf. .] «lalfa]AaByn wpols nuas? 
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odetlav tyv tovtwv Katalyi[now 
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con yap] 
ETLOTAPEVOS WS avTo” evpioKovTo[s Ev TH StoLK?/ cov Twas €€ wr] 

5 yeyp adynxaper cor amootpapar duy[adav ovre ov ovyyvopny | 
ovKeTe Exes ovTe or THS Sto KnoEws cov] 
map nw add ovre hoyov’ amoho[yuas exere cay evpeb”/?] 
ev T™ SioiKnoe oo” twes {x] wv rayevtov atootpadyvat] 

am aurys duyadwy ets erepals Tayapyias 
10 oTadevTov Tap nuwv avdper ei{s 

€is Tov L.ov Tory TovTous Kpla]7[noa ? 
acdaheas ev Tous wuors ywp[tors 

> . 

avTols amo TwY avTwv xwpiwy an 
> 

els amokatacTacw avtwv Kav y'plahplov ? 

15 

mpos ?] 
TOV EMLKELEVOY TS Tayapyias 

TepTov atoato\ov oo” odeov7ia Siovar Tyv] 
umep autor’ amodetw e Se Klal tlwes evpewow] 
ev Tm SvoiKyoce ob am erepwv Tayla]p[xvov zeprov avrovs] 
Els OVOTEP' YOAV ToTOUS’ Tpo TouT[oU 

20 amooTe\hov TapavTa Kat Twa Tov odfedovTa 
‘s v TovTous yap Kehevoet Oco” rapadi[opev Tas eavtwy mayapy.ais| 

evdpaves Se kat peta taons ol vvTomias aywvilov ?] 

ev T ToiavTn vrofece ypadlwr woravtws]| 
THY TocoTyTa’ Tw amooTeddo[pevwr dvyadav] 

25 py S8ev Kata oo” adopynv [unre tov ev ty] 

Sioknoet 05 0 TepTopevo[s yap Tap nuov xapw ?] 

tov duyadev ex tov np. [ 

amootpear es Ta ida pay Wulynv Kar porny peddet] 

katahaBew oe av'rarodwors [e]€[arerpovoa ce] 
30 hourov mapadvdatat ceavtoly Kar Tous Ts SioiK?/ cov] 

Tap ayyehhwv avros ta amo Suvapews [ka}[alntnoa? tovs] 
aitious €ls TO Tpaypa Twv Todaxws [AexOevrav dvyadwv 

c 

3. katagyryow: a form kara¢{nré is known to Byzantine Greek 
(Sophocles), and xata¢ijrnow makes good sense here. After it 
must be understood a verb meaning ‘to undertake.’ 

14-19. The supplements are based on the supposition that the 
general meaning is as follows:—‘ and write . .. to the governor 
of the pagarchy (in which they are), sending your messenger 
with instructions to give a receipt for them; and if too any 
are found in your district from other pagarchies, send them to 
the rémo: in which they were formerly’; z.e. the passage 

contains instructions (1) to get back fugitives from Aphrodito 
in other pagarchies, (2) to send back fugitives from other 
pagarchies in Aphrodito. The usual sense of amdderés in these 
letters is receipt, e.g. from the treasury, for tax-payments, and 

in 1884, 30, 32 it is used in that sense in connexion with the 
fugitives. Here the messenger sent to get fugitives from 
Aphrodito in other pagarchies is to give a receipt to the pagarch. 

27. nu.[: there is no trace of a down-stroke, and nperepwy is 

therefore impossible. 
28. The sense wanted before this is, z/ you meglect to send 

back any of the fugitives. 
31. The supplement is on the assumption that ra amd duvdpews 

is an adverbial phrase, meaning ‘to the best of their ability.’ 
32. The last line of the letter. The date may have been 

written, as not infrequently, in a short separate line on the right 
side of the roll. 
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PAPYRUS 1888.— Circ. A.D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1380. 1ft. 12 in. x 42in. 

T is unfortunate that this letter is so much mutilated, as it seems to have contained a good 

deal of additional information about the fugitives. In all other letters on this subject where 

a locality is mentioned they are called the fugitives of the Arsinoite nome; but here the Hera- 

cleopolite and Oxyrhynchite nomes are also mentioned, apparently in the same connexion. 

Mention is also made of Al-Mughirah b. Salim, who is described on the endorsement as émuxei- 
pevos (governor) Tod “Apowotrov. In PAF, XIV the person mentioned as giving information that 
‘Fliichtlinge seines Bezirkes’ are at Aphrodito is Hisham b. “Umar, but the name of his 

pagarchy is not given. The present letter seems to contain instructions to Basilius to choose 

two men to take charge of the fugitives found; and these men are apparently to draw up a list of 

the fugitives. Directions are given as to certain expenditure (Saravy), probably for the persons 

searching for fugitives, but this part of the letter is hopelessly mutilated, 

[ev ovopatt tov @eov Koppa vios SLepry ovpBov]d[os] 

[Bactherw Stoxntn] kopns Adpodiro . [ 

] Adpoyeetpa BS Sehynp a. [. . ef 

tov|s duyadas trys Siouknoews od 

5 [Paro tov Apowl]ouro” kat Hpaxdeovs kar O€vpvyxo” 
Jews’ Sexopuevos ovr Ta mapovTa ypapp* 

] avSpas 8v0 = tpootoTwy €€ avtwv 

] odertofy}fas walp[a]Na|Bew rovs evpicxop 

[? kav mownoat Kalraypadov twv mapadiWopevwv 

IO Sjamary[. . .]. .]ef. .]. Beparioap® z[c] 

av|vwv THV AVTAPKOVO AV Samavyv KQL TOV 

] T™ 7 sik le oe . J. . -|e[vo lus Tpo O€ 

TOLS LOlLois YwpLois’ TapayyehAwy Tots" 

nou 

Endorsed : 

15 Traces of an illegible address (?). 

The other way up: 

+ Eray? a ynvy! 8/ Aywra Bep! p’ alpordevy?  Adpwyeeipa] 
ve Sede emexerp® 7!" Apowoilrov 

5. Orpossibly the reference may be to fugitives from Aphrodito 14. noa: this is not now visible, except the up-stroke of and 

in these pagarchies. the top of 1, as the portion of the papyrus containing it has 
7. Tpoo.orwy: participle of rpooiarnm, apparently in the sense disappeared since it was first read. 

of ‘appointing.’ 16. Apparently the indiction is omitted. The word after a is 

12. mpo ae: /. mpds oe; or perhaps mpoce... much more like nun than wi/ ». 
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PAPYRUS 1884.—a. p. 710 (?). 

Inv. Nos. 1382 (ll. 1-48) and 1381 (Il. 49-61). 4 ft. 82 in. x 5éin. 

HIS is the longest letter in the collection and one of the most interesting of those relating 

to the fugitives. As it relates to the punishment to be inflicted on the offenders it 
probably dates from towards the close of the incident, and may therefore be conjecturally 
assigned to the earlier part of A.D. 710. The punishments consist of heavy fines on the fugitives, 
the persons who sheltered them, and the local officials, and in addition the fugitives themselves 

at least are to receive forty lashes with a scourge and to be put into €vAopdyyava (see note 
on |. 27). It will be noticed that Basilius is ordered to give receipts to those who bring him 
fugitives (Il. 30-32), just as his messengers who take back fugitives are to receive receipts. 

Among the Coptic documents are several which appear to be receipts (though as usual called 
épodoyiat) of this kind. In Or. 6212 and Or. 6223 (7) the persons for whom the receipt is given 

seem to have been brought from other nomes. 

Tyns Svovxnoews oo” mAnOos wap wy 7 
nv eTonoa nw Kau erokunoas vol 

peta THY’ yevaperny ws [Acdex]}[a}. KLaraypadyr] 
Kata Tys' woias Wuyys al. ..|of.-] ev [. .] 

5 amattnOnvar’ tous paiwopevous’ exor[tas pvyadas] 

pera Thy Tapovcay' wap. [.].[ 
umep* ekaotov avdpos vouiopla}ra Se]xa kale] zlov dvyorvra] 

vopmicpata Tev'Te Kat Tous Siotntas KlaL perlovas] 
ka. dudakas Tov xwpiov «fale. [ vopicpata tevTe| 

IO Kat Tw pyvvov'te peta ty[v Ka}lay|p[adyny SoPnvar] 
vouiocpata Svo vrep exaorov avdpos [Sexomevos ovr] 

Ta TapovTa yoappata ovv'at ov] Tovls pelovas] 

kat dudakas’ tov ywpiwv] trys SiLouxnoews cov] 
Kal UTaVvayvwon avTols’ Ta Tap oVvTa yp'aypaTa Kehevwr| 

15 avrous peray’ paar to wolov exacTw ywpio| 

ep w avayvocbnvary avta Tos Tov Wier y[wpiwr] 

Barov'res ev? Tais exkdnoras avtwv [ 

[avaywwokew* avtovs Kau yur 

Tap'ayye\hov’ autos Tap'acTnoai cou Tous [evpioKopevous] 

2. exoinoa: J. eroinras. The next lines are restored with the help of Il. 38-40. 
ero\pnoas: the e corrected from ro. 8. dtocxnras here might be local officials; but it may also 

3. NeAekrar: this is doubtful, as one would expect the second not go with rod xwpiou, but refer to the heads of pagarchies, not 

e and the x to show above the lacuna; moreover the stroke read _Basilius only but all officials in whose districts fugitives are 

as c rather suggests ¢; but it is exactly like the first « of iSfasin found. The passage seems to be a reference to some general 

1. 4. The down-stroke of r can hardly be part of 4,or one might decree, applying to all the pagarchies, so that the second 

possibly read [Ae]Aex[ra: karaypadny]. explanation is perhaps the more probable. 

4. kara tns wWias Wuyns: with éréApunoas ; cf. 1848, 42-3. 14. vravayvoon: Sic. 

5-7. The fine to be paid by those guilty of sheltering fugitives. 

IV. I 
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20 peremeta THs Katayp'adys duyadals ev Tw ywpio ?] 
TAapEeXxov" QavuTOLs Siwpiav nelepav x wa] 

Tap acTncwow got avtovs Kavtwy dlawovrwr exe] 
Twas €€ avtwv: Kataypaov' Tap'a oot 7[nv ovopaciay Kat] 
TaTp'wvoyiay Kat’ azo trolov x[wpiov edevyer] 

2 5 €KQOTOS QUTMV ATALTWY de aQuToYv’" vopll o- PaTa WEVTE kat] 

votilwy Texoap'akor'ra payhaBia Kar [kalnrov] 

avrov ~vopayyavois atroo7[ehov mpos nas] 

eTiTpeToV" Tw oTEALopEvwW eT avTov [ 

oTws avTd map adiWour7[ols [avrov new] 

30 Kopiontat virep* avto” azod[e|éw woavz[ws Kat ov Sos] 

Tous dep ovew mp os ge Tuas THs SioiKyloews Tov evpicKop'] 
ev ereprais Tayapxias amodertw [a]p[os] [nv Svvapw] 

tov TapovTev’ ypappatav Kekevoe. Odov TEeutropey yap] 

avOp wrov nav ev Ty SioKrfoje [oo? r]s [ro pera racns] 
35 axpiBevas Katanradynoa [ever]le toly] tlowvrwr dvyadar] 

kat eay evpn: TW” €€ avtwv euoehOora eas 7[nv SioiKnow cov] 

pera Tov yevapevov as hehaxz[al. vrolurnpaticpor] 

amrawTnoat Tov: pev pvyoTa vomopata mevre Kat Tov virodes*| 

vomicpata Sexa Katt tous petllov]}-a[s] xlar] ¢[vraxas] 
40 Tov xwpio ev w evp'eOy vouiloplara mevre [kav mpos Tovrots ws] 

Todhaxws epytat Kabyrov te Evdoplayyavois Kat amoore\hwr | 

mpros nuas Kav Oepatica’ tw pxlvvlorz[c] zlovs dvyadas] 

vopirpara dvo vmep' exacts Tov avz[wv duvyadwr tovrwy Se Twv ?} 

v0 arairovpevov rapa z[ov a}rode€ap[evov avrov amep] 
Kai didoper’ avtw 45 hourov oons Sulvapews ? 

EUTOVMS ELS TO TP'AyLA Twr ToLovTaly dvyadev wore] 

To” amooToo” npev Katadap[Bav]or’ros tla mpos ce ?] 

eh w Tonoa. Tyr TolLlavryy ep'avvay pn [evpy nuednpevov ?] 

Tt TO Guy ohov eis TE TO TpLaypa] Tov P[vyadwv] 
50 

26. vorifov...payAa3ia: payAdBioy is another form of wayxAdBiov, 
a scourge, and so, as here, the d/ow of the scourge; voritwv is 

probably for verify, used in the, apparently, new sense .of 
scourging on the back. ° 

xaOndov: from |. 41. 

27. EvAopayyavars : as the captives were to be sent home, this 
word can hardly denote anything in the nature of fixed stocks, 
but rather some wooden apparatus for confining the hands and 
neck during the march ; cf the (vyd of 1485, 39. Pictures of 
such contrivances are to be seen on Egyptian monuments (Crum). 

mpos nuas: cf. 1. 42.. 

31. mpos ce: more like mpo ce, 
twas: the a corrected from «. 

32. mayapxias: sic. 
36. ecehOora: sic. 
37. AeAakrat: Sic. 

vrouvnparicpoy: the piece of papyrus containing the vo has 

Kal Els TO peTayp'apat EKaoTw YwpLw To Lo[ov TwY TaporTwY | 

disappeared since the letter was first read. 

38. guyora: sic. 
41. xa6n\ov k.r.d.: it is probable that this refers to the fugitives 

only, as it certainly does in Il. 26-30. 

43, 44. Apparently the 2 so/idi which were to be given as 
a reward to the informer were to be exacted from the person 

found guilty of harbouring the fugitive. 
45. avr: the first two letters are apparently a correction. 

oons Suvvauews : perhaps part of an adverbial phrase meaning 
‘to the best of your ability.’ 

47. katadapBavoyros x.t.d.: cf 1838, 1, etc. One would, 

however, expect dvadapBadvoytos, seeing that a messenger from 
Kurrah to Basilius would be going “# the Nile ; but perhaps the 
word is used simply in its sense of vefurm; or the messenger 
may have been at the time higher up the river than Aphrodito. 

48. epavvay: Sic. 
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yp 4ppatov ws em ovytddwo” [... .Jevoa [ 

pabwot thy? eyKeimerny ev avtw S{Lacrodny ?| 
iva eu apa’ evp'eOn tis tmounoals Te 

pn evpn oyov adop'pys eure ws ove «[mictapevos nv To] 
ev’'Tahpa nov Siapaprupar [ovr] zLovs] z7Lov xwpiov] 

TOV pH amohvoa Tia eK TwY ToLovTwY dvyladav devyovTa ?] 

avtois vue add’ z[ov]|rfov] a... r.[ 
ews § av tovtov tapacrnco[o |v 

[yyleednnaper ev pev ofvp yd. . .]. rof 
60 ayaldo eras te Kar to colopla rns prxlns cov 

ave Ole{v] tw exreheoar7[c] Bol. . .}[ 

51. ws emt ovyAdwv: the meaning of this phrase is not doubtful. 

altogether clear, ovyid\uov, besides ‘ seal,’ is used to mean an 53. At the end of the line was no doubt a phrase meaning 
official order (Pap. 32, 8, Vol. I. p. 231, and probably 1462 (dZ), ‘contrary to our orders.’ 

Io, and so always the Arabic sz/z//—Becker), probably because 57- [v]Aa[éa: is just possible at the end and gives the required 
of the seal attached to the letter. The general sense of the sense, but the word before it is doubtful. 
Passage seems to be that the peasants are to understand that 60. cecpa: the ais not clear, but this is probably the word. 

the letter is an official one. The letters read as evoat are very 61. The last line of the letter. 

ou oun 

PAPYRUS 1885.—Circ. a. D. 709 (?). 

Inv. No. 1560. 5%in. x 32in. 

T is not clear whether this fragment relates to the fugitives or not. The mention of évrayia 
in l. 2 would suggest a government requisition of some sort; but the last line certainly 

seems more appropriate to a letter concerning the fugitives, and the évrdyia may,have related to 
some service in connexion with the matter. 

There is a brown clay seal, with the usual device of a wolf(?) and a star. Here the star is 
in front of the wolf. 

Tlov tapovtar ypapparolv 

] ¢vra}ya KarehaBav zpos ce al.JoL 
et] exes [a}yafov po rns onplepov 

a|vapeddnte Tourous exrreu[ov mpos nas] 
5 [ey tapadvdar}rov plijav wvynv car plop[nv eyp~ p/ ] 

é) 

PAPYRUS 1886.—(Cire. a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1383. 1ft. 6;in. x 53in. 

FTER the letters relating to the fugitives are placed those dealing with the navy. The 

present letter is apparently a requisition for the cost of articles intended for the refitting 
of ships at Clysma and provisions for the sailors there. The money is to be given to Sa‘id, 

I 2 
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‘ qpérepos mats, who is probably the person who occurs as a messenger in 1851, etc. The 7th 

indiction (a.p. 708-709) is mentioned, but it is impossible to be sure whether it is past, present, or 

to come ; most probably it is either the present indiction or the indiction just past. 

edn tys pidoxadeas Kar e€aptias tw 

tov K\voparos’ ov pnv adda Kat vaut| wv 

Kat addwv xpeias tov Snuogio]’ em [vdixriovos] 

eBSouns Kar erakapev Sia ths Si0K}y[oews cov x] 

5 ap Opa vopicpara Ka ta Tovtwr [evrayia trouncavres| 
emewapev cov mapavta ovv tov Seffac]O.. ge [Ta wapovta ypappara] 
mpos Tnv Suvapwv Twv ev’taywwv To T[ovovro xpvowr] 

avvoov kav rembov’ 8. avOpwrw ofo"] z[ov odedovtos] 

rovro karaBareo Oar \Saed nyerepw madi’ kar py [S0]& oor malplexew 71] 
10 ev'exev vavdo” To cuvodov’ & py To Tov TapalSidopevov curov ?] 

euBodns es Ta opta BaBvdwvos ple]|\Mw yap epevvnoar] 

Kar pabew Ta mept TOTO” Kat eav evpw oe [Tapacxorra] 

Ti TO auvohov virep vavdo” e€wbev zns TovauTns | 

exBohns' Tov opiwv amodidw oot [rapetehevow Tyv] 

15 ouvr’vovoay evs THY uynv Kat valooTacw cov 

1. Very likely xapaBov is to be supplied. 
2. vavrwy: the addov in the next line seems to point to a 

genitive here, but «Sy is in the accusative. Apparently therefore 
vavroy goes like pidoxadeias with €idy. 

3. If we might venture to read the common phrase rns 7a- 
povons wicktiovos it would give the approximate date of the 

document; but that would make the line somewhat long and is 

hardly to be assumed without evidence. 
6. A variation on the usual phrase. 

8. avOpwrw go”: sic; probably for avOpwrov, as in 1894, 12, 

rather than avOperor. 
10, 11. For these lines cf 1887, 12-13, note. If the supplements 

are correct, the sense will be that Basilius is authorized to pay 
(no doubt from the taxes) for the transport of corn but not for 
anything else. Why it should be necessary to prohibit Basilius 
so strictly from giving vaddoy is not clear ; cf. 1851. 

11-14. The singulars of the verbs here are an exception to the 
usual practice where the Governor speaks of himself. 

15. There is no external evidence as to whether this is the last 
line, but it reads like the conclusion of a letter. 

PAPYRUS 1887.—a. D. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1385. tft. 3% in. x 22 in. 

a order for money in payment of the carriage-money of certain articles intended for Clysma. 

] p’% vavrd” mow” [ 

[ev ovopart tov @cov Kop]pa wos SLepey [ovpBovdos] 

[Bactterw Svovxntln Kopns Adpoditlw evyapiorouper] | 

[rw @cw Kau pera tava] eragapev Sia THs Silounoews cov] 

5 [Aoyw vaviov mhowv] Bacracavrwr Svag7[adpovs] 

5. duagradpous: cf. 1896, 1, 1419, 1269. 
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[rev kapaBwv Kar tov] K\voparos Kav tov Klovpaou ?] 
[? vomopara x] em rns mapovons w{Sixrovos] 
[x Kat ta Tovtwr] evrayia momoarrds] ros Tw] 

[xopiov emeupaper vor] Sexopevos ovy ta alalplovra ypappara] 

10 mpos Thv Suva Twv] evtaywwr To ToLovTO vorLov P Be bi XP 
[amooredov 5: avOpwrov] ao” tov odethovto|s avir[o KaraBaheo Oar] 
[? Kae pn Sogm oor tu mapexjew dia ywpio” evexe [vavrov ev pn vrep| 

[? vavdov tov mapadidop]{vo” oiroxpi0d. es ta o[ppia BaBvdwvos] 

Endorsed : 

15 

The other way up: 
[Koppa wi SLeprx ovpBov} 

7. vouurpara x: if kovpoou is right one would expect the indic- 
tion to be given, but the sum of money must be specified 

somewhere, and of the only two places where it can be fitted in, 
this line and the next, there seems more room here. 

12, 13. The remains suggest that the passage is parallel to 

1886, 9-11. As neither letter is primarily concerned with the 
embola the clause would seem to be of general application, but 

it is difficult to reconcile with the fact that in this letter vadAov 
is demanded for other purposes than the emdola. Possibly the 
emphasis here is on 61a xwpiov, implying that the vaiAov de- 
manded was to be raised in some other way than by requisitions 
from the ywpia ; or perhaps the meaning is that Basilius is not 

eyp p” TL” 

8/ ? AB]” Oovp* Bep? p/ | [vav]A[?” mAou] 

Bagirerw Siol[ix/ Kop” Adpodirw] 

to levy vadAov for anything but the ezdo/a except under special 
instructions. 

13. otroxpiOov: in appearance more like otrovxpifov. The dot 

after it is in the MS. 

15. AB] Govu": Swpas would hardly be written with ov if the 
man were a Copt, nor is it usual in these letters to give the 

patronymic of Coptic messengers in the minutes (1840 and 1341), 
Hence the restoration A8ov seems probable, and the second 
name may be, as suggested by Mr. Ellis, Thumamah (ol. -y?)) or, 
less likely, Thumam (ales |). The order of the two endorse-~ 

ments is the reverse of the usual one. 

PAPYRUS 1888.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1399. Four fragments of irregular shape. Width 4 in. Fragms. 2 

and 3 probably join together. 

RAGMENTS of a letter relating to Clysma and the fleet, probably a requisition for sailors 

and their keep. 

Fragm. 1. Tv wpav m pov . [ 

Fragms. 2 and 3 together : 

2 -mpleltep 

] Tovs Kadous Kat S[oxipous ? 

avtwy perro. Tapexo[v]rov 7 
a xopol...... (2) Kar pn evpolper 

emitpolt|ns nuwv es to mpaypla] zLov? 

Js tap qpor avryal 
K\vopate [m]po[ 
klat] Samavyv Kau’ amotpodyny rvavTwv 

evray}iors Sos exaoro [ 
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PAPYRUS 1889.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1386 (4). 9Zin. x 22 in. 

HIS fragment contains no direct reference to the fleet, but as the word di¢0épa: occurs, and 

skins certainly were requisitioned for naval purposes (¢f. 1416, 42, 1438, 64, etc.), it seems 
likely that the letter was a requisition of ei3y for the fleet. 

Ts SiwoiKnoew|s col pn votepwr 
L --] tov [o|uz[or] 

Js Kau exs 

Slidbep'as \pn tweurov’ atapyupicpov 
5 Te-Js erepwv 

Tlns Tev Towovrev 

].p eva addof. .].[ 
]..++ Tey amooreov 

2. owrov: or [a]pr[ov]. The down-stroke before r is, however, 4. py wepreov: in a somewhat darker ink, and perhaps there- 

some distance from it, and a letter or two may have come fore not by the original clerk. 

between. 8. The last complete line. 

PAPYRUS 1390.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1386 (a). 11in. x <Zin, 

HE exact purpose of this letter is doubtful, but it clearly relates to naval business of some 
sort. 

evevo.]. ev tour edet, 

kat Spomovap’ta to mpary{ ya 

e£ore epfacev pos [ ; 

pyvats Sv0 n Kav addol 

5 Kar axpnoipia hep op[evos ? 

PeEXpl Ts onpepoy es ?] 7[ 
Sexopevos ovy Ta Tapovta ‘yp'apl para 

BN avapevav mp os polrnv Kav povnv 
Sia ths Swoixnoews a6 [ 

10 pn eprodilov ev tuft 

I. rour ehei[: or rov redex[. 8. mpos porny kat povny ; of. 1854, 22. 
4. pnvais: sic. 10, Probably the last line. 
5. axpnoyua: cf. 1880, 28, note. 
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PAPYRUS 1891.—a. pD. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1384. 2ft. 7gin.x4in. Detached fragment 12 in. x 4 in. 

HE minute on the verso of this letter shows it to have related to carpenters and kahadarau 

(caulkers), but the letter is too incomplete to give any consecutive sense. Its mutilation is 

the more to be regretted as it seems to contain some novel features. 

4 @ ovopatt Tov Beov Koppla vos YLepry ovpBovdos]} 
Baowheww Svocxynty Koplns Adpodito] 
Sinvecas’ xpeorrovoupey xapu’] 
drrokadeas Tov Kap'aBor Kal [Spopovapior ? Kar] 

5 drlep' wv Siadopwr emraylparov 
> 

Tpotos eote avev avtoly 

ETLTAYLATA* ELOY Se Kal € ap 

Sexopuevos ovy ta Tapovra yplappara 

dua THS TokEws Kat oVvorTar{, 

IO 7s StoKnoews oo”. [ 

TOUTOVS EKOLOWD Texviralls 

Scovtws Thy Texvnv Kat emo |k[evny 

kal exacrov pyva’ erilewp[noa Se 

Tpos TO py apednOnvae [repre mpos nuas ?] 

75 
€KACTO” AUTWVY Tap ack valor 

BryPynvat es To vaviny[.ov 

ypadwv nw acavtos [ 

TO KAT OVOHLG KAL Tat pavol cay Kal KATA xXwpror] 

kata Tov’ Tepvovavoy xpor ofr] 7 
20 Tos THs Stounoews ofov 

ev Té aptredw Kar axavOe ove 
By apehov ev ti{t] clo ovvohoy 
emiatohyn add’ dia ceavto” [ 
ws ElpyTar xapw TovTwr art, 

25 
@co” tov odethovTa ws [epytar 
erifewpnoa. Tep. TovToly 

3. xpeormotovpev : apparently anew word. The meaning, without 
the context, is not clear, but presumably is ‘we are incurring 
debts,’ or, metaphorically, ‘ we are getting into arrears.’ Evidently 
workmen (or supplies for them) are required for the dockyard. 

5. Something like cat vuy dn ovders would make good sense— 
“and now we cannot any longer do without them.’ 

7. The letter at the end seems to be either » or m; qu. ev 
[Aouad ? 

9. This line is interesting and has no parallel in the collection. 
As Aphrodito is always called xépn, the ré\s must be some other 

Sueyevo” eon yap emotaperlos ws Keevorer] 

place, possibly Antaeopolis. After it one would expect a word 
denoting the surrounding country. 

Il. rexvirats: sic, but rexvras is perhaps meant. The reference 
may, however, be to the Jutting out of certain work (rovrovs, 

referring to some articles) to skilled workmen. 
18, 19. The sense is probably ‘informing us likewise what 

services they have performed during the past year.’ 
19. mepuctavoy: Sic. 
23. This is perhaps part of a clause telling Basilius to com- 

municate the intelligence not by a letter but in person, 
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eav e€exohovOnoas Ty Kei[ 

Sverpakw 2 eyp gw” T’ Kn / fF 

Endorsed : 

30. Koppa uw SLepry cvpBlov]\os 

The other way up; 

[+p 

Detached fragment: 

Bep} [p’] . 

] oo” Kau ovK emorapeba 

tlovrw eon ovy .[...n.[ 

31. w’ map*: the extension of these abbreviations is uncertain, 
kad~: kadaddrys; cf. Becker’s note on PAF. VIII. 13. This 

word kadapadrns is to be read in WD. Pergg. XLI, XLII (p. 183), 
LIII, 7 (p. 189), and Louvre 6972 (p. 184). 

[Bactderw Sioix/ Kop” Adpo*} 

%. w’ mapX e~/ tex~/ § kadr- S[ 

32, 33. This fragment probably does not belong to the letter, 
but as it was found with it and resembles the rest in colour and 
handwriting it has not been removed. 

PAPYRUS 1892. 

Inv. No. 1388. 

N order for nine measures of butter for a Kodpoov. 

—A.D. 710-711 (?). 

1 ft. 93 in. x 4 in, 

The butter is to be sent direct to 

Alexandria and delivered to the Augustal. It is probable, therefore, that the fleet was on 
the point of starting from Alexandria, in which case the gth indiction mentioned will be 

the present indiction and the letter will belong probably to the earlier part of a.p. 710. The 

cost of the butter is 13 so/édus per measure. As the butter itself and not an drapyupiopos 
is expressly demanded, the specification of the cost shows that it was to be paid for; z.¢. it was 

to be bought in the dyopa ris Sioixjoews (cf 1414 passim), 

p” Bou” ps 8 8"/ mpoKl . [ 

4 & ovopati tov Beov Koppla wos SLeprx cvpBovdros] 
Bacuiew Sioukn7y kal uns Adpoditw hoyw Samavys Tov] 

mpokoup capiwv e€epxopulevwy els Ta Kovpoa THS Tapovons ?] 

5  wéuKTiovos evatys' Sveoreth[ oper dua TNS Stovcnoews cov] 

EVVER METPA Bovrvpo” €K €VOS [exrov VOMLOPATOS KAaL TA TOVTWVY EVTAYLA Toimoarres | 

TOLS TOV KMPLOV emeprp| apev wou Sexomevos ovr] 

Ta TApovTa ypappata’ Ta tTLovavra pETpa 

TOLS am EKaoTOV \KwpLO” Trapl, 

10 aved\etTws Ta TayerTa. 8,1 TNS Svoiknoews Gov peTpa evvea | 

tns mapovons: if this reading, which is very probable, could 

be regarded as certain, the letter should be placed after 1372, 
but as it is just possible that the next indiction may be the one 
meant it is left here, among the undateable letters. 

6. A very long line, but it is difficult to see what else could be 
read. Perhaps something has been omitted and written above. 

I. mepi Bovripov pérpwv 6 Samdvns mpoxcvpaapiov, The trace 
after this is apparently part of an Arabic letter. 

3. From the endorsement it is very possible that we should 
read paxov xa at the end of this line, 

4. mpoxovpgaptwy ; probably ‘those who go on a kodpgor,’ 7. é. 
‘ corsairs,’ 
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meprpov ev Ade€avSpera [St avOpwrev cov motor] 
tav opeovtwr [to towovro Bourupoy KataBadeo Oar] 
@codwpw Avyovetadiw [ 

Kat Komicacbas tThv vmep alv}rov amodeéw Kar Kehevoor] 
15  avrous’ Touro Sovvat Kadov Klar aperkov nut ?| 

ott emamovdacrov extt [wm Aptpadpovpri ? dourov] 
apeddyte exeprbov To tLovovro Bouvtupov ws] 
[elpnrar avedreura[s] un aleutov arapyvpicpor] 

[ec w]y avro to ei[Sos eyp p? 

Endorsed : 

20 K[op]p[a] B® Slepd x] ofv]juPlov]dfos Bacthew Sioik/ Kop” Adpo*} 

The other way up: 

[+ myx 8/ p’ Bout’ pi @ ex va of dh K/ Avy” pay” 
13. Avyovora\iw: the Augustal is described by Butler (Z%e present instance is a later one than that in Amélineau, Vie 

Arabic Conquest of Egypt, p.451) as the governor of Alexandria, d’Jsaac, Patriarche d’ Alexandrie, p. 73; cf. also Crum, Osér. 
and this seems likely from the context; but Prof. Becker points 320, 5. 

out that it would be very strange to find a Christian as governor, 16. For supplement, cf 1838, 12 f. 
and he suggests that the title denotes merely the chief of the 19. The papyrus breaks off directly after this line, but it is 
civil government, the head ‘a@mi/ of Alexandria. It is curious probably the last line. 

to find this title surviving so far into the Arab period. The 21. pax”: cf. 1851, 5, note. 

PAPYRUS 1893.— Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1749. 4 ft. 72in. x 32 in. 

S this long letter has lost the larger portion of every line its meaning is in most places 
doubtful. It is evident, however, that it is a requisition for sailors and skilled workmen 

and for provisions both for them and for the pdyou. It seems also that a xardypadov or register 
of some kind is to be prepared (I. 4 ff.), and that certain men are to be chosen to draw this up 
(ll. 14-19). For the sailors (who number sixty-nine) sureties are to be found (1. 44; this may 
refer to the workmen as well) ; and it may be conjectured from the tone of the letter that Basilius 

has neglected orders previously received. 

avtous ea TL eHeparic[aper 
avTwv perro. Tapol 

Kat exoTpaop dua Nouroy? 
evtrop ous odethov7[as 

5 et do€y tia’ arodpac[ac 
To Katayp ahov rns [ 

KaTaxwp.o” Tav avtaly 

Towwy new ev tw alv}w Karaypado 

vTep Twy W.wy x[wpiwr 

10 erepwv Ka ev TL cOwOn 

Vi K 
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exdidwv Twe Te TO K_. 

amootehhwv ) tas Sedarar[npevas 
amooredov evs mdypes : 

eravw avtav’ avOpwrlous 3 
15 evmopous’ papr[v|p[wy avrous 

pn ewat avrovs dup. |r 
TrynpoOnvai thv tlovavrnv 

peta tov hoo” tov @eo” [rpo twv opPahpwr avtor 

Sixaw Kat orapw colo 

20 mpaxrnOnvar tive [ 

Thv Swoiknow oo” [ 

mavrwv Sia ceavt[ov 

eis MAnpes virodexopl[evos 
ws eipnTar ek Tov Xwpl Lov 

25 amodetes vrep avrns [ 
Saravyns exaoTw mor Ko pn] 

TeppavTa amapyupirpor [ 

€. pn avto To c@patioy [ 

avrarodwow Bdamroveay [ 

30 mept Tov cwpatio” § [ 

Satavwr Kpatwv tous To[LouTous 

ev aderw avev pevrou Tov | nwaros 
ev amapyupiope mpos \tnv’ evr[eecay yroow] 

hourov pn mepys e[ypa 
35 ov pyv adda kav ev tu San[av 

ex Te THS aduKns’ Kat TO” ogous 

mms OepariaOynons [ 
amtapyupiopov vrep Saravr[ns 
kataBareo Oa evs dupes [ Sider Tors] 

40 motikois’ THY hexPeloav Saravnv 

toutous eLaadadilopevos [ 

avTwv Kal pap Tupey [avTots 

To wapadwber’ avrois [ 
avtipwvntas xpynoltovs 

45 pM apedns TE ets TO amoo7[erhan THY TovauTny Sataryy nv ?| 

Sueorerkapev Sia tys [Svorxnoews cov 

11. Not xa[oAov. The word, as ad”, occurs frequently in the accounts. 

12. ); apparently intended as a mark of division, to avoid 37. 2. OcparioGeions. 
ambiguity (arocreA\wrras). 39. d:6ov: this form of the participle is regularly used in the 

14. exavw avrwy: cf. 1880, 27, note. , Aphrodito papyri; cf. 1. 54 and 1891, 11. e 
16. 2. hup[a]z[as, ‘meddlers’? cf. L. and S. s.u 41. eLaopadiCopevos: probably ‘taking security from them,’ 

20. mpaxtnOnvar: sic, not mapatrnOnvat. z.eé. the morttkoi. 
32. The meaning is apparently that énua is not to be sent in 44. avtiupwrnras : ‘sureties.’ 

kind but compounded for by dmapyupicpés ; cf. 1. 34. 45. The line may however refer to the whole d:dora) ya, sailors 
36. aduxys: z.é, ddvxis, ‘salt? a feminine of the adj. aduxds. and workmen as well as dandy. 
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amo Te vavTwy Kat Texr[iTOV To] 
TapovTt atrootow ynuely 

Tt tote To Kabodo” ev hofmad. 
50 Kat vorepeOn 7. eon yap [emuorapevos oT cay evpeOn 7 ev] 

Aourader pehhomev Kedelvoer Tov Beov 

TocoTnT virep tapaxlons 
ws emuomodacrov eoz[s To Apipahpouprw ? douror] 

exreecov’ pn SiSwv Karla cou mpopacw eyp’ pp’... v/. | 
55 yw vv" ov/y! £6 «x v ¢€ [ pa 

Sarav” twv av™ vv § r[exx 

op! apt 
of” pS pO 7” « [v 8] 9 [Ka B/ 

Saray? paxwv ov ap™ 7 

53. emiomodacroy: sic, apparently. of Wopia of. 1449, 30ff. In UKF. 577, 1. 2 the Ztra is used. 

54. exrehegoy is a correction. 58. v°38 4 Ka B/: this is as near the correct result as the fraction 

55. ex»v° «: apparently these are the wages. system can come. 

57. ev Wopias pnvav e dprd8a7[. For the artaba asa measure 

PAPYRUS 1894.—-a. D. 709-710 (?). 

Inv. No. 1387. Two fragments, 1 in.x13in. and 2 ft. x 8% in. 

FTER the letters relating to the navy come those which deal with taxation in general. 
The present one concerns arrears in the taxes of the 7th indiction. It is not clear 

whether the indiction is present or past, but the latter supposition is much the more probable, as 

the phrase rijs tapovons would be expected in the other case, and moreover in 1849 the poyd of 
the MWuhajirin of Fustat is paid out of the taxes of the 7th indiction during the 8th indiction. 

This letter then will probably belong to the 8th indiction, but to which half of it is not clear. 
The spring of a. p. 710 is a priori the natural date; but 1849, where, as here, the time for the 

kovpoa is spoken of as having come, is dated on Jan. 14. 

) ev ovopars [rov @cov Koppa wos Xlepry cvpBovdos] 
[Bacwew Stouxntn Kwopns Adpoditw evyapiorovper] 

Tw @ew kat ple}[a tavra ToddaKis ypappacr dawopeba] 
xpyoapevor mplos oe rept] trys e€avvcews Tov ypvotk”/ 

5 Sypootwr eBdouns [yS}criorfo]s: Ka] pexp[e] rylo]d¢e [rns nH‘) 
ov SunyepOns ets Tovto ovre pny ameotetas TL To cuvodor] 

ahd ypednoas Kkatadpory[olas Kat KatehaBev o Kaupos ~ 

tov haBew tovs Mawayapitas tov Poocarto” tas poyas* 

avrov Kar e€edOew evs ta Klolupoa Sexopevos 
10 ov Ta TapovTa yp'appata evbews Sia Tacns ouVTOMLAS 

amooTeov mpos nas a tu 8° av civnfas xpucvov 

II. ev rt Sav: ‘whatever.’ 

K 2 
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aro Tw avtrwv Snpooiwy pera avOpwrw co” 70” 

odetdovros Ttovro KkataBaher Oar ev Tn waKeddy 
ererpehapev yap Tw Tapovtu’ arootoh[w wa] pn amoxawnOn 

15 ek oo’ ews § av membys et Tt 8 ay qrucas Kat ayolvio}y 

evSpaves evs Tyv e€[a]yvow tov Aouralopevo” Tomo” ex Twy ToLOU™ 

xpvoikor Snpoowwy pera KuBepynoews’ Tepmov 

e 7. 8 av avvas: e€ [av]rov Karla tlpooBaow apeddnte of7es 

pn avaykacOwpev amoored{ar 

20 aduwar oe wep{c] rofv}fo]}’ [...].[.-].[ 

Sia rns Sworxy[orews] oofv] 7 pera] 

exinkeras Kar KuBep[v]yloews 

n adixer’ Kat eon yvookwy? ott To Tpwrov] 
epyov’ Tov vroupyo” 7 €f[avulors [rwv Sypoovwy core Kar] 

a5 49 Iylours: 8m oor slave 
eumrodio]s » tov Sovrfar 
Sia cov tocov Kau Ku[du|ver[ns eyp/ p/ 

Endorsed : : 

Koppa uu’ S{lepry cupBovd/ Bacwhew Sioix/ Kop” Adpo*| 

12. avOpwrw: sic. general type that it is not easy to distinguish hands, and the 
14. amoxawnOn: sic, 2. dmoxivnOy. difference here may be due simply to a new pen; but it seems 

16. From the ow of e€avvow the letter is in blacker ink and more likely that the original clerk was called away and the letter 
a smaller hand. The writing of all these letters is so similarin finished by a colleague. 

PAPYRUS 1895.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1390. 9% in. x 3 in. 

HIS fragment is too small to be of any value by itself. It evidently relates to the 

gold taxes. 

™ Kon ekew'y’ TL TO TUVOAOY 
dn ocvvntas ex ts Tayerns ToooTNTos peAdonev yap Katawyradynoa] 

mept Touto” To Tws Sifeyevou evs] 

5 Tv ovotacw Kar Sfopfwow tov xpvoiwrv Sypooiwy Sexouevos ovr] 

Ta mapovra ypappo v[.|, 

Sia rns SioiKnoewls cov 

Kat ev pev dn Tavta ovryélas 

Tos Suvatois ywprors 

6. ypappa: sic. or to have been supplied by an equivalent expression after the 
u[.]r[: if we can suppose pj to have been accidentally omitted, _ participle, the reading may perhaps be v[a]z[«pyaas. 
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PAPYRUS 1896.—a. p. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1393. 7in. x 52in. 

HE subject of this letter is arrears in the taxes; those concerned are not only the Sypdcra, 
but include certain special requisitions said to be specified in an account at the foot, which 

is lost. The following papyrus is the end of a letter relating to arrears of taxation and contains an 

account of the requisitions, and it may very likely be the bottom of the present letter; but 

as the two fragments are certainly not continuous in any case it is impossible to be certain. 

p’ down” Siadopp* Stacradp” Adp 

) & ovopatt To” Geo” Koppa B SLlepix o[vpBovdos] 
Baowheww Stovxynty Kopns Adpodi[o evyapiorouper] 
Tw Ocw Kav peta Tavta nov Wyradynoar[rwrv epi Td Tayev"| 

5 Sia rys Sioixnoews oo” du nuerepwv evrayioly ypvo.ov] 
Loyw SVadopwv Snpoowwy oriyov Kat addoly evpapev Tyv S.01K1/ cov] 

Loural-opernv mpos Thy vroterayperny yvolo ily 

Endorsed : 
© Koppa BF SLepiy ovpBovd°/ Bacwrer_w Stoix/ Kop? Adpo*| 

The other way up: 

[p/ ¥/  nviyX 8/ ABSed\d\a w? Nade p’ vafolAour~ ottyov 

I. dtacradp®: d:acradpar. 9. Nage: Nafi', 
Adp: ’Adpodira ; cf. 1346, I. 

PAPYRUS 1897.—Circ. a. D. 709 (?). 

Inv. No. 1389. 8in.x 43in. 

SMALL fragment of a letter relating to arrears in extraordinary taxes. The payments due 

are specified in an account at the foot. Among them is one for butter for the corsairs ; 

but the fact that the tax is for the cos¢ of butter, not for the elSos itself, makes it probable that 

a different requisition from that contained in 1892 is referred to. This papyrus may be part 

of the preceding (see introduction to the latter). 

tov] z[ovov]ro[v] ALo]radapio” pyre p[nv 
€k TouTo” n Kat eumrodions Tov [. .}rL 

avabev tpiwv nuepov _—eyp [w}? [ 

yu 

2. 1. rov[amoc]}r[odov npov? 4 ff. In blacker ink than the preceding. 
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5 SX Samay’ vav™ whow” 7” KX” v? [ 

S tye’ Bovrup” \ mpoxoupo* v° of 

mpoxpe* v/ [ 
SX Sanav? 7X pacy?® Aapt v? of 

7. mpoxpeta(s): the meaning of this word in the present context the payment by the d:o/knars itself might be made later than the 
is not quite clear. Its earlier meaning of ‘loan’ or ‘advance’ _indiction for which it was a prepayment, the number here is no 

(BGU. 439-443, Amh. Pap. 149) will obviously not suit here; guide to the year in which the letter was written. mpoxpeias is 
but a comparison of 1412, 17, etc.,as well as of 1860 concerning a heading, and refers to the next entry. 

a mporéheca, suggests that it means prepayment, a very natural 8. 1X: rexurav. 

extension of the original sense. As it appears from 1412 that 

PAPYRUS 1898.—a. D. 709 (?). 

Inv. No. 1394(a). 7}in. x 22 in. 

HIS fragment, which concerns arrears in the taxes, is of interest only because it contains 

the name of Kurrah’s predecessor “Abd-allah b. “Abd-al-Malik. He is not elsewhere 

mentioned in these letters, but occurs in 1440, 2, and several times in the Coptic documents, and 

the name is also found in B. M. Or. 6233 (4)=PAF. III. The present letter seems probably 

to have concerned non-payment of taxes ordered by ‘Abd-allah, and may therefore be the 
Greek version of the Arabic letter just referred to. If ‘Abd-allah was referred to in connexion 

with the taxes in arrear, the date is no doubt the 7th indiction or, in the modern equivalent, 

April 9, A.D. 709. 

? npoly ABdedra [v]ifo . ABSehperey 

Tre Brx[O}y[var 

] te Aouralerar S[ua THs SvowKnoews vov 

av|voov ek Tov avro[v houradaptov 

5 ] ABSedAa voy APSedperex 
Ln voreperns z[o Tovovro douradaproy 

amavroupev oe ot|kofev eyp p” Papp?  [v°]/ [C7] 

1. A word meaning ‘ predecessor’ is probably required at the written together in a sort of monogram, so that there can be 
beginning. : hardly any doubt that the lambda here is a single one. 

5. ABdeApedex : double lambda in these letters is always 7. For the supplement ¢f 1351, 12. 

PAPYRUS 1899.—a. p. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1392. 112in.x5 in. 

HE mutilation of this letter is unfortunate, as it concerns the making of nails, and if complete 
would throw light on the obscure portion of 1869. In its present state it is obscure and 

difficult. It is peculiar in having no endorsement. 
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1a] 
ev” ovopatt tov @eov Kop'pa BS SLeprxy cvpBovdos] 
Bacthew Stoxntn Kopns Ad[podirw evyapiorouper] 

to @ew kau [plera ra[v]ra Adp[layeerpa? 

5 amnyyethey nw’ ws douralle}[ar 

vomic para Tpia vmep amovorfas 

TEVTE TOV KEV THY apto” EVvos Vo[-LLOLATOS 
karepyacBevros Su’ avto” mo[copevou Sexomevos ovr] 
Ta TapovTa ypappara avvoov ¢£ av]r[ov to towvro ypuc.or] 

10 dav] Se apdiBarn weprpov avrov [pos nuas? 

ows tomon tov oyor [av}rof[v] 7 

exTeherov Kat pn votepnons eyp p” [ 

4. Adpoyeetpa: for the name, which is a doubtful restoration, some kind, and in I. 5 did with a personal name or official title 
cf. 1883, 3. It is not likely that the person there mentioned is probably to be read. 

‘(governor of the Fayum) occurs here also, as he would not 6. amovoras: cf. 1869, 9, but the word may not have the same 
naturally have any concern with the tax-payments of Aphrodito. meaning here. 

Nor can the airod of 1. 8 refer to the person here, as that is 8. mnocopevov: the participle is in the singular, but ome nail 
evidently a defaulting tax-payer or (perhaps more probably) seems curious. 

subordinate official. This person must be a treasury official of 

PAPYRUS 1400 (+1864).—a.p. 710. 

Inv. Nos. 1391 and 1362. Height 2 ft. 23 in. 

HE connexion of the two fragments which make up this letter was only discovered after one 
of them, containing the right half of the roll, had already been printed off as 1864. The 

two are now published here together. The letter relates to a yd\xopa (cf 1868, introduction). 
It is to be noticed that in an account added at the foot the weight of the xdéAxwpa is stated as 
47 “trae, and in 1868, a letter which like this referred to yahxdpara and had a yvaous at the 

foot, now lost, the weight was also 47 “trae. This makes it possible that 1868 is the beginning 

of this letter, especially as the date of its endorsement is consistent with the supposition ; but 

since the whole of 1400 must have come from lower in the roll than the last line of 1868 it is 
impossible in any case to be quite certain, and there are some reasons against the connexion of 
the two papyri. In 1368 the reference is to yadkwpara in the plural; here on the contrary 

(curiously enough) the word is in the singular. Moreover the tone of the present letter seems 

almost to imply that some previous orders have been neglected, and there is nothing in 1368 to 
give that impression. Finally the appearance of the papyrus is not quite the same in the two 
documents. On the whole it seems most probable that 1400 is a second letter referring to the 

same subject as 1368. 

[elu py avto To xahklopa 
[kau €]x[r]prblov ro eSos maplavra Kar eav cou Sogn vuTep] 

I. [ro rotov]ro [xa]A[k@pa seems scarcely possible, as there is 3. kat eav oot Sogn: for a similar provision cf 1835, 9, Io, 
no trace of x. 1876, 10, but there is no exact verdal parallel. As Kurrah has 
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avro” haBew tov atapy[vpiopov mpos TInv evrefeoav 

5 [Sca}rypnow ev rows nyerepolis evrayiors Kat 

[alyopacas to rowovro x[a]An[wpa] oo’Sav evplelongs x[a]e 

[?pn]re ev ry ia wayapxia o.[.. ev e}repw tome 

[.]. [-Jrov pevrot tov ayoplacav}roly €]faxwduves 

[. . lapadSovvar avTo €V 77% Sifavo lun €l de KQL aduvvatwow 

10 €upely ayopacal avulo ov el€ [aur lov TOV aovvavTov 

[yolpev tov amapyupiopo[y mlpos tHv evreBercay 

Siaripnow ev rows nlmelr[epors] <[v]rayrous Kau 

[ar]ooredov mpos nals 5. aOpwrov co” 70" odeihov]” 

a[oluro xaraBadeo Oar [mw .].... evos.[ 

15 pynte Twa €K TWV [vroupywv] co” y Twv pefovwr 

TWOV AUTWY KWPLOY [amaulrnoavra* tT ek ‘Tepitro""! 

TNS StaTipnoews [ror] EVTAYLOV TOV TOLOUTO” 

Xarkoparos n Kav tywnpyalros Siacred oper 

Su evrayvov npet{pawv elrer eav evpeOys 

20 EV KATAYVOTEL azrod.oop| ev aout av |r am Jo[ So jouw OUVTELVOVCO AV 

es THY Woynv [Kau vToctac |v co]’ eyp p” @%/ x v/ 8 
yy” 

xark”/ dS aomp” ~ ve [ 
xu" aT pe 

apparently (1. 2) ordered Basilius to send the xdAx@pa itself if 

possible, something stronger is perhaps required, e.g. éav avay- 
xaoOjs. The sentence is somewhat difficult owing to the mutila- 
tion, but the general structure seems to be as follows :—the 
apodosis comes in I. 10 (dvvcor), the previous infinitives, except 
eipetv and perhaps rapadodva, being governed by the supposed 
86&n; ll. 8, 9 (to Scavouy) are a subordinate clause, apparently 

in the genitive absolute. 

6. evpeons: sic, apparently. 
7. A difficult line. The sense required is ef pire (=pndé), 

7.e. if not in your own pagarchy then in some other place,’ but 
there seems scarcely room for «, judging by the other lines. 
ao... should be cov, but ¢ is followed by what seems clearly to 

be a long down-stroke, like r or «. 
8. The word at the beginning should be a participle in the 

genitive plural. The remains somewhat suggest a[v]rov, but 
this has no construction, and a longer word is required. 

g. At the beginning possibly pn, but the sense of the whole 
clause is too uncertain to read this, 

14. evos: probably the end of a present participle middle 

AB [ 
governing tid. 

18. StaoreAAopev : StacreAdopevov. 
21. The very slight remains after yuynv are not easy to recon- 

cile with the reading given. 
23, 24. For these obscure lines, cf 1438, 79, and the corre- 

sponding entries under the other ézoixta, which, however, do not 

throw any new light on the matter. For ya\x”/ here it is pos- 

sible to read yadx°/ (= perhaps xaAxod), but 1488 shows xadx*/ 
(= xaA\xe@paros) to be correct. Thus what follows is a specification 
of two different kinds of ydAxwpa. dompov is the Byzantine 
aompos, ‘ white,’ used probably as a noun. The form dompoy, 
meaning a small coin (Ducange), is clearly not suitable ; per- 
haps, therefore, it may = ‘ white metal,’ z. e. tin. xv" is no doubt 
xvrod, ‘cast,’ and «d* (for which eA‘ is equally possible) may 
then be éAadévros, ‘beaten.’ There are analogies for this, and 
it gives excellent sense; if it is correct we have another instance 
of xydAxopa as something made of metal generally ; cf 1868, 4, 

note. It should be added that in 14838, 79, dompou is omitted 
after «A*, 

24. amp” : Sic. 

PAPYRUS 1401.—a. p. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1373. 1 ft. 3 in. x 62 in. 

REQUISITION for 4 dyyapevrat (see 1876, 1, note) for various services, which are 

specified in an account at the foot. They are :—for the dzoxpiordpwos (Basilius’ agent at 

Fustat) one at 2 sod. per month; for the Aoyoypddos one at the same rate; for dyerépa bmoupyia 
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(é.e, the public service in the Svo/«nors, unless, as from 1. 8 seems not unlikely, jperépa is a mistake 

for 7perépa) two at } sod. per month. What official is meant by the Noyoypddos is not quite 
clear. In WD. p. 240, App. 758 (=UKF. 1115), an official of this title occurs in connexion 

with the zygostasium, but the title is too vague to connect it with any particular office 
without further evidence. In Crum, Ca¢alogwe, no. 381, occurs a certain Peter, son of Antonius, 

ytloaena (=d70dexrys) who apparently recurs in 390 as hoyoypddos. As he wrote 390 and 375 

he was evidently a notary. In 2d. 623 a A\oyoypddos seems to give a police-order. 

) &v ovopatt To” @e0” Koppa B XLepty o[vpBovdros] 

Baowterw Siounrn Kopns Adpodli}fw evyapiorouper] 

To Ocw kau peta Tavta Teooapas ayyapevras erakaplev Sia tys S.01K"/ cov] 
Loyw vroupyias Svahopwy epyacwwy tpo[s] tLnv vmoreraypevny] 

5 yvoow em pnvas e€ Kau’ Ta TovTev evt'ayia mLouncartes] 
Tos Tov Ywpiov eremrpaper or Sexopevos ovy 7a Tapovta] 
ypappara m pos thy Suvapw tev npetepwv evr[ayiwr] 
TOUS TOLOUTOUS ayyapeuTas exeurpov’ Kat Tapado[s] TLous emuKEeLpevots] 

TwV TOLOVTwY Epyaciwy 7 eypad? pw” Tlaxwv = WY [. 7] 
10 yy” 

pass 
ho Tov amoKpiot" Pa” pp’ v B/ [v? 3] 

ho tov hoyoypadou a op? [v° 8] 

X upeTep* viroup™ B ex v y4 7 p/ . [v8] 

Endorsed : 

Koppa w°? Slepry cvpBovd/ Bacrerw Sio[tk/ Kop” Adpo*] 

The other way up : 

15 [+y/ UK [..]-[-] 1... Blep? p% gdnp* [alyyl 

Il. dvdpds a rod pnvis vopuiopa B/. may be 7 (for the indiction), which would date the letter as 
12. op°: dpolws. May 1, A.D. 710. otdnp* seems fairly clear, but as no otdnpets 
13. The character after yx’ may be simply a flourish. has been mentioned in the letter it is difficult to explain. There 

15. The letter visible next after the x of * isatall-one and is no trace of writing after ayy* 

PAPYRUS 1402.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1753. Five fragments, 4% in. x 32in., 43 in. x 33 in., Zin. x 3g in., 
as ba a i; 

25 10. X 3g 1M., Qg1N. X 34 1N. 

RAGMENTS of a letter relating to workmen; but the work on which they are to be 
employed is uncertain. The occurrence of the word rpoodevydvrey in 1, 3 may suggest 

some connexion with the fugitives, but this seems improbable. There is nothing to indicate the 
order of the fragments, but Fragms. 3, 4, and 5 seem from their state to belong to the same 

portion of the letter, and 4 and 5 are probably continuous. 

IV, L 
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Fragm..:1.| 
Tov avtwy epyaltov 

Tov ev amapyupio [pw 
mpoopevyovrav [ 

Fragm. 2.] 
To mpaypa Touro eav [ 

5 Tow emiKerpevolis] 7LNs Epyacias 

KaTw eav Kato Kae [ 

Fragm. 3.] 
Praoe trys StovK[yoews cov 

Fragm. 4.] 
Kat eav KatayvooOns [ 
amohe. TH Wyn olov 

10 [vroc}ravews oo [ 
Fragm. 5.] Probably continuous with 4. 

eu textwv exoplevos? 
erodedopeva Sia [ €. ev Gol] 

ayla]O[olv core Kav ovrleow exes 
Sexopuevos ovy Ta TapolyTa ypaypara 

15 ev tT -emutporn « [ 
py Teppar mavrowov almapyvpirpov 
du avrav e pm [avrovs tous epyaras 

7. JAatoe: Kat ot is not possible. 10, This line is a later insertion. 

9. Wuxn: is a correction from o, 

PAPYRUS 1408.—a. D. 709-714. 

Inv. No. 1397- 4 3in, x 83 in. 

THIS letter is the only one in which the mosque of Jerusalem, probably referred to in 1334 
and perhaps in 1866, is certainly mentioned. The mosque intended is no doubt the great 

Aksa mosque, usually attributed to the Khalif ‘Abd-al-Malik (a.p. 683-705), but by some historians 
to the Khalif Al-Walid, the reigning Khalif at this period. These papyri are not in themselves 
conclusive, but as building was still proceeding in the year a.p. 715-716 (1485, 15, etc.) it is clear 
that some considerable work was undertaken during the reign of Al-Walid ; but whether this was 

the building of the mosque from the beginning or an enlargement of “Abd-al-Malik’s mosque is 

hardly to be decided. For a discussion of the question and citation of some authorities, see J HS. 

xxviii, pp. 116 and 120, 
In the present letter the addz rod “Apipadyoupyw is mentioned as well as the paryida 

‘Iepovo\vpwv ; and as the minute at the top reads merely (ze)p(t) épy(ardv) (Kat) r(€)x(verdr) 

‘Iepou(cohvpwyr) it is probable that the palace meant was that at Jerusalem. 
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p’ epy S 7% lep” 

[ev ovopar|. tov @eo” Koppa vos SLlepux ovpPBovdos Baorrdw| 
[Stovent}y Kopns Adpodira ryv [Saravnv] cov epyaror] 
kat Texvitav Tov pacryida Ieporohvpwr Kat Ty[s alvdys 

5 [rov Apipadpovpvuv 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Endorsed : 

[Koppa vi Slepuy ovpBo"dos 

The other way up: 

+... 9/[.] ayi[X 8/] AB” Aoolav Blep? p/ ayy’ [S re]xv"v" [Iep”] 
3. As damdyn is not mentioned in either of the minutes, it may 

be doubted whether it should be read here and not rather some 
word like d:avopny. 

7. There are traces of ink at the beginning but it is hopeless 

Baowh{erw Siox/ Kop” Adpo”| 

to attempt to make anything of them. All trace of ink has 
disappeared where the number of the indiction should come. 

ayy’ ; here dyyapeurns seems equivalent to épydrns; c/. 1376, 
I, note. 

PAPYRUS 1404.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1750+1751. 1 ft. gin. x 8tin. 

LETTER concerning the corn-supply, which is in arrear. The corn was intended partly for 

the Wuhajirin, and from a note at the foot we learn that their service was with the kodpaa 
of the Orient and of Egypt. The papyrus is in a very much damaged condition and is difficult 
to decipher iri places. At the foot is an account of the corn. 

mpos Thv vrolreraypenv yrwow]| 

mlavrwv Tov mpayparos tapadofevtos 

[amo trys Sioixnolews oo ev TE ToIs Oppiois BaBvdwvos 
[kan ev e}rafopevo[.| mohvy perpov Kaw TovTo 

5 ets omodeiav THs Wuyns Kat vrogTacews cou eyevero ev Tw ‘oe’ apedyo[ar] 

Kau pn exmepapar es mypes To Taryev Sifa] rns Sio[t]enoews oo" 
perpov Kalor. to povl[i|xov tov Moayapirwy Oedopev e€arrodrLora ?] 
avrois ev ToLs op’p’ Kat avevdexTos TpoTTOs eoTW ev py mnpwOnvar 

alv}rovs Sexopevos ovy ta twapovra ypappar{a] eav Oehes to cwopla] 

Ts Wuxns oo” exrempov pera macys or[vrop[ia]s ro ralyer] 
perpov dua rns od...) oo” a Se Kau evp[...... €lxor{r]a xpr[aror] 
ex ms Toltjavrns hovrados Kau py exovra oi[rov amaurer ex Tw] 

10 

4. wow: sic. is no trace of along up-stroke, It is true that the surface of the 
8. wat avevderros x.t.\.: ‘and it is quite inadmissible that they 

should not be satisfied.’ 
Il. o¢[....] cov: it seems impossible to read o¢[avrlov, or we 

might suppose d:orxjoews to be understood. 
evp[......2 aphrase ‘if you find any one’ is required, but it 

seems impossible to read evpns, evpirxeis, or evpnoes, because there 

papyrus above the lacuna is damaged, but not more so than in 
the previous line, where the ink is quite clear, evpys teva would 
suit the space best. 

exovra xpvowv: the papyrus is very dark here and the 
readings doubtful. 

L2 
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[rolovrey tov anlalpy[up}rpor xara S[e]karpes apraBla|s cabal pas] 

Tov vomiopatos Kalas eveOnx{aluer] ev] ro[us] evrayioi[s] 

15 pov Kat amoareov Si avOpwrov gov muro” q[ov] wd[er]\[ovros] 

karaBarer Oar mplolnyyetapev yap Tw Tapovte payotprave ply Sovvat] 

averw travrovav [ews aly exrenipns ws eipyrar evs mnpes] 

To houralopevov Sia rns Siforlenoews oo” exe pyv Kau Tov] 

ev koxkoel[dSe. amapyupi[opjov ovrov py apednons 

20 

y" 
r— 

dv) Tovy[o..'. 264.005 geass el eyp/ p’ .[ 

[ ] > K%/ Av* S Avy ov ap Bov 

Y 
ek Kp ov Sia? av® mpoX azo” [ 

ev] KoKko 
/ ] op 

25 ] 
] 

13. Sexarpets: for the rate, c/ 1885. Here the vaddoy is not 

mentioned but is probably to be understood. 
15. wethovros: sic, but a small piece of papyrus has been lost 

from the surface since the papyrus was first read, so that the first 
letter now looks more like o. 

16. payorpiavw: * agens in rebus,’ Soph. 
18. After Nourafopevov there is a space of papyrus which is 

damaged but does not seem to have had any writing at any time. 
If there was anything, it was no doubt pérpoy. 

19. ev koxkoetder: a very curious phrase, and the reading is 
not certain. The letters visible seem to be evxoxxoe.e. For 
the second o, might perhaps be read, though o better suits the 
traces, and for ev xoxx a parallel is given by 1. 23, but e . 

would then be obscure, and certainly suggests ede. The 
meaning of év xékkm would seem to be ‘in grain,’ and év 
xoxkoewSet must have the same sense, but it is difficult to connect 
it with the conjectural reading at the end of 1. 18 and the certain 

drapyvpiopdév. Apparently the whole phrase is an abbreviated 
one for ‘the money-payment for wheat in grain.’ As l. 25 gives 
the total (wheat) of Il. 23 and 24, it is clear that these must 
specify two different classes of wheat. One is év xéxxw; the 
difference would therefore seem to be between threshed and 
unthreshed wheat. But what then is op’? It is the usual 
abbreviation for éppia, and that it may be the same here is per- 
haps suggested by ll. 3, 4, where the reading may be éy re rois 
dppiots BaBvAdvos [kal év koxxoetde?, which would seem to imply 

ov ap™ x0 Sy/ 

ap™ pry 8/ 

1h uae AA 
ap wWeS y/ 1B’ 

that the barns were used only for unthreshed wheat; but that 
is against all evidence and probability. op’ must therefore 
remain doubtful. ray xkéxxov ap(raBdv) recodpoy occurs in UKF. 
578, but in an obscure context. 

21. Ady@ Kovpowv *Avarodjjs Kat Alyirrov cirov dpraBav Sov. 
The place of this fragment is not quite certain. From its 
appearance it should belong to this part of the letter, though its 
contents suggest the minute at the beginning; but it is possible 
that it may be the conclusion of 1. 22. It is to be noticed that 
it is the total of ll. 25 (itself the total of ll. 23 and 24) and 26, 

so that it probably gives the amount of corn required, the 
details being given below. Thus it seems properly to come here 
(cf: 1875, 1, 14). 

22-26. The first half of the papyrus, except for a few lacunae, — 

is intact, but all traces of ink have disappeared. 22 is perhaps 
complete and a continuation of 21. 

22. The figures cv suggest the total Boy, but it is impossible 
toread this. xp is probably for xp:av, though there seems no ap” 
(cf. however 1484, 128, etc.), and moreover xp:ai does not seem 

to be mentioned elsewhere. If xpcOév is right it is an extra item, 
over and above the 2250 artabas of wheat. 

Siav* xr.d.: Suav* may be miswritten for d:avopijs, but v is 
doubtful, and a may bee. av“ is the usual abbreviation for avev 
(1418 and 1414 Zasszm, etc.), and mpoX may be for mpoxpeias (cf. 
1897, 7). azo" is no doubt ard rod or awd ris (perhaps é¢uBodjs 
ivdixridvos x). 

PAPYRUS 1405.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1396. 1 ft. 22in. x 42 in. 

T is unfortunate that this letter is so imperfect, as it appears to be of some interest. It 

evidently concerns the character of money paid into the central treasury, and from what 
remains it appears as if Basilius had sent, as the tax-payment of Aphrodito, coins of inferior 

value. No consecutive sense can however be got from the letter in its present state. 
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. . . . . . . 

kahoyapuKtov Kat To pev dei yov 

ou THS GaKKeddAys TO” o7[ahevTos ypvatov? 

kat THY BapvotaOu.av to Se [ 
Aewbov Kat amoutov wy Karl 

; 5 vmovpyo. ex tov tpameliroly 
To mas’ Sveyevo” ovre madw te [ 

vmep Katah\ayns To” avto” xplvo.ov Sexomevos ovy Ta TapovTa] 
ypeppara onpaver yu dia ypla]yulparwr 

e€ avtwv To TowvTo KakoxapulKTOV 
10 d00nvar tw vrodexopeva of 

virep To” evompattopevo” ev [Ty waKehdy 

€l pn Tacav adynPeav Kar Kara Ta. [ 
eTeL NUwV evpirKovTwr oe [, 
ypabavra tovro” evexa ped[ 

15 avramodoow Bdatroveay oe’ ovrie 

exer Kehevoet Oc 70 Tas Siay[wov Wwe 

I. kadoxapuxroy: sic, apparently, both here and in l. 9. 14. peA[: z.e. wéANets OF péANOpED. 
Aewov: ‘lmperfectus, Defectuosus, Ducange. 16. It is uncertain whether this is the last line. 

er gar PAPYRUS 1406.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1394 (4). 6%in. x 1} in. 

HIS scrap of papyrus is too small to yield much information, though it evidently relates 
‘to taxes of some kind; but the mention of the dmoxpiowdpios is of some interest, and 

if the suggested restorations of Il. 3 and 4 are correct it appears that the money or articles 

required were to be sent to him and then handed over by him to the authorities. 

[Sexopuevos ovy ta Tapovtla ypappara [ 
mpos Thv Suvap |v tov [nuetepwr evrayrov 

extrepapov Tw] atoKxpi[ovapiw cov 
tlapadwo[eyv nuw? 

5 J vot” o7[, 

3. aroxpiiapia: cf. 13860, 1, note, 1379, 12, 1401, 11. 5. This line is in the minuscule hand employed in the accounts; 
4. Perhaps ev BaBvAwm tw peAdovti k.T.A. 1. 4 is therefore the last of the letter itself. 
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B. LETTERS FROM THE GOVERNOR TO THE TAX-PAYERS. 

PAPYRUS 1407.—a. p. 709. 

Inv. No. 1436+PSR. IX. The Arabic fragments belonging to it have been transferred 
from the Oriental Department. 1 ft.x 42in. Written across the papyrus fibres in a neat 

minuscule hand. Published by Becker, PAF. X. 

HE following five letters belong to the class of évrdéyia, that is, the official orders for the 

raising of taxes. This, like 1408 and 1410, has already been published in full with 
the Arabic portion by Becker, but for the sake of completeness the Greek portions of all three 
letters are republished here. The present letter is an order for 1000 artabae of wheat, 

addressed to the people of Aphrodito itself, and was one of the évrdyva sent with 1885. As the 
total amount there called for was 2000 artabae, it appears that the village of Aphrodito alone 
contributed half the total amount required. 

) & ovopars tov @eov Koppa w Xlepry ovpBovhos vew ros amo Kons 
Adpodita tems* S mapad|wo* «v7 op’p’ BaBvdwvos hoyw ploviicov twv] 

Moay- tov Pooo* am euBod" 77 vps | Kou” Kaptwov wd°/ n ov ap™ a xrta[s S car] 

Soo” amapy” tapacy, K"/ ap" vy | Kab%/ o” vavd” ap? v° a & p// eyp* pw’ Meo® a wd 

5 oydwns 
| yo/ ov ap” ja 

4. «"/: Kara, 2, ev" op'p': ev rois dppios. ap’: dpiduov; cf. the introduction to 1412. 

PAPYRUS 1408.—a. pD. 709. 

Inv. No. 1435+ PSR. VIII. The Arabic fragment belonging to it has been transferred from 

the Oriental Department. 10%in.x5in. Written across the papyrus fibres in a minuscule hand 
similar to that of 1407 but not so fine ; reddish ink. Published by Becker, PAF. IX. 

N order to the people of one of the éroikia of Aphrodito, the Five Fields, to take from 

Basilius 50 Z¢trae of unrefined iron and make it into nails for the arsenal at Babylon. lo 
is optional to hire workmen in lieu of rendering personal service, the wage being 13 sokdus 

for the 50 “trae. For the process, see 1869, introduction and notes. That papyrus relates 

to a different occasion. — 

) & ovopare tov @cov Kopp|a w? Slepiy ovpBovdos vw tors amo € TMediadwr 

kop” Adpodita tapahlaBare €x7/ vps mayapX odyp” pale” 7” Snuoow” purap!l 

A v mevtnKovta S moimoare Kal-/ A dy y’ TpiaKxovTa Tpeis TpiT? 

2. ex"/ up mayap*: ék rod tperépou maydpxou (2. e. Basilius), PAF. p. 76), and Nawjane = rpwrox@pyrns (Crum, Osér. p. 28). 
as suggested by Becker, PAF. IX. 11, note. The iron, as we see 
from 1369, was sent first to Basilius, and by him distributed to 
the ézoixia in accordance with the instructions given in the 
évrdyia. The corresponding Arabic word (PAF. IX. 3) is 

mazit or mariét, which Becker, following Karabacek and 
Wessely, translates peitérepos. perdrepos = Nauyaite (Crum, in 

This translation therefore would make Basilius a mere headman 
of a village, which is quite impossible ; so that it seems hardly 
possible to explain ma@z#z from pec{irepos. 

3. A: Airpas. 

xa-/: xaOapoi. 
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maocou® S tavra tlapadwoare ABSehare w? AB. Ayn Noyw] x[ap/p’ S] 

5 ax*/k*/ em” map” / » kovpo™ dle Y/ OS eav Sway? pio h’/ waplacy,] 

A f8}oe™ pla}g-) v dol f/ apé yl ay’ | & rprrov p°// eyp* p/ ©*/ 5 w8°/ oySons 
y/ of pun A v e/ Kal-/ fp dy y/ Vv a y/ 

5. ax*/x*/: dxatiov. ¢ of pag is much more like the £ of this hand. «°/ ap™ is prob- 

4A: of this (= irép) only the straight down-stroke is visible. ably better taken as xa@dpoews dpiOjuov (with véucopa) than 
6. The readings at the beginning of this line are due to xaOapéy, as in PAF, ix, 15. 

_ Professor Becker. They give good sense, but are not certain. 7. xa0*/: ndéBaporw. 

In the facsimile the straight stroke of A is quite invisible, and the 

PAPYRUS 1409.—a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1464. 23in.x32in. Written across the papyrus fibres, probably by 
the same hand as 1408. 

HIS fragment would not be worth publishing but for the fact that it bears a date, so that if 
the missing portion is preserved elsewhere it will be useful for dating purposes. The date 

is the same as that of 1388, but that letter seems scarcely to require évrdyia. 

npiov tpilrov p°// eyp* p/ @°/ ve w9/ [olydo7[s] 
ls y/ 

PAPYRUS 1410.—a. p. 709. 

Inv. No. 1437+ PSR. VII.+XXg. The fragment B. M. Or. 6235 (17) containing Arabic 
and two lines of the Greek has been transferred from the Oriental Department. 72 in. x 43 in. 

Written across the papyrus fibres, probably by the same hand as 1408. Published by Becker, 
PAF, VIII. 

N order to the people of Aphrodito for four skilled workmen, vzz. two vavmnyol, one carpenter, 
and one xahaddrns (caulker). They are intended for the repair of ships at the arsenal of 

Babylon. 

) & ovopati tov Beov Koppa w’ | Sepry cvpBovdos vaw Tors aro Kops 
Adpoditw tapacx oyw ¢Plidoxahe* KapaBwv S$ ax%/k*/ S Sp°p° ov? ev” vyTw 

BaBvdwvos vo ABSedahe w’ AlBu Ayu emix/ emi” tap” wd°/  K°/ Se w5°/ O 
texvv’ 8 tecoap* p* Saray” py)" y ovrws vav™? B dv0 ex v° Br” p/ 

5 texl/[a] va 7)” pw’ vay’ xlalNald* | a eva 7” p? v° afS eav Swo7 araply” Tapacy,| 

S§ puo® S Saray? av™ ws avolrepw eudeperar p?// eyp* p/ AO*/ = wf8°// [m] 

yt/ vav"? B vB | rex~/ a v? 8 Kad a v° 98$ 

2. nat deariey cal Spopovapioy dyer év tH vito. 5. €[va r]”: more probable than the first reading (/.¢.), [a eva 
4. pos perd. ex] Tov. 

rou u(nvos): the reading [v° 18] after this, at first adopted kadapa(rnv): cf. 1891, 31, note. 

(PAF.VIII. 12), is impossible, as at least part of it would bevisible. 

a 
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PAPYRUS 1411.—a. p. 709. 

Inv. No, 1481. 42in.x 38in. Written across the papyrus fibres, probably by 
the same hand as 1408 and 1409; reddish ink. 

N order to the people of Aphrodito to send 4 so/idi for the wages and keep of a sawyer © 

employed on the mosque of Damascus. The letter is dated on the 7th Athur, and — 
though the indiction is lost there can hardly be a doubt that it is one of the évrdyia sent with 

1841, a letter dated also on the 7th Athur and referring, like this, to the mosque of Damascus, 
From it the supplements in the present document are taken. J 

Remains of one line of Arabic. Illegible. 

—[) & ovopate tov Becov Koppa w? SLepry] v[puly rors amo Kop? Adpods” 
[wapacy, d pucO” S Saray? mpror”) e/ Katep? 7” pay? Aapack”/ 

[7 s €& em” mapovo” w’/ oydons] ap’ v° 8 teaoapa p°// eyp* pw” AB’/ £ wS*/ [n] 4 

3. Perhaps ov’ a should be read after mpior™ ; cf. 1841, 4. 7a 



C._.ACCOUNTS AND REGISTERS 

1. The ypvovxa Snpdora. 

PAPYRUS 1412.—a. D. 699-705. 

Inv. No. 1513. Book of 16 folios, with protocol; 1 ft. 23in.x1 ft. 12in. Written in three 
minuscule hands: A (ff. 2-8 4) a neat, round hand of medium size; B (ff. 9-14 4) a smaller, 

somewhat sloping hand in light-coloured ink; C. (ff. 15-16 4) a small, neat, compact hand in 
very black ink. The protocol published, with facsimile (pl. II), by Becker in ZA. XXII. 171. 

HE difficulties connected with the explanation of the accounts are particularly noticeable in 
the first section, 1412-1418, which deal in various ways with the public and other gold- 

taxes. Of these seven documents, the first three form a series in which the second is more 

detailed than the first and the third than the second. Each account has its own peculiar 
problems, but there are two which affect the whole of the first three. The first of these, which 

applies also to 1416 reco, is the relation between the sums described as émi{nrovueva and those 
described as paid into the treasury (eis tiv odxeddav). In all of the four papyri mentioned, 
with differences of arrangement in detail, the general scheme is the same; first a sum placed under 

an éroixvov of Aphrodito and described as émifyrovpeva, 2. ¢. the tax-quota due from the ézotkuov 
in question ; secondly a sum or sums to be deducted from this (in 1412 and 1418 aq’ dv eis riv 

odxeh\av merely, in 1414 payments to the treasury and doyiowa, in 1416 recto payments to the 
treasury and several other items) ; and thirdly the remainder after the deduction of these sums. 

What then is meant by ém{nrovpeva and ad’ Gv is tiv odkeddav respectively? The natural 
explanation would be that the first means the amount veguzred, the second the amount actually 
paid; the remainder being then the amount remaining to be collected. It soon becomes clear, 

however, that this simple explanation does not meet the facts of the case. In the first place, 

even in 1412 there are three facts which on this supposition are hard to explain. After the 
specification of the émfnrovjeva and payments to the treasury the latter are expressed in detail, 
with the dates on which and the persons through whom they were made. Now these dates and 

persons were the same for all the érot«a in the same indiction, save that some of the smaller 

éroixia did not make payments on all the dates named. It is perfectly obvious that the persons 
thus named as making the payments were not the individual tax-payers nor yet the tax-collectors 
for the several émoixua; they were the messengers or other officials who conveyed the money 

for the whole S:ofknovs down the Nile from Aphrodito to the central treasury, whether at 
Babylon (¢.g. 1412, 276) or at Alexandria (2d.,1. 279). If the whole of the gold-taxes were 
paid to the central treasury this would not of course greatly affect the original explanation; but 
we shall see presently that this was not the case. Again, there are several cases in which the 
payments exceed the émlnrovpeva; and it seems extraordinary that if dd’ dv ets rv odkeddayr is 

equivalent to ‘ of which there has been paid’ simply we should find more paid than was asked for. 
Lastly, if the phrase referred to the whole payments, it is curious that the amounts under this 
head should so often be the same in different indictions. Thus in two indictions nine soddz 

IV. M 
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are paid by Sakoore, and in three, eight so/idi; and the amounts for St. Pinoution, Psyrus, 

and Poimen also show a striking similarity, suggesting that the ad’ dy refers, not to all the 

money collected, but to an amount demanded by the central treasury. This conclusion is ~ 
strengthened by 1418. There, in all the indictions recorded}, there is nothing entered under 

St. Pinoution as paid to the treasury, and in two cases the same is true of Bounoi. It seems 

incredible that no public taxes whatever should be paid for these two places. Further, that 
account and 1414 refer to several other taxes besides the canon of the Snpudova, and nowhere, 
except in two exceptional instances to be mentioned later, is any payment entered for anything but 

the canon. In 1414 we find a new heading, the mysterious hoyfoya. These are placed after 
the ad’ dv eis rv odxeddav, and are then added to it, the sum being deducted from the émfyrov- 
peva. Consequently the phrase under discussion cannot refer to all the payments, but only 

to a portion of the canon paid into the treasury, other payments peing made for other purposes. 
This is seen still more clearly in 1416 recto, where besides the ad’ dy several other deductions 
are made from the émfnrovpeva. 

There are, however, several difficulties still remaining with regard to this question. It has 
been stated that there is several times an excess of payments over émi{nrovpeva. Now in 1414 
there are two such cases, for Pakaunis and for Psyrus, and in each case it is to be noticed that the 

payments eis riv odxehdav are exactly equal to the émyrovjeva, and that the excess is due to the 
Aoyioua. This suggests, as hoyiowa are not mentioned in 1412 and 1418, that dd’ dv «is rv 

oaxe\\av may in these cases include them; that there never was an actual excess of payments to 
the treasury. The question can hardly be decided conclusively on the present evidence ; but it 

seems on the whole better to regard the ad’ dv eis riv odxedday and Aoyiowwa as distinct and, 

consequently, the latter as ignored in this and the following account. Whether the additional 

items in 1416 recto were doyiowa is not clear. They do not quite agree with the headings 
given in 1414 under the doyiowa, which are always for the cost of various «iSy, chiefly 

provisions ; but it is difficult to argue from this account to 1412, 1418, and 1414, which are 

differently arranged, and in which the amount of ém{ynrovmeva is quite different from that in 
1416, so that we cannot be certain that the same taxes are in question. 

It may then be taken provisionally as proved that the payments to the treasury do not 

represent the whole of the tax-payments, but that only part of the money paid to the collectors 

was sent to the treasury, probably in accordance with instructions from head-quarters; but this — 
does not entirely settle the question of the relation between the émfnrovweva and the remainder. 
Was this remainder also actually paid by the tax-payers ? The \oyio a were evidently paid, and, — 
if not included in the af’ dy eis tHv odxeddav in 1412 and 1418, must have formed part of the — 

remainder, It is also clear that the taxes other than the canon must have been paid, wholly — 

or in part; and if we can assume that the whole remainder consists of such money, collected but ; 

not paid into the treasury, it follows that ém{yrovpeva stands, not merely for money required 
for the central treasury, but also for other purposes, presumably local; it may be translated 

simply ‘ tax-quota.’ This supposition is further strongly supported by the evidence discussed 

in the note on 1418, 216; by the heading of 1418, efayu(o)y ypuvoiov émlnrovpe(vov), where the 

first word suggests an actual collection; and again by 1418, where the money is described as 

1 The folio containing St. Pinoution for the 15th indiction is mutilated, so that this case is not absolutely certain. 
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ei(x)mpaxO(évra), sums being deducted from it for various purposes, including karaBn(y)0(évra) 
6v(dpart) Snpo(ciwr), which is apparently equivalent to eis rv odxeddav. Here it is to be noticed 
that the actual payments exceed the sums described as eiompayOévra, as in the cases already 
noticed. On the other hand, in 1427, 5, 19, where various sums are deducted from the original 

amount, the remainder is described as é¢(et)\(ovra) dvu(cOjva). In that case, however, the 
original sum is not described as ému{nrovpeva, nor is any payment eis rv odxeddav recorded, and the 
document is clearly not a record of money collected but a pepurpds or assessment for taxation. 
Again, the remainder is sometimes surprisingly large, and the question may be raised what was done 
with the money not paid into the treasury. The first fact is even more difficult to explain on the 

supposition that émfnrovpeva means the money required, for it is very unlikely that the Govern- 
_ment would year after year overlook the non-collection of such a large proportion of the taxes ; 

and no note is made of the subsequent payment of these remainders, As regards the second point, 

the money may well have been expended on immediate needs, the salaries of officials, the cost 
of provisions, and general naval and other expenses, without first being paid into the treasury. 
It is, indeed, possible that the Government did not always call for the full amount of the normal 

tax-quota, which would perhaps account for the Sipoipdpnepos Tav xpvoiKdv Snpooiwy of 1880 ; but 
on the whole it is best to suppose that by ém{nrovpeva in these papyri is always meant money 
both required and paid, and that the remainder refers to so much of this as was not required by 

the treasury. That the amount sent to the treasury depended on instructions from head-quarters 

seems likely from the fact that it sometimes exceeded the total quota; and the évrdyua also show 
_ that the division of payments among the ézoixua was made by the central government ; cf PSR., 

Anhang. 
The cases of an excess of payments to the treasury over the émfnrovpeva still remain 

a difficulty. Why should more than the full quota be called fgr from, say, Pakaunis, instead 
of increasing the amount demanded from one of the other éwoixua? And again, it is curious that 

the excess should so often fall on the same place. In the present account, for example, there is 
an excess for Psyrus in every year, and one for Pakaunis in three out of the six years ; but no 
excess occurs for any of the other places. Of these difficulties no satisfactory explanation 
suggests itself. Again, what was done in case of an excess? On this question the evidence 
is clearer. In the present account, for the 2nd indiction, the money in excess is described 

as Ta Kal Katay{w)pnO(&7a) <i(s).... The mutilation of the papyrus makes the passage 
obscure. In 1418 there is an excess in the 15th indiction for Pakaunis, Bounoi, and 

Keramion ; in the 1st and 2nd indictions there is no excess; in the 3rd indiction there is an 

excess for Pakaunis, Keramion, and Psyrus; and in the 4th and 5th indictions, while no 

_ excess is recorded under any of the main headings, there occur among the payments to the 
treasury for Aphrodito, in the one case the words (kat) dad mhe(lovs) éroux({)o(v) Yedpou (kai) 

Kepa(yiov), and in the other a similar clause, dad mc(iovs) éoix(iov) Vvpov. The payments 
‘to the treasury on the canon, in the one case for Psyrus and Keramion, in the other for Psyrus, 

are exactly equal to the émiLyrovpeva; from which it appears that there would naturally have been 

an excess, but that this was transferred to Aphrodito and paid by that village as a relief to the 
éroixua concerned, A similar procedure was adopted in 1414. There, as the account originally 
stood, an excess occurred for both Pakaunis and Psyrus. In the case of Pakaunis the amount 

required for the treasury was equal to the whole of the ém{nrovpeva on the canon. This left no 

M 2 
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money for the payment of the Aoyiouwa, which amounted to 18s. 17}¢., so that a deficit to 

this amount was entered by the clerk. Another hand has subsequently altered the arrangement 

of the account. Part of the \oyiowa are transferred to Aphrodito ; the remainder, amounting to 

8 s. 12}.c., are paid out of the money intended for the treasury, the total of which is therefore re- 
duced by this amount. The deficit thus caused in the payments to the treasury is made up out 

of some of the other taxes, from which normally no payments were made to the treasury’. The 
same plan was adopted in the case of Psyrus, except that nothing was transferred to Aphrodito. In 

1416 recto small amounts are in several cases deducted from the émuCynrovpeva for the first indiction 
under the heading m\e(iovs) Snuo(ciwy) ve i(v)d(uxridvos). It appears that in these cases, instead 

of adopting the plan seen in 1414 and in two indictions in 1418, the deficit caused by the excess 
of payments to the treasury over émfnrovpeva was allowed to stand over till the following year, 

and was then made up out of the taxes for that year; and this we may no doubt take as 

the normal method. Lastly, in 1418 it is just possible that a note has been made to the effect 

that the deficit is to be collected from the tax-payers ; see note on 1. 8 there. 

The second principal difficulty concerns the nature of the two standards of soda? or vopiopara 
seen in these accounts. In 1412 and 1418 all sums paid to the treasury, and in 1414 all sums, are 

stated twice, in two kinds of soddz, of which one is called éy6(jeva) and the other apiOua, the latter 

being always (with some apparent exceptions in 1414) larger than the former. éydpueva are always 

stated in soadz and carats, dpiOyca in sod and fractions of a solidus. The relation between the 

two kinds of so/dus could be more easily determined if the ratio of the one to the other were con- 

stant; but this unfortunately is not the case. That it should vary in different years would be not 
unnatural ; but even in the same year it differs. Thus in the present account (1. 111) 1 dpiOp.ov 
vou.opa corresponds to 22 carats on the other standard, and a similar ratio is seen not only 

in many sums which fall under the same year, but in many cases also in the other indictions and 

in 1418 and 1414 ; but in other cases the ratio is clearly different, and this not only for different 
amounts but for the same amounts. Thus in three cases in one indiction (Il. 374, 421, 438) 

20 dpiOura = 18s. 8c. éydueva, which is correct for a ratio of 1 sod. dp.: 22 carats éy., but in 

another case in the same indiction (1. 410) the second sum is only 18s. So again in 1. 34, 145. dp. 

= 12s. 8c. éy.,in 1. 50 (the same indiction) 12s. 18c. In 1414 the differences are even more 

marked. Such facts as that in a single line (I. 150) 33 carats and 1} carat are both equivalent to 

% apiOp.ov vopropa are no doubt due to the inadequacy of the fraction system, no smaller fraction 

than a sixth being employed in the account, so that the only fractions which can be expressed dre 

3, 3) 4) 3 3 2, and; but the case is different when we find that 1 dptOj.ov vopiopa corresponds 

now to 20 carats (1. 40), now to 223 (1. 180), now to 1 sofdus (1. 181), and that conversely 20 carats 
are equal now to 1 (I. 40), now to § (I. 113, etc.) dpiOusov vopropa. 

As to the main difference between the two kinds of so/dz there can be little doubt ; one is 

the nominal or face value, the other the true or weight value ; but it is not quite so easy to decide 
which of the two is the true and which the nominal. It seems obvious that the higher amount 

must represent the lower vaduwe, 2. e. that the larger sum, the api@y.a, gives the nominal, the lower 
sum, the éxdpeva, the real value; and so the sums in PERF. 573 are explained by the editor, 
‘118 Solidi in cursirender abgeniitzter Goldmiinze = 108 Solidi 19 Karate vollwichtigen 

* It is not clear what was done to supply the money thus deducted from these quotas. Possibly special provision was made 
in the next indiction. 
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Gepriges,’ where the first sum evidently corresponds to our dpiOy.a, the second to our éydpeva. 
This is confirmed by Rev. Egypt. Il. p. 181, Pap. XI. Il. 19, 20, vopropdriov ev d.piOusov éxov 
Keparia eikoor tpia, and UKF. 623, vomopalrifa e|€ dpiOpia exaorov [mapa .. ., which show that 
the real value of an dpiOpuov voptopa might be below the nominal value ; and the names, éxdpeva 

and dpifpy.a*, seem to lend themselves to the explanation. It is natural then that the émufnrov- 
peva, whether the word means quota required or quota paid, should, as in 1412 and 1413, 

be expressed in éydmeva alone, the payments to the treasury in both. The fact that the ratio 
varies may be explained by supposing that the coins were weighed and the actual value deter- 

mined in every case. This was no doubt one of the functions of the official known as the 

Cvyoordrns ; of. PERF. p. 114 and especially Crum, Ostr. Ad. 58 (p. 78). 
There seems little doubt, in spite of the difficulties to be mentioned directly, that the above 

' explanation is the correct one; but it must be confessed that these accounts contain evidence by 
no means easy to explain on this hypothesis. In the first place, it is somewhat curious that the 
éptOuca were reckoned in so/dz and fractions and the éydueva in solidi and carats. One would 
naturally expect the actual payments to contain many carats; and thus the most obvious way of 

expressing the sums would be to give the face value in so/di and carats, the true value in sod 

and fractions, the so4dus being taken as the official unit. We can only suppose that the weights 
used were so/di and carats, and that consequently the true value is expressed in those terms; and 

presumably the popular usage must have been to reckon in fractions, as was done with the artaba 
and aroura. 

Again, the requisitions in the letters and évrdéyia are for dpiOu.a vopiopara; and so too 
in, @.g., 1420, where the reckoning throughout is in so/d¢ and fractions and therefore in dpiOp.a, 

the heading, Siv O(e@)’ pepiopd(s) ypvorKdv Sypo(ciwv) ¢ [Te]8u(ddwr) dvarod(ix7s) Kdpn(s) 
*Adpod(irad) i(v)8(uxridvos) y yevdpe(vos) p(nvds) II(a)d(v1) Kd i(v)8(uxrvdvos) € S(ta) @eoddpov (xa) 

DoiB(éppovos) Bixr(wpos) dad ‘Ayiov Iwov(riwvos) éemiexO(&vrwv), shows that the account is 
an assessment for taxation, not a register of payments, which is confirmed by 1. 4, yé(vera.) ra 
ddeid(ovra) dvvc (Hvar) (kal) K(ara)BA(n)O(qvar) €i(s) 7(d) ra Bw. It would be more natural for 
the Government in requisitions, and the local officials in assessments, to specify standard sold: ; 
and at any rate, if the amounts were to be stated in terms of the depreciated, used coinage 

it would seem necessary to have a fixed ratio ; but this, as we have seen, cannot be established. 

How then could the officials state beforehand the number of these depreciated coins, whose real 
value might be anything from 20 to 24 carats to the sofidus? It is conceivable that, in order to 
make the payment of taxes easier to the peasants, who might find the distinction between nominal 

and real value confusing, the Government issued its requisitions in dpi0y.a, as being more intelli- 
gible and definite to them. No doubt an estimate was made of the probable result in éydpeva, 

and the authorities would be careful not to underestimate the deficiency to be made up. Thus 

the tax-payer would be relieved of uncertainty as to the amount required from him, and the 
Government probably made a small profit on the total transaction. Moreover, though the ratio 

was not a constant one, the variations in it are for the most part comparatively slight, so that the 

making of an estimate would not be so uncertain a matter as one might suppose. 

This explanation will apply equally to a difficulty which might be felt in regard to 1414. 

* eydueva = ‘accepted,’ z.¢, standard, so/idz; dpi0yia = ‘ numbered’ or ‘reckoned’ solidi, 7.¢, solidi reckoned at their face value. 
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There the émifynrovmeva are in all cases given in both éydueva and dpiOura. If the word means 

the quota paid this is natural enough ; if it means only the quota required the statement of the 

amount in api@y.a will be an estimate of the probable amount of those coins required to yield the . 

required sum in éydpeva. \ 
There is, however, another difficulty in 1414 connected with the fraction system. Not only, 

as already remarked, do 33, 2, 14, etc. carats correspond at various times with § dpiOp.ov vopiopa, 

but in many cases the smallest sums (2 carats and downwards, as |. 168, a8 8/ z) are not 
expressed in dpiO.a at all. These facts, due to the clumsiness of the fractions (the lowest being 

2 solidus = 4 carats), would be easy enough to understand if dpiOu.a were the real value of coins 
into which the sum actually paid in carats had to be converted, but are at first somewhat puzzling 

on the other hypothesis. We must explain them as a difficulty peculiar to these few accounts. 
In most accounts of this edger other fractions are used; in 1419, for example, besides those 

here employed we find 3, 34;, 4. 4%, 4%, %. There was, therefore, no difficulty to the tax-payer 

in reckoning small sums. He paid in his two carats, which he would call a twelfth of a solidus ; 

but the official, though on weighing the money he could state its real value as 14 carats, had no 
means of expressing, except very roughly, its nominal value. Consequently the reckoning 

in dptOy.a, where small sums were concerned, is only approximate, and does not represent 

the actual ratio between the real and nominal value. This too is the explanation of the fact that 

the former in some cases seems to be higher than the latter, as ¢.g. in 1414, 103, where 12} ¢. 

éx. = 78. dpif., + being the nearest available fraction. 

Laity, it is to be observed that the prices of articles bought in the dyopa ewfev (see 1414, 

introduction) are in many cases reckoned in dpiO1a, whereas those bought within the d.otknors 

are always reckoned in éydyeva. The reason is not obvious, and may have been certain conditions 

in the market unknown to us; or possibly a pagarch in his own dvofkyovs might insist on buying 

on a basis of éyéyeva, whereas outside his province he had to buy in accordance with the ordinary 

market usage, which would be in dpiOmua. 

As regards the ratio between dpif.a and éydpeva, the real does not often deviate from the 
nominal value to the extent of much more than two carats. Far greater variations are to be seen 
elsewhere. For example, in UKF. 2, and elsewhere a sod/dus worth only 19 carats is found (vop. 

S¥o exactov rap(d) [kepdri]a wévre), and in BGU. 303, etc., one worth 163 carats. 

It is to be noted that, while the two kinds of so/d7 are in the present document frequently — 

described as respectively éyoueva and dpiOuia, yet this is not always the case. In 1418, for 
example, the word éydueva is omitted, and the’sums in this currency given simply as voulopara ; 

and both in the present account and in the two others dpiOja vouiopara are very often described 
as 8/ v’, which seems to be dia vopropdrer, though the origin and significance of the phrase are — 

obscure. Possibly, however, we may read 81a vopioparos, ‘in (actual) coins. It may be added 
that in Crum, Osé¢r. 409 (p. 36), dpiOpsov is used absolutely for sofidus ; and so also in RKT. 10, 

1. 3, etc. (RKT. 129, 1. 4 is probably not an instance, as taken by (Bite Z.c.; the o which follows 

apv’ is no doubt the symbol v? for vopiopara). J 
The present account concerns the ypvowxd Syudova only. It covers six years, and is 

in three hands. The first clerk is responsible for two years, the second for three, and the third 
for one. The second clerk introduces a somewhat different system, arranging the payments 

to the treasury under xataBodai. This account, with other passages both Greek and Coptic, 
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shows that at this time there were officially only two payments of the taxes each year, though 
each might be made in instalments. The name for the main payment is caraBohy, for the instal- 

ment éédy.ov ; thus we get such an expression as ‘ the second é&dyror of the first karaBody. The 
authorities, ¢.¢. Tabari in Butler, dr. Congu. of Egypt, p. 325, usually state that the gold-taxes 

were paid in three instalments ; and cf PERF. 586, ‘ Grundsteuer der VII. Indiction 20 Gold- 

stiicke ... zahlbar in drei Raten zu 16, 1 und 3 Goldstiicken’ (a. p. 695). If the authorities and 

the interpretation of PERF. 586 are correct the system must have been altered; but it is perhaps 
more likely that a confusion has been made between xaraBodai and e€dy.a, due to the giving of 

the payments without any specification of the caraBohy to which they belonged, as here, ff. 2-8 4, 

and in 1418. 

These xataBodai were made, sometimes to Babylon, and sometimes to Alexandria ; it may 

be conjectured that the treasury at the latter place was intended chiefly for naval purposes. 
The account has a protocol bearing the name of the Governor ‘Abd-al-Aziz, from which it is 

possible to date it exactly, as covering the years 699 to 705. 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 

[roy] Wl SI wy 
Frew it A 

Fol. 1 4.] 

€v ovopat. Tov Beov Tov 

y eae ehenpavos S diiavOpa" ona 

G ovk ext Os ev yn 0 Os povos 

5 """"" Maper amocrodos @cov 

sI Jy ") now 

ABSeralil vios 

ss" """" Mapovay cupBovtos *" 

Fol. 2.] 

+r’ oxilorin®]/ xpvoikwyv Snpooiwy amo Kwp” Adpo® 1B S iy 7” wd-/ 5+/ 
Io w0:/ [18] 

an[o Klop” Ad:podire 

aro” 18" Kop? 

1 ff. Fora discussion of protocols in general see the introduction 
to 1462 and the articles by Becker in ZA. XXII. 166 ff. and the 
present editor in Archiv, vol. V. The Arabic here is the Bismi’llah 
and the declaration of unity and of the apostleship of Mahomet. 
This protocol is representative of the invariable style of this 
Governor's protocols. The illegible characters on the right-hand 
side, opposite II. 4 and 5, end with what looks like a large a, which 

presumably Karabacek (Av. Papyrusprotokolle, p. 88 ff.) would 
read Ol, z.e. D[e]i. 

Q. otottxo(v): cf, 1414, 1. The word in this sense seems to 
be new. 

ta(v) w(tkriovwy) 5(ca?) the meaning of this is not obvious. 

em[u]g” ex: vv spvag ie 
[a]p” xaraBr? a-/ cax*/ eri ABdep* ut Oyeetp: 

8/ api? v° avdd8§f ex'v [ar]kd 9 

It stands apart from the rest of the line, and may be by a 
different hand. Probably, therefore, it was intended to give 
the name of the clerk who compiled the accounts for these 
two indictions. With the 14th indiction a new clerk appears. 

II. g: the symbol for xepdria. See note on 1871, 16, 
12. emt: corrected from vumo. 

ABdep* vt Oyeetp : this person, “‘Abd-al-Rahman b. Hujairah, 
was finance minister at this time; cf S. Lane-Poole, Egypt ix 
the Middle Ages, p. 46.. There is a lacuna after the p here, so 
that a might have been written, but in 1. 276, though the papyrus 
is somewhat damaged, the reading seems to be Oyeetp, From 
that passage it appears that he resided at Babylon. 



Pawd: v iv*®/ iy 
I5 Pap? B v/ iy 8/ [@]opas Luy~ § ABav= vo? [va vY opa 4 

Tr’ 8 w*/ [8/ @]eoSwp* vor* 7” evxd™ Sovk’/ [v* ve viva gd 

S7 mpoted® v° ve . 

wd v°/ [8]/ [k]up® Ser” rayap* cde vy pig 8B 

[a}ro € Il’x® avarohix?/ 3/ api? v vpd B/ ex? v? [vd 7] 1B 

20 @* u wd°/ vy 8/ [@]eoSwp” £7 S ioaak v7 [vpP try ex ood 
Dap? B 2/77 av- [8]/ @apas Lvy~ § APav~ vo7 [vy] o8 vy & 

Tl’ 8 3/0 [8]/ @co8wpaku” v7 7” evk*/ Sove?/ vv? AO v hagn 

S7 xovdio® api? v? Ke S~ ported? api? v? 0 
[  w* 8 8/] Kup” Lev” ev? rayapx v re B/ vw dAygd 

Fol. 2 4.] 

25 amo” y Ia? 77 [Su}rin?/ d/ ap’? wv visy  [ex:]u- vB Ym 

o7 1 3/ fy] 8/ @codwp” Cvy~ S Ioaax vor* 8/ap? v7 ex’ P cos 9[ ] 
Day’ B [v°]/ [77 alu- 8/ @op~ Lvy~ § ABav* vor* wé vy veg] 

Tr’ 8 1/[? 16 8/ @codapax.” vorapr” 7” evk*/ SovK/ v? va vy plo} 
oe 

57 [koluduo® api? v° pe S- mpored? v? = 

30 8 °/ [77 av]~ 8/ Kup” Sev” ev mayap* Vv Key vy [9 |r 

amo” B Iln® [7007] 8/ api’ v’ odyf [y] ex: v: ove 9 8B 
& [1 0°] / vy 8/ @codwp” lvy~ S$ Ioafa]k v7 | vy? pe v? pro 

Daly? B] P/ 77 av 8/ Oap- Luvy~ S$ Adav- vor" v ve vy? vo 
TI’ [8 0]/ vy? wd v’ [Bl 99 

35 [7] xovdic® v it S- apored® v° 8 

8 [v]/ 77 av- 8/ Kup” Sevovliw vf wayapX wKdSsy [wv kly7d 

14. CO" : vyoorarns ; of. 1.79. The office meant is probably 

the same as that of the {vyés, Or. 6209, who is the official for 
taxes at Hypsele, with authority over Aphrodito also, the tax- 
payments being made, through Basilius, to him. The person 

there referred to was, however, named Theodosius. The fact 
that a ¢vyoordrns named Thomas occurs in 1. 15 seems to show 
that there were at least two officials for the district. 

vot”; vorapiov. ; 
15. +: this is intended to show that there are no carats. 

16. Geodwp*: Ocodwpaxiov. 
Sovx°/: as it appears from 1882 and 1833 that the old 

eparchies were still retained, this is probably the dux of the 
Thebaid ; ¢f the general introduction. 

17. (umep) t(@v) mpored(er)O(evrwr) : cf Il. 23, 29, 35, 64, 119, 

where it is contrasted with (imép) r(dv) xoudicO(érrwv), the two 
together making up the amount of the main entry. It may be 

compared with the rpoypeia of 1897, 7, or the mporéAeta of 1360, 1, 

8, and is perhaps to be explained as a pre-payment on the taxes 
of the indiction. This part of the account relates to the 12th 
indiction, whereas the present payment was made in the 14th 
indiction. If therefore ra mporeheoOév7a really mean a pre- 
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8/ @c08ap” LI- § ioaak vor* 8/ api’ v° [a }. ex pKagis 

payment we must suppose that this payment had been made 

previously by the dux (cf 1. 129 etc.) and that the payment 

here recorded is to him. The difficulty is that this, like all the 
others, is placed under the caraBAnévra eis tiv odKedXav. 

18. xvp”; xvpiov; for this title as applied to the pagarch c 
1418, 18 etc. 

19. € I(e)8(cad@v) avatodtxn(s): for the meaning of the ad- 
jective and rij(s) Surxj(s) in 1. 25 and for the mediddes and 
éroixia generally, see general introduction. 

23. (vmep) t(ov) KoudiaO(evros) : this should apparently mean 
‘for the deficit,’ or perhaps rather ‘for the amount remitted’ ; 
Coptic dpodoyia often declare that no tax has been remitted 
(xou@ifewv) by collectors (Crum). As this, like the rporeAeo6e, is 
made through the notary of the dux, it may be concluded that, 

assuming the suggestion on 1. 17 to be correct, the dux had paid 
not only a pre-payment on the taxes of the indiction, but a deficit 
on the previous year, the difference being refunded to him later, 
For the word cf 1416, 63. 

24. ev: évdd£ou. 

36. Sevovfiw: sic; so too inl. 57. 
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amo” av’? Ayi* Mapias 8/ api’ Y pn ex? v° p89 
@* [1] 0/ vy 8/ @codwp” CY- § ioaalx] v7 YPrB ev’ [xO] 918 
Dap? B v’/ 7 av 8/ Oop Cvy~ S Ablar* vo? vy? vy 9B 

40 TIL’) «8 0°/ 8 8/ Kup” Lev” rayapx [ v vy low 

Fol. 3.] 

amo” av[v? oly” ev BaBuiwr 8/ ap! urd ex: v vs 9 KB 

* [u cP/ vy 8/ @codwp” lvy* S$ ioaak v* ap’ vr €X' GOS 95 
Pap? B o/f 77 av~ 8/ @wp* S APav- vo" v? pio v° pF 
TI’ 8 0/ 8/ Kup” Sevovh” mrayapx vo v E5915 

45 amo" pov{r*] 8/ apr’ v° oO oa gi 
* [1] 2/ vy 8/ @codwp” Lvy~ S$ Ioaak vo7 v & v vO9n 

Pap[? Bl 2/7? av~ 8/ @wp* S$ ABav- vor* v is V8 95 

Ir’ 8 [v?]/ 8/ @coSwpax.” vor® 7” eve*/] Sovn’/ ve v°8 95 
5"! mpor® v° € 

50 TI’ 16 [0°] / 8 8/ Kup” Sevovdl’ [el rayapx vo v BY 
y/ 7? Kop? $ ax? 8/ ap’ v yypry x’ v Bordg9s gis 

d v 85 9 Ky 

Fol. 3 4.] 

amo erouk/ I[a]cavvews em’ »° roa [9] y 
ag” e7/ oak’/ 

pats 

55 Dawg: u w0d°/ iy 8/ @codap” Lu[y]- S ioaak vor* 8/ api? v° ace [ex® v° oloy 92 

Dap? B,/ 77 av-~ . 8/ Owpa vjy- $ Adav* vor- Po [v €]89B 
TI” 0d v/ 8/ kup” SXevolv]O.w ev® ray vplB/ [vpjd9n 

y/ 8/ ap? v° viy B/ [ely [v°] rma gi ws. 7 ey” 198 

amo emo[ix:/ Ew |purevtwv emt’ v°[7¢]0 9 KB 
60 = ad” a—/ oak*/ 

Oi 3/ w 8/ @codwp” Lfy-] S ioaak vor* vp [vB 9s 
Daly}? B ?/ wz 8/ @op* C' S$ ABavr* vor* vy? [’]iy7B 

Tr” § 2/8 8/ Geo8[wpaxi]” vor* 7” evkd§ Sovk?/ v? Ay [v°] AGuy 

S7 xovdio® v° X X7 mpored[? v? y] 
65 Tr” & / 8 8/ Kup” Sevov® mayapx vs [v°]e9uB 

y/ 8/ ap? v° pry ex’ » [py]ag 8 
d v omy 

Fol. 4.] 

amo emoux/ Bouvvwy [emf™ vp gle 

ad” a™/ car ‘/ 
70 Oo )/ w 8/:@codwp” L°Y- § ioaak vo? [S/aplv —v? ] 

56. 5: the meaning of this is not clear. As day? 8 takes less to fill the vacant space. Or it may be simply accidental. 
Space than Saw’: it is just under the « and is perhaps intended 58. ws mA(eous) : cf. introduction, p. 83. 

IV, N 
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dap! [6] 2/ r av-~ 8/ @wp~ LY § Adav- vor* [ WE We 

Tr’ 8 v/ 8/ @coSwpax.” vor~ 7” evx[*/ SovK?/ ie > Pe 

BT ape? vy B 
Tl’ 8 8/ 77 av~ 8/ kup” Sevov’ ev? ray[a]px [ yn) es 

75 yy/ 8/ ap? v° Kn ex: » KEY Ly 
d v? 8 9 us 

amo emoux/ K[e]papuov eml- 8/ exw [vy] 98 

ag? er / ofa}«‘/ 
@* ¢ [u}P/ vy 8/ @coSwpov Lvyoor® $ Ioaax [vo7] yn wv l9n 

80 Ir’ 8 [up/ is 8/ Gcodwpaxi” vorapr” 7” evk/ Sovn’/] vB vagd 

td apo? v B 

ye/ 8/ apiv’i ex? » Oley] 
rN vy pa([y is] 

Fol. 44.] 

amo emoux/ Toup[ nr] emil’ ex: » pB Ye < 

85 ad” e7/ oak’/ : 

@* o [0] / [vy 8/ @codwpov CY § Ioaa]k vor* ap’ v° Kl ex: ke 

Pap? [B 2/7 av- 8/ Sapa C1 S$ APav* vo}rapr” Yu vu1g9B 

TT’ 8 [v]/ [1d 8/ @codwp* vo™ 7” evk*/ Sovx’/ | ra wvz9KB 

[57 aport ya Rees 

90 8 [P]/ [18 5/ Kup” Sevov® ev? mayapX oa he YP Son 

DW (8/- ell? 4] ls oc o* pB gl 
d vy 09 Ka} 

amo etroux/ Vulpolv emily” ex’ v09 Ka 
ad® a”/ cax* / 

95 © o [uf/ vy 8/ @codwp” GJ’ $ Ioaax vol’ yo v9.8 

Pan}? [8B] °/ r av- 8/ @apa Cvy- [S APav* v]or* yO wPngS 

[TI’ 1d 0°/] 8 8/ Kup” Sevo[v? ev* rayx] wre vdgus 
y/ ap? v° 78 ex» [06 918] ws T ex's 9 te 

Fol..5.] 

amo emoux/ Ayto[v] Huwovtivos emily” ex: vr pO 9 if 
100 ad” et7/ cax’/ 

o i )/ iy 8/ Ccodwp” LY § icaak v7 [api’] PKex vingy 

Pap? [B] 2/7 av- 8/ @wp- lvy- S$ Adav* vo7 [v°]5 vy YF 
Tl” 8 [?]/ [1}8 8/ @coSwpak.” vorapr” 7” evk/[* Sovx’?/]  v»° B PagK 

57 mpoteh— v° B f 

105 TI” od [v?]/ 8 8/ kup” Sevov? trayap* vy yBgm 
yr/ ap’ v? KO ex: » Ko 9 8 if 

4 os 4 
86. Before api’ a 8/ seems to be added in red ink and a different hand ; cf. fi. 9-164, passim. 
Fol. 5. This is a single sheet. 
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amo emoux/ SaKope emt” v° B90 
ad” ea™/ oak’/ 

IIO @* i wd/ iy 8/ co? Lvy~ $ ioaax vorap[vov] vn vlon 

TI’ 8 [cP/ 8/ Gcodwpaxiw vorapr” [rov ev*/ Soluk® =v a v 9B 
y/ ap? Pv Oe ngs 
d vd 9 

Fol. 5 4.] 

+ avaxehadarwois emily’ S ypvaorx®/ dnp? 8/ ex: » pO 9 va 
eS 

115 ad” qul"/ oax‘/ 

o* i / w 8/ @codwp” Quy- Sloalax vor* § ax™/B api’ v? By7O ex: v- Buon 

afi? B 2/72 av 8/ Oopa buly- S$ Adav]* vor* F a § B cgay” B/P vb v ype 

Tr” 8 0/ 8/ @codwplaxuw” vol’ 7” evx*/ SovK?/ vo v (pre 

S7 xovgic [vy] pu §7 sont v°G 

amo Kolu”| Adpodita 

117. 3a § B e£ay™ B x—/B*: tmep mpdrov Kal Sevrépov eEaylov 
Sevrépas kataBodjs, which with 1. 120 illustrates the fact that 
there were only two payments in the year, but that these might 
be made in instalments; ¢/. the introduction to this account. 
The word efdyov is apparently new, so far as papyri already 
published are concerned, but Mr. Crum gives several references 
to unpublished Coptic papyri, among others to Rylands Copt. 
321. It occurs fairly often in the present volume. In Crum, 
Catalogue, No. 444, é&ay.ov instead of é€dyov should be read. 

120, y: corrected from £. 
122. This, the difference (calculated in éydpeva vopicyara) 

between the total eme{nrovpeva in 1.114 and the total payments in 

— 

120 [TI] [1d] 2/ = 8/ Kup” Serfov? ev walyx F y $8 eEayw” B «-/B v° ré8[v*] rAy 

yt] «-/BN Lap! v yppy ex’ ¥ yxbe 
d v? SuB 4 ta 

Fol. 6.] 

+ w6/ iy 

emil” Sova 9 Le 
125 ad” [e]-/ oax®/ 

[a}ro wi- Kop? api’ vavey ex: V,a0G 
Dawd d iv8/ 18 —8/ ioaak vor* [S Awpou Clvy~ a K/B* api? v° wey? [v?] pit 
Tl’ a v/ ce 8/ Kup” Levolv}? [ev® tayx] v°? roO§ [v°] ten 7B 
Il” f 0/ te mp° 8°/ evkd"/ d[ovk’/] vo KeS [v°] «Kd 7B 

130 amo TwV pov* api’ v? Gd) ex’ TE GIF 

@* d ivd/ 8/ Ioaak vo7[* $ Awpoly luy vy? &> vré 
Tl’ a v/ ce 8/ kup” Serfov® ev may) v° Kn Vv KEG 

ato! ov™ ev BaBviwve ap? vouTd ex’ v° egy 

o* rv 2/8 8/ icaak v[o™ $ Awluov lvy? vr ex’ v° wos 
135 Tl’ a / 8/ Kup” Se vov® ev may) v° pKeE v? pie 

Tl’ uf 0°/ ve 8/ Opovyyxi’] ALoyoyp]* v? vO v vd 9H 

1, 121, is equal to the sum of the previous remainders minus 

the total of the sums as meious. 

124, v° is omitted in the MS. 

127. Awpov: cf. ll. 134, 138, 142, 146, 150, 157, 168. In 
1. 175 and in all subsequent cases in which it is preserved, 
including the total, the name is written Awpvov. The latter 
is probably right (= Adpvov). 

129. mporehecOevra Sia rod edxdceordrov Souxds; Gf. 1. 17, 

note. 

136. We might be inclined to read vor* rov evx*/ 8oux’/, in 
which case this entry would be equivalent to that under the other 
places, with which it corresponds in date, and would then confirm 

N.2 
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Fol. 6 4.) 

amo € Il’ avarodix?/ api? f° u«le B/ ex’ v 77.98 
Dawd d wS°/ i [8]/ [Ioaax] vor* § Awpov lvy’ api? v° re ex’ [v’] oon 9 us 
Ta v/ce [8]/ [kup” S]evov&” ev tayapX vv pe B/ wrosgK =~ 

140 Tl’ of v/ 77 av™ [mporekeo? 8-/ evxd~ Sovk?/ v? ve Vv vy 95 
alo] y Tn? 77 Surix?/ apv’ v? rol y ex’ v° 78918 

o* 7/8 [8]/ [Ioaak] vor* S$ Awpou tvy? sv’ ra [° ojos9s 
Tl’ a v/ ue [8]/ [Kup”] Sevovhk™ mayapx vy roy [vy] ofyn 

TI’ uf 77 av" [mpor]edeo® 8°/ evxd? Sovn?/ vB [v?] va 

145 amo” B Il’? 77 av™ ap’ [2 olksSy ex volo k 
or °/ 8 [5/ Ioaax vo|’ $ Awpov vy’ vy? ppa v° prO 

TI’ a w/ ue [8/ Kup” S]evov? ev srayapx vy ons y v° oB 9 1B 

TI’ uf °/ c2 av" = [mporedeo®] 87/ evkd” Sovk’/ vl vs9n 

amo” avy? Ayu Mapas apv? v? v eX’ »° Me Y KY 

150 b* d 0/8 [8/ Ioaa]k v™ $ Awpov vy’ vB v° K09 va 

I’ a v/ [8/ kup” ] Sevov? rayapx vu v? 8 9s 
TI’ of 0?/ te [mpore]A® 87/ evxd~ SovK?/ v° B VY agK 

ye/ t K/BN 77 Kop]? a S B] K—/Bod? ap! v° yry > ex: Boxy 9 vy 

» vw Sdxy7 B 
Fol. 7.] 

155 amo emoux/ Ilaxavy® 

ad” a”/ cax’/ 

[od 8/8 
[11’] a 0°/ te 8/ Kup” Sevov® ev [mayap*] 

8/ Ioaax vo $ Awpolv lvyl api? 

ril"] ex: v roa ¥ 9. 

v° TB 
o LA 

v° pis > 

ex’ v oon 
vy? peg iB 

yy ap’ v° uns [ex:v tTHry 7B ws mr? BGS 

160 amo eroK/ Eluduré 

ald” a”/] cax*/ 

[2] d / 8 $ Ao[pov] Lvy 8/ ioaax vor~ 

[MP a v°/ te 8/ Kup” evo’? dv mrayap\ 

[Tl’] of v/ ce mpoten? §7/ evxd™ [Sovx’/ ] 

165 y/ apr’ v° pd ex: [v? pid 7 tls 

nN v° [ome 9] 5 
wT 

amo emoux/ Bolvvwv] 
G7 dv F)/ [1d 

Tl” [a v/ ve 

8/ Ioaax vot* $ Awpov luy? 

8/ Kup” Sevov’ a” tayap* 

170 Ir of [/ mpote 8°/ evkd™ SovK?/ 
[ yf ap’ v° KO eX’ »? KF 718 

[ 3 vo vy 7 ue] 
the conjecture that in the previous indiction the payments by 
Theodoracius were payments by the dux on behalf of the 
Stoixnots ; but in the total on 1. 205 the amount entered as paid 
by the dux is the total amount of payments on Pauni 17th minus 

the present sum of 59 so/id7, which shows that this was not paid 
by the dux ; moreover there is a down-stroke which looks liked. 

The person referred to is probably the ‘Qpovdyxtos Aoyoypados of 

1433, 34, etc. 

a mere slip of the pen. 

155. 9: 

[em}or ex: 760.7 xB 

v7 v° 0d 

vb vr 

v?§ VV YLT 

emul” ex: vee 

v° Ko v«B | 

vB vragKk | 

vee, Ree) 

153. K~/Bod": séc, and cf. 1, 206, x~/ Bovd”. 
154. The second figure should be p. The ¢ is evidently 

the dot is in the MS. 

168-170. The figures here are got from the totals on f. 8 4 



, 
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Fol. 7 4.] 

amo emouk/ Kel pjapsov 
ad® e™/ [olax’/ 

185 azo emroux/ Vuplolv 
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emit” ex vs v9 0 

175 &* rd 2/8 8/ ioaax vo" $ Awprfov Luly’ ap! vn ex v lon h ex v” 
TI’ [c]g 0°/ ve mpoted? 8°/ evkd SoluK’/] v° B yYagK 

[ye/ ap? vt] 8/ ex v° 098 
» v° wag ve 

amo erouk/ T[o ]yu7 [eme]f- ex’? v’ pBve 

180 or dh v/ 8 8/ ioaak voT $ Ao[pvov] Ly’ v? Kl vy Ky 7 KB 

Tl’ a v/ 8/ kup” Levov® dv mayap]x vn vis 9 1B 

TI! 1Z mpoter? 87/ evkd™ [Soux’/ ] vB vYagyK 

y'/ apt! v? we ex: » [nB 9] ¢ 
ny v Ab9 kly 

[e]mil™ ex: vo 9 Ka 

- d 0/8 8/ icaak voT $ Aolpvov lu}? v° 0d v° &[9¢ Je 

Tl’ a v/ 8/ Kup” Sevolv’? ev tayap*] ve v° O[9]5 
y/ ap? v? 78 ex: [v° o¢]¢Ka ws wr ey F 

Fol. 8.] 

190 amo emok/ Ay[L” Two lutiwvos emul” vy? pO9 

© [rv cP/ 8 8/ Ioaak vor~ $ Awpr” Gvy’] veka ex'y 09H 
II” [a v/] ve 8/ kup” Sevovbiw ev? a[Layap*] vs vee 918 
TH[? of 0°/ cle mpoted? 8°/ evkd™ Sovk’/ vB yPagK 

ap? v? KO ex: ve KS 95 IyV 
N 

+avaxed* °/ vy 
adl® e]-/ oak’/ 
——— 

mo rv 7/8 

175. A(ot)r(a) ex(opeva) vo(uicpara): the explanation of this 
is apparently that the clerk at first forgot the mporeAeoOévra bid 
Tov eikecordrou Soukds. L. 176 is a later addition (by the same 
hand), and ll. 177 and 178 are inserted respectively just above 
and just below 1, 179 (they are given as here for convenience). 
The clerk, discovering his mistake, but after the rest of the page 
had been written, inserted 1. 176 and was then going to give the 
remainder in the margin, after 1. 175, but changing his mind 

8/ Ioaak v[o7 $ Awluv” vy? 

195 A ve KY] a 
amo emox/ al Kope] emul? v? {B]9.0 

o [dA / 18 8/ Ioaak vor~ $ Aoluvov tvy’] v7 wv lon 
Tl” ff 0/ ce] mpoted? 8~/ evkd* S[ovk’/] va 7 «B 

y/ ap? vO 8/ex ngs 
200 0] v3 9[y] 
Fol. 8 4.] 

emul? § xpvorx"/ [Syue?] ex: vnpO 7 va 

api’ v° By7O ex[° v° Bulé> 

inserted it and the total between Il. 176 and 180. The inference 
seems to be that,.as we might judge from the neatness of the 
writing, this book is not the original account but the official 
register in which the accounts for each indiction were copied 
each year (or perhaps at intervals of two or three years) from 

the originals. 
190. exox/: sic, and so in I, 196. 
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Tl’ a v/ ve 8/ Kup” Sevov® ev? X wayapx v? abf [vy ple 
205 Tl’ of / ve o v o€§ y mpored? 87/ ev[k]A[~ So]ux’/ v° prds y [v? pxd] 9B 

206 y/ 7” «~/BX a § B K~/Bovd" [o” v® olef ¥ mpored® 87/ evkd™ Sovn’/ 8/ ap? v® 

Lyodly ¥ 8/ x yous 7B 
207 d v° SPB 7 Ky 

Fol. 9.] (2nd hand.) 

+ ivd°/ i 

amo [kop”] Adpo® emt EX spva 7 ie 
210 ~— [ad*] «7/BX? €i/ oax*/ em. ABSep[* vi Ovyeerp] 

[azo]~ we- Kop? 8/ ap? varkO§ ex’ v aoKe 
AM x 0'/ 8/ Ama Kup” vo" [  v vie ex’ ” vag iB 

Xou* € / 77 av- 8/ HX* vor* amo [Avri/ s/ vr’ 7S v° why 

Em¢ «B 0/ a 8/ 7” av” [ 5/ v’] r&0S Yru9 iB 

215 [amro]- povacrnpp 8/ ap? v° 7 Ex’ 095 
AO’ x v/ te 8/ Ama Kup” [vor* o/ vw ély ex’ »° vn 
Emd xl v/a 8/ Hit [vor* o/ v®] Ky v Kags 

[arlo- av’v® ov? ev BaBuviow S/ ap’ v° v&m ex’ »*® vAB GS 

Xou* € v°/ ve 8/ Hd" vo? [ / v’\r ex’ v° ool 

220 Emd Kl v/a S/ at [ s/ v pl v? cB9S 

Meo? 7 °/ 77 av~ mpor* [8"]/ [eved Sovn?/  — 8/ v’ Ely v? ty 

[a}ro~ e€ Tledu* avarodux’/ 8/ ap? v° rreB/ eX’ v EGS 
AO’ x v/ te 8/ Aza K[up” vor* 8/ v° o}ra ex’ orn 9 K 
Emd xl v/a 8/ HN? yfor* 8/ v? pd] B/ vor gi 

225 amo™ y~ edu 7? Surin] 5/ ap® v° réy ex’ vv’ Thad n 

AO x U/ 8/ Anta Kup” vor* 8/ v° only xvalon 
Emp Kl ’/a 8 [HX* vor* 8/v of] y v’ oa 

[amo B Iedu- 7? av™ . ] S/ ap’ v° of y ex »° p70 9 is 
[A0’/ x V/ te 8/ Ama Kup” vor* 8/ v pike ex Vv’ pie 

230 [Erp «el ?/ a  8/ Hd* vor* Sv rly . v 0d 9is 

[amo” av’v? Ay.* Mapias ] 8/ vrs ex »° dy 

[A0’/ x v/ ve 8/ Aza Kup®” vor o/ v? Ke] eX v° Ky 

[Em xl v/a 8/ HX vor* 8/ v° wa] vi 

[ys/ 7 «7/BN? 77 Kap” a § B x™/Bod? ap® v° Bwoa ¥] ex v Bype gis d ex v? [8r€ 9] Ky] 

. Fol. 9 6] , 

235 +amo eroux/ Taxavy® ~ Lemf7] ex’ v° TAY H 
ab av K/Bd? e/ oaké 8/ ap? v ams ex? v° | 

AO/ Kk v/ ie =8/ Ata K*/ voT — [8/] v° ond ex’ »° ofa 

Emd xl v/a 8/ Hm vo" [8/ v°] pd¢ =v Ge 

d 8/ Lex’ v?] id 9 
204. *: probably the x of maydpx(ov) accidentally repeated. 213. Avti/: of. 1, 280; =’Avrivdov. 
205. ov(v) vo(juopact) oc; y: cf. 1. 136, note. 



240 ato emoux/ Eudurevt® — [em] 
ad wv e/ cax’/ 

AO’/ « P/ ve = 8/ Ama K*/ vor 
E[r]id xl °/ a 8/ HX* vor 

d 
T 

245 azo emoux/ Bovvwr [emC"] 

ad wv ef cax‘/ 
AO/ «Kk U/ ie = 8/ Ama K/ vor~ 

En[i]h xl 3/ a 8/ Hdt~ vor- 

d 
250 amo emoux/ Kepapio” [eml"] 

ad wv ef cak’/ 

AO/ x ¥/ ie 8/ Ama K"/ vor 

: ) 
Fol. 10.] 

+azo emoux/ Vupo” emt? 
255 ad wv K7/BN? ef oax*/ 

AQ/ « °/ ve = 8/ Ama Kup” vo7 

Efa|ud xl v°/ a 8/ Hd vor- 

@s me” 

amo eroux/ Tony emul? 

260 ad wy e/ cak’/ 
AO’/ « 3/ ie =8/ Ama K"/ vor 
Emd x6 v/a 8/ Hd vor* 

d 
amo emoux/ Aye” Tuvoure” emf? 

265 - ad wy ef cax’/ 

AW’ «x ¥/ te = 8/ Ama K"/ vo" 

Emd x6 v/a 8/ HX vo" 

d 
amo emoux/ LaKkope emul? 

270 — aad wv et/ oax’/ 

AW’ x ¥/ ie 8/ Ama K"/ vo" 

d 

Fol. 106.] 

+Zur® avaxedarawors wd°/ 8 
em’ S xpvoikwy Sypooiwy 

275 ad wv KB? e/ cax‘/ 

o——— 

[8/ v°] oe 

[8/ »"] me 

[8/ v° x]6 

[8/ »° B] 

8/ vn 

8/ vo 

8/ vid 

8/ v° Ka 

8/ v° id 

8/ v° iB 

. Of ve 

a/v? 
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e/a «/Bod" emt ABSepap~ w Oyecip ev BaP* 

95 

ex’ v° 760 7 «KB 
5/ v° pk XV piZ is 
ex’ v° £0 

Vv? a 9 UF 

a/v? 2 xv 0895 

x’ BITE 
o/ v? [ks] EX? ve Ky ZK 

ex v° KB 

vVagK 

8/ v° z ex v° is 90 
ex vv 7 i 

Sf vy xv’ Cvi 
x’ v»° fyi] 
ve orb ny9 0 

ex V° OF Ka 

S/ v° 7d ex 05 KB 

ox: [") 
x: v° B]¥ KB 

VPoGa 

ex’ »° pB7e 
d/ ve ex YW AB YS 

ex’ 0° 109 4 
v° iBg KB 

8/ v° z ex »° £09 Ky 
; ex v° p09 il 

8/ vil eX v° ie G is 
€x v° ia 

vy dFis 
8/ v° z v? 89a 

ex »° iB 8 

S/ v° ex ° £98 

ex? 698 
Vv? 2 VEE 

ex »° pO Ya 

5/ v? BNO [x] v?,BrXy 



AO*/«8/ ve 8/ Ama K*/vo" azo Ka..av ABB Ayenw” 8/ v® athe ex v°,aoKn 

Xot € Y/ 7 av & 
e/ B «7/Bod” em Adept’ vi ABo- 

280 End xa 3/ a 8/ HA" vo? azo Avri/ 8/ v? pv €X v° wos 

Meo? 7 mar 8°/ evk\* Sovx/[°] §7 ov” ev BaB" 8/v° Ey v? &y 

yi/ tov «"/BdO*/ 8/ ap? v° yov6f ex »° yoo 
nN v? SWoB ¢ ia 

Fol. 11.] 

+.w/ ie 

285 amo Kop” Adpo® em? Ex’ »° PVG Y Le 
aro” wu Kap? 8/ v? apolf ex vad 9 i 

ad wv e/ cax‘/ 

et/ a K"/Bond” 8/ Hdi* vo? $ Aeov™ lvy? 8/ Vv wi ex v? wus 

Kot us ¥/ a 8/ ve be vb Xo ny 8/ vv ex ps 

290 e/ B x™/BoX” Em «8 v/ B 8/ Zaxapi* tayap* 8/v° EOS wv rrngi 

amo” povacrnpp ab wy e/ cak‘/ o/ ap’ v° ws ex v° on 9148 
e/ a x™/Bod” Xouwt us =8/ He 8/v? éy ex »° 06918 

et/ B x™/Bod” Emp xd 8/ ase oe 8/v° Ky v° Ka. 

amo” ov” ev BaBu* ad wv e/ cak‘/ 8/ ap? v° vin ex v° 778 9 UF 
295 e/ a K/Bod” Xout us ~=—-8/ HAt* vo7 d/v ov exvod 

e/ B x"/Bo* 8/ Zaxap- mayapX 8/v° pé&m  v prd gus 
Em xd v°/ B 8/ v? pv €x v° pry 

Meo? a v°/ 77? av~ 8/v’ in Vv iF YF 

amo” € edit ad wy e/ cax’/ 8/ap? v° rire B/ ex v°rvBGia 
300 et/ a «™/BoX” Xou~ ts 8/ Hd vor~ 8/ v° ofoly exvr avg l 

e/ B «"/Bod” Em x8 87/ tayap* 8/ v? prB B/ ex v° pB9S 

amo” y Tedu- ad wv et/ oax‘/ 8/ vey ex? TAG L 

et/ a «"/Bod” Xouw~ us 8/ H- 8/ vofoly xr avg l 

ei/ B «/Bod” Emd Kd 8/ Zaxapi* wayaps S/ Yr aly vo 

305 amo” B Tledu- ad wv e/ cax‘/ 8/ ap’ voces y [ew ond 
e/ a K"/Bod” Xou~ ts 8/ Hu 8/ v° pre ex” pie 

e/ B x/Bod” Em Kd 8/ Zayapi* tayapX 8/ v° aS ¥ v° 0d 
amo” av’v® Ayi> Mapi* ad wv ef cax/ 8/ v° As ex [p’]rAy 7 8 

e/ a «7/Bo* Xouw~ ug 8/ Hu Sv Kd ex’ KB 1B 
310 e/ B x"/Bo* Em xd 8/ Zaxapi* wayapX 8/ v° iB via ¢ 

y/ tov «"/BX? Kop” Adpo® S mn 8/ ap® v° Byoay ex v° BuvB 9K 

‘ Bun 98 
277. ABB(a) Ayertov: a common name in Coptic texts (Crum). 

279. Adepr ui(ov) ABo*: Al-Harith b. ‘Abs. 
286, 287. In the previous indiction (Il. 210, 211) the heading 

aq’ &v eis odxedday stands first, and applies to all the wediddes, etc. 
Here it is repeated in each section. In the next indiction the 
two methods are confused (Il. 362-364). 

301. S(ta) r(ov) mayapy(ov): this corresponds to Zayapia 
maydpxov above. Hence it appears from the fact that he is here 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1412 

S/vacd vy api 

ev Ahe&® 8/ v? anf ex v° PO 

called ¢he pagarch that he was pagarch of Aphrodito. Mr. Crum 
suggests that as Elias of Antinoe (1. 280) has preceded, Zacharias" 
may have been pagarch there, but the inference does not seem 

very likely, especially as the pagarch of another d:oixnois would 
not naturally make payments for Aphrodito. C£ also 1. 367, 
where another locality, in a different nome, precedes. The case 
in 1. 495 of the pagarch of Antinoe making a payment was” 
evidently exceptional. 
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Fol. 11 4.] 

+amo emou/ Taxavy® emul? ex? v° Toa 7H 

ad wv e/ cak’/ 8/ v° tans ex v’ tvs Zin 

315 et/ a K*/Bod Xouw~ us 8/ Hdt~ vor~ S/ [lor ex v ovl9n 

e/ B «*/Bod” Em xd 8/ Zaxapi* vo" S/ [eh] pns v°cbgi 

» 2 v? 09 8 

amo emoux/ Epdutevtov emul? ex v° 7609 KB 

ad wv ef cak’/ S/ ve pe ex ve’ pigs 

320 et/ a K7/Bod? Xow* us 8/ HX\u~ vor S via ev vs 

et/ B «"/Bod” Em «8 8/ Zaxapi* tayapx 8/ v° vO v° v09 > 

d 2 v° oO 9 is 
ato eroik/ Bouyer emt? ex BIE 

ad wv ef cax’/ S/ wks ex Ky 9k 

325 e/ a «"/Bo* Xow ws 5/ Hy\u~ vot 8/ vKd ex KB 

et/ B x*/Bo* Em Kd 8/ Zaxapi* mayapx 8/ [v°]B vagyK 

» 2 vis90 

ato emo.K/ Kep-apov emul? exvrvge iO 

ad wv ef cax’/ e/ a K7/Bo* Xow~ ws 8/ HN~ vo" 8/ vn xv’ C¢iB 

330} 2 v py 7S 
amo emouk/ Tony emul? ex »° pB Ye 

ad wv ef oax’/ S/ wre =x AB 
et/ [a] «/Bo* Xou* us 8/ H\u~ vo" o/ vk ex’ in gn 

e/ B Emd xd 8/ Zaxap.* mayap* 8/ v’ ie Vv iy 9 is 

a35.-.4 2 Voge 
amo eroux/ Vupov em? eX Y of Ka 

ab wv e/ cax’/ , S/ vr ex vol gi 

ev/ [a] x™/Bo* Xow- us 8/ Hy vo7 8/ v £0 exv’ Eyym 

e/ B Emd Kd 8/ Zaxapi- mayapx 8/ v? ie v iy 9 uF 

340 ws me” vs 9 ly 

Fol. 12.] 

amo emou/ Ayr?” Iwovtiwvos emf? ex [r? pO gf 

ab av ef oax’/ S/ vil exvrieg d 

et/ a K"/Bo* Xou~ us 8/ H\u~ _-vor= 8/ vB [ex velo 

e/ B Em xd 8/ Zaxap.* mayapX 6/ v’e€ [vy] 9 i8 

345} 4 XP BZ 
amo emoux/ Saxope em? ex v° iB 7 i8 

adh wv ef oak‘/ ev/ a K"/Bo* Xou* ig 8/ Hd vo" 8/ vn xv lon 

A 8/ v°z veg ia 

316. vor(aptov): a slip of the pen for rayapxov. 

IV. oO 



98 

35° 

355 

Fol. 

Fol. 

360 

365 

37° 

375 

380 

353. 8£0: this should be 8&9 x. Hence the total in the 365. Tavaé®: cf. 1. 456. The place meant is no doubt 
previous line is also incorrect to the extent of 4 carats. same as the xépy Tavadis of Pap. 483, ll. 7, 11, 38 (Vol. iT. 

364. ap o(v) et(s) oaxe(AXav): this heading, which (as also pp. 325, 326), which was in the Apollinopolite nome, (T 
perhaps the similar ones under the other med:ddes) is a later second sentence of the note on 1854, 12 must be cancelled.) d 
insertion in the same hand, is superfluous; cf 1. 286, note. : 

+ vv? avaxed™ w°/ ic 

ad wv K~/BdnO «/ cax’/ 
e/ a K™/Bon? 8/ ap® v° Br ex v® Bpie 

ear 

Xoun~ us °/ a 8/ Hu vo" amo Avri/ 8/ v’ Bov ex’ v’ BED 

ky ¥/ 7? av~ 87/ av™ 8/ vv Yes 

et/ B «*/Bo* 8/ ap? vw avl§ ex» péng is 
_ End xd 0/ B 8/ Zlalyapu* mayapX 8/ vadOS ex v’? pvB 

Meo’ a v/ 77 av~ 8°/ ave 8/ v in Us GUS 
yy tov K™/BdO/ 0°/ ve 8/ v yrvlS XY yy ¢ is 
N 2 ex v Spe 7 i 

12 6.] Blank. 

13,] 
+wd:/ a 

aro Kou” Adpodita emul? EX’ spVAG ie 

ad wv K"/BX? e/ cax‘/ XY = 

aqro” ve? Kap? 8/ vatkOS§ ex v aoxB 9 in 

ad® e/ cax*/ . 
e/ a K7/Bon? 8/ Sevov® vor~ amo [Tav]al</ 8/ v° ey Xv ws 7 18 

T’ xa °/ B SS vey xv ore 9 8 

e’/ B «"/Bot” 8/ Zaxapu* ev rayap* 8/ v° résf yrs 98 

MS 8B v/ ¥y 8/ v° ThS ex »° TB [9 8] 

MS xy 0/71 av~ 8/ de vy hy gfe] 

aro” povacrnpp o/ vas xX v° on YK 

ad wv 

et/ a K"/Bo* T’ xa 8/ Sevov® vo" 8/ ap’ a ex v vs 
e/ B x™/Bon? 8/ Zayapi* tayapX 8/(»? xe vKBg Kk 

MS (8 v/ 6/ vk xv ingn 

MS xy 8/ ve vd9iB 
amo” ov” ev BaBviwv 3/ v’ vén eX’ UG N 

apd wy 

e/ a K™/Bo* T’ xa 8/ Sevovu” vor-~ YS v[or] exroxdyic 

et/ B x™/Bo* 8/ Zaxapi- trayapx &/ vain YoGIT 

Meo 8B °/y 8/v°p\By xv’ pxa | 

MS xy pest 5°/ evxd® Sovr?/ 8/ wwe B/ exv’ 00 gus “ 
amo” € Tedu% 8/ vrreB/ ex wBYis 

ab wv . 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1412 

emt? § xpvoixwy Sypoor®/ ex’ pO 9 va 



adh wy ef oax‘/ 

e/ a K™/Bod” T’ Ka 

«/ B 
Meo’ 1B 0*/ y 

4100 Ky 
h 

amo eroux/ Epdur® 

ad wav ef cak*/ 

e/a «7/Bod? T’ Ka 

emul? 

415 e/ B 
Meo’? 18 v/ y 

ky 

d 

Fol. 14.] 

+ azo eroux/ Bovrvwy emf" 

420 ab wv e/ oax’/ 

ei/ a «™/Bod! T’ Ka | 

e/ B k"/Bo* MS 1B v’/ y 8/ Zayapi* mayapX 8/v°s 

» 
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ei/ a x™/Bod” T’ Ka 8/ Sevov® vor 8/ Yor ex ove 9 8 

385 ei/ B x™/Bod” 8/ Zaxapt* mayapX 8/ v° pe B/ vos 7 iB 

Meo? 18 v°/ y o/ v0 B/ «xv 7B 

Ky o/ Vv is vid 9 iB 

amo” y~ Iledu* / vty ex TKO 9 us 

ad wv ev/ a K*/Bod? T’ ka 8/ Sevov® vor~ 8/ v’ ode v° oie ¥ in 

390 ei/ B x™/Bo* 8/Zaxap~ mayapX 8/ v’ prey v’ piy 9 KB 

MS (8 / y 5/ vp xv G95 

Ky o/ visy Vv? 8 95 

Fol. 13 4.] 

+amo” B Tedu* ad wy S/ ap’ oes y ex v p09 B 

e/ a «*/BoN) TY ka = 8 Sevov® vor 8/ v’ p&e ex ° pva ¥ in 
395 ei/ B «/Bon 8/ Zaxap- mayapX 8/ v us y vy rl 9n 

Meo? 18 v°/ y S/ v dAySy [ex Alo 

Ky Fro [ wir74 
amo” av’v? Ayt* Mapas ad wy 8/ v’ ds ex v° hy 

e/ a K"/Bod? T’ Ka 8/ Sevov’ vo" 5/ v? Kd xv «KB 

400 e"/ B x™/Bond” 8/ Zaxapi* tayapx 98/ v°iB via 

Meo? 18 v/ y 6/ vt xv A978 

Ky 6/ wv B YagK 

yy/ tov K7/Bd? Kop” Adpo’S a[n? 8/] ap’ v° Bwoay exv? Byds 77 

d ex v° Orie C 

405 azo emok/ MaKxavyt emt? ex’ °° TOA YH 

8/ [vw] tans ex? 57 in 
8/ Sevovh” vo" 8/ v coa ex Y opO 7 in 
8/ Zaxapu~ wayapX 8/ pile v pl 

S/ vols exv 78 

of v « [vP [] 
8/ Z ex »° id 9 id 

ex’ ° 760 ¢ KB 

S/ ap’ v° px ex rv? piBgB 

8/ Sevovh” S/ vo ex »° & iB 

8/ Zaxapiu- tayapX 8/ vv v? pe 9 id 

8/ v° pe ex pag B 
8/ ve v° 89 1B 

ex onl 9K 

EX MIE 

[S/vn]s  exvny yn 
8/ Sevov’ vor Svn exr[yy] 

veg 1B] 
Z ex is 9 8 

O02 
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amo emou/ Kepapud emt? - exvv gif 
425 ad wy ef cax/ «/ a K*/Bod” T’ xa 8/ Sevov? vor~ = [8/ v*]n xv lon 

d Ypyyia - ae 
amo emoux/ Tony em? xv pBye | 

ad wv ef oax‘/ 8/ v° de ex Y AB iB 
e/ a x™/Bod” T’ Ka 8/ Sevov? vo" 8/ v’ Ky ex [v° Ka] 9 8 

430 et/ B «*/Bod? 8/ Zaxapi* mayapX 8/ v°iB [vt] 9x8 
MS 1B 0°/y 8/ ap’ vn exvlon ' 

Ky s/ v8 vy 

\ x»? £0.90 
amo emoux/ Vupo emt? Xv OF Ka 

435 ad wv e/ oak‘ 8/ v° 7d xv? ol 9d 
e/ a K"/Bo* T’ Ka 8/ Sevov’ vo" 8/ v° &B ex [v’ vf] 
e"/ B x"/Bo* 8/ Zaxapi* tayapX 8/ v KB [v°«]978 

Meo’ 1B v/v o/ °K exv’ingn 
Ky vB vagK 

440 ws Ted exysgl 

amo emouk/ Ay.” Ilwourwmvos emul? ex? pil 
ad wv e/ cak‘/ o/ vil eX V° le Y ig 4 

e/ a K"/Bod” T’ ka 8/ Sevovhi” vor~ 8/ v°iy [ex vB] 

e/ B x"/Bo* Meo? 18 / y 8/ Zayapi- mayapX 8/ vd [ pv y|gis 

445 | XW MGA 

Fol. 144] 

+amo emoux/ LaKxope [emC7] xv iBgid — 
ad wv ef caxt/ 8/v°n ex lon . 

e/ a K"/Bo* T’ Ka 8/ Sevo[v® vo7] Sve exv?dgid 

e’/ B x"/Bo" 8/ Za]xaps- [mayap®] 8/ vy =» Bin 
450 MS iB ?/ y 3/ vB lex] agK 

Ky va v len 
» ex v° EGia 

+ uv? avaxed™ wS°/ rporns 

em{C?] XS xpvoik®/ dnp? x»? pO 4 ia 
455 ad av K"/B? e/ cax‘/  - 

456 et/ a K7/Bod” em Adept [ue ABo: ev Ade&® T’] xa v/ B 8/ Sevov® v™ amo Tav® y 

vy? Buv ex’ v’? Bove 
457 e/ B «"/Bod” emt tov af? ] 98/ Zayapi* tayap* 8/ v’ apts v? ae 

Meo’ 18 0°/ y o/ v° olf ex? > wh 

ky a” ve B/ mpor? 87/ [evn*/ Soux’/ §7 ov] ev Bap’ 8/ Yo vv pm 

io yf rev (2S er [AM ee? 1B aptyygolS vt got 
N 4 ex »° dyrr 7 ia 
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Fol. 15.] (3rd hand.) 

+ w8:/ B 

amo Kop” Ad-poditw emt 8/ ex uv spva 4 

ad” K7/BN? e/ can em 

465 et/ a K*/Bo* 

Pap? a w0d-/ 
Dap? y wd-/ § 

et/ B xarBo* 

amo” povacTnpp 

470 e/ a K’/Bo* 

ay B /B 
amo” ov’ ev BaB” 

e/ a x7/B* 

e/ B x"/Bo* 
475 amo" e Il’? 

ei/ a katap* 

«/ B x"/Bo* 
amo” vy lt 

e/ a x™/Bo* 

480 et/ B x™/Bo* 

Fol. 15 4.] 

amo™™ B II*x?* 

e./ a x™/Bo* 

e/ B x/Bo* 
amo” av’y? Ay* Mapu" 

485 et/ a x*™/Bo* 

~ et/ B K*/Bo* 

8/ Diogev™ vo™ 

Pap? B w/v 

» 
amo” emoux/ Ilaxavy® 

490 = ad” t/ orak’/ 
e/ a «*/Bo* 

et/ B x"/Bo* 
dvs 

464. em: the name of the Treasurer has not been inserted. 

467. bap? y w6'/3: this should be bap’ B wd"/ y, as appears 
from 1. 534, where this item is included among the total for the 
2nd Phamenoth of the 3rd indiction. A confusion has been made 
with the 3rd Phaophi, 4th indiction; and the mention of 
Zacharias is probably part of the same mistake. 

468. katBo*: sic. 

473. Tewpyov Tanv: for all the other places the payment on 
this date is through Philoxenus, and George is not mentioned in 

the total on 1, 534, though he occurs under Phaophi 9th, 1, 538. 

[mc] 

Dawg: y 0/8 

Dawg: y 8/ Zayapu- tay 

8/ Diogev’” vot 

Dawd: y wd/ 8 8/ Zaxapi~ ayapx 

Dap? B wd:/y 8/ Tewp-y” Tanu 

Paw’ 0 wd/ 8 87/ av™ 

Pap? B wd-/ y 8/ Dirogev™ vor- 

Dawg: y wd/ 8 8/ Zayapi~ Tay 

Pap’ B wd-/ y 8/ Piogev” voT 

Dawg y w*®/ 8 8/ Zaxapi- tayapx 

Dap? B wd-/y 8/ Pr}Afogev” vo] 
Paw: y wd/ 8 8/ Zax[api- Tay | 

Dap? KB w6/ y [8]/ Prlogev” vo] 
Dawg y wd/ 8 8/ Zalyapu~ [aay] 

y/ tov KataBr’ Adpo® S an? 8/ [ap® v° Bova B)/ 

Pap? Bw*/y 8/ Proglev™ vo07] 
8/ Zalxapu- mayX] 8/ ap’ v’ pre + 

ws 7 ta S Karayxlopy® a/7.. ]- 7Awv- 

8/ ap? var O§ ex: v-aove 9 0 
8/ Piiokev” vo" azo Amrodhalvos 8/ v°| po ex: v wcag C 

8/ ap® v° das ly exv’ dp] 
8/ Zaxapr* rayapX 8/ ap? v° rry[B/ v’ rva gl 

[8/ ap? v°] ro9§ ex: » TES 9B 

8/ ap? vas ex’ v 0098 
[8/ ap? vga ex veg K 

[8/ ap’) v? Ke [v}° Ky 7 

8/ ap? v° rmB y ex?» THE Gy 

[8/ a]p? vov ex:v orb 9 vy 

[8/ ap) wv phOy — v” pin 
8/ ap? v° ref B/ ex: v- TEE 9 1B 

[5/ ap? volt ex: vor 9B 

[8/ ap? vw p]lB/ wv’ pngi 
8/ ap’ v tél y ex: TAs Ga 

[8/ ap’ v°or]e ex: ove Gin 

[8/ ap’ p\B] y —v pege 

8/ ap’ v° ciaS y ex: v pod 7 B 

8/ ap? v° p&e eX’ vs pya Yt 

8/ ap’ v psS ¥ v° pB Gus 
8-/ ap? vdAC ex Ay 7 KB 

8/ ap? v° Ky ex’ Vv" Kay 9 

3/ ap? v? id v° BY mH 

ex: » BxiBY va 

ex: »: 870.78 
8/ ex: v Toa YN 

8:/ ap? v° uns ex: 708 Gi 
S/ ap? v’coB ex: » OHO Gin 

v° pKd 9 ig 

xv y7B 
The second name might also be read as Taxv, but it is probably 

the Coptic tagry, a woman’s name (Crum), 
493. The supplement from 1. 518; = ra kal xarax@pyOevra <is 

. This, if complete, would probably throw light on the 

question of the surpluses of payments over émi{nrovpeva so 
frequent in these accounts. It is impossible to be certain how 

many letters are to be suppliedin the lacuna. The dot over the 
y shows that the word is contracted, so that it is evidently a word 
ending, in the nom., in wy; but it is quite impossible to read 
BaB]vAwr’. The letter before the second r may also ber. 
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amo” emoux/ Epdurev™ en{ ul" ] 8/ ex: » 7609 KB 
495 ad wv e/ oar/ pv? Wy emap® 8/I[.... may mod Avri/ 8/ ap’ v? pl B/ ex: von 7 8 

et/ a K"/Bo* bap? KB v°/ y 8/ P[rrokev” volr* 8/ ap? EB ex: vv 98 

e/ B K"/Bo awd y 2/8 = 8/ [Zayapi- tayX] 8 ap®v’peB/ vpage ‘? 

ds eEXuUT|AIH | 

Fol. 16.] 

. ato” emouk/ Bovywy em C7] YS rv pye a 

500 ad wv e/ car*®/ 8/ ap’v? KO ex: v Ks 9 vy 

e/ a KatoBo* ay’ KB v/ y 8/ Didokev™ vor* [8/ ap®v°k ex:vilngl 

e/ B xatoBo* awd: y 0/8 8/ Zaxapi* wayapx [8/ ap’ v’ 0 v |n9s 

d XM LY 7s 
ato” eoux/ Kepap.uov emt? Sf xv vg if 

505 ab wv ef car’ 8/ ap? vg ex: v O98 

e/ a xataBo* Pay’ KB wd/ y 8/ Burokev” vor~ [8/ ap? vn exw los 
e/ B xataBo* Dawd: y wd/ 8 8/ Zaxapi~ mayapx [8/ ap’ v? Bl vag KB 

) oc a pie 
amo” emoux/ To[u]unv: emC? S/ ex: » pBe 

510 ad wv ef car/ 8 ap? v’ Xe B/ ex: » Ay Gis 

e/ a KataBo* Pay? «KB v/ y 8/ Pirogev vor* . 8/ ap? v- kB ex:v- 9d ; 
e/ B KxataBo* Dawg: y v/ 8 8/ Zaxapi~ mayapX 8/ ap’ v°SP/ viv 1B % 

d OM 
azo” emou/ Vupov em! ev o9 ka 

515 ad wv ef car S/ ap mle tes 
e/ a xarlaBof Pap? KB v°/ y 8/ Diogev™ voT —[8/] ap? v? &y ex[- wv] vl in 

[e/ B xara]Bo* Dawg: y °/ 8 8/ Zaxapi* wayX [8/] ap® vd v KB iB 

[d ] vz ws 7 ra $ Kataxopn’ «/ a... Trov] 8/ ap? v- xv AgO 

Fol. 16 4.] 

amo” emoux/ Ayiov Iwovrwwy — [er |." SY ex v pd gil 

520 ad wv e/ oak 8/ ap? v° inf ex: vf 

e/a xataBo* Pay? Bv/ y [8/ broker” volr~ 8/ ap? vd ex: » BY in 

e/ B xaraBo*’ awd: y / 8 8 [Zaxapi~ wayX] Sf ap*v’8§ vv 89e 

d ex» ABGl 
aro” eroux/ SaKxop* [em7] . YS ex: » B90 

525. a wy et/ oan'/ 8/ ap’ v7 B/ ex: Ly KB 
e/ a KatoBo* Pap’ B wd/ y [8/ Birogev™ vo}r~ 8/ ap® v° € ex: 898 

e/ B xataBo* awd: y w*/ 8 8/ Zayx[api- mayX] S8/ ap’ v’yB/ v yon A 
d xvdona 
T 

> 

495. erap’ : erapbévrwy, in the sense of ratsed, z.e. collected, in\.531. may* seems a likely reading. 

or érapOpnbévrev ? 501. xaroSo*: sic, here and in ll. 502 and 526. 
nay: very little of the x remains, but the letter is certain 525. wy’: Sze. 
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_Svuv® avaxeharawors wd:/ B 

530 & xpvowxar Sypooiwy emul? 

53 ad wy ¢i/ oaxedd* pe" v? Wy erap’ 5/ 

vouls xr vryos 
532 e/ a kataBodr: 8/ Poker” [vor amo Azrod]\wv: 

Pap? a wd/ y 8/ Prro€g[ev™ vor] 
Pap? B wd/ 7 av™ 9/ 7” av™ 

535 Dap? KB av? amoorp® 5/ 7” av? 
e/ B xataBonr” 8/ Zaxapu~ way [ 

® y wd/ 8 Ff Zaxapi~ ray[X 

® 0 wd/ 8 § Tewp? Tan [ 

530. Snuooiwy: the dot here, which should mark a contraction, 
is no doubt due to inadvertence. 

531. mp’ peptop” : mporepou (or mp@rov) pepiopod ? 
535. av” amoorp’: dyri {rov) dmoorpepOévros? If so, the 

meaning is perhaps‘ in place of the sum remitted,’ z. e. some one 
(the pagarch ?) had (without authority) remitted part of the quota, 
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O/ ex: ve nO 9a 

I[. . . « may) mo® Avri/ mp” pepiop” 8/ ap? v’ 

o/ ap’ v’ Buv ex: Bov 

8/ ap! dan y ex: $y 
[8/ Jap? v° ayge B/ vv ,adky 

[8/ ]ap® »° pon v° ptr 

S/ ap’ poles ex:v: woB A [ex: v- SWrO] 710 

8/ ap’ prBly — fv? pen 
which had been collected subsequently. 

pa: this should be pz, as appears also from the total in 
1. 532. : 

537. The remainder is written in the margin after this line for 
want of space below. 

PAPYRUS 1418.—a. D. 716-721. 

Book of 19 folios, with protocol; 1 ft. 22 in. x 1 ft. 12 in. Written in 
a rounded minuscule hand of medium size. 

Inv. No. 1440. 

RESH difficulties meet us in this account, which, besides the ypvovxd Syudova, concerns 

certain other taxes, also in money but distinct from the Syudo.w. As they are common to 
this account and to 1414, which is more detailed, they are better discussed there than here. 

Another difference between this document and the preceding, in which also this resembles 1414, is 
that the weduddes and other sub-divisions of Aphrodito are not separately specified but are tacitly 
included under Aphrodito, which is then followed by Pakaunis. The chief remaining points of 
interest have been already dealt with in the introduction to 1412 or are discussed in the notes. 
The account relates to six years and is all in thesame hand. The first year is the 15th indiction, 

which the occurrence of the name of the Khalif ‘Umar II in the protocol shows to be the year 

716-717 A.D. It belongs therefore to about the same period as 1419. 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 

Fol. 14.) One Arabic line of a protocol. 

1. Arabic:—‘Umar b. [Abd-al-‘Aziz]. This is the Khalif 
(A.D. 717-720). In earlier protocols it was not usual to give 
the names of the Governor and Khalif in Arabic (though there 
are exceptions, ¢.g. that of 1438, of ‘Abd-allah). Perhaps this 
protocol (which may well have been in Arabic only) indicates 

a change in policy, quite in keeping with what is known of the 
reign of ‘Umar II, by which for the Graeco-Arabic protocols of 

vo 

earlier times was substituted a purely Arabic form. That, 
however, the change was not permanent seems to be indicated 
by the bilingual protocol of Or. 1060, attached to a document 
of A.D. 749, and the present protocol may quite well have had 
Greek formulae and the usual perpendicular writing, though 
they are not preserved. 
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Fol. 2.] 

tov’ effalyw xpuc.ov emlnrovp’ aro Kop: [Adpodita] 

ivd° 

Kop: Adpodito exuf[n” | 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1413 

5 S§ kav” Snpoovwy yeqvagu 8/ vr ad a/car/yv Sv hv? / v* 

SX reraptiov v oB[y9 058% 8/ v ~— op? hv oB 9 O58 8/ v| 
§ avapy’ Sav m 7/ vw oBlyn Sv — op? Av oBon VF v®| 

§ avapy” Siavd av t/ v pragf{f 8 op? Avpragi§ 8 v) 

S amapy’ yar" B’,oB v of [ s/ v° op? d v° of o/ v’| 

10 SX amapy’ p* pi oyBy v? oges [S/ v — op? hv og & vw] 

y/ emily v° Lh9 58! 8/ v° [ad® «/ carV YP Sv hv’ SY v’) 

adh [wy ev/kopuc® e7/ coaxed 
8/ caraBoh} a =X X—®/ a 8/ Atoloxopou S:01K"/ S/ ap? vex’ 

8/ add: ®in v/a 8/ aw [ 8/ ap’ v° v° 
15 8-/ add: .Kka ¥/ a &/ Apovoylxr” oyoyp~ 8/ ap’ v° v 

8/ add: AW 8 0/ a 8-/ av’ [ 8/ ap® v? v° 
8/ ada: is ¥/ a 8/ a’ [ 8/ ap® v° v? 

8/ adn? MX 0/ a@ em Kup[” Iw mayX 8/ Afay~ vo" 8/ ap? v° 
&/ add: Dap! «0 °/ a em™ alu 8/ Sevov’ orp* 8/ ap® v° vy 

Fol. 24.] | 
20 [amo emou/ Maxavvews emily” ] | 
21 [SX kav” Sypoorwr v? toa 9 8/ v° ad” er/ olan’ v° 1098 8/ v° VAP d pt ; 

mw de v° Anga 

22 [X rerapriwv vy yoKf 84 8 vv? ~— op?] A vygKfd!  8/ | 

[X amapy’ diavv rn t/ =v 8 9 O Sf v? op? 1 v°d 98 | 
[XS amapy” Sav av r/ ov £98 fv? — op? hvl98 fv 

25 [SX amapy” yar* B’, S§ vd Sf vv op?) h vd 3/ 

[S amapy’ pw poage v? ads d/ vou? h va Zidf y' 
27 [  -y/ embn? v? roB 9 8 8/ vv — ad” et/ can v] 0] 90 8/ v° wdAO DA pS v’ Ka 9 8/ Y » 

ws mre” de v? An Ga 

2. eayw: 1. é&dyov; cf. 1412, 117, note. The sense here is should more strictly be éfdytov, Since the first payment is s: 
simply ‘ collection’ in general. 

5-11. The supplements are. taken from the complete folios. 

For the taxes other than the dyyuéoua see the introduction to1414, 

8/ v° here corresponds to ap:” v® (as often in 1412), but in the 
case of the ém{nrovpeva and remainder the amount is not given, 

as is done in 1414. The line is apparently to be paraphrased :— 
‘For the canon of public taxes x standard so/éd7 paid in coins of 
nominal value, of which to the treasury x standard so/idi or 
in coins of nominal value x so/idi ; remainder x standard so/zdi. 

in coins of nominal value.’ For the extension of the names of 
taxes see introduction to 1414. 

g. 8: Eeotar. 

Io. pw’: pérpov. For the capacity of the peérpoy, see 1875, 16, 
note, and the introductions to 1414 and 1415. 

13. kataBod(ns): as it is abundantly clear that there were only 
two xaraBohai for each indiction, the word here, inasmuch as it 

seems to be applied to many payments, is loosely used and 

to have been made on Pachon 3oth, it appears that the b 
ning of the indiction fell before that date in this year. Similarly 
the second indiction began before Pachon 11th (1. 339), and the 
third before Pachon 15th (I. 352). 

15. The dot before xa is in the MS, > 
18. em” Kup® Io* may*: cf e.g. 1. 121. The meaning and 

correct extension of the first two words are doubtful. As i 
is clear from succeeding indictions that the pagarch’s name 
John, xvp” is evidently not a proper noun but stands for xupia. 
If we suppose the o in 1. 121, the only case (except the doubtful 
one in I. 52) where the word is written to a greater lengt 
than «”/, to be a mistake for ov we may perhaps read éniraypa 
(or the gen. or dat. of this) kupiou lwdvvov, 

19. orprs orpardditov. 
21. p°: peiovos, The word is inserted to show there is a 

deficiency as regards the remainder, while (cious) indi 
a surplus as regards the payments, 
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28 [ad wv et/Kopic® a~/ caKehd~ i] 
[8/ karaBor: a TIX d ¥/ a 8/ AwloKop™ Siox’/  —8/ ap” v coys exv’ ave 

30 [8/ add: ® in Y/ a 8/ av|~ o/ ap’ v° pics y =v’ pn 

31 [3/ add: Dap? «0 v/ a em” K’/] Iw~ [mayX 8/ Sevov’ orp* 
8/ ap? vv v° ps9 

Fol. 3.] 

32 amo eroux/ Bouvwy emulny™ 
pee ete! 

33 S§ kav” Snpoorwy vuge of v? [ap® a-/ car vr &..8/ vd piv? 
S/v msev | 

34 SX teraptiwv Ge .. Of we. E op? Wat te Oe | 

35 SX atapy” Siavv mr/ vr soKB Sv [ op? Lv ogKB Ff v° | 

S atapy” Siar avev rr/ v -iB§ fv [ op? hv? 9B 8/ v? | 

S amrapy” yat* B’, B wv B Jv [ op? vB / v° | 

y/ emily? vvgaf Sv? ad®a-/oak/v &.. Y v ApevOgGKSS/ v wom dev? | 
ap” e/Kopio® ev /raKedhd* 

40 8/ xar[aB]o* a TX dX v/a 8/ Avooxop™ Si orx"/ of ap? Yv exv | 
8/ add: MX d 2/77 av~ em K’/ lw* tayX 8/ APav~ [vo7 5/ ap? v° ee) 
S/ add: Dap? «KO emu” av” 8/ Xevov? otp— [ S8/ ap? v | 

amo emouk/ Kepapwov emily 
44 XS xav” Sypooltjov vvgid =f v = ad” t/]- cak[* v° oa 9 8 v° o€ | Xd [p*v® 

8]/[v?] o[s a Se v° x9 18] 
45 § reraprioly] 7 iBs 8% §/ v opl?] dh 7B§8/ 8 v? 

i S anapy” Sivavy mm tr vl 98 s/f v° op? Avl7s Sf vw 

S amapy” Siavd av® rr/ vz GisS 8/ v op. dh gisS ¥ v? 
; _  amapy” yadr* B’, B v° B yf v op? AFIB Ff vw 

49 yy emily? v &a988/ 8/ v? ad” dul/[cax]edd* v° oa 9L 8/ v®? o€ ApS v? i980 8/ 
fv? as m de v «9 [1B] 

50 ad® ev /Kopio® al )]/oaxedh~ 
———— 

8/ xataBo* [a IIx] \ v/ a S/ Avockop[’”” Shioux"/  —s 8/ ap’ vy = ex: vv 
52 S/ads [| MYA L/ ae av]- ah Kupr}’ [Iw-/ wayX 8/ A@]av* vo" 

S/ ap’ vib. [v*]iag KB 

53 df add: [ Pap? v/a emt” av §/ Sevjov? arp- ¥ ap? v°i [v°] 090 

Fol. 3 4.] 

[amo eroux/ Epdutevtwr emuln” J 

55 [SX kav” Sypoowy v 1609 KB Sv? ald” a"/ car v° onl 98 ¥/ vl B/ 

| hv piByin 8 v 

36. -: to show that there are no so/idi, 

IV. P 
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56 

60 

64 

67 

68 

70 

75 

Fol. 

80 

85 

90 
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[SX rerapriwy vy 898 J vw 

[§ amapy” Savy ry tr/ v 9 KaS §/ v? 
[SX amapy” Sia ar r/ v 890 ¥ wv 

[S amapy” yak* BX pev e s/ v° 
[ yu/ emtn™ v? v«n 910 8/ v® 

[ab wy ev/Kopio® ev~/ waxed ] 
[8/ kataBo* a TX dv v/a 

[3/ add: ® wy v/a 8"/ al 

[8/ add: MX i v/ « 

[8/ ada: Pap? Kb 2 

[amo emroux/ Tony ] emly™ 

[SX xav” 8y]plooiwr v°] p[Bve Sf v? 

[SX rerlapriov vaglaf o/ v? 

[SX amlapy” siavd rn tf v°O9K  [8]/ [»” 
[S a}rapy” diary art r/ g in§ 8’ &/ [v? 

yy emly v° piyg Kad’ ¥f v? 
[ald wv a~/kopio® ev~/ caKedd* 

&/ xataBo’ a TIX d / a 

8/ add: ® in v/ 7 av™ 8°/ [alv~ 

8/ add: Mx d 

4.] 
ato emoux/ [Vupolv [emeln | 

S Kav” [Snpolovwy yYogKa  / v 

S rerap[riwv] 9 if§ 8% 8/ v? 

S atrapy[” Suarly ry 7/ vO Sf v 
| § amapy” [Siar avev rr/ vagad’ 8/ v 

yy emln~ v tags 8/ v° 
ad” e/Kkopio® el~]/ caked 

8/ xaz[aBoh: a] 2 v/a 

/ add{-] ® in °/ [rP av~ [87/ av™ 

amo emouK/ Saiol ope] emily 

S ale Sylow —°YiB[p08/ v* 
SX teraptiov gly 8/ ¥/ v? 

S anapy” Sivarly ry te]/ vw «7ilf 98/[v° 
SX amapy” siar[d av® rv/] ga8/ ¥ wv [ 

yy ently [v°? 8] gil 3/ v° 
ad wv e/Kopioc® a / ofaxledd~ 

8/ xaraBod{-] a [IIx A APY a 

8/ add: ® in ¥/7- ave [87/ av" 

amo emoux:/ Ayiov Iwovriwvos [emily] 

em” K’/ Iw~ mayX 8/] APavacio” vo™ 

a emi”/ av™| 5/ SevovOiov orp* 8/ ap’ vk 

8/ [Avoloxop’” Sioux—/ 

ald” e/ cak*/ v? 

[8/ Avooxop’” SuoiK™/ 

agl” e/ oar’ v? 

[8/ Avookop”” Sioux"/ 

J op? hv? 898 

] [o]y° d vid 9 Kaf 
] op? hv? d 7 iOS 
] op? Ave 

ad®]e~/oar/ v° onl 78 5/ v’ 16 B/ dv’ ppagie F v® 

8/ A}ookop” Siovx—/ 8/ ap® v? pyd B/ 

8/ ap® v’ pa 

8/ ap’ vif 

ap”) «/ car v ve95 8/ v EF 

| hv? peg Ky 
] op? dv aglals 
] op? hv 09K 

o]y? dh gin 8” 
agl®? e]-/ can v v5 95 8/v EF hv veg ied’ 3/ 

d/ ap? vie 

em” K’/ To rayX §/ A[Oav]- [vo] 8[/ ap} [vl [+ 

[ad ex / oak v S/v? dv 

[ op? A glfdr 
[ op” yee". of 
[ op? dh Pagad/ 8/ /| 

if v? dv?  v*] 

o/ ap’ v° xr | 
8/ ap? v° v° q 

af” a-/oar/v? S/ v hv ¥ v’) 

op? h fy Sf 
op? Awsglf Ff vw] 
ops? 4 ga Y v] 

Sy v d / v) | 

— «O/ ap? v° ex: 
8/ ap® v? a 

ex’ prd 7 iB 
Y pkB an 

v°iag KB a 

ving iy 

&/ ap’ v° dy eXl?] v As 

vidgn 
vy <7 aed 

[141s 

Y wa 
fv 
fv 
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95 XS cay” Snpolo }olv vy] pOg a /r° ap” hv pO oe i v’] 
S reraprilwv 9 BS 8/ v° op? » 985 8/ vw) 

S anapy” Siavd [ty r/ v wagn Sf v om? hvuagn Sf v’*] 
SX amap? Savy ar[® rr/ g wy 8/ O/ v° op? » gv 8’ 8/ v’ 

yy enmly® [v° EBZ BSS’ F/ v ad” er/ can/ zd v EBYBS8/ F/ v*) 

Fol. 4 4.] 

100 [aro pov- ABB~ Eppawros emily” S amapy|’ diary rn t/ 9¢ afd”) d 9¢ 
[amo pov Papoov emily” ] 955 ald] i 955 
[S amapy” Svavy ry 7/ 75 JA 98 

TF detey? hath or vf" 9.8 1) 985 
[azo pov- Tapoov emily’ S amapy” Sijavvavevti/v°agd ad” ) v°agd 

105 [azo pov- BapBapov emily’ XS atapy” Sali tm r/ v°2¢98 afl”) d 75 

[amo pov Ayvas Mapwas emily’ 5 amapy” Siar) ry 71/ gia [ad”] d g ia 

Fol. 5.] 

+avakedharau” wd°/ te 

108 S§ kav” Snpooiwy v mpbgia Sv adp®a~/ can v ShcoB 90 8/v° Sony 
; Av yisyig Ff v 

109 SX reraptiwv vy my gKd/ 8 v op? \ v? my gk d/ 8/ v° 

110 S anapy~ siavy rn 70/ v aoygics o/ op? Av coygis Sv 

S amapy” Siavd ave tf vs pun gn = 8 op? Av pengn 9 v 

S amapy” yah B” 9 we v?— we of v? op? d v Te s/ v° 
S amapy” pe” poayny v oagKk ds/ op d v° oagK yf v 

114 yy emily v? mB y 8! 8 v ad” a’/ caxedh~ v° ShcB7ib 8/ v° SpKy 

hv? Spin d/ 3/ 

115 ad wv et/Kopic® eu / oaxedd— 

8/ xaraBod: a TIX dX 0/ a 8/ Avookop’” Siorx~/ 8/ ap® [vy] Bipun ex: v 

8/ add: © um v/77 av 8-/ av 3/ ap? v° acorns v° 

8/ add: Ka v/ 7 av™ 8/ Apovoyyi” oyoyp* 8/ ap? v? pn vy pag n 

8/ add: AO’ 8 /r ~av™ 8/ av™ 8/ ap? v ~—s pg B/_v’ pregK 

120 8/ add ig /r-av™ 87/ av" S/ ap? v° ko v «BY KB 

121 8/ add: MX dX 0/ 7> av™ em” Kup” Iw* tayX 8/ Afav* vo" 

; d/ ap® v° xy ¢ v 

122 8/ add: Dap? KO °/ 7 av™ em™ av™ 8/ Xevov’ orp* 5/ ap? v? o v° pal 

115-122. There is a slight discrepancy in the arithmetic, the 
total of the items of payments to the treasury in these lines being 
4916} dpiOya vopicpara, while in ll. 108, 114 it is given as 4920}. 
Owing to the mutilation of the preceding pages it is impossible 
to determine which is correct. 

116. The reason for not specifying the ¢xdueva vopuiopara here 

and in ll. 117 and 121 is not clear. That it is not the fact that 
the éxépeva and dpiéua were in these cases equal appears not 
only from the total above but from such of the entries for the 
single éwoixta as are preserved. ’ 

118. For the dot, cf 1. 15. 

B2 
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yy emln™ v? Log $8! 8 wv 

5 4.] 
wd°/ a 

aro Kop” Adpodita emuln™ 

§ kav” Snpoorwv v spray ve 

S reraptiev vy oR gOS 8! 8/ v 
S amapy” Savy ty 1/ v oB9n s/ vw 
S amapy” Siavd av rf =” phagif = 

S amapy” yat~ B” 3 oB v’ of o/ v° 

S amapy” peru” pLoxyBy vw of § Sv 

Sv ad%a-/ oar vw’ Brus 7 8 8/v BicySy — 

hv? poy 7 if 8/ 3/ v 
agp” e/ oak v Bree yu 

145 

150 

151 

135. M*: the day of the month has not been written, either 

ad wv et/Kopio® e—/ waxed 

8/ xaraBodt: a Emd C v’/ B s/ loavv” Tay* 

3/ add: Meo? 6 8'/ av 

8/ add: Mx 8°/ av™ 

8/ add: Tl’ xO v/v 8°/ av~ 

i, 
amo emouk/ Ilakavvews 

SX xav® Sypoorwr 

[emt ln~ 

v? Toa gyn 8/ y 

S§ teraptiov vy vg9KSd/ of v° 
SX amapy” Savy ry 7/ vy 890 & [r” 

S amapy’ Suv ar r/ wv C95 Ff v 
S amapy~ yok BX 2d vw 8 o/ [v 

S amapy~ p® pi ages vy agidf 8 v 
ye emiln~ v° r6B9 n 8/ 8/ v” 

ah” er/kopuo® ev / caKedd* 
8/ xataBoh~ a Emp lv’/ B [8]/[Tloar™” aayx © 

8/ add: Meo? 8/7 av” 8["/] av7 

8/ add Tl’ KO ¥/ y = &{"] av? 

ato emoux/ Bouyer . emuln- 

S§ Kav” Sypoorwy yepge 8 v 

S reraptuwv yzgi Sv 
S amapy” Siaty ry 7/ v o9KB 8/ v 

S amapy” Siav’ av r1/ 9 iBS 8/ v° 

S awapy” yor" » B vB  v 

here or in ]. 231. 

138. v° rx¢qn: if the entries below are correctly given this 
should be v°® rx¢qd. Thus in the total on |. 221 if the single present place. 

hv PyKeGa i 7a 

op?  v? oB9 OS 8% Of ve 

oe lw oBGQ 
om? hv? pragif fv 
op? Av of Sf ve 

op? Ly ofS  / ae 

3 / icy 

8/ ap? vain BS 7 ex jarps 
S/ ap’ v’ o&B vy ong od 

8/ ap® v® 71 v rh 

3/ ap? v° va v? To> 

ald] a~/ oan v? fee ke) s/ v oat 

hv? pd 
[oP hw gS 87 
op] hv? 390 
[ou] hv C8 
op’ Avs 
op? hv? ag df 

ad” e/ oak v? tKl 9 8/ v rvaS X v? £98! 8/ 

5) ¥ 
/ 
o/ y' 

yr 

x 

of a, ae v ovsS ¥ x ¥ oo 
o/ ne vy? Kn B/ vy Keg 

8/ ap’ v° &5 v° “7 

hv? 89 it 

[op”] 
[oj,(*] hv syxB 
[o]ye d 
Lon”] 

payments in Il, 229-232 are added up, the sum of 2965 so/. is 
correct ; but if previous totals are added up, the sum sho 
2964 sol, 18 c. Probably the mistake is one of addition in the 
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159 

160 

165 

168 

169 

170 

175 

Fol. 

179 

180 

185 

189 
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y/ enin? v vgaf 8/v — ah® a~/ oan{/ v»° reg] 1B 8/ » Ay d  isg vyS 8/ v° 
adh” e~/ oaKedd~ 

8/ xaraBohi a Emp € v/ B [8/ Iwavv” mayX] 8/ ap® v Ay [ely » Ae viB 

6 4.) 

amo emoux/ Kepapu” emuly™ 
§ kav” Snpooiwy vv 90 Sv ad” a-~/ car v? pd § v ps B/ 

hv’ ¢9i0 of v? 

S reraptiov GiBsd/ 8/ v° op.” d giB§d/ 8 v 
S amapy” Svavv ty 7/ v° 698 / v? op? hv? £98 / v° 
S amapy” Sivavv av’ 71/ gisf Vf op.” d g is§ s/ v° 

S amapy” yah » B v° B 8/ v° op? vB fv 
yy emily” v? £49788! FY v = ad® a~/ oak v? pd Ff v ws B/d v® i£988/ Ff v 

ad wy er/kopir® eu / caked 
8/ xataBoh- a Emp £0°/ B  8/ iwavv’ tayX = 8 ap” v® ps B/ ex: v? pd 

amo erou/ Eudurevtwy eml[n]~ 
§ Kav” Sypociwr vy ro09KB S/ v ad” a-/ car v pro on 8/ v° pus B/ 

Av ofy7id 8 

SX reraptiov vy 875 Srv op? ie Seo. = S/y* 
§ amapy” Sav m 1r/ vw $=id9KaS Ff on? Av id9Kaf 8 v 
§ amapy” Savi av rf v8 iOS on. hv 89105 8/v 
S amapy” yak* BX ge vw € if v? op? wwe te i v 

y/ emily? ve ten gO 5/v? — ap® er“ / oan’/ v? prs 9 1 8/ v? pus B/ Vv acByia 8/ v° 

ad” e/kopic® ev~/ caxedh— 
8/ xaraBod: a Emd Cv?/ B 8/ lwavv” mayX 8/ ap? v° pis B/ ex: v pO 
8/ add: Meo”? 80°/72 av" [8]"/ av” 8/ ap? v’ Ka v°idg B 

8/ add: Tl’ «6 v/ y = [8]"/ av™ 8/ ap’ v° A venges 

7) 
amo emoux/ Vupov emuln™ 

§ xav® Sypocrwr vogka 8/ v ap’ e~/ ocar*/ v° vd 9n 8/ v wS ¥ 
hv? is Zty 8/ py? 

SX terapruv 9 il§ 8% 8/ v op? d giff8/ 8/ v? 

S amapy’ Savi mr =v 0 s/ v° op? hv? 6 o/ v? 
§ amapy” Siatd av r/ vagad’ 8/ op? Av agads/ F/ 

y/emty’ v ra 9 is Sf v — adh® a / oar’/ v? vd9 8/ v° nf y > [VP Koon d/ 

adh wv et/Kopioc® a / oaxehd— 
8/ xaraBoh: a Emdh C°/ B  8/ Iwavv mayX 8/ ap’ v°dO x vs 98 

8/ add: Meo’ 6 0/7? av? 87/ av™ o/ ap® nF v £98 

8/ add: Tl’ «0 °/ y = 8 av 3/ ap® v? va B/ v igic 
erouk/ Townv emily 

SX Kav” Snpoowy v° pBYe Sv = ad” ae / oan*®/ v? ABYKB 8/ v? de B/ 
hv? €09¢ s/ v 

155. »° iq cys: another mistake in addition; it should be «dq trys. 
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190) = &_- terapriwy vy agaS 98/ op? hv agaf o/ v 
S amapy” Suavv mrn/f vw O¢gnK Fv op? hv 69K s/ v° 

SX amapy” Siavy av® tr/ 9 inf 8/ 8/ op? d ginf 8’ 38/ v° : 

yy emily’ v? piy gad! 8/v? —adh* ev / oan v? BG KB 8/ v? he B/ X WaT g Ky 8! 8/ 

ah wv e/Kopio® e~/ oaKehd~ 
195 8/ xaraBohy a Em C0/ B 8/ iwavv’” tayX 8/ ap? ve KyB/ = ex v’ KB 

5/ add: Meo” 6°/7~ av" 8"/ av? 5/ ap® v’ « B/ vegd 

8/ add: Tl’ «0 °/ y ~—8"/ av™ 8/ ap’ voy vegin 

Fol. 7 4.] 

amo emou/ Lakoope emily” 

199 S kav” Snpoovwy vy iBgl 8 v® ad” a / oar v loin 8/ ny : 

vega / re 

200 -¥ Teraptiwy gy 5/ f/ v° op? nN gy 8 s/ v° 
S anapy” Savy ry 71/ vs 9S d/ v ape h vs 7 ilf a/v 
SX amapy” Sia av r/ =v 2 ad! 8/ op? » 9a5/ 8/ wv 

yy emikn™ v? i09if S/v?  ad® a~/ oar’ vv Coin Ff ny dX Via gny  v 

ab” ev/Kopio® e~/ caked 

205 . ¥ xaraBod: a Emd £0°/ B 8/ lwavv aayX 98/ ap’ vey eX v’e 
8/ add: Meo’ 8/7 av" 8~/ av™ 8/ ap® vy v° BY 

amo emouk/ Ayvov Iwouriwvos erly” 
S Kav’ Sypoowy vy pbgil s/ v° ap” . dh v? pO9i¢ o/ v? 
S rerapriov 98S o/ v° op? d 9 iBS 8/ vw 

210 S amapy” Siavy ry 71/ vy iagn 98/ v? op? NP iagn 8 ¥ 
S atapy” Savy av 7/ g iy 8/ 8/ v op? » giyS/  8/ 

yy emily v° EBYBS8/ 8/ ve — ad® a~/ oak’) z d vw EBG BS 8’ 8/ v? 
amo pov* ABB* Eppawros - emln— S amapy” dial mr tf 9f ad® d 96 vw . 
amo pov- Tapoov emily’ § amapy” Sav av t/v°agd op? hv°agd 8/ 

215 amo pov Papoov emily GsSop? 95§ 8/ 

XS anapy” Siavy ty tr/ 98 ev down? 

S amapy” Sivavd av tr/ 9 BS op? — 
ato pov BapBapov emiln— S amapy” Savy ty 7r/ 95 ah”. d 98 Sv 

amo pov* Ayias Mapias exi(n— S amapy” Svavd ty tr/ gia on? d gia S/ 

Fol. 8. 

220 +avaxepaamors w5°/ a 

221 XS Kav” Snpoowwy v meOgia S/ v ad” a-/ oan v? Bote 8 v? ypobf — 

hv end gia 

208. The dot after ag” is in the MS.; so too in 1. 218. there is no remainder. Since in cases where the phrase does not — 
216. ev down(a)8(v?): though it occurs in every indiction, occur a remainder (dod) is given, but not where it does, the 

except the 15th (Il. 102, 103), this cannot well mean anything but conclusion seems clear that the sums described as Aowd are 
that these d:ayouai are in arrear; and this seems tobe confirmed always money collected and left in hand, not sums in arre: 

by the fact that it is once (1. 427) entered for St. Pinoution, where ¢f p, 81 ff 
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222 S teraptiov vy mygKd! Ff v op? hv myg7Kd/ 
S amapy” Savvy ry 7/ v aoygig 8/ v? op?  v’ ooy Gis 
S amapy” Sav’ av? r/ vy pungn 9 v° op? hv’ pen gn 

225 S amapy” yak B” g we v° we  v op? hv we 
oO § anapy” p pS oa yp ny vw oa¢k Ff op? hv? oa9K 

yi/ exelnt P mbiBGy 8! 8/ "ad cx-/oan’/ v° Bybe/v ypolS kv” but yy 8! 8/” 
ad wy e/Kkopio® a”/ caKedd~ 

S/ xataBoh: a Em ¢ °/ B ¥ lwavv” mayx 8/ ap? v? apg) ex v° awry 918 

230 8/ add: Meo’ 8 0/ 77 av™ 8-/ av 5/ ap® v® rk Yr iB 
8/ add: Mx &/ 7? av" 87/ av- 3/ ap’ v° rr v? 7& 
3/ add- TI’ «6 v/y 87/ av™ 3/ ap? v? wd v? véB 

Fol. 8 4.] 

+ iv8°/ Sevtepas 
a 

Kop! Adpodira emily 

235 XS Kav” Snpoovwy vy sprague 8/v° ad” e~/oak/ v? Bvid 7iB 8/ v° Byxin§ 

yr BAB — 8/ »” 
236 SX reraptuwv ve oB9 OS 8/ 8/ v° op?  v? oB 9 Of 8% 8/ v? 

S amapy” Sivavv ty r/ = 8v oB9n s/ v? op? hv oByn 3/ v° 
SS amapy” Siar av t/ v® phagif 8/ op? Av prayif Sv 
S anapy” yad* Bout’ » oB8 v® of s/ opl?]  v? oB o/ v 

240 SX amapy”’ pr poxyByv off sv op? h v° og7§ Fv 
241 ye/ emily? v? C695 8% 8/ v = ah” am/oar’/ v°? Bid yiB 8/ v° Byin§ \ v? (er 

7 iBS 8’ 8/ v° 
242 ad wy et/xopuc® e~/ oaKedd* 
243 8 xataBod- a AM g v/ y 8/ APavaciov vo~ amo Movrx 

S/ ap? ve pre B/ ex Vv w&l 

244 8/ add: T’ « 0/77 av’ 8"/ av 8/ ap® v° aposy vy? wos 

245 8/ add: TIX va v/ 8 8/ Iwavv” wayX 8/ ap® v? wry v° wos ¥ iB 

etouk/ Takavvews emily” 
247 S Kav” Snpooiwy v° Toa 9 8/ v? ap” a~/ carl v? tha 8/ v® rvf§ 

hve png of v° 
248 SX reraptioy vy ygKfd/ Sf v° on? hvygkf 8% 8 vw 

S amapy” Swavd tm t/ v? 890 o/ v° on? 1 v°S90 s/ v? 

250 S amapy” Sivavv ave tr/ v £98 / v° on. hv 978 o/ v° 
S amapy” yat* BX, 8 vw § s/ v° op? d v8 o/ v° 
S amapy’ p> plays v agidf ¥ v op? hv? a id§ / v? 

y/ emily? v? roB9 8’ 8/ vv — ad” e~/ oak v tha Ff v°rvlS d v° Eagn 8’ 8/ 
adh wv e/Kopio® ev~/ caKxedd* 

255 5/ karaBon- a AM > b/y 8/ APavaciov vo" 5/ ap? v? ovl§ ex" v° oO 

231. t7y + a correction, apparently from x¢. 243. Mow* : Movvaxén; cf 1847, 4. 
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265 

270 

271 

275 

Fol. 

280 

281 

282 

285 

290 
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8/ add- T’ xv/ 7? av-~ 87/ av™ o/ ap’ v° Ea B/ v° vs 9 8 

3/ add- WX wa 3/8 8/ iwavy” [ralyx 8/ ap? dy - v° eg iB 

. 9. 

evouK/ Eudutevtov emul 

S§ kav” Sypoowwy v°roOgK[B 8]/ v° ad” a’/ can v oy 915 [8/] vox 

hv? porgs . 
S reraptiov vw 895 Ff wv op? Av 8968 
S amapy” Svavv ry 7/ vy idgKaS [d/] op? dv? Wy KaS 

S amapy” Sav avev r/ v 89 ifS [8/ v°] op? hv? 8 9i6§ 

S amapy” yad* B” x «€ vy ¢€ s/ [v*] op? Av € 

yy emily v iKngi08/v = ad® a / oar*/[v] oy 9 ig 8/v° xs dh vr oxegy 8/ v 
ad wv e/kopic® e~/ oakedd~ 

8/ xataBoh- a AO’ ¢ v/v 8/ AO[a]vaciov vo" 8/ ap? v°pyB/ ex v° Ge 

8/ add: T’ « v/ 7 av’ 8-/ av" 8/ ap’ v° vff v vy 
8/ add- TIX va v?/ 8 8/ iwar[v]” tayX 8/ ap? v’ vO VY vd is 

emo.K/ Kepapuov emily” v 

S xav” Snpoowy vv gil o/ v afl] «7/ car*/ v° de 8/ v? XC B/ 

d [vp ieg iO 

S reraptiwv vy giBSd’ 8/ v op? d 9 iBS 8% 
§ anapy” Save ry 7/ v°l98 o/ v° [o]u? Av 698 
S atapy” Siavy av® 7/ g igS s/ [op]? » 9 isf 

$ anapy’ ye yh vB er dub DPB 
yy/ emily v° a9 88/ 8/v = adh” ev / oax/* v? de 6/ v»? AC B/ V? Kz9[8]8/ 8/ v° 

ad wr e/Kopio® ev~/ oak* 

8/ xataBoh: a AO v/v 8/ APavaciov vo” S8/ ap’ v® in B/ exr’ileyn 

8/ add: T’ x [u?/ 7 av 87/ av? 8/ [ap) vn [v°]¢7ip 

8/ add: IIx wa v/ 8 8/ lwavv’ wayX —- 8 [a]p[? v°] ia [v°]igs 

94.] 
en{oux]/ Wupov emuln” 

S Kav’ Snpoowy vrogk  S8/ v ad” a / oa/ v bags Sv ESy 

hv? Ovic of 
S rTerapriov 965 8% 8/ v? op? d Gils 8” yr 
S amapy” Sat m A) vw @ | o/ v on” hv 6 a 

S amapy” Siva aff th/ vr agad/ 8/ v op? Av agad’ sv 

yy emily’ v aaglis 8/ v = ad® a~/ oaxehn v? £a9e 8/ v ES Yr vKGiS/ 
ad” ev/kopic® ev / waked 

etoux/ Tony emily” 

8/ xaraBo\: a AM’ ¢ U/ y 8/ ABavaciov vo~ 8/ ap? v» py ex v° gd 

8/ add: T KRY 0-/ av~ 8/ ap® v? ic vy B95 

8/ add: TIX va v/ 8 8/ iwavy” mayx 8/ ap® v® if v O9K 
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291 § «av” Sypoowwy v° pB Ye 8/ vw” agp” e~/ aar/ v dy gk 8/ v de B/ 

hv & 90 8/ v° 
292 § reraptiwv v agafS Sof v op? Av agaf 8/ 

SX amapy” Sivavv ry 7/ v 09K s/ v° op? hv 09K 

S amapy” Siavv [aly ref  v® = gin§ 8 8/ v? op? » 4 inf 84 
295 yi/ emily” v? piyg Ka8/ 8/ v? ad” ev~/ caxedd* v° Ay gk 8/ vv’ Ag B/ Av? THa8/ 8/ 

ad wy ev~/kopio® e~/ coaxed 

8/ xaraBoh: a AW ¢ v/v 8/ Adavacwov vo” 8/ ap? v° Ky ex v’ KBgiB 

8/ add- nea Cf y 87/ av” S/ ap? vw vo€ 
8/ add: TIX va v°/ 8 8/ lwavv” mayx 8/ [ap? v° sS¥ v 9 

Fol. 10.] 

300 emoux/ Laxoope emul” 

301 XS Kav” Snpoorwy vy B94 i0 s/ v° ap” e~/ car*/ v ygun 8/ v? § 

i Av O94 8/ v° 

302 § reraptiwv gy’ 8/ v” [o]u’ nN gys/ i 
SX amapy” divavd ty r/ vy ¢«9ilf d/ v op? Av 59 ilf o/ v° 

SX atapy” Siavv arvé r/ gad’ d/ op? nN gad’ b/w 

305 y/ emily v? ib ol 8/ v° ad? a~/ car*/ v ygin 8/ v? & dv? iegKy 8/ v 

ad wv et/Kopio® ae / cakedd~ 

8/ xataBod: a AO’ v/v 8/ Adavaciov vo” 8/ ap’ v°d ex v yin 
evotk/ Bovywy emily” 

SX Kav” Snpoowy vepge of v af” a / oaks hv pye s/ v° 

310 S teraptiuwv gi 8/ v op? nN gi 8/ v° 
S amapy” dvavd ry t1/ v ¢9kB / v° op? h v° > 9KB a/v’ 

S atapy” diary av’ t/ giBs 8/ v° op? » giB§ sv 

S anapy” yat* B” » B v B s/ v° op? Av B d/ v° 

y/ emily” v vgaf 8/ adh” z h v° vgaf 8/ v° 

315 emoux/ Aytov Iuvoutwvos emily” 

XS Kav” Snpoowy vy pbgit 8/ v° ad” hv pOgl = 98/ v 
S rerapriwy giBS 98/ v° a nN 9 .B§ d8/ v 
SX atapy” Svavv ty 71/ yYiagn 6/ - hv iagn s/ v? 

SX atapy” diary ave r/ g iy Of 8/ v° d g iy 8’ 8/ v? 

320 y/ emily’ v° EBY BSS! S/ v = ah®™ « dv EBY BS 8/ 

Fol. 104 ] 

pov- ABB- Eppawros emily’ XS atalply”! diavy tm r/ 9f ad®. dX gf 

pov Tapoov emily” SX atapy” diary avs tr/ v° agd op? hv agd 

pov- @apoov emily” 95S op? d 955 

S amapy” Savy ry 7/ 98 ev dour? 
325 SX atapy” Siavy av® r/ 9 BS opt?) 

321. The dot is in the MS.; cf. 1. 326. 

IV. Q 
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pov" BapBapov emiln~ X atapy” Siavd ry 1/ 785 ap”. d 98 
pov Ayvas Mapuas emiln~ X atapy” Svavv tn tr/ = giaop® i g ia 

+avaxedharawors v’/ B 

o— ¢ 
329 S Kav’ Sypoorwy vy mpOyia 8/ v ad® a-/ ocak v yan 8/ YP yy 

hv? dSpfagia 8/ v° 

330 S reraptiov vy my 9K8/ ; op? hv myo k8/ 8/ v° 

SX atapy” Svavv ry 7H/ vw coy 7 is ED tops: hv goygis 8/ 

S amapy” dSiavd av® 71/ v? pengn ‘ op? Av pungn 8/ v 

S amapy” yai— B”’ 2 we Vv Te one i. Doe a/v 

S amapy” p* pS oa pny v? oagk op? hv oagk 8/v 
335 y/emln~ v? mWiByy 8’ 8/ v = ad® a~/ cakehd~ Vv? yn 8/ Y yy hv? 

exe 9-78! 8/ v 
336 «= ad wv et/Kopio® e7/ oaxedd* 

337 8/ cataBok: a AO’ 5 v/ y = 8/ APavaciov vo~ amo Movrx 

8/ ap? v arm8s ex:'v? aorBh9 in 

338 8/ add: Te Vey 5-/ av" 8/ ap’ v? cB vy = piB o> 

3/ add: Wu v/§ 8 lwavv mayX 8/ ap? v péyB/ vw acy 

Fol. 11.] 

340 +ivd°/ tpurys 

Kop Adpodita emuln- 

342 XS xav” Sypooiy vy sprague 8/v ad a-/car/ v yvbd7 iB 8/ v? ype 

hv yurlgy 8 v 
343 SX reraptiav vy = oBG OS 8 8/ v° op? hv? — oB 9 O§8 8/ v? 

S atapy” Sialb mr =v «oBon 8 op? Av oBon Sv 
345 S amapy” Siavv av tr/ v= pha gif o/ v° op? hv pragif 98/ v 

SX atapy” ya" B” 2 0B v of / v° op? Av of a/v 

S& amapy” wp poy By v? ogy Of on  v? og § 8/ ve 
348 yy emily? v? L6958% 8/ v ad” a-/ car v yf GiB 8/ Y yhpa dv 

bre 7 iBS 8/ &/ v? . 
349 ad” ev/kopic® ex / coaxed ; 

350 8/ xataBoh: a Emay? y / 8 8/ ap? v ame B/ ex Lat 
8/ adh: SEX? ay. 2/8 3/ ap® v° ae v pr. 9iB- 

8/ add: Xue § v/e 8/ ap’ v° axpby v° ako — 
evouk/ Tlakavvews emily . 7 ' 

354 XS kav” Sypoowy vy Toagn J v ap” a-/ car v° 7o87iB 8/ v° KB 
 v? 8/ vw ws 7 be v Ky gd F 

355 SX reraptiov ve vgs 8! 8/ op? dv ygoKS 8/ 4 
SX amapy” Sia m m/ wv 8980 d/ v° [o]2° h v° 890 . 

S amapy” Siavv av t/ ov = 98 s/ v [o]u!! hv? £98 

Fol. 11. This is a single sheet. 351. TA.: the dot seems intended to take the place of the units. 
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S amapy” yar x 8 ae / v° opi?! Av d 

S amapy’ pp pags wv agidf 8 v° op? hv ag vs 

360 yy emln~ v? 76898’ 8/ v — ad” am/ oar/ v’ rod 9iB 38/ v° iKB pS 

Kagd/ d/ v°. ws mT de v? Kygd 
361 ad wy et/Kopio® a~/ oaKedd~ 

8/ xaraBod: a Emay® y v/ 8 Sap? v cody ex? ovn 
8/ add: mein 23/8 8/ ap® v° da B/ v KOgiB 

d/ add: hxXte Ve 3/ ap’ v° pis ve pl 

Fol. 114.] 

. 365 emoux/ Eudurevtov emuC” 

366 § xav® Sypoowy v° 7609 KB o/ v° ab” e~/ car’/ v° thy 8/ v® 7vO 
hv &59KB of v 

367 XX reraptiwv vy 896 op? hv 898 3/ v° 
SX anapy” Suavv ry 7/ vy id9KaS opl?) hv idgKnaf Ff v 

S ctapy” Siavd av r/o 8 Gi Oh op? Av diff s/ v° 

370 SX amapy” yar x « veo € op? Nv € 8/ v? 

ye/ emily v°? ven 7 i 3/ vy ab” a~/ oar/ v° try 8/ v° pe h v° cegif 8/ v® 
ad” e/kopio® ev / oakehh~ 

8/ xaraBod: a Emay? y v/ 8 3/ ap? Y peyy «x v? pid 

8/ add: X* in 8/8 8/ ap® v° pf vy pa 

375 8/ add Wt wv/e 3/ ap? v° pkls v° pin 

etouk/ Kepapuov emily 

377 XS Kav” Snpoowwy vv iO Sv ad® a~/ oar*®/ v E95 8/ v® oB B/ 

Ape Yr SP wv? ig gra 

378 S rerapriwv 7 iBS 8/ 8/ v° op? hv iS d8/ 

S atapy” Suvavy ry 71/ v 698 s/ v° op. hv 98 

380 SX atapy” Sivavy av® ti/ gisf 9d/ [v?] ope nN g isS 
' SS atapy” yadr* » B v B 5/ v° op? hv B 

382 y/ emln? v° 4988! 8/ v° ap® a~/ oalk*] v? l9¢ 5/ v® oB B/ d pS v® 

i708’ 8/ v. ws mw de v ig gia 
383) ad® et/kopic® a~/ oar* 

8/ cataBoh: a Emay® y v/ 8 8/ ap’ v® ia xv i9¢ 
385 8/ add: XK" in 0/8 8/ ap’ v° «KO B/ ve «Klip 

8/ add: Ix ie v/e 3/ ap’ v° XB vy KO9iB 

Fol. 12.] 

ezoux/ Vupov emily” 

388 XS kav” Sypoowy vYogka 98/ v ad’ e~/ cax*/ v°? 0898 8/ v° me B/ 

Ape 8/vY wmvnge 
389 SX teraptiwv Gils d/ 8/ v° on A = gilf 8/ s/ v? 

360. pe(tovos): cf. note onl. 21. The two results (a deficit of net result, a deficit of 2s. 3%c. Cf ll. 382, 392. The dot after 
23 Ss. 4 c. on the Canon alone, and a balance of 21s.o}c. onthe 98/ »° is inthe MS.; cf 1, 382. 
remaining heads) are set down side by side, without stating the 

Q2 
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390 SX amapy” Sati m r/o 0 s/ v° om? vA 3/ v° 
S atapy” Siavd av r/o a gad’ O/ op? 4 wv agad/ 3/ 

392 y/ emln™ v° tagis 8/ v° adh’ e”/ car*/ v° 0098 8/ v° we B/ d pt v? igi 
o/ v? ws 7 Sev? n Gl ~ 

393 ad wr ev/Kopio® a”/ coaxed 

8/ xaraBod: a Emay® y v°/ 8 38/ 8/ ap® v° rd EX Vv agus 

395 3/ add: iy wees 3/ ap’ v° An¢ v? hegd 
8/ add: WX ce 86 8/ ap® v® ivf v iBgn 

erroxk/ Tony emuln” 

398 S§ kav” Snpoowy v pBye S/ v agp” ev~/ car*/ v° £98 S/ v* pS 

Av &eoa o/ 

399 S teraptiwv vy agaf o/v op? Av agaf o/ v° 

400 S amapy” duavy m 1/ 32? O9GK = 8/ op? Av 09K of v® 
S atapy” Sivavv av rf vz inf 84 8/ [o]u° nN ginf 8’ 8/ v® 

402 y/ emln- v° piygynad’ 8/ v° ap” e~/ car/ v° L98 O/ v? pf d v oF 
gil8/ 8/ 

403. ad wv ev~/kopio® e~/ cak/ 

8/ kataBod: a Emay’? y °/ 8 8/ Sap YW Oy xv 

405 d/ add: X* in 0/8 3/ 8/ ap® v° ia B/ vw gis 
5/ add: Ws wv/e 3/ ap® v° 6 vy ilgiB 

Fol. 124.] 

etouk/ Laxoope emuln™ 

408 S kav” Sypocwy vy iBgO d/ v® ad® a/ car*/ v Byin 8/ v y 

Av tiga fv 

409 SX reraptiov ; gy 5/ &/ Vv op? nN gy’ / w 
410 S atapy” Savy ry 7/ ve Giff 8/ v op? Av 5 Gif 6/ v? 

S amapy” diavy av t/ ga8/ 8/ v° op? d 920’ 3/ ae 
y/ emily? v° iO gil 8/ v- ad” a-/ oak’) v Bom 8/ v y dv isgKy §/ v 

adh” e/kopic® e~/ oaxedd* 
8/ xataBod: a Emay® y °/ 8 8/ v? — & ap? ev ex »° BYin 

415 emoux/ Bovywy emily” 

S Kav” Sypoowy vege 8/ v? above/car/ hv pe o/ oe 
S reraptiov i. gi 8/ v a) ae » gi 5/ fae 
S amapy” Savy my /  v® = 59K 8/ v° Z Ay soxB 3/7 oe 
SX atapy” Siavd av® / 7 iBS 8/ v° Z d giBS 38/ 

420 S atapy” yad* » B v B a/ v? 2 Av B / 

yy emily? vv gas 8/ v° ad” a-/ car - d v vgaf 8/ 
emo.k/ Aytov Iwovtimvos emily” ; 

XS kav” dnpooiwy v pOgil 3/ v af’ a-/ car*/ dv? pb gil o/ we 
SX teraptiwv vo 2 GiBs 8/ v° om? d 9 ips ov P. 

403. «~/xou.o®: the line over an abbreviation like e«/ stands 414. 8/ vo: sic, a slip of the pen, by force of habit ; of 1.444. 
for 7: here, therefore, it is a slip of the pen. 
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425 SX amapy” Svavv ry 7/ v iagn s/ v° op? Av iagn a/v’ 
S amapy” Siavv ave r/ giy 8’ 8/ v° op? h giy8/ 8/ v° 

y/ emln~ vr EBGBSS/ 8/ v? ev dour? 

Fol. 13.] 

pov* ABB~ Eppawros emily” S amapy” Siavd ry 7/ 96 8/v af™ aS 

pov* Tapoov emln- S amapy” Siavy av* tr/ v° agd 8/ v” oo lh a gd 
430 pov* Papoov emily” 9 5§ 8/ v° one... ¥ 955 

SX amapy” Savy ty 71/ 75 ev doin? 

S amapy” Sivavv av t/ 7 BS op? 

pov" BapBapov emily’ SX amapy” Savvy ty 7/ 95 5/v ap’ 95 
pov® Ayias Mapas emily” SX amapy” dia’y ty t/ gia 5/ v° op? hk Gg ia 

Fol. 13 4.] 

435 tavaxedadrawors v°/ y 

436 SX Kav” Synpoowwy vo mpbgia S/v ah® a’/ oar/ v Stongn 8/ v° SWKyS y 

hv yxoagy 98/ v 
437 SX teraptiwv v wyyKd/ O/ v° op? Av = my7K8/ 8/ v° 

S atapy” duavy tm 1r/ =v aoygis 5/ v° op? hv aoyzvis 8/ v 
SX amapy” Suvavv av r/o pungn =8/ op? hv? pungn 8/ v® 

440 SX amapy” yad* B” 2 we v? Te 8/ v? op? hv? we 3/ v° 

S amapy” pw pi oa yg ny vw oagK 8/ op? Av oagk 8 v? 

442 y/ emlyn~ v? nWByyS/ 8/ v = ad” ae / caxedd* v? Sron 9 8/ v? Sweyfy » v° 

Sthy 710 8/ 8/ v? 
443 ad wv e/kopioc® a~/ oaxedd* 

8/ xaraBod: a Emay® y 0/8 98 v 5/ ap? v° adpB s ex v? athe 7 ug 

445 3/ add > me ty = P/5S S/ ap® v° ackdB/ ov? apd 9H 
5/ add: Tx ie w/e S/ ap? v° apr vy awngyn 

Fol. 14.] © 

ivd’/ § 

Kop Adpodita emily” 

449 S Kav” Sypoowy vy spray ve Sf v ad a~/can/ v? yips 7s 8/ vv ybpby 

v yhbeg 0 s/ v° 

ve oBg OS 8/ 8/ v° 

v oB9n o/ v° 

450 ike TETAPTLOV 

X atapy” siavy ry ti/ 

yp? 

yp? 

S amapy” Savy avev rf v 

v 

v 

oB 9 0 8% 8/ v° op? 

oByn 8=68/ w” op? 

> ap AP AP AS AD 

o pra gif 5/ v° op? vy pragif 8 v® 

S amapy” yar* BY » oB_ ~v° of of v on? v° of o/ v° 

S amapy’ p poy By v ogves of v° op? Nv off VF vr 

455 yy emily? v? 6b958/ 8/ ve —ad® et~/ car v yinsgs 5 v ylpOy dv Sry 

7 inf 0/ 3/ v° 
427. ev Nowm(a)d(c?) = of the similar entries under pova(arnpiov) Dapdov. 
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45 

460 

Fol. 

465 

466 

470 
471 

472 

475 

477 

478 

480 

485 

an 
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ad wv ev/koplilo® e7/ caKkedd* 

8/ xaraBoh' aa DL We YF 8/ ap? v° awkeS y ex: v° ain 9 id 

&/ add: T’ 0 We &/ ap® v° dag vy vty 

8/ add: MX Kd v/ «€ 8/ ap® v? xvBS_ v x7id™ 
d/ add: TX wa b/¢ 8/ ap? v° wil ve  xvB 

S amo mA etoux®/K*/ Yup” S Kep* S ap® v° iBSy v iBg9B 

emouxk/ Vupov T’ if v/ € 3/ ap? v Oy ex v° Cia 

etoux/ Kep* 7! av’ vU/ € S/ ap® v « vy dgie 

14 6.] 

evoik/ Ilaxavvews emln” 

XS Kav” Snpoowy v° 70a9 7 ¥ wv afp® a-/ oak v tis gig &/ v? olf 

dv 8Yis sy v° 
S reraptiov ve ygoKfd! 8/ v op? Aw yoKS 8% 8/ 

XS atapy” Swavv ty 7/ v 890 op? hv 890 / v 

S atapy” Sua avi r/ =? £98 op? hv? £98 / v 
S amapy” yak B- yd vw 8 op?  v? fv 
S atapy” p® po ay ¢ vy a idf op? Av? ag idf / v? 

yy emly’ v° roB9n 8’ 9 v° ad® a~/ car v r& Gig 5/ v TELS d v® Ke 
gig d/ Of v° . 

ad wv e/Kopuc® ev / caKedd~ . 

8/ xatraBoh: aa PL w/e o/ z 8/ ap’ v° aces ex »° coB9S 

8/ add: T° 0.0/ « d/ ap® v° «7B ve 069K 
8/ ahd: TIX wa / ¢ S/ ap® °K vY  ingis 

emoux/ Eudurevtwv erly” 

S Kav” Sypoowwy v° 609 KB 8/ v° agp” e/ oar v° TdGic S/ v° TroBES 

Av vegs o/ v? 

S reraptiwv v 8958 ¥ vw op? Av 898 / te 
S amapy” diavt rm tf v? iS 9 Kas 5/ v® op? Av? WyKaS So wv 

S amapy” Sia ar m/v S8yil§ 8 v op? Av 89i0§ Sv 

S amapy’ yo" BX pe wv € of v° op? Av € ov 

y/ emily? v° ixng id 8) v ad” [ev}'/ car v° dis S/ v° TBS hv’ Tdyy 8/ 
ap” e/Kopuo® e~/ oaxedd* “ 

S/ xatraBoh. aa PL v/e 3/ ap® v° aids ex »° psn 

8/ add: T’ A v/e 8/ ap® v° vO B/ vy ve 
8/ add: MX xd v/ ¢€ d/ ap? v° Ks vy Ky 9K 

8/ add: TX wa 0/ ¢ &/ ap’ v° of v &9K 

461-463. For an explanation of the placing of these surpluses 
here see the introduction to 1412 (p. 83). 

463. tT" av" “/ e: 7” °/ e was written first, and then washed out, 

the present entry being written over the remains. 
466. The dot is in the MS. 
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Fol. 15.] 

emoik/ Bovywy emuln™ 

489 SX Kav” Sypooiwy yrpge Sf v ap” a-/ car v ingis 8/ v’K 

hv Ka¥ iy Sv’ 

490 SX tTeraptiwv gi fv [o]n° nN Gi / v 

XX amapy” Sivavd ry t/ ve > 9kKB SY v° op? hv ¢9kB / v 
X atapy” diary ave m/v z GiBS &/ v° om? » 9 ips s/ 

S atapy” ya* BX,» B vB Sf v° op? 4 vB S/ v° 

y/ emln? vPvgaS 8 v° ap? a~/ car v° ingis 8/ v Kk dAv raGOS 5/ v 
495 ad wr et/kopioc® a”/ caxedd~ 

8/ xataBod: a> TIX wa 0/ ¢ S/ ap’ vk ex v° ing is 
emoux/ Kepapwov emily? 

S kav” Snpoowy yrvgid Vf ad” a~/ car/ v? vgil 8/ v vd B/ 

S teraptiwv v? 29 i BS 8’ 5/ v° op? » 9 iBS 8% Ff 

500 S atapy” Svavv m r/o? £98 of v° op? hv £98 Sf v° 

XS anapy” divavd av’ r/ gigf =f vw? op? nN g isf 8/ v° 
S amapy’ yak B® y B vB o/ v° op? v B of v? 

yy emily” v° a9 88/ 8/ adh? e~/oar/ v° v9 ib 8/ v° vd B/ vig 85! Ff 
ad wv et/kopic® a~/ oaxedd* 

505 8/ xaraBohh a LC V/e S/ ap’ v? pBB/ ex: v O98 

8/ add: T’ id W/e 5/ ap® v° iB vy ia ge 

Fol. 15 4.] 

eroix/ Vupov emul” 

S Kxav® Snpoowy ~ wogKa 9 rv ab? e~/ car® v? of ka 8/ Vv? o¢ h 

S reraptiwv 9 iL 8/ 3/ v? op? nN gifs 84 8/ v® 

510 S anmapy” Savy m r/o O s/ v° op? hv 0 / v° 
S amapy~ Sia ar r/ v agad’ 8/ v op? hv agad/ s/ v° 

y/ emmy v wagis 8/ v ad” a~/ car’ v° of xa 8/ v® oF X vigil 9/. 

ad” er/kopic® ev~/ caKedhd~ 

8/ xaraBoh' a BL ve S/ ap’ v éExfy ex” EBGiB 

515 8/ add: T’ 0 U/e 8/ ap’ v° 0¢ v 790 

etroux/ Tlounv emuln” 
517 S Kav” Snpoociwy v° pBYe s/ v adh” a-/ oar/ v? ngB YF v® pas 

h v° ¢7y 3/ v° 

518 SX teraptiwv vr agaf Sv op? hv agaf s/ v° 

S amapy” Savy ry 71/ v 09K s/ v° op? hv 09K s/ v° 
520 S amapy” Savvy av t/ 9 inf 84 8/ v on? d gin§ 8’ 8 v° 

521 y/ emily? v? piyyKa 8’ 8/ v° ad” [e/]- car v? d\n 9B SY v? pas i v? o€ 

910 8/ 8/ v° 

522 ad wv et/Kopio® e~/ oaxedd* 

8/ xaraBoh: a ® € [i/P 8/ ap® v? daly!’ ex v° KO 
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8/ add: TY 40 -e) 

525 8/ add: MX Kd 0/ € 

Fol. 16.] 

- erroux/ Saxoope emily” 
527 S kav” Synpoowy v iBgid 8 v° 

528 S reraptiwy gy 5! 8/ v? 

S anapy’ diavv ry t/ vs gilf 8/ v° 

530 S atapy” diavd av rf ov 908! Ff 
y/ emly™ v° i0gil 8/ v° 

ad” e/kopio® e~/ oaxedr* 

8/ xaraBohv a PC w/e 

8/ add: TIX wa / ¢ 

535 emoux/ Ayiov Iuvovtwvos emuln™ 

XS kav” Sypoowy v pbgi 9/ v° 

SX teraptiov 9iBS 98/ v° 

XS atapy” Sia’ ty tr =v iagn of v° 

S atapy” Siavy av® r/ giyd’ 3/ v° 

540 yy emtyn” v° EBY BSS! 8/ vw — adh” ex 
pov- ABB~ Eppawros emuln- S amapy” Savy rn 71/ 

pov Tapoov emily’ S amapy” Sia avi r/ v°agd S/v® op Av°agd Ff vw 
pov— Papoov emily” 95S 8/v? ow Xd 955 3/ vw 

XS amapy~ Ssiarlv rly rf /] 98 o/ v° ev oun? 

545 SX atap? duavy av® ti/ 9 BS 8/ vel op? 

pov* BapBapov emily’ S atapy” Suavy rn 

poov® Aywas Mapias emily” SX amapy” dia’d ry 

Fol. 16 4.] 

+avaxedarawors  _—ivd°/ § 

549 S Kav” Snpoorwy vy mOgia 98/ v° 

550 SX reraptiwy ve myo 8 o/ v° 

XS amapy” Savy rn 7/ vy coyyis 6/ v® 

SX amapy” Savy av? r/ vy puengn = &/_—v” 

S awapy” yah* BX y we ov Te o/ v 

S amapy” ps pi oagny v? oagk 8/ 

555 yy emily” v° mbiByy 8! 8 v° age 
br 9 y 54 8/ v? 

ab wy et/Kopio® ea / oaKehd— 

8/ xaraBoh: a & C v/e 

8/ add: T’ Wv/e 

8/ add: MX xd v/ € 

560 8/ add: TX wa 0/ ¢ 

PAPYRI 

S/ ap? v° ¢ 

8/ ap’ v° BSy 

wr 9: Ce 

op? d gy ow 
op! hv sGilf 8/ v° 
op? nN gad of vw 

ad” e-/ aar/ v°iB 8/ vriy dv Cgil 8 v 

8/ ap® via ex v? i9d 

o/ ap’ vB vagK 

ab® hve wOgiL = B/ wr 
op? d giB§ fw 
on? AV iagy of 
op? 4 5. Pid? Cie 

“/ car/ z hv EBY BS 8/ 

ry/ 
Tf gia d/ v° op? 

7f 8/ ve ad®. d 

75 9/v° ad” d 

[141s 

v >9iB 

v? Bid 

9¢ o/s 

98 

gia 

afp® a-/aak’/ v Stun 8/ v? 
Av yha ¢ ia 

op? hv mygnd! 3 
om” hv coy? is 
op? Av penyy 
op? Av we 

op? A v° peg 

pn 8/ v° SiinyS yh e/ oar/ v? 87, 

8/ ap® v° yxayS y 

8/ ap? v° xmay 
5/ ap’ v°? wdra 

541. The dot after af” is in the MS. 
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Fol. 

563 

564 

565 

569 

57° 

575 

576 

580 

Fol. 

585 
586 

587 

599 

562. 

564. 
IV. 
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© oB9 OS8/ 8/ — 

° tB9n 8/ v? 

° pag uf 8/ v? 

oB 8/ vy? 

4 

J 
° 

17.] 
+ ivd°/ repmrrns 

Kop: Adpodiro . emily 

S Kav” Sypoowy vy spvague 8/ v afd*]a~/ car*/ v° ydry 71a 8/ v° 

youl B/ » v yringd 9/ v 
X -Teraptiw v? oB9OS% 8 v° op? 
S amapy” Svavv ry t/ ve oBYn d/ v° op? 
S anapy~ Siavv av tr/  v’ pha gif o/ v? op? 
S amapy” yah~ B” zy oB v® of 8/ v° op? 

S amapy” p pioxy By vw off 8/ v° op? a> ap” ap” ap” Ap” 

+ 

We ages, <B/ wv 

yy emtn’ v° Lb9S8/ Sv ad” a / oar’/ yoryzia 8/ v° yore B/ 

yo ypicg iy 8! 8/ 
ad” er/kopic® e~/ oaxedd* 

8/ xataBoh: a & a ff ¢% S/ ap? v° BopyS ex v° Bob 

8/ add: Bap? xe / 3/ ap® v° axhny v? auGng Kk 

amo mh emoux/ Yup” rn av? v/ > S/ ap? vs v? Eg Le 
erouk/ Tlakavvews [e]muln- 

XS Kav” Snpoowwy v° Toa gn o/ v? ab? e~/ oak’ v? trveg B S/ v° t7d 
Av is9¢ 8/ v? 

SS reraptiav ve v9 Kf d/ 9/ v? op? Ave yvg7Kfd! 8/ v° 

S anvapy~ dsutv mr/ v 890 5/ v° op? hv? 890 s/ v° 

S amapy” Suatv ave r/ = [vf] 98 8/ v? [ou Av C98 3/ v° 
S atapy” yah~ [B]- [py 8 v? 8] 8/ v? [o]u° ae o/ v° 
S amapy’ pw pialps vw? ag d|f 8/ vt! [o]u!! Av? agidf 8/ v? 

yy emily’ v° [G89 8/]8/v? [ad a~/oaln/ v? re 9 B 8/v° rd dv? ALG 5 8! 8/v? 
ab wy et/Kkopic® ev / coaxed 

8/ kataBod- a [® a v/ 6] 3/ ap® v? pod ex v® pry? id 

d/ add: [Pap? Ke v/ ¢] 8/ ap® v® pie v° poag iB 

17 4.] 

eroux/ Bovvwy emily 

XS Kav’ Sypooiwy vege 9/ [v?] ad” e~/ oar/ v®? ingiy 8/ v° k 

hv? Ka ¥ is o/ v? 

SX tTeraptiwy gi &/ [v*] op d gi 8/ v° 

S amaply]’ Slav’ rn tr/ vo ¢ 9 KB 8/ vl op? Av? ¢9KB s/ v° 
SX atapy” dav ave 71/ giBS 8/ v? op? d giB§ 9s v° 
S amapy’ ya* B- » B vB o/ v? op? hv? B s/f v? 

yf emily? v? vgaS 8/ vv? ad® [e/]- car v? ingziy §/ v° 
ab® e/Kopio® e~/ caked 

8/ kataBodh: a Pap? Ke v/ > 3/ ap® v’? Kk 

The dot is inthe MS. It might be «. 573. Cf note on Il. 461-463. 
TETAPTLO: SiC, 

R 

Kd v? ha giBS 8/ v? 

eX v° ing ly 
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etoux/ Kepapov emily ' 
595 S Kav” Sypoowy ve? vgif 8/ v? ag” e~/ car v° pnyy 9/ v°? vB 

dv? BYis 8/ v? 

596 SX teraptuv 7 iBS 8’ 8/ v° op? nN GiBS 8’ 8/ ve 

S amapy” Sway m r/ 30 £98 8/ v? op? hv? £98 8/ v° 
SX amapy” Savy ave tr/ vz gis$ s/ v° op? nN g is 3/ v? 

XS amapy’ ya BX,» B vB 8/ v° op? hv? B 3/ v° 
600 y/ emiln~ v? 498 8% 8/v? ad” a~/ [olan*/ v° png y 8/ vv? vB Av? iygad/ Ff v® 

ad wv ev/kopic® ev~/ cakedd~ 

8/ xataBoh a ®& [a uP/ ¢ [8]/ ap? v° Kf ex v? KBYis 

8/ add: Pap) «le v°/] ¢ [8/ ap? v°] «{eS] v° Ke Yia 

Fol. 18.] 

erouk/ Eudurevtwr emily 

605 S Karl”) Sypoowy v? roA9KB 8/ v? ap” e~/ oak*/ v? ore un 8/ v® avd 

hv? p&d7d — 8/[v*] 
606 SX reraptiwy v «68988 op? hv? 895 98 v 

SX anlapy’] diay rn t/ vv? i9xKaS 8/ v? on? Av? WgyxKaS 8/ v® 

SX ataply” Slav av' r/ v® 89i0§ 8/ v® op? Av? 89i0§ 38/ 

S amaply|’ yad" » « veo € 8/ v° op? Av e€ s/ v° 

610 yy [ern v? tKng iO 8/v? ad” a / oan*/ v? oheg im 8/ vv? ord  v® poyga 8/ v? 
ab wy ev /K[opjio® e”/ caxehh— 

8/ xataBol: a Pa v/ > 8/ ap’ v? p&lF ex Vv? pegs 

8/ add Dap? xe v/ > 8/ ap® v° msS y vo wip 
erro.k/ Vupov emily 

615 XS Kav” Sypoowy v? of Ka 8/ v° ad” [e]~/ [oa]k*/ v° 09 ka 8/ v° og dh. 

SX reraptiv ve gilfd/ 38/ v° op? nN Gi€§8/ 8 v® 

S anrapy” Sialy rn t/ v? O o/ v? ee’ hv? 8 3/ v° 

S amapy” Siar ave r/ ve agad! 98/ v? op? 4 v°agad’ = =6—O/ ee 

yy enluln]’ [v? tla gus 8/[v°] ad” a / oax[?/ v?] og xa 8/ v? og dX v°igif 8/ vw 
620 ad wv ev/koplic® a / caked | 

8/ xara[Bod: a ® tt a ad d/ ap? ve pas =x VP? ANGK 

8/ add- [ @ap? ncev’/s | 3/ ap® v? Sy v? Bga 

Fol. 18 4.] 

eroux/ Tlouuny emuln” 

624 XS Kxav® Snpooiwy v° pBYe 5/ v° adh” e~/ oan v? O90 S/ v? py 

hve EByie = 3/ w — 
625 X reraptiwv v? agas 8/ v? op? d [v? alga of ve 

SX amapy” Siavy ry t/ v? 09K 3/ v° opel hv? 09K 8/ vv 
S amapy” Sia avi tr/ =v 2 GinS 8’ 98/ v® op! nN g inf 84 8/ v? 

yr/ emln? v? piy 9 Ka 8/ 8/ v? adh” ev~/car/ v? OZ id 8/ v? py dv? 08 9L 84 8/ v*] — 

. 615. The dot after } isin the MS. 
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ah wy e/Kkopio® e~/ caKedd* 

630 8/ xaraBodh: a Pawpa v/ ¢ 8/ ap? vw? KeSy ex v° Ky Gin 

8/ add: Dap? xe [i/) ¢ 8/ ap’ v° ile v? ieGk 

erouk/ LaKoope emutn” 
633 XS kav” Snpoovwy ve iBgid § 8/ v? ap” a”/ oar/ v° 5918 8/ v° CF 

hv? o97e 8/ v? 

634 § reraptiwv gys/ 8/ v op? rN gy 5/ 8/ v’ 
635 SX atapy” Suavy ty t/ wie Gilf o/-w op? hv? 5 7il§ 8/ v° 

S amapy” Siavv avi rf Sv ez gad! = 8/ [v*| op? iN g[a]8/ 8/ v® 
y/ emily? v? 09 8/ v= ad” a / oar’/ v gg S/ v? CF hv yy FY v® 

ad wv e/kopic® e~/ cakedd~ 
8/ kataBohi a Pawd a v/ ¢ [ 8/ ap® v° a? ex v°] 29«B 

640 3/ add: Pap’ Ke v°/ [5 3/ ap’ v° ¢¢? vy] egis 

erotk/ Aywov Iwouriwvos [emuly” | 

XS Kav” Snpooiwy v? p09 it 8/ v? [ad® a~/oar*/ 2 dv pO9il] 8/ v® 
SX reraptiwv giBS  9s/ [v? op? 9B§ 8/) vr? 
XS amapy” Siavy ty 71/ ve iagn Shae fe ens v? wa 97] 8/ v? 

645 SX atapy” Sivavy av’ r1/ gvy[8/] 8/ v» = op? gw 8/] 5/ v° 
y/ emily” v° EBYBS8/ 8/ v° [ap® a~/ car*®/ z dh v? EBY BS 8 8/ v*) 

Fol. 19.] 

+pov~ aBB- [Eppawros] emlyn- SF anlalply’ Sari mr/ 97 8/v° af®er 96 8/ v*) 

pov~ Talpoov|] emily’ S amapy” diary afys /v°agd 8/ von? Av? agd8/v*] 
pov~ Pap[oolv emily [ 955 S/v on? 9 5§ 8/v*| 

650 SX amaply”] Siavy ty 7/ 75 8/ v° ev dom] 
SX amapy” diary av® t1/ 9 BS s/ v° op? 

pov* BapBaplolv emln— SX amapy” diary [ry 71/ 95 8/ vad” Rr 98 8/v*] 
pov Ayvas Maplials emily”  amapy” [Siavd ry 11/ gia S/ v? op® kG ta 8/ v?] 

+ avaxehadatwol[is] w8°/ € 
Pee 

655 § xav® Sy[poo}{o v? mpOglia S8/ vv? ad® am/ car*/ v® Sry 8/ v° Sikys ¥ 

yr axcagea 8/94] 
656 SX terapti vv ve wry 9K 9! 8/ v® op? Av? wrygKd/ 9/ v*| 

S amapy” [Siavv ty tr/  v® coygig §=8/ op? Av? goygiug 98/ v*| 

§ amapy” [diJavv av* rr/ [v° pungn 9/ ope hv pungn 9 v°) 
S amalpy” ya|\~ B’y we [v° we s/ v? op? hv? we S/ v?| 

660 S amaply” p* pfloagny [v? oagK 8/ v° op? Av? oagKk 9 v*] 

yy [emily v? WB gy 84 8/v? ad a / oar’ v° Srvn 8/ vv? SweySy d v? S77 

$y 8 5/7") 
ab wv et/Kol pic’ e~/ caKkehd— ] 

[8/ xaraBoh: a Ba v/ ¢ 8/ ap’ v° BiB Ss ex v° B48] 
[8/ add- Dap? xe / ¢ 8/ ap® v° Bea B/ vy? awvd| 

Fol. 19 4.) Blank. 
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PAPYRUS 1414.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1409. Book of 14 folios, the first almost entirely lost. There is no folio quite complete ; 

the original size was probably about 1 ft. 2 in. x 2 ft. 4-5 in. Written in a neat, round minus- 
cule of varying size ; the first four lines of ff. 2, 4, 5 6,6 4, and 8 4 in lighter ink and a rounder, 
larger hand, apparently by a different clerk. 

HIS account offers perhaps more difficulties than any other of this section, and is also the 
“o most fragmentary. It arrived at the Museum in a lamentable condition, having been torn 

to pieces ; and the fragments, of all shapes and sizes, were scattered through the whole collection. 

There was no complete folio nor even any complete line, and but for the resemblance of the account 

to 1413 it would have been impossible to piece the fragments together. With the help of that 

document, however, all the fragments have been identified, and as internal evidence shows the 

order of the folios, and the nature of the account enables many of the lacunae to be filled by 

arithmetic, it has been possible to restore the book almost completely, so far as its essential 
features are concerned. The explanation of the account, however, is not so easy as its restoration, 

and it offers several very difficult problems. 

As regards the relation of the émnrovpeva to the payments to the treasury, and the nature 
of the two currencies in which all sums are expressed, this account has already been dealt with in 

the introduction to 1412 ; of the problems peculiar to this book or common to it with 1413 the 

first is the nature of the taxes other than the canon, on which it throws more light than is to be 
got from 1418. The first of these taxes is the rerdprua, which in 1418 are described as (i7ép) 

reraptiov merely but here as (imép) (rerapriwv) adr(dv). The last word evidently refers to the 

Sypdova, from which it appears that the rerdptua were a charge of some kind on these, and the 

proportions between them and the canon show that the rate was slightly above one per cent. on 
the latter. The significance of the name rerdpria, a curious form, is not clear. It is to be noticed 

that neither this tax nor those which follow were paid into the treasury, except in the two unusual 

cases mentioned in the introduction to 1412 (p. 83 f.) ; and as there is a regular ratio between this 
tax and the dyudoua, it seems likely that it may have been for the cost of collection, in which 

case it might naturally be paid into the local treasury for the salaries of officials. 

The second and third taxes are the drapyvpicpds Svavopdv avev 7( +) and the daapyupiopos 
Suavopav 7 7 +). The abbreviation 7/, or, as in some cases, ty”, can hardly stand for tyjs 

and ty, as it appears from the present account, which specifies the Savouat (7. ¢. articles 
requisitioned), that the prices of both kinds were given in equal detail. We may therefore read 
respectively avev tiunoews and rp Tyszyoer, translating ‘ not included in the assessment’ or ‘schedule’ 

and ‘included in the assessment, understanding thereby that certain articles were purchased at 
prices fixed in a schedule or tariff, while others were purchased at the market price of the day. 

The Sdvavopai dvev tysyjoews are largely, though not entirely, provisions, whereas those rH Tywnoer 

consist of such articles as ropes, cables, ete., probably in most cases intended for naval purposes ; 

but there is no other obvious difference between them. The amount of the dwapyvpicpds for the 

Siavopal avev tyujoews is, equally with the other, constant from year to year, being no doubt 

a fixed allowance in the budget for purchases of this class. 
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The fact that these taxes, which, not being Syydou, are probably to be placed among the 
exoTpadpdwva, are constant in amount seems to show that the extraordinary taxes in general were, 

like the Snpdora, assessed at a fixed rate; and consequently the requisitions in the letters are not 
arbitrary exactions of varying amount, but, so to say, a drawing upon a fixed balance; the 

Government calling for portions of the total amount allowed for until the full sum for the year 
had been paid. If this was the case with the drapyvpicpol, it was probably so with the taxes in 
kind also; or rather, as the articles here specified include many bought within the Svot«nors itself, 
it is perhaps more likely that under these aaapyvpicpoi are included all requisitions of eiSy or their 
cost : when the eid themselves were demanded the articles were bought in Aphrodito and the 
cost charged upon the tax-payers, whereas in other cases the articles were bought elsewhere (a7d 
dyopas €€wfev; see below), and the requisition was for their cost. Whether there was a similar 

arrangement with regard to workmen and sailors does not appear 1. 

The taxes above discussed, from the Snudova to the drapyupicpos TH Tysjoe, were paid by 

all the évoix.a; the next two taxes only by some, the drapyvpicpos yaaxros, or, as it is sometimes 
called, the dmapyvpicpds ydhaxtos Bourdpov, by Aphrodito, Pakaunis, Emphyteutae, Bounoi, and 

Keramion, the drapyvpicpos pédtros by the first two only. The milk was evidently intended for 
the making of butter, and seems always to have been bought within the dvotknois ; whether the 

honey was also produced there does not appear. 

The chief difficulty peculiar to this account is that connected with the hoyiouza, This was 
a sum of money deducted, like the a¢’ dv eis rv odxedXay, from the émCynrovpeva, but, unlike that, 

not confined to the dyudove. Something under this head is deducted in all cases from the canon, 
the drapyvpiopos Svavopav avev tyunoews and the drapyupiopos yadaxros, the Noyiouna on the last 

in all cases but Aphrodito and on the second in most cases being exactly equal to the ém{ynrovpeva ; 
nothing for Aoyioua is ever deducted from the rerdpria or drapyupiopos péditos ; and the practice 
in regard to the remaining tax varies. It is in regard to the Aoyiowa that the main difference in 
arrangement between this account and 1418 appears. After the separate taxes and the total comes 

in the latter the specification of the dates and amounts of the various payments to the treasury ; 
here the details of payments are omitted, and their place is taken by an account headed Sd:aipecis 
Tov TpoKeipevav hoyicipwv. This is followed by a series of headings, specifying various purposes 
on which the money has been expended, with the amounts ; and these again, in most cases, are 

followed by further details, These consist of the names of articles, their number, price, and total 

cost, which are then again subdivided into two classes (or in some cases three) ; aad ayop(as) 

rhs) 8( ) and dmd dyop(as) eéwO(ev) &( —*+)j.»« As regards the abbreviation 8.-, in several cases 
the over-written line is exactly like the usual over-written 7 in these accounts, 2. ¢. a long line with 
a very rudimentary down-stroke; in some other cases it might be a, z.¢. a line slightly thickened 
at the beginning ; but it does not seem possible to doubt that it is to be extended S.ocyjoews, and 

the cases referred to may be explained as due to inadvertence. Where there are three classes, 
the headings are dad Si(orxrnoews), dyopas THs Si(ouxjoews), and dad ayopas eEwbev Sx(ouxyjoews). 
The first is again sub-divided into §*, or, in 1. 240, § wepi", and § tyz7 av". As the articles under 
the head of dé du(oixyjoews) are always manufactured articles, the sub-headings may be read as 

bmep TepuToujoews (‘for manufacture’) and iaép riysfs abrav, the former referring to the cost of 
labour in the manufacture, the second to the price of raw materials. Thus we get three classes 

1 For a more detailed discussion of these taxes see the general introduction. 
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of articles requisitioned ; articles (manufactured or otherwise) bought elsewhere, articles specially 
manufactured in Aphrodito, and articles bought there. After all the Noyiowa have been thus 
minutely specified, the totals are given; first the total of Aoyio.ya generally, and then the sub- 

totals of the dyopat. 

It will be seen that by Noyicipa is meant the cost of articles required for various specified pur- 

"poses ; but this does not explain their distinctive character. They are deducted from various taxes, 
from the Svavopai, which signify requisitions of particular articles or their cost, as well as from the 

canon, which, so far as we know, was not assigned to any particular purpose ; and they include 
only a part of the articles requisitioned. As the heading trép cidav Saravnbevrwv eri xapas Kat 
év BaBvdkGu, which must refer to regular expenses, is an item which occurs under all the évoi«a, 

we cannot explain the Noyiowa as requisitions for extraordinary expenses; on the other hand the 

Siavoyai not included under the doyiowwa must have been intended for some definite purpose, so 
that the word can hardly mean requisitions whose object was definitely specified. 

As regards the two dyopai, the rates in some cases, ¢. g. for poultry, were the same in both, 

but usually they differed, the prices in such cases being invariably higher in the dyopa rijs 8(ouKy- 

oews) than in the dyopa ¢fwfev. Another difference is that in the latter market the reckoning is 
frequently in dpiOy.a vopiopara, in the former always in éydmeva (see introduction to 1412, p. 84 ff). 

The facts are as follows :—Oil, salt (akvxy), and dos are apparently always reckoned, as nearly as 

the fraction system will allow, in dpi@u.a. 4, being the lowest fraction employed in this account, is 
used to express, not only a result of 4 carats but anything below this. In one case (1. 35) where the 

eldos is half a xestes of oil, the result, 2c.,is too small to express in dpiOy.a, and is therefore given 
in éydpeva, probably as 3c. eypa, wood, and the mysterious oay’ are reckoned in éyéyeva. Of 

the less frequently occurring items, cushions (rvAdpua) and felt (kév8oucdor) are reckoned in apiOuca, 
cables (dyxvpia), mats (isia8o1), and palm-ropes (oyouwia ovBeviva) in éysueva. Poultry are usually 

bought in the dyopa ris S(ounjoews), but in two cases in the dyopa eEwfev. In one they are 

reckoned in apiOuca, in the other the éydueva and dpiOyca are, allowing for the vagueness of the 

fraction system, identical. It may be added that in this account for all articles the metron is shown 
to contain 10 xestae, 

After the éroixva are placed, both here and in 1418, a number of monasteries. These never 
pay any taxes but the diavoyai; both kinds being paid by Pharous, dvev tyujoews by Tarous, and — 

7 tywnoe by Abba Hermaés, Barbarus, and St. Mary. As in PSR. VI and the Strassburg 

évrayia published by Becker in the same volume the quotas of Syudoua are specified for these 
monasteries, it is not clear why in the present accounts they pay nothing but duavouai. For a dis- 

cussion of the monasteries and their relation to Aphrodito, see the general introduction. 

The extraordinary width of the folios in this account should be noted. This makes the 
account excessively difficult to print in an intelligible form, especially as it is fragmentary and of 

such a nature that in many lines there are entries only in one or two of the various columns 
which occupy each page. To assist the reader in following the arrangement it may be well to 

give in a modern form the main features of the first portion of the account relating to Aphrodito’ 
(ll. 2-20), neglecting the sub-entries under the d:avouai, and giving the figures only in éyopeva 

vopicpara, without the equivalents in épiOy.a. 

| 
| 
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Bi \ 3s. _Aphrodito. Deductions. Quota. Balance. 
<r Canon - n a 6951 15 

] hg a7 4 Less, to Treasury, ; ’ 3098 9 

: hoyiouwa 148 192 

Total deductions 3247 44 

. Balance 3704 105 
— rerdprua ; 72 92 

_-—-'To Treasury —— 
oyioua —— 

; _ Total deductions = 
& x Balance 72 93 

Siavopal dvev tyjorews 131 10% 

To Treasury 
q hoyiouyna. 78 22% : 

ae Total deductions 78 225 

Balance 52 12 

Suavopal rH Tysjoer 202 8 

__- To Treasury 
— oyiowa | 8 3 

Total deductions | $ 3 

194 5 

43 °O 

29 0 

Total deductions 27.0 

45 0 
dmép pédure 7 90 «53 
_ To Treasury err 

r doy vals hia Total deductions Slee 
_ Balance 7° 52 

se ites ) 7500 0% 
SUT) — 3098 +9 
Re 262 21% 

tal deductions | 3361 6% 

anc 4138 183 

127 
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The Siaipeors trav oywripwv is even more difficult to follow, and each portion of that 

for Aphrodito is separately explained in the notes. It is hoped that with the help of these 
explanations (which of course apply equally to the corresponding entries for the émotxia) the 
account will become fairly clear. Corrections are printed in different type. In most 

the corrector, in addition to writing the new amount above the old, has underlined the original — 

figures, or such of them as are to be cancelled, but for convenience in printing these underlinings 
are not reproduced here. 

The date of the account, owing to the loss of the protocol and the indiction in 1. 1, is 

uncertain; as the amounts of the treasury payments do not agree with any in 1412 or 1413, it is 
clear that it must relate to a different year from any in those accounts. 

Fol, 1.] [Protocol.] 

1 +oikiorix’/ xpvorx”/K®/ Sypp? S addLov ortyav Kopns Adpodira w8°/ x] 

Fol. 2.] 

pene, 

2 aro Kop” Adpodirw ern” ] 
aos 

3 S k«avovos Sypp’ 

* aang 8 8/88) Nop Pn 058 8/F poB yf 
[yout 838/ 8/ 0" yuh) ym GB! 8/ ph J 

4 SX 8/8/ av’ [v°  oB]9 0 8" [8/v* of ad wy op? 
v° 3/ v° op? "at Ke Sve yf v 
fice 8/ v? hv? oB9 OS 6/ 8/ v° of | 

5 S amapy” Siavopwv av [r1/ v° pra] gif 8/ v pps [ ab wy op? 

v? i/ v op? v° oly 9 KBS 8/ vd y yy 1 
on [¥ KBS 8/ vv? Wey hv? vB 9B a/v vf y | 

6 (2nd hand) / mpoB"B* pik xgiB | v? EB [8/ »°] és y [ 
Vo Joram! ap’ Cr ap [ 

7 opv'v® kas” vagad’ 8/ vw a¢ [ 
] / vu tr ay [ 

Fol, 1. A very small piece of this remains, but no writing. 
I. oxtorixo(v): cf. 1412, 9, note. The difference between the 

hand of the headings and first three taxes and that of the 
remainder is curious. It may be explained by supposing that 
the clerk who wrote these lines did not know the details of the 
taxes and left them to be filled in by a colleague. The supple- 
ments in this and the following lines are arrived at with the help 
of the general totals on f. 12 and the dtalpeots rev Aopoipev of 
Aphrodito, 

3. The alterations here are due to the transference from 
Pakaunis of part of the Aoyloima for that érolkiov, together with 
the correction in 1, 59 of Aphrodito, where 6 carats are altered 
to 7, The corrections are in a different hand. 

v04 8: apparently altered from a. No doubt the clerk at 
first added just the amount transferred from Pakaunis and then 

[yop pag [e]e a) kB 8) olde / caxt/ 

remembered the correction in l, 59, 
pv0: apparently 7 has been washed out after this. 

4. ou°: as in other accounts, this means ‘ ditto, 7. e. it rep 
the entry in the preceding line under which it is placed. 1 
at its first occurrence in this and the following lines it stands 
els ri adxeddav, at its second for Aoyoipwv. ae 

6-10. These are the details of the purchases under the C2 
ing of d:avopal dvev tipjoews, which have been summ d 
1,5. Jl. 12-17 are in a similar relation to 1, 11. ¥ 

6. For the rate, cf. 1, 66. It is the same asin 1875, 15. 1 
strokes before the words in this line and the next are marks 
revision, 

oram8(os): 2. orahidos = doraidos, raisins. 
7. kat’ «: Zé. 21 at 20 for the vouopa. Mv 

my": obscure. tr’ a'=rod évds (or rijs pias), z.¢. fat... ear 
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8 KUALKL® 8 ev B v7 8/ v® nf [ 

Ve ofous ite ey € ple 8/ v5.9 
9 axavv® £ ev’ agiB v® L9iB Sv uae [ 

Vo mad" «KB 4a gf 

10 ovk?/ vugai ov By [ 

] [ 
II § amapy” Svavopwv ry ty” v° oB9n 8/ v? ouey al” e’/ oax/ 

v? s/ v° Loyioipov v? n]oy 8/ v° » B/ y/ v° 

ngly 8/ v° » B/ hv? pdye 8/ v oc B/ | 
12 yourrx sy exev°Byn  v° pul [ 8)/ [° 

V 

13 MA ofBE S [elk iB 

14 ofax]me~ rpiX 8 ex 9B 

15 .[L.-Jov a t/p 98 

16 [oayy? 2] K/ C7 K/ on 

17 ]B «xy 

Fol. 24.) 
18 [S amapy” yar y of 

v ] ¥ [v’] 
v? oB 

paclepr Bex vr algig v? y¥n 8/ v° y§? 

v’ B [ 8/»° Bé¢ 

oxowdy tpX 8 exl[gaf v° 

a a ae 
wagiu [ 8/ v° B/ 
vw Bon [ 8 » BS 
v ge [ 8 Sy 

95 8/ v° 8/ 

8/ v° og ab” e”/ oax*/ 
Noyouwv v? Kl 8/ v? Kn B/ yi/ v? 

Ke 8/ v Kn B/ Mwpe =H vw wy | 
19 [SX amapy” peu” pf oy By v? o9 § 8/ v? odf y apie! 

v° 5/ v° [ op? v° 8/ v° y/ v° 

s/ v° Av og 8/ v° odfy | 

20 [y/ v? $b9$8/ 38/ vw mdrsf adh” «"/ cax/ v° yon|g9 38/ v° yrvd B/ 
ov4 vf 

hoyroip” [v° cEBG Ka d/ 
A «n [4] (8) 8" Te 

Aw» Spr 7 un§ 8/ [v? 

8. Kidtcca: § Cilicium. Sic appellant Tactici Centones et Feltra 
quae muris appendebant, ut telorum ac lapidum e Machinis 
emissorum vim retunderent,’ Ducange. Herwerden, Ap. Lex, 
Suppl., s.v., explains as velorum genus. 

¥ &: & apparently corrected from x. 
9. axav'v’ : dxavOat, 2. e, beams of acacia wood. 
mado: the Lat. pal. 
v ag[: ze, at x carats each (rod évds). 

10, ovk’/: /, ovkdy, fig-tree trunks. 
12, yor\ys: yovdxyia; ‘Pulvinus qui genubus substernitur,’ 

Ducange. Perhaps a prayer-carpet such as is used in Moham- 
medan countries. 

paotepr: an obscure word, sometimes written pacepr, ¢. 2. 
1, 44. The combination o¢ suggests an Arabic word, but no 
known Arabic word seems to suit. In 1416, 41, 42, it occurs 
with dépu(ara) rpdy(eca?) and wpoB’, and as the latter word 
is probably dpoBipoia or dpoBipawa, it seems likely that 
paofepr also means some kind of leather. That it and wpop” 
are not to be taken as sub-headings under d¢pyara appears 
clearly from Il. 45, 48, 49. Mr. Ellis suggests as just possible 

IV. 

qo B/ oa 4 BS per 

8/ v ot Bf yt/ v? yrkags 84 8/ vv? vyhey] 
v’ Brot 

pva + [ ] 
musarrad, which means ‘sewn leather.’ For the rate here, c/- 
1, 69. 

13. A” oi": probably Aewra oiBévwa (= oeBévva), small ropes 
of palm-fibre ; of. oxowiows oeBevivors, vol. III. p. 164, 1164 (4), 
1, 10, and here, 1. 34. 

oxowv(ta) rptx(wa) : ropes of (camel’s?) hair. For the rate, 
cf.\.70. For requisitions of these articles, c/, UKF. 121, where 
two caxxorowi acknowledge the receipt of some from of dé 
xwpio{v) Bovaipews, Adyp Stavopijs rproxadexarns lv(dixridvos), 

16. cay’y’: another obscure word, supplied from 1. 130, where 
the price ¢éw0ev is 8 carats per kevrnvdpiov; but as the price in 
the dioiknow was 16 carats, and some of the cay’ for Aphrodito 
were bought there (1. 48), we should expect a mean between the 
two rates. The restoration is therefore doubtful. 

18. The amount of the Aoyloipa from Il. §5, 61. 

20. p: 7. é. pelovos, the regular term for a credit balance ; ¢/. 
1413, notes on Il, 21, 360. Usually, however, it is not inserted 

except when there is a debit balance from another portion of the 
account to set against it, as in 1. 74 below. Otherwise oud 
generally stands alone, 
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21 

22 

[+Siaip® rw mpoKep® oyrorpor] 

[ S mp" 
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epylaci/ «/ vorw” oravh? v? walos 

8/ v° 1B ovras | 
amo ayop~ e&w® Si- v°? wugs 8/ v? 8 

23 ] [ 
24 [ rp? eda” S adve'/ Sarav” epy~ Kapov™ ev/ pacy’ Iepoood” S$ alvd? 7°” Apipadw’” 

ov y pp B v? Bg [Kaf 
vy ovrws | 

op? v Bonas S/vy 

25 [eda” VY _— ofous pS yy oe t*y oR [vy ¢.. 

s/ v? § ad” «°/ ‘ ‘ . Ny 

26 

8/ v yB/ — ovras | 
op? 

27 [eka pegs TM’ yk v? 
o/ vy 

28 

8/ vf ovrws | 
op? 

29 
vs? 

so | § 
d/ v°§ ovtws | 

op? 
31 

op? 

32 

op? [ 

22 ff. Ll. 22, 24, 26, 28, 30-33, contain headings. The 

arrangement is as follows :—First comes the description of the 
purpose of the requisition, then the total amount in both kinds 
of coinage, then ovras, z. e. ‘namely,’ followed by the specifica- 
tion of the proportions of the two markets, rijs d:(orxjoews) and 
zéoOev. There are in these lines no entries for the former 

market, and the column representing it is left blank. The 
headings rijs S:(orxjoews) and efwOev are, after the first line, 

represented by dpo(ias); and to follow the account, here and 
elsewhere, it is necessary to observe the position of the various 

entries in the line, each entry being placed under the correspond- 
ing ones in previous lines. LI. 23, 25, 27, 29, 34, 35 specify the 

articles which make up the requisitions in the headings. 
22. If «/ stands, as always, for «is, vortv*” must be a mistake 

for vorwov. orav\° is no doubt oradAoy, another form of ordBdov. 
What is referred to is obscure owing to the loss of the first half 
of the line. 

24. aduky(s): cf. 1898, 36. 

avAn(v) rou Apipadpou(uuy): cf. introduction to 1403. The 

[ § ry” dav” S adve?/ Samav" rexvy Kkapov" e/ kalp*p* BaB” 

ad” K*/ S 7 8 yp? gy. 

[ SS ry? chav” $ advx/? Sarav rexvv 77 Kop” Kapov™ et”/ mhov® 7°" | KX” ob a we" 5 v? 9 [ra 8% 

ov Swe s v°y[y of 8/ 

ve ygifd%  8/ vy? y B/ 

8/ v° BY [yl ofous ws By 8 7” y oB [» ¢. 
1° »S 

ve gia 6/ 

V o€ous 

3/ v? § 

Bete 

q . La » wa KY 

giad’ 8/ vf 

] 
8/ v° af 5] 

] 

[v° 4) 9 1a. 8/ 

supplement here is taken from 1. 76 and subsequent entries. 
25. The exact number of carats for dfos is hardly to be 

restored without evidence. 3 dpiOm:oy véj1opa corresponds 
several times to 11} carats éydpeva (e.g. Il. 132, 155, 252, for oil) 
but sometimes (e. g. 103, 137, for déos) to 12% carats. 

Ko): for this abbreviation, see Crum, Catalogue, p. 221, 
No. 463, where it is explained as xéA\aOov, a measure which — 
frequently occurs in Coptic documents. x°/ seems a very strange — 

contraction for this ; on the analogy of others at this time one — 

would expect xod7 or «*/; but in RKT. 234, 1. 13 there is a 
certain instance of «°/ = xédXada, in which it is used asa aes 

of xépros, and in PERM. V. 32 it measures cheese. If the x 
here used as a measure of salt is not = xéhdaoyr it is probably : 
Kvafos. 

28. The supplement from 1. 304, which preserves the line from 
kp(ns). The earlier part is conjectural. 

30. The letter after the lacuna looks like t. 
32. After this line there is room for one more, either giving 

details or containing an additional heading. As itappearsfrom 



_ f. 14 that there were 15 headings and only 14 are preserved 
for Aphrodito, it is perhaps likely that a line containing a 
heading is lost here, but if so nothing of it remains; cf note 
onl. 297 ff.“ 

33+ inép rife eiddv Ady~ xpeias Bovripov rod Snpooiov. The 
bling of the »°, a sign of the plural, is no doubt from force of 

‘What is intended, to judge from the items, is probably 
als required i in butter-making and provisions, etc., for the 

le employed i in the dairy. As the articles were all bought 
v this state dairy was probably not in Aphrodito. 

; Me we: Y ogee 

_v°, 8/»°: the numbers are apparently not filled in; so too at 
the. end of the line. 
a _ 458’ : that the result is given in éydyeva only is fairly certain, 

c. could hardly be expressed in dpiOua. % seems the most 
way of expressing 2, as e.g. in 1. 41, m¢ 0; 6’ for 18s. 43c. ; 

bat in the present line, for wood, ? is tepresented by 3. 
ee Here the goods were bought i in both markets, and this 

3 a difference in the arrangement of the sub-entries which 
vy Il. 37-42. First comes the name of the articles requi- 

$2 
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Fol. 3.] 

33. ¥ tye edov oyw xpea* BY 7” Spun? [ 

] 
amo ayop~ e€w® &- vy [ 

34 ww? B eg v = [a 8/ v® z his v? i/ v° 

‘ [ J. oxowry oP a Ky § v? ¥§ 

Ye A/S me 
35 chang § 7 ew [9S 8% 8/2] [EJd” Kt/ [y] 7” 775 8/ v ¢ 

Pe 
36 ty adwv Samar’ em xwpas S$ &v BlaBvdr]ou v° pry Pei 

(81/ [v’ 9 B/) 
&/ [»° one 4 ] amo ayop~ 77 &~ v® o[¥] «BS 

v? vq [488 EBS ¥) 
8/ v? of y amo ayop~ e&w® &~ v° vB gi[n 8/ v? vs§ | 

37 mpoBB- pd v° vB [S/ [v? ve — ovrws ato ayop* 77 8- mzpoB[B~ pd 
ex 9B] v° vB [8]/ v° ve§ amo ayop* e&w? du- ¢ 

84S 84 
38 opv™ 0d © v? 9 ws Sv yy OvTws op? op? —s [ka 

ky 5’ 

™ kK] v agadl’9/ jas op? opyv? vy 7” k v? BoB 
ys 

/ »° BB/ 
e860 84 

39 era” pe €B v? Mp as 57 8/ v? ney ovTws op? eau” pe [va 
eginf 8 

tT 2 tB] v° O98 [8/ v] Oy op? ear” pS va ex v°§ v? er 5/ 
«bf 

3/ v? Kef 

40 ofous pf in v? Boyd! 8/ v® BSy ovTws op? of” ps [e 

Pine Pox df v)}« op? of” pf vy Ty o8 v? ail 64 
Sv? afy 

sitioned, with the total cost, then ovrws, then the proportion 
bought in the dyopa rijs d:(orxjoews), viz. the amount, rate, and 
total cost, and then the corresponding particulars for the other 
market. 

pxyg '75: y corrected from 6. At the end, the 8 of v8 is 
a correction, and the 7 of the over-written vy is corrected from ¢. 

aro ayop(as) 7(s) di(o1nnoews) : this, with the figures for this 

dyopd, is underlined; why, is not clear, as no correction has been 
made. Soalso with ovrws ...mpo8[8" pd in the next line and ovras 

.. p° [e inl. 40. In the last case the line is drawn through the 
writing. 

37. ekg (8: ofl. 84. 
38. The corrections here and in following lines are due to the 

transference of items from Pakaunis. 
ro(v) ki Gl. 154. 

a%: corrected from 5. 
39. The number of measures for ¢£wOev has not been corrected 

like the amount in money; so with poultry in the previous line, 
both for ¢£wev and in the total. 

to(v) (error) «8: fll. 86, 155. 
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pB 8 € $48 6s . 

41 ay pi cgsge v? Kog9B 8/ v? Ki y ourws op ep? ps Ky y © 
6 us f 8” 

7m ws y v° CyKad! 8/] ve ny op® eb: pS 0B 3 7 7 ps 8 v? on 9 8§ 8/ 
ka ¢ 

Pi 

3/ es " 
18’ O¢ E 

42 Evd” K*/ Seat Ps nS, Sv ouTws op Z 
7 

op? Evd” x*/ px v5 918! 
O¢ 

Sv 
£46 

43 SX ty” edwv wapad’/ HABa vi ABSeAA~ KedAd~ v? v[ylve 
Ef 

[S/ v° vS y ovrws amo S~ v® egy 8/ v? tls§ ov F* v° ney 
3/ v? n B/ & ty av ae one 3/ v° By loro ay? 77 &u~ v? 

3/ v? nf e€w® Su- v® oy ka 6/ v? is re 

44 -pacept yy =v Co mf 8% [8]/ [»*] ny ov" amo &- pact Bex vy 
oe. Do ov Bn aul Py gn Bbe. oa 
Tye” alu” ek v? ayn wv Bois 8/ vy ato ayop® 77 du— be 

[amo ayop* e€w® &u- pactayexv? ayn v° aginf 8’ S/v?.. | 

45 ayk’/ dy v? BgKB Sv ys oly op? Z 
[ ¢ ¢ ] 2 eo i Z ] 

é 2 Z op? 

[op? ayk’/ dy ex Gis ve BGKB 8/ vv y¢ | 

46 d™ otf 8 v? 8 8/ v dy ov? op? X™ otBS 8 ek vw a 
[v° 8/ v Sy ov” §* ex 9B] v? B 8/ v? Bol’ s 

Tye” av™] exgiB ve B / v Bs op? 
47 ox" pux7/ ee [vy] oe 8/ v? § ou" op? Z 

[ 4 Z ] Z 2 Z 

Z Z 4 op? 7 

op? ox” puxT/ e ekgB v®? 96 /v 5 i 

41. To(v) pe(tpov) y: of. 1. 124. 

v° ¢¢«ad : the correct result would be ¢¢ xas 8’ (the fraction 

is 2), but this must be the reading, from the total. 
43 ff. Here again there is a difference in the arrangement. 

The «iin are all manufactured articles, and thus we get, both 
in the heading and in the sub-entries, three classes instead of 

two. The heading specifies, first, the nature of the requisition, 
then the total cost, then the proportion of this expended in the 
manufacture of articles within the &(oixyots), subdivided into 
the cost of manufacture and the price of raw materials, then 

the amount for articles bought ready-made in the market ris 
&:(orxjoews), and lastly that for articles bought ¢£oev. In the 
sub-entries the arrangement is the same, except that the articles 
are specified. 

43- HABa: “lc, ‘Iba; cf Tabari, ed. Goeje, index, p. 392 
(Becker). 

xehA~ : xehAapio. This word is generally used of a domestic 
or monastic officer, steward or cellarer ; here it must denote the 

official in charge of the (naval) stores department, if we may 
judge from the character of the ¢iéy under this head. 
another instance of the word, see Wessely, WS. XXIV. p. 131, 
and, in these papyri, 1484, 109. 

vyge: the y is got from 1. 90, from which it appears 
4s. 9c. were transferred from Pakaunis under this headi 
There is, however, a difficulty. The only cases in the sub-entries 

where the éyéyeva are doubtful are ll. 49 and 50. In 1. So th 
dpiéu.a amount to 1s. Even if we supposed the éxdpeva to 
the same, this, in view of the total here, would give 11 sab for 
1. 49, which is larger than the dpidua. 

§" : probably imép repurojoews, ‘ for manufacture’ ; ifs 
44. pao® a ¥ «x v°agn: on this rate the correct result wo 

Is. 18%C. ; 
45. For this row of dashes to indicate that there is no 

be entered here, cf. PERF. 187, pl. VIII. :. 
ek y ‘J: on this rate the correct result would be 28,41 Ce 

47. ptx’/: probably puxrd. 
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48 [oay*y? K/ iB v° lon S/ v sSy ov” op? aay? K/ C exgis 
v? Solis 8/ v ©? ov? §* exgn] ve Bon 8 v? BS? SX 
TYyL” av” EKY YH v Bgy 8/ v® BS? op? 

op? cay K/ecgn vag 8/ vay ?] 
49 [ru* 2d v? ] ¥ v» wa ou~ op? 2 

z[ 4 Z Z Z 
4 2 4 op? 

op? Tu pd 7” 8 v° vw | 
50 [ow™ p. vy ] 7 va ou" op? ow" A pd ex v? a 

-L ga Sv ‘ : é R 

Fol. 3 4.] 

51 [Kuduk/ . ve ged! S/S y — of vrws] amo ayop™ [7 Sj) din / 
8 ex v° B [vy n §/ v® vf amo ayop* e&w* 8~ 
KiuK/ . EK v? BYES! d/ v By 

JA 7 KPBS Vv a 
As 4 «Bf 8/ va 

52 [Evd” K/ Xd vy] agiB 8/rv° af 8  ovzas] op? 
Z e[ Z op? 

As Of af] 
Eur” K/ 7” Kk v? agp 8/ v® als 
Y ve ugunf 8/ v° waf 

53 [kev] K*/B A pcS v® Co ue§ 84 Sv nF ovals op? 
2 Z Z op? 

ae i af ‘Jes Ke /Bl aus ore) ry pe bps! (B/D) ns 
54 ik  -sz vy 9d§8/ 8/ vw ¢ ov7[@ |s op? 

2 2 2 [o]n° 

[ Bl re ve g0§ 8 [8]/ [y"J¢ 
ya)A- av® 

55 [XS mp. . pt «Jf mapad’/ HAB- vw ABSedA- KeAd~ * [v}?? «Kl 

8/ v° Kn B/ 

48. 8/v° e: for 4s. 16c. = 5 dpidjua cf, 1. 170. 
49. rvA(apia): cf. Il. 93, 131, where they follow cay’, That 

they are bought here, as there, @a6ev appears from 1. 61, where 

to complete the total for the dyopa rijs d:(oxjoews) only the 
sum found in 1. 51 is necessary in addition to the items under 
other headings. Cf 1848, 4, note. 

50. ow" : civamt. 
ek Y a.[: the letter before the lacuna might be «/ (for 

kevrnvapiov) but there is no trace of the usual over-written «. 

Moreover, «*/ would make the arithmetic wrong. It could only 
mean ‘at Is. per x xevrnvdpia.’ That the result is 16 carats is 
established by the total for dd 8:(orxijrews) in 1. 43, which itself 
is established by 1. 61; but for 44 /itrae to cost 16 carats it 
is necessary to assume a rate of 66 Uitrae per solidus; and as 

the goods are supplied by the S:oixnovs we cannot suppose the 
reckoning to be in dpiOjua vopicpara, as is the case ¢éwbev. The 
remains before the lacuna, however, are not much like A, Ifwe 
can suppose that 1 dpi@moy ydyiopa at the beginning corresponds 
to 16 carats, the mustard being all made in the d:oiknais, we get 

OUTWS amo ayop~ Tt Su~ v? Kl 8/ v? Kn B/ 

6} solidi for the 8/ v° under this head in]. 44, which seems a not 
unlikely proportion, though 64 might rather be expected. But 
cf. the note on the total in 1. 43. 

51. ] A ¢ «8s: underlined. The relation of this entry to the 
rest is obscure. It is in the hand of the corrector, and is 
repeated (except the X) above the beginning of the next line. In 
any case it is a blunder, as it does not appear in the totals. 

52. Restored from 1. 96. The revised figures due to the trans- 
ference of the requisition of wood from Pakaunis are the lower 
of the two over-written sums, 

53. Restored from 1. 97. 

‘felt.’ 
55. The milk here is part of the dmwapyupiopos yddakros, as 

appears from the similar headings under the other éroixia which 
supply this tax and from 1. 61. Something has apparently gone 
wrong in the heading. ap‘, which is written above the line and 
seems to stand for dvev, is obscure. The milk did not form 
part of the davoyal dvev ripijoews, so that we cannot explain as 

Gve(vu Tipnoews). 

kev? = kévOovkNoy or kéyTouk\or, 
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56 [Ss 
5/ v° te ovrws op? 
[a}ro ayop* «£0 

57 [S ry” «8° rapas/)? [AB]§epa]u* ve Hwa dmlout: [r°”] KY 
8/ v° tyB/ ovras op? 2 
op? yo] By 65 3/ v°? tly B/ 

58 
Jtadru«/ x°/ 9 

“iB v ge .8/v B/ 

59 [S rep? eSev rapas?/ Tladvov’ S.orx?/ BodBvd~ ] v° ty es 8/ ij 
8/ v° Sy  ovrws op? 2 tary | 

f3’ 
op? ve loch S/T) Sy 

60 of}ous ps CyB 
tT 3 oB v° gKBS 8/ v a ad” K°/ BS 7” 1B v [aga? 

Of ve as? abt pe oB gle pt 8° yoy 8/ » yy 
8/ v’ aga 

61 [y/ Tov oyioipwv amo Kons Adpodira v? a ae 8/ 8/ v om B/ ovr” aso 8u— 

ve veg 8/ v° 5S §* vw yoy 8/ v 0 B/[S mp? av" Oye [8Y/l By . 
v° on Y KBS 8/ v°] roy e&o® Su- 

v° «Kl 8/ v Kn B/ Syp® ori v»? Was 8/ v? 

amo ay® 77 du- 

amap’ yah 

Fol. 4.] (1st hand.) 
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] Xand Aoyw Sinp” Kap*p* 

(1414 

[pp 89 af 
2 

v? [idgaf te v? cle 

[v?] B97 S < 

8/ v° pats 
v° putea '/ 8/ v° pho 

62 allo emoix/ (2nd hand ?) Takavvews [emuln”] 
—— ¢ 

63 (1st hand.) § kavovos Sypn? Ex’ v toagn = B/ v* rG0— [ad at"/ oaK’y 
EB 9 8/ 5’) 7G vn [4] Bs" [8] 

v° Toa ¥|y 3/ [v°] 70 hoyioipwy =v bn GUS 8/ v° k 

yy/ | sagas 3/ v° wd a a a s/ v° ols m Se ve im 
9l§ 8/ v° x] 

64. SS 8/8! avrov vy yoK§d/  8/ v 84 [ad wr op? 
ve y9|KSd/ 38/ v? 84 op? vy 2 8/ vz 4 
yy ye ygKf8 Sv 8s dv ygKS 8% 8/ v? 8¢ y 

56. €£°O: sic. dnpo(atov) ottx(wr): the meaning of this in the contex 
57- AB8epapa(v) vi(w) Ha: ‘Abd-al-Rahman b. Ilyas, 
59. BoASvé- : a variant form of Bo\Birivy, the modern Rosetta. 

There was clearly a dockyard here; cf. 1449, 62, 65. The 
restoration is taken from Il. 102, 136, etc. 

60. The article at the beginning of the line was no doubt oil. 
v° aqa: this is the correct result reckoning in éydpeva, but 

salt is usually reckoned in dpi@uia. Here, however, the fraction 
for the latter is inevitably so rough that the correct amount may 
possibly be given in é¢ydpeva. 

61. «£wO(ev) d:(orwnoews): in the corrected sum, due to the 
addition of the sums transferred from Pakaunis, the correction 

in 1. 59 (one carat) is not noticed. It is counted, roi id in the 
corrected total here, and also in 1. 3. 

is not clear, nor does it appear to which of the sums inc 
under the Aoyioia it applies. As the entries for ¢£8ev, exclusive 
of the lost ones in Il. 32, 33, amount to 136s. 18}c. and the 
total here is only 127 s, 13}¢., some of the entries under 
head must be classed as dyudoroe orixot, just as the milk, 

inl. 55 is assigned to the ayopa rijs d:(orxyoews), is here sepa 
from the sum of that market. 

63 ff. For the alterations here and their relation to the e: 
of payments over émt{jrovpeva, see the introduction to 1412, 

p. 83. a: 

63. uO: after 6, {7 has been washed out. Each of the 
previous sums from the carats of the Aoyictza is a correction. 

64. The payments to the treasury, here and in ll. 65, 68, and 73, 
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65 §. amapy” Siavopoly ave rv/] 

v \9n vy 
$48 

y/ ve o9K 
6 (2nd hand.) zpoBB* [8] «x 9B v B 

Be] eda ps yy 7% yf 

8/ v’ «Bs 15’ 

B/ 
Svly hw gyn 
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ve £98 8/ v° L[B/ ad wy op? 

op? ve o9K S/ vv ly 

Sv 

mduk-/ alex v Bv B 8/ v? 

8/ v° BB/ 

a/v BS 

ve Bg B 
67 ofous pf [B] ty v on a/v ¥ kup” ap’ [aexgnv? 9n 8/ v? 

7] 
68 § amapy” Svavopwv ty [r/ ] v 890 8/ [v? 8B/ ad” a”/ oak‘/ 

: v° Brel Sv? By = royiotpwy =v agg / v asy 
5 B/ 

y/ v° eae S vay Av Blyil 8/ vw BSy] 
69 pacept [a elk Pagis VP agig Sv afy Adm oP a xgyiPv® 9B 8/]v 

f oaypa™ Kapy Bexgs v? 918 o/ v°§ 

70 oxour* tpX [B elegaf vr gy 8/ v ¢ oak[Ku- tpXaekgBv? 9B) 8/v° 

oe mnoocous Aut” K/ vv 918 / vf 
71 xop” ap” y Tr ap79d =v? 91B 8/ v° § wpoBo* [ v? 9B] 8/ v® 

j 

72 S amapy” yah g 8 v? § Sv Sy = [ad® a/ oax*/ 

v° J 8/ v° Loyroywy v? a/v? by 
y/ v? 8 iv sy hv 8/ v° 

73 SX amapy” pen” gis v? ag os 8/ ve aB/ [ad wy op? 

v? ag ws 8/] v° aB/ op? v° 8/ v? 

y/ v? ago 3/ ve aB/ Av agWdf 8/ v? a B/ 

v’ ka 8! 

74 y/ v? roB 978’ 8/ v? ie eu” ed vy? aoa 9 8/ v° 768 Aoyrompav v] dag €f 
8/ v? uKkaf 

8/ v° dAyS yi/ v? ub sas 8/ v? vABS Apt v? BP ER OC ee 0 ws m7 Se v® 

ing lf 8/ v° x] 

Fol. 44.] 

75 [+Siap® trav mpoxeu oyrouwr] 

vo ng tl 

76 [X rp? hav” Kar adve?/ Salrav: epy~ Kapov" a~/ pacryr® lepoood” S avd: 7” Api parp”] 

of L] w™uln]  gey 

ve oKy 8/ va 

which are not noticed in the remainders (which represent either 
the original sum, or, where there are Noyiowya, the original sum 
minus the Aoyiowwa alone), are in a hand very similar to that of 
the original clerk but are probably by the corrector. The hands 
of this account differ only very slightly. The remainders here and 
in Il. 65, 68, 73 have been underlined by the corrector for deletion. 

66. py y: sic; the g written by inadvertence. 
67. The price of cummin from 1. 285. 
70. «x48: of. 1. 114. 

mooopue(vov) : ‘nails’; cf. 1869, 4, note. 

tov ke(vrnvapiov): sic. v° e should follow, as is shown by the 
arithmetic, which gives a rate of 5s. per kevryvdpiov. 

8/ v? a ovr ws] 
amo ay? e&w® du 

71. xépr(os) is measured by arourae in 1847, 14, 1484, 42, 

1435, 45, but there it is yAwpds xdpros, standing fodder. Here 

no doubt it is dry hay. 
a@poBor( ): obscure. 

74. v°nqi{: the nature of this entry isnot clear. The original 

remainder is underlined for deletion and seems also to have 
been crossed out. The under-written entry is in the corrector’s 
hand. It seems probable, therefore, that the corrector intended 
originally to alter the remainder, but, changing his mind, re- 

inserted it. In that case we may read v°ng «[88 8/»° 6. In this 
line again all the sums from the carats of the Aoyiotwa are 

corrections. 



77 [eda] pS ayB ex v § v Gtyfd/ 8/ v B/ — ofous pS agB 7” y 08 
vy gy 8% 8/ vs [ad’ K*/y 7 Br gf 5/ v? ¢ 

78 [SX rye? edav” Kav adjux:/ Saray texvv Kapov~ e/ Kkap*p* BaBud®” 

ov B pp" ¢ ve 9 kBS8/ 8/ va — ovras S 

op? 

v 9 kBS8/ 8/ va 

79 [eda] po ayB ex vf v Guy§ 8/ v° B/ ogous pS ay B 7” y 08 
vy gyf8% 8/ v ¢ [ad” K*/y 7 Bw gelf 8/ v ¢ 

80 [S rym? JA Aoyw Tpog” adoy® adda” x” Movvax? 

giad’ = 8/ » § — ovtws 
op? 

giad/ 8/ vw? § 

81 [S zyx? eho” Kar advn?/ Samav] epy~ Kapov™ e/ ovar*/ 7°” cvpB” ev Aapack®/ 
ov § wy" 1B vy gad’ 8/ v §-  ovtws 

op? 

giad/ 8/ v § 

82 [edar” pg elk v°f gf 84 S/ vy ofous » 5 T” 3 08 
vy gaSd/ 8/ v [adr” K°/ Br® Bv] gyf8]/ 8/v¢ 

83 [SX rip” adwv Sarav’ ex ylwpas S ev BaBvion 

v° bh 8’ 8/ vw a ouT@s 

amo ayop~ 77 &i- v° 89K 8/ ves op? ; 

veeGkd’ S/ voy 

84 [mpoBB- 8] YB 8/ v° BS ovr” amo ay? 7? du~ 

mpoB- S«giB v? B 8/ v° BF aro ay? effo® d- z | 

85 [opy’v? Oy] ve gad’ 8/ v° bi ovr” op? 
2 Z [ou? 

opv'v? Oy 7” kK v as 8/] 3/ »° § ev/ Adpo® 
pa B88 ¥ BBY ‘ | 

86 [eAu” pe oy 6] 90 8/ v° 8B/ ovr op. 

hau” py 7B» ByB 8/" BB) [on 
eau” pe yy ex v°§ vv? aYKa 8/] v° e/ Adpo® 

r 

77. This line gives a good illustration of the roughness of the 
fraction system. For 6f0s the amount is 4 (dpiOma) carats, 
which is correctly given as $s. ; but for salt the correct amount 
is 6 carats, here represented not as } but as 4s. 

79. 4 ys: note that this is the price of the same amount of the 
same article as in l. 77; yet there the sum is 13 carats, here 
only 133. 

80. adoyo(y): in the Byzantine sense, horses. 
ad\ayn(s): here as Zosting-station. 

81. It is interesting to find this mention of the Governor's 
property in Damascus. This may perhaps make it somewhat 
likely that the Governor was ‘Abd-allah, Kurrah’s predecessor, 
since he was of the reigning family. 

82. ogous : the correct sum is 2 carats (apiOja), This is given 

as 1} carats éxoueva, and in dpiOjua is not expressed at all, the 
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fraction being too small. 
83. 64x: the « looks rather more like «, but « is correct, 

appears not only from the items below and the alterations unc 
Aphrodito, but from the occurrence of the same sum in this 
under the dyopa rijs di(orxyoews). All the ¢£w6ev payments 
transferred to Aphrodito. 

tas: 5 corrected from y. 
> y: y corrected from 

85. 91a 8: underlined for deletion ; so also in 1. $8 ¥ 
phrase <i(s) "Appo8(tra), z.e. ‘transferred to Aphrodito,’ is 
cases in the hand of the corrector. 

86. The total amount of oil got from]. 39. 
to(v) iB: sc. at 12 xestae for a solidus. 
v°a4 xa 6/v° B: the exact result is 1s, 224. 



. 89. Supplied from 1. 42. 
93. 48s: this depends on the correctness of the restoration 

of 11} carats in 1, 94. 

94. gua 8: of. Ml. 132, 155, 187, 252, where} dpidy. sol. corre- 
sponds to 11} carats éxydpeva. 

95. ktAt(ktov) ; supplied from the figures, which show the rate 
for k\ikea. Under Aphrodito they are bought ¢éwdev ; but here 

IV. = 
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87 [ofous p* B] vy gn Ov our” op? 

of uw Brg vw gn wv ¥ op. 
[ ¢ Z Z ] 

88 [ep pe ¢] ve agiB 8/ v? a B/ ovr® op. 
4 Z 2 4 op? 

Ley? pes 7” pt 8 vy agp 8/ v? a] B/ «/ Adpo? 
89 [Evd®” K/ pe v B 8/ v? Be] ovr” op? 

2 2 4 2 op? 

[Evd” K*/ pp 7” Kk v° B 8/ v? BlF «/ Adpo? 

90 [SX ry” adav mapad’/ HABa vw ABSeAX~ Kehdr~] 
Eqgi 8/v° 

v° ae 0 8/ v? BB/ out” amo Su v® y 8/ 

v? y¢ [ov §" vr agis O/ ve afy SF ty” av vagy 8/ v aly azo 
Bla) 8/v° BB/ 

ay 77 &- v° BS vw BS cw? &i- v s[9i0] =8/ wr ly 
gI [pact a vy 8/ v ys ~— ovr” amo] di- paota ex v? y 

yy 8/ v ¥¢ S"™ ex v algig v agus 8/ v afy XF tp" av? 

ev agn vagy S/ Yay aro] ay? 77 d~ 
92 [oay’® K/e vagig 8/ v? our® op” 4 2 

v° 5/ v° 2 pe s/ v° 
2 v° s/ v° ] op? e€w® cay’ K/e Kg 

vagus s/ v°[ 

93 [rv* 8 ve 9xB§?8/ v? a ovr op? Z 4 

v° 3/ v° Z v° s/ v? 
Z v° o/ v° on. | op? tus d 7” 8 

vw 9[xBS — 8/ va] 
94 [ekau” pe a ve 91d’? &/ v® § out” op? 2 4 

v° 3/ v° 2 v° 8/ v° 
2 vy 8/ v° op.” | op? ehar” pia ex v® § 

vy g(a 84? 8/ vf] 

Fol. 5.] 

95 [xc]A[e]- a v B 8/ v? BF ovr” [amo du 2 4 
v° 8/ vs ovr” &™ tae ee o/ v° XS Ty.” av™ 
Z v? S/ v® amo ay® &i~ Kd a ex YB VB S/ Y BS 

lle’ ny} 
. Es s sf Y 

“96 &[v*] «/ B ve? 90 df O/ v? B/ our” [ on] Z 

nothing is entered for the dyopa ¢£w@ev, and as in the following 
lines duo(iws) occurs twice, and the dyopa ¢£wev is placed both 
there and here at the extreme right of the page, it seems clear 
that an entry dd &:(orxnoews) occurred here. Since nothing is 
entered under it in the following lines and it is clear from the 
arithmetic (cf 1. 90) that the x:Aixcov here was bought in the dyopa 
ris O(orxnoews), the clerk has written the heading needlessly. 
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op? po. [8/9 op? 
Z v° S/ vv? op? z [ve 8 v] 

op? Evd® K°/ 1B 7” K v° any 5 8]/ [»° B/ €]\/ Adp? ‘/ v4) vy 
97 [kep? K‘/ a wyyy Sv yy  ovr[® op.” g 

op? ve [8/ »° op? 

2 v°] s/ v° op? 2 v® 8 vy 

op? Kev? K/ a vyyyy d/ vl yy a/ Adp? 

98 [oudn]pov Au avev Tip” 

99 S ty yah mapad’/ HAB~ vw ABSeAA~ KedAde~ v? a/v? by 
ovtas [ | ite Z 2 Z 2 
Z Z Z [a]ao ayop~ 7: &i~ yart~ yh v? 8 Sv Sy 

e€- ou- 

100 S tyr edoly wapa]s’/ ABSepay* vw Hd* emxeups 7°] KN vw? 9 ff Sv ¥ 
outros ]) #4 

2 Z op 2 Z 

op yw 9 ff vy 
IOI adu[K:/K/]8 7B v® g[ff] vv 

102 S tyr adaly t]apad’/ Madvov? mia Bod ]B.? ve agws 8/ v° aB/ 
[ovrws ] Z 2 

[op?] v° ag 5s 8/ v? aB/ 

103 ehall ns Bex v°S§- v® 9kBS § [8]/ [p>] « ogous ws y xs 7” y[oB 
v? 9 BS§8% 8/ v° § aduk/ K’/] Bz” Bv gyd8/ 8/ vv ¢ 

v? Kag 8’ &/ v° KBs 

104 y/ aw oyroywr amo emoux:/ Tlakavyewls v°? Aages 8/ v® dAyf ovr® 

amo &u- [yy 8/ v ys our” §" ve agus 8/ vaSly & m/ av" 
v° 8 

vagn 8/ vv? ay ay? 77] &u- vw s9K 8/ v Cy ew? &- v? “lL 9 OS 
8) wf B/ 

8/ v° wn B/ aap? yar~ v8 8/ v°dy[7] 

Fol. 5 4.] (1st hand.) 

105 amo [emoux/ Epdurjevrwv [emuly”] 

106 [SX Ka ]vovos Sypp? v°? G09¢KB] 8/ v? vdfalf ad wv wah 

eU7!/[oak/v° sty dg 8/ v? op6 B/ mk Fe v? eat 8/ v? [r]85 

y/ v° opp BS [8/ ve ofdcl/ dv prly és 8/ v? p&l[y/ 

107 S 8/8 avrov vy 898 Sv sy ad wp op! 

Ue. [8/ v op? Pos: o/ vw’. 

y/ v° [8]/ [v7] hv? 898 Sv sy 

97- The entries at the beginning underlined for deletion. 106. et/x/: a unique variation from the usual phrase, perhaps 
98. avev tiyn(cews) : ‘not assessed’; z.¢., either the iron was «laxouioOévra, The correction (1 carat) in the Aoyiowe is due to 

taken without payment, or the rate had not yet been fixed. that in 1.1 . 
The sum in 1. go is fully accounted for by the other entries. 107. v°.: the dots here and in ll. 108 and 109 are in the 1S ’ 
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108 S anapy” Siavoper avev ty2 v = S8giff 8/ v e¢ ad wy op? 
ys [8/ v? op” | v 89 0§ 8/ v €¢ 

y/v 890§ 8 ves! ) [ry]. 8/ v° 

109 (2nd hand.) eb ~ pt € 7® py v agus S/ ve afy op” y 7K 
vy. gyf Sf vs [Kix-/a «rv B v? Bl 8/ v° BE 

IIo char” pS ayB ry i8 va / va 
ITI § amapy” Siavonev tT Tyr vv wWgKaS S/ v “fy ad wv a/ cax‘/ 

v° [8/ v° op? v Blog 8/ v° 

v/v Bom Sry Av Byyf 8/ v? BS [y¥ 
112 youXex § ex v B9n v? O9[n] S/ v Oy martdu- a ex v B 

v B fv Bel v agile o/ v° aly 

113 ayKupp® a eKYK ve 9[K] 8/ v Sy —ewr® otB- a ex 7B 

) vy 918 S/v§ [oyxow tpX a exgaf v glaf 8/ v z 

114 oakki— tpiX B ekg B vy 9 [9] 8/ v ¢ TNTOL AE 

ren) Bea | vl 9B 3s 
115 [S amaphy” yar ye [v°] « S/ vey ad ov a/ oax‘/ 

v° [d/ v° op? vy] d/ vw ey 
y/ ve o/ vey  v? 8/ rel 

116 y/ v? v«n 98 8/ v° véBS ad wv a’/ oak v° ok098 8/ [v? opO B/ royropwrv 

v? Keg[KB 8/ v° Kn y/ v° avegB 8/ v°? col B/ X v? polyy iL S/ v° prd§ 

117 [+Stap twv mpoxep |’ Aoyroiper 
118 [SX ty” av” Kae adujc-/ Samav- epy~ xalpor]’ [e/ pacyr® Iepolrod” ov § i oB 

vy 9188! 8/ v° B/ ovras 

ato ay? e€w® du- v° 9188! S/ rf? B/] 
119 [Aa ycee ve § vw 9. Sv] y ofovsys ty 0B v° Bf 8/ vw ¢ 

an” [x°/ B? 7” 8B v? 9. 8/ v? ¢] , 

120 

] op? 9§ [8/ » $] 

Fol. 6.] 

121 S rip!) eadwv Sarav’ em yx” S ev BaBviov [we lao SY vw Sy 

ovras = | 
amo ay: t Su v° BGO 8/ vy 

[elflo) S&- v° Syouf 8/ vw Sfy 

122 op’ y vw oy vw ¢ our” [amo ay] rt du~ opr? y 

: v gy [8]/ [ve ¢ iat 8 eae) 
109. For the supplement cf 1. 66. 114. myoop-: sic, apparently. 
112. ex v°8 47: B corrected from 8. 118. The dot is in the MS. 
madhi(ov) : the Lat. palium. 119. The lacunae can hardly be filled here as regards the 

113. ayxupp*: the «¢ is clear, but the word meant is probably ¢xdpeva because of the varying ratio of éyéueva to dpi@uua., For 

dykipia (for dykvpior). oil, in 1. 82,3 = 5%c. (6 xestae), in 1. 199 it = 6c. For salt, 
oxow(ta) tprx(wa): of. ll. 13 and 247. in 1. 77, = 53c., in 1. 82, 33 c., in 1. 103, 3}c., etc. 

2 

‘ 

isa J 



140 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 
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chau” pi ypB vr agKBS Sv B ovr op? eh” pe [a yp] B 7” oB 
va FY val op? ea” pw BevS vw gKBS 8/ v al 

ew pe [ja wygd yf ovr — op? es € rk y | 
yragus 8/vafy[’% op? ab? pis 78 vagiB 8/ v a B/} 

gv «K/] pe vB Sv BE ovr — op? Z 4 

Z Z [ op? Ev K/ pt” k v B J v BS] 

S ty edav [wap ]ad’/ HAB~ vw ABSeddA* KedAd~ v wag BS 8/ 8/ v® 8B 
ovr” amo S&~ v° [ce 8/ v° ey ovr” F* v Bow ¥/ v v 
SX t/ av v Bos 8/ v By! Z Z Z 

amo [ay] 77 &- v°? B S/ v BEF c&o® &~- v? 89 BS8/ 3/ v? Bf 

plac] a vy of v ys ofv™ amo] &i- pact a ex vy v y O/ vw 
ya’ ov S*™ ex vagus Pr agis 8/ v? aSy & t/ av” ex v agn| 

vagn S/ Pay ay? 7? &- 

ay[K’/] a vagiB  8/ v? a B/ [ov op]? ayr’*/aexv? agiBv° ag iB 8/ v® | 
a B/ [ov™ §* exgk vy ox Sv Sy § t/ av ex Gis 

v°| 9 5 8/ v° Sy op? 

A” oP] § v 918 vw § of olu? ™ oB-fS ex rar 718 Jv q 

§ [ov §" «x iB vy 9¢ vy Sf t/ av ex 918 
vy) 95 Svs op? 

[oay? K/f y wa S/ v? ag ov op? Z 2 2 
[ Z 2 Z Z 

z | 2 op? [a}ro ay? ew" ou- 

aay’ K/y ex 9n [va a/v asl 

Ty Oy v Bond’ S/ v? BS ovr [olp® 2 Z 4 

[ Z Z Z Z 
2 | Z op? op? 

tw Oy v° By[nd/ 8]/ [v°] BS 
Z Z Z eda” wi] a vv? gad! Sv § ove op? 

[ Z Z Z J 

Ay 

2 Z op? op” 

chau” poaecv?§ v 9108 8/ vy? § ; 

KO aq ve B 8/ v° BSF ov- op? Z ¢ [+ ia 

[ Z 2 Z 4 ; 

2 | 4 op? KY a ek v? B v? B X/ vw BS z 

ER K/ 5 [Y] 908% 8 vy ove op? » 7s a 

ka J Ze op? 2 op? 

év K/ 5 7m K ye 98 vy 

S ty yat~ B” ye walpad’/ H]\Ba w ABSeAX~ KEAA~ Vv” € o/ v° « [y a 

} xm 2 amo ayop* tT: du v’ € O/ v° ey uit 

124. » y: y corrected from 8, which is the rate ¢éwdev. 
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136 

137 

hd 
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§ 72 adwv mapads’/ [ladvov’ Svoix"/ BodBvd- vy a9 13h / v° a B/ 

[ 
ed 

e&u® du~ v? alg elf 5/ v)? aB/ 
{a? 

chau” pe Blex v°§ v? ¥|KBS S/ v a = ofous py ys [tT yoB 9[.B§8/ 8/ v° § 

aduk/ «°/ Br” 8B v gy! 8/ v° ¢] 

[yi/*tewv oyroypwv ato eroux/ Eudurevtor vj? Gane 8/ v° Kn ovr” amo S~ 
v? € [8]/ [v° ey ovr” §" Y Bom VY vy § t/a" v Bos / vw By 

amo ay? 77 &u- v® S9§ 8/ v? €¢ cw? &- v° 1a 9 BS 8/ v° .B¢s amapy” 

yor ve Y vw ey] 

Fol. 64.] (1st hand.) 

139 amo erouk/ Bouvwy emul? 

140 S§ xavovos Syp°p? x Yr nge Sv pyy [ad wv 
e"/ oar/ v KagB 9/ v° Ky oyromowy v? ygua 98/ [v*] y B/ 
y/ v° 99 [tly 8/ v? Ks B/ hv? EG ug 8/ v? us B/ 

141 S 8/8! avrov we SOG RSA NG [ad wy 
op? v J v° op? ll / v 
y/ v 8/ v? Pie uFeh -3/ eS 

142 S amapy” Siavopev av? ty” vy 91BS 5/ v § [ad wy 
op? v° s/ v° op? ] wv 9 BS 8/ v° § 

y/ v 9BS 8/v°§ Av 2 8/ v° z 

143 (2nd hand.) eb pf 9d 7” pty vy gy ¥/ v ¢ opv? a 7” k vy gad|’ 

o/ v? Z vy gn 8/ vy) 
144 SX amapy” Svavopwv ry ty vs 9KB 8/ v ly [ad wy 

e"/ oax‘/ v° i v Loytowp|wv v° o/ v° 

wir BV] 9B BV b* OY 
145 yor'y ® B ex v Bon v 895 fv Sy Taku aex v Bv? B 

[8/ v» Bs . vy 95 S/vpP ¢s 
cack. tpXa exgB v 9B 8/ v F 

146 S almapy” yad]- B” v B S/ v° BSF [ad wv 

e"/ oak’/ v? s/ v° hoyioywrv| v? B a/v? BF 
y/ v° — §/ h v? [8/ v?] 

147° y/ v vgaS 8/ v wy ad [oly a’/ oar/ v° nag B 9 v® Ky Noyomor v’ 
egnys 8 vr sy y/ v? Klgaf S/ vw’) KOy dv Ky 5/ v® Kds 

136. The correction does not appear to have been made at 137. 4 Bs 8: acorrection must be made somewhere, and as 
the end of the line, as it would probably in that case have been the éyéyeva are here larger than the dpi@ua this seems the 
visible above the lacuna. likeliest place. 
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Fol. 7.] 
148 [+8.0up* tov mpokelys oye 

149 [S ry? eka” $] advn?/ Saray: texvv xaplov? «/ pary? lepoood” ov] § piu [.] 

vy gf§8% 8/ [vy y ovr] Re 
amo ay? eff)’ d- 

ve gf 8 vy 

150 [Aaopgy env gy[8/ 8/ v] ¢ o€" y[y] 208 7 [8]/ [” # 
a” P/ a7 iB wv gals 8/ v ¢ 

I51 [§ ry? eka” S aldun-/ Saray epy~ Kapoly™ ei7/ ovar®/| 7°” cvpB” ev Aap 

vy giad’ 8/v§ [ovr] ; 
0 op 

vy gud! S/ vf 

152 [eA]aovys yx vw 9f.] 8/ ° ¢ ofousys 7 0B [9 .8/ v + 

a’ /. Bw 9..% / WE 

153 § z[w? adoly Samar’ em x® [S ev BaBvdorr] 
v? Bg vas 8/[8/ v° BS ovr) ; ; : A 

; . amo ay? t Su vw «9 BS 8/ v° § op? 
vagkyd/ 8/ vr B F 

154 [opv}? [a vy gad! 8/2 ~~ our” ay t Si~ opr at K gad! 

Sf vz | 
155 [edkau” po aydv 91084 8/] » Sy ovr® op? chau” yd 7” 8B 9n 

[8/ v° y amo ay’ ew? Si- daw” pia ev SJ vy giad/ 8/ v § 

156 [ew ps6 Byd wv gued¢ 8/] » B/ ovr op’ ey po yg dr? ey gy Sf 
ee) (om ey Be S —o g eB] B/S 

157 [év* ke/ k vy a ] SY wa __ ovr® op? 2 2 [z 

Z op? év* K/ KT” K Ya j </#a 

158 S typ ed[wv tapad’/ HAB- w] AP?’ Kedd[~] 

gad! 8/ vw? § [ 

] 2 + 

2 Z Z Z 2 anfo ay’ e]é[w? &-] 

gua 5% 8/ vw? § " 

159 [oay®] Av [rt Kk/9n 978 8/ vs Efvd}? K/o 7” Bw 9 L[6/ of 

160 S ty yla)\[- B°’} wapads’/ HABa vw AB* Kehr [ 

- ~~ B 8/ v Bs ; 

Z Z Z amo ay? 7? &u- vw BS/ v BEF 

161 S ty edlov rapad/} Wfad]vov® siou™/ [ 

9 vy ; }\2 
[amo] ay? e&w® b= 

yr gS wy 
151. The dots are in the MS. ; so in 1. 153. 159. cay’: of. 1.130. a. 
156, 157. It will be noticed that in these two lines the supple- “8: this is evidently a mere slip of the pen, as the reck 

ments make the ¢xdyeva equal to the dpidua; but in the total is at the usual rate of 20 xevrnvdpia per sol, 
they are so nearly equal that the restorations seem certain. 
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162 [o]él” eS ayB] ty 0B gyS8% 8/ vs ad” K*°/[B 7 iB gyS8/ 8/ v $] 

163 y/ rev royrooly v egnyS 8/ Y = ¥ ovrws [amo ay’ 7? &u- v «91S 8/ vw § 

e€o? Su- v° ygua 8/ Y y B/ amapy” yart- v° B 8/ v® BS] 

Fol. 7 4.] 

164 [azo] eroux:/ Kepapmifolv emily] 

165 § xalvjovos dyf[p]p° ex wv vod 8/ v° vd B/ ad wv e/ cax/ 
x’ YM Kyg[m S8)/ [y] Ke Noyoywr v? egaS 8/ es y/ 

v «ng lOS 8/ v ag Av KagKyS [8]/ [v? Kyf] 
| 166 S§ 8/8/ avrov 9 BS 8/ 8/ v? § ab wv op? 
| ex? v° S/v [ope y° / v 
| Lb) 98s 8/5) 

167 S atapy” Svavopev av' rip: gisf 8/ v B/ ad wv op? 

2 i as gus fv B/S y/ 
gis§ 5/] »v B/ vv o/ v° 

168 ednpet 2S v gy8/ 8/ » ¢ op a t K gad! 8/ vw eda yg 
Tih 9[B 8/ v? §] 

169 SX amapy” Svavopwv rn 71/ ex’ v £98 8/ v° £B/ ad wr a/ cax*/ 

v s/ v’ ol yroupev 

yetps 8 F [LB/] 
170 yourxX Bex v Bgn v d9ig S/v € walt aev Br B 

8/ v BSF dX” oB pl... a ee GiB 9B 8/ v® §] 

171 SX anapy” yah~ 8 v B Sv BF ad wv a’/ cax/ 

v° [d/ v° hoyioyov v° B S/ v° BE 

] \v 2 
172 [y/ v° €a]988/ 8/ v &eB/ ad wv a/ calk/] v Ky gin 8/ v Keo AoyiLoor 

Y Com / Yn y/ v ragiB 8/ VAS Y KOGisS]0 3/ v Aa B/ 

Fol. 8.] 

173 [+S.0p* twv tpoxep® oyioipor] 

174 Sf J] oF § pp? oB 
[ve gud! 8/v§  ovtas 

amo ay? e€a® Su- ] 
v? 9 a 8/ [8] / [v*] § 

175 4 ogous [ 
176 S [ruyp? eda” S$ advn?/ Sazav? rexvd xapov™ «/ pay? lepoco]\” ov § py? s 

vy = 9 [84 8/ » ¢ ~— ours 
] ; ‘ amo ay? e€w? d- 

y 968! S/ we 

170. p[: this cannot be a number giving the quantity, as these 176, The dots are in the MS. ; as too in 1. 183. 
articles cost 12 carats each. 

= 
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177 

181 

182 

18 ve 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

Fo 

189 

— 

190 

IQI 

. 8 4.] (1st hand.) 

[azo emoux/ Tony emily’ | i 

§ [kav]ovos Sn? x» pBye —_[8]/ [»° pOSy ad wv «i’/ oan’/ 
. v dgun &/ v® rd oyiopov v° v7] of v° yf 

[yy [ye Bey 8 w AS Aw EPR 8/ » oBy] 
S [8]/8¢ av™ v agas &/ [v° ag op? 

vy? sf v° op? v° J o/ v 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1414 

[edar” ; r : J ofous yy 7” y 0B 

[v° ga Sf we ens. s 

SX [rye”? adwv Sarav’/ em x® S ev BaBvrovr] 

° yoy § [8/  yF ovras 
amo aly? t &~ wv guisf 8/ v° B/ amo ay? e&w® d.~ 

vw Bef 98/ » [BIS 

Vv a 
‘? 

[opy? a vy gad! 8/ vz ] ovr® azo ay’ 7” 8&- op at Kk =9[ad/ 
8/ vz amo ay? e&w? du Z ] 

[eka pS Bys vPagf 8/ v af] ovr” op? eae” pS ys Ty iB 9[1B 

8/ v° § op? chau” pw Bev fv gklBS s/ va 

Ley? ps 88 Ww agyd8! 8/w asl ovr op? rp ]* yg 8 7” ps yg ly” 
o/ v° ¢ on? ab? pt 8 7” 8 v° al / va 

[Ev* K*/ ot vy 918 8/ v §] ovr” = op” Z Z [ # 

Z op? Ev K/ ut K ei MB OB POF 
S ty” edov [rapad’/ HABa w AP? Kedd~] 

vy agyd/ & v a¢ olvras 
|e, or, “ae . + amo ay? e&w® du- 

vy agyS/ 8]/[v" alé 
aay? [kK*/Bexgnv] gis 8/ v® B/ chal”! [wu] [. ele v? [f... 

S tyr yah B” [rapas?/ HABa vw. AP? Ke]\d~ [ 

vy B o/ v? B¢ ovras 

aro ay? 77] &u- v? B o/ vw BF 

S ty.” edwv [rapads’/ Madvov® Sdcjoux™/ [ 

vy gun 8/ §/ v° Sy ovras 

op? | Z Z amo ay’ e&w? Su~ 

vg 3“ [8]/ [v"] Sy 
eda” pf a ex v°§]9iad/ 8/ vw § = ofous pf ayy tT’ yoBly .. 8/ vw ¢ 

ah” K°/ B? 7 1B v9. 8/ v ¢| 

y/ Lov oyopor v° £9] 8/ v° 1 ovrws amo ay 7 Si- Gisf 8/ v»® BL / ca? 

du- vv egaf 8/ v° €¢ amapy’ yak- v° B 8/ v»° Be] _ 

yw fw [ / v’ hv agaf J v ag] 

187. For the éxéueva we may perhaps supply 4758 both for after <x” »° is by the 1st hand. The lines may have been com> 
é£os and for salt. a 

190-192. It is not certain whether anything in these lines 
pleted by the 2nd hand. 7 a 



——S 
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192 § amap? Siavopwv av® ry” vg unf 84 [8]/ [v° Sy op? 
vy? s/ v° op? v gumlfs/ ff v Sy 

w/v [ps8 v Sp Yr | 
193 (2nd hand.) ep Beg dr pyyy 8 / ve? & opr? y 7” Kg[yS 8/ v ¢ 

vy 9B fv S] 
194 S amapy” Svavopev rn Ty.” v 09K / [vy of ad wv e’/ ocax/ 

vy / v Loytor|u” v? sf v 
y/ v [d/ v Av OgKn Fv if 

195 yurx yer Bon vl YY SG wrancvBryBsy rv BF 

vgn Y Sy 
196 yy [pP prygnad’ 8 v pwBy ad wv a’/ cax/ v? XG um [8]/ [v AB 

hoyrowv v° Sgyfd/% ¥/ v? Sy y/ v’] A887 KaSd/ 9/ [vy hn] ¥ 

A, vy ongkyS 8/ v 7 

Fol. 9.] 

197 [+S:aip® twv mpoKep® doyroipwr] 
198 [XS ru? chav” $ adve"/ Salrav: epy~ Kapov™ e/ pay’ leplo|ood” ov § p77 oB 

vy gia[dl 8/ v §  ovtas ] ; 
4 é . amo ay! e€w? dif 

vy gad’ ff v §| 
199 [da pe] myx 95§8l SY vy ofousys Ty 08 9[B 5/  ¢ 

ar’ x/ of 2° B98 
200 [SX ry” edwv Samav’/ ext] x® S wv BaBvion 

vy vg98f  [8/ v yy ovras ] ee ie 

; , amo ay? tT Su v° ginf 8’ 8/ v» Sy op? 

v Bg[OS8/ 3/ v BS) 
201 [opy’ y] 9S S/ v’ $ ovr” amo ay? t Si~ opv® y 7” Kk 

‘ 4 5S 8/ v’ ¢ [amo ay? e€w* 2] 

202 [ekou” pS yyov] agnafd’ 8/ v° B ovr” op? ela” 9s 7” oB 
9B 8/ [v°] § [op ] Aa” py ex wv? § v ag AS! 

o/ v° af 

203 feb? p68 yd) vl agyd/ &/ v? a¢ ovr” op? eb? pi gd 7 py 

gy! 8/ vw & Lop’ py pdm pwd va 
8/ va 

204 SX rip” ad[wv wapad’/ HAB]a ve ABSeAX~ Kehd- 

v gn — [8]/ » ¥ [ovras] 
amo ay°® e€a® Su- 

a ae OS 

193- y ys: for the fraction (properly 2) cf. 1. 109. The next original sum was probably y. 
article is probably either oil (cf 1. 168) or d£os (cf. 1. 231). 198. The dots here and in Il. 200, 204, and 206 are in the MS. 

195. 84: Bcorrected from a. 199. For the oil and salt, cf 1. 219. Here the price of the 

mn: maédduov 3 Cf. 1. 170, etc. 3fos is given as 2 carats (correct), that of salt as 2} carats (for 3). 

196. onqxys: the ysis acorrection. One ofthe figures inthe In]. 219 the amounts are 1} and 23 respectively. 

Iv. U 
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205 [cay K/aelon 9n vy 
206 XS tyr ad[ov wapad?/ Tla]pvov? Stoux"/ 

ve 98% Sf wv ¢ 

fon") 
758% ¥ [vp [¢] 

207 ] 758 8/ ws 

208 y{/] ror Aoyroypoy v?] Sy yf8/ 8/ v° By ovrws amo ay? 77 &i- vY gunf 8/ 
8/ v Sy amo ay ef[w} [77] Su- v yo &/ vw yf | 

Fol. 9 4.] 

209 [azo emoux/ Vupov] emul? ’ 
210 [XX xavovos] Syp°p? ex? v o9Ka 8/ v of ad ov a"/ cax/[é 

fy wf od f¥ ka 
v° 9 ie 8/ v° of ; Ajoyoypor v° BY BS 8/ v° BF y/ v* o8 9 «ys 

[8] 
8/ v° of ¢ A [es v? 8/ v° ws 7 Se v? BY BS 8/ v° Bsl/ 

211 [SX 8/8/ avrev] vy 9 ff 8/v Sy ad w op? 
[v? 9 £§d% 8/ v» Sy op]? <bae 8/ v? y/ 9 L587 
o/ v? Sy Al vy 958’ Sv Sy] 

212 [SX amapy’] Siavopwv av ty vy agad’ S/ ve ag ah wv op? 
[v° 8/ v° | op? Yagad! vag y/v agad/ 
bf aS aly Fv | 

213 mpoB- B ekg iB v? a 8/ v a op at K gad! 8/ YS 
214 S [a}rapy” Siavopwr ry ryp- v 6 8/ v O ad wy a/ caxls/ 

Yagnf dl  v ay oy[tJoupor v° Sv —-yt/ P agnf8/ 
$que 8 ¢ 

fv ay A, [8 8/ v° by 

215 yourx y «yv Byn vw £8/v Cy tmad- ae vr’ BY BS/v Be 

216 yu/ vw magis 8/ v an ad wy e"/ cay v? of Ka 8/ v of Loyroun” v? y 9[yS 87 

8/ v°) yy & v° 089 S8/ 

Se [v? BY BS 8/ v° Be. 

208. 8/ »° sy: ¥ corrected from 8. 
vy 9: this is correct as the difference between the dyopa rijs 

di(orxjoews) and the total, but the items add up to y¢ 7, 8. 
209 ff. For the explanation of the alterations here, see the 

introduction to 1412, p. 84. The entries under dq’ dy for all 
the taxes except the canon are inserted by the corrector. 

210. By Bs: the second 8 is a correction from a. 

y/ v° o8 y xys: after the 8 are inserted two short strokes 
as a sign that the figure is to be cancelled, 

213. v° a: apparently corrected from, f. 
215. 8 yn: B corrected from y. 

216. The explanation of this line is as follows: the remainder 
as originally written (9 s. 172 c.) isthe sum of the remainders on 
the rerdpria and Siavopal rH riyg, ze. the sum of the credit 

balances. As, however, there was a deficit on the canon this 

Cage a/v a 

S/ Y ry h ps v O9uLf8% 8/1 
s+} pe evx®/ v £9168! 8/ » nF 

é 
y ws mre” 

exceeds the correct net balance, the difference between the 
total ém{nrovpeva and the total deductions, by 2s. 23c., ie, 
the amount of the deficit. The amount has been corrected, 
and the correct sum is in addition inserted (by the corrector) 
at the end of the line. As an overwritten letter or a line 
as a mark of abbreviation appears just after the lacuna, it 
seems that something must be lost between the statement of 
the és mAeious and this additional entry. p‘ evx’/ may be read 
as pelovos évkoutobévros, and will mean that this is the ultimate 
credit balance (yelov), which has been paid into the (local) 
treasury, or, possibly, has been entered in the body of the 
account. 

#: a not infrequent symbol for ‘total’ (doy) in these 
accounts. : 
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217 [+8vatp® tov mpolkem® oyroywr 

218 [S ry] Aa” S$ adve-/ Sarav- epy~ kapov™ e/ pacy’ lep? ov § py” 1B 

3 vy gad’ 8/v° § — ovtws 
amo ay? fo &u- v gta 8% v*) § 

219 chau” yo [TP yk [v9] 75$8/ 8/ v ¥ ogous ys 7 yoB vw gafd/ 
[S]/[ 2 al’ K/ af Br g9BS8! Sv ¢ 

220 [SX ru” edljwv Sarav? em x” [S v BaBviwrr] 
v Bgad! 9/ » BF ovras amo ay? 77 8u~ 

yvagad’ 8/va¢ amo ay ew? u- va ¥ Jf va 

221 mpoB- B [ va 5/ v° a ovr® amo ay’ 77 du- mpoB- B 

ex 9B] v? a S/ va 
222 [opy? a vy gad’ 8/ v? & ovr® op? op? a 

™ ne ve gad 8/ v ¢ 
223 [év* K/ K va 8/ v° a ovr® op? Z 

2 2 ] amo ay? ew? du- Ev* K/ Kk 7” Kk 

va S/ va 

224 [SX ry” edwv wapad?/ HABa w ABSeAX~ KeAL-~ 

ve 9g 8/ 8/ »° B/ ovras ] 

amo ay? e€w® &u- v ged’ =8/ v® B/ 

225 [ 
226 [ y/ tov royoysov v° yGySd/ 8/ v yy ovr” amo ay? 77 &u- v agad/S/ v ag 

amo ay? e€w® &- vw BYBS 8/ »° BF] 

Fol. 10.] 

227 + a0 emo[ik/ Aywov Iuvovtiwvos emily” | 
228 S [kavovos Snpu°p?] YP) uf O9 of 8/ v vyls! ad wv 

ew” oax/ v? [598 8/ v° ucf]y oyrouw® vw gis 8/ v B 

y/ VP? «9s 8/ vw wf Av? AOGia 8/ v Ax B/ 

220°. SX §/8/ avrov] vy 9 BS d/ vf ad wv 
op? ale | ore |. [ole 2 Z 
4 Z hv? giB§ S8/ v? § 

230 «Ss & ‘al wapy” Stavopwr av] tip v° gid 8/v § ad wv 

op? vy [ S/ vv] oop? vy gy d/ 8/ v § 
yv gyi Y¥vrs5 hv Z 

231 lees ey oy ey op? az «pate uee 
[ogous pia t*] e& 98 8/ v ¢ 

232 SX almapy” Sivavopwrv tly Ty: vy wgyn d/ v? 8 ad wy 

e/ oak®/ v®? [ of 1 No? Kia Ze o/ v Sy 
y/v’ 9K Sv fy Av wg B Sv? ws 

220, v° Byad': before a, x has been cancelled, and after it, further to the right, above the lines 235-238. No doubt these 

apparently, 5. In the ¢xdyeva for ¢éwOev a figure, no doubt x, characters had been written before the papyrus was utilized for 
followed by ;, has been washed out after the carat sign. the present account, with which they haveno connexion. 

227 ff. On this page v° is written about the middle of the page 231. ogovs : supplied from the rate, as exemplified in]. 8. 
a little above each of the lines 229, 230, 231, and = similarly, 

U2 
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233 [yorxX y]ex v Bon vf 8/ wv Ef mah Bex v B v 8 
[8/ v° 84] caxi® tpt k 8 ex 9B on S/ vy 

234 [y/ v° EB9 BSS’ 8/] v° E> ¢ ab wv a/ cakt/ v? 98 8/ Vv? “ef Y oyrorp” 
vy Bg[ad/ 8/] v B [y}/ wed! 8/ vv iffy dX v pegiaS 8/ v° PNY. 

235 + Scarp* Toly mpokey.s hoyroupor] m 

236 § tp? adov Sarav? em] x” S ev Ba” vy gwd 8/ v § 

ovTes ls > (ft Gugk eee Ty . ‘ 
amo ay? 77 &i- ve gy 8 8/ YS amo ay® effwf Sui- v? 

237 [op? a 7*] « ga dl 8/ v° ogous pf a Ty & 98 8/ vw ¢ 

ep pi at” pyg[n 8]/ v ¥ 
238 SX [ry? adwv mapads?’/ HA\Ba vw ABSeAA~ KeAA~ v°.AGIB = 8/ v* af 

ovtws amo &u- vw agiB 8/ v» af FS" 9K 8/ v» Sy t/ av™ 

gs 8/ » B/ [om 2] 
239 [ayk’/ a ] v? a9 1B 8/ v° af ov~ amo &~ ayk’/ a ex v? agif 

vy agiB 8/ v af §&™ gn 9K [8]/ [v? Sy § t/ av” exgus 

gis 8/ v? B/] 

240 [y-/ tov roytowr v°] BY ad’ 8/v° B ovrws amo &i~ v° agiB 8/ v af X mwepi™ 

ve on 8/v Sy [§ t/a v gis 8/ v B/ amo ay? 7” &- 

vw gd! 8/ v §] 

Fol. 104.] 

241 amo emoux:/ Saxoope emul” 

242 S Kavovos dypp? ex » B90 8/ Sy ad wv a/ oak‘/ 

vy wagkB 8/ v vy dor gle d/ 8/ v? B/] yi/ v° BY wd! 

8/ v wB/ yr 9658! 3/ ve 
243 SX 8/8/ avrov vy gd Sv ¢ ad wv op? 

vy v op? : 

4 hv gyd Sv é¢ ; 
244 § atapy” Svavoluev av vy gad! 8/ vw ad wv op? | 

vy? vy? one = [a 8’ 8/ v*) y/V P gad! ] 
6/ y?  v® 2 i 

245 op atk gad! & wv 7 
246 SX amapy” Svavopwr ty 7/ yreglf S/v CF ad ov a’/ cax/ : 

v° v° ho Z S| 

dv sglf 8» Ce[4] a 
247 youvXrx B ex v° B9Yn v? 89s 8/ ve wat ae vB vB 8/ v BF 

cxow tpX a exg[als 9 af ; : 
248 y/ v 09e 8/ v Kag ab wv a’/ cax/ v° agKB 8/ v? vy oy” v GisS — 

8/ » B/ [y/ vp Bg WS 8/ v° wy B/ dw CGBS 8/ w FS 
249 +diaup* tev mpoKxep® hoyiorp” 

233. By n: B corrected from y. 236, The dots in the MS.; so in Il. 243, 247, 253+ 
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& ty edSwv Samar? em x” S ev Ba” 9 BS 8/ v° § ovrws 
[amo ay? t S- 

gad’ 8/ v aro ay? e&w? &i- gia 8’ 8/ v’§ 

251 op? a [ve ga8/ 8/ vv] ov" amo ay? t Si- op a t” K 908! 
amo ay? e&w® d.- 

252 eau” pia [v gad’ 8/ v’ § ovj~ op? 
[om]? {rJa” [uw] [a ex v° S]guad% 8/ v § 

§ ty ad[o afalplad’]/ [H])\[Ba vw ABSed\A~ Kedd-~ 98 B/ Vv? | ovtws 

ee 
: ato ay? e&w® &- 98 See 

[calyy? av [98 8/ v°? $ ov" amo ay? 77 Su 4 

amo ay? e&w® 8- cay? Av Ky T” K/] 

; 98 Sv ¢ 
255 [y/] tov oytopav v = =g[us§_ 8/ v° B/ our® aro ay? 77 &u- 9a8/ 8/ 

amo ay? e&w® d- we d/ 8/ v? B/] 

Fol. 11.] 

256 +amo pov* A[BB~ Eppawros] 
257 | SX [amapy” Seals 7] roplnl 9[f 8]/ [»° yl’ ad wv a’/ cax®/ 

er hv 969 vy 
[wou- y andgas 335 8/ v° ¢ on” t eK 98/ 9 BS ¥ ?¢ 

LPM Pah brie Aor alge Hr 
amo pov® T[Lapoov| 
S almapy” Svavv av} vagd 8/ Pag ad wv a/ oax®/ 

hor v agd S/ vag XR @ 

eb? pS ype] py v° a978d 8/ vv as 

Siatp® toly mpoKep® oyoipwr] 
§ rip? adwv Saray? em] x” S ev BaB’ [vp ad [8/ v°] a¢ 

ovTws amo aly)’ 7? &u- fh? pf ygel tr py v agd 

o/ v ag 
amo pov- ®[apoov] 
§ almapy” Siavy av] 9 BS 8/ v ¢ ad wr 

ho? 9 BS 8/ v ¢ By 

Leb’ gy 7 pS y9|BS 8/ w 
SX [arapy” Savy ry 77] 98 8/v¢ ad wb 

ho By [pv 98 8/ » 4] 

[mou- BexgaS Gy] S/ vs om’ Sexgd’ ga 4 

ast. After opy? a, r’ x has been washed out. to have been done. 
Bear 1¢ 8 in the é£w6ev is corrected from y (?). 258. por: cf. ll. 274, 277. The meaning is obscure. 
254. Where in the heading the whole amount is placed under y 85: 8 perhaps corrected from a, 

one of the two markets it is not usual, in giving the details, to on’ : onrupides. 

re placed under those for ¢éwOev in 1, 252, it seems the phrase is abbreviated. 

149 

- markets again, but here, as the figures which are 266. ap wy: the stroke over the pv is apparently a sign that 
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270 [y/ v°] 95$ 8/  y ap wh ror GPS 8/ sh 98 [S)/ [» ¢] 
271 [S ry” eSwv Samar’ em x” S ev BaB’ g9]B§ 8/ v° ¢ ovr” amo ay? 77 Su~ 

ey pay wy Z[BS 8/ sl 3 

Fol. 11 4.] 

272 ato pov* BapBapou 
273 S amapy” Sav) ry 7/ 98 8/ vw = ah wr ho? 

nN 98 [8/ v° ¢] 
_ 274 po-~ Be gaS gy 8/ v ¢ on’ 8 Kg d/ ga 9/ v° 

275 amo pov? Ay.* Mapias 

276 § amapy’ Siavopwv 7 my gua 8/v § ah wy oo 

hv [yu] 8/ wv § 
277 pou S ek aS 9g Sv yom Kk Kgs! ge Sv F 

Fol. 12.] 

278 = +ovvr® avaxehad[awwors] & 

279 § xprlorcwv Sypoorwy vy pOg ia 8/ v? mxde ad wv a7/ cak’/ 
tage 8’ 

vy ywou 9 ck o/ v en Loyioywv v° pos ge 8/ v cby 
woes’ By Bf yd B/- 

yy v° Shy o w /] y ugh h pS EX? v° yore 94 8/ v° Sonn 7 

ws tha” Se Y KoK 8/ vv KBE t 
280 & 8/8! [avrev y mygn! = -8/ OS al [ov opt 

v° 89 [idf 8/ v° « op? vy oy 
00 4 €f 8” atin 

y/v 8906S 8/ ve d vo omy 7K 8! 8/ v° wOG 

281 S anlapy” Svavopwr av® typ? v puengyn 8/ v° pry] ad wv op 
vy gn ve y[% op” ve cegiB 8/ v palsy 

. " Be B St 
v/v cegiB 8/ v°] pasy d v° vBY Kk Sf vives 

282 gt a J i 

eye pe MS gl 7” psy v? wagry§ [8/ | ea 
vygB 8/v yB/ 

283 | | ] a 
xare/ xv? uf v ng B [8/ ” Bite 
vy e9n 9/ v? €B/ ‘ “s 

271. The d:atpects line is omitted, and if the restoration is 279. qBy5 & : Bhas been washed out after the carat sign. 
correct the heading and details are combined into a single line. Ae” k.r.A. is ba as if for deletion. Has 

274. The dot is in the MS. 283. xadx°/ xv’: obscure; qu. xadxoi xiaos? The | of 
278 ff. The payments to the treasury on all taxes other than a correction, perhaps from y. ie is 

the canon are inserted by the corrector. ri 
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284 

eau” pf is 2n v? 1 [8/ v? 
vagn 5 v af 

h pf v? Suceg e5/ 8/ v SW ws wre” Se 

one entry only, which would be lost in the lacuna. 

7 

hoyror|u[wv v? tlule]9 B 8/ v° rene & v® 

151 

285 ] 
Kup” ap™ yf vagd [8/ ] 

rage vB 

286 § anlapy” Svavopwrv ty Ty? vw coy 9s S/ v° oga¢s ad wr] e"/ cax’/ 

v? 89afd/ v 8¢ oy” [vy wy0 d/v by 

yy v? er: s/ v? Sty hv ae ot s/f v? ony 

287 ] 
madi! Kd [v’] en [8]/ [v? 

v°| sgig S/ v CF 

288 ] 
herr ot Bt C yey B SvryP/ [ ] 

98 S/v¢ . 

289 ] 
oxo" tpiX 7 vw 9B -8/ wv § [ 
vjagB 8/ v ag 

290 ] 
caxop! B OTR See eh 

291 ] 
ofvyye” Zé vrags 8/ vr af/ [ 

292 ] 
xop” ap™ 0 vag d8/vraBP/ [ 

293 ] 
om” hy vr Gf vy [ 

Fol. 12 4.] 

294 «8 § amapy” yadak"/ 9 me eX” v° Te S/ v° of ad wv [e"/ [oax’/ 

vy? 8/ v oytotpov v? pb 8/ v° pB B/ 

yy] v? p 8/ v pBB/ d wv pe 8/ v plSy] 
295 S amapy” peru” y tiny v? oa9K 8/ v? osf ad wy op? 

vy ag Ws 8/ v aB/ op? vy 8/ v 

Bass Se OB/ yw lowe x. 8/0" of ] 

296 ye emil~ v° mB oyd/ 8/ v° Ory ad ov a*/ cax/ v? [ywoagn 8/ v SpcBF 

dois 7 KB 8/ vv SdEy 

vy K]gK 8/ v KBs 

286. There is more space than usual between this line and or two is intended. The third letter is a correction. 
285. Perhaps, therefore, 285 was followed by a short line with 291. ofvyywv: the first v corrected from a; another form of 

akovyyior, tallow, fat (cf. Ducange, s.v. d€ovyy.ov). 
290. caxop’: obscure; it is not even clear whether one word 295. ¥ Win y: inserted by the corrector. 
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Fol. 13.] 

297 +S.ap* twp [rpokepevor oyropor] 
= 

298 a & [rp 

299, -[ 
-300 PB & [rp” 
301 [ 

302 oy & [rm 
303 
304 8 & [2 Aa” Kav adrve/? Sarav rexvd 77] Koy Kapov™ «7/ 

mou 7” KX” ov a pm = [vy 

ovTw@s 
amo ay? e€w® &- v gad’ F/ v® §] 

305 
Svy 

306 e X rfp? 

| [ 
307 s § ru » + « «+  Aoyw tpod? aroy” alAday? x” Movvax? [ 

308 f & aft 
Bete Stee 
Fol. 13 4.] 

310 

311 ] op? EL K'/ ony] « v? BG KB | 
312 [ 
313 A” oth 8f [9] 89.8 8/ [vr] Sy¥ 

314 ]. «] Byn8 8/ » BS 
315 

297 ff. In this diaipeois the headings are numbered in the 
margin, in the hand of the corrector. From 1. 316 it appears 
that there were 15 in all. Under Aphrodito there are 14, but 
in two of these cases the actual specification of the purpose for 
which the supplies were intended is lost. Two headings not 

to be found under Aphrodito are supplied by Pakaunis (the 
posting-station of Mounachthe and the Governor’s estate at 

Damascus). The second of these occurs also under Bounoi, 
and there is one uncertain heading under Emphyteutae, another 
under Keramion. It is just possible that a heading may have 
occurred for an ézoixioy which did not occur under Aphrodito ; 
if this is not the case we must supply a line after 1. 32, which 
would give Aphrodito 15 headings, two of which should be taken 
as respectively Mounachthe and the Governor’s estate. The 
remaining one is that contained in 1. 306. 

305. In the corresponding line, 29, 6 xestae of df0s occur. At 
the usual rate éfw6ev, 7. e. 72 xestae to the solidus, this comes to 
2 carats, which might be given on the other standard as }-s. 

After the price of the oil here given is deducted from the total, 

[1414 

ea” p.jJevSryl 50 

gua d/ 8/ v® § 

eau” ] 9 > Tok a gC 

}” py" eyyopn” ot” S ad\wv Zz 

/] vv =F 

cxowd pux?/ [ 

g[Sn]o” «‘/ [ 
8/) AT 

likc.=4s, there remains 33c.=4s. to be accounted f 
Possibly 3? c. might be given instead of the correct 2 ¢. v 
but more probably salt occurred as well. In that case } 
the entry for dpiOyca voniopata for one of the two and n 
for the other. 

306. Apparently a charge for transport of taxes. 
a word like «dév is to be understood. The compound éyyo 
seems to be new. 4 

309. Probably, but not certainly, the last line of the page. 
310. Probably the first line of the page. The figures 

end are not, as here printed for convenience, above the 
in Il. 311-315, but at the extreme right of the page, the : 
unusually long line. F 

311. x‘/ omy: this depends on the correctness of 
reading v° «84 «8. The «8, however, is not certain. 1 
is no doubt the last of the details under «ida dazai 
Xepas «7A, ; the following line gave the heading «dav 
dévrwy "HABa vig *"ABdedAa. a. 
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Fol. 14.] 

316 ve X run” adwv Trapao’/ Tlad[vov? SiouK?/ 

317 eau” pf Oy OL 

318 @ tov hoywoyov [ v? te 9g B 8/ v° réng 

Fol. 144.] The other way up. 

319 SX amaply]’ Siavopfov av? ty” v puny yn 

320 S anapy” Siavopwv [yn t/] v oloy gus 
321 SX amapy” yah v° [me 
322 XX atapy” pr vy olagK 

323 yy emer ex? » mblilB 7 y [8/ 

318. After the total came no doubt the usual details as to rest of the account. It is perhaps intended as a summary 
dyopai, etc., which it is not worth while to supply from the restatement of the totals, without the specification of single «id 

arithmetic. under the two d:avopat, as in the other dvaxeadaiwois, 
319 ff. It is not clear what connexion this page has with the 

PAPYRUS 1415.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1428. 1 ft. 23in. x 1 ft. 2tin. ecto in a somewhat rounded minuscule of medium size, 

black ink ; verso in a sloping, rather compressed minuscule, brown ink. 

HIS account adds nothing important to our knowledge of the method of collection of the 

xpvotxa Snpudova, but it seems to have belonged to a document of similar character to 1414 
and is of interest for its indications of the prices of various articles. It is not certain whether it 

belonged to a roll or to a codex, but the latter is much the more probable. The extant portion 
consists of details of expenditure, preceded in each case by the word ovrws. Probably, therefore, 
the first half of each line contained a specification of the purpose for which the articles were 
required, with the total cost. There are several differences between this account and 1414. In 

the first place it is calculated not in both éydueva and dpiOy.a, but in dpiOua only ; for that the 
coins are dpiOu1a may be inferred from the fact that they are given, not in sofa and carats, but 
in so@dé and fractions. Again, there was, so far as can be seen, no specification of the market 

(ayopa) in which the articles were bought; and the rates are in several cases different from those 

in 1414. Oil and e&/mya are sold at the same rates as in the dyopa rips Su(ounjoews) in 1414 
(12 xestae per sol. and 3 metra per sol.). In 1414 sheep are sold at 3 s. in the same dyopa, and 

in 1875, where the articles were evidently all bought é&wev, the rate is the same. Here, however, 

it is $s. each, Poultry were sold at 20 birds per so/ in both dyopai (1414 and 1875); here 

Iv. x 
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however at 18 per sol. d€0s was sold at 60 xestae per sol. in the dyopa THs Su(oucjoews), at 72 per 

sol. €EwOev (1414 and 1875); hereat 48 per so/. Lastly, wood, never bought in 1414 in the dyopa 

ths Si(oujoews), was sold e€wbev at 20 Kevrnvdpia per sol.; in 1875 the price was higher, 16 
kevrnvapia per sol. ; here it is much higher still, 10 xevryvdpia costing 17, sod. Another interesting 

point in this account is that the metvon for d£0s contains only 8 xestae; for oil and &yya it is of 

the same capacity as elsewhere, 10 xeséae. 
On the verso is a different account, in another hand, relating to the emdola. The heading 

gives no indication that it concerns only part of the eméola for the Soixynors, but this seems clearly 

to be the case, for some of the ézoixua are not mentioned, though they certainly paid corn-tax 

(cf. 1482, 120, 121). 

Recto. 

I ov} mpoBB*iv? > B/ opr’ ve v° Sy chau” ws BgB v? aSy of" 2 B v? Kd/ 
ey? phn BB/ Ed” K/ i a B/ Kd! 

2 ou}r” a vy 4 2 ve « eau” plyB vs 12] vB v° Ko’ 

eb? pw Ov y — Evd® Kt ov? aKd/ 

3 ou}” Bv Kay 2 vy ¢ HMepy v dytB! pygy v SKd/ 
pi vb v? 6 B/ K*/ 08 v® Cyt B/ 

4 J Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 2 

5 ] Z 4 4 Z Z Z Z Z 

6 ovr” sz Z Z 48. 9O-% Z Z 

7, oup® . ¢ Jae B/ ev? 6/ HE 828 v° x5 se. PSs 
pfige v ¥J K/ iaS v° [als 

8 ] Aa” pe dy A v? KS 8% 0€" pSyl v § 8 Kd! abt pS me ye » KAS Y 
éviov K‘/ piBS v° iay 

xap* 
II ] 

(2nd hand) o€ayytov 

8. This line is the total of the items given above. 
v°s & «d's a correction, in browner ink, the original entry 

having been washed out. 
g. This line is difficult to interpret. If, disregarding the 83, 

which is rather below the level of the line and may be a later 
insertion, we take the money as the price of the dos, the amount 
is absurdly wrong; for, on the rate established by previous entries, 
it should be 110% solidi. If, on the other hand, we bring the 
sum into connexion with the (rerdpria) and explain the entry as 
not the price of égos but a charge, analogous to the rerdpria on 
the canon, on the total quantity of d&0s, the price of which had 

been already entered elsewhere, there are still difficulties ; for 

(2nd hand) o€ovs p* x&e v? wad! 8/8/ 
o€ous 

(1st hand) rerapriwy: avrwv: 

on the approximate rate of rerdpria seen in 1418 and 141 
amount is much too large, and if we take rerdpria lite 
as a fourth of the whole amount, it is too small. 111} wot 
be an amount nearly correct as the price of the déos, 
perhaps a p, though not written, was inadvertently omitted. 

10. xap*: doubtful, but perhaps we may read yapro 
-ov); that abbreviation occurs several times in the vol 
1447, 137. The A is doubtful and may be a mere stroke 
dicate abbreviation. The relation of this line and of o£ 
in the next to the rest of the account is not clear. 

Il. ofayyiov: of. 1414, 291, note. 

wt 
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(3rd hand) Sera” ram- Oeod % i 

Verso. From top to bottom of the page. 

13. +eml: euBod Kwp” Adpodirw 0°/ € 

14 Kou” Adpodira ov ap? Wed’ e€ Tedu* ap pos y Iledu* ap~ ovesy 
15 B Ted.* ap pv povu* ap-~ vv Tlaxavy® ap pknfB/ 

16 Vupov ap- wy Tlousny: = ap™ o Lakope ap y 

17 y/ ov ap~ jad ad wy rrapad’/ e/ 066 BaB” ot ap~ jaohn B/ d ov ap- 
mw vavy’ ev" tot* ov ap~ o&n§uB/ 

12. Both the meaning of this line and the division of words are 

obscure. Some of the words seem quite un-Greek but are appar- 
ently not Coptic. Most of the letters are clear. The character 
after @eof is a symbol rather than a letter. For % could be 
read xy. Instead of adeAha, Oeovdw could also be read. 

17. af wy rapad(o)O(errat) et(s) opp(ta) BaBu(Awvos) : a phrase 
exactly equivalent to ad’ ov «i(s) r(jv) odxe(AAav) in money 
accounts. 

m* kr.d.t mAolov vav(a)ynbévros ev 7G worayg. The sum 
of this amount and that delivered to the barns is 1507} artabas, 
whereas the émi{nrovpeva are only 1500, so that it is not wholly 
clear what relation the present sum bears to the rest; but 
probably, as no remainder is given, there was in this indiction 

an excess of payments over émnrovpeva such as frequently 
occurs in money-payments. Of this total payment of 1507} 
artabas, 26845 were lost in the wreck of the boat. 

PAPYRUS 1416.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1405. Two fragments of aroll; 84 in. x 3 ft. r12in.and4Zin. x 23in. ecto in a neat, 

small, round minuscule ; verso in various minuscule hands, in lines parallel partly to the 
breadth, partly to the length, of the roll. 

HIS roll contains several miscellaneous accounts, all of which, though they do not all concern 

the general ypvowxa Sypdova and should strictly be placed in different classes, it seems most 
convenient to give here. On the vecto is an account (A) which, so far as the existing lines are 
concerned, is complete, but several lines, including that which gave the total, are lost at the foot, 
as the roll has been torn in two throughout its whole length. This account is somewhat obscure 
and puzzling in many details, but its main features are fairly clear. It concerns the ypuowa 
Snydora, like 1412-1414, but the sums are given in dpiOy.a vopiopara only (or at least in solidi 
and fractions), and do not agree in amount with those in the accounts referred to, being in all 

cases (except Psyrus) considerably less. The weS.dSes, etc., of Aphrodito are given independently, 
no difference being made between them and the ézoé«va, and in the account G on the verso, which, 

though evidently not of quite the same character as this, is perhaps by the same hand, and 
was probably arranged, as regards the places, in a similar manner, the monasteries are also given, 

following the érotxva. This account on the vecfo is written along the fibres in a very long line of 

columns, the first consisting of the names of places and the following ones noting against these 

various sums of money. It is impossible therefore to reproduce the form exactly, and the 
arrangement adopted seems the clearest and most convenient. For convenience of reference, 

x2 
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both in the notes and this introduction and elsewhere, the columns are numbered by letters. 

Owing to the slight difference in arrangement in the latter part between the first two lines 
and the remainder it is necessary there to adopt a somewhat complicated system of numbering 

by letters and figures. This, however, makes the exact relation of the columns to one another 
clearer than they would otherwise be. 

Incolumn @are given the ému{nrovpeva or tax-quotas, which, as already remarked, are different 

in amount from those in 1412-1414, so that it is uncertain whether they relate to the whole of the 

xpvoixa Syudova. But for Psyrus, whose quota is larger than in 1412-1414, one might suppose 

them to be for one collection only, perhaps the half of a year, but the case of Psyrus makes this 
difficult. That they represent the ypvo.xd Snudova in some form is clear from the heading. It is 

to be noted that the indiction is the 1st, but that neither the payments to the treasury nor the 

deficits on the previous indiction seem to agree with those in the 1st and 15th indictions of 1412 — 
and 1418, This, if we could be sure of the nature of the taxes here, would suggest an extension — 

of the limits of time within which this collection is comprised, but in view of the difference between 

the quotas here and in 1412-1414 and 1419, 254, it is hardly possible to use the present account 

as decisive evidence. In 4 are given the payments to the treasury, for which and their relation to 

the émulnrovueva see the introduction to 1412. In ¢ isa further deduction for the deficit in the 

previous indiction, as to which see p. 84; and d contains an amount to be deducted in respect of © 
payments for the wages of sailors and other expenses connected with the arsenal at Clysma. 

These were evidently paid not by the central treasury but out of money transmitted direct from 
the provincial officials to Clysma, and may be compared with the Aoyioua of 1414. Ine the 
total of these deductions is stated, and f gives the remainder. This is followed by four columns 

g, h, 7, and , which, as they are obscure without reference to subsequent entries, may be dis- 
regarded for the present. They seem to be later additions, but probably by the original 

clerk. This ends the first part of the account; the second part is largely a repetition, with 
a different arrangement, of the first, presumably owing to the addition of the four columns g—&, 

First the names of the places are repeated, apparently owing to the fact that from this point 
a different arrangement is adopted with regard to Aphrodito itself. Hitherto, though the weduddes, 

etc., are specified, of dvres év BaBvidu have been tacitly included under képn ’Adpoditd, but 
henceforth that entry is subdivided into i8ia xéun and BaBuddv. To prevent confusion the two © 
lines which thus take the place of the one are numbered 2@ and 24, “Column / repeats the 
enilntovpeva, except in the case of Il. 2 @ and 26 whose sum is not equal to the quota given in I. 2, 

col. a; the reason will appear later. The figures are preceded by the word azo: (or, inl. 3, amo v*), 

The variation in 1. 3 seems to show that azo’ stands for azo v°, the dot being a sign that the 

second word is omitted, and the meaning will be ‘from x solidi (are deducted)’; it is a mere 
restatement, for greater clearness, of the original quota. From this point, for some columns, the 
arrangement of ll. 2@ and 24 is different from that of the remaining lines. The latter may be 
taken first. Column / is followed by the words a¢’ Sv, so that the succeeding columns should all - 

contain deductions. The first, however, #, which in the surviving portion has only two entries, is 

disregarded in the total of deductions. It is headed o%(v) vo(uiopacr), and may be compared 

with the entry p(e)r(@) vo(uopdrwv) p which follows / in 1, 2, and with similar entries elsewhere. 
These appear to refer to certain particular sums of money included on this occasion in the amounts 

which they follow, but not normally forming any part of the sum under the heading to which they 
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refer. If this column is really of the same character as the entries referred to, we must suppose 
that the ad’ dv is misplaced and that the sums in the column are included in the émfynrovpeva of 
col. 7. The following two columns give actual deductions from the quota ; 4 1, which is headed 
Siayp(adys) BaBu(Advos) or Siayp(addpeva) BaBv(Adr), is the sum of 4, the payments to the 
treasury, and g, the first of the four columns added after f It appears from this that g is an 
additional payment to Babylon, and also that the treasury to which the payments were made was 
at Babylon, not Alexandria (cf 1412, 279, etc.). Col. f 2 repeats the entries in ¢ and d but lumps 

them together, and / gives the total deductions. 
Returning now to Il. 2@ and 24, in the former the entries numbered 21-4 give certain 

additional sums to be deducted from the quota. The first is for the upkeep of the dykes 
(wapaxopdror), the third for certain sailors at Clysma and the fourth for sailors from Pakaunis. 

Why these last should be included under Aphrodito is not clear; the explanation may perhaps be 
found in the deficit for Pakaunis; cf 1414, ff. 2-5. The second deduction, 2, is headed 
PoiB(dppwvos) and consists of a sum of 6% sod. The same amount, described as p(e)r(a) 

vo(pioparwv) s§ PorB(dppwvos) Tarws (irép) 7(Gv) év BaBv(dGrr), is added in 1. 2 after col. d, and 
a similar entry (kat) vo(uiopara) s§ BovB(dppwvos) (kal) "OBovépoe(ws) is placed in 1. 2 4, after 
col. 7, and added to the amount in that column (/,71 andZ2). It seems clear that the same 
payment is referred to in each case; a sum of 63 so/di was paid out of the Aphrodito quota 
for Babylon. As it follows d it must have been for naval purposes. Col. 2 gives in |. 2@ the 
total of these four deductions ; in 1. 24 occurs similarly a sum to be deducted, and though the 
nature of the payment is not given we may conjecture that it was perhaps for the same purposes 
as#t1and23. The col. 0 gives the amount of the quota which remains after the subtraction of 
these payments. In 1. 24 this is 2 so/di too large, a mistake to that amount having occurred in 
the addition of 71 to/Z Col. # gives for Il. 2a and 24 the total payments got by adding 4, the 

payments to the treasury, to g, which we have already seen was an additional payment to Babylon. 
Thus there is a difference between Il. 2 @ and 2 6 and the remainder as regards the composition of 
the sums given in col. g. In Il. 3-12 they include payments to the treasury, the payment in g, the 
deficits for the 15th indiction, and the naval charges for Clysma ; in ll. 2 @ and 24 the last of these 
(Aphrodito had no deficit) is omitted. This gives the reason why the sum of these two lines 

in col. 7is not equal to the quota in col. a. If to the sum in col. 0 we add the 156s. entered 
under Aphrodito in col. d for naval charges we get, allowing for the error of 2 s. already referred 

to, the original quota given in a Thus the amounts in 7 show the quota 1786 s. plus the 3353s. 
afterwards deducted in 2 and mznus the 63s. added in /2 and the 156s. previously deducted 

ing. In the original quota given in @ the money which in z is noted as paid out, and which 
therefore must have been included in the sum collected from the tax-payers, was omitted. 

From col. the arrangement is the same in all the lines: g gives the remainder after the 

deduction of the sum contained in Z, and in » a further payment is noted, for ein for Clysma. 
This is identical with col. 4, which is therefore explained as an additional payment to Clysma, over 

and above that specified in col. ¢. Lastly, col. s gives the final remainder. 

The only columns which now remain obscure are7 and &. The former is nearly the same as 
s, but in most cases is rather smaller! ; 4 contains only two entries, each of 77 solidi and described 

? In 1. 8, for Pakaunis, the amount in col. 7 is the same as the p(e)r(a) vo(utopdror) « added after the entry in col. /, but this 
does not hold good for 1, 2, 
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as brok(oyirbévra ?). Under 1. 24 in col. o is added the entry iod(oywo Berra ?) vo(uiopara) ne . 
which is the total of the two entries in 4, but this also is obscure. 

To make the scheme of the account easier to follow, the entries for Pakaunis are given, as an — 

example, i in modern form :— = 
300%, 0-H e 

Quota : . i : cy ; s 270 F 
Less paid to Treasury ae i 2023 ‘a 
Deficit balance from previous year. 13 t 

Deduct for wages of sailors, etc. > 38 

241% 

Balance . 282 

Less payment to Babylon 13 
§ in kind to Clysma | Iy5 

Uncertain 10 

Quota i ‘ 3 270 

Less safmbnts’ to ‘Treasaky Sd Babylon 215% ; 
» deficit and wages : 39% 

2545 

Balance 153 
Less payment in kind to Clysma : ; : ' Ig 

Balance 132 
——ew 

In the text additions by the corrector are given in different feats The detached fra; 1e1 
though it cannot have belonged to this account, was probably part of an account cindlagi 

character; the only heading preserved relates to naval expenditure. il 

The verso of the roll has been used for various purposes and by various hands. The accovu unt 
G seems to be by the same hand as A, and probably relates like it to some portion of the Syudova 

but the loss of the beginning makes it obscure. The line at the foot giving the totals is ess 
unintelligible than the rest, and may be taken first. It consists first of two dates, @a(0) Ka anc 

(a)(¢x) o8, with sums of money, followed by the total obtained by adding together the amount 
for the two dates. In each case there are two amounts, of which the first is precedent oa 
characters wp”. It might be thought that these represented the two standards, éyoueva and apié 

which appear in 1412-1414, but this is impossible. In the first place, for Thoth the first s 
the larger, for Phaophi the second, which, on the supposition, would be dpi@u.a, as it has a fraction 

and further it is clear that Thoth with its two sums represents the first two columns, Phaoph 

with its two the third and fourth, and the total with its two the fifth and sixth, which fe 

yi(verar) and are followed by another column no doubt representing the xovdioévra (see be 

and by a final. pair of columns containing the ultimate remainder. Now if the two 
represented two currencies the entries above should be in duplicate, but this is not the c 
for example, in 1. 61 there is no entry in cols. 1, 2, and 3, but 1 solidus in 4. Te 

two sums must represent levies for different purposes; as the contraction py” is obscure 2 
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no description of the second is given, it does not appear what purposes. After the totals 
comes the entry ad’ dv xovd¢ioO(&rra) vo(utopara) o and then orahé(vra) followed by two sums of 
money, the first, 17’, a repetition of the first total, the other the second total mznus the 70 solidi 
koupicbévra. The participle covdio Gels occurs also in 1412, 23, and seems to refer to a deficit 
caused by the remission (kovdifew) of part of the quota, Apparently the full sum required for 

one of the two purposes here was 1963 so/dz, but only 126% were actually paid and sent up to 
head quarters. 

The account C which comes first on the verso is incomplete.’ It is possibly a register of 

miscellaneous expenses (the items which remain are connected with book-keeping); but as no 
money is mentioned it is not clear that it relates to expenditure at all. This is followed by entries 
relating to the land-tax. Certain of the places in the Svoicnous of Aphrodito are named, and under 

them are given the names of tax-payers with the amount of their holdings and of the tax payable 
by them. The rate is } so/dus per aroura on the first kind of land. The account should be com- 
pared with the section of accounts which follows the present one. Next comes an account relating 
to naval requisitions, and then a single entry probably forming part of the account which follows 
G. It is a register of requisitions, specifying the date on which each order was received, its 
purpose, and the proportions in which the tax was distributed among the various places. It closely 

resembles 1484. 

Recto. 

Two columns of figures. 

Blank space of 5% in. 

A. 

I +exorvyw ypvorkav Sypooiwy S$ vmohoyio® F pic® v* S$ aro mAS Synpoowy ve v°/ Kop? 

— Adpo® w*?/ a 

(2 () 
2 Kop” Adpo® emy™ v? apres ah wv kataBr? v° athySy 

3 € Tedvadwr yY Te. op? vy okO 
4 y Mediador v° ov op? v° pw0 

5 B Tediadwv vy pra Nee hee? v° ppB 
6 avy? Ayu Mapi~ v® iB op? v 6 
y povacrnpp v && op? v? pos 
8 etoux/ Iakavy® v? oo op? v? o BS 

9 etoux/ Epdur® vy py op? v 8 

16. etoux/ Bovywy v° KB op? v° ig 

II emoux*/ Kepapov v° Ky op? v° ia 

12 qmolk/ Vupov = [v® tI 5 [ 

I. exortyw : a curious word, but the reading is certain; cf too 1441, 80. It seems to be equivalent to ¢£dyor, z.. ‘ collection.’ 
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(¢) (2) 
2 mF Syp? ve 0/ v? @ vTodoy’? SF pio? v* S 7°" KX” v° pve pr’ sf Soup Tamws SF ev Bay 

3 op? v? wVS 8 poh v° dy 
4 op? v2 v de 

5 op? voy Pe) v° in 
6 op? vy v2 

7 op? v¢ vy 

8 op? v ad’ vy dn 

9 op? BO ph vy 
10 op? vy ¢ vy 

II op? v2 vn 

12 J ge Ut 

( i) CYR eet 1a 28/7” xapp § 1°¥ KX 
2 y/ ve avcdfy A v? oGas pvp vy? ppe v? of v° pk vio v° of a 

3 yy v? oS iB pr v° KS y KS pr} via v° 8B/KS vf vmor vy of a 

4 y/ v oxe v° KE yr S vw ySyKd ve . 
5 yy v° pésy xd v° WS 4 yl vB vy 

6 y/ v Oy v BB/ va 2 va 

7 y/ v° vBS v° vyS ve 2 v of 
8 yy v? opas 64 v? Kno! prs yw vw afiB v4 
9 yy v LE «8 por} v S yB pH yt, BF Syd v B 

10 y/ v 0 vy YB wy Pe 

II yy v 0 v 8 gf? Be v B 

12 [ 

1a ( OA ae ¥ uy | 10S ee 
2a Wu" Kop” amo: anfiB ad” v° 1353” vss wv B Yy yf vr Kry d vonBy 

(21). CE 
256 BaBvrwr: amo: xe sg S v° 5§ BoB S$ OBovepo* yi/ v°? xv Kd 

@.  @ 
ay ap” v° Lyd h v® a B/ | 

(m) (A 1) (2) 9 
3. .@ Wede5 amo v° Te apwvo”v 2 Siayp- BaB’ Yop ex 7” mi ve 09/S po” 

4 y° Tedu- amo: ov «op®) ot we C v° oy op? 

2, d. imép proOod vavrav ai rod KAdoparos and pera vopeopdray 
5 So.Bdappovos trep rav év BaBviOn. 

12,¢. #: the symbol for total (éAov), but it is difficult to 
account for it here, 

4, f- ke: € corrected from ¢. 

2,12. xv¢ xd: this should be xve xd. 
2 a, x. The correction is by the original hand. 



Sw Mis 35 CN cA 

ea es, 

i 

Be wt 

4 “7 

4 _ Detached fragment (verso blank) :— 

B: Tedu~ 
avy? Ay.~ Map* 

_ povacr 
Tlakavy* 

Epdur* 
Bovvwv 

Kepapov 

WVupov 

amo: pia. 

amo: iB 

amo: &> 

aro, oo 

amo: wy 

am’ KB 

aro" Ky 

amo’ TT 

| () 
ag* 6/8 v pen [hv By) By 

v dvefy [A v? cySy]] dv Gy y 

(p 2, continued) 

Y vaseB py 
“(ae y/ v ohb 

vy dy Kd y/ poyy«d 

sy yy/ v vy 
wy y/ v vOS 

ov? O87 yy v? ov85 8/ 

vy? eKd ty) y/ v° we Kd ph 

sy y/ v Ka 

van yt/ vv Ka 

v iad xd wy oy v? mas Kd py 

ye] P ocaS Buh dv vy 7 5 perf 

(7) 
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on? a” v° 2 v°? ppd 

op? 2 [vp i 
Ope 4 Vv ve 

op? o YG v? cies 

ope 2 v de 

ope 2 vm 
on” 4 v° wy 

ope 2 v9 

(") 

wee 

v? y§ 

v° 5B/ Ks 

dh v* ia vy yyKd 
v On v° B «5 

v° a B/ vy 2 
vy? of py ¢ 

vy? ve Of ae aS oB 

[y] BS 7 B yh v9 Sind 
yea opine 

v B vy 4 

v Ose/py we 

vw  Siavy r” Kapp [. 

Jon? z 

Jou og, 

Joue v° Sy 
opt 4 

on] 4 

op’| 2 

op?| 2 
op?| 2 

[ 
op.” [ 

[ 

er 7% @5/ 7% KAY 
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v Gy 

v 9 B/ a 
Yoh 
v? ef 1B 

v a B/ 

pr gy 

v° vy B/ 

v Bd pj 
ya 

vy B 
vy 85 8/ pr 

. oJ 

2a,2 6,2. The sums washed out after this are simply the 

¥ 

remainders. They were cancelled and rewritten further on in 
order to bring them into line with the other remainders. 
11, #2. vn: before yn, « has been washed out.- 
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Verso :— 

In lines parallel to the breadth of the roll :— 

C. (2nd hand.). , 

p Kxodexl/ Saray: amdyn"/ Bel 
p Kodec®/ 7” Swp® rexid av” e/ cxf... €r/ Siayp.. 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI 

[ eT oes wee 

25 p KwdiKx®/ 7 ovo. 77 tayapX p Kodi K?/ 

p rNoyomu- SF 7% e& vmoupyy [ 

D. (3rd hand.) 

€ Tedu~ 
8/ Tlerp” Baow* to” Ilva Med ap* ap a 

8/ @cod0c1s ABp-~ To” Ayr” Burr! ap® ap” af v? a opt*/ ap ap” 

30 8/ Mnv~ Koddov? ~— to” KaAapw orp ap” B vay ere 

3/ DpovoyX Tewpy” to” Tamhap— ap” 2 To™ Aup-~ Mapi~ ap” § 

Eudur® 
8/ @codoc."” ABp- To” BapBap” ap- a v® B/ ap’’s ap 

8/ AaBid Ata K” —T0” _Lavrour-Le ap” aS Pa - . a 
35 8/ Evox xo To" Maxaroah— ap” . , ap” BS aa 

Bir 
Tlerp” Sevolv/’ to” ABB- Tlarvd = ap” pl a 

avy— Ayt* Mapi~ 

zo" N® Aaxko” ap* [a]p” a v? B/ 7o™ TlaB? 

40 BapBapo” to" N€ Kr® 

Verso. The hands here are by no means easy to distinguish ; 
ll, 23-26 are probably (but not certainly) by the same hand as 
ll. 41-50, which may just possibly be the same as the hand of the 
recto, but this is very unlikely. It is more like ll. 53-63, which, 
however, may more probably be by the hand of the vec¢o ; but even 

this is doubtful. The hands of Il. 27-40, 51-52, and 64-80 are 
certainly distinct from the rest and 27-40 from the other two, but 
it is not so clear whether 51-52 and 64-80 are by the same hand. 
They are somewhat different in appearance, the strokes in 51-52 

being thinner, but this may be due to a thinner pen, and as they 
seem to form parts of the same account it is natural to suppose 

that one clerk wrote the whole, beginning in the blank space 

between E and G. 
23. xwdiko(v): the Lat. codex; of. WD. p. 158, App. 537, a 

fragment also dealing with codéces, and App. 567 verso (p. 159). 
What is meant is probably account-books. 

amAnk’/: dmAnxrov, ‘encampment’; cf 1435, 125. Be may 

be the beginning of a name. 
24. Apparently epi codixoy rav Swpnbevrwy réxvors adrod (or -ar) 

eis éxO—(?) cis dtaypapyy, but the meaning remains obscure. The 
reading xO. .is doubtful ; it might be possible to read evad (ear). 

25. t” ovoi~ tr” mayap*: the line over the « looks like a, so 
ovo.ax@v? tr" is more probable than 1’ (= rod), so ris mayapyias. 
What is meant is perhaps demesne lands, as to which see 
Becker, ZA. XVIII. 303 ff. 

26. Koyome” : 7. Noyorotias. 
7“: sic, apparently, certainly not r*, but ray must be 

meant, ef is perhaps é£js, but might be é&. 

28. This line is somewhat crowded in, and is perhaps a 
insertion (by the original clerk), Ika MeA=IItgo Myo (cf. 1 
106, etc.). 

ap’: this might be for duadirdv (cf. 1879, 5, note), but 
that makes no sense. In the following lines it goes with dpc 
so that it must denote some kind of land ; qu. dyméNov (C: 
cf. 1839, 7, where Basilius is ordered in making a return of y 
to distinguish between those ¢v duméA@ and those éy 
Here, then, a column may have followed, giving the 
The word in this case is by another hand. 

29. out“/: quite obscure, and even the reading is di 
Apparently a different kind of ap” land is meant, but the r 
ap’, though very probable, is not absolutely certain. 
is in the MS. ; so in ll. 34, 35, and 37. 

30. Kaayo orp(ariwrov): apparently a personal name; 
perhaps Ka\apeoup-. 

31. Aup- Mapt-: cf. 1419, 535. ro” is very dou 
would seem that either this tax-payer held no land 
lam(__+), the insertion of this name being a mistake, 
the extent of his holding, and consequently the onuny 

quota, were unknown to the clerk. 
33. This line gives a rate for the tax of % woh pa 

which holds good in the other cases, 
ap—: dppara. ‘ 

35. Maxaroa\~: the doubtful letter may be p, but is pr 
p corrected to r, ~ 

37. apar(ea a: acorrected from 5. 
40. to” N‘ Kr®: rémov Néov Krfyor (odes of. 10 t . 
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_E. (2nd hand ?) 

F (continued). (4th hand ?) 

Al. Dep” 7p°": Bépyara rpdyea. 
a: GpoBipota Or apoBipowa (cf. L. and S, s.v.)? 

cept: of. 1414, 12, note. 
corrections are by the original clerk. 

Be + pyvés. 
> + évexbeions, 

“+ avOparev. 
52. av(@pwros) : very doubtful. 

The second ¢ is a correction from § 7. 
The 7 in the 5th column may be supplied with confidence 
lacuna is so small that a letter would be visible. 
KTR: bmip népous p10God kai dar dv(n)s ovppaxov i at 
els ri imoupyiav Tot... 
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+Sao7r* edov Tt” Kapp S tov KX” Sepp tp% Ke apoB” € palolepr - 

kop Adpo? Sep Tp? Ke apoB «% — palo ]fepr B [ 
€ Tedu~ 4 € 2 4 BL 
y Wed.- ¢e€ 2 a a[ 
B Tledu- Z 4 a [ 

Tlakavy— Z Z z[ 
End” Z Z 2[ 
Tlousnv 2 2 a [ 

Ayu” Ilevou- Z Z a [ 

Bovvwv Z Z e[ 

*, (4th hand.) 
+p’ AO" 8 / y 8/ emoro* evex’® 6 av? y \ 7 KX” 5/ Medee Bepl? 

Adpodita av~ a e Tledu- ap aa 

In lines parallel to the length of the roll :— 
G, (1st hand ?) 

Bovvo[y] ve PIB ye va yf ve wry yi Me she iat 
Kepapuov warn. Be 3 4 yp .yf we VPS Pa Ys Py 

_ Wupov ee ee PO ey "Caf Pe BS et es Pe cp tG 
Ay” Tov” ee me oe pe of wa PB Pa ws Pe 

‘akoope ae ae Te 2 yra y/ vse PB Pa ws va 

op” ABB- Epp~ vz vB vz vy Sy y/ vez wv Bly v2 we v Bly 

pov- Tapoov v°z pws pe v? § y/ v [ze] vw S Vm: WB. W§ 

_ pov~ ®Papoov Vo tay ak 2 a yee es ea ee ow 
pov- BapBap” v2 we we ra yf we Pa ve wre Pa 
op” Ayw- Mapiasv® 2 vy vz vy yy v4 te > me MY oe ED ae 

y/ @°/ Ka p” v® pi v? pn ©” 8 e yr wv my Sw” v pg v? posy ad” 

Kougio® v°o ora pw” v® pg v? pKry 

In lines parallel to the breadth of the roll :— 

evex® pe’ AO*/ Ky w*/ y & pep” pio’ S Samar’ cupX ob a ov" ev~/ v7” zLov 

ovp(ya)x(ov): of. PERM. II/III. p. 61, where Krall shows 
that the word means a letter-carrier. There are, ind 

passages both in this collection (e.g. 1488, 334) and elsewhere 
(e.g. RKT. CCXXXIII, Crum) which do not wholly suit this 
explanation, though they are none of them conclusive against 
it. There are certainly many instances of ovppaxo: carrying 
letters, and the passage quoted by Krall from Liberatus Diaconus 
is definite ; but the name itself would suggest rather an assistant 
or subordinate to an official, much like BonOds. It is abundantly 
clear from these papyri that vordpio, for example, were regularly 
used as messengers; perhaps, therefore, cvppayor were, at any 
rate originally, subordinate officials (clerks ?), part of whose 
duty was to act as messengers. 

¥2 
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65 e Tledu* v° y oc ap- a = ‘Tlax~/ v° ¢ ov ap- a [ 

SX pep” pio? S San* ovpX ov B a"/ vt” tov em'/ 7 vps K°/ fips oB v? [ 

kop Adpo® ovd B v’ yy ov ap” iB € Ilediadwv v? [ 
B Medivadwv Py ap- B Tlaxavvews [ he 

evex® p’ AD*/ Ky U/ y Of emoradp™ 7°” cupB” SF Syp? w*/ a opertov~ karal Bld? 
ANS atss 

70 Kop: Adpo® 8/ Sevov? Evwy vy ath{sy € Ied{vadwr 
y Mediadav 8/ Iwavy’ Kaddwix/ v? p70 B Me8[vadav 

“avy? Ayu Map 8/ WVarov jaxwB v 6 pov [ 

Tlaxavy* 8°/ av™ v° ofS Endur[é 
Bovvwy 8°/ av™ vo us Kepal[ ov 

75 Tlounnv 87/ av" v° Ka Wupo[v 
Ayv” Tlwov™ 87/ av™ v° dy . Saxool pe 

op” ABB- Epp~ 87/ av” v? wag pov* Taploou 
Papoov 8°/ av? vy BapBaplouv 

op” Ayt~ Mapi~ 87/ av™ v? Kd 
80 @ v° Brae 

66. 7° up® x°/: ris tiperépas kopns. The tperépas instead of 68. The dot is in the MS. 
neetépas is to be noticed; cf 1484, 71, and various other 
instances. There are so many that it seems impossible to take 

v as miswritten for 7. The word would seem to imply that the 
writer of the account was outside the d:oiknors; but this is 

practically impossible, as the date of receipt of the requisition is 
noted. Probably, therefore, the phrase is a verbal quotation 
from the évrdy:ov ordering the payment of the tax, which would 
run wapadacare imp... Tov emixeipévou Tis twerepas Kops. 

69. These payments are probably for the caxehAa. The pas- 
sage then illustrates the fact that such payments were made each 
year in accordance with instructions from the Governor; ¢/. the 
general introduction. The names of persons preceded by 8(id) 
are no doubt the tax-collectors for the various places, The list 
is important as showing that the povaornpia which come under — 
Aphrodito (ov, 1. 72) were distinct from the named monas- 
teries ; cf the general introduction. 

PAPYRUS 1417.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1458. 4%in. x 5Zin. Written in an upright minuscule of medium size. 

: ‘HIS small fragment is not of much importance, but as it contains some novel features seems _ 

worth publishing, It relates to the collection of the xpuouxd Syudora for two indictions ; 

in the second the two xaraBodai are distinguished. 

+ Roy? dnp? Kops Adpo? 
gk 

ev w0°/ 8 p™ v° XC pov* 
ev wv0°/ € p” v° XE port 
pees 

v ydl 
vy yofSy [ 

2. p": perd. pov* is obscure; perhaps povacrnpiwy, referring to some fine (cf. 1483, 549, etc.) or special impost on the 
monasteries. 
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a xataB* n-/ a § B r4 [v°] Bv 
5 B K~/Bo* katerX 8/ mayapX v° wilffy 
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4. Mpa@rns xaraBodijs kara mpdrov xai Sevrepoy rdyya. ff. the second karaBody is habitually paid in through the pagarch, 

5. xarev* ; probably xarevywpiobevra, ‘paid in.’ In1412,1.290 as here. 

PAPYRUS 1418.—After a. p. 705 (?). 

83 in. x 2ft. o3in. Written in a rounded minuscule of medium size ; Inv. No. 1504. Roll; 

; brown ink; with protocol. 

HIS is an account, by Sergius the jzodékrys, of receipts and expenses for Emphyteutae, 

- including dyudéo.. The names, with the amount of payments, of tax-payers are given, 
d, in a second column, the various ways in which the money was paid out. There was an 

cess of payments over receipts of 533 solidi. The roll hasa mutilated protocol, perhaps bearing 
e name of “Abd-allah b. “Abd-al-Malik (a. p. 705-709). 

Lines parallel to the breadth of the roll. 

AP8}ehda ve 
ABSedped]ex gypBov 

] Wis sy 
ina € 

Jour. . 

_ Protocol. 

hk a} 
4 +avr® doy’ «/mpax’ S Samav’ 8/ Sepyiov Tewp? va0® amo ex™ Eudurt kwp Adpo® € v°/ 

8/ Aawd Ata Kup” v B S of*® av” Y € 

8/ @codoc10v ABp- v B 

8/ Sep? Tewp-yrov v B 
8/ Iyvadvov Tewpt vn 

_ & Ilkouvroe Hpak)evo” ve 
8/ Koddov’ Eppuvov v B 

i nr a NR ne ty 
iff “pera is clearly different in form from the ordinary is § so/id?, which is very similar to the surplus in 1. 27, though 

is difficult to decipher. ‘Abd-allah’s protocols (cf 
on to 1462) differed considerably in form. The 

of the Governor's name in Il. 2 and 3 is very doubtful 
quite possible; for a similar style cf. 1462 (y), Or. 6213. 

in lL 6 are comparatively clear, but the meaning of 
4 e is quite obscure. The two doubtful letters resemble ao, 
‘- vmo’: ino8éxrov, 

al dpeidovra dvvoGijva. It is to be noticed that the acieunt 

apparently not the same, for though the fractions there are 
doubtful and the ink very faint, something at any rate seems to 
have been written after «. If we may suppose the present entry 
to represent the same sum with the omission of the fractions, 
it follows that the difference between receipts and payments was 
to be collected from the tax-payers ; but this conjecture is very 
uncertain; c/ introduction to 1412, p. 84. In v° 8, Bisa correction, 

apparently from y or x. 
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d/ Tver @eodocrov vf 
15 8/ Sevov’ Dido? vn 

8/ Tlaars QpovwyX v? €B/ 
8/ Sredavos Ialv]do v°? £B/ 7 

[8/] K[apAun'/ Plewpyl* [»*} y B/ 

Col. 2.] 

+avv® doy’ 7” v? pun B/ e/rp*X 8/ Sep? vio? 
20 ad” 

KatraBd? ov Snp? v gayn 
ov Sam- fp 8B v? 6 B/ pH 

ov orXxx omb*/ v? iB 

Sarav? 5/ ev™ S av ev? v? ha 

Bear nw (ay [>"] xd 9 prj 
ny es Sy | 

™ be ve [yt lel 

Endorsed :— 

hoy? Eudurevr” 

22. Sam(avns) : probably local expenses, provisions for officials, 
etc. ’ 

23. dvduart orixwv dmi{o)bev (?) ; z.e. ‘taxes in arrear’? 
24. danavndérra 8: evrayiwy kal dvev évrayiov; of. 1838, 24, 

note. The sum seems to be a correction. 

25. The total is apparently a correction (by the original clerk). 

Probably one of the above entries, perhaps the last, which is ; 
at a wider interval from 1. 23 than usval, was at first omitted. 
Its addition makes the difference between a surplus and a 
deficit ; hence the remainder is cancelled. 

27. The pn is very doubtful, and perhaps nothing was written 
after 7. In that case the result is incorrect. ald 

2. LanpD- AND POLL-TAx. 

PAPYRUS 1419.—After a. p. 716. 

Inv. No. 1442. Book (imperfect) now containing 33 folios, with protocol and the original binding ; + 
1ft. 12in.x 10% in, Written in a neat, regular minuscule in black ink. The binding, whit 

is of leather, has a flap, and is lined with papyrus. It has a pattern in black, not stam 
but drawn with ink or paint. This consists of a centre panel with a border, and at top 

and bottom additional borders showing an interlaced pattern. The inner border has 
undulating scroll pattern, the hollows filled with an indistinct object, perhaps a pomegrana 

—s The panel has in the centre, in a circle, a six-pointed star formed by intersecting 

of circles, the spaces between the points being filled with a conventional pattern. The 
of the panel is occupied by a conventional pattern. On the other half of the binding, wh 

seems to be the front cover, is a similar pattern, but much defaced. The papyrus ns 
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the cover first described bears writing (in the same hand as the account) which, from its 
character, evidently formed part of the account. Size of the cover first described 1 ft. 12 in. x 
gin., of the other, without the flap, 1 ft. 13 in.x 113in. The leaves of the book were folded 

(doubled) inside the binding. They are now separately mounted under glass, the binding 
being preserved apart. 

HE accounts of the previous section were concerned with the ypvo.xda Syudova generally 

and, except the last, with the total payments of ywpia, not with those of individuals ; in the 

accounts of the present section we find the various sub-divisions of the general Sypdova given 
separately, and the payments are the quotas of individuals ; moreover, several of these documents 

include also the eméo/a or corn-tax. 

The most important of these sub-divisions of the Syudove are the land- and poll-taxes ; and 
as the subject of these taxes, so far as the earlier Arab period is concerned, is one of much 

obscurity, and as, moreover, the present papyri, though they raise several very difficult and perhaps 

insoluble problems, do throw a good deal of new light on the matter, it seems best to gather up 

into this preface the chief conclusions to be drawn as well from the previous evidence as from that 
furnished by the following texts. 

In later times we find in Egypt, as in the provinces of the Muslim Empire generally, two 

main taxes, the £4ara or land-tax, which according to Muslim legal theory was levied not on 

the individual but on the land, and the jzzyahk or poll-tax, levied not on the land but on the 

individual, and paid only by non-Muslims. This, however, was not the original practice ; under 

the early Khalifs the two terms were used as synonyms, and Muslims paid neither land- nor 
poll-tax. There is some uncertainty as to how and when this change took place; when the 
khara@ and jizyah became distinguished in such a way that the one was levied on the land 

only, including that of Muslims, and the other only on the person. The most recent discussions 
of the question are those of Wellhausen, dv. Reich, p. 169 ff., and Becker, Beztrége, II. 

chap. IV, and PSR. p. 37 ff. Wellhausen showed that the terms £hara@ and jizyah were not 

originally distinct, but were applied indifferently to the tribute levied by the Muslims from 
conquered countries. His theory, which is probable enough in itself but at several points 
seems to rest rather upon conjecture than upon evidence, is briefly as follows :—At first no 
Muslim paid either land- or poll-tax, whereas non-Muslims paid both. Consequently, when in 
course of time land came to be acquired by Muslims, or the existing owners accepted Islam, 

it ceased to pay land-tax, with the result that either the total tax-payments decreased 
-in amount or the burden on taxable land grew greater. In consequence of this, Hajjaj, the 
notorious Governor of ‘Irak, refused to exempt converts to Islam from the land-tax, a step 

which roused great indignation. The Khalif ‘Umar II (a. p. 717-720) therefore laid it down 

that no Muslim should pay either tax; but to prevent the loss to the treasury he declared that 
khard@j-land, z.¢. land which was held by non-Muslims and consequently paid £hara, was the 

property, firstly of Islam in general, and secondly of the single communities, to which the Muslims 

had leased it in consideration of the payment of tribute. It was therefore unlawful to take away 
part of this land and exempt it from 44ara7; and consequently he enacted that no Muslim should 
acquire £4ara-land, and that on any landholder’s conversion to Islam his land should revert to 
the community, though he might remain on it, paying rent. This rule was not, however, made 
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retrospective. After ‘Umar's death, as it proved impossible to prevent the alienation of land, 

a return was made, in practice, to the precedent of Hajjaj; but to avoid the odium of this, the 
jurists evolved a theory that 44ara/ was distinct from zzyah and was levied not on the person— 

a mark of inferiority and subjection—but on the land. Consequently it must be paid whether the . 
holder was a Muslim or not. Finally the last ‘Umayyad governor of Khurasan instituted the 

practice of levying the whole required tribute in a lump sum on the communities as éhard/, 
while the 7zzyah or poll-tax was an extra impost, collected only from non-Muslims. 

The Schott-Reinhardt Papyri, edited by Becker, confirm the theory that 7zzyah was at first 

used in a general sense. In them we find the word employed as equivalent to Syyéova in the 

sense of gold-taxes; in other words it meant, not poll-tax, but tribute; and Becker shows (PSR. 

p. 393. too Kho, IX. 2, p. 3) that the term £4ara@ was not used in Egypt at all in the earliest 
times. It is, moreover, abundantly clear that the 7zzyak in the above sense was levied in 

a lump sum on each ywpiov, whereas in its later sense as poll-tax it was levied on individuals, 
The government requisitions name only ypvowa Snudoww or sizyah; and as will be seen 

presently, the actual distribution of the tax-quotas among the individual tax-payers was made 
by the local officials. Thus the explanation given by Becker in his Beztriége becomes almost 

certain ; that the Arabs, on taking over the province of Egypt, took over at the same time the 

existing tax-system; they demanded a lump sum of money from the province as tribute, and 

left the officials to raise the money in what proportions they pleased out of the existing taxes. 
Part of the money would come from the Roman land-tax, part from the Roman poll-tax, but 

it is misleading to speak of these taxes as if they were recognized Arab zmferza/l taxes and 
identical with the later £ara@j and jizyahk. The unanimous testimony of Arab historians that 

on the conquest of Egypt the 7zzyah was fixed at two dinars (= sofdz) a head must mean, so far 
as it is historical, that in fixing the amount of the tribute the Arabs reckoned it on a basis 

of two dinars for each tax-payer; Becker, Bectriége, II. p. 86. 

Turning now to the evidence of papyri as regards the two taxes, it will be better, asthe 
present collection contains the clearest and fullest information, to deal with it first, leaving, 

however, 1419 out of consideration for the time, as it is somewhat different in character from the 

other documents and unusually difficult. In 1420, as in several others, the first page of the 
account contains only the general heading and the total amounts of the taxes dealt with. The 

money-taxes are in 1420 described as respectively dad Syyo( ) yhs and dd Siaypddov. 

Neglecting the first for the moment, it is quite clear from all the evidence that duaypadov means 
poll-tax. It is followed, unlike the preceding tax, by the number of évéuara or persons on whom 

it was levied; and in the account itself the tax which it represents is called, not dudypador, but 
avdpiop.6s, which must obviously mean poll-tax. That it does so is further clear from the fact 

that wherever a tax-payer pays the tax known as Syy° or Sy’ y? the name of his holding (or, in — 
1427-1429, the number of arourae held by him) is given, whereas in the case of tax-payers paying 
only dvdpurpz0s no mention of land is made; and moreover in 1426 ff. we find in the case of 

avdpiopes in lieu of an amount of land the word 6v(ouza) followed by a number, which shows that 
the tax was levied on the person. Thus in 1888 in the words kardypadov kara xwpiov Tod dvTos 

avdpirpod év aiT@ kal ti €ote BU advtav Sudypadov kal Ti UTapyet ExdoTw ev yydiors, the 
reference is first to poll-tax and second to land-tax. 

Is this dudypadov = dvdpirpds to be identified with the dvaypady which occurs frequently 
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in late Byzantine tax-receipts ? The difference of name might seem to make against the iden- 

tification, but is not so important as it appears. In these papyri the word is almost always 
abbreviated, so that it is at least possible that both forms of it may have been used, though 

Siaypady does notoccur. In published papyri of the Byzantine and Arab periods the abbreviated 
form is also by far the commonest, but the following instances establish Svaypady :—UKF. 604 
Siay[pa]h", 651 Suaypadys, 659 8/xp/dys, 701 Siaypad’, B. M. Pap. 116 (a) (I. p. 222) Siaypad?/ 

(so probably MS.). In UKF. 717, however, the form diaypah” occurs!; and compare the 
following :—U KF. 650 Spraxpad?, which seems intended for Suaypddov; UKF. 694 § diaxpadat, 

where we may perhaps conjecture d.axpadov as the correct reading, since a genitive is wanted, and 
a. and ov are frequently written at this period in a form not dissimilar; UKF. 741 d:ayp’"/= 

Siayp(dd)ov. In Coptic MSS, dvaypady never occurs, whereas a form didypador, used, so far as 
can be judged, in much the same sense, is common. It seems probable, therefore, that Suaypady 
and didypadov had the same sense; whether dud¢ypadov was the later form or both were used 

indifferently is not quite clear; a fairly early instance (late 6th cent.) of the form diudypadov 
(probably in a different sense) occurs in Oxy. Pap. 127 recto, 2. This word Siaypady has 

_ often been interpreted as simply equivalent to ‘payment,’ but Wilcken (Osér. I, p. 107") takes 

the view that it refers to some definite tax; and the evidence favours his view very strongly. 

Thus in B.M. Pap. 1315 (4) (III. p. 275) occurs the phrase dad dnpu(ociwr) (kal) 5(1a)ypad(js) 
(these readings, there given as doubtful, aré practically certain), where the two words must 
denote different taxes; and a similar phrase occurs in UKF. 597, 709, and probably in the 

unpublished Berlin Ostracon P. 4981 (Crum). Sypdora (or, in Coptic, Snudoror), besides its usual 

sense of ‘ public taxes’ generally, was also used to mean the land-tax particularly, as we shall see 
presently ; hence it is natural to suppose that Saypad¢y meant poll-tax, the other chief impost. 
In phrases like ‘the dudypadov zu (or from) the Snpdorov (or Sypdora)’ which occur in Coptic 

receipts (¢.g. Crum, Copt. Ostr. 422, 423, 416, etc.) Snudorvory is evidently used of public taxes 
generally; consequently Siaéypadov was one of the taxes making up the dypdova, not merely 

a payment 0f Snudows. Again, it is curious how often payments for duaypady are of approximately 
the same amounts ; for allowing for the difference between éydueva and dpiOuca vouiopara we can 
take sums differing only by one or two carats,as representing the same nominal value. Thus we 

find with remarkable frequency sums of approximately 1 so/dus, 12 carats, and 6 carats, suggesting 
that the payments are for a definite tax, levied according to a fixed proportion, Finally, there 

seems to be no certain instance of diaypady or Sudypador in late papyri meaning simply ‘payment.’ 
_ Crum, Osér. 417, ‘the Sudypadov of the Samdvn, may be an instance, but the word dudypador is 
doubtful ; the phrase diaypddov rod rnydvov in Oxy. Pap. 127 recto mentioned above is obscure, 
In UKF. 294, (irép) 7(js) Suayp(adfs) tév tporddav méurrys ivd(i.Kridvos), Tpdaodou may be used 
as equivalent to dnudova, so that the phrase would correspond with that in Coptic receipts already 
referred to. 

- It seems probable, then, that Suaypady and Sudypadov were both used, at least generally, to 
denote poll-tax or dv8purpds; and the receipts in which they occur show that this tax was levied 
in a lump sum, for such phrases as twép Siaypadqs havpas NN. are common, Thus Becker's 

remark that ‘in den Anfangen der arabischen Zeit die Kopfsteuer mz¢h¢ zu der nach rémischem 

In the first publication of this (WD. p. 125, Perg. LXX) the word was given as diaypag”, 

IV. Z 
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Muster den einzelnen Ortschaften kumulativ aufgelegten Repartitionsquote gehérte’ (Beitrage, 

II. p. 88) must be called in question ; the papyri he cites from the Rainer /#hrer can hardly be 

used as evidence in the absence of the original texts, and in any case would not prove a negative 

as regards the poll-tax. ~ 
The other tax is clearly the land-tax; but it is not at first so clear how 8p? should be 

extended. The natural reading would be Sypuo(cias) y7(s), but there are various reasons against 
this. In the first place, in many cases both in 1420 and elsewhere the tax is given as dnp” without 

the y’; and though this ‘might conceivably be a shortened form of Sypocias yjs it suggests rather 

Snpooiwy. Again, in various places, e.g. 1421, 4, the word is written as 5yu%~° ys, where the — 
double p° should indicate the plural. Moreover, in the body of accounts of this kind we con- 

stantly meet with such phrases as X dyp° diadopp or F Syp? wp‘ ro” NN., where it is more natural 
to read imép Sypooiov Siadépur (sc. xrnpdtwv or rérwv) and bmép Sypooiwy pépovs Té7ov than bmép — 

Snpooias ys k.7..; if Syu? meant Snpooias ys we should rather expect irép pépovs Sypooias — 

ys than dep Sypooias ys pépovs. That dnudora or Snudowv did sometimes stand for land-tax — 
specially appears e.g. from Crum, Osér. Ad. 20 (p. 82), ‘ the Snpdovor of the ploughed field, and 303, 

where ‘the seed-corn and the dnpudovov’ are to be paid on a field; and compare the passage cited 
in the note on 1459, 7, ‘our Syudowv and our dv8pucuds and our Sandy, and UKF. 780 dad 

Sypo(ciov or wr) 7(v) eua(v) (4povpdv) and a number of similar instances in the same collection, 
é.. 770, 609, etc. These instances make it certain that in addition to its ordinary meaning of — 

‘public taxes’ generally Syudova was also used for ‘land-tax’ in particular. The question is not, 
indeed, of great importance as regards these papyri, for all the land paying land-tax was, on the — 

Muslim theory public land, the property of Islam, but left in the occupation of the inhabitants on — 

consideration of the payment of tribute. 

The next question is as to the rate at which these taxes were reckoned. In 1420-1425 we 

have no means of estimating the rate of land-tax, since the extent of each man’s holding is not 
stated, but in 1427-1429 the number of arourae is in each case specified, and in the last two 

approximately 13;s. for 4 arourae, and this is subdivided into xafapdés and yépaos, the former 

183 arourae paying 534s., a rate of approximately 11s. for 4, the latter 95 paying 18$s., a rate of 
approximately 44s, for 4. In 1.6, 8 arourae pay 12s., the greatest variation of all from the norn al 

rate; but as in the following line 3 arourae pay 1s., it may be conjectured that in 1. 6 a B/ is 
a slip of the pen (the reading is certain) for 8 8/ which would give the same rate of 1s. for 

3 arourae. In one of the unpublished fragments of this account 4 arourae of irrigated land 

pay 1s., and there are two cases of 1 aroura of unirrigated land paying js., a rate of $s. for 
4 arourae. In the first three fragments of 1429 there are two instances of the rate Is. to 

4 arourae, two where 5 arourae pay Is., and in the two other cases the rate is respectively 13s. 
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1s. for 4, and another one of a little more than 3s, These are probably both for irrigated land. 

In 1478 there are no cases in which both the number of arourae and the sum of money are 
certain, but in one it is very probable that 2 arourae pay 4s., which would give the most usual 

rate of 1s. for 4 arourae, In 1479 are two fragments giving data for the rate of land-tax. In 

one, in the first case the rate is 1s. for 4; in the second case 1} arourae pay $s., giving a rate 

of 25s. for 4 (these two cases are perhaps for irrigated land, but this is not certain), and in the 
third case, which is the general total dyn” y’, without distinction of irrigated or unirrigated land, 
the rate is approximately 13s. for 4 arourae (963 arourae paying 262s.). The other fragment, 
in which the payments preserved are again for tax-paying land in general, has five instances of 

the rate of 1s. for 4, three of that of 1s. for 3, arourae. Finally, in 1416 a rate of 2s. per aroura is 

seen; but this is probably for vine-land, which was rated differently; see the introduction to 1339. 

For these variations in the rate no conclusive explanation suggests itself. That they 

were not due to a practice of assessing larger properties at a higher rate is shown by the fact 
that though a larger number of arourae is usually assessed at a higher rate than ts. for 4 arourae, 

yet in one case a landholder holding 4 arourae pays only 2s., whereas there are instances of 
holdings of 4 and 2 arourae paying at the usual rate and several of small holdings paying at the 

rate of 1s. for 3; moreover, in two cases Is. is paid on a holding of 5 arourae. The variations 

may have been determined by the varying fertility of the land or have been due to special 

circumstances of which we know nothing’. It is unfortunate that there are not more instances 
preserved of the rate for unirrigated land; in the three cases which survive it is, in comparison 
with that for irrigated land, surprisingly high. 

In regard to the rate of poll-tax, the evidence is given best by documents like 1426, because 

in them, if the explanation to be given directly is correct, the basis of the assessment is stated. 
In such documents, under the heading of poll-tax the name of the tax-payer is followed by some 

such expression as this :—ovy «x (in all preserved cases other than totals a) e/ xep* (or keh) y (or 

ovy y); and afterwards comes an amount of money. ov is the abbreviation for dvdéuara or 
(incorrectly) évoua; the formula means, therefore, ‘NN., x persons, for ... y persons, 2 solidz. 
The word xeé™ must almost certainly have reference to the poll-tax ; and the obvious explanation, 

as the number following the first ov’ is always a whole number and that following xe¢™ is 
frequently a fraction, is that by way of equalizing the poll-tax as between rich and poor a fixed 

sum was indeed demanded, but for purposes of taxation a tax-payer might be reckoned as less 
or more than one person. That in later times at least the Arab custom was to graduate the 
poll-tax is well known, and the system suggested would be a convenient method of arranging 
this. As to the extension of xed there is some doubt; the earlier name for poll-tax was 

émuxedauov, the later, as we have seen, didypador, and there is no authority for cepddatov as poll- 

tax (for the meaning of the word in Josephus, Az¢. XII. 155, see Wilcken, Ostr. I. 241°); moreover 
the sense required is probably rather ‘poll-tax assessment’ than ‘poll-tax.’ The most likely 

extension is therefore some such form as kepadtopds. 
If the above explanation is correct we can estimate the rate of poll-tax only from accounts 

where the xead(sopds) is stated, as in other cases we do not know on what standard the quota 
was assigned (the ov of totals in 1420 ff. refers to the number of persons paying poll-tax, not 

1 Prof. Becker refers to Wiistenfeld, Ca/caschandi’s Geogr. u.  schaften zu Gottingen, 25, pp. 152,154, from whichit appears that 

Verw. von Ag. in Abhandl, der Kénigl. Gesellsch. der Wissen- distinctions were made as to the kinds of soil and kinds of crop. 

Z2 
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to their assessment); but it must be confessed that, though the explanation seems very probable 

in itself, there are serious difficulties. The advantage of such a system would be that, instead 
of a varying rate of poll-tax per head, a uniform rate could be established ; but as a matter of 

fact the rate, even allowing for the differences in kefad(uopds), varies, not only in different . 
accounts, but even in the same accounts. The evidence of 1426 is at first sight confusing 
because in the largest fragment nearly all the figures for poll-tax have been altered; but as the 
totals of it and Sardvy are usually left as they were, it is possible to reckon back to the original 

poll-tax from the totals and the sums for Sardvy, and we get in the majority of cases a rate of 2s. 

per head. In one or two cases, however, a different rate seems indicated ; for a fuller discussion 

of the question, see the introduction to the account. In other fragments of the same account 

arate of 3s. per headis seen, The same rate of 3s. appears in 1427; in 1. 23 there is a slight 
error in the arithmetic (ueS for pe 6’). In 1428 the normal rate appears to be 4s., but in most 

cases there are variations from this, ranging from 23s. to 42s. (=, on the fraction system of 

papyri, 45s.). In one case 6v(oma) a pays 3s, In 1429 the only three instances show a rate of 
4s. The verso of fragm. 3 of 1480 relates to poll-tax and has the double oy, but the sums 
of money are quite out of proportion to the number of 6v(éuara), and it almost seems as if they 

referred to some other tax. The most striking variations are found in one fragment of 1479 
and in 1478. There are here many instances of } dvopa paying 1s., which gives the astounding 

rate of 8s, per head, but other instances give rates of 4, 6, 33, and various fractional amounts. 

Of these variations it is difficult to find any explanation; but it will be remembered that in 
Roman Egypt too the rate of poll-tax was different in different districts and on different classes 

of the population (see this Catalogue, II. 20, 53, and Wilcken, Os¢r. I. 231 ff.). Possibly the theory 
given above as to the meaning of the formula ovy x ev/ xed* ovv y is wrong; but if so the formula 

seems inexplicable. From other sources it is doubtful whether much light can be ebeined It has 
already been said that the receipts for dvaypady often Renreesn we proportions 1, 4, } solidus, 

but we cannot be certain that this represents a cehad(uopds) of 1, 3,4 Ovowa. The Arab hiker ale 
all represent the 7zzyahk as fixed by ‘Amr at two diuars; but if 77zyah there means tribute, as 
suggested, no inference can be drawn. 

Two other points in connexion with poll-tax remain to be mentioned. In the first ia 

while on the one hand many persons who pay land-tax do not pay poll-tax, there are others who 
pay the latter but not the former, and this second class is called oi dredets. The reasons for the 

distinction are not altogether clear. It is natural to suppose that those paying no land-tax were 

persons who held no land ; or it may be that they were persons holding quite unproductive land, 

and therefore exempt from one of the taxes which they would normally be liable to pay ; but it 
seems curious to call them specially ot dredets. Possibly the land-tax was regarded as the main 

impost, so that those who were exempt from it were regarded as are\eis in a special sense. The — 
reason for the non-payment of poll-tax by many persons is also doubtful. A possible explanation 
of both facts is that persons paying land-tax but not poll-tax were Muslims, and persons paying 

the latter but not the former were privileged non-Muslims who were exempt from land-tax; but 

one would expect the exemption to be rather from the poll-tax, and moreover the fact that the — 
names are all Greek or Coptic names of the usual type makes it very unlikely that any of the tax- 
payers in these accounts were Muslims. Certainly all the persons in this collection who are 

described as mawé@/z, z.e, converts to Islam, have names of the Arabic type; and probably at 
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this date Muslims paid no taxes at all (see above, p. 167). If this explanation is ruled out, 
the fact that many persons did not pay poll-tax shows that the tax was very different from 

the later j7zyah, which was levied on all non-Muslims; probably, as the dyydo. were paid 
in a lump sum by each xopiov, it was left in the discretion of the local officials to assign the 
separate items as they thought best, and thus some persons were required to pay all the taxes, 
land-tax, poll-tax, and damdvy (see below), while others paid only two or one of them. This 

is rendered still more likely by the fact that on different occasions the same person is found 
differently assessed ; ¢.g. Romanus son of Peter, who in 1420, 57, pays both land- and poll-tax, 

but in 1424, 19, only land-tax. The heading 8(a) r(év) vavtdv xapdéBwv which occurs once or 

twice indicates that sailors serving with the fleet paid poll-tax as usual ; an illustration of this is 

to be found in Or. 6230 (35) where sureties undertake to be responsible for the didypadov of the 
persons for whom they stand. 

The other point is the position of women with regard to poll-tax. In the present collection 
there is not a single instance of a woman paying this tax, though women fairly often appear among 

tax-payers. The same seems to hold good elsewhere, with five apparent exceptions. These are 

UKF. 656, 697, 700, 702, 742, It is to be noticed, however, that in every case except UKF. 

702 the woman paying the tax is described as the wife of somebody. In UKF. 656 the tax-payer 
is yape(r)) Awduriowe, As this person Lolipisoei occurs in a number of similar receipts as paying 

Siaypady it seems very probable that the payment by his wife in 656 was made on his behalf, 
possibly owing to his having died before the date of collection of the tax (¢f. 1480, 136, note) or 

to his absence from home; and the other cases may well have been due to a similar reason. In 

UKF. 702 the tax-payer, as the text stands, is Kourutda I* veor*; but since over-written ¢ and a 
are at this period often almost indistinguishable, it seems not unlikely that the true reading is y* 

(=yaper)) Neor®. Thus these apparently exceptional cases can hardly outweigh the strong 

evidence which indicates that women were exempt from poll-tax (as indeed the name davdpiopds 

implies) in the Byzantine and early Arab periods as in Roman times}, 
Another money-tax which occurs in many of these accounts is dardvyn. As the name denotes, 

it was evidently a charge for the expenses of officials ; that it was not intended for the Arab 
settlers seems to be indicated by the fact that their poyd and povixdv were taken respectively 
from the ypvo.a Sypdor.a and emédola, It was probably a charge for the support of the local 

officials only, perhaps chiefly those actually engaged in the collection of the taxes, was not paid 
by a large proportion of tax-payers, and was usually of a somewhat small amount. It may 
correspond more or less with the dvvdva of earlier times (Wilcken, Os¢r. I. p. 155 ff.), except that 

it was for the support of civil officials, not for the troops. 
Regarding the eméo/a little need be said, as the tax is well-known from Byzantine times. In 

these papyri it denotes the whole corn-tax, the ovrixa Sypdova generally, and it is clear that it is 
kept quite distinct from the gold-taxes. Thus in PSR. V, VI Sypdova means, not public taxes 
generally, but gold-taxes, and in the first (jaép) é4Bod7(s) is added separately afterwards, Though, 
however, the emdo/a was thus distinct from the Snpdora or jizyah, it is also clear from the letters 

that persons unable to find the required amount of corn might pay in money, The evidence does 

1 Prof. Becker writes that this was the rule throughout in jizyah as applied to the period of the Arab conquest makes 
Arab Egypt; cf also S. Lane-Poole, Egypt in the Middle it difficult to draw conclusions from the statements of the Arab 

Ages, p. 7, though the uncertainty as to the meaning of the word _ historians. 
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not show whether money thus paid in lieu of corn was counted in the Sypdoua or in the embola, 
but as the amount of the Syudoua was constant from year to year the latter seems more probable.’ 

In 1426 ff. the general emdéola is subdivided into two portions, described respectively as 7a(v) 
6pp((wv) and Samrdvys. The first is the corn intended for the barns of Babylon, some of which» 

would probably be exported to Arabia, as in earlier times to Constantinople, while some was 
devoted to the fovfuxdv of the Arab settlers. As the damdvy is thus contrasted with 7tév éppiov 

it must have been corn expended on the salaries and maintenance of local officials, which is an 

additional reason for taking the money damdv7y in a similar sense. 

Another question concerns the meaning and extension of the word pep which usually goes 
with tomo. and yydia. It might be for pepuopds as in B,M. Pap. 116 (a), vol. I. p. 222, dad 

peprop.(od) Siaypad(js) Navp(as) «.7.d., but wep? of 1422, 1, etc. and pep*’ of 1481 show that pépous is to 

be read. Itis to be noticed that in cases where dnp’ is inserted pep follows instead of preceding it; — 
hence it is possible that it is to be taken as ‘the Snudova of part of tézos N.’ rather than as ‘the ~ 

share of the Snudora for tozos N.’; that is, it refers to the holding by the tax-payer of land zz the 

zémos but not of the whole 7é7o0s. The omission of pep in certain cases may sometimes be due to 
the fact that the tax-payer held the whole rézos, but this was not always so, as may be seen, 4g. 
from a comparison, in 1419, of Il. 989 and 915 or Il. 1004 and 106. In UKF. 700, Hepes 

 Stayp(adys), and 701, pépo(vs) Siaypady(s), the word is clearly used in the same sense as Hepirpos, 

the tax-quota. 

The majority of these texts belong to the class here called pepuopot. The word in a 
sense must be distinguished from its use as tax-quota; it means the assessment itself. As already 

said, the Government demanded only a lump sum for ypvovxa dynudova. It appears from these 

papyri that the peifoves and principal men (oi zpwrevovres) of each ywpiov met together and 

elected (mutex O(€&vrwr), 1420, 1, etc.) one or more persons to draw up an assessment. In 

document the persons elected entered the names of all the tax-payers and assigned to them, no 
doubt in proportion to their means, the share of the various taxes which they were required to 

provide. This would give great opportunities for favouritism, and we can see from Kurrah’s 
injunctions in 1856 that the Government was alive to the fact and prepared to punish any 

unfairness. On the basis of the assessment the tax-collectors would make their demands on the 

tax-payers. 

After this general discussion of the taxation system it remains to notice some of the questiant 

raised by 1419 in particular. In the first place, it is a little doubtful whether this account was 
really, like those whose arrangement it resembles, a pepuoyds. The many cases where, after the’ 
specification of the rémos and the amount of land-tax, various persons, usually not the same as th e 

tax-payer under whose name the entries stand, are mentioned as paying certain proportions of 

the tax, might suggest that the account is rather one of actual payments than of rates of assess- 

ment. In some cases, however, these names seem to be later additions, and they may be sc 

always, though they are usually by the original hand; and if so we may conclude that the acco 

is really a pepuopds, but that in cases of payments by persons other than those named in 
original assessment a note has been made after the actual collection of the taxes. | Who these 

persons were, what was their relation to the tax-payer to whom the rézou are assigned, and why 
they paid on his holdings, are somewhat difficult questions. They may be persons who | 

* Cf. too Pap. Lips. 103, 6 i(mép) dmapyvpepod (al) éuBo(Ajs) rav dpr(a8av) [Z. dpou(par) 2] y” (/. wou 2) ve v(opicpara) - (keparia) 0. 
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acquired portions of the land in the supposed interval between the preparation of the assessment 
and the addition of the names, or agents of the tax-payer, through whom his payments were 
made, or tenants of the land, holding from him. As several of the names recur frequently, for 

different tax-payers, it is perhaps most natural to regard them as the names of agents, who made 

payments on behalf of many different persons. 

The arrangement of the account is in the main similar to that of the following documents. 
It consists of a list of tax-payers, arranged in this case in alphabetical order, with their tax- 
payments and the tomo. on which they paid land-tax. In cases where a tax-payer held land in 

several rdzou the line giving his total assessment is followed, as in the other accounts of this class, 

by sub-entries giving the names of the rdou with the amount assessed for each. As a typical 
instance of the arrangement |. 891 may be taken :—6/ Mapuas yan" Buxtwp otpariw™ X p* 

Mavp,ahex em Guy 8/ ot ap™ a 8’y v9 a9 88’ emn®/ 9 8§8/y vag [Sy]. First comes the name 

of the tax-payer, in this case a woman, and then the name of the rézos or yydiov in which she 

holds land. After this come a sum of money (13% carats), an amount of corn (12 artabae), 
a second sum of money (1s. 9; c.), a third preceded by emux’/ (42 c.), and lastly a fourth (1s. 143 c.), 
which is the total of the second and third. It is quite certain that the first sum of money is the 
Tand-tax; but it is not so clear what em can stand for. That it is ém{ynrovmeva or merely 

the preposition ézi in the sense respectively of ‘tax-quota’ or ‘ (assessed) at’ seems unlikely 
because it is repeated every time and with the land-tax only. It must then apparently represent 

some word meaning /and-tax, which elsewhere in these accounts, as we have seen, appears as 
Sypooia. The word émvypady, which in the earlier period meant land-tax (Wilcken, Oséy. I. 

Pp. 195 ff.), seems not to occur in that sense in Byzantine times; perhaps the most likely word is 
emyepiopos; of. the common expression Snpdo.a Kat émpepurpot. It may be pointed out that in 
Pap. Lips. 103 of the Arab period a similar word em precedes sums of money which may 
probably be the land-tax. In the same account these sums are followed, too, by a second sum 

of money and the quota of corn. The second sum of money is probably the same as the similar 

one in the present account. 
The corn is of course the emdo/a. It is nearly always wheat, only very rarely barley, and 

the amount in that case is small. It was probably! a tax on the land, like the money, and no 

doubt was assessed in proportion to the size of the holding. It is, however, impossible to 
establish a regular proportion between the payments in corn and money, perhaps because in 
many cases only part of the holding was used for wheat. Thus in ]. 85 a person who pays 

5S. 24 ¢. pays 17 artabas of wheat; but in |. 107,17 artabas are paid by a person assessed at only 24. pays 17 P yap 
3S. I9¢c. in money (the reading here is, however, not absolutely certain). In l. 40 we have 

1s. 82c. and 7 artabas, in |. 99, 1s. 185.c. and 63 artabas. So again in l. 641 we have 12c. and 

1% artaba, in |. 752, 12c. and 2 artabas, in 1, 624, 13.c. and 2 artabas. 

The other two sums of money are very difficult to explain. By analogy the first should 

be poll-tax, and there are two facts which might seem to countenance this supposition, On 
fragm. 1 verso, which is evidently part of a page of totals, the last entry of every line but the last 

is (Urep) av8(propo0d), which is poll-tax; and again in 1, 826, after the specification of the holding 

and persons for whom payment is to be made, come the words odv vo(picpact) uB (keparious) Ky 

TOD Stayp(adov) vo(piopara) y (kepdria) K, vo(uioparta) ws (kepdria) vy, where the first is poll-tax. 
1 Cf, however 1426, where oi dreAsis, who pay no land-tax, pay emdola. 
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The fragment referred to is, however, too incomplete to give any real information, and the 
second passage rather makes against the connexion of the second sum of money with poll-tax 

than otherwise. For 12s, 23. are obviously not included in 8s. 20¢., nor do they make up with 

that sum the amount 16s, 13¢.; it seems, therefore, that the amount entered as poll-tax is not — 

included in any of the subsequent amounts, and o¥v must be taken as meaning not ‘ including’ 
but ‘in addition to.’ Again, in 115 a payment for dvaypdé¢(ov) is entered separately among 

a number of additional payments, and is evidently quite distinct from all the others. Thus it is 

clear that the second sum has nothing to do with poll-tax; a conclusion further confirmed by the 
facts that it seems in many cases far too large, that it is paid by women as well as by men, and 

that a certain proportion, though a very rough one, may be traced between it and the first sum. 

It seems as a rule to be rather more than two and a half times as large as the land-tax, It 

cannot be the land-tax A/ws the money value of the corn, for that would make the value of the 

corn far too high, and, moreover (e.g. 1. 1216 ff.), it is paid by persons who pay no corn, but what 

it represents is at present quite obscure. It is to be noted that this sum is given only in the 

main entries; it is not represented in the sub-entries specifying the names and assessments of 
the various ré7ou, 

emux’/ is as obscure as the previous entry. In 1, 696 it appears to be written emxv® and in 650 © 

emuxo’, but the extension is doubtful. The second suggests a connexion with cde, 2. ¢. a charge for 

book-keeping, but the amount seems too large for this, It would appear to be a kind of extra — 

charge, analogous to the tpoodiaypaddpeva of earlier times, and here, too, a rough proportion to the 
previous sums can beestablished, It appears to be very slightly over a seventh of the second sum, 

and the first sum is not quite two and three-quarter times as large as it. It is no doubt a charge 

connected with the second sum, to which it is added. Since the last entry, the total, is the total only — 

of the second and third sums, disregarding the first, and since the second, as we have seen, bears — 
a certain proportion to the first, we may conclude that the second is in some way a repetition of — 
the land-tax with additions; and this seems to be confirmed by Il. 515 ff., 836, where only two 

sums are given, the first clearly some form of land-tax, the second the emvx’/, and the proportion 

shows that the first corresponds to the second, not the first of the two sums which usually preceay 
exux’/, It may be added that amounts are in all cases given in éyopeva vopicpara. 

Among the tax-payers appear not only individuals but churches, monasteries, and even 
(f, 12 ff.) éwoikua, Among some additional entries at the end of the main account are given (f. 29) 
various trade-guilds as paying two sums of money p/us emx’/, In very many cases, after th 

7é7ou whose quotas make up the total amount at which a tax-payer is assessed, come additio 
entries not included in ‘the total, usually preceded by («al imép). In some cases these words 

are followed only by the name of a rézos or yySiov, but in others the place-name is followed by 

(svép) with the name of a person; or a personal name precedes the place-name. These are 
apparently cases in which the tax-payer, probably by arrangement, makes payments on behalf of 

other persons; a frequent reason was probably absence from home of these other persons 
(cf. 1. 16, note). 

Both this account and those which follow will be of special interest to Coptic scholars from 

} In passing it may be noticed that the payment is forcitizens poll- as well as land-tax in the latter, unless it means tin 
of Antaeopolis, from which it would seem to follow that, curiously _ addition to the poll-tax paid by them to the officials of Antaeo- 
enough, residents of one pagarchy holding land in another, paid _ polis.’ 
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the large number of place-names which they contain. Most are in Coptic, but there are several 
in Greek, and it is interesting to note the various classes of names which occur. Some are 
purely topographical, as Iluag, NBppe, ‘ New Field, and Xepoapédov ; others are personal names, 
as Bys yp, ‘ Little Bés, and “ABB(a@) Tareppovfiov; one rémos is called @yr, ‘ North’; and there 

are a number which bear the names of trades or professions, as "EXavovpyod, Mud{w)vdpxou, 

Xadkorpdrov, Avaxdvov, and the like. 

It will be noticed that two main land-units are mentioned, the téaos and the yyduov. The 
words presumably denote subdivisions of different sizes (but cf note on 1420, 93), and the second 

seems likely to denote a smaller one than the first. That occasionally the same name is found 
now as a Tdz7ros, now as a yydvov may be due either to the fact that the words were used somewhat 
loosely or that the same name was sometimes borne by different divisions (cf 1419, 952, 954). 

In the former case, as yydiov is a less common word than rémos, we are probably justified in 
regarding places to which both words are applied as yjdva rather than rérou, since the common 

word would be more likely than the rarer one to be used loosely. The relation of the rarer 
KTqpa and ovaia to the above units is obscure. 

The account is full of minor problems and points of interest, many of which are discussed in 

the notes. One striking feature of it is the large number of obvious blunders in arithmetic, and 
another the use of the five Coptic letters (wg, q, 9,, x, G). 

It remains to say a few words as to the form of the book. When received at the Museum 
it was preserved in the original binding, and within this binding the leaves were folded over. 
The internal folios are the most complete, the outer ones being very fragmentary, and several 
fragments had already become separated from the rest of the book, and were found in other 

portions of the collection ; a few were acquired in 1906, together with some other additional 

portions of the ‘Aphroditofund.’ In the way in which the book was made up it differs strikingly 
from the other books of the collection. In all other cases in which the method of binding is 

certain the practice was to fold a large sheet of papyrus once so as to form a quire of two leaves, 
and to lay these quires singly one above another, piercing them with holes (usually three, at top and 

bottom and in the middle) for the string ; in fact, the ordinary arrangement of a book in folio sheets. 
In some cases a single sheet, half the size of the ordinary double sheet, was used; cf Crum, 
Catalogue, p. 445. In this book however, instead of forming a number of quires of two leaves 

each, all the unfolded sheets of which the book was to be composed were laid one above another 

and the whole then pierced in the middle and folded; thus the whole book forms one huge quire. 
_ A similar arrangement seems to have been adopted with Oxy. Pap. 208 (now B. M. Pap. 782). 
The order of the earlier folios is somewhat uncertain. As some fragments were separated from 

the book it seems very likely that the outside folios may have become confused, and the 
alphabetical order is certainly wrong in one or two cases; but the fragments are given here in 

the order in which they were taken out when the book was separated. The fragment numbered 
folio 2 was certainly not the original second folio (¢.¢. the first folio of the account itself), 
because it has no general heading. The order of the later folios is certain. At the end are 
given some fragments which it has hitherto proved impossible to place. 

IV, Aa 
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Fol. 1.] Blank. 

1 illegible line 

Fol. 1 4.] Ws a’ ; : 

A[B}$edpn0 
Saati : ” [Nex ovpBolvdov — 

Fol. 2.] 

+8/ Avaor[aciov...... ere ¥! C9f. ov alpl™! Kaf.d/ vw? w9.[ 
rs es ke 

5 pep tom” Tlan[kadelpver em [ 

pep tom” Never] emt 
pep tom” Eppiov emL 

pep tom” TlaBpifyapy]s emu 

pep pow Ker. . .|piov 

fe) pep tom” Neik]Aerer opo:// em 

pep tom” Tlan[kad]epver $ Nevxherer S yuvux/ emu ¥K« or [alp'™ BSS/ 
pep tom” Tfalk{. .Jrw em 

S § avadnud'/ 7” [...]s F Evdnpras 
[e 7] d 

Siorx®/ pep tor” N[eov KrInw SF TBedea em v? ag xaS ov ap! C [v9] 89 KB emn®/ oil [v° eg 
15 S § Suaypad/ r”.[.....] & 

1-3. When the book was taken to pieces this fragment of the 
protocol was found in the middle, but it seems impossible that 
that can have been its original position. Wherever the order 
of folios in these account-books is quite certain, the protocol 
comes first, though it is not inconceivable that it should some- 
times be the last folio; but that it should be placed in the 
middle can hardly be accepted without strong evidence. In 
the present case, as owing to the folding of the book in the 
middle the order of folios is sometimes confusing, and as the 

earlier and later folios are fragmentary and almost certainly 
somewhat out of order, several fragments having been separated 

from the book before it arrived at the Museum, it-seems fairly 
certain that the protocol must have got into the middle by 
accident, having perhaps fallen out and been replaced. Had 

it been the middle folio originally it would be nearly complete, 
like the other folios from about the middle of the book. 

As regards the reading, the restoration of the name ‘Abd-al- 
Malik (b, Rifa ‘a) is certain because “Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik, 
the only other possible Governor, had no 15th indiction in 
his term of office, whereas “Abd-al-Malik had; and the oc- 
currence of the word oupBo]udov at the end seems to preclude 
the idea that ‘Abd-al-Malik is the Khalif; moreover, during 
the Khalifate of ‘Abd-al-Malik the Governor was ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz, 

who gave his own name but not the Khalif’s. For a discussion 
of ‘Abd-al-Malik’s protocols see the introduction to1462. This 
protocol is made up of two fragments, the portion read, except 
the doubtful A at the beginning, being on the second. It is not 
absolutely certain that fragment 1, with the character read as A, 

really belongs to the same line as fragment 2. 
5. Ilamxahepver: a name of frequent occurrence, sometimes 
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emt v® v7 KaS ou 

] oe ap™ BS opo/ 7” a~ ro™ 8/ ot 
9 OS 8% ov ap!) y 
gi ov ap~ afie 

9 3§ ov ap~ B/ 

apn 8/ Tewpywo S lwB 

ga oft apf [.]8/ [olny 8°/ at rr 8 tn 
98% ov ap” ap 

yd 

as TlarkadeAvet, 
opo'/: apparently for dpoies. 
a”: avrov. . 

6. Newong: this name also occurs several times, e.g. 1. 117. 

however, just possible. : 

8. IlaBpryapns: cf. 1. 737. There is not very much room here 
for yapyn, but the reading seems probable. 

Q. pos: povarrnpiov. Very likely rémos is accident: 
omitted ; in any case the reference can hardly be to t 
monastery itself. 

10, ouo(.s); what this refers to is not clear. The 
Netxeres seems to occur in the following line, though the 
letter from the end is more like y than r. The payments 
next line are for the tax-payer’s wife; perhaps, therefore, 

here means merely that this payment is, like the othe 
Anastasius himself, and was inserted ‘because of the o 
of the same rémos in the next line. The second éyoios m 
that the payment was made by George and Job. 

11. yuuix/: 2. yovaxds, The word is often spelt like t 
in the present papyrus, the Greek of which is very bad. T 
then was a holding of the tax-payer’s wife. ; 

13. kal trép dvadnpp(Gev)r(os or -wv) ; or the r may be 
There are so many senses in which dva\apBavo might re: 
be used that without further evidence it is difficult to decid 
its meaning in this particular connexion. 

14. 8101x"/: dcocxnbévros? but the sense is not clear. 
« &': the significance of this is not apparent, It is cancelle 

by a line drawn through it. 
15. Kai ixép Siaypaov ; cf. the introduction, p. 176. 
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S exwrd$ Aly? .... Jap” § €&/ em Og y ov ap™ AB v? kag KB emn’/ v°[ 
pep tom” Ker......] Sevov? an Maxavveos ¥ mp* em v° [.]9 OS ov ap" € [ 

8/ Avdpeas I[.....]s em v° B9SY KS [oh [ap]- [-]f v° eg iBS emx/ [ 

pepos” .[.. .Jep9 ro” Movaygpov em [ ¥ 
20 Hep tom” Tp[cjaderd/ [emu 

pep tom” Ilinve [emu 
pep tom” Tarvexi [emu 

S § avarypd’ § pf ro Tpiadedd/ [ 

S § pep rom” Ilwe § ovoras ABB’ S[ovpov" 
25 S § y7d-/ Tpov Nrag,op [ 

8/ Kupas Tdduros [ 

Hep 70" Hovaye,no[v] [ 
pep tom” Tpiadehd/ [ 

S § afva)\nurp'l/ § ps 70") Tpraded¢[ / 
30 S § pep tor” .[ 

Fol. 2 4.] 

(32 [+8/ 
33 @ 

33 [pep rom") Tayamy 
[Hep tom?”] Tampapa eT YN 

35 [uep to]m” Tarvexe 

em vl agn [ok ap Sf [yiB v9] yyid/ fain’/ 9B v y]9KBS/ 

5/ Maro to ¥ 
7\¢B ov ap" y S/ Apaov mp*[tloy 8/ Buddw spt To ¥ 7 Pi Pp P Y P a 

ou ap’ ad’ ocav™ 

emt YkKB ov ap” yy ooav™ §/ Iw* [? Tax]upe to 8/ 
] Kahamer § Buxrop Popavd em gad8/y ov ap~ $xS/ 8/ Apoov apt 

K]a\amer $ Ovarpavov § Sevov? em ie ov ap™ BS’ 8/ 7” at 

[S/ Jos tex"/ § pf ro" Tage em 9f ot ap? atB 9 in emu®/¢ BS [87 9 ]§ 87 

16. «f°: this word occurs frequently, In 1, 184 itis apparently 
written «f¢3/ and in 1. 785 efe°. Sometimes, ¢.g. in 1. 371, it 
precedes a new section of rémo; there in each case the name of 
the réros is followed by (imép) with a personal name; so that ef® 
may be taken as referring to these persons, for whom the person 
under whose name the previous entries stand pays. The word 
therefore is probably ¢fé3pav, z.¢. ‘ persons away from home.’ 
Tt seems, indeed, a rather literary word, but that is not in itself 
a decisive objection. 

4: the usual symbol in this account (and in this alone 
except 1481, 85) for 3. 

17. mp*: the extension and the reading of the over-written 
letter are doubtful. If Kev- is the same name as por(acripioy) 
Key. . piov in 1. 9 we might perhaps take the word as mpeoBurépar, 
but this seems very unlikely. 

18. 4: this fraction is written in the present account in a 
peculiar way, the pen not being lifted to make the fraction- 
stroke, so that a monogram is formed, much like an italic 2 with 
along up-stroke. The stroke under this line is made in four or 
five separate strokes ; so often in this account, both with the 

simple stroke (—) and the fuller o—. 
19. pepos” : pépos témov? 
24. Ile: 7. Tnve. 

ovotas ABB(a) Sovpour(os): cf e.g. 1. 789. It is not clear 
whether it is to be taken as a place-name (a monastery to which 

the otofa belonged) or the name of an individual, but the former 
seems the more probable. 

26. If this is a main entry it is very far out of alphabetical 
order; but the 8/ is smaller than is usual with headings, and the 
line has not the symbol o— beneath it, so that it is perhaps only 
a sub-entry under ’Avdpéas II —. 

32. The amounts here are the sum of the next three lines 
only ; consequently ll. 36 and 37 are extra entries, not included 
in the total. 
33: an overflow from 1. 33. 

36. Apoov: no doubt the same as the Apaov in 1, 33. 
37. Ovarpamov: probably a form of overpavés; cf note on 

1, rot. 
38. rex"/; rékrovos. 

Aa2 

eS Ie, 
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39 

40 

41 

43 

44 
45 

50 

[3/ 

[8/ 

Fol. 3.] 

60 

65 

39. ro (nysov): the bearing of this is not clear; perhaps ‘ half 51-77. The whole of this page has been cancelled, both by 

S & ov To ?]apo pep [7° ap § ro" Macvxoper [em 

55 & ov T..ppo § [...]hou S Mageppov $ Toever [ 

Rg eke 852 [. . Jaros [ ov] ap” §. 

S pep ynd/ T.[..-.] [ ou alpl!. Sy 

pep . - -JpnB [pep Javrivos em 9[ ou ap). § 87 

the réros.’ 
40. The amounts here are probably the sum of the next three 52. Hadt; cf. 1420, 162, 244. 

lines only. The y in 1. 43 after the carat sign is the most likely 53. After Iap is a space, so that Map is perhaps a separate’ 0 
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] apt & ps rom TL. .]..[.]. 70S em giy ov[alp” af 7B v? ag..[emn’/g. Ss 

vy aguyfd/y 

] Kevoravtwos S$ add: emt Y agnS8/ ov ap™ Cv” So lly emu®/] gis 8” 

v eg OS 8/y . ¢ 
= 

[wep roln™” Srpapyx . [.]e em Vv? ag ou ap’ y 

[wep 7°" av]~ tom” & Vupe K[o]}u em Ge ot [ap” Pals 

[wep to}r”” Moxhy em. [9] 8’ ovap By ad § Avdpl® ? Buxrwlp — 

7BS ov ap" § 
] [emu ] ov ap” y 

Jatp L ou alp~ § 

] 7” av™ [ ov alp” af 8” 

] [ ou ap| ad 
v? eG iB dl em’/ v° B9s8/ v? Lo oo 

]- wpos 
J] y/ em v° .[yJeB/on ap” sy 

elep Jasos emt [ 
pep tol” Ila & . . Brewe em [ 

pep ro” Ilap.. § loB $ lwond em [ 

plep rom) [IvJag, Xakovk § Mapxos dav at ap") af 

plep...].« & Io ; : ; : ; 

[Pep isi sip bas Jexe § Mapxo[s] M[y|va ene ] ge ap’. 

fil porns | 9 fore ti § Xepyifols My[vja da}. [ | ou ap”. 

plep+--]-+[.-] Apoevolu]r § Iola]e exe... [ov apf a- 
plepssee-e | S§ uw” lakos - . . . : 

plep---]-seeee- Kepl-lep -- avovB & 

ep to™ Auja Mapuas § vw Aeovriou | ] pf bie Map 

lines drawn across it and by (imperfectly) washing it out. 

reading, but is not certain. The amount of corn in this line 55. Ilageppov: the third letter is apparently 9 rather than 
is incorrect, however many lines we include in the total; but either r or 6 (for Iareppovr). 
mistakes of addition are common in this account. 59. XMaxovd: not Mayovd ; cf Crum, Osér. 481 (p. 18). 

43. ap": ag’ dv. 63. Perhaps Ilag should be supplied before *Apoevour, a 
Burp: this seems a fairly likely reading, An Andrew, a rémos of the name occurs several times ; but in ll. 984, 98 

son of Victor, who may be the same person, occurs in 1426, 13. _réos ‘Apoevour is mentioned. It is not clear whether it is th 
49. Not G¢eo]8wpos. same place. Iva? means ‘the field.” 



[aep ro}n Thag, Xrovr § Te [ 
70 plep ro}r”...apmr..--. [ 

Hlep ro}r” Amerod Ilag,...[ 
pep tor” TlavGueu....- [ 

ror! . . . / Tewpyros [ 
tom” ...e\n & Avolu|didov 

75 7” [av™ ro"] & exdd+ @eoSo[pou ? 

Baa oe Geeone: & 
plep].--+-+..-- epe & [ 

[wep to}r” ABakté em v° ag B 

[Hep tom)” Tlupuwy [ 

[wep] F[plarvqy {me 
go [wep ke me 

95 

69. Thag Apyayy*: a rémos "Apxay(yé)A(ov) without the Thag 
occurs in 1421, 99, 1422, 50. Apxayy* seems a fairly likely 
reading here ; it is probably impossible to distinguish the letters 
after x, but such slight traces as there are do not seem incon- 

sistent with ayy’ or ay’. 
70. Hardly Xepoapedov. 
72. Maveihe.: it is not clear whether this is the same as 

€p T\o” Ip} eu javtivoo” ve” Av Speou | P whore LR 
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q\ vy§ ov apt + BL 
Peet 

pep ton” Thag, Apxlayy* 2] & vf? 

. Fol. 3é.] 

[+8/  — ABpalap ejm v agey [ok [alpl” y]f [8% » y] 7B emn’/ 7 if d/ 
» SEES 

ye/ vy 7 BS 8? 
To f 

80 [uep] tor” Tapior[ov...... Jem 7€8/ ov ap” § 8/ yum Gavarer to § 8/ Kupos vor 
[wlep rom” Ilia, [.-....-.- ] em 95S8/[y] ov apta 8 look 
pep tom” Ilamad{....-- ] em. gie§ ov ap’ B [8/ Mlapk’/ 70 8/ 8/ Tapyxovria ro 8/ 

[8/ B]ixrwp to 8/ 8/ Max*/ 70 8/ 
[w]ep rom” Kamoox[e..-... ] em gaf ov ap” 8% 8/ [Av]Sped S:o1K?/ 

(nf 8] 
85 [8/ ] Eppavoro[s] em v? €98/ Kd’ ot ap’ il v iB feoux!/ v°] ag Kf y/ v? 89 e 54 

ee 

ot ap” 8 8&/ Boros 
[pep to}r™ Puyo S Xap” Sidfackadov emt ov ap” -]KS 8/ a7/ 

ou apt If B/ a/ 
ov ap? ]f 8/ Avdped Siotx’/ 

|] & Borros 

S}/ a/ 
] 8 Mapkos zo «4 8/ Max*/ \* 

] 9% Boros 
] 98/ Tayevpi 

] eg ed! emux’/ gin [SV [y}/ » €7 Ky 

TaveiApe (ll. 850, 938). 
75. @codopov: this seems more likely than @codogiov, as 

Theodorus was a very popular saint (Crum). The mis-spelling 

is of course common. 
80. vor: vorapiov; but the reading is doubtful. 
87, Tvywrouv  Scowsov seems impossible. 

Ee 
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96 

8/ Aad 9 OF 

97 
8/ Aad 96f 

98 

Fol. 4.] 

¥+98/ Acevef S Kopals] em v° agin§ ov ap” sy [p” 
a 

100 pep tom” Teevgy emt v° ag 

pep to” [Xa]\xomp” em 7 § ov ap" B[¢] ro § 8-/ a’/ 
yni/ [...]. € evi 95 ot ap” B/ [wloav™ 

¥ § Avrolmov S? Zyvo]Bi S add” em v° s 9 vy 1B ov ap” K Vv? is Giy emn/ v° [ 

ie ae , . 
[wep Xeploap” S$ Manone S$ Tliag, Knp S$ Sapal.]. 

105 [wep = Frt@vn em. ySy ou [ap"].. 

[pep 

y 8/ APavacifov... 
oo 

] Tag, Myde, 

-Joxos 

tor” ABB Bixtwpos § ABB~ Tavpwos S$ Tlaf..... 

110 ¥ 8/ Avdpeas $ Aavund em vl agK [ou ap” .] 8% v° €9 8% en{ut/ 
ction 

pep To” ABB- Buxrwpos S .[ 

pep tom” Tlarame [ 

Ep [ 

Fol. 4 4.] 

[+98/ Jopave” 
pee 

96. 8(ca) Mevowyy : to get the B (for v° a 4 8) at the beginning, 
unless that is part of x8 or «8, which does not seem likely, we 
require to read e, 8’ here, which is apparently impossible. might 

be read, in which case we have merely one of the obvious 

arithmetical blunders so common in this account. 
98. This is a continuation of 1. 97. 
99. y: the meaning of this symbol, which is of frequent 

occurrence both here and in other accounts, is not clear. It 
might be merely a sign of revision, like the simple stroke, though 
it is apparently by the original hand, or a paragraph-mark, but 
of. \l. 741, 743, which make both suppositions improbable. 

Koyas: cf. the following line, where the end of the word is 
preserved. It perhaps = Kooyas. 

100. Teevey: T[p]ever (1. 295, etc.) seems impossible, The 
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9] B ov ap” 858 8/ Mevowyn 9 .[. 8]/ Avbep ¢ if 87 | 

9\ yS8/ ov ap” ys 8/ a"/ giPSy 8/ Avbep/ 9 

ov ap” y§ 8/Kfoluas gua 8/ Acer 0 ¥ty] 

em 7B os ap" % [B/ af'/ 
em v y 9S ov [ap uf » Ogy emn’/ v° ag. yf / 

[ere y9]e8/ y on apr if [0] aly 558/ u] erie’) v* a9 38H 

[i419 

. 
._ 

8/ Buobeos dor” 

JaS emu’ 9 ve 

-eem vw 6 9l8 oft ap! [ 

8/ loax S$ Tez[pov 

1,5 

last letter is very doubtful, but cf. 1. 357. ‘ 
101. Xadxorp": a word of fairly frequent occurrence; =: 

xorpdrov ; for the application of the name of a trade to a x 

cf. Mvd{)vdpx(ov) in 1. 281 and often, and probably O ! 
(l. 37, etc.), with several other instances, both G: 

Coptic. 
103. Sy ty (B: 

Ty yF Ko. ‘ 

104. Xepoapm(edou): of. 1.699, Xeprapréd(ov) (kat) Tpever, | S 
Owre rot Xepoapr(édov), etc. For the fourth name 2aya 
(see 1. 123, note) seems hardly possible. < 

113. The clerk has begun to write a line too — 
114. Jopave": sic; not E]ppavo’. 

if the reading in 1. 106 is correct this 
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115 
[ep] tom” Tlapacy em 908/y 
[wlep rom” Newony em v? a97d 
[wlep tom” Aovkavd em ¥xKaSd/ 

pep to)” Tamas em YY 

120 pep tom” TIhao'v's em. 7 BS 
pep rlom]” Trips mp* emu 7 id 

y/ v? O¢iaS 8 

ov ap’ ay 8/ Avd[p]ed dSioix-/ 
ov ap” yd8/y 8 Bor{rols 
ov ap’ yd8/y 87/ a/ 

ou ap” § 8°/ a’/ 
ov ap” 6% ooalv"| 

ou ap? B 8’/ ovav™ 

[8/ ].[. .] Popars em vily uB ov ap’ BSS ve agKad! emf[n/ 9..fyy/v?.9g dy 

— 
pep tom” Sapayynr S Theg,ve $ Tayamn emt gia ov ap’ aS 8/ [8/ ].--9 oS ¥ 

8/ Plwluavd gy B/ t0o¢F 

125 [ele] 1°’ av’ § Oavacias [em ¥]yB/ ov ap’ §1B 8/Tewpyw Marx... [zo .]’]] 

[uep | Kadazer [ere 9] BS 54 ov ap’ yiB 8/ Sapoov’ [[...7..... v? §]] 

v? wag|iaS emu®/ v? avis &/ yi/ v tyg d/ 
qBSy 

ot] ap’ y 8/ Tavpwos 9¥5§ 8/ Tewpyo mp’ gay 8/ Aavid 

reer e ey 8/]] 8/ ABavacr/ yay ho” 8/ rt” Ko.-- 

130 ot] ap’ B 8/ Aavymd Siax’/ to y 8/ Tavpive to y 8/ APay ro 

9|¢ ov ap” § 8/Tewpysov mp* S$ Ta v’puve to 8% 8/ Aavmd ro 8/4 y 
g|yy ov ap” § 8/ Afavacwos to 8/ y 

133 ly 0 ot ap” ra 5/ Tewpys/ 

133@ S Tavpive to ¥ 

134 l7y sv ap" § 
135 19 8S 84 ov ap™ § 5% 

l7yS ov ap" § 
] 8% at ap” § 8 

] ov ap’ y 8/ Avvas 

Written in the right margin and enclosed by lines at the top and left side :— 

3/ Tewpyiw mp* K KN 
140 8/ Aavmd S1ax?/ K dds 84 

8/ Tlag[elp[pov] K uB 

8/ Movoad. 7p* k uB 

8/ Gcodiry Kk 8 8/ 

121. mp*: probably mpayparevrod ; so too in 1. 131, etc. 
_8"/ ovav": a confusion of 8"/ av” and ocav’. 

123. Sapaynd: no doubt the same as Sapuaxnpe (1420, 22, 
etc.). The latter is the proper form (Crum). 

125. The characters after Marx look like y8/ or possibly 
7 8 ¥, but no sum of money is required as the fraction is used. 
That first written has been washed out and ro 9 written instead 
in the previous line, perhaps by another hand. The characters 
after Ilarosm seem to be by the same hand. 

127. yas: after this 8’ has been written, but it is so faint that 

it seems to have been washed out; or it may have been inserted 
by another hand. It would make the total correct, assuming 
(what is almost certain) that ’ there is a slip of the pen for 6. 

128. AawA: Sic. 
129. xo ...: just possibly xoua/ (sc. xopapxav), but the p is 

excessively doubtful. Ao” (= dowdy) is corrected from ro". 
130. Aavnnd: sic. 
139-145. x: xepdria. For amounts of carats larger than 24 

of. ll. 197, 198, 679-681, etc., and UKF, 682 and 7o1. 
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8/ w” Expyvys Kk 85/ 
145 8/ Tape k 88/ 

Fol. 5.] 

¥ ov Ay/ Opol 
¥ Tewpyww Marxe [ 

pep/ soars 
pep/ tom” Kl.) 

150 8/ Buxrwpos zpt Srpov® em v° 89 OS y[ 
ae 

pep/ tom” ABB- Muxand [ene 

pep/ tor” Xwpd Evox ele 

pep/ tom” IGoupype ene 

pep/ tom” Meduroe en{t 

155 8/ Aavmd--- pep/ tom” Kaxarerr APavacroy en{t 

pep/ tom” Suvehoode [ 
pep/ tom” Kopynho [mre 

pep/ tom” Teac [ 

8/ Movons mp* 9 B+ pep/ tom” Tavvxard [ 
160 [8/ Te]kpou" 9a 8% pep/ tom” Tlavws Vupo [ 

Fol. 5 4.] 

v° 3 91s B/ Pe: vy? e993! 

] y/ v sgaS 8/ 
v 97 9/ elmn®/ ginf v° 59 BS 8” 

J em v° agKasd/ ou ap” ey af” 8/ Mapas 7S y 

165 ] ov ap” 8% 8/ Aavinrd 70 S$ 8/ APavacrov To § 

146 ff. Foll. 5-9 are peculiar, being placed the opposite way 146, 147. In a different hand, very small. & 

not only to the remaining sheets of this book but to the constant 150. mp°: mpeaBurépov; for SrpovO(ov) cf. 1422, 59, note. ; 

practice in the books of the present collection. The sheets are 155. (ta) Aad: what follows is probably r” av’, the sect 

always placed in. such a way that when the book is opened the _ word being run into pep/. 
inside pages of each double sheet are the vecto of the papyrus, A@avaciov: this, though by the same hand, is writte 
the outside pages being the verso ; thus,as regards the papyrus, smaller than the rest, and was perhaps a later addition. 
the four pages of each double sheet go: verso, recto, recto, parently KaxaXenr is a personal name, and Athanasius ~ at 
verso. The same rule is followed with a single sheet, the vecfo nymic. As ’A@avaciov seems to have been an after-tho 
always facing to the middle of the book. These five folios, may probably conclude that the rémos KaxAenr which elsev 

however, have the verso facing tothe middle; and that theyare occurs was the same place. ; 
rightly placed at present is proved by their shape. It is to be 159, 160, The marginal notes in another hand, diffe: 
noticed that the alphabetical order of the present folio is wrong. that in ll. 146, 147. ‘ 
The names Daniel, Moses, and Tecrompias in Il. 155, 159, and 160. Yupov: perhaps this is to be taken, not as pai 
160, do not count, as they are not main headings, but !.150seems double name for the réros, but as a statement that P; 
clearly to contain a main heading; yet several A folios follow in the éroixtoy of Psyrus. { 
this. Possibly, therefore, this folio has got misplaced. 
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Fol. 6.] 

uLep 
rep/ Upp 
yn8/ Veppe [ 
pep/ tom” Kpuriros 

170 pep/ tom’ Xadkomp™ em 9e [ 
pep/ tom” IlapoB $ Iuag, Apa™ em gu [ 
pep/ tom” Tpiaderd?/ emt gf [ 

d/ [P Avov]fu” Sadroedrog, em v° ngaS d/ [ 
as 

pep/ tom” Takwraavns ene 

175 pep/ tor” Toapnt § yy? TaBeo[g,ar? 

Fol. 6 4.] 

$ lines of figures. Of no importance. Much faded, and probably washed out. 

Fol. 7.] 

§ &8/ plep? 
185 pep Toul 

pep Bys 9/ av” [ 

+8/ Avdpeas Kahduix/ em 1. [ 
aE 

pep tom” Tha, Xapns em 9S [ 
pep To™ TrapuyBad em il 

190 tom™ lupe, Kahoo em gy 

pep To™ Pyr em [ 

Jare § p* Ivag, Xapys ene 
pep IrapyBad em [ 
] Tag, Kadoov em [ 

195 ] em [ 

] pep tom” Saxapape ene 

8/ Wore emt 9vC 

tes rid 

167. Possibly the same as Ipnypns (I. 1279). 
175. TaBeogar: cf. 1. 296. 185. Iov[: perhaps Hov[apeuov, 
184. «fe3/: the last letter might be x, but 8 is the more 190. ron”: Ste. 

probable even on palaeographical grounds, and there can be 197-199. By a different hand. 

IV. Bb 

little doubt that this is the «€§ so common in this account. 

ee 
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Fol. 7 4.] 

200 7198’ gu ap" BSY 
]-87y Sa 

1985 

| ov ap? Sy S pepos Tugye ee 985 ov ap §[ 

9 8’ S pep Marvexr em gy f/ or ap™[ 

205 ] 968/ y 
] 9 8§ _ 

]- pepos Tpradedd/ em gay 8 ov ap’ [ 

jem gif yiB ov ap af 

18 y 
210 | a) 

Fol. 8.] 

[9/ 
[wep ro™ ABB-] Maxapiov = emi_v” ag[ 

[wep 70]" Ierpos Tamnov em v? ag[ 

[wep To™] TaravovBBeu emt 9[ 

prs. [wep tol" Ikag, ero emt 9. [ 

[wep 70™] Maracwwov emt 9 8[ 

[pep ro]n” Evnfiov § warp emu 9 8[ 

[wep 7™ Kamlooxe S Iuwge Kow S Tovape,pov em 

WB javwBer = Bs S [ 

220° : ] Cpa [ 

[8/ ] Buxrwpos em v° 89€d/[ 

—— 

[pep tom] Xapiope emt giy[ 

[wep tom” Il]G[o]uvroov emt g eal 

[wep Jeo,ver emt ge[ 

225 [pep ] em v° ag[ 

dete 1 eee pee 
Ae sas ge 
pep 7o™ M[olyl. x] em 7 O[ 
pep tom” Moxd.xX mpt Ay/ Mapas emu = gt 

230 pep Veupe S Ovarparo em gel R 7 

pep to™ ABB~ Maxapvo em v ag[, 

217. watp: marpés. 229. mpa(yparevrov): this seems to be the reading rather than 

218. Karooxe: cf. 1. 817. mpe(aBurepov). ‘Aylas Mapias is probably the monastery or 9% 

220. A strip of papyrus is torn off here. of that name. oa 

223. UGopvroov: cf. 1. 1086. 
al 



8/ APavacwos Mama em v? 89 Kf Kd/[ 

pep tom” Epuxover emt 

pep to™ Terror em 

235 pep To™ IIrapecy Bar em 
pep To” Overwros emt 

pep yn8/ Iaovre emu 
[wep tlom” Tades emt 

3 [h]ep tom” Tepaxcov em 

240 Aad pep 7o™ lepaxiov 5/ Aad emt 
; pep Bys yp 8/ ce ay em 

pep Oveowros 8/ 7°” av™ emt 

r,s 

239. Iepaxtov : for ‘lepaxiwvos 3 cf. 1421, 49. 
244-247. The sums here seem too large to be anything but 

totals, perhaps for the éroikia; cf. 1. 254 ff. 
254. The money here is the regular total of the xpuoua dnudora 

for the whole dioiknois, Hence the wheat must be the regular 
total of the eméo/a, The next line seems clearly to give the 

totals for kapn "Adpodira, and the next one gives a smaller sum, 
‘s 

which, from 1. 425, seems to be the emt? /. In the succeeding 
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gi 
78[ 

v ag.[ 
gL 
7 8[ 
7 8[ 
7-L 

gn[ 
¢[ 
[ 

1-5 foe alte 
v°] p.agie ov ap” nf d|/ 
] ou ap" pis B/ 
] oe ap” pxnf oB 
] oe ap™ inf 8/ 

] ov ap” « 

Jo ap™ ¢ 

] oe ap” iay 

Jo ap" y 
] ov ap” ¢ 

] oa ap” 2 

v°] mpOgia ov ap” yoke y-[ 

v? spray ic ov ap” jyqns 84 Kp? apt [ 
emu®/ v° ovygB ot ap"| Byé0 1B Kp® ap” in 

ov ap"| & 

av alp!”! pays 
ot alp™ pod 

ou ap") ps 

lines are probably contained sums for the émoixia and perhaps 
mediades, The relation of ll. 267 and 268 to the rest is not clear. 
The corn in |. 267 is the same as in 1. 255,-but not so the 
money, nor can the amount be made up by adding that in the 
following line. 

257. &{: of. |. 429;. but in I. 428 is a sum 7&{, which may 

perhaps be the same as the present one rather than &. 

Bb2 
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265 ]z 

] te 

] Syp’p? yang S ov ap” jycn§ 87 
] v°? ByrO 7 S$ 

] & avadnpr? 

Fol. 9.] 

270 [+8/ ]- Bpove ze ay ov ap) y 9 [ 
8]/ 7! av? & Buxrwp mp* /[.-]9 BS [ 

yln’/ Marwdr 8/ IwB em Gy d/ ovap"§ g9n[ 

[n]ep tom’ Tovadoeewv emu Gi d/ ot ap aSYpy 
274 [wlep tom” Tlarodk X Tato em. 9 C94 ou ap” af 

274a Hep Tlar[ wa ? 

275 pep tom” Ilatw opo/ em 9 0 ou ap~ Sy B 

[u]lep tor” Tapoy § iwB em 95 ou ap” a 8/ Ay 

pep 7°” a"/ ton” S lwond em 9¢ ot ap” a 8/ a/ [ 

[8/ AvS]peas Wuyns em v? agiad/ ot ap’ SVB v y¥id [em’/ 
i 

pep tom” Bcodoctov em. v ag BS ov ap” Of [ 
280 pep tom” Ilias, Xapys em. 9 nf d/ ou ap ayuB [ 

[w]ep To™ Keada S MvdovapX S$ Bys Sym em. ad’ ov ap? é | 

[wep] ro™ Im emu ¥ BS ov ap’ y [ 
[wep] tom” Trad emu 9 BS ¢8/ ot ap™ y[ 

[wep] tom?” Ayt/ Buxrewpos [emt]9 8 B/KS/ ot ap” yiBwd’— [ 
285 ple]p tor’ Terar § @eodocvos [emi] 9 yd/ ou ap” § [ 

Hep tom” Toaunr S Iamkadedfver em]9i85/ or ap’ a [ 

pep tom” Ilia, Taker $ Aoxoopl ]n B/ «8 ov ap™ ad/[ 
S § ovovas ABB’ Sovpour S § to™ Mavoker [ ] iL 

&/ Ilerpos pep Iluag, Xapys SF Mlerpos Maka[piov ]dd/y .[ 
290 pep to™ IIrapajBar SF 7” av™ [ 

pep tom” Ilvae, Kaholouv 

pep To™ Dyr 8/ 7” a/ [ 

269. In a different hand and very faint ink. 
270, ].WSpove: it seems impossible to read az]o Yupov. 

271. /[..]: it is not-clear whether this isthe carat sign. The 
carats come after the lacuna, and émi does not seem to have been 
written. 

272. In spite of the line drawn beneath it, this can hardly be 

a heading, as the sums in it are obviously not the total of the 
following lines. It isnot clear, therefore, whether emx®/ is to be 

read after q n. . 
yn8(tov) : this seems to be the reading ; but Tare is called 

témos in ll. 274 and 275. In ll. 828, 845 it appears (as Harwp) 

as aypotov. The occurrence of y7d:0v and réros so close together 
here seems to indicate that neither word is a mistake, but that 

there were two places, one a yzStov and one a réros, both called 
Tlat@d (cf the introduction, p. 177). 

275. ono/: dpoiws; of. 1. 5, etc. 

278. The sums are the totals for ll. 279 and 280. There is © 
a larger space than usual between ll. 280 and 281. 

281. Keafa: the name recurs in 1. 356, where it is written 
Keda, but here an a seems to precede the $. 

283. 9 Bs 9 8’: the order of fractions is curious, but 5 seems to be 

a correction from 8/ and perhaps one or both of the other 
fractions may have been meant to be cancelled. Perhaps § ¢ is 
merely another way of writing 8/ (the same fraction), but if so it 
is without a parallel in the collection, 
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8/ APavaciov Tut apt em v? BG iyS 5/ 
o—— 

Traces of 1 line. 

[Hep tom” ABB- S]evoBu°” 

293. 58 : corrected from 8’, 
298. A space is left after §. 
302. It is very unlikely that more than one line is lost. 
305. § & ; the carat sign is omitted ; so too in 1. 306, 
306, This line, though a main entry (with the name of a 

tax-payer), can hardly be a heading giving a total sum of which 
the following lines specify the details. Taking the money, if 
this is the total of the next three lines it should be 14} c., if of 
the next four 17} c., instead of 15c.; and the corn also does not 
seem to be the total of the following lines. The latter, therefore, 
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em v° B[ 

Tov Soux/ emu 918 ov ap? 

[ 

pep tom” Eprarwpe. em [ 

295 pep tom” Tpever em [ 
pep yn’/ TaBnog,ar ent 

[wep tom] Evox em [ 
Help rom"! Ipa Ngwurov S Tluag, Kad[oov 

em [ 
300 pep to™ [lavraravy em [ 

pep ro™ Ilacwov em [ 

Fol. 94.] 

elme is ov ap~ BS/ [8/ A]lpara to § 8/ Xpum 70 § 

. jem 9eS ov apSy 8 Alplara 

305 ] pep tom” ABavuw em 7. ov ap” 8/ Ge emux®/ § 8/ [eS 87] 

] em vie ov ap’ BS v? a7 ids emux’/ 6 84 v° al¢Kd/] 

[Hep tom” Tava]ywper emu YS Y ot ap”. 

[wep tom” ABB- MMarepp? ex ¥BSy ov ap” 8’ y 

] em. 9 BSS’ y ou ap” § 

Bic Boe ry elas 
; [uep tom” Iavlaywper em. 9 BS 8/y ot [a]p'”! 8/18 

[wep tom” ABB~] Tarepp? em 9S 8/yY ov ap7y 

] emu 99 ou ap’ 8/ Ger Kovi em 9[ 

?Kampl® em 78 ov ap’ + Kampov po/ emg 8% ov [ap™ 

e}me v° iagaS 8/ ov ap” hey iB v° KngO8/ em’/ v 84. 

[wep tom’? Byloo[alpuwvos em[ ] Sys ov ap™ af 

[Hep |exoore em giy[ | 
[wep to™? II], Borros em val  jrA¢ 
[wep tom” Aov|xavov em 9[ ]|B/ 

165 § pep r™ ABB! Sevohi"” F 

aS y Kd/ 

are probably additional entries. 
314. Karpov po/: probably meant for Karpov épo(iws). fin’ 

the reading Kamp]o‘ at the beginning. 

316. rorov: Byocapiwvos is a téros in Il, 611 and 1121, but in 
1. 1406 a yjdcov of the name occurs. 

318. tom(ov) : Bérros was a rémos (I. 824), but perhaps Tap 
Borros was a different place. 

320. Sovx(as): a very doubtful reading, the more so as one 
would expect evxA‘/ to precede it. 

321. A continuation of 1. 320. 
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322 [Hep jro™— seem [ | & [wep] yn8/ Uworre § 7°” 

a’/ em. GaS8/y ov ap™ 5/ 

323 ]B/ ot apt 8/48 
ot] ap™ BS : 

325 ]- 95S emun®/9 BS’ gunf 8/ 

ot ap" § 

15 
jy 
JB/ 

330 y 
1B’ 
18 

Fol. 10.] 

] Mlopows § If 
¥ 8/ yun Kepxovoe X yyd/ Mar[ 

335 9/ Tewpyiov mp* S.0ix"/ amo tw evw em vl € 9 8[ 
— 

pep tom” Tamas em 98 o[u ap” 

fep tom” Srpar6 em v? ago [ 

pep tor” ABB- Eppavw™ em v° y [ 
¥ 8/ Tewpywos \S Ioak’ Tamas op? emi v? agi ov ap” df 6/[ 

jeden 

340 pep tom” I[olvaye,no em 910 [ 

pep tom” Taras em gie [ | 

yy v agi ov ap™ Of 8/[ 7 

Fol. 104.] 

— 6/) I! Kadeehe 

v? BlgK em’®/ gi y/ v y¥s 
345 |. Aovea zo 8% 8/ Iw* Kadeeh to 8/ 

322. |rw’: probably not Te]7o’, as in that case one would 339. (kat) Ioak: ina different, coarser hand, and blacker ink. 

expect the top of the ¢ to be visible. 342. This system of giving the total at the foot as well as in ~ 
332. It is not likely that more than two lines are lost after the heading of each section is not followed in the earlier part — 

this, but there might be three or only one. As itissouncertain of the acco but is almost consistently adopted from f, 21. 
no estimate of the missing lines is made in the numeration. 343. 6/] 1; perhaps 4]/ Kadeede is in itself a more oy 

335. Twerw: ZL rod atrod ; cf. 1460, 10, etc. reading, but cf 1. 345. 
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occurs in l. 1002. 
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] ab/ § Mapua 78 
VS yK8/ v? 4 emn’/ v a 9d 

] y/ v° 098 

Jem 9718 ot ap~ af8/y% S § ov lwond Tadrwra em 9 KOS us 

8/ Apoois § pep tom” Xaduros 
8/ Aaveir Taave § tom” Tavave 

353. The dots are in the MS. 
355. This is probably the first line, but some distance above 

it are traces of ink which might just possibly be part of a lost line. 
_ 357. This line must be a continuation of the previous one. v° 371. Nroov: the dot (which here in the MS. is a curved line) 

is apparently omitted before the first sum. For the conjectural 
reading § T] cf. 1. 100, 

363. Ayo(v) YeymvovO(tov): probably the monastery which 

_ 367. Jovdoode: perhaps the same as 2wedooXe in 1. 156, etc. 

350 ] em iy ot ap” B S § @exhas em 9 
] em v? BGS 8’ ot ap? 0 S § v/ EttoaBer em 9 BS 
] S § 7” a’/ § wos av em ge 

] S § 1% a'/ § lwonp.--- a 
ov alp~ iBS y x8’ v° 1 emu®/ v a98 v» 098 

Fol. 11.] 

355 ] pep tom” Xapirpe em. GieY ole ap” 
]. § pep rom” Keda § MvdovapX S$ Blys Snp 

[ S Tleevy a9 BS 8/ Mapxos ¥ B§ 8/ Avdplea 
Kv]piaxo” [e]me v° non yiB ov ap™ Kl ve? K9s[ 

[pep rom” [M]}ag, Kopnre emu v2... oft ap|' [ 

360 Lelep tom” Ao[u]kavo” emt [.]9[-JaS. ov apt 
} a> fe eeode emt v° a9 BS ov [ap” 

[? wep tor” ABB- Tarep]our emt 9 iS ov [ap [ 
- [wep tom” MvdolvapX S Ayw’/ Veurvov? emu gxyS ot [ap] [ 

Nov aN 98yi8 oli ap? 
365 [mep tom” Tar]|vexer em. 9if8/ oe apy [ 

[wep tom” Ilw]9,¢ Ivo emt YE oft ap* 

Jovdoode em 91087 [ 

Tale, Mn e, em gin[ 

7 [we]p ro'"! Iazpa em 95[ 
370 pep tom” Bys Sym S Oveolwl eme 9u[ 

S § «& pep rom” Iuag, Nroov § ioak em 9§-[ 

a pep 7°” a/ tom” X Avros em 9S[ 
pep 7°” a/ tor” § Pov? em ¢ BS .[ 

S$ § ov yap" Awwrvow § pf ror” Bys Sn S MvdovapX S Keda en{u 

375 pep tom” Bys Xn o[--.--7]] S$ lw* Mamvov? en{u 
emt gn§ ov ap7[ 

emt v° a9 ole ap” 

369. ro): the ro is only doubtful, but as no heading seems 
to come here, ’Iarpod is more probably the name of a rémos than 

the description of a person. 

is a sign that a vowel-sound is to be supplied ; other instances 
are in ll. 751, 781, 792, etc. This is the normal Coptic system 

(Crum). 
375. w": obscure ; perhaps intended to be deleted. 
376. Xadiros: forthis name see 1448, 20, note. 
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8/ Aaver Kalawag, 
aes 

pep tor” ABB- Tlarepp? 

pep tom” Vaviramoi 380 

Fol. 11 4,] 

Traces of 1 line. 

jo 

]% 
em |u py? 

ou ap” Ka 

ou 

Jem v° 

em |u 

] em 

385 ou 

"ot 

ou 

e|m ou 

ert] 

e|m g ia 

Jem v? agad/ 

ou 

399 ou 

ou 

]y BS y 8/ Ay/ Hpardewo” 9 € B/[ 

|e ov ap” agie emx’/ 9B [y/ oul] 

8/ | @codoc10” MGabaxi ro § 

395 ]ou ap’ sy v° 

7 By 8/ Pdnpwr 78 B/ 8/ Taap 78 
(sy 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI 

ap" ay 8/ ABpaap [ 

emu v° ag ys 84 [¢ Kd! 

em. 9id$ ¥ [ 

em giyy [ 

v? i8 9 KBS [ 

ap’ sf —8/ wey [A]pofov 
ap’ ey 87/ a’/ 

ap" ySy 8/ Eppave’ gil 
ap” § 8/ wer Apoov ro[ 
ap” BS 8’ 8/ Biro Taap zo 

ap™S 8’ = 8"/ a™/ ro S 

ap” aS y 

ap’ 8 v° Biss emuk® [/ 

89i em’/ oS [y/ v? €gaS] 

2? -ynd/ | Ilatwp emi v? agia ov ap” 5 8/ v vil 
] emux’/ 9 ty 84 v? 898% 

]998/% ov ap § 8% Kd/ Gie§ em’/ o By ils 

] ewe v° agiBS 8% ot ap? 88/y vw y9 Ka emn’/Z iyS 

] 5 yr v° dyiS 
8]/ Mnvas &vo ro 8% 8/ Mnvas Wore § yuvn to 8/ 

8/ Bi)Aofeos to €’ 8/ Tlareppov® to € 8/ Mapiap ro € 

400 

Fol. 12.] 

405 8°/ eroux/ [ 

&'/ exoux/ Laxoople 

381. There can scarcely have been more than one line. 
392. Ayt(ov) HpakAecov: apparently a monastery making part 

of the payment. A rézos called (presumably) after this occurs 

in 1474. 
400. ¢ us: y omitted. 
402. The money is the total for the previous line : $ yuvn has 

nothing to do with this, and is apparently to be inserted after 
vov in the next line. 

405 ff. From here the order of folios becomes certain, as t 
two halves of the various sheets were still connected when 
book was opened. The corresponding half of this folio is f. 
that of f. 13 is f. 31 and so on. Though these halves are onl 
fragments, the others are nearly complete. As f. 11 brin 
to A in alphabetical order, it is probable that this folio is 
that the places here mentioned are sub-entries under a h 
8"/ erotkewv. 
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4 — 8/ eroux/ Ayt/ Tuvoy" [ 

/ Budbot [ 

Fol. 125] é 

Jou ap™ jym Kp* ap" in 
[2 lines.] 

a teY ofp] i > 
] Kp® 

am° ae @[a]p[foov 
am? pow Ayi/ M[a]p[as 

am’ eroux/ Haxavrs [ 

am erouk/ Uipny [ 

am? 7” Endy [ 
am? eroux/ Bolwoly | 

am® eoux/ Keplap eo [ 
am® emoux/ Sax{oope 
am? ree Wo[pov 

anm° 

pn 7884 on apt £x58/ 
— ethu®/ vv eoiyyB ov ap" Bx 

1p 8% ov ap? 

Jou ap? Bribraf 5/ 

Jou ap™ r& 

Jofe aly" &¢ 
at ap” ply 

oe er . | 
IN gee! 

| of the folio, but as it is followed ga, /Bx€6: the same sum, except for the fraction «f, which 

mL, the last line. occurs in l. 256. Hence the restoration there. 

xy 430. prys? ofl. 258. 

cc 



XS por TLapoov 

§ pors Papoolv 
§ pors BapBapou [ 
SX povs Ay/ Mapuas [ 

S§ pork ABB’ Sevov® [ 
S povs ABB! Evrov [ 

S7 rex’’’/ T18ovxup”” [ 

§ aatix/ Avrq” [ 
§7 xrytor [ 
SX vara! 7.[ 

sl 

435 

440 

Fol. 15.] 

450 +8/ Avao[racias 

pep Xa8"/ [ 
ep 718/ MB Gel 

3/ Avdpeas ABavifov ? 

3/ ABpaap ade. [ 
ioe 

pep to™ TIL 

pep AB[B- 
pep Karl 

pep to™ [ 

455 

438. 5° rex”””/: 1. imép rev réxvov. 
439. aorix/: dorixoy, z.e. ‘townsmen’ of Antaeopolis. 
441. The letter after r is probably either @ (ray) or o (rod). 
443. laxos : it is doubtful whether this is a place- or a personal 

name, but perhaps the latter is more likely. Idxos as a personal 
name is common, but there is no rémos Idxov except Idkov Nxop 
in 1420, 184, 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI -fisie 

- 
se 

II]axos emt 9 BS ov ap” § 

[2 lines. ] 

J v° iBy ids 
} em Yys ou ap’ § 8/ Amodd ‘mp 

}- 78S L]y ov ap? §8/ 87/ a/ 

8]/ a’/ 

450 ff. This folio contains names beginning with A, so that it is 
alphabetically out of place; but that its position is correct — 
is shown by the fact that it was still joined to f. 29. Why 
it should contain A is not clear; in f, 16 the proper order (E) — 
is resumed. : i 

453. ARBavtov: or perhaps ABawy», A réros ’ABanw occurs 

in l, 305. 
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8/ Aperos T{v]our[uwvos 

460 Hep ro™ If 
pep to™ AL 
pep TeBolr? 

hep tom” K[ 
8/ Amodos Buxrwp [ 

465 pep tom” [ 

Hep to™ [ 
pep to™ [ 
pep to™ Aov[kavov ? 

Soux?/ pep tor” ABBI-! Sd vov* ? 

470 Hep 70" Bys Smp S A-[ 
pep to" Tama S$ NeurG[e 

pep tom” Bys ye § ylapu"? 
pep 7°” av” to™ § Kolvo}ravr|ifvov 

Stok’ pep To™ Tag, Kof..]..[ 

475 pep ynd/ Aovcavov § 7°” a/[7 

(IS § pep -.---[ - 1 

8/ Wupe S Kupapd..[ 

eng 
| Pep TOT 

480 Hep zlo}r [ 
: pep t[o™..-..] SF alt 

pep To” a/ to" F&F BL 

Hep y8/ Pyr NO 
: pep to™ Tluag, Kadolov 

485 pep yn8/ Ugov{e] S[ 
..ABB- Sovpov7 [| 

. 15 4] 

] 768" 
7 Sy] emni/ 7as90 

] Evox Mage 

490 ] AvOepias em ¥y8/ ov ap” § 

. Avdp ed SiouK7/ 

~"_ vw y9 05!) emu’/ iyyg v° S97 x 8B 

© 469. Bour®/: sic. 483. Possibly Noi[ax/ (= 8:axévov); of. Il. 739, 1035. If so, 
bs 474. Ko[: the remains do not suggest Koddovdou (Il. 973, 

This line, though parently cancelled, was a later 
on but in the same hand as the rest. 

Bet "esa 
oy here “oat ae unless 1, 26 is an instance. 

(kai) must be supplied before it. 
486. $ ovotas is not impossible, but is a difficult reading, 

492. cy y: the carat sign is omitted before ty. 7 is a correc- 

tion. The carat sign which follows it must be a slip. of the pen. 
The « of emix®/ is a correction from 8. As a space is frequently 
left between one section of the account and another, the estimate 

of ten lines after this is of course only conjectural. 

CC. 2 
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[10 lines.] 
503 ov ap™] BS! 

] ov ap" B/ 
505 ] ol ap 8 Kd 

] ov ap? 8/ 

] ov ap” aip 

v? ¢ 9 BS 8/] em /] 9 KBSy v Cyiad/y 

[ ] || 
Jos ra ra i we 510 

] Evwx emt 9, .[- sos 

K Joddov? TOY 

Fol. 16.] 

Jem ¥") yge.[ y]/ vs 
] em v° egia vy? te emux’/ v? BY yy v? vl 

515 ] v «lg id emik’/ v 89S 8% —-yte/f?] Na 78S 87] 
tate 

Jacwrpi SF rom” Ayalorios S|] Arahe v ¢9B ov ap™ vey em{ux?/ 

y/ PP e974 
] Magovha S row” Idag, v® 8 ov ap” [em’/] 9 OS y/ [wv 0965] 

pep] tom” Ayabwvos v9 [emux’?/]v° agd y/ v O[9]8 

520 pep to}r’” Epxnpe vagiB — [emen’/] ge 6/ y/ v agil Of 
if v agn [emux®/] 98S 5! yt / v? ag iBS [8// 

[? wep tov aly) rom! vagy — [em’/] 9 Bf 84 yt a 9 BS 8” 
8°/ rext/ lapova § to" Movons Qvev 97 em{e]n°/ Gag y/ 9 O[¢] 
8/ exkd§ Epped 8°/ otxovopwr em vs 9K gfe ap7]...v° lg il em’/v BGS y/v Kgl 

525 v Kgl 
8/ exkd Notwns 8/ Myvas $ Zaxapas mp emi v? £ ov ap" [.-]§ v? ve gun emx’/ v° Bg L B/ 

S § ov- WiBavwBer yafd/ ou ap” K y/ » ml9 BS] 

8/ exkd} Atocrodov 8/ Avdpeas apt S add: em v? 8[¥--]§ ov ap” Cv eG yS enfux®/] 9 in 

[y}/  €9 Ka§ 
530 98/ exkd$ @eodoxov 87/ o1xovoywr em v? BYn [ ] CL...) emx?/ vlagBs/ y/ v [ 

509. This line has been washed out. 
510. Perhaps in a different hand. 
513 ff. Apparently a single sheet. 

second half is lost. 

514. yt/ v° ve: sic, apparently, or possibly «4, but in either case 
it is obviously wrong. 

515 ff. For the sums in these lines c/ the introduction, p. 176. 

516. rowov Ayafovos: the clerk wrote tor” may. and then 
crossed out the first r instead of the second. 

Arader: or xjarader,-as an abbreviation of some form of 
kataXéirw ? 

ve Y: this seems a large amount of corn, but the reading is 

almost certainly right. 

518, otap": as there is a small space between this and the 

If it was ever double the 

lacuna, it seems likely that no figures were inserted, but this is 
not certain. 

524. exkA(novas): now comes a list of churches paying the 
taxes. It will be noticed that they pay both money and corn, as 

well as the emx°/. 
525. This seems to be a repetition of the total in the previous 

line ; but the « is perhaps to be read ». 
526. Norwys: cf 1. 1076, and Norwov in 1482, 15. Norwy 

or Norivés is a curious personal name, but Noriod or Notwijs as 

a division of the pagarchy does not occur in any other context, 

and in any case ‘ the church of the southern division ’ is a rather 
strange description of a church. Perhaps, therefore, we should 
take the words as personal names. 

530. Geodoxov: /, Geordxov. 
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Pol, 17.) 

] em 

560 [8/ exkh:...., emt 

531. wy: aye 
533. The figures here are very doubtful. It would be equally 

possible to read »° cy y[s, which occurs in 1. 538; but that, 
though it follows y:/, cannot be the total of Il. 535-537, and the 
Same sum seems to occur in 1. 534. Probably, therefore, it was 
the sum formed by the addition of the sum which follows the 

corn and the em*/; but nowhere else is that given alone in the 
total, without the first sum of money and the corn. 
539. 8/ yuvn av” shows that this is an ordinary tax-payer, not 
a church, but it is not clear why there is no general heading 
such as usually occurs. This line can hardly give the total 
of which the following lines give the details ; on the other hand 

-] 8/ ovxovopwv 
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[ ] ey 
r/ [ ] ee [ ] 

Fol. 16 4.] 

[8/ exkX$ Aye]/ Mapdas] 7) Kopi! 8/ [.]...0.[.-.-- J exe Yl yge-[ ov ap™ oof iB 

yw) vgley? 
er 

535 [hep tTlom” Apa Mapuas em v? B9[.] ov ap” 8/5 
pep tom” Ierpe Tarnov emt a ou ap” yd/ 

Hep tom” Ita, Eéapree emt 7[.] ov ap™ Buy 8/ Piro® Tave 

yy [- +++ ] v? ugiys 

eet at Siesta 80y9/ poy er 
540 [S] § pep ton’! Tenor § yurix’/ enfe ] ou ap” 3/ 

S § pep tom” loGag, & 7” a*/ [em § 8% = at ap” af 87 
S § pep tom” Bns 8-/ a? [eme Ys 8/y oe ap” aF Kd/ 
S X& pep tor” Trov Tawp [eae ]- ov ap™ 88/ 

[8/ e]ekA- Ayt/ Tevoure® 87/ otxovopoly eme hh ov ap’ iB v° gif emx®/ [ 

545 ] oA" Mexvorn tex/ 
] &§ of Evox tor” Maker 

] tom” wove 
[8/ e]kxh§ Apyavyedd 8/ Aaveit mpS emu v? yy-§8/ ot ap™ iB S Kp® ap” af v° nVifS 87 

=" vy agl y/ v° i9 BS 8/ 

550 VF avadyp? SX ov~ WiBaveBer Se Ne ae RE 
[8/ exk]M Ayi/ iwavvd §/ @eo8ocws mp. en[e v] BGO ou ap™ 6 v ¢9B em/ v 9Kad/ 

te 

/ vo sanyo! 
plep} rom!) Terwr emt [-]7i0§ ov ap” € 8/ Gc0d-/ mp 

HLep] tom” Tlunve [ere ] 908% ot ap” a 8/ io* MarGome 
555 HLep] tom” Talore en{u ]958/% ov ap” a 8/ Sevov® mp* 

[8/ €]KAN$ Ays/ Mapxo[v YJ. ov ap™ ny v? eG KBS em®/ 9Ka y/ v5 4 iOS 

18% ot ap? 8/y gE em’/ ga y/ 97 

vy agiy [ 

] dak [v9] 2988 ov ap’ [ 

gis 8! [ 
(imp) yuv{a)xd(s), in 1. 540, must refer to the wife of the tax- 
payer here named. 

542. 6-/a°: if rightly read, this must be a miswriting of the 
usual 6~/ a’/ = da rod adrov. 

551. mp°: in 1, 553 the word looks more like wp*, but here 
mp* is more likely. A priest, too, is the most natural person to 
represent the church. 

553-555. In one of these lines there must be a single solidus 

to make the amount given in 1. 551. There is more room {for 
it in 553 and 554 than in 555. 

555. mp*: or mp*. 
557. The stroke of emx'/ and the carat sign are run together. 
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[8/ exkd>..... ]k/ 8/ ovkovopwr emvagiB [ 

[8/ exkd: Ayi/ Bhikrwpos Wuwroop” em v? ByisS | 
oe Peter Jaovw" em v y7iby [ 

atigs sine ook ] $ add’ emu v° agKys O/[ 
ipoaetine 

565 pep tom” Kampo em [ 
pep 7d—/ Tldaos en{e 

8/ @codocr0s $ Wuple 
8°/ a"/ § ton” Kampo” [ 

8/ Evdogias Avdpeas vopixd X pep to™ Aveololdfe? 

570 8/ Evwx mp’ § tom” EktoaBer Movons em [ 

5704 [/ 
y 8/ Evdogias Eddwros em v° ag [ 

ae Ses 

pep tor” ABB- XevoBid ene 

pep tom” Iie, Kado en{u 
pep 79/ Twovre [emu 

Fol. 174.) ; 

575 v?| iS 8/ .. ot [ap” 

] 7iB ao ap” B v? agsS [ 

ov alp™ id¢ v° 6 em’/ v° [ 

ao} ap” nf 8/ Mnvas vopiKo 70 § 8/ Kupuddfos ay; J 

Jou ap? a 8/ Mnvas toS 8/ Kupwddos 70 § 
580 Jou ap! y 8/ Ovepoevovd/ to 8% 8/ Eppavols ro. | 

8/ Mnvas [ro . | | 

]. ov ap” § 8/ Myvas t0S§ 8/ Kupiddos 708/ 8/ Ep[pavas ro 87] 
]. ov ap™ B/ 8/ Mnvas ro§ 8/ Kupuddos zo 
JBS ov ap’ $ 8/ Mnvas to§ 8/ Kupwddo{s 

585" 5 ]y+B ot ap™ a 8/ Mnvas S & plep ro™ 

] ot ap’ y 8°/ a7/ pep to™ Tapior” [ 

ot alp’ d/y 
o| ap!) xy v° inga em’/ v By Te 87] 

yy v KG uG 8! 

590 v|-a¢Ka ov ap" 7 8/ Ilakos 

ad/ @codap” Vy gL ap’ a 

emt v°] aid’ ot ap” ey 8/ Ilaxos xs yy 8/ Ganouas ¥ yS 

562. Ay:(ov) Buxrwpos Yivroopov : a rémos Called after this church Avcoohe: the supplement is made on the assump 
occurs in 1, 1267. Wvrodpov should, from its form, be a place- the name is the same as Avxoope in |. 667. But th 
name (Crum); of, 1.533, “Ayi(as) Mapias r9(s) koun(s). Hence ‘the much room for two o’s. Perhaps Avkod[e. 
church of St. Victor at Psintoorus,’ 5704. This was at first overlooked, and is therefore numb 

566. rnd/: sic. + was no doubt written for rom” and not 5704 to avoid confusion. ~ 
corrected ; cf. l. 574, where the clerk wrote ro for rom”, then 588. 8 ¢ ve 8’: this should be the reading to make the 
corrected o to y, but forgot to alter 7. but a down-stroke below the lacuna suggests y rather 

567. Wupe: for this name cf. 1. 477. 592. v° ay 8’: the sums specified at the end of the 
569. vouikov: as Eudoxia must be a woman, this goes with up to v° agus 4, 

’Avbpéas. 
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3/ Biro? 98 B/ 

199 ovap? a & Iaxos 9n¢ 8/ Oanowas 9 B/ 
595 emi]v? a9 BS! ov ap’ y 8/ IlaKxos 8/ Budo? ¥ B/ 

emt]v? 09584 ov ap’ y §/ Iakos 
em |e gid’ ov ap" aS B/py 8/ iB 
et ju 9£8/ ov ap” af 8°/ a™/ 

emt] 95§8/ ov ap’ a 3/ Sevov® zp* 

600 emt] g¢a8/ ov ap’ 8 8/ Ilakos 

] ho? Aavinrt SF yuvix/ 

] To" Save,corer To B 8 
J Tlarvexe 70 04 B/ 
] Kaorwp Tog af Of 

605 ] Iluag, SedotAN 00’ ¥ 
]. oe aps De ov ap” B/ 

Leqvelwd: ee - GF 

Fol. 18.] 

elm v vie ov ap” id Kd! vy O95 em’/ YP agnf 8 y/ v ig ids 8/ 

609 [wep Tom! bor em v° agasd/y ov ap” 8¢ 8/ Iw* Kopyydus 7 ia 8/ 

§/ iwond: gia 8/ 
610 8/ TdouvKa 9 y§ 

[ep] tom” Bnooapwwy em vY a9 ovap7 ed’ = §/ Mapuas 70 § 8/ Iwond 70 § 
[Hw lep rom” Tlapouy emt g iaS ot ap’ B 8/ AvSpeas SiovK7/ 

pep tom” Ilvag, Terw em Ge§5/y or ap™§d/y 8/ Eppavas 

pep tom” TBddeu emt gif8/ at ap” af 8% 8 loond 

615 Joodvywp § pep tor” MaravooBe em gin 8/ ot ap’ BB/ v° agKBS em’/ 9 5S 5/ 

yl v Boe d/ 

617 ~~ «[8/ 2? Emwjayos § pep rom” Kaomird em v?[....]8/ ov ap” Sy iB v yoy 8! extn’/ 

7i§ 87y 
618 yf wv y7d 
619 ¥ 8/ Elvlwx NeGoop $ add? & tom” Kampo emt v°[...].8/ ov ap” sy v° 89 8§ 8! emin’/ 

7 id§ 5/ 
620 y/ v 89 
621 ¥ 8/ Eppavas Taynpo X pep Madama em 98% ot ap’ ad’ KS emn’/ Gy d/ 

v7 7 ef$87] 
622 8/ EttoaBer Evy hid X pep rom” Ev'y’ 66 enfe v? B98 ov ap” € 8! v? € Gi emik’/9 iO 8/ 

y/ vw <9[e8/] 
623 8/ EkioaBer 7 «5 B/ 8/ Biro? Guy y 8/ APavacws ¥ id 

595. S(ta) Pidob(cov) ¥8/: this is a continuation of the 609. vv ayas8'y: the items at the end of the line and in 
previous line, and has nothing to do with the present one. 1. 610 add up tor ag 8. 

601-607. This account apparently relates to a payment by 615. IaravooBe: sic, not MaravouBe, 

some tax-payer previously mentioned. The fractions at the end 618. v° y gid: y has not been written. 
may refer to either wheat or money. 



626. Aprodax°/: this occurs as the name of a rémos in 1420, 
167, and may be so here (z.e. Zenobius came from the rézos) ; 
but the meaning and origin of the word are doubtful. It is 
perhaps just possible that it is a nickname=dprogdyov, in which 
case the rémros must have got its name from a former owner. 

627. x/: a variant of the usual 7; c/. 1. 139 ff. 
6/8/: the repetition of 8/ is probably a mere slip of the 

pen, but the second might be read Ay, as the beginning of 
a name, 

yt/ «.r.A.: a continuation of 1, 626. 
629. Zvyos: a rather curious name, but the o is almost certain 

and the s probable, and a name Zvye (Zvxn) occurs in Crum, 
Ostr. 104 (p. 49) and elsewhere. 

636. Ikapiov: probably the same as the Ixapéov which occurs 
fairly often. At the end 8/ is corrected from 5. 
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of hail TlarOnxe SF pS tom” Keppartwd em giy ov ap’? Bv? ag OS emn’/ 98S 8/4, 

625 8/ viwv TarOnke 95$ 8/ viv Ovvodpd ¥ 5S y/ v ag [8/u] 

626 YA Rave flies Aprogax’/ § pep 7o™ ABB~ Bixtwp em v? a9 nS [or] ap? 85/ v° 79a— 

enue) 983] ¢ 
627 8/ Qpovwyyis mp* $ Mapias K/ icf 8/ WByr 9 y 8/ 8/ Bys =yp[.....] y/ v 89 a8/ 

S/ Toayo ga Sf Sw ga 8 /] Avarodsd 9[ 

Fol. 18 4.] 

+Zvyos em » y¥sf [ov ap” Bylpy v° 198 enlin’/ v” 
Peete 

630 tor” Kaorwp emiv? BY BS ov ap” CS8/ 
pep To™ Tpever S Vadex em{t] iy ov ap” Bus [ 
pep To™ Axeros S Iluag, Maovex em gie orap™ By 8 Avd[peas 

yf em v y9s$ ov ap? Bupn v? 190 em’/ v [ 
ZnvoBiov Tavdov em v? BYinfy ov ap” ius v C9 BS 8/y em’/ Pag fl y/ v ny] 

635 pep To™ lepaxvov emt gyxyS ov ap~ y§ 8/ Evox 

pep To™ Ikapiov emi v agiby ov ap” sfis 8/ Myvas vo 70 B/ [ 

S § pep ro™ lepaxiov X mp* em 9B ot ap™ afd’ 8/ Evax 

XS § pep ro™ Xwpov Sidacxadd 
S § povaornp/ TapoovtsS ps Neov Krnu” opos ve agl[ 

640 S § 7° av” ors F pS Neodv? : : ge.[ 

Zaxapias Biig, evi v? iB [oh ap? af 8% v agl emn’/ vw 29dfl ye v? anas] 

pep ynd/ Niag, Sipoveer emt Gif ov ap” af 8/ 

pep To™ Vidig, em. 9§8% ov ap” 1B 
pep 7” av? to™ & w/ Tlexpavaos err 9S 8% ov ap™ B 

645 5:/ Tavpwe toy 8/ Zaxapias toy 8/ BadOohop* S Ipoxhas toy 

8/ Zaxapias em. 9if 1B ov ap? afy 
ZnvoBios tor” kaig, SF ynd/ Niag, Kax em v’ aviB ov ap” Sy v’ yon em. "yds 

8/ Ilerpos to B/ 8/ ZnvoBi S APav* toy v 896 
Hpakdeos $ Koddov? § ro™ Sewehoode em v? aGKad’ ov ap” syKd v S910 

650 exiko®? 7 is 8/y v® egiaSy 

625. y:/ «.r.A. : a continuation of the previous line. 637. mp‘: if this is mpecBurépwr it is not clear to whom he — 
reference is; cf 1. 17 

638. SS: 3 $8. The dot in this line is in the MS. 5 80 in 
1, 640. - 

639. 2. Néov Krijparos Spovs, the last word being no doubt 
used in the same sense as in 1416, 58, etc., of a monastery in the 
desert. Néov Kripyaros is probably the a socalled. 

640. ov* f Soaparony ‘to the same account.’ 
641. em v° «8: v° is a slip of the pen for g. 

as 8: this should be as 5’ ¢. “ 

645. Bad@odope: a good instance of the Coptic confusion 0 § 
d and p; = BapOodope. 

646. The relation of this line to the rest is obscure. 

648. v°d¢ 6: this is the total of 1.647. . 

649. vay xa 6’: this is the total of the items in Il. 651-654. 
650. v° egtas q: thisshould be veg iad y. 
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8/ KloxPow’ ut 7h 7B 
8/ [P Avdp]eou emu if 
S/ [vee] em YY 
P/ leave. --lem gify 

Written in the right margin, opposite 1. 642 :— 

655 pep Tlahkand 5 Vayo 
em GySy ov ap” § 8/ Zaxapifas] 

Fol. 19.] 

em. v°] B98 ov ap! ofS 84] H) ogy em’/ v° gKad/y v C9 d/y 

[uep to]n” IapaB S$ y8/ Tag, Apoevour em v? a9i8 8’ ot ap” S§ 
pep tom” IIpov Niakwv eT gie or ap’ BS! &/ Tewpyolv| 

660 |rrovvitos em v° y¥S ov ap” SiB v ne emn’/ » agdf 5% vw 09 OS [8] 
eeeoon 

peep tom” Ehavovp? emt 7 id ot ap” af 04 ad” 8/Mapkos 9 y§ 

8 Iw* Ocodile 9ad{’] 

pep tom” Terror emt gn ou ap” aiB d/ Taan aS 

pep tom” Toapnt S Ilamrkadepvea emi v? ay§ oat ap” B 8/ @codure To § 

665 Avdp* mp. 70 

pep tom” TBoe em gid§ ov ap™ B 8/ @codudre 

pep tom” Iliag, Take S$ AvKoope emu gil yiB ot ap™ BS8/ —-8/ @codude To § 

8/ Avdp* mp* to § 

669 [8/ @codocr]os IlGabaxn F ynd/ Uiag, Apoevoum em Yie av ap™ af d/ v? a 9d emx’/7 €f 

v a9[v05] . 
670 [8/ @co|Soars toy 8/ Town toy 8/ Weodwpos toy 

[8/ Aloeved em gis ov ap” BS [v° ag]il emk’/.95 v agKy 
a 

pep tom” Mudovapx emt giy ovap™ B 
pep tom” Vovarpe emt Gy ov ap’ § 

8/ Gcodocios Taap em v® nie ov ap™kOL vy] Kay KyS em’/ v yge v? Keg JS] 

675 pep tom” pa Ngurav S$ Tprrooge $ Suxve emt v ag lS ov ap” 58/ 

pep tom” Ipnmitw emt gi0§ ov ap” y 

pep tom” TaravovBBe =. 2 emt v? S4ie or ap” uJ yiB 

655, 656. These apparently contain an additional payment 662. This is apparently a continuation of 1. 661. (ia) Taap 
made by Zacharias but for another person, so that the amount 4 a; in 1. 663 may be so too, but it does not in any case make 
is not included in the payment by Zacharias in I. 641. up the whole amount of 14 carats. The rest, we may suppose, 

657. v° 8g18: the correct sum is v°8y+8; the clerk has_ was paid by the person named in the main entry in 1. 660. 
written 6 instead of the fraction by inadvertence. 669. Gcodocvs : for the restoration cf 1. 394. 

660. »° yy F: this should be v° y4F 7 «8. 674. ot ap’ xO: the sum should be xns7 «8. Possibly nothing 
ns (8: this should be 4; 18. has been written after x9, but there seem to be traces of some- 

v° ag ;8; the first corrected from i, thing. 

IV. pd 
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Hep tom” Ikaovky = — a pi —~ em v agKa ov ap” 6 d/ 

8/ @opas § pep to” MaravovBe S$ pa Ng,vrov em gvs$ oft] ap” [ 
680 8/ Sodia SF pep ro™ TArdoorer emt 9 dC BL / 

8/ Taap ro™ Ixaovey $ TMaravovBBe em 9 Gy [ 

8/ 7°” av? § ro™ Ipemrw = = em giff[ J 

Fol. 19 4.] 

+ @coSwora Tewpywov em v? 1 ¥iBS [o} ap? Kl v® K vid enfux®/ 
a 

pep tor” Tlav\aviov emuv ayy ot [alp[” y] 
685 pep tom” Epyovres S add Tava em gin 8’ ov ap" By 

pep tom” TavKaty emt 9nd’ at ap” a 

pep tom” Xadxorp* emt giad/ ov ap” af 

pep tom” Bnys Xnu S Overwros em Gg in ot ap’ BB/ 
pep tom” TarrovBis emt Yo AY Ka ou ap” ¢ 

689 a B/ yuuin/ Atovnad 

- 690 pep tom” Ilaracwov emuv? yg d§8/ av ap™ uf 

8/ [PJewpy/ Taxvpe 
@avpacrn Makapi” evi v° Bie ov ap C§ v° sGie em’/ v? 2 oxy [ 

ee 

pep tor” Toapyr emi? a 9 €f ov ap’ y 8/ Adarlaciov 
pep Tor” Ilg,e Tvap S Tuwg,e Oap ere g if ot ap” BS 8/ Iryplov 

695 pep tom” Tluag,e emt yisS ovap™ B 

696 faxwBu” Evox $ add$ em v° iegiy§ ov apl” vB y iB] v° AOGis y em’ v eGiDY 

v/v pele fa 87] 
ame 

697 pep tom” Bavav em 9 in ov ap By a Pirofeos 
pep tom” ABB’ Buxtwpos emt 95§ ov ap? [8% 8/7” av” 

pep tom” Xepoapmeh $ Tpevee en{t] 9 BS8/ ov ap’ y 87/ av™ 

700 pep tom” Twapkx emt = D ov ap~ Sy 8/ @ido? 
pep tom” Savacia en{t] 9B ovapta 8/7 Tekh laxwB 

pep TaBaxrys [emt] 9xyf ov ap" yB/ 8/ Bido® 
703 pep tom” IyxxerT0s emuvBGYnS orap’e 8 lIaxwB to 5 , 

8/ Tlevoo” $ Ilavdov 70 § (an 

704 ‘pep tom” Galaxy emiv? ag af ov ap’ 8 a @avyaorn 

678. Ilkaouxeg : the character at the end might be u; so too 
in 1. 681; but to read uw, here and elsewhere, excludes any 
possible Coptic etymology (Crum). 

679-682. These are the details of the payment in 1. 674. 4is to 

be supplied in either 1. 681 or 1. 682 in the lacuna. 
680, TAXooke: note that this corresponds to TpsAooge in 

1. 675. The latter form means ‘bdellium’, a gum (Crum). 
685. adA(ov): z.¢., apparently, a different réos called Hapy- 

Aariov. 

689 a. ¢7: apparently ¢ is right rather than the symbol! 
See note on l. 741. 

695. Ikagw: in |. 1054 this appears as Hugo. iad 
697. a &:Aodeos : 8/ frequently becomes very much like a, but 

this seems clearly to be a, not 6/; of. ll. 704, 711. 
699. XepoapmeX(ov) (kat) Tpever: the § and the \ 

run into one, but § seems intended, as XepoapméAov “ ppeu 
were distinct rérot, 4 

702. The dots are in the MS. 
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705 pep tom” Bnovarnr €mrL 9nY ov ap’ a 9 Tlarkoope 

pep tom” IIvas em v? a¥ KBS ov ap? CB 8§/ w/ SaBwe 

707 Hep tom” Ilva, Apoevour emt g is ov ap’ BB/S/ Aaveur 
Tlopdavos 

708 pep 7°” av” trom” S marpos em v® ayn ov ap’s  8/ Makape 
pep tom” IwBer S Tpever emt Y*! a 9 i0 ovap’sy 98/ w*/ laxwB 

710 pep tom” Behexaov emt 9 ov ap’ ad’ &/ 7 av™ 

pep tom” Tar7[.]\e. emt 9 df y ot ap™ B/ a Pidofeos 

pep tom” IIkahoolv]  _ emt gBSyus ovap’ y 8/ w/ laxoB 

pep tom” Ke.......+.- ] emt 9 KBS ot ap™ By 8/ Pirobeos 
pep tor” Ifag,?] M[y)Ag,] - em g isS ov ap™ BS 8/ 7” av? 

715 pep tor” VavBoi....] emt 9 5§ ov ap’ a 98/7 av™ 
pep tom” Evy[O]uolv S ? Tpevjen S Dyve [? $ Mapoa]|Boov 

717 [ emt v° ag § S/yiB py] av ap™ yf 8’ 8/ Levov? 
MapoaBwov 

718 $ § ovoias ABB~ Lovpov'! 8/ P[c]A[ofeos | = ot ap” yy 

Fol. 20.] 

Pe em guy WS! ot ap") yB/ By 08'y dahe'/ 9nh 8 v” By iny 
pe 

720 [vep tom” Ipe|uavriv0d em. GiB S’y ov ap’ B 
[vep tom] TamKahedver emt 958’ = ot ap™ B/ 

[welp tom” Bns Kovi emt 9 BSS ot ap” § 

[wlep yn8/ Veupe S iLwreper Tov Ndax/ em yyS/ at ap” § 

yy em YKy Kd ov ap yB/ v? BIOS y em’/ 9nf % vw? Byiny 

725 SX plep ro™ Edasovp? SF Ocodocros Ive} ere a 8’ ov ap” 5’ 

tlom” MarowWnper em giyd/ ov ap” B v° agif emk/ge v° aFief 
pe aE 

[wep rom” Ilarowynpe em. ged/y ov ap™§ 8 8/ Ocodwpos to§ S/ [Io]ax toS 
[w]ep tom” Tevae emt GSS’ ov ap™§  98/ @codwpos 
[e]p] rom” MudovapX em 98§ ot ap™§ 8’ 8/ @codwpos gy §/ Ioak a[8’ ] 

730 Jas rom” Mvu)ovapx em v? a9 i[.] ov ap™ y B/ v° ByiySy emu’/ 97S 5 

v ByKB SX [y] 
——S 

705. Byovarnr: this might just possibly, here and in l. 746, be 719. g xy Ko’: this should be g¢ x; y. 

Byovarns, but in 1420, 34, the name is clearly Byovatnr. hacia, 723. The second name is extraordinary but the reading seems 

feemat = xaAxevs, but the final yr is obscure (Crum). certain. No doubt § should follow it. 
8(va) Tlarkoope: a correction, in a different hand. The 725. At the end of this line a line and a half (beginning with 

original reading, u”/ Mapaafoo, has been crossed out. 8/) has been written in the margin and then washed out. 

710. Be\exaov: no doubt the same as the BeAexav of 1420, 726. gvy 8: this should be ¢ eys y. 

7; etc. 729. ad’: the carat sign omitted. 
718. The supplements in the money in 1. 717 and in the 730. rorov MvuAovapx(ov): probably the place from which the 

wheat in 1, 696 are made on the supposition that this lineis tax-payer came. 
an extra payment, as is usual where a line begins (kal) (imép). 

pd2 
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731 pep tom” MudovapX em. 9[.]B/ ov ap™ B/ 8/ Buxrewpos 
pep tom” WVovowpe ent 78§ or apt B/ 8/7 a 

pep tom” Tarowype em ged’ ov ap” By 8/ lelexias 

lwavvas Amowros em v? egin[S! ot ap" KB/ v° iSisS emu’/ v Boyy v [sg Oy] 
anaes 

735 pep tom” Tia Yekoekoip em vw a[yy ohap?e 9 Avdpeas SiorK/ 
pep tor” Iww2,e vay emt 9BS ov ap" yy 

pep tom” TaBpvyapns emt 9 BS ov ap" ¥ 

pep tom” pa Ng urev emt v° agBS ot ap” 8 

pep tom” T1diax/ emu Y agKkas avap’ £ 98/ Avdpeas S1x7/ 
740 pep tom” EdavovpT ~ ~_ emt 95 8/ ou ap’ a ; 

pep tom” Evnftov & marpos em[v? a]¢¥S8/ ot ap™ B/¥7 ovS Mapas Avoh\o” 

Written in the right hand margin, opposite ll. 722 and 723 :— 

¥ ovs Wov Kovi § Sapamwyr[os 

Opposite 1. 733, but a little lower :— 

¥7 ov MapOals 

Fol. 20 4.] 

+iwond Owpas $ add” em v° y9oS/ ou ap” ia y » ng[ 
pe oe 

745 pep tor” IInov Niakwy emt g ie ou ap” BS’ §/ 

pep tom” Byovarynt em gn ov ap? a 8/ Twpyiov 

pep tom” Edatoup? ¥ emt v° a Ya ov ap’ 8 SY [ 

pep tom” IlapaB S$ Tug, Apoevour em "9 (BS 8% ov ap* B 8/ Bolrros 

pep 7 av’ & marpos _ a gn 8! ov ap’ ag Of 7 [av™ 

750 pep tom” Bns yp * em ged’ at ap™S 8’ 8/ Kupos L 4 

7504 S ABelaay 
pep rom” TrapdyBad 3 emt 98 ou ap* B/ 9/ Kupos. fa ‘ 

¥ Ioond tom” Dapxoi F pep tor” Tapag em ¥iB ov ap’ B vag C emn’/ 9 Sf [v° ag caf Sf 

lwonp Tadorer em v° BYilf is ov ap” Sy v sony 8’ er’/ v a [ ; 4 

pep tom” Ilavaxwpe emt 9 KB is ov ap™ BS 8/ Tew 

755 pep tom” IIlvovos S$ Maz{....]e emt 9(§ ov ap? ad/ 87/ af 
756 “pep tom” Tag, Sayw $ ynS/Eplicovle em v° agiB ov ap’ eB S/ Ard, 

S[vouK7/ ? - 

734. « B/: this should be xa +. needed verification. 
739. Udiax/: probably a combination of the Greek substantive 746. Bnovarnr: of. 1. 705, note. ny 

with the Coptic article, ‘of the deacon’; cf. 1. 912. 7504. It is not clear whether this is a continuation of I. 750 o1 
8x"/: sic; 1. dtotxnrod. 1.751. 

741. ¥': of.1. 743. The over-written r seems to imply that 751. Urapty8ad: for the dot cf note on 1. 371. It is ac 
the symbol stands for some definite word, and suggests the over the 8. The word means ‘the red-eyed’ (Crum). ; 
possibility that the word may be (ret, which in this case would 752. Iwonh tomov Paya: i.e. ‘Joseph of the tie of 
be a reference to an entry elsewhere, and in other cases (e.g. Phamjoi.’ The word means ‘the shipwright’ (Crum). — 
1. 752) a sort of note of interrogation, implying that the entry eT) 
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757 [ilwond Wy em v agisS 8’ ov ap sy v° 89 nS emn’/ Gied! yi/ v Sg KyS 5/ 
——s 

pep tom” KakXerr em. VP agiy ov ap” S¥ 

759 pep ynd/ Niag, lovas em gy 5’ ov ap” § vi/ Koddov? & povs 

759¢@ pov/ Tapoov 

760 Iwavyns Buxrwpos emt v° BY infd/ ov ap” O§8/ v° Loaf d/y emn’/ v° a9Sd/ 

= y/ ? 19 PSY 
pep tom” Neuere emt gin ov ap” BS 8/ Tpoows to & § pT 
pep tom” Bys Kovi emt 9 8/ ovap’ a8/t0¢ 8/Tpoors 

pep Tom” Therhoog,eu $ pa Nowroy $ Oyve em v agig orap’s To ¥ 8/Tpoors 

765 pep tom” Neukderer & Avacracis em. ge ot ap” B/ toF 
pep tom” Neuderer & Evdoé/ em. 90§ ov ap” B/ t0¢ 

S$ § avahvprber™ § [ror”] Iavovg,oor v? ig (58% _ S — ot ap” pe 
S pep 7°” av” to™ § Kadloov ?] S Mapifas] _ v° B 2 = =. oh ap”? 0 

SX to™ ITyeupas [ } eee Ae a — ov ap” Ks 

770 tom” Iavovood 8/ Tpoots ot ap Y 
ol. [apl’ .----- B/ 

Fol. 21.] 

] $ add” em [v° agua oh ap €f [68] v° yyin emx®/ 7 ty iB y/ v 89618 

[wep rom” Newlomey em ¥s§ ov ap” a8 8/ @codarn Gy 5’ 8/ Evmpagia vy 5/ 
pep [rlom” Teae em v° agd§ av ap? 8§ 8/ at/ 98S 8 87/ a*/ op? 9 f 84 

775 8/ Tpeoe 7 OS 8/ viwv Biro? 9 OS 
yy em v° agia ov ap” &f iB v° yin emu®/ Giy B y/ v° 898 

[8/Iwavy|ys Eppave™ § yuvir®/ em v? BO ov ap” i yen ley 8/ emur’/Y agar ngs 0 
oe 

pep tom” Nexderer S Tamkahe ede em 9K ot ap’ B§d/ 8/ Evduwa 

pep tom” ABB’ iwB: em. 955 8/ ot ap” auf S/ Iw* 

780 [wlep ror” Newony emt Gi0§- ov ap™ y 8% 8"/ a?/ 
[ele] tor” Upper em. 968’ ot ap’ aiB 8/ Evdumia 
[Hep ro}r” Iluap, Epperd em Gt ot ap’ afis 98/ Io* 

pep tor” Bys Kovi emu Gy§ ov ap™ § 87/ at/ 
yi/ em v° BGiO ov apTun ph v? C7y8! em’/ v aga v 7985 

757. v agits58': 5 is too much; so too inl. 760. 765, 766. The relation of these two lines to the previous 
759. vt(wv) KoddovO(ov) (umep) por(acrnpiov?): the last two entries is obscure, as also the significance of rd 9. 

words are in very faint ink. The whole is perhapsin a different 767. avaduprber™ : 1, dvadnppbérros. 
hand from the rest. 768. v° 8. The 8 is a correction from a. 

762. 8(1a) Tpoors x.r.d.: this, as well as the similar entries in 769. Probably nothing has been written in the lacuna. 
Il. 763 and 764 and ro in ll. 765 and 766, is in a different hand, 777. loavyns: a John son of Hermads occurs in 1421, 37, 
distinct both from the main account and that of l. 759. 1770 1481, 67. 

is probably by the same. yuuix®/ : Z, yovarkds. } ; 
Sp": imep perdxov. t y py: this should ber 9 Kd py ore oS. 

764. @nve: the third letter looks more like o than y, but 778. Ilarkadeede: of. MarkadeeXe in 1, 1182 and 1421, 44, but 
noe nowhere occurs and Snve (= hevéws ; cf 1482, 71) several the w here and r there are certain. 
times, 
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785 S$ § e& excd\d- ABB~ Movoas 8*/ a7/ em v° 8Yig ov ap” is v° ig KBSO/ em®/ 

vy agidd/ v iBg[cy] 
786 ¥ 8/ Iwavvd Avovdiw F pep tom” Tunve [ene] gy§ ov ap? S 98! emu’/ gad’ v9 OS 
..'/S § pep tom” Tovaavery § viwv Warpl-JAl.Jeder ere v? aia ov ap” 5 8/ ° 

S § pep 7°” a'/ rom” § Ocodocws tpt em ¥£8/ on ap” a 

S § ps tom” Ilinve § ovor-/ ABB’ Lovpov” : : vagy 

790 8/ Twavrns $ Iovorwn em YKaS 8 ot ap” yf v° BGLS emn’/ ons v Be B/] 
> 

pep rom” Evnho em Gic§ 84 ov ap” BS 
pep tom” IIkop Nrod em 9¢ ou ap” a 

yy emg KaSd/ [ov ap” y]§ v® Blg] LS emn’/ 9n¢ v Bie B/ 

Fol. 21 4.] 

+8/ lor0 em v° ag BS! ov ap Bef% v° Py 90 emu’®/ off 
— 

795 pep tom” Tevae $ Ilvag, govi em gk ov ap” yF §/ Ocodwpl” 

pep tom” Troknpe emt 958/ ot ap’ a 8/ Maxapuo ehaovp~ 

8/ Iwavyns Kopyndos em v? a91B ‘8/’ ot [ap]! € v° y9K emu’/ giyS yi/ v [8965] 

aa 

798 pep tom” Tevyy em v? aga 0’ ov ap" YS S § pep rom — 
dnt & Eppaols — 

799 pep tom” Nuag, TwBras em [7]8§ ov ap? § 

800 pep ynd:/ Ont SF w” Kadd[e}vix®/ emt 95§ ov ap’ a 

yy em v agiB 8! ov ap” € » yon emn’/ GiyS y/ v? [8965] | 

8/ toaxis yhud™ em v B 94 [or] ap" s8/ v° egxa em’/ oKSq [y/ v° o 9 fSy] 
ae 

pep tom” Toapyt em [v° a]gif ov ap” y 8/ icax 
804. pep tom” Tace emt [9]i8 ov ap? BiB 8/ Iw* Mapko 9n 

y iB 8/ Aworop/ 9 €§ 8 . 

805 pep ton” Iarovg,oohe $ Iuag,[. . .Jo emg f8/y ov ap? ayS/ ican 9s yh 8/ 

boi8 S Movons ; 

806 gay 8 

yy em v? B97 Y [or] ap?s8/ v° eg Ka emn/ 9KS y y/ vw soils y 
S § &/ 8 / av" 

tom” Thag, KedBavre’ X AOfalvacvos em 95§ 8/y ot ap” a 

787. ..*/: in a different hand. The overwritten dot is in the 799, 800. Three lines have been washed out in the right 
MS. margin opposite to these lines. 

Tovaaveny: Tovaavy might be ‘the (female) Greek’ (Crum). 802. yAvp": no doubt some derivative of yAvdo; fp 

789. The dots are in the MS. intended for yAvmrov. 
790. loveriwn: perhaps more likely a Coptic form of the v° Bq 4: this should be »° Bg G 8 y. y 

masculine name = "lovarwe (cf. 1482, 99) than a Greek feminine ovap’5 8: this should be 5 xs. The 8 is a correction 
"Tovorivy. from ;. 

794. ToriO: 7. Iovdid. 805. ¢ ¢ 8 y: the items at the end add up to ¢ Gy. 
798. The earlier part of this line seems to be a correction. 
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Fol. 22.] 

810 }ropos em [v° 59] BS 8/ [oh [alo od v2 co emn’/ v agua y/ v agua 

— a” gy 8 Xop~ OBp* 
[we]o rom"! Tupiwvos em Gie§ ov ap” af &/ 
pep tom” Ipepavtiwoo em 79 ov ap” B/ 

pep tom” Bad§ em. 95 8/ ov ap” § 

815 pep tom” ABB- Mak~ S$ Veupe em 9 BS on ap™ y 8/ Avdpeas S.01K"/ 

pep tom” Terwr em. aS ot ap” 4 

pep tom” Kazrooxe em. 95 ot ap” B/ 

pep tom” Sakapape emt id) = ot ap” a 

pep tom” TluKxve em. 910 = ot ap” BS 

820 pep tom” IIhaw $ @epKoove emtugO ovap™a 

yy] em v yGy§ ov ap” nF v C95S em’/ v ag BS [y}/ of? 19 A) 
pep tom” Vatwros emt Gf = ot ap™ § 
[H]ep tom’ NeuGe $ Tamas em. ¥[ ] ot ap § 

824 pep tom” Borros em. G[ | ov ap” af yi/emgny 8 ov ap" BS 

vw BY O emu’/ gnf v° [By ifS] 
825 y/ mv 9 BS 8 ov ap’ 1g em’/ aga y/ v’ w7ia p K/ Ky 8’ Xwp~ OBp* 

826 on’ S § xrnu™ Kapxapd § acrin®/ Avra ovv v? iB9Ky 7” Siayp/ v? nYK Vv ig gly 
emu’/ v agilyS v? mg BS ov ap™ §) 

827 

ou ap” 0 

828 

§/ [1 

810. This line is intended to correspond not with 1. 821 but 
with 1. 825. The following lines, 812-820, give the sums paid 
by this tax-payer, the total of which is contained in 1, 821, but 
the amount here given includes, as appears from 1. 811, 23} 
carats paid by another person (?), which are accounted for in 

822-824. In 825 the sum of 10 solidi which in the present line 
follows the wheat is omitted, probably by inadvertence. 

811. Xwp~ OBp*: it is not clear whether this is a place- 
(xe@piov OBp*) or a personal name, but the latter seems the more 
probable, as we should naturally expect this extra sum to be 
paid by or for another person. If a personal name, the first is 
probably Xapov ; cf. 1. 638, rémos Xwpou didacKddov, 

819. Tkve: not Tunve. 
821. 17: this should be 75. 
825. This line gives the total of the payments in ll. 812-820 

Plus the 231 carats and 2} artabas of wheat specified in detail 

in Il. 822-824 and repeated as a total at the end of |. 824. The 
sum of wheat is incorrect; 84+2} gives 10%, not 103. The 

emtx’/ (which should be v° ag ta) is the sum of that in 1. 821 and 
that in 1. 824, but not so the sum of ros. preceding it (here 
omitted). This appears to be arrived at by inadvertently taking 
the total 2s. 174. in 1. 824 as the sum to be added to the 
7s. 64c. of 1. 821, instead of 2s. 9c. In fact the 8}c. emx’/ 
of 1. 824 has been reckoned twice over. 

pT k/: pera kepariov. 
826. op: potas ? 

evor/ evevex® aro TAL” 7” ywpi’] Adpo® F kovd? 7°” a7/ ob v? BIL yi/ v® ing BS 

¥ 8/ iwB Mapeas § ynd:/ Marwp em 9[.. ov ap"])S 7 Bg KBS emu ’/ gy 8 v? agas & 

aotiko(v) Avratov: cf. 1. 439, note. The rest of this line and 
1. 827 are very difficult. ouv...y« would seem to mean ‘in- 
cluding 12s. 23. for poll-tax, 8s. 20c.’; but in that case it 
is inexplicable that the second sum is smaller than the first, 

which it is assumed to include. That v° 7, not »° «, is right 
is indicated not only by the appearance of the letter itself, which 
is much more like 7 than x, both here and in 1. 1363, where this 
entry seems to be substantially repeated, but also by the fact 
that the following sum, which seems to correspond with that 
which usually follows the wheat, would, if we read x, be smaller 

than the original sum, contrary to the universal rule. Conse- 
quently we must suppose that ovy is equivalent to ‘in addition 
to,’ and that the sum following it is not included in any of the 
subsequent items ; cf the introduction, p.176. The supplement 
at the end of 1, 826 is taken from 1, 1364 ; the wheat is misplaced. 
The general meaning of |. 827 seems to be that the payment 
there recorded is made to supply a deficit due to a sum having 
been remitted ; we may probably read «iot(v) eveveyO(evra) awd 
mr{e)iov(s) rod xwplov (sc. trav xwpiov?) ’Adpod(tra) (imép) 
covp(tabévr)o(s) (or Kovgpov) rod a(v)r(od) dv(suaros). The total, 

18s. 24c., which does not appear in the corresponding place in 
1. 1365 (where too the sum after dvéparos is »° B ¢ {not v° Bq tf), 
is not the sum of this payment of 2s. 17¢. and the 16s. 13c. 
entered in 1. 826, but simply the total already given in that line. 

829. 5/: the lacuna is so small that it seems likely that 
nothing was written after this. 
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830 98/ iepnuas § pep tom” Tarkndr emt Vl agnf ov ap” es Y yVia em’/9 iB v y9[Ky] 

8/ iwavrns 707 Sacov S add” emg KyS ov ap? yy Kd/py v? BY iaS emx®/ § 84 yi/v? Bly « 87] 
pecs 

832 pep tom” Sacov emt GiyS ov ap BKd/ 8/ wor Arave 9y €/ 
8/ vier Io* geyB 

833 pep 7°” a?/ & exkd~ Ay/ Mapuas emi gySy ov ap” y/py 8/ viov Arave | 

834. pep tom” TavKey em 9F ot ap a 8/ Max[—/] zo] y 8 
Kupos toy 8/ Puro? zo y] 

835 y/ 
S$ § aptedx”/ ovvrp® wv Boy em/ 9 lS y/ v BIS 

yy ene gKyS ov ap! [yy] py ve? 89 8§ em’/ Gis v° e96{S] 

Fol. 22 4.] 

+8/ iaxwBis S$ Ovvodpis F rom” TMavxo[v]d [er v? Sgiy ov ap” if [ 
8/ Irohype to§ 8/ Bve toy 8/ Afav* roy 

840 8/ AvSpeas to 8/ 

8/ iwavvns F pep tom” Pumapis em 95 B/ ov ap’ agil emu®/ 9 BS y/ 9 [10S] 

8/ viwv Iw* troy S/ Tleppw toy 8/ Koddov® roy 

§/ lwondid S add” § rom” Tpamere em v? BYiO ov ap? CiB v° 59 KB em/ [a9 8/] 

: y/ vw CoKBYy 
845 [8/] Iwavns Kai § ynS-/ Marwp em 9 BS 8’ ov ap? yiB ud’ 9C emk’/ga yi/ 97 

8/ PoB~ Laveod F yyuw*/ F ps rom” Tavney em YBy ov ap” y 
S § apzreduk®/ gf 5” 

8/ iwavyns Mamvov® em v° avis is al] ov ap” § v° 895 em’/ gidf & v° [89 Kf 8] 
: ae 

pep tom” Ilpa Numov ext g[ ] ov ap” af S/ fw 

850 pep tom” TavGipe emt 9 8§ 8 ov ap™S 8 8"/ a7/ 

pep tom” IrapeyBadr emt 98 = at ap” § 8/ Kupos voputx/ 

852 pep tom” Bys Snp emt 9n at ap’ad/d/Amoddw S Bcodoar 
§ wer PoiB- 

830. Ilarkn\r: probably the same as Durxepr in 1474, the 7 
being equivalent to e and the A to p. 

831. gxys: this should be gxyy. It is, however, possible 

that a 5 follows in 1. 834, in which case the correct sum is 

gy KYSY- 
832. gné: this fraction, 4, has already occurred two or three 

times, e.g. 1. 404, in statements of the proportions of a payment 
made by more than one person, but not previously as a money- 

fraction. In no case where it is possible to check its value 
by the arithmetic does it give a correct result ; here for example 
zy is required to make 134.c. The figure, however, seems clearly 
tobe’. For the fraction cf Tebt. Pap. 509, where it occurs in 
a sum of barley. 

835. The total has not been filled in. 
with the addition of 1. 836. 

836. apmehixo(v) cuvrp(a)O(evrwy): apparently a charge on 
certain vineyards sold by John; more probably the ordinary tax, 
paid by John either on behalf of the purchaser or by way of 

It is given in 1. 837 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1410 

arrears, than a tax on the sale; cf 1. 1172, 1416, 29 ff, 1889, 
all of which make it probable that vine-land was taxed at a 
special rate. 

837. v° aod this, which is the sum of the 2s. 3c, in 
1, 836 and the 2s. 114. in 1. 831, should be dy18;. That 
omission of thes is a mere slip of the pen appears from the total, 
in which it is counted. = 

yt : this, the sum of the emx’/ in 11.836 and 831, should t 
(iF &. 

? 838. Havxovd : cf. 1420, 14. 

841. Pumapiov: not ‘Purapiov (and cf. 1. 1047), which may, 
however, be meant; ¢/ Crum, Catalogue, No. 1077 (p. 452 
tém(ov) “Perap(iov) (Crum). 

846. This payment is perhaps part of the main sum given ir 
1. 845. 

849. pa Nuroy: the name which usually appears as Tpa 

Nouwroy. a: 
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853 pep Tom” Overwros emt 958’ ov ap? a §/ io" 

pep tom” Tlww9,a vou emu | ov ap™§ 8/ a™/ 
855 y/ em v° aig ws py ov ap” &§ v° 895 em’/ Gid§ 8 vw 89 KS 5 

S § «&/ & pep ton” TIkaovey X yuvir’/ em. Yie =o ap” ao 

S § pep tom” Taxis $ Yavpoo emt 9£B/ ov ap” a 

pep tom” Teuae emu 9ny ov ap” a8/dF 
pep tom” Nukderet em gia [ohap a B/ 

860 pep tom” Edavovp— em. GBS ov ap” y 8/ Koddov’? Myvas 

pep tom” TaBpuxadns em. 9§8/ ov ap” ¢ 
pep tom” Tlw9,e Ilvop: em. Gay ov ap” & 

pep tom” Nuxderen S Koddov? Mynvas em gia ov ap” a B/ 

pep tom” § Tlaxos § p™ em [9]o8/ 8 ov ap™ a 

865 pep 7” at/ rom” § yurux’/ § W.].[.]. ere g BE J my ov ap” y 
[y:/ v° ] nBis py ov ap™ 0d¢ 

Written in the right margin, probably through lack of space at the foot :— 

pep tom” Ilvan S Amod\d\w emt 7 BS ot ap” y 

S$ § ovoi/ ABB- Xovpov™ F ps rom” Ivap 9 ia 8/ 

Fol. 23.] 

869 +8/ Mnvas ican em v° ngaf ov ap” ABS yKd/ Vv KGig emK*/ Y y Vv 
Ky 9 ts 87 

870 o—— S xp? ap™ 5 8/ 

871 Hep tom” Tovaye,uo” em id ov ap? B iB 8/ Evoy toy 8/ Mapp to 
8/ @codo01/ to 6 

872 8/ Mnvas to 0 8/ @exdas To 6% 

pep tom” Ilavaywpe em 9n§ ov ap™ ad’ oca’/ 

Hep tom” Vovowpe S ABB~ lTaxwB em 98S of[t] ap? B/ oaa7/ 

875 pep tom” ABB Aavyd em v? agiB ov ap? § S8/ Tewpys 9xKl 8/ Tapow 90 

pep tom” Tlavvyato em YS ov ap™§ & 8/ wer oven 
877 pep tom” Warra Kovi em v? agil ov ap™e B/ 8/ Iw* gis y 8 5/ Mapxos 9 

8/ 8/ Eva 9a 
878 Hep tom” Tlava'g, pis emi VP aga ov ap” y§ 8/ @c0d°/ 5/ Mapiap 9 € 

S HXtas 
880 pep tom” Movons ove em 9B ov ap’ y 9/ Iw* Kaneede 

854. Htwga Tvop: usually spelt Moge Tvap. 869. ABs 7 x3’: the y should be 8’. 
861. TaBprxadys: 7. WaBpryapns. v° xy g 19 8':. there is not a 6 in either of the sums which 

864. py": perdyov. The name of the rézos is omitted. make up this amount. 
867, 868. These lines are included in the total, as appears 873. oca’/: 7, dcatras, 7. e. paid in the same proportions. 

from the total for wheat. 878. e’: cf note on 1, 832. This is a continuation ofl, 877. 
869 ff. This, which belongs to the same sheet as f. 22, isthe Ife’ really does mean }, the fraction required at the end of 1. 877 

first of the folios forming the second half of the book, z.¢.those is %. It is difficult to see how this would be expressed. 
which are the second halves of folded sheets. 879. A continuation of 1, 878. 

Iv, Ee 
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pep tom” TlaravouvBe 
pep tom” Iiwovre em. 96S 
pep tom” ABB- laxwB em 9K 
pep ynd/ Xaduros em. 9 B 

885 

S § avadnp® § ror” IaravovBe 
y/ 8/ Huas odBi o/ 

890 ¥ 8/ Mapuas Srpov? F pep rom” Srpov? em 9g ov ap’ GicS em’/ oBy Giff y 

891 

emr®/ 9 8§ 8’y [py] ag [1d y] 
892 

eee 

pep tom” Boros em v? ag BS ov ap” 8 

pep tom” Toapnr § Iuag, NBppe em v? ageS ov ap™ BS 

895 
895 a 

896 

90 ov ap™ 
897 S XS pep ton” fae NBppe SX Toeepe K[ow emu 9 BS 8’ ox ap” §] 

Fol. 23 4.] 

jon 

Hep tom” Borros em v? a9 BS ov ap” 8 
900 

886. The dots are in the MS. 
887-889. These three lines seem to give the totals of the above 

payments made by Elias and Theodosius respectively, but as 
the proportions are in the case of some of the individual items 
not exactly specified, it is impossible to test this. If the sums 
of corn in ]. 889 preceded by yi(verat) give the combined total 
of the payments by the two men, it would be necessary to assume 
that duo(iws) 8(1a) r(od) a(d)r(od) in 1. 888 refers to Theodosius and 
gives his payments of wheat. In that case the reading there 

required is ot ap’ Bs, but this is quite impossible ; and, moreover, 

we should have to read at the end of 1. 889 the figures 3 8, as it 
appears from 1. 881 that the barley was paid by the two jointly. 
The traces are very faint, but 3 8’ seems impossible, and it is 
fairly easy to read y.- Probably, therefore, the entry at the end 
of 1, 888 gives some additional item, which is the more probable 
because there is a space between it and what precedes, and it 
seems to begin with § (= xai) ; and the second half of 1. 889 will 
then give not the total of the payments by both persons, but 
only those of Theodosius for wheat and barley. époiws 51d rod 

em v? ages ov ap” id’ S Kp? ap™ 88/ 8/ Gc0d°/ $ Has 

yy/ em v° ngaS ov ap? ABS yKd! v? KGig emu’/ v? y v° KyGig Sf 

¥ 8/ Mapuas yap" Bucrwop orpatiw” X p* Tavg,adex emgiyd’ ov ap’ ad/y v? ag Od 

¥ 8/ Mapiap APavacio’ em v? BYn or ap” sSy v? egKaS 8 emu®/ 9 KS v? ¢ 90’ 

yy em v° B9n ov ap” sSy v? eg KaS O! em’/ 9K v? 5 Gin d’ 

S$ § tom” Iarovo'ohe § ae em [¥]aSy ov ap? a[ S § walrep/ Tee em 

pep tom” Toapnt § Tluag, NBppe em v? agef ov ap”? BSS’ 

yy em v? Bon ov ap" SB v° eg Kas 84 emx’/ 9 KS v° ¢9 in 

{1419 

ov ap" Sy 8/ Mapxé 
[ov] ap? afy 8/ Biro’ ro B/ 8/ @c08%/ 70 ¥ 
[ok [a]p'! y 8/ Gcodoor/ S$ [H])\uas < 

gus 8/ @codo0r"/ 

y/ B 8/ @codoaws ¥ vB B/ 

ou ae £B/«8/ op? S/ a7/ ..... 

S Kp? ap” By yi/ ov ap" is Kd Kp’ ap" By 

q A Xap oy at ap" aSHy 

avrod therefore goes with what precedes it. The @ in 1. 887, if 
that is the reading, is simply the symbol for ¢o¢al (6Xor) ; it is 
slightly easier to read 6, but that would be quite obscure. 

890. oi(rov) apr(aSa:): the amount of wheat has not beet 
inserted. : 

892. 9; y: this should be 95 8’, as in 1. 898. In the money 8 
is a correction from a. 

895 a. The relation of this line to the rest is obscure. 
stroke before \ may not be the carat-sign. x@/ ov is presum 
Xopis dvdparos. _ 

896. towrep/: cf.1. 905. It is perhaps a distinguishing epithe! 
of rérros, but icwrépov seems to give no sense, and perhaps we 
should read (¢)owrep(txdv), meaning inhabitants. o- 
898 ff. The lines 898-901, 903, 905 are repeated from the 

previous page. 
898. 958’: it will be noticed that this sum, here and inl. gol, 

is correct ; cf ll. 892, 895. 

gol. v° Ty: the & does not seem to have been written. — 
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S§ «S$ § pep rom” Toapyyr op? § ov? @avpacrn Makapis em v? a9eS ot ap” y 

pep tom” Tae, NBppe § Toeepe Kow em 9 BS 5 ox ap” § 
pep tom” Tlatovoope F Srepavd yan" em GOS y ov ap™ ayif 8/ Av8p* S.o1x"/ 

905 S § worep:/ rom” Tevae em 9 0 ou ap” ¢ 

S § avadrnp? § of ViBavwBer gnS yf... 7yS 8] 
yi/ em v° BIBS 8 ov ap™ S$ 7B v® e95§ 8 | emu’/ inf v° 59a5|/y] 

ye D em v? 89iS 8 on ap" ta B/ v° iagdfy em®/ v agie v® BY iO[Sy] 
8/ Maxapio” Magovhe: S Avacoracva em [v]’ y 9 B/ Kd! on ap” iafy vr’ ng OS y em’/ age 

gIo o—— vy O9iPS y 

pep tom” Vovowpe em. ¥ KBS 5’ ov ap™ yy 8/ Piro? 

pep tom” Avan®/ em GY ov ap™§ — 8*/ at/ 
pep tom” ABB- IaxwB em. 9S 8’ or ap’ a 87/ a™/ 
pep tom” Mvdovapx emu 98y av ap” B/ 8/ a’/ 

915 pep tom” Tavaywpe em. is§ = at ap™ BS 87/ at/ 

p* To” Ilarehoode S Movorns 9,vE em 9 id ov ap™ By 8/ Eppaws 

pep tom” IIvovos em 9 €§ ov ap™ a 8"/ at/ 

918 pep Tom” Owe nrot Xepoap™ em. 9Sy ovap™B/ 38/[[w”...... zo] B/5/ 

@cod001s To ¥ 

919 y/ em v? y95B/ ov ap" iafy v? ng ES y em’/ v age v° OViBS y 
SS « S § pep ror” Tabi. ly £ 

S § pep tom” AB[B~ IaxoB § Myvas em giyy 

em iB 8’ ot ap™ af 

oL ap” ap 

S § pep t” a’/ of & [r]arp? a’/ em GY ov ap™ y 1B Kd! 
S 5 pep tow™ Ble. ccs. PS...L Jem 9f¢ ov ap? axd’ 

]- ov ap” iny v° €7 in 5” 
925 ] ov ap” 1B 

Fol. 24.] 

+8/ Mapias PorBappwvos mp. em. Yin Y or ap” yy v° agny emur®/95§d/y v BG SS/y 
ection 

pep tom” Tpiadedd? emt 90S 5/y 0 ot ap” a ~=—8/ Mapuas 
pep tom” Xadkomp™ em 7S ov ap’S 8/ Maxapio 

pep tom” Kpumiros em. Yas y ov ap’ y 98/ Mapuas 

902. ov”: dvdparos. 
Gavpacrn: this seems more likely to be a name than an 

epithet going with Maxapiov; cf. iAdovorpios as a name, known 
in Coptic, and kpdrioros in 1482, 66 (Crum) ; so too Meytor{e) = 
Méyioros, 1. 1004. 

904. 5(ta) Avdpe(ov) diorx(n)r(ov) : in another hand. 
907. This line gives the totals of ll. 902-905, disregarding 

1, 906, In the sum of money-payments q is omitted. 

908. The sum of ll. 907 and got. 
909. Avacoracia: sic, apparently. 
¥ 9% B/ xd’: this should be yg ¢(%. In 1. 919 «d’ is 

omitted, 
tas 4: this should be tas 8’ xd’. 

Q18. nrot Xepoapr(edou): it is not clear whether this means 
that Ode is another name for the réros often called Xepoapmédov, 
but that would seem to be the sense. The name also appears 
as Goode, ope, and Owpe. In Il. 1037, 1173 it is assigned to 

a yqdtov. 
ro B/: perhaps the 8/ also was meant to be cancelled. 

920. TaBi[: or Tayy[. 
(urep): the name has not been filled in. 

924. v°e yim’; this and the wheat in the next line are by 
another hand, almost certainly that of 8/ Avdp* dtorx"/ in 1. 904. 

926. g 7 y: this should be ¢ «ns y. 5 

y 7: this should be §; 7. 
927-931. Probably all the names at the ends of these lines, 

912. Ataxw(vov): probably the same as the rémos Idiak/ of and certainly Mama, are by another hand. 

1. 739. 
Ee 2 
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930 pep tom” TrapenyBar em. 9 B B/ ov ap’ § 8/ ABavacww Inara 

pep ynd/ Torre emt BSS’ = ot ap™ § —8/ Mapuas 

y/ em Gin yy ov ap” yy v agKy em’/ 95$8/y v Bg dsd/y] 

[8/ Mapulas AmodNwros em v? tegKaS ov ap? Exd! v° pyil emn’/ vw eGKB v pryie © 
ane 

934 pep tom” Teac em. v° agi av ap” €d/ 8/ Amoddas t0§ 3/ 
lwond ro § 

935 pep tom” NaBepayar emi v’ y¢B ov ap” tay 8/ view lwond 

936 pep tor” Dayxor em. v° £[9i]BS ov ap™ KO 8/ Amoddas ToS 8/ 
lwond 7o § 

937 pep tom” Nexdarer em gu. ov ap’ aB/ 8/ a’/ ocav™ 
pep tom” TlavGihpe em 9B ot ap’ B/  8/ a*/ oca7/ 
pep tom” Ehavovp? emt GiyS ov ap” By 8/ vor lwond 

940 pep tom” Edavovp? XS Iakos em v? BY BS ov ap’ Oy 8/ Meppw tof yd/ 
Mnvas to y 8/ Iw* ro [87] 

941 pep tom” Thevn $ Pave em gis ov ap’ BS 8 Amoddos ‘8/" 1w* [S] 
Amoddo [70] § 8/ Qyxu 70 

942 yy em v? vegKaf ov ap! EExd!’ v® wil em’/ v? €9 KB v? [ws 9] 

S§ & § pep ror” Terwr em. 8§8/y = ot ap™S 8% = 8/ Amod\os 
S § pep rom” Overwros em. Gy UAB at ap S 8°/ a™/ 

945 pep ynd/ Tajovre em. 9 Big ov ap’ 8/ ws 8/ a’/ 

pep tom” Bns Syne em 9 YF ov ap’§ 87/ a7/ 
pep tom” TlapaB § Iuag, Apoevour § yuvir?/ em 9 xaSy [ov] ap? BS/ 8/ lange 
pep tom” Srpov? F eBw S Mapiap: em ga 8/ IwB adedd? 

Written in the right margin, by another hand :— 

8/ Iwand ¢ pil§ 8” 

950 S § ov Bcodiile 9 KBS 8 

& 10" NaBepaya 7 wO§ 
S 70" E\avoup? 9 KS 

S ovs leBw 9 

S erep/ Edeoup? gn 

955 X Atos g pO§ 8/ 

S warp? vi NB 
§l ] yu 

[ ]7. 

At the foot of the page, by the same hand :— 

Avacraoia 9 KO 

933. € x8’: this should be é 8’ y. Arodo[s] 5. 
938. This line was added later, but by the same hand. (ta) Qyxe ro 5: apparently by another hand. : 
941. 8(ta) Iwa(vvov): no doubt the 8/ AsroAXos was meant to be 954. erep(ov) Edeoupy(ov) : 2. e. apparently another rézos called 

deleted. *EXatoupyod. Ve 
AmokXo: there cannot have been room for s, unless we read 
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Fol. 24 4.] 

g 
pep tom” Kod\ov? Kupiaxd 

Bortos [9] 
pep tom” Iliwwg,e Tvay 

Hep 
965 

_ tom” Ilka’ $ § ovar/ ABB~ ovpov™ 

970 S § Teveere Marni § 77 a"/ ovor/ 
¥ 8/ Maxapio S$ Ilavkd S add$” 

- 

pep tom” IIKkeknx 

975 

ene 

pep tom” Tlaroved 

pep tom” TavtBeov emu 
pep tol” [E]praBave em 

980 

pep ao] [ 
pep a[o}n” [ 

985 

‘hon Pag k8s5: in 1. 965 the sum is given as v°agxy, but 
y Pag KBs i is the correct amount, and the ; is clearly visible here. 
961. ap*: obscure; perhaps ’Apxorrias, The following a 
robably means 1 carat. 

. nal : in another hand; so too 8/ Borros in the next 

964. The clerk began to write a line too many. 
966. Avav*: the reading is by no means certain, but if correct 

itn be a contraction for ’Avavia. 
i The dots are in the MS. 

967. Tlpwxo" : perhaps = zpiyxuros, but the o is certain. 
I. ot ap’ t: this should be 4, unless 5 was written after ¢ in 
ee does not seem to have been the case. 

7 SY 
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S § pep tom” IIvay: X ovor/ ABB~ Lovpov?..... 
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g60 +8/ Mapkos Kepdns ea[t] v° agx{B]§ ov ap" fv egad’ emn’/ gilfyr? eginf Hy 

em. Gis§d/ av ap” BS 8/apX a dow" 8/ MeCury 

pep tom” TapaB § Muag, Apoevour em 7iB§ 8% av ap” B 8/ Mapxos 95 8/ 8/ 

em 9 iC ov ap” BS 8/ Mapkos 

yf em v agny ov ap” Cv egad/ emn’/ 7ilfy v° €9 inf [8/4] 

[Ss § «]& § pep rom” Mamwyjoour § Avay* adle|\¢? a~/ em gyS8/y ou ap’§ 8/ Mapxos 
S § avahnpu? X§ ovor/ Upwko" 8/ Maxapio . giBS 8/ Mapxos 

-. vw 89iB 

7 iS 
98 5/ 

ext v° [B] Yin ov ap? tv £9$ emn’/ v agS » nga 

em 9is§ ov ap” BS 
pep tom” Xehkoap™ Trevn S Ilvag, Kohdov’ $ Nag, SiSpax emi v? BY af or ap” C 

¥ 8/ Mapxos lovduras § pt tom” Eprarope em v°/ BYy ov ap” y Y Gi em /90 vse 

8/ Mapxos to§ 8/ &ryy ToS 

8/ Movoms Aavinu” em v BYKyY ou ap™ nyiB v? C90 em’/ v? ag BIS! Vv nF iSd/ 

emu v? BYiB KS’ ov ap” sf 8/ 8/ Avovdio 70S 8/ Tewpytw 70 § 

908/ K8/ av ap" af 8/ Avovdid 70 § 8/ @exdas 70 § 

gas 5/ 
y/ em v° BYKyy ot ap? nyiB v? £90 emn’/ » ag BSH yi/ v? ng S8/ 

s § &@S &§ pep ron” [Taney S tarp? em 958 ov ap” ¢ 8/ Avougis 
] em [¥]a8/y ov ap? ¢ S § ap™ rom” Tavcey 70 B/ emx®/ 

lye ov ap’ a 

ovap’ y  8/ Avovd/ t0§ 8/ @ekdas To § 

Written by the same hand in the right margin, opposite 1. 972 :— 

8/ Maxape 7\n y ov ap’s S § 70" ApoevouT 

973- Xedoau™: 7. Xepoaprédov. After this § (= kai) should 
have, but has not, been written. 

974. Iovdtras: probably the gen. of a female name, ‘IovAcrra ; 
of. eens 35 and note there. 

976. v° By xyq: this should be »° Bg xy B. 
nyB: this should be 75 18. 

v°ngts 0: this should be »°n gas &. The carat figure in 
the emx?/ is certainly 8, not a. 

979. Heian: the same as ’Epra8avoi in 1428, 5, 8. 
982. az”: dyumedcxod; apparently a different place from the 

usual rémos Tavkeuy ; or perhaps pheno should be read, z.¢. 

vineyards iz the rémos. The emex’/ is not filled in, 
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8/ Ilavdos ¥xy y ov ap” yS 
8/ Acevel 9 8§ 8 ot ap” § 

[LS to" Apoevour 9 Su] 

Fol. 25.] 

989 +8/ Mnvas Xpwrtodopos F rom” Mavaywpe em v? BYE ov ap” Cv 69188 em®/ 4 iOS & 
ve s9e 

990 ¥ 8/ Makapio S add” § pep tom” Xadxomp™ em v? agl[]..]/ ov ap” yS’ v° BGiB em®/ 

ons By Bo KU 
991 8/ Maxapiwd Amod\wros F pep tom” Evnh6 em giy ov ap’ B v? a9 8 emn’/ 9 Sf & 

v a iys 8 

992 8/ IIpopavas toy 8/ Avdpeas toy 8/ Piho® ro ¢ 8/ Kupos 70 [e]/ 

[8/] Mapxos rex"/ § rom” AaBav em 9 idfy ov ap” af vag iaS emu’/ ge v ag [v]ef 8 
5/ Eppavas ro § 8/ Tewpyi/ 70 § 

995 [8/] Myvas IlavGar § pep trom” TRapze em 9 yf 1B ov ap § 1B 9 0 em®/ ga 8 [y/]9t & 

[8/] Mapas S pep tor” Kaparovurpe em v? a 9iB ov ap’ € B/ v yg KS emn’|/ ¥]iyS v? Sgt 

[8/ Ma]Oas § pep tom” Sahaxa em yy ov ap’ yB/ v? BYiaf emu’®/ 97S 0 v° Box [SV 

[8]/ Maxapid Ikape X ror” MavBapme em v° BY lS ov ap’ £8 v? e¢ Ka em’/ 9 «hv sg iLS 

¥ 8/ Mapfas Nagas ¥ emi 9 KB 8’ ov ap’ aS y v° BOC em’®/ 998 v? BGS! 
1000 8/ Maxapid Harare § Vows MwBer em giyS ov ap’ aB/ py v agia em/ Ge v° agis 

8/ Avdpeas to 8/ 8/ Eppaws to 8/ 8/ Movs § yurx’/ ro§ 

1002 8/ pors ABB- WVepmvov’ 8/ Wupe em v° €YiBS ov ap” ta v° vy9 BS 8% emx’/ vag KBy 
v? vga d/y 

1003 8/ pors ABB~ Xapwrs & tom” Tdapoo” em ¥KaS ov ap” yyupH v BYsS emn’/g Lf df 

v? By (1]6 8/ 
1004 ¥ 8/ Meytorn rex"/ SF ron” Tliag, Mydg, em v? BY Ky ov ap” 2 vY sYiaS em®/ 9 KBS d/ 

ve £9.8/ 

1005 ¥ 8/ Mapiap Oavarer em. v agvyS ov ap’ € B/ Vv? 8 em’/9id v° 898 

o— 5/ Mapiap: to§ 8/ Sevov’ ro § 
pep tom” Tar6Bvare emt VD aYN OL ap” € 

pep tom” Tadhao emt ye§ ov ap” B/ 8/ Mapiap 

y/ em v agiyS ov ap" €B/ v? 8 em®/ 98 » 898 

1010 = 8/ Ovvod pid Yaue emi v? BGiyS/ ov ap™ O85! v° sgiaf emu’ GKBS 8! v C9id/ 
ee 

pep tom” Ovpavynt em v° a9 OS 8 ot ap™ s§8/ 8/ Ovvodpr” 
pep 7” at/ & Ayt/ Buxtwpos em 9 ia ov ap’ aS = 8"/ at/ 

pep tom” IIhaos $ ABB~ Aavind em gaSy ovap™ B/ 8/ a™/ 

pep 7°” a’/ tom” & vay Kavod ent] 9 dS 8/y ov ap’ y 98/ viwr Kavoo 
1015 S § pep tom” ABB- Aavint FS Mnvas.[....e}m gin ov ap™ BS 8/ 8/ Ovvodpr” 

988. This line is inserted above in 1. 984. 1007. Tlare@Bvaret: the letter after 6 seems to be Srather than 
999. (umep): the name is not entered, a, but perhaps a is meant ([a-r-g@avaret), 
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Fol. 25 4.] 
1016 +8/ Ovvodpid S add® F pep rom” kag, em v? €9idS or ap” sf v SY BS emn®/ Gid 5 

v dgiss &7) 

1017 8/ Ama Typ 70 8/ Vov toy 8/ wer IaxwB ro ¥ | 8/ Mamvov? roy 8/ w/ Avronov z[o 7] 
8/ laxwB ro ¥ 

8/ Ovvodpis Wns em v° 8G is§ 1B ov ap” iss v° iagYKBS emn’/ v agilf / v wis [8] 
fender 

1020 pep tom” TTaowvs em v aYs ot ap” 8 
pep tom” Kepwavroe em gny ov ap™ ad/ 
pep tom” NeurGe em gn [ole ap” 8 8/ 

pep ynd/ Thee,ve em gin ov ap” BS 8 
pep tom” Xapirpe emt vo aYiy ov ap” ey 

1025 pep tom” Nuiag, Kupa em gn You ap? a8/ 
pep ynd:/ Pyve emt 9B ov ap’y 

yy em v SYicS B ov ap” iss v? iagnBS emn’/ v agilfd/ Vv wlyis | 

8/ Tlavramavn § tow” Vavoxnv em 9K ov ap’ys v° BGyS 8 emn’/ olf v Byiad’ 

8/ Marepp? § rom” Taro Kapovd em 9iB ov ap’ Bv ag emn/ 9SB/ v agia B/ 
1030 §/ Ilexvow S Duinpov § rom” KepeBw em v? BS ov ap" > Kd! Vv €Fif em’/ 910 » 57 6S 

8/ Eppavas to 8! 8/ Purypwv ro 8! 8/ Piro? 70 8/y 8/ Dido? Uabadpe zo y- 

8/ Tecoov oux®/ & pep rom” Iyuxuros em gia ov ap"S /y vagy emn’/ 98 v age 

¥ 8/ ThBw $ Maprap- § pep tom” Srpov? em 7B ov ap™ yy df emx’/ gSy ged/y 

8/ Ilerpos xafapouvp? $ ad” em YKyiB ov ap” yy v°? BiB emn’/ 9n§ % v° BG KS 
— 

pep tom” Avak®/ emf] gi_—s ou ap” _ af 
pep tom” TarowSype enft] ye 1B ov ap™ dy 
pep ynd/ Supe ene Y|\ny ou ap™ ad! 

yi/ em v° gKy iB ov [alp™ yy v BILB emn’/ nf Y v BGK 
¥ 8/ Il\ox vrovpt § pep ynd/ Niag, Kans em gaf 8 ov apy dy emu’/ 9S B 9 8S 7B 

1040 8/ [Irypo pedwroup? § pep Tampapa $ Tayarn em gia B/ ov ap aS 8 v° ages emx’/ 

988/y v? agid’y 

1035 

aed 

m 1041 S § pep tom” Sapaynr S$ Treva [S Tlayarn em ge§ ov ap? S$ /y 

Fol. 26.] 
| +8/ Tamvov’ $ @codihn em v? yoy av ap” [JB v° n7il em’/ v agsS v° OFKyS 

go——— 

1017. 8(ta) Mamvov6(tov) k.r.d. : this seems intended to go with 
1, 1019, being written here owing to lack of space there. It 
is in blacker and thicker ink and pethaps i in a different hand. 

1019. »° 8y 15518: this should be v8 g tes 1. 
' 49: this should be 16 9; the clerk has perhaps read the 
first item, which is certainly 5, ds a. 

1020-1026. Opposite these fines in the right margin ten lines, 
probably all (except perhaps the last) beginning with pep, have 
been written and then washed out. Afterwards two other lines 
have been written by another hand. They read :—p™ after ap* 
rep” «’/ at” |X. epox exongopy «xf. They are quite obscure. 

The hand is Greek, but portions (e.g. <9") give Coptic words. 

e’/ at® suggests eis rods aldvas. 
1025. Kupa: @. Kipas. In]. 1124 it is a y/dtov. 

1032. o1x®/: olkoddpov. 
1034. xaBapovpy(ov) : of Pap. 454 (a), 1. 2 (vol. II, p. 320). 

gy ky 18 :. this should be ¢xy yf. 

1042. v° yg y: whatever the reading in 1, 1043, this is obviously 
too small. Probably y (4) is a mistake for y (8), and the missing 
figure in 1, 1043 isa. The true total of the items would then be 
3s. 83;c., but the #, might be ignored, 

ot ap’ «8: this should be ¢@ & py. 
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1043 pep tom” AvoKoup em v? ag[.]§ 8% ov ap? 8¢ 98/ TMamvov® ro§ 8/ 
codiry To § , 

1044 pep tom” Trodnpe eT 9S ov ap’ aS 8/ Makapid eda”) 

1045 pep tom” Tea em 9 n§ ou ap’ ad’ 9/ Tlamvov® 

1046 pep tom” Tlavuvyar” emt 9 id ov ap’ B- 8/ Hpaxhdewov tof 8/ 

@qo]slahy [7051 
1047 pep tom” Purrapio €7L 9 BS yp ou ap” § 8/ Buxrwp 

pep tom” Xadkomp” €7L 98 ov ap’ Sy = -8/ Maxapio 

[wep tom” AvoKkovp €7L 95 ot ap™ B/  &/ Buxtop 

1050 pep tom” Ilaroveh emt gS ou ap’ § 8°/ a™/ 
pep tom” Iluag, KedBoohe emu 95§8/y av apTars § 8"/ a/ 

y/ em v yoy ov ap’ 8B v nGil em’/ v» agss v OF KyS 

S § «& pep rom” Taae F ov Aoviar emu [ ]8& ov ap™§ 8’ Kd’ 
pep tom” Tliag,2,0 S yuviK’/ em. 9OS 84 ov apa 

1055 pep tom” Tevae S lao em. 9SdSy ov ap™Sy 

pep tom” Tlavvyar” S vw” Aovkay” emu 9 ySd/ ov ap™ B/ 

ou ap’§ pep 7°” a?/ tom” § pov} ABB~ Eppa” en{i] 9 y 8 
S § pep tom” Tevae F ovoi/ ABB~ Lovpl[ov"] . 

S § pep tom” Ila y’yars SF Myvas 
1060 S$ ¥ pep rom” Teae § Tazo 

S § pep tom” Tevae ovor/ ABB- ovpov"/ 

vag@ 
ems GS ou ap"S y 8/ Ocodidy 

em. 956/y ov ap" Sy 87/ a/ 

vy agid 
8/ IIrnpo” mp* S add” em v° Bia d/ ov ap’ Opy v? sol emiK®/ 9B v° Coe 

— 

pep tom” Toapnr em. v° a9 OS 84 ot ap” € S/ IIrnpo mp* S add® 

1064 pep tom” ABB- Evoy em v ags$S ov ap’ Spy SY/ a"/ 9 iaf 8’y 8/ w” Taovap 

(7 8’) 
1065 8/ Adavacwos ye y 8/ Taxos $ Ocodwrn S$ Pe Blexxas yey 8/ w” Ave 

S Ilxurxur 9 ey 

y/ em v° Byiad! ov ap’ Opy v o9C [e}mix’/ gx[B] »° Clee 

Fol. 26 4.] 

+8/ Tlakos Movoao” § XuBdrdas em v? 89aB/ av ap™ BS Kp® ap™ Sd’ v° ig ff 

o— . etu®/ v? aGiB v? iagtO B/ 

1070 pep tom” Xaditos X em ¥ €§ ou ap” §o/ 8/ Tazo 

pep tom” Xapurpe F Kupo- em ef ot ap™ §84 8/ Kupirddos 

ep y8/ MiB Pap 8"/ a”/ 

1043. Atcxoup: sic, probably for Avooxépov. 
1044. edai™): edatoupyod. 
1055. y 88y: the fraction stroke of 8 is omitted. 

1058. The dots are in the MS. 
1065. A@avactos: os a correction from a. 
1068. 2:8AdAas: probably meant for 2:BvAXas; but in Or.6220 (6) 

chsXx is a variant for the feminine name reshXe (Crum). 

em Gaf 5’ ov ap™ 5/ 8/ Kapovh Taroaxo 

v° 8¢ga/: this should be v° 87 88. 
a4: this should be 28 6’. 

1069. v° tag10B/: sic. These continual obvious blunders are 
difficult to explain. 

1070. The dot is in the MS. Apparently the clerk did not 
know the name. 
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pep tom” Tnatrooxe 

hep tom” Ilwe,e Kou 

[ep] ron Tlovape,yuou 
chavovpt 9[ 

[uJep tom” Lerpe Tamno 
pep tor” ITaravovBe 
pep tom” Ilia, Tera 

Hep tom” Ikakovg,ah- 

1075 

1076 

1080 
yy emv? 89aB/ or ap’ iBs 

a 

pep tom” Tevae 

pep Xaduros 

pep tom” Gop Nrod 

pep 7” a’/ § SuBddas 

hep y9o// NeurGe 
pep yd/ BB Pap: 

pep tom” Xapirpe 

pep tor” Bads 

pep yn8/ Veupe $ Ovarpav” 

pep tom” Ixou Nroo X 7°” a7/ 

pep Tr*/ Tawp 

pep y7nd/ Map[?oaBo|o 

pep tom” Oavacia 

1090 

8/ Buxrwp to § 

pep tom” Iluw2&e Nevrados 

Louvpov’ vagy d/ 

S § op" v° BGL em’/ 9n vw Beic 
8/ Tlakos 

1100 

1073. Tyatooxe: the second letter is much more like y than 
«; otherwise one might take the word as Karooxe (1. 817, etc.) 
with the feminine article. 

KAN” $ KAnpovdpwv. 

1080, Avr”: what is read as wv might be the Coptic q, but is 
hardly at; but "Avraiov is probably intended. If so, the allusion 
must be to the principal church of Antaeopolis. 

1086. I¢on Nroov: the same as Ikon Nroov (1. 1093 below, 
etc.). Mr. Crum remarks :—‘ gop, “ vineyard,” is often kop. of 
and x are quite interchangeable.’ 

1092. Ovarpaviov is elsewhere a rémos, and it is not necessary 

Iv. 
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87/ KX” Tlakos 

87/ at/ 

87/ a7/ ab” 8/ Maxaprd 

em. 90S 8’ ov ap7 a 

em[Z]y ov ap 
em [v°]a%ef ov ap” y¢ 

emt v° a GOS ov ap™ Of 8/ exk\X~ Notwns 

em. 7 8§ 8’ ot ap” B/ 87/ a’/ 
em. GY ou ap™§ 5/ 87/ a/ 
emt YN ou ap" as 87/ aif 

pep tom” TaravovBe on? § exxdd'-] Avruw’_ av ap™§ 8’ S$ Kp? ap’§ 8’ 8°/ at/ 

S xp? ap™§8/ vig CS emk’®/v° a iB v? a9 8 B/ 

8/ Tazo] Kupos S$ add” em v° o9nyiB ov ap” KyiB v? ing id &/y em’/ v? BG iL 

y/ v Kagld/y 

em 90 1B ov ap’? a8’ & Iamvov® $ @codiry 
em. 4 €§ ov ap’ §d’ 9/ Tazo 

em. 91884 ov ap? af y 8°/ at/ 

eme 9 > ov ap’ Sy 87/ a’/ 
em. 98 ot ap’ B/ 87/ a"/ 
emt GaS 8% ovap? 8% 8/ Kapovd Iaraayo 

em Ye ov ap™§d/ 8/ Kupiddos 
em. i084 or ap’ ag 9/ Tazo 

emt 9uS y ov ap’ ay 8"/a"/95 1B 8/ AvSpeas 9 BS y 
em 91884 ot ap? af yiB 8"/ w/ Tlaxos 

emev a9 Ky§ ov ap™ CS y 

em 985 ov ap’ HB 
emt 7 BS Kd’ ov ap™S 

5/ KvpwAdos 
87/ a™/ 
8/ Mazo ro § 

em 9[.]B¢ ov ap” BS S/y 9/ 
]. S$ rom” Bad é ovar/ ABB- 

In the right margin opposite Il. 1086 and 1087 :— 

to suppose that yy3(iov) here refers to more than Veype. 

nsy: to agree with the sum of the items at the end this 
should be-7;7:8. 7 is apparently a correction from «. 

1093. (a) r(wv). Something seems to have been washed out 
after this. It looks like 8"/, which was probably repeated by 

inadvertence. 
1095. MapaaBoov: cf. 1. 716, where also the word is not 

complete. 
1098, S(ia): the name has not been entered. 
1100, au™: probably dymedcxoy ; cf 1. 1127. 

Ff 
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Fol. 27.] 

1102 +8/ Iuowrer § pep tor” Toapnr $ Sadroedro& S Tadw Maavys em v° Gia ov ap” a By. 

¥) a9 8§ [4] 
1103 emir®/ 98y v agnf 54 
1104 8/ Iuaros lwr $ add” § tom” Imw em v age av ap? 88/y v ygBS emn/ if &’y 

ve yviyd/y 
1105 8/ Ildaros tof 8/ Ikas toy 8/ Avdpeas apt to 1B 8/ Mazo 7018 

1106 8/ Iapw $ add” § tom” Ikav S Mediroe em v° aGyS ov ap” yS8/y v° BYKB emx®/ 

715 8 Vy 99h 8 
1107 8/ Tlapw gif 8/ Avdpeas 91S 8/ Xprorodopia 7 y 8’ 8/ BepBir 9 y 5 

[8/] Tlerpos tarpov S$ add” em v aYn ov ap’ ev yi em’/ GiB v° yo KB 
thas 

tor” TeBor emt v° ag[e] ot ap” O§ S/ Ilerpos to B/ [8/]....... to[y] 
I110 yno/ Ilapvarns emu Gy ov ap's 8/ @codocr mp* 

y/ em vagy ov ap” [e] v° ygi emk’/ 9iB v yg¢KB 

1112 ae Tlarwo S$ add” § ror” Kaxherr em v aga ov ap 8 v° BYis 8’ emx®/ 9 O[y 

v 7 af B] 
1113 y/ em v aga ov ap’ 8 » Bois emk/ 9Oy v ya [iB] 

¥8/ Ilarayarn S pep tom” Iva, Nroo eafe gle ov ap™§ 8’ iy emun®/ 9 af Sy [9 wf 8’ y] 

1115 ¥0/ Ilakw § pep tom” Toaynr S Sadoedrto2, F Iahw aavns em iad’ ov ap’ a B/ 

” [a 935 u] 
1116 emur®/ 9 dy v? alo nf 8] 

¥ §/ Mavas Sadoedrog, em v° BYLSS’ ov ap? XY vw egny& emn’/ gna v [s 9K] 

— . 
1118 pep tom” Iroknwe S Iavvyard em 7 id ot ap” B iB 8/ Tavas to § 

8/ Iluovrre [70 y] 

1119 8/ Amodwv to 8’ 8/ Epplaws? 70 y] 
1120 pep ynd/ Niag, Toadd em 9 in ot ap’ BB/ ocav™ 

pep tom” Bynoapwv S$ Yadoedto& em. 7is§ 8’ ov ap? BS ocav™ 

pep tom” Nuag, Toadto S$ Sadoedrop, em. 9684 ot ap™ a 9/ lavas 

y/ em v BYLS8 ov ap? 4 vy egnyS’ em’/ gna v° > 9K([8/] 

8/ Terpos mp Ayi/ Atoaro* § yd/ Nua& Kupa em 9 1 8’ ot ap’ ay 7k emur®/ oy 9 Ky 

1125 8/ Iver $ add” § tom” Txnpo- em v? agy ov ap™ Sx! v° ByKa ex’/ gi v ygl 

¥ 8/ Terpos ABpaapis S row” Ierpos em 9 ov ap’ ail emu®/ 9 BS v° 9iO§ 
S § aptedx®/ ovvrp? [v°] Boy em’/ 90S v Boif 

8/ Tlavke Tayo’ 9 

1102. (umep): Taw Taavns was the name of a rémos (1. 174, 1115. This line, except for the first name, is a repetition of 

1420, 99), but in 1. 1115 the symbol before it is certainly $, not 1. 1102. 
§ (here it might be §), so that in these places it is evidently 1117. v° Bg & &: this should be v° Bg n. 
the name of a person. 1124. mpeoBurépov ‘Ayiwv’Arocrddor, z. e. a priest of that church. 

1109. 8(ta) x.7.A.: in a different hand. 1127. (umep) apmedtka(v) cvvp(a)6(evrwv) : cf. note on 1. 836. 

1113. v° Bgtt: 8 is omitted. 1128. This is probably a continuation of 1. 1127. 
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Fol. 27 4.] 
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.[. -] 8/ Naxos ¥ un 8/ IofSwpov 9] « 

1130 +8/ IIxovi Haavys em v° yyun§ ov ap” BS v® OgiyS 8% emn’/ vv agOS/y v tgKyy 
= 

1131 
8/ Iaxos 7o[8/] 

1132 
1133 pep ynd/ ABB- Vepszvov? 

¥/ Iodap/ 70 [y] 

hep tom” Ppnp 
pep tom” Toapnt 

8/ Io8ap/ [9a B/) 

pep tom” Ilavuyato” 

1134 
1135 

1136 

4 pep tom” Toexpovx 

1139 

1140 

[emt]98 ov ap” B/ 

em] 7 BS ov ap” y 8/ Ikovi 

[Hep ror” Sadrcedrr0gQ, $ Beoapl®! em Yl a giBS/ ox ap’ § 8/ TeBov 70S 8/ 

8/ Tkou 70 y 8/ Bux{rwp] 

Hep tom” Iitohype S Ivag, Toaye” 

pep tom” Tag, ‘Ap’oevour em Yiy ov ap” B 8/ Ikovi 10 8/ 8/ Evwy 70 5’ 

8/ Iawwpos zo 87] 

em. 95 ot ap’ a &/ Ikovi toy 8/ Evox toy 

emt 7B ov ap? y & IIkovi to§8/ 8/ Evwx 10 8’ 

emt 90 ot ap? ay & IIkovi gey 8/ Mako's’ 9 B 

8/ Evax 7S y 
8/ Maxos 7 aS 8/ S/ Mkovi ga 8/ Evox [7 4] 

8/ Iowwpos 9 8/ 

emt Yin ov ap? BS 8/ oca/ mp* Toy 

yi/ em v yGin§ ov ap? BS v° OG iS 8% emu’/ v ag Od/y v LgKyY 

1142 

1142a@ 

S § pep/ ynd/ Tapiraap 
HEP sas 

S § pep/ tom” Pavaglolu F ovor/ ABB~ Lovpov? _ _. _ 

S § pep/ por, Tapolo]u™ § pep ro” Tv [Ko]\ou? — - - - _ 

emL 95 OL ap” a 8/ IIkovi 

ve agn 9/ TIkovi 

87/ a7/ ya 

1145 S § pep/ tom” Eptarop S yuvk®/ em. 77S 8 av ap’ ad’y 8/ Evox 

S § pep tom” Thevy emu GYESY ov ap” § 87/ a’/ 
[S] § pep rom” TaBynog,ar em YaSis ov ap” Y 8°/ a"/ 

S § pep tor” ABB~ Evox emt] 7 a 8/8 ot ap™ éxd 8/ Evox 
‘ S XS pep tor” Pavagop S$ Keparas ovot/ ABB- ata _ 1 . we ayn 8/ Evox 

1150 S X pep tom” Tuwy Koddov? S pov) Tapoov™ _  _ -. = Pa | 8 Box 

S § pep tom” ABB: Evfoly F p? em. 9B ot ap” y 8/ Ilaxos 
S § pep tom” Pavagop S$ Kepatas ovor/ ABB~ ovpov™ vy y7if§ 8/ Ilakos 

S § pors Tapoov™ § us rom” Tua& Koddov® 

[8/] Mwag Paynd § rom” Dava®op: 

1155 

_ 1129. Probably a continuation of 1. 1128. 

_ 1130. 185: this should be 18 4.8. 
1136. This line is continued in 1. 1137 and by the entry for 

Isidorus in 1. 1138. The connexion is shown in the MS. by 
a curved line drawn down from here and round the beginning 

of 1, 1137. 
1138. Toexpovx: or Toexpoovx, the ov in that case being 

amonogram. From other instances Toexpoux seems to be the 
correct form. 

1139. Beoape” : 
iL 1140. 

7, Byoapiwvos. Continued at the end of 

v? a 8/ lovdwpos 

emt Gis§8/ ot ap™ ByiB v° a9tO emn’/ 9 5§ 

v° Bzas 

1140. Before eca’/, 8’/ has been washed out. 
1142. Ilkovi: the dot is a long curved line, like an § written 

horizontally. The name means ‘the little one’ (Crum). 
1151. $p°: ze. if the reading is correct, imép povacrnpiov ; 

presumably that of St. Enoch (cf 1459, 33) ; or possibly Tarous. 
1152. The dots are in the MS. 

1154. Iuyauy: perhaps the same name as IIxax, Crum, 
Catalogue, p. 449 and wax of 1.647 here; of Spiegelberg, deg. u. 
griech. Eigennamen, No. 3204, from which it may perhaps be 
concluded that the name Srpovés which occurs several times in 
this account is a translation of the Coptic xass, 

Ff 2 
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[8/ I]xape $ @coSwpos $ add” em v? BYn ov ap” O v? ¢ emk’/ YKa » 59K 
Ee 

tom” Napwav Vor em. v° B9n ov ap’ Ov ¢ emur’®/ GKa Y 59 Ka 

[8/] Hipeor Ive & pep ron” Sadrcedrrog, emt BB/ ov ap’ yiB 958! em*/ ga LY © 

Fol. 28.] 

+8/ Pov? Mnvas ext Sy y ov [ap™] § [8] gia emn’/ gaSd/ i Blo 
pene 

1160 pep tom” Tapurtov emt af ov ap’d/ 8/ BapBodous 8/ aBB- Kupos 70§ 
8/ w® Ilerpo[v ro $] 

1161 pep tom” Tae Nrod em 9 PS ov ap § 8/ SouB- $ Molvjons 

yy/ em Syy ou ap’ §8 gia em®/ gaSd8/ 9 iBfd/ 

¥ 8/ Paxynd & tor” Kaotwp S$ Ovpavo em 9 {§ 8% on ap” a 8/ 9 iOS 8 emu®/ oy 9KBS 8/ 

[8/] SaBivos lwondid S$ add” emi Y y¥s ov ap’ Cf v? 19 8S emn’/ va 98§ 8/ vw 09 08/ 
pense 

1165 tom” Sudpak em. v? B9YK av ap’ ¢ 8/ SaBwos mps [70] 8” 8/ KupuAdos 70 84 

S/ Eplpavwls 708’ 8/[ ro 87] 
pep tom” Wows Iamvov® em i ou ap” af 

y/ em v y9s ov apt Cf v 1 98S em [/ v? ag dso’ v? 09087] 
SS «&S § pep tor” Tavcey em. Yy iB ov ap” [ 

1170 pep tom” Aovrat emt 98% ole ap™ 

S XS pep rom” Keprour ovar/ ABB~ ovpov™ [ 

SX eyetreae) (ae sy us ot, ee 

§ pep yn8/ @wpe 8/ lot F yurr®/ [ 
S § pep tor” Aovrat [ 

1175 S § pep tor” Saparwxe [ 

S$ § pep tom” Keprout ovo./ ABB- S[ovpov™ 

Fol. 28 4.] . 
+8/ Soon. .].Kadamer em v° agi ov [ap] €uB v° y 7 idS y emx®/ 9 iBS 8! v? dy [y] 

54 ee . . 

pep tor” Lapayyd emt Yia ov ap™ afd’ 

pep tom” Ovatpand em 9 taSd/yus ov ap’ a B/ 

1180 pep tom” Kahazer emt Gia ov ap’ a B/ 

yi/ em v agi ov ap™ €oB v yids y emu’/ GiBSd’ » Syyd/y 

¥8/ XaBwos § tov rex/v” MeBo § pep tom” Markadeche ere 9 £84 ot ap” a9 in emx’/ 9 BS[y] 
v 9Ksy 

1158. ov: Spey could be read but would be out of order. 1172. The dots are in the MS. 
It may perhaps have been written notwithstanding. 1177. v°agce: this should obviously, from the single items, 

1160. 5(ta) BapOodoue: apparently this should have been be v°ag6;d'y iS. The payments given in the margin (ll. 1195- 
deleted. Possibly, however, a fraction has been omitted after 1199) add up tov°agcy. 
it, in which case the fraction supplied at the end is incorrect. 1182. rex/y”: a combination of the two methods of abbrevia- 

1162. em Sy: the carat sign isomitted. Theamountshould tion, rex/ and rexv”; but the » is not certain. 
be g 8y. 
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em. v° a 9i0 8/ ov ap” € v° SYif em’/ icf v? eG B 

ou ap’ y 

gif 84 ov ap” B 

[ye/ em v? ag ob ap? « v Gif emn’/ Gif v EG B 

Peake 

1185 pep tom” Ofeo|sfo]ows em v agaS 

[uep rom} [ABBI- ToB ene 

1190 

]8 ov ap” B/ 8/ Sevov? 
VY ov ap? Sy vw 89il em’/ gis [4] v? e904 

em v? ag ls ov ap] > 8/ Sevov? gil Ff Anla?] Peo 7 7$ 
] 8/ Ofeo|Swpos em 7 B/ 

ly 8/ Geodop” zo § 8/ Arfov]pid ro § 

]y ocav™ 

J = = Fee Si yeaiB 

Written in the right margin, opposite Il. 1178-1180 :— 

em v° yGiO§ ov ap? uB/ v° OGY emu’/ YP agn 
v Lgla 

pep tom” ABB- Bixtwpos S$ ABB~ Tavpwos ‘S Texwr’ $ Tavxw S$ ynd"/ POAa 

em v° yZOS§ ov ap™ i B/ 

emt v° a KaSd’% ov ap™ ey v® Sgunf emx’/ GisS v° eVia 

em. v? aYKasd’ ov ap” ey 

emt v° agGKaSd’ ov ap” ey v° SGin§ emu’/ isS v? EGia 

pep tom” ABB- Tavpwos S Mexwr S Tavxuw S$ yn? Oda em v? ag KaSd/ g[s ap” ey] 

em v° a9 68% ot ap’ 8 » y9B em’/ 9[ 

1195 3/ Oprye” Ge 

[[S/ Sevov® en’ 9] 
8/ Ayen emu = 8B 
8/ Apoov” emu Ya 

8/ Tpopa a5 ¥: 

Fol. 29.] 

1200 [+] 8/ Adavacwos $ Mapxos 
oo 

[8/ A]}y8peas $ Aamir 
phe RS 

1205 pep ton” ABB~ Buxrwpos S$ Texwr S yy? Oa 

8/ Paynd Ioakvov 
—s 

8/ iwaryns Kopynduos 
Pate 

pep tom” Town em VP agad’ ov ap” J 

1210 pep yndo/ Nuag, ToBias em 7 3§ ot ap’ § [8/] Avdpeas Si[oux’/ 

yi/ em v? age 8 ot ap’ 8 v° [y9B emu’/ ¢ 

1190. Awa Peowv: =, if rightly restored, ’Awa Pagiov; cf. 
1482, 4, 1443, 5. 

1195-1199. Apparently by a different hand. 
1200 ff. The main list is now finished, and the rest of the book 

is occupied with additions to it, but by the same hand as the 
earlier portion. First come some ordinary names of tax-payers} 
their occurrence here rather than in the main list is probably due 
to their having been accidentally omitted at the proper place. 

*1202. yn3"/: the r is difficult to explain; perhaps for roi or 
rhs, going with b@Aa, The village of Oda is mentioned in Brit. 
Mus. Papp. 1772, 1784, and also, according to information kindly 
supplied by Professor Vitelli, in the Florentine papyri from kon 
*Adpoditns ; cf too, Pap. d’Aph., |. p.1,1.14. In all these texts 

the place is described as a kopy. In 1468 occurs the phrase a6 
x(@piov) 6a. Probably the same-place is intended. The 
present y7jS:ov may have been situated in or near the xepior. 
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S &§ «& S § pep tom” Ont Eppavos Iida? em gi. & ou ap" af y 

S § ynd/ &nr vw” Kaddurix® emt 95S ov [ap]? a 8/ Ar[Speas Srovx™/? 
[S$ § ror Towrn § Avronoyv em a8’ ov ap” ¢]] 

1215 S$ § tov cvvtexvirev em v° Ko adh” XS twv xadkorp” [ ¢ 
yee 

8°/ rexrov emu v° 0 v° KaGiy em ux®/ 

8°/ maxtwvo™ em. »° y GiB v° 098 er |ux®/ [ 

8°/ pamrev em vagl v y9B e[arun®/ 

8°/ e€wruh” emt v° agB v BIS  emkll/ [ 
1220 8°/ yvadewr emt grav? B9a = ear|ix’/ [ 

87/ oKerevor emt GiB v agd$S em 988 [v° agnfd’] 
87/ aptwxwdv" ext v? Boa v 89.. emir®/ Gig O [ 

8°/ xahkewy emt 9¢ 4 is$ 8’ em®/ 9 BS [910 8] 
8"/ kavvaxoTp’ em v? BGi[.]v? o7te [e}rur’/ 9 xa [ 

Fol. 29 4.] 
1225 +S § [..-]c...° adveomn® Krnp7y" 

—— 

1212. Eppavas ; probably iép is to be understood before this, 
and also before vidy in the next line ; these were the ¢£edpa for 

whom payment was made. 

1213. Kaddivix”: corrected from Aa\\utk®. 
Avépeas: the surface of the papyrus after v seems intact, but 

probably something was written and the ink has disappeared ; 

so too in ll. 1216-1220 after em«’/. 
1215. (kat) (vrep) rav ovvtexirwy : this isno doubt a payment 

by the tradespeople of a certain proportion of the dnydcra or 
jézyah. There is, however, one difficulty. The obvious reason 
for specifying the tradespeople separately would be that 

whereas the j#zyah was levied primarily upon land, the trades- 
people, who as a rule would hold no land, would in the 
ordinary way escape their quota; and thus a special proportion 

of the lump sum was assigned to them, as a kind of trade-tax. 
This appears to have been the case from a passage of Ibn ‘Abd- 

al-Hakam quoted by Becker, Beitrdge, 11. p. 90f.; e.g. ‘ damit 
fertig ziehen sie (the officials) die in jeder Stadt anwesenden 

Handwerker und Lohnarbeiter heran und legen ihnen auf nach 
ihrem Vermégen’; and ¢. Becker’s remarks on this, p. 93. It 
is shown by several documents that the various trades made 
payments for taxes as corporate bodies; e.g. UKF. 836, where 

the otdnpovpyol pay for Snudctov ; 839, of pamrra for dcaypady ; 
840, } épyacia (see Wilcken, Archiv, V. 296) rav povokapiov 

for the same; 850, of otdnpoxadk(cis?) for ortydpia; cf. too 
RKT. III (= PERF. 577), where information is asked for 

concerning the rexvirat, and PERF. 686, a list of trades- 
people, etc., for taxation purposes. Now this tax on trades- 
people might be expected to be regarded as poll-tax, and 

the two Rainer papyri are taken by the editors of the 
Fiihrer as referring to that tax; but in the present case 
the various trades pay two sums of money, though no wheat, 
corresponding, it would seem, to the sum preceding and that 
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following the wheat in the case of ordinary tax-payers, the first 
of which is evidently the land-tax. No land is, however, 

mentioned in connexion with the payments; and since it 

appears from the following papyri that land-holders paid both 
the land- and the poll-tax the explanation of these payments 
may perhaps be, not that the trade-guilds held land on which 
they paid land-tax, but that, to equalize matters between them 

and the land-holders, an additional tax on the trade, correspond- 
ing to the land-tax and not incorporated in the poll-tax, was 
levied on them. This is perhaps the dypdcov of UKF. 836. 

y°xS: this is apparently not the sum of tbe figures given 
below, or if so is too large. It is perhaps the sum of the following 

payments f/us a payment for the xaAxompara., entered at the end 
of this line. 

1216. rexrav: 2. rexrdvor. 

1217. makrwvor(parey): apparently ‘sellers of maxtwyves.’ maxrov 
was a light boat (L. and S.). 

1219. efwrvdtr(wv) : of. BGU. 34, II. 21, 31, etc. ; probably in — 
the same sense as ¢£@mpdrns, ‘ one who brings commodities into 

a city and sells them there,’’Soph. Apparently these outside 
traders were organized as a separate guild. 

1221. oxerevov: 2. cxvtéwv. 

1222. aproxwdv": obscure ; just possibly a slip of the pen for 
dpromw\{n)1(av) = dproroday ; the reading is quite certain, 

1224. kavvakorrp(a)r(wy): sellers of kavvaxa, cloaks. 

1225. adveon’n®: sic, apparently, but ddconérwy is probably — 
meant. These ownerless lands (agri desert?) were presumably 
lands which for some reason had fallen, temporarily or per- 
manently, to the state and were leased to various persons. The — 
most usual cause for lands being deserti was probably the flight 
of their cultivators (the @uyddes). For the agrz deserti generally — 
of. Becker, ZA. XVIII. 305 ff., XXII. 139, Kio, 1X.2,8ff& 
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tom” Eppovyeve em v° y9Kad’ ov ap" taS y v O9KBS 8 emx/ v° ag[ia] 
weaee 

yy v? tag Of 8 

5/ fepyuuas Teva v° sgie ov ap” Sy emn/ guyS/y y/ v C9 f88/y] 
8/ Buxrwp Iravas v° y 9 l§d/ ov ap” yS 7 1B emr®/giaS y y/ v? y 9 [08/4] 

1230 tom” Ku. x.. nr 6/ Tewpywos Marxw em v? agiB ovap’ ey vY yyKa em®/ GiyS 8% y/ 

vy? [d9uf 87] 

1231 8/ viwy LaBwos to§ 8/ Tewpyros arxw ro § 

Se” 4 Bee io emt Y agiaS ov ap" § » yoKa emu’/ Ziy§ ¥ y/v 8[9c]§ [87] 

] em v? BYSS avap’s& v° 6g 9S emx’/ Gin yr/ v? € 9 KBS 

je SY rex/ em v? y[9]i8/ ot ap? = 8% vy 1 Y ta emin’/ vv? aS 8% ye/v OGisS 8f 

1235 ] vee em GiB ovap™ afd/yus vag ES emn/9SP/ yi/v aZiBs 
] emt va 9nd’ ov ap” Sy vw yg iBem’/ GiB v 890 

Fol. 30.] 

[+] rom” Aovkai 8/ Eppavws $ Biypov [ef v? a9 on ap cB vy Vi emik’/ 918 » ygKB 
8/ Punpov S Eppavas 9k 8/ wav ABpaapio 78 8/ Xpiotodopw 78 5/ eBw v® 95 

] rom” Saparewxer 8°/ kepap em v° agiyS’ ot ap” JS yiB 
1240 8 tom” Kaomurov emt v° a9s ov ap” B/v yg lO emx’/ GiaS v yy i[nf 8] 

¥ tom” @cdP,ed\der emt Gid§ ov ap? BS’ v? aGty emne/G9lf.. v agK, 

] tom” TaxwB Amohdwvos emu v® B ov ap’ sg v° eG BS em’/Gil[S v? eg KS 

1243 ¥ rom” @chg,ehrer 87/ Kepap us om? emt v° agd ov ap™ y «5 v Boia emk®/ 9nf 5 

v? BY iOS & 

1244- tom” AaBav emt v° gad/Y ot ap” &§ vw? eGe emi’/ Gin v e¢Ky 
oon 

1245 8/ vu” Eppaves S Maxapid 

¥ tom” Scpowmvap: em v? aYid§ ov ap” § 8! v° 89 BY em’/gi8'S” v® Sgis§ 

¥ tom” Aaparopoe emt v° a GiB ov ap” € v yi emk’/ iy d’ v d9n98 

Fol. 304.] 

+ror” Tlahkak amo Vwepouv em v° a¥iB ov ap? «B/ vy 9K emu®/Z iy’ v° 8905 J] 

goes ontill f. 31. 

1239. xepau*: 72, xepapéwv. This seems to imply that the 
land was leased to the corporation of potters, probably for the 

1226. This line contains the totals of Il. 1228 and 1229, but 
the money total is not the first (3s. 21}¢.) but the second 
9s. 22%c.) sum. The emcx’/ and general total are the totals of 
the similar entries in ll. 1228 and 1229, The wheat is incorrect, 
and should be ta, 8’. 

1230. Xt.o..yr: a personal name [losimosim occurs in 
1, 1066, but that seems impossible here. 

1235. ag iB%: F corrected from 0’. 
1237 ff. The list of dSéomora xrjpara is still continued. It 

purposes of their trade; cf d(id) r(v) eAatovpy(Gv) in 1. 1253. 
These then are instances of trade-corporations paying the ordinary 
land-tax, but the circumstances are exceptional. Neither the 
potters nor the oil-merchants occur in the list on f. 29; of 
however the rékroves in 1. 1234, who do appear in the list. 

1248. Vivepouy: no doubt the x(wpiov) Yen” of 1422, 21. 
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% rom” Tyovre § Payaner emu gray ovap yy v Bye emn/ 9 ls’ Rips i’) 

1250 |rom” Iuag, Mamnu emt 9 KB 8! ov ap’ yy vw Byta emn’/onSy v° BGS y 

¥ rom” Saray, [ere v°a]l9sS8% ovap™e vw’ yt eru’/ GiB v yg[KB] 

rom” Kpururos [er  gisf8/ ov ap" BS v°agid emn'/ge wBya © 

tom” Saxoope 8*/ ehauoup? [e]rv’ B9s[.] ovap™ ed! v° vied emur’/ 9 OS 8! v° sg ia 

¥ ror” Mag, Merw emt giaf arapraS ¥ wags em’/9dd/y vagid/y 

1255 ¥ tom” Kaorwp em v° ag OS ov apte vy Giy em’/ GiBSS’y v° 89 af 8 

povs Oacirev em v? 89i§ ov ap’ is via gifd/ emu’/ v agis d/ Y wy 

ad® §/ Avdpeas Sioix’"/ SF B eryp™p v® € dow v? ney 
oo 

ron” Oacitev xopnp™ 8/ ver Wire. .] em v?. ov ap’ 8 v ygiS y/ vw ygif 

Fol. 31.] 

¥ rom” Toedr9,eer 5/ aBB~ Kupos em v° 4 

1260 ¥ tom” Oaowrev 8/ Beoaros 

v Bly «§ 87] 

ou ap’ a GiysS 6” 
ou ap” yS v° BiB emt v® 4 emux®/ 9 nf 84 

aie 

1261 ¥ tom” TBaure ov ap” BS v° agB em’/ 98 VY ages 

1262 ¥ rom” Iamrxak emu =¢ ov ap’ vo aguyS emu’®/ 9€d/y 

v [ap inf 3/4] | 
1263 ¥ tom” Noavenve em v° y[¢n] ov [ap z v° ygif 8% emn’/ 9B d/y 

vl y[9¢xy 4] 
1264 8/ Paynd $ Synwv 9 ve 8/ Tlexvors gis 8/ Mapias 97 

1265 ¥ rom” Vai NOewpavve p™ v? ygieS] en[ex}/ 7488’ em/ Vupov pv [ ] aun/} v af 

o—— 

8/ emoux/ Vupov iv 89 yS 8/ 

em v° ¥ tom” Ayi/ Butwpos Vuvroop® 

pep/ yn8:/ Natpeper 

1255. v°d¢ as 8’: y is omitted. 
1256. pov(acrnptov) Oacitwy: it is not clear why this comes 

among the adéorora xrjpara. * Perhaps the monastery had 

taken up some of the krjpara ; cf. (tmép) B xrnu(a)r(@v) in the next 
line. 

1258. xepnu(a)r(wy) : the sense of the word in this context is not 
clear. In Crum, Ca/alogue, Nos. 404, 407 and many other Jéme 
documents x#pnya is perhaps used as a definite land-holding 
(Crum). 

1259. TocAgeAer: this seems to be the same as the OedpeAAer 
of ll. 1241, 1243. tg then = = 6, whichis interesting, and probably 

shows that the name was pronounced with the t and h separate ; 
but it would be unsafe to use this as evidence for the Erasmian 
pronunciation (t +h) of 6. 

1260. The insertion of the symbol o— after this line is 

probably a mistake, as the line obviously does not give a total 

y/ vw ngK§ 

; -9n ov ap” 8 

emt 99§ KS ot ap? BS v? agidy emu’/ gf v agifSy 

of which the following lines specify the details. 
1262. emt: = written over v®. 

1265. p": perd. The supplement (;) is made owing to the 
fact that the »° dy ys 8’ in ithe next line is evidently the sum 
of this payment and its ez’ S), This payment was made by the i 
éroixtoy of Psyrus, apparently as a community ; the rest there- 

fore (the total, 8s. 20}c. is given in 1. 1266) was presumably 
paid by some other corporation or person, emux®/ (sic) Yupov 
goes with what precedes, not with what follows. 8/ emotk/ x.r.A. 
is in darker ink and apparently by another hand. 

1267. Ayt(ov) Bixrwpos Yivroopo(v) : z.é. the réros of the church — 
of St. Victor at Psintoorus, which occurs in 1. 562. Wwrdopos 

seems to be a place-name. It is not quite clear whether this 
is distinct from the rémos ‘Ayiov eins which occurs in several 
places in the collection. 



Fol.31 4.] 

+Siacrahpwr Ayi/ Mapas opos 

1270 

pep/ tom” Wai 8*/ ouxo® to B/ 

1275 

tom” TlehooXe 8°/ mp°/ 

tom” Xapirpe 

som” ABB- TaBpundr 

1280 av™ 7” y[ad]kompa* 

S § porS BapBapov 
a 

tom” Iiag, Aaver 8/ Evwx 

tom” IIpnaprns 8/ @eodoctos 
tom” Iwovre 5/ Pidofeos 
tom” Apoevoduvixo[s] 57/ Ad 
Tom” TluavBxppe 

tom” Sapoutoe 8/ @codwor0s 
tom” WiBavoBer 

1285 

1290 tot” Apoevoduik/ opo/ 

tom” Savant * 

Bot @apoovtos 

1269. Here begins another section of these additional accounts, 
that giving the tax-quotas of the monasteries. It is to be 
noticed that these payments are called dcacradpoi. This word 
does not necessarily imply a special requisition (exo padpdiva), 

_as it is here used of the dnpdoua. 

__v° pt8: this should be v° pid g 1d y. 
_ «8: this should be cy;. 
1270. mp°/: mpoecraros, z.e. of the monastery, the prior. 
1271. Baeov: abarbarous form for Badéws ; perhaps a middle 

= towards the modern Greek termination -éas, gen. -éa, for 
bas s of the -evs declension ; ft Jannaris, Hist. Gr. Grammar, 
339, 407. The person meant is apparently the dyer of the 
‘Monastery; cf yvadéov in the next line, and oixod(duou) in 
1. 1273. 

1273. The dot is in the MS. 
279. Upnupns: perhaps the same name as that of the god, 

Who appears in M. L. Strack, Die Dyn. der Ptolemier, Inscr. 
T4I, as Upepappis. 
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tom” Tua, Tov®or to§ 8/ Hduas mp*/  v® ¢ 

tom” Tag, Hovg,od ro 8’ 87/ Baded ve y9n ov ap™ 3[/y] 

tom” Iluag, Tovg,od ro 8’ 8°/ yvaded 

pep 7°” av? ro™ SF ABpaap S Vote toy 
To" Daivewjoos 8/ Eppaws S$ Ppnu 

tom” IIpnupys 8/ Koddov? Bor? 

v° pign 

tom” Keda 8/ Kworavte $ trav adeip 

[»"] piag x 

225 

v? pid ou ap” 1B 

9 is ou ap™ §8/ 

wygn ov apt 8/y 
vngsS8/ ov ap’ a 
vy dgyd/y au ap” § 
ve lon ot ap™ a 

v 89n 

vy iyg@ ou ap” af 

ve egie 

vy agd o. ap” a 

vy vl ov ap™ C 

ol ap” ps 

vy? te Gin ou ap? € 

vw LoyS ov ap” y§ 8/ 
v il gg ou ap” 6 
vy iygidy ot ap™ sf 8% 
v° iags 2 

v iB90 ao ap’ s 
v £9105 8% ot ap" § 84 

vy 89ifd/y ov ap” y 

v? id ou ap” sf 

v ¢ GiyS8/ ov ap™ BSS” 

ou ap” po 

1280, av’ r” yadxorpa’: this is somewhat obscure. A yadko- 
mparns does not seem a very likely official of a monastery (but 
cf. 1. 1295), and abr(od) 703 is difficult to explain. yahxompdrov is 

possibly the rézos so called. 
1281. Apparently these were payments made by St. Mary’s for 

Barbarus, perhaps for convenience and by an arrangement 
between the two monasteries. 

1285. kAX—: apparently for kAnpovdyer as usual, but that, in its 
ordinary sense, is curious in connexion with a monastery. In 
1. 1305 it is followed by a man’s name, and perhaps should have 
been here; but c4 1420, 204, which is against the supposition. 

The meaning would therefore seem to be ‘ allotment-holders,’ 

under the monastery. 
1292. Papoovros: a variant form of apoov. Possibly Papoov 

is not the genitive of bdpoos but the original form, in which case 
®apootros shows a Greek genitive-ending added to a Coptic 

word. But little weight can be attached to the inflexional forms 
of this document. Cf Tapoour(os) in 1, 639, etc. 

Gs 
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po ABBY Eppaw? ~ ~ -~ - + - - p70 9 ov ap” &[L] 

as 

8'/ xopX Adpod/ § Siaypad/ v vy 
1295 8°/ xadxorp* me: v? of ou ap” haf 

8/ TBere v 8 

8/ Tewpyws am ro ero vy ¢ 

8°/ mpoeors X v? pOo9n au ap” def 

4 povs Tadoov F . . fy [ 
? ay 

1300 8°/ Eydu" [ 
eine 

tom” Neov Kryp™ §7/ vw” Taco[Swpov ? 

To™ Dapai §°/ rexvar ZyvoBv6 [ 

ynd/ Niag, Xep$ 8/ Zaxapias S Tal 

ro™ Tr/ Kohdov? 8/ uw” Evdorras — [ 

1305 rom” Ayi/ BoB 8/ Kd Mage . [ 

To™ Boppa Krnp* Tracrwrpe [ 

rom” Neov Krnpt erepo” 8/ vi*/ Znvofwo [ 

rom” Edw? Dor 8/ Avdp® Si0rK/ 

ro" Toepaov 8°/ rexvov borB~ carp” [ 

1310 rom” Edauoup’ §/ Mapxos S Ove [ 

8°/ ap°/ XS waxl 77 avrovp? av’ [ 

Fol. 32 4.] 

}- ~ 7 xop” S .: Ss ua a - wv €eyKy ov ap” GO 

—— 

tom” Iacwrpe S Tadov 8/ uw” Tacwrpe v° iB ou ap” dX 

1315 tom” Nuag, Eooo’ 8/ Avdp* Sioux/ v yA 

tom” TIvovos 8/ Tewpyws Maviox ve BiS 

rom” Xapas 8/ Iwonh UByt S$ MerooS v° iByK ov ap” d 

rom” TlavGap 8/ t KAN ~ ~ ~ wv €9S GL apT id e 

tom” Tkaap ss 4 = ve agKa 3 

1294. A payment for poll-tax ; hence there is no wheat. xop* 

is obscure. Some official or officials seems to be meant ; 

perhaps ywpdpyou, z.e. the head of the yapa = dtoiknots = mayap- 

xia, and so the pagarch; but the non-occurrence of the word 

elsewhere in papyri makes this doubtful. yepz(«)oi (cf Oxy. Pap. 
141, 4, 5) seems quite improbable. 

1295. The dots in this and other lines on this page are in 
the MS. 

1297. Tw erw: J. apparently rod adrod (sc. povacrnpiov ?). 

1299. Tadoov: 7. Tapdov. 
1300. 8(1a) t(@v) Eugur(evray) seems to be the émoixioy of that 

name. Why it paid for the monastery is not clear. Perhaps, 

‘ 

however, the word refers to persons holding land by emp/y 

from the monastery. Pap. 483 (Caz. ii. 323) is an exam 

this kind of tenure under a monastery. In favour of th 

planation is the fact that several of the persons mz 

payments are described as children or heirs, presun 

previous tenants. 
1301. Iacodwpov: this appears as the name of a réros. 
1304. Evhorras: not EvAoylas; altered from Evdrras. T 

feminine name Tevdrra occurs in a Jéme text (Crum). +e 

1305. KAAS: KAnpovdpor. , ii 

1311. max¢*: obscure; the ¢* is written in a sort of mono: 
gram. ee 



[rom]” Tabahper §/ Srepavos S 

Fol. 33.] 

oc . 
§ opywv Tlamkovx v i.[ 
S opyw TByao’ vf 

S opyov Vapirov v y[ 

ef? y8/ Maye v af 
ef? ynd/ Kepxapovve vv a [ 
e& y8/ Taxupo* ve[ 

Potten rl 
e&® Nygo* vy [ 

opyav Kapou al 
e&? yn? Tpeve vy ag 

opywv Lacvoer v? Og[ 
opyov ABupov ve y9[ 

opyav ynd/ Kovpogrov v® a9[ 

ffs kihke- vag 
opywv Taxovi vy 9 

ef/ 7 PoiBoye- vag 
5 8 tov avadnud® ovy v° KZiaf 8 en{ux’/ 

o—— 

om 

: a variant form of otyAdiov. The word is used 
ial order ; cf. note on 1384, 51. 

opywv: ‘"Opyov, Opus, Pensum, épyov,’ Ducange. It is 
ge what is its bearing in this context, nor is it 
ther the names which follow it, when not preceded 

in tag by rn8/ are to be taken as persons or places; the 
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Bk TL sob oe ont = 
[v°].¢y ov ap’ iB 

S25) 
] ” y¢KaS ov ap’ s 
]v Bid ov ap” af 

]’ yyur ov ap” 

] v Bey 
bie Rey 

+ Siacrarpor 7°” oryedd” 7” povs ABB Serfov? 

am xwp”” Movay® § xrnu™ Mavovg,oor 8/ [ 

- opo/ SF ovor~/ Kadduwix/ v? 9[ 

Kn” Tavovg,ooh am? Movay® 8/ [ 

] v BgS8S8 emn’/ 98§ v? Bg nf 8 

latter seems the more probable. The word dpyoy occurs in 
Rylands Copt. Pap. 149, from which it may perhaps = pnyavy (cf 
B. M. Pap. 776, vol. III. p. 278 and in a Coptic account in this 

volume (see index)). Is some tax on agricultural znyaval indicated ? 
1330. opy@: sic. 
1333+ yn6/: written like 3/; the clerk wrote it in the form 

usual in this account, the » being very small and with no up- 

stroke, Afterwards he added the Se but put it over y 
instead of ». 

Gg2 
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1350 

1355 

ac}ric/ Avz[a}io’ v° iB iB emk’/ v agad/ v° [wy d/] ‘ 

? Blep®? S add] vy? Boi — emux®/ ge ov Blg ce] 

1360 

Jas 7 ta 8” 
] yiy 
] gid 8/y 

] gS 8 

J] gnsy 
]- 7 
J] gaf 8 
J] gafd/ 

Jov gL JS 9/ mw? Avdps ¥isS 8/ Owpas 9 §[ 
] v egie em®/ giad! v 59 BS’ 
]v S9u emn’/ 90 =v 8910 

[S § «rnp™ Kapxapov? § aorix’/ Avra] vv v° iByny 7°” Siaypad/ v 49K v° isgi A 

1365 = [eor/ evevex® amo tha” 7°” xwpr}? Adpod/ F Koudi/ 7°” av™ ovon™ v° Bgl 

1370 

Fragm. 1 recto.] 

hov™ ra oetho[y™ avucbynvar ? 

y § 7° avarypg? § 2° 
1375 § 7°" avadynug? § 7° [povtv* 

—— 

am? pov' ABB’ Ep[pawros — 
ato pow, Tapolov 

amo povs Papofov 
amo pov) BapBaplov 

1380 [afro por[§] Ay/ Mapifas 

[a}ro pors ABB’ Ser[ov? 

amo pov ABB! E[vriov? 

Fragm. 1 verso] *. 

1365. xougt/ : xougurbévros. The supplements in thislineand 1382. A88(a) Evriov? of. 1. 437. 
1. 1363 are taken from Il. 826, 827, g.v. 

erur®/ v a% iS vw ing BS ov ap" §[ 

] 79 em®/ 9§8/ 90§ 8 ot ap” 

}S ou ap” Kay 

] ov ap” in 

Los op" 99 
] yf B v peed” emn’/ vy yg inf Y 

v° 20 ot ap™ cBy 

]§ a’ v &9Ka a 

1383. av’: dvOperpod. 
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] 
J 
] § aw vw dP78 

] § wv rl¥8 
] § a v ve¥ iys 8 

] § wv Kz Ky 
YB eotpn lt tnges 
J] XE Kp? ap™ in 

Jeo” emgd...[ 

pS v° igna emn’/ v? a7 [y/ v° BG a 

J emi 95$ ot ap” a 8/ Ia{kwB 
] ewi v? agny§S ov ap” £8/ 9/ Iaxo[B] 9[ 

] ewe [vP agny Sd’ ov ap? £8’ ad/ 8/ Taap [ 

| 8/ Taxo8 [ 
] oe ap? 8 » Bi dam’? [ 

8/ Bixrwp ? 
] ov ap? af 8% & Nar 

fou ap™ BS! 8 Tea[pytos 
i? 8/ Kup[ov 

FAL 

]§ &.[ 

]. 6 em gl8/y ov ap” § [ 

. ] yn? Byoape” em 9S ot Lap} [ 

] em v? 5910$ 8% ot ap” X Kp? ap” 8/[ 
— 

{uep | Tanoxe emu vl? By [ 

[wep tom)” Avraa emu | 

a [mep —] Theag, gov eal | 4 
s [yep] Te"/ Tawp en{u a P 

a Em [wep tom” Tpra}dedp°/ en{e 

3 a _ 
Tl]anoxe ovovas AB[B- Lovpov" ? 

9 8 This fragment probably belongs to the second half of the book. 1396. af/: = ag’ by. 

is L 
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1415 ] tom” @evee [ 

Fragm. 3 recto. | ‘ 

1] ¥ Iw* 70 8/ gv 

] 70 8’ gv adp®/ 

J S vev Tavrucov 
he ] 9K 

142000 Jas S zo}? [ Ja 

Fragm. 3 verso.] 

+ Scacrad[p”] tom™ [ 

tom” A[BB]- “ee 

Sf... [§ Sevovdis [ 

1425 8/a'/7 [8] Geddes | 
| 8'/ a"/ [§] loond [ 

y/ 9---[ 

§ Syl gL 
8'/ av § [E]ppav" 70 [ 

Fragm. 4 vecdo.] 

1430 ; e}ru v»° BONS! ov ap™ nfy | 

Fragm. 4 verso. ] 

Jal: Jr : | 
pep tom” Tlovayge,yovu [ di 
pep To™ Tarvexi [ 

S § avahynprd? ror” Tpra[dedp?/ 
1435 SX pep Uunve § ovoras A[BB- a gd ? * 

[s] & a Ipovrag, [ 

Fragms. 5 and 6, which are in a bad state of preservation, seem, from the largeness of the 

amounts, to contain totals, like f. 8 6. The rest are unimportant. 

1416 ff. This fragment, both from its contents and from its 1424-1429. In a different hand. 
eae preverancn, seems clearly to be from the latter part of 1430. 6’: altered from 5. 
the boo! 
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PAPYRUS 1420.—a. p. 706. 

Inv. No. 1441. Book, at present containing 12 folios or parts of folios; 1 ft. 2 in. x 114-12 in. 
Written in a small, neat minuscule, probably the same hand as that of 1483. 

T seems to have been usual to use one book for each ywpiov in drawing up a pepiopds, which 
indeed was natural, as the assessment was apparently made by each ywpiov independently, 

as an autonomous community. In the present book, however, at least two ywpia seem to be 
included, unless perhaps two different books, both in the same hand, are represented by the 
fragments here brought together. The reason may have been that two contiguous ywpia made 

a joint pepwopds ; the first is Iévre Medudédes, and the second is shown by a comparison of the 

names occurring in it, with those in 1481, 70-83, to have been Avo Iledudédes. The fragments 
having been brought together from various places, there is nothing but internal evidence to 
determine the order of the folios. The order of folios 1-6 is certain from the contents, but 

whether these folios precede or follow ff. 7-12 is not so clear. As, however, the latter folios 
relate to a smaller place the present order is most probable. As regards the order of ff. 7-12, 
it is probable that 11-12 follow 7-8, as they include a general total and f. 8 is the first page 

of an account. As in the general total the total for the second page begins with the figure \ 

and the total of f. 9 begins with the same, it seems very probable that ff. 9-10 belong to this 

account and come between ff. 8 and 11. 
The first portion of the account is, as already said, a pepiopds for Meévre Mediddes.. The 

account is arranged in the main on the same plan as 1419, but is free from the obscurities of that 

account. ‘The taxes included are land-tax, poll-tax, and emdo/a. The account includes, like 1419, 

many interesting place-names, and as it uses only the letter 9, in addition to the Greek alphabet 
there are a good many transliterations of Coptic sounds by Greek letters. As it is apparently 

in the same hand as 1488 it was no doubt written in the same indiction-period ; and the fifth 

indiction mentioned in the heading will therefore be the year 706-707. 

Fol. 1.] All lost but margin. [Protocol ?] 

Fol. 2.] 

I +3ur* peppy? ypvoixov Syp? ¢ [Te]8u- avaro* kop” Adplof / y yevap® p/ II” Kb v/ « 

8/ Gcodwp”” S PorB- Bux"/ amo Ayu?” Iu” emdex? 

a be Se 18 ap »° pel B/ 
ato Suaypap” ov GE ap? v° od 

I. yevape(vos): this agrees with pepiopyd(s), showing that the was made by the pei{oves and mpwrevovres of each place. 
document is an assessment made in advance to fix the amounts 2. In 1421, 4 the total of land-tax for Tpeis Hediddes is larger 
which are to be coliected from each tax-payer ; cf 1. 4. than here for Hévre IedudSes, though the poll-tax is smaller. 

emthexO(evrwy) : of.1856, 15-17, which shows that the choice 

> 
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y/ ta ope avvo® $ K~/Bd? a"/ raBduv 

5 S Noyw ewBor™! § v7/ 

Fol. 2 4.] 

Sidopp 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1420 

v 746 B/ 
ou ap” ppa 

8/ Mnva Az[opr\o SX Syp? 70" Bedfecjav [y/ vr] vf a’? vy y/v yf ovap’§ 
8/ Kavpa AvOepi* SX pf 70" Lapowprweg, v° BS v° BS [yM/] v° € ov ap” y 
8/ Vou” Avdpea SF Siahopp xr? vag ve af yi/v? BB/ ou ap” ay 

fe) pe to™ Ikabaxer va ov ap” a 

p& to™ IIkapa.. ve ¢ ov ap” ¥y 

8/ Apoevovdios Eppaw™ F Svadhopp xr? vif vd yi v i$ ov ap” ips 
BE To™ Appov” v° nf ov ap [i] 
pf 7o™ Tlavkovd S ahi v? af ov ap~ af 

15 p& ro™ Tlu- Adav v° § oL ap~ a 

8/ ABp~ codec." SX Siadopp xr? ve BS vd y/ vf aap’ y 

pS 7o™ Il*/ Bowy ve § ou ap” § 
p® to™ Ilu-/ Kap. Ya ou ap” af 

pS To™ Ayu” Bux~/ va ou ap" a 

20 5/ Befav— Ikahoov X pS to™ IIkapoov yy vz y/vy ovap~¥ 

21 8/ Taap S$ Iwav- Of. ]uare $ Evdoki* § pt to™ Uk~/ S Bedex[av] v? By v® z 

Ha PRG eae Bn 
22 8/ Bux—/ Tepovrio 

8/ Tewpyo” Taap 

§ p* 70" Sapaxnp* S Tayarn v° B/ v 2 y/ v° B/ ov ap~ B/ 
S pe to” Toapevr~ vray vB v/v yy ou ap” af 

8/ iwavvo” ABp* S pf to" ABB- Evox va vy yl vd ov ap™ z 
25, yl Sip] v°? KBS y av? ov € v° KS [ws] ew v? py y ov ap” Kes 

Fol. 3.] 

8/ Zayapi* Sevov? SX ps to™ Kopnre v y a v° § yi/ v° yf ou ap 4 

8/ Apovoyxwo” Ovvodpio” SX Suadopp xr” v? [8] B/ v? 8 y/ v? inB/ ov ap” i B/ 

4. yivera ra deihovra dyvoGijvat kat KataBdnOjva eis rd ra- as Igabakn. 

BX{o)v. taSdiov is apparently used in much the same sense as II. IIkapa . .: perhaps a variant form of Ikapdov, but the 
odke\Xa$ but very likely special reference is made to the local 

treasury, into which all taxes would in the first instance be 
paid, only part of the total amount being afterwards forwarded 

to the central odxedda; cf p. 82 ff. For the word cf Wessely, 
WS. xxiv. 148, Rylands Copt. Papp. 322, 401 (tahNa). 

5. It is to be noticed that the emdola is paid for the 4th 
indiction, the gold-taxes for the 3rd; in other words, the corn 

was paid out of the harvest of the indiction for which it was 
paid (cf Wilcken, Ost. I. p. 213f.), whereas the gold-taxes 
were not paid till the second year after the indiction to which 

they belonged. 
6. did0pe(va): the present tense because the payments had 

not been made ; the word has a future sense, ‘to be paid.’ 
7. av’: dvdpirpod = diaypddov. 
8. Zapowprwo: apparently the same name as Zadcehroo in 

1419 (e.g. 1. 1115) ; here appearing also as Yapowpr[og] (1. 39), 
Zapoehrag (I. 103), and Zapcadrag (I. 106). 

10. Ikaaxer; the personal name which in 1419, 669, appears 

letter after a does not look like o. 
13. é: the dot of the iota is visible. 

15. We: Thao. 

18. Kaz.: in |. 91 this appears as Kay; but here » seems to 
be followed by another letter, perhaps +. 

20. Ilkahoov: the same name as the Ixapéov of the réros. 
21. Iwav(a): of 1421, 70. 

IIk-/: perhaps Ikapéov. 
22. Tayarn: there is the end of a down-stroke which suggests 

\, but Tayamn is probably right ; cf 1424, 8. 

23. Toapevt: it is perhaps not impossible that this may be 
the same as the Toaynr of 1419, 175, etc. 

8: 5 has been written after this and washed out. So too the 
total is corrected from ys y. 

25. The amount for land-tax and the total are corrections ; 
cf. |. 146, note. 

27. 16 B/: this should be tes. 

7“ 
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pS to™ Tayarn S SapalxJppe vv? Bf on ap” P/ 
pS To" Lapaynp ov Buw—/ vy? § ov ap~ § 

30 pS 70™ Tampapa ov Kiav? va gL ap~ a 

pe to" Ayw~ Mapu vay oat ap” BB/ 

pS to TarrovBis o @codoord v? BS ou ap” BS 
HE to™ Tu Aawsd v af ol ap- a 

pS 70" Bnovarnr ve B ou ap” B 
35 pS to™ Ayt~ Mapi* ov~ Acovrio” v° By ot ap~ af/ 

pS to™ 7°” av~ ov Avdp* apf v By ov ap~ BB/ 

pf to™ Tv? Yor v? ov [alp~ Sy 
8/ Evwx BoB mp* 5 ps to* ABB~ Evolx v| By v B/ y/ vw y ot ap~ By 

8°/ rexvv Hpaxhewd tp® =  p* to™ Vapowpz[we, vl} B vy v/v ¢€ ov ap’ y 
40 8/ @codwpo” Afavacio’ mp’ F p* ro” Trever [yr] of va y/ v® BS ov ap~ af 

8/ Koddov® Avook’/ SX Siadopp xr? [v°] BS v2 yi/ v? BS ov ap~ vy 

ps to" Tparere v § [4] 

ps to™ Tr” Xapis v B oft ap” y] 

8/ Gcodwpo” Taap S to™ Keparas [v°]B va y/v y o ap By 
45 98 Kavpo So8- S pf to" ABB~ Evoy we § 2 y/wvS ovap’ y 

8°/ yap‘ KupwdAdo” S pf to™ Zuwos v° § 2 yy v° § ov ap" § 
8/ Amroh\w Kohdov® mpS  § pS to™ Aye” Twvor[r]ifwr] [v9] By 2 y/ v° Byow ap~ BS 

y/ Syp? yns v day av’? ob € v? [CF y/ v® dy]J§ ov ap~ AF 

Fol. 3 4.] 

8/ Movom” BoiB- pt S Siadhopp xr? v? § av? vy? z [y]/ v° 8 ax ap” 8 
50 p® To™ Tlood > [v°] a B/ ot ap~ af/ 

BS yn? Savhevre v? af ou ap~ af 

py tol™l ABidov wv Sy ov ap” Sy 

8/ Max-/ Ama Typ S adedp? av~ § pf ro™ Ay” BoB- v? B v° B yi/ v? § ot ap” y 

8-/ yapS Mak~/ Toexpovrl XS pi to™ Toexpovre va 2 yi v® a ov ap” a 
55. 98/ Movoa” Tepovtiov SX pf to™ Tayarn S$ Sapaynps v°? B/v? 2 y/ v® B/ ov ap” B/ 

8/ Sevov’ Ocodoor" Kupidd°” 

8/ Poparyn Terpw 
8/ Mex’/ Eppaw™ $ i[war]y- 

29. ov(ouart) Bix(rwpos): this should be compared with such 
entries as kat tmép pepous.... imep....in 1419; it is the 
payment by one tax-payer on another’s behalf. In 1419 the 
payment is often inép yuvads and in other cases imnép 
€&(€)8(pwv). As the present document is certainly an assess- 
Ment, not a register of payments, the arrangement by which one 
tax-payer paid for another must have beenastanding one. The 
reason in most cases would probably be the absence from home 
of the tax-payer thus represented by a substitute. 

32. The first Bs is a correction from as; so too ay in I. 33 
from ;. 

42. [-]: if any wheat had been entered here the o would 
probably have been visible. 

46. Zuvos: in one of the 6th cent. papyri from ’Adpodirns 

SS ps to™ 7°” av 

§ ps to" Sapaynp' 
SX Svadopp xr? 

v? B/v? 2 y/ v° B/ ov 

yyw By/ v« ov 

vy ¢ v? BS y/ v? § ov 

koun (B. M. Pap. Inv. 1549) occurs a monastery with this name, 

in the Panopolite nome. 
48. ov(ouara) e: this should be. The clerk, in adding up the 

dvdpurpos, overlooked 1. 39, as appears from |. 147, whence the 
supplements here are taken. day corrected as in 1, 147. 

50. Took: after the A is a lacuna, in which one letter might 
be lost. 

54. Toexpour¢: see the note on 1. 139, where the same name 
recurs in a different form. 

57- Popavn: in 1424, 19 Romanus, son of Peter, pays for 

the réros of Samachére. Evidently this is the same person, and 
the name is the Coptic form (= ‘Pepave), not a feminine. It is 
to be noticed that he pays differently here and there; c/ 

Pp. 173+ 

ap” B/ 
ap” > 

ap” > 

uh 
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pf to™ TaravovBe v°? § 
60 Warr ]~ 0% Geodoord va 

BS ro” Tare va 
§/ Tovwwve™ Tlapovd S$ w” av’ § Siadlopp xr] wr Sy vd y/v Sy crap™ nf 

pS to™ Of 8]. Pap va [ov ap] § 
pS To" Kepadas vy [ov ap” .] 

65 pS To" DB Dap ov Avdps va = [or ap™ -| 

BE To™ Ay” Evoy vy [ov ap” -] 

pS ro™ Te Yor ve § ou ap” a 
8/ IIkoope Iaxos § pi ro™ SoA we v BS y/ v C§ or ap? 

8/ Iwan zpé S pe aol" .L].-. wa v2 y/va orap- B 

70 yy Snp? v? K0¢ avv® ovd € [v° vy] y/ v pBSs ov ap~ MS ¥ 

Fol. 4.] 

8/ Tlaxvpus Xpvoe S ps to™ Kadaporpe vy av v B[y/v’]e ov ap” y 

5/ Yevnpov Vaxo S pf ro" Bekexav Sad vay va y/v By ov ap~ af 
8/ Vouxe Towve Kovi SF pf ro™ Tyowpas v B v By/ v 8 2 

8/ Vervov? Hu- SX to™ ABB~ Evax vy a vy By/v ¥ 2 

75. &/ Toevov® Acovri” XX to™ Tpamera v § vz [yl/ vf ov ap? § 

8/ [H]\u- S$ Mapu* Ovy~ Telexunh X pS ro" 72 Aaxam* v Bz y/ v B ou ap~ BS 
8/ PorB~ Buc~/ $ lax’/ rp F p* 7o™ ABB- Tavpw” v° yfy 2 yy [v°] yS y ov ap” 5 B/ | 

8/ Aapwv Svpewv S pf to™ 7” av™ v B 2 y/ v? B ov ap- B 

8/ Sevov? Avavov S pi to™ ABB- Tavpiy’] v°? ay ey/vMllay ov ap’ ay 

80 8 Tarpixi* BoB S pf to™ Ay” Ilwovrialvos YP] a 7 y/ va ou ap” a 
8/ Myra Tlex’/ S ps to™ Kahaporpe S Tv? Woly v*] af v? 8§ [yi/ vs ov ap” .] 

8/ Xevov’ oyo* S pf to™ Toav Kovi ve B zyi/v?[B ov ap” -} 

8/ Vayxo Iareppov® SX Siadopp xr? ay 4 ysey/vt [ov ap™ £°] 
pS to™ Ipmpoov vay ovap™ a 

85 p& To™ Lepiwvos vO). gap 2 
p® to™ Ilaro Tfapovd ve a B/ ot ap~ B [.]/ 

87/ w” Thaxv™ S pf to" @oode vs vd y/vn [or ap’.] 

8/ Yayo MapoaBav SS p& to™ Deve [v°] a vy aSy/ v? BS [ou ap” .] 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1420 
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ou ap~ 8 

[ov ap™ a?] 
[ov ap” a?] 

yf Syp? ys v? dyJ avr? ov € v? uf [y/] v° vf [co]. ap- da 

62. Hovwave” TfayovA: that this and not Tovwav" Srfayovd 
(or€ as os) is to be read was pointed out by Mr. Crum, who 
compares the T{apovA Tovwve™ of 1432, 92. The name, which 
occurs also in the Coptic texts, is Pwonesh (moywstuy) ; hence 
the character over o, which might paleographically be either r 

or a, is more likely to be the former than the latter, since or 
might represent uy (often represented by s simply), whereas cais 
meaningless. The meaning is ‘ Wolf, son of Camel.’ 

64. Kepadas: no doubt the same as Keparas in 1]. 44. 
74. YervovO(tov) HAr(a): presumably not the same as the 

Psemnuthius, son of Elias, of 1421, 154, since the latter was one 
of the dreNeis. 

76. Aaxana(s): the common noun, ‘ vegetable-garden.’ 

77. Iax’/: this occurs several times; it is not clear if it is 
meant for Iaxw8, but presumably not. 

81. (kat) Yco(v) Yor: in a different hand, apparently. 
85: the 5 is very doubtful, but to make the total in 1. 89 

correct a second 4 besides that in 1. 88 is required, and there 
are traces of ink here which may bes. Perhaps too the 6 and 5 
may be continuous as in 1424, 39; cf also 1. 118. 

82. oxo": cxoAaoriKod. 
88. Mapoafav: probably not the same name as Mar Saba, the 

Syrian saint, since he was not a Jacobite (Crum). In 1419, 717 
the name occurs as MapoaBaov. 

89. «¢: corrected from 14, as in 1. 149. 

. 



8/ @codwpo” AxavOlwly F7 av- 2 2 

_ 93. In the previous line Neev~ 3 is called yjdiov. This may 
imply that yj8:ov and réros were synonymous terms, a supposi- 
tion somewhat supported by the fact that the same names 
sometimes occur both for y7d:a and for réro: ; but on the whole 

_ it seems best to suppose that the words represent different 
land units, though perhaps sometimes used loosely ; cf p. 177. 

But here the discrepancy may be a mere slip of the pen. 
99. Hake Maavys: the letter after the lacuna looks more like a, 

but cf. 1419, 174 (where read Ha Maavys) and (as a personal 
Mame) T102 and 1115. 

109. The sum of énpyéora is a correction from \8 8/, and so too 
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Fol. 44.] 

90 = 8/ Tlewrare Dpevoyni® S$ adehf” av’? & p[* rol" Sacvoer v° By ar va yi/ v yy ovap’ y 
8-/ yaps Taonp S pe rfol™ UWe-/ Kap vwaf 2 yi/v af ot ap? B 

8/ Wnpe Oeodocr0" S [yln’ [Nleev~ Se S$ aXX veal yw By y/ v SF ot ap’ y 

pS to™ New Ze ov? Sy ou ap” ¥ 
HS to" Epradwp* =v a 2 

95 8/Texpopm- yapt Bapoo” F pe ro™ [Ay] PuB- va v2 y/ va crap a 
8/ PoiB- Koddov? XS ps to™ Daparave vr Bw B y/ v8 Z 

8/ Movoto” Muas S pé ro™ [Eptladopa vera vaS y/v? BS 2 

8/ Aaud Iecevre S ps ro™ [? Tloo]d v? : vB y/wve Z 
8/ Myva Tavea S ps [ro™ ?Tad]w TMaavys v° yey yi/ v é 

100. 6 8/_ lwB Tewpyro” [SX ps to™ pov N]\axov v? / 4 y/ v B/ 2 

| aps § pf tJ” Ikapoov vray vay y/v? BB/ cap" a 
] S pS to™ KedBaovde vaf vaS y/vy Z 

] SX pf to" Sapoehkrwg, = y 2 v/v y ovap™ BB/ 
].-B § ps ro™ DE | °B vw BS y/v 8f ot ap-~ B 

105 A XS pe to™ Te” Vor YB ve y/rv B 2 

] S pf to™ Lapoadrog, Bowe sel aS 2 

J SX ps a[o]™ pou NAfaxjov Py vd y/ vw C ou ap” a 

| apo § pS 107 [Ay] Evoy S$ Tloaplert v? Biv? By/ vd z 

[ye/ Sy]uoor/ v° Ay¢ avy’ ov [1B v° Ke]F ws ewai v° yy ot ap iy 

Fol. 5.] 

110 6. 8/ Sapovnd Evwy S to™ Keppavrtifov yjaav vz y/va i ovap- ¢ 

8/ E\do” Prdapov S pé 7o™ Mapw Naaf...] YB vB y/ v 8 2 
8/ Vervov’ Tavpwo” S pi to™ Deve vy BwvB v/v 8 4 

8°/ w? Aeovrio” XS pf to™ Leroud vB wv B »y/ vd Z 
8/ Koop~ Kvpiar’/ S pe to™ Iyexerpos ra va y/v B Z 

115 98/ iwavvo” Vervov® S pé ro™ Kopnro” vey v? BS y/ v &§ ov ap” BS 

8/ Ikava Xapis S pf to™ Te” Xapis wp Bo yf vd Z 
87/ w? Yevov? AmoMo F ws ro™ Ay” Bux“/ vw B My yi/ we 4 

8/ Avovr Eppa" S pf to™ Ia r'eire [Yr] af Py y/vrss . «4 

8/ Kupa yapB* Mavx[aros?] § pS ro™ Ayu” Wol........ v B/\ 2 y/ wv B/ 4 
120 68/ Avvas Ovy~ ®ido® Ikapoo § pS ro™ Ixapoo” [v°] § 2 yf vf 2 

AS 2 ved yf v § 

the general total from vf; y; cf 1. 150. 
110ff. This folio may very likely have been a half-sheet only, 

but it is impossible to be certain as the book was torn to pieces 
and the folios separated before it arrived at the Museum. 

116. Yc”: the w foro; cf. 1. 43. e 

118. 85: this was at first written continuéusly. 
short stroke was added to mark the 5. 

11g. yapB": probably = yape(rns). 

121. AxavOov: for this curious name cf. 1426, 8. The first 

two symbols + are smeared, perhaps to delete them. 

Afterwards a 

Hh2 



8/ Tlapovrd APavacro 
8/ Eppaw™ Iax’/ 
8/ Doxa lwavvo” 
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¢ va yrva 2 

e wv SS yi/ v df 4 

¢ PB 7 ag Z 

[7] » BS v/v BS 4 
2 ve yifve 2 

[-] vB wwvB ’ 

yy Snp? v? iL B/ arv® ov te [v Anf ws erpar v° ve ¢ ov ap” BS 

125 98/ Sredavo” Ikape 
8/ Sevov’? APavacio” 

8/ iwavvd Kovdo 

Fol. 5 4.] 

129 6 8/_ Kupuak’®/ Atrohho av? v° BS 

8/ Sredfavo]’ ros 
130 ©8/ Iwavvov Ovvodpio” v B 

8/ Tewpyiov] Tay” 
131 98/ Eppaw Tlovwe v? BS 

8/ Eppaw An{a] Typ 
132 87/ w® Aiavov v B 

8/ Max~/ Ikape 

133. 9/ Aammd @c0docr0” v B 

8/ Ata K~/ Amoh\\o 

134 96/ Ilve edavovp? § w" av v? § 

8/ @codocr0” Iwond 
135 98/ Maroi @eodocr0” v By 

8/ Hpakde TeBav 

136 8/ Hdtas Bapoov vy 
8/ Koop~ doll 

137. 8/ IIkoBos A@avacto” vy 

6/ Xiwv Yayo 

138 68/ Koddov? Mi v B 

8/ Aovk:/ ovppx 
139 © 8"/ -w? Max~/ Suxdourl va 

8/ Avdpeas @cod[w]p” 
140 ©8"/ w? Ovvodpuo” Tarapav- va 

5°/ w" Teelolos 
141 87/ w? Avook’/ Vaxe vy? af 

8/ Sevov’ Tewp? to™ [To lapevr 

128. B/: corrected from $; so too the total from ve B/. 
129. Aro\\@ is a correction from &:A06*, 
131. Teoxou: not Mex[votov]; for Mecxoucf.1.171. It means 

‘her little one’ (Crum). _ It is, however, possible that the name 
is a misspelling of Bys Kou. 

138. Mi~: = Muas; cf. 1. 97. 

139. Stxdour?; KNoya is a Coptic name; ot is perhaps ‘son 
of’; cf. Harsiése, etc. (Crum). The name is very likely the 
same as Toexpour{, 1. 54, perhaps the same person, 

Sf Dio / .[...-.--] 

v° BS 
8/ Eppaw io[avvov] 

ve 

o/ Meoare Meoxfov] 

vy 

8/ @codoow™ TIk{. . .Jo 

v° BS 
87/ vw? Movorato” M[axa]ou~ 

v BS y 

ot ys 

v° BS 

v B 

v° ps 

v BB/ 

8/ @codwpo” Tp[obeov ?] v By 
v B 

8/ Awa Typ Ixaple] vy 8 

v° BS 

57/ uw? Diaper v° BS 

v8 

8/ Xodopwy K[o]\dov’ [. .].[. .]v° B 

vy 

8/ Srepavo” Taxk’/ vy € 
ied 

87/ vs Tlapovd Taour 

v° BS 
8/ Tlap[ovd 

ve B 

3/ we AB! Aploloog™ —v* a 
va 

[v?] a 

v° Bis 

141. 87/ w° Atoox®/: a correction, 
Apoevopot(uxos): the reading is not certain but very 

probable; cf 1419, 1285, 1290, where this curious word is the 

name of a rdzos, J 
tom(ov) Toapevr: aS this is a payment for dvdpicpds the 

mention of the rémros cannot have anything to do with the tax. 
It is adescription of the tax-payer, ‘son of George of Tsament.”” 

A George son of Taam held land in this rézos (1. 23). 



8/ ABp* Tewpyto” 
8/ Acovri’’ Tver ehavovp? 

8°/ vi? Mapx"/ 
yy av’? ov 

+avaxeparar” g— 

v B 

ve a 

HS v° py B/ 

Fol. 6.) All lost but margin. 

Fol. 7.] Blank both sides. 

Fol. 8.] 
[+ ouv? pepurp? xpvorkay Syp? 
155 amo Sn? yns 

ato S.ayp* ovy KF 

oyw euBod? 8 f’/] 

Fol. 84.) 
* [Sopp] 

160 98/ Avdpea Zayapr* 
L p< to” Keppavtio” 

a. p* to™ Ilade 

va 

vy? af 

_ 142. yewpy(ov): or perhaps Pewpy(tov). 
_ avovpy(ov) : as a Ive éAavoupyds occurs in 1. 134 it seems 

ty likely that the Ive: here is the same person. ¢Aatovpyod 
ay then go with Ive; but the son may probably have been an 

és as well as his father. 
6. ehiS(os): apparently a new word. It occurs several 

: in. the present collection, e.g. 1482, 80, where it appears 
chu’, and 1427, 21, where it is given as eis. The meaning 
shown by this and other passages to be ‘page.’ The de- 

lension is evidently «dis, editdos. The usual word is cedis 
tum, Catalogue, p. 447), but the o is certainly not written in 

any case in the present collection. The word is, however, very 
likely a corruption of cis, unless derived from éNicow. 
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yy/ ta [o]perov™ avuo® $ K~/B? a7/ raBhw 

 Bfa}polpp) ur 

237 

8/ Avdp® Scodwp” yeop|y vB 

v B 
8/ Adavacw” Irak v? J 

a ede Sn? v? KBSy av ov Cv KS [ws ew]ar v pyy ov ap” Kes 

B v ray ove [v] CF vy dy [ou alp~ AF 
Y v? KO ¢ oy € [pv] wy vy pBs au ap~ yy 
$ v dyJ ov © [pv]? of vy vf ou ap” haf 

€ v? dys ovy iB [v°? Kes] Yomy oapm wv 

¢ vy? i P/ ov ve [v® nS] vy veg ov ap BS 

¢ v4 ovv wd [v° pn B/] vpn B/ 2 
y/ Snp? v? p&€B/ av*v? ovd ce [v° od] [v}? tof B/ ov ap™ ppa 

ap® v® poaf 

ap? wy 

v° oiaS y 

[ou ap™...] 

v BS af? ° a yh/ [»"] 7S [ok [ale y 
ou ap” af 

au ap” aS 

147. A\ay: corrected from Aas; the total is perhaps cor- 
rected from )é. 

149. «¢: corrected from 16. 
150, Corrections as in l, 109. 
Fol. 6. Cf note on |. 110 ff. 
151. Corrections as in l. 128. 
Fol. 7. This folio is imperfect, but too much remains to 

suppose that f. 8 was a half-sheet and that what is described as 
f. 7 was merely its margin. The folio must therefore have 
been left blank. If, however, the remaining folios are really 
a different book from the preceding (introduction, p. 231), the 
missing part of the folio may have been occupied by the 
protocol. 

154. The bottoms of several letters in this line are visible, 
but not enough for any certain reading. 
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8/ Ata Typ Siak’/ Mapoar SF pe ro” pepmero vy [vz] y/ vy ov ap” ¢ 

8/ Adavacio” Zayapr- SF Siadopp xr? vaf vz y/v af ov ap™ af 

165 pS To” SypouKe ya ou ap” af 

pS to™ Weds v° § ou ap™ ¢ 
[8/] Ama K*/ Varo” S ps to" Aptodar/ va vB y/vy ovap~ a 

[5/ A]pSpea Kedeede S pé ro™ lactpe ve § [w]e y/vS ovap § 
[8/ Bi]x~/ SaBwo” Tovwe SF pS to™ Kvvvapio” yry Py y/(wVs ovap~ ag 

170 [8/ Aa}ud Bux~/ § ps to" Bys Kovi vyly]y 2 y/vyy ov ap’ a 

[8/Xe]pyvo” Qpovoy[ xo” S$ Hex~/S vu av~ F [wn] ro" Meckovi va vay yi/v? By ovap™ a 
[8/ Evwly Myv- S pé ro™ Iarave vB [v]2 y/v Bon ap” af 

[8/ Evo]y Hahov AOlar* Iw Pjavys § [Siladopp «7? =v Sy[v*] 2 yi/v? Sy or ap” B 

ps ro™ Kani..... ] Wes ov ap 4 

175 HE to™ Ixur[v . Bes [v°.y]/ ov ap™B 

[ye/ dnp? KBs ar’v® oft 8 v Ly y/ v*] KOS [or ap” 1B]B/ 

Fol. 9.] 

[s// [ >Burrlop & Svadop[’p] xz" vl ee aly? v°. yl [» -] Lol [elel” 85) 
pf ro™ Tay .[.].. de vag ov ap” § 
pS to™ Ixerz[. |Bes vd ot ap™ 8 . 

180 = 8/ Evox dvdak/ S pé to™ Tpa Neurov va [4] y/va ov ap a 

5/ Eppaw ato Kepamw”  dSiadopp xz? wre 2 y/ve orap~ 8 

pe To™ Ditaotpe vB ot ap’ B 

pS ro™ Iikeherle 7B me 

p& to" Ilaxov Nrop va 2 

185 6/Hdt~ Apovoyyxio’ § aXX SF Siadopp xr? YC wre w/t oven 

p& to” Kovpira v? B/ ov ap’ a 

pS 7o™ Tank —/ v fy ov ap e€ 
p& to” Bys Kovi v? aS Z 

———-8/ Beodoou"” Tavpwo” S pf to" @ekra Ter [a] va y/v.B ovap~ a 

190 =. 8/ Teppov? $ aXX S§ pf to™ Tacwwv @ TE y/ YM § ov ap’ a 

8/ Gcodwp” mp* S pé ro™ ABB- Tarp” v? [yn] . 2 y/ vn ov ap’ n 

8/ codoc10” Mapk’"/ ato Kep[apu”] § pf ro™ Tu / Emrou_xuov ? vag] y/ v° a¢ ov ap” a 
8/ IwB to™ AaBav S pé to™ AaBav [v? aS y]/z y/ vaSfy ov ap~ B 

8/ Tladwrns xopus S pé ro™ NaBoi [ vB 24 y/vB oap- B 
195  98/ lepepu’’ Movora” azo Adplodira] & ps ro" TL v? § v.§ »y/v.J§ oc ap” Boe 

yy Snp? v? X¢B/ [av’v® obd . v? . yy/ v°. . ov ap™ ABS] 

Uadov, Enoch is probably the Enoch son of Paleu who occurs ~ 
in 1432, 32. P 

175. Ukiry. Bes: cf 1. 179. 

180. Tpa Nemov: of. the name Ipa Normop. 

is certain. 

163. lapoar: presumably this was the place he came from. 

167. Aprodax/: cf. 1419, 626, note. 
169. A Victor son of Sabinus occurs in 1481, 78. 

Kuviapiov : it seems very likely that this may be the same as 
§ 

The r here 
the Tevapiov of 1423, 6, etc. K and © are not infrequently } 
confused in Coptic, and the vowels are always somewhat un- 
certain. 

171. Tleckou: cf note on |, 131. v° ay is a correction. 
173. If the reading is right, (cai) has been omitted after 

182, @i\aorpe: in 1, 219 in a Greek form, S:Adornp. ’ 
184. Tlaxov Nxop: after the » is written a p» or p, but as this 

is somewhat faint and close to the « it has probably been 
cancelled. '% 
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EA Be ] §& [8hfa]dfo] pp! [xr yroaryv2 y/ vs ov ap-j|f§ 
pS ro™ Apoever[. Jv ve yB/ ov ap § 
HE To” TIpapov Op: v By 2 

9° [8]/ Awa K*/ mp* amo Aw.[..].\° SF Svadhopp xr? v° 8G 4 yi/v? 8¢ ovap’ e 

pS to™ Tam vw aS ov ap~ B 
p® 70” LehBice ve af ot ap” B 

pS to™ Xrpare vag ov ap’ a 
[8/]f «XX Ay” Tlamvov® § pf ro™ ABB~ Ilamvov? v? a - yfva ov ap z 

[87/ «XX Neevarfnu XS pf ro™ Netarlyv v B/ y/ v B/ ov ap? a 

[8]/ Max-/ amo TlopO10’ F pé ro™ T[o]pOus wey te phe y 2 
[8/] Gco8ocr0” Npovoyx.s F ps to” Kaorpicrd va [4] y/va ovap?a 

[8/] Xapioria ro™ Tut Ataov X pf to™ 7” av™ vy S [2] yf vS ov ap" § 

[87/] vw? Krav? [S pt ro™ 7°” av™ w§.. fe] opel 5, ot apt § 
[8/] TeBo fan’/ SS ps to™ 7°” avi va [ez] y/vPa oapta 

[8}/ @vy- Eo" SX ps to™ 7 av? va [4] y/ va ovrapra 
- [8]/ Tavdov Iaoour S pe to™ 7” av” vrai -¢ y/ Pa ovap’ a 

8/ Opoaoupi Tos -[§ Biago]ip a? PY DAB w ¥ nf oop" s 
pe To™ ABB~ ABp* [v° .] ov ap y ; 

HE To" Edauovp? [v .” ov ap y 
pe 70” [ Z ] 

[ye/ Syne? xo ¢ avy? od a v® B yi/] v? Kns ou ap” its 

. 10.] 

[ ] 
pf to™ Biagryp [ vy. ov ap” .| 

pS to™ IIkedeeke  [ ee es ap? 5] 
ie 8/ Mynva Kupvax?/ § ro") BY...... vp B 4) yf wv Bat ap” 4 

? » oy Tlareppov’ aro Vup”  Siadhopp xr? [p]ey 4 yl vey ov ap” y 
* p® To™ Epkape v8 ot ap” B 

ps to” TaravovBe Yay ov ap” a 
y Tlex”/ Txoope S§& Suadopp xr” [ee nlf va y/ v OF orap? 

pS to” Ay” DoiB- ve ov ap’ e 
pf to™ Ixkota vB [oh [alp™ a 
pS To" Daveye = [ v° af] ov ap” a 

—— -& Maxvpso” Tavpw” $ Srep* [S$ Stadopp xr? ve. v.] yy v is B/ ot ap~ 7 

30 pS to™ Kadowey [ 
ps to™ Neo” Kr? [ 
HE 70” Iaddaveo” [ 

t no doubt a Coptic form of Srparov (1419, 337). personal name. 
(a) (or) «\(npovope@v): for kAnpovduor in connexion 206. TlopOmiov: 2. @. ropOpetov, ‘ferry,’ used as a proper noun. 

a monaste o- 1419, 1285 and note. The dot in this line 213. Hape-: cf. 1481, 73, note. 
isin “al so in l. 206. 228. oi(rov) apt(a8n) a: a perhaps corrected from . 
205. Neear{nu: this looks more like a place-name than a 
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pf to™ Kahav [ 
pf vo™ Thu Bede [ 

235 pe to™ Aakk’/ 
8/ Kuptaxo” Adepe [ 1. ap” ee 

8/ Tlovs azo en Toups [ | Be 
8/ ToaBer | ] ov ap’ B 

8/ Bux~/ Adepe [ 
240 98/ Eppaw Yafuivo" [ 

[8/....]~ Eppaw” [ 

Fol. 104.] 

By [ 
pS ro™ Ay” Tlamvov? [v° . ov ap” .] 

pf 7to™ Tlahi [fv . gt ap" ] 

245 98°/ tex’y APavacio” aro Vupo” F S[rado] pp! Kr [pp OS 2 y/ v O crap~i 
pf 7o™ TavBaapzre [v°..% ov ap™i ie 

pe to" Tlarcote [v° .] ¢ 2 
pS To™ Tlarkovde [v° .] Z 

8/ Tipo Terpo” St o cane v BSF [2] y/ vw BSF 2 
250 8/ @codocr0” Dido? § pi [  ABPJB~- Tx«vdio” v° SB/ [4] y/ v° SB/ ox ap” 8 B/ a 

8/ Evdoéi- $ Emdavewo” FX pt [ a] sare ye Sy [ly wv Sy covapta 

8/ iwavvo” Aad zp* § pe [ro™ Toapelyr~ vai [e] yf Ma orap- a 
8/ Tlaap lovd.) Se ot | vy Sy zy vsy 2 £ 

8/ Amohd\w Vous amo Maxlavvews ly/ vB ovap? B 

255 9/ Varo” Ierpo” [ J y/ vw 8¢ ovap’ y 

87/ w? Tpoxh? [ lyf vB avap™ se 
8°/ «Xk Tarkexe [ Jy w§ ovap? § 

[8]/ Iwavvo” TMerp[?” . ly vw B ovap~ B 
8/ Tlareppov® KL lyf vw B 

260 = 8"/ yapt Probl */ yV vw B 4 

[ y/ Syne? vd. av? oft . v®? . . yr/ vw? .. ov ap”. .JB/ 

Fol. 11.] 

[8/ E]lppaw xow [ 
[8]/ Ovvodpr” Txoviolv ? 

8/ Atoh\o mt [ 

265 & Ilerpo” Tavpwo” [ 

8/ IIkow Teppov? = [ 

7 Lyy/ 
241. It is not clear how much is lost after this line but very 261. This line is probably that giving the totals, both pecause 

likely only the line giving the totals. nothing is written in the column for wheat and especially b 
257. Tarkexe: the same as Taroioes in 1481, 76, but it is not there is, as with the other totals, a larger space than u: : 

certain whether it is a personal or place-name. between it and the previous line. 
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+ avaxedpada” 

a edu? Syp? v° [KB ¢ avy? oot 8 v° Ly ws eva v? KOS at ap™ 8 B/] 

270 B v? N= B/ ow. vv. v° ot ap” ABS] 

y v? [ke ¢ oa vB ve «ng ov ap” iS] 

) ad eae ow. v. v° ou ap”. .| 

€ v® df. ow. v° v° ov ap’... B/] 
> v2[ ow. wv.. v.. ou ap”. .| 

275 y/ Snp? pools av? xz v° py y/ v oS y ov ap”... .] 

Fol. 11 4.] Blank. 

Fol. 12.) All lost but margin. 

PAPYRUS 1421.—a. p. 720 (?). 

Inv. No. 1498. Book, much damaged, of 6 folios; 1 ft. rin. x1 ft. 2}in. Written in 

a flowing, clear, but not very elegant minuscule of medium size. 

HIS document, which is a pepiopds for Tpets Meduddes, resembles the preceding very closely 
in arrangement, but in addition to the taxes there dealt with it includes the tax described 

as Samdvn; cf. p. 173. In the summary on f. 2 appears an entry concerning a workman at 
Babylon. This cannot have been any part of the ypvovxd Syudova and was apparently one of 

the éxkorpadpdwa for some reason included in this account. Points peculiar to this document are 

discussed in the notes. For the date (which is very uncertain) see the note on 1. 152. 

Fol. 1.] From top to bottom of the page :— 

]- B/ av? [v*] pyf dv KS ov ap~ podd/ d ax apl! pad” 

Fol. 14.) Blank. [Protocol.] 

Fol. 2.] 

2 +[ov]’ pepiop: XpvoiKkwv Sype? y Tn? of” Sjurin’/ cop! Adpodi™ U/ Bev & Pap y 

“/ y YL 
3 emulnr™ 

por 

amo Snp°n? yns ap® v° ohn y 

1. Only a small portion of this folio remains. 
av°: A(or)r(4) implies that the sum following this is a de- 

duction from some larger sum, but the reading here is not ap®, nor 
is it possible in the preceding characters to read \0, which 
would be the sum of 133s. (the first sum might be either py; or 
tys) and 254s. In the case of the wheat, if the readings are 
right, the total and remainder are given without the amount 
deducted; probably the same was the case with the money, 

IV. 

and hence py; is read rather than «ys. av” is obscure. 
2. ev’: if the reading is right (and it seems to be) this would 

suggest év r@ (with zyvi), which would be curious and unusual ; but 
it may be for éevrayiov, z. e. the peptouds was made in accordance 
with an évrdy.ov of the date mentioned. 

apy: only the & is clear; the ap is very doubtful. 
[8]/: there cannot have been very much room for the name 

_or names, but the stroke suggests 8/. 

I1 
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5 amo Suayp* o” opp Kl ov™ ex [AS of 7H ap? v° pd 

yy ta odeov™ arfuc]? $ x{7/]Bd* {ul / raBdw v? [ré]ly 

S$ hoyw Sama{v} B / o v’ Kef Sav S Samay [e]e [w]No+---++-- ++}? Saray” B v/v? p 

$ dofyw €]uBod” 7? av™ y u*l/ ov [ap «.Je 

S Noyw adday” oiSypS BaB* x7/ pe [. v? .] ep? a [ 

Fol. 2 4] 
10 [8/ A}ro\\w Zyvof[rJou SF [S}nn° Siadopp v B ar v° [Slar- v° y y/ v By 

ovap” @ 

Il [u*] ro™ N€ Krnp- ya pf to™ ABaxrov va ov ap’ a 

12 [8/ Alva Kupor Zowouln]p  Byp” Suagopp vi B/are | 8/ Bi \ y/ BBY 
ou ap wos 84 

13 pé To™ Vovowpe v? BB/ ot ap’ y pep: To™ IIkeknxy Vv? a B/ ov ap” z 

[us ro™ ABB-] Iaxol[B] v §y ov ap~ a pf 7o™ M[v|dovapX vw? § ov ap~JSiB 

15 [‘] vol"! Tew [v°]. ovap: § pS ro™ [NI Krynp- v a ov apm z 

[u*] to™ laws Yup” 

17 [8/ Ile]Bw Hpaxd{eo]s 

[v°?]. 

S dnp 
ot [ap] df 

yyy a va y[" vw BR/ly/ we 

ovap~ OS 

18 [n|f ro™ Tlayafov ve? aB/ ov ap- pf ro™ Ilacodwp” v? aB/ 2 

[ee 7)” av- op Tewpyr”” ou ap~ OS 
20 J> MavovBe § Sym’ pS ro" Tadira Vv yy a? v® z y/ vw yy 

ovap- J | 
21 ?Wevpop § [yw pi to" Vervwp Yaz y/ Vv «a 

22 ] & 8np st on 4 y/ vy 
sa Ors Mes: 

23 vy] Bo ov ap: .. pS to™ N*® Krnp™ va 2 

] & [Shm? diagopp 
25 ot] ap~ f pe ro™ Kaxow 

5. ov” ex mA°: dvrov ex mdeious, if the reading is right, but 

[w]A‘, though likely enough, is only conjectural. The meaning 
is not quite clear. It may be simply that these persons were 
‘additional’ to the main list (they are not oi dreXeis on f. 6, for 
the latter number 33); or they may be persons called on to 
defray a ‘surplus’ of payments, to the treasury or otherwise, 
over the émifyrovpeva. The latter supposition is somewhat 
supported by 1. 7 if the readings there are correct. 

7. dav*: apparently daverrOévtav, which would seem to imply 
that the amount of the surplus was borrowed from somewhere 

and then charged on the tax-payers ; cf too 1485, 91, with note 
there. 

J’: 2 cuprd]n(pacews) ? 
8. ms) avr(ys) y u(v)8(xrtovos) : the indiction to which the 

xpvoixa Snpdova belong is the 2nd, but the 3rd is that in which 

the pepiopds was made ;. for the difference between money and 

corn cf. 1420, 5, note. 

9. adday" otdnp*: of. 1488, 28, 84, etc. In the first place the 
charge is made iép épyaréy B. adday"is evidently d\\ayfs. As 
in 1433, 28 two workmen and here one workman occur in con- 

nexion with the dA\ayj, it seems clear that the word must refer 

v? of -[ 
vaoaoap a 

to workmen in some way; probably, therefore, it may be trans- 

lated ‘shift’; cf its use in Spopsxal dddayai as relays of horses. 

a8np* then is for odypéev, or less probably for odnpeior, ‘a shift 
at the zronworks at Babylon.’ That there were ironworks 
at Babylon may be inferred from the fact that iron was stored 
there and distributed to the local centres for nail-making ; cf 
1369. Probably, therefore, workmen were requisitioned for 
stated periods ; sometimes in person from the local centres, and 

sometimes their wages only were required, as here. 

k’/ jh3 Kara pia. 
12. 1d; 8’: this should be 135<8. 
13. =: a correction. 

15. =: apparently corrected from a. 
16. laws Yup”: the second name is probably a personal one 

(patronymic); it can hardly be the émoixioy of that name, 
implying that the ré7os was situated there, as a tax-payer of 
Tpeis Tediddes holding land there would presumably pay to the 
officials of Psyrus, not to those of Tpeis Iediades, : 

21. Vevywp: read on the supposition that, as is not infrequently 
the case, the rémos was named from the tax-payer’s father; but 

the p in the name of the rézos is not certain, 



— 
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] #S To” Taxis v° § ot ap: af 8/ 

] #S 70" Zvy: v°? Bolu ap7] B 
[yy/ Sn? v° Sy avr ob a v a 8/ v. Sv .. ov ap" ..| 

Fol. 3-] 

[8/ Av]8pea{s ...... |s S Snp? Siadopp v® y [a? v°] 2 8*/ v° yi/ ap” v° y on ap e 
30 [? ro™] Sued[oo]\e v° a ov ap™ a pS to™ Bys Smp S add” v»? B or ap~ 4 

[8]/ Buxrwp Trnpov XS Sp v? &§ av v? a 8/ vy a[B/] y/ Y nF ox [ap” yy] 
pene 2h: 

HE to™ Saripolo v° By pf to™ Trovov v? B/ ou ap” yy 

pS To™ WVol.|povs v? a z pf to™ Non” v® af 
8/ Iexvovov Io[aax ?] S Sy ps ro™ Sapa[kjovavr ye 2 y/vry [ 

35 °8/ yap" Tar[? vx]are § Snel! [r]o™ lepax? —v” B/ y/ v B/or [all] 
8/ yan- Tavdd Afov]xa SF Sypl! pl! col" davovde v'! § y/ vS or[alp[*.] 

¥/ iwavyns Ep[palws S Sy pf to™ Non\uo* v Baw’ va y/ v y ov apm [.] 

a [8/] yan" Evoy BiB S add? F Syp? pe ro" Pap vy yi/ vy ov ap” ¥ 

. [8/] Emupariov Iarfepluov? S Syy’ ps Siadopp v’ B av f° a] 8" v° B y/ v° € [ov ap” y]} 
heels 

40 HS To™ Kedef[uv] v? a ov ap: af p® To™ App* Oexd* v? a or ap~ af 

[8/] Mapuas [...... ] XS Syp? ps to™ Lao” v § ¢  # [yl/-PS [ 
18 SX Sy ps ro™ Tovape,yo v? § av ve ald] v° a [ye/ v 

yewaeee iid S Snp ps ro™ Lacov ve § Z 2 yr vw 
Iw|ar[v|ns S Snp pé ro™ Ilarkakeehke Va 4 2 yl vw a 

45 ] XS Syp? Siadopp v? a av® v? a S/[y] B yf /v? 8 ox ap” B] 

v°| § ov ap™ a pS to™ N© Krynu~ v° § ov ap” a 

[ye/ Snp? v? Kz B/ av*v? ovr € v° € 8"/ v° = B/ B v® Any oe ap’..] 

Fol: 3 4.] 

[8/ Iwjavyns Txape S Spl? Shifaldopp v? 8 av z 8 vw? [.  ye/ v?. ot ap” s] 

[w* to]" [I]epaxiwvos v° ay ov ap~ B pi! col"! Tepaxw® of Veuvov’ v? B ov ap” vy 

5° [#* t]lo™ Ilvovos v° B/ ov ap” a 
[8/....]r Tarovi S Syp? Siahopp vy yfav? a 8"/Y By y/ v Sy ov ape [.]§ 

[u* 7o]" Koh* va ov ap B pe to™ ABB Ilareppo® v® af ou ap” af 
[u* to™] Tlavcyar v° a o[e ap’] . 

[8/ Iwr}nd aro Bovvoly] F Syp° ps to™ Sacov v’? Sy av? B 8"/ v? ¢ [y}/[v*] y ot ap- 8 

55 [8/ Ov Jodpr” IaxwB rp° SX Sy’ ps r0™ KepeBw v® § . @ @ [y/v?] 8 ov ap” ¢ 

[8/ I]oB SaBwov zp‘ XS Syp? [v°] 8 av v® a 8"/ vl B y/ [v9] Coe ap~ cy’! 

27. Zvy': probably Ziyou; a personal name Zvyos occurs in 32. Savpoov: cf. 1419, 857. 

1419, 629. 38. 48: it will be noticed that the rézos is called bap. This 
29. ap’: sic; 2. dpi(@)ua. recalls the name 2:8 bap. 
30. tor(ov): there seems hardly room for p* ro”. Perhaps, 55. The dot is in the MS, 

however, p“ alone was written, 

1i2 
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[u]’ to™ Surhax v°? B ov ap~ Cy pf to™ KepeBw v® a ov ap” y 

pé vo” Tlarkake VP a ¢ 

[8/ Iwa}lnd Nondto” S Syp? pf ro" Maaco v? y a? 2 8/ vy a yi/ vw 8 ovap- y 

60 [8/ Iwavy ys Kaddufi]nos S$ Syp? pf ro™ Tyra vs @ v® B 8/ va y/ vO ovap’ 8 

Olack css ee OE amo ABIB~ Eppaw™ X [S|np’ Siadopp v? + Z y/ vs ov[a]p- = 
vl? a HS lol” Kavu” ov [alp” ¢ 

] vez 

1) ieee ano aeeen jn S Snp ps to" Kagauro’ v? B av’ z 8[/] v?[. yi/ v® 

65 ] S Sn’ ps ro™ Aup- @exha v°? a 4 [y/ v a 

[ye/ Snp? ANS y av’? oft 8 v? = San* v? C§ BS v® wlSy ofc] ap~ py 

Fol. 4.] 

1O/. saueeals ato Blowev S Syp-p: pf to™ App! @d«d]- v°S av’ v° 8"/v? yi/ v’S ov ap~§ 

Boga Ohne S Sp? pe 7°” ave rayzcy/vay ovap-[.]B/ 

[8/ T]Zapovdk Kahd\urxos Sp’ pS 70™ Swedoohe v’ a av v2 8"/ v°ayi/ v° Bovap:.. 

70 [8/ I]wavva [Ko]\dov? tafr]po” SF Sy ps 7 av-  v? a 8/ v ¥ y/ vw ay [ou ap’). 

[5/ A}ro\Aw HA[c]as XS Sp’ pf Siadopp v? 8 8"/ vay) [yl/ v° ey ot [ap” 0] y 
——— 

pe ro™ [. .Jevxye S Tkaherrwpe v° y ov ap” n pf To™ Ikav ov ap” ay 

pe to™ [AB]B~ Sevov® ra 

[8/] Makapuov Zr[vo]Bfo]’ § [Sy]u pl! co™ N© Krnpl) v° a 2 8"/ vy y/ v ay[ 

75 987/ kAnpp Aewr{ri0]s S Sy pf 70™ Kod vy fz [4] v/v sf 

[8/] Maprap T[avjapio” SX Sy’ pf ro™ Tavapr” v B [4] y/v BL 

[8/] Mnva Texpolumuas  S£ Sn’ pf to™ Né Kr? S$ TaBaxr v? B 8"/ v ¥ yi/ v° Bly 
[8’/ «]\npp Maz[..... ] & Sup’ Siadopp vo € y/vrel[e ] 

[u*] 7o™ A[BB]- [.....]v? v° af pS 7o™ ABB- Sevovh” v? a 

80 ] vw af pf to” Kod* va 

LO ashore sig.0's'y thas SS Syp? pf to™ Iyuce v af [ 

Oy erks Ages ]. Hpwvos XS Snp pf to™ Tacodop” va av [ 

[8/.........JAavoas S$ adehp: av~ SF Snp? Siadopp ve B/  [y/ v° €B/ ov ap” nF] 

[uw ro™ Ilaco]Sop: v° By ov ap” By pf To™ Tlayabov v° yy ou ap™ Sv 
85 [ye/ Sn? v® KoS avy? ov 2 vz 8/. & v?. ot ap” ..] 

Fol. 4 4.] 

8/ [A]ra K[’/ Belkrop XS Sypllur Svadopp v°? iaya® v° a.[8"/. y/ v°?. ov ap” lS y] 

[e'] 70" Medovapx [v]? B ov ap™ B pf ro™ ABB~ [W]epvov® v? € ov ap vy 

[pS to™] Tlaoour [v]? ay ov ap” B ps zo™ Bug. |x?/ va ou apsy 
of Geta Jemintpe § Sym pf 707 IIvovos v° § a® v? a 87/ v® [.] y/ v? . oft ap] 

BO .8/"Ti, aes ] Aavinr S Sy pf ro™ layabov [vy] B a? v? a 8"/ [vy] B y/ v? €[ 

59. Iloonp: a Joseph son of Noelius occurs in 1481, 59. 70. Iwayma: this, if correctly restored, will be the same name 
Here the name is inferred from the (probable) 7. Of the letter as the way” which occurs in 1420, 21. 
read as > hardly anything is visible, but what remains is not 77. UaBaxr: probably the same as the HaSaxrns of 1419, 702. 

inconsistent with the reading. 89. Jemirpe: just possibly Jem i(a)rp(od). 
60. Iwavyns: cf. 1416, 71. 



QI. Ywreopiov: possibly not a patronymic but a place-name, 
=the Yivrodpou of 1419, 562, 1267. 

93. The name of the rézos is apparently not N° Krnu-. 
95. Kaxdev: the papyrus is a little damaged before X, and 

perhaps a was written, as in 1. 94 ; cf Kaxadavin1422,27. The 

word perhaps means ‘ White Eye’ (Crum). 

99. Apxay*: ’Apyayyédov. It is not clear whether this is the 
same as the réros ’Apxayyédov Zrpovbod of 1422, 50, or the Thao 
*"ApxayyéXov (?) of 1419, 69. 

106. Totov ; cf. 1422, 4. 
108. Po18appov Siws; there is a blank space between the two 

words but nothing seems to have been written; if anything, no 
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8/ Tap{...] Yuvrwopio” SF Sym’ ws ro™ ABB- Aad v? a 2 87/ ve a y/ v? BL 

8/ Ilpoxhas Hpaxdwos Xf Sp? pf ro™ Swedoodfe] v? ¥ Z y/ vy ovapy ¥ 
[8]/[.-+-+ os DiBerd F Sy[p] ps [ro]™ [. - nul... Jv? B/a? v? a 8"/[v? a F] y/v? BS you ape [.] 

[S]/ [---++-Jas Tamwmas S Sy’ pl! ro!" Kaxadev [v°] a t y/ v° a oft ap’ -] 
5 eee Ind: S Snp pf ro™ Kaxhev v° 8¢ a? 2 8"/ vy? [a] yi/ v° €¢ ov ap” [.] 

[Of sieves Ovpodplijov SF Syp’ pl! c[o]™ Ovpavnm v° y a? v° a 8"/ v° Hy y/ v.[ 

[8/ ...- Aovx]Javos mpoeor? F S[y]u? ps ro™ 7? Aaxanet va ¢ [ye]/ v? af 
Bol isin ae atahe ] Aaver SX Sy’ pf ro™ Dap vase 24 yp/vral 
FOP so sie s-dp-paepe Sp? pe ro™ Apxay* Padrvaz ye/ yY BL 

100 ] & Sp’ pF 70™ Tvovos yey ae Ef 

] § Syne pf ro™ Tue Lavy vy v° 
BOM be cecadean Zlaxa” SS Sy? pf to" Tdaws vy z[ 

BOs sok eaters 2 Jove” = &_ Sn’ pS To™ Non\u” v? af [v°]§ [v°]S [y/ v° BS 

[ye/ Syp? v? A8fy av*v® ov}/[v]/ [C v?. 8"/ v . @ v?.. ot ap] va B/ 

Fol. 5.] 

Be). xyes) 8 Sq ole Moyabor [a 8/ a mye 
[8/] PorBappor Tuofol Sf Syp ps ro™ ABB~ Movorad v[?.] a? v®? a 8/ z y¥fu/ v? 

[8/] Bur0? Adavacrov S Syp ps to™ lepaxwwvos vrai ¢ ¢ [y/va 
8/ PorBappov Swws SF Syw’ pS ro™ Siadopp v yB/ z 8"/ v ayi/ v [a B/ ovap” yf y] 

eos 

pS to™ ABB* Sevov’ S$ Koddov? v° B/ at ap? Sy ps to™ [..]ros v° y ot ap~ vy 

110 = 8/ @pp Iwavvo” XS Syne pe to™ Surhak Paar a d/va y/ [vy y 
8/ Sywv Mapko” XS Sy’ ps [ro]™ Sacov v B 2 Z y/ v [B 
[s}/ Kd pp Piro? Maxapio” F Sy’ dfadop)p ve ly 2 y/ [v? [Sy oe ap” nS] 

pé To™ Tldag, Yl € ov ap~ sf pe to™ AB[B-] IaxwB v’ a ov ap” a 

pS to™ Taveleny?] v a oc ap: a pf 7o™ Tacodwp” [v°] 

1) an CV neenoeeee amoX V]wen” S Syp? pf to™ Aoroe vy a yy v? [a 
BOY) vice vs seduces «sary |onv XS Syp ps ro™ Tyee yaa va s/[ 

FOL seis vie dieses ove she S Syp pf to" ToovB e. Bph~4 L y/ v BB/ 
] § Snw ps ro™ Sapaxovdrka v? § Z [ y/v 

] § Syne ps ro™ TeBo” v? 8 Z [ y/v 8 

120 ] & (8lnel wi 70 ABB~ Sevov? » B/ zt» B/ 

doubt bo:Baupevos. ‘ 
109. ABB(a) SevovO(cov) (kar) KoAdovO(ov): it is not clear 

whether the ’ABSa is intended to go with both names, but 

probably not, since no rézos ’AB8G KoddovGov occurs elsewhere, 
whereas there is a réros Ko\XotvOov Kuptaxod in 1419, 961. 

114. Taykeuy: as uy is not elsewhere used in this account the 
sound, if the name is really Tavkeuy, was probably represented 
in Greek letters, perhaps as Tavkes (cf. 1. 121, Mapas=Hapauy, 
1419, 116, etc.). 

115. Wivenov(v): cf 1422, 21, perhaps the same tax-payer ; 
see note there. 

120. The dot is in the MS, 
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] & Sy’ pf r0™ Tapas vy [ y/ vy 
1] & [She ps 7r0™ Ixav vaa va [8/]" v° a[y/v y 
LLY Shyw pf 70™ Macodep” v a 2 [ 

[ye/ Snp? v° .. av» ov € Y € 87/ » . Sv? .. ot ap" .-] 

Fol. 5 4.] 

125 [8/ N]oyndw” Afavacr” XS Sp? pf 7o™ A[BB- Movjoa” v? a [ 

[8/ ..-] Texvorvo” S Syp pf to™ Margy [rv]? sf af? 2 8/2 yl / vp sf ov ap-[.] 

[8/ Ama] Kvpos Bixrlwpos X Sym’ pf to" Epradope vy = ¢ 2 y/ vy 

[8/ Iw]avvns K[v]praxn XS Sp’ pf ro™ Ivoove yryava z y/ v 8 
[8/ .--]if[.-]s ro™ [II]\ap, SF Sy? ps ro™ Tlovapp pour? y 2 = - y/ vy @ 

130 = [8/ O]veporevor[gu”] Hxfo}uu SY Syp’ pS r0™ Manlypyue [v°] y ¢ 8"/ v® a y/ v 8 

[8/] Mapeos K{ulbdhDos & Snul et a07sUMadeyemies Bl 085. pana 
[8/] Max|a]pvoy Vouo” & Onlv ws rol T..---J. 0% [v° Bl ve a y/ vy 
[8/ K]\avdi[o” . . Jas S Syp’ ps to™ Tazov [v°] aB/ » y d"/v? [S] yx/ v° BS 

[8/ ZleBwoy [----bo”  [§ Sw mt Bragoss . ve [8 Be 
136 [ws To™ ..--0]” v? y [p£] 70 KaBdaurm v° y 

CA eee Te |x{v]ouo” XS Syne ps to™ Vervpr”— sv” BL 
RY teins 5 aleie ] Evorafios SS Syp’ pf to™ Aovrar v § o@ [p]al[ 

ED) saa sina ]oov S Syw pf to™ Saparoxe v° § [ 
PONS ote in ] [5] Snw pf to™ Saco” yo dn. 

E401 FOfass. a 0m. Joos Xe SX Sypl?! wt rlo]™ Macodlap” v?.] a® vw? . % 8"/ [v? 
LB Ticess sips’ sa 0 ® S$] w? S Syp’ pf to" Tao [y.] 2 [ 

] S Sy’ ps ro™ Al . 

y/ Sn? v?.. avy? od . vw? . 8*/ v . Gv? .. or ap” .| 

Fol. 6.] 

[8"/ arledor [ ] 

145 ] 8/ Ekoou” Miaxapijo” a? [vy] a 8*/ v° a [y]/ v? B / 8/ Thapfovd [--.-]* 

av va d/ va [y/ v° B] . 
146 8]/ @idr0? Wypifov ?] av vy a ve B [y/ vl? y / 8/ Buxrop TMavvars 

ava 8 /v BP [y/ v y] 
147 / 9 Iwavrns a/ a vy B va yp/vy 8/ SoBappov avo 

a’ va. 8/ v? B [y/ v? y] 
148 / 8/ iwavyns Xa” a® yp? B Z y/ v? B / 8/ Piro® Kaxroax 

av va om™/ev? a Ly/ v° B] 

125. NonAtov: perhaps, however, the letter after the lacuna is 
v, in which case Z. Aa]y(e)nAuov. 

128. Ivoove: probably merely a Coptic form of the name 
which elsewhere appears as Ivdyos. 

131. KupsAdos: or, less probably, K[v]p:[a]kos. 
144 ff. This was probably not the last folio originally, as 

a page giving the totals would be expected, and 64 continues 
the account. If another double (2 folios) or single (1 folio) 

sheet followed, the fragment containing the name y H’r° 
probably belonged to the last folio. 

144. d(va) r(wv) arekwv: for the reading cf 1426, 36, 1428, 
Io, etc.; for a discussion of oi dreheis see p. 172 f. 

145. / (ua): these strokes before the entries, as also the 
marginal notes in Il. 150, 152, 158, are in another hand, no doubt 
that of a reviser. The strokes are evidently marks of revision. 
The symbol ¥ in 1. 149 is in the same hand ; and as it is inserted 
in place of the simple / it seems clearly to have some special 
significance; cf. 1419, 741, note. 

146. The a of the first v° a is corrected from B. 
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149 7 8/ ABpaaju” Tlexvowo” a? v° B v? y/ v B / §/ Aaver Kayxaa 

a vy B8/ va [y:/ v° y] 
150 © e€w™ 8/ Tlovs Max~/ a [v°] B Z yy/ v? B Ew 8/ Ovvodpr” Scodoor” 

[ 187" BL 
151 / 8/ Ilerpos Tewpyto” a [v° a vly [yl vw] ay / 8/ Aoveas Max~/ 

a va 8/ v° § [ys/ v° af] 
152 [dy / 8/ Hdas.[...---]- a [v° a] vy B. [y/ v°] y ry? 8/ Wixe Ata Kupos 

a? v* a [5"/]»° BB/ [y/ »* ¥B/] 
153 / 8/ @codocr0s [...+-] v B [4] yw/uvB 8/ Movorato” Kacovhe 

a@ va [8"/] vf [y/ v® aS] 

154 ] 8/ Koddov® Af[paap] v? af [v°] a. y/ v? BIS] / 8/ Vepvov? Hwa 

. Pa [| a [y/ > Bl 
BAP fas dio'd sears wisn ] v B va yi/ (py? y [8/ --]kd KodXo? 

aw ¥°. 8"/] v$ [ 
156 98/ Koddov® [......-] va vB y/vry [8/ --. eee ]~ Koddov? [ 

Oe Slhaa si on s.ahece ] v2 va y/ ra / & Merpos Tlapovd v? [ 

Ge [i tn oe cern nies ] va [Ppa y/ v? B[eloo’ 8/ Varn TMepxa v° y [ 

] va vra y/vB / 8 TaBorr Ianoe ¢ [ 

- 160 ] 2 va y/vrai  / & Ive Therfor [ 

J [P]a y/ va 

J y/ v? B 8/ PorBap” Tewpyr” [ 

Fol. 6 6.) Too much rubbed for continuous decipherment. 

Several unidentified fragments. One has on the verso y I’n*, written from top to bottom of 

_ the page. The only noticeable names are Ilarhooye and ]\BepByrn. 

150. e£w": /. ¢£wbev (or eEwrixds). The meaning is not clear. no context is intelligible (Crum). 
‘It might be taken as referring to tax-payers away from home, 152. fu’: gGuvydv; i.e. perhaps a fugitive mapempevos évOa 
in the sense of eé° in 1419, but [@]o(w)4(ev) in 1. 158 is evidently karéyevey emt ourredeig (1832, 1833). If so, this may be taken 
used in the opposite sense to it, and should, in that case, mean as giving an approximate zerminus fost quem to the document. 
a tax-payer within the d:olknois, which would be pointless as But it is equally likely that the reference is to his having fled 

applied to one person only. A Coptic fragment, which refers from Aphrodito. 
to the xécoy or amount required, has the word ‘the é€wruxdy,’ but 
6 

PAPYRUS 1422.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1510 (a). Fragments of a book; the largest (fragm. 7) measures 73 in. x1 ft. 3% in. 

Written in a rather large flowing minuscule in black ink; the same hand as 1474. ‘The 

papyrus, except the first two fragments, is rather dark in colour. 

-A\S the fragments of this book were dispersed and had to be collected from various places, it 
' is impossible to determine the order of folios. It appears from fragment 8, which gives 

_ the totals, that the account occupied sixteen pages. This, with the protocol and total, gives nine 
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folios, and as some blank fragments were found along with some of the fragments we can conclude 
that there were originally ten folios, the last of which was not used. In the transcript the larger 

fragments are given first, concluding with the totals, and then some smaller ones. There is 

a difficulty with regard to the first two fragments. These are of lighter-coloured papyrus than the 

rest, and their arrangement is slightly different, as they contain no payments of wheat and only 

two kinds of money payments ; moreover, the names of tax-payers are arranged by the ézofxa, 
etc., to which they belonged, which is not the case with the other fragments. On the other hand 
the writing is the same, as also the shape and approximately the size of the fragments ; and, 

moreover, in the other fragments several taxpayers pay only one or two of the money taxes and 

no corn, so that the non-occurrence of corn and the third money payment in the first two 
fragments may be accidental. The non-occurrence of names of émoixua as headings in the other 

fragments may also be a mere accident. On the whole, therefore, it seems likely that fragments 
1 and 2 did really belong to the same book as the rest. 

The name of the ywpiov to which the pepuopuds relates is lost. In arrangement, with the 
exception referred to above, the account resembles the others of this class, and includes damavy. 

Fragm. 1 recto. | 

8/ Ileowro[s].--d XS Sp? pep? 7” av? [ 
ev~ Toe Avrato” 8/ lwavy” TIrw X§ Sy’ pep ro™ U[mw? v? Bv] B y/ rv? 8 
ev’ op®” Kehod 

a Said 

8/ Po.Bappov Tlic” S Syp? pep To" MeN.-].7v° Bvr- a yi/ vv 
5 8/ [erpov Youd S Syw pep to™ Aoveae ve af v? a yi/ v® BS 

Fragm. 1 verso.] 

Jape” Siwy S Shp? pep [ro™ Why” v y yi/ v? Y 

Js S Syp? pep WM av-= wy tf Py 
8/ Taz... .JovarB S Sy? pep to™ TeBo” vw B yi/ vB 

ev emoux’/ Tuovy.[..]8~- 8/ Ama Op Tavd” S Syp? pf to™ [Ajovnae va yi/ va 
IO ev xop Nixav 8/ Aaveir Kaxaa $ v/a’ § pf 7o™ Lapux/ vy yi/ vy 

Fragm. 2 recéo.] 

[e” Ix’ 
[8/ ...}) Kupiaxn S Sp? pep zfo]" [Saplaroxe v° 8 - yi/ vw § 

(SV E-- wf au- | Bn wileok (AOR ory. lat 
8/ of Bjappor a8*/av- § Syfny [vu] [7 aj vy Bra y/vy 

15 5/ Iwavy” Kupa XS Sypl?) pls va y/va 

2. ev (rn) moder Avraov: cf the tmép dorixdy ’Avratov of 1419. _ breviation of Medtroupyod. The over-written r is very doubtful. 
3. €vros Bpovs (= povacrnpiov). Kedod is a very common 15. Nothing appears to have been written after p*; this 

place-name (Crum). op» is a correction, person paid no land-tax. Evidently the clerk wrote $ dyn” p* 
4. Med[..].7: it seems scarcely possible to read any ab- by mistake, 



20 = [8/ ®]\fo]O*/ Makapu” 
. ou ap” y 

22 [8]/ w?/ Tlav . ovxca 

Fragm. 3 verso.) 

8/ fovkir Tarf...-. Jas 

— Maxapu” Saplayn]\ 
29 «= 8&/ Sevovfiov Ovvo[ dpr’} 

? vy? Bl ov ap” ¢ 
, ?v° al ov ap~ 

f. 39 vl] aovap- y 

17. The fact that the verso is blank may suggest that this was 
the last folio before the total. In that case fragm. I was 
probably the last but one. 

19. ]um*: this isa réros, and pep ro” Xepoalum* would be 
__ a likely reading but for the fact that there does not seem room 

_ for it. 10” Xepoa]yn* might perhaps be got in. 
21. ano% Yen”: dxd xoplov Vweyouv; for the name cf 
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] S 8p’ pep 70" Wufe]Noo]dfe 
SX Sy? pep to™ Kakakav ov? a yy v? [a 

XS Sp? pep ro™ Idaws vaB/ ¢ vay y/ v wl 

S Syp pep To™ Ovparn|r v° y vravre yi/ vl @ 

§ Syp? pep [ 

249 

8/ Tlapovd Kadavoa 4 2 vray y/vay 
[8/] Aza Typ iwavv $ w°/ am vB y/v B 

Verso blank. 
Fragm. 3 vecto.] 

ou. alp- ay 
Ja w°/ Tkape v? + 2 

S Su’ pep [ro]” ABB~ laxkoB va [ J] yf vv a¢ 

21 §/ iwary” a[playp- amox Ven” § Syu? pep 707 Maw Toroe vv a [v° é]ey/ vase 

S S8yu? pep to™ @ope v B/Le ]- v/v B/ 
3 ou ap” ay 
23. «8/ Tlaxavke Myva S Syp? Siadhopp v Brvearvllyy/ v? ¢ 

ovap” vy 
_ ee 

24 pep to™ Ikap vo aoa ap~ af 

25 pep to™ [.hbor Tldovs v® a ov ap” af 

ovap” 

30 8/ yap Sredhavos S Syp? tm Aayar{i]- va 2 wv ¢ yf v ag 
- ao. ap” B 

31 «8/ Ama Kupo” Mafp|Oena SS Sy? pep ro™ Noe” va vg y/ v a¢ 

4 i ovlap” a 

_Fragm. 4 recto. 

» 32 ] & Sp? S:adopp [x77 v? § vy? a v? = y/ v® ia ov ap” oB 

1419, 1248. Therédzos is possibly the same as Aorce in 1421, 115, 
and the tax-payer may be the person who pays on that rézos. 

22. The dot is in the MS. 

27. Perhaps Taf[@Jas, but the space is rather large for two 
letters only. 

28. v°aB/: aa correction from f. 
30. mm: sic. In the corn, f is a correction from a. 

IV. Kk 
> 

bee 
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8/ lwavvo” Evox [S T]oB ad/ av~ & Syp? pep aol” [ 

8/ Emdano” Tard p|uov® S Sp’ Svadlopp xz” 

pep To™ KedeBw v° af ou ap” y 

40 pep: pf To™ Ountavoper v? a ov ap” B 

pS 7o™ App @ekr— 

Fragm. 5 recto.] 

S Sp pep 70™ avay[ wpe 

va ovap’ a 

a9 wf ¥ UF 
] S 8ye pep ro™ Tabahpe vay v? B/ y/ v° [B 

]. § S8np pep To™ Tlabicow v? 8§ v? df y/ v° [0 

45 ] & 8p pF 70" Mamxpnpe vd va yy vel 
] S Syp? pep to" TervO/ S Aaxn’’/ v°? y 2 VS y/ v oS 

] S Syp ci7/ dowik’/ Adav- va Z y/ val 

Fragm. 5 verso.] 

[8/] Kodyov!! .... 

[87/ e|& avy? 

50 
[8]/ Tlovevs Tlapovd 

Fragm. 6 recéo.] 

§ ov ap ¢ 

[wep To™ K]epdSour v? a ov ap” 8 
JraarBeeve vv? § ov ap? B 

55 xo” S Syp? pep to™ leparu” 

alto Bovray 5 Sn? pep to™ Alulu- Oexr- v? § 2 2 

Fragm. 6 verso. ] 

pele [ro]™ TlAaws v°[. ox] ap” § 

§ [Byu’] pt 20" Te/ Mafealpuly »*]5 [ 
§ ty’ dowr®/ Wxoorre 

[8/] Biro’ Aza Kupo” mp Srpov? & pep to™ Apxay* Srpov? 

SX pep to™ Voumhe 

v B/L 
yal 

vy S[ 

vy Sv § wl. [y/ v? .] ov ap? + 

y/ v? § ov ap™ a 

pep To™ Tkadetope v’§ [o]. ap? BS 

[8]/ Ioa]x{uJo” Has 

60 8/ M[la]kapio” ZnvoBro” 

8°/ kd\npp Aewvos 

40. p*: sic, an accidental repetition. 
41. Appm OckA~: "Appa Cé€kdas. 

47. 717/: the over-written lineis like r, but the word is written 

rye (or ryz°) in 1. 49. The dnp’, which does not occur inl. 49, may 
be a slip of the pen here; but in any case it seems unlikely that 
in an account relating to the dnpdoa this can stand for rimijs 
pourxodoxiwr. Probably, therefore, the reference is to some special 

tax on palm-trees (¢f 1339, introduction); perhaps tijparos 
powixwy. In that case read here re(p7jya)r(os). 

49. 8°/ef° av’v?: probably did ray e€édpav dvOpdrav ; cf. 1419, 
16, etc, The 6 is inferred only from a down-stroke, which 

S Snp pep to™ Kode{v* 

SX Syp? pep to™ Né Kr? [ 

S Syp? pep to™ Kohev* [ 

seems inconsistent with #, or we might read ¢fw(Oev); cf rod 
éé@ xo(piov) in 1.65. The meaning would seem to be certain 
holders of land at kort away from home. Lkxeorr: is probably 
the rémos Ikovat" of 1423, 9. 

50. SrpovO(ov) : no doubt the réros of that name which occurs 
several times in 1419. Philotheus was a priest of (the éxkAnoia 
*ApyayyéAov at ?) this place; cf the éexcAnoia’Apxayyédov of 1419, 

548, which may be the church in question. For another mpe- 
oBirepos Stpovbod see 1419, 150. 

53. Kepdour : cf. 1419, 1171, 1176. 
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8/ M[y]}va Texpopras S§ Sy Siadopp v° & [ 

pep To" ABaxrov v° y ov ap” € 
pep to™ N® Krnu~ v® a ov ap” B 

_ Fragm. 7 recto.) 

65 9/-[]-[ Jey 2 y/ v y 8/ iwonp Map? 72% ew x* v° a v? y [y/ v? 8] 
8/ Ara [ vil y y/ v? y 8/ Vou" y Noeuo” vase y/va 
8/ iwavvo” @opt va y/ v? a 8/ Beodwpo” Tavo” vy [y/ v°] y 
8/ Hpaxdwos oak v® B v°ay/ v° y 8/ Marode Tewpywo” vy y/ vy 

Fragm. 7 verso.] 

[8/]..[-.-] Zayatw vel y 2 y/ v° y 8/ Ler[npov 
70 [8]/Teowre Eppaws v° € vay/ vs 8/ Of yl/ wv [ 

[8]/ Mamvov’ Iloak vy 2 y/ vy d/[ : 2 vi] Byy/ v By 

8/ @codwp” Tamvov® va 2 yi/ v? a d/ @doSoa}o” ¥* v? B/ y/ v° B/ 
8/ iwavv” Biro? v B/ yf v° B/8/ Mapovr iat ve? B/ y/ v° B/ 

8/ @ur0? Kaxroak 2 vw Sy/v?S 8 w? Ha vo" dap v a e y/va 

Fragm. 8 recto.| Verso blank. 

75 v°] 8 on? v? [B]/[ op? vw . v/v? ». 
b [om?] v2 op? vp [ op? v?. yi/ v.. 

ua. [on?] ¢ on? v? [ op? Vv? . yi/ V? «- 
8B fo}u?.v® Ke op? v®. [ op? v®. yt/v®.. apl~ ¢ 

“y fom? v*]ins ow ve [ op? v . yf v?.. ap”. 
80 Ld [on?] ve wy op v? [ op? v?. yi/ v?..] ap 4 

ue fo ace eT B/T on. yf >] ap” B 
is on? v2 2 op [rv]? [ op? v® . yi/ v? +)’ ap” z 

83 me) & Bryn’ vy § aobpcy o pEBS & Hara 
y/ v? ..- ov] ap™ ov 

Fragm. 9 recto.] : 

84 y|sSarPz 8/v§ y/ val 
85, | v| ¢ vas y/v O[ 

; ] Two lines 

65. Maxp?: MaxpoSiov. and misplaced here ; but cf 1424, 66, where a name is followed 
rov e&@ xa(ptov) : apparently the tax-payer was away from by both y“ and ep”. 

home. v°a: v° corrected from z. 
66, Ara: the first a corrected from y. 74. vio": perhaps vioromrov; Pham will be the adoptive 

¥: obscure; cf 1.72. As it is not followed by a patro- father. 

nymic in the latter place it is perhaps simply yépé.0s or yewpyds 75 ff. This page contains the totals, 
Kk2 
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vy a va v af y/ vs oft ap! [ 

Fragm. 9 verso. ] 

[8/ Av]Speas Kaduvix/ [ 
Spee 

90 pep To” Tae . [ 

Hep 70" Bys Syp [ 
pep To™ Aovxal vou 

[8/ Bi]erwp Irnpolv 

Fragm. 10 vecto.] 

8/ Arias Oi 
95 9/ SaBwo’ Tewpyifov 

8/ SaBwos Markov [ 

8/ Koddov’ Sadcedrog, [ 
S/ yap" Madoce [ 

Fragm. 10 verso.] 

100 ) eons 
Fragm. 11 verso.] Recto blank. 

8/ Avaoz[aciov ? 
8/ Paxnd Mol 

8/ Iwavvo” . [ 

Remaining fragments of no importance. 

PAPYRUS 1423.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1489 (a). Four fragments of a book; 8} in.x 5; in. 8in.x5 in, 7¢in.x 2} in, 
8;in.x5in. Written in a flowing minuscule of medium size, black ink. The pays fe 

except the first fragment, is of dark colour. tia 

HESE fragments add nothing to our mnowiciee of the taxes and the method of their _ 

collection, but they contain several names of té701. The name of the ywpiov to which — 
the pepuopds relates is lost. The tax Samdvy does not occur. ; 

Fragm. 1 recto.) 

[y/ Ss od |evhov" ‘sion? S x7/Bd? a’) TaBhuwv [ 
[S Aoyw ewBod? .] °/ [ 
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& Snu] pep: 2°) aot vel | 
S Syp’] pep: Tapwour ve $ op [ 
S Syp’] pep: to™ EpraBav” S$ Tr” Evhoye” v° ¢ op [ 

S Sp?) pep? to" Teveapr® BS on’ [ 
S Sy]y? pep: ro” Tr? Evdoywo” va op [ 

S Sn|u° pep: to” EptaBavo” v B op? [ 
S Syy? pep: 70™ Ixovow vd op? [ 
S Sine pep: ro™ Tevapro” vy op? [ 

S Sine pep: to™ Tr” Evdoyto’ v S op [ 
[y/ Snp’] » re Bar ow Lv x & ofeB on ap™ ..] 

‘ragm. 2 recto.] 

THe fk ew Evie B 
]“°5S @& vw Bl y/ v? BS 

]» 5 Pr2z[y/v § 
les be Ly os 

p]e ro” Tenapu’! vy B/ a? v [ y/ v® y B/ 
] wf to" lavour v® § 2 2) [ p/w? § 
BE to" Teveape’ vag ¢ [ y/ YP ag 
BE] To™ 7°" au™ = yp® af 2 [ y/ p? af 

[y1/ Sn? v° «BS 8)/ av® od y v° £B v KOS 8/ ot ap [.-] 

ra om. 2 verso. 

_ & Shut of a OL 
Lt Bap? VB av? of [ 

Fragm. 3 recto.] 

oO 3 5 = 
7 

a y : came | “a. 

Syne To" Movo[ns 9,ve ? | 

Ly/ Syp? JS 8% av? ov 8 [ 
} 

4 ‘Tapioovr : or Yaptoour ; there has been an alteration. 26. Naz[: it would hardly be safe to supply Narpepet (1419, 

. Tenapwov: of. 1420, 169, note. 1268), especially as that is a yjdcov. 
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Fragm. 3 verso. ] 

v°|¢ 

] » sf 

]. v° cB B/ 

Fragm. 4 vecto.] Verso blank. 

35 op ov] me v° oB[B]/ 
JB ow of £ vx [ 

lS om ob ¢ «¢ [ 
[ye/ Sy?) v? pyS B avr? o[v|’ AB v? cB B/ & [v? pds 8/ ou ap” .-| 

35-37. These are the totals for the different pages. payment per tax-payer. Perhaps we should read [p]A8. 
38. AB: 923s. for 32 persons show an unusually high average 

PAPYRUS 1424.—a.p. 714 (2). 
Inv. No. 1462. Three fragments of a book; 10} in. x 113 in., 10 in. x 92 in., 10 in. X 52 in. 

Written in a neat upright minuscule of medium size. 

A pepiopds of similar type to the preceding for one of the Ileduddes. The taxes concerned are 

land-tax, poll-tax, Samdvn, and embola. That the ywpiov is Ieévre Ieduddes is rendered 

certain by the occurrence in this account of so many persons whose names also appear in the 
pepiopds for that place contained in 1420. That this account is later than that is suggested by 

the following facts. In 1420, 8, a Kaumas son of Antheria pays on a holding at Salseltoh. 

Here the wife of Kaumas pays for the same, which suggests that Kaumas was now dead and 

that his widow held the land. In 1420, 90, Pesate son of Horuonchius and his brother (or 

brothers) pay on a holding at Sasnoeit. Here Basilius son of Horuonchius pays for the same, 
suggesting that Pesate was now dead and Basilius his heir. Lastly, in 1420, 16, Abraham son of 

Theodosius pays on the same holdings as Theodosius son of Abraham here. It was usual among 
the Copts to give a son his grandfather's name. Probably, therefore, Abraham was now dead and 

had been succeeded by a son Theodosius. 

Fragm. 1 recto.) 

1 [+ovr® pepirp? xpvoior Sn? € Wed]? cop? Adpo® yevan*’ Meo? 8 v°/ vy [8]/ [.---- } 

S Ilex’/ Epy% S Ixad[oov 

2 [88opp! ?] 

3 ] & [8lne? pep: To™ Ikapoov S$ add! v? af y av® v° 2 Sam* v® 2 yi/ v° af y 

ms ape 
I. yevan"’: sic; ap too few has been written (sc. yevap‘ 4), or 1420, 20. 

else the a is superfluous (yev* j4). 3. as y: acorrection from 8. The total is also a correction, 
IIkahoov: for this as a personal name (=TIkapdéov) see but apparently not from 8. 
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4  [8/] Youu Avdpea SF Siahopp xrnu* YP a¢ v° 2 vz y/ v? a¢ ap~ [By] 
5 to” IIkafaxer v° a [or] ap’ B ro™ IIkapoo” v° ¢ ov ap” ¥ 

[8/ O]lveprevovdis Avrwvifov] F Siahopp xrnu* v° 0 v®? B v? BS yi/ v? wf ap [in] 

To™ Appa” v? » [ov ap] ws To™ Tlavraduy® v? a ov ap™ B 
[8/ Bi]xrwp Tepovrio” § pep: to” Sapaynp* S$ Tay™ v° B/ v° a v°® B/ yi/ v° By ap. 

[8/ @c]odocvov ABp* S ad/ av™ F Siadopp xrynu* v? BS v? 8 [v*] ys y/ v? OB/ ap” « 

10 To” Ilva Bowv v? a ou ap” B To” Ilia Kap v°§ ov ap” a 

To™ Ay.” Bux*/ v° a ap~ B 

[8/ ..--Jovo” Tewpyto” $ w°/ av” [§] Siadopp 

Fragm. 1 verso. | 

[8/ S]evov’ So.Bappov [XS S}np? pep? tro™ ABB Evfox] v° Sy [ 
[8/] yan" Kupuddos IeLexind [S] pep: 70" Topuvos a a 

150) = [8/] Movoaov PoBappov-: XS pep? ro™ Ay” Iluvou™ $ add” v° af v® z 

y/ v° ofS 
16 [8/] Max*/ Awa Typ S aded\d: a” § pep: To™ Aytov BorB- vB vara 

v/v? 8 [ 
17 [8/] Tamvov’ Xodov 5 pe yz vBrva 

v/v y[ 
18  [8/] yan? Max~/ SX pep: To" Toexdours v° B/ v2 ve 

w/ » (BI/ { 7 
19 [8/] Powpavo” Ilerpo” SX pPéEp* To™ Lapaynp* v8 pa pe 

y/ v° [B 
20 = [8/] Texvovov Eppa" SX Siadopp xrnp™ vc vy vay 

v/ [v? vy ap” “B] } 
21 To™ IaravovBe v? § ot ap” 7» 7o™ Ilare [vy]? B ap 8 

22 [8/] Tovovs Tlapovd S Svadopp xrnp~ [py sy v° 8 v BSy 

yf/ ws ap” 8B B/] 
23 [o|" Kakaras vy yap- g  7o™ &B Palp] v° a ov ap’ B 

[ro] 2iB ov Avdps v? a ap” B To™ . «+ [«-] vai ap? B 

25 [ro] Ayo Evox [vp ¥ ap B/ 

Fragm. 2 recéo.] 

8/ Sevnpo[v 
8/ TeBew yy” Pidof')/ S pep: z[o™ 

8. Tay"? Tayarn. Toe (for Toexpours, the patronymic, 1420, 54). 
10. Ila: it is to be noticed that the Coptic 9, when not given 23. Kadaras: the same as the Keparas which occurs several 

in the Coptic form, is disregarded ; cf Sadcedro in 1. 31. times; cf 1420, 64 (the same tax-payer). 
12. Apparently no figures have been written in this line. 24. The second rézos is not Yiod Yor, which occurs under this 
14. v°s: the same amount as this woman pays in 1420, 46. tax-payers name in 1420, 67. The scanty remains are most 

Hence the corn may also be the same, viz. 3 artaba. like a\Aov. 
18. Something has been washed out after Max~/, probably 
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8/ @codociov Taxwx S pep: to™ Ilva Ko[\dovfoly vp’? . [ 
8/ Sradopi- y” loon mp’ SX pep: ro™ Ay” Tlw7 S$ adds va [ 

30 © Koddov® Sevovbiov S pep: ro" Toapnt S adh” ov? , 

8/ Koddov? Ioak S pep to™ Sadoehro S$ ad” [vy] [ : 
8/ yap- Kavya S pep 7°” ave vig f 

8°/ Kowa" 2 [ 

8/ Baowdevo” NpovaryX S ps to" Sacvoeu}r PBL ap 

35 yy/ dye vw sy a [ob y [ 

Fragm. 2 verso.] 

yi/ vp B ov apt 8 
] + yWra ap" 

jo ra we 2 y/vra ap-~ B 
Jad\orp~ va wv Sry y/v Sy ap-~ B 

40 S Svadhopp «r}ny" wv BB/we + 2 yy v° BR/ ap” e¥ 
v° B/ ov ap’ ay pep ro" T]Lapovd v? B ov ap” § 

S pep to™] Tlapovh PF Poe Po. oyt/ woe. apa 

Jreren ywS we Pe y/vS. apa 
S pep to"] Tlap” Sad” Py vse vez y/v y  ap™ B/ 

45 ]v¢ v2 PSy y/vra ap- ¥ 

Fragm. 3 vecto.] 

1¥ oS w/ DPE 
]. vw BS wv By v OS 

jy Mleckovd v a ov? af e/ v® BS 

50 = [S]evov? Toda vB va y/ry 

[M]nva Tladope vy vy y/ v® sf q 
Ara Typ Syov yra ve wy/va 

[T]fapovd Movora?” ra vaf y/ v° BS 
[M]apxos Movoa?” vra vB yvy/vy 

55 [-]e? Moddg : vB wa y/vy 
[-Jevedau mpt/ S$ w°/ av™ vey vB vy/wve 

[Ov]epoerfov|f[t]s Kod\ov"? oma. Va y/ wv B 

28. Ta Koddovbov: cf, 1419, 973, 1153. a correction, but not from > S, which would be the correct 
29. Aytov Tuw(ov)r(c@vos) : a correction. amount if the damdvy were 3s. i 
33- 8'/ Koww": 81a ris Kow(d)rnros, in the same sense as 44. The second 7 is a correction. 

xowdy, community? It is not clear, however, what xowdy is 45. v° a: a corrected from 5 y. 
referred to. It is to be noticed that land-tax is not paid. 47. This was probably the first line of the page; so too 

39. 55: the sis continuous with the down-stroke of 8. Inthe 1. 58. 
next item ¥ is corrected from 8/, and the total is apparently 
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Fragm. 3 verso. ] 

Ovdkp . [ 
Zaxap~ Te, 

60 /Tlerpov I\ax’/ v.Sy[ 
Opovoy* Pirof* vy af [ 
vir Ovvodpr”” Koxet wv « [ 

Tlapuv Kohdovfov ee [ 

/ Xovpov Tek"/ ye [ 
65 Iwarv Taverr § Movoam” yep: § Sip* v? 2 [ 

OQpowy* y* ep? we [ 
v/ TamBoer ye [ 

Ye ...7 Movoa’” [yp z [ 

65. yep’ § ip": in a different hand; so too ¢py(drov) in the substituted for this, but 7“ has not been cancelled. The « of 
a sine. yep’ is probably yepdiov, but ‘ap is obscure. Qpowy* may perhaps have been corrected to o. 

: of. 1422, 66, note. Perhaps ep” is intended to be 68. Se...7; not Sapa” apparently. 

PAPYRUS 1425.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1476. Fragment, whether of a book or a roll is uncertain; 6in.x 7; in. Written 
in a rapid, sloping minuscule of a decidedly Coptic type; v especially has the Coptic 

form (‘y). 

SMALL fragment from a pepiopds. In the hand-writing the fragment differs markedly 

from the other accounts. The names of rézou occur, and also four columns of figures. 

The last is the total and the one which precedes it is dardvy. The first is evidently 

land-tax ; consequently the second should be poll-tax. It is however curious that in this 
column the figures are in each case preceded by dp(é)O(u1a) or, in the later lines, by dp0(‘ws). 

This might suggest that the second column is a restatement, in dpiOy.a vopiopara, of the 
sums given in the first; but inl. 4 a sum of 4%s., which, as it has a fraction, must be dpiOy.a 

vopiopara, occurs in the first column also, and moreover in the totals all three columns are added 
together. Consequently the second column must represent a different tax, which one would 

suppose to be poll-tax, though the amounts are rather large for this. Why the money in this 
column should be specially described as dpiOy.a is not clear. The verso is blank. 

Js Sevov? & to" Saparone vw § ap? we Sanf* v.] y/ i[ 

].edas § ro™ Tlaf..Jrover vw? € api? v8 op/ Pa yf vi 
J & to Mal.japoia v°S ap? ws op/ wa y/ va 
ke  § 70" Marl]. aper Sy ap? v €B/ op/ va yi/ vw ia 

os op / [pera y/v ww 

1. From the fact that the heading 3amdvys occurs in this line _ line of the page or column. 

y-s¥ 

but not in the following ones it seems probable that it is the first 2. ]. €AAas: it seems impossible to read 3:]8(v)AAas. 

IV. el 
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° o ] ¥§ to™ TaBdexapis vd op/ ve ¢ op.?/ a  yi/ v ia 
] §& 70" Vo.BavoByr . v8 - op) ws on?/ rf? al yi/ v? ta 

§] to™ Sacvoeur v S op? vs op?/ [va] y/ v° ia 

SX tlo™ [SJacvoer v8 ofp/] vv ¢ op?/ ov a [y/] v? vo 

10 & 70"). 00. [. .]6 vw 8 ofp’/] v° ¢ / [y-V v? [6] 

6. TlaBdexapts: = IaSpryapns (1419, 8, 737). 7. YotBavoBnr: elsewhere ¥iBavwBer. 

PAPYRUS 1426.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1511. Fragments of a book; the largest measures 1 ft. 1in.x 1 ft. 2}in. Written in 

a neat, round, rather large minuscule, in ink of a reddish tint, except some of the figures, 

which are in black ink. 

HIS document is a pepiopds, as appears from fragm. 2, which was no doubt part of the first 

quire (two folios) of the book. It differs, however, from the foregoing pepiopol in the fact 
that it relates only to the dredets, z.¢. those persons who paid no land-tax. The taxes concerned 

are the poll-tax, Samdvyn, and eméo/a; it is curious that the latter should occur, as one would 

naturally expect it to be paid on land, whereas oi drede?s are presumably persons holding no land or 
holding unproductive land (p.172 f.). It seems to follow that even persons holding no taxable land 

were compelled in some way to provide corn for the eméo/a; it is to be noticed that the amounts 

are small. The nature of the arrangement of this account has already been explained in the 
introduction to 1419 (p. 171), but the confusion caused in the first fragment by corrections makes 
it necessary to discuss the evidence of that fragment more minutely (see also Addenda, note on 

p. 172, 1. 10). The ink in which the account is written is for the most part of a reddish tint, but 

sometimes approaches more nearly to black, and in the verso of fragm. 1 it is evident that all the 

original figures both of the tax-quotas and of the cedad(topds) have been added subsequently to 

the writing of the names and headings. They are in quite black ink, whereas the rest of the page 

is written in the reddish ink usual in the account. The reason is probably that the account, so 

far as this page is concerned, was at first drawn up in skeleton form only, the quotas for the 
various tax-payers not having been determined. Afterwards, on the decision being made, the 

figures were added in different ink. A corrector has then altered almost every entry for poll-tax 
and some other figures in ink of the reddish tint, but has not altered the totals except in two cases. 
In most cases the original entries, when washed out, are almost entirely obliterated, but it is 

possible to arrive at them by reckoning from the unaltered figures. In this way we find that — 
the rate of poll-tax in Il, 3-10, 12-15 was 2 so/éd¢ per head. In. 1 it was clearly 3s., and in 
]. 11 235.; 1. 2 (see the note) is puzzling, but the rate cannot have been 2s. It is impossible 

to get any consistent rate out of the alterations, and it is not obvious why they were made. 
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The vecto of this fragment has no corrections and is apparently all written in the same ink, 

which is probably that of the main portion of the account, though it is certainly blacker in tint 
than the average. 

All the other points of interest in the account have been already discussed in the intro- 

Fragm. 1 verso.] 

duction to 1419 or are noticed in the notes. The corrections are printed in thicker type. 

Levov® Zexnd Siayp* ovd a e/ cep™ a v? B§ Samav? v° a yi/ v°? § euBo* or ap~ § [ 
TIkvdv” Koopa ov a a vw? B vz y/v? B ou ap z[ 

‘ Ilahore Mapx’/ ow a B/ v? aS ¥ vy y/ v? a B/ ou ap~ §[ 
Tlepo ABp* S Vas ow a a v° BSY ve y y/ v BB/ ov ap~ §[ 

5 Kohdov’ ABp- ovd a B/ v° aS y vy y/ v? aB/ ou ap” §[ 

Tlerp Lahovroe ovy a B/ v° oS ¥ yy y/ vv aB/ ov ap [ 
Eppaw Iwavvov ow a B/ v° of po é y/ v? af ou ap” [ 

Tlerp”” AxavOwvos od a B/ v° aS y ve y y/ vey - ov ap” [ 

Sevov’ Kupiddos ov” a B/ v° & v2y/v ¢ ou ap z[ 

10) Tayupu’” Sevov? ovv a § ve vy y/ vay ov ap~ §[ 
IaxwB WVov ov a B/ v° B vez y/ v? af ov ap~ §[ 

Vav~ @codwpov ov a B/ P ay vy y/ v? a B/ ov ap~ §[ 

Avdp* Buxtwpos ow a B/ Pay vy y/ v af/ ou ap? y! 

Levov? Ocodwpov ovy a [B]/ v° aS y vy y/ vr aB/ ou ap~ §[ 

BIS Tlex’/ Bacwdewov ov a [Sly v By vyy/v B [ 

| Fragm. 1 recto.) 

J vy S yf v? yS 
] v B/ v/v BB/ 

ap” 

oF 
a 

1 ff, In the left margin of this fragment are traces of figures, 
washed out. 

_ I. Zexend: sic; common in Coptic (Crum). 
Bs: corrected from y, as both the total and the actual 

_tracesindicate. This would give a rate of 3 s. per head. 
_ 2, »° 8: though § is evidently a correction and by the same 
hand as the other corrections, neither the - nor the total seems 
tobe so. The original entry here may have been a. 

4. Tlepo : perhaps = érpos. A Peter, son of Abraham, occurs 
several times. 

_ 6, Zahovrov: the dot is perhaps intended merely as a dot for 
‘thes, 3 isa later insertion in darker ink. 
as: the original entry must have been a ¥, from the total, 
Apparently the corrector, instead of inserting the ; between 

a and ¥ as in the previous line, has washed out y and then 
written 57 over it. 

_) Saray vv? B/ y/ v? BB/ epBod- or ap’ § ovras 7!) ofp ot ap~ ¢ Samay ox ap” § 

§ ovrws ap™ 
§ [ovrw]s ap 

ap § 
ap § 

8, ey: the original reading was probably a 8/ (8/ is fairly 
clear). The corrector has apparently read the a of the poll-tax 
as 8, The correct sum should then be ¢ %, but « y seems to be 

the reading. 
9. ©: corrected from ay. As the poll-tax is corrected to 6 

and no alteration is made in the damdyy, this correction in the 
total is inexplicable. 

10. The first 5 is corrected from 8/, but by the original hand. 
After this line a line has been washed out. 

11. 8: corrected from as. 
15. sy: the s is suggested not only by the original amount of 

poll-tax but also by the fact that the y is further to the right than 
the fractions in the previous lines. 

By: there are traces of the reading a8/, which the total 

shows to have been the original amount. The following line 
seems to have been washed out. 

Ll2 
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] vg y/ v? af ap~ § [ovras] apo ap” § 

20 J vy y/ v° aB/ ap™ § [oluras ap” ape § ) 
] vy y/ v? aB/ ap~ § ovrws ap ap~ § . 

] vy y/v aB/ ap~ § ovrws ap” ap” § : . 

] vy y/v aB/ ap~ § ovrws ap” ap~ § 

] yp? y y/ y? a B/ ap” § ovTws ap ap” f 

a5. v§S y/ vw BEF ap~ § ovras ap ap~ § 

] vy y/ v aBP/ ap” § ovrws ap” ap” § 
] yy v/v By ap” ¢ ovTws ap- ap 
] vy y/ v af/ ap~ § ovrws ap ap~§ 

] vy y/ v af/ ap~ § ovras ap- ap~ § 

Bors) 7 vf y/ v ap~ § ovtras | ap ap § 
] vy y/ v aB/ ap” § ovrws ap ap~ § 

] yy y/v as y [ap- .] ovras alp~ .] ap- 

]vS y/v BL 
ade a’ 

Fragm. 2.] 

Fol. 1.] [Protocol ?] 

Fol. 2.] (Fol. 24 blank.) 

35 Suwv® pepo” xpvork®/ [Snpoovwy 

amo 7 atekwy Stayp* ovy . [ 

otX 8/ ABpaapu” Max-/ d.ayp[* 

otX 8/ BapOodopar™ Avdps — [ 
otX 8/ @codwp” Tlexoou [ 

40 [otX?] 8/ Iwavy: eBo op [ 
otX 8/ Doxa Irnpov ov [ 

otX [8]/ Spor Koop~ ma? [ 

otX [8]/ Tareppov® . . [ 

otx [8/] Io~ TMarelppov® 
’ > . . . 

37 ff. or*: of. 1448 verso, passim. It probably stands for 42. Siuov: a correction; the original name had a letter with 
orotxei, being a reviser’s mark (in a different hand) to show that a tall up-stroke and AA (not KuprAdos), 
the entry is correct. ; 
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PAPYRUS 1427.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1488 (4). Two imperfect folios of a book; the lower portions measure 6 in. x 1 ft. 

2 in. and 62 in. x1 ft. 13 in. Written in a neat round minuscule in somewhat light-coloured 
ink on papyrus of inferior quality. 

HIS is probably a pepiopds but of a different kind from the preceding ones. Like 1419- 
1425 it includes land-tax and like 1426 specifies the cefad(vopds) in the case of poll-tax, 

but it differs from 1419-1425 in not giving the names of the rédzrox in which holdings of land are 

situated, while on the other hand, unlike them, it specifies the amount of each tax-payer’s holding. 
It differs from all the preceding pepiopot in the fact that after the total of the poll-tax, land-tax, 

and damdvn, a sum is given as deducted from the total; and this sum is described as é&« tod 
brrohoy(io)O(evtos) (dep) pto-O(0d) a(d)r(Gv) (Kat) azo* Snp(ooiwr) ce i(v)8(xridvos). The first item 
is perhaps the salary (for various public services) due to the persons assessed, which was deducted 
from the quota of their taxes; the second is probably to be read doX(oimov), z.¢. it represents 

a surplus from the previous (or some former) indiction, which therefore reduces the amount 
required for the present one. In 1428, 22, the reading is amom*, which might suggest amd 

meiovs, but is probably only an inverted contraction for do\oimov. The conclusion seems to 

be that if there was a balance on the normal quota this led to a reduction in the following year’s 
quota. Ifthe meaning was that more than the normal quota was demanded the previous year, 

as so often in 1412 and 1418, and the difference therefore deducted in the present year, we 

should expect the usual phrase as mhelovs. 
The evidence of this papyrus as to land- and poll-tax has been already discussed on 

pp. 170,172. It is clear from the total that each page of the account, which occupied four, is 
here represented. The book was an exception to the usual rule as to binding in that it had 

the verso, instead of the recto, of the papyrus facing inwards; cf. the note on 1419, 146 ff. 

There are some corrections, which are printed in thicker type. 
When this account was already in proof it was discovered that certain fragments at first 

included under 1426 really belonged to it. They come from the upper portion of the folios but 
are probably not continuous with the lower portion. As they do not give a complete line and, 
with one exception, contain nothing of any interest, it does not seem worth while to publish 

them, and the account is therefore left as it was except that the vecfo of the new fragment of the 

second leaf (=f. 24) has been incorporated. In order not to disturb the numeration of lines 

these five new lines are numbered 20*-24*. The top fragment of f. 1 contains the end of the 
general heading, ] Meé.u*, which shows that the account relates to one of the Iediddes. As two 
or three names agree, it is possible that the place is the same as in 1420, 154 ff., but this is very 

doubtful. 

Fol. 1.] 

ie oa a bly le nl B be 
y/ ve op v° y v° SB/ ap” [0] ap~ 5 ap ¢ 

2 [8/ Eppalve” Txovi ov a a vy? y ap! Km v? Cf v? z 

yy/ vf op v? § vit ap” ve ap” Le ap” a 
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3 ’ ov a a vey [all nk vr ¢ v® z 

y/ ve O op vr Sv nS ap’ 4 ap ¢ apm z 

4 [8/ ? Movorlav” Emupave’” ov 2 2 4, jap Bree pee 
yy v?S op vz v? § ap- a ap’ a ap™ z 

5 [ys/ Svay]p* ovr 0 e/ nef ny v® Ke Shu [y]’ app” phy v® dy Samm v? 

[6] @ v? vOY ex 7” vTodoy? F yuo? at S a dnp ce °/ v? ys h ofr 
av’ v° vs ¢ euBod: ov ap” E 7’ of at ap~ E8"/ z 

Fol. 1 4] 

6 8/ Bcodoc1m Biro’ S$ addrdw ov 2222 ap™ us v? 8 v? [4] ye/ v? Sop v® z v? 8 

ap™ 8 [ 
7 8/ loak Tavva $ Tipyve ov 22° 2 ap™S vars y/vaop vYezrva 

ap"! B [ 
8 8/ Vouw $ Tavpw” ob 22° 2 ap” 8. valv le y/ vaolpl v2 v? a 

ap~ B[ 
9 Jo th 4 8/ Kupiaxos Ierpou oaarv? y[alp’n v° Br? [B/]y/ v2 € op v° § v® af 

ap’ 2 [ 

10 8/ Sevov’ $ @codwp” aro End” ov 2 2 vz [a]lp’™ 8 va v2 y/ vaop [vy]. a 
ap 2 [ 

II 8/ Ara Typ S Ovvodpr” ob 22° 2 [alp’ 8 v° B/ v2 y/ v° B/op v° zv° B/ 
ap’ 2 [ 

12 y/ Siayp- ovv 8 e/ ked* y B/ v° ta Sym y ap” pus v®? [ALS] y Samr- 7” edu- 

vy wnfy [6 p.[.].] vroroy’ § pro* a7 S azo* Snp- ve °/ [v°] o[S] d of 
av” v°? ply euBor: ov ap~ vd [ . 

Fol. 2.] 

13 y/ vy 
ow we BS. apl™ z]  ap7 4% apm 

14 y/ vly 
op ve > v By ap- 4 ap” 4 ap7 ¢ 

15 y/ v?] af 8/ 
op. v° 2 v aS 84. apt +. apte ap - 

4. The first < is a correction. 
5. v8 y: a correction, due to the Sardvn having been cancelled. 

The original sum, if the damdvn was 7;s., should have been 
v6 4 «8, but « is visible. 

a’: atray. v" (= vavtéy) may possibly be read in all cases 
on the analogy of 1416, 2 d@, but a’ is an easier reading ; more- 
over, in 1479 in a similar entry the reading is clearly av. C/ 
however 1491 (). 

7. Tipnve: not Eipnve. The + will represent the feminine 
article; Mr. Crum compares Tayary. 

9. Jo #4: it is not clear to what the reference is. 

12. cep: the 4, here and in several other cases, is made like 
the over-written v. 

dan— 7°” wedt”: apparently the last two words represent 
tov (2. rijs) medtados, though it is curious to find the singular. 
mediov seems hardly likely, as it is not elsewhere used of a sub- 
division of Aphrodito, and the account relates to one of the 
Ilediddes. This shows that damdvy refers to local expenses. 

v° puny y: the original sum for danrdvn has probably been 
washed out, though no trace of writing remains. pny y is the 
total, the original total having been washed out. 



v? B/ 3/.[-+-.. jou 

20 +ovr" avaxed* 

21 a eis Siayp- ov 0 a/ Ked* 

 of* av” v° veg 

- x 71 umodoy? 

2a v° py 8/4: 4 is perhaps a correction, and possibly y 

20*. B(ia) r(wy) vavrwy xapaBwy: it will be noticed that sailors 
serving with the fleet paid taxes to Aphrodito. They would 
perhaps be classed among oi dvres év BaBvddu; cf general 
introduction. 

21*. map~: obscure. The line looks like r or a. Without the 
_ figures of the main entries it is hardly possible to decide whether 

_ some additional payment is intended. 

: ny v° Ke Syn? y? app” phy . 
vf. ye [v? v0 q umodroy? § pic? a? S amo* Syp ce v/v ys 

euBod? ov ap” & 
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16 ] yy v° af 

op =o kot ayy 60 ap > = 6 ap 4) = ap” 

17 ly/ vy 
Ok, 1 Wea ap’ a ap" 4 ap- a 

18 ly va 

op y2 va ap ap ap 

19 [yt/ Svayp~ oF im et/ Ked* ovv ve o8 v? wef Sypry 2 v® 2 Sam~ v? yi/ v? peS vTodoy”] 
§ puo® at S amo ve '/ v° a B/ Kd! a, of" xs v py B/H% epBodr” ov ap~ [x]af 

ovr” 7 opp ap~ 8"/ ot ap xKaS 

Fol. 2 4.] 
20* 98'/ vavrwv kapaBwv 

21* wap- vw? af 8/ Kwvor* Zayxapias ov a et/ cep a v? [ 
22* wap- v° a 8/ Mnva Xrefavos ov a av [ 

23* wap- v? §¥8/ Koopa Varov ov a a [ 

24* ‘Tap- ov a a [ 

v? Sy Salar) 

ovr” 7/ of ov ap™ € 8"/ 2 
22 B of 8 yB/ v? ia appl! plus] v? ALS y 

vy ly] oy wv Bnfy% vroroy? § pic? a7 § azo* te 0°/ v° af 

 of* av’ v° ply eBor? ot ap™ vd 
23 y ov ie 8 v° peS 2 2 

v? [-. eB] ye/ v pes [vmodoy? § pic? a? S amo* te v?/ v? a B/ Kd 

 of* av” ve? py B/yH epBod ov ap” KaS ovr” 7/ off ou ap” 2 8"/ ot ap™ Ka] 
~—”.6hCS ov t 0 v? Kl [y] 2 Z 

vt v/v ey : 
25 y/ pe, ob pa e/ Ked* oF heiB v? pyf y Snw y? ap” oof v? oB¢s Sam* v = & v? 

23. yt/ v° pes: after s, y seems to have been written, but as it 
would make both the total at the foot and the remainder for 

this page in 1. 19 incorrect, and is, moreover, somewhat faint, 

it was probably part of the cancelled sum. yes should, at a rate 
of 3s. per head, be pe 6’ (see p. 172). 

25. dé 8: this should be AS ¢f. 
@ v pra: this is written over something, no doubt the 

cancelled sum of dardvyn, which may be An. The remains after 
this are probably part of the original total. 

‘ 
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PAPYRUS 1428.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1456 (a). Fragments of a book; the largest, which is of very irregular shape, measures 
at its greatest dimensions 11} in. x 2 ft. rin, Written ina neat, round, rather small minuscule 

in black ink with a somewhat thick pen; several of the figures, here printed in thicker 

_ type, are written with a thin pen in blacker ink, 

pepiopos of similar type to the last, except that the land is subdivided into irrigated and 

unirrigated. The Samdvy also is described as 80 évrayiwy kal avev évrayiwv, which gives 

perhaps additional reason for supposing that it refers to the expenses of the local rather than of 
the central officials, The evidence of this account as to land- and poll-tax has been discussed 

on pp. 170 and 172. 

Fragm. 1 vecto.] 

I 

] pro® av? oradé [e]/ [ 

J. rmpe meysat [ 

ee 
Space of 5 in. 

4 Jovras Siayp* oft BB et/ Ked* ovd 2 v° pnfy Syp’ y[? ap” oon v]? oB ¢ [ovra]s 

Ka*/ ap” pty v° vy y yep” ap” ce v° inf ¥ Samay 8/ ev? S av* ev? v? bf [yi/ 

v pgnS ex tov umohoy? F puo® a? S$ amo ue] 7/ v? = off av” [epB]o* ov ap” 

p.[ 
5 Siayp* ovv} 8 «/ xed ov 1B vd dnp? y? ap”p” con v° oB ¢ ovr” Kab/[* ap” pry 

ve vy y xep? ap” ce v°] nS y Samay: 8/ ev"? S at ev? v vf yi/ v° pis B/ [ex 
Tov viohoy® Ss pur’ a? S amo* ve ¥/ v° 8 B/ d oldertov~ av” v? piB euBo* ov 

ap” p. [ 
6 Shiay[p]}* ov[¥ a] «/ xed od a v° y [S]np? y? app” 7 v° a B/ [ojur® 

Kab?/ ap” [ Sjamav? 8/ ev? S av® ev" yp” § 
yy v? €& ex 7 vmodloy? F uc? a? S azo ec / v z  odevdov™ 

aly’ v° €¢ euBo® ov ap~ § [ 
7 Siayp* ov z er/ Ked* ovv|’ 2 vz ap™ y val 

] 2 

yy v? af 

I. ptoGod dvOpémrov (or -wy) oradévros (or -rar) els. a(v)r(@v): from 1, 22, where, however, the reading is not 
4 ff. These are perhaps totals of preceding pages. certain. It might be »*; ¢f note on 1427, 5, but here v* is 
4. ob: it is curious that no figures are given here. Perhaps perhaps the easier reading. 

the clerk intended to insert them at the same time as the v° eu8oX(ns): no amount can have been written. Ap- 
others and forgot. parently, as no deduction was to be made, the clerk thought 

8/ v7 § av‘ ev”: 80 evraylay Kal dvev évrayiov; of. 1888, 24, it unnecessary to repeat the sum. 
note. 
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Fragm. 1 verso.] 
8 Kop? Adplodi? w??/ a 

yevaps f. Pau)? [ 
9 ]. Svayp* ovd if [ 

10 [8}'/ ate\wy 
II 8/ Movoatov Iwary[yjou ofv]) a ef [ke]f[* ov]é a v 8 Samay! §/ 

ev"? $ av® [77 

12 = 8/ @eodwpov Mal[x]-/ ov a. ow Sy vy 

13. 8/ H\tas Aovxa oly]’ a ovy § vB v J 

f° | 
‘14 8/ Ama K’/ Tedewr ow a ov Sy vv 

v B/[ 
15 8/ Buxtop® Aavind ov a oS 7B v yB/ 

va [y/ v® 8] B/ opto yo), [ 

16 [8/ Taxlw]8 PorBappwov ov a ob SB v® 5 
[py] S$ yf v 8 op va [ 

17 [8/....-Jou - [-Jkwv ofyr]” a oft] y vay 

Le] vw/way op anne | 
18 ] ow a ovy 7B vas y 

[va] y/ »° BS op Wen | 
19 joa ov 8/ va 

C+ yiM/r+Pa op! bP 

Fragm. 2 recto.] 

20 Levjov? Tewp? S$ ABp* Sreh* emdxXx 

21 ot ap|~ pref ov” rt” ofp ov ap” piB Sam* ou ap” Ky§ 

22 ex tov vtohoy? § pic” aly’ S aon te1?/ v? zd off av” v° § B/ eup* 
: ou ap? B ov" 7/ oplp 

a ] ap" B ap [ 

_ Fragm. 2 verso.] 

24 Evdogia Ara Typ Siayp* ovd 2 ef xed 2 v? 2 Snlu[? y? 

25 [Ko]AAfo]v? Tewpytov ov a a [ 
26 [®o]}.Bappwv xpvcox ove 4 z[ 

27 [Kloop- Mnva ove 2 z[ 

The other fragments are unimportant. 

8. This cannot be the earlier part of 1. 20, as it is the verso of 20. eine? 1 émthexbévror. 
the Papyrus, that the recto. 22. aror*: apparently an inverted contraction for dod (oi) (ov). 

ap’: this seems to suit the space better than pan, ,butit It takes the place of the usual arro* ; of. the introduction to 1427, 
_is impossible to be certain. 26, 27. The first - in each is corrected from a. 

17. . [.]ewv: not laxw8 apparently. 

Iv. M m 
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PAPYRUS 1429.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1456 (4). Fragments of a book; the first three measure 43 in. x 6in., 43 in. x 6Zin., © 

9; in. x 75 in. Written in a neat, round minuscule of medium size in reddish ink, 

pepurpds of the same type as the last, except that it gives the names of tomo. For its 

evidence as regards land- and poll-tax, see pp. 170 and 172. 

Fragm. 1 recto.) 

] ovras Kkab-/ ap” [ v°®] xepo” ap” ny oP 
Alprofax”’/ ap” ¢  —v° a B/ ovrws Kab~/ ap” ¢ [v? a B/ 

le ap” 8 va ap” 8 v° [a 

jv ofp’ no PB ap” 9 v [B? 

Fragm. 1 verso.] 

5 ] [ap” ce ovtals Kab-/] ap” ce [ 

1: cape IB Shoal ae iB 
}-¢- ap” us v° 8 ovrws ap” is v dS [ 

? Saloov ap” € v? a ovTas apt e va [ 
Jap” € v? a [ourws ape va 

Fragm. 2 vecto.] 

10 ] euBo* ov ap” ovrws tr” ofp ap” 4 San ov ap” 
II ]- xep? ap” v? Sanfaly- BS [y}/ v*] n ot ap” y ovr” 7” ofp ov ap” y 

S[amav? ov ap” 

12 ] ap” B y/vy ap" Bove” — ap” B[ 
J alps Ely opr Bloor ap" [ 

Fragm. 2 verso.] 

sf y Mepieator Bagohs 
15 [r]o™ Ayu” ABp* v? y apl] 4. ro™ Wavve v? B [ 

| Maye off a [el/Lekd® [1 Bodqueine Meiqucn? 
]. $7 Tavpw” [oj a e/ cep v8? ro” Td 

4. 8: this is a likely amount but too little of the letter remains 16. Taxyvjsov: there is a yydioy Maxvpiov in 1419, 1334. 
to make any reading certain. 
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[3/ A}roh\o Adav- ov a ef Kep®§ 84 vy? y Sp? 7o™ KL 
[8/ -. Ama K*/ Terp[ojv ovv a [er/ xepal§  v® B Sap? rol" [ 

Fragm. 3 vecto.] Verso blank. 

20 @co|Swp” Tecroov emudlx! 

ov ap” iJe ovras r* off gt ap” y. San ov ap~ ¢ 
] oe ap” ¢€ ovrofs] [r]” 066 ot ap~ y Samr- ot ap~ B 

ajp- ¢ ap- ap~ B 
Jap | ap- B ap~ y 

25 ] ap~ ap ap~ 
] ap" ap ~ ap 
] ap ap 
] ap~ ap ap~ 
] ap- ap ap~ 

 Fragm. 4 recto.) Verso blank. 

30 ] ap” ¢ ap” [ 
‘ ] ap” pa e/ v° «B/ ap” [ 

] ap" 0 e/ Sy ap” d[ 

Two unimportant fragments. 

31. «(s): apparently the meaning is merely ‘amounting to.’ The preposition isnot needed. In 1484, 21, etc. it is used as ‘total. 

PAPYRUS 1430.—Date uncertain. 

_ Inv. No. 1426. Three fragments of a roll; 1 ft. 22 in. x 1 ft. 54 in., 9b in. x 4 in., and 54 in. x 1 ft. 
4in. Written in a flowing, rather large minuscule; the ink shows in places a slightly red 

tint. 

_ FTCHE nature of this account is not clear. The first two fragments contain the names of tax- 
payers, each followed by one sum of money and practically all preceded by another sum of 

money inserted by a different hand or with a different pen. The last fragment has a similar list 
of names, but these are followed by two columns, the second described as 8(a)m(dvns), and are not 

_ preceded by any sum. It is not certain, therefore, whether the last fragment really belongs to the 
same roll as the others, but it is apparently in the same hand, and in general appearance much 

resembles the first two, so that, though found separately, they probably belong together. It is 

to be noticed that in the last fragment there are no entries under Samdvy ; perhaps, therefore, 
_ the reason why this column does not appear in the first two was that, there being no entries to 
be made, the clerk thought it superfluous to write the heading. 

Mm 2 
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As one payment is Samdvn, it is reasonable to suppose that the other is poll-tax, and this 
is somewhat supported by the fact that the tax-payers are all men. The word 8:dyp(adov) does 

indeed occur on the verso of fragm. 3, and would tend to confirm the supposition ; but as the hand 

of the verso is apparently different from that of the vecto, it is not certain that the totals there 

have anything to do with the account on the vecfo. In any case, the numbers must refer not, 
as usual, to pages but to columns. 

A corrector has been at work on the account, and not only are the figures frequently altered 
but several entries are cancelled entirely. It is not by any means easy in all cases to decide 
whether a figure is a correction or not. The hand of the corrector is different from that which 

has made the entries at the beginning of the lines, which uses ink of a slightly red tint, whereas 

the corrections are in black ink. Some of the entries before the names have been themselves 

corrected. In this transcript the corrections are printed in thicker type. The reason for the 

corrections and the nature of the entries before the names are both obscure; the latter are 

possibly to be explained by the supposition that an assessment for one year has been used for the 

following year ; cf 1448, verso. The account contains little of value except the Coptic personal 

names. 
In the totals on the verso of fragm. 3 the few cases where the amount in money is preserved 

are perhaps hardly to be used as evidence for the rate of poll-tax, because the money is so much 

out of proportion to the Kefad(opds). In]. 121 a rate of 9 solidi per head would be indicated, 

and in other cases even more. Possibly the Samdvy is included in these sums, though in the 

totals at the foot it is certainly stated separately. The account evidently relates to the village 

of Aphrodito and oi dures év BaBudau. 

Fragm. 1 recio.] 

Col. I.] 

[v?] B/ Sapamv Ixovi yl B/ 

[v°] B/ Budo? Texvor™” Kkap* 

[v? .}’ ABp~ A@av* 

10 ] Bed. -] Supos 
-+ olv’ Tewp? eaifoup]}t 

@cod]oo.” Hrw~ wep[iX? v°]§ 

v°}. SL) 

yp? 

]— Terpos ABp* Ya 
] icax iaxwB v? B/ 

5 [v°].  Max?/ Varov va 

] Apov Ato\w S we av™ va 

] = [Bap§o* Tavace v? ¥ii 

] Tipofeov Levov® v° 
yp? 

yp? 

yp? 

AmoA]\w Koopa v SY 

2. kau: xapndérov. 9. 5: perhaps from a y. 
8/: corrected from 5. 10. Ztpos: for this name cf 1481, 56. 

5- ay: possibly y is a later insertion ; ora may bea correction ; 12. mepeX ; meptxurns. 
but probably both are by the original hand. 
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15 Alewvriov S uw” a7 vag 

? Aojux Budo? v? B/ 
Bi]k/ Tfapovd Ter[p]’” v° § 

].” opBu"sro* Ya 

: ] ve ve a 

20 ly/ wv ly 

Col. II.] 
v? § Sevov? yap® Ixour ve § 

va [[Tewpye” Movoa” arm’ v® BI] 

vy ¥ [Aad apt Ay” DouB- v° ¥]] 
v? B/ ABp* Tavoup v? B/ 

25 v° B/ Ikeppns Tous v B/ 

lv? $¢ Zyvof” oxv™ vw ¢ 

[=vpdpovn Vaxo v° §] 
[[Meoar” Iywope v all 

v? B/ Xapamiwv Movoa” v? B/ 
30  B/ TMamooro* Iovros va 

B/ Hoat* edarovp? va 

v? a ww’? Warov Ierp” TMap{ples v° B/ 
v? § ww’? Koddov? Lovorfelv v? § 
sed epee Pe bP y 

35 v? af [P Sevjov? Po.B- vol BS 

vy [H]pax’” VYouov vv 

v°? a @codwpov Iw* v°? B/ 

vy B/ Vov Kow Movoa” v B/ 

[Varov...Ba-ohaxy  ¥ B/J 
40 v B/ [...] Sevov? v § 

; v Sy Ama Avwv DoB- v B/ 

y/ v 0¢ 

— Col. III.] 
v? B/ lepnus* @codoow” v? B/ 
v° §) Mnv~ Maror ve § 

16. B/: from ¢ [y?]’. 31. The same man occurs in l. 109. 
17. Bix(rwp): a Victor son of Jamoul occurs in 14382, to. 32. a: a correction, but apparently in the same hand as the 
18. opBtovmo*: probably = dpBiorddov, ‘seller of 3poSos’; cf other figures before the names, not by the corrector. u° is in 

1445, 7, note. the same hand. 
22. acm’: domSorood or some compound with the same ~ 33. 5 ui’: as in the previous line. 

sense? § 35. ZevovO(tov): a Senuthius, son of Phoebammon, occurs 
8» apparently from a. several times. 

23. A son (or sons) of this David occurs in 1. 73. 41. Ama Avov: the letter after A is much more like p, having 
26. oxv’: oxuréws, The same man occurs in 1. 98, where his a head, so that the name may be Amadpov; but Ama Avov is 

description appears as ox(v)8(éws). in itself more likely, and the ink may have run. 
_ 30. louros: or looros; 7, lovoros; cf. 1. 106, where the same B/: from 5; so too in Il. 43, 45, 48. 
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45 [v°] a evov® Kaxxax 
Xpirrodop: Aaud 

v? a¢ Tlarepp’ Thoorce 

v? [B]/ ioax @cdwpov 
[vl §  Svpewy Tavdov S$ ad*/ 

50 [v°]$ Kawrow Aad 

[vy] y lepnus- Awa Typ 

v? B/ iwavvov YyLwlv 
vy Avdp* Tlapovd 

vy Koopa [B]x—/ 

55 [v°] B/ iaxwB Awa Kup” 

[[®r0’ TavxpoBe 
] AnvoBh” .[..-.+.-- 

v? B/  IIuxoxkos Mynv— 
Pee: | Tlecoov Movorat” 

60 vy @c0d00." Kavor— 

vy Ama Op~ Mapk:/ 

vy ¢ Sevou® lepnus~ 

v? af [[Ieoarov Budo? 

v § @ido®? Evax 

65 Z [.-- Taa 

Col. IV.] 

v B/ wavy” Tlarepp® § ad§/ 
v? B/ Mepxovhi- ioax 

v° ¢ Marov Bux~/ 

v? ¥ = [[iwavvov Mapx:/ 

70 vy we? IWavervnu 

B/  [[v? Tlerpos Avdp* Alo]ux—/ 

v? § Koddov? Eppalws] 
vea ver Aawd apt Ay Bfor]B- 

v? y Ama Typ Koddov? 

75 vy  Tlamvov? Taplovr ?] 

45. a: perhaps a correction, but in the same hand. 

47. a7: it is not certain that this is a correction. 
48. Gedapou : sic, apparently. 

49. v° omitted. 
50. as: from 8; so too in |. 51. 
52. 5: from B/. 
55. B/: from ¢. 
57. 5: from 8/: so too in next line. It seems very possible 

that the whole line is cancelled. 
59. §: from +. 
60. ¥: from B/. 
61. Ara Qp~: an Apa Hér, son of Mark, occurs in 14438, 6. 

Probably, therefore, in spite of the mark of abbreviation this 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1480 

oA 

> 
° 

ag = 

8 
° 

3 % 

a «<s . 

PX 

> & 

A 

*- °° 
Rout heat Le a | v 

name is also Apa Hér. 
65. Taa: not Taap apparently. No total seems to have been 

written for this column. 
66. B/: from 5. 
67. MepxovAt(ov) : = Mercurius, 

s: from 8/, which was first corrected to a. 
68. Marov: not Maro, but perhaps a Greek form of the same 

name, Matoi son of Apa Victor occurs in Or. 6220 (8) (Crum). 
¢: the correction seems to consist in rewriting $ over the 

same figure. 
72. y: from 5. 
74, 75. These two lines in the same hand as the figures before 

the names. After Hap[ovr] the s sign seems to have been written. 
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Fragm. 1 verso.] Parallel to the breadth of the roll. 
kata: 

a v/ 8/ Sevov® $ Tepepi-~ S add” 
B v/ [2 87/ av]- 

puo® epy~ map v? 74 B v° pod % 

Space of 2 inches. 
@ v’ aol. -] 

Fragm. 2 recto. | 
80 [v°] Sy ep? ovvrexn” 

[v° .Y Tewpy” Ara Kup” Tkap 

[v? .}’ Tewp? Awa Kup” TSuxcav 
[v°-”  @codocv™” Io[a]« 
[v°?].  Terpos Max~/ 

J] fam 

] Weppo TMngwy 
[v°] Sy Max-/ Eltooa™ $ w av™ 
[v’] B/ Movi Evwy 

Tewpyv” Twavvov 

[ ] Awa Typ K[o}\dov? 

85 

v yi 
]go S w? av™ vw Bf 

Ko)\dov? $ aSt/ [ 

Fragm. 2 verso.] Parallel to the breadth of the roll. 

y/ v° s§ 
Fragm. 3 recto, ] 

Col. I.] 
8/ Kupiax/ puo® Iw* apf sv a 87/ 

95 8/ TlaBuxle Owp* v B 
; 8/ Koop~ Myv- ox®/S wv? § 

[8]/ [@]eo? MaBixhe va 
8/ ZnvoBu” ox*/ Ya 

8/ Ilerpos ABp~ v 

100 8/ Ilarce Bucz[wp] va 
va 8/ Movow” @.[....]. 

77. A sum of money may have been written in the small 
lacuna between the bottom and top portions of the fragment 
(after add”), but this is not likely, as it would probably have 
been visible. Apparently, therefore, 143s. is the sum paid by 
these tax-payers. 

map"*: mapaxopdrov. 
gv Tod 7: in a different hand. The rest is very likely by 

the hand which has made the marginal additions on the veczo, 
78. As in 1. 77, a sum of money may just possibly be lost. 
80. cuvrexvir(wv) : cf 1419, 1215. 
82. B/: from 5; so too ainl. 84. 
85. lavynvr: Mr. Crum remarks that this seems an impossible 

name, but all the letters are certain except the third v, which is 
a probable reading, and nothing was written after r. 

86. Iltnowy: the last three letters very doubtful, but the 
reading is probably right, as the name seems to be that which 
occurs in 1482, 48 as Houjowv. ; 

aT: from 5. 

87. (kat) vi(ov) avr(ov): in the same hand as the figures before 
the names; so too in]. 91. 

88. B/: from ¢[? y]’. 
94. pao? : piodorod, 

96. ox®/: J. oxvréws. 
98. ZnvoBiov: cf. 1. 26. 
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8/ ABp~ Tavoup 

8/ Sapamuov Vov Kou 

8/ Tlex’/ Ilerpo” 
105 8/ Ioak Tax’/ 

8/ Ilamrooroh® Tovar? 

8/ vw Bnoa mp* 
8/ Yapamov IIKove mp* 

8/ Hoatevas eXatoupy: 

Col. 3.] 
110 8/ we Ovepoevoudgis oux®/ 

8/ Axav pamrov 

8/ Iwavvo” APav~ Wad" 

8/ Sevov’ Tewp? r* 

8/ Mapk’/ Tewp? 

115 8/ Vov Kovt Movoraio” 

8/ Tamra Bur~/ 

8[/---]- Eppalos] 

va 8"/ vy ¢ 

v B v2 

v B v2 
vy y¢z 

yra ye 

v? § vz 

v af yo 2 

v? af vz 

va 8"/ yz 

v y¢ 

1 
° 

1 
° 

DMs DBOB~X 

i 
°° NY 

Fragm. 3 verso.] Lines parallel to the breadth of the roll. 

ov aS y iB v? pra ply ? B ovy uf 

Y ovy ul ov wuytp vp.[ 

120 8 ovy LE [ovv]” .[ 

€ ovv a ov ¥y v y[ 

> ov ¢ ove . vel 

‘4 ovy XB ov wa iB nage | 

n ovd AF ov OY iB v® vo fi 

125 0 ovy dy ov t B/H v° pin [ 

126 l OVD LE 1b K/ f8/ ov ssyB v? o¢ [ 
126a@ uci 
127 La, ovy ov uff yl v? pl 

iB ow Wf ov 1 8/ v pl 

ty ow t ov CB/ v° 

130 8 ovv he ov was y iB ve.[ 

109. Hoatetas: sic. Cf. 1. 31. 
110. o1x®/ : olkoddpou. 
112. Wad": Wddrov? 

113. T°: rékrovos. 

different from that of Fragm. 1, verso. A piece of papyrus 
has been lost at the end of the line, so that » is not now 

visible. 

125. 18/7: the dots over the 1, here and in all the other 
116. lava: amas occurs as a name in 1449, 7. cases, are inserted by the corrector. 

118 ff. These lines are the reverse way up from those on the 126, 126 a. idias kdpns and BaBvAdros. The reference is to 
verso of the other fragments. As this is a roll, the numbers at the év(dyatra) $5718: 6% were assigned to Babylon, the rest 
the beginning must be those of columns. The hand is perhaps to Aphrodito. 
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le 86h € ov ay v? id BL / 
is ow B cdu=_—k*/ Ss B/ ¥ taf 

Siayp~ v? aomlS S[arav? 

wdu-_K*/ ov of Pe) [ 

135 BaBu* ov ph y [ 

+7” atro® Snp? v° 4 Sayp~ [v]}? [ 

132. +:(as) xo(uns) : apparently the clerk began to insert this taxes. The taxes were therefore to be levied on their estates; 

entry, which appears in |. 134, here, forgetting that he had not of. a passage of Al-Laith b. Sa‘d, referred to by Becker, Beztrage, 
given the total. II. p. 106 ‘ Ferner fiihrt er Briefe von ‘Omar [#. e, ‘Umar II] an 

136. azo’: probably droGavévrav; i.e. those who had died seinen agyptischen Finanzdirektor Hajjin auf: Er solle die 
within the financial year, but before the actual collection of g/zja der toten Kopten den lebendigen auferlegen.’ 

3. THe Eméola. 

PAPYRUS 1481.—a. D. 706-707. 

Inv. No. 1473. Book (complete) of four folios, with protocol; 1 ft. 34 in. x 1ohin. Written in 

a small, neat, sloping minuscule. Protocol published with facsimile (pl. 1) in ZA. XXII. 170. 

N the accounts of the previous section the eméo/a was in most cases included, but only in 
conjunction with various gold-taxes. In the two accounts composing this section it occurs 

alone. 
‘The present account does not relate to the general emdo/a, but only to certain arrears in the 

payments for a previous indiction, It consists of a list of names followed by amounts of wheat, 

the names being no doubt those of tax-payers who have failed to pay their quota or part of it. 
Several of the names:are preceded by a stroke. These strokes, though apparently added by the 
original hand, are probably later additions, indicating that the tax-payer concerned has paid his 
arrears subsequently. In one or two cases an amount is cancelled, the reason presumably 
being that the tax-payer was entered as in arrear by error, The names are classified in each 

case as ovvotap® and (kal) (smép) kX\aop7. The meaning of these words is not wholly clear, 
In Tebt. Pap. 373, l. 12, and elsewhere, occurs a word émxdacpoi as the name of a tax, and 
it is explained by Grenfell and Hunt as ‘special levies at intervals, not annual charges.’ It 
is just possible that x\dop(a)r(a) here is to be connected with that word émxAacpol ; but it seems 

a more probable explanation to take the two headings as meaning respectively that the tax- 
payers were in arrear for their whole quota and only for a fraction of it (kAdopa). ocvmoraps 
may then be extended as cvmorapévov (to agree with oirov) or cvmorapévns (to agree with 
€uBod7s). 

IV. Nn 
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Fol. 1.] Blank. 

Fol. 1 4.] 

Reto ev ovopar. tov Ov rou B 
ehenpovos S ditavOp™ 

may) oo, = aU) pur 
; Bros i, ovk et Os ev nm o Os povos TT. cca 

Maaper amoothos Ov r 

BU) Oyu oasre voy a} SI) al 

stage ABBAhaLE wos 
Mapovay cupBdos 

Fol. 2.] 

+ B:alor]adp” do[}n® euBod kop” Adpo® wd-/ § em Sop*[......-. ]2 77 av Kop? 
10 oo S md") [-].--[.-]- p~ € 2/ 

18? Kap” Adpo® ou ap” pag 
ae 

ovvifo |rapé ? ou ap” kK 
Aa[v]er IaxwB mp‘ ou ap” B 

/ @c0Socws Amroh\hw ou ap’ B 
15 Ovy- P[c]Ao° Pawo ou ap- a 

/ Maxapwov NaeBo ou ap” a 

/ M[a]px{ols Biro? ox’/ S adedd-/ av™ ou ap: § 
Mapkos VYouvod 

Tlex’*/ Awa Tnp ou ap’ a 
20 Tlerp[o]s Tamovwrs . ou ap y 

Lrehavos Evwx ov ap’ B 
Pio? Scodwps ou ap: B 

/ ve Tewpywos mp* ou ap” €¢ 
/ Punpov aro Vupo” ou ap7 a 

25 / PorBappwv Aos 7 ov ap: B 

S § kaop™ [ov ap” Kag]/ 
[B]ix’/ Acxave ou ap: y 

Ama K"/ Vepdar ov ap” 8 

Gcodaria Iwavv” ou ap: B 
30 Koddov? per B= ou ap™ df 

Kaddwwixos Atpntos ou ap” ay 

9. S:acrdd\paros Aouradapiou k.7.A. 
w8(ixrtovos) 8; this is the year 705-706. 

Zwp*: this appears to be the Arab name which in 1882, 22 
appears as Zwpa and in 1450, 2 and 1464 as Swpaex. If a 

common noun, it is difficult to see what it can be. Probably the 

reference is to some Arab official. 

e.°/: probably part of a statement that the édoradApa 

for the collection of these arrears was made in the 5th in- 
diction. 

15. Parov: not pdmrov, though that may be intended. 
17. ox /: oxvrevs. . 
18. The entry of wheat here has been washed out. The 

total in 1, 12 is correct without it. 
23. «9; a correction. 
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Mapkos IIk«vhis ovap~ B 

yan Nadavanr [ou ap™] y 

Tlerpos @codacva ocap- B 
35 Tfapovd amo MourX [ou ap]~ B 

Fol. 2 4.] 

aly°v? Ay. Mapi~] o” ap~ y Kacy ov ap” § 

ovvifo}rap® 8/ Movoa” Doi.B- ov ap: a 
Kacy” 8/ KoAov® amo Ayr ou ap” y 

e T[Pr*] avarodux?/ ov ap~ Xd 

40 [ovnorapé ov ap” Kd B/ 
Amto\w Levov? ovap: § / w Tak? ol ap: a 

Tlovevs Tlapovn. ot ap: BS / Texpowmu~ Baplooy of ap] § 

[yap]- Kupwddos ot ap” B/ / Amoddw Koddov? mpf ox ap” § 
[K]vpos Papavov ou ap” ¢ Toevov? Aewyri” ov ap” [S$] 

45 DoiBappov Bir~/ ot ap~ af =/ Mnva Iex{vjofolu ax ap” if 

@exha Mage ov ap’ [Sl] / Movoa” BoiB- ou ap” a 
S § khacp- [ov alp~ ey 

Tlayuprov Xpnorov ov ap vy Towrvn Kow Mvée ou ap: af 

Wnple] Geodoovov = at ap Sy 

Fol. 3.] 

50 ‘Un? ou ap~ Géf 
eee 

ouvio taps ou ap” AsJ 

/ Atrohhw Hpakhwos ov ap’ B / yop] Evwy OB otap 8 

/ wry pp Aewvos ov ap’ § / Ilanoce Bixrwp ov ap” uff ¥ 
/ TIkoxkda, Hpakd\uos ov ap: y / Ama Kupos Sayound ox ap [8 iJ8 

55 / Avacraciay’ MavoBge ovap~ y8/ / Koddov’ Kaxroax at ap: B 
/ Eppaws Stpos o.ap: B / Zayxapias Tlapparw ox ap: § 

S § kr\aop~ ou ap” vO 
pa 

Ama K~/ Evox ou. ap” y yop” Tavoarce ov ap~ B/ 

loaw™” Tape ol ap a Iwond Noe” ovap y 

34. Geodacra: sic. It does not seem possible to read ovat in 1. 48 is probably the same, but it is hardly possible to read v 
the end for a. here or a there. ‘Maaca is a (rather doubtful) name in the 

35. Movv* : Movvay6y ; the letters look more like Moy. 
38. Aun*: probably (réros) ’ApmeNoupyod (or ’AuredGvos), though 

_ nosuch rémos occurs elsewhere. If the place were a xwpioy it would 
hardly bear a name of this kind. 

44. 5: cancelled by a line drawn through it ; so also in I. 46. 
46. Mage: the name following Tawvy Kou (= ‘ Little Sister’) 

N 

. Coptic Jkéw texts, and Mace another in Jéme texts,’ Crum. 
49. Ynpe: it is not certain that e has been written, as one 

would expect the up-stroke to be visible, but the man is probably 
the Psére son of Theodosius of 1420,92. Perhaps ¥npj[os]. 

54. TlAoxAa: /, Ipokda, 

55. yt yore 
n 2 
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60 Khypp Al. - -)” ol ap- a Kdnpp Aavet ov ap~ B/ 

Avovnoiov Kupiakos ot ap” a vw? Anfo|\kw Ilavn on aps 7B 

Adavaow [Mlaov ov ap: B Ama K*/ Tazo ot [ap] iys 8/ 
yan Tlavdfolv Aovear ov ap” a Bux’/ ABpaapr” ov ap” y 

Ama K*/ Blo}u” ou ap: § Mapiay Tavapi” ovap y 
65 Avoud [Ama] K’/ ao. ap: B Atohko Katavoag, ot ap™ uB¢ 

ve? Lapolun]r ol ap: y Taf[cJ0a Aaveir ov ap: a 

Knpp [Pr]do? Max~/ ov ap: »§ Iwavy” Eppaws ov ap™ a 

Fol. 3 4.] 

B Tn? ou ap” ve 

ouvioTap ov ap~ Kl¢ 

70 / lleppo S$ Eppaws ov ap: [a] / Ht]- Qpovoy*x ov ap~ 8 
/ Seppov® S$ adrov ou ap’ a / Avdpeas Kadeede our ap: § 

/ Tewpy.” Mny- ot ap” a / Pro® Mara ou ap- § 
/ Ovepoevovdis Tlapt- or ap: af / Mlex’/ Tkoope ov ap: € 

/ Ukow Eppaws ov ap» aB/ / Xevov® Yor Kou ov. ap: af 

75 / tex’ ABav~ amo Vup ov ap: ¢ / ®id0® Tarwov ou ap: a 
/ wypp Tat6iGes o. ap: § 

S$ § kdaop- ou ap~ Ky 
5S tess 

Ama K*/ Varn gi ap: a Bux~/ aBwo" ouap: af 

Tepnpi* Movoa’” ao. ap” B Ama K"/ mp* ovap: € 

80 Eodpa Sap ol ap- a [x]\npp NaBou ov ap” B 
-Iw* Aaveit pf ol ap’ a Warn Uerpov orap y¥ 

Atro\hkw Vouov ou ap: B Aaveir Bux~ ov ap - a 

@eodocios Qpovovx ol. apa Evey Mnva ov ap: B§ 

eroix~ / Sakoope ou. ap” y 

85 etoux:/ Tlakavvews ov ap: BS y 

Fol. 4.] Blank both sides. 

62. Mactov: the letter before a is wholly lost, but M1 is a likely 73. Tlaue-: probably not for Mauw: the over-written line 
reading. might be r. The same person occurs in 1420, 213. 

64. Bovve(v): the place-name, if the reading is right. 
65. Ka\avoag: the vis certain, but the name suggests Ka\avoa 

(1422, 16) or Kadayyag (1419, 378). 

76. Taroiaes: cf. 1420, 257, note. 

83. Qpovor*: sic. 
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PAPYRUS 1432.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1429. Eight incomplete folios of a book ; the first two folios measure 1 ft. 4 in. x 9% in. 

Written in a neat, somewhat rounded minuscule of medium size. 

HE fragments of this book having been collected from various places, there is no external 

evidence as to the original order of the folios, but the present order, on internal grounds, 
is the most probable one. The arrangement of the folios is extremely puzzling and, if the order 
here adopted is correct, was extraordinary. The first two folios, though now separated, certainly 
formed one folded sheet of papyrus, because the fibres are continuous; but when the sheet is 

spread out with the recto of the papyrus, as usual, to the middle, the order of the account, on 

the usual numeration of folios, is 1 4, 1, 2 4,2; thatis to say, the general heading and therefore the 

beginning of the account come, not on the outside (1), but on the inside (1 4) of the first folio, and 

the total, which should be the last page (2 4), is given on the inside (2) of the second folio. The most 

natural explanation would be that the outside pages belonged to different portions of the account 

and had nothing to do with that portion whose beginning and end is found on the inside pages; 

and as the total comprises four pages we should then have to conclude that a half-sheet had 
been inserted in the middle of the quire between ff. 1 and 2. There are, however, the following 
strong reasons against this. In the first place, the heading is not like the heading of a section 
of an account or a new heading for a fresh indiction, but seems clearly the general one for the 
whole account. Again, while the outside page of f. 1 might be the end of a section and there- 
fore would require no heading, we should at least expect a general total ; and as the inside page 

of f. 2 concludes a section of the account, the outside page ought to have a new heading, which 

is not the case. It would seem, therefore, that the outside pages belonged to the same section 

of the account as the inside ones, especially as the total refers to just four pages, the first of 

which is clearly that which contains the general heading. Moreover, there are in this sheet no 

signs of any holes for the string to bind the book together. They might indeed be lost in the 

middle, but the usual practice was to pierce the top and bottom of each sheet, and that was 
certainly not done in the present case. A possible explanation might be that for some reason 

the sheets were torn in two and then bound together in single sheets and in the reverse of the 
usual order, 7. ¢. recto, verso, verso, recto; but the division of the two halves of the sheet seems 

too recent for this. The conclusion would seem to be then that the original sheet was folded with 

the verso, not the recto, inwards, and that the clerk in writing the account began in the reverse 

direction to the usual one, with the last page of the folded sheet (the recto of the papyrus). 
It seems probable that the same arrangement was adopted with the second quire (ff. 3 and 4); 
so that apparently the book was written backwards from the last page. The fact that no holes 

for the string are to be seen on any of these four folios makes it possible that the book was not 
bound together at all. As there are some odd fragments which seem to indicate four more 
folios, the account was perhaps for more than one indiction ; but as these other folios are pierced 

at the top and in the middle (the lower portions are lost), they may have belonged to a different 

book, though in the same hand. 
The account is probably for the ordinary eméo/a; the amounts are much too large for it 

to be an account of arrears, like 1481. It was apparently a wepuopds. Among the tax-payers 
appear some corporate bodies. 
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For further evidence as to the emdola, see 1415, verso, 1484, 51 ff., and especially 1442, D 

and the introduction to that account. 

Fol. 1.] 

e4Bol\” Kap” Adpoditw $ medi* yevapt fp 11” n w**/ y O/ AL 

A ot ap” iay 8/ K\npp ATod\dr\w mpecB” ov ap™ df 

] ap’ iay 8/ Avdpeas Sypwv ap~ iay 

ee’ S ad/  ap- ut 8/ Ama P~ @ecodocr0v ap iy 
5 M]apx:/ ap £§ 8/ Avovd Mnv* zp* ap” vy 

] ap" a 8/ Awa K*/ AvSpea ap~ iay 

] ap’ xy 8/ Ama Typ Bux~/ _ ap~ iay 

] ap- ny 8/ Ama K*/ Tvoove ap” iay 

] ap~ ve 8/ Bux™/ Emipayov ap~ & 
10 ] ap~ iay 8/ Bux~/ Tapovd ap~ iaS y 

] ap~ yy 8/ Tewpyvov Vorolv ap~ iB 

ap~ tle 8/ Tewpyrolv ap- By) 
alp™iay 8/ Sevov'él Ixvd{cov] ap~ o¢ 

] ap- B  8/ Avockopov PoB- ap™ ¢§ 

15 ] ap’  8/ exrnou—/ Norwo[v| ap” a 

] ap~ we 8/ Evox Paead ap” wy 

] ap” wn B/8/ Movoaov Tarorn ap~ ww 

: ap~ B  8/ @eodoar0v ieLexunrd ap~ t 
tae ap~ iay 8/ pov* ABB~ Levov® ap” ¥ 

20 ] ap~ § 8/ lepepe* Movoa” ap” iay 

] ap’ vE 8/ lwavy” Mahi* ap” wy 
[ye/ ov ap~ vps 

Fol. 14.] 

8/ Iwavy” Do.Bapp” py oe al tia 
8/ laxwB Do.Bapp” aro Aywv Tw- ap 

8/ TervO/ Ayiov Iwavvolv 

= eh 8/ favve* $ Vov Kovi [ 

yJ 8/ Ara Kupov iwavv” zp [ 25 8/ Piobh/ Topovr® ap 

8/ Kaa Weyns mp* ap~ B 8/ Kovaor* Bux~/ [ 

8/ Makapiov Bux*/ EmupX ap’ wy 8/ Kd\npp Max~/ Terpom? [ 
8/ Makapiov @wp- mp* ap” 7 8/ Mnva Koddov® [ 

1. yevap“: probably this agreed with pepiopds. 
A[. After A the papyrus is entire, but all traces of ink 

have disappeared. As the papyrus does not seem much rubbed 
it is probable that the writing has been washed out. In that 
case, A should no doubt have been washed out too. 

2. There seems no room between Il, 1 and 2 for a sub- 
heading xwpz” Adpodirw. Before the second column in this line 
and in ll. 3-5, 7,37 are dots. They are probably accidental but 

may perhaps be signs of revision. 
4. Ara P~: “Ara ‘Paciov; cf. 1448, 5, Rylands Copt. Pap. 255. 
12. ce: on the correctness of this restoration depends that of 

the second entry in this line. «is supplied because te is a sum 
which occurs several times, and moreover e seems further to 

the right than one would expect it to be if it stood alone. 

15. exAnor(as) Norivov: not voriwns; hence Norio must be 
either a personal name or an adjective agreeing with pépous to 
indicate a district in the 8:oikjo1s. The former seems on the — 
whole the most probable. The same church recurs in 1471; cf 
too 1419, 526, 1076. 

23. Temve(ws) should be a personal name, a tax-payer from 
(the monastery of?) St. John, but this is not certain; cf 1471, 
where the name is preceded by atroupyoi. 

27. Emp*: 'Emtpdxov. It is not usual to give the name of 
a man’s grandfather, but there are several instances in the 
collection (e.g. ll. 40 and perhaps 39; cf too Rylands Copt. 

Papp. 190, 204), and it is difficult to see what emp* could be as 
an epithet. 
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8/ Mapx:/ KupuAdos mp* [ap]~ é 8/ Mapx:/ Sevov® wax"/ — [ 
30 8/ Ovvodpr” LaBuwov ap- vy 8/ Ovvodpr” Tdoux'/ [ 

8/ Gcodoc.v TeBw ap~ &§ 8/ Iecarov Avdpea [ 

8/ Tavdo[v] Aywou Tu ap i¢ 8/ rexiy Evwy Tahev [ 
8/ iwavvov Tareppov® ap~ [Jy 98/ Xevov? @codwpov af 
Sf DouiB* ypvoox [ ] &/ Je 

35 [S)/ [knoe .. ov. Mfojvoad”” ap~] 8§ 8/ IovAd\ura Kupos [ 
8/ PoB- Aos tex~/ ap €¢ 8/ avroupy’ Puahes [ 
8/ Dirol*/ pe / ap t 8/ yap~ Max~/ NarkY [ 
8/ PoB- Mnyva ap- wy 8/ VYouov Mnva [ 

8/ Tewpyiov Ama K*/ I rix?/ ap uf 8/ @coSoctov ica [ 
“40 8/ iyvads” Navoorte ap- [clay 8/ Tewpyiov Ama K’/ Ixap [ 

8/ Ilerpov Max~/ ap™ wy 8/ Bex"/ Kovor* [ 
8/ avrovpy® TBeppou ap™ nf 8/ lwond Bux?/ [ 

8/ loond Evwy apt"! 8/ lavyn Bux"/ vo7 [ 
y/ ov ap” roa 

Fol. 2.] 
45 ] ou ap™ way 8/ Ovepoevovdis Tdaxv? ou ap~ e 

] ap” 8y 9S/ Tecoov Ynpe Kow ap~ t 

] ap? vy 9& Tlareppov’ Apos ap s§ 
]  ap> way 8/ Teppw Tounowv ap” iay 

] ap~ 8§ 8/ Tecoov Arxave ap iay 
50 ] ap ey 8 Aauvid Broh*/ ap wy 

] ap~ it & Tlapovd Tacs ap- B/ . 
] ap~ ify 8/ Mak-/ Ektooatov ap™ i 
] ap? «) ¥ Ioax Myva ap~ i 
] ap~ {§ 8/ Mow Evax ap~ ¢ 

55 ] ap~ B & Tewpywov Vaya ap™ «J 

ap|~t 8/ Sevov? DouB- ap™ € 

sy. [ 
] ap- 8 8/ Ama Typ KodXov’ ap~ € 

] ap— € 98/ avroupy’ Ovepo* 8/ Ar[S]pea ap’ > 

60 ] ap~ 06 8 Tewpyiov Txaper ap~ ¢ 

] ap- xa 8/ avrovpy’ Tvap ap~ B 
] ap B- & avrovpy’ Merpae ap~ B 

29. max"/: obscure ; just possibly taxrwvorpdrov (1419, 1217), rérot. It is to be noticed that several names occurring here, 
or it may be a name. é.£. Tovaveety, Iérp(ov) Tamnu, Tave, etc., are also rémos names. 

35. lovAAira: probably = "IotAurra = Iovdirrn (CIG. 4056, 37. pee /: pei{ovos? 

4062, add. e¢ corr.). 39. Irx*/: apparently a name, or perhaps mis-written for 
36. rex~/: réxrovos. m(ur)rix(od) ; but this does not seem very likely. The a is not 

avroupy’: 7. avrovpyav ; cf. ll. 42, 61-64, 66, 68-7oand1471. certain. 
The names in these cases are usually personal names, as 48. Homooy: an extraordinary name, but the reading is 

appears from ll. 68, 70, etc. ; but a corporate body also occurs certain. Cf. 1480, 86. 
(I. 63). Apparently they are the names of persons employing 59. d(«) Av8pea: the payment of the whole body of adroupyoi 
the atrovpyoi. But the personal names may be the names of was made through one person as their representative. 
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] ap-~ y ¥& avrovpy? ABB- Eppavols] ap” ¢ 
] ap’ 8 = 8& avrovpy’? Ukop 8/ Bix/[- E}mpayov ap’ 6 

65 } "ep 8/ Xadivdos~ ABB~ Mapi~ S/ I[w]* Mar® ap~ a 

] ap~ t 3/ avtoupy’ Kpatirrov ap~ 8 

] ap" B 
Fol. 2 6.] 

8/ avrovpy’ Terpw Tamnu o ap~ ¢ 9/ avrovpy® Tovaveew 8/ BL 

8/ avrouvpy® Tace 8/ Tlven ap~ 8 8/ avrovpy® Toaxapare 8/ [ 

70 8/ avrovpy® AvorKopouv ap- B 8/ avrovpy? Torewov 5/ M.[ - 

To” Devews 87/ e€ou: ol ap” 7 

pep? 77 K*/ ap” vyy pep? BaBvior —[ap~ xz B/] 
8 Tlerpov Max?/ ap~ { 8/ Aday~ Maxapiov ap[~ 

5/ MoBapov @codwpov ap~ 0 8/ @coSocrov ieexind alp~ 

75 8/ Maxapww @wp~ mp* ap~ 8 8/ Buc~/ @codocrov ap|— 
8/ Ovvodpr” T1Soux‘/ ap” {5 8/ pep? Bovr” 8/ Merpov Max~/ ap[- 

8/ @codwpov Amoddw 7° ap- ¥ 

y/ ov ap” [..] 
+ovv® avaxed* 

80 a ehi™ ap vpo B ev’ [ ap” roaS ] 

Y [a]p~ tesS ¥ Bi 

Fol. 3.] 

Jovap™ 8§ 8/[S]evnpov Vaxo $ ad*/ ov ap Sy 

] ap’ is  8/ Movoratov Po[iB]* ao Ay.” Tw" ap~ f 

] ap” B& 8/ Apary Sypewr ap’ ¢ 
85 ] ap~ B- & Aavid rpf Aywov PoiB* $ ad/ ap” O 

] ap 8 8&/ yap- Ioond mp* ap- B 
] ap- 7 8/ Zaxapi~ Tovs ap” 8 

] ap s§ 8/ Taap $ lavve* ap- ey 

] ap tyy 8/ @codoc1ov ABp~ ap™ KY 
90 ] ap™ 6 8/ Mnv* Kod)ov® ap~ ¢ 

] ap KB  8/ Opovoyyiov Tewp? ap” K 
] ap~ X 8 Tlapovd Tlovwvot ap™ Kos 

ap]~ B ap" i 8/ Ilex’/ $ Ava Op 

63. ABB(a) Eppaves: probably the monastery so called, the 
airoupyoi being employed by it. 

65. "A884 Mapiavod, . Mapivos is a more popular name (Crum), 
but the line suggests a. Perhaps this was the monastery from 
which Xdé:8os came ; or he may make the payment on behalf of 

the monastery. For a personal name followed immediately by 
a place-name cf 1.23. The line above Xadudos is presumably 
anerror, For Xadidos Mr, Crum suggests ¥d>, Hadid, but 

a Coptic or Greek name would be expected. 
67. So far as can be judged, no total has been written for the 

page after this line. 
71. eo": neither the reading nor the meaning of this is quite 

clear. The most probable explanation is that it stands for 
e£oixor ; cf. the e¢5(pev) of 1419. The relation of the rémos to 
the other entries is somewhat obscure. 

77. T 3 TEKTOVOS. 



Fol. 3 4.] 
B TWedtadav- 

o—— 
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8/ IIkoope Texvovov otap™ « 98/ [P A)\eE Ovepoevovdi™ $ add” 
8/ Hdu~ Dpovwyx.ov ap’ € 8/ Tewpywov Taxapn [ 

8/ Iltpeas $ Atrohhw ap™ 6 8/ Kohdov® tex~/ [ 

8/ rehav? Tavpu* ap’ ¢ 8/ Adav~ codocrov [ 
8/ Ilerpov Sevov? ap’ s = &/ lovarw* IwB [ 

100 8/ Ilerpov Ama K*/ ap~B = 8/ Avdpea Dirobeov [ 
8/ @codoc.0v Pirof/ ap~ 8 8/ BoB xpvoox  [ 

8/ Koddov? THxovi ap~ iB 8/ Taveovnu $ @codocr[v 
8/ PoiB* amo Vupov ap-B = 8/ @apa Vaxo [ 
8/ Avdpeas Sodopwy mp ap-« 8/ Eppavo Uxovi  [ 

— 105 yy ov ap~ piB 

Fol. 4. 
J ol ap” is 

] oe ap” 0 [8/ Tlewpyvov Baciderov ov ap™ €¢ 

. ot ap™ id 
] ov ap” y [8/] Evorafeiov Yevov? ot ap” B 

110 ] = ap” y [8]/ iwavvov Ana K*/ ap- vy 

J] 4 opty 
] op" y 
] ou ap- 

4 ap|~ € [8/] Tyvadw" (-l¢. Pi re:ei 8 alan ] ap 

Fol. 44.] 
ae + uv? avaxed* 

Kop Adpodita ov ap—,[---]e € TMed{u- 

y Wedi- ap~[{ ]j B TWed[.- 

eroux:/ Tlax*/ ap~ [ J] emoux/ Yupov [ 
eroux:/ Tlounnv: on See eroux/ [ 

eroux:/ Eug® ap~[ ] povr’ [ 
ero.x’'/ Bouyer: ap [| ] av[v? Ayw~ Mapes 

yy/ 
€k TOUT@Y 

mpos opo* 

Some unimportant fragments. 
ot TleBtadov": sic. 

ov ap” [ 

embola-quotas of the émoixia were not large. 
109. Evoraeov: this reading is due to Mr. Crum, 
118. Col. 2. ewox/: omitted and then inserted later, but by 

ws rex(rovos): or possibly Tex(popmia) ; but this is unlikely. 
ff. Probably this page contains the éroima given in the 

gis. The entries furthest to the right will be the 
the various éroixa, under them being given the single 

From 1415, 15, 16 it may be gathered that the 

00 

the original clerk. 

124. mpos ono’: obscure. | 
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4. ReGisTeERS OF MiscELLanrous TAXES. 

PAPYRUS 1483.—a. D. 706-707. 

Inv. No. 1515. Book of 18 folios with protocol ; 1 ft. 23 in. x 83-9$in. Written in a very fine, 
small, neat minuscule ; cf 1420. Protocol published by Becker, with facsimile (pl. 3), in ZA. 

XXII. 171 ff. 

HIS section consists of registers of Suavopai or requisitions of various kinds, both for money 

and for sailors, workmen, ei, etc. The present account, one of the best preserved of the 

whole collection, is arranged by xwpia, the requisitions from each ywpiov being placed in order of 

date. The same requisitions of course recur constantly; but some fall only on certain ywpia, and 

those on the smaller ywpia, especially the monasteries, are few in number and small in amount. 
The account is evidently one drawn up at Aphrodito in the office of the pagarch, no doubt from 
the records of the peiCoves or other officials of the ywpia. This will account for the difference 

in wording which is often noticeable in the entries for the same requisition for different xwpia 
and also perhaps for the not infrequent cases of inconsistency in dates. 

The date of the account may be determined from the protocol, which bears the name of 

“Abd-allah. 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 

Fol. 1 6.) 

mal oy} Pa) fn 

ev ovop, Tov Ov tov ede 
Pe res Biases ea : 

Meer r= Ui yh ly 
5 om} ont oy 

1-13. This protocol is of exceptional interest, owing to its 
variations from the usual type, but unfortunately is also of 

exceptional difficulty. Both the Arabic and the Greek sentences 
are excessively badly written, many letters being really not 
formed at all, and in many cases any reading of either can be 
arrived at only by doing considerable violence to the characters. 
The Arabic readings, which, like the Greek, are offered as, in 
many cases, rather suggestions of what was intended than 
actual readings of the single characters, are taken from Becker’s 
edition of the protocol in ZA. XXII. 171. Their meaning is as 
follows:—1. In the name of God, the merciful, the com- 

passionate. 4. There is no God but God, He alone. Verily 
He hath no associate. 5. He begets not, neither was He 
begotten, and there is none that is like unto Him. 8. Muhammad 

is the apostle of God. He hath sent him with direction and 
true religion. 9. The Servant of God, Al-Walid, Commander 

Jp sy ob 

of the Faithful. 12. This belongs to that which has been com- 
manded by the Governor, ‘Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik. 13. In 
the year 88. The Greek readings are separately discussed 

below. It is to be understood that the letters not dotted, 
though in all cases probable or at any rate quite possible, are 
not always certain, and letters dotted are in most cases not to 
be read at all except on a friori grounds. Some readings — 
by Littmann and Preisigke have been communicated by 
Prof. Becker. 

2-3. The ® is doubtful ; if written at all, it is very cursive in 
character. See introduction to 1462. 

2. The characters at the end are confused and very difficult 

to read. The reading given, which was first arrived at by 
Becker, seems the most probable. 

5. as : & aS (Becker). 
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ove eorw Os 4 pn 0 MS OVK eyerrnoey ovK eyernOy ovK ETL Loos, 
Maaper avogthos Ov ameotihey avOpamy.. cts Tw op), morw 

AN or, o@le shut UI Spur vemle] 

onroghl ysl oy) aU) oe 

10 aBSehda Adovdid Apipalpyy € 

"""" ABSedAa wos ABSedperex gph : 
SU as we s) rc oy a2 yo! lao aes 

oniass ys [Kil <9 

Fol. 2.] 

+ ivv* oKceotix/ Siahopp o7X kop? Adpo? ’/ € 

15 Kop” Adpo? 

9 
16 AO’/ KO ov pep? vav™ i a X 7°” KX” es Parb/ 8/ emoto® 7°” wav* ovpBov* ev o® 

T ’ 

vav ¥Y 

6. Much of this line is very difficult. The declaration of 
unity is certain, because some characters are fairly clear, but the 
individual characters in the latter part are doubtful. Possibly 
6 & wy should be read rather than 6st yn. The or of eorw is 
like 7: or or simply, but it seems probable that throughout the 
protocol these characters stand for or: ; whether the monogram 
is of o with r (o with the top-stroke extended) or m (« as an 
extension of the down-stroke of r) is not certain. The next 
formula is suggested by the letters yyoev, which are almost 

certain, but the reading of the rest, especially eyeynOy (hardly 
eyevynOn), is very doubtful. Of the following formula, «wos, which 

was read by Becker, is fairly clear, If it is right, or is written, 

as before, as a monogram. It would be possible to read eors 
(or separate) pos (= dpotos) ; of. 1462 (7). ove cannot be read 

at all, but must be intended if eor: wos is right. Preisigke reads 
pndes woos, but the traces, difficult to reconcile with either 

reading, are certainly less unlike ovx than ud, and one would 

expect oddeis rather than pndeis, 
7. Even more difficult than the preceding. Maay is fairly 

clear, but the rest of the phrase can only be read with great 
reserve. To the reading in the text it is necessary to assume 
that the v of 6v and the following a are run together. All 
the rest of the line is very uncertain. «s 1(n)v op6(nv) morw 
is due to Prof. E. Littmann of Strassburg. (He read es, but 
as ort in mor must be a monogram, the characters between 
«: and y may well be the same, and the character after the 
« is more like « than s.) We want the Greek equivalent of 
“He hath sent him with direction and true religion,’ but it is 
difficult to get this. trys opO(ns) morews is quite impossible ; 
areorthey can be got by doing violence to the characters of the 
MS., but seems to be followed by avépwr(ois)—‘ He sent him Zo 
men.’ As riot is in the accusative, we want a verb to govern 
it; es seems difficult to reconcile with dméore:Aev, and is perhaps 
to be taken as part of aword. The characters after avOpom look 
like ceets. Preisigke reads the whole line Mayer arogro\ov ame- 

orethev 9 Os peceirw opO(ns) morews. Probably Maayer (or Maapeé) 

is the reading rather than Mayer; the first a is run into the p. 
To read armocro\oy it is apparently necessary to take the 
character read as s in the text as \ and the two following ones 

as ov instead of 6v. The last character at all events seems im- 
possibleas v. ameorethey o is perhaps possible instead of ameorthev 
ay, but perecrw seems impossible, nor is morews, though possible, 

so easy to reconcile with the characters as mortv. Perhaps the 
reading which suits the MS. best is Maayer amogt\os Ov.. 
erperrev avOpwrres (2. avOparous) ets tw op6) murtev (Kenyon); but 
this departs somewhat from the Arabic formula, and dméore\ev 
is certainly suggested by 1462 (2). Before erperev, os seems to 

be required and could be read at need. 
10-11. €; not certain, but probable, 
13+ [a2 Jo at perhaps rather [iz | a (Becker). 

14. otketotix(ov): of. 1412, 9, 1414, 1. 
ortx(wv): of. 1838, 6, note. 

16. ’AOvp KO, dvdpatt pépovs vavrou (sc. évds, as appears from 
the entries for Iévre Iediddes and Pakaunis) pnvds évds Ady Tod 
KAtoparos eis “PaiOod 8’ emicrodjs Tov mavevdjpov cupBovdov ev 
oopatt, vavrov tpitov, That is, the requisition is for a sailor to 
serve in person, and a third falls to Aphrodito. The meaning 
is apparently that Aphrodito is to provide a third of his wages. 
The words ¢v copare seem inconsistent with this, but obviously 
a third of a living sailor could not be provided, and the corre- 
sponding entry for Pakaunis reads, after ‘Pa:Oov, pic O(w)6(évros) 

Tlavotp Tanoiov. The reason for the phrase ¢v o@part is, then, 
that the sailor was to be provided by, and hired in, the d:otknors, 

the cost of his wages being provided by three xopia; the 
omission of év gdpart would have meant that the sailor was 

being hired elsewhere and the Stoiknots was required to find his 
wages only. It is a difficulty in this explanation that no money 
is specified ; but the only other possible explanation, that a third 
of the liability for the sailor fell to each of the three yqpia, 2. e. that 
lots were to be cast as to which place should provide the man, 
seems invalidated by the fact that the sailor is spoken of as 
already hired, and the reason for not stating the money was 
probably that as the Government order was for a sailor and not , 
for his wages, it was not considered necessary in this account of 
8iavopai to specify anything more than the proportions assigned 
to the ywpia. This explanation is somewhat supported by 1. 88 ; 
see note there. Rhaithu was on the coast of Arabia Petraea 
in the Heroopoliticus Sinus. ; 

002 
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7!/ ov pS poy Mwayapi” ov ap’ v ) avdp™ dap* 7° mav* ovpBov* 8/ Bux’/ Zupt 
vn 

X" 8 ov pi ep¥a fa Krurp~ KaoTp” BaBv* 8/ Maiwy vav™ amo Avra” v° S¥ 
X ie ov t/ ov ap” paB d poy* Mwayapi* ao do™ enBo* y U/ 8/ Bux™/ Zup* 

v° Of Kd/ 

v° phy 

v B 

w” ap” k ehar” pf B 

r/ ov e® Siavop” 7” Kap*p* ov? ev vno” BaBv* 8/ Xevov® mu-/ amo Adpo? v° ie 

v° £ ovn’/ orp’ 1X 8 ve ay ox" m/ nv y dX o av? Sy 

17 

18 

19 

20 T1/ ov Eevo” 7°” Apipadp’” 

Ti/ ov Samav? 7 KX” 8/ Ielexind Veumvov® 

TY ov vavr” mrA* S puo® av” leLexind 

ax'/ ¢ 
25 man” y v? § vnp- K/ B ve e¢ 

26 

va 

17. t"/: S¢. tH abrp. 
pe(pous) poy(as): poyd is here used of corn; in the letters 

it is used only of the money-allowance, pou{ixéy of corn. The 
meaning of pépous is that this is only part of the total poyda 
for the Muhdajirin, that namely for the dv8pdmoda hapnrias of 
the Governor. It is curious to find these placed under the 

Muhdjiriin, as they are slaves ; the reason is probably that the 
whole allowance set aside for the support of the Muhajirun 
and their families and dependents was known by the general term 
poya Mwayapiray, whoever might be the persons for whom portions 
of it were actually intended. This will perhaps explain why poyd 

is here used instead of fou{ixdy ; poyd was the general term for the 

whole allowance but was also used specifically for the money- 
allowance, while pov{ixéy denoted corn, or perhaps rather pro- 
visions, only ; cf. the use of dnudora as primarily gold-taxes in 

general, secondarily land-tax in particular. 
Bixr(@pos) Supe(wvos) : these names at the end preceded by 

6(:4) are apparently the names of the couriers or other persons 

who brought the order from head-quarters. The present name 
is a mistake here; Victor son of Symeon brought an order 

relating to the poya Meayapitéy on Choiach 15 (I. 19), and the 
present order was brought not by him but by Maisarah b. ‘Abd- 

allah, as appears from the corresponding entries for other places. 
18. xriop(aros) kaorpov: this does not mean ‘the building of 

the fortress,’ but ‘a building z# the fortress,’ as appears from 
1. 277, xri{o(uévov) évr(ds) kaorpov. The building referred to is 
possibly the kri(épevoy dppiov é[v r]G hooodre of 1879; for the 

identification of Babylon and Fustat see 1878, introduction. 
19. te/: Tips. : 

20. This line, as also ll. 22 and probably 26, is a later insertion, 
but by the original hand. The entry appears under every xywpiov 
except povarrnptoy Tapdov, but in all subsequent cases except [évre 
Ilediddes and Psyrus the sum of money is not filled in. feviov, as 
it is followed by rod "Aytpadpoupmy, may refer to the expenses of 
some particular entertainment of or by the Khalif, but other 
evidence (noted by Mr. Crum) points to a regularly recurring 
tax. Thus there is a series of the Coptic texts, e.g. Or. 6230 
(11, 12, 13), consisting of names with sums of money, followed 
by a statement by village representatives (?) that they have 
equitably collected (?) the £évov (once £é€mov) according to the 
éricrahpa of the ovpBovdos (this may, however, very possibly 
refer to a fine for sheltering fugitives); and of. Crum, Osir. 
Ad. 66 (p. 39), ‘the géov and the Sidoradpa (?) for the 5th 

71/ of dopt kap® BS po? S 8*/ kapmr~ a ov’ § xap*® B v? 8[B/] § xapmr\- a 

y/ v° €B/ 

year.’ The tax may then possibly be connected, as by Crum, 
Z.c., with the Ptolemaic and Roman ééa (Wilcken, Os¢r. I. 

389 f.), a tax for the expenses of travelling officials. In that 
case rod ’AptpaApouzmy must apparently imply that the tax was 
regarded as a special allowance by the Khalif to the officials. 
Prof. Becker suggests that it is the ‘diyafah of the Muslims * 
(Bettrage, 11. p. 90), a word equivalent in meaning (entertain- 

ment of guests) or perhaps the ‘ hakk of the Amir al-Mu'minin’ 
mentioned in PSR. I. 19, which would then be a special tax 
= énoy. The reason for not specifying the amount of money 

was probably that at the moment the clerk was not sure how 
the émioraApa had been divided. 

21. W°: wWopiov, loaves. They are always measured by 
artabas in these papyri (cf 1449, dassim) but by Airpain UKF. 

577, and in Drerup, Gr. Ostr. von den Menas-Heiligtiimern (Rom. 
Quartalschrift,1908), No.6, p. 247. This daravy was paid in kind. 

22. vavAov mAot(ov) : 1. 98 adds Baor(dcavros) av(rHv), from which 
it appears that this entry is a charge for carriage of the damdvy 
and for the wages of the messenger who brought the order. 

23. dvdpart eidav Stavopay tay KapaBwy dvrwy évrds yyoov BaBvAGvos 
1d Sevovbiov motixod dd ’Adpodira. These eidn were not provided 
within the d:ofkyors, as the requisition was only for their cost. 

24. ax’/: dxavOa, 7. e: trunks of acacias. That dxavOa rather 
than dkay$o is to be read is shown by 1. 66. 

ovk’/ orp’ X38: ovxav orperray naxéwv trecodpor, large trunks 

of fig-trees. The exact sense in which orpemrés (‘gnarled’) is 
applied to the trunks is not certain; but in 1871, 16 or(pe)n(rai) 
is perhaps altered to «x(to)r(ai), which suggests that orperrds 
may be contrasted with oxy.ords; oxiords, planed and cloven 
wood, orpenrds, the trunk in its natural state. m* may be 

mxeor, Ze. ‘four cubits long,’ but 6 seems required for the © 
number of trunks, as in the other cases. 

ox” p"/: oxowia puxpd or pura; of. 1414, 47, etc. 
$" o° a: probably doivkos capa év,‘ one whole palm-tree.’ 

25. mad” : probably for radouxta (Ducange) ; cf. 1442, 8, note. 
ynp x*/: vnparos Kevrnvdpta, 

26. dvépart popérpov KapjA@y Svoiy Kai prcOod Kal Samdyns Kapyn- 
rou évds, obras k.r.A, This no doubt refers to the carriage of 
the articles mentioned in the previous line, that is to their 

carriage by land from the place where they were requisitioned 
to the Nile. qopérpou xapydwy as compared with vavAov mAoiov 
of 1. 22 is a further illustration of the use of the two words as 

respectively land- and water-carriage ; cf. 1346, 19, note. 
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27 t1/ ov 

28 X" Ka ov 

29 T!/ ov 
30 X" Kd ov epy~ a fii tB » veo” KTio~ 

[a}yop? 8/ Xevov? m~/ 

31 

T’ a ob X§ erp" S 7” Kap*p% 

33 T™ 6 oF 

34 T’ » ov 

e ¥/ « & Dporvr 

35 T’ Ky ov 

Mo’vay? 8/ Pact.” 

a 

36 Xxop” ap” y v° 
37 MX 

@ido’ Mnv* 

38 Mx ov hovpo® a y Kh Epryacu= 

Evax 

27. The vaidoy here refets to the catriage by water of the «idy 
specified in ll. 24, 25, as appears from 1.152. The wages are 
those of Senuthius, and the mapadn” yp” (in 1. 100 mapaAd” alone) 
should refer to him also; for this phrase see the introduction to 
1457. 

28. addayn(s) ordnpe(wv) or oidnpe(wv): ‘a shift of iron- 
workers’ or ‘a shift at the iron-works’; c4. 1421, 9, note. 

29. mpiore(@s) (= mpicrov) (npucews) : here there is no difficulty 
about the fraction, as the requisition is for 4 drapyupio pss. 

(0)y(@) extrayn(s): in 1. 285 the phrase is fuller, A(d)y(@) 
épyaci(as) émray7(s). Unless the omission of épyacias here is 
accidental, émrayy is used in the extended sense of ‘work 
ordered. 

30. veov xrio(yaros) tov: the «rio and rov are in all cases 

written as one word, the o forming the usual monogram with r, 
but here and in 1. 154 a line is drawn above, through the mono- 
gram ov, and ’Aytpadpovpyw is never used without the article; 
otherwise one might suppose a form xriorod rather than krioparos 
ov to be intended. This ‘new building’ was a palace (adAj), as 
appears from I. 286. 

ayop*: dyopacécions, but the reading is not certain. 
31. kal épyarns els év copart, After 5-/, avr(ov) should have 

32. TS ep’p’: reymrav nat épyaray, ‘skilled and unskilled 
labourers.” From the specification at the end of the line it 
appears that the former were réxr(oves). Note that in the case 
of the pyres there is a fraction; cf note on I. 16, 
33- ox’: : in 1, 105 the word is written oy”, and in all the 

other corresponding entries cyior~. 8 here, therefore, is a slip of 
the pen or a misspelling, and the word is not, as one might 

have supposed, oxtdaxov. For potvixoddxia oxirrd see 

§ vavd” $ yuo’ $ mapadd” xp” 8/ Sevov® m/ vw” Evwy azo A[ppo}? 

285 

v°? af 

adhay? odyp* fifi-y amo fi AO’/ > &” fi MX ¢ 8/ Sevov’ m’/ § ep? B 
v? 8§ 

i mprot® § i a \ emuray’ 7” Apiparp” ywwops ev Bafv* 8/ Zdvov) v’ § ¥ 
7” Apiparkp” e/ lep” o” v° § amorpod? 

v? sf 

S ep? a ev o” 8~/ Sevov® 

£8 8/ Sevov? mi~/ ev o” tex"/ B eptp? BS! z 

i powrr’/ oxv ve  o1K"/ = 7” Aptparp” ev BaBvu* 8/ Sevov? m/ 

v os 
§ pc” S$ Sar* Qpovoyxiw royoyp* ji 8 amo ft AD’/ > U/ 8 &® fi AD/ 

wes > 

iy xhwp™” yop? ap” y ex v° a S puc® apXoraB* ov a pyivB  Spops*/ addray" 

ve 

pio? apXoraP* yi vB v° B 
ov pf yuo? oidnpoX $ 7/ Ev K~/ oder Karep? mynoo® K‘/ B ex v° B 5/ 

v°? 8 

re? 7°” Auipalu” ywops ev BaBu* 8/ Sevov? 
va 

1362, 20, 1878, 14. 
34. ptoO(ov) (kar) Sarra(yns) Qpovoyxte (sic) Noyoypa(pov) : 1448 

is an account of the dardvn of a ‘Qpovdyxios vordpios who is very 
likely the person here mentioned. 

35. xAwpou xopr(ov) apov(pwv): for the reckoning of standing 

fodder by arourae cf. 1847, 14, where also the charge is for the 

post-horses of Mounachthé. 

apXoraB*: dpxioraBXirov. Pact.” = Rashid or Rashid. 
37. dvdpart péepovs oidnpoxadkéas (?) Kat Tinis EvA@y Kavoray (?) 

detArjparos (?) karépyou myocopevay kevrnvaptov Svoiv. For ody- 
poxadxéws, which is only a doubtful extension, cf Oxy. Pap. 
84, 3, and Mr. Crum ees a corresponding Coptic compound, 

gosanthapwt. That xarep’ stands for xarépyov and not for some 

part of xarepydopat is shown by 1. 294 ; hence oper may perhaps 
be a noun, Sehethsjperroe, 3 in much the same sense as dove xpetas 
(e.g. 1868, 5), z.e. ‘required for’; but dpetdopévav karépyov is 
perhaps not impossible in the Greek of this period, which is fond 

of odd genitives. «7/ cannot go with oget’, as in 1. 65 it occurs 
without it, so that it must apparently be an epithet of iA; 

perhaps therefore xavoray, ‘ for burning.’ 
38. That the number is not inserted after M(e)x(«(p) is perhaps 

due to the fact that it is the same as the previous entry; cf 

ll, 293, 294; but the entries in Il. 40, 41 should be 13th Mecheir, 

as appears from Il. 110, 111. 

Aovpo’: Soph. and Ducange both quote forms in Aoup fe 

AG@pos and its derivatives, and in 1, 33 8 is written for r in ox F 

hence this word is probably=Awpordyos, which Ducange (s.v. 
Népos) explains as coriarius. In 1, 293 the requisition for this 
purpose is for a panrns. 

nh: jpepav: cf. 1484, 22, etc. 

rev’; révOas, tent, 
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39 T/ ov Kak a ‘Sta’ id  Gudron’/ Kap*p* ov ev” vyo” BaBu* 8/ Dido’ Myy* mp* 
v 

40 ov av § iin p™ Sam~ av”  Karepy? 7°” pary” Aapack’’/ ev o® 8/ Evwx Oe? § 
p° BS 

41 t!/ ov ep? BX adday? ordnp* fyi y amo MX ¢ &* IIXe S & 8"/ av™ v° BY v? 3s 
MX xB ov vav™ \ K°/ Avarod" pw" Samav? fiyig tours ev amap? pyiB ev a? tid 
oe . 8/ Sevov? m~/ 

44 vav™ » p” Sar~ av” pd vw ev S & iB &v amap? o v’§ d amorpodg" 
vy 

45 T1/ ov vavri” § yuo? Sevov® m/ S ABSdepapav Bep? v° 
Dap? § ov ews Samay? «K°/ Avy™ Sf APavacr” mi-~/ Wp’ ap” kK 

ov amap? yah v ory iB Ki v? 3s 

Fol. 24.] 

app’ B ov ps vav™ of \ «/ Avy™ pw” Samay? av™ fia amorpog” 8/ H\u~ orp~ vav™ ha 

T!/ ov vawd” mh* Baor~ av™ 5/ Baowhe” Ama K’/ vav™ amo mod Avrau” v? 2 

50 [n]] ov Saray? vav™ ra “iil” pT pe 7°” ea Wup” tour ex’/vav™ W* ap” € ‘oomp* 

ap™ ag” char” yl o€” 2 l ad” K/ af Y 

51 8/ Awa K*/ Avdp* m/ 

52 ov Saray? Maayapt™ S payd” ov ap” pv ny eb? pe v v® ips 

39. Kad: xadahdrgv. 

t°: réxrovos; § r° a by a different hand. 
40. In 1. 111 this requisition is dated 13 Mecheir, in 1. 299 

24 Phamenoth. The latter part of this line is a correction. 

av: dvdpés. 

ps perd. 
s: the meaning is not clear; hardly a mark of contraction ; 

perhaps the symbol for 3 and referring tothe dvdpés jyicews. Ch 
the note on 1, 111. 

v° B 8’: as the man was to serve in person (¢v compar) this 
sum of money refers only to his damavy. 

41. This line is a later insertion, by the original clerk. 

42. rour® K.7.A.3 Tor’ éotlv ev drapyupioped pyvar Svoir, év cider 
pnvav tecodpeyv. This refers to their dazdyn, not to the sailors ; 

the phrase for 7” Zerson is év cdpatt. 
44. A(o)y(@) arorpody(s): here dmrorpopy is definitely distinct 

from darayn. For the difference see notes on 1334, 3, 1434, 19, 
and 1. 48 below. 

45. v°: the amount not filled in. 

46. Xew/*: the invariable form in this account. It is evidently 

a misspelling of Aciyravoy. 

47. v° ody ¥ 18’ Kd’: this is the total of the whole page; the 

sum for milk comes at the end. The correct total is v? ody sf" 
xd’. 

48. pe(povs) vavr(@v) of: ze. part of a total contingent of 
79 sailors required from the éoixyots. Aphrodito itself con- 
tributes 31. 

u(e)r(a) Saravn(s) avr(wv) p(nvos) (evos) A(o)y(w) axorpodn(s) : 

y/ v Ky 

it is to be noted that one month is named here, whereas in 1. 50, 
where the dazavn is specified, the period is seven months. The 
explanation cannot be that here air(ar) refers to the 79 sailors, 

in 1. 50 to the 31 (ze. that Aphrodito was required to provide 
the whole dardyy for one month, and that of its own contingent 
for seven) because all the ypia pay the damdvy of their own 

contingents. Nor does the reason seem to be that here the 

Sarayn is paid in money for one month and in 1. 50, for seven, 

in kind, for in neither case is any money mentioned. The same 

difficulty is seen in the corresponding entries for all the Hed:ades 

but not in those for any of the other ywpia. The most likely 
explanation is that dworpoy here, as in 1484, 19 and probably 
always, refers to the keep of the sailors during their journey 
to join the fleet. In this line and under the Ted:ddes the tax- 
payers are required to provide such drorpodpn, whereas in 1. 50 
the damdvy referred to is that for the whole seven months of 
actual service. A month seems.a long time for the journey to 

last, but there may be included a period of waiting between the 
arrival and the commencement of the expedition. Thus the 

translation is ‘with their damdvy for one month, as amorpody.’ 
49. v°«: the - has probably been written over e. The reason 

is that this line was inserted here by mistake. It is repeated in 
the proper position after l. 52. 

50. p(€)r(a) pe(pous) tov eror(ktov) Yupou: z.¢, part of the damavy 
for Psyrus was paid by Aphrodito. 

ex (ov) vaur(ov): ‘per sailor.’ 

oomp’: dompéov. 

x«°/: of. 1414, 25, note. 
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53 [7] 
am Amro? 

ov vavi” mdX* Baar vav~ of S dam av~ pit { 7 Baotha” amo Avra.” S$ Max?/ 

54 o v af/ 8Y/ Ama K*/ m'/ & ww” ap~ ie v ey 

55 Papp’ » ob var" a ene pind mr” 7” KA” 7” Aawid Avdp’ ev o” amo v’ x” ov a 

56 Dapp? is ov vavr” mov” Baor~ a x"/Bor § v°/ § pic® Sapak’/ ed? xap 7” av~ S uo? 
av? orad® p™ avt v? § 

57 TIX € ov vau™ £B/ d K°/ Avy” S x/ Avaro* p? Saray” av~ puis tour ev amap? iyi B 
eve? t8 

58 8/ lf[erpov] m~/ 

59 A K°°/ Avy™ vav” yy pw” Sazav® av~ fis ev et? S X Moayapi” ep? pss 

v? af 

60. d «°"/ Avato® va" Sy p™ 8"/ av” pis ov” ev ev? KS ev aap? ji B 
v? dy 

61 Tix ov ep’p? B d adhay? oidnp® pyiy 8/ Taw vav~ v°? 8 

62 TIX od p® Samay apadw” yn” Slovlae ve” Adovacad id Kp’ ap’ K v°Sy ay” K/ K 

v? § y/ way 
63 TIX 6 ob pf vavr” who” Baor~ Siadlo]ép eu? r” Kap"p* S 7°” KX” 8/ Ilerp’” apt S$ 

AB” Tel8 v? iB 

64 iS ob ps t/ Sid? oxen Sinpwv Kapp ov” ev~ vyo” “BaBu*’ 8/ Taiwy vav~ 
v? af 

65 Tl’ 8 ob pt puo® odnpox S$ tr/ Ev* K~/ K/ a d Karepy? wyoo? 8/ Terp” m7/ 

66 Il" ‘e 

53- nr(ot): this word is regularly used in Coptic in the sense 
of namely, but here the two men named are obviously not the 

sailors (79 in number) whose dardvy and vaidoy is charged to 
Aphrodito. From a comparison of many entries in this account 
where rot is used with corresponding entries for other xwpia it 

appears that the word is interchangeable with da. Apparently it 
is to be taken as an abbreviated expression for jro: dtd. It refers, 
however, not to the messenger who brought an order, but to the 
person who hired sailors or workmen. Perhaps, therefore, we 

should understand after it ‘ those of’; ¢.g. here ‘79 sailors... 
namely those of (z.¢. under the charge of) Basilius,’ l. 62, ‘porters, 
namely those of Shuraih.’ This Basilius was himself a sailor (1. 49). 

Aro@(nxns): the modern Abutig, Copt. Tamo@HkH; cf. 
Amélineau, Géogr. de l’ Egypte, p. 11, Baedeker’s Egypt (1908), 
p. 228, 

54. 8°/: damayybévt. 

55. t0(tov) xw(prov): this refers to Aphrodito. It appears that 
X~pioy was a generic term for any place within a pagarchy, even 

a k@pn ; cf. 1. 80 and the phrase rois rv ywpiwy in the letters. 
That David came from Aphrodito is shown by 1. 393. 

56. dvdpart vavAov motov Baardcaytos mpdrny KataBoNiy rerdprns 
ivdixridvos kal proO0d Sapaxyvod €hOdvros xdpw tov adrav Kab puobod 
dvOporou oradévtos per airdv. The plural ray airay refers to 

8ypociwy, understood after caraBodyv. 

59. v° as: as the dardvy of the sailors was év etSe this sum of 
money refers only to the 6 metra of nua for the Muhajirin, 

giving a rate of 4s. per mefron, which is that for the dyopa 
€£wbev of 1414; the same rate is seen in I. 168, etc. 

va 

ov pS Samav? Atu~ w” Ayouma S$ er odd § ws avaypayar tas ax®/ pe ti 

v B/ 
61. This line is a later insertion, by the original clerk. 
62. azadir(ov): cf note on 1379, 5, where it is suggested that the 

word may be the Ar. amma, porter, or ‘ami/,a subordinate official. 
Zovgae: this should be S{ovpae, as appears from other 

entries. The name is the Ar. Shuraih; ¢/. 1832, 23, note. This 

person occurs also in 1440, 6, and is probably the same as the 

Zwpa B* ’Adoaced of 1882, 22. 

ay” k°/: dxtpwy xevrnvdpia. Chaff seems a curious article 
of damdyn for a man; it might just be possible to read the 
measure as x’/ (cf. 1. 50), in which case ay” may be a mistake 

for ddu(kijs) ; but if the xop™ of 1. 177 has any reference to hay 

it gives some support to dxyvpev here. Perhaps the chaff and 
hay were required for pack-animals. 

64. dip? oxen: dipbepav cxeraornplov (or exeractixay), ‘hides 
for covering’ the ships. d:jpets xdpaBor are evidently a special 
kind of xdpaBo, probably with two banks of oars. 

65. x-/: of. note on I, 37. 

66. er*: érépwv, or perhaps ér(ai)pov; of. 1489, 5. The first 
Arab name is perhaps ike “Atyat. 

ws avaypa\ya tas ax(av)6(as) pe(povs?) p(nvov) 8: ‘for making 
a register of the acacias for part of (?) four months’; cf RKT. 
III. 19, 20, which, according to Mr. Crum, reads: ‘ Regarding 

the xaraypapy of every acacia that is marked (/i¢. sealed), 
(I desire) that ye write them unto us and that ye display unto 
us those among them that are of (¢.e. belong to) the churches.’ 

* Part of four months’ probably means that only part of the 

expense was assigned to Aphrodito; the pépous is a repetition of 
that at the beginning of the line. 
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67 t1/ ov daxhe” 7°” Aptpadru” ywops ev AdeEav’ 8X/ Bux’/ vav™ 8/ Madoce’ knp” Av 

vaye 

68 T/ ob pf av » em fyiy % xon~ TervO/ ev o® 8/ APavacr” Tav* m’/ ovd 5S 
69 t!/ ov vavs av” S$ vav™ 8/ PoB* Ayal?/ vav- 

v°? B/ 
70 TI’ 06 ov pf Saray? 7” rar cvpBov* jit vB 8X/ Evwy Bux"/ mi"/ amo Tax*/ v° v B/ 

71 t!/ ov vavd” rh* Baor* av™ S po’ $ Evwx S$ mapadd" xp” dx/ 7°” av~ Evax 

v B/ 
72 TI” ka ov pf yuo? Newecwvos $ Lapamiwvos orx’/ aro Kou? Ovovd® 8/ Evwy m"/ 

ys 

73 TI’ xO ov Saray? nut S r” ocvvov™ ev/epxous nuw ev Ade~ar® ou ap” o 

T!/ ov Swpvy” $ tapaxop~ 77 nef Kop” Adpo® amo ep? dd ep’ Kd 

75 Em n ob pf ‘pio? § 8°/" oidnpox a em pis A dd mr* 7” B SiaB? SF oidnpx § 8x/ 
Evoy Bux~/ m7/ v? 

76 ov euBonr” «  8X/ Amod\\w mt ou ap” > 

Vv pus y iB 

Fol. 3.] 

Mf ce —o_ ev? Siavoy.® 7°” KX” &x/ Evox Buc’/ m"/ ato Takavy® vt 
Meo” Ke ov xahk®/ ed* pref v° Sy S xv" aomp™ pi a/v? a d emray” 8/ Evwx yi/ v ey 

80 Emay’ a ov oxv” a £iB  Amov AvovBe ra S 8°/ Evwy m/ 8*/ ox” 7 x” vy 

Emay® a ov pf rexid m  Karepy® paoy? Aapack’’/ 8/ Evox m"/ v B 

@°/ Bob pf uo® S Samar? cuppX a pid ouppx § va 

ka ov vavr” rr Baor® 7” Sp? a K"/Bo* S pio’ Sapax/ ed? yap t” Synp? v? B 

84 T!/ ov ovdyp* adday? BaBu* jiiy F ep? B af oupn”® pyir8 8/ Evwy Bux’/ m"/ 

67. pakdeww(v): probably a diminutive of fdxda, torch ; faxid- 

Aiov, turban, is not so likely, as the requisition is for wax. 
paxiéX\ta Occur, apparently as a tax, in UKF. 865. 

8*/: corrected from 8°/; = 84 xepds. This should be the 
person who brought the order, but the name is followed by 8(:a) 
with another name. L. 131 reads, after ’Adefuvd(peia), xnpod 

(Aerpov) v 8(cd) Bixr(wpos) vair(ov) ra (kat) 8(0)6(évra) Maroce. 

Apparently Patose was the man who took the money up to 

head-quarters. After 6*/, « (for kypov?) has been washed out. 
8/ Tadoce is probably a later insertion (by the same hand). 

68. xou~: Xopdror. : 

69. A later addition, by the same hand. 
70. S(a) x(etpos): here this phrase is clearly used of the 

messenger. 
71. (kat) proO(ov) (kar) Evy: the second (kai) is apparently 

a slip of the pen; it is not required. 

mapadd" yp": cf. note on 1. 27. 
72. xoun(s) (sic) Ovovdpe(ws) : probably the place so called in 

the Delta; Amélineau, Géogr. de l’Egypte, p. 250f. The 
builders in question were perhaps employed on the avy or 
some other building at Babylon. 

73- nue(repas): z.e. of the pagarch; cf 1888-1840. 
74. aro epy(aray) Ad epy(arat) kd: ze. ‘ out of (a total contingent 

of) 34 labourers, 24 labourers.’ Both readings seem certain, 

but 24 and subsequent entries (and even subsequent entries 

alone) add up to far more than 34. Thus 34 was evidently not 

vy df 

the total contingent for the doixyois,-but that for 7 idia Kopy 
only. For some reason only 24 were sent. 

75. t” B daB’: perhaps diaBdnbévrwr, ‘injured’; after it some- 

thing, apparently beginning with § (= xai) has been washed out. 

78. Me(copn) ve: corrected from Emp «, There has been 

considerable confusion over this entry; all the Med:ddes and the 
@vOpwrot ‘Ayias Mapias have the date 15th Epeiph, but the 

remainder have 15th Mesore. 
79. For the obscurities in this line see note on 1400, 23, 24. 

e/: apparently «/s, ‘amounting to’; of 1429, 31, 1434, 21, 
note. 

80. oKv": oKuréws. 
Armov AvovBe: several names of this form occur in Crum, 

Catalogue; anoyranp, amoyAgapass, etc. They show that 

Arov is the Ar. Adu; but AvovBe does not look like Arabic. 

[Mr. Crum remarks, ‘In later times “Abba” often becomes 
“ Abou,” e.g. Abou Makar = Abba Macarius.’] 

8°/: 8obévra, rd xai S08évra apparently refers to the 3} vopi- 
ouara. For the phrase of UKF. 852, 3. 

8°/ ov oe” x” : bia rOv oKvTéwy Tod Xapiov. 
82. ovpp(a)x(ov): of 1416, 64, note. 
84. ex(s) cupmA(npwotv) p(nvov) 48: probably ‘to make up 

(the full term of) 12 months’; z.¢. to take the place of labourers 

who had died or otherwise become unavailable before the end 
of their term of service. 
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85 ov 7” tmapo® 

v° «yn B/ 
? v° ton Kd 

S picd’’/ vy* ha v? 

Adpo? S a°x* 
90 ov amapy” yad* \ Bou7? 7°” Sn? v? 

92 AB*/ KO ob wf vav~ a X 7” KX” es Pal? ian” Mavowp Tanoe 8/ emizo* 7°” tavé ovpp” 

ov ¥ 
93 T!/ ov pf ov ap” v iB X poy~ Maayapi” SX/ Meeioapa w” ABSedd* vy? 3§ 

X" ve ob tr/ ot ap” p } poy~ Maayapi” amo dow™ eu Bor y 0°/ 8/ Bix’/ Supe v° BS 

95 t!/ ov Eeno” 7°” Apiparp” 8x/ 7°” av ve? pb 

t?/ ov op Kkap* S puo® § Samay? Kapnd— 8x/ 7°” av™ v° 

t!/ ob Samav? 7°” KX” 8/ Ielexind Veumvov® fp” ap” i eda” i 

t!/ ob vavd” wr" Baor- av~ S$ puo® IeLexind 5~/ av~ TeLexund v § 

71/ ov ev? Stavopwv 7” Kap*p* ov~ ev~ vnc” BaBv* 8/ Sevov? Evwy m/v? 8 
100 Ti/ ov vavd” S$ mapadd? S pio? av~ 8-/ av~ evov® m—/ vy? § 

X" ka oo aay” ovdnp* BaBv* pity eptp? a amo fb A@Q’*/ & & MX¢ v B 

KS od €ptp¥ a yi Bd veo” Kio 7°” Apipahw” ev ep” o” v? iB amotpod? 8/ Sevov® mu~/. 

puc®/ 8/ Mynv~ am Tou” epts S § 8*/ ev aap? v° a8 
7.” T’ a ov TX S eptp? d 7” Kap*p* 68 8/ Sevov? m~/ ev o” ayy” a & amapY Kak~ ¥ 

v° B/ 
105° ov dowr’/ oxi" C \ ovx7/ avd? 7°” Apiparp’” ev BaBv* 8/ Sevov? m~/ v° y§ € 

n ov po’ § Samar? Qpovoyxe™” fyi rB 
Ky od puro” apXoraBd" adda? ywp: Movvay? v° B/ 

n ov pf pu aidypox § 7r/ Ev x~/ oer katepy’ tao’ K/ 2 Ady y 5/ Dido? v° a 

v a B/ 

7"/ ob puo® S$ Samay” Kar* § 5 7” Kap%p* 77 vyo’” BaBv* 8/ Bio? Mynv- vv? a 

110 iy ov adday? BaBu* piyiy ep? a amo fi MX = &® TIX ¢ 8/ ido? Mnv- v B 

85. tn(s) mapod(ov?): this is a regular entry, and no amount 
is ever specified for it. The meaning is quite obscure. A similar 
entry occurs in 1457, 66. 

87. d°: ddov.. This is the total for Aphrodito. 
88. These 31 sailors are probably those mentioned in 1. 48. 

Apparently the amount of their wages was intended to be 

Specified ; it was therefore an extra entry, not included in the 
money-total for the x®un. This gives some confirmation to the 
suggestion made in the note on 1. 16. 

90. Bour”: 7. Bovripov. 
92. emiroA(ns): not emorod(ns) as in 1, 16. Perhaps the 

o there was a mistake. 

97. eAaov : sc. pé(rpa); hardly (éorat), as 10 xestae = 1 metron, 
but it is curious that the amount is larger than for Aphrodito. 

101. ep’p’ a: as often, the sign for the plural though the word 
is singular. 

102. The dot after m~/ is in the MS. 

103. yu06°/: see the note on 1. 203. 
104. ayy~: ayyapevrod ; cf. note on 1376, 1. 

ev arapy(uptop@) kad(aparov) (rpirov): z.¢. a third of the 
wages of a caulker was requisitioned. 

105. ox": corrected from ox’; cf. 1. 33. 
110. Under Aphrodito this requisition seems to be assigned 

to 8th Mecheir. 
IV. Pp 
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ov avs \ Karepy? tr” pary® Aapack”/ fin ev o® 8/ Evox Qc” pio !/ 

S § Samav" av~ 8/ av™ Evox v? § 8% 

ov dews® Saray? APavacr” Ilavio” wp” ap~ 

kB ov vav™ \ Kovpo” Avaro® uw" Samay? av~ pyc rour® ev ev? fyi d ev amap™ fii B 
115 vau~ By p? 8/ pi ve’ S § KiB e@v anapy” o” v’§ \ azorpog’ v° y§ 

t7/ ov vavr” mrA* Baor® r” vav~ S$ 8"/ av~ S pio® v? 

Fol. 4.] . 
Dapp? B ov ps vav™ of \ x/ Avy p? Samra av~ a 8/ HM" o7p* vav’ @ 

118 t7/ ov ‘pt’ Samav? vav™ of Samav? vav™ O ijt € tours ‘ex~/ i’ W” ap~ { ‘oomp. p~ 
ag” eka” yl of” yl ad” K/ af & 8/ Ama K"/ aft]~/ 

119 7?/ ov Sarav”? Mwayapi” S$ pav ov ap~ [?x]Jev? BoB el? ph ue v yf 8 y/ v Sy 

8'/ av- 

120 7?/ ov vavr ar* B Baor* 7” vav™ of § Samav? av™ 8/ Bacher” amo Avra” § 
Mak~/ v af 

121 ov Rew oidnp” K/ Sd 7°” Syne? 8-/ oiSypor 77 Kop? vray 

122 is ov vavr” ad* ‘Baor~ 77 a K~/Bo* 8 v°/’ yuo’ Bep® ed? yap 7” av™ Snu? S pio? 

av? orad§ pp” av™ Snp° e/ BaBu* va 
123 TIX € ob vav™ BS d K/ Avy™ S$ K%/ Avato* p* Sarav? av” jig 8/ Tlerp” m"/ 

\. x"/ Avy™ vav~ aS p™ Saray av? iyi s ev ev? S$ Moayapi™ eb? pty v° § 9 
125 d «°/ Avaro* a p™ Saray? pid ev a ev arap? KiB va 

ov adhay” odnp' BaBu* fy ep? a v B 

TIX £ ov ehar” pS BX Sarav? apas” 7 SLovpae w° Adovacad iid v? B/ 

128 6 ov pS vavr” mov” Baar Siapopp et rt” Kap*p* S 7” Kd” 8/ Terp” m7/ S 

AB el bY» B/ 
129 ov pf tr/ 8h? orxer~ Sinpov xalp}[p]* e~ vnc” BaBu* 8/ Mawr vav~ v? § 
130 TI’ 8 ob pf puo® adynpox § 11/ Ev n~/ ofer* Katepy? myoo” ve § 

131 T1/ ov dakdrer” 7°” Apipalu” ywopt ev Adegav’? Kyp” Av 8/ Bux™/ vav™ ra S$ 8° / 
Tlaroce vay. 

132 7/ ov av » X xopn~ TervO*/ —8/ ABavacw” m-/ ow a 

7?/ ov vavX” av™ 8/ PoB- Ayal?/ vav- v? BS 
II” i@ ov Sarav? 7” ravt cupBov* [4B 8/ Evwly Bue~/ mu~/ ao Taxavy* v° ie 

135 T!/ ov vavd” mr* Baor* av~ 8-/ av~ Evoy v° B/ 
ka [ov] pio? Nepeoiwvos $ Sapamiwr[o|s ox’/ 8/ Evwx m~/ op? oO a 

ae 
KO ov Satay” nut S$ 7” ovvor™ ea*/epyou® nuw 8/ Ato\dkw mp*_ ot ap” [ 

111. @co°: the first letter looks more like 8/, but cf. 1. 40, where 

the 6 is certain. At the beginning of the line, r”/ is washed out. 

puo8?/: purbwbérros. The meaning may be that the man 
was hired by Enoch, or is perhaps simply a statement that he 
had been hired; Enoch was the messenger. 

116. vavhov mot(ov) Bacra(cavros ?) rw(v) vav(t@v) : if Baor* is 
really the verb the following genitive is curious, but the use is 
frequent in this account ; ¢/. 1. 120. 

119. xe: e more like 6, but the corresponding entries show the 
rate to have been 1s. per 12 artabas, which suits the 274s. here. 

121. A date has been washed out at the beginning of this 
line. That in the next is a correction. 

127. After ov, u« has been washed out. 

131. ra (kat) 8(0)O(evra) Maroce: this must apparently be in 
agreement with vo(uicpara), meaning that the money had been 
given to Patose for conveyance to head-quarters. Under Aphro- 
dito this entry is assigned to the 5th. 

133. vavA™: the clerk at first wrote vav’. 
137. «/epxop*: in all the other cases et/epxop*, which is 

naturally to be taken as a compound participle, elcepyopuevar, 

but here the article seems to be intended. As, however, epyop* is 
the participle, it is probable that r was a mere slip of the pen 
due to force of habit. 

rye 
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7/ 
139 Em 

140 

Fol. 4 4.] 

Em¢ te 

Meo° ke 

143 8° xa 

144 7/ 
145 

Y Tn? 

147. Ad’/ KO 

148. X te 
7? 

150 7 

7?) 

[7 
[x Ka 

154 Ko 

155 
bee 

T’ € 

9 
Ky 

Fol. 5.] 

160 MX 

ry 

138. app": dupdrov. 

fo: foidov. 

139. 1” B daQ’: cf. 1. 75. 
avdnp(0)x(adxews ?) (exrov): ze. the charge is for a sixth of 

the wages and dazdvy of one smith. 
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ov Siwpvy” S tmapaxop- 77 net Kop? eptp? 1B app” B fo [ 

ov pio’ § Samay? ovdypX a em pits d drow Tr” 7” B Sia’ 8/ Evax 

oudnpX ¢ | v aS ¥ 
ov euBonr” ¢ / 8/ Amoddw tpt gu ap” pid 

ov Savon” 7°” KX” 8/ Evoy Bix~/ m/ amo TMakxavy® v¥ 

ov xadk*/ xv” aomp- pia 8/ Evwx Buc~/ m"/ va 

ov vavr”” mr Baor~ 7” Snu? S pic® Bep® ed? yap 7” av? Syu® B «~/Bo* 8 v°/ 
vay 

v B 
0 

ov avdnp® adday” BaBu* wy e/ ovpm pyiB epy~ a - 

op 7! tapo? v 

ov pS poy~ Maayapi” ov ap~ v i avdp™ dap* 7°” mav* cvpBov* 8/ Meevorap* 

vy ¥J 

ov ot ap~ p d poy~ Meayapi” amo euBo* vy &/ 8/ Buc~/ Sup vy BS 

ov evo” 7°” Apspadp’” 8x/ 7°” av™ v 

ov Samay” vav~ \ 7°” KX” 8/ Telexind Vervov?® 5° ap” € char” ye 

ov et? Siavop” 7” Kap*p* ov~ ev~ vyno” BaBv* 8/ Levov’? Evwx m/v BS y 

ov vav}\ av~ S puo® Sevov® Evwx 8x/ 7” av™ vy 

ov ad]\ay” odnp* BaBu* jiyiy amo  AO’/ > & MX ¢ ep? a v° af 

oF! ull ep? a py iB A veo” Krua- 7°” Apipadw” ev Tep” o” v° iB atrotp? 8/ 

Sevov® m"/ ep’ > v? aL 
po’ 8/ Mnv~ azo Tlouuny 

ov 7X § ept  7* Kap%p* fyi 8 8/ Sevov’ Evox m~/ ev o® ep? § 
ov dowik/ oxiot~ 8 8/ Sevov? m/ v B 

ov puo® § Samay? Dpovoyxiw oyoyp~ pi 1B v? af 

ov yuo? apXoraB* adday” x” Movay? v? § 

ov puo® S Sam- Kar~ § pi § ov~ ev~ vyno” 8/ Biro? Mnv- ap‘ ya 
ov adday? BaBu* pyiy amo fi MX ¢ &” TIX ¢ ep? a 8/ Dido? Mynv~__—v® af 

ov heup® Satav? APavacv” Tavd” m7/ yp” ap” y 
ov e€ap" Kap%p* S ax"/x"/ \ Koupo®” Avatod” 8/ Zevov" m"/ ayk’/ oP 8 

160. After ji 8, sc. 1” xap%p". 
163. efap”: éfaprias. 

ax"/k']: dxatiov, : 
aykv(pta) otBe(vva): cables of palm-fibre. The ayx”/ is 

a correction from ayy~. 

143. 6°/: the clerk began to write Em@. 

Pp2 
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T!/ ov var ar* Baar av™ 8-/ av~ Sevov® m/ v? 
165 app’ B ov pt vav~ 08 d K”/ Avy” p” Samar? av™ fa 5/ Hut orp* vav™ € 

166 7/ ov ‘p*’ Samav" vav™ 08 Samay? vav~ € fyi tour® ex"/ vav™ W ap” { char” y C 

of” »f oomp® ap” ag 
167 ah” «°/ af 8/ 

7!/ ov. Samav? Mwayapi” S$ pav* ov ap~ Av BS eb? pei v® BS . 

169 71/ ob vavd” a* Baor~ tov var? of § Samrav? av~ §/ Bao” aro Avra” § | 

Mak*/ vav™ vSy 

170 T"/ ob dew ordnp” K‘/ 8 d 7” Sp? 8-/ adnpoX 77 Kop" vy? B/ 

Dapp? y ov vav™ 8’ \ 7” KX” piping ev o”. 4" Tavorp Manow” av §/ 

172 us ov vavd” mr Baor- 77 a K™/Bo* 8 2/ pro? S[a]pax?/ ed’ yap 77 av™ S av® 

orad® p™ av™ v? B/ 
173 TIX € ob vav" af \ K%/ Avy" S K°/ Avato* p™ Samav av” jis 5/ Terp” m—/ 

d K°"/ Avy™ vav™ B/ p™ Sam* av” iis ev a? S \ Moayapu” af? ps B v? § 

175 d «°/ Avato* vav" §y p dam- wid ev a? S$ ev atap? “iB ve Sy 

ov adday? odnp* BaBu* piyiy amo i TIX > €&* MS ¢ ep a v° af 

TIX £ ov xop™™ K‘/ « Samay" apart” 7 Xlovpae w” Adovacah pyid v? B/ 
178 0 ov vavd” mrov” Baor~ ev? Siavop” 7” Kap*p* S 7” KX” 8/ Ilerp” m/ S AB” 

Tefid ve By 

179 iS ov pe t1/ Suh O/ oxen Sinp® kap*p* ov~ ev~ vyno” BaBv* 8/ Tavwy vav™ v° ¢ 

180 Tl” 8 ov pf puo® oidypoX a 7” nys Kop” ov ef epy~ Tyoo® ev Tok. Mew  8/ [Bux"/?] 
‘pav~’ [v ./ 

181 T'/ ob pS ayy” 1 Tapaxop TervO/ pyiy ep? B/ ev o” S$ vav* av v® Bt) 

iO ov Samay? 7” rav® cvpBov* fijiB 5/ Evwy Bux"/ m"/ amo Tlax-/ sv 0 
T!/ ov vawd” 7rA* Baot~ av~ S$ mapadd” av~ 8/ Evwy Bux*/ m7/ v ¥ 

ka ov pep” pio Neperwy? S$ Lapamwvos ouk®/ 8/ Evwy Bux*/ m7/ yy 

Fol. 5 4.] 

185 TI’ «0 ov Samav? nus S 7 cuvov™ ev/epX yyw ev AdeEav? ou ap” K 

T?/ ov dirow*/ twpaxop~ S Siwwpvy” 77 nes Kou" ep’pt € app B Eo? B 

ov euBod! ¢ v°/ 8/ Atoh\w apt ou ap” ppd 

Em te ov Stavon” 7” KX” 8/ Evox Bux’/ amo Taxavy® ve as y 

Meo? ke ov xadx®/ \ 77 emitay” xv" aomp. Ae 8/ Evoy Bux"/ m7/ gn 

190 §=6@*/ Ka ov vavA” th* Baor~ 7” Sypy? S pio’ Lapan’/ ed? yap 7” av? va 

Ti/ ov ovdyp* adday? BaBv* jity / ovp™ pyirB 8/ Evwx m~/ ep? a v° af 

ov 7” apo? v° 

168. The 8 of the first Bs is corrected from a. this requisition is Peter, mortxés, but in 1. 362 and all subsequent 

171. The dot is in the MS.; its purpose is not clear. entries it is Victor, vavrns. 
172. yoO(ov): this should be preceded by (kai). 183. mapaA\” av~: here this word mapadX" is found, not with 

177. xop'": obscure; @f. note on 1. 62. x«‘/ is for xevrnvapiwv. —_xpvaiov but with av-; but 1. 231 shows that mapad\” xpuciov 
180. ev (rn) mode): Meue(ws): médis Méuseos is a curious aris (sc. Samdvns) is intended. 

way of expressing the name, but this seems to be intended 185. et/ep*: a correction from naw. 
(unless perhaps Mengerav). From this it appears that the work 186. mwpayopu~: séc. 
referred to was done at Memphis, not at Aphrodito. 189. aomp*: the e is quite certain but must be a mistake; ¢. 

Brxr(wpos): in ll. 65 and 320 the messenger who brought note on 1400, 23, 24. 
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Fol. 6.] 

B T?x?® 
194 AO’/ KO ov poy~ Maayapi” ov ap” v yi X av™ haps 7°” rar ovpB” 8/ Meeoa Pep” 

vy» 

195 X” te ov poy* Maayapi™ ov ap™ 7 am euBor y v/ 8/ Bux’/ Sup m’/ v° B 

T!/ ov Eero” 7°” Apipahpn” 8/ Bux*/ Supt m’/ v° 
t!/ ov Samay" vav™ \ 7” KX” O/ Teleximd Vervov? fp” ap~ i char” yi 

198 t1/ ov vavd” mow” Bux~/ vav~ amo Ww Baar 8*/ av? 8~/ av” S leLexind 

v? § 

199 71/ ov ev® Siavop® 7” Kap*p*  8/ Sevov® m7/ amo Adpo? v°? BS 
200 71/ ov vavd” mr* av™ § eyy~ 8 Sevov® m7/ vy 

X* xa ob adday? odnps BaBu* av a pity amo i AO’/ > & MX ¢ va ou. ap > 

202 X* KS ov pS epT a iiiB A veo” Krio 7” Apiparw” ev ep” o” v® iB \ azorpogp” av? ¢ 

e/ v° ag 

203 ra S pio? Mnv~ 8/ Sevov? m/ 

T’ a ov XS epY r” Kap%p* yi 8/ Zevov? Evwx m"/ mpior™ § «of v a ayy” 8/ ev o® 

205 T’ € ob dowir’/ oxior™ 8 8/ Xevov® Evwx m/ v B 

n ov pio® S Satrav? Npovoyyxi” oyoyp* jij. 1B ou ap” ils 

Ky ov pio® apXoraBdu” xwp Movvax® 8/ Paolid vy 

MX y ov ep? ) 7” Kap%p* ov” ev” vyo” BaB” fyid 8/ Dio? Myv* aps ev o” av y 

ty ov adday? BaBv* pijiy amo fi MX & IIX ¢ ep? a v° a ot ap” 

210 ov Aeup® Samrav? ABavacw” m/w ap” > 

KB ob vav™ \ «°/ Avarod’ pw" Samay jis Tour® ev ev? iid ev aap? fii B 

212 va ay p” S/av pi aee S §F fi B ev antapy’ o” v° § d azorp® 
ve B 

213 ov vavd” mr" Baar 7” vav~ S$ Samav” 8/ Sevov? Evwx m~/ [v? ] 

Dapp’ B od pS vav™ of  «/ Avy” w™ Samr~ av” fia 8/ HN o7p* vafu™ dy] 

215 TY ov p® Samay? vav~ of Samar? vav~ Sy fil 8/ Ama K*/ Avdp* m7/ 

T!/ ov Samay? Maayapi” S$ pavd” ov ap~ x v? aB/ ab? pf Cv? af 8/ 8-/ av” 

217 T!/ ov vavd” mr" Baot* vav™ of § Samay” av” wil 8/ Baorder” vav~ § Max~/ vav 

v? § o/ 

218 7!/ ov Rewb® adyp” «/ 5 X 7” Syp? §/ odypor 77 Kop? v? B/ 

n ov vav~ 7” KX” fin ev o® ta S picf?/ 

198. vaviov mow(v or = mdotov?) Bix(r@pos): apparently this 
means that the boat belonged to Victor, but perhaps Bixrwpos 
goes with vavAov. 

Vu": the xo(piov) Yu* of 1485, 114, which is shown by 
1462 (d@), 11 to have been in the Apollinopolite and Antaeo- 
polite pagarchy; from 1485, 134 it appears to have had a 
harbour. Probably we may extend Yiwepowr (1419, 1248, etc.). 

8(ia) (rov) avr(ov): z.e. Victor. 
200. $ eyy~: by another hand; = kal éyydyov; cf. 1414, 306. 

yyouos evidently means a charge for lading ; . note on 1, 283. 

203. ra (kat) yucO(wOevra): in Il. 103 and 155, uo” 8/ Mm, 
one would naturally read picOwbevros ba Mnva, the reference 

vau™ §/ 

being to the workman. ‘The neuter plural and the omission of 

the preposition are difficulties, juc’/ is constantly used in this 
account without a preposition. The sense must presumably be 

the same, and the participle with the genitive finds a not 

uncommon parallel in the use of daravnfévra with a genitive, as 
if damdyy. The reason for the plural is not clear. At any rate 
the phrase seems to mean that the workman was hired by 
Menas. 

209. o1(rov) apr(aBat): the amount not filled in. 

219. ta (kat) picO(w)O(evra): possibly a name was meant to 
follow but was not inserted; but the phrase may simply mean 
that the sailor has been duly hired. vav- 7°” KN” is a correction. 
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Fol. 6 4.] 
220 app? us ov vavi” S puo® Sapax/ ed? a x7/Bo* 8 v°/ v° B/ 

TIX € ov vav~ a d K°/ Avy” S K*/ Avatod” p™ 5*/ av~ fyi 8/ Terp™ m7/ 

» ds K"/ Avy™ vav~ § pw? Samay? av~ jiyic ev ev \ 8"/ Moayapi” ab” ps B v® § 

\ K°"/ Avaro® vav~ § pT 8"/ iid ve S F fyi B ev amapy v? § 
ov adhay’ ovdyp* BaBu* piyiy amo TIX ¢ & MS ¢ ep? a v ao ap’ s 

225 TIX £ ov pf Sam- apadt™ 7 Slovpae w” Adovacad em pid oF” ped v® § 

226 8 ov vavr” mr* Baor® ev? Stavoy® rt” Kap*p* S 7” Kd"/ 8/ Tlerpw m"/ S AB” 

TeLid v B 

227 wd ov tr/ dip? oxen Sinpav Kap*p* ev~ vyno” BaBu* 8/ Tlavwv vav? v® y 

228 Tl’ 8 ov puo® odnpoX a 77 nut Kop? ov~ e/ epyao. myoo® ev Tok. Mew 

v¥ 

229 T'/ ob pS ayy~ 1 > xop™ TervO*/ pyiy ept § S & vav* av’ S va" Bye 
230 TI” (8 ov Sarav 7” wav® cvpBov® iB 8/ Evox m/ amo Tlax-/v® Ef 

T!/ ov vavs § mapadd” xp” 77? Sarav? 8/ Evwx m/ amo I[ax-/ v? J) 

Tl” xa ov pf yuo’ Nepeorwvos S Lapamiwvos oux®/ §/ Evwx m"/ wv ¥ 

KO ov Samav” nut S t® ovvov™ er/eEepX nu ev AdeEar® ou ap kK 

7?/ ov diror*/ tapayon~ S$ Sinpvy” 77 nut Kop” ep’ € app B fo B 

235 ov en Bor" > u°/ 8/ Amod\\w apt ov ap~ pd 
Em ve ov ev? Stavopwy 7°” KX” 8/ Exfwly amo Tax—/ v? af d/ 

MS xe oF xadx®/ \ emray” xv” aomp— pe 8/ Evox m/ pris 

[Emay? a ov] pe pio? reydy pp \ Karepy? pacye® Aapack®/ 8/ Evex m/v ¥ 

O[*/] Ka oly vavrA” mr* S$ pod” Sapak’/ ed’ yap 7” Sy? va 
240 T!/ ov anp* addrAay? BaBu* fiji y €v/ oupm’ fii vB ep? a va 

ov 77 apo? v° 

Fol. 7.] 

av®y? Ay"/ Map. 

243 AG’/ | kO ov wf poy” Maayapi” ot ap~ v fyi B ) av™ dap 7” wav? cvpBov* §/ Meewrap* 

vi” ABdedd* Ya 

244 X* te ob p§ poy~ Maayapi” am euBodr” y °/ ot ap” K 8/ Bux™/ Supt m7/ v? § 

245 T!/ ov Eevio” 7” Apipadp” 87/ av” v° 

T!/ ov ev Siavop” ov? ev- 

220. edO(ovros): after this xdp(w) is to be understood. The 
sentence is an abbreviated form of dyéuarti vavAov mportns Kata- 
Bodijs kat pr ot Sapaxnvod edOdvros xapw tis abrijs ; cf. 1. 172. 

229. (xeparia) €: sums of less than a so/édus are elsewhere in this 
account given as fractions of a so/idus, but here the stroke 
before « seems clearly the carat sign. 

234. Sinpuy”: sic. | 

246. r"/: a correction; so too perhaps the date in 1. 248. 
247. mkoun~: in Crum, Os¢r. Ad. 36, occurs a word mdov- 

paxwov (Lat. p/umacium) explained as pillow, and Wessely, WS. 
XXIV. p. 143, cites several instances of mAovply or mAouploy in 
apparently the same sense. Soph. gives the words mAovploy and 
mAovpapars as embroidery, but the fact that in the present docu- 

vno’” BaBu* 
X* xd od mrovp- S ow? A mouot tev? rpiX md?” kato® § 8/ Sevov® m/ 

8/ Xevov® Evwy m/v ay 

va 

ment the word mAoup™ is several times followed by numerals 
makes the sense Zz//ow or cushion much more probable here. 
Whether s\ovpiov or mAovpdiov is to be read is not clear; the 

form of abbreviation suggests the latter. In Rylands Copt. Pap. 
238 (an inventory) occur the articles éumpopddcor (= éumovpddtov) 
Tepovartxd[y] and ovvderiv movpaptx(sv) (Crum). Here in both 
cases the root rAovp seems to mean embroidery. Mr. Crum also 
refers to Riedel and Crum, Zhe Canons of Athanasius, Arabic 
text, p. 55, where MAOYaaprzit may well =‘ work at em- 
broidery.’ For the payment of embroidery, see PERF. 386. 

ow. : owddvos or some derivative of cwddv. 
Tey’ * ps : révdas rpixivns, a tent of hair. 

md” karo: wA” is the same word as mAoup~; xaro® must be 
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248 T’ a ov pio® § Sam rey t” Kap%p* ov” ev vy” BaBu* 5 87/ av™ Kadr* ¥ 

v° B/ 
[T’ ] ov puo® $ Sam- Opovoyx.” oyoyp* yy 

250 MX xB ov vav™ ‘x’ \ 7” Kap*p* «"/ Avaro® v/ ¢ pw Samay? av~ jis ev a? id v 

aap? pit B 
251 vau™ § puoO/ pw 8"/ td awa SF iB ev amap? ov? & } azorpod" 

py? § 6/ 

252 ov vavd” md Baor~ av’ 8/ Sevov? m/ v? 

Dapp? B o vav™ of \ 7* Kap*p* K°/ Avy™ 8/ Hu o7p* vav™ ay 

Ti/ ov p® Sam~ vav~ 08 8am* var? ay fyi l 8/ Ama K*/ Avdp* m-/ 
255 T?/ ov pS poy~ Meayapi” 8"/ av™ Ama K’/ ahs” wt B ve § 

256 7'/ ob vavd” thou” B Bacr* r” vav™ o[6] § Sar- av~ 8/ Bacrha” § M[a]{(*/ vav™ 

v°| 8 
257 ov Reup® ordnp” K*/ 5 A 7” Syp? 8/ Vou” S$ Ekiooa” [ ] 

n od vavT KX” fin ev o” ta S puo®/ 8/ B II*x? vau™ 9/ 
is ov vavd” mr” Baor~ a x~/Bo* § 0/ S$ pic® Sapax?/ vw ¥ 

Fol. 7 4.] 

260 TIX € of vav™ § d K/ Avy™ $ K/ Avarod U/ ¢ pw" Samar? av~ fis 8/ Terp” m-/ 

d «°° Avy™ vav” ¥ bw? Samay? av” jig ev ev 
A «°"/ Avaro® vav~ ¢ uw" Sam- pd ev aS § hyiB ev amap? v° ¢ 

263 7?/ ov vavrd” mow” Bar ev? Siavon” t” Kap*p* S 7” KX” S Sunp” 7°” Sypy? 8/ TMerp” 

m7/ S AB” eld vw ¢ 

264 TI’ 8 oF puo® oidnpoxX a 77 nus Kap? ov” ev troku Mend vey 

265 € ov ayy 9 xop™ TervO/ piiy 8/ Adav~ m’/ ra $ pio® Budo? Max~/ ayy~ + 

0 ov diior’Y AddvacB- 8/ Evwx m"/ XS war” a vw ¢ 
T!/ ov Samav 7°” tavé cvpBov* 8°/ av™ Evwx v? BB/ 

T!/ ov pio® av~ S$ mapadd”? S vavs 87/ av” v? 1B xd 

KO ov diror’/ a/xop- S Siwpvy® 77 nyt Kop? ep? a 
270 . ob euBor” ¢ v/ 8/ Amod\d\w pt ou ap” dd 

Emd ie ov ev? Siavopwv 7°” KX” 8/ Evwy Bix’/ azo Tax/ v? § 

Eray? a ov puo® texrd p \ Karepy? pay? Aapack®/ v? § 

@°/ xa ov vavd” mr” S pio? Sapax?/ ed? yap 7” Sy? B x~/Bor 8 0°/ v° B/ 

ov 77 mapo® v° 

an adjective qualifying it; of. Baowdix(dv) in 1. 341, etc. Its 
extension is, however, doubtful. 

250. vavt(@v) x: no number is given in any other entry under 
this head. 20 should be the total number of sailors required 
for the service, the present xwpioy providing half a sailor, but it 
is possible only to account for 14 in all. 7 would be an equally 

possible reading. 
258. ra (ka) pioO(w)O(evra) S(ta) r(wv) (Avov) I(e)d(cadav) : 

this apparently means that the sailor was actually hired by (and 
perhaps in) Avo Ied:ddes ; the present ywpioy paid a quarter of 

the cost. 
263. The order xapa(Bav) (kat) rod KAv(cparos) (kai) dipo(v) 

rod Snpo(ciov) is curious. 
265. €: corrected from r”/, 
266. A\diao8-: an unknown place-name. 

Arabic word. 
270. The dot is in the MS. 

273. mA” : mdolov; a very unusual’method of contraction in 
these papyri. 

It looks like an 
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Fol. 8.] 

275 emo/ Ilakavvews 

A6"/ «8 ov vav™ a \ 7°” KX” er/ Par? pro °/ TMavoip TManow” va" y 

X* 8 ov ep? a d Krk? ev” Kaorp” BaBu* fia 8/ Taw vav" v Sy 
X" ie ov Een” 7” Aptpadp” 8/ Bex’/ Sup v° 

X* ve ov Samav? vav™ \ 7°” KX" 8 lelexund Vervov® ” ap” ie cedar” y te 

280 71/ ov opt kap* S$ puo® S Sam* Kapnd™ 8/ Bux"/ Sup vy? 

Ti/ ov vavr” mr Baor* San* S$ r/ Yuabi-~ 8/ Telexend Vervov? va 

71/ ov Savon” 7” Kap* ev” vno” BaBv* 8/ Sevov? Evwy m7/ v n¢ 

283 71/ ov vavd”” th* Baor™ av~ S$ . ayy~ av” 7 Kap*p* S yuo? Sevov’ Evwy 8"/ av~ 

Sevov® v? B/ 

284 ka ov ovdnp® adday” BaBv* fifty amo i AO’/ = &® MX ¢ ep? a ‘8"/ av™’ v® BS 

285 t!/ ob mpirt® a \ epyaou™ emitay? 7°” Appar” pita 8/ Zevov" mi7/ ep § v? fy 

KS ov ep’ a § darrav? av~ pyirB d [av] 7” Apipadrp” ev/ Tep” 8/ Sevov® m7/ 

287 ta S piol®/ Mynv~ azo Tony ep? § S d Saray” av~ ‘o” v° § amorpod?” 
p? yo’ 

288 T’ a ov 7X S ept 7” Kap*p® pid 8/ evo? mi’/ ev o” ayy a 8/ Kad* a »° B 

i tr powu®/ oxict~ 1  o1K/ 7” Apipadp” ev BaB” 8/ Xevov® m/v? & 
290 n ov poo’ S Saray? Qpovoyx.™” oyoyp* piji1B vy 

Ky ov amapy” yah 7°” Bout” 7°” Snu? 8/ Tlapovd Befar* v 6 

T!/ ov puo® apXoraB* S$ tpod” adoy? addal[? xwp]’ Movvay® 8/ Paclir vy 

293 Mx —ofv]_ par” a ‘y Kk’ d epy* te? 7” Apipadp[?” ev BaBl* 8/ Sevov® E[v]wx m-/ 

Ya 

294 7!/ ov pf puo® oiSnpox S Ev* oder Karepy’ mnoo? 7°” Syu? 5/ Piro? Myr v° B 
295 ta S pio/ Ive amo yy Ix? 

T!/ ov ayy” X 7 Kap"p* fixiy ev a” 8/ Sevov® Evox m~/ ayy B/ Z 

MX vy ov adday” BaBu* pyiy ep? a amo fp MX ¢ &® TIX = 8/ Budo? Mnv* — v®-— BF 
Pap? § ov ews Sarav? APavacr” m7/ [Wb ?] ap~ é 

299 KS ov amapy” ep’ y pb” 8"/ fin A Karepy? 7[°” paojy Aapack®/ pol’/ Evwx co? 

$s § 
300 Sarav” av- §~/ [av? Ev]oy vy? af 

Fol. 8 4.) 

ov vautik/ Kap*p* x°/ AvatoN p7 Samay? av™ fis 8/ Sevov® m/ wv a? jit 8 

ev atapy” jit B 

279. A later addition, by the same clerk; so too 1. 281. 

281. Wrabi-: Yrabior. 

283. § . ayy~ av’: this is difficult to understand, In 1. 200 
the corresponding entry reads (kat) éeyy(duov). Here the 
character before ayy~ might very well be an accidental repeti- 
tion of §, perhaps crossed out. In that case ayy~ is perhaps 
a mistake for eyy~, which would give the same sense as in 
1, 200, z.e. ‘the loading of them on the xdpaBor’; if so, éyyonos 
in 1, 200 refers, not to the loading of «dy on the boat which 
conveyed them down to Babylon, but the loading of them on 
the ships in the docks. It is, however, more probable that the 

reading here is xal dyyapevtas airav tay xapdBar, z.e. ‘for the 
vaidoy of the ship which conveyed them (z.¢. the d:avouai) and 

the dyyapevrai of the xdpaBor themselves.’ For dyyapevrai in 
connexion with xdpaBo: see e.g. 1, 296. Possibly eyy— in 1. 200 
is a mistake for ayy". The S:avoyai were possibly provisions 
and other necessaries for a voyage. 

284. e”: a correction, perhaps from «°/. 
289. ev: corrected from «/. Orthe reading may equally well 

be «:/ corrected from ev. 
296. B/: corrected from 8. 
298. Gay’ 8: a correction. 
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303 vav™ 8¢ ev o S piol?/ pT 8"/ pd ve’ § F iB ev aap? o” amorpod" 
; vy 8/ 

304 ov vavi” mr Baor~ av” 8/ Sevov’ Evwx vy 
305 app’ B ov vaurix”/ kap*p* K"/ Avy™ v'/ [5 ?] fyi l 8/ Hdu* orp* — va” is 

ov San* 7” vav™ Samay? vav~ us 8/ Ama K*/ Avdp* m/ 
307 ov Samar? Mwayapi™ 8-/ av- Ama K*/ ov ap’ xe v? BiB eb pf d v? Of y/ 

v OB 

308 ov vavi” mh Baot* vav™ of S Samar? av v? B B/ 
ov dewp® ovdyp” K/ 8 87/ cidypX 77 K”/ ve B 

310 Papp? ob var" §  vavriK/ TAX 7°” KX” emu pin ‘o” v° ¢’ S \ atorpod? K~/ ozp* fia 
v ¢ pio® Tavoup 

311 Tlanow” amo y Ix? 

312 ig ob vawd”” mr” Baor* r” Sy? tH) a K—/Bo* 8 v°/ S Bep® ed? xfa]é 7” av- 
ve B 

313 TIX € ob vav™ € d K/ Avy™ S$ K” Arfaro}. p™ 8"/ av” fig tour’ [ey av? wid ev 

amap? fii B 
314 h «%/ Avy™ vav™ BS p" 5°/ fis SX Moayapi” af” ps 8 va 
315 d «°"/ Avaro* BS pw" 8"/ [iis ov ve? 485 ev amalply” § HB  v° BS 

TIX £ ov ‘ep? a” adday” BaBv* iyi y amo fi TIX = &® M® ¢ 8/ Taw vav™ v° BS 

€ ov mpoB~ y » Samav? apadi” n” Slovpae vw” Adovacad va 

318 @ of vavdi” mr” Baor~ «® Siavopwv 7” Kap*p* S$ 7°” KX” 8/ Tlerp” mp* S AB?” 
Te{id yoy 

319 S ob pe tr/ SihO§/ oxen Sump -cfap]}[p]* [olv- @” vno” BaBv* 8/ Maiwv vav™ 
p? § 8/ 

320 Tl” 8 ov pS puo® oidnpox S tr/ Ev K/]- K/ a oe Katep? myoo® 8/ Ierp” m7/ 
oy ae 

321 € ov Samay? Ari* w” Ayoura [S] er® ovy 8 wid vy 
T/ ov avy? y em pyiy  xopn* TervO§/ ev o® 8/ APavacr” Tavdl’ m/v B 

323. T"/ ov vavd” mh" Barr av S vav" amoorp® S Amo® <” BaBu* 8/ PoiB- vav-~ 

303. ev oa(patt) (kat) pic6(w)O(evrwy): this would seem to 

_ imply that pu06’/ is to be contrasted with ¢v odpari, but sailors 
requisitioned ¢y odpar: received wages, and probably what is 
meant here is that some of the sailors were requisitioned from 
the xwpioy and others hired outside. 

305, «(v)8(«xriovos) F : it is not easy to decide whether the en- 
suing or the current indiction is a frzord the more likely. The 
scanty traces are slightly more favourable to 9 than toe, 

309. This line was added later, with a different pen but 
probably by the same clerk. 

8(sa) r(wv) : MS.apparently 8°/; but probably the is corrected. 
310. cv(v) vo(uicparos) (exrw) (kat): the § should have been 

cancelled when the addition was made above the line. 
«-/ orp": xara orpdray, en route; cf. Archiv, V. 190. 

v° S: this is not the total sum for the line but simply the 
amount for drorpopy, which has afterwards been inserted above. 
The total for this date should come in 1. 311 but has not been 
inserted. 

312. md”: cf. 1. 273, note. 
316. I(a)x(wy) ¢: a correction from 7”/, 

vy 

318. mpe(oBurepov): perhaps a slip of the pen, since Peter is 

elsewhere called miorixds, but he may have been both; cf note 

on 1. 379. 
322. ev cw(part): as a money charge is made this is curious, 

In the other cases the number of workmen supplied is stated. 
The sum of all the numbers thus given is 6, whereas here 

dv3(pav) n are mentioned, so that perhaps ep”p’ (or ayy-) B 

should have been inserted as the quota for Pakaunis; but even 
then the money is difficult to explain, as it is too much for 
vaddov (and cf. the next line). Possibly the explanation is that 
8 workmen were requisitioned from the doiknots, to serve in 
person, of whom two were assigned to Pakaunis ; but Pakaunis 
compounded with a money-payment of 1 so/idus per workman. 

323. aroorp’ §: the symbol § seems too far from the p to be 
a mark of abbreviation, and the reading may be amo Srp‘ (an 
unknown place-name) (kat) ’AwoO(qxns) «rh.; but in 1. gor the 

reading pvy- § azoorp*, though conjectural, seems fairly certain, 

and suggests that aroorp* = droorpéWartas ; cf, too, 1484, 26, 
1435, 145, 200. Probably, therefore, the § is a slip of the pen, and 
aré is to be understood ; the sailors were sent back to Babylon. 

Iv, Qq 
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332. aomp’: sic, apparently, or perhaps aomp*. 
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8 ov pS Samav? 7°” rav® ovpflol* ii1B 8/ Evwx Bix~/ amo Tlax~/ ~—v®_ Kg B/ 

t?/ ov vavrd” mrA* Baor* av~ S$ a[apa]\X” xp” av” vay 

9] | | 3 
TI’ xa ov pio? Nepeotwv? S$ Lapamiwr[os oux?/ 8/ Evwx ato Tax*/ ve § 

KO ov Sarav? nut S 7” avvov™ er/epxous [n]uw ev Ade&av 8/ Amohdw mp on ap” K 

T?/ ov dirow/ tapaxop* S Sinpvy® 7 ne. Kop” av ve app-~ B for? B 
Emp nov didron*/ trA* 7” B SiaB°B? wyis ovdnpox y 8/ Evox Bux"/ m7/ v°? y B/ 

t!/ ov eBor” ¢ v°/ 8/ Amtohd\w pt ou ap” 76 

Mf ie ov a? Siavoy” 7” KX” 8/ Evay Bux~[/] m"/ amo Tax*/ : v? 

Ke od xadx*/ xv" aomp™ AK) emiray”? 7” Syp? 8/ Evwy Ber"/ azo ax-/ v° B 
Emay® a ov rex) pp ) Karepy? 7” paoy? Aapack/ jis 8°/ av” Evwx va 

@°/ B od pio® cuppX e"/ vrovp? paoy® Aapack®/ ouppX § va 
ka of’ vjavd” wr* Baor~ B x™/Bo* 7” Synp? 8 2/ S yuo’ Sapan’/ ed? xap Tt” av™ 

v B 

7?/ ov adday” ovdynp® BaBu* piyiy anlo] wh Mt > & AO’/ > ept a 8/ Evay v® BS 

7?/ ov 7” tapo® v 

. 94.] 

evouK/ Eudutevtov 

X te od Eero” 7” Aptpadru” 8/ Bux’/ Supt v° 

7?/ ov amapy” e® Siavoy” t” Kap*p* 8/ Sevov® Evwy m"/ ; vay 

X* «8 ob t1/ Tr” Baori*/ Bd ‘root’ tev? tpX 8/ Levov? Evwx v sy 

T’ a ov ep? 8 ) dudok/ xap*p* S Spopor*v* ov” ev— vno” BaBv* ii 8 pro ?/ LaBuw” 

Sevov? 
amo Ilax~/ 8/ Sevov? Evwy m"/ 

Ky ob amapy” yar" » B dX 7” Bout? 7” Snp? 5/ Tlapovd BeBan* v BS 

Kl ob ep? 8 d Kricp~ pf avd” ev BaBv* 8/ Dio? Myv~ vy B/ 

MX » ov ep? ¢ } avack/ S ¢idon’/ Kap*p* ev” vno™” BaBv* pio? Ive azo y In” 

ta S otad® 8/ Biro? Mnv~ zp* 

M* KB ov vav™ d «/ Avaroh? py? Sarav" av~ fii Tour® ev ev” id ev amap? ti B 

8/ Sevov® m-/ 

vav™ § p™ 8"/ av” fd v aS § jiyiB o” v° § ex’/ vav~ d amorp® v° §8/ 

ov vavr” mr Baor~ 7” vav™ x S$ Samav” av~ S pic® Bep® 8-/ av~ Sevov® 
vy? 

Dapp? B ov vav~ of h K/ Avy” pyi[C] 8/ Hd* orp* vav™ af 

apparently that it was the avAy for Egypt, not that for Palestine 
334. ouvpp(a)x(ov): this word is perhaps used here in some (at Jerusalem) which was referred to, though the word is 

other sense than ‘letter-carrier’; we should expect an official unnecessary, as év BaBvA(@m) is added. Perhaps, however, it is 
of some kind. Cf note on 1416, 64. a quotation from the Governor's letter. In either case the 

341. mA” Baoihtx(wv): evidently a special kind of wAoupdxia adjective juérepos rather confirms the view that the avAj was 

or mhovpla: of. rd” karo’ in l. 247. After rpcX is a dot, probably a kind of Government House. 
accidental. 

345. nue(repas) avAn(s): this is curious; the meaning is 
346. Ilvec : a correction. 

a 

cee el 

ae 



‘ov Samr~ 

360. 8(ta) r(ov) Sapaxn(vov) S{wpae: probably the name is in 
the genitive after Sapaxnvod, not in apposition to it—‘ through 
Shuraih’s Saracen’; cf 1440, 6. If not, Shuraih was perhaps 
himself a courier, and his identification with the person men- 

_ tioned in 1882, 22, 1440, 6 becomes doubtful ; but this may be 
a different person from Shuraih b. Al-Wasil. 
363. 8/: ba ray, z.e. ‘ the people of’ (of dré). 
373. (vy: of. 1. 468, and Wessely, WS. XXIV. p. 143, where 
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vav~ of 8"/ vafuT af pip] ¢ 8/ Awa K*/ Avdp* m-/ 

, 299 

y; ov Samav” Mwayap” 8/ An[a K*/ Avdp|. m’/ eb? ws B v? § 

355. od vavr” mr" Bagr~ vfav? of S Samay}! av” §/ Baowde” amo Avraw” S$ Max~/ 

amo Azro® 

356 vy &/ 
TIX € ov vav™ § \ K%/ Avy” S Avfaro]N” p ere fiyis Sf Terpo m-/ - 

d «°”/ Ay" vav" ie Ps ys ev a? SX Saray? Mwayapi” af? pf a v° 0 3/ 
eae 1 de K°*/ Avaro® vav" $+ p" 8"/ fyis ov? ev ev? fyid ev amapy” & yi vs 

360 £ ov ov ap’ £ d eo. tess n” SLovpae w” Adovacad pid 8*/ Sapax?/ 
é . Slope. v § 

361 0 oF vanke mr" Baor~ Svadopp a? Svavop” 7” Kapp? $ 7” KX” 8/ Terp” m7/ S 
: ) AB” Telid v? B/ 

362 TT” 8 ob uso” otSnpoX a 7? nyt Kop? ov~ <r) epyaci~ moo? ev~ modu Mepd* 8/ 
Bex’/ vav? vy 

Fol. 10.] 
363 Tl” € od ayy~ » Tapaxop- Tenvb bihy / Adavacw” Tavde” acs ep’ ¢ pio ®/ 87/ 

ato y Ix? 

364 TI” oO of Saray” 7°” trav? cupBov® iB 8/ Evox Bix*/ amo TMaxavy® v? BB/ 

(365 T?/ ov didon’/ X wapaxop nS Kop” epY a app a 

: Mé te ov et? Stavopwr 7°” KX” 8/ Evwy Buw~/ m7/ v? § 
Emay? a ov pS puo® texvd pm er/ Karepy? pacy? Aapack/ : ve Sy 

ov vavd” mr" Baor~ B K~/Bo* S puc® Bep? vy 

ov 7” mapo° vy? 

370 emouk/ Bovvwr 

X* ve ov Een” 7” Aprparkp” 38/ Bux-/ [vp] v? 
| 7?/ ob ev Siavop® tr” Kap*p* 8/ Sevolv? [Evax m]—/ ve B 

373 X" «5 ov mhovp~ Bacii*/ BS ow® Oy . d touno* rev” tpi 7°” Apuparu” 8/ Sevov® 

; m"/ v aif 

374 T’ a ov! dp} 8 A gd Kap%p* S Spoor ov? ¢{v-] vno” BaBv* 8/ Sevov? Evax 

po? B TL?ar? 
375 ov vavd” mh” Baor~ ayy* S aXX S/ Sevov’? Evwy m7/ ve ¥ 
, 9 ov yuo’ § Sarav? Apovoyx.” oyoyp* fyi rB va 

the word follows 7Aovp(‘ov). The meaning is doubtful. In Crum, 
Ostr. Ad. 36, mhwpax/ is followed by ¢°, which Crum takes as 
(etyn, pairs. The same word seems to occur in Crum, Catalogue, 

No, 1103, ovyn, B. M. Or. 6201 B (unpublished), ‘six (vyn of 
owdevy,’ Rylands Copt. Pap. 334, ‘a ¢vyn of caBavw’ (Crum). 
Probably the (vy~ of this and the similar passages is the same. 
It may well be a late and incorrect form of (edyos. 

375. mA”: m corrected from S. 

Qg2 
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Ky ov amapy” yad" a S ep? ¢  Bour? 7” Syy? 8/ Tlapovd Bear" v? af 
T?/ ov maop* BX Spom* adday” x® [Movv]ax’ 8/ Paold emxeip* v°? § 

Kl ob av’ 84 d Kriuzp~ avd? 7” A[pipahp” ev BaB]’ 8/ Pio? Myv~ m/v? B/ 

Fol. 10 4.] 

380 vrotay” B” 

381 MX » ov ayy~ ¢  ¢didox~/ Kap*p* ov~ ev” vno” BaBv* fii y proO%/ Ive amo y 
Tl?x7? 

382 ta S orad’ 8/ Biro? zp t m7/ 
ov dews® Saray? APav* Tlavdov m-/ =p” ap” af 

MX «B ov vavtiK/ \ K%/ Avatod pw? Samav? av™ pyis Tour® ev ev” id ev amap’ ii B 
385 o—— S/ Sevov® m7/ 

386 vav— B/ p” Samay” av~ pid ev a? S ev anap? F§ iB ov? S ex-/vav™ d 
amroTp° va 

387 od vavr’” mr Baor~ vav? Kk § damav? av~ 8/ Sevov® Evwyx m7/ vy? 

Dapp’ B od vav™ of A K°"/ Avy™ fil 8/ HX" orp? vav™ B§ 

ov 8"/ vav™ of Sarav” vav~ BS fii l 8/ Ama K*/ Avdp* m7/ 

390 ov 8"/ Maayapi” 8"/ av™ Ama K*/ ey” ps B v® § 
ov vavd” vav™ of S Sam~ [av]~ 8/ Bacher” vav~ $ Mak~/ azo ArroOnk’/ v° y iB 

ov Aeup® dnp” K°/ 8 7” Syp? 8-/ ordnpor 77 Kop? vy 

393 Papp’ » ob var 8 d vavrik/ mrow” 7” KX” pyin puoO/ Avdp* Awa K*/ amo B T’x? 
orad® 8/ Aawd am? K®/ 

394 is ov vavr” md” Baor® rt” Syp? S plilo® Sapax?/ ed* yap a x—/Bo* vey 

395 TIX € ob vav~ Sy \ K/ Avy™ S K[/ Avarjo® p™ Sam* yyis 8/ Terpw m7/ 

A K°%/ Avy™ vav’ y p San" [iis ev] a’ SA daz" Moayapi” ab” pe B v? § 

d x°°%/ Avato* vav~ § p- 8°/ [fis ov? ely a? iid ev amapy” HB v° § 

TIX { ob pS Samav? apari™ 8/ S[Lovpae ww” Adolvacah pid of” pt 8 ve § 
399 0 of vavd”” trA* Baor~ a? [Siavop” 7” kap*p|* S 7” KX” 8/ Ilerp” m-/ S$ [AB]” 

Ie £8] va 

400 Tl’ 8 ov pf otdypoX ar” nut Kop” ov e]/ [eply* mnoo? ev” 70* Mend 8/ Bux7/ vav~ 

he! 
401 TI” iO ov vavdr” wrd* Baor* vav™ dlvy]}- S$ amoorp* v? 8 KS 

0 od ws ep? a A wapaxop- AddiacB]~ 8/ Evax amo Mak*/ ayy” + vy Sy 

T1/ ov 8"/ 7” mav® oupBov* fiyi1B 8/ Evoy m/ vs 

T?/ ov vavrd” mr* § puo® Evwy S alapad]\” xp” 77 av- 8"/ 8/ av- Evox v? B Pe) 

405 KO od dirow’/ rapaxou- 7” nef Kop]! ep? a €or? a 

377. After yar", sc. y. by priests see Gelzer’s Leontios’ von Neapolis Leben des h. 
378. macy": macpdrev, plasters? But more probably it is Johannes des barmherzigen, p. 150. 

the mysterious ayay’ or racpay’ of 1847, 15, 1484, 59, etc. 380. vrorayn(s) Bov(rupov): the meaning of this is not clear. 
379. m(c)r(tkov): as Philotheus is elsewhere called mpe- It probably has some reference to the entry in 1, 377. 

aBurepos this might be taken as an error, but 1. 382 shows that he 401. guy § amoorp®: guvydvtas xal amoorpéarras. There is 
was both mpeoBvrepos and morixés. For the exercise of trades a discrepancy of date between this line and 1. 323. 

_— 

_iesithcccn tian A cemmemiead 
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Fol, 11.] 
ME te oF eSwv Stavopov 7” KXY 8 Evwy Bux"/ amo Max~/ tv y v? §8¢ 

Enay’ a ov pt rexov p «i/ Karepy’ 7” pary” Aapack®/ §"/ av™ Evwx va 

408 ov vavr°” mr Baor~ r” Sp? B x™/Bo® 8 2/ S puo® Sapan’/ ed? xap 7” av- 

vs 
409 ov mapo® v? 

410 Kepapuo 

X* ve [o]b Eero” 7°” Apuparp” 8/ Bix’/ m-/ vy 
od ev? Siavon” 7 Kap*p* ov™ ev vyno” Bal Bhv* 5/ Sevov® Evwx m/v ay 

KS ov mhovp- Baowdi'/ a d wouno* rer [rp] 8°/ av v vB 

71/ 

TT a 

n 

Ky 

ov vavd” mr” Baor~ ev? Savoy” $[.....]° S proO"/ Sapax?/S wap* xp" v° 

ov ayy~ 8% d didon’/ Kap%p* ov ¢[v~ vno”] BaBu* puo/ 8-/ B Ia’ ev o® 8/ 

: Levov? m7/ 

ov™ pus? S$ 8"/ Dpovoyxt™! hoyoyp® [ii v]B vw § 
ov amapy” yad* » a S t/ day? § d [Bour}? 7” Sy? 8/ Tlap” Bed-/ vag 

Kl od ayy~ Sf \ Krispy avd? 7” Apipad[p” ev] BaBv* 8/ Dio? Myv- —v”_ B/ 
MX 1 ov ayy ¢ X dirow’Y Kap%p* ev vga! BaB” iyi y 8/ Po? Myv~ ap pu b/ 

Ives am vy Tl?xr? 

420 ~ KB ob vavtix/ Kap*p* \ «/ Avatod? p™ 8*/ av fis ov” ev ev” iid ev azap? ii B 
Sf Xevov® 

421 m/ 
i vat § p? 8"/ av” pid ev a? S ev [alrapy”’ F KiB v §d/ 

ov vavrd” ar* Baor~ av™ S Sama[v]” [av]- 8-/ av™ Sevov? vy? 

app’ B ov vav™ of dX K/ Avy™ fil [8/ HuJ- vav~ af 

_ Fol. 114.) 

{ 425 Papp? ov Samav” vav" of Samav" vav™ aS fii f 8/ Ama K*/ Avdp* S } Moay{a]pu’ [eb]? 
pe 8 va 

426 ov™ heup® ovdnp” K*/ 5 7” Sy? S-/ ciSypor 77 Kap? vy 
427 ov vavd” mr Baar vav™ of § 8*/ av™ 8/ Bacwder” vav™ S Max*/ vav™ amo Ar® 

1 v 

428 n ov vav™ Sf d vavtix/ mr 7°” KX” ene piyin puoO?/ Avdp* Ama K"/ amo B In? 
8/ Aaud Avdp* 

429 ts od vavi” S$ pio® Sapak?/ Baor~ a x7/Bo* § 1°/ yy 
430 TIX € of vav § } K”/ Avy™ S K/ Avarod? pw Samay? av" fits 8/ Merp” m/ 
. d K°/ Avy™ vou" ¥ pT Sam" pis S  ‘8"/" Maayapi™ ap? pf a v? §/ 

\ «°"/ Avaro® vav™ ¢ pt 8"/ pis ov” ev ev? fyid ev amap’ fyi B vy ¢ 

413. «8: corrected from 7”/. 417. Aay": Aaynvor, jugs, alate form of Adyuvos. 
415. 8/ Zevov’ m/: a later addition, by another hand. 427. This line is a later addition, by the same clerk. 
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{ ov ov ap” £ d Saray” apart” y” SLovpae w” Adovacad 8~/ Sapax’/ v° § 
434 0 of vavrd” mrA* Baor~ ev? Siavop” rt” Kap*p* S 7” KX” 8/ Tlerpw m/ S AB” 

Tefud ) v° B/ 
435 TI’ 8 ov puo® oSnpoX a 77 nef Kop” ov~ e/ epyao.- mnogo ev To Mey 8/ Bux/- 

vav"/ vy 

436 if of ept a dX didon’/ wapaxop- AddiacB- 8/ Evwx Buw~/ m/ ep? ¢ v° y~B 

t?/ ov 8"/ 7” mav? cvpBov* jixi 1B 87/ av v? BB/ 

t7/ ov vavr” mA" S pio? Evox m/ 8°/ av’ Evwx vB 
KO ov diok*/ rapaxopn- 77 nut Koln? ep? a Z 

440 Mf te ov et? Stavopwv 7” KX” 8/ Evwy Blux~/] ai7/ : v § 
Emay? a ob pf 7X pw ov et/ katepy® [7” paoyr? Aapack®/ 8-/ av™ Evoy v? § 

ov vavr” mr Baor® B x7/Blo* 8] 2/ S pic? 7” an ee vy 

ov 77 mapo® v 

Fol. 12.] 

erouk/ Tlounv 

445 X% ve ov? Eero” 7°” Aptpary” 8/ Bur~/ Supt v° 

T!/ ov ev Siavopwr t” Kap*p* ov ev™ vyo” [BlaBv* 8/ Sevov® Evwyx m/v? B/ 

X* «5 ob mhovp- Bact B  morno* rev’ rpiX 8*/ av? Levov’ m/ v Sy 

T’ € ov Gowk’/ oxuvor~ a d o1K"/ er/ av* 7” Apuplal\p” ev BaB” 8"/ av” Zevov? v? § 

ov vav” S$ yuo? Sevov? Baor™ av™ Levov? 8’/ av~ Levov® Evay m/v? 

450 T” Ky ob ep? ¢ } xpe~ Bovr? 7°” Syp? 8/ T[Clapovd BeBan* vf 

451 MX KB ov valu] } K°/ Avaro* uw" Samay? av” pyis tours ev ev fyid ev amap? ji B 8/ 
Xevov® 

452 vav~ vy p” 8"/ av™ pid ‘ev a” S ew anap? F pi B o” v° ¢ d amorp’d? 

v § 

453 Papp’ B ov vav™ of d K°/ Avy™ wil 8/ Hu o7p* [va]u™ a 

ov Sam av™ if 8/ Ama K*/ Av’ S  8"/ M[wayapily af” ps B v? § 

455 [ov] vavd’” wd* Baor~ vav7 of S 8/ [av7 8/ Blacker” vav™ S Mak~/ am? Azo? 

vy ¢ 

456 TIX € of vav ¢ \ Avaron” fii pw” 8*/ ov” qv ev plpid ev azap? F iB v° ¢ 

ef” ps B v°§ , 
457 TIX 0 of vavd” rr* Baor Sradofp ev? 7” Kap*p[* S 7°” KA] 8/ Ilerp” m7/ S AB” 

Tefid yy 

458 TI” 8 ob puo® otdypoX a 77 nus Kop” af epyaot’/ [mnoo® ev mol\u Mend! 8/ Bux"/ 
vav~ vy 

459 0 ov Samay? 7” rav* ovpBov* 8/ Evwx [Bix~/ mu~/ amo} Max~/ "pay 

460 ov Tapaxopn” 77 nef Kop? ep? a 

MS te ov qu]S[wly Siavopwy 7” KX” 8/ Ev[wy ae]~ / vy? 6 

439. «6: corrected from r”, 449. The second Zevov" is evidently a slip of the pen. The 
442. The lacuna here is of the same size as that in the sentence should read évdpuart vavdov mdolov Bacrdcavros aira Kal 

previous line, and if the restoration is correct the letters must pucod Sevovdiov. 

be widely spaced. 451. vav: something has been washed out after this. 
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462 Emay® a ob [p*] pio’ rexv pp ov es Karepy® 7” pacy)}? Aapack®/ 8/ Evwy Bux~/ mi~/ 

v B/ 
463 ov] +7 mapo® vy 

Fol. 124.] 

[e}roux/ V[vp]o” 

465 / X% ve ob geno” 7” Apipadrp” 8/ Buc~/ Sup v? id 
/ tf ob Stavopwr Tt” Kap*p* 8/ Sevov? Evwy mi~/ v? af 
/X* xa ob adday? ovdyp* BaBu* py amo fe AO’/ > &” MX 5 ep? a v ao ap” > 

/X" KS ob mhovp- Bao y S ov’/ Lut a \ wouo* tev? rpiX 8/ X[vJov’ m/v? a B/ 

469 (/T’ a ov amapy” mpior~ § ‘tid’ \ 7” Kap%*p* ov~ ev~ wna” BaBv* 8/ Xevov? a')/ 
vy a 

470 /T’ € ov down’/ oxior~ a d [or]e?/ avd? 7°” Apiparp” ev BaBv* 8/ Xerlovf m7/ 

471 ov vavd” wr* Baor~ Sevov? mu-/ S$ pic? av- S  8-/ av™ [S]evov? v? ¢ 
/T° xy ob ep? ¢ h xper~ Bout? 7” Sp? 8/ Tlapovd BeBam* mu~/ vy § 

/ 71/ [ob 7/ xaw~ B 2 Spoluix/ adday? x” Movvay’ 3/ Pact v° § 
474 {MX ov ep’  d didor’/ xap*p* [ov ev]~ vno” BaBv* picf/ Eppaw elo] azo y 

Th’? oradt 8/ Bi mpt 

475 T1/ ov ews Sarav? APar[* Tav]A% m7/ Ww” ap” af 

476 /MX«KB od vav™ \ K"/ Avarod” pt 8"/ av]~ fis ov- ev ea? fig ev [amlap? fyi B 8/ 

Levov® mi7/ 
477 vau~ Sy pt 8"/ fyi d [ev ev] S ev amap’ & jis Bo” atorpop? vv? a 8 

ov vav* mrh* Baor* [S$ yuo? 7°” alv~ Levov? Evwx v° 
ov adhay? odnp* [BaBu* jiyiy] ep? a amo ft MX > & TIX ¢ va 

480 app’ B ov vav™ of d [K%/ Avy™ wil 8/ HA)" orp* vav™ y S 8/ Ama K"/ Avip* Sar 
Tt” av” S eb” pf 

481 - ov vavd” vav~ [08 S$ 8*/ av 8/] Baca” vav~ amo Avra” § Max~/ aro Amo® 

vy § 

482 Xe [ov] [vJav™ Sy d [K°”)/ [Avy™ S K%/ Ava}ro*® jixis 5/ erp” a7/ 
d «°°/ Avy™ valu” . pw?) 8"/ piyis ev ev” 

484 d «"/ Avato* vav" [.] y7 8"/ pits ov? ev ev? id ev amalp}’ KiB 

ve § 
485 J € ob cha” pf a ) Salr*] apadi’ 7 SLovpae w” Adovacad vy 

486 / 0 ov vavd” th* Baor- [e*] Kaptp* S 7” KX” 8/ Ierp® m-/ S AB” Teld 

vay 

487 / 77/ ov otdnp* adday’ [Ba] ep? a yao ap” ¢ 

465 ff. The reason for the strokes against many of these lines which is apparently the same as this is dated 13th Mecheir; so 
is not clear. They do not occur for any place but Psyrus. too in ll. 110, 161, 209. 

471. yuo O(ov) av(rov) (kat): this is followed by a blank space. 480. (kat) en(uatos) pe(rpa): a later addition in another 
473. xakw~: xahwvapiov ; cf, 1847, 15. hard. The number has not been filled in. 
476. ev 18(et) u(nvav) T: sic; F is a slip of the pen for 6. 487. In ll. 61, 126, 176, 224 this entry is apparently assigned 

479. A later addition, by the same clerk. In1.297 anentry to the 5th. 
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488 = /TI” 8) ov puo® odypoX [a 7” nyt Kop” e/] epyaow mnoo® ev~ Tok. Mend  8/ Bux—/ 

vav— vy 

489 dro? ¥ BSL A] 

Fol. 13.] 

490 = / TE’ oh of ep’ ¥ X didok’/ mapaxopu* AdSiac[B-] 8/ Biro? Myv* m’/ po ¥/ Eppaw 
TleBo amo y Il*n® 

491 / Ti/ ob Saray? 7” rav® ovpBovr” fi rB 8/ [Evloy Bux~/ m/ vy Sy 

KO od diror’/ mapaxopn- 77 nut Kop” ep? a app a fo? a 
ov e4Bod”  8/ Amoddw pt ou ap” 7 

M‘te/ ov ec? Siavop? dX 7°” KX” 8/ Evax Bux/ m7/ Pa 
495 / ov adday” odyp® BaBu* fyiy ep? a va 

/ ob valu] wr* Baor- B x7/Bo® Syp? 8 0°/ v § 

ov 77 mapo® py? 

v ly 

yf/ vP »B 87 
500 S mobin/ vit Bo" os 

Fol. 13 4,] 

Ay” TIwovtiwvos 

X* ve ov Ferio” 7°” Auipadrp” 8/ Bux™/ m7/ vy 

t!/ ov ev Savon” 7” Kap%p* 8/ Sevov® m7/ v a 

KS ov mhovp~ Bact B d rev’ rpX 8~/ av~ wv sy 

505 T’ » ov pio’ S dSarav” Npovoyyiw oyoyp~ vy 

Ky ob ep? ¢ X xper* Bour? 7” Snu? 8/ Tlapovd Beban* ve § 

Kl ob eptS/ “tid” A Kriop~ avd” 7” Apsparp” ev Ba” 8/ Dio? Myv- v? B/ 

508 MX 7 ov ep? ¢ d didorY Kap*p* ev vyo” BaBv* aorad* 8/ Dido? Myv* ap* pu O[/] 
Tleppo am? y I*x? 

509 KB ov vav~ § d «°/ Avaron” fyi s pw" 8*/ ov’ ev ev” fyid ev amap? F phyB 
v? § 8 

510 app? B ov vav™ of A K/ Avy™ 8/ HX orp* vav™ a pil 
ov Samay? vav™ a fyi l 8/ Awa K*/ Avdp® S ) 8"/ Moayapu” ah” ws B v? § 

T1/ ob dew oidnp” K/ Sd 7” Syp? 87/ aOypox 77 Kwp? vv 

513 n ov vav~ 8 dr” KX” em pifin po ’/ 8/ Mavowp Manow” amo [y In? orjad® 

[8]/ AlLav}d amo” x*/ 
514 is ov vavd” mr Baor® a x~/Bo* § v?/ S pro® Sapax?/ ed? yap 7” av” vw v 

489. v° «ds: this is meant for the total but is wrong; the 500. This line is to be compared with 1. 88. The number, 

correct result is x¢ «8. ¥ 8 seem to be crossed out but are 2 sailors, is, however, hard to account for. Judging from 1. 88, 
included in the total for Psyrus in 1. 499. the entry should refer to the sailors requisitioned on 2nd Phar- 

496. Bacr(acayros) : after this «—/ has been written and then mouthi, but they number 3. 9 is a correction. ; 

washed out. 508. an? y I'm: a correction, 
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515 TIX € ov vav™ B/d K°/ Avy™ S K/ Avato’ > 0/ iis 8/ erp” Tamov anfo . I"}n’ 

mt/ 

516 A K”/ Avy™ — vav— § pt 8"/ py 
d «”/ Avato* & pt 8"/ tis ov ev cv? id ev anfap|' F wi Bv® ¢ 

518 O ov vavr” mr” Baar ev? Siavop” 7” Kap*p* S 7°” KX” 8/ Ilerpo” m/ S [AB” 

T]eCid v° B/ 

519 TI’ 8 ob puo® odypt a 77 nyt Kop” ov~ ef epyao.— myc"! ev 70% M[eludé [8/ Bux/ | 

vau™ vy 

520 iO ob epy~ &  didor’/ wapaxou- AdSiaacB- 8/ Evy Bux’/ m’/ v vif 

T'/ ov Samay” 7°” tav® cupBov* fiji 1B 8-/ av™ Evwx ve BB/ 
TI’ «@ ob ¢dirow*/ wapayop- S$ Swwpvy” 7 nef Kop? ep’ € 
MS te ov “ev?” Stavop” 7°” KAY = 8/ Evwy Bux~/ amo Tax~/ vy? § 

Emay? a ov pS po? texty pp ov et/ Katep? 7” pacy? Aapack/ 8/ [Ev]ox Bix~/ v? B/ 
525 ob vavd”” mr Bact B K7/B]o* § 8/ S pic? Yapax/ vy 

ov 77 tapo® . : v 

Fol. 14.] 

erouk/ LaKxoope 

X" ve [olb gens 7° Apiparw” §/ Bie~/ Sypeow = [ 

T?/ old €|2 Stavop” +r” Kxap*p* 8/ Sevov? m7/ [ 
530 X* Kd of] to/ tr” Bao B 8/ Sevov® m7/ [ 

T’ » of puo® S dam- Apovoyyi” oyoyp* wiiB — [ 

MX kB op [v]av” \ «°%/ Avatod ‘uw 8/" fyi ov ev ev? Ki5 [ev amap’ F wi B 
Papp’ B old valu~ § d K/ Avy™ til ev o® 8/ HU" or[p* 

[o}f’ 8"/] vav~ 08 8"/ vav- § ££ S d 8"/ [Mwayapi” 
535 ov avd] av™ 8/ Bache” vav~ amo Avra” S$ [Max~/ amo Azo® 

IX e€ ov var] y » K°"/ Avy™ pT 8"/ av~ fis K-/ B [ray 

O ov vafv]el ar ev? Suavop” 7” Kap*p* S 7” Kd” 8/ Ierp” m7/ S AB” Teld 

TI” tO ov q{e]/ [wa)\” a d dudow*/ wapayop- ANSiacB- 8/ Evwx m"/ 

T!/ ov [7” Sa}rav? 7” tar? cvpBov* jii1B [8/ av™ Evwy 
540 Tl” «O ob [diro]k*/ tapaxwop- S$ Swwpvy” tr” nus [Kop ep’. 

T!/ of euBold” ¢ v°/ [ ou ap’. 

ME te orf’ ae? Sijavoy.” 7°” KX” 8/ Evay Bux~/ m7/ [ 
ov vLav]\” md* Baor* 7 Sy? B x7/Bo* S puo® [Sapax?/ ed’ yap 7” av” 

ov 7” za]po° [ 

Fol. 14 4.] 

545 [pov* ABB* Eppawros | 
[X* ve od end 7” Aptparp?]” 8/ Bux~/ Supt v° 

531. T’: v corrected from 7. ray is not, however, certain in either case. For the word ¢. 

536. k-/ B ray: restored from Il. 564 and 575; =xara 1417, 4. 
Bevrepoy tdypa (cf however 1441, 95, note). The meaning is 538. For the restorations cf. 1. 566. 

apparently ‘in accordance with the second order.’ The reading 

IV. Rr 
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[ -77/ ov &® Savon” 7” Kalp*p* 8/ Sevov?® m7/ v° B/ 

PP ae OP ics one ao A mloujo* tev? Apiparp” ev aie’ 8/ Sevov® m/ v vB 

rr ov (nuu* ta S eran’) 8/ Tewpyv’” poval? 7°” av- v Ky 

550 [Mx «B ov vav™  «°"/ Avajro* pw Sam jis ov” ev ev? 8 ev anlap’] 4B v? 8 

551 [Papy’ B ov vav™ §  K°"/ Avy|" 8/ Hum orp* S & 8"/ av™ pil 8/ Awa K*/ m/[" S$] 

Moayapi” ef? pws Bo ve § 

552 [Mx € ob vav™. \ K°/ Aujy* Bw” 8"/ av~ pis ev ev? 8/ Terp™ m/ 

553 [ @ o vad?” mr" Baor|~ ev? Savoy” t” Kap*p* S 7°” Kd” 8/ Tlerp” m7/ S ABY 
I[e]fd yy 

554 [Tl’ 8 ov 8/ 7” ravt ovpBovf> hirB 8/ Evwx Bur~/ Avy ve Sy 
555 [ «0 ob didok’/ twapayo|u* S$ Sap’? 77 nus Kop? ofr} [-] 

[MS te ov a? 7° KX” 8/ Evay] Bux~/ m~/ vy? §/ 

[Emay? a ob pS puo® rexvv] wp ov~ e/ Karep? t” pacy? Aapalok?/] v° 

Fol. 15.] 

povacr” Ayi* [Mapu] 
X* ue [ov Ee]yio” 7°” Apspadp”” 8/ Bix~/ Supt v° 

560 7"/ ov ev Siavopwv \ 7” Kap%p* 8/ Sevov® m—/ ge : 

X* «KS [os 71/ ow avricxw Cv¥ a } romo* rev? rpiX 8/ Sevov® m—/ v vif 
T’ = [ol Syue* ta S oradt 8/ Tlerp” poval? amo™ Ayu” Mapi- v? bys 

563 Papp® B [or] vav7§ \ «°”/ Avy™ 8/ Hu orp* S & 8*/ av~ pil 8/ Ara ai m/ Sd 

Moayapit ey pe B vf" 

564 TIX € [o}) eb” pt y Sarav? Mwayapi” x°"/ Avy™ x~/ B Tay 8/ Ilerp°” x v § 6 

565 0 [o}’ vavd” ah Baor® e® Savoy” 7” Kap%p* S 7°” KX” 3/ Tlerp” m7/ S AB” Telid 

vw ¢ 

566 TI” 18 [ov r]/ wad” a dX dudon*/ Tapaxop AdStacB- jyiy 8/ Evoy m/v? ¢ 
t/ ol Samal? 7°” tavt ovpBov* ijirB 8/ Evox Bux"/ m"/ vy Sy 

KO ofv dito) tapaxop- 77 np Kop? on” vp 

Mf te of? diavoluay 7°” KX” 8/ Evy Bue~/ m/ vy? §/ 

Fol. 15 4.] 

570 pov* BapBapo” 

X" ve od Een” 7°” Apipadrp” 8/ Bux™/ Sup v 
X* «Kd ov tf ow® avticxw Cv? a \ mouno* tev? tpiX 8/ Levovl afr]-/ v° vB 

app’ B ov vav™ d K°%/ Avy™ 8/ Hdu~ orp* var y S & 8/ av” pC 8/ Anta K/]’ m/ 

S \ 8ar- Moayapi” 7] ws Bw § 
575 TX € ob ef” ws Bd darav” Mwayapi” x°/ Avy™ «"/ B ray 8/ T[e}rp[°” m/]- v° § 

549. ov(ouart) Cnuta(s) ra (kat) orade(vra) : restored from 1. 562; 
cf. too |. 587. Apparently a fine had been levied on these three 
monasteries for some irregularity. This line is a later insertion, 

by the same clerk. 
550. #48: 8 corrected from 9. 

555. on: omvupidur, 

557. The entry of +” mapo’, if it followed this line, would be 
lost in the lacuna, but as it does not occur in the case of the 

other monasteries it probably did not occur here either; more- 

over »° is not written at the end of the line. 
561. avricxw: it is not possible to read Avrioxwy” as an 

adjective of ’Avridyeca. Mr. Crum compares Rylands Copt. Pap. 

238, 13 overmawsm stamrrcnim, ‘a linen cloth for an awning 
(dvzicxov).’ Probably the article here is the same, and ayrtoxuw— 
will represent an adjectival form dvrickwvos. 

566. “iy: as there is no question of the term of service of 
a workman, this seems to be a slip of the pen. 
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576 0 ov vavd” wh" Baor* «°/ Siavop” 7” Kap*p* S 7°” KX” 87/ av” S$ A[Pou T]eLid 
yd 

577 TI” iO ov Samav? 7°” rav* ovpPlol* iB 8/ Evoy Bux’/ m/ vy? § 

KO ob diron’/ Tapaxou* 77 nes Kop? [on ?] k 
Mf te ov ev? Stavop® 7°” KX” 8/ Evwy Buw~/ m"/ vY ¢ 

Fol. 16.] 

580 pov Tap[oov] . 

Dapp? B] ov z/ ef” pS 8 \ Sazav” Moayap[i” K°°/ Avy™ 8/ Ata KY m/ v° al 
TX —€] ob 11/ ah? pS B Samay: Moayapr™ x°/ Aly" «~/ B tay 8/ Terp” a/v” S$) 

[0] o vavd” rr Baar ev? Savon” ‘r® xLa]p%p*’ 7°” KX” 8/[* av” S ABov Telid 
[TI” 1A] ov Samay? 7°” rav* cvpBov* 8/ [Evwx Bex"/ m/ 

585 pov Papoo” 
X[% ve ov Sef” 7°” Appar” 8/ Bux~/ Supt [ pt at 

TI” ov Lyphe- ‘oradt’ 8/ Iw* pov” w Biro? amo~ av™ polv* 
appl? B ov rr/] eb? ps 8  Sam-~ Maayapi™ «°*/ Avy™ [8/ Ama K*/ mu / v al 

TIX * [e ob r/ eh? wt B  Sam- Moayapr™ x°°/ Avy™ «["/ B ray 8/ Ilerp” m/v? Si) 

590 TI” if ov Samay” 7°]” rav® cvpBov* 8/ Evwy Bex{7/ m7/ 

Fol. 164.] Blank. 

Fols. 17 and 18.]  Fragmentary. Apparently blank. 

581. v° a: this is the regular rate of éynya. 587. pov’: probably for povdyxov ; cf. mA” for mdoitov in Il. 273, 312. 

PAPYRUS 1484.—a. p. 714-716. 

Inv. No. 1514. Imperfect book; the remains indicate an original size of at least 10 folios, 
with protocol. Of the upper half of each folio only a narrow strip remains; the average 
extreme dimensions are about 1 ft. 54in.x1ft. 24in. Written in a round, somewhat 
irregular minuscule. The writing, usually fairly large, varies in size, and different parts of 
the account are written in ink of different colours and with different pens, but probably the 

whole is in one hand. 

HE present account forms a pair with 1485. The two accounts relate to the same period, 
and largely to the same requisitions. They differ in arrangement from 1483, in which the 

requisitions are repeated for each ywpiov; here on the contrary the arrangement is not by the 
_ xepia but by the requisitions themselves, and the way in which the quotas have been assigned 

to the single ywpia is specified under each requisition. In addition to the date on which the 
order was written this account specifies the date on which it was received, and both accounts 

Rr2 
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mention in many cases, but by no means always, the messenger who brought it. The difference 

between them is that this specifies the requisitions for all the ywpia, ot dvres ev BaBudkau being 
here silently included under xépy “Adpodi7d, whereas 1485 relates to Aphrodito only. In that 

account the proportion of each requisition to be borne by 7 idia képy and ot dvres év BaBvddvi: 

respectively is specified. The requisitions are distinguished by various names; those which 

occur are émuorody, eriorahwa, and mirrdxwov. The distinction between them is not clear, but it 
is perhaps worth notice that the one murrd«wov which occurs (1. 172) is for several miscellaneous 

charges. The fact that the ink differs in colour in various portions of the account may indicate 
that the account was made up at various times. The occurrence in some cases of the number 

13 and in others of 14 as ‘the present indiction’ can hardly be due to the same cause, since 

‘the present 13th indiction’ occurs quite late in the account (1. 242) after many instances where 

‘the present indiction’ is described as the 14th, The reason for the inconsistency seems to be 
that the phrase is in all cases a verbal quotation from the letter ordering the payment of the tax, 
and the reason why some of the requisitions are out of chronological order is probably that they 

were at first accidentally overlooked and were added later. 
The account contains many interesting items. 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 

Fol, 1 6.] 
oR [ev ovopart tov @eov tov] ie 

erenpovo[s] S pi[havOpw™] 
com} cam zl SUL pun] 

Cooeeses OUE sETHY Os + 7 [0 Os novos] | 3 
5 Maper groorodo[s @cov] 

VI Sguwy oalety VIS dl 

T+. cupBvdos 

Fol. 2.] All lost but the margin. 

Fol. 3.] All lost but the margin, 

Fol. 4.] 

9 
} av? K/ Bao 

1 ff. This protocol is peculiarly difficult to read. supposed «x look like ovA, but aBdSedAa AdovA[sd seems hardly 
5. None of the dotted letters, except perhaps the a of arooro- a possible reading; and cf. too the ovpB(o)vdos in 1. 8, which is 

os, can really be ead. They are a mere succession of strokes. fairly certain. For “Abd-al-Malik’s protocols see 1485 and the 
7. ABdedpedex ; except for the Af all this is excessivelydoubt- introduction to 1462. 

ful, but either ‘Abd-al-Malik b. Rifaia or Kurrah b. Sharik is 8. wd..s: possibly part of an epithet; the characters suggest 
the Governor we should expect from the date of the document, mAqos or moos. 
and the latter name is quite impossible. The letters after the 9. odnpov Kevtnvdpta B irpat o. 
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fe) 

Av]aro* w??/ 18 er” cs 
II 

av? Samav"| mapex? ex"/ F pro? 
12 ; 

] v? df 

13 
|] Bowav vw § =v § 8 

14 
TT edu" v § vy 5% 

15 
? Aytov Tle]v™ v* § ve § 

16 Ay [.......] maplexy®? ex"/ § puo® 7” av™ fii. o amorp® | «~/ orp!" 
ex v’? § ve 

17 Pap? va 03/ vy yp~ MX Bv/ 77 av” 8/ emorad[p* .] ed 8/ Mavrad ww ABSep* Bep® doyw 
[vaurux/?}’ ax/x7/ S$ Sp°p? «"/ Auy™ 

18 w°/ er” Go em pip” € av” 

Samay: maplex?] ex7/ FS pro? 7” av” py" € 

19 ————— o” v°§ amorp? €” crop” ap? v° yf 

20 € Iledu- v* BS S amorp® v°? a8’ B+ TMedi* v~ af amorp? v° § d¢ 

21 y/ w*8 «ef v B 
22 7” av’ yw yp~ MX B 0/ wy 8/ emoradu* a eX 8/ Maamed doyw vautix”/ ax"/K"/ S Sp’? 

map~ pudd{a py! 

23 tT” oop.” em map” v/ wy K°%/ Se v/ WS er” Go vy* € emt 
pw” C av® Saray" 

24 
ap? vy? § 

Io, The 14th indiction was A.D. 715 (May or June)—716, 
the 96th year (of the Hegira) 16 Sept. a.D. 714—4 Sept. 
A.D. 715. Thus, although the dates agree for about three 
months, for the greater part of the year the Arabic is behind the 
Greek date; so too in all the other cases, except 1435, 76, 
where ‘the present 14th indiction’ corresponds to the 97th year 
(5 Sept. A.D. 715—24 Aug. A. D. 716). 

11. Cf 1. 18, etc. The meaning of ex’/ is not quite clear; 
hardly éxrés (reading rapeyouévns), meaning that the dazndyn, 
which was not charged on the S:oiknois (dvev damdyns), was pro- 
vided elsewhere, for one would expect @£wev; or éxrds, in the 

_ sense of ‘besides’—‘ without provision of Sandy except as 
_ wages,’ etc., for po6ds is not properly included in dardvy. The 
most probable explanation is that it is éxdor@ (reading mapexo- 
pévev in agreement with a following vowopdrav as genitive 
absolute, #.2. ‘x solidi being given to each for wages’). It 
seems to be a contraction for éxdorov in 1485, 77, and in 1. 207 

15. A line seems to have been washed out before this. 

16. «/ orp”: cf.1l. 49, 188, 1485, 15; = xara orpdray, en route. 
17. yp: ypaévros. 
emotapa(ros): the word was probably followed by a 

number ; cf 1. 22, etc. It is not clear whether the number in 
+ 
‘Such cases is to be taken as an ordinal (mpdrov, etc.), meaning 
that the érioradya in question was the first (second, etc.) written 
on a particular day. 

mapex? ex~/ & puo® 7” av™ pur Co” v?§ amorp® €* orope” 

ev™: of. 1. 22, etc.; = evyopirbérros, * handed in,’ 
Mavrad; Ma‘bad; in 1. 22 Maamed, 
vaurixov; from the neuter vavrixéy, meaning the crews col- 

lectively. 
a*/x7/ § 8p°p°: dxariey kai Spopovapiov. 

18. av”: dvev. 
(umep) peo O(ov): this refers to the 33 solidi. | 

19. eo(s) crouiw(v): ze, to the mouth of the Nile, where 
presumably they were to join the fleet. As this dmorpopy was 
outside of their period of actual service it is not included in the 
8andyvn, which evidently refers to their expenses during the 
kodpaoyr itself. This is probably the distinction between darayn 
and drorpody always; cf. 1884, 3, note, 

20, 21. The sums here refer to arorpody only, at the rate of 

4s. per man. The wages are not specified because the service 
was a personal one and it would be understood that each xepiov 
must pay the wages of its own sailors (cé 1483, 16, note). 
Probably the 3} s. in. 19 is the amount of wages for each sailor 
(cf. note on 1. 11), the half possibly representing the drorpodn,. 

21. eu(s): ‘total,’ like y/or , or simply ‘at’; cf Jannaris, 
Hist. Gr. Gramm., 1553- 

22. 9: 1. jpepa; of. 1488, 38. 
22-23. map(a)puvddayn(s) (2. mapapvdakys) ta(v) cropsw(v): this 

is the first occurrence of this fleet, evidently a squadron stationed 
permanently off the mouths of the Nile to guard the entrances ; 
see general introduction. P 
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25 Kop” Adpo® vy*e amorp: v° BS 

26 = Bap? «x ¥ emoro* 7” crpB” 8/ OvBead vw Slwerr Bep® p ayy* Aewadyep amoorp™ ei/ 

BaBu* 

Fol. 4 4.] 

sy apts B/'y f 
an 

28 Kon” Adpfo® 

29 Y Tred * 

30 e Tedd" 
31 B> TWedi* [ : 
32 Vee ap® v° af 
33 a. -]-[.---] op’ a yp* pe T’s [0/ vey § po? S Samay ayly~ a \ oidnpt va” 

Topape” 

34 7] Apipladp”..... ev] BaBu* em jis 
amo fi AO’/ ¢ v/ vy ap® v’ « 

35 8/ emorahp™ [. eX fi Dapp? B v/ vy yp* Se Pap! y 0/ 77 av" d vavrix’’/ Kapp 
kaor® S$ Sunp® K°¥/ Avy™ 

w/ & er” oo vv* KO em piyie av Satay: Ttapeyx® ex—/ 36 

S yuo’ 7” av™ jie 

37 
38 kop [A]ppo® vv* us v° 1 

39 Tlax{ av j* v* y§ v° 

40 e I? v= v§ v af 8/ 

4! y/ w* kb v? dS 

26. OvBeed vi(ov) Sfwerm : ‘Ubaid b. Shu‘aib. 
(me)p(t) ayya(pevrov) Aewadyep: Aetvadyep does not look like 

a Coptic name, hence it can hardly be the name of the dyya- 
peurns. It is probably the name either of a person employing 
the dyyapeurjs or of a place where he was to be employed. A 
suggestion kindly made by Mr. H. F. Amedroz is therefore very 

likely, that it is the Arabic x ux, Ainu ’I-Jar, a place situated 

one stage short of Baalbek on the way there from Jerusalem, 
mentioned by Mukaddasi in his Itinerary; see Bzb/. Geogr. 
Arab., Leyden, 1877, pt. iii. p. 191; cf too G. Le Strange, 

Palestine under the Moslems, p. 386. As this is the only refer- 
ence to the place in these papyri, it does not appear what work 
was going on there. 

anootp’: probably dmoorpéyavros; z.e. the workman had 
returned to Babylon. 

32-34. These lines are in lighter-coloured ink. 
33. The same entry seems to occur in 1485, 6, but with some 

differences which are hard to explain. If the requisition there 
is a different one, the restoration here may be wrong. From the 
wording this is clearly a main entry, so that 7[ should contain 
the date of receipt ; but 01* or 11”, besides that it would be out of 
order, seems too long after Tybi 6th, the date of writing, to be 
possible; moreover the line begins further to the right than is 

Vup*” 

aS 8’ Tlousny v* § v° 8/ 

o” v° § amorp® €* oropiwr ap’ v’ y§ 
“ar 5 B: TI? v* af v? § 8/ 

y UW wy v? af 

usual with main entries, and the letter visible suggests «/, which 
is difficult to reconcile with any date. U[alx/ (=Daxavvews) 
would be possible, but does not suit the rest; m[apa]x/ (= mapa- 
koyicb€vros) is impossible, because p would be visible. dy(otas) 
would appear to refer to an émord\pa(ros) in 1. 27. 

atdnpe(ws) vrov(py:as) @paptov: for a collection of instances 
of this word repdpiov and its derivatives see Wessely, WS. XXIV. 
p.145f. It is the Lat. Jomarium = orchard, but it is difficult to 
see what a oidnpevs was wanted for; perhaps to mend tools or 
fences. In UKF.951 nails are ordered for a mapdpiov, The 
dyyapevrns was apparently intended to help the otdypets; otdy- — 
pe(fwv) seems unlikely, The orchard belonged to the Khalif 
(’AwtpaApovpyw); perhaps, therefore, it was in connexion with 
the avAn. 

35. xaor(e)A(Aarwv): the word is given in full in a fragment 
published in 1464. It occurs in Labbé, Sacrorum Conciliorum 

... Collectio (Florence, 1765), vol. xi. p. 202; kai ef  xpela 
kadécot, kal KagreAAdrous kapdBovs mapacxeOjva eis Sidowow 
airav, mpos rb mavty GBAaBeis Kal axwwdvvous tH ToD Oeod Q 
drokaracrivat. mpos quads. It is clear from this that xdpaBor 

kaore\\Grot (ships with turrets) were specially strong warships. — 
36. mapexo(pevev) ; before this word e is crossed out. 
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Fol. 5] 

] 

Kop Adpo® v- 

amo Towunv 

Kop” Adpo® ov ap~ 

B Tedu- oft] ap~ o 
Tlaxavy* ap” o 

Tlouunv ap™ t 

LaKoope ap” y 

ia ‘ Movvay? 

geese hese tices are in red ink. One or two lines may be 

before this; the spacing is irregular. 

ns éay Béow drapyuptopdv. This should be, but apparently 
_is not, preceded by (kaé). 
ex r(ov) v(avrov) : written below, not above, the line. 
_ 51-53. This is the emdola for the Stoiknows, but it is not so 

= as the quota given in 1419, 254; cf 1442, D, and the 

duction there. The persons whose names are preceded by 
can clearly not be messengers; they are presumably the 

sors who fixed the quotas, not for the ywpia, for these were 
istributed at head-quarters, but for the individual tax-payers. 

ce various xwpia are represented. 
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44 

45 

46 

47 
Wed]? v 

48 s.r? av~ wy &/ add! evey[? 8]/.- up/ [.-- 

49 [ 
; K~/ otp[* 

cin 

BS ¢€ Tedi* vv* B Taxavy® v~ 
51 fi Mayov y &/ vy 8*/ Stacrod” ot ap” B ‘euBo* 8 °/" Si0tx"/ Kap: Adpo® 8/ Ama K*/ 

Avdp* S Bux™/ @co® § Iwavy’” @codwp*” amo [Adpo? ?] 
S$ Mnv* Koddov? azo « II? $ Avdp* mp amo B II? $ @codwp” azo 

Wup” S$ Iw* chav” § pov* $ Mar 

apd 

gil 

xop]t ap” 8 ex v? a } adday” yap" 

[Movvay? 
v? § 

8/ Ar]kacew Bepy? 

py = cav 8°/ amapy” v? y ‘ex"/ v- 

1S fiiy ex v° B/ a fi 

- oyw vavti]K’/ K°"/ Avato*’ vav™ C ys 
]--~ § ph B ex-/v- v° a arorpod” 

a y I? #4 af 

S Tlavvovnu 

eMedu- ot ap- + y: I? ov ap’ o 

Bovywr ap- € Wvpo” ap- 

povarrnpp ap" wy —-yt/ ot ap” B 
p” TIX ¢€ v/ vy eX ev” ato’ mp? emortor” 7°” cupB’ SF mpod- Spopix’/ ado ahday” xp: 

51. Adpod(irw) : Aphrodito should be represented, and as the 
assessors for this place are the most numerous it is probably 

Aphrodito. 

52. pov*: povarrnpiov, 
57. evxwpiadévros ev rh amobyxn mpds émirrodjy Tod cupBotdov 

tmép mpopdcews Spoutx{)v addywv dddayjs. It is not quite clear 
whether dmo6yxy refers, as probably elsewhere in these papyri, 
to the place (Abutig). As Abutig must have been to the north 
of Mounachthé, whereas Aphrodito was somewhat to the south of 
it, there seems no reason why the letter or the articles requisi- 
tioned should have been sent to it, and do6jxn may possibly 

. refer to some storehouse in Aphrodito itself. 
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58 av? Ayiw~ Mapi* ofa” apXoraB* ov a v° B Eud” puo® ummox®/ ov a 

v-aS Bovvwy ofeJ\A~ a Y 

59 Kepapu” odd a v° a Tlakavy* 

v? a our” yak B v? § racpay® B [vp [S] 

60 y/ v? 

Fol. 5 4.) 

61 Bmx 8 ¥/ 8 &/ [ 

62 e Wed? [ 

63 Bovver [ 

64 gp IX x v/ 8 8/ exfor 
Loeb 

65 Kon” Ad[po? 

66 Tax?/ [ 

67 [r"/ av] 8/ em{okL 
paces 

68 Kop: Adpo® kad" B vav™ [. e Medi). [...] y 1? apo 
Tl a 

69 [RB] TWedit kad? § Wuplov 15 Tlax?/ kak" § = Aryuov Tw” 
Kad* § 

70 yy 7X ow 7 

71 fT” / & 8/ emorton- ake vir ex™/ Ooapa yp* & TIX « 2/ iS d rap* Xo s Siwpvy” 
tT ups K*/ avy? v 

72 —— S app vy ikov® iy 

73 Kop: Adpo® avy Kk y In? av ¢ 
74 e Il’x’ av t Bm av’ 
75 Wupovs av’ B Tlax~/ sa? 

76 avy? Ayw~ Mapi* av a 

77 Em 8 &/ erhorod: kay? xov’ o  emray” 7°” Sup? 

58. emmox”/: 2. immoxdpov. 
aedd~: oéAdas; cf. 1847, 14. 

59. xed": xadurdpea, 
OX the over-written letter might be A, but in 1. 249 

it appears to be 6, and the word is no doubt the mapay? of 1847, 
15, where the 8 is certain. Its meaning is quite obscure. 

61. As Pachon 5th was in the 13th indiction and the 14th fell 
in the 14th, the indiction must have begun this year between 
these two dates. C/. 1418, 13, note. 
67. rm avr(n): if a date had been written part of it would 

probably have been visible. 

68. mpiot”: mpiorns. 

71. #41”: the day of the month omitted. 
Kacep vt’ ex”/ Ooapa: this name is given in a most unusual 

form, and it is uncertain what ex”/ can be and whether or not it 
represents some epithet or description of Ocapa. It is just 
possible that Kacey w* has been crossed out, but it is much more 
likely that the apparent stroke is due to the running of the ink 

on an irregularity of the papyrus surface. A similar effect is” 
noticeable in several letters and words of this ade Prob 

read as ék mpoodmov, ‘representative.’ Ovaya is mane l 
“‘Usamah b. Zaid, finance minister. The keeping of the 
bankments in repair was a matter of importance to the finan 
authorities. 

t(ns) vue(repes) xo(uns): of. note on 1416, 66. 
72. €or: inl, 271 and in 1488, e.g. 1. 138, the articles m 

tioned along with dypara for the dykes are £o0t8(es) (chisel: 
The same word must be intended here, but « has certainly 
written before £. It is noticeable that neither of these 
occurs in the specification of quotas. As the line is inser 
below 1. 7 it was perhaps an afterthought. 

77. kan” xov': probably kapiova xovdpd, ‘ shirts of 0 
quality.’ For the supply of xapiov viking emrayis TOU "Ay 
poupyy see 1352. 



B: Teddi 

Ay” Thifvov" 

Tlounnv a 

/ 8/ emotarp~ 7° cvpB” ev 
Kojito” 

apnr vi/ AB. AB Pla] 

fiaS vB 

Adpo® kak av 5 fave 

e Tledu- Sry 2 

Taxavy* §Svy 

Fol. 64] 
8/ emorahp™p” 7” cvp[ BY 

——- [ 

92. pidoxadeias Aovpiwy pera kouicparos. For ovdiwy see 
1336, where the word appears in the form Aovdoiwy. As there 

it appears to be a new word and must mean some kind 
sel. In 1836 vessels so named are employed for the con- 

ce of something by the canal from Babylon to Clysma. 
= naval carpenters (kakagbdra:) are onplone? in the 

ano" Tove : dxd rod Tov. There seems no reason to a 
Bie te. Gi. Setar, Copt. toyow or toyw, Ar. OT? 'y 

It occurs in its Greek form in 1460, 103. 
mo Maapnr vi(ov) ABt ABiP{a] : this person, like all those whose 

Iv. 
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y-/ w- dO 

fh O°/ 5 U/ B yp! Be fs Emp wy U/ 3 ge houge” p* 

313 

Kop’ Adp® kay” xov? de € T?x? Kap’ yor? » y Tledi* Kay” xov? i 
8 Tax~/ i End’ B 

¥)/ 8 p™ San{* av] 

8 amorp: a~ v? § 
[Four lines.] 

|v y 

] a 

]»s 

Pet) 

our” S ereh edn ato? Tovw e® 7°” KX” vmo Ma- 

emu’/ tS emi— map” v°/  Kad* B 7°” 

rat” £ vad’ Ye 

y/ co’ BS fav if 

names are preceded by ind in this account and the following 
one, is not the messenger, but the superintendent of the dock- 
yard, in this case of that at Clysma; he held that position as 
early as A. D. 709 (1336, 12). 

94. f: corrected from v°, which should have been rewritten 
after it. 

95. r°: rexrwy. Something is washed out after a 0’. 
99. After this line the clerk has begun another and then 

washed it out. 
100. The symbol o—— is so far below this line that the line 

may have been continued by two shorter lines ; as too 1. 103. 

ss 

_—— 
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102 Kop” Adpo? [ 

103 7) av" yp* 7? av™ [ 

104 —s [ 

105 y* Thede* vy] 54 

106 [Iaxalup* pv AMS [ oP Syu8 
107 yy] odyp” pale” pu™ K/ vy a/ xal*/ K/ B 
108 ovd)o¥ pu™ K/ af K/ a pips 

109 ~—s [8/] add: eX fi, O°/ Ky 3/ BS yp* BT’ a / wy Ty yad* Bovrup™” yx ex v° @ tou" 
Bourup” 7” Syp? vo @aovBa $ Ovpeep Kedd* p72 § em” wap” 0°/ 8 

IIO Kop” Adpo® y & v?  Eudur g§ v? § Max-/ po? § eae ayy* a v° ee 

Aywov Twov day” Kd v° vB 

III Wupo” gS vw § Bower yS v° § Momny gf v § 

1127” av” yp fi Meo? Kb v°/ 8 X xpe~ Kapp S$ ax"/k™/ S add” ev” yyw BaB” vio 
Adkacep vir Xaam emux’/ em” map” v/ & K/ Se v7/ ie 

113 xarn*/ Kump” K/ BS cav 8°/ amapy” ex-/ K‘/ 

v ny 

114 Kop” Adp” xadk*/ Kump” «‘/ B v° ic B/ 
1157” av” yp* Meo «8 0/15 d e€ap” Kapp S add” ev” vyow Baf” vo Ahkaoem vw Xam 

emux’/ em” tap” v°/ id K°"/ Se v/ ie 
116 : TuAA~ ~—s§_ cay 8°/ aap? x"/ tuAd* Of Y a 

ae 

117 € edu z{v]Ad* 6 v? B Tou tvdAd* 6 v®? B BP Tedi~ tvdd* wyS v° y Kepape” 

tuAA~ Bf va 

118 Wupov Ov Bf 

Fol. 7.] : i ; 

11g 

Adlpo® vp « 
[One line.] 

121 

} v° i S$ ov ap” Kk 

122 

]ve 
[One line.] 

103. # tT” av’: r” seems to be the reading, but is, of course, xeXa(piov) : ‘commissioners of stores’; cf 1414, 43, etc. 
a slip of the pen for rov. 10. Aay": Aaynver; cf. 1483, 417. «dis a correction. ( 

106, The two sums of Xirpac no doubt represent amounts of 112. Adkaoep vi(ov) Xaar: AL Kasim b. K'‘ab, the superinten- 
iron before and after xéOapois. dent of the dockyard at ee, 

107, 108. For the explanation of these lines see the introduc- 113. ex / K°/: €k rod ‘ 
tion and notes to 1369, 116. x(a)r(a) truAa(pia) 5s Fall) a: ze, Sat the rate of I 

109. (€eorat): the amount is not filled in. solidus per 4% rvAdpia.” After the first rvAX~ the number has 

@aovBa § Ovpeeip: the first is just possibly a mistake been omitted. 
for GaovBay = h,3, Thauban. The second is | psec, Umair. 
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124 
] v B 

[Two lines.] 
127 tas S$ Sialo}falfeo*] afalo[* Kolpp[a w? ELepix 

PRD. 
128 Kop” Adpo® av ap~ [py 7” v v° ve [pf [ap? v 7” K v? BIS yf v° off 

/ Epdur* ou ap” « v° § Kp2p® « v? 8/ 
129 y Tledu* apl” Ke v? BS ap” K yra y/ v y§ 

/ B Weds* =r ap? kv B 
130 e Ted." ap" pe v df ap” kK va 

/ Vupov ovap’u va 
131 LaKope ap” € se | Z 2 

/ Aywv Twov? ap’ € v’ § 
132 Tlounnv ap- € we § 2 2 

/ Bovvey apv2 2 Kp? e€ v°d/ 

133 Tlaxavy* ou ap~ » vy 

134 y/ ov ap™ tr 7” cv dX Kpp® pT” Kv € 
135 #& ® 18 0/ 8 8/ add: yp* & TIX € / wy avr tov TpoX amo” caked” F pep? pico’ S$ vv" 

S$ 7XX ax"/k"/ ov” ef wap** 

136 7” oropw” w/ w er” ce S vroorp® v/ 8 er” Ge 

137 Kop: Adpo® v° wS y: In? v° y Saxope v af/ 

avy? Ay Map." v° y op” Ay? Mapi* v® 

138 Aywov Tlwov” v? y BapBap” v° y B fe]&* v°? y 

Tlaxavy* va op” ABB~ Epp* v° v 

139 € Tledu* v af 

140 y/ vw K 

Fol. 7 4.] 

141 - # awd: of [1] /[? 8 

142 y T’n® cad? 
143 7! av™ y 8/ add’ [ 

144 7 av’ S/ add? [ 

145 [ 
146 kop: Af dpo® 

147 Wupolv 

127. tas (kat) Stacradetoa(s) : agreeing with a preceding dprafas. 
Supplement from 1435, 71. 

128. The rates here are of some interest. Barley is half the 

price of wheat. The price of the latter is higher than during 

the governorship of Kurrah, when 1 so/idus corresponded to 

13 artabas (e.g. in 1835), or ‘Abd-allah, when the rate was 
12:1 (1488, 119). In PERF. 587 of A.D. 699 it was 20:1, 
so that despite some fluctuations a rise in the price of wheat 
was taking place. C/ the ‘ Klage eines Muhammedaners iiber 

S 

die theueren Zeiten’ in PERF. 596, a little later than this. 

Kp” : this (= xpiéy or xpiOdv dprdBa) is probably the 

reading, rather than xp? ap; of. 1435, 72. 

135. mpoX: mpoxetpioévrwy in the sense of ‘ paid previously.’ 
puo® §: the § (= xai) is a slip of the pen. 

136. vmoarp* : troarpeWarrer, referring to the sailors and work- 
men; ‘who returned.’ 

141. bawh' 16: or bawdpi 6, but the reading in the text seems 
the most probable, and ¢f 1. 135. d 

$2 
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148 — [i AOJup A 2/ S yp!™ pl) AMY > v/[? 77 av7] d [ovdnp* vrovp? 7” Kap%p*..... emf? 

mralpl") 1/8 ayy y em py? ¢ 
149 Adpo! ayy~ B € Tledu* [ayy*. a| 

150 8/ add” eX fi ADP CF °/ BS yp* fb Em B v°/ 77 av™ d writs S dudonY S e€ap™ mo 
7°” KX” uro Maped 

151 vir AB AB* emuxt/ em” map” v/ er” Gs ax®/ ¢ 
v Sy ayr’/ oB » v° SB/ 

152 — TUAA- vv? i SG v? Kf 

153 Kop” Adpo® ax®/ € ex v° S18 v° BS vB ayk’/ o.Bf € ex v° 6B v° BS vB 

TUN A 7” € VD ¢ 

154 y: Tedu* ax®/ B vag ayr’/ oB* a v $8 

155 B Tedi* ax/ a v 68 ayK’/ oF a v $f 
156 Eudur* 4 Z Z 

TU € va 

7 Tloupnv 2 ¢ } 2 

TU ¢€ va 

158 LaKoope Z Z ¢ e 

TU € va 

159 Tlaxavy* ax*/ B vas ¢ Z 

TU € va 

160 e I’? e ¢ [ayn/]’ of a v? $B 

Fol. 8.] 

161 

]p~ Kad- , 
162 

giro }e’/ 
163 

] v° ‘ 

[One line.] ea 

165 . 
ploviix’/ Maay* .; 

[One line.] ‘te 
167 [Kap? Adpo® ov ap™ apd € Tedu* ov ap’ r B Med" ox ap” of} 
168 [Taxavy® ap” o Tlouznv ap’ t Bovvwly ap!” « : 
169 WVupov [ap7] ve y Tedf* ap’] o povy™ ap” my 4 a 

148. The supplement from 1435, 34,g.v. The entry is out 8 seems to be the over-written a, which in these papyri becomes — 
of order, as the next is only for Athur 7th. a mere symbol ; /. probably “A8(«8)a. a 150. xrif*: J. xricews. 167-169. The supplements from Il. 54, 55. 

151. Aft AS*: the name is "Af: ‘ABBa, but the line above 
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[ae” y 
y/ ov ap~ B 

fe AO’/ wy 8/ SB & mirr*/ evex® 8/ Myr Kepxep orp” aro mod Arrod\dov: 

8° § omeppaBok- v? pBB/ § pep: hop® xap* v « F aap our” euBod- 

¥/ 1B v° KB/ 

317 

LaKope 

$ tp ako x” Movrx vy? 7S 

fe AO’ x 2/ WS yp* & ® ia ¥/ 8 SF cvpmd” drrorw*/ xapp S ax"/x*/ S add- ev” vyow 

Ba” vuzro 

Ahdkacepw vir Xaam emx’/ em” map” 3/ 8 K"/ Se w°/ ve er” Gl xadn®/ 

ump” K/ 
——— typ av™ ex"/ K/ v? = B/ 

a/v kK 
kop Adpo’ xahk*/ ump” K‘/ B v? wy € edu «/S v? yy d of* Cyr? Bux~/ 

ont KS (WL FY oft Lge? 8/ Bur-/ m/ 

[Four lines ?] 

eroux/ Ta[Kavy® , 

y Wed} 
ef ape 5 oy envrp* 6f olor] ve 

8/ add: evey® & T’ B/S yp* pT ¢ 0°/ 8 § pep” Samav- vrovp’ tov Appar” 
ev Avy"! ii1B em” map” 

w?*/ 8 er” co ap® v & 

Kop” Adpo® vie avy? Ay Mapi* v° BS Ay” Iwov™ v° B/ 

Epp” vy 
Bovvev v°§ se Thedi* v? » Tlouwny vy 

y Wn ve LP/ 
pov* Dapoov vy pov" BapBap” vy axope vy 

Vupov va 

Tlaxavy® wey B Ted" v° § y Kepape” v By 
pov* Tapo” v° y 

opovs Ayt* Map- v° y ABB* Eppaw™ vy 
y/ emorahp™ un v? € 

3. omeppaBodt: 2. omeppoBodias; cf Oxy. Pap. 133, 13. 
his word and not oepyoBddn should be read in the index to 

Vol. III of the present catalogue. This requisition is evidently 
one for miscellaneous expenses. It is to be noticed therefore 
that it is called a merrdxov, not an émorody or énioradpa. 

8. «rh.: this and the similar entry in the next line, though 
ably in the same hand, are in blacker ink than the rest of 
page, and are therefore probably a later addition. The 

reading is presumably Aoura{épeva (sc. vopiopara or, less likely, 
in the singular with xeyrnvapiov) dqeidovra CyrnOjvar dia (so in 
1. 179; here omitted) Bixrapos morixod. 

181. From the line above 1, 186 and the non-occurrence of 
any heading between ll. 180 and 186 it would appear that the 
whole intervening space was occupied by the specification of 
the érioradua which begins in 1. 180. Perhaps the same re- 
quisition as in 1435, 76 ff. 
196. emoradp(a)r(a) tn: Ze. there were 18 places to which 

an éiora\ya (in the form of an évyrayov) was sent. 
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Fol. 9.] 

197 
Pop eee '8/ 

198 
‘ 

PB v af 
199 

je w $8 

[Three lines.] 

203 | | BLS 3 
vau™ t v® é 

204 B [Medi* var] = v° ¢ [ vav] 7 v° 7 Kad~ a vi 

Bovvwv vwrava 

205 Wupov [va aval | vav™] B v° B 
Ayvov lw’ v- ava 

206 yf vav™ 68 v? od Kad* § v? p , 
207 8/ add eX fi Ss yp* fT: av” =f amorpod” vav™ ve ex v° af ex-/ vav™? \ K/ ey 

208 Kop Adpo® vav? B vy e¢ Il’n va v° af y-'Il’n® v* a » af 

209 Tlaxavy* vav7 B vy Epo” v* B v? y Bovvwoy v- a v® af 
210 Kepapwo” vav’ a v° aS Vupo” v* Br y Aywov Iwov v* a v af 

211 Saxoope vav7 a v? af avy® Ayw— Map~ v* a v® af 

212 y/ vav™ ve v° KBS 

Fol. 9 4.] 

213. 8/ add aX [ aA ee 

214 e Ix’ [ 
215 Thou” [ 
216 y/ [ 
217. 8/ ad? eX _ [ 7 

218 oe [ 
219 Kop” Adi po® 
220 opovs Ays~ Map~ xl [ 
221 opovs ABB* Epp~ x°/ Xe [v? a pov® Tlapoo!! x°/ de [vy a 

K/ \}r va , = 

222 -€ Ix? K°/ wn [v°] § [pov] Papoov x*/ As [v? a ae 
alyy? Ayu Map~ x*/ wm v® § Ogg 

223 pov BapBap” = K// Nev? a yt/ ad” Kh/ hos [e}/ v° [i}e : ae 
224 = 8 add: XX fi MX if yp? 6 T’ C 0/3 eS TOE ROMY VDE] Po 

204. v° i: after i, 6 or e is washed out. 

207. u(nvos): the name of the month was not filled in. these two persons was the superintendent of the 

p: mepi, as in the minutes of the letters. Babylon. This may serve as a slight indication of the 
217. evx(wptoOewns): ¢ corrected from y. 
224. Oar: Oaddoons. introduction. ovpmd’ is a correction, 

K°’/ Oad~ vio Adkaoep vw Xaam 

Adkacep vi(ov) Xaam (kat) leCed vi(ov) ABiegid: the first oO ee 

and sphere of operations of this xodprov Oaddacons ; of. g 



229 0=— 8 aNd” XX ft MX 

229. mapacy® kth.: mapacxebévra (2.¢. voplopara) imép ripis rev 
troreraypévoy elddv damdvns Kal rpopis ddéywr "ApaBikod vorapiov 
_auvovros évdsé@ maydpxe. tpopijs ddéyov, as appears from the 

articles specified, is to be taken separately from d8amdyns, as 
a single phrase ; the meaning of the whole is ‘for the main- 
tenance of an Arab notary and the keep of his horses.’ This 
shows that Arabs formed part of the staff of provincial govern- 
‘ment offices, and also furnishes an illustration of the regular 
employment of notaries in the capacity of messengers. 
232 ff. There is a difficulty as to this folio. It consists of two 

fragments which the fibres show to be continuous. On both 
recto and verso the writing on each fragment has no connexion 

_ with that on the other. No other folio of the book has the 
_ entries arranged in double columns; and as there is a gap 
between the small strip of f. 10 which was still connected with 
-f.9 and the first of the two fragments, it is just possible that 
f. 10 is really lost and that these two fragments represent two 

of one folded sheet. The writing of the two columns 
“seems, however, too near together for this, and, moreover, there 
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225 S$ TeliS ws APuelid w*?/ ve er” of 

226 kop: Adpo® xadk®/ kump” K/ a v° > B/ B Ia’ pv ve yy 

| Eugy swe v aP/ , 
aay Tlounnv A Ke v? a B/ 

228. y/ K/ Bw wy 

) B/S yp* f AOY/ = 2/8 rapacy® SF trys tov vrorerayp® et°/ 

Saray § rplo]p ado Apafi‘/ vo" 
230 o’ov™ ev? seipaipk fi B em™/ wap” [7]/  ap® v? BS 5/ 

i ara ° 

231 ev amapy” v° BB/ ov" mpoB* 8 ex v° § v? B[?P eda} po ays v? B/S am euBo* 

ov ap SP Lee D2 Le e/ | bP 
Fol. 10.] 

Col. 1.] 
232 ] xe S Sant? mapa|pu\day: oro” Avy™ 

233 ] cou Ked® am euBodl? ] . 
v° € «8 ph 

234 ] edafe}” [9] 7°” wy [ of] gf 7 pS ve ad” Ki/ 

af 84 ‘2 As’ v? KS py"! 

+ 235 ] gb vw? x8 pif ef vd / 
af 8% ‘py? KS’ ; 

236 ] 3f v? $4 8 C v° Kd Ko/ 

af & ‘y? KS’ : 

237 J yf v? € «5 pr} ol ve Kd Ko 

af 8/ ‘py? Kd’ 

238 ] gl $ KS poh er eee eee / 2 
af 8 ‘y° KO ph’ : 

239 3f $K8 [v7] g C v Ks x?*/ 

af 8 ‘vy? KS’ 

240 al) K/ of v° 84 KS. [.-]--[ 

is no trace, as in all the other folios, of the holes for the string 
which bound the book together. It is therefore very improbable 
that Cols. I and II are separate folios, and we must conclude 
that for some reason the entries on this folio were arranged in 

two columns, 
233. KeA® : KeAevovros ; cf. 1870, 17 ; or K(a)r(&)] Ocod Kéde(vory). 

234. eAaiov xrd.: the sum written above is the total price, 
which is as nearly correct as the fraction system will allow. 

ofor(s) (errat) ¢: above the ¢, v° «d’, the total price, has 
been written, but apparently washed out later. 

236. y ¢v° 8’: the figure seems to be ¢. It is extraordinary, 
therefore, that the result is stated as }s. while in other cases 
the price of the same quantity is given as 44s. Perhaps the 
difference here is due to the roughness of the fraction system, 
an attempt being made to make up a previously stated total 
exactly, which might not have been possible had the fractions 

here been given as$+,+-25. It isto be noticed that a uniform 
quantity of salt costs in ll. 234, 238, #3 s., and in ll. 235-237 dys. 

we —— 
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241 [8/ add- vx yp* UX € 0/ wy & ovpmd” pho? rt” vaorerayps vav™ ov) 8 7” vt 

kop? 

242 [orad® ex” Avaro® \ vavrix/ ax/K"/ S S]p°p? x/ v/ oB e&edO"/ ao Aaodiux*/ [S] _ 
eraven® emi” map” 0°/ vy 

243 [xop” Adpo® Iw* Ara Typ v? § PolB* TLapovd v° § Po.B* Avov” v? § Tewp? Bap™ rio! § 

244 ov |umd" po? Movaa’” Vor amo Adpo? ora‘ er/ Avaron” v° § 

245 xlop” ap” 8 ex v° a S pep® tp® adg  adday” xop 

246 [Movvay? ] Kaews ve: Acvap emux/ 2” 8 em” map” / 8 
247 Je In yop’ ap” a y: Il’r® yop” ap” a 

248 ?xalu- B ex v 8 v° § yuo? apXorap* v B 
249 ] tacpay® B v° § yuo? urmoK’/ ov a v af 

250 ] cay? K/ 8 apoB” p 
251 ] Vouov 8% wpoB’ € 8/ ok’/ wpof” is 

252 ] Atoddo ny” cay? K/ a 

Col. I1.] 
+[ 

+orad~ 8/[....- | Bept® § Koopa orp* amo x[” WB* 
255 otak~ 8/ Kolopa] amox WiB* X mp? Samar{? 

hice Movoyn vw Nocalep ’ 

apduB* 7 evey® fp O°/ 0 v/ ve mapadl 

pumap” K/ [ 
mies 

259 Kal” Adpo® 
[One line ?] : 

261 BaBvdwvr- yL 

€ TWedu- [ 

y Med[e]- [ 
B Tedu- [ 

265 ~=Ilaxavy* [ 

241-243. Supplements from 1435, 64-66 

242. Aaodix®/ : Aaodikeias or, as in 1435, 65, Aaodixias. The 
place meant is doubtless the Laodicea on the Syrian coast. As 
the fleet started from there, it was perhaps the head-quarters of 
the xodpaor ’Avarodijs. 

245. §: aslip of the pen for 6 
246. ] Kaets w(ov) Accap: Kais b. “Ayyar; it is not clear 

whether this name should be preceded by 8(a) (meaning that 
this person brought the éwioraApa) or by imé (meaning that he 
was the superintendent of the posting-station). 

249. wacpay’: cf. 1. 59, note. 

250. cay’: for this obscure word ¢/. 1414, 16, etc. 
eneiulpaia ?): of. 1416, 41. 

251. on'/: Z, probably oKuTéwy. 

252. ny”: perhaps iyyoupévou, prior (of a monastery). 
253. +[: apparently a new heading. 

254. xo(piov) ¥.8": from the next line, as this Cosmas was 

probably the same as the person there mentioned. 8% is 
perhaps YiBaveBer; cf. the rémos of that name which occurs 

several times in 1419, etc. 

255+ mp°: mpoxpeias Or mporedeias. ; 

256. Movon vt(ov) Nocaep: Misa b. Nusair, the conqueror of — 

Spain; cf. 1850, 5. Miisa left Spain about the beginning of 
A. H. 95 and began a triumphal march to Damascus, arriving in 
Fustat in Rabi‘ I. of A.H. 96 = Dec., a.D. 714 (Weil, Gesch. 
der Chalifen, 1. p. 541). With this agrees 1485, 125, where 
a charge in connexion with Miisa falls émi (js) mapov( 
i(v)8(uxredvos) ty (A.D. 714-715). The dandyy was no doubt 

connexion with his visit to Fustat, where he was magnificently , 
entertained. 

257. apps : this is written slightly above the line, and is ‘ 
part of the main entry. Its meaning and extension are doubtful ; 
as it is apparently a note on the following entry it may be some 
part of dupiBaddo or apdiBodos, implying that there is some 
doubt as to its correctness, but this is quite conjectural. It 

occurs again in Il, 303, 306 @. 1° would seem to be rijs, agreeing 
with a noun understood or lost in the lacuna. op 
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Eudurevr®” f 
Ay” Twvouri” [ 
Vupov [ 
Tlowwny [ 

y/ park” O ef x*/ 8/ [ 

Fol. 104.] 

Col. 1.] 
ajup* vy €or" vy 

ayly ¢ app y Sof]. 
ly B 
18 #p ib A 
] 2 2 omy 

] 
Je Medi?..[-..-]Jr° a v° BS 

] Kad? § v® af 

] § v° af 
280 ] a v° BS mpi” a v? BS 

ev” vjyo” BaB” jie 
] y TWedt Kad* a v C§ ayy Vupo” kah- ayy* a v® yf 8% 

q kah* a ] C§ B edu ay? a v? yf 87 Tlaxavy— kot a? § 

284 BT Kopiop” oir” amo” Tovw <” 7°” KAY 48 ovr” Kaj\~— B v? B 

rave 

285 ] Katt § vw y Taxavy- kar~§ v y 
] fis 87/ Kop? Adpo® Kad* a vw OS 

ae v «B/% 
Jo’ v y 8/ ov- e&v Bap v? Kn 

. BS 
290 ] v Lynd 

Col. II.] 
1 foal? «/al 

Buc'/[ J Axl 
e Tedu* pacts 2 q..Paf 

Bug" el 
opous Ayi/ [Mapi]~ «€ e[ 

yy oploB}l p aay’ K°/ 8 pack [ 
+8/ add- evex? fi Dawg: .] V/ 8 yp WX v/ = § [ 

270. pati” : + a misspelling of paiov (sc. otdjpov). 284. Cf.ll.92,93. This and the following lines of this column 
—— K*/s Kabapow, are written with a thinner pen than the foregoing but probably 

rc 282, ayy(apevra): the number of dyyapevrai has not been by the same hand, 
filled in; so with kad(apdra:) after Yipov. ayy~ is very likely 293. pao’: pactepr. 
a later addition. e[. J’: certainly not pop”, 

mm TY. Tt 
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Kon” Adpo® [ Je edt [ 

[Halkaw® v°[ 

300 Tloupnv ef [ 

§ ry” eSov Sarav § rpod’ adoy® Tpasx:/ fo" 
ev amapy” v° BB/ ovr” mpoB* 8. v? [ 

appyB* dv a] ov ap~ & Kpp? t ad{” «°/ 
T’ £ § ry” xadkl/ xump® «*/ BX ovpmdnp~ xovplaov 

305 kop” Adpo’ xark*/ K/ a v? s B/ [ b ig 

306 em” Tlounv 2 pKe v? oH [ 

306.2 apgup 
307. a Way” ¢ 8/8 § typ? edov Sarav? $ tpop? adoy” Bux[7” 

308 avr” Buxrwp v° sy % ovres mp? = ex v’ § v? [y 

308* x 8-/ xf 
Kap.” Adpo® v® & ovr” mpoB- ¢ v y [ 

310 — MNevre Wed» By Hy 08 pou va [ 

Fpaux”/ vor~ a v° Bx ovr” mp® B v® [a 

appari” of a pn apB- poy~ v° ay if [ 
emoux/ Taxavy® v° ay 8 ovr® mpo® a [vr § 

B TMeSit am evBod” ot ap~ B xpp? [ 

B15), \ 7 Kapp* BaBud\” cad A ovrws Kop” Adf{po? 

ihe 1 recto.| 

Tewp}ywov Evax m’/ ano 

v°| y Maka‘ v° y [ 

] eee 
J W8ovry [----]- of av” [ 

Fragm. 1 verso] § 

320 Enjov —[ 
] f ‘ 

ylp~ Se Mayor 5 3/ r av’ & plo? he 

] oT ups Kops [ 4 
J € Tedtadelv 

325 ] [How}ny 

301. Tpatk(ov) vor(apiov): ‘a Greek notary’; cf. 1. 229. avoid altering the numeration of the following lanai Y 
damdv(ns), as there, goes with vorapiov, not with addj{o)». meaning is not clear; 8-/=dd rv (or rod). yx may be x[ (pi 

303. xpp": cf. note on 1; 128, 312. 2. dppadirov dydpatos évds jt) AapBdvovros poydy. Tl 
304. ump”: w written, as often, for o = xémpov. money is for his damdvn. a 
307. a: the bearing of this numeral is not clear. 315. xadk'/: xaxeis. is - 
308*. At first overlooked, and therefore numbered thus to 319. ]. 07: apparently not amo’. 
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Fragm. 2 recto.} ' mated fe 103 

v? vaf 

v? ey iB 

y f raf? Bepi? fs ve § 

ly 7" xap~ ayp~ " S 
Y vav* mov” Baor® Syp: Site 

J: peo? ovpX  vmovp? 

aaa 

] v° is oh 
J vy ¢ 

ig me 

-_ Fragm. 2 verso.| 

: ie ; 

N [ 
ws he” Se .[ 

326 ff. It is very doubtful whether this fragment belongs to 
the present account at all. The hand seems different, and the 
character of the entries on the verso is unlike anything else 
in the account. The fragment is, however, given here for 

i as it may possibly be a later addition to the 

328. ragi® Bepi®: 2. rakWiov Bepedapiov. ragidioy occurs fre- 
quently in the Coptic texts, apparently in the sense of expedition, 
the meaning given by Soph., s.v. (Crum). Here it probably 
means the wages or damdvn of a courier; cf 1440, 4. 

329. xap~ ayp~: xapriwy dypdpay. 

PAPYRUS 1485.—a. pv. 715-716. 

of 1434 the present book contains a number of requisitions not to be found there. It gives 
otas of each requisition assigned to Aphrodito and oi dvtes év BaBvkdu. The pany 

ties and points of interest are discussed in the notes. 

TO2 
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Fol. 1.) Blank. 

Fol. 1 4.) 

be eae [ove eorw Os et] py o povos — 
3° Maper amtogrodos Ov 
3* . , 4 

4* ABSehpehee ig 
ag OVseseee d 

6* (?) OArady cow Baw 

Fol, 2.] 

1 + Xvv® doy? Siadopp of e/mpX S Samav’ 8/ lepnur* S ABav* vaso? Kop” Adpo? w*/ 
[iS ?...]-0-- W/o eo eee 

o—— 

2 8/ emorahp |p” tov cvpBov]r” 

atx Xof*. °/ wy] § [dr]doxade* xap[p]* S$ ax*/k"/ S Sp°pl*! ov? ev” vylow] BaB" uro 
Adkaloren vw [Xaar] vo Key 

4 vav™ a [7] & v? a B/ v? 5 B/ odpX a 7” fp vv? aB/ vv 5 B/ Kad~ B ex~/ 

7. .c{ eae 

5 Si- Koop »° [eoS 7B [xd] pep’ Bap’ v° n(x] 
6 o%X T 5 / wz § po’ S Saray ayyl* a--...--- » ++ hofy? aidyp* vmoup? 7°” 

Ole Rieurbea vere vea eh i yd 
7 de Kop: [v? i] pep? BaBvu* [v? ] 

8 o7X MX B 2/77 av? & pep? pio? S Ovvodp[u.-....++++--] mayapX Aar® e&e, 

7 See] 
9 du? Kop: [v?] BL ] 

1*-6*, This protocol is very badly written and when acquired 
was in a fragmentary condition. At first nothing could be 
made of it, and it was therefore disregarded in numbering the 
lines of this document. Having subsequently been pieced 
together and read, it is, for convenience, numbered with 
asterisks. 

1*. 0 povos: 6 O(€d)s pdvos or O(ed)s pdvos is the usual formula, 
but the reading here, though not certain, is probable. 

3*. Arabic. 
4*. The ‘perpendicular writing ’ before this and the following 

line begins with what might be a; cf Karabacek, Av. Papyrus- 
protokolle, pl. 2,a similar formula, where Karabacek reads ano. 
The character at the end of the line, read as e, might be 6. The 
reading ABéeApedcx is a Priori likely, and, if the reading of 
1. 6* is correct, the only possible name, but the letters are very 
badly formed and must be taken more or less on trust, After 
that read as « is a downstroke followed by an oblique upstroke, 
which has been treated as part of the formula at the end. If 
not so, it cannot be got into ASd8eApedex and leaves a character 
unaccounted for. It might well be w/. 

5*. ov.....: no doubt ctpBovdos, but no letters after v can 
well be read. 
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pep: BaBu* v° ag 

6*. Each word is extremely doubtful. The meaning is ‘Six 
and ninety,’ z.¢. of the Hegira. 

I. Udy Ged Adyos Siaddpor orixyor ciompaxbevrav Kat Samaynbev- 
tov 5’ ‘Iepnpuia cal "AOavaciou irodexray kouns “Adpodira, a 

2. The book includes more than one account. The first is” 
concerned with the émordApara of the Governor. ia 

3. or*: orowxet; added by a reviser, who may, however, 
the same as the clerk who wrote the whole account. 

4. v° F B/: this shows that the service was for 4 months. 
odp*: sic; 1. o8npoxadkeis? cf. 1438, 37. 
ex-/ r...: from the total amount of wages the rate n 

have been 13s. each per month. Hence the reading may 
ex-/ 1 y* af], Ze. ék Tod Texvirov. ~~ 

6. For this cf. 1484, 33f. It seems, however, impossible here 
to read repapiov after irovpy(ias), and the amount at the e 
the line, which should be «, seems clearly to be «. Th 
therefore, some doubt as to whether this line and 1434, 
really refer to the same requisition. - 

8. (kat): written by inadvertence. 
mayapx(tas) Aatw(v): Latonpolis. 5 
efe.ga..[: the papyrus is intact both here and at the 

end of the other lines, but all trace of ink is obliterated. 



ax’/x"/ ov™ ef tap * 

10, Cf.1434, 135 . 
12, 1484, t5o0f. 

__-'13. amo ypov" 1 § avw e: J. dd ypdvOav n Kai avo ¢, 7.e. ‘of 
8 palms long and upwards, 5.’ The articles referred to are 
acacias, as appears from 1484, 153. 

14. ¢*: 2. pdddas, A follis was the 12th part of a carat, 
The reckoning is not in the other accounts so minute in the 
case of dpiduia. 

__ 15. It appears from this that work was even yet going on at 

the mosque of Jerusalem. Probably iné (of the architect) 
_ rather than 8(d) (of the messenger) should be read, since in 
1. 76 the same man seems to occur, and it would be a curious 
coincidence that both the requisitions relating to Jerusalem 

_ should be brought (at different dates) by the same messenger. 
In 1834, 1 the architect of this mosque seems to be Yazid b. 

Tamim. Perhaps the present person was his son, who had 
succeeded him in the post. 

anorp’ x/ orp”; cf. note on 1484, 16. 
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o7X Tay” ¢ [/} 77 av” avte trav mpoX anol olaxedd: § [plep! pul! [v*p* $ reywv 

7” FTOpe” [v° e}ys 
pep: BaBv* v® d§ 

[v? vals y 

BS ¥B 

reps BoB” v? yS 7B pj $4 

v? 3 

yep: BaB® [p°] of 
— Dovf” wu? Kopi” our” S] eraipp «°/ amo” Tow 

PY [de 

pep: BaB’ ve? yB/ 

yy) » «oJ B wd pry 

v° ig B/ 

ep BolBp* »* of 
7” KX” xad* a em pl ¢ & wo? S$ Saray 

v OS 

pep: BaB’ vv’ y¢F 

[v}? pa B/ 
~ +] eh kv? is B/ 

II det Kop v? O 

12. Em [B t}/ 8 Aoyw krio® S drdoxadher* S [e~ap™ wou]” 7°” KX” [70] Maaped wr ABiB- 
emux®/ 

13 amo ypov” n S avw € ex v® [§ iB v° BS ¥ 6] ayk’/ ovBt € ex v° 6B v° 

(oT ee ev ¢ 
14 ut Kop” v° CS [y g* B] 

15 Emd[-/] 77 av” Aoyw viovp’ pay” lepolvao*...--] w- Telid ayy* afiis o” v° § 
amotp: «/ otp* 

16 wu" Kop” v° y 

17 = Em [k]}y [0 ]/ [77 ale” doyw drroxarer 
er" KN” Gi 8 

18 Ka a 7” bv? af ve ¢ [a 7” fv ad’ vy) € 

19 wu- Kop v? C[y] | 

2 [yy/ ] 

Fol. 2 4.] 
21 Meo] « / 8 & rfp? o)[Slnp” A xpe* Kapp* S$ addo emurayp™ 7” Syy? «°"/ w*?/ ic 

er” GC 
22 a[n|p* pu™ K«*/ y Kouvdil- to y pep: SF amovor.~  xa-/ K/ B 
23 det Kop” [y]? [cla + 

24 @°/ [.] °/ 77 av™ Noyw didoxade* mow” 

ao” v° § amorp’ 

25 8" Kop Voy 

} 26. v/ 77] av” doyw veohk’/ S xrio® S didon’/ S poly]* [Mwayapu ? alx"[/]k’[/ S$ ad)\o 
i ev” vnow BaP” fie 

i 27 ayy Bice VEGF exh hey” fais. ue Fie we e 

l 28 odpX B ex v? af 8% ex-/v? iffS] 

29 wu Kop: [v? Klfd/ gr 8 pep"] Bab’  wS 7d gr y 

17. 1484, 92 ff. E 
20. As the second sum is apparently the total for Babylon, 

that for 7 idia kopn must have come in the portion lost from the 

middle. Owing to the loss of the sums in 1. 7 and of one fraction 

in the total for Babylon, it is impossible to restore what is 
missing. The » at the end is the 8 fol/es of |. 14. 

21. addo: Sic. 

22, otdnp*: sic, apparently; 2. ot8ypov. For the explanation 
of this line see the introduction and notes to 1869. 

26. veodx”/: probably some derivative from veodkéw (vewAxéw). 
The v would seem to point to an erroneous form vedAxvois or 
vedAkvpa, perhaps by confusion with é\xo. 

poya(s) Mwayapir(wv): if this is the reading, Meayapiréy is 
of course to be taken with poyds only; the construction is 
similar to 1484, 229, Samdvys kat tpopas dddywy *ApaBiKxod 
vorapiov. 

ado: Sic. 



30 v/ zy? av? & pep? pro? S$ ow.” Twdd of.........]-- 

31 wi xo” — [vy] B/ 
ino & & mip? yader/ wump™ «/ BX [s: 
33 vou 

34. — AL O/]? = 2/77 av" hove doi vmoup? 7” Kap{p*].[-...-+++- 

ex"/ av? 7” 4 [vy] § 

35 ide? Kop: [v? 8] 
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Kop v fa iB] ¢* 

{1435 

»+ 0” ot ap” » 7” po? 

vey 

asa Ba’, v° a B/ 

i -e v°] ny [»° Je B/ 
ulele® BaB’ v? €f Kd ¢ a] 

84 g po’ § Samar 

y° 

pep’ BaB’ vB 

36 Meo!*l «5 0/ 8 ae xpe* Kapp S ak/x"/ S add” ov? ev’ vnow BlaB” v70 "ices 
+ Xaam e7ik / 

37 em” [map v/ & «°"/ Se v/ cle xadk*/ kutp” K/ Bex v° ny 

ex"/ K‘°/ v° is B/ 

38 Se? Kop” v° ia rf [¢* y pep: BaP” v® elf Kd g 0 y/ v &¢ x5 pC 

BaB* v° raf 6% f* if 

Fol. 3.] 

39 MX cc 0/ 8 & aru! Lut um d dop* av?™ 7°” Spl v OY. 

40 Su? Kop!) Ly oB v° > [yy pep’! Babu iv? y 

41 ay? «0 § amapy” pedovapX a \ 7” xapp* xop [e}a[corladp7p” vy 
2 ut Kap v? [B] pep? Babu va 

43 § amapy” epy* xB ex [..]..[...-..--5- ] vp! Kop v° ia 

44 wi Kolp” v° Ly] pep» BaB? vy B/ 
45 app? mm F tye: xhwp” xop” ap” a A [Spopix: ao xwp: Mov|vay® 8/ Dol B]* apxoz{a]p* 

; va 

46 | ov Adpo® v? B/ [pep"] BaBud” v° y 

47 we & Samav- v°v* BS ex v? af .ex"/ [8]/ BoP [Avovuco? m/ d «"/ Avaro* 

v? yf 8” 

30. Twdov: if rightly given, a proper name, but the line over xapaSioe were perhaps at Clysma, as the next ony is for xapaBor 
o is more like r than v (there are, however, parallels in this 

collection), and perhaps rwdo” or rw(v) Ao’ is the right reading. 
at(rov) apr(aBas)  rov pod(tov): the meaning is obscure. 

The natural meaning, 7. e. ‘8 artabas of wheat at I s. per odius,’ 

seems impossible, because of thé rate. According to a passage 
in Hultsch, Metrol. Script. 1. 258, 5, the Ptolemaic artaba = 43 
Roman modiz, and the Romans introduced an artaba equal to 

3% Roman modiz. Whatever the capacity of the artaba used at 
Aphrodito, the rate of 1 s. per modius is hopelessly inconsistent 
with the rate current at this time, viz. Is. per 10 artabas (1434, 

wa ie Perhaps a figure giving the rate has been omitted after 
po’; cf. however Il. 86,122, notes. For the modius see especially 
Pap. Lips. 97 and the introduction to it (p. 250f.). It is hardly 
possible to take rod podiov here with dpraSav as = pérpov podiov 
in the Leipzig papyrus. 

32, 33. This entry has been (rather imperfectly) washed out. 
It is substantially repeated below, as ll. 36-38. 

34. Apparently 1434, 148, but the entries do not quite agree. 

If they are the same the total amount here should be 9s. These 

at Babylon. 

36. 1484, 112. This entry is out of order. 
38. The sums at the end are the totals for Aphrodito and 

Babylon respectively. The second is correct ; the first should 

be v® £3 p* ¢. ; 
39. tmep tynijs Cvydy in Ady@ Hopérpov dvdparddav rov Snuoiov. 

¢vya are a kind of yoke or forked sticks for confining the arms 
and perhaps the neck during the march, much like the évAopay- 
yava of 1884. The 7 at the end seems to be a correction. 

41. pedovap*: this looks like the word pvAwvdpyxov, which in 
these papyri occurs elsewhere only as the name of a rézos (¢.2. 
1419, 281), but a miller does not seem a likely person for naval 
service. Possibly, however, there were mills in connexion with 
the naval stores department at Babylon. 

Xp emoradp"u": possibly yapis émirra\pdrov, meaning that 

this was an extraordinary requisition of some kind. 

v° y: y a correction ; so probably the figures in I. 42. 

45. v° a: aa correction ; so too y in 1. 46. 

47. ex’/: éxdorov. ‘ ‘ 

as 
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[ wut Koll y° BS pep? Baf” y a 8/ 

49 ayp* ¥ 77 av” § uo? w* § amo y: Tedi*- -[8/ emuat* 7°” oupBolwr® vy af 
50 8? kop [v? a] pep? BaB” v? § 
ist ayp- § po? Meow" Avan® $ [.....:..] Koopa ovpx v? a of 
52 ut Kop? [vy Sy ] pep: BaB” v? vB 
53 TIX k vf 7? av™ § hog ee sin pén Balar? 2222. S ad]A a? 8/ Bux™/ m"/ 

> . v? § 

54 18x" Sd be BB/ ] Hep: Bab’ v° ay 
55 writ [ y/ v «yy ] BaB v? iaS y 

Fol. 3 4.] 

56 aroiX TIX «8 °/ 8 § Samay Tparx’/ voT §/ Bux/[7 @eod]oow™” m7/ v? 8 

57 5e* kup” v? B B/ pep: BaB’ v° aly) 
58 ayp- Meo® » v/ 77 av? & amapy” epy* a uy? r” xalp]p* n” Hururfiov Avari* azo Kep~ 

pw” § [vl af Kd 

59 ve? Kop: [v? §} 8% pep: BaB’ v° ¥ Kd 
60 /Pu a u/ & § cvpmd” yadk®/ kup” K/ B [A drron*/ app S$ axK"/ ev" v]y[o]o Baf’ 

. xark/ KB ex-/ v 5 B/ [»"] vy 

61 Si? Kop [v° nS y x5 Hep] Bab” v° Sy KS 
62 AO*/ «8 0/ 8d xpea® on? ywopt ae... eee eee ]“ sv vy 
63 woe Kop” [v? B Help? BaB’ va 

64 ox TIX € 0°/ [thy § oupmd: po” 7” vrorerayp® r[av™ ov 8 77 vp ] Kop orad' e17/ Avato* 

—  vavrin’/ ax"/K"/ S [Splon” «°*/ w*/ iB 

65 $ «&O°/ azo Aaodixi~ S$ eraveO” emi” map” w i iy 
Me ap’? v? B 

66 Iwo* Ara Typ v° § Plo B- [TLlapolv]d v° § DorB™ Avwrnow” v° § 
667.5 Tewp’ Bap? — v° § he 

68 We Kop Vv ay pep: BaB” v° B/ 
69 =Max® ¢ 0/8 § pep: Samat v7 tov Apipad{u” ev Avy]™ fuB emi” zap” w*?/ 8 

ell fa] apu’ v? ie 
o——_ : 

49. ayp* ¥: for the symbol cf. notes. on 1419, 99, 741. 
must be &ypahoy or dypddov, but the meaning is not quite clear. 

_ It may refer to the non-entry of this item in some other register. 
_ 51. Lkcvvbiov Avava: no doubt the person mentioned below 
(1.58) as having run away. 
55. v° vagy: this should be »° «as unless there was a y after the 
ae in Il, 40 or 42, where the surface of the papyrus is a little 

} ae This and the remaining entries, being out of chronological 
order, are perhaps additions to the register. 
— «pya(rov) a pvyo(vros) rw(v) kapa(Ber) nr(o1) : here #rot seems 
ean, a8 usual, namely’; of. note on 1438, 53. The workman 

ayp* having.run away, the cost of finding a substitute was charged 
on the dioiknots. One would expect amd after puyédvros ; as it is 
not inserted, ¢pydrov is probably to be taken directly with ray 
kapdBov ; ‘the workman for the xdpa8o: who ran away.’ 

60. ae ea: from 1434, 175. 
62. ox: obscure. 
65. em cles) mapou(ons) «w8(cxrcov)o(s) vy: elsewhere in this 

account the ‘present indiction’ is the 14th, except in Il. 95 
and 125, where, as here, it is the 13th. As suggested in 
the introduction to 1484, the reason for these inconsistencies 
is probably that the phrase is a quotation from the letter ordering 
the payment of the tax.* _ 



70 wou Kop” Vv? i 
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[+ ]ep® BaB” v® € 

71 G09 « °/i8 § \ Saray S$ tpog” adoy® [..-.. emi” map” ujy®*/ i8 t* S Starr tap~ Kopp~ 

ye SLeprx 
72 amt euBo* oft ap” pv 7” 4] Kp%p® v 7°” K yy v? iff 

ae i 

73 di- Kop: v° fa B/ pep: BaBY v S¥ 

74 otX TY x &/ wy oyw vavrir’/ ax/K/ S pp’... . +e eee es via" € em fe pT Sam~ 

aie 
75 WSi- Kop? v? € BaP" [vy Bf eeesecererereectjeeee fe] Maa vw § 

amo” K~/ayp~ 

Fol. 4.] All lost except margin. 

Fol. 5.] 

v of 

76 = AOL/] x °/ 8 &  [Papday? Karepy” pay? fep[”... .] w? ie{i8 emin’/ en{e]- rap” 

w*/ i8 er” cl 
77 ayy* y pw” San[* ev amlapy” fyi B tour ex~/ apr? v° 

£§ o” v° § amorpod” 

78 ex~/ v°? «BS 
cee 

79 vou? Kap" v° ie [H]ep? BaP” v? 

80 / T’ « 8/8 § Samar Kovpo” Oadd~ w*/ I. alr eyBodr? WY” ap” prs 7°” y a” yn! 

S$ vav* 
vy uf 

81 ovm[plp* 8 [o”...)e” S vav* ‘y® 8S 718’ eau” pf Kd ek Vv? ¥ 

7 pt ‘yn’ of” pe Er” pte v8 

82 ar / ppd v° 8 yi/ » MS 7B 

8 aa a ule A 4 A 

83 wou Kap [»*] hea? fs pep]? Ba” ° “8 B/ , 

71. ra(s) (kat) Ssarr(a)A(ecoas) map(a) Kopp(a) wo(v) Sfeprx: 
apparently the meaning is that this was a requisition ordered by 
Kurrah before his retirement from the governorship, C/ 1434, 

127, 128. 
75. The words at the end are a continuation of 1.74. Hence 

the quotas of Aphrodito and Babylon are put close together at 
the beginning of the line. 

ano’ K~/ayp~: ard ris Kataypapys, but the meaning here is 
not quite clear; cf., however, the note on 1. 130. 

Fol. 4. Slight traces of writing remain in one or two places. 
76. addayn(s): if this is right it is probably used in the same 

sense as in the common phrase, adAay" otdnp* Ba”, z.¢. to mean 
‘a shift,’ but the over-written letter looks much more like y than 
n, and there is room for two or possibly three letters between 4 

and X, so that possibly some other word was written. 
77. ex-/1 é&dorov. ex-/ in the next line is no doubt the same, 

referring to the dmorpoy. 
80. yu’: obscure ; yrabie or yudbp seems quite inappropriate. 
81. ovmpp": for the reading cf ll. 87, 88. The meaning and 

extension are obscure. It may be oomp* ap” (cf. e.g. 1441, 109), 

the over-written « and + being run into one, but the second — 

letter in all cases certainly looks much more like v than o~ 

+.’ no doubt the wi’ of 1. 80, The c® gives some slight ; 

support to yrabio. r 

83 a. A correction of the entries in 1.83. The original entries 
there are underlined to cancel them, In that for the kop the 
first figure looks more like i than x, 

— 
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xop” ApaBix”/ w[l..........)A® tpoh? adoy® WS adday” x” 

ejrun’/ ere pid vy B 

yr Bf 
[v°] By Kd 

BlaB” ov ap” € ovmpp™ B v® § 8/ Kd s 

v? ciB y iB Kd 

Savio */ & emoradpl ul) §/ APalvaor? vol- v° poby iB Kd 

[xe] ¥ iy 

> ] 
ber) 

er” ce vau™ € [av® Samav™| mapX ex’ wo? 7” av G Pp B 

v° BS 

vn 
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84 /T’ ie ¥/ 8 F ty” y* 
Movvax? alay} Av” $ Amod\w 

85 [ 
86 [ 

87 TWAS Fd Saihaa pax map~ ¢[v]\[ax’/ 7” orop.”] ov ap” ie ovmpp™ = 7” C 

88 iSu- Kop” ov ap~ t ofumpp’ § v°.. 

89 8-/ 8? Kop? 

90 af 
gI 

92 d odtdov™ Cyr? 87/ we 
— 

93  oupmd: Tapxyn~ 

94 A Sazav* S tpod: adoy? 
95 aX MX B 0/18 [Ao}yw vavtix”/ ak/K"/ S$ Spopo[yap[e]” [wapadvdak/]! t” oropu” em 

map” w/ vy K"/ de v/ 8 

96 
yi o” v° § amorp® &” ozo lu” 

pees 

97 wdu- Kap” v°? a B/ [BaB’ v°® Sy] 

98 orX [P]ap? y 3/ vy Noyw vavtix”/ Kapp* Kaot* S Sc}y[pov em” wap” v’/ er] Gr 
v* ig emu phe o” v° § amo” &* orom” 

99 we- Kop: [v]? e[ pep: BaB’ v° | 

84. ApaBtxov : this looks like an epithet of xéprov. Possibly 
_ it was hay to be sent from Arabia, in which case « may be the 
_ beginning of xe(vrnvdpta) ; but xA(@pod) shows that it was still 

uncut, and it should be measured by arourae. 
86. The meaning of this is not clear. The quotas for Aphro- 

dito and Babylon do not seem to have been given, and v° B/ 
7” looks like’a later insertion. It is perhaps intended to be 
inserted in 1. 87 after o1(rov) apr(aBat) te; possibly it may mean 
fat $s. per modus,’ but this is very unlikely ; cf note on 1. 30. 
Moreover it was apparently preceded by something lost in the 

lacuna. 
87. paxo(v): cf. 1851, 5, note. 

wv By «8: 8 corrected from a. This is the price of both the 

wheat and the ovmpp. The exact sum is 23%. 
89-94. These lines are difficult to explain. 8(c) (rijs) i8ia(s) 

k@pn(s) may give the total payments of Aphrodito from the 
_ beginning of the account. The amount makes it not impossible, 
though owing to the uncertainty as to some of the individual 
items the supposition cannot be tested ; moreover, when we allow 
for the lost f. 4 we should expect it to be larger. What follows 
seems, however, to make against the supposition. In all the 
individual items the purpose for which the money was required 
is specified; but in 1. 91, the first deduction from the total, the 
amount is described as Sar({ejoOérra tméep émorahparov 8’ 
*A@a[vagiov vo]rapiou and in ll. 92~94 a further sum is deducted 
for two special purposes ; so that if 21244s. represents the total 

Uu 

of previous entries these subdivisions of it are difficult to explain. 
(It is, however, possible that 1. 91 refers to money borrowed by 
Athanasius to meet the requisitions previously specified, and 
that Il. 93 and 94 also refer to previous requisitions. Samdyy kai 
tpopi adéyey occurs in |. 71, and wapyiu” may have occurred in 

f. 4.) Again, there is no apparent reason why the total should 
be given just here, for no new section of the account seems 
to begin after this. Perhaps, therefore, 1. 89 is a fresh entry, 
referring to a sum of money to be raised by Aphrodito separately ; 

but the amount is so large as to make this doubtful. As regards 
1. 91, dar{e)oOe(vra) raises a fresh difficulty. It seems to mean 
that 1994}. were borrowed in order to meet certain demands 
on the part of the government, which is curious; cf. the frequent 
mention of réxos in 1457 and 1458; cf too 1421, 7, note. As 
the remainder is described as d@(e)idovra (yrnOijvat did rijs i8ias 
képns, it is to be presumed that the sum borrowed had been 
repaid, unless the meaning of the davewOévra is that this sum 
had been demanded by the government in advance of the 
normal time for payment, and is heres described as ‘ bor- 
rowed.’ 

93. mapxyz-: obscure; probably a corruption of some word 
compounded with mapa; qu. wapayopdrov? Mr. Crum suggests 
‘the archimandrite,’ being the Coptic article. But it would 
hardly be given in a Coptic form. 

98. amo": drorpopijs. 
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U/ BS doy? cvvmdnp*wo K°"/ Oaddac> valo Adkacep vir XJaam $ leLiS w [A]BreLid 

v° [= B)/ 

-S cat B S§ pu? ex—/ Foal 

S § amorpod! av-~ ex"/ v? a 

[B]aB* ny ¥ 
adun'/ K°/ pag 1° de 
BlaBld” v? a¢ 

v? J 

Avaroh{” v/] ve er” Gf w-~ Bo” v? af amorp® ex"/ 

v [y] 
[BaB’] v° a f 

vY «wry ¢s 

BaB” v? Kl] B/ Kd do* » 

§ aapy” epy~ BX lepocod” of emoux/ Tf... .........5 loon orp* § vav* 
vy yok 
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Fol. 5 4.] 
100 hoy? Ama K’/ Avdpf 

IOI TH f 

°/ ve xadk(’*/ Kjutp” K/ o 

102 vou- Kap v° 8 y [ub ¢* 8 plep BaBv* v° Bend go* 7 

103 KS oy? vy K°’/ Kap%p* kacTedd: § Sump” [... .]. vy 

103@ Be ext/ , 
103 (conzt.) [v°] ¢ S$ to Kad~ v® O 
104 oe 
105 Loe? Kap” v° ps B/ 

106 Kl ovvT7dnp® Samay: «°/ Badd* v’/ te 
107 dll Kop” v° By 
108 Ky \ vv* K"/ ax/K"/ § Spopov- 

109 wou- Kap” v°? B 

110 y/ 

111 woe Kw” vy? ve y 8 [d* 8 

112 x” emor 8/ Ara K-/ 

113 
Tow” mp? vv* K°"/ Avy™ 

114 

8°/ uo? 
_ 

100-102. These three lines are perhaps a later addition. 
The words édyo(s) "Awa Ku(pov) "Avdpé(a) might seem to imply 

a new account, but in 1, 122 the main account seems to go on, 
and probably this section (ll. 100-121) is merely one section of 

the register, the sums for which Apa Cyrus was responsible 
being grouped together. 

IOI. cvymAnp* wo" : a confusion of cvymAnp” and ovymAnpac*. 
103. x°’/ is apparently misplaced ; so too in 1. 108. 
§ ro xa\~: this was the original reading. Se ex’/, added 

above, is a correction, and § (= kai) should have been, but is not, 

deleted. The reading is rd d€ ek rod catapdrov. The rd dé 
merely serves to distinguish the ca\apdrac more sharply from 
the sailors. How the total of 7os. is got is not quite clear. As 
there are 2 xadafdra their wages amount to 18s. The sailors 

received 6s. each; therefore, to make up the total, if the 1s. 
arorpody is included in the wages, the number of sailors should 
be 83, if it is in addition to the wages the number should be 
7+. Neither number seems either likely in itself or reconcileable 
with the very slight traces. 

105. xy y: »° has apparently not been written. 
110. The total of ll. 101-108, 
112. x” emor*: probably xwpls émoradévrov. This section 

(il. 112-121) is very puzzling. If the extension here suggested 
(which should mean ‘excluding the sums requisitioned through 

Apa Cyrus’) is correct, the items which follow must represent 
deductions from the total of 834s. given in 1. 110; and accordingly 
we find that the total given in 1. 119 is apparently the original 
sum of 834s. minus the sum of these items. But if this is the 
case it is obscure, firstly, why after the deduction of these items, 

which are clearly daxdvy, the remainder should be distinguished 

& Kar? xpvow” amoorp* 7 v? uy [...eeeee ees de yap” weud® ev/ x” Yu o” v® 8/ 

v $uB 

from them as SaravyOévra, and, secondly, why the purposes for 
which these deducted sums are required are different from 
those of the items making up the original total from which they 
are deducted. As regards difficulties of detail, the relation of 

the first and second halves of 1. 114 is not clear, and that of 
Il, 115-117 to 1. 114 is very puzzling. They seem clearly to be 
intended as sub-entries under it ; but whereas the amount given’ 
in 1. 114 is only 7s. the sum of those in Il. 116 and 117 is 2§s.; 

yet, as they are not counted in the result stated in 1. 119, they 

cannot be separate entries. Lastly, the first and second halves 
of ll. 117 and 118 are not in a line, the second halves being 
lower down than the first. The reason seems to be that the 
clerk, having continued 1. 115 in a short separate line, forgot 
this when writing the beginning of 1. 117 and did not allow 

a sufficient space. It is curious that in 1. 118 the entry (i7ép) 
tiu(js) otvov should be followed later in the line by éAaiov, but 
something may be lost in the lacuna, which would explain this. 

113. The ézoix.oy is presumably either Pakaunis or Poimen. 
mp°: doubtful; mpoxpeias (cf 1434, 255) seems hardly 

likely. From 1449, 15, it may be an epithet of va(urdv). 
114. kar°Y: this may be a word xarayiov (cf. ¢&dytov), but is, 

perhaps, more likely xaraysvopévou, ‘the proceeds’; cf 1859, 4. 
Or possibly karahdayjs (Crum). 

arootp*: possibly adroorpapevros. The meaning may 

haps be ‘ produced by’ or ‘repaid’ (cf 1. 200) and the whole 
phrase be equivalent to the irép réxov trav vomioparoy x of 1457 
and 1458 and here, |. 132. Fora discussion of the phrase, see 
the introduction to 1457. 

uo’: imodexrav. 

. 
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115 8°/ Koopa amo woh Avk®/ v° S ¥ Le... Jaapap® €8°/ Maaped p™ 7” Krdu/ 
Soy 

116 : Bux’/ m/ [vP a¢ 

117 8°/ Tlavd?” ovvod*/ v? B/ [ — ovly” \ 7 oupX S otp~ 7°? mapx 

| vi a B/ 
118 § tyr ow”  Oep™ ArroOyx® [ e}\au?” py é 

119 yy Saran 6'/ 8/ Ara K/ v? 00¢ Kd 

120 ab wv a/mp% 8'/ av- &§ a Siaor § B d{aor*] v Oy 

121 ny . ‘ [vy l xs 

122 Xe P/ iS & typ ov ap™ pwd 7” pp povlic:/ M[wayapp] av? OeBed 7” AdapBp* pep? 

di? boce*?) shy | 
123 . O/ ..[..e.ee ee] ao Novum euBod 77 vp Kloly[? 

ae} ap? v? y iB x3"! 

ped 

124 out Kop v? BiB [BaB” v? a KS] 

125 orX TIX € 0/ wy § amdyx-/ Movon w- Noloaep...... ] em” map” / w 

ap’ v? ia 

126 wu" Kom” v° Cy [BaB’ v° yB/ y/ v°1]8 iB Kd 

Fol. 6 ?] 
bes 

S] tye xap~ aypag® 
Vouov Mnv* 

115. €8°/ erd.: €866n Maaped rept rOv Kidixiov al ody y. The 
person referred to is probably the superintendent of the dockyard 
at Clysma. What y (3), which goes with Bixr(wpos), refers to, is 
not clear. Perhaps it should be + (}s.). 

117. 8°/: damavnbévra. 
owod"/: a new compound, the extension of which is doubt- 

ful. The word looks like olvodeomérns, which, though a strange 
word, is perhaps possible as an official connected with the supply 
of wine. Perhaps, however, it is oivo(v) damayybévros. 

_ rovupX § orp rou map*: tov cvppaxov Kal orpariwrdy (?) rod 

118. imep tipas olvov Aédyw Ocpandvrov ’AroOjx(n)s. It is not, 
however, quite certain that the last word is the place (Abutig). 

120. conpaxbévra 8 Tod aitod tmép mporns Stacrodjs Kab 

Sevrépas StacroXjjs. 
_ 122. tov yp: this would appear to mean ‘at 1s. per 4o artabas,’ 
which would be an extraordinary rate. The meaning is there- 
fore doubtful. Possibly » may be for podiov, as in 1. 30, 
av” 6¢8e8 +” AdapSp*: the last word, hardly a Greek one, is 
exactly the Greek transliteration of the Ar. d-Hamra, The 
teference is very probably to the three quarters of Fustat so 
called (cf. Becker, Beitrége, 11. 123, A. R. Guest in Journ, of 
Roy. As. Sot 1907, p. 67 ff.), and 7° AdapBp* pep? may stand 

[ 
v? B/ Tavd”” Ovep[oevoud: 

for ray ’AapBpeovar (A/-Hamrawat, plur.) pepov ; hence the 
supplement, = év r@ Booodr. Oecd is a difficulty. It may 
possibly be the personal name Thabit, going with dv6(pazrer), ze. 
‘the men of Thabit,’ Thabit being an official in charge of these 
quarters; but this is not very likely, and we should expect 
@ecBir for Thabit. Perhaps, therefore, it is 33, chabat, thebet, 

an Arabic technical term for /s¢. The meaning would then be 
‘persons on the register of the Hamrawaf quarters in Fustat.’ 
These quarters contained miscellaneous tribes who ‘nahmen 

ihrer Zusammensetzung und ihrem Ursprung nach eine Sonder- 
stellung ein.’ This note is due to Prof. Becker. 

125. amAnk-/: ddjerov, ‘camp.’ This was no doubt the 
camp which must have been constructed at Fustat for Miisa’s 
large train of followers; cf note on 1484, 256. 

126. v° 1818 «S: the reading of «8 is very doubtful, as the 
scanty remains rather suggest 7; and.as the 6 of « is not 
certain (it might less probably be ¢), it cannot be taken as 
certain that this is the total for Il. 122-125. 

127 ff. As this fragment is not continuous with f. 5 and would 
in any case belong to a different xéAAnya, it is not certain whether 
it belongs to this place or to f. 4; but as 1. 127 seems to be 
a heading, it is more likely to belong to this part of the account, 
which is somewhat miscellaneous in character. ‘ 

UU2 
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130 Tlerpov Max*/ vw ¢ = 77 Karayp® [ 
y’ Adav* Tlo\AN~ v? ¢ Mnva mp% [ 
tolK{/} 7® vl 0 8/ Zaxap* rp? [ 

] «x/ 
? xaradda}y? 7” v? B wapX ev” ope” Wu* [ 

135 ?8/]' 7” Karayp~ $ r/ xapr” [ 

] 4 Sarav? w* S ado  [ 

J ov v § & Mamooro* [ 

[ 

] eX Amo? [ 

Fol. 6 6?] 
r [5 

140 ] xapp S$ 7x v? of 
] mou v° 

Oe wy 
? ov] Po.B* Tampo” 

] o% Mapk’/ mp—= =i” B 

145 ] amoorp* ev” Amo® [v°] ¢ 

p--3 v BSB 
] v ¢ 
] mapx 8/ Tlav* vy 

Fol. 7.] 
1500S t™ ex/arp)..[.... 5/ APJay § Tepny® vio” 

| eae ' 

I51 e"/ xataypad” 7” kop” Syp? S avdpurp” v° acdaS y Samay 7” K/yp* 

v [op] 
152 e&w? [.]ax* 7” Karayp* . ax* fox . 

130. xarayp*: xaraypapijs. The chief material for determining 
the meaning is given by ll. 151-155. Those lines make it 
probable that the word means ‘register’; cf 1839, 5, where 
xardypaoy is used in the same sense. In 1, 151 occurs the 
entry dardyns tijs xaraypadis, ‘the expense of the register,’ z.e. 
the expenses involved in making it. Consequently the charges 
for xaraypapy there, and probably here and in 1, 135, are 
a special impost to defray these expenses, The same meaning 
very likely occurs in l, 75, 

131. ys yuvaixds. 
mp’: mpayparevrod. 

132, roxo(v) ra(v) vo(uicparwv) 6: for this phrase and for 
mn) 7@(v) vo(uiopdrewy) B in 1. 134 cf the introduction to 

as 
133. Tod] ex mpoodmov? 
134. karaAAayn(s) ; from Il. 198, 200. 

map*: mapaxopicbévrav? Cf. 1488, 4, note. 
136, addw: Sic. 

138. évywpiobévr(_ ) (ev) "AroOijxy. 
140. r*: reyrdv. 
144. mp: probably mpecBurepov. . 
145. amoorp® ev” Amo’ : dmoorpéyavros (or -wv) ev TH *AmroOiiKn | 

of. 1484, 26, and, for the present phrase, |. 200 of this account. 
146. Just possibly mapa]@u*, The figures are a correction. 
150. A@ava(orov): cf. 1.1. : 
151. xaraypapy (register) here denotes the register of all t 

public taxes of the coun. 
v° on: from the total in 1. 155. It is, however, pos: 

that the 7 in the preceding sum has been washed out, he 
and in 1, 157. \ 

152. [.]Jay*: this looks as if it were the same word as that 
which follows xaraypa(pjs). There, however, the first letter 
very possibly ¢ (Zaxapia), and if so this, being preceded t 
ééwOev, is probably a different word, as a common noun is 
required. cae 

efa*: e£@ xwpiov? 



ad wy KataBd® S$ sazav? 

~K/pne ev'/ Spey? 

Fol. 7 4.] 

+kraop7~ 77 Katayp* 

Adav~ Mapfe v B 

153. Tk. vo": possibly Tove or Tavo*. 
154. [.].-..O°/: not Terv6*/, For Tarkere, cf 1420, 257. 

_ It is not certain, however, that that is a personal name. 
155. dua trav diacradévrav C£wbev tis Kataypapys mpaorys Kal 

_ Seurépas. This apparently represents some extra requisitions. 
157. «(ara)BA(n)O(evra) «t(s) +(a) Snpo(ora): note the difference 

_ of meaning in 8ypéora, here and in 1. 151. Here it means the 
public taxes (land- and poll-tax) in general, there the land-tax 

only. 
158. kdacpu(ara) ty(s) karaypa(pys): the meaning is perhaps 

‘details of the xaraypafy’; z.e. the names are those of the 
individual tax-payers whose quotas make up the total for danavn 
tis xataypadijs. Possibly, however, the word is used in some 
such sense as in 1481 (perhaps in connexion with tax-payers 
who had paid only part of their quotas), since it seems difficult, 

_ even allowing for the lost half of the page, to make up the total 

Bux~/ ev? vopet/ 
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Amo\o Koop~ ~—v” £ B/ lwand Tk . vo“ v° ay Iamvov’ Tak~ v® ey 

Ovvopp.” Srepavy v? 8 eowr amo [.]....0/ v? B icax Tarklexe?] v? ay 

155 82/ Siacr® efw 77 K/yp* a S$ B vun Bi = S[[v? Ja....] v° adpps 

v? (saohaS y 

v? 5B/ Puiroh/ aro VupoX =v a 
160 A@av* Max~/ ve @coda..% Iwaw” v? B/ Cwp* Ata Kupov v B 

lepnpe- Movora” v°e€ = Ma{x]~/ @ap- apt v° a ido? Taviov vy? § 
Tewpyto” Baowdero” v? B/ @co[Sojoiov icak v° a Mak~/ Edaworoa’ v? § 

Koddov? Yorfoefs] v® B/ Talrlepp’ Troorce v° a KodXov* zp° ve § 
TlaBixre @wop- va  Udovr]? Ata Myv- v° § Tlamoorod’ Tovar? v § 

165 Eppavw Afav- vaf [ J va Tlexvovov mepix v? 

[Tla}uovny ekavovpy” v° B/ [ ly Tlarkape Tperh.. 7 v° § 

| $ 

Fol. 8.] 

tex’ yp" 7° doy. ]fnoapn- Mavic” vo" 

Tlexvow” Orf.]\f. Jou~ ve § ABp* Tlavoup v? a 
170 Waie Gcod[ocr]o” v* va ABp-~ Aéav* v° BS 

Tlexvowo” Baf* — v°? B/ Gcodwp’” Yar” ov? § 
Tlexvow” Siywv vav va KX’ MakapwoS vay 

Za]xla]ou* PorB* «i/ Ave*/ v° B @codoov™” Sdf..] v? ¥ 

of 240, unless the sums in that half were very much larger 

than in this. 

159. ev° vom"/: évddEou vopsxod. 
160. Geoda..,7: not Geodwpa(ktov). 

163. Sovoveus: usually Savoveds. 
165. meptX: meptxvrov. 
166. Yperd.. 7°: an extraordinary name; the second letter 

may be X. Any abbreviation of iperépas xdpns is quite im- 

possible, and so, too, is vper Aarfave (= Nauyaste). 

168. ex’ pw” 7°: txOeots pera rod. The word which follows is 
perhaps an attempt at the aorist participle of Aoyifopar, 

171. BaB*; probably BaSvddvos ; z.¢. Pecysius was at 
Babylon. 

173. e(s) Avxo(v): ‘at Lycopolis, «es for év; of Jannaris, 
Hist. Gr. Gramm. 1491, 1548. 
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Mynv* Iiver va 

175 Tewpy[e]’’ Sxvdav? azo? $ 
Tladopo Tlavooce va 
vw? Tlaw yr va 

Lapouvnd Apoov “be 

@codwp”” Aad Kap* v°? B/ 
180 Leply]e” Taxaav va 

>¢ 

Fol. 84.] From bottom to top of the page :— 

] A@av* Mak*/ S$ Tepnyt* Movorato” vi0dex’/ 7” av™ Kop: wd°/ + 

Space of 42 in. 

Jods 

PAPYRI 

Seunp’ 7p~ 
yap Leply]o” 

yy 

ines > 8B 

vy 
va 

enue [S A]@av* Max*/ va[od’/ v]? B/ 

Fol. 9.] 

185 [? + dia}ypades op... .] 

186 ¥ Bap? xB v/ 3 O/ faiths oe Twas. a[za]p? {p]’ B pf a| 7” bap! A un” 7 

Pe 

187 ¥ & amapy” epy~ B Pap! \ vmovpyt* 7” Kapp 

Ovvodpr” M.[. .]u°” azo Adp? [v?.. 4 

oe (IGA. 5% Eppaw Aéariac}ov 

190 ; Bap? Kd v/ 77 av™ [8]/ Tewpyltjov orp 

¥ 8 ow xap" [ayp] [- - -Jop? 

195 

Fol. 9 6.] 

197 ot § [amlapy” xkadr* B 

198 ¥ & 7p" Kad € 

ve 

175. aro’: probably drodavévros. 
177. yu- Si ysticeas 

185. Cinypadus = obscure; cf. 1457, 1, 41. (ptopov). 
186. nr(or) Papu(evw)O: ze. Phamenoth was ‘the one month’ ; 

SLT 
amo tok Avfrauov... 

5°/ Buxrop? Geodo[a}o[v] muoruxfov..... 

§] Tyr Xap" ayp" 8/ Sevov® Sf... 

Ss xaraddary" Pies fees 

for which the service was requi ’ 
198. ripn(s)? probably written by inadvertence for 

.| Ke 

oS 331 

[14as 

Kapp* 

v°? af 64 
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199 ¥ § w.gtp® S vavd” mp? vav™ K%/ Avy™ v° y & amapy” ep B[......] \ lep™ 
v? is 

200 ¥ § «a}radday: 7 v° £ amogrp® ev? Amo? v° B/ |S zhu xap~ S ¢re]p!*! ev! [)] 
[a}e"/e"/ 1/ yo.t a. 1 vs 

201 ye/ emoradp™ pe” 7° cvpB” 

LS ie: 4 

202 pep? Kop v° ocs [ er ] 
203 pep’ Blalp” [ 

Rest of the book lost, except a fragment comprising part of two folios ; no writing remains. 
Some small unidentified fragments. 

199. mp°: of. 1. 113. ‘ repaid to.’ 
200. amoorp®: cf. 1. 114; probably ‘returning to’ and so 202. After this line a line seems to have been washed out. 

_ PAPYRUS 1486.—a. p. 718-719. 

Inv. Nos. 1431 +1455. Ten fragments of a book. Written in a rounded minuscule of 
medium size. 

HESE fragments formed part of a book similar in arrangement to 1484. They relate to 
the 2nd indiction, which the occurrence of the corresponding Arabic date in one place 

shows to be a.p. 718-719. As the fragments were found in various places and were brought 

together owing to similarity of handwriting and arrangement it is not in every case certain 
that .a fragment really came from the same book as the rest. They contain nothing of special 

interest. 

Fragm. 1 recto.] 

] Edu’ v° dy 
] BapBapov v? ¢ 

] 
] Aoyw Saray: S add” 

5 Il]edu- oe ap™ poy 
Ayw” Tluyou? = ap” Ay 

? Wupjov ap" pB 
? BapBa|pov ap” 8 

] 
10 7? alut nu~ w/a av™.[....].%...[ep/ 8 
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Fragm. 1 verso.] 

elcdf{ado] Yama [ 

¢ B TWedfadop  8/ add’ [ 

Me ES ae 
Epgurs 8/ add? [ 

15 [llaxavy® 8/ a]\r- [ 
Tlo{ipnv] 8/ add: -f[ 

Laxo[o |pe Sar [ 

pov Papjoov  8/ add” [ 
fi Xou~ us w**/ B eX 8/ Max~/ Buxrop® azo 

eee 

20 Kop” Adpo® 8/ amo’ a ot [ap] [ 
€ Te8e]- 3/ add? ap” df 

¥ i MX ko 3/[..... vx 8/ Burp alo 

7 . ° . 

Fragm. 2 vecto.] 

] doy Siapoppl’ 
Ko ]u» Adpo?® vy? abo [ 

25 avy? Ay. Mapi-~ v® iB [ 

Bovvev v° de [ 
Ayvov Tlwov™ vy pe [ 

op” ABB* Eppaw” v° ie [ 

Sialoradpfpy 7° ocvpB” erX ji Meo? xy +°/ B [ 

Fragm. 2 ver'so.] 

30 ao] ap~ Bods em” map” w*/ B er! JO 
31 ji BoB Mynv- S$ Tlerp’ Max~/ ov ap” rl [ ia 

32 a b 
32a A 8/ Iwavv’” mpayp* [ " 

“F 
33 ] ou ap” of e 
33a . 8/ Tava” ..° apé [ Z 

34 ap” ty ¥ 
344 8/ Ar[S]p* KoddovBov [ Pr 

11. amo’: f,1.20. The extension is not quite clear; perhaps fact does not make against the reading here. "4 
arobeifews, order, or dwodicews, Payment. 22. ¥: this is in very thick ink, and was therefore added by 

18. pova(ornpiov) bapoov: this reading is doubtful. Thetwo another hand. - 
letters read as oo look more like 08. The povacrjp(ia) are men- 23. It is not certain that this is the first line ofa page. 
tioned in |. 13, but as 1416, 72-79 shows that these povarrypia 30. Gd: this must be either cy or gé, according as the indic- 
were distinct from the named monasteries (Pharous, etc.), that tion is the Ist or 2nd, and f is more probable than a. « 
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35 ] ap” pB 
8/ Terpov Mak*/ [ 

36 | ] ap” in 
v7 [+ Je [ 

] ap” de 

Fragm. 3 vecto.] 

]. v° 8 vavdk” $ wax"/ Saray Kovplo” 

‘ vj} af ¢ TWedu* v? B/ y Ted." 
40 —  v)¢ Bovrev v° ¢ 

.amo] Amo\wv® Aoyw 7°” KL 

kop” Alppo®? Ama K*/ Mnv* azo kop” Adpo?® 
tie PorBappov I 

. ] NaBapov >[ 

B45, emtjor’ av” Mny* [ 
ne 

] Se & Mayo ¢ 3/ B rep 

| Kop” Aldp® ov ap” avpa e Idd. 
) Tlaxavy} ap’ pB = Ep[durev™ 

Ay” Ilwolu™ ap™ Ay  Xax{loope 

Fragm. 3 verso.] 

Kjapov™ e/ diroxade* tapaxopu* $ avup § [ 

V B: Wediador [ 

] Yupov vl By uf 

Kepap|iov vy Sy iB 

] 
] 

Mo]vvay? 

Fragm. 4 vecto.] A few figures. One fuller line :— 

] Exdu™ v° ¢ Vupov v? ¢ 

38. max’/: presumably maxrov. The exact sense in which the qavyrijs; cf 1452. emr® is somewhat below the level of the 
10 ‘is used here is not certain. But for the (kai) one might line and has probably nothing to do with Myva; the extension, 

read mdkrevos, with vavAov. without the context, is uncertain. 

50. avwp: sic, apparently ; quite obscure. We should expect “41. AmodAev0(s): the city. 
pparently a later addition (by the same clerk), Staptyov. ave p.[ is possible, but the character after p appears 

Mnv* something has been washed out. av” is added to be the symbol for xai. 

er hand, in reddish ink; it may possibly be for dyri- 

XX 
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Fragm. 4 verso.] 

] wl) a 8°/ Tewpy.” Sevovd{” 

Kop: Adp® F yuo? Kxadr* § oy B Baflv)\\” 
60 y: Tedu* Kar* oB [ 

Tlakavvews kah- of [ 

Ayvov Ilwov" Kad® xd 9? Sl 

8 emoralu7p” 7” cvpBovdr” evex® & Taxov xe v/ B yf 
Kop Adpodita ~— v° xa B/ [ 

65 Bovvwv vaBf/[ 

Fragm. 5 vecto.] 

fcuk ee 

Tladvvov Max~ / aro Ko[p7” Adpo® 
Tlexvovov Mnva ato [ 

€ Iediader [ 

70 PoiBappov Tapovv amo 

Sevov? Aavund azo” [av™ 

yY’ TleStadewv 

Ilapovy Aeovriov azo [ 
B: TeStadwv 7 Mave Mexvorov [ 

75 erouk/ Ilaxavy® o” ep? § emoux/ Tous” [ 

@codoc.0v Vov amo II 

erotk/ Bovvav o” ep? § ex™ Ay” Tlwou" [ 

] 8°/ av™ Aoyw wapayop* [ 
erouk/ Eudurevror [ 

80 av’? Ayl*! M[alpu* o” ep? § emfoux/ 

holy tapayop* Ted[ul’ [ 
y UfeSrador [ 

Fragm. 5 verso. | 

84 J v sf pez 

Ten similar lines. 

95 V/ d BE ie B/ 
Fragm. 6 verso.] 

Tlaxavve]os wn 

58. 8°/: damavpBivrer. 75. ov(v) epy(arn) (woe): ‘including half a labourer from 
59. xada(parov) : a correction; so too those in Il. 60, 6r. Poimen,’ z. e. including Poimen’s share. ; 
74. nr(o): ‘namely,’ 



Tisdeclevn eee oti 
Bovv wv pw B 

Kepap }vov pia 
Tlouu jnv pia 

Wupoly w B 
Ayu” Tlw]ou” pw B 

Laxo Jope pe a 

’ av’? Aylas Mapu* pS a 
105 

Recto blank except for Jo®. 

Fragm. 7 recto.] 
ev] t vutw BaBvdwv- ep[? 

] Apo trak™/ amo~ av 

]o® vo KodXov* II 

F & pio! epyt wap 
y y Mediadaly 

] 

Fragm. 7 verso.] 

4 Kop” Adpoira iv/ y 8/[ 

[ 
[ 

] ¢ Mede* poup* v2 ws 
- ) Medi 

Ep |pur® 

Ke]papuov 

] Houpny 
] Saxope 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

ee” L--> ply- [ Sia 

Fragm. 8 rec/o.] 
. 

] Bovywy vy [ 

cn ely” a v/ ta S 8°/ Bcodolow 

ls B Ia? [ 
] 2 Raven" fin 

06. row: 1. rH yoo. There does not seem to be any dot 
ibove 7. y 

max" /: probably maxravompdrns ; cf. 1419, 1217. 
+ this probably refers to the person who stood surety ; 

og 1, 4-8. 
109, «py"? sic, apparently. 

‘ XxX 
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] da” pe p ad wv e/n[pay?® 

kop” ua{o 

7" Kop” 

eroux:/ Eudur® [ 

$ Koddov? [ 

112. The beginning of a section of the account, possibly of 
the account as a whole. 

114. pop*: probably potpacpod; cf 1856, 10. The charge 
is perhaps for the expense of preparing a potpacpds; cf. the 
xatraypapy of 1435, 130, etc. 

122. ra § a°/: 7a kal doévra. 

2 
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125 ] Adp?® av™ vio Ovvodl pi” 
] amo € Tix? = op? [v}ro ML 

amo” av™ emoux:/ op® valo 
pp” BaBu* do[yo 

Fragm. 8 verso.] 

] / oe" ST 
130 ] [ 

pep? pio” ayy* S$ add{? 
e}m™ map” w*/ B [ 

] v? 8d [ 

] va ip [ 
135. ] y py p [ 

Fragm. 9 recto.] 

] amo” Ben enBod- 8°/ vp Kop Kap™ 7/ B x"/ @dov Ker? 

eT eae avy? Ay* Mapt* ap? vy pov? — [ 
] Yupov ap? he Tou” = [ 

] BapBapov ap” ,§ [ 
140 ] amoxpiow~ 7°” Sypl? 

Fragm. 9 verso. ] 

] Ayvov TIwov" [ 

] ye] vp [ 
] 70 Kab-/ 7” v? § Tyy+ xdwp” [xop” 

xw]u- Adp’ § app” B [ 

Fragm. 10 rvecto.|_ Verso blank. 

145 ] «/ B ray 

]- ~~ Tleoarov Max~/ ato y: Tedi[* 

Bixr[w]p Amod\w aro Kap” Adf[po® 

125. av": dvtibwvnbeis, ‘whose surety is Onnophrius’; of. 143. to xaO"/ rw(v) vo(uicparwy) 8: probably ré kaéjxoy in the 
1452, 21, and Crum, Catalogue, No. 457. same sense as xpuciov droorp(apévros) in 1435, 114, 7.e. money 

136. dnd ris Ocpariobeions éuBorijs Oia ris bperépas kdyns kapmav produced by = rédkos. a 
ivdteridvos Sevrépas Kara Qeod KéAevow. 145. x(ara) (Sevrepov) rayp(a) (of 1488, 564, 575) may 

140. amoxptot”: probably dmoxpiotapiov; cf. 1860, 1, etc. It intended, but the last letter is certainly 1, not »; of 1441, 95, 
is uncertain whether the word is to be taken with rod dypo(ciov), note. : ™~ 
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PAPYRUS 1487.—a.p. 718-719. 

Inv. No. 1453. ‘Fragment of one folio of a book; 73in.x6 in. Written in a sloping, 

irregular minuscule in black ink, 

SMALL fragment of an account written in a.H. 100. The extant portion seems to refer 
entirely to workmen. 

Recto.) 

] orad® fe Xout xa / B[.....+..-] Aoyw tr Kapp ev” vyglw Ba" 

]-«p" B 
] tex"/ a 

J [alone 
5 bi ]ho? 

Oe. +-see+.J7 a 

amo™ av~ em ep!Yl a 

Kovor* Max[*/ 

amo~ av~ medu*...... vito Veuvov® Hd* vo [ 
vo IIkourae S$ Yep[yrov 

}” Tlerepp? amo~ av’ ex topt’ a vo @codwp” Max’/ $ Mal 

]S epra 
Joa 

ov B 

Zevov® op? [..+-+-]-7 vmo ABay~ Iax[wB 

Verso.| 

] av~ 8/ Sadre we Amoof....... meuf- ef ov? emirp? Vopl 

10 Ov Peed w? Paolid emx/[* em” map” v°/ B] er” 6 orpox B Srlo? 

1S 07 
] Avdp* Ovvodpr” [.--.-++++ +] 

] 7” av” mapacy? loyw oWep* ayy’ t” Kap*p* S ax™/x"/ ev~ [vno” Ba’ 

15 OvB]ectS vw? Paclid emx*/ emv"/ wap” v/ B er” 6 ayy’ B em gz [ 

] ray add? K7/ 2B o ypt pio? ex"/ ji v°? B/ [ 

Toe|yov® Acovt” axo- av- [..-]-v* Koddov? Avdp® S$ Aauid [ 

3. In the lacuna must occur, first, a personal name, and then 
a word indicating a trade; perhaps rex~/. 

4. aro av~ webu" : and ray airay wediddor. 
uo YeuvovO(cov): the surety; cf 14386, 107, etc. 

6. ropt*: obscure; as the word evidently denotes a workman 

of some kind, a misspelling of some derivative of ropyedo or 
topetw would give good sense, but the A, if rightly read, is an 
insuperable objection to either. 
though very difficult, to read ropy“ = ropveurjs) ; but perhaps 
the most probable explanation, suggested by Mr. Crum, is 
that the word is for ravpyddrys = ravpeAdryns; cf. RKT. X. 1, 
nraypHAatec. 

Mak”/: the reading seems certain ; the name is unknown. 
9. Zahe ut(ov) Avoo[: an Arabic name seems required (Zahe 

It is perhaps just possible, 

may be either Salah or Salih, more probably the former), but 
Aroo[ does not look like anything Arabic. Amov (= Abu) is 
impossible; moreover ’Aov in a patronymic is always declined, 
*ABt. Probably the patronymic has been accidentally omitted 
and we should read azo Of. 

a: ainpeia? In the absence of the context it is not clear 
what part of the verb is represented by emp‘. You[ may be 

Pou[ta. 
10. «(v)d(«xrsovos) 8: from I, 15. 

otrpoX: 2, odnpox(adkeis ?), 
11. tmép éxdorov pnvds. 

14. odep®: 2. otdypelov? 

16. 0 yp’: obscure, 
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PAPYRUS 1488 (41484). Circ. A.D. 704-705 (?). 

Inv. Nos. 1505+1517. Two fragments of a book; 1 ft. 25 in. x 113 in. and 1 ft. 23 in. x 43 in. 

Written in a small neat minuscule in very black ink; the same hand as 1412, ff. 15, 16. 

HESE fragments were found with 1412, of which they clearly do not form part. One of 
them (the second folio of the sheet) is blank, but was folded down on the other before the 

ink was dry so that some of the lines of the latter are reproduced on it. The other fragment 
also (which is made up of two fragments, the second of which was previously numbered 1484) is 
blank on the verso. The fragment contains a mention of the dux, of 41 sailors who had fled, and 

of skilled workmen for the province of Africa. With this reference to sailors who had fled may 
be compared Pap. 32 (Vol. I. p. 230), which probably relates to fugitive sailors from the xodpoov 
"Avatodns (cf. JHS. XXVIII. 112). 

StJoux?/ Iwavl?*! AB[paap ?] amo AvKwv 

Javy? «/ Oar~ 8/ Ie exin]A Veuvov® ap’ v° » 

3 Ja av?r. Soun:/ § Siad-opwr cidwr: +” Kap!) 8/ avre€’ 8/ Buxr® amo Tap~ 

v Oy iB 

4 ? Sov]x?/ F mpoorim’” vav™ pa g-vy® twv: wap*X Ted” ex v° y v° pry 

5 ] v° 75 Katadd\ay" v° B 

] v? XC Z 

] Siad? «®/ rou KX” 8/ Sevnp” am” aro yop: [Tlepv? Avra” v° Kay 
8 ] tov cupBov* § Samar? 7°” ocvpB” 8/ Sevov’ Evpnvn mi" v° me [uo £°7 S]] 

Kar™ 

8* v By 

9 ] fe]/ dop® avdp™ 7°” Apip® 87/ av™ Sevov® v° ofS 
10 ] § pao? reyvd Adpux:/ 8/ icLexunr Vep[vol® m/ v° ty B/ 

] 2°"! cupBovr” X Siadopwrv vav* am: v: Kn v° if 

2. avy’: not cay’, apparently. 

3. av"re: over the y is a line which appears to be 7, so that 7 

may be a separate word, but probably the clerk has written 

av” for dvri and then inadvertently written the 7: as well. 
avre€’ : avre£ovoias ; probably referring to some order of the 

dux ‘on his own authority.’ For the word see 1449, 81. 
Tlap~: apparently a place-name; or amomp~. 

4. map"*: one would naturally take this as rapayopdrev (for 
the mapaxopara of Tephythis see 1483, 68, etc.), but sailors 
do not seem required for such a purpose (cf however 1449, 17), 

so that mapa xwpiov is more likely. It is, however, curious that 
mopd, not and, is used. Perhaps we may read mapayopiodévror 

(cf. Dittenberger, Sy//. /uscr. Gr. ed. 2, 316, 20), in the sense of 
‘ sent to,’ ‘ placed under custody at.’ 

7. TepvO(ews) : cf. 1461, 79. 

8. po? CYS car : pucb0d Cvy(dv ?) Kat xatra\dayjs. The ex- 

tension of ¢’” is doubtful. One would expect a personal object 
after puoOds, so perhaps (vyoordrov; but it is not clear why this 

should be placed under the damdyyn of the Governor, and the 
¢vya might be for the conveyance of his slaves (cé 1485, 39). 
Perhaps pio? may = picSaparos or putOacews, but that would 
probably be pio"; or probop", proba. 

II. 8: apparently corrected from «. 
an’ v': amd vopirparor. 

PAPYRUS 1489.— Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1509 (a). Fragment of one folio of a book; 6 in. x 62 in. Written in a very 
neat, round minuscule of medium size in ink of light colour. 

ART of a single leaf of a book, containing an account of Sazavnbévra. The writing is on 
the verso of the papyrus, the vecto being blank. 

S rev Sarav? 

picbov vv ov y  vavtiK®/ mowwy 7” KX” [ 

2. y: a correction from ¢, which is crossed out, y being written above. 

—— a ——— 
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pur [oly ayy* 0 A diroKaheas Tapaxwp— z[ 

[ucoOou S$ Samay ayy* ovv 1B «/ vr” paoyida leplovco* _— 
5 pepous Samay ABov Am S eraipp av™ [ 

[ru" xapriwv aypadwv  xper 7°” av™.[ ] 

] ayopac® » e€apru~/ [ 

3. tL: 7” nu Kop” or Tepud®. 

PAPYRUS 1440.—(Circ. a.p. 709. 

Inv. No. 1509 (4). Fragment, probably of a book; 5% in. x 63 in. 

minuscule in black ink. 

Written in a sloping 

HIS fragment, which bears writing only on the recto, mentions the Governor “Abd-allah 

by name. He had, therefore, in all probability ceased to be Governor, and, as money is 
raised for his Samdvy, the account must date from early in the governorship of Kurrah. 

Sor]? / yap Samavy’? Mynva pel: ao € Hedi amo ph Xor* y 0°/ [ 

]. 7°" ovpR 
] zpoB- s§ ex v® B/ ex’/ A oupmd” 8"/ ABSeKA~ w? APSerped[ex 

f° raé? Bepe? avepX w™ ypap- 7°” cvpBovr” 6 diadopp anlapyvpicpwr ? 

r 5 ] vav* trou” B* Siadopp «dwr Sia’d 7°” KX” S [a]\dr” [ 
prloO°/ ovpXpx € 2[%” Sovjk-/ Slwp- vw Adovaload] emxep® 71°” f 

I. xap: or xp» 
3. ABSeAX(a) vto(v) ABSeApedex : the Governor (A.D. 705-709). 
4. rafidiov Bep(e)Sapiov dvepxyouévay pera ypappdrov. The 

letter over the « of raf’ is more like the monogram of ov than 
6, but cf. 1484, 328. If ov is right the word must be a proper 
name. 

5. B°: Baordcarros. For the genitive following see 1483, 116, 

note. 
6. rod Soux(os): a quite conjectural reading. The person is 

probably the Zwpa B* ’AXoaced of 1832, 22, and very likely the 
Zlovpue vids “AAovacad who occurs for Pachon 7th in 1433. In 
thé first place he occurs in connexion with the Thebaid, and if 
Souxés here is right he was probably the dx of the eparchy. 

e[: hardly <[7°’. For 7” perhaps °. 

PAPYRUS 1441.—a. p. 706. 

Inv. No. 1439. Fragments of a book. The measurements of the four largest are :—ff. 7 and 8, 

7 in. x 73 in.; fr. 1, 52 in. x 73 in.; fr. 2, 64 in.x6 in. Written in a small sloping minuscule 
in ink varying from black to reddish (hand A), but two other hands have made additions ; 
B a small sloping minuscule, black ink, with a fine pen; C a round, larger minuscule, 

reddish ink. 

| F the fragments of this book those numbered as folios were found together, though the 
numbering is not quite certain; two other fragments, found separately, are numbered as 

fragments 1 and 2. The register is largely concerned with requisitions for the Sadvn of various 
messengers, from which it appears that the travelling expenses of the couriers who brought 
letters from head-quarters were, at least in many cases, charged on the S:oikyovs to which they 
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were sent. 
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It is to be noticed that all those mentioned are Arabs or mawa/z; as letters were 

sometimes brought by Copts, it is possible from this that a different arrangement was adopted 
with regard to non-Muslim messengers. The system of transliteration adopted for Arab 

names is of some interest. The identifications given in the notes are for the most part due to 

Mr. A. G. Ellis. ‘Abd-allah being mentioned as Governor and the latest date which occurs 

being the 5th indiction, dpy%, the account was probably written in a.D. 706. 

Foll. 1-6.] Only a very little preserved. Beginnings or ends of 45 lines. 

Fol. 7.] 

46 MX iB 87/ [ 
MX x 0/8 5°/ Svheeyav vir ABSeAA~_— A? yah o[a}u* “adow”’ Baor- €” BaB* [ 

tT! av” y 8°/ Xaded w° Ted ed? xap yar 7°” Bout” [ 

MX Ke 8°/ X[.---] w? Acoav eb? yap Sn 8X/ Koop~ [ 
50 Dap’ a v/ 7 av~ 8!/ Medex w’ Sovpacuk eh? xap dom Sia’ 8x/ Koop[* 

[r}? [av]? » [8°/] Medex op? ed? yap 7” xahk?/ [ 

Er") ax" 
[77 alu? y Y/ $ 

55 ] if 
] 87/ Koen w? Arf 

Fol. 7 4.] 

PB OY ef » Jeol 

60 

46. 8°/: damavnbévra. 
48. XadeS: only a very little of the X remains, so that the 

letter looks more like =; but Saded does not seem Arabic, 
whereas Xaded is Khalid. ; 

49. Aooav: Hassan or Hasan. 

&X: dua yxetpds, 2. é. delivered ty Cosmas. 
50. Medex wo(v) Zouvpaex: Malik b. Shuraih. For the last 

name cf. 1382, 23, etc. 

our? Sav: AowaXapiov dtavopaev. 
51. xadk’/: 2. yadkopudror. 
52. tw(v) av(rev) 3 ze. xaAxopara. 

53+ Alour®] €u80r ec/ o[p]’f Buf is perhaps just possible. 
54. amodvO*: droAvbévros, ‘discharged’? Perhaps dé Av6*/, 

but Av6*/ does not suggest a place-name. Avx”/ (Lycopolis) is 
impossible. 

55. Hand B. 
ABov Appov: the second name (‘Amru, cf. too 1447, 79, 80) 

is interesting, as it shows that this, rather than ‘Amr, is the 

[5°]/ Opap w° ABSep- 
8°/ Lehnu~ Lapaxw 

eX? yap 7 av~ K/ Avaro* [ 
e\? xLap] Ne. -]----- /.-. Bap [ 

[... 2. Jep~ 8/ Sev") amodvO/ [ 
[8/P A[BP” Aup” ed? § Cype~ arrer| 

P po .[ 
] &/ Maz 
] kapp BaB* v° B/ 
] 8°/ «pBodapx 

correct form of the name, contrary to the statements of the 
Arab grammarians. It is, indeed, possible that the word is the 
genitive of "Appos or “AuBpos, for which cf PERM. V. 38, 61, 
Crum, Catalogue, No. 1079, UKF. 1183; in Crum, Catalogue, 

No. 1090 the form is ahpoc, and in Rylands Copt. Pap. 348 
aszpoye. It would, however, be curious here to decline the 
word after ’ABov in a Greek form. (Prof. Becker writes that 

‘Amru is certainly correct and any declension of ”Aupos quite 
out of the question.) ‘Amru was the name of the conqueror of 
Egypt. 

arev: or ar ev[rayiou Tov cupPoud(ov) ? 

56. Kweu: a curious name. The second letter looks more 
like v, but Kveu is an impossible form in Arabic. Prof. Becker 

suggests, doubtfully, 43, Kowém (‘nicht als Name belegbar’). 

60. 8(ta) t(ov) eu8odrapx(ov): cf also 1. 64. This official is 
new. He must have been the overseer of the emdéo/a, though in 

1. 64 he does not occur in connexion with it (unless the ‘ arrears’ 
there mentioned were wheat for the navy). 
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61. Mavpov: z.¢. a negro ; he was a mau/a, 
_ pavd*: the Ar. mauia, client, or non-Arab converted to 

__ Islam and affiliated to an Arab tribe. It is not certain whether 
¢ stands, as often, for Z, or whether we should read pavdé(as). 

ave 8”/ x" omepyoB*: Abu Yazid can hardly have come up 
; pera omeppoBodias, whether omepyoBodia means sowing or refers 

_ to the actual seed-corn itself (as e.g. in Rylands Copt. Pap. 
319), for seed-corn would hardly be sent from Babylon to 

Upper Egypt; cf too 1. 63, dveAd(s)(vros) 7 Noun? diav(opay), 
where the AoraSdproy Siavopay must be, not what he came with, 
‘but what he came for, Probably, therefore, perd was used 

vil ie accusative in the Homeric sense of the vdject of the 

a v° Bs mp° a: 5 is a later insertion by the same hand. zp°a Picaite ot 

65. Zne8 vi(ov) Ant: Zaid b. ‘Abd. If 8/]° is right, this line 
gar farther to the left than any other. 
aver KTh.: dveOdvtav rept trav dvdparddav Moayapirav ek 

(rod?) av” Kai Myo Trav Bypooloy dud xeupds "lodvvov mpecBurépov. 
a be difficult; perhaps dvOparou, a sum of money being 

ccidentally omitted after it, giving the rate of some charge per 

‘man ; but this is not satisfactory. 
67-71. Hand C. 8/ Iw~ mp* in 1. 69 and 8*/ ABp~ Tewp™ in 

1, 71 by hand A. 
. Naveiay: Nu‘aiman. 

Iv. 
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[77] av? 8°/ AB” Telus Mavp” pavd* 7°” av™ avedO°/ w7 omreppoP* v° af 
8°/ vav™ md” 

7) av 8°/ AB” Telid op? pav® 7°” av~ avehO*/ pw down? Sia 7°” Kd” v®? BS mp? a 
5°/ «uBohapx 

65 8/]? Zed vi Amr $ Movodyp pavd§ 7°” rav® cvpB” aved? rep” av’™ Moayy~ ex~/ 
av? § \ 7” Snip? 8X/ Iw" mpt v°® B 

[77] av™ 8°/ Nasa pavr ABSedr: 7°” av eu ffopho* 
Kated? pw ypayp” ex mpod* vav™ Kapp] mpdevy® S ev? 

tT Kapp S add” ary” 8/ Io~ mp  [ 
70 [77] av™ [8]°/ AB[S]eAd* S [..]...[ wlavd: 7 wav? cvpB” Kater? p™ ypapp™ 

mpop- [......].. K’/bv® duy? 8X/ ABp~ Tewp~ v° § [ 

7A. J* wart p> ypap~ 7 loo .[ 
J} I* [w]p* [S Mlaxapsor [ 

Fol. 8.] 

iB 8°/ ABSehA~ vu Awap ed? xlap.....] avm tr Srowx"/ 

75 n” Xof....] vi. [. Jew 

! Kn 8°/ Maapynr w? Maapyr ed? yxap[’ Po}l!!/ caprav: 7” yop” Fa ¥/ w.[ 

Meo? 8 8°/ [Oloapa ww? ABSep* ed? yap av? 7” Eevon/ [ 

= 8/ ABBep- w? Ovfeed+ way" [ABB]AAaLiC ad? yap dowor’/ [\] kagz[eAd- 
St «~/addlay" 

80 0 8°/ TeliS w° Xam Bep® ed? p> exortY 7°” Syp°® B W°/ [ 

ABSdedX*: “Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik, A.D. 705-709. 
68. xaredO@(ovros): ze. down the Nile from Aphrodito to 

Fustat or elsewhere? Cf 1. 72. 

«x mpopa(aews) : ‘concerning.’ 
mpo(a)pevyo(vrwy): this seems to imply that the sailors had 

fled to Aphrodito. For the present cf. 1832, 8, note. 
71. k(a)t(a)pud(axys) pvyo(yr ): probably a sailor or sailors 

who had fled from the fleet guarding the mouths of the Nile; 
but in 1484 that fleet is called rapadu\axy. 

76. ot8(npov) Kapymav(wy) r(o)(v) xwpiov: cf. 1869, 5. The 
meaning is presumably ‘ weighed on the weighing-machines of 

the Xeplane 

We av’ 7” Eevor®/: the first word may be either dvdpay or 
dvdparddav, probably the former, 2 as dvdparddav would probably 

be given as av® es Eevor® / is obscure ; perhaps, reversing the 

consonants, for evoddkev (or, if r° is for rod, Eevudoxeiov). 

78. OvBeed': this looks more like Ovfees" (just possible as = 

Sah Ubain, Becker); but 5 is not impossible. A dot is not 

infrequently placed over the last letter of an Arab name ending 

with a consonant ; ¢/. Zovxtp* vi(od) Maayep" in 1. 84. 

ABdedatie : ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz b. Marwan, the late Governor. 

potvok(o)5(oktwv) + szc. 
79. This is the continuation of |. 78. 

written before it and then washed out. 
80. Xam: Ka‘b, usually written Xaam (as in 1484, 176, etc.) to 

represent the ‘a7. 
(re)p(t) exotey(tov) : cf 1416, 1. 

An entry has been 

vy 
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iS 8°/ Sovver vw’ Mapay pav* 7°” oypB” ed? xa wap xXop- S Suwp[v7 

iL 8°/ Mwyaep w° Kaeus ed? xap euBo* o[t]/ § «[p}’ § valu 7” alu" 

KB 8°/ Amu pav' 7” ovpB” ed? xa[fp......----].--97 [ 

Kl 8°/ Yovyip: ‘vs Maayep” Bep® ed’ xap San[av? ¢ 

8s [@"]/ 8 8/ ML....----]--[ 

Fol. 8 6.] 

JsGle van ol.) dole eer 

OlvBeeS pav* Adaod evex® 6 kaymav: S av emdey* e”/ 7*xpvo." vy? B/ 

J} ALB] Tf fhd ed? F Cype- S$ mfrrjane” 7” ov” s yyy vy? B/ 

] Axe Bep® ed? xap p 7” ax/ ayop® 8°/ mp 8x/ 7° di... .] va 

go Joovay pav® Taypyl-lr [- -. - Jv” pore ei7/ taxp" 7” mp S Sapane’ 8x/ 7°” ev? 

mayX § Hoa eau” doyio® w? bab F Cy v? a 

AB)” icLiS ed? yap p [ody]p” K°/ a S \ adday” x* Muvay? Ya 

aje|N? xalp) .[...Jof......Jevr Apip~ adday” 7 adday- x"! Movax? v® a 
Movv ay? vy a 

95 } adday’ ov? S ep~ a d cayp- K/ B Taye va 

Fragm. 1 vecto.| Second half of a sheet (vec/o of papyrus). 

ad” 

ene 

@ > 

81. Sovverr; = suggested by Mr. Ellis; Ar. Suwaid. This 

would mean ‘blackish,’ so that the person, who was a maz/d, 

was perhaps a negro. 
Mapay: a puzzling name ; Mr. Crum suggests (Al-)Mal’ak. 

The confusion of p and A is common in Coptic, and would no 

doubt be natural enough toa Copt writing Arabic. Prof. Becker 

suggests also, as possibilities, M‘arrak or Ma‘rak. 
82. Mwyaerp vio(v) Kaets : Mughayyir b. Kais. 
83. Ama: Habib. 
84. Yovyip* vi(ov) M@ayep’: the second name is Muhajir. The 

first looks like Shukair, though: s% is usually given by of as in 
Sleprx ; but cf. Sovpaek in]. 50. The first letter is, however, 

not certain ; it might be x, but is more like o. 
87. Akad: the last letter is not much like a 8. It might be 8, 

but even that is not an easy reading, and it is a good deal like 

the letter read as 8 in OvBeed in 1. 78, or the 8 of 6*/ in 1.89. If 
Akaod is right the name is probably Al-Azd or Al-Asd, one of 

the Arab tribes. A man might be saz/a of a tribe as well as 

of an individual. 
ay? emtdey® «”/ r*ypuor”: very difficult. That r*ypvoc” 

forms one word seems probable from 1. 90, where raxp” is 
written continuously (just possibly, however, eis To rdypa xpuaiov, 

referring to the making of an assessment). av? emdey® may be 

for dvépénov émdeyopévav, ‘men assigned to,’ but the whole 
phrase is quite obscure, 

avuo® 8/ Koopa [doy]” 7°” mayapx SF op kapy* Baor* appl 

] ad? xlap a-/dud]- + °° grou” vy? [. .]/ 

88. mrraxiov: the space seems too large for rr, but the 
surface of the papyrus is not good here and the corresponding 
space is left blank in some lines. 

89. Ayu: Hakim. 
xap 6: the p (= epi) is superfluous, as xdp(w) has been ‘ 

used; cf 1, 92. 
ayop’: apparently dyopacbévrar. 
mp'*: mpayparevray (or -ov). 

go. eA Jr: no name suggests itself. 
[.....]u”: probably most of the space was left blank. Be . 

papyrad is intact. 
pnov*: quite obscure. 

e’/ raxp’: of: 1. 87. 
gl. Herat) edatou(pyov) oye O(evros) vwo(v) Saf: apparently | 

this means ‘ reputed the son of Phab.’ 

Cnpc—: Cqpias. 
92. Muvax§(n) : St. 

93. addayn(s) r(ns) a\Aay(ns): the first d\Aay7(s) perhaps an — 
accidental insertion, but it may = ‘ shift,’ as.in l. 95. ie 

95. cayp(arov): ‘for making exddles: i 
k/ Bray: this should be xara Sevrepov réypa (cf. 148 

564, etc.), but the over-written letter looks like «. [So too p e] 
haps in a Coptic fragment. Perhaps then we should read 
always xara debrepov rayév, the participle used for the noun] — : 
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Ds avuo® 8°/ av? d [Sa™?] ept 7” paoy’ lep? ayy’ Sy fyi B [ 
100 ® xs avva® 8'/ av" ) Saray] payor ax/x"/ S dp’p® Kovpo”” Avato* [ 

T!/ avuo® 5~/ av~ ) pS §"/ vav™ S rexvv Tho 7” KX” et/ Bodd* S$ Tov[dda? 
AG’/«  avvo® 8'/ av" § amapy’ mpi? a pid prow’ Kapp Kaor S [ 

Xout § S$ eavve® §-/ av~ $ Iohvep* § [a}rapy” ayy” 28/ fd dX Tru” AN orad[* 
]- avo’ 87/ S av~ d [ama]p? [alyy* ov? ex/ Siahopp ro™ pyt [ 

105 ] avvo® 8/ Hdtas Svadoode [out] ev e*/ Seppu* tp%Y ap” » A [ 

Verso blank. 

Fragm. 2 vecto.|_ Probably first half of a sheet (verso of folio). 

Tla Aquat v B 
J ayy~ SY HprB o” v? 7B amotp® = v®_iyf 8/ 

] ou ap” Ke 7°” vy v° af y oh Ko 
Jovk- S kour Sal!™! comp! apT ir” 6 va 

‘IO kap|p: ov” ev~ vno” BaB- fii 8 mpior”’ a v° B 

J ayy a8 fd v 8¢ 
] ayy* B iis ov” ayytat®™e Sat” dv’ 0 

em ude [/] ¢--- [+--+] Py « 

Verso blank. 

99. ayy”: stc; so in 1, 103; = dyyapevrod. 1879, 14. 
Tor. Bodd* § Toud8a: the supplement is due to Prof. Becker, our(ws): this seems a likely reading. 

who identifies the two places as respectively ¢’0)Sodda = Al- Sepp” rp*’: Séppara rpdyea; cf. 1416, 41. What ap” can 

Ubullah, the trading-city near Basrah (cf G. Le Strange, Ze meanis obscure. It may be p”, but ap” looks more likely. 
_ Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, p. 47), and Jiddah, the port 106 ff. It is not certain that this really belongs to this 

ot Mecca, ‘ ‘deren alte literarische Schreibung eben mit ~ ist.’ account. 
103. mdw® AX‘: probably wAweiwy "AXeLardpelas ; a requisition 109. Jovd § xour: perhaps names; ? Tfap]JovA (kal) Kour. 

of labourers for some brickyards at Alexandria. oonp’ ap’: dompéov aprdBa. As often, the a is not really 
105. This Elias occurs as author of a Coptic fragment, written at all. 

addressing ‘Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik. He is there called 112. a Tov € eat) a tov 8: z.é. fone fecetving 5s. and the 

_ asoldier (Crum). Soldiers not infrequently carried letters; e.g. other 4s. as wages.’ 

PAPYRUS 1442.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1427. Incomplete roll; the largest fragment measures 1 ft. 3 in.x1 ft. 33 in. Recto 

in a rapid, sloping, rather irregular minuscule of varying size in ink of a slightly red tint. 

The hands of. the verso are similar in character; E in black ink, F in ink of very light 
colour, written with a thin pen, G in ink of similar colour to that of the vecto, perhaps 
by the same hand. 

HIS roll contains several different accounts. The main account on the recto, numbered A, is 

one of requisitions intended for naval purposes. B is a similar but smaller one, dated in the 

- 8th indiction (the date of A is not given). C, which is undated, is an account of hoyiowua for the 
Yy 2 
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various ywpta of the dioikynars, the sums being all given in both dpiOu.a and éyopeva vopicpara. 
It is noticeable that for all the monasteries except Tarous the Aoyiowa are larger than the total 

quota seen in 1418 and 1414. It will be remembered that these monasteries are not entered as 
paying Sypdov in 1418 and 1414, though other evidence shows that they did pay these taxes 
(see p. 126 and the general introduction). Their financial arrangements are indeed very hard to 
understand. 

D is an account of the emdo/a for the Ist indiction, and is of some interest. There is no 

indication that it refers only to a portion of the emdola; yet the total amount, 1358% artabas, is 

much less than that which appears in 1419, 254, along with the normal quota of money, and 

certain of the ywpia which are known to have paid the emdéo/a do not occur. In this the account 
resembles 1415 verso; and in neither case can we suppose the amounts to be only so much of 
the emdola as was required for the barns of Babylon, since a portion of the em{ynrovpevar is 

deducted for these. In 1484, 51 ff., the amounts again differ. It is perhaps not impossible from 

these facts that the quota of corn-tax and its distribution among the ywpia, unlike the money- 

taxes, varied from year to year. The total amount here is less than in 1415 verso; of the quotas 

for the single ywpia those for the povaorypia, Psyrus, Poimen, and Sakoore are the same in both 

accounts, that for Pakaunis practically the same (1283 artabas here and 12835 in 1415 verso). 

The amount sent to Babylon is less here than in 1415 verso. 

E is the only account relating to the quotas of individuals, not of ywpia. It specifies the 
tax-payers (all but one of whom are women), the 7ézou in which they held land, and their quotas of 

land-tax, poll-tax (not paid by the women), and damdvy for the 5th and 6th indictions. The taxes 

are described as zpo(xpeia) or mpo(rédeva) for the two indictions. It is not clear, therefore, 

whether the whole amount of the taxes for the indiction is specified or only a portion, but the 

latter is the most likely, especially as one of the tax-payers pays nothing for the 6th indiction. 
Even so, however, the varying amounts of certain taxes in the two indictions (¢.g. George, 

1. 54, poll-tax 23s. for the 5th indiction, 23s. for the 6th, emdo/a nothing for the 5th, 1 artaba for 

the 6th) may perhaps be used as an illustration of the varying assessments of tax-payers in 

accordance with local arrangements ; cf pp. 168, 173, 174, and general introduction. 

F, which is undated and has no heading, evidently relates to some portion of the ypvoud 

Synpdo.a, and G, also undated, probably concerns the poll-tax, but is not quite clear (cf note 
on |. 68). 

The roll, in its present state, consists of one large fragment and several small ones. As the 

arrangement of the account E on the verso is uncertain at the beginning of the lines and therefore 

no help can be got from it, the fragments have been placed by the fibres of the vecfo, and the 

space between those which are not continuous estimated from the width of the co\Ajpara. As 

there are eighteen ywpia in C and presumably the same number in A, of which fourteen can be 
accounted for from the surviving fragments, it follows that four lines are lost. The fragments 
are distinguished in the transcript of A, being numbered f. 1, f. 2, etc. 

Several corrections have been made, which are distinguished by thicker type. Not — 
infrequently, however, it is somewhat difficult to decide whether a figure is a correction or not, 

and in some cases nothing more appears to have been done than to rewrite an entry over the 

original figures. Where this seems clearly to be the case the figures are not marked as 
a correction. 
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Recto. 

cay’ K/ > v° af 
17 (f. 4) v? a O/ 2 Z 

K/ 8 va 

18 (f. 5) 
K/ Bw $ 

19 
4 og v af 

20 (f. 6) x Ayt~ Maps v? § 2 

Bw § 
21 (£.6) yi/ v? pe ax’/ dy v? Ay ouK/.. 

oP B vv? ay X* ot 

vy? pS on™ K/ BV af 

Boy kal dxatiov kai Spopovapiov kat dAdov dvrwv évros vicou 
BaBvhévos, 
2 ove] ...%: of 1, 21. The characters there look like 
either ovx/ ory or (less likely) ove XX. Evidently some kind 

‘fig-trees is meant. 
— ayr’/ oi: dyxipia oiBevwa, The following articles are 

ra o1Béviva, Aerrdv orinmwoy, cxowia pikpd (or pixrd), pacepr, 
whépa, and orimmiou Kevtnvdpia B. The form otinmoy (or 
_olnmwov) for orummeioy is frequent i in papyri. 

4. x : a mark of revision, 
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I. Ady@ kricews kal dvackevijs kal dudoKadelas Kai é€aptias Kapd- 

349 

A. Across the fibres (parallel to the breadth of the roll). 
1 (f. 1) ev]8y } [pudon/ S e€ap"]] krio® S avack® S di S cap" Kap~ S ax’/ S Sp? S add” ov" 

ev” vyo” BaB" 
2 ] Kop” Ad? v? BBS ov? ax®/ Kv? « ovK/ [..-fx Sv? ay chav” we Cv Bly iB ayk’/ oP 

y v° yf Aerr~ orB§ B v? ay X™ oT" a Vv a oY’ "w/v v° BiB parr a 

vy aS y 

3 tw Kn v? C on™ K*/ B vv? af 
4 x e€ Tn? v° ce ar®/ & v° & dowiK®/ oxi” ¥ v? o TUN pv i Z 

zZ 2 2 2 Z 2[ 2 2 

5 x y In? v? 4 ax®/ B v° B tv Kd vw ¢ 2 2 4 

2 Z Z 

6 x B In? [vp ef y ava oxvu av ¥ Tu im v? 8§ 4 
Z Z [4] 

7 (f. 2) av°v? Aye Mapc* v° a B/ ] 2 4 B v° B/ 8 va 
8 Tlax*/ vy «KB | Soa ox’ y va vs v? 

Tan” > v a 

9 ] ia v°® BS 67 
2 2 

[4 lines lost] 
14 (f.3) x Kep- va Z Z ya (f4)] 2 2 

15 (f. 3) x Moumny v° B/ B [»° B/ 
16 (f.3) x Ay’ Ii/ of Z (f. 4) 4 P) 

vy? §/ 

al vv 2 

(f. 5) 

XS ve ay chau” pe Cv? BS 7B ayk’/ otB® y v° yS 

av a ox% p'/ v » BiB pact a vv aS y Tv pxB 

oxi": oxiord. 

8. wad”: if thisis not a mere slip for wado, Jalz (but of. 1433, 
25, where it also occurs), it probably stands for either wahovda- 

pévra, Paludamenta (Soph.), or madovka, fali (Ducange). As 
the requisitions are for naval purposes, the latter is the more 
probable, and cf 1414, 9, mad"; but maddor, Pallium, occurs in 
1414, 112, 145, etc. 

16. cay’: cf. 1414, 16, note. 
17. ay’ 8’; the first figure is under the entries for the price of 

owrxoddxa oxtord, but the rate is that for rvAdpia, and the v° 3’ 
is in the right position. 
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22 

oayy® K/ Kv € 

B. Across the fibres. 

23 +II” xe ¥/ » doy” pi* 
Bovvev v § cayy® K/ B v® § 

25 Sak?/ vy? §/ ¢ Pav 
ABB- Epp~ 4 x) Be 4 

Tapoov vfs K/ B v? § 

@apoov v § K/ B v? § 

BapBapo” ae K/ B v? § 

30 op” Ayw~ Mapi~ v? § K*/ B v® § 

C. Across the fibres. 
+o}row” e Y/ 8/ ex: v ons 910 Ff VY 1 

AL.] Adpodire ex: » p0//S v pisf wS e Tledu* ex’ » AVS Vv? hes 

€ y Ted." vy O//K v? Kaf ¢ B TMedu- [pp 98) vw my 

a avy? Ayu Mapi* v° B YKa v° ¥ O§ Tlaxavvews v° ve//KB  v® vO B/ 

35 aSy Eudur® ve 918 ve B/ BS ¥ Bovrywr v9 //d v 7 8/ 

B[B]/ Kepapuov ve //k ve GG af Tousen vw 898 v° df 

[.J§ L.]% Wupov ve uagtB vv By af Ay” Tw?” v 898 vy 8 
B/ axope vagkr vB a op’ AB~ Eppawros v? BYK vy 

¢  pov* Papoov we oie Lys ¢  pov* Tapoov vy ous pit 

40 y pov Bapp- vo =9kB veo 8% = op” Ayt— Mapis ve BYK vy 

D. Across the fibres. 

+eml: euBod: wd-/ a ap atm $ 
Kop” Adpo® S med." o. ap” aces 

udu" K*/ ap- xge8/ se ‘Tedu* ap ppa 

y Ted? ap” pons 7 8 B Tledi* ap~ pr 

45 povv* ap” v 

Tlaxavvews ap- pkn B/ 

WVupov ap” way 

Tlounp - ap~ t 

_Xaxope ap” ¥y 

50 ~=—S_ twv €€ av’” rapad’/ ev" off BaB’ ov ap~ aty d ap~ pes 

30. After this line two lines seem to have been washed out. 
Hardly any traces remain, but the second probably began 

with a +. 
31. Aoyotpw(y): for the word cf. 1414 Passim, and the intro- 

duction to it, p. 125 f. 
32 ff. It is not clear what the figures preceding the name of 

each ywpioy stand for. It will be noticed that they vary in 
amount according to the amount of the Aoyiowwa. They must 
therefore have some relation to them. In many cases in the 

following lines and on the verso the abbreviation »° becomes 

GREEK PAPYRI [1442 

pb" oxu” ve v° € TaN” g Ya 

* 

a mere dot. in 

32. //: a variation of the usual ¢ (in the MSS, /) for kepdria. 
In several cases the two strokes meet at the top, forming an 
angle. Mh: 

pis: 5 corrected from &. 
35. Bovywy: the ov is the monogram, so that the word looks — 

like Byvov. So too in 1. 74. 
50. kai rav é§ abrov mapadobeway ey rois éppios BaBvdavos. 

tpe 9: pw corrected from X. 



_ 52. The washed out line (which was very close to this) was 

not a heading, as it begins, like the following ones, with 6/, and 
it is doubtful whether any heading was ever written; there is 

certainly very little room for one. The hands of this roll are 
aot very easy to distinguish ; G may be by the 1st hand, 

ss ®OKa: ayyzdvoy Oda occurs in 1419, 1202, 1205, 1207, anda 
_ xepiov 0a, which in Brit. Mus. Papp. 1772,1784 and a papyrus at 
Florence appears as a xp, in 1468, It is not quite clear what 

isthe relation of the name here to the rest of the line. This line, 

with Il. 55 and 56, makes it probable that ap” in Il. 53 and 54 is 
_ part of a place-name, not dpoupa, a conclusion supported by the 
fact that no figure follows ; but it is not certain whether these 
names are réro or xwpia. The names of rémo: occur later in 
_ the line ; consequently if these are also rémot the amount of the 
tax must be specified in the lacuna. There is certainly no 
room for all three taxes; but since poll-tax and damrdyyn were not 
paid on the holding there is no need to specify them more than 
once, and the land-tax would probably occur alone. If, how- 

ever, these are témot on which the tax was paid, we should 
expect payment to be made for both indictions; consequently, 

_ since the payments following the second rém0: are clearly for 
the 5th indiction, we should have to read here in the lacuna 
7° w/Pev x ap’ x np? ’/ Tv x ap” x dnp)’, and for this there 
paeemos no room, especially as space is used rather lavishly in 

document ; moreover, én], if the reading is right, implies 
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Verso.} 

E. Across the fibres (parallel to the length of the roll). (2nd hand.) 

1 line washed out, very faint traces. 

52 3/ you? [ Room for about 24 letters ] ®Oda mp? w/[? € 
about 9 letters Sul’ ro™ Sadt » yy av? 2 87/ y/v yy 

ap- 7h mp? 0/5 Bn? v yy a. BY. y/ yp a ap- yy 
53 8/ yapl" a.]p” onl? 

] ro™ pwpapri/ v By . : y/ v By 

ap- aSy mp? W/ > § tov av- By . - y/v By ap~ yB/ 

54 &/ Teo[pyvou Jap” op? [ 
] ro™ Neue var? Bs . vy Pe vF 

ap~ 2 mp? l/s & av va v® BS y/ ve yS  ap7 
55 8/ yap" Ama K"/ Tepe §..[ Room for about 12 letters J av op[? 

] to” Kupa a: ae . y/ va 
ap~ B/ mp? v/s § tava 2 + « yf vse apm 4 

56 8/ yap" Avarraciov [ ]xko- op[? 
] Siadopav Kr? v? 8 s : y/ v § 

ap~ ySy mp? ¥/ > § Sad? xr? ve 8. yf wv S ap- 8 

57 to" ABB- lakwB [ | ] tp? ’/ e€ amo af 

| ] 
58 to” Kaved?” [ ] 

v° B/ [ov alp~ afeh. 

59 ro™ Tlunve [ ] 

that that is the first mention of land-tax; and finally, diapdpor 

«rn(udrov) in 1, 56 seems inconsistent with the supposition that 
a rémos has already been specified earlier in the line. 
is probable that these place-names are not rémot, or at least not 

7émot in which the tax-payers held taxable land, but are the 
places from which they came. » The difficulty. with regard to 
the last supposition is that there is so much space between the 
names of tax-payers and these place-names, and there is a blank 

space after ’Avacragiov in |, 56. At any rate, it seems very 
unlikely, for the reasons stated, that the place-names refer to 

holdings on which the taxes were paid. 
Zad*: perhaps Sadaya (1419, 997). 

mp°: mpoxpelas or mporedeias. The dots in this line and in 
the corresponding places in following lines are in the MS. 

53. (umep) tov av(rwy): this refers to dnpociar. 

54. Nepxe: the 4th letter looks rather more like 7 than x, but 
is no doubt «; the name is no doubt Neumee (1419, 471, etc.). 

55. Ileps: Ilerpe seems hardly possible. 

56. Just above the second part of this line (from diapopwv) 
there are traces which suggest that a line has been washed out. 
Perhaps the line was cancelled and then rewritten slightly 
lower. 

59. Below this line two words, which appear to have no con- 
nexion with any of the accounts, have been written, probably in 
the hand of F. They appear to read onu.~ and opm. 

Thus it g 
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F. Along the fibres (parallel to the breadth of the roll), 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI [1442 

(3rd hand.) 

Incomplete account, without heading, relating to the quotas of ypvowda Sypdora for 

Aphrodito and its subdivisions. 8 lines remain. The quota for Aphrodito is 1029s, 22¢. 

éxdpeva, = 111845. dpiOuia, and the total is [2]3(?)61s. 23. = 25643s. In very faint ink. : 

G. Across the fibres. (4th hand ?) 

68 + Sia dvayp- 7” de B/ 

69 Adpo® Ava v° 09 S/ vt Hdoh vg 8/ v? av” S K"/ xwp* 
vy? Wg 8/ v° y/ v Ky 8/ v? Ke 

70 Tlak-/ ve 8oiB sve on? v° 6918 Sf vs op? 
2 y/ vo 8/ v? wa 

71 fx » prygy ap? vo 
72 Kop” Adpo® ap? v° on ex: »* 0a KB] € Teds" v? Ko B/ ex: v: K8 //is 

y Weds v? 8 B/ ex: » w//8 

73 B Tedu- v? 1 B/ v? 09 Ka av? Ayt* Mapi* v° y v° Bois 

Tlaxavy‘ ve? pb v° ATGK 

74 Epdur* vy v Bou K°’/ Bovroy sv ey v dgoK 

Kepapov vyy vyy 

75 Wupov vey v OgK Tlouxnv: vaB/ vv agp 
Lakope ? Be v agkB 

76 poov* Tapoov — vy v gC pov- Papoov v® v 9¢ 

pov- BapB- v’ y 9¢ , 

77 Ayu” Tuto [vy] y¢ vo BOK op” AB~ Epp~ v° a Y 9B 

op” Ayu M~ v° a v 9kB 

68. This line, which looks like a heading to what follows, is 
puzzling. The sums given below do not amount to 505% s., and 
the first two lines seem to have no connexion with those which 
follow. dia dS:ayp(ahov) ra(v) ge 8/ would seem to refer to poll- 

tax. As the sums below do not add up to anything like this 
amount, it is perhaps the xead(copds) (505% dydpara), but one 
would expect the rate to be at least 2s. per dvoua. At any rate, 

this line seems more appropriate as a heading to ll. 71-77 than 
to Il. 69, 70. It is difficult to see what they have to do with 
the account. 

69. The nature of the account in this and the following line is 
not clear, The money is divided into three portions, described 

as Avka, Had, and av® § «"/ ywp*. The first two look like per- 
sonal names ; Avxa is more probably mis-written for Aovea than 

the name Avxas, which occurs in CIG. 1957, g. (vol. II. Add.). 
HAad is the Arab name which occurs in UKF. 260, 1199, Wilcken, 
Tafein, xixid. The last heading is ave kat kétw xopas, and this 
suggests that the sums contained in these lines were requisitioned 
for the expenses of clerks and other officials at head-quarters, the 
two names being presumably those of officials, and ava kai karo 
xepas referring to the two departments of-the ‘Home Office’ 
dealing with those districts. 

70. The dot is in the MS. 

72. xd //1F: after ex’ v' two figures, the second of which was 
8, have been washed out. «xd // <9 is written further to the 
right and almost run into y Wed:-. : 

74. x°’/ Bovvey: the first word is obscure; it never occurs 
elsewhere in connexion with Bovvoi, 
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PAPYRUS 1443.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1406. Fragment, probably of a roll; 1 ft. rjin.x1ft. 8¢in. ecto in a regular, 
round, rather large minuscule, in reddish ink, verso in a small, sloping minuscule, in ink of 
the same colour. Additions and corrections are made on both sides in a small, more 

upright minuscule, in very black ink. 

HE account on the verso here, which is the only one of any importance, is a list of expenses, 

without dates. The corrections and additions, which are printed in thicker type, are so 

numerous as to suggest the idea that a register for the first indiction has been made to serve 
again for the second, differences being noted. This is somewhat supported by the frequent 

occurrence of the entries o7(ou)y(e?) and B i(v)8(uxridvos), the latter seeming. to mean that the 
entry holds good for the second indiction also. It is true that once or twice a i(v)8(«rudvos) is 

inserted ; but this may simply mean that the entry applies only to that indiction. 

Recto.] 

Illegible remains of a protocol. 2 lines. 

iB 8/ AvSpS Sipor[os 

¢ 8/ Avdp* Ovvodpr” S$ ad*/ af” 

5 6 8/ Ana Paci” @codoow™ [ 

¢ 8/ Ama Op Mapx’’/ [ 

8 8/ Avour Mnva [ 
87/ KX Apas amo Tavxepxfews ? 

iB 8/ Awa KY AvdpS 

10 af8/ ¥ 8/ Adavacw” Max~/ [ 
up 8/ Awa Typ Bue-/ [ 
8B 8/ Ama K*/ IIvoove a0 v” 

8/ @codoo.™ Tlavyepts afro v° 
3/ Bux*/ Empay” af7ro. v° 

15 1B 8/ Bux"/ @co8o0v"” alo v° 
Sf yap Adav* «Ml [ 

8/ Tewpyws Vouvwr = [ 

8B 8/ Tewpyios faxwB [ 
. 8B 8/ Tewpyv’” Movoraov [ 

20 tf 8/ SevovOie” Tv” [ 
8/ Tpoow® Iwavy” [ 

y/ am v? p&> Bl’ 

3-21. The intention appears to have been to arrange these 8. Avas: perhaps for Avos (=’Apyas?). Perhaps the same person 
“names in alphabetical order. This account probably relates to is intended as in 1482, 47. Iavxépxews may possibly be the same 
Aphrodito itself, as many of the persons here named occur also _as the Iaxépxis, of the Panopolite pagarchy, in 1457, 115. 
in the Aphrodito section of 1482. 12. Ilioove: for the dot cf. 1419, 371, note. 

3. Between the protocol and the account is a blank space of 13. Ilavyepis: perhaps = Iavydpios ; of. CIG. 9904. 
ft. fin. In each line amo »°, as in ll. 12-15 and 22, is to be 21. Tpoatd(os): no doubt the same name as the Apoots of - 

‘supplied; ¢/. for this 1471 and 1472. 1419, 376. 
i: the bearing of these figures is, as usual, doubtful. 

IV. ZZ 
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Verso.) 
a Ay Sy ees : : ; ; : 

8°/ trav vav™ K°l/ Av/*) B f?/ vy] tB§ 
" aes . 

OTX vOu* Kap.” B 18/ otX v? ve 

25 Bap” v? KO 

96 28% [Ata T Kov' v° Bl cox yauke reyes of € v HB 
265 Avav. [fem] v° t 

27 27a ota t* Kap Max~/ lepw” v° iB wSi- Kop: B 8/ ve oat: [x © KS] ox 

28 28a Evfolx. x v? of Ba v° [i] 

29 8°/ vav? Adpix?/ ovr v haf 8/ 

9 304 Ama T- Kod)? v° ¢ iSi- Kop? B 8/ ve Kn B/ ded 
3 306 Tlerp~ Mave ve f 

oTx 

31 314 Bap v? of 1B 

32a Tlex-/ Sat? v° f 

32 326 Mapk?/ Avo ve £  8°/ Bepami* vav" ev" opp®” va 

bi cop BEST BY w B/ 
Baf” vy 

35 ork 3/ & pus? ep? vB 
M S- co B / vay 

Ba” Buy  B/ ; 
[| orx §°/ @codwp” otp* F puo® av- S$ vavh” tov vav— yf Wit K*/ wv Sy 

39 [| ox 89/ § Bov\dk~ Tov vav- B 7 kK Wu- Kop? v ¢ 
5 

oa B °/ 
ve [orka 8/ § r/ char” Tov var” ev~ Kop” v Ba 

8 
Ala ' P 
41 es 8°/ § 7/ ogmp* \ twv vav™ 8/ TMerpov v $8 

42a / B 8/ 

42 oTx 89/ & rp? ov? \ twv vav™ ev” Kop” yé 

434 / 3 
43 oTX 8°/ & uo’ orp* S vavd*” *S Bovhh~ “tov vav™ ev? kop: v? § 8/ 

/ 
23. 8°/: 8amaynévra. 
26a. It is not quite clear what is the relation of these lines at 

the side to the original entries, but as (excluding the present 
line, which is cancelled) they make up a sum of 28}s., which is 
the sum given by the corrector in 1. 30 as the quota of Aphrodito 
for the 2nd indiction, it seems probable that they give the 
payments which make up that amount. Whether the persons 
named are tax-payers or tax-collectors is uncertain; but 7s. 
would be a very large payment for one person for a single 
requisition. As there is a space between orad(évros) 1a(v) 

xap(4Boyv) and the name in 1. 27 a, this phrase may perhaps have 
no reference to the latter; but it may mean that the person 

referred to has been sent to or from the fleet. 

v°: apparently written twice. 
27. or(ot)x(e): this probably refers to the sum of money 

in 1, 26. 

27a. lept” : not lepn*. Just possibly Iepv” = ‘IepovcoAtpor, 
meaning that he was at Jerusalem. 

27. ¥ 8: a correction. 

31. BaBv(Awvos) : BaB” was written first by the original hand 
and then af” repeated by the corrector over the original letters. 
The quota, however, has not been altered, as it should have 
been when that for Aphrodito was changed. or(ot)x(et) inl. 314 
probably refers to the correction in 1. 30. ’ 

32. Oepami* ; 2. Oepameias. 

33- Apparently the corrector at first wrote after i8¢(as) Ko, 
a different sum as quota. Afterwards he discovered that che | 
original sum was right for the 2nd indiction, and therefore can- 
celled the figures he had inserted and wrote 8 «°/ before v° 8/. 

37. B 3 «(v)8(uervovos) : apparently referring to the following line, 
like B « / above the lines which follow it. 

38. n*: both by the original clerk. No doubt he had — 
ax as 7 in a day-book from which he was copying. 

39. BovAA~ : perhaps the Latin BodAXa, but it can hardly mean 
as usual, sea/, unless it refers to a charge for sealing documents. — 
40. ev: €v THe 

41. oompe(ov): this looks much more like ouzp‘, cae is there- _ 
fore, perhaps, the mysterious ovmpp“ of 1485, 81, etc. 
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[ov a 8/ [Buxt/ $ Max-/]] a 18/ 

45 yt/ v° B / ve pits 
46 atro v° StacToh: 

Col. II.] . ‘ 
47 Bef / mpoxper [v?/ 

¥ Samav? Bep[®/....... weve] & Cf 
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ve BB/ 

v° prt ad v° pit [sl ) [[v? 6S y] [.-- I ¥ 

Sater Sy B/ p 18/ v° pKB ¢ 

vy OS § vavd[ mdf or 

v? BB/ / yuo? y*y? vav~ .[.--..----- ] v° BB/ a 18/ v 8 

50 | tr daw” S valu]. ..-.-.--a}rovor op? v Cis 67] 
50a 

5la B b/ 

31 [pict ery 2 shay?) a / ” yb/ 
| vavd” mrow” Baofor*....-? Kalpp~ on? B 18/ v BF 

53 | tpod- TwypoO/ [....... coup} t Katayp~ op v°? B 
534 a 18/ 
54 | tpod~ Myra [.......--K]arayp~ op a w5/ ya 

55 Pith MME os oso 5] B 8/ v Sy 
[| Sarav” Bep® xar*.[....- op] a / vay 

Pf merday xp ecu wt 
58 ¥ | rp” Nerr~ vy y Oly-...-.-] tov kap~ BaB’ on =v” y 
5824 B 8/ o va 
59 Il § puo® epy~ tolv..... S$] vav* av~ ov 8 vy a B/ 
59a a 18/ 
60 I] & vavd” S8ara[v?...... BijdoBeov B 8/ vy? $B 

I] §& ty xapt/ [...-.--].7 S a8e/ vo ay tir xapt/ v? 8 

S ty xap™ ayp~ trl... .] Alv]rivos vo B a 18/ 

XS ty? av- [8/] So[uB]- Matoce vo a $ v° .B B/ 

& tYpy av™ 6/ SouB- X[. . Jor ve ¥ 

65 & «ralo]p- t+ xaltay]p— §/ Terpe di[or]xt/ v° B B 18/ v° pos 

& ty vy [...--. vacaeke ] 

S tov vf. jf. .] Ka0*/ 6/ «..8 

45, 46. The figures in these lines are obscure. Those in l. 45 
should be the total of the corrected sums for this column, but 

the existing items make up 123s. and some must be lost. 
Perhaps, however, a correction was made in I. 23. It is to be 
noticed that this sum is deducted in 1. 46 from 187s., which 
may therefore be the sum for the Ist indiction. The second 
half of 1. 46 (after the lacuna) is very difficult to explain; being 
below Col. II, though in a line with the first half, it may possibly 
give the total for that column, but would seem rather to give 
the sums for the two indictions in the first column. The first, 

if »° oy B/, written above, is meant for the sum of the Ist indic- 
tion, is irreconcileable with the individual items; the second, 
122}s. for the 2nd indiction, may be meant as the sum of cor- 
rected items, which is properly 123$s.; but this is very unlikely. 
The ¢ of pr¢ is a correction from B. 

49. y"y": perhaps meant for dyya(pevray). 

50. dmovoia is elsewhere used in connexion with iron; its 
meaning here is obscure. 

Laces | 

v° pB 
[5 8’]: 5 & was written over g (?) and then crossed out, 

something else being apparently written above it. 
53. mpop-: mpopdce. 

56. xar*: or perhaps xare(édvros). 
58. New” v° y Cvy': obscure. v° y (but the v® is doubtful) 

seems to give the rate or total price, so that Aerr~ must be 
either a noun or the adjective used as a noun in some uncertain 
sense. For the reading (vy' cf 1. 66. It is probably (vyay, as 
in 1485, 39, but from the context must have a different sense, 
unless we should read in the lacuna \(4)y(@) r@(v) vavr(av) 

vyd(vrov). 
63. 8 B/: « corrected from f, or possibly the stroke is 

intended to convert B into p. 
65. x\acp(arwy) +(ns) karayp(adys): cf 1485, 158. 
66. reu(ns) : a correction. 
67. Probably by a different hand. The letters are much 

larger and rounder, but the ink is black. 

ZZ2 
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PAPYRUS 1444.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1408. Small piece of papyrus which may be complete; 7% in.x 33 in. Written 
in a very small, sloping minuscule, in rather faint ink. 

& bige account on this scrap of papyrus is one of receipts and miscellaneous expenses. It 

contains nothing of special interest. 

Recto :— 
+ yu” xp” Samar? 

Meo°® te 

8-/ Ay” Vou" & Evdoye~ — vy 
[[M‘ us 89 Koddov® vav™ § vav* v° Si 

5 Kk 8/ & typ” oom 8/ lw* aom’ v° ¢ 

Verso (other way up) :— 

+ yy" xP 
etc 

evex® vB S§ Tak/ 

XS Epdv" va Sf Tow? 

S Blow” ve Sy & Kep~ 

10 SX vif Tkape vB & Wupo” 
S Ay” Ilwoure® v° Sy S Laxope 

SX lelexunr vy  Sanrm 

SS Hpaeu v Sy 

v/v is B/ 
15 ad” Sara’ 

o—— 

SX rip yxeup® va [SX Tewp? y 

SX @codoc.0" mp. vy [SX Koop- 
XS typ ura v aS y 
S ty” ow” 8/ Movoa” v°? B/ 

20 SX Xevov® orp~ 7” Sovk’/ v° ¥ 

Ss acd? AvooKop”” va 

3- S(ca) (rov) Aytov Yorov: presumably a monastery. 
5. oovt-: ddovior, 

aoni®: possibly a name, but more likely domdorood or 
domBoupyod. 

10. (umep) vt(wv) Tkape: it is curious to find single tax-payers 
among xpia; cf. Il. 12, 13. 

12. Zandmt: or possibly Sand m(crixod), but there is no sign 
of abbreviation. 

14. iF B/: a correction. 

ve 

va 

v Sy 
v Sy 

ve Sy 

vy 

v° 7 

v° 1 

16. xe: possibly xetpodéopar; cf the (vyd of 1485, 39, and 
évAopdyyava of 1884, 27. 

(vrep) Tewpy(cov): this half-line and the next are really 
a little above the level of the first halves. Apparently the clerk 
intended to make a second column, but, finding there would 
not be room lower down, crossed out what he had writt 

y* 3 yepdiou. 
18. term: immapioy, 

21. avp*: doubtful ; perhaps dodaXeias, ‘surety for.’ 



1444] 

S§ Mnva v°? B/ 
S ty: ov” 8/ Awa Typ va 
S uo’ ayp~ 8/ @codocr0s mp v° 

25 S ABp* «!/ v° 

y Ph ayp~: perhaps Sjpeebdneat 3; or pomnly to be amended 

imép){rtpijs) dypdger (sc, xapriav). 
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25. «°/: perhaps kaapoupyoi ; of. Pap. 454 (a), 2 (Vol. I. 
Pp. 320). 

y= £), op? Ay 

Jetoux:/ Tony v? § = ar? Ay 

5  jemoux:y Vupov v° ay pov Papoo” 

Mapu~ 

?Mjax-/ v° y 89/ Opovayyio” xap* 

2. vavA(ov) mAovov: this is above the level of the rest of the 
line, and is perhaps a continuation of the previous line. 

4. pov-aorn(piv): the clerk over-lined vas if the abbreviation 
had been pov. Cf. 1416, 72, where also the povacripia are 
distinct from the named monasteries. 

6. xap*: xaprovdapiov ; of. 1447, 137, etc. 
7. opBtovro*: one would naturally divide this as ’Opfiov 

m6X(eos), implying, perhaps, that Pachymius came from the city 

(Antaeopolis ?)5 but in 1446, 30, occurs a "Iwdvvov opBioro*, 
where opStoro* seems a single word, and should be either a name 
or an epithet. It does not look like a name, and is no doubt 

Saale fragment of what seems to have been a register of miscellaneous expenses. 
quotas of the ywpia are specified after each. 

Mapi~ 

op” BalpBapo” v° B/ op” ABB~ Eppaw™ v° ay 

PAPYRUS 1445.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1493. Fragment of a roll; 1 ft. 5;in.x 9 in. Written across the fibres of the 
papyrus in a small, rather sloping minuscule, in very black ink. The verso is blank. 

The 

] amapy'! vav[” 
yay vav thoes” BL 

op*” Tapoo” vy 

ve §y  pov-aor? va 

vx 

ve y 8/ Gcodap” Iwavyv” v° B 

7 } » B 8° Tayvpe” opBi’ro* Kared® ~ mayX v? B 8/ codwp” ra? ev v° ia 
8 J 8°/ co? ou SF gv av™ x7/ v~ 

cr a 
9 ]- amo Tlax’/ v° BB/ 

10 ] Wedd! =v? § Bowvwv v? ¢ ay” IIwov? v° ¢ op” BapBapo” v° ¥ 
op]|’” Tapoo” v® ¢ op” Papoo” v? ¢ Tlowuny v ¢ av? Ayw~ Mapi~ v® ¢ 

épBiorddov, z.€. a seller of épBrov, SpBioy and dpBds are given 
by Ducange as forms of épéPior, époBos. It is of course possible 

that opfi°”. ‘ro’ here is to be distinguished from opBrorro* in 
1446, 30; but cf 1430, 18, where the word also occurs, and 
UKF. 31, 723. 

karen! f- may*: cared Odyros pera maydpxov. 
ma Gr matdds évddEov (sc. maydpxov ?). 

8 & pir eat «"/v- CY: obscure. dx* may be quAowaXelas, in 
which case av’ probably refers to some xdpaSo previously men- 
tioned. 

9. Hax”/: no doubt meant for TMaka(ivews), 
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PAPYRUS 1446.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1438. Fragment of a roll; 63 4 
minuscule of medium size. 

in. x1 ft. 4 in. Written in a sloping, rapid 
Papyrus of very poor quality. 

HE accounts contained on this fragment are concerned with miscellaneous charges, 

including land- and poll-tax. 

are described as émfnrovpeva. 

thicker type. 

“ 

“»’ w 

SS 

Recto. Col. 1.] 
xper]~ B” 7°” Sn? v° ¢ pro? Kad* v? 
op] vy ‘es v° 

op”] v ¢ 
ouP vy 

5 ov 2 2 
oe P) ) 

op?] vy S$ op 
ole 2 op 

ony eon 
10 0 |? op? 

o]n° 2 on. 

oe vy on? 

oe 2 on [ 

k Z af 

Col. II.] 

15  Wegare Wrnp” emily” § Syu? S av? v° 

16 epnvov Tdoke = emiLn™ op v 
Iwlavyns Srapa emly™ op v° 

¥ TI[? a]Bu« emily” op v° 

Tle8w Mak-/ eml- op v 

20 0 .. Kovmarn emily” om v 
Tlapovd TaeBes emily? op’ v° 

jaxwB Kupiddos emily? op’ vy? 

I. xpelas Bouripou rot Sypooiov and pucbod Kadadparady. 
3. sy: apparently corrected from B/. 
14. As ll, 26 and 27 were the last of Col. II, it is possible that 

only one line is lost after the present one, giving the totals, but 
it is of course quite possible that Col. II ended higher up than 

the bottom edge of the roll, and if ll. 15-27 really represent the 
sues width of the papyrus, it was considerably narrower than 
usual, 

15. av’: more like ay’, but in 1. 26 av® seems clear. 

, v° 85: though this is apparently a correction, the individual 
items do not seem to be so; but one or other of them may be 

The payments are those of the individual tax-payers, and 

There are some corrections, which are printed, as usual, in 

Ly-/ »*] 4 
of PP CT by/] % » 

[yk/ » 8 
Ly/ vf ay 

YB [y/] wv ¢ 
yy v° 
yy 
y/ v° ayiB 

4 rP C]-6-S 

§ 8/ 7°” cupB” vy yuo? va” S$ 8*/ 

v B/ y/ v § 
2 op v° § YS y/va 

op “en v? 8 y/ va 

op vy SED] + wwf 
y on v § veg y/ v yB/ 

a op? Z 2 y/vPa 

2 on vy 2 y/vy 

Batt hr cami n/ Py 
a later addition. 

17. v°a: this ought to be v° s 8’, which was the original reading. 
18. Iafix: perhaps for Hafixde ; though a single name is some- 

what unusual (but cf 1. 37), unless when followed by an epithet, 
and possibly we should read T[ax(vpiov) | or U[ex(voiov)] Bix(repos). 
There i ae however, no sign of contraction after x. 

19. vy as 8/ corrected from y. »° is a correction from «. 
20. 2..: perhaps api =, 

22. v° a: a corrected from -; so, too, the first y in ‘hb 
following line; the second and the §/ in the total are later 

additions. 
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Tlexvovo” Amo\dw emiln™ op’ 

Adavacws Ioax emily? op 
25 Koddov® Texvoro” em ty] of 

26 
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op vay op wa y/v BB/ 
op? vf op ws y/ v B/ 
op? voa op [vp sy y/ voaSy 

LyWV emg? dnp? S av’ v° [ON y 8"/ 7 oupp” v s¢ pio? var" Kapp vw BSb/ @ 

v ung 6 
27 v Ke 

Verso.] 
S 7 &evov ov” a~/ av~ pep? Ayu” Bux~/ 

Me 

IaxwB XoXo” va 

30 iwavvo” opBioTo* v By 
laxwB § evouxr” vw ¥ 

Zevov! by B 
Waris Ove vy 

Ata Kupos IIkapous v° B/ 

35 Aaveit duvoed? v? B B/ 
; Ed\@ros dwoed? ve Sy 

Tlafovd v [ 
Zaxapias Varovn [ 

Tlax{v}uio” [ 

25. A later addition, as appears from the totals in 1. 26. 
26. PTF: if, like the amount for the wages of sailors, this 

does not include the sum in 1. 25, it should be v° es; if it does, 
it should be »° 55. 

v° in 8’: the original amount was m+, which correctly 
represents the sum of the totals in the previous lines, excluding 
the subsequently added 1. 25. This is the sum of the totals in 
this line, including the (incorrect) 6}s. of the damdyn of the 
Governor. »°x% in the next line is the sum of the original total 
of 184s. and the rs. in 1. 25. 

28. kal rav £év(w)y dvrov eis tiv adriy pepida ‘Ayiov Bikrwpos. 
The reference is apparently to strangers (fugitives) who had 
settled there. «ls ri pepida, as often, = ev r7 pepidii. For the 
pepls “Ayiou Bixrwpos, see 1469. 

30. opBiomo*: of. 1445, 7, note. 
34. IIkapous; this name is given doubtfully by Crum, Catalogue, 

No. 1240 (see the index of names). It cannot be read [kapoov 
(cf. 1420, 120), but is perhaps another form of that name. 

35. Awoedp®: 2, perhaps Awoddov. 

PAPYRUS 1447.—a. D. 685-705. 

Inv. No. 1448. Remains of a book; no folio is complete, and the fragments vary considerably 

in size. Written in a round, exceedingly neat and regular minuscule in black ink. Fol. 9 
published, with facsimile, in Mew Pal. Soc. Pl. 152. 

HIS book has been reconstituted from fragments found in various places. The fragments are 

of two classes, from the top and from the bottom of folios, and as the upper and lower frag- 
ments are in no case continuous there is nothing to show their connexion except the correspondence 

of the xéA\npa-joints, which is fortunately in all cases fairly certain. The lower fragments were 
found in various places, the top ones all together; and as the latter were still for the most part 
connected the order of the folios can be determined from them. By a comparison of ff. 7 and 9 
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it appears that in the former five lines are lost between the upper and lower fragments, and this 

no doubt gives approximately the size of the lacuna in other folios also. 

The account is one of the most interesting in the present collection. It concerns the dardvy 
broupyGv Tod ’Apipad\poupviv év Aiydrr@ several times mentioned in other registers, and consists 

of a list of names of persons with the amount of their Samdvyn, which is sometimes in kind and 

sometimes in money. Among these persons are included the Governor and his subordinates 
(such as attendants, tahdixdpia), the Wuhajirin, mawéalz, notaries, artificers in the government 

service and so forthe Women occur as well as men, and in the case of Arabs the tribe 

or other group to which each belongs is specified. Those which occur are the Kuraish, the 
Ansar, the Shuja’, and the Th . The Ansar were the people of Medina who assisted 

Mohammed; the Kuraish were his own kinsmen, the people of Mecca. The transliterations 

of Arabic names are very interesting for the pronunciation. The identifications of those which 
occur on ff. 2, 3, and 5 are mostly due to Prof. Becker, the remainder chiefly to Mr. Ellis. 

Some names are still unidentified. 

As ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz is mentioned as Governor, the papyrus must fall within the years a.p. 685- 
705, and judging from the other dates in this collection the later years of this period are the most 

The hand of the account is specially worthy of notice from its neatness and elegance, probable. 
and the papyrus is of fine quality. 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 

Fol. 1 4.) Ends of five lines of a protocol. 

Fol. 2.] 

6 + Svuv® avayp* en[iora}\p7p7 
Samay: A[Pde]alil ? 

[.--J” ABSefAakil tov cupBovdov 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 
Figs fo rsmncnos o+e+-- O/] emor~ a 

10 Feng Lays eo - §/] addov 

Als 9 30 0-5 RTE Sc ]- Mavia 

pl Mz 

[ 
Opp! Obualy pavr* rolv cvpBovdr” [ 

Stowvols wadduk/] tov cvpBovd°” 
Atpa mladdix/ 7°’) avrov 

15 Nedf...+.. T]ov avrov 

Oyod[..... ta]? tov avrov 

1-5. None of the Greek writing is preserved, and not the 

beginning of the ‘ perpendicular writing’ at the end of the lines. 
That preserved consists, in the first line, of 3 upstrokes followed 

by B or 4 followed by Z; in the second, of 4 followed by B or 
5 followed by Z; in the third, of 6 followed by (certain) «. 

The beginnings of the usual Arabic formulae are preserved. 
6. avayp*: dvaypapn. 

7. ABdehalie’: “Abd-al-‘Aziz b. Marwan, A.D. 685-705. 
9. 80 émortddpatos mpdrov" pnvds... 
11, Mavia: Mu‘awiyah. This may very possibly be the 

Khalif (A.D. 661-680), the person mentioned here being a mau/a, 
or possibly even a descendant, of his. 

12. ‘Umm ‘Uthman, mau/a of the Governor” For a woman 

f 
[ 
[ 
[ 

(‘Umm ‘Uthman = ‘ Mother of “Uthman’) described as mauda, 
of. 1. 133- 

13. Scotvvtos maddtx(aptov): a Greek or Copt. For mad)ixdptov, 
a page or attendant, cf I. 102, etc., and for its restoration here 
UKF. 915 (2. [a]AXi[x/ +” cvpBovdo]u?), 921, where the same 
man very likely occurs. 

14. Arya: this is certainly not Coptic (Crum) ; possibly é.2c, 
‘Athmah (Becker). 

15. Negu[: this, if Arabic, may be taken as Nafi‘ or Nafi[s 
(Ellis). If it were Nafi[l the down-stroke of the would 
probably be visible. Or perhaps Nafi‘ (Becker). 

16. Oyod[: apparently not Arabic, 
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Fol. 2 4.] 

J 8 » B)/ [ 
20 zs Z [ 

= mes) J 
° se SS 

]ufavry - 
Ju Bw B/ « 
]4 yer ¢ 

25 B 
2] 2 

] ya Kd 2 ye ¢ 
BE ¥3 ve §ibeo2 2 

» 

a 

2 ha 
[~) 

ne NY 

] 
] 
] 

17. These prices can only be approximate. For example, it 
appears from ll. 22, 24, 27 that I xeyrnvdptov cost ys. 2, there- 
‘fore, should cost }s., not +;s., and 6 should cost 4s., not 74s. 

__ On the other hand, if 3; s. was really the price of 2 xevrnvdpia, 

_ the rate was #4; s. for 1, and the price of 6 should be §s., not 75s. 
In 1. 23, 4 cost 35;s., which is correct for a rate of 3;s. each. 

Probably, therefore, this was really the rate. This account does 
not use the fractions 4 or 7, and 74, 74 are as near to 74, $ as 

_ the system will admit of. 
32. Meayap(:rwv) d:apopwy: it is not clear whether the adjec- 

__ tive is to be taken along with Meayapiréy (‘ various Muhdajirin’) 
or with a noun like xwpiwy following (‘ Muhajirin of various 
places’). It is to be noticed, however, that the first sub-heading 
is for the Muhajirin of Fustat. 

34. 8(ta) (mpwrov): sc. émurrddparos, 
36. * Hind, sister of ‘Umm Muhammad b. Al-Walid b. ‘Ukbah 

of the Kuraish.’ There can be little doubt that Kop* stands, as 
suggested by Prof. Becker, for Kuraish; ‘an abbreviation of 
Kopacnvay or Kopagciwy or Kovpaciwy (Theophanes),’ Becker. 

IV. 
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] ud” Kf B ov? éK5 

] K/ sv $i 
[Uncertain number of lines lost. ] 

K/ B v} éKd 
] Z 2 

]«n/Bv + Kd 
] K/a v° (B 
K/ 8 v? yiB 

K/ av iB 

K/ B v é xd 

2 2 

K/ a v iB 
2 

oo 

TWVY au™ 

30 
].v° of 

Fol. 3.] 
Moayapp Siadlopwr 

— Bogalarov 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 
[.-seeeseee-] Va fea [ 

35 [-- 2+ seers ee] Of addov fra [ 

[Hvd ade]\[b? Opp” Mjaaper vs Adovdsd vs O[koBa twv Kop* 

Oppov lwond 6°/ iwond ve ABSehdr* ve Aep[ 

Mapoulaly w ABSeAd* we Acep Tov avz[wr 

AdovhtS vs ABSepaapav ve Aooay toly Aavlap? 

40 ABov Safed pavrl AhepO? w Aday~ tw Kolp* 

The supplements are from 1. 81, where, however, ’AdovAid is 
omitted. It is at first sight curious that ’Ozpov Maayer, a woman’s 
name (=‘ Mother of Muhammad’), is followed by vi(od). The 
word must refer to the Maaper alone; ‘ Hind, sister of the 
mother of Muhammad b. Al-Walid.’ * 

37. ‘Umm Yisuf, daughter of Yisuf b. “Abd-allah b,....’ 
"Toond is the Coptic form. 

toy avt(@y): the man in the next line, who in Ll. 83 is 
described as of the Kuraish, is here described as réy airay; 
consequently ‘Umm Yiisuf was also of the Kuraish. 

38. ‘ Marwan b, ‘Abd-allah b, ‘Asim of the same tribe.’ 
39. ‘Al-Walid b. ‘Abd-al-Rahman.b. Hassan (or Hasan?) of 

the Ansar.’ For the supplement Aav{ap, cf. 1. 84. The d repre- 
sents the Arabic article, a/. 

40. ‘Abu Sa‘id, mauda of Al-Harith b. Al-Hakam of the 
Kuraish.” That Al-Harith is meant by Adepé is very probable; 
the % would of course drop out, and « is constantly used for @, 
as in Iace = Yahya. Adayap is written in full in 1. 85. 

Tw? Sic. 

3A 
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Tiadap vw [AB8eplaapav vw ABi Trap toly av™ 
Maaper vt [OOpaly w Opapa tov Kop* [ 

SaaS w Na[Sep] tov Aartap [ 

Adi ve ABSedAA* vs AB]\a trav Kop* [ 

Fol. 3 4.] 

45 J Evd” K/ 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

ey? pi Bw B/ « [ ] 
47 i, of” 9 v Bud ¢ ap? f J 

47* ] [ ] 
48 ] . KL oy 

] 4 of At) 

50 J ey? pS € - Ks . 
] K}/ pes v° PS B 
] 58 
]9@ 
] " [---].K/ mv? af & Ko 

55 ] oh we fh Sic 
] of” yg ei...) . Ev K/ af 

] ep? po ape v? § Kf aS vB Kd 
] of" ge vu Z 2 zZ 2 

Fol. 4.] 

Siadlopar 

60 + avaxedadaral ors 
pb IRS 

APSeralil cvpBovdov 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

psa ge & 
> OOjpav? 

Fol. 4 4-] 

] «n opr? xe Ed” K/ a [vr] x[5] 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 
65 ] Z 2 Z 

rus ‘ ale 
41. ‘Ja‘far b. “Abd-al-Rahman b. Abi Jam‘.’ In Iagap and 

*AGi Trap, the « is intended to soften the y, This is interesting, 

as it probably proves that ¢ was pronounced like our 7. trav 
airy is read because the following person, who is here said to 
be of the Kuraish, is in 1. 87 apparently described as of the 
same tribe as Ja‘far, who must therefore have been of the 
Kuraish also. 

42. Ovapa: “Umarah, ; 
43. Nadep: Nadir. . 

44. ‘‘Ali b. ‘Abd-allah b, Ablah,’ 

47. p°: mpé8ara, For the supply of sheep to the 1/1 
see PERF. 558, where the ‘ Magariten’ are to be bec 
* Renegaten, but as Muhajirin. 

47*: at first overlooked, and therefore numbered thus to avoid 
confusion. The dots in this and the following lines of this paj 
(except those after the brackets in Il. 54 and 56) are in the |] 

56. The entry d£ov(s)- (E€ora:) T has been written fu to 
the left and then washed out and rewritten in its aig lace. 

61. Perhaps to be completed from 1. 164. : 
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| 2 2 Z 

] Z 2 K/ B 

hee 
70 js 2 K/ B 

] 2 KS/ a 

1 X/ 8 
] 2 K/a 

+ Neo£id pavd[® tov cvpB” 

75 “Zopoupa S$ erfaipp wadduk/K/ tov cvpB” 

okt /\ 4 tov ovpB” 
[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

| Ete. yr eee Ja tov SLovya [ 
mee | CANipay Of. Sees Jav ve Aovs twv OL 

78a ahpd [ i mee Z Z 

79 tradhukl /k/ .] M[aa]uer ve AuBpov zor 

80 AB8e\rA- vw ApBpov vs OOpav twv Kopl[* 

Hv8 adedd? Opp” Maper vw OxoBa 7” av™ [ 
Opp” Iwond Ovy* iwond ve ABSeAN vw Aepl 

Mapovar [vi] ABSeAX~ vw Acew tov Kop* [ 
Adovtd vw ABSepaap ve Acca tov Aa[rlap ? 

85 ABov Saed pavdt AdhepO w Adaxap [tov Kop* 
Tiadap w APSepaapa ve AB. Trap 7” [av™ 
Maaper ve OOpav w Opapa tov alr" 

SaeS ve NaSep tov Aartap  [ 
Ahi w ABSeh\A~ vt ABa Twv Kop* [ 

? 90 ] K‘/ rhs) 

: [Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

AS oe Ra 
]*/ mf ] 

TwWVY av™ 

363 

NeoGid: probably Nashit (Ellis). This man occurs in 
ey ‘ 4. This and the following two lines may probably be com- 
pleted from Il. 114-116. 

75. Zopovpa : probably Samurah (Ellis). 
_ 77+ Bfovya: the tribe Shuja’, ‘ein Teilstamm der Juhainah, 

die noch Jahrhunderte spater in ten nachweisbar sind.’ 
It would more correctly be written 2¢ovya with an iota to soften 

ae y, as in Tuapap, "AB Toop, 
78, 78a. Adipay adp?: in a different, sloping, hand, which has 

also written the - - +. The meaning of the latter is doubt- 
ful. Adpay ady® seems to be a note on I. 78, or, perhaps, 1. 79 ; 
it cannot be intended as a substitution, as there is no sign that 

either line has been cancelled. *Adipaxy would seem to be the 

province Al-‘Irak (Babylonia) (Ellis) ; adp? will be ddpediva (or 
some similar transliteration), = al-madinah, ‘the capital’ 
(Becker). The words appear to mean that the person men- 
tioned in the text has been removed there. 

78. Aous: Aus. 
79. Muhammad b. ‘Amru was perhaps the son of the con- 

queror of Egypt, who had a son of that name. 
ApBpov: “Amru; cf 1441, 55, note. 

81. adedh?: sic, but adekh” must be meant, since Hind is 
a woman’s name. 

—HA2 



]«/ in[ 
Jn/ of ] 

95 ] K/ pKs 
) «fi 
] K/ € 
Jee év* K/ af 

] Eur” K/ af 
100 ] Z 

Fol. 6.] Lost. 

Fol. 7.] 
OvByed ve Adda pavr§ tov cvpBovd?” [ 
madhuk/k/ tov avtov ovot tap* Scodwpak.” [parry 

103 slop" tov avpJB” ovlo]. [rap]- M[apr]* [warP [tov av™ 
[Five lines lost] 

109) SeAnp [o]{Keaorns pav]\f [O]up” ae S erarpp [ 
110) SeAnm pavd§ Oup” Afolep o” happy [ 

Movabir pamrn pavd§ Opp” Acep $ Kop" a S made/ a 7” cvpB” ov? m[ap* 

Teunr ver Ovolava pavd§ tov cvpB” o” dap p* [ 
tahik/ a Tov cupB” ov™ tap* Ladovay pavd§ tov avr?” [ 

Neolid pavdt tov av? S$ rn yap® av” [ 

115  Lopovpa $ eraupp maddux/k/ tov cupB” ovor wap~ Twpa vw A[Bde_]N 

mahtk/ a tov cupBovr” ‘ov’ map* Lehnp pavrS Oup” Acew 8/ add[ov 
madhik/k/ Opap ve Mapovar 8/ add” [ 

Emo > S/a ov whkav a 8/«S ov eda” pi agy v a8 of” ps a [ 

Daw > 5/ ard” ov iy a Vv a 8/5 ov~ pi apy v® a8 wea [ 
120 X*% ¢  8/ add” oy ity pa Vv aif ov? wo agy v Syd pial 

Moyadhis avd! XovOva Ovy~ ied yap! AhacBay ve 7°” ovpB” o” dap* 8/ emurtf ahs 

Fol. 6. Fol. 5 may, however, be a single sheet. 

ot. ‘Ubaid b. Aflah. 
102. ovat mapa Gcodwpaxiov: over is presumably simply the 

dative plural (cf dvr(c) in 1. 113) agreeing with wadXex(apiors). 
The meaning of rapa in this and similar phrases (Il. 103, 111, 
113, etc.) is evidently ‘of the household of.’ That the noun is 

in the genitive is shown by this line and 167, unless, indeed, ov 
is a mistake (perhaps supported by pamrn) ; one would rather 
expect the dative, meaning that the wadAckdpia were with the 
persons mentioned, as their attendants or subordinates ; but cf 

Mark iii. 21 of map’ airov, ‘his kinsfolk’ (Blass, Gr. of New 

Test. Greek, 2nd ed., p. 138). 

103. Kop”: xopacios? The supplements here are from I. 168. 

Mapi*: Maptavod ; Mapivov, a commoner name among the 
Copts, is unlikely because of the line above «. The Arabic Mapiau 

= Maryam (I. 148), being a female name, seems unsuitable. 
mat8(os): dvdpdro8ov is regularly used in these papyri for 

slave (cf.\. 172), and it is a little doubtful what is the difference 
between it and ais. Possibly the latter denoted rather a house- 
hold slave. 

109. oixenorns: from |. 174. The word is quite obscure; it 
. does not look like a name, but, on the other hand, no known 
common noun suggests itself. 
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] 

110. pap \u*: hayndias or possibly a derivative, papndtapioss. 

If the former is right, as only one person has been mentioned — 
and the word is evidently plural, @ayndia must be used in ‘the 

sense of ‘a member of a family.’ It occurs too often to bea 
mistake for @apz* (the singular). 

I1I. Movafir: Mu‘attib. 

ov’: if this refers to all the foregoing it must be geni- 
tive, and would therefore be inconsistent with the ovo, b= 
frequently occurs; probably, however, it is éyr, going 
mad{d)tx(apio) only. 

112. Jamil b. Usha‘nah, The last is a Syriac name. It isto 
be noticed that the man wasa mau/a. The y of Teund does noha 
need an ¢ to soften it, as it is followed by «. 

113. Sapovay: Safwan. 
115. Twpa: unidentified. Perhaps Jurrah (Becker). 

117. Ouap+ ‘Umar. 

121. ‘Mukhallis, #au/a@ of Kuthnah, daughter of Yazid aig 
wife of Al-Asbagh son of the Governor.’ On Xovéva Recker” 

remarks :— ‘wohl 2225; Kuthnah, ein Flechtwerk, mit dem-man } 
Wohlgeriiche umhiillt, ein zwar nicht belegbarer, aber gut 
mdéglicher Frauenname.’ 



. diahopp texv"v™ — 
ABov ic{iS weddoToWw o dapy* 

ABov Mapiap ceddoToWw S erapp 
122. Xwav": Kinanah. This line is perhaps by a different 

hand. It is certainly in much lighter ink than the following 
lines. 

124. pe(rpa) : no figure inserted. 
132. pavd® Mapovay: ‘mawali of Marwan.’ The Marwan 

meant is probably the Khalif (A. D. 684-685), the father of the 
Governor 

135. ABouhyeppa : probably Abu’l-Jarrah (Becker). 

knpux/% Kipuxos. 
136. ABov Paper perhaps Abu Rumakh. 

j 137. a xap* krh.: évddéou xaprovAaplov dvr eis ras diavopas 
tis dvw xapas. The abbreviation yap for xHpas is curious, 
but see 1. 144. It appears from this that the clerical staff of 

_ the Civil Service was divided into two departments, one for 
_ Upper and one for Lower Egypt. So too (A.H. 143) in Beri. 

arab. Urkunden, ed, Abel, Nr. 2 (Becker). 
138. x"/: Karo. 
140. § Sulayyim b. Sim‘an, Arab notary of the Governor, 

perhaps 2odcep is simply Sulaim. 
Or 

365 

év* K*/ v = 

-L)-[ 
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Fol. 7 4.] 
In ¥ Xwav* rar’ 7°” cvpBovd?” 
] chav” pt Sd of” pS cous ne BS pn ye tpoB*B* Kn opv’v® Ke Ev* xt/ pryn 

] eb pS mpoBB* Ka opv*v? é 
[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

125 ] Ev” K/ kK 
J ¢ mpoBB- y v° y 
1] 2 2 2 opvr® ie Ev» K‘/ ie 
] o€" pt Bz 2 mpoBB- B Z K/ i 

] Z Z 2 2 2 K/ B 
130 ]z 2 Z 4 K/ B 

of” + 1 ye aTpoBB* zt € ae &"] ult.] eb" w* B mpoBB* B K/ B 

pavd* Mapovay 

Opp?” Maaper pavd* Mapovay 
[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

[......---...9)/ addov ~ a » ye 

135 ABovhyeppa knpux—/ [ 
ABov Popey knpux~/ [ 
Ama K*/ vo? Ioaax ev yap* ov? a’/ Siavd tr avo [xwpp 

Zaxapia voT Tov avrov ov" et"/ Siavd 77 «"/ xol bp 
votapp Kk ABavacvov ev? xap* [ 

140 Sodeeyp, ve Lvpeav Ap* vo™ tov oup[B” 
vorapp pS Adavacv” ev? yap* over a7/ vrofu]p'™ zl yfa]p™. . 

AOY ¢ Ya Siar? pig v yf 8 ov~ 

™ av™ 8/ add” op? fyi g v? O ou" 

Srepavov voT APavacrw” ev® xap* ov" e"/ Savy 77 avw yopp 
145 Koopa iarpw 

Sarr Sete 3 

141. 7” xap*: from 1. 191. Even there xap* is not complete, 
but the reading is certainly not yop", as x and p are too close 
together in both places. The word must denote the office of the 

chartularius, but the known forms are yaprovAdpioy and xaprogu- 
Adkvoy, which, being neuter, are inconsistent with the rij(s). The 

present passage would seem to point to a form xaprovAapia or 

some similar form. 
142. draryu?: StaripnOévros, which probably means ‘assessed ° 

for 6 months. 
144. A@avaciov : 
145. Koopa tarpw: 

Governor’s household. 
147. oe\Noroww : ‘ saddler.’ 
148. Maptaz: Maryam. The name Abu Maryam, which is 

attributed to a Bishop prominent in connexion with the con- 
quest of Egypt, is regarded by Butler (Ar. Conquest of Egypt, 
p. 513f.) as a myth, due to MS, corruptions, but this is a certain 
instance of it. 

the first letter is a correction. 
perhaps a physician attached to the 
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J] Aa” pt Byl of” pw Syl eb pt wBye mzpoBP" if opvr® d év* K/ &B 

150 } of pt ge ab pt iyge Ev K/ in 3 
| [Uncertain number of lines lost. ] 

mpoBB- i -[. Jel 1B ) 
W/a | 

év* K*/ B v® é xd 
— 2 3 %, DR S 

° x » NS 

155 o]€” pia v? ¢ pie v° aB/ mpoBB- € v yy ¢ K/ ¢€ v? § 
]-8 wp 8 vay ampoBB* yv Bz K/ 8 v? vB 

] pe € v aB/ Z Z Z Z Z 

Le BrerseyB vr nd wary mpoBB- av? B/ z K/ B v? éxd 

qe 2 ger if Z 2 Z Z 2 K/y ve Or 

160 ] ¢ ae ee ede ee Z Z Z Z K/ ev? iB 

]e) 2 yy eheabe rs bag Z Ox nse K/y v 3 
] # Z Z ¢piiv ®B Z Z Z Z Z 

Fol. 9.] 

+ €vMotS 

[AB serail cvpBovdrov $ twv tov oux/ av™ ' 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

165 Ovd7[..... Mess Scohece te ] [ 
OvBned vir Addla palvdrAS tov cvpB” [ 
tahduk/K/ tov cvpBovd” ovoi tap* Ocodwpak.” parry pi 

kop* tov ovpBovr” ovat map* Mapi~ ma? tov av~ [ 

madduk/k/ Tov avrov over vo Xahed vt Movorade [ 

170 Kop* Tov avtov ovot map* Aaia ma? 7°” av™ [ 

Tewpyim evvovyw § eraipp madduK/k/ 7°” av™ [ 

av’y™ tov ovpPBovdrov amo Nuyp* ovat et”/ ovar® av™ x7/ed[? 

Merdap pavd* tov ovpBovd” w 

Lehnp ouceaorys pavr§ Oup” Aceuw S erarpp 

175 Lednp pavdr§ Opp” Agen o” dap u* 
Movabir parry pavh§ Oup” Agen $ Kop~ a S$ tahtk/ a ov” Tap~ av™ 

Teundr ve Ovolava pavd* tov aupB” o” dap p* 
tahuk/ a Tov cupB” ov? tap* Sadovay pavd* Tov av™ 

a [ 
[ 
ia 

{4 
[ 
4 So a et os 

SNe eso 

163. evwois: the reading is certainly correct, but perhaps Nvypa(s): this word does not seem to occur elsewhere as 
yraors was intended, If not, évwors. a geographical name. It is perhaps a name of Nubia, in which 

165. Ovdn[: there are several possible completions; Hu@aifah, case, as Prof. Becker remarks, the passage may refer to the 
Udaina, Hudail, etc. Nubian slave-tribute. Sidan (4/ack) may be a translation of 

167. panty: 7. panrov; but of. 1. 102, note. Niypa or Niypa of Siidan. 

169. Khalid b. Musafi’. e"/ ovat” av x"/ed: els rhy odviav adrod xarehOoiow. 
170, Sata: Dahyah, 173. Mergap: Prof, Becker suggests Midfar. 
172. av'v"; dvdpard8ors. 177. vi(w) Ovefava : a correction, 
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Fol. 94.] 

lay 
180 ] xn [olpv’? xe Evrov K/ [? pL 

. [Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

opy |p! ve Ev K‘/ pry | 
J 2 K/ pys v? uf 8 
] 4 K/ pss v° ia y 8 Ko 

Fol. 10.] 

paviwv Mapovav 

185 Opp” Maaper pavi? Mapovay [ 
gdap\p* ABov Aaythay pavd¥ Mapov [ 

[Uncertain number of lines lost.] 

Ama Kup[® vo? Ioaak ev yalp* [op™ a~/ Siar’ 77 ava yopp 

Zaxapia vo™ tov avtov ov" e’/ Siavop? 7” K*/ xol pp 
vorapp x ABavaciov ev® yap* [ 

190 Sodeey ve Suypeay Ap* vo~ tov cvpBov* [ 

votrapp pS Afavaciov ev yap* ovor eu"/ vroupyt* 77 x[a]p[* 

Srehavov voT APavaciov ev? yxap* ov? a~/ Siavop: 7” alyw yopp 

Koopa iarpe P [ 

Be Bato opr | } AE 
195 ~~ ABov ied ceddoTow o” daprp* : fa [ 

ABov Mapwap, ceddoTow S eraupp ow sha [| 

: . Siadopp mporw™ y7 vav™ mr* a ayy* $ euBd° appt S rev? $ add” ev? er/ amalp]/[" 

Fol. 104.) 

ehh? pf a ¢ &d” K/B 

[Uncertain number of lines foe) ‘ 

200 ] 4 [ ] 
eis ae 4 K/""l ¢ 
Ja 2 2 K/ a 
] a 2 é 2 

Eup? ‘/ pd 
205 : J 4 2 2 

] 2 mpoBB- i opv*v® r K/ K 

lub 4 “7, P 
] tpoBB~ «| 4 K/ 

7) ur: 

__ 186, Abu’l-‘Ajlan, the « to soften the y (Becker). Mapov is kal révdas, cal Gddwy eiddv eis dmapyupiopdv. The révda is 
thus written in the MS. perhaps that mentioned several times in 1433. 

94, 195. The dots are in the MS. 198.  <: in spite of these signs, which should imply some 
197. Probably to be read and punctuated S:apspwv mpordmwr, previous entries, this is certainly the first line of the page. 

‘fro vatrov mAolwv évds (kal) dyyapevrav, kal éyBdnOévrav dpyéver, 204. Probably a later insertion, by the same hand, 
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] wi 8 mpoBB- y 2 K/ 8 
210 |s ¢» pe ¢ Z Z 

1B. + WeB# « apheene* X'/ B 
je ge 2 Z Z K/ y 

| pti Z Z Z K/ « 

ie. «ae aie 
215 ] st at ¢ Z 2 

It has been impossible to fit the following two fragments on to any of the others. Both 

are blank on the verso. 

Fragm. 1 vecto.] 

+ exorix/ [ 

ABL 

Fragm. 2 vecto.] 

1 09 pl 
psi 

220 ] PoBapwvos [ 
A}rodho apt [ 

218 ff. This fragment might just possibly come from above the second fragment of the lower portion of f. 2, but it is 
impossible to be certain. 

PAPYRUS 1448.—a.p. 703 (?). 

Inv. No. 1425. Probably a complete roll; 1 ft. 23 in.x1 ft. 72 in. Written in a rapid 

sloping minuscule in black ink. 

N account of sums expended by Horuonchius, a notary, from Thoth of the ist indiction to 

the same month in the following indiction. It seems highly probable that this person is 
the Horuonchius, \oyoypddos, for whose pods and Samdvy for twelve months a charge is made 

in 1488. If so, the 2nd indiction is probably the year a. p. 703-704 and, as the account ends 

with Thoth, it may be assumed that it was written in the Autumn of a.p. 703. In Or. 6224 (1) 

a Aoyoypados of this name, no doubt the same person, is mentioned as paying a tax on behalf 
of (?) the drodékrns of ‘Apa Pinoution’ for the 6th indiction, which, as the pagarch was Basilius, 

was the year a. D. 707-708 (Crum). 



1448] 

Col. 1.] 

[8°/ Iw]avv™ 

8°/ oupXpX 7% [.]Jf... +] 

Ce 4 oe Ce ad BG 

[8!/ § Awl xapreov [ayp]~ 
[S)/ rows ovpXpx 7” evnoy® xapr* 
8/ & evorxl’ tov ... o/ i 

8°/ & ty ow” 

8°/ & rye YP pam 
87/ § rip? edasov 
8°/ § ty évrov 

8°/ § ry. xorp? a 

8°/ § ty" tpoB- = B 
o/ & tr ad” Kf  y 
8°/ = pc? . 5 PY re 

‘ ~ = 

» 

aN 5 ae 

[8°/] S rye xepp* 
[8°/] § reps Kai X waddin—/ 
[8°/] kvp* Ka8iros § aod” 
[8°/] «[v]e” Mapwe vo? 7°” av™ 

[8°/] Kup” laxwB § azod[’? oly? 

[8°/] kup” Tewpyto” vo? 7” [av] 

Col. 2.] 
25 S amo f TIX B v/ & @%/ 

8/ § evoul 
_ 2. This may be the passage-money of Basilius, as would be 
the obvious interpretation of the phrase; but it is perhaps 
‘more likely that Basilius was the skipper of the boat by which 
‘Horyonchius travelled, and that Sanaynbévra Baowdelov is used 

_ to mean what would more properly be expressed by daravnOérra 
BagiAcig. Basilius is probably the Basilius son of Apa Cyrus, 
-vattns, who osetirs frequently in 1488, as the date suits. 

fe ovpXpX 3 
from 1. 7. 
je xap*: if this is right, the second word is perhaps that 

_ which occurs in 14a, 141, 191. 
Ag evnox’ xapr*: the first word is perhaps an attempt at 
eto xipovos, but the last letter is not much like x and appears 

nore like the stroke (/) of abbreviation. xapr* should be xap- 
rovAapiov, but the last letter is more like « or p than 7, and the 
first looks like X. It would be possible to read yafp or app. 

lo y° HE probably Yopley yxpév. 
Ba *: xoupidiov or xorpodérpaxos (cf. Pap. 1259, 1. 9, 
vol. III. p. 239). The price here is 1s., in 1. 33 only 3s. 
"44, This shows a rate of } s. per sheep, but in 1. 34 it is ds. 

Iv. 

: ouppdyos trois, The dative seems probable 
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~ Ey 

[8°/ §] vavd” ao BaBvdwvos «” Adpo® 

Hi ¢ 

Hp] e 

3B 

[+Aoyos r* SJamar’? 3/ eu” Opovoyy[e”]” vo” amo fi. @%/ &? Dapp? 

[8°/ Blacwecov vav” X [v]afv]l” «” BaBvdwvos yyy 

orp [abe & [..] Noloyp~ ay 
[ely xp ow 

vay 

vy 

Cows v By 
¢ Kv a eae 4 

C ervey ve By 

C eK v° ¢ vas 

4 ya 

va 

v° B/ 
dal | 

v By 

va 

«vy vw By 

ya 

‘ is: 
va 

i 
ae | 

yt/ ato fi, O%/ & Dapl[up v° Of y 

v° a B/ 
16. . [. J: possibly »[av]~. 
18. xepu": Kepudrov, z.e. miscellaneous articles ? But the 

regular rate, }s. per month, makes against this, 

19. kapndov Adyp ptahhiagilou: 

20. This line is difficult. The word read as kup” occurs 
quite uninjured only in 1. 22, where the v is very doubtful and 
might be read as va. Here, however, the reading xvp® seems 
much the most probable. If, as seems likely, Kad:ros is a per~ 

sonal name, like the words which follow xvp® in the other lines, 

kup” is perhaps simply kupi@ as a title of respect. Kad:ros is 
very possibly the same as the Xdérros which several times occurs 
as the name of a rémos ; if so, Xdd:ros is to be taken, like so many 

names of réroz, as the name of a former owner. azoX” is doubtful. 
It may be drodvoews in some uncertain sense, but if, as seems 
probable, rot air(od) in Il, 21 and 23 does not refer to Caditos 

and Jacob, aoX” would appear to be the epithet ofa person. In 
1, 22 arod[vor]u° could well be read, in which case we must take 
the word as dvoAvaipov; but since the person so described has 
notaries under him (ll. 21, 23), we should expect him to be an 

official, and dmodvotpos does not look like an official title. 
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8/ & nun owe iiat.< ye 
8°/ & tp” xap!™! ayp~ va 
89/ X& ry? ea” v? § 

30 89/ SF rep? we por va 

8°/ § rip” ad’ x*/ B vy 

8°/ § tip: Evrov vy ly 

8°/ § rye” xoup® a v° B/ 

8°/ § ry: mpoB- a v° 

35 8°/ S rie” Kepp~ d add® darrav® vy By 

8°/ § vavd”” aro BaBvdwvos €” Adpo? vy ag 

5°/ § opadepov $ do? 77 euBod? v Sy 

v/v Sy 

37- opadepoy : obscure; just possibly a corruption of dpodé;@v, Greek of this account, and hides do not seem to have much 
‘untanned hides,’ but this seems too great a corruption for the connexion with the eméola. 

PAPYRUS 1449.—a. D. 710-712. 

Inv. No. 1430. Incomplete roll (see below); 73 in. x 3 ft. 52 in., with a detached fragment. 

Written in a small neat minuscule, sometimes round and upright, sometimes more com-~ 

pressed and sloping; probably the whole by one hand. The ink is chiefly black, though 

varying in intensity, but ll. 29-42, 51-59, 71-93 are in ink of a reddish tint. The correc- 

tions in Col. III of the vecto are in black ink. 

HE format of this document is somewhat puzzling, and it is difficult to decide whether it 

should more properly be called a book or a roll. It is certainly continuous throughout its 
whole length (for though now divided in several places it is clear that the tears are recent), and 

since the length, even without the lost half of the protocol, is 3 ft. 52 in., itis natural to regard it as 
a roll ; but after the protocol and each of the columns are folds, and between the protocol and Col. I 

and between Cols. II and III are corresponding worm-eaten holes, so that clearly the papyrus was — 
not rolled but folded over. Since, however, as already remarked, the whole of the papyrus is 

continuous, it is certain that the protocol and various columns cannot be regarded as each forming 

a separate folio and each pair a folded sheet. The explanation seems to be that the papyrus was 

folded over four times ; and since the folds are inwards, to the vecto of the papyrus, the process 
was as follows :—First the portion containing the protocol, which as usual is written on a strip of 

papyrus stuck on to the rest in the reverse order, 2. ¢. verso facing the same way as the vecéo of the 

remainder, was folded down on to the vecto, where Col. I is written ; the two were then folded 

down on to Col. II, these on to Col. III, and these finally on to Col. IV. . 

It is not so clear whether the account was written before or after the folding, or in what order 
the various columns were written. Naturally one would suppose that, whether the folding took 

place before or after the writing of the account, the clerk would write all the columns of the recto 
first in the existing order, and would then write the columns of the verso in the reverse order to 

those of the recto ; but there are certain facts which suggest, first, that the roll was folded before 

re 
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the account was written, and, second, that a very peculiar order for writing the columns was 

adopted. Neglecting for the moment Col. I vecto and Col. IV verso, which are on opposite sides 
of the same portion of the papyrus, it is to be noticed that Col. II recto, which is a list of sailors 
requisitioned for various services and is clearly a continuation of Col. I, is written in intensely 

black ink ; and the same ink is seen in Col. III verso, the corresponding column on the other side, 

which also deals with sailors. Again, Col. III vec¢o, which is an account of provisions for the fleet, 
is written in ink of a slightly red tint, and the same ink was used for the first half of Col. II verso, 

which is a continuation of this account; but in the middle of the column the clerk changed to 

black .ink, which appears also in Col. I verse. Col. 1V recto, which corresponds to Col. I versa, is left 
blank, except for a single line written from top to bottom of the roll. These facts suggest that 
the order in which these six columns were written was :—II recto, III verso, III recto, 11 verso, 

I verso, | recto. Cols. I vecto and IV verso are still unaccounted for. The former, which seems 

from its heading to be the beginning of the whole account, which is in black ink like Col. II, and 

which deals, also like it, with sailors, was no doubt written first. The ink is not so intensely 

black as that of Col. II, but the column may have been written some time before the other. 

Col. IV verso, which deals partly with iron and partly with sailors, may have been written after 

the rest of the account ; or, as it relates to the 8th indiction, may possibly have been written first 
of all or after Col. I vecto, but on a different occasion, the account being later continued in Col. II 

recto; or, finally, the order may perhaps be I recto, 1V verso, III verso, II recto. At any rate the 
_ order of the remaining columns seems fairly clear. It is difficult to fit in the detached fragment 

anywhere, since the roll seems complete as regards its length, except at the protocol end, and the 
fragment seems to come from the top of the roll rather than from the bottom. For this reason, 

therefore, as well as for others (see note), it seems very doubtful whether the fragment really 
belongs to the document, It should be added that it and all the fragments composing the 

continuous roll were found separately, being scattered in various parts of the collection. 
The order of the columns being, as we have seen, rather uncertain, it seems best to print 

them in their actual order when the roll is spread out, z.¢. I-IV recto, I-IV verso. The accounts 

are of a miscellaneous character, but they all relate to naval stores, or to the conscription of 

sailors to serve in the fleet. For the date see the note on Il. 1 and 2. Corrections are marked 

by thicker type. 

Recto.) 

Protocol.] 

[A B3erael] vLoS 

[---+- J [Mapovay ov]uBovdos | ‘Y | easy . 

_ 1,2. The vy within the cartouche seems to be the indiction (cf. 9th, and roth indictions, outside the limits of date within which 
_ Archiv, V.p.153). One 13th indiction was in the Governorship 
of ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz (A. D, 699-700) ; another was in that of ‘Abd-al- 
“Malik (A.D. 714-715). ‘Abd-al-Malik, however, does not seem 

_ to have given his father’s name on his protocols (cf. 1462, 
introduction), and, moreover, to take the date of the protocol as 
A.D. 714-715 would throw the account, which mentions the 8th 

the collection probably falls (circ. A.D. 699-circ. A.D. 721). 
Hence the restoration here, and the date assigned at the head of 
the account, since, as Pauni Ist of the 1oth indiction occurs (I. 49), 
apparently as in the past, the account would seem to have been 
completed, though probably not entirely written, in A.D, 712, 

3B2 
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Col. I.] 

+ Kxatayp* vav" hoy? axaty[ vapor... Kovljpo” w5°/ 0 odedov™ mend? e/ Avaro* | 

hoy’ vaurix/ Spopov™ A[va]}ro* [8]/ [Ilaxw] orp~ S m/ amo mod Amodd\wvos oo” vy . 
5 amo kop: Adpodita 8/ [7 av]~ Taxw orp* azo modf Amo\hwvos vav™ BO BIL > 

Iogax Azro\\w yav"] a @coSocws Kovr’” vav~ a 

Tamas Tewpyt” a Mapx®/ ABpapo” a 

Zaxapu- Aza Typ a Lapounr Evwy a 

Vayo Avavov a Ioax Mepkoupuos a 

10 amo emoux:/ [laxavyé c vav™ B 

Dirypp” Birr” [val~ a Tewpytos Avov” ‘vau™ a 

amo emoux:/ Taxavy® $ Kepayw” Twlpyiov Eppaw™ vav- a 

amo emoux:/ Eudur® Has Odd. Jrov vav™ a 

ato erouk/ Tony lololy[d..]. eppo vau™ @ 

15 [y/ ovv] vy p® Safrarv") yt ¢ SF vavd”[........]) Amo*® @ mhow> 
@iro? § Him sp? vav- . 

16 LE Giaiw rs adatoess phi ee ok ee sig iat 18°/ 

Col. II.] 
17 hoyw Tedu’ vau™ § 

Adpodirw ; 

Aza Kvpos TliBh~ rrouus v° [B]/ pnp AB~ ABpaptos v® § 
20 Epduré 

v’ ¢ B/.. Ama Kupos Movoa” § IlamyfoluQis v° yf 
Kepape”” 

Kohdov? Vou” v? B/ 

Loyw Xwveeis vav’ B 

25 Kop” Adpo® 

Sevov’ Kavio v° a Kav[pja AvOepias v® B/ 

4. Avaro”; the traces at the beginning are very unlike a. men are requisitioned. Here, however, it is sailors, not workmen, 
5. 7 #7: 9 is Clearly the number of sailors from Aphrodito, who are required, and it is difficult to see what they could be 

and not to be taken with p”, which is obscure and seems super- 

fluous. Perhaps it is for u(nvdv), p"“” being accidentally written 

as well; more probably it stands for p(erd) (8(a)m(dvys)) (cf.1. 15). 
Il, @aAnup” : sic, for BAjpo(v). 
12. Apparently this sailor was provided (his wages, etc., paid) 

by Keramion and Pakaunis jointly. 
15. Amo’: probably the city; it seems as if the vadAov were 

only from Aphrodito to Apollinopolis. As the person charged 

with the duty of collecting the sailors eame from Apollinopolis, 
it is possible that that city was the place where the sailors were 
to meet, and that their passage from there to the fleet was paid 
for out of the central treasury. 

ev" thoi; ev 74 moi, 

mp°: cf. 1485, 113, note. 
17. TepvO(ews): it is not clear what is the significance of this 

name and Xqvees in 1,24. The latter name is not found else- 
where in the collection ; Teppiéts occurs several times, but always 
(with one exception) asa place for the mapayamata of which work- 

wanted for. For the one other instance of sailors in connexion 
with Tephythis of 1488, 4, and note there. 

19. A8~: probably for "Ama. 

21. The dots are inthe MS. Apa Cyrus is apparently either 
a surety or a substitute for Papnuthius. If the former, the 6gs., 
inserted by the original hand, is the amount in which he was — 
bound ; but Il. 74, 76, where men are entered, as here, trep 
another person, and are apparently themselves providing a surety, 
make the latter more probable. The 6s. may still be the amount 
of the security, though the surety’s name is not given. From 
ll. 69, 74, 76 this seems probable. The significance of the sums 

after the names is not clear ; perhaps also the amount of security, — 
in which case the 3}s. here will be the amount of the original 
surety for Papnuthius; but one would expect less variation in 

the amounts. Ifthe money were the sailors’ wages the amounts 
would be uniform. ’ 

26, Kavya; the same person occurs in 1420, 8, 1457, go, 112, 

116. 
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S tev dv? eroux/ Eudurt Poxa Makapi” v? § vav™ a 

[ yus 

Col. III.] 

+ oy? Sarav? vav- S$ Mofayap]p mwepdl[? e/ 

30 um08oX leleximh Wepvov’ X of py pyis Wl all! on oomp* ap” iy edad! uff Cyn] 

off” pS vf yn] | 
31a ad” K°/ OS 

31 8-/ av’ § Sanjav” Mlwayapp ad ap’ o ~ ap? im of pfs ab pe of 

32 y/ ad ap™ o f° ap on oomp’ ap” a char” pS Lym of” ws Sy yn eb? pS ul 
ad” «°/ OS 

33 vTod0X Vype Kovi $ Aaver zp* 

34 S Saray: vav™ ov ve py” = W” ap G oomp’ ap ve chau” pf O 0€ us O 
34a ar” «°/ «BS 
35 S Samay pav® § vav™ adé ap™ cl vw” ap~ pe oop’ ap KS o€ pu ad’ K9/X 
36 SX Sar* vav™ y ppp 4 wy apt ¢ ap [8§] eharr 9g of" ye 

ar” x9/ af 

37 y/ ad* ap’ cl be” ap- p oomp® ap » ehar” pS Oy'e” of" pf ys 
ar” «°/ vb 

38 S § vav* who” v £5 § pio® Vnpe Kow v? B 
; _ - umo80X Afavacw” Tavk” § vav~ ov Xe pe? = K”/ Avy™ 

40 Ww’ ap~ ov [olomp. ap de char” pS Ka of” pf Ka ar” K°/ vB... v? €d/ 

vav* mow” v? § yuo? 7 av- Adav- v 

[vmod0x Xevov? SiJax°/ [70] ror}x{/ HapoB] Kedwd Sa" Moayapp Spop yl! 

Col. IV.] This is hardly to be called a column. There is only one line, written from top to 
bottom of the roll :— 

vToh~ v° xe Ge O/ v° xcs y S/ 7” xfer? S vrrolot ps Spt, 

Verso.| 

Col. I.] 

+ oun? Siav¥ tov Kap*p* [ 
45 wpov” a Knp” K/[ ] dowwfer/.. J Ev® K°/ Kl 

28. To read [y:/ vav]~ ¢ is inconsistent with the numbers which and without, pre. The original figures seem to have been 
have preceded, but one would expect a total in this short line. washed out, but the clerk has forgotten to insert the correct 

30. vrodo%: probably tmodoxeiov. ones. In the other cases the corrections have been made. 
Vs Popior. 41. The figures have not been inserted. 

31 a. A continuation of 1. 31. 42. The supplements are from 1. 55. 
31. The dot is in the MS. It is inserted to show that no 43. The relation of this line to the rest is not clear, 

loaves were required for the Muhdjirin. The dpr(dBat) oy refers 45. wpov”: obscure as it stands, but, as all the articles here 
a to dompeov. ad* = ddeupar. are evidently intended for shipbuilding, the word is probably 

344. A continuation of 1. 34. a mistake for wpoB” (= dpoBipora ?). 
35. pe(rpa) «: something washed out after this. gom"/: owixoddxca, 
37. ap(raBa) p: the correct sum, with the added line, is pya, 
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Loum? Savy 7” Kd” odfer|Nov? avulo® wap* Iamovoly|s 5 w6°/ n 

o 
pact $i ayk’/ BB/F d™ oP § 

Space of 3 inches. 

mapads?/ 7” €€? otix®/ Kovpo” v°/ i 

49 Tl’ a 8/1 8/ Sevov? S:ax°/ amo ‘Ilapo8 Kedw)’ wapad’/ ev Tapia’ I. [.... «}ev” zou] 
e” Si0ix—/ d Samav: vav’ k ‘S Mwayapp’ x”/ Avaro* 

50 adt ap™ me Ww” ap” pl[?B]/ oomp® ap” Kn char” pS Byd oF” uF vy ad” K*/ dO 

Col. II.] 
] Ker) 2/  8/ Zlaxapra ? J ar” «°/ isf 

52 um[oSo}X Movaa” Levov? F [Samav? vjav! va \ Spop? Kl?" Ary™ Wi ap” E> oomp® ap” ia 
eda” pe oes of” pe oyF 

53 [ 8-/ a- § Sarav? pavd” ax~/ S$ Spon? Avy™ x°’/ ad® ap’ 7 oomps ap” is o€” pt £ 
eb” pS Ka 

54 yy/ 
55 vm0d0X Sevov® Siak’/ amo ex®™ TapoB Kedod an” K°/ d 

56 | § Samav” vav~ ax~/ S$ Spop® ov~ e/ Avaro* oF K fyi = b° ap’ p.[olomp® ap’ k 
edau” pf 8 o€” pf iB 

57 | § 8am pav* $ vav~ Spop’? ov~ e/ Avaro*® 87/ av~ Sevyv? adf ap™ cl wb” ap? dr 
oomp. ap™ > ad” KY ¢ 

58 S Samrav" vav~ B » vadrix/ Spon’ Avaro® 8~/ av- Ww” ap” 8B 
ap~ B eka” pf ayB 

59 y/ og” pS ayB ad «/ y 
60 umodo0% Telexind mortix:/ & Samay: vav™ ‘kaoredh~* K°"/ Avy™ oF pa pi > OUTwsS 

ww” ap™ ons oomp® ap™ pa eau” pe Kops of" we Koes ad’ K9/ Ea 

ad” enh? e/ BodBv’ 8-/ av™ Ieexund 

63 vmo0d0X Tewpyi” m/ amo IlapoB ‘Kehod’ & Samav” Moayapp xaoredAd~ ad® ap” G 

[olomp* ap™ ve of ptm ef” pS Kd 
64 ap? 

le 

65 tend? e/ BohBu’ 8/ oomp® ap” ve of" uF » [ 

46. Taroveys : for this name (= Papwonsh) cf 1481, 20. 
47+ pao’: pacepr or pacgepr. 

gs: 44+, =3%. The fraction »; does not elsewhere occur in 
the collection. 

6/9: = §, a fraction elsewhere expressed as sy 
48. mapdboots ray éfijs ori{x)or xotpoou ivdieridvos t. 
49. Taa6(s): Damietta; cf 1854, 12, 22. The following 

words are probably the name and patronymic of the dtorxnrys of 
the naval station there. 

51. The entry at the end is an overflow from the following 
line. So, too, in 1. 55. 

53- Samavn(s): the first part of the word is confused and may 
be a correction. 

Avy(v)m(rov) xou(poov): these words should be in the reverse 
order. 

54. The total has not been filledin. Soinl.59. -y:/ here is 
possibly a later addition, though by the same hand. 

56. «(s): probably ‘in, not ‘to’ or ‘for’; ci 1874, 1, 
note. 

p.: the letter following p looks like n or x. If the latter, 

a figure in addition may be lost in the lacuna after it, which is, 
however, a small one. 

57. Sevyv": sic, apparently, but Sevov§(iov) must be meant. 
The letter read as x is not the monogram of ov. 

58. ap(raBut) 8: this refers to dampeov. 

59. The entries at the end are a continuation of 1. 58. 
60, xaoreAX (ary): of. 1434, 35, note. 
62. BodBvO(wwnv) : Rosetta. 

65. 5(ca) ; the name has not been inserted. 



ag” 

8'/ av~ ev amap? § v° [.] 

67. Thedot is inthe MS. Its purpose is not clear. Perhaps 

Nnp’: Nnpat~; cf. 1. 69. These two persons were them- 
_ selves to serve, and were also charged with the duty of collecting 
_ the other sailors. 

69. av”: dvrupwrnrod. The $s. is apparently the amount in 
which he was bound. For the sums after the names 6 note on 

ile 23. 
70. Yarov: corrected from Yarn. 

71. tuppuyop : an extraordinary name, but all the letters seem 
certain. ; 
72. &e€: apparently the father of Macarius. Possibly we 

should read cé (cf. 1420, 104, where & is certain) but the last 
letter is much more like ¢ 

73+ mepX: mepixirns; cf. 1452, 35. 
74. The meaning of the commas, here and in l. 76, is 

apparently that Psatus (Copt. Psate) was surety for these persons 
also. For yvapé(ws), cf note on I. go. 

76. Something is washed out after SrfapovA. No doubt v°d¥ 
was written there first. The transliteration or¢ for ox (properly 
-@, GasxoyN) is to be noted ; cf. 1459, 52. There is also an 
instance in Or. 6205 (Crum). 

80, 8°/ pact”: doubtful. 8*/ looks like an epithet of pact”; but 
more probably, supposing o to be incorrectly put for ¢, we may 

K'/ avrat/ 8:/ paar” £ «/ BS [.-++A~ 8/ pao" y 
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Col. III.] 

+ oy vavrix/ Kovpg"! Avy™ wy. [-JA..-++.] Mamvov? orp~ 

Kap*. vo Adavac’"! Nnp’ [S A]@avacios Zaxap~ ao Adpo? vav~ Ky 
Kop” Adpoditro vav™ id 

v? B/ av WaroY Tappes Afavacv” Nypai- [v°]Sy Aavacw” Zayap- ve Sy 

70 Ilerpos Varou [v°] §  Tkovi Iwavyns va 

Avovr Giupdvyop —[v?] B/  Pwxa Mapxos v°? B/ 
Bio? Maxapu’ Bel [vy] a apovd Tovara v°? B/ 

Ioax Hpaxhe mepX [v°] B/ Maroi Ama Kupov v? B/ 
v pi « ¢ 4 evov? MervvOos F Tewpywos yvads v? dy 

75 Aavewd Txoope [v?] B/ TeBw Tewpyos vy? B/ 
a a a 2 Teovv® Srlapovr S Movom’” Sevovfios v? S¥ 

oot Tike keou' os ee 
re 1 Klorbv’ [ J 10! ]- 4" 5 8/ 

Col. IV.] 

doy? odnp™ 7” Snp%y? w3/ 4 
80 emul: 8:/ [paor]” u K/ 8f ad” tov 

K/ B 

meu? 8/ Bux’/ PorB~ yahkl/ ev a®/ K/ a poPS 
K/ apKls ap? 8°/ Mnvari’ m/v? wy 

explain the line as dia pa({)iov t, xevrnvapia 85, ad’ Sv 7d ¥, Ze. 
‘ (iron), counted by lumps, 10, counted by weight, 43 quintals, 
of which a third (is counted off for waste).’ That o is an error 

(mispronunciation) for ¢ is almost certain, since par” is quite 
unknown and iron is elsewhere in the.collection reckoned by 
pagia, The lumps under the first heading in 1. 81 weighed less 

than those under the second. 
81. avraé/: sic apparently, but airef(ovoiav) must be meant. 

Its meaning in this connexion is uncertain, especially as the 
phrase with which it is contrasted is mutilated. 

83. xaAx”/: xadxeopara. If the reading is right, as the articles 
here are taken out of the quantity of iron entered in |. 81 (ag’ 
év, 1. 82), the xaAxo®yara are made of iron. Hence this is 
another instance of the use of yaAx@pa as something made of 
metal generally ; cf. 1368, 4, note. 

84. (umep) vo(ucparoy): the reading seems certain, but the 
phrase is curious. One would expect (imép) xe(yrnvapioy) x 

vo(piopara) y, and perhaps something has been omitted. The 
1 £. 273 /. further on in the line refers to articles éy ete: 

8°/: this should be darayndévra, but the connexion with what 
precedes is not obvious. Perhaps part of the dmapyupucpds was 
devoted to the Saravn of Menatius. The additions on this page 
are apparently by the original clerk and with the same ink, but 
written more rapidly than the rest. 
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85 § 8/ Vaxpoi ov v° B/ tine al... amoorp~ pt Ara wey? Bue-/ BrorK"/ v? ¢ ¥ 

men? §:/ Ocodoor” Siax’/ F «f/f BP w/[-ev] a> 2 .p~chS vanr vy 

adh” rap? 
hoy? vautix:/ Spopov— ov e/ Avarto* 

Kop Adpo® 

Makapi” Tpopaw yvad 90 
@codwp”” Levovbis 

Mapx:/ ®id[o® ? dioc]x™/ 

Ki ] 

Detached fragment. 

aA 

OVV 

ovy ve ph F 

8/ @codswp” Eppaws 

5/ Xevov? codwpos 
8/ SaBw ABirdra 

8[/ Moboa”’ Vor [ 

Recto.| 

valu"rix’’/ kapp* Kaor Sunpoly 

95 alp- Kay oomp® ap” v of. . JN 

] v8 = Movoatov 

J] v8 Hovggal 

Verso.) 
]> of§ 8% & azap[t 

ay) 57 Soap oie } 
100 " vavrov [ 

. . 

85. Yaxou: an unprecedented spelling of this name, which 
elsewhere occurs as Vaxe, Vaya, Yayo, or Yayo. Evidently there 
was an aspirate in it. Mr. Crum questions the identity of these 

names, but it seems likely. For x as guttural aspirate cf. Xaded 
=Knhilid (for y=x cf. Xad.d0s, 1482, 65 = Kadtros, 1448, 20?), and 
© was frequently omitted, e. 2. Ttag = Ita (cf. too Zazraxnpe, 1420, 
22, etc, =Zapanp’, 1481?). Thus Yagor, Yaxor, Vaxgot, Yaxor 

might probably all represent the same sounds. 

anootp—: presumably a participle of droorpéda, as e.g. in 
1484, 26, but the sense here is not quite clear. 

Bix-/: probably to be taken as the dative, the articles 
being sent to him. He was probably d:ocyrys of one of the 
naval head-quarters. 

86. & */ 8 «‘/. ev e°: apparently part was paid év ele, part 
(3s.) év drapyuptop@; but it is not clear what relation the 94 
litrae bear to the rest, and the meaning of the 7 and of the dot 
before A ¢3 is obscure. 

87. map®: mapadobévra? In any case the line is incomplete, 
the clerk having omitted to fill in the rest ; for 1, 88 begins an 
entirely new section of the account. 

90. yvade(ws) : this requisition of a fuller, like that of shepherds 
(I. 19), etc., illustrates the Arab practice of drafting persons for 

service in the fleet from all classes. 
QI. Sevovbis: stc. 
92. d:otx(n)r(ov): if correct, this must presumably denote 

some other (and lesser) official than the head of a pagarchy, who 

would hardly be called on to serve. 
ABixAa: the A is very uncertain. If it is correct, the name 

is to be compared with Mafixde or Iaftkda, but it does not seem 
that + can have been written here. Mr. Crum remarks that 

this form compared with Hafi«cka may suggest "Ama ’ABikAa as 
the full name. _ 

93- Moveatov Voy: cf. 1484, 244. 
94 ff. It is not certain that this isa part of the papyrus. It 

is not easy to fit it in anywhere (cf the introduction), and the 
writing is slightly larger than the average in this document; but 
the hand seems very similar, and the fragment resembles the 
rest in character, so that it is given here. 

94. vau’rix”/: the over-written 7 is due to confusion, After 
kaor(«)A(Adr@y) sc. (kai). 
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PAPYRUS 1450.—a. p. 709. 

Inv. No. 1446. 53 in.x 83 in. Ina rotnd but slightly sloping minuscule of medium size ; 
ink of a rather light colour. With Arabic heading. 

HIS account was found with 1889, but its contents show that it was sent not with that letter 
but with 1837. As it relates to the navy, it is given here, after 1449. 

mi esiegs Rem \ ash J Kaslys wr’ Raslys KAS \ = \- us? pened Us? ie 

[+] y® SL. .Jaf-]. redeo!! 8/ Act w Solpacx § pic? rov e€” vavt «°”/ Avy™ wd°/ 

Kop.” Adpodira emf viv® &y 
ad wy 

5 ep Br"! e/ kapp- ao. 7° [...f «pw? we7 o@ pio? 8/ Acar] v7 Ee 

6 puo® S en Br? 8/ Aciay.. [.}r* 89/ Kop: vv~ [y] 
6 (cont.) ex v° Es Vv? uf 

1. Arabic address: To the Said of Ashkith concerning the ‘Acay, vatra £. MuicOwOevres kai euBdnOevres d¢ ‘Actav.... 
wages of three sailors of the sailors of the ferry for....... kopn(s?), vadra y ek vomiopdrwy «%. The o after kap(dBovs) 

2. Aea(v): Hayyan. seems to stand alone, and is therefore perhaps a numeral, giving 
ef": és. the number of ships. The word after it may be én[to]6(ev). 

5, 6. €uPrAnOevres eis kapdBous.... pera vavrav m pcb@bévrwv & perd cannot mean ‘including’; it must be ‘ in addition to.’ 

PAPYRUS 1451.—a. p. 701-702 or 716-717 (?). 

Inv. No. 1424. Fragments of a book. Written in a round, rather large minuscule, 

in black ink. 

HE following account is a somewhat puzzling one. As the main portion, excluding 

the headings, consists of a list of names followed by two sums of money, the first of which 
is described as 8:aypd(dov) and the second as Samdv(ns), it might be supposed that the account is 
one of poll-tax and Samdvy, and it should in that case go in the second section of accounts. Both 

the general heading, however, and the single sub-headings seem quite inconsistent with this. The 
general heading, being very incomplete, is not very clear, but as it contains the word xovpaov it 

seems to exclude the possibility of the account being one of poll-tax; and the sub-headings 

consist of some such phrase as \éyw Kovpaov Avarodns or Aéyw épyarav ‘Iepovoodvpov followed 
by a number of sailors or workmen and a sum of money. This naturally suggests that the 

register is one of requisitions for various services, the wages and expenses of the sailors and 

workmen being charged on the tax-payers, and but for the occurrence in Il. 144, 145, and 

probably 25, of the word 8saypa(dov) one would suppose the first of the two sums to be pic Ads, 

and the second, Samdvy, to signify the cost of provisions, etc. Siéypadov, however, is a difficulty. 
No very convincing explanation suggests itself. The account might be taken as one of poll-tax 
and 8amdvy paid by (or for) persons absent from home on the Government service, but the form 

IV. 3c 
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of heading, \éy@ «ri., and the general heading seem quite inconsistent with this, and, moreover, in 

fragms. 11 and 12 requisitions of sailors and workmen without money-payment are noted; though 

for that very reason it is perhaps doubtful whether these two fragments really belong to the book. 
Again, it may be that a portion of the poll-tax was specially set aside for the wages of persons . 

engaged in certain services (the Noyiowa of 1414, etc. ?); or, lastly, Su@ypadov may be used in 

some other sense than poll-tax. Perhaps the didypadov of fragm. 16 is not to be connected with 
the rest of the account and 8d in 1. 25 not to be read as Siayp*; in any case it seems very unlikely 

that the account has anything directly to do with poll-tax. 
The fragments of this book having been collected from many different places, there is no 

external evidence as to the order of folios. 

Fragm. 1 verso.] = Fol. 14. 

ev ovlowatt tov Ov Tov] ] 

Dg tear ehenplovos S diravOpa"| FAT 

may) ore! [2D pms] 
0... om Tey 0B poms, 3 

Maaper a[moorodos Geov] 

a} Jy) as? ls I Si sl Ny] 

ABSed 

Fragm. 2 vecto.] = Fol. 2, upper part. 

Siadolpwr Kovpo” kwp: Adpo® w*/ fe? 

10 
] ayy yy win 

v ¢ djarav v ag y/ Vv > ad” K"/B vw 2h v ¢[¢ 
vd | v B y/ Vv ¢ ¢ ws 

Dey ttl 

Fragm. 3 vecto.] = Fol. 2, lower part. 

15 PS: LP BY raphy, 37.6 eee 
] ep? B vin [ 

v°| ¢€ v°? 8 y/ vO ad® » ¢  v? [0 

vje v § y/ v O 2 v [0 

9. diapopwy xovpoov: cf. 1452, 29, from which it is probable _lutely certain that they belong to the same book as the rest, 
that the phrase ran something like dxariwy kat dpopovapiay dia- the reading is a little doubtful. 
oper; but it would be more natural to take diapdépor with 15 ff. That this fragment is part of the same folio as fragm. 2 
coups’, which is therefore, perhaps, a slip of the pen for seems certain from the discolouration. The recto and verso of 
Kovpr@v. the two are therefore given together. 

w8(exrtovos) ce: from fragms. 11, 12; but as it is not abso- 



] 

Fragm. 2 verso.] 

25 ——— Ocodwp” Aavid 

KodAov? Tepeni* 
Avovd ido? 
Tewpytov Yevov® 

joy loon 

Fragm. 3 verso.) 

30 [Kolvor* Maxapiov [ vy? 
Oopa Bynoa 

Tlexvovov Supwv mp* vy [ 
Lapamiov Movoa” our®/ [v° 

Sevov? Vov 

Fragm. 4 recto.) = Fol. 4? 

35 y: Mediadev 
oyw mapaxwp!*! Tlepv? 

ABpaap Puro[? 

hoyw epy~ lepovcon” [ 

Tewpyvov I, 

[Aoy]o Kovpo” Oaraclons 

19. »° of: since neither in the sums for sailors nor in those 
or workmen is there any constant rate per man, it is impossible 

re what is lost here. 
: ‘his seems to be the bottom of the folio, but as ll. 20-23 

io not make up the amount in 1, 19, this section must have 
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vav"™™ va v° of 

}w 8 vw BS y/vrsf ad®™v ¢ } rv? [of 

vl vaS yt/ v sf 2 v aS 
| 8B) way yy v55 saa 5 aS 
]we vraS yt v® oS e v off 

vroray” kop: Ad?  /[°” 
a 

[ 
( 
[ 

v? 8§ |v aS yi/ v gad®K7/B vv 2 AWG 

te ep? Biv? in 
yrislry y/ v 0 aa v 6 

veo |ry y/v vel 9 

J vav™ SK. 
vy §lvrB y/ v sf Vv ¢ [v° s]f 

been continued on the next page. Consequently I. 24, which is, 
as a matter of fact, different in form from the usual headings, 
cannot be a fresh heading. . 

43. y and yt/ v° <8 are corrections. 
45. Possibly a later addition, but by the same hand. 

3c2 
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Fragm. 5 vecto.]| Perhaps the lower part of the same folio as 4. 

[?B Wediuder 
hoyw wapayop* Tedr[? 

Kovor~ Adavacio[v 
50 hoyw Kouvpo” Avartoh: [ 

Koddov’ Bu0/  [ 

hoyw wap*pudd\ay: 7” orop[e” 

P[or]Bappov Max/ [ 

lwond Buxrop [ 

Fragm. 5 verso.] 

55 ] v/v s§ 

Fragm., 6 verso.] The first half of a sheet (?). 

evouk:/ Eudurevtwv 

oyw trapayop* Tedv? [ 

Max*/ Tepro[, 

Recto blank. 

Fragm. 7 verso.| The first half of a sheet. 

eto.x:/ Bovvwr 

60 hoyw epy~ lepovood” [ 

®oxa Irnpov [ 

hoyw Kovpo” Avatond: [ 

Fragm. 7 recto.] 

10% 
y/ v°] 0 ad” v° ¢ 

65 ] wv ye 

] va” y 

Ny/ wv sf  agr z 
] y/ v sf Z 

vss ]r y/ vss 2 
7° ] vav™ B 

v yf |v af y/ ve 

vy dy] v aS yvsy 
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Fragms. 8 and 9 vecto.] The second half of a sheet. 

[8.] eroux:/ Laxoople 
Space of 3 inches. 

eroux®/ Aywov Mvour]i{wvos 

75 [9] —oyw pracy’ lepoveod|” 
hoyw Koupo” Baraca” [ 

hoyw Kovpo” Avarod[? 

av'y? Ayi~ Mapv* 

[oye «/)” [ 

_ Fragms. 8 and 9 verso.] 
80 [8.] 1S y/ vw Oad” x7/B* v 2 hve 

4 vw dy vla yf v ey vav™ a v? 
vy vy] aS y/ v? df ad” 2 dv? 8 

[9.] » y ] Samar v® af y/ v? 8 [alf{” 4 J] Aw HF 

] vav"™ # 

85 ] 
v ¥§ | Sfarjav v ay y/ v Sy ad” 2 hv? fy 

yf YO ade “ me a> S a} ‘> 

Fragm. 10 recto.] 
] vav’? $ texvr™ S$ epy[*y* 

[kop” Adpods|ro 

90 [Moye rlapaxou* Tedv® [ 
[Ma]px°"/ Avdpea [ 
[Amo ]\w Sevov? [ 

Fragm. 10 verso.] 
vy? of Sa}rav: v° B yw vs 

ve 8§ i ep yf vw sfl 
P95 ve ] was yf sf [ 

| YS  ) wa wf wf 
eo). 5 ee 

75 ff. This fragment certainly belongs to the same folio as 88 ff. As this fragment certainly does not belong to the same 
_ fragm, 8, and is probably continuous with it. folio as fragms. 2 and 3, it must be the beginning of another 

85. Here came the name of a xwpiov. ‘ indiction. 

* 
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Fragm. 11 verso.| Recto blank. 

er™ Eudurevtov . 

Loyw K°’/ Oad* v°/ ve [vav]~ a Loyw x”/ Avaron! v°/ ie [ > 

100 zr” emalv]ed? aw Adp[uxt/ S 7”) ed? e/ K°"/ y— » [S T]® ov €1/ mhow® 7” Apup™ ev7 

[Avaron” ? 

101 eto.k/ Bovvev 
Loyw Kxorfpr]” Baracc” [7/ Je [vy]? B oy _K”/ Avarod" [0’/ te 

Fragm. 12 recto. ] 
. . . 3 * 

erouk/ Ayliov Iuwwovr[riwvos] > 
oyw koupo” Baraca!” 0°/ ve vav™™ a TX a 

105 Movoaov Tadnu @codmp” Ama Tlo\\ov pvdox™/ 

hoyw koupa’” Avarod: w’/ ve n7 Avacraciov Levovbiov [v]av’” a 

Fragm. 12 verso.] 

hoyw [kovpa” Avaro]\”! vav"” y 

Wa7[”...J-a Tlavdov Sevov? Zaxapias Iwavvov 

tov ov) ev/ mov” 7° Apip™ ev™ Avarod: 7” Tateppov’ Koopa vav'™ a 

Fragm. 13 vecto.] The second half of a sheet. 

IIO Sevov? Zaxaov [ 

Atoh\dko WVarov [ 

Ara, K*/ @eodocr0[v 

hoyw epyact® 7” Kapp* [ 

Mapk°/ Tareppov® [ 

115 hoyw Kovpo” Avaro* [, 

Koopa Tapow  [ 
Makx~/ Sapoonr [ 

. . . . ° 

Fragm. 13 verso.] 

vl vB w/w [ss] ¢ dv ss 
vy] 3§ v B y/ vr sf 4 hve af 

98 ff. It will be noticed that this fragment and the next differ the xotpoor, but it is certainly impossible to read any of the 
in arrangement from the others, especially in the point that no known names. »- » is, however, a doubtful reading. 
sums of money are given. It is possible, therefore, that they mror”: not mdot*, and cf 1. 109. Presumably, therefore, — 
do not belong to the same book as the rest; but they are in the the word is mAoiov. "Avarodg from |. 109. ; 
same hand, and it is quite possible that they relate to certain 105. Azra IloAdov probably = Aza (A)rodAw (Crum). 
requisitions of sailors to serve in person, without any money- pvdox"/: pudoxdrov, molitor (Stephanus). The word occurs 
payment. The uncertainty as to the nature of the money- also in WD. p. 122, Pap. XXIV. 8. 
payments renders this last point somewhat doubtful. 112. Probably a later addition, by the same hand. 

100. v(avrwy) n: after Koi(poov) one would expect the name of 117. ZapooyA: sic. 
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120 v°| fv B y/ ve of ve 4 Nv of 
i] vav"* y v my 

VS ray yl Sy 
vy §])vrB y/we 

Fragm. 14 verso.| The first half of a sheet. 

ayer ep RAN | 
5 lwond Koddov® azo .[ 

hoyw map*pudhay t” arom” Acy* [ 

Mapr’/ Adavacwv = [ 
hoyw Kovpa” Avartoh: [ 

Tlapovd Movo[a]” [ 
. 

_ Fragm. 14 recto.] 
= 130 J ep? a v? 

d v 8 v®] af ye’ v? § ad® K/B v2 Av ef 
] _ me Oe See 

_ Fragm. 15 verso.] The first half of a sheet. 

TlavkpoB[uov Bi]do® v? 8§ [ 
Ilavkov ido? v ss [ 

335 hoyw koupo” Avato\" [ 

[ 
[ 

Ilexvovov Mnyva vo 

ZnvoBiov Avovp =v’ € 

Tlareppov® IakwB vv? .[ 

| Fragm. 15 recto.) 

Lv 8 voy [y/ sy] ve sy 

] ayy* y v KL 
] 78 » BB/ y/ v? = B/ ad” «/B d v [5 B/ 

]” BB/ yl/v. BY [ 

i 133- [lavkpofiov: the same name which in 1480, 56, appears as Havxpofe. 

383 
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Fragm. 16 vecto.] Position uncertain. 
S]ayp* v? 8 daar: [ 

145 dijayp~ v°? ¢ Sala} .[ 

Fragm. 16 verso. ] 

[Aoyw mapayop* Ted? ep? a 77 wavy” Karl 
[Aoyw T]epovood” [ 

] Ava Typ [ 
Juov? Tavrlor [ 

150 Jov Zaxapc* amo ¢€ MMe di* 

Fragm. 17 vecto.]| The second half of a sheet. 

Evox of 

hoyw pacyv? id povaod” 

[ 
[ 

155 hoy|w 

L 
[ 

Tewpywov Varov [ 

159 ‘ABpaap Uomo [ 

Fragm. 17 verso.| A few figures. 6 (?) lines. 

Fragm. 18 recto.] The second half of a sheet. 

166 —— ALoyw] epy~ Teplovcoh” 

Bux[tap 

ial 
hoyw Koup[ao” 

170 Kol 

nl 
x 

. d koupo” A[varod? 

Fragm. 18 verso.] A few figures. 

A few small fragments. 
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PAPYRUS 1452.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1500(a). Two fragments of a book; 8 in. x 7 in. and 73 in.x 83} in. Written in 

a sloping minuscule of medium size, with a rather thick pen and in brown ink. 

REGISTER of sailors and perhaps also workmen requisitioned for various services. The 
name of each man is followed by that of his surety (advrupwrnrys) ; of Crum, Catalogue, 

No. 457. Two sums of money are entered against each name, but for what purpose is somewhat 

doubtful. The headings are indeed preserved, but though one, tapapvOia, is explicable (cf. note 
on 1. 12), the other, xara. Sedrepov rd(ypa), does not throw much light on the nature of the charge. 

Fragm. 1 vecto.| The second half of a sheet ; of the first only the margin remains. 

+ Suv Karaypad: tolv......... Jarod 

A vavtix”/ kapaBov ofv"] ev” A[dpux]-/ emu wap!" o/[? 
kop Adpodira 

Bextopos Tao amo” x*/ av™ ®.[ 
5 Eppawros @ido® ao7 av- _—vmo AT 

loavy” Sodop[wvos 
@codoor" PfohB- | 

Tlerp” Maxapuo[v 

Tlex’/ IIko[o]pe [ 

10 Iwavy” LaBivouv 

Fragm. 1 verso.] 
? pla 

] [ra]ptuvh*? =v a va y/v B 

J amo +. SO vy* 8 

J opel va wra yf B 
15 J [opP va wa y/vB 

eee. a y/ v? B 

] va [w]e y/wB 

ra ra y/ v B 

Fragm. 2 verso.) The first half of a sheet (?). 
20° B Tedu- 

2. Apt(n) : the a seems fairly clear, and the traces after the with his...and his napaaxyeta’; of note there (Crum). The 
lacuna are not at all like \ (for Avarod’). meaning seems to be something like douceur, and so a present 

t(v)8(«xrtovos): perhaps the 7th; c/. 1. 29. on commencing the service; cf, for a somewhat similar sense, 

4. av": dvrupevnrod. BGU. 1024, p. 7, 1. 12; ddé[-y]nv revd Tod Biov rapapvbiay, 

12. map*pv6i*: the same word as in 1497, an acknowledge- 13. The characters before 68’ may be 8"/ (Samdyns) »°. 
ment by a soldier that 46 sailors have been delivered to him, ‘each 

Iv. 3D 
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Hitas Abav* amo B Ted" av™h” vao Ovepo* Tape* amo? av? [ 

Tlaxavvews 

ABpaap Eotpa ato Tlax—/ vro Eorpa marp® av™ [ 

Sabu” Avdpea amo TOV avTov vio pelovav 7” emouK/ [ : 
3h @¢[odo]ovov Tex’/ azo” av™ vio Tlalpolvd id0f</ [ | 

S[yzw|y Tavdov amo” avTov vmo Ilaviov .. d+ [ 
Ep{ ure]vrar- 

[Ta]n00X Moveratov aro Eudur* vro Sevo[v®] Mare amo Adpo? [ 

Fragm. 2 recto. | 

] [- Jurny: au axl"/ S$ Sp%p? Suad? x/ w8/ £ [. .] 9/- 
30 J $ x”/ wd/ n 8/ Tewp? orp’ amo Adpo® 

] vo- 
] [vro] ABp* adeddos av™ azo” av’ K*/ wapap® va k/ Brrva i y/v B 

] [vo] Tipe Iwavvov amo” a va va y/v B 

] vmo @exda yaps KupiA\” azo” a va yra y/v B 

35 ] vro Tap!) repx amo” a~ ya va ([y]/v? B 

] vo Sevov? More amro™ a— va v[a y/ vB 
] valo] Koop? [M}nv* ox’/ azo7 a va va [y/ v B] 

ut]lo Ovepo* ad‘/ av™ amo” a7 [ va va y/v iB 

21. avd”: dvriparnbeis. Taye due to Mr. Crum. the remains, but does not in itself seem likely. 
28. T{apood: the second o is clear (but cf. SapoonA, 1451, 117) 31. vo-: wv is probably meant (= vaira:), but the second 

and the first doubtful, so that the reading is by no means letter seems to be actually o. It can hardly be vorapro 
certain; but a Jamoul son of Musaeus occurs in 1424, 53, 32. x / Br": xara Sevrepov raypa. 
1451, 129. 34. It appears from this that a woman could be surety, 

Mare: apparently so, but clearly the same as More in 1. 36. equally with a man. 

29. a’: possibly Ac’. ai’/ would be a possible reading of 35. mept: meptxvrou. 

PAPYRUS 1453.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1434(4). Three fragments of a book; 5% in. x 82 in., 53 in. x 53 in., and 3% in. x 22 in. 

Written in a neat, small, round minuscule, in black ink. 

HIS account consists of a list of names; and from fragm. 1 it appears that there were in 
each case two persons mentioned, the name of the first being preceded by the word av’. 

There is some doubt as to whether the word is to be read dvi or dvripwvnrod. In the former 
case the second person is a substitute for, or successor to, the first; in the latter, the first is 
surety for the second. It is noticeable that four persons are described as ypuaovmodéxrns (perhaps 
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seven, if duo(iws) in Il. to and 11 refers to a preceding ypuvoovmodéxrys), and that two of these 
have in addition another epithet. It is possible, therefore, that the document relates to the 
appointment of ypuvcovmodéxras or collectors of the gold taxes. Fragm. 3 vecto shows that money 

payments were involved. If av” is dvripwvyrod these may be the amounts in which the sureties 
were bound. : 

Fragm. 1 verso.] Recto blank. 

. (ag 2: ORI }” tp* xpvoo[uo® 

Jo av [ 
].- mov TI[....... ] es mor” [ 

1 eb 
5 ] a Yevovdi” Elv]ox parr’? xpvacoulroP IIkovi Eppaw 

xXpvaouro® [ 
6 ] av™ Sevov? Yor Kou op? Ovepoevovdis I. [ 

] S$ AvSpeas Lodopwlvos mpl ws mor” 

_ Fragm. 2 verso.] Recto blank. 

[eroux/ Aye]” Twour{e’)V [ 
[eroux/ S]axoope [av]” Koddolu}’ [ 

10 [P av’v? Aye* Mape* afv]’ Mav” Tfarep]uov!! opto! [ 
; 1B av” Ama Kup” Avdpeas op? [ 

_ Fragm. 3 verso. 

t [Kou Adpodiro [ 

av™ Bux*/ Tlaroe [ 
av Afa]ud Tewpy{u” 

15 av” DorBanp” Of 
[av™ O]eodap” [ 

Fragm. 3 recto.] 

ts aes L 
I.. xpvoouro® : xpvooirodexrns ; cf. BGU. 675, 2, Pap. Flor. 3. ws mor”: obscure. as is not the end of a preceding word 

11,5. In UKF. 1091, 1111 occurs a Aapmpédraros dtotxnrns xpvo- _as there is a blank space before it; cf 1. 7. 

vumodexrns. 7. mp*: this same person occurs in 1482, 104. 

32 
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PAPYRUS 1454.—Date uncertain. | 

Inv. No. 1488 (a). Fragment ofa roll; 1 ft.1 in.x8 in. Written in a large flowing minuscule 
in black ink, across the papyrus-fibres. 

HE following two documents are lists of sailors or workmen from the foot of Coptic 

contracts of surety. Several such contracts will be found among the Coptic documents. 
These two are written by Theodorus, cvpBodatoypddos, the scribe of many documents in the 

Coptic section. 

yy 
Lo 

Vouv Mynva Makapiov Buxtwp [ 

Ama Kupos IIvoove Aaveir Tewpyto” [ 

Ama Kupos AvSpeas Avdpdas .]..[.-]-[ 

5 Iwavyys Mabias Tlax{vplis Amoddo [ 

[@co|Socr0s IeLexund [No]? Iwavy” Neu 

|k/ Mnv- zp* Tletpos Maxapio” — [ 
[M]nva Znvofu” Tlaviov Pio’ Badl[é 
Wepvov® Tedoohe iwavvov Mnv~ aplf 

fe) y/ of Ka + 
+8. euov Bcodwpov ovr’ cvpB[loaoyp/ +++] 

5. Hoxyus: 2. Maxvpeos; or possibly Makvors = Texiotos ; cf. 6. Netx[ : very possibly NetkAere, meaning that the person in 
1446, 23, where a Pecysius son of Apollés occurs. question came from the réros so called. 

PAPYRUS 1455.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1434 (a). Fragment ofa roll; 93 in.x 113 in. Hand as in the preceding. 

+yv 
oes 

Tewpywos Avavn = Vixe Buxtwp Waxo Teiz[ 

Mazrot Budo? Makxapiov A@avacio” Amohhw E\wz[os] 
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@wpas Maxape’ Evoy Burtwp APavacwos If 
5 Tlapovy Vaxo mp& yt of t 

+8: nov @codwpov ovr? cupBordolyp~ +++ 

6. The crosses at the end are the usual scribble of notarial Mr. Crum remarks that this scribe always makes a triple cross 
contracts, like the head of a trident with a stroke through it. + + +, which is sometimes run into one symbol. 

PAPYRUS 1456. 

Inv. No. 1461. Two small fragments; 4 in. x 53 in. and 53 in.x 42 in. Written in small neat 
minuscule hands in black ink. 

ERE are given together two small scraps of accounts containing portions of registers of 

a miscellaneous character. The first concerns sailors requisitioned for the fleets of Egypt 

and the Orient ; the second contains miscellaneous entries. 

(a) recto. Verso blank. 

wd-/ B 

hoyw Kapp™ Avy™ v- vO [....]- pte” = Noyw 

hoyw Spowov- AvaroX v~ ws pps Moya 

wd:/ 
5 hoyw Spopov~ Avatro* v-~ wm pu) = Moye 

d K"/ Avy™ v- o pe” » oye 

(6) recto. Cire. a.v. 716 (?). 

amo” v° fe vo” K/ pw" v® pvdy x/B* K/ B [ray 

Cypt! Iwarfy” maya}! $ vroup?? ... docx’ [ 
mpootys’” av.af...].- ovpaf.]..K.. v7 [ 

amo Tapaxou* S$ Swwpvy® 7 Kop: [ 
5 y/ vy? oha [ 

(a) 2. v7: vaira. 1418 the pagarch is called John, and probably the person 
_ (8) 1. amo”: di ray. The line then gives a deduction from here named is the same, as earlier the pagarch was Basilius, 
the original sum. before that Epimachus (1512), before that Zacharias, and before 

vo" «°/: obscure. that Senuthius (1412). As 1413 relates to the years A.D, 716- 
pl: perd. This sum is not of course the deducted sum, but 721, this document will belong to about the same time, ayap*; 

one additional to the 65 s. at the beginning. however, is of course a doubtful reading. 
2. {nusa(s) Iwavvov mayapx(ov) (kat) vrovpy(wv) : cf.1859,1. In 
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Verso (the other way up) :— 

mp wd/ a [ 

mp: w0/ B [ 
mp: wo/ y pT vw lS y tH/ ev? 7 Kapp* [ 

9 mp! {vd]/ 8 pw" v® XC povys [ 
Two illegible lines. In each occurs ap? v®. 

6. mp": mpoxpeias or mporedeias. g. poy"; povacrnpioy; cf. 1417, 2, 3. 

PAPYRUS 1457.—(Circ. a. pd. 706-709. 

Inv. No. 1502 (a). 15 (at present; cf note on Fragm. 4) fragments, probably of a roll. 
Written in a sloping minuscule of medium size, in black ink. 

HE fragments of this account were found in various places and are so small that the exact 

character of the account is uncertain, though it was clearly some sort of register of 

miscellaneous expenses. As many of the fragments are blank on the verso, and those which have 

been used on both sides have the writing on the verso the reverse way up to that on the rec/o, it 
seems probable that the document was a roll rather than a book. 

The account contains several difficulties. In the first place a phrase trép téxov tay 

vomicpatev x, y e&ayiov tv Snuooiwy occurs several times. The reference is clearly to interest 
charged on a certain levy of the 7zzyak, but what the interest was is not so obvious. The ex- 

planation is probably either that when a levy was not paid at the proper time the Government 
charged interest on it during the time it was in arrear or else that if the money was not in hand 

at the date fixed for payment the local officials borrowed the required amount and afterwards 
repaid this with interest. 1485, 91 perhaps makes the latter explanation the more probable. 

The phrase in 1, 3, (b7ép) réxov 7A(v) vo(uiopdrov) B ev [kara]Ne(iper)], though at first sight it 

favours the other interpretation, is not at all inconsistent with the second. 

Secondly, a difficulty is caused by the two phrases § map™ 7” v° x ev karad® and § «~/rah\%7 

7” v° a. The word «~/rad\*, which also occurs in 1485, 198, 200 and 1458, 7 as kara\hay’? and 

here in Il. 125, 126 as xaradX‘, is clearly karad\ayys. map™ is given most fully in 1458 and in 

1488, 27, etc. as wapadd\”; This might stand for some derivative of wapd\\n dos, but seems more 
probably for tapahdayns ; but it is a difficulty that two words, of much the same sense, should be 

used side by side, as they should bear different meanings. Moreover, in every case in the 
present account (though not in 1458) where the phrase is complete v° x is followed by & 

katahe(iper), so that wap may have some special connexion with the payment of money in 
arrear. In 1458 however, as already remarked, and in 1488, 27, etc. the phrase occurs without 

€v kataetiper, so that it seems best to take it independently of that. If it is wapaddayjs it 

should mean ‘exchange,’ and may refer either to the exchange of money from one currency to 
another or (much more probably in view of the other evidence of this collection) to the con- 
version of current to standard coinage. Kata\\ayy should have the same sense (cf the obscure 
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account in Crum, Catalogue, No. 459, where RATaAARH might have some such meaning), but there 
must be some distinction between the two words; what, is not certain. In 1485, 200 is an entry 
brép katahd\ayhs Tov vopiopdrev € dmootpe(hdvrwr) (or droatpedvrwr) év rH “AmoOjKy, apparently 
referring to the repayment of money, so that xarakdayy may have some special connexion with 

such repayments; but 1462 (2), 9, 10, xépw 7(dv) vomiopdrav pry y Samdvns tod tarfevdypouv 

cup |Bovrov Kat vopiocpareor 8 Kkarahdayys 70d] adrod ypuciov: yiverat vopiopara prly, seems to 
favour the idea that xarak\ayy simply means ‘ exchange.’ 

An approximate date for the document is given by the mention of a person who occurs 
several times in dateable documents, Shuraih b. Al-Wasil ; cf too 1. 89, note. 

Fragm. 1 vecto.] Verso blank. - 

? Staypladas 
Sane 

Pap! ia 8°9/ § rowx"/ 7” vi y €€[ay” 

ri av’ 89/ § tox"/ 7” v° B ev [kara]\* 

iy 89/ § ton®/ oe” vv € y [eEay” 

5 KF doe vB | 

Fragm. 2 recto.) Verso blank. 

] vel y § tow/ 7” ve ¢ [ 

7 ] » P/ § t/ xaprov  [ 
74 i Hee 

] » af § pich?/ @coda[ pov 

J § x~fraad 7 vi ¥ [ 

Fragm. 3 vecto.| Verso blank. 

10 ] ¥ Merpl” 7°” payvorprav” ? 

e€ay]io” r” Snup? 8/ Worle 

v’] By ekaywo” 7° Syu°p? 8/ Xpro7[odopov 
] vl a &@ Karad® 8/ Sf pov 

_ Fragm. 4.) The fragment so numbered, containing Il. 14-20, has been transferred to 1470, 
_ to which it belongs. 

1. baypapes: cf. 1. 41 and 1485, 185, but in no case is the >: a correction. 
_ word complete. 9. x-/ raad*”; 2, karaddayis ; cf. the introduction. It is to be 

3- kara\“: most probably xaradelyet, ‘in arrear.’ noticed that regularly in this account and the following one the 
5. «.: the second figure seems to be either a or . over-written line after x stands, not as usual for r, but for a, 

6. Probably the first line of the page or column. It is not 7 being written in the line. 
certain whether the second column has any connexion with the 10. rov payorpiavov: cf. 1. 33 and note. 
first, but probably not. 
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Fragm. 5 vecto.] Verso blank. 

xp]et 7°” x” 8/ [ 
Pop as anf 

? ap|*? S Koddo[v? 

? Sapajk—/ €dO°/ pt [ 

25 by ovpm 87 
]* Zop* vw? Ado[vacad 

Fragm. 6 vecto.] Verso blank. 

aro] moh Av[K®/ 

: ] ¥ Mav* P[1d0? 

] § map* 7” v° y ev xara! §/ Arohkw apf 

30 ] & rox 7” vs B e€aywo” r” Sypp? 8/ lwavy” zp* is 

] ry ra S ax’ & oleae! xprort 4 8/ Io" afp'] A 
] 2 v° 8 ev xarad® y e€ayio” 7°” Snu? 8/ Terp[” 7°” paywrrprav™ ? 

§ tow/] 7” vu y e€aywo” 7” Sypp? 8/ erp” 7” palyrorpiav” ? ‘ 

S toll /]? r” vu y e€ayro” 7” Sypp? 8/ Iwavy” mpl[é 

35 Pv epxous et"/ kop? p ps xp” Sylpp? 
* . . 

Fragm. 7 vecto.| Verso blank. 

vy] Ca e€ay[” 

Jey) 7 7B pL 
] 7” v? B &@ Karadt 

] » aS xoprl 
40 Pray? 7” v? af [ 

Fragm. 8 vecto.] Verso blank. 

? Stalypadas 

§ pro? Tewp? orp? [ 
& Oepam* vav™ Ad[pux?/? 

21. x”: xwpiov. | 33. payorpiavov: cf. 1404, 16. 
27. This might possibly be the top line. 37. The restoration here and in similar cases is doubtful. a 
28. :ho6(eov): a Paul son of Philotheus occurs in 1451, 134, the word may be either wapad\ay” or karad\ay"’; 

and another, described as Bagevs, in 1454, 8. mapadX" is more frequent than x~/radA%”, but the abbrevia' 
31. ra kal axOévra brép dmapyupicpod mpicrov Tpirou. mapaA\ay" never occurs. 
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S ews’ Kapuovo” Mazo [. 
§ map™ 7 v? ve ev Klarads 

S tmap* 7” [v° 

‘Fragm. 9 recto.) Verso blank. 

a}pap? ep? a pal’) &[ 
alpap? ep? af \[ | 

amalp? eptp’ EYL | | 
alrap? vav® [ | 

. . . . i : { 

. 10 vecto.| Verso blank. 

§ tlap™ A” v’].. dv xarad 

§) tap™ 7” v° y ev xar[adt ; . 

Pree el | 

‘ragm. 11 vecto.] 

| J tS eS tal 
] vy §& map[” 
1 B/S walp | | | 
} ee eae ‘ 
ape y — & K/{rardev | | 
J] “se § aap | 
Le KS 5 tap ; : ; 

| ae § m{ap* ; 

, ae. nap" 7 rf? 

. § ps r/ wal, > 
§ tap* 7” [ = 

§ map* 7 [ : 9 
§ 7? mapo? [ 

S tap™ 7” v? a [ 

%  § tap* ov y [ 

§ wap* wv Bl 

>». vaut(wr) : ep’ was written first. 66. With this line cf the similar entry at the end of each section of 1433. : 

‘Iv. 3 £ 4 
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Fragm. 12 recto.) 

70 ] & O08 
] & plo? 

] SX wap™ 7” v° B ev x*/rad[é 

] § map*® 7c” v Bev «als 

§] rap® 7% v By ev x{%/rad® 
75 §] po °/ won otpl* 

& eM /] ada” ayopalo’ 

Fragm. 12 verso.] 

vy @ «fa df 
}v B ev K*/radlt 

H]\? orp7 ge [. - «JeL-JAL 

80 ] Broryu~ HAL") orp > mpol 

] § 8/ S Oepam- xf. .JB- [ 

§] rap™.7[” v° 

Fragm. 13 vecto.] 

§ map*h 7c” v° 8 ev Krad 9/ [ 
& map*f 7” v° § ev x%/radé d Lf 

85 § t}/ xapriov ayp* ) xpe* afayx? 
XS pho’/ cvpX ov" evs vrovp? [ 

S «/}radd*7 7” v? Sf vav™ wdfor® 

S Olepami*/ vav™ kovpo” Avy™ [ 

S phol’/ Adav- am/ «~/edO[ov™ 

| 
| 
| 

| 

1 
: 

; 

Fragm. 13 verso.] . 

90 ] zp Lata Avbeplet 
q mPagva k~/radé 8/ Ter[p” 7°” i ARE ? 

7” y?] € 8/ Myv™ azo xr? Al 

7” vy] a ev karad® 5/ ddl 

81. Possibly «[apda]8(or). 90. Kavp(a): of 1420, 8, etc, where the same p 
89. A@av(actov) m(ortxov) : very likely the Athanasius son of _ occurs, 7 

Paul, wtorexés, who occurs frequently in 1483. 
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7 v] y @v «-/tad® 8/ Ana K/[? 

7” ve a ev katadt 87/ y” ML 
?d xper]~ 77 wayX ex a” 8X/ Ml 

-Fragn 14 recto. | 

al oe YB ev «—/rad{é 

ap 7” vy? B ev Karan [ 

WM ayopact/ apt uf 

Fr: z n. 14 verso.) 

y ee x-fradt anmapt[ 

7 vy) a ev K~/rad§ 8/ Zaylapr* 

T-+ afaplaxop 8/ [ 

395 

r gm . 15 recto.) 

* 7. a - 

| mpayp 
J] 2% Syp2ul! 8X/ Ccodup” zp* [ 

] 2” x” 8/ Gco8wp” mpecB” —[ 

J] 77 Kop? 8X/ Movoa” ovpX — [ 

? Snpojow” 8/ Hu- orp~ S puo8?/ av [ 

]> 7 opp at re~/ ow” [ 
\<°/ pT 7” vav™ Kovpo® Avy™ K~/ a {£ayiov? 

] ra S 8%/ \ 8°/ vav™ Kovpo® Avy” of 

Jra $ 87 Iwan” ap § 2 

K]avp~ Avepet [ ! 

} [ 
Jp” Max-/ [ 

\x*/ 77 weSi- Taxepn’/ wayX Tlav? v° § 

‘ 

Kavp*] Av6*/ 8"/ av" v? of 

}” S Bex?/ enBo* ve ¥ 

] Iwavv’” pS [ 

Movojav” ovpX ee ck 

115. ]x’/ rijs mediddos Taxépews mayapxias Havds. 

117. euBo* : éuBoddpyou (or av). } @ 0” : obscure. 

108. At the beginning perhaps da}ra(vys). 
} 3E2 - 

aa. 

‘eu 5 

- 

- 
—. =" 

» 

 . 
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Fragm. 16 vecto.] 

120 XS tap tr}? v? [ 

§ [apt af? o ‘2 
Ped Trap™ 7” [v° 

S map™ a” p? 

x Trap” 7° p? 

Fragm. 16 verso.] 

125 S «laralAr 7” v? 

% xaradr* 7? v’ 

125. xara\d‘: 7. xaraddayjs. 

PAPYRUS 1458.—Date uncertain. 

Inv. No. 1502 (6). Two fragments of a book; 7 in.x 113 in. and 42 in.x 33 in. Written in 

a rather large sloping minuscule; ink and papyrus of light colour. ] 

N account similar to the last. The questions connected with it have been discussed 

there. 

Fragm. 1 vecto.] 

§ wapadN) cov v°? B 8/ Iwond orp- vs 

S mapadd: tov v? B 8/ Mnv* Ix{a]pe vo ¢ 
SX mapadd:, trav v® c 5/ Peas Bifo?] va 

S tox/ twv v° 8 tov av™ vy 

5 S down yxpvovov a? 8/ lwond azo Bovvwr: [vy] y | 8 

5 tox’/ twv v? B 5/ [M]nva Ikopos  [v? ¢?] sr 
S pl AL] waradday: a «/Bo* 8/ wr~ [ u 

Fragm. 1 verso.] In brown ink. Too much rubbed for continuous decipherment. Contains th = 
phrase (8) aodader~ 7°” ovm-.-- 

5. m’: obscure; qu. murrevbévros? Ikepns who occurs in 1620 and probably elsewhere (Cri n) 
6. Mnva Txopos: most likely the same as the Menasson of But the reading here is not Ixwpns. 
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‘Fragm. 2 recto,] 

Y & mapadd- 
¥ § wapadd: 7” v? vc 8/ Sevor[? 

¥ & mapadd r* v° ¢ ev xwp: Anob/[ 
] \ vavh” zop® 8/ Hepyd .[ 

1S axfokpop: valy} [ 
] & [+++] avw® Bovfyar ? 

Fragm. 2 verso.] 

1.) Ends of lines. 

Col. ar 

5 poo® Map*/ m-/ [ 

¥ § po? [oJ8- [ 
¥ &§ kwaradd[e7 

¥ § amnapyl’ 

1 ev” yop" Anob"/: év rh x@pip ’AroOjxn? If so, that would  yepiov. 
seem to imply that ’AroOj«n (Abutig) was regarded only as a 12. mop’: mopOpeiov. 

& PAPYRUS 1459.—Date uncertain. 
+ - 

Inv. No. 1418. Four fragments of a book. The first (which is made up of four fragments, 
the middle two of which are not continuous) measures 62 in. x 2 ft. 22 in. Written in a small, 

lic ing minuscule in black ink. 

~OO little of this book remains to form much idea of its character. The extant portions 
contain entries of payments of sums of money for various xwpia. The fragments 

2 
i 

wving been brought together fom various places, there is no guide as to the order of folios. 

ewoux—/ Zaxoope [-.-]~ xB 8/ Kohno" O[v]adevtio” ve B 

i I. Koddo": 7, KoANotvdov. The »° 8 is rather above the level of the line. 

P 

a 
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Col. II.] 

Jone teense] Orae [ 

op Xou- dr v? [ 
Ay|* Mapuas Xou® xd [ 

5 [emoux/]- Tlaxavy 8/ =rlap[ovd 

Xouw~ if . 
pcaaiet 

oorp* Ay” Bux~/ [ 

[X]out xy 5 [ 

ootp~ Ay” Bue~/ [ 

10 d 

oorp’ Ayw” Bux~/ [ 

Fol. 1 4, Col. I.] 

] »° Aa 

Bde 
| vk 

15 be 

]” 8 
]Y¢ 
|] 

Col. I1.] 

19 -y Ia? 77 Surix:/ 8/ iaxlwB] mpt S BouB- Tewp? 

o— v 15S ¥ 
20 ee as Vv idly x Mx B 

yet x MX ka vee 

x MX [..] o” v° § Dud? Bade v? BS : re 
21 x MX Kd v° BS x ap? a o” v? a OX/ Swws 

v° > B/ / Pap? § 8X/ Koop cup v? 8 

/ aly} [. 8/] Tax*/ apt 
3. X: apparently corrected from ke. 
5. Sr{ayovdk: cf. 1449, 76, note. The names preceded by 

8(:4) are more probably those of tax-collectors than of tax- 
payers. 

7- oorp®: inl. 11 this appears to be written oorp’, but if that 
may be disregarded the word is probably dorpaxoy, perhaps in 
the sense of ‘receipt’ (Crum). That éerpaxoy may mean 
‘receipt’ is at least suggested by Or. 6208 = 1578, cited by 

v § 

Mr. Crum:—‘that you would be so good as to... . our mal 
GINS «ox our ostracon (sing.) and that he receive our dyp 
and our dvdpipds and our dumdvy .... our ostracon for 
8th indiction....’ 6 @rparidrns seems unlikely. : 

19. laxoB mrpe(oBurepov) : very likely the "Iaxa8 mpeaBtrepo: 
who in 1458, 1 is described as ypucotmodéxrns. : 

20. x : a sign of revision, but it seems to have some s| 
significance, since it is sometimes replaced by a simple strc 
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/ Pap? i ao” v? 0 8X/ Vou” Mynv* v? i x Pap? x 
v B xX Ky v8 

Efe] ve ¢ 
Dap? ve op? 8X/ Vor” v? e€ Ama K*/ Avdp' § «&w" 

vyp/ 8x/ Vouwr va 

[1 vg 
TI*x 6 v? df 

= qy~ 0/ 35/ ABpt Zap B 
Fol. 2.] 

[olorp~ Ay” Dido! v C  oorp~ Ay” Evwx [v’] ¢ 

ootp~ Ay"! Bue-/ v° CL 7 

nex 8 PB TES = 5 v B 
Tix 8 vy [ 

esoux~/ Bovvev 8 Marepp? of! vo a 8x/ Vou” TY Ky [ 

IIx § [ 

emoux—/ Eudur* 8/ Aecas [ 

ta 

T’ Kn vee M*% wn Vv ¢ MX «é v? if 

Mx Xd vv OfapP og va [ 

eroux—/ Tou 8/ Myva [ 

Mx B va Mx ¢ [v?. M*] «B vo ay MX KO ev Ay 

] x7/BoX? y w9/ ap? Bo 
; Jou: ap? VAs. 

. & ap’ v° |B)p 

Fragm. 2 recto.) Verso blank. 
é 4 . 

] PouB- ws F y’ ya 

] € Tn? 8/ Ovevow” 8x/ erp” Max:/ v° ay 

]€ Ua? avaro* 8/ add” vy 
——_ 

Wepvov’ v° a ABp~ v° a 

Mya va 

ky: the day of the month, 23. e£’: probably efwrepikay ; cf. 1419, 16, note on ee, 
opo(tws): the first o is run into the « of se. Apparently 25. /: Hepa. 

tands for ci(v) vo(piopacr) 6, but as the sum hereis only 5s., Sap-: either Zdpas or Sapariwvos, but the former is perhaps 
y would seem in that case to mean ‘in addition to.’ The more likely, since 2apamivos would rather be abbreviated Zap". 

shows, however, that the sums preceded by ov are not 27. After the third Hay(év) is a mark which might be »°, but 
1 separately from the others in making up the total of  § js wanted for the date, and »° occurs later. - 

8. Probably, therefore, ctv means ‘including,’ andthegs.of 39, Ovevawov: Coptic Wénésh (Crum). o then = sh, 
|. 22 is divided between the 10 s. of 1 22 and the 5s. of this line. 
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}. € I? avarod’/ 8/ adn: 

Wepvov® v° B ABp* v’° B 

45 Myva »° B 

Fragm. 3 vecto.] 

emoux~/ Epurt [ 

emoux~/ Kepapi[?” 

emoux/ Wupov [ 

50 erouk/ Tlousny [ 
etoux/ Saxoople 

erouk/ Ayu” Tlw[ou" 

etouk/ Bovver [ 

Fragm. 3 verso.] 

55 

Led Cd Led Ld Ld 

s 
Ss 

m 60 

ee 

= x a) 

Fragm. 4 vecto.] 

] eroux/ Dorpak’/ v? y [ 

] em" Tlepiorep-— v® y [ 
65 ] x’ TWevpard?/ ye «[ 

Fragm. 4 verso.] The other way up. 

javé 

47 ff. This fragment consists of part of two folios, but of the 
first only the margin is preserved. 

63 ff. This fragment very likely does not belong to the same 
book as the rest, since the ink is lighter in colour and the 
writing larger, though the hand may be the same. As, however, 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI 

die de | APS sot OP Pee Ace Ce 

[1459 

yg 

. 

the name Qerpak’/ and two other new place-names are given 
the fragment is included with the rest. For Qorpax°/ cf 
*Oorpaxivn = Psenbelj (nome of Panopolis), Lipsius, Afokr. 
Afostellegenden, ii (2), 149 ff, Amélineau, Géogr. de TEgypte, — 
p. 383 (Crum). 
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5. Tue Fucirives. 

PAPYRUS 1460. Circ. a. D. 709. 

Inv. No. 1494. Fragments of a book; the extreme dimensions of the three largest, which are of 
irregular shape, are 1 ft. 23 in. x 1 ft. 92 in., 1 ft. 23 in. x1 ft. 13 in., and 1 ft. 13 in. x 1 ft. 23 in. 

Written in a very rough and illiterate minuscule on papyrus of poor quality. 

HE connexion of the two following registers with the fugitives is a matter of inference 
only, as no general heading is preserved, but the inference seems a fairly safe one. The 

present register consists of a list of personal namés, arranged under the names of ywpia of 

Aphrodito, and each followed by azé with the name of the place from which the person referred 
to came and that of the pagarchy in which it was situated. Such a list of persons from other 

pagarchies with no specification of money payments as in the case of a tax-register would in 
itself suggest a connexion with the fugitives; and this is confirmed by the sub-headings, which 

read awd K xpdvev Kai dvw and dmd ie ypdvwv Kal Kdtw, 7.¢. ‘of 20 years and upwards’ and 

‘of 15 years and downwards’. The first phrase recalls the dad eixooaerods kal dde of 1848 
referring to the fugitives to be sent to their homes; the second finds a parallel in Rylands 

Copt. Pap. 277 also referring to fugitives, ‘such of them as have fled away, from fifteen years 
and under.’ The reference is apparently to the time spent in the pagarchy; see general 

introduction. 
The account then is a list of fugitives from other pagarchies now in the various ywpia 

of Aphrodito. It will be remembered that in 1832-1338, 1839, 1843 a xardypadov of the 
fugitives was ordered to be drawn up. The present document is too roughly written to be the 

final list or a duplicate of it and is no doubt a rough register drawn up temporarily, perhaps by one 

of the men whom Basilius was ordered to assign to the service in 1882-1833. It is noticeable that 
though in the letters the fugitives are always alluded to as ‘the fugitives of the Arsinoite nome,’ 

once with the addition of Heracleopolis and Oxyrhynchus, those which occur here are all from 

pagarchies within the Thebaid. They are so numerous that the document is strong evidence for 

the extent and long continuance of the unrest which led to the flight of all these /e//ahin. 
The document is of great value for its evidence as to the nature of the pagarchies. 

Unfortunately it is so illiterately written that several names are doubtful ; but so far as can be 

decided, it seems probable that no pagarchy names occur which are not also nome names. 
The readings require careful examination, since the certain occurrence of a name which is not 

a nome name would go far to invalidate the theory that the pagarchy was substantially the same 

asthe nome. For this cf the general introduction and references there. 

4 Fragm. 1.] 

Fol. 1.] 

Aalapo Zaxapia [ 

Buxtwp Mapxo” [ amo poly Aye Sdvov’ ..]..7 arf” J 

2. pov(acrnpiov) Ayi(ov) ZevovO(ov)....: nothing is wanted lacuna must in that case have been rather widely spaced. +(js) 

ifte the name, unless it were map*, which seems impossible. air(js) refers to Panopolis (cf. |. 8, etc.). The monastery referred 
It is perhaps just possible to read Se{vov]O, but the letters in the _ to is the White Monastery. 

Iv. 3 F 
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HXta Sos [azo] Ilpacoia tayap Aokwv 
Tewpywo” Mnva amo @puaxo mapxX Iavos 

5 Iwavyns Tewp? amo WuynaTe TH avTwv ‘ 

ABpap Evox amoX Ilaxepxov mapX Ilav 

Bic ]xrop Iwavvns amo pov Ayw Xpiot 7 av 

Tlapovy Sevov? amo pov Ayo” evo” 7 av™ ‘a 

Levov’ Tewp? amo y Kagtpwv 
10 = @eodocr0]s Ioax aro Vwtka Kop TO €To 

Js Koddfo]v? [a}ra Ilaxov@ + av” 

jo’ [azo] pov Ayio” lepnue wapx [O]ux 

] ano] Tappl-er . ap wapx Az[oddrwros] 
] amo maylalpx . .“Avrivoo” 

15 ] amo Sxpl-]r mapX A[v]kwv 

] [amo Macao wapxX [Av $] Azodd[wvos] 

|: amo Yapax rap!) Tavos 

ato] PT. > sss oem 

Fol. 1 4.] 

Iwar[vns 

20 Tlexvovov Mab aov 
amo...]- ap Maxapwo” Mapx{ov 

[M]axapuo” Myva. [ 

Ioax Kod)o"@o” 
Appono” Zayapia 

3. tos: the name which elsewhere appears as Sias. 

Aoxoy: 2, Avxey, z.e. Lycopolis. 
4. ma(ya)px(tas) Tlavos: the x is over the » of Mavos ; similarly 

in many other cases, both with xy and with other over-written 
letters. 

5. ™ avrov: 7. ris aris. 

6. aro: dd xapiov. 

Tlaxepxov: the ov is a monogram. In 1. 39 the name is 

given as Ilaxepxov’. The place may probably be that given in 
1457, 115 as medias Taxépxe(ws), and it is perhaps just possible 
to take the monogram here and in 1. 39 as the stroke after x 
denoting contraction («/), but that is not very likely. 

7: Xpior: probably Xpioroddpov, but there has been a correc- 
tion, and the reading is not certain. 

T av: Tis adrijs. 

9. y Kaorpwy: probably Luxor; cf. Crum, Catalogue, No. 398, 
p- 187, note 2. 

10. Geodogtos: restored on the assumption that this may be 
the same person who occurs in 1480, 83, 1482, 39, 1485, 162. 

to ero : 1, ris airijs. It is not clear to what this refers. If 
we take xouns ris airis together the meaning would be that 
Yurka was a xepioy or other subdivision of Tpia Kdorpa; but 

amo poly Ay.” Sevo” tap Tay 

[amo ..|]kop map T av™ 

an{o] Maxpe Korrw 

perhaps it is more likely that kopns is to be taken with Yura, 
‘the village of Psintka in the same pagarchy’ (7.e. the Panopo- 

lite, Tpia Kdorpa being ignored ?) ; ci 1.47. That this is so is 
suggested by I. 174, where the xapn of Yire’ in the Panopolite 
pagarchy is probably the same as the Wuyrxa here. j 

II. awa: sic. Or perhaps”Aza, azé being omitted. 
Tlaxov: the ov is a monogram. This is possibly © 

Tlaxepxov or [axepxov’ and so = medias Taképxeas. 

12. Gui: Owirov. 
14. mayapx(cas): doubtful. A village name is wanted, an 

perhaps we should read Ia . . wap*, the x being written, as usual, 

in the wrong place, but the reading seems hardly possible. The 
letters before ’Avrivéov may be ay written twice by mistake. — 

16. Av: ’Avraiov. More often this pagarchy is described in 
the present papyrus as *AwédA@vos simply, but ’Av(ratov) occurs: 
as well in Il. 35, 175, and probably 81. 

18. Probably, but not certainly, the last line. 

20. Tlexvotoy: sic. 

24. Korra: Coptos. Presumably it is given as a ‘ 

though ra(ya)px(ias) is omitted. ForIaype Mr. Crum compares 
Amélineau, Géogr, p. 294, Mlaxpe, which may well be the same 
place, 
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25 Syswv Terp[o]’ 
Maro. Ama Avov 

Evax To"vodpio" 
[? Z}ws ABpaap, 

Po.Baywv Mapxos 
30 @[c]A08/ Aaved 

Ma@auos Buk/ 
IaxwBuo” Kupua[Ko|” 

by 

Fol. 2.] 

35 
Pyce st 
®oxa AB[paap 

amo ve xporwv S Katw| 

Sevo® Atpy[ros] 
PoiBapwv Kvpiako 

Iwavvov Tewpytov 

Tewpytov Io« 

Opornoov IaxwBoov 

. Movonov ABpaap 
15 Zevoov’? PoiBapwv 
 SorBapov Mnva 
—. Hava moun 

® Ta ates sic, = Atoe 
27 Tovvoppiov: apparently not Ovvoppiov. Mr. Casta com- 

_ ACCOUNTS AND REGISTERS 

ato Mapwvour tapX Tavo 

amo Ay. evo’? mapX Iavo 
amo AKkkov To eTw 

amo Ay. Sevov® wapX Tav 

amo Ado map Ty 
ato Apwv? 
amo AK..@ TW eT@ 

[a}ro Wu 
[azo .]of 

ato lov ZnvoBu 7 av™ 

amo -.jpnu tmayp Av S Atroh\\o 

amo poly Map® 7 av/ 
amo .\Ouwv maypX Avr” 

amo Ilaxepkov” mapX Nave 

amo Aytou Kupiax mapX 7 av— 

amo Akwp tapX tT av 

amo 7m * A ‘zrohMwvos 
amo Kw TO ETw 

ato Ton mapX Tlavo 

amo Wen mapX Owor 

amo av’ T av. 

ato WVour'ov’ Kap to ero 

fore, ’Avrwdov is intended. 
38. ‘F poy 15 years and under.’ 

403 

es switohp, Rylands Copt. Pap. 159, but though the first 
er here is not certain, it does not seem to be «. 

 Axkov : ov a monogram ; or perhaps Axx/. 
28, Zs: if this is right the line must begin further back than 

‘the others; but both lines and columns are very unevenly 
written in this Papyrus. 

29, Yye: L. “Tynrijs; of ll. 102, bac 
_ 30. Ape’: sic; probably EAyor" = ‘EpporOés is intended. 
31. rQys) Searls): this should refer to Auwy’, but may possibly 

fer to rayapyias ‘Yyndijs. 
34. er was a monastery of this name at Panopolis 

Akhmim); ¢f- Forget, Synax. Adex. p. 453 (Crum). 
36. Map? Mdp6as. 
ah Avn” : this may be for ’Avraicy 

opolis never occurs elsewhere in these papyri except in 
exion with Apollinopolis, and moreover the two preceding 

Places were in the pagarchy of Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis, 

© that there is no need to repeat the name. Probably, there- 

, but the pagarchy of 

39. Hare: sic, the x repeated; cf l. 173. 
42. Tok: sic, for Iodx, but perhaps a has been written above. 

mr: modes. 

43. IaxwBoov: sic. 
xou(ns): apparently referring, as the text stands, to 

Apollinopolis ; but very likely the name of the village has been 
omitted. 

44. Ton: Mr. Crum compares tey (Am. teyte) i in Amélineau, 
Géogr. p. 586 (more likely to be in Panopolis than rer, p. 530), 

_and a tex in Coptos which occurs in his Catalogue, oe 434. 

45. Sevoov® : sic. 
Owor: 2. Orvirov. 

46. ao av’ r av: if the repetition of the avd(rjs) is not a mere 
mistake, the first refers to the village, the second to the 

pagarchy. 

47. Here xop(ns) must apparently be taken with Vourot,, not 
with r(jjs) (ad)r(js), which will refer to the pagarchy ; ¢/. |. To. _) 

ND EAS] 

3F2 
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Amroh\dkw Kod)ov?® 

] Avazfo}dc 

50 ee. Cee 

]s 
or 

on on 

Fol. 24.] 

+ @codwpos Emupalviov 

60 HXas Aaved [ 

Loopovves K[o]Ad[ov? 
Piiaboe aBas [ 
Avooxopo” Aaved 

AvOav Atpyrtos 

65 Evox Texpop 

Avaota Aaveud 

O.Bapapwv Kvupiar/ 

Tluato” Ama Kupo” 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI 

amo Axwp” 7apX Ilavo 

amo Tlo\\uoTrod/ 

amo TatwKke tap* Iavos 

[a}ro [..] . - mapX 7 av 
allo mapX Owrov 

Jamo Ten roy av 
a}ro Moovx? rapX Owor 
aro IBt® ws $ mapX Aok . oX 

a}ro Myrtx{.] kop To eTw 

alo Mong ofa] xy" 
One line. 

tf 

amo [..... wap Anker 

amo Wi.....] mapX No 

ato @ov ryt Onv? 

ato ov X7 map Ankov 

amo yt Kupiak/ wap Tap 

azo pov Hptapypara 

[1460 

48. Kod\ov6(ov): the @ is written over the first A. 
49. Avarodt: ’AvaroXiov. 

TloAAtowoA:: probably ’Aré\Awvos wd\eos is intended. 

50. Taroxe: the « is a correction. 
52. Owrov: 7. Giwirov; so too in 1. 54. This invalidates 

Wilcken’s suggestion Oun(rav) (Archiv, V. p. 297°). 
53. Tov av(rov): this, which is a correction, cannot be vead 

with any certainty, but Pem was in the Thinite pagarchy, as 

appears from 1. 45. The first letter of the original entry was 

a (for map*). 

54. Moov’: possibly the Mévyeots of the Life of Pachomius, 
Acta Sanctorum, May, III. p. 29*, § 35 (Crum). 

55-57. These three lines by a different hand, or perhaps 

rather with a different (thinner) pen and in blacker ink. 
55. ws § map* Aox.w*: obscure. ws seems clear and the 

symbol for xai is a-likely reading. The name looks like 

Aoxyo*. Perhaps the apparent y is merely a down-stroke (for 
abbreviation) after the « (Aox”/), and the x may be a repetition 

of that of wap*, as in ]. 39 above. If so, the name is no doubt 
Avkov, which in fact does suffer much at the hands of this 

writer (cf. ll. 63, 66, 69, etc.). For Aox®/ cf. the fragment at the 
end and Aoxey inl. 3. 

58. Not more than one line can very well be lost. Very 
slight traces remain, but not enough for any reading. 

62. Diraboe: sic. Probably #:Ad6eos is intended. 
63. Anxov: 7. Aicoy. In 1. 66 the name appears as Ankov. 

64. No. The reading is certain, but it is just possible that 

what is read as the x of wap* (it is above the v) may be r, in 

which case the reading would be No’. No might be written by 
mistake for avo = Tavs, as suggested in JHS. XXVIII. p. 105, 
but Sir H. Thompson suggests that it is the Vo which occurs 
as a name of Thebes. If No’ is right, the name is very 
likely Norivjs, in which case we have probably a pagarchy 
name which is not also the name of a nome, though even so the 
reference may be to the vorivdy oxedos of Hermopolis (cf 1461, 
14) or some other pagarchy; Norv or Norwéy alone is not 
a likely name for a pagarchy. The »v is perhaps a correction. 

65. Texpoz: the name is probably Texpoymias. 

Cov myt Onv’: if the letters are rightly deciphered the 
reading is probably Gov mayapyxias Crvirov ; but it may be all one 
name, Govmy6nr", « may ben, and the over-written r looks rather 
more like 7. 

66. Avacra: ’Avaoracuws. 

X7: Xptoroddpou? 

67. SiBapapor: sic. 

ye: 2. dyiov. 
68. Hprapypara: a puzzling name. The map suggests a 

pagarchy ; if so, Hp (or perhaps povnp) may be a separate name 
and ypara an unknown pagarchy name; but, unless it is an 
abbreviation, Hp is a very improbable name, and ypara is not 
convincing. Possibly the whole may be taken as ‘Aproxpdrous, 

a hypothesis which receives some slight support from ll. go 
and 133. [Mr. Crum suggests ‘Aproxpariavos, a known saint's 
name, but 1, 90, if the name there is the same, makes against 

this.] 



Levo® Aaveid 

70 y IUedvarw amo Kk yp*’p® S avw 

®codwoor Taoov 

®udo’ Kava 

Tlioare Eppaw 

Ama Kipe @e0doo{vo |v 
75 Iwavyns Buxtwp 

Zaxapias Levov? [ 

amp t< xe'le? $ xarwp | 

Buxtop A[planas [ 
Tewpyws....7o [ 

Fragm. 2.] 
Fol. 1.] 
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amo Teppa’ tap Awy + 

[a}r poy [-.-] mapx [ 
feele veces 
[a}ro Ays AL 
[arjo Mer 

[a]ro Tay .[ 

tap! Tlavo 

mapX Av] $ Amohho 

avo 

a7Tro Epp{ao] ido? [ 

he 
jm 

tra|p'x! A’rohd ov 

85 Ler[o]v? Zayxeos [a}ro plov?..|Bw 7 avro 
Avatohe Tewpyvov aro Vuov [mlapX r avto 

TeBw [Mo]ions amo IIhe's’ mLap]}X Kos 
Xnorf. . . yo ato Muop [ro] erw 

Bunol. - -]- wxnB azo Vev tralp|}X Iavos 
90 ~— Map.) - - @apas amo pev Hpn{[? oxpajrov 

@iBapwv Xod amo Tapve m[apX A}rohiw 
— Tapolvy Sapamvov amo P[.]Aade. . .]rov 

[} tiedeabon] alee) Xero" § [re 
Fol. 1 4.] 

Epduretwv = aro [k xp’p® S ava 

95 Tkow Tue amo NepnBe al apX Avkwv 

69. Awv: 2. probably Adxov. 
71. Geodwoor: 7. Ceoddaros. — 

_-72. Kava: or Kavov. 

73. Ayto)s A: or Ay(ov) Zal. 
74. Me[: perhaps pev [,= pov(arrnpiov). 

_ 77. kat@p: sic, apparently. 
79. It is not absolutely certain that this is the last line of 

the folio. In any case, not more than one line can well be lost. 
83. JmA: it does not seem possible to read T] Wn. 
85. 8: possibly Xa:pou8w or some corruption of it. The 

correct form could hardly be got into the space. 
_ 87. Kos: Cusae, Kotoa, the modern Al-Kusiyah, [Becker, 

_ however, thinks it more likely to be Kiis, formerly Apollinopolis 

Parva, an important place in the Middle Ages; but cf Crum’s 
note on Rylands Copt. Pap. 277. If Becker is right, this is an 
instance of a pagarchy not formerly a nome; Apollinopolis 

Parva was in the Coptite nome.] 
88. Mop: cf. Hamyir between Al-Kusiyah and Siit, Crum, 

Catalogue, p. 363: (Crum). Perhaps then az Opiop. 
go. p(o)v(aernptov) Hproxparov: cf. |. 68, note, But there is 

little room for four letters in the lacuna. 
g2. Just possibly &[:]Aade[Ap(eias). 
94. Epdurerov: sic. 
95. NepnBe: cf 1. 170, where the same name recurs as 

NepyBews. Probably Rifah near Siit, Amélineau, Géogr. p. 165, 
Theophil. Alex. Cazon Il (Migne, Patr. Graec. 65, col. 36) (Crum). 



ka amo ve xp’p [S] Karo [ 

io es 
IIkov ‘A’Oavorvov 
Tewpytov Iloak 

100 amo ve xp’p® S Katw 

PoBappov Vare 
HXts Ovorvduide 

@codwpov APavacioy ——— 
Iwavns PorBapov 

105 Koopa Mnva _ = = 

LYevnpos Iwavvys = ~ 

Ilicatov Po.Bappwv amo 

an[o 
ato | 

Tewp[ytjov Evwy =a 

Ka. .? [B]ucrop 
Xelunp lov Taravov 

Fol. 2.] Beginnings of a few lines. 

110 azo [ 

Fragm. 3.] 

Fol. 1.] Blank. 
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Teal pytos 

a[rjo WwaBlede? mlap'*! Tavos 

atro [.]upX av wapX TMa[vos] Sevoov® Mak .[. a}ro kup ‘to ero’ 

aro Swedodoe Mavos 

amo Ilamop Kop mapX Wns 

atro Ip[.lomave mapX Ocodoc.ov 

amo [--Jkurw mapX luxor 
amo [.-]- fep- p map* Thmd[s] 
ree aaa 

Nothing left on verso. 

Fol. 1 4.] 

Jo” ao Todo [ 

]po’ amo rt aurns 
A}ro\X mp* ato Suv" t av" 

]- vehov aro Ow 7 av? 

115 }nvo8o” aro Ie. lo7ap 

|’ amo Tlevw rap 7 a” 

Te]wpyto” amo yt Kodo” tr a” 

PorBlappov amo we T av™ 

96. xa: probably meant for cai; it cannot be a numeral. 
97. Apparently a continuation of |. 96. In 1. 100, however, 

the heading dd te xpdvev kat xdtw occurs again; possibly, 
therefore, this ought to be read as Yupo (a difficult but not quite 
impossible reading) = Vipov, giving a fresh place-heading. In 
that case the following names are those of persons d7é x xpdvev 
kal avo. 

98. TIkov ABavotov: sic. 

VwaBede: cf. 1461, 5. As the place there may well be the 
same as the present one, ede is conjecturally supplied here. 

99. av: sc. probably rijs ai(rijs), ze. mayapyias. 
loi. The long strokes in this and the following lines were 

inserted by the clerk to connect the first and second portions 
of the lines, which are here more than usually irregular. 

Zwehodoe : perhaps the ujemaNdoXet of Amélineau, Géogr. 

p- 426 (Crum). 
102. Hius: 7. "HXias. 

Ynrys: 2. ‘¥pndjs. This Marop x{o) uy is probably the same 

as the Ilagop of Amélineau, Géog?. p. 304, which was near Shétep 
or Hypsele (Crum). 

103. Geodoc.ov: probably the Theodosiopolis in the Thebaid ; 
see JHS. XXVIII. pp. 106, 119. 

110. Ilaravov: not Iayavov. 
III. TloAA@y: =’Ard\XAovos. 
113. mp*: mpaypareurijs. 

t(ns) avr(ns): Z.¢., apparently, ’A7éAXwvos, 
117. ye: 2, dyiov. 
118. «d&¢: possibly a name, or perhaps (dias or idiov, in which 

case the phrase is confused. 4 
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Joo” Haprvw azo avrwy 

120 ]o” Tamvov® azo avrw 
? Tewp}yvo" azo MOX Tokko 

Jo” azo avrar 

ober 

Fol. 2.] 

Col. I.] 

]- AL 
125  Kadamyow" amo @ad{......]. 

Maxapt Awre amo Nd..... J 
Taveovnv Levo'O[.” amo] Vw pev 

Mnva Koopa amo Tar. &? +r av™ 

Mapxol"!.. amo Ww 7 avtw 

130 Kupiaxos Burrwp amo Mong map Owe 

Ilarvoure Mapkos aro Kaorpov Mevwrio” 

Tavpwov laxwBuo” ato Nov mapX Kor 

Amohw Tlamvoure ato pev Hptay Mav 
Ov. ed. . S]repavos aro TeBarexra 

135 [S]evolv]A{o]” [Avoo]xopo” azo op Map? 
Ku]ptaxo” amo] Ievoa map Suv 

[aro ...}r Kwp. To erov 
ano] Kaorplov] Menevwno” 

amo Ay. Kupiaxov mayX Our 

be Lh 

140 amo mod Amohhwv 
amo Wwrk ta erw 

Col. I1.] 
[ One (?) line. ] 

] aro Povntw 

. ] Wamvour azo avrw 
145 M]nva amo Tarval 

’ % m 

120. avrw; more like avrav. Perhaps this was written by con- Koy : probably for Avkoy. Or perhaps Kuvay (Crum). 
_ fusion ; cf. 1. 122. 135. op Map’: probably épovs MdpOas, dpos being used, as 
_ q21. T10\: sic; probably the ®6da of 1419, 1202, 1468. with the Aphrodito monasteries, as monastery (in the desert) ; 
_Tfo\Aw is no doubt the Apollinopolite pagarchy. cf: general introduction. The monastery was in the pagarchy of 

122. avrar: sic, a confusion for r av’. Apollinopolis (1. 36). 
126. Ne.....: perhaps NepyBews (Il. 95, 170) or Nepn” (1. 177). 141. r(ns) (av)r(ns): in 1. 174 Youre’ is described as in the 

127. pev: often for pov(acrnpiov), but it should come before Panopolite pagarchy, but this would seem to refer to "Amé\Xavos. 

_ the name. The pagarchy of Mendes in the Delta seems out of There may of course have been two places of the name. 
the 5 144. [lamvovr: or perhaps more like Mamvove (Kamvoure), + 
131. Mevonov: 7, Mepveviov, i.e. Jeme. being accidentally omitted. 

132. Tavpwoy: sic. 
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Tif......-] Aad amo modf 

Tlo . [. . Ae]ovrio” amo Toh\wr 

Sevov Aavrynd ato @daypay wal p 

@codwpo” Talo amo 7” av” 

150 Tlerpo” Appap amo Taxurup? [ 

Tlanovov Tewpyto” amo Ivy ma[px 

Varn Swpas aro Ton 7 [Tavos] 
S ama te xpoo karw Tavpwov [ 

Iwavvo” laxwB aro T - [ 

155 Zaxapiar Iwavvo” 

amo yt Koddov? 7 wr 

ABpp ox/ epmp - 
amo Ilep map Avworro* 

Tlamvoure Buxtrwp 

Fol. 2 4.] 

[ One line. ] 
161 amo] x xppll [S$ ava] 

[Mn ]va Xpurropopo [ 

[Xpucro]popy Mnva [ 

[Iw]avvo” Ilavho” [azo .joveo-[--]p walp Iavos ?] 

165  Evwy cvarpo” ato Ovv T av™ 

[@]eoSwpo” Hdtas amo Onp* 7” av” 

[@e]oSoc10’ Mo’cato” amo Matpoxy~ to erw 

[Xe]vov? birovy” amo po” y Lev mayX Iavy 

[S]apo'”r Duroy" amo IlapoB Ke\wd Zamo" 
170 [Klwvoray Scodwpo 

[azo] ve xpoo S$ Katw 

[S]evo® Ilkop 
[Te]rpd Tewpyto” 

[Tlav]\o” Maxapo” zou” amoX Wuwvtk’ Kop To eTw 

147. TloAAwy: for "Amé\Awvos. So perhaps wod{ in 1. 146. 

152. Yarn: apparently corrected from Yay. For Ton cf. l. 44, 
note. 

153. 2. xal amd te xpdvev (kal) Karo. 
Mr. Crum. 

156. This line is a continuation of l. 155. 

157- Obscure. The second letter may be v. 

epmp.” it would be possible to read ep~ Bp.”. 
158. Awwono*: /. Atoondé\ews, Thebes. But the reading is not 

certain, though quite possible. 
166. Onp*: very likely the same as A@npa{ in 1, 178, which 

was in the Panopolite pagarchy. If so, all the places in 
ll. 164-167 were in that pagarchy. Hence the suggested restora- 
tion in 1. 164. 

The reading is due to 

Instead of 

CATALOGUE OF GREEK PAPYRI 

amo NepnBews mapX Avkwy 

avo Tpaxay mapX Komrw 

amo pov? Ay evo tayaX Iavox 

168. aro po y Sev ray Mavy: a correction. The original — 
entry has been washed out. amo po~ y (= amd povacrnpiou 
‘Aylou) is written above the line, and the rest over the original 
entry, of which the x of Hayy is perhaps part. In any case, 
Tlavés must be intended. 

169. Hlapo8 Kedod occurs several times in 1449. It is not 
clear what Zarov can mean. A pagarchy-name should come 
here. 

171. xpoo: sic; cf. 1. 153. 

174. Makapov: sic. mow” doubtful; apparently for rotpevos. 
Perhaps « of an original register was misread r; ¢/. 1. 195, note. 

aro*: x would seem to be for xwpiov. Perhaps, there- 
fore, xapu(ns) is written by mistake, unless it refers to Havds, but 
it seems more likely that x is an error; cf |. 10 and note. 



Ilexvovo” Tavpivo” 

War Aecovtio” 

Tletpo” @codwpo” 

Ovapyw: Iyvatio” 

TIxvAto” Iwavvo” 

Vou” Mapko'x 

KodXo? Ioak 
180 

Fragm. 4.]= 1st folio of the book. Verso blank. 

ae) 
ev ovopfa}[e tov Qeov tov] 

ehen[povos S ditavOpa™] 
i... 

Maaper az[oorodos Ov] 

] al oe 
[ 7] aP[Sehra Ahov\d] [ i A nedaeoet, : 

IL] 

Brass .jcov Tevof, 
[...].. Po.Bappor ano 
Tlaap AOlalpowco” amo mod [ 
Avdpeas @ud07’ amo Tapl 

[A]ra Kopos MaxapiX ano [ 

[Ze]unpo” Azrohw amo ABB™ [ 

} ano nif 
Jou amo [ 

greater than that of the others. 

177. Nepn”: cf NepnBews in 1. 170; but r here is certain. If 
this register was copied from another (c/ note on I. 195) r may 
have been misread for , in which case the same place will 
no doubt be intended; but it would not do to assume this. 

Nepn’, like Nep7his, was in the Lycopolite pagarchy. 
78. Ovapyiy: or Ovamy. Perhaps in that case the same 
ne asthe Ovevew of 1461, 3. 
(80. Mapxo’*: sic; this clerk seems to have a partiality for 

the letter x. 
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amo Movvay® mapX Av S$ Amodh” 
amo Exevdos [7 alu” 
ato ‘N‘epy™ af. - rap] A[v]xov 
amo A@ypal. z]apX Tavo 

aro W.[..|ro to erw 
amo Ilevo Tap Tlav- 

amo Eva? mapX Ou 
[arlo ®. 7° [...}x 

ovk eott Os du py o Os povos] eae 

Some small fragments containing nothing of importance. [mayx] Aox®/ [= Avxwv] occurs. 

The fragment containing this may just possibly come from above fragm. 3, f. 2, in which 
case more than one line is lost at the beginning of Col. II, and the height of the fragment is 

185. Arabic ; illegible. 
188. The Arabic reads ‘Abd-allah. Hence the protocol had 

a different arrangement from the normal one, the Khalif’s (or 
Governor’s) name being given in Arabic as well as in Greek. 
*ABSedAa here is the epithet of the Khalif. 

193. A@avovoov: sic, apparently. 
195. Maxapi*: sic. Possibly it may be inferred that this 

register was copied from some other and that the clerk has 
misread the monogram ov as x. 

Iv. 
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PAPYRUS 1461.—(Circ. a. D. 709. 

Nine fragments of a book. Written in a slightly sloping minuscule of: 
medium size in black ink; papyrus somewhat dark. 

Inv. No. 1503 (a). 

HIS document is differently arranged from the last. The main headings are, as there, the 

names of xwpia of Aphrodito, but instead of giving a list of personal names followed in each 
case by the name of the yepiov or other place to which the person in question belonged, the clerk 
arranges the names under pagarchies and villages. As these pagarchies are preceded by eis 

tv and the persons are described as zx the villages it is clear that this document is not, like 

the last, a list of fugitives from other pagarchies who had taken refuge in Aphrodito, but 

a list of fugitives from Aphrodito who had fled to other pagarchies. No line is complete, 

but the verso of each folio shows that the lines ended with 6r(duara) x, ¢.e. ‘x persons.’ 
What is meant may be either the number of persons in the line or the number of each man’s 
dapndéa, including himself (cf 1848, 1). The occurrence in |. 21 of the number 6 seems to make 
the latter more probable, since six names could hardly be got into a single line, to judge from the 

other lines; and that this number is not a total is shown by the fact that it is given under those 

in previous lines, whereas the total in ]. 40 is placed further to the right; it is possible, however, 
that the entry read N. N. (kat) vio(i) adr(od). 

Fragm. 1 verso.] 
ev” xop Opaé [ 

ev’ eroik/ Vovai Av. [ 

pep” xr? ABB Ovevew [ 

ev” emouk/ Kavov [ 

5 ev’ xop VwaBedle ? 

] YevaBerle 

Fragm, 1 vecto.] 

] of B 
Ovvjodpr” of a 

|ms : ov 
10 a Ovy* v 

Fragm. 2 recto.] 
[emou]k/ Tlouunv 

3. Oveveww: cf. Amélineau’s translation of the Arabic life of 
Shenoute in M/ém. de la Mission Arch. francaise au Caire IV. 
422, ‘Il y avait un peu au nord les martyria d’abba Baba et 
Wabba Ouoinin (sic, not Ouoinim as in Amélineau’s text) 
et d’autres (martyrs) sur le plateau du désert d’Absououm 
qui sont Abakits, Amon, Mouses et d’autres martyrs du 
cété du nord, sur le plateau de la ville d’Assiout, dont les 
corps purs sont enterrés sur le chemin.’ “A884 Ovdevew here 

may very likely be the adba Ouoinin in the life of Shenoute, 
in which case this and the other places in the present fragment 
are perhaps in the pagarchy of Lycopolis; a supposition some- 
what supported by I. 5. This reference is due to Mr. Crum. 

5. WwaBede: perhaps YwafedX, but « seems a fairly likely 
ending. This may well be the Ywaf[ of 1460, 98, which was 
in the Panopolite pagarchy. 

9. The dot is in the MS. 



[e]'/ wyyap* Kuvow 

ev~ Ay?” Iwavvo” Nexoou [ 

e~/ vorw” axed” Eppovro* [ 

ev™ x” Ilaz)oov [ 
e~/ mayapX Avraw” $ Azodwvos [ 

Tnxeos [ 

i 

tsi. 2 aah, 

a.0*/ av" 
] avrid®” av™ ov B 
] Téapovr Ioak ov B 

] ov > 

‘ragm. 3 verso.] 

e"/ mayapX Tdydrys ~— [ 
pas 

ev” Kemp Ayw~ Mape- [ 
ev” etoux:/ ABB* Talv]dov 

lwavy” Apoov mous ? 

Atohhw Avdpeia 

Jou” adom* avrih” av™ ’ 

ov 

alyrid” av ov 
] roupt avtid® av ov 

] avrid® av- ov 

12, myyap™: sic. 
14. The genitive perhaps implies that mayapxiavy is to be 

i or is accidentally omitted. i 
X@(ptw) IanAoov: cf Goodsp. Pap. xv. 3, émoixov (qu. 
ov?) IlamAdov, referred to as in the Hermopolite nome, and 
Catalogue, No. 1076 (Crum). 
wrip": dyrupevnrys. This person, being given along 
e rest, seems to be also a fugitive. Hence apparently 
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a 

? Pidjo? 8/ Zaxapr* yap® Evwyx ov . 

B 
a 

a. 

the surety fled at the same time as the person whose surety he 
was. The ‘two persons’ are the fugitive in ], 18 and the 
surety in this ; cf ll. 28, 29. 

21. 7: corrected from e«. 

27. ador*: probably édoréAns. 
28. ov(opa).: it is quite possible that no number was written, 

and o#, which is in fainter ink than the rest, has perhaps been 
washed out. Cf 1, 19, note. 

3G 2 



412 

Fragm. 4 recéo.] 

vroray” yf 

ev” xop Tedrxe [ 
ev" xwp Taxdour [ 

35 ev" xp Bagrakk[, 
[e-/ wayap}< A[v]}rwod 

Fragm. 4 verso.] 

ov B 

. Tlav[u]lyaros ob y 

Jos 

40 
ov y 

Fragm. 5 vecto.] 

[e/ } rayapX TYyndys 
rie 
ev” Toke 
eons 

Iwavy” Epiro[ 
45 Mapkos Tewp[yvov 

Avavyvn Teol, 

[e/]’ mayapX Avra” §$ Azrowr[os 

ke 

Fragm. 5 verso.] 

]. as ov a 

50 II}eBo S$ Mnv* Ilacw’” ov B 

Jou? S adehd? av- —s oo B 

] 
]S uA a- [ 

32. vroray, : some part of irorayn, but the sense is not clear 
without the context. 

33. TeAxe: common in Shmoun texts; now Dalgah (Crum). 
34. Taxdour : TAQPWT, now probably Dashlfit (Crum). 
35- Baoraxx[: before B are traces of a letter, perhaps a, but it 

appears to have been deleted. Possibly, however, the name is 
to be connected with the ASaoreé of Crum, Catalogue, p. 449 
(Crum). It is to be noticed that that document (No. 1075) ver 
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ovy Xd 

1. 33 it seems likely that the places here are in the sa 
pagarchy. 

40. ov(opara) X: evidently a total. 
50. 8: corrected from a. 
53. vt/vt/; viol. 



“4er] 

Fragm. 6 vecto.] 

[e"/ rrayap%] 79 [e}ro 

55 ev~ ev- emoux/ Vrs =f 

ev” xp IBiavos [ 

[ev"/ mlayapX Tavos 
es 

Verso blank. 

Fragm. 7 recto.) 
vro[ tay? 

[? a’/ mayapX tJo ero 

ev” kop” — K)[avdios? 
ev” xop Vurk*/ [ 

ev” etoux/ Mavp” [ 

ev” xt” @adpe [ 
ev~ emoux/ Ax’/ [ 

ev} ex" Aroap [ 

ov a 

of B 
ov] a 
] 

].. mapas ov B 
P]o.B* oF y 

Fragm. 8 verso.] 

e./[7 ‘mayapX 

qv} eroux/ [ 
ev” ee [? 

Frag. eae bined Peet 9 of no vate, 

54. This line is of some importance, and is to be compared 
with 1.59. The latter is probably a heading, since it is followed 

v t(9) kun, Which seems to require a pagarchy name before 
consequently it is very likely that that line and the present 
contain the same reading; and compare the place-name 
«‘/ under both. ro era is fairly common in these papyri for 

js (Or rod avrod) and is a quite possible reading here, though 
‘is not much room for two letters between the two 7's. 

difficulty of the reading is that, if the places are in the same 
hy as those which preceded, there seems no reason for 
s in a new heading, unless perhaps a heading like Towpny 
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in 1,11 has preceded; or perhaps because it is the top of a page. 
If ro er is not read we have possibly a pagarchy name which is 
not a nome name; here one may read Jy. ra, |r. tw, J. Wo, or 
]r. Wo, but if the heading in l. 59 is the same as that here the 
possibilities are narrowed to ]wera or Jrera. 

55. Wurk’/: cf. the Yurk’, Yivrea of 1460. 
63. Ockne: of. just possibly Gadpoov, RET, CCLV (Crum). 
64. Ax’/: possibly ’AxavOdvos, or some other derivative from 

axavOa, It is not likely to be the place of this name in Amélineau, 
Géogr. p. 17+ 
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D. PROTOCOLS. 

PAPYRUS 1462. 

NDER this number are collected various fragments of protocols in the Aphrodito collection, 
both from the Department of MSS. and from the Oriental Department. These and the 

protocols already given above furnish a considerable amount of material for the study of this obscure 

division of papyrology. For a discussion of protocols generally reference may be made to Prof. 
v. Karabacek’s treatment of the subject in PERF. p. 17 ff. and particularly to his Dze arabischen 
Papyrusprotokolle in Sitzungsberichte der Kats. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, 161. 1. 

Karabacek’s theory of Latin dates and religious formulae in protocols of the Arab period, first 
advanced by him in the Vienna Oriental Fournal, xx. p. 139 ff., and defended at some length 

in the monograph just referred to, has already been discussed by Prof. Becker in ZA. XXII. 

p. 166 ff. and the present editor in Archiv, V. p. 143 ff, and it is sufficient to refer to those 
articles; but a brief summary of the evidence of these and other protocols as to the formulae 

employed and the arrangement adopted in the more legible portions may be useful. 

It will be seen that the arrangement of protocols differs somewhat ; but by far the commonest 
type at the period covered by these papyri, neglecting the difficult ‘ perpendicular writing’ and 

disregarding abbreviations, was as follows :— 

év dvopate Tod Beod Tov 

€hejpovos Kal piiavOparov. 

py) (remy) raul ree) 

ovK eat. Beds ei pi) (6) Beds pdvos. 

Maaper dadortohos (Tod) Oeod. 

sl yuu, os? Tomy MoS lS 

Name of the Khalif or Governor, or both, in Greek. 

The Khalifs during the period covered by this collection were “Abd-al-Malik (a. p. 685-705), 
Al-Walid (a.p. 705-715), Suleiman (a.p. 715-717), “Umar II (a.p. 717-720), Yazid II 

(a. D. 720-724), and the Governors were “Abd-al-‘Aziz b. Marwan (a. p. 685+705), ‘Abd-allah b. 

“Abd-al-Malik (a.p. 705-709), Kurrah b. Sharik (a.p. 709-714), “Abd-al-Malik b. Rifa‘a 
(a.D. 714-717), Ayyab b. Shurahbil (a.p. 717-720), Bishr b. Safwan (a. p. 720-721). During 

the whole of the reign of “Abd-al-Malik the Governor was his brother “Abd-al--Aziz, whose 
protocols, so far as the evidence at present available is concerned, show an invariable style. He 

gives his own name and title only, without that of the Khalif; thus, "ABSdehali vids | Mapovar, 

avpBovdos. His protocols too seem all of them to follow the scheme given above as regards the 
Greek and Arabic sentences. Under Al-Walid a much greater diversity of styles prevailed. 
The commonest style is the above scheme as to the Greek and Arabic sentences, followed by 

the name of the Khalif only ; thus, ¢88eAda (as a title, = the servant of God) *ANovdid | *Apupah- 



a cae ’ haa! 
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prouyvwv. Sometimes *Adovdir appears instead of ’AXovdd ; in Av. Pal. plate 100, 3, according to 

it as Adovlir. Sometimes “Aptpadpovprw is divided between the two lines. Deviations from 
this type are, however, common. ‘Abd-allah not infrequently gives his own name as well as 

that of the Khalif; ¢g. 1462 (), 1496, 1462 (f); in 1462 (y) he gives his own name alone 
in Greek, and apparently that of the Khalif alone in Arabic. In PERF. pl. IV (see below), 

according to Becker's reading (ZA. X XII. p. 174 ff.), the name of the Khalif only is given in Greek, 

in the form mentioned above, while in Arabic are given the names of both Khalif and Governor. 
Sometimes again (¢.g. 1488, f. 14) the names of both are given in both Arabic and Greek. 

Occasionally too dates (by the Hegira) are given in Arabic; ¢g. 1488, 13, 1462 (f). The 
arrangement of the Kuranic formulae is also varied at times, the Arabic sentences preceding the 

Greek; ¢.g. PERF. pl. IV, Av. Pad. pl. 100, 3, PSR. pl. XII, 1462 (2). In Av. Pal. pl. 100, 1 
the Greek version of the Bismillah comes, as usual, first, being followed by the Arabic version, 

but both the Greek and the Arabic versions of the declaration of unity and Mahomet’s apostleship 

are omitted, and there follows immediately on the Arabic Bismi'llah the name of the Khalif, first 
in Arabic and then in Greek. 

There are, however, more striking variations from the usual style than any of these. The 

best, because the only complete, example is 1488, f. 1 4, in which not only is the first line Arabic, 

instead of Greek, but several additional Mahommedan formulae are introduced, in both Arabic 

and Greek. A similar, but unfortunately fragmentary, protocol is 1462 (2), which, however, 

differs in wording from 1433, f. 1 4. The protocol of 1418 is again very different, but at present 

is unfortunately quite obscure. 
During the latter part of Al-Walid’s reign the Governor was Kurrah. Only two protocols 

are at present known which certainly bear his name. In one, Av. Pad. pl. 100, 2, the reading is 

probably :— 
[aBdehrAa *Adovdid, “Aptpad]novprw. 

[Koppa vids SLep]ix ovpBovdos. 

In the other, PSR. Inv. 194, Becker reads :— 

&6[3}AX(a) [ATovder 
ert Kop(pa) ovpBoddov. 

To these may be added, as probably Kurrah’s, though his name is lost, 1462 (/). There 
is a fourth protocol said to bear Kurrah’s name, that namely published by Karabacek in Az. 

_ Papyrusprotokolle, p. 98, and numbered Arab. Pap. Nr. 4006 (F. Nr. 82) in the Rainer Collection. 
It is to be noticed, however, that in Karabacek’s edition the name KOPA is not preceded by any 

of the ‘perpendicular writing’; and since it is thus printed in capitals, whereas the preceding 
Greek sentences are given in ordinary type, it seems not unlikely that it is itself ‘ perpendicular 

writing. If so, the reading must be regarded with considerable suspicion, though in the absence 
of a facsimile it is impossible to speak dogmatically. All Kurrah’s protocols, except the doubtful 

_ Rainer papyrus, are peculiar in arrangement. PSR. Inv. 194 and 1462 (/) agree in omitting the 

second Greek formula (declaration of unity, etc.), and in 47. Pad. 100, 2 two lines of Arabic, one 
containing the declaration of unity, etc., the other giving the Khalif's name, precede the Greek 

. lines which contain the names of the Khalif and Governor. 
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Lastly may be mentioned, among protocols of Al-Walid’s reign, two of a different type 
from any of the preceding. Those referred to are 1499, which was also published by 
Becker, ZA. XXII. p. 174, and that of which a facsimile is given in L. Caetani, Annak del- 
?Islam 11. 1. p. 696 (now Rylands Copt. Pap. 115). Neither of these has any Governor's” 

or Khalifs name. The Greek sentences in both are ev évdéuate tod @eod Tod éedejp{o)vos 

and ov« €orw Beds ci pur) 6 eds povos (in Ann. dell Islam the readings are doubtful). In 
Arabic, 1499 contains only the Bismillah; the other, according to Karabacek’s reading, 

doubtfully adopted by Becker, has both that and the declaration of unity and Mahomet’s 
apostleship (wrongly written) in a single line. Since neither protocol contains a name, their 

date is not certain; but 1499 is attached to a document dated in the 7th indiction, z.¢. pre- 

sumably a.p. 708-709, and the protocol will therefore, in all probability, belong to the reign 
of Al-Walid. In the absence of other evidence the similar protocol in Aun. del? Islam may 

be assigned to the same reign. 

Al-Walid was succeeded by Suleiman in a. p. 715, and Kurrah by “Abd-al-Malik b. Rifa‘a in 
A.D. 714. The present volume includes three protocols which seem to contain the nanie of this 

Governor, 1419, f. 1 6, 1484, f. 1 6, 1485, f. 1 4. The first mentioned, which is practically certain, 

seems to read simply *A[B]Sehual[Aex ovpBolidov; the earlier part of the protocol is lost (but 

see below). The other two are both exceptionally difficult to decipher, and in neither is the 

name of ‘Abd-al-Malik certain, except in so far as no other name seems to suit either the 

characters or the date of the document. The preceding formulae in both protocols seem to 
follow the usual scheme, but the protocols differ in their method of giving the Governor's name. 

In 1484, 7,8 the name ’“ABde\pedex is separated from avpBudos (sic) by an illegible word, perhaps 

an epithet ; in 1485, 4*, 5* the reading is very doubtful, but would seem most naturally to be 
"ABSedpedex | c¥uBovdos; see notes. This last protocol has apparently, at the end, in Arabic, 

the year of the Hegira. 

There is one other protocol which may just possibly bear the name of ‘Abd-al- Malik, namely 

PERF. pl. 1V. Here the first of the last two Greek lines can be read ’ABSe\yekex much more 

easily than anything else, and so it was apparently read by Karabacek, since in PERF. p. 19 

he places this protocol under the reign of the Khalif “Abd-al-Malik. During that reign, however, 

the Governor was “Abd-al-‘Aziz, whose known protocols, without exception, bear his own name ~ 

but not the Khalif’s ; so that if the name here is really “ABdSehpedex the protocol must be assigned 

to the Governor ‘Abd-al-Malik. According to Becker, however (ZA. X XII. 175), the preceding 
Arabic line seems to contain the names of Al-Walid as Khalif and ‘Abd-allah as Governor ; and 

he therefore reads aBdehda ’AXdovdir (?) | [aurpadrpovprv].1 The reading is perhaps just possible, 

but, as already said, ABSedpedex is easier, nor is the reading of the Arabic certain ; moreover, 

though the last line is too indistinct in the photograph to justify any positive reading, the traces 

at the beginning seem more like ovp than au. One fact, which perhaps gives some support 

to "ABdedehex, may be mentioned. As pointed out in Archiv, V. p. 153, there seems to be 

a cartouche among the ‘perpendicular writing, which contains characters perhaps to be read 
ivduxridvos) ue. If this is right, dBdeAXa “Adovdir is impossible, since the 15th indiction was 

A.D. 716-717, after the death of Al-Walid; but perhaps 1/ e might be read equally well, viz. — ; : 

1 The last line is preserved but is very faint in the photograph. 
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A.D. 706-707. For the present, therefore, in view of the Arabic evidence, it seems best to regard 
the protocol as containing merely the name of Al-Walid. 

The protocols bearing “Abd-al-Malik’s name were probably written during the reign of 
Suleiman, and in one the name of Suleiman probably occurred. That referred to is 1419, f. 1 4, 

which, as published in this volume, is only a scrap from the bottom of the protocol. Another 
fragment, however, subsequently discovered (see Addenda, to p. 178), seems to contain the 

beginning of the protocol, perhaps with the name of the Khalif, and certainly indicating a widely 
different arrangement of the protocol from any hitherto known. 

The latest protocol in the volume is that of 1418. Only a scrap of this remains ; it is from 

the bottom of the protocol, and contains the name of the Khalif ‘Umar II in Arabic. 
The concluding lines of the protocol of 1542, which seems to bear the name of ‘Abd- 

allah as Governor, is of exceptional difficulty ; see the transcript. 

It will be seen from the preceding remarks that the forms of protocols vary considerably, 

but chiefly within certain well-marked limits, variations like those of 1488, f. 1 4, 1462 (7), and 

1418 being exceptional. The protocols of “Abd-al-“Aziz were, however, uniform. In the 

variations it seems impossible to trace any regular progression. Becker, for example, suggested 

in PSR. p. 29 that the differences of order in the Greek and Arabic sentences might represent 
a gradual progress from the one language to the other, Greek, Greek-Arabic, Arabic-Greek, 

Arabic ; but this does not seem to be borne out by subsequent evidence. The whole develop- 

ment seems irregular.1 Thus Karabacek (47. Papyrusprotokolle, p. 58) gives a purely Arabic 

protocol of a. p. 742-753; but B. M. Or. 1060, dated a.p. 749, has a bilingual protocol of the old 

type. It was suggested in Archiv, V. p. 150, note 3, that this may bear the name of the finance 

minister “Isa (aBSedXa nly ap{tpa?). Becker has pointed out in a letter that the epithet ¢8dedXa 
would not be applied to a subordinate official, but only to the Khalif. This makes ‘Isa im- 
possible, and Becker suggests {8 ap[pahpovpry, zt. e. Yazid II, which is perhaps possible if we 

read nfnd (a)p[, assuming ato have been omitted ; but since Yazid’s date was a.p. 720-724, the 

interval between the writing of the protocol and the drawing up of the document seems impossibly 
long. - Again, there is at Berlin a protocol of the Byzantine type, consisting entirely of ‘per- 
pendicular writing,’ which is attached to a document (from Jéme) clearly dateable to the second 

half of the eighth century a.p. (see Aggy. Z. XXIX. p. 16). The survival of this presumably 
Byzantine form so late seems inexplicable, and it is perhaps possible that the protocol does not 

belong to the document to which it is attached (cf Steindorff’s remarks, 2. ¢.). 

As remarked above, the ‘perpendicular writing’ of protocols has already been discussed 

elsewhere. It is, however, worth while to emphasize the fact that cartouches enclosing indiction- 
dates occur not infrequently in the ‘ perpendicular writing.’ There are several instances in the 
present catalogue. A list of such cases will be found in Archiv, V. p. 152 f., to which should now 

be added PSR. Inv. 194 (ZA. XXII. p.174). In ZA. XXII. p. 179 Becker calls attention to the 

fact that the supposed © beginning the first line of ‘ perpendicular writing’ is only clear when the 

Greek sentences precede the Arabic. The remark holds good also of the B. M. papyri not seen 

by Becker; but it may be doubted whether the fact possesses any significance. 

* It may, however, be remarked that there seems on the protocols of ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz, are comparatively easy to make out, 
whole to be a fairly steady progress in illegibility as regards but in many of the later protocols they become excessively 
the Greek and perhaps also the Arabic formulae. These, in difficult. 

Iv. 3H 
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In conclusion, it may be pointed out that protocols were invariably attached to papyrus rolls 
the reverse way to the other xoh\jpara composing the roll; z.¢. the protocol was written on the 

verso of the papyrus and the «édAypa containing it faced the same way as the vecfo of the other | 

koh\jpara. When a roll of papyrus was utilized to make a codex, the first quire was so arranged 
that the protocol came on the inside of the first folio (f. 1 46)". On this subject see Early Codices 
From Egypt (The Library, New Series, X. pp. 303-313), p. 311 f. 

In the present collection of protocols, all those in the MSS. Department are from Inv. 
No. 1451; but to these have been added a number of fragments in the Oriental Department. 

Since the protocols were arranged and after a great part of the Greek portion of this catalogue 
had been finally printed off, Mr. Crum succeeded in identifying some of these protocols 

as belonging to Coptic documents. Such protocols will be found in the Coptic portion of 
the catalogue, with references from here. As the Coptic documents have now received their 

catalogue numbers the references are to these, not, as previously, to the inventory numbers, 
In these transcripts the Greek formulae are fully supplied where the protocols are fragmentary, 

but it has not seemed worth while to supply the missing portions of the Arabic formulae except 
in one or two cases. 

(2) his [ev ovoatt tov] @eov tov 

[eXenpovos S did ]avOpwr 
[esmyS) cael] aU peer 

[ [oun extw Os a py 0] Os povos 
5 [Maaper amocarol\os Seouv 

[x] Jy) oss MSI i NS 

].u-¢ 
Reverse side. | 

+7yv oporoyay 7” ef’ mpoow™ \ [ 

(2) Published among the Coptic texts. See 1565. 

(c) File [ev ovo]uare tov Ov tov een 

""" [Holos $ prravOparov 
] pw 

[2 . plo eo Os & wn poves 
5 """" (Maaluer amoorohos 

Reverse side. ] 
+opolrofy]eu]* yelva]us wap~ ZevovOo" 

* This rule, however, was not invariable; see Addenda, to mpoown(av); Crum. 

p. 178. (c) 1, 2. The last letter does not look like B, but may be the — 
(2) Just possibly this goes with 1551, but c/ note on 1. 8. letter badly written. So too in the ‘ perpendicular writing’ 
7- This line of ‘perpendicular writing’ is very indistinct. opposite ll. 4 and 5. 

The character read as ¢ is imperfect but probable. 6, 7. The first (of which only very slight traces remain) is 
8. r° ef’: probably ray éfjs. It may, however, be 2, in which Arabic. What remains of |. 7 is probably, but not certainly, 

case the protocol may belong to 1551 (g.v.), which concerns ‘ perpendicular writing ’ only. 
6 mpdowra. 
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aBSedra Ado vid] 
Apupahpovp| rw] 

fee [? aBdedXa Adovdu}r 

Reverse side. ] 

+oporoy” yevaps z[ap]/ [ 

(Bae 

[ps] 
ie] 

jvm 
; oe [ABSderal]}.C vos 

(e) Most of the dotted letters are very doubtful. 
_(f) 3. Arabic, probably the Bismi’llah. 
5,6. The reading given seems fairly safe, as r is a probable 

reading and should be part of Adovdir. The following line is 
supplied from PSR. Inv. 194 (ZA. XXII. p. 173). Both the 
date and the general arrangement of the document suit Kurrah. 

If the ¢in the cartouche is right, as seems fairly certain, the date 
will be A.D. 708-709. It is to be noted that the second pair 
of Greek formulae seems to be omitted in this protocol, and 
the two Arabic formulae given in successive lines; cf PSR. 
Inv. 194. 

(Z) This protocol differs strikingly from the usual type. The 
placing of the Arabic Bismi’!lah before the Greek is not uncommon; 
but instead of the Greek Bismi’llah occupying two lines and 
being separated by an Arabic formula from the Greek declara- 

of unity, it is written in a single line and is immediately 
ed by the declaration of unity in Greek. After this, 

ual formulae, to be compared with those in the protocol of 
33, occur. The two Arabic lines, though incomplete, probably 
:—‘*There is no god but God, He alone. He hath no 

te. | He begets not, neither was He begotten, and He 
none that is like unto Him.’ Of the two Greek lines 

h follow, the reading of the second is almost certain, and 

PROTOCOLS 

[ely ornfopare tov, @eov Tov] 
[e]Aenpulovos S didavOpw™] 

ovk datw Os e pn o Os povos] 
Mapler atoorohos Ov] 

[Mapovay ovpBovdos] ~ 

Lela) crm) (aU! pur] 

ev ovopalte tov cov Tov ehenuovos Kar duravOpwrov] 

oun cot Os [ev un 0 Os povos 

419 

(¢d) Published among the Coptic texts. See 1540. 

Sa 

fo, al [ev ovopar. tov @leov tov 
‘ [edenpovos S dirlavOpar 

} J} yl Sy 

[? ex. Koppa ovpBolvdov (3) € 

eae 

ee] 

[Maaper amloorohos @[v] 

‘] 

it is therefore fairly clear that the line is part of the common 
formula, ‘Mahomet is the prophet of God; He hath sent him 
with guidance and true religion.’ The formula occurs in Arabic 
protocols (cf. Karabacek, Av. Papyrusprotokolle, p. 43), and 
probably in 1488, 7, though in a different form (see note there). 
The first Greek line is much more difficult. The beginning, ov« 
eyev, is comparatively clear, but the following letters are some- 

what obscure. That after » is certainly ¢, but eyeveoe (= eyérynee, 
cf. 1483, 6) is quite impossible. The characters following y are 
indeed most easily to be read emapos, which makes nonsense; 
and on the whole ¢yévero du(ot)os seems the best reading, the 
two upstrokes of the apparent m being taken as respectively the 

stroke of r (which is made similarly in eorw, 1. 3, and aweoriAev, 

1. 7) and the left side of 0. The second o is then badly made, 
like a, and éyo.os is abbreviated, as the stroke over s seems to 

indicate. The restoration in |. 7 is partly conjectural translation 
of the Arabic and partly taken from 1483, 7. At the end of 
1, 3 the words ‘ He hath no associate’ may have come, in Greek. 
The perpendicular writing before I]. 2 and 3 certainly does not 
seem to begin with the usual &, though it is not quite impossible 
to take the first character as a badly written cursive ®. The 
last line, which is illegible, seems to be Arabic. 

3H2 
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[J Kyle ¥ vools WI Si JS) 

al I oS ly obye oy ole 
ovk eyevero 00s [Maaper atoarohos Ov os ?] 

420 (1462 

amegtiiev aut? pelt aywyns Kar opOys muorrews ?] 
ve © © @ 

Reverse side. | 

] xap 7° v° pry y Saray: 7” ravi 

10 [ovup]B” S v° § Karadday: 7") av-~ yp" y/ v? prly 

() [ev ovopati] tov @eov tov 

ee [edenpovo]ls $ diravOpa™ ~" 8 

= ] 3 eee 

Bee [ov eore Os ee Jy o Os povos 28. 

5 [Maaper a}roerohog cov 
[voromrg UI Sl sl] S 

gic, oben 100 Ge 20) 9 
: ehenporlos S diiavOpa™] 

pac wey] [ 

OM se Shad Os « pn o Os povos] Does 
5 Maaper anloorodos Ov] 

x) Oy, +s? | 

ee aBdedra Adov[ Aud] as 
A[ pipadpovupve | 

Reverse side.] i 

] Amohdw Vou” $ @coSoav” Levov? $ ieLexcas Tl 
10 xap tT” apy? evex? ev” KaTw xwp” nT” mayapX Ahefav® 

S$ Saews Wr iy yp~ fT” € 0/ eBdop’ + 

(7) ; . : ‘ ; ; : ; 

ovx eorw Os & pn] o O5 Maaper a...[ 
] zoorodos Ov 

9. Perhaps cpodoyia precedes xdp(wv) immediately. For rod as the more usual dvdyara, z.¢. ‘persons.’ The protocol shows 
4. rv. 

10. xaradXay(ns): cf. the introduction to 1457. 
(&) 1, 2. B: IZ is also possible, both here and opposite ll. 4, 5 ; 

of. Archiv, V.148. 

2. Or perhaps ]s duiavdpa’. 

6. The tops of many of the Arabic letters are visible. 
(2) 1,2. ©: this is imperfectly preserved but very probable. 
10, Il. xdpww tov avOparwy evexbévtay év TH KdtTw Xwpa, irot 

rayapxias “Adetavdpeias kal Sdews, Yruxai cy’ ypaeioa (Sc. podoyia) 
pyvds Madu e-ivdixridvos €B88duns. Wuyxai is used in the same sense 

the date to be A.D. 708 or 709; as dpxy or réAer is not inserted, 
it is not certain which. #ro: does not of course imply that the 
pagarchies of Alexandria and Sais were synonymous with 9 caro. 
x%pa; it merely specifies the particular portion of 7 kér@ yopa 

to which the men had been taken. 
(m) 1. After Maaper is the beginning of some ‘ perpendicular 

writing,’ but before it seems to be a Greek letter, which looks 

like a. If so, this must be the beginning of awécro\os; hence © 
the reading in the text. The division is curious and without 
a parallel in protocols. 
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[xUl] one rl oo [ 

PROTOCOLS 

]...- ABdeANe ve [ABSeApedex TupBovhos 

Reverse side.] 
5 amoX Tlovx* yap xppv’ a[p™ 

(x) ‘ e ‘un ; - 

ae [ove eorw Os cv pn o Os] povos Ea} 
[Maaper amogro}\os @eou 

[aBSedra] Adovhid 

5 aor 

Reverse side.] 

"e+ * 

23@ 

+ opohoyea €.w eyyunT— 

The following protocols are preserved in the Oriental Department. There are many 

fragments containing portions of-the usual formulae. The following contain the names of 

the Khalif or Governor :— 

(0) See 1496. 

_(p) Or. 6220 (3) 4 

\ vel. a aBdehra ANfovdid Aptpadrpovprr] 

ABderra ve ABSe]Ap[edex ovpBovdos] 
J ue SMS ous ww 

oss auld 

—(g) Or. 6228 (1). 

(4%. [ev ovopar]. rov @eov tov eddy] bis 

[Hovos S] drravOpwro[v] 

Baca «ll [ove eorw] Os ev wn 9 Os povos [ ] 

3 [Maaper a}rocrodos @co[v] si ade 

| [oaieg! roel] sagt Ul ose] 
3. The Arabic is the usual formula concerning the apostleship 

of Mahomet, but with the addition of his patronymic. This 
_ seems to be unique. 
4. For the restoration ¢f (f), (y). 

; 2 vids. 
Soa) ard xwpiov, 

: for the plural, xp.dav ; f- 1484, 128, where dpr(dBar) 
is nee and it may be so here, since a is doubtful. 

() 2. Very doubtful. Perhaps Js roy O¢ov. 
3. This line is Arabic. 
4, 5. At the beginning of the ‘perpendicular writing’ 

arg a cartouche enclosing a figure, just possibly a ¢ 
This may be either Greek or Arabic. 

In 1496 cipB(ovdos) 

7. Though several of the letters are imperfect spodoy{e}ia 
is fairly clear. The word in the middle is very puzzling. The 

second letter looks most like y. Perhaps it is not impossible 

that it may be a (very badly made) r._ In that case, 2 probably 
airov; cf. 1460, 10, etc. For éyyunr(exy), éyyinua might be read, 
and suits the traces rather better, but éyyunri«y is usual. 

(Pp) 3, 4. The Arabic reads: ‘ ‘Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik. | ] 
eighty-nine,’ #.¢. A.D. 707-708. In Or. 6228 (7), a fragment 
probably from the foot of a protocol, occur the words ony leds 
‘eighty-eight.’ It is not, however, a very common practice to 

give the date in Arabic. 
(g) 3. Arabic. 
6. ‘The servant of God, Al-Walid, [Amir al-Mu'minin|, 
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[ ] [aBSedra Adov]\ud Apip oie | 

ie [adpov juve 

(r) Or. 6228 (4). 
es [ey ovopart rov @cov rou pp 

[e]Aenuavos puiavOpea” 

pay) eves) BU) pure : 

ove ext Os eu py o Os povos B 
5 ].- [Maap]ler amocrohos cov Meg 

[UI Ogu, dels? tory NI J Sy 
ee: [aScuha An]ovier ®€ 

[Apspadpoupmr] 

(s) Or. 6228 (6). 

Dears Maper alzocrodos @cov] L.-J 

eR ik sill 
(4) Or. 6228 (10). 

[ [ev ovopart tolv Ov tov 
"""*"" [edenuovos S] dutavOpa™ 

1 at pus 
Fis hes [ove eoriv Os a py o @]s povos ey ae 

5 [Maaper atocro]\os Ov 

[ [aBdekra AXd]ovder Me - q 

S i [Aptpadpov uv 

(z) Or. 6230 (53). 

pam] coals} Ul nur] 
aBdledka Adovdid] 

nngitigs ©: *” Api papoupve ] 

Reverse side.] 

> xap t® v° in evpy? rapt Mapi* 

5 ; y’ 7” pax-/ Mapko” yp* p Pay! xy 
6 v/ 9 

(v) 1, 2. The characters at the end here are identical with would make a possible year of the Hegira. 

those in Il. 4, 5. 4. ApApoupyw: sic, probably. ‘ 
2. § is omitted. 

7, 8. The 8 enclosed in the cartouche is a probable reading, 
2. e. the 4th indiction, A. D. 705-706. 

(s) 2. Arabic. . 
3, 4. There is a horizontal line over the whole of the 

* perpendicular writing,’ and what is read as » may also be zm. 
Then come three upstrokes, and then the character read as o. 
Ii might be the numeral (80), but the following characters do 
not seem as if they could be reconciled with any numeral which 

Bp, ‘aPBed Anoof 5] ; we 

(¢) 1, 2. Neither here nor opposite ll. 4, 5 is the character at 
the end of the ‘ perpendicular writing’ like B or Z. It is m 
like 0, and might perhaps be a B very badly formed. The 
pendicular writing’ here begins with what might be @, and t! 
opposite ll. 7, 8 with what might be o. 

6. Arabic. d 
(z) 1. This is an unusual position for the Bismi‘llah. 
2, 3. B is not uncommon in this position. ; wa 

5. pak—/: pakapiov, ‘late.’ The date is A.D. 710. 
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— (w) Or. 6230 (49). 

: aASera Adov{i3] ; ‘ ee TE. 

3 (a) Or. 6230 (54). 

Ma|aper amolarodos @cou 

] aPSer Andoudid sup © € 

ahpapoup ; 

wate ele 
_ ABSedda viov ABSeN wedey] ee ] 

Ehleresevce! 

ee 4 [AABAALC] wee 
[MapovJay cvpBovdos 

; aBd[edda Andoudid] ] 

Aulpadvorprw] 

z. _ se Adoods Awol p,. Sara ] 
adpovpl ver] 

(y) 1. ‘[The servant of God, Al-Walid], Air sai! minin. 
“The characters in the cartouche are apparently to be (z) I. wos: or perhaps ] vos (sic). 

€i(vdixridvos). Before the cartouche are two upstrokes ; 2. oupBovdros : or perhaps cupBodos or cupBudos. 
e character after it might also be 4. (60) 2. Or perhaps adpou[my]; cf (x). 

4. Ste » apparently. 

2 4.7 
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DESCRIPTIONS, 

Pap. 1463. Inv. No. 1400, Small fragments of a letter from Kurrah b. [Sharik] to 
[Basilius]. On one fragment are remains of Greek and Arabic minutes at the top of the roll. 
The Greek reads Juaxy{. Part of the minute on the verso is preserved and reads B]ep(e)8(apiov) 
mrep(t) exéulews. The words ’Ap}ip[a]\poluprw and ypvaiov d[vdwr occur. 

Pap. 1464. Inv. No. 1401. A collection of miscellaneous unidentified fragments of letters 

from the Governor to the pagarch. The name of Kurrah occurs on five and that of Basilius 

on six. The following are the most noteworthy phrases :—]ywordoa. tov rémov dv efebéud Oa 
[cf 1844, 4]; (7e)p(t) por(e)A(ecas) [the minute at the head of a letter; the minute on the verso 

ends with vi(od) Swpaeix]; Karaynrddnoov pera Taons axpBetals wept Tod Tovovrov] | Nouradapiov ; 

xapw tis br00 (or ews ‘tar’ duyddo[v; 5(vd) Mwyaeip Bep[(c)S(apiov). The following fragment is 
given in full :—(1) [Ev évdpare rod cod Koppa vids YLepry ovpBovdros Bacrretw] (2) SioccnrH 

Képns “Adpodir(d). Svacratpav [2 Siactadpdv] vavrdv [kat] (3) rexvirav eroujoapev pera 
Samdvyns pyvdv [...-] (4) Abyo KapdéBov KaotehdAdrov [cf 1434, 35, note] Kal Sijpwr Kat 
Splopova(piwr)] (5) Kovpaou ivduxrivos [2. ivduxridvos] évdrns ‘ere pay Kat Samrdvys paxwv émixov- 

_ pevor7[wr} [=‘serving’] keke @eod év adrois .[. Verso. (6) Koppa [vi(ds) Slepuy ov¥uBovdos 
Baorrel Sx0[e]«(n)7(H) Kdpn(s) “Ad[podira]. (7) J € i(v)8(uridvos) y. Hv7jx(An) Sv) "ABov 

Bed [a very doubtful reading; if correct, =? Bilal, Crum] Sapaxn(vod) (e)p(’) v(av7av) [more 
like dyy(apevrav)] [kat] r(e)x(verav) Kov(prov) ivd(uxridvos) 0 Aiy(¥)r(rov). 

Pap. 1465. Inv. No. 1402. The same. The name of Basilius occurs once. The most 
noteworthy things are :—éyévero dmdBaows trav WSdrwv Tod Tpaavod; rod Baordfa adra Sia vis 

€ws Told] abrod K\[voparos [from the same letter]; 7d ddwp z[Hs Sudpvyos? [do.]; 75 réraprov 
erd€apev dia tHS Silouxnoeds ov; ws [or Jos] Anos avdpav arédSpacer. 

Pap. 1466. Inv. No. 1403. The same. The name of [Kurrah b. ShariJk occurs once 

and that of Basilius three times. That of “Abd-allah [b. ‘Abd-al-Malik] occurs once, but not as 

the sender of the letter. The saly phrases worthy of note are :—xatahaBys ta pos juas; Tods — 
ueiovas; ek THs avrTns mayapyias; (me)p(t) vjavdAov mdoilov] Baord(cavros) . épy(dras) Tov 
5n0(ciov) [a minute on the verso]. 

Pap. 1467. Inv. No. 1404. The same. The name of Basilius occurs once and that of 
{Kurrah b.] Sharik also once. The only phrases of note are i—TH aitp wayapxia tods puyddas 
airis ] covpowv 708 [ ; wept rav AeyOevrav dlvydSwv ; and ] £ i(v)8(ueredvos) 1» hry}x(On) 8(’) ?ABov 

‘Agoar (re)p(t) oSypov Ke(vrnvapiov) § [cf 1869, to which, however, this fragment does not 
belong}. . 
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Pap. 1468. Inv. No. 1499. Considerable fragments of a book containing an account of 
xpvorxa Snudova. The fragment which was evidently part of the first folio of the account itself 

has the heading [Sdv @(e@) peplopod (rpdrwv) é€ayiov tov Synuoloiwy ... The account is 
arranged by ywpia, and the payments are given in wp(0)O(eopia). In each case, after the name 

of the xepiov and the total of each mpofecpia come the names of tax-payers, their payments being 
similarly arranged in rpofeopiar. The following names of ywpia occur :—[kdépy(s) "Ad ]pod(ira)- 

(rparns) tp(0)O(ecpias) vo(ulopara) tv [ ; eroux(fov) Kepapiou® (rparns) mp(0)O(eopias) vo(uiopara) 
y [; émotx((ov) Bovva(v)' a mp? v° « B[ mp? ; eroux(iov) "Euure(vtav) a mp® v° n, B p*[; eoux(iov) 

“Aytov Ilwour(iwvos) a mp® v° i, B’ mp’ v? tal; eroux(iov) Saxoope’ a mp* v° B; pova(arnpiov) 

@apdov' a mp? v° B (for Sakoore and Pharous only one wpofecyia was paid). There is no regular 
proportion between the amounts of the mpofeopia, and most of the tax-payers pay only for certain 

mpobecpia. One heading, in which the name of the ywpior is lost, shows the following totals :— 
a mp° v°|ve, B mpo® vd, y mpl? v*] A.], 8° apo? (v?) kA. The names are chiefly the common ones ; 

the following are the most noteworthy :—AnXeede, Jav* Avdnrrov (kal) dde(Adav) [or = addAyrod ?], 
Zoypatwp [the first letter very doubtful (but Mr. Crum remarks that the name is found in 

Coptic literary texts)], KepBavie, Aca, Mayo ®euart- [or Mapo Oepari(oryjs)], MWaBucra 
[= TlaBurde], Tavos, Tamrow, Iamywope, Uarode, dové [also UWédouvxn~/], Ixovrce, Moder, 

Trfars [= xox (most likely, in spite of the rs, Crum), or I{e)Gww ?], Hywpe, YaPrdLov, 

YaN[ou?]dero [apparently not Yad[ce]dero, as the first ¢, if written, would probably be visible], 

Yep? [not Sepy(cov)], Lovovav [cf Lavovev], Tavva, TehBov [iwavy”” Tewp? TeAB”, so that perhaps 
TedBov is a place-name], Vouxe. One place-name, dd x(wpiov) bOda, occurs; cf 1419, 1202, 

note. The word épA(vo)m(ddov) [cf. 1445, 7, note] also occurs. 
No folio is complete ; the size of the largest fragments is 1 ft. 5 in.x 11 in. Two hands may 

be distinguished ; or possibly one clerk has written different portions of the account with two 
different pens and inks. Each hand is a fairly large, round minuscule; the ink of A hasa slightly | 

red or brown tint, and the strokes are somewhat thick; B was written with a thinner pen and 

in very black ink. The papyrus is of inferior quality and used with a considerable waste of space. 

Pap. 1469. Inv. No. 1449. Five fragments of a book containing an account of ypvowxa 
Sypoowa. The account consists of a list of names, each followed by one sum of money. In 
three of the fragments the names are preceded by 8(:d), in two not, and the ink of these last two 
is somewhat darker than that of the other three. It is possible, therefore, that two different 

books are represented, but the writing is the same. The nature of the tax is uncertain, but as 
women occur it is probably not poll-tax (cf p. 173); the only headings preserved are :— 

+pep({)8(os) “Ayiov Bixr(wpos) 8(ua) PowBdppwr(os) M[, and drorayy(s) p(epi)S(os) rod “Ayiou 
®DihoG(éov). The most noteworthy names are “Iovvaxévrios [a not unusual spelling of Innocentius, 
Crum] wzes, Kaxrlax, cipa Mavvy[c/. Taxamme, Taxamma in Crum, Catalogue, p. 275 (Crum)], Aia, 
Napavoor, Ilhah, Tavacr(acra ?), Xwhds, Vevrovoopec, father of Pamoun [cf Vuwrodpov of 1419, 562, 

1267 (a place-name) and Ywrwdpuos of 1421, 91. The last is the same person as here]. 

The two largest fragments 9 in. x 32 in. and 8 in. x 33 in. Written ina small neat minuscule, 

three fragments in ink of a slightly red tint, two in black ink. 

Pap. 1470. Inv. No. 1422. Nine small fragments of a book containing an account of 
Xpvoka Snudowa and other gold-taxes somewhat similar in character to 1412 and 1413. Sums of 

IV. 31 
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money are given in both dpiOy.a and éydweva. One fragment has the heading Jury? ypuork(dv) 

Syp(ociwv) Kdpn(s) “Adpodira ivd(i«ridv)o(s) a. If the first word is pepropds this is a pepropds 
of a very different kind from any other in the collection, but it is much more likely that it 
is oy}opud(s); adarapyuplopds would make no sense. On the verso is the line dp()O(ja) © 

vo(uicpara)] K8§ 7 18 SaverO(&ra) (Kat) Sarav(y)O(&ra) x«(a)r(&) wd€ov) 7H(s) Siacr(a)d(etons) 

Sard(vns) (rpdrns) i(v)S(cxrvdvos). Taxes mentioned are rerap]riwv, é|kotpaopd(ivwr), diav(opar) 
dv]e(v) tu(uyoews) (kal) rH Tu(uHoe), and payments to the treasury occur. As éexorpadpdwva are 

thus mentioned side by side with Scavopai and rerdpria, it is possible that these last are to be 

distinguished from the éxkarpadpdwa; but the fragments are too small to serve as evidence, and 

all the other evidence points the other way; cf p. 125 and the general introduction. 

The two largest fragments measure 4 in. x 53 in. and 7} in.x 2§in. Three fragments in the 

same hand as C of 1412, the others, in which the ink is of slightly lighter colour, perhaps in the 
same or more likely in that of A of the same papyrus. 

Pap. 1471. Inv. No. 1516. Fragments of a book containing an account, probably of public 
taxes. The first line of what was no doubt the first folio of the account reads ’Adp|odira 

i(v)8(txridvos) (rpaérns) yevdpe(vos) [sc. pepropds ? but cf. etompaybévra below, which makes against 

the idea that this is a pepiopds; Adyos is perhaps more likely] p(nvds) M(e)x(etp) K, t(v)S(uKridvos) 

(zpizys). The account consists of a column of names of tax-payers (without 8(.a¢) but many 
of them preceded by fractions added by another hand) and six columns of sums of money. The 

first is preceded by az®, the second by zpo(s) Suacrody(v), the third gives the total of these two, 

the fourth is a@’ &(v) ei(o)rpayO(&ra) ai(rdv), the fifth A(o1)(dv), the sixth as wA(etous) ; there 

are only three entries under the last, and even these are doubtful, as they occur on a fragment of 

which the headings are lost. The extension of az and the sense of Suacrody are doubtful; as 

the two columns are added together, we cannot read amd vo(uicpdrwv) x mpd(s) Svacrod7(v) 

vo(uiopara) y, in the sense, ‘of a total quota of x solidi, to be paid y soidz’; and am° seems 
to denote a tax or some special kind of payment. It is possible, however, that the dd’ dy 

is pleonastic and that the headings may be translated, ‘Of x so/zdi (to which add y solidi pds 

Siacrodyv, total z solid’) {of which} have been collected,’ etc. Not much light is thrown on 

the matter by Crum, Catalogue, 582, p. 277, where the writer seems to speak of the duacrohy 
being paid (the note is incorrect, Crum) and 688, which is an account, perhaps of the Siacrohy; — 

but these passages seem at least to show that the word denotes a tax and cannot be taken as 
payment simply. One fragment contains part of the general total, which is arranged by pages. 

In the names the Coptic 9, is used; the following may be noted :—Apasiwv [not Sapamiov], "Ama- 

xovp [= Habakkuk, Crum; cf Archiv, V. p. 190, 1. 13, where 2 probably “ApBaxodp va(vrov)], 
Kag, Vices [= Weyns and Wixe ; of. 1482, 26], Madore [od Madoce, = Marode, 1468], Mavpes, Mame, 

Mapeas, Marlo [= Marxe, 1419, 125, etc.], Iywwp, Tdzos [father of Phoebammon ; ¢f 1416, 2 (d)] 

Teopovva [father (or mother ?) of Philotheus; cf 1482, 25]. Among the ordinary tax-payers 

occur the following entries :—8(vd) r(fs) ékAdn(cias) [sic] Norewod [cf 1482, 15], (a) (rod) 
pov(acrnpiov) ‘Ayiov Sevo[v]O(fov) Tavo™ [=Iavis mayapxias], avrovpy(ol) Tervbe(ws) “Ayiou 

‘Iwdvvov [cf. 1482, 23; the relation of the name TervOéws to “Ayiov “Iwdvvov is not clear], 
aprovpy(oi) [Z. avroupyoi, or ‘ bread-makers’?] TBaapze[...... J>. One person is described as 
dvd “App(as) Srepavod [a new place-name; for St. Stephanou see Crum, Catalogue, p. 155, Mem. 
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de la Mission arch. frangaise, VIII. p. 229 ff.], and another as dd é£ yoépas [cf 1512, 

introduction]. «aO(apovpyéds) also occurs. 
The account no doubt relates to Aphrodito, as so many of the names are found also in 1482. 

' As ‘the heirs’ («Anpovdyor) of Kah son of Psikes are mentioned here, whereas Kaa Vuyns occurs 
as a tax-payer in 1482, this account is later than that; very likely of the same indiction-year. 

No folio is complete; the largest fragment measures 1 ft. 43 in.x1ft. 2in, Written in 

a neat, round, good-sized minuscule in reddish ink. The payments wpds dvacrodyjv in all but the 
first fragment are added by a different hand in black ink (but the totals are by the original hand), 

The same hand has written the fractions before the names and inserted a few additional lines. 

Pap. 1472. Inv. No. 1491. Fragments of a book containing an account somewhat similar 

in character to the preceding. The largest fragment (which, however, is perhaps not part of this 

book) has on the vecto four columns of sums of money. The heading of the first is lost; those 
of the others are :—v(av)r(ar) (kal) rexv(urav) ’Adpuxy(s), A(or)a(dv) pe(fovos), ds wA(eiovs). On the 
verso, the other way up, are remains of four columns, the third preceded by yi(verar). The last 

line reads Ao}yicipo(v) vo(uiopara) £85 y, yi(verar) vo(uiopara) dunS y [corr. from dy Kd pyl..d 
{hardly Stacrod] vo(uiopara) [...] ¢, d(dov) vo(uiopara)... The largest of the remaining 

fragments has on the verso the following columns :—names, azo, épu(oiws), d(or)m(dv), mA(elous) ; 
and in the others, wherever the first column of figures is preserved it is preceded by am’, 

amo, or amo-. It seems most probable that azo is simply dad and amo: is dd (voyiopdrwr), as in 

1416 reco, col.(/). The names of tax-payers are preceded by 8(1¢). One fragment contains part 
of the general total, arranged by pages; but it is possible that this does not really belong to the 

account. There are no specially noteworthy names; Adede and lode. may be mentioned, 
The largest fragment measures 1 ft. 43 in. x 1ft.14in. Written in a sloping, rather irregular 

minuscule ; as the ink varies from a greyish tint to black, more than one book may be represented. 

Pap. 1473. Inv. No. 1454. Book containing a list of names preceded by 8(1¢) and probably 
relating to the ypvowxa Snpdoia. Only the first two or three letters of the lines in each page 

are preserved, and the book is therefore kept in its original state as an example of the method of 

binding. 

I ft. 5 in. x 33 in. 

Pap. 1474. Inv. No. 1477. Considerable fragments of a pepiopyds of the public taxes, 
The taxes included are the land-tax, poll-tax, Sardvy, and eméo/a, and the situation of the holding of 

each payer of land-tax is specified. The account is of the same kind as 1422. One fragment has, 

in a different hand, written from bottom to top of the page, the line ].\.evpoe.u? [mot pepiopd(s) ] 

yevd(pevos) p(nvds) II(a)d(r1) Kz i(v)8(txridvos) 6 +. This was probably the endorsement of the 
first folio (containing the protocol). The most noteworthy personal names are :—Aad[? = gare, 

Crum, Catalogue, Nos. 1036, 1096 (which, however, Crum takes to be Arabic ; the present name can 
hardly be so), 9,ape, Rylands Copt. Pap. 143. For the insertion of a vowel sound to represent 

a breathing, c/é Kaa (1482, 26) = Kag (1471), Xaam = K‘ab (1484, 112, etc.), Supeay = Sim’an (1447, 
140), etc.], Acxave, Iaars, HaBaw{, Mapeer, Mavdqve, Mazpoov, Uedoode, IdeAdet, Tovhurys, Tlovk, 

Toourcor [ = Thirlor, 1421, 160], Vados, Wuxe, Vouvod [father of Mark; cf. 1481, 18]. The following 

are the more complete names of rdzrot :—‘Ayiov “Hpaxhiov [cf. 1419, 392], ‘Ayi(as) Mapias), Axa’, 
S12 
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Jadav [same as Tahaa?], Jaxpov, Badéws, Exxhnolas, "EhAwr(os) Bor, Edn |Oiov, Hpixwve, avavyz, 

@evevte, Ocpowmvap, Kap.au", Kdmpo[v], Ku. .Jov, Jkoper, Kipa{s), Movvate, OvaBepoa, Mava- 
xepe, IayBapnfe] [the third letter looks more like v than v, but TavBapze occurs several times _ 

elsewhere], Tlaviyarou, Taowwo[v], Marxnpr, T1Ber{, Tlepiwvos, Ileriae, Tua Acva, Tifa ? Tlax]ouk, 

Tlunve, Tylor], Mev [= Uw ?], «al, lxoperoov [cf Ixopvroov, IGopvroov, but the reading here 

is certain], Ivas, Hova Ageewe [or Tovaa Seewe? Crum] and Iovaa, Ippovod{e ?], Saxapla]pfec], 

Sepiwvos [not Tepiwvos; see above], Taaa, Tapo[, Tades, TervOe(ws), Tex[wr?], Tlla]xovd, 
Theg,ver, Tprad[é]\[dov], Toa [Toawp? see below], Toedko, Trwry, Tia(v) To[.]op [Toawp ?—for 

the ending cf Tawp, 1419, 543, etc.; there seems too much space to read simply Tawp here], 
Papo. [= bapxor ?], OL. .].€, BovvovB, Vaveronf. 

In the same hand as 1422. Papyrus of light colour. In avery bad state of preservation. 

Pap. 1475. Inv. No. 1444. Part of the first folio (second folio of the d00%) of a pepiopds 
of public taxes for Keramion. ‘The first page contains the general heading and totals; the verso 

is blank. The heading is +=dv @(e@)] pep[t]opo(s) eroux(iov) [K]lepap[iJov cdpy(s) “Adpod{ira) 

ivd(exrudv)o(s) (rpirns) yevdpe(vos) p(nvds) II(a)x(av) ta, ivd(uxredvos) apy(7) €, 5(v’) “Eppdw Koddo eme- 

Ne)x(A&vros). The totals are :—land-tax, 8(v’) éy(opévar) v(opicpdrov) v (Kepdria) 10, ap(()O(u1a) 
vo(uiopara) r[.-]¢; [poll-tax], S(ua) vo(uopdrwv?) n (kepdria) 08’, dp()O(uia) vo(uiopara) 0. 

A sub-entry of [1]2ic. = } dpi®usov follows, and lower down is the total of 2% dpiOua for 

[Samravy]; the total of the emdola is lost. The phrase 8/ v?, elsewhere used for dpiOu.a, is here’ 

equivalent to éydpeva. ‘ 
7 in. x1 ft. 32in. Written ina small neat minuscule in ink of a grey tint. Much damaged. 

Pap. 1476. Inv. No. 1452. Small fragments of a book containing a pepiopds for an 

uncertain yxwpiov. The following headings occur :—+ Xdv O(e@) pepurpd(s) xpvoi_Kdv Sypooiar, 
followed by the sub-headings ému{nrov(weva) and (imép) xpl[voiuxdv Sypociwy; + pepid(os) “Ayiov 

Pir06[éov] [cf 1469, which is however a different book]; (kat) 8(ua) (rdv) drekdv; + dv O(e@) 

peplucpos xth., followed by the sub-headings émuf(n)r(ovpeva), (itép) xpvorxlav Sypooiwr, ad’ 
@(v) [, and 8(va) 7(dv) [areday ?]; S(ca) (trav) drehdv. Only one noteworthy name, Swanovyu [not 

Js Hanovnv; itis the beginning of a line], occurs. 
Written in a small, sloping, somewhat rapid minuscule; rather brown papyrus. The 

fragments are from the upper part of the folios. 

Pap. 1477. Inv. No. 1465. Two imperfect folios of an account relating to the ypvowxa — 

Snpoow. No names are preserved; by a comparison of the recto and verso of both fragments 
it appears that there were at least three columns of sums of money followed by a column of totals — 

and then by three other columns giving sums of money. The lines of totals at the foot are 

as follows :—Fragm. 1 recto, ]8§-y, 8(a)m(avns) vo(uiopara) ¢, d(Aov) [vo(uiopara)| an B/, ad? 

&(v) ei(c)rpax[O(rra) ; verso, | 8(a)r(dvns) vo(miopara) BB/, d(\ov) vo(picpara) p, ad aly) 

ci(o)rpax(Oévra) vo(uiopara) , vo(piopara) 0, A(ou)r(dv) vd(utopa) a [; Fragm. 2 recto, 

158 & » py Bh ad” Li/aplX OR [>R waS 7 [8 } [3 verso, ] ” UBS y ad” ex/mpre v® 
v° Od v° yS y w (= mdelovs) . The repetition of v? after elompayOevra, as it seems to occur 

in each case, can hardly be accidental; apparently, therefore, four columns followed that of totals, 

for one of which in the cases preserved there was noentry. The columns probably represented :— 
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poll-tax, land-tax, davdvy, total, amount collected, obscure, amount remaining to be collected, 

excess, ifany. If, as appears probable, each line represents the quota of an individual tax-payer, 

it follows that sometimes in the case of an excess of payments to the treasury over the normal 

quota the difference was collected from the tax-payers (cf introd. to 1412), unless the reference 
is to the collection from individuals of more than they ought to pay, which accordingly was to be 

returned to them. Cf 1471. 
11% in.x 62 in. and 113 in. x 6{ in. Written in a rapid minuscule, in ink of a grey tint. 

Pap. 1478. Inv. No. 1482. Three fragments of a book containing an account of gold taxes ; 

perhaps the whole book (but all the folios are imperfect). The taxes dealt with are poll-tax, 
Sazdvy, and land-tax (8np’). As one page has the end of a line which reads puc]6(od) av” (not 

vav"; of. 1427, 5, note) vo(uiopara) 70, A(or)m(a) vo(uiopara) 4, ws m(elovs) vd(uiopa) y, it 

appears that deductions were made from the total. The fragments are from the middle of folded 

sheets, each consisting of a portion of two folios. On f. 2 is a heading Yvv @(e@) Adyo(s) Tod 
ei(x)a[ paxO(évros) ? but the remains suggest rather e/a or «/ro]. The names of tax-payers 

are in all cases preceded by dz ; the only names worth noting are ’Ax(dv)0(wv) [father of Peter ; 
of. 1426, 8], Tapave, and Iapvarn(s ?). 

Size 1 ft. 4% in. x 72 in., 1 ft.x 73 in, 1 ft. 42 in.x92 in. Written in a good-sized, round 

minuscule in black ink. 

Pap. 1479. Inv. No. 1410, Six fragments of a book containing a pepiopds of the same 
type as 1427; z.¢. poll-tax, with specification of dvéuara; land-tax, with specification of arourae, 

but without mention of rézou or division into cafapas and xépaov; Samdvy ; total ; deductions ék 
Tov vrod(oyic)O(evros) (drép) pucA(od) adr(av) [cf 1427, introduction]; remainder é¢(et)\(ovra) 

avu(cOjvar); embola, subdivided into ra(v) épp(iwv) and San(dvns). The first fragment has the 

heading képys ’Adpo dura ivd(cxridv)o(s) (aparns) yevdpe(vos sc. wepropds) e(nvds) Mecro(p7) K[. Sic. 
No names are preserved. For the evidence of this papyrus as to land- and poll-tax see 

pp. 171, 172 (where for 1478 read 1479, and for 1479, 1480). 
Written in a neat round minuscule of medium size in black ink on very light-coloured papyrus. 

Pap. 1480. Inv. No. 1474. Miscellaneous fragments of pepiopoi relating to the land- and 

poll-taxes, Samdvn, and emdola. Two, in a rather large, round minuscule in reddish ink, may 

be part of 1426, but are not certainly so. One of these has the phrase [8(1d)] 7G» dredav ; 
the other, though the vecfo is in reddish ink, has writing in black ink on the verso, with the 
heading (kai) S(ua) 7(dv) vav7d<v) Kap(éBov). None of the fragments has any place-names. 
For the evidence of this papyrus as to land- and poll-tax see pp. 171, 172 (see above). 

Pap. 1481. Inv. No. 1501. Miscellaneous fragments of various pepuopoi specifying rézo. 

Three, written in a neat, clear hand with a very fine pen, belong to the same book. One 

of these, which was evidently the beginning of the account, or of one section of it, reads on 

the recto :— 

olpethov™ avuo® S$ x7/Bd? «/[7 raBd]w v? oiaS y 

ppt *s 
epBold? 77 av y ?/ ou ap” [ 
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The names of ré7ou which occur are :—AadaBu, "ABax(rov) [this entry reads pep” ro™ ABax~/, 
giving further proof that pep = pépous, cf p. 174], "ABB(G) "ABpaapiov, "ABB(a) I.aves, “Ayiou 

PoiBdppwvos, Adroedto [cf Sadrcedrog,], 'Apropdxov, Bys Kou, Kaxdar [or Iax\ar, but it may 

= Kaxaherr, Kaxdert], Kadérov, Kdmpo[v], Kea[, Kovpoura, Néo{v) Kriju{(a)r(os)], Teal .aisn}e © 

Tavay[wpe], Maver. Mamnarepve ?], Macivov, Max[vpiov ?], UBaparas, Map, Byder, Map, Maver 
[possibly the same as Iliag, Movg od, 1419, 1270-1272], Tua .padiov, Ixaeve,, Ir.. ce, Sapanp 

[ = Sapaynpe ?], Sapaynpe, [Z]rpéro[v], Tay(a)r(n), T.[.]rer, Thazerer, Thevy, Pay, Xpus [ = Xpro(ro- 

fdpov) ?], Via ]Afex ?]. 

Pap. 1482. Inv. No. 1445. Fragment ofa register of miscellaneous requisitions, like 14838, 

etc. Only the ends of lines are preserved, and the fragment contains nothing worthy of note 

except the name Ovwvciov (gen.). 

7in.x 8iin. Written in a small sloping minuscule in black ink. Most of the vecfo and all 

the verso are blank. 

Pap. 1488. Inv. No. 1510 (4). Small fragment. ecto. Account of uncertain character 
but probably a register of miscellaneous requisitions. Only figures remain. 

Verso. The writing is the reverse way up. Register of miscellaneous requisitions. Only 

the ends of lines remain. 
62 in. x 32in. Recto in a medium-sized minuscule in black ink; verso in a small sloping 

minuscule in ink of lighter colour. 

Pap. 1484. Inv. No. 1517. Transferred to 1438, which it joins. 

Pap. 1485. Inv. No. 1407. Small fragments of a register, containing a number of personal 
names. (dep) tyuq(s) Kap(7)A(wv) occurs. One man is described as ¢vdaxk(os) and another 

as (vyo(ordrov). The phrase yr(or) a(v)8(pds ?) “Ayi(ov) *Evaéx occurs. 

Written in an extremely neat and regular round minuscule in red ink; the verso of two 

fragments in almost black ink with a slightly red tint. 

Pap. 1486. Inv. No. 1489 (4). Fragments of a roll containing an account of Samrdvy. The 
phrases (dep) Sa}rd(vys) p(nvadv) y, (rep) 8(a)a(dvns) pavd\(wv) [= mawalz], and (irép) vadd(ov) 

occur. The only articles mentioned in the extant portion are salt, éyypa, and d€os. 

Pap. 1487. Inv. No. 1432. Miscellaneous fragments of registers of requisitions. Three, 
one of which mentions the eméo/a of the third indiction and [hundredth ?] year [of the Hegira], 

belong to the same book, and may have come from the book represented by 1486, the hand being 

very similar. If so, the year is as suggested the hundredth, and the indiction is a. D. 719-720. 
In the other fragments the most noteworthy expressions are :—ziu7(s) wax*/ X(6)y(@) droupyi[as, 

Tiun(s) oirov dyopa(abévros) Tod ’Aptpad(movprw), dropew(dv)r(wv) év EX, and ro erw for ris aris. 

Pap. 1488. Inv. No. 1450. (a) Probably a roll. ecto. Four columns of names of 
persons. The first two are headed (d)y}y(apevrai ?) rod éoux(iov) Tax(atvvews), the second two 

azo éro.K(tov) Yvpou, and at the foot of the second two is written dd 7(Gv) y*y* [= dyyapevrav] 
Tav pova(arnpiwr), Ar(ot) "AmohdO{s) “Iepe(uia), Mapia Ovy(drnp) Taz[. Under the first two 

columns is dd] €[zJoux(iov) "E[u]durevrav ; the entries under this heading are all lost. The 
names, which include women’s names, are chiefly the common ones; the following may be noted: 
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Aafi* [a woman], “Hpac [a woman], @avypz[, Taarm. , Taexda [ste (so in 1555, Crum), a woman], 

Tpace [a woman], Tojpos [Mr. Crum remarks that the 7 indicates a woman’s name, but the 
patronymic is not preceded, as in the case of the other women, by Ovy(drnp)]. 

Written in a fairly large sloping minuscule in black ink. 

Verso. Some columns of figures; as one is preceded by dpov(par), the account probably 

relates to land- and poll-tax. Perhaps in the same hand as the vecfo, 73in. x 1 ft. 13 in. 
(46) Fragments of a register relating to sailors. dorp(ofjs) also occurs. Written in a round, 

rather small minuscule in brown ink. Verso blank. 

Pap. 1489. Inv. No. 1447. List of names like 1454 and 1455. The name of the scribe is 

lost, but the hand is the same as that of 1454 and 1455. One man is described as rpe(oBurepos) 
(kat) 7you(pEvos). 

6in.x 8in. Imperfect. 

Pap. 1490. Inv. No. 1433. Fragments of protocols, all either illegible or unimportant. 

One, containing part of the second portion of the last line of ‘perpendicular writing’ and ending 
with ¢, has a cartouche, probably with the indiction, viz. (). 

Pap. 1491. Inv. No. 1415. A collection of miscellaneous fragments of sufficient interest to 

deserve separate mention :— 
(z) Part of an account containing payments by individuals. The heading avO(paémwr) “Ayi(as) 

Mapias occurs, and at the top are the words (which, as they are not level with the other entries, 

are perhaps also a heading) evoixiwy poval[dvtwv. Besides individuals the avrovpyot Vave. 

[a place-name ?] make a payment. Of names, Iamroe and Nwe may be mentioned. Verso blank. 

(4) Contains only one line (on the verso), + dv @(cd)- 5u6O(Epa) oVvTop0(s) xpvorKdy [Snpooior. 

(c) Two lines, ro]8 cvpBo(drov) év (rH) add(p) 7100] ’Apup[arpov(urv), and ].a vi(od) Lehnu— 

emixe(ysevov) Tod pul daxeiov ? Verso blank. 
(d@) Two fragments of a single document. In one occur the entries, («at) (imép) 7(av) 

povaornp(iwv) vo(piopara) vy B/ and Xo.)r(a) ddetrov(ra) K(a)r(a)BA(y)A(Hvar) (dep) (rar) pova- 

(ornpiov) vo(uicpara) kyy. In the other, among names of persons occur Aavid IIdvos ei(s) 
rém(ov) “Ayiov Tewpyiov and Téxd(as) mad(ds) OavayA [= NaOavayd] awd OO\*. The names 

Tlaveoov (gen.) and Wor also occur. ecéo blank. 
(e) A pepir(os) (ste) “Ayiov ®id0A(éov) occurs. 
(f) On the vecto, an account of provisions, apparently for the pdye(v). Salt, wheat, and 

&mpa occur. On the verso, a list of réwou. The following are comparatively clear :—[? N JeuxKa 
[= Neue ?], ABB(G) Maxapiov, Iyuyedos [ = Iyexuros], Movaa, Iha.er™, Aavepoox. ‘ 

(g) Part of an account, probably of land- and poll-tax and eméola. The following two lines 

are the most complete, and are to be compared with 1427, 1428:—izoho Jy M(&vra) (rep) pro O(od) 
v(avrov) [apparently not ai(rav) ; of. 1427, 5, note} (Kat) wd(elovs) Syuo(ciwr) ve i(v)d(ucridvos) and 

brohoywrO(évra) (brep) pic O(od)] v(avrdv) (kat) daoX(oimrov) Snuo(ciwv) te i(v)S(cxridvos). In both 

cases )(or)m(a) dd(€¢)A(ovra) avvcO(Arar) follows. 

(4) Part of an account, probably of miscellaneous taxes with names of tax-payers. The 
heading reads ]. ep® (kat) Samdve(s) (st) rod ovpBovA(ov) p(yvds) THB. yn t(v)d(uxredvos) 8. The 
name IIvovve occurs. Verso blank. 
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Pap. 1492. Inv, No. 1519. A collection of twenty-four detached seals from the Aphrodito 

Papyri. Most have the same device as in 1846, etc., a wolf (?) facing to the right, with 

a star, sometimes above and sometimes in front of the wolf. Probably the seal of PERF, 

593, also a document of Kurrah’s, is the same. One shows two women (?) facing one another, 
with hands uplifted, one apparently a helmeted negro (?) head, and one bears an inscription in 
Arabic, of which no likely reading has yet suggested itself. All are of brown clay. 

Pap. 1493. Inv. Nos. 1411-1414, 1416, 1417, 1419-1421, 1423, 1443, 1457, 1459, 1460, 

1463, 1466-1472, 1475, 1478-1480, 1483-1487, 1490, 1492, 1495, 1496, 1500 (4), 1503 (4), 1506~ 
1508, 1512, 1518. Miscellaneous fragments of no importance, 

de 
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COPTIC: TEXTS 

A.—_DOCUMENTS RELATING TO SAILORS AND WORKMEN. 

PAPYRUS 1494.—a. D. 709. 

Or. 6230 (103), 6205. Two fragments, respectively 6% x 73 in. and 2 ft. 7in.x 1 ft. 3 in. 

GUARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyyun7ixy épodoyia*), dated 8th of April, a.p. 709, 
and addressed by the officials of the Three Fields, on the west of Jkéw, through the 

pagarch Basil, to Kurrah. They declare themselves responsible for the production and behaviour 

of 3 sailors for the next year’s cursus ‘of Egypt’». One of the very few complete Coptic 
documents in this series. 

Frag. 1. Protocol ev ovopfare rov 05 drrarOpal|rou edefnpovos] | prep) omy) [AU] puns] | 
ovk ext [Os] | ev yn o Os [novos 

Frag. 2. + eM ONoseaTI TOY NaTpoc Rar Toy Yloy Kat] Toy AcIoy MMeyseatoc THC 

ATIAC JWOMOIOY Kar oszol[oyc}ioy | em seomaar Tpraace | [eyp, Slapht iy w6°, eBdopuns + | 
+ ANON AMA KYPOC Nuwe Mieeanapioc caseoyHA MAawane eemamoAAw Mwyle NoO]HpaRAsoc | 

(5) MOYMoneRT, eetaaryeir MUMIWO AIH eeMchorhasecewm MWe NTEWPTIoc MpwaeTuoseTe | 

NKOle NeseNT ARWOY ElCOAaL NManasocioc Alo]toc HTOY MNs0EIc NaneyepHeewc Koppa | Mep- 

yectaroc neyashoyAoc QrTOOTTHYTN NTOTN MeMaAozo™ Moe MRyYPpy haciAeroc | gnmoywou 

MMMOYTE MAAG, ayo TMATAP NTAKWOT aeMTHteEceMOMRION ay assitecteatac | x aspe xeTIIg0- 

s20A0TEl THOYWL THWTWOPE THKINayNeye ayw THO NeteryH ayw THO Nenamrmecear | 

(10) MMeMpocwmnon MiMteEy EMaTitteatache Nal ennaoy[wjiiag meyparn mati [e]HfoJA | camecHT 

NTIECCYHTIRH OQOKLOAOTEIA MAI ENTHOOY eeeeooy COHT Quc Neeqy Rapahit | omTeposerte Tas 

gehaosene 17%, enkoypconm gotaocHe i, Tapoycwk NeyTagiT egpar gwe neeq Rapahit | 
QUTROYPCON NHHeee MMAeocNay NcoM ToYcWR MeyTagiTN eopar aa RaaeTer | er ae 
EYIAMOYA QHWOY HAMLTEI TNWOON QETOIAAWC TAPIICWK Qatipoctieewi mmiee | (15) eperirxoesc 

* This is the designation of a large number among the 
present texts. All are undertakings whereby either the 
presence, custody, or conduct of persons therein named is 
guaranteed by the authors. The adjectival form appears to 
occur only once elsewhere (Rylands Copt. no. 135). Twice 
here (1623 and an uncatalogued frag.) it is joined with 

f TapaxAytiKds. 
b V. Bell’s General Introduction. 
2. év povdd: tpiddos. The usual addition to this symbol in 

these documents, It recurs Rylands Copt. no. 121 (one of 
the texts on which happens also to deal with the supply of 
sailors), Parallel is the taawroya etonoytpsac of Br. Mus. 
Cat. no. 411, 1. 17, dating some 30 years later than our 

3K 

text; the Jéme deeds do not elsewhere show this addition. 
Possibly its use may have some relation to antimuslim 
polemics. 

4. The yvaors at the end shows that pei{wv (or petgdrepos) 
is the Greek title corresponding to Naujane. 

11. The diminutive xapéB(vo)v is always used, whereas the 
Greek texts prefer xdépaPos. 

12. taéeiSuov seems to occur in the obscure passport, 
Revillout, Acées, p. 101, as taxrtm (v, the facsimile). Cf 
also 1484, 328, 1440, 40. 

13. Mmsxegcnay mcon. Does this imply that the sailors 
in question had already served in a previous expedition? 
Cf. note on verso. 

. =< 
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TlaneycpHaewe neysshoyAoc Nagwpiye aeaeoty exw MmTyexeaton | ANOYWU aNKIMtayineye 

Qapooy NMatTeTHITHOOyCOy eyops oyN Manssocioc | Aotoc QITNTE TIEN, Meoere Alcaett 
TICCCHTIRH QoseOAolElA NATH ENKINAYyHeye | MATH aeIITIO YyMocTACcIC THPe QaTIg WT EMWpK 

ALTIPAN TIMOYTE NANTWRPATWHP | aeMMoysar MitxIcooye eTALLAgTE ETPNQAPL Titpoere mMpoc 

ec NTANWHpcgas | (20) aysitoym angoseoAorer + | 

= ye 

Tver TheraLou amo y Ted kop Adpo® vau" o 

Tewpytos Avovyo.o” amo” av™ vau" a 

(25) Azoh\w Aaveir amo” av™ vav™ a 

ye vau. y 

+ANHON ATA KYPEe NwNcaseoyHA Mpawaner senamoAAw MWNWHAAKPIOc Moynoaern’, | 

SLNAACIA TUGMIWOANMAHC seitchorhaseeeont MUMCTEOPCIOC MpoaeTAOaeTE MHOL MeaeniTe | MITTLALE 
TSKHOOY TENCTOIXED EMeCTINY QoseoAoTEI Mpoc Teccosr ayw TigoseoAores | (30) THO 

HECTHA AYW THElleXTOAT Qarlenpoconon meneeh NTaANTIOOYCoy EOHT | eTEMAaT TY Muystest- 
SOI ANTEWPTIOC NWNTEYMHCcIOc senaMoAAW Nwtaaeia tapeylcon Meyaagiton easxelt- 

RAMLTE EF AC CYPWANKAKTE TAPIICOR OATIPOCTiagolt | Miae EpeTETIALHTx0EIc Nagopize iaeoh 
EXON ANOK TeWptioc Mwyinnaeanap, | are TayMadanadels Maeor arcgar QApooy xweaeayitor+ 

+aNon aayeiT me Neewprrioy | (35) TIO MaenTpe eTerQossoAOTEIA Mpoc Teccoas +|+ Aton 
MAKOY! MUMAMA MHI TIO MakeTpe eTIQOa2oAOTIA Mpoc TecGose+ |+aNOK eeaARApE TMWITa- 

Ta HIRTWP TIO NALMITpPe ETICNTHTIRY CacoAotia Mpoc Teccose + | + ANON Tyyos TapeataHa pies 

S2HITX TIO apeierye ETIENTHTIRA QossoAOTIaA TMpoc o¢ NTAICoTIAL QiTH|MeTCeLiTe Mae + | 

(40) + aayera eAn Mp’ mwyiiakoh TW MareTpe ETIQOALOAOTIA ETO NENTH Wpoc Teccose + | 

+ y ey 
Ama Kvupos Sapound pel? Amoh\\w Hpakhuos vi0® 

Aaveiwr Iwavvo” Po.Bappov Tewpyro” 

(45) ye ove ) + 

+ 81 enov Ocodwpo” ae ovpBodeoypy + + + 

Verso, at top. 

[+ eyyunruxy ope yer, map,] (space) Awa KY Sapound perl? $ Awodd\w vro® $ add” azo y Wedc.. | 

xap ex", Iver Thurofor'S TewpY Avavo §$ And Aaveid | vav™ Kapp Ko Auy™ Kx, B Taye 

‘In the name etc. Written, Pharmouthi 13th, 7th Indiction. 

We, Apa Cyrus, son of the late (uaxdpios) Samuel, the /ashane, and Apollo, son of 

Heraclius, the tax-collector (ioSéerns), and David, son of John and Phoebammon, son of 
George, inhabitants of the Three Fields, west of Jkéw, we write unto the Syudcws dédyos, namely 

15. ntge. A frequent form of ethe in these texts. It 27. pawjarer = Aauyate, 
occurs once in a Balaizah fragment (F. Petrie, Gzzeh and 48. xp éxrrepapews (Bell). 

Rifch 43). 49. vavTav Kapa Bwv Kovpoou Alytrrov kata Sevrepov Tayev. 
16. ‘ere ye had sent them,’ z.e.? before the pagarch had The last 2 words quite uncertain; they are Bell’s suggestion. 

passed them on to headquarters. But ¢f 1. 11, ‘these we Cf 1441, 95. Perhaps they are equivalent to the expression 
send.’ discussed in 1. 13. 
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(jot) our lord, the all-famous (raveddypos) Korra, most wonderful governor (ireppvécraros 
avpBovdos), through you, most glorious (évdegédraros) lord, master (kdpis) Basil, by God’s will, 
tllustrius and pagarch (mdy.) of Jkéw, with its homesteads (éroixvov) and fields (reduds). Greeting 
(xatpe). We declare (6podoyetv), we are willing, we guarantee, we are responsible («.vdvvevew) 
and we go surety (-€yyvn) and are liable (€véyeoOar) for the persons (rpdéowmov) of these sailors, 

being those of our fields (weduds), whose names we shall display to you at the bottom of this 
guarantee-declaration (éyyuntixy dpodoyia), Them we send northward, as (as) sailors of xapd- 

Bwov-ships, in this 7th (€8dopuos) year of the Indiction, for the cursus (kodpaov) of the 8th (dydo0s) 
Indiction; that they may fulfil their expedition (ra£ei8.ov) as (as) kapdéBor-sailors, without turning 

aside (xdéymrewv), in the cursus of Egypt, for the second time, that they may fulfil their expedition 

(raé.) without turning aside (kdéu.). But if (et S¢) any one of them shall turn aside (xdép.), we are 
ready (€rotu.) to undergo any fine (rpéoriov) that our lord the all-famous governor (zavevd. 

ovpB.) may decree (6pifew) for us. For we are willing and responsible («wS.) for them, ere 
ye had sent them. As an assurance therefore (ody) unto the Snudowos Adyos, through your most 

glorious (évdo0€é.) lordship, we have drawn up for you this guarantee-declaration (éyy. du.), being 

responsible («w8.) unto you with all our substance (t7déor.) for this affair, swearing by the name 
of God Almighty (zavroxp.) and the health of our lords that bear rule, that we will keep and 

observe (it), as (pds) we have already written. We have been questioned and have agreed 
(6podoyeir).’ 

Here follows the yvdous of the names and residences of the three sailors; then a repeated 
declaration by the four sureties (éyyunrai), to the same effect as before, and including the sailors’ 

names. Since the sureties cannot write, George, son of Psate, acts as their scribe. Then the 

signatures of five witnesses, a list of the sureties (yydo.s éyyvnrav) and Theodore the notary’s 

(cvpBodatoypdados) subscription. 

PAPYRUS 1495. 

Or. 6230 (19). 152 14%in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyy. 602.) addressed by 2 officials of the Two Fields ® 
in the usual phraseology (v. 1494), to the governor. They undertake the production 

of 2 sailors, who shall be sent north. There are 6 (or more) witnesses. The second of the 
two guarantors, a dodékrys, is scribe. 

elmexecoar gapooy warroyer | RalseTer TApPICWR QaTTpocTiaewit itsee | aeaelocy easwit 

Qalleympocwrnorn | | QITMTETHEMA MxCEIC AN[Claeit TICCHYHTIRA 9 oaef[oAorral] | (5) [Ayo elit 

AYNeyle NATH seNTIOYyMocTAcIc THPc QAaTIIQWEY ENWPK separ | [aenmMoyTe ManTORpATwp 
SLUTO} Yaar Mitaxicooye eTasmagTe eTpPIIO ApS THpoeic | [Mpoc THoOae NTIQOKLOAOTIA AYsitoy jit 
aligoseoAorer+ | 

[+yv® o—] Afavacios Peodocr0s [vav]" a Sevo§ Adavaciss var a | 
° Xx 

+anon ROAACY MwWAetKOYy! aeitoyepyjenoyhe MuMMaeac THCTOS ETIENCHATIRA | (10) o220- 

* Both men occur in 1549. V. also 1481, 73, 1482, (the same person) as Bepuyenoygs in Hyvernat, Actes 287. 
102, Cf. Spiegelberg, Zzgennamen 20*. It is the origin of the 

g- The name Wershenoube(-noufe) is rare, except in name Barsanufius, whereof a false etymology (4jp:% (<2 
these texts, It occurs in the Synaxarium (10th Baunah) and Al-Makin 122) was current; of. Zoega, p. 110, 23. 
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Aorta MWpoc Teccosxe AYW TNKINAHNE Ye OAttTpocoron NTAMTIACTS ssssooy cate | 

Tapeyhor egnT coycon ney[TAgiT]M eppar ex[ijRaseTe er ac epwanoya giwoy Kaserie] | 

TAPNAMOAOTIZE OAMpocos[aeit mMijee epenmfasolerc Maney’ mennhoy magoprze] | seeeocy 

ESWM +ANOK Attapelac MyicloAoaewit MeAA™ eenmpS nTayaiTer aseeor aicgar g[apooy] | 

}horh seaprypo+ +a2an; bintop asapryp+| (15) ] sxapTHpe+ + anton tbrAS Trey it= 

TIALAKRAP, asia TIO ssaenTpe | OH)TOYseelOc MJNMAARAPIOC ALMA TIO MeLeTpPE eTIQOLL0- 

Aorera Mpoc tec[soae +] | | TIO MeeNTPe ETIECWYHTIRH QoseoAoweIa Mpoc Teccoae + | 

] ovepoevoudios Tapias vro>| ] vv ovpPBodeoyp + ++ 

10, TractaX = diacrédXew, ‘the persons whom we have set forth above.’ 

PAPYRUS 1496.—a.p. 708. 

Or. 6220 (3 C), 6230 (9, 10). Three fragments, respectively 7 x 11, 55x 11 and 6x 14 in. 
Only a few letters appear to be missing between them. 

ECLARATION addressed by Shenoute, son of Patermoute, a soldier and muortixds, of 

Jk6éw, to the governor, “Abd allah [b. “Abd al-Malik], and the pagarch of Jkéw*. It 
relates to certain sailors recruited and about to be sent to sea, also to their expenses for a term 

(as the endorsement shows) of two months, and to the wages (106s) of Shenoute himself. 

Frag. 1. Protocol [ev] ovfouart rolu Ov tov eden|povols] S$ PuriavOpwrov | wee ~S) aU) pur 

eam] | ove cor Os et pn Os povos | Maper amocrohos O0 | yu» Oss Tod oI SN ft SJ 
xh}\ | ABSaAAa ovpB | vos ABSedpedey | 

Frag. 2. ] nar toy [ylo}y Rar Toly acioy Mnjeysearo[c ‘THe... ] | Ras ossooyeroy 

“eM agonaar Tpraace +eyp I aj, K vy extns+ |[+anNon Wentoy]Te MeeaTor mye NileeaKnap®, 

NMATEPMOYTE MpOrelitigee NTARW[OY] | anasocroc Aotjoc QITCOTTHYTH NaneyPHeewe Mexoe%c 

abaedAAa nunpe | (5) cyseholyAoe grTooTTHYTH o[it] MTOTH Me[irajozoT Mesoerc MI | Treele 

NHOYWT SRWOY ALMNC[EMOIRION AYW xeNipMearac yY[arpe] | NeTw]Apcoar Tioyw]wW Ticaeste — 

I[TleTiteenTxoerc TIQCMeoAo | jawm WAalay ihr osanal[rit 

Frag, 3: (20)'[ <.i0000% TH [NajTAaay NeyIOApMatH OiMEepiepacHA Ortosereeo [itlee [ | 

[TIQOseoAjower smeerc eenTIyre Meee Rapahn eyTHR eyRroTy ehoA emAor{oc] | MMTROYpe[o}it 

NTANATOAH NAL NTAYENTOY EPH EXNTAIOIRHCIc NITTIaee MTSRWO[y] | ONTIPosetie TAI OERTHC 

itar, ertRoypcon gehaoaeHe mae, Mpoc Tooas MemreTa Asean emi(>] | Matey¢pHeewc mncyae- 

hoyAoc mrsenTipie [itjeeqy RApabit oy TrIgo[ort] | (15) geTomewe Tapribrt[oy] | [eg]HT gxentoywus — 

WMMNOYTE AxtaseelAra ayo aait[wjwor | eaeja mee epenitsicooye NaneAeye Tae allone- 

[igie | (QaTeyjaanannl 

Verso of Frag. 1. [+ o]uodoyea yevap’ rap* Sevovns (space) Tlareppov? otp* aro Adplodira | 

(20) avard 8, = Koy 8 (space) £8 v0 § amapY Saray av py B [ | k, otp* (space) €® 
avaton” § puc® av Sevov® Ty | 

* This phrase is unusually (? erroneously) worded: ‘I II. ey THR = icyvovres, Matt. ix. 12. 
write to the dn. Ady., through you,. . . “Abdalla. .., and 21. xara orpdérav. The last word = muotixds (Bell). 
through you, . . . pagarch of Jkéw.’ 
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‘I willingly draw up (this deed) for your lordship and I declare (éuodoyetv), without any 

compulsion (Bia) etc. (as follows:) Lo, here are 19 kapdBuov-sailors, in good condition, collected 
on account (Adyos) of the cursus of the East (dvarody), being those that had been brought 
southward upon (?) the Svofcnors » of the village Jkéw, this year of the 6th Indiction, for the cursus 

of the 7th Indiction, in accordance with (pds) the power of the instructions (ériorahya) of our 
most glorious (év8o€draros), all-famous (zaveddynmos) governor (ovpB.). These 19 kapdfuov- 
sailors, then (odv), I am ready (érotyos) to take northward, in God’s will, without neglect (duédeua) 
and without [shortage..... and to produce at] any place which our lords shall order (xedevew). 

And (I am ready) to bring a receipt (drddeéis) .....° [for their] expenses (Samdvy).’ 

ee er i 

b The preposition has so many meanings, that the sense pagarchies. Cf Apollinopolis, in 1449, 15, note. 
here is doubtful. Possibly ‘at the charge of” Cf 1508, ¢ The verb esne, ‘ bring,’ with daddeéis in these texts is 
1. 6. Elsewhere esme exm = erdyew, ériBaddew, or dro- difficult to understand, unless we suppose it to refer to a 
oréX\ew. Why and whence the sailors had been brought form of receipt, brought to the pagarch for signature 
south does not appear. Mr. Bell suggests that Jk6w may (v.1884). C1500. To ‘obtain’ a receipt is elsewhere ax 
have been the rendezvous for sailors collected from various (Br. Mus. 196, nos. 440, 479, 1158; Rylands 196). 

PAPYRUS 1497.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6214. 2 ft. 2 in. x 7} in. 

GUARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyyunrix} spodoyia), written in the 7th Indiction. 
It is addressed by Papnoute, son of Philotheus, a soldier, to the Snudovos déyos, v2. 

Kurrah, through Basil [, pagarch] of Jkéw, and relates to 46 sailors of xapdéBuov-ships, in good 

condition and full number (\npodr), destined for service in the cursus of the succeeding, 
8th Indiction. These the writer declares he has received, each man (xara) with his..... 

and his..... (wapapvia*); and he is prepared [to despatch (?) them] to any place which the 

governor may appoint. [He undertakes,] under penalty, not to bring any .....» and acknow- 
ledges [the receipt, on behalf of each] sailor, of 1 carat®, making 2 soldz less..... The 
usual concluding formulae as to responsibility, followed by the oath; then the signatures of 

6 witnesses, each in his own hand. 

+ANOR MaioyTe MWe Mieeanap, rAo[® mesaror ? MAH eLoc ioc] | Aotoe HTOI 

Tiixoeie Naney¢pHaewe Kloppa | NTOTI MemMaogo™ [maxoere MRyp, HlajerAferoe =| NraRMoy 

SSUMECETOIRION ayw seinfec ? g-aerel|(S)aencooy meey Rapahn eyTHR efy | eysHR ayo 

eyTAHpoy Nar mrayentioy | oiTiposerte Tar gehaosene 1>, ensmmoypeo[it — | strartitaoerc 

NaneypHaewc ncy[aribolyAce | TiIgosezoAorer oy xeayer eToot eysHiR | (10) KATA oA 

sNTEYTApaMHoIa Rata ofya | yu vad” ps Nar oy TIWooM geTorsewi[c | cava MMiee epenn- 

mocie Nan® neysehoyAfoe | semen Aaay Noyotie NHTN er ae[ | OltMagtarmon ayo 

TIQEseoAoTer sxees[ | (15) eMMeey erename cnay mgoAor, [Mapa ? aHasocroc] | 

8 Cf. perhaps idormia in 1565; so here ?douceur, b oyotne: an unknown word. It might mean ‘ charge’, 
‘gratuity.’ Mr. Bell cites an instance, BGU. 1024, p. 7, ‘claim’ or the like. 
Odiynv twa. Tod Biov rapapvOiar, ‘something to keep body and ¢ A mason’s day wage was a xepdriov (Clugnet, Adda 
soul together,’ or the like; also v. 1452, 12, 32. Or. 7029, Daniel 32, 20, 6th cent.), 
p- qa, has a similar use: ‘my vineyard..., whence I draw 14. Qramom = iduKcdv. 

the little zapap. for my livelihood and my poor children’s.’ 
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[Aoto]e OITHTETIEN™ NxsoElc AIcALIN TIECY[HTIRH QoxeoAotIA =| OITNTMETCOAaI QApor ernst 

ayneye natin [ | CkWPK aeTIpan NNoyTe MANTORpPaT[Op | eTpPAagapg Tapoerc Mmpoc ee 

nTangipm | (20) + ANOK MannoyTe Mwe mMprdko® MmeeaTo! TecTHXY eTergoseo[Ao- _ 

Tia? gare] | sancooy NNeey eTer ETOOT aenToyerr...c emaTplosete | Mpoc oyReparTit 

emiteety AMOK aayerT Me Nrewptsfoc | +amMoR eETEKIac MYNGasroyA Tio MeetTpe 

eTigoas(OAotian | TAkARAPIOC ALMA TIO MALHTpe eTIQOKeOAOT{A | (25) +AaNOR OgAamtHe 

Tiyjitteeanap, coshaseeewn Tilo =| asoc+ +anon asan, NWNhiRTOp TIO MaeiinTpe | 

MALOC + AAPe COACaLIT CY Mpe aealpTypo | +rwannne meAX nMpe ayo cyroyareitoc 

muy, =| A Mpoe Tecooae + | (30) + 8: exov Bcodwpov olvy ouvpBodeoyp+ + +] 

PAPYRUS 1498.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6221 (4). 1 ft. 23 in. x 7% in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyyin, éyyunrixy dpodoyia) relating to a sailor, native 

of the writer's own émockioyv, required for the cursus of the (following) 8th Indiction. 
The usual phrases are recognizable as to his fulfilling his expedition (ra€eiSvov) without turning 

aside (xéparew) and the submission otherwise of his guarantor to a fine. Four witnesses 
sign. 

] Tpwsenaeroimron Tapyhor |] gotaoHe ima®% TeycwR NyTAgiTN egpar | MMeeecocnay 
WJcOM asMweqRaseTer waireycwR | Rase|rer vaipneion gamtpoctiaews tae | (5) njeysehoyAoc 

HAQWPITE aeagoyy exwr | OIlTMTETNEN™ INcsoerc] Arcaett TICTHYHTIRA | EIRIMjayiHeye MATIC 
aui(Tajoyloctacie THpe | MNoyTe] NMANTORPATWOP xeMMoyaar smtasicooye | Mploc ee MTAI- 

WHPcoar ayaoyr argoaeo + | 
(10) ] vav™ a 

TieTENE ATIHNTH QoyseoAotIa Mpoc tTeccose | ] NMArTeEoc TapeycwR semeTanciTe 

agipas] | [aa}tkaseTe Tapacon Qampwctiaewn | Joc Magupize aeeeocy acswit+ | (15) ]reso 

maseTpe [.-... ] mpoc Tecoose + | Je aTereNtH Mpoc Tecco[se]+ (6 let. erased) | Tro maamTpe 

eTiecerya poc tecgose+ | Jpoc TTIW seeTpe eTrec(eyH] Tpoc TecGose+ | ] ovv 

ovpBodeoyp* + + + 

12. Cf. miNereeoc, mesAseeoc, a name in Rylands Copt. 235 and in a Balaizah fragment (in Bodleian), mACCyTE 
in RKT, cexxv. Is it for Philotheus ? 

PAPYRUS 1499.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6229 (1, 2), 6228 (2). 1 ft. 13 in. x1 ft, 2 in. 

SSUMING that frag. 1 belongs to the other (which cannot be demonstrated), this is a 
guarantee-declaration (éyy. éuod.) addressed to the governor by the J/ashanes of the 

émoixia Bounén and Sakoore, regarding the supply of 3 sailors for the cursus of Egypt in 

the 8th Indiction, but written as usual in the preceding year. 
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Protocol ev ovopats tov Ov | tov edenpovos | esc) oom) aU pu | ov cor Geos | 

et pn 0 Os povos | 

atioy Mmneyaratoe THE AtIac Ywororoy Kar | ]+eyp, pw” Day? 6 v5, eSouns +| mrou] 

mos senKoAAOY Me Hoyadentioc Maggalite] | 

Frag. 2. emeToc{ ase]|(5)Ter ex Te epwanoya gimwy HlaseTer] axoere Maiteyepeasewc 

ucHithoyAofe MJAQOpITe seeeoc aswn ganenr..[|+ anon RwWpPeoce Nye nloy]apemnTroc 

npawe nicjanwwlpe ThieToOr ATIECCHAICH oasoAower Tipoc TecGose aYW TIM] | aeneye 

ganenpozorront WeoycHe MWe Meeanape mMeey Tapecon Meyragiron egpar [| te 

TAPEICOR QATIPOCTIALON MMiee MMpoc ee eEperenxoerc Maneydpessoc neyuhodoe [| anon ama 

finTOp mue neeoaccroc ahzsooc epfor aicgar gaploy xexeaciitor encoar + [ | (10) + alton 

ae MU MIAAKAPIOC K€ARAPE TIO [ItjeeeTpE eTIO OLeoOAOTEIA HpOS: Tecooae +|+ aayera 

ela Ip MWitlieeaRnapioc taKoh Tii]w NeeTpe eTICNKATIRA QoaeoAta | Mpoc Teccose + [| 

+ ANOK ATOCHOPOC MUMITeARAPIOC IcAAK MPUO*€TSRWOOY TIO MaenTpe eTIQoaeoAoe[ia | grTN- 

TAITHCIC MMETCeeMte seaeoc + + alton chorhasewm Me MMeanaproc eeoawpo[e | (15) TW 

sseTpe eTIQ oso ATTA Tpoc tecgoss + | + aATOAAW TMeAANXT, MMPS MoMMeaRap, owsaeac 

TIO NARNTPE ETIECCYHTIRH QoxeoAloria] | Mpoc Teccose + | 

+ eyyunt 
Tareppov Mnva pel? azo emouKey Bouv Kohovbo Ovadevrio pel? amlo emoux?, LaKxoope 

(20)+ 8. enov Gcodwpov oly oupBoreoyp; + + +] 

Verso of frag. 1. 

+ eyyuntix’, oud yey ff Hareppod (space) Myva pel? azo Bouv $ Kohdoo pel? ato 
4s _ - +7 ) 

Saxloope] | yap ex, vas y oyw vav™ Kapp Koy Avy” emu a ] | Koy 7 yp & Pap 

(08 5 «BSopuns +] 

This protocol is given by Becker, Z./. Ass. xxii. 174. 5» Rwpeoc = KoNNoyeoc. There is not space for 
3. yor: this must refer to the original home of Pater- mpauyane. 

moute (or of his father, Mena), We cannot suppose that 21. A small uncatalogued fragment shows this sign for 
the éroixv Bowév was reckoned to the nome of Psoi apd: lyewrgl 
(Ptolemais). 22. xdpey byte et vavTav. 

4. Apparently not ganergurg. ext aap ? gj]. So Bell. 

PAPYRUS 1500. 

Or. 6227 (4). 193 x 42 in. 

ECLARATION (épod.), perhaps relating to the supply of sailors, since 1, 1 (‘that we 

will (?) bring them north’) seems parallel to the last words of 1496. 1. 3, referring to 

the receipt to be furnished, recalls 1515 

oly tuhrtoy con[t | manjeypHawe neyaehoyAloc | je THemMt amoaergiic | jana gMAaay 
m.[ | (5) migrarmon ayo sen | Aaay meer strejese! | | TIgoszoAover Tap! | RATAC]papH 

* Also two unpublished scraps, showing the phrase taest 3. Redeye? 
ATloresg ic, 8. Or gynorpadH, 

Iv. 3.1L 
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ayw TH[ |] tee mrariteente THPloy | (10) Qoaeo]Aorera MATH eNcToryY[er |] wWarnTIgaps 
[ | ManrolRpaTwp senttoyaar smutaicofoye | Jegar ayanoyint aitgoseoAorer |] 7 more lines 

showing remnants (without any names) of 7 witnesses’ (or partly the authors’?) signatures ;_ 
finally the scribe’s subscription, 8¢ ep{ov. ? 

PAPYRUS 1501. 
Or. 6222 (11). 328 in. 

ROM a document relating to the supply and wages (29% soz) of sailors for ‘the cursus 

of Egypt and of the East’ (dvarod#j), A certain sum has been reckoned, it is said, for — 
the cost (ru) of their bread. 

j 

This fragment has a strong outward resemblance to those in 1512. 

TIpole ee eTintaocylongoy | J soyTIpic MQocAoK, MMoYyh aestoyTeTapTon | ijeecy nTKO ES 

CON NUHeee senTanaToAn NTRO, | ] sestoynawrTpiestcnt HI epooy QaTTIAH MeoerR | _ . | 

3. Cursus fem., as in 1494, 14. : ; 

PAPYRUS 1502.—a.p. 709. 

Or, 6230 (74). 45% 54 in. 
ROM a document addressed to the [governor through the] pagarch He relating to the 

supply of sailors for the cursus of the 8th Indiction. This cannot be joined to the 
following number. 

MJTOTH Menaog’ masoerc | alywo nmmacap% nrsrwooy aseititcjertosnsfor] | ay} THo ner 

THO Mettenel[Qecoar ? wWertoyTe nuiaeattalcroc] | Joebaosenc i>, ernoypcon | gastto 

WMMoyTe AsMKaseTes | 

PAPYRUS 15038.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6230 (75). 2% 532 in. 7 

ROM a document relating to the supply of sailors. It is drawn up in the 7th, with a 

to the cursus of the 8th Indiction. The phraseology corresponds to that of 14! 

Il. 12-14. 

NQOTAOHE 1, coycwR Mey[ragiTn | semeoya grwacy RaseTer adlAa | gesoyou 5 
MMMoyTE epiy[ait | 
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PAPYRUS 1504. 

Or. 6230 (76). 73% 43 in. 

ECLARATION (6podoyia) as to the supply of certain sailors. This is the end of the 
deed, showing the writer’s receipt for the arrival or custody of the 3 (or possibly 10 

or 20%) sailors. There are 4 or 5 witnesses, each signing in a different hand. 

AigossoAjower + + ation wWemnoyTte[ | cT]A Kor ATeIQWaLcAWeIa Mmploc | Wose]|T seer 

ayer eTowT ayw af | ama Kocata nue mwarnnHe ml | (5)] TIO MaeiITpe eTerowarodAorera 

Mpoc tec[sose + | ] MUpitMeeanap®, seanape Tio mazeT[pe | ] MusMMeeanap, cack TIO MeenTpe 

[ | Mlwitteeanap, senita Maran? tro[ | ation eZelniac MuyMeeanapioc GastoyA[ | (10) + du 

enov Ocodwpov ovp [cupBodreoyp, + + +] 

® wosan}r or aan] t or xoyw)r. 

PAPYRUS 1505. 

Or. 6230 (33). 43% 4 in. 

ROM a deed relating probably to the supply of sailors or workmen; cf the use of ra€idvov 
and ‘northward’ elsewhere. An acknowledgment is given for the receipt (?) of 43 solid. 

Possibly the writer is himself the sailor required, who here undertakes to fulfil his duties; cf 

the phrase ‘and that I carry out (¢.? make clean*) my annual(?) expedition (ra&.).’ The 
43 solidi (received) ‘without diminution’ are perhaps the wages for his service. daodoyileuw 

should refer to the fine in case of non-fulfilment. 

NemseTaAsea [ | Najaagirwn Kata plosene |] egut TaToyho naaagiiton | jaw whrooy 

OSC W/QOAOK, | ] seecooy acsitujworT [| jie maroc eTpaano[Aocti%e | 

@ Ican find no analogy to this. The translation is not even certain; for toyho ‘purify’ is not Sa‘idic. To take 
it as = toyo, ‘show, display’, is not of much help. 

PAPYRUS 1506. 

Or. 6230 (28). 2 x 53 in. 

ROM a guarantee-declaration, relative to the supply of sailors or workmen to be sent north®. 

If the latter prove unsatisfactory, the consequences shall apparently fall upon the heads 
of the guaranteed (‘... upon their heads’)»; in other words, the guarantors here are not, as 

elsewhere, wholly responsible. 

JeNQHT axnnaserer | JryRaseter TingooM geTorsewic] |] ex ehoA eanTeyare | 

® Cf. 1496, 1500. b Cf perhaps ane in 1531. 
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PAPYRUS 1507. 
Or. 6226 (20). 22x 23 in. 

ROM a document probably relating to the shipping at Clysma (KAoycasa), and perhaps 
mentioning Muhammad b. Abi Habibah, the émuxeiwevos, as in 1515. The last words — 

(‘carry them to...’) should apply to the transport of goods, 

JRAOYcaea QITO[OTY] MaeaaseeT mye NaToy gahrjba mensmesss[estoc ? lextoy ef 

PAPYRUS 1508. 

Or. 6220(1), 6224 (28). 2 ft. 2 in. x 8in. 

ECLARATION (é6podoyia) addressed by Athanasius, son of Isaac, dashane of the émoikuov — 
of Nisekate (¢.¢. Keramion), to Kurrah, the governor, through Basil, pagarch of the 

Kopn of Jkéw. It relates to the payment previously made by the /ashane of a monthly money 

contribution (dmapyvpicpds), 4 and 2 solidus, in place of ‘half a workman’ (épydrys*), requisi- 
tioned for the (caliph’s?) palace (addy) in course, that year, of building, at Babylon. The 

pagarch had accepted the money, and had handed it to Theodosius, the tax-officer (Cvyds °), 

resident at Shétep (Hypsele), but with authority extending also to Jkéw. However, when 
Garah 4, the Saracen, came northward, he learned that the money paid had already been sent 

northward (z.¢. to Shétep) ; whereupon he insisted that only the workmen themselves (cwpdrioy *) — 

could be accepted, and he compelled (dvayxdfew) the dashane [to engage them]. Consequently — 

Athanasius had begged [the pagarch] to have the money refunded, and this he had done, by — 
application to the (vyds. Now therefore Athanasius declares (6yodoyetv) that the sum in — 

question—half a solidus and a gold ¢rvemis—has been paid him, not lacking a single ¢é\\s, and 
that he neither has nor in future will put forward any further claims: ‘for that which I paid 
hath come to my hand in full.’ Unable to write, Athanasius signs by help of a scribe, and is 

followed by 3 witnesses. Mr. Bell observes here: ‘This document well illustrates the nature — 

of personal (év odpart) and money (év drapyvpurpa) service. When the government demanded — 

the latter, the money was sent from the ywpiorv to the treasury, and the workmen were hired 

by, or paid from, head-quarters. When the workmen themselves were demanded, they were hired 
and paid by the officials of the ywpiov. Thus money was raised anyhow, but only in the former — 
case was it sent up to Babylon. This is discussed in the General Introduction.’ | 

em ssonjaar Tpiatoc + eyp 9? | [+ anon aeamacioc TMwWe NMaLaKaprjoc scaan MAawaie — 
SSTIOMMHKION MicenaTe On | eic]oaAr aeaneeocioc Actwoe HTOI Mitsoerc Roppa | ] gITOOT- 

Tv 
THYTH OM Tenaog, Maoerc maypic | (5) [bacrAje mMAAG ayo TMnatap NTROSH ahOOy 

® Properly ‘half a workman’, V. Bell’s notes on 1488, of Shuraih? (z. p. 2, note). It is to be noted that in 1509, — 
16, 88. The phrase recurs in 1512. Yet here (ll. 15,17) 5, Garah is corrected from Galah; but that of course does 
‘workmen’ in plur, are also in question. not affect the original form of the name. 

b V. pp. 13, 51, etc. above. e Elsewhere thus in Coptic: Revillout, Acis 68, mers 
© Instead of fuyoordrys, as in RKT.ccxix, Cairo stele 8706 tacoy (sic) noycwaration mpware, and Recueil vi. 64. 

and 1509 below. V, also 1884, 12. 
4 Is this the Arab name Garrah? or is it another variant 
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saititery |[OMMHKION THPloy Xaipe, seeneran nTayen oymawep™ | [erst ] Tapentaacy 

Hewaeation €..," mTayAH | jin eycasime eeaeoc ombabyAws mriposeme Tar | (10) cwleeatson 

Hoy Meqanap™ erename oynawe | [119 0A0R, ? RjaTa ehoT gasntpener oyit 
AMMApaRadrr | clweeaTIoN aMeTMNA Wuorne atTeTNs! Nanaprypic|(szoc gamigloh arerITaag 
Wecoawcioe NZYToe Mempo|[cwrost ? QUJWwWTH MeTo NZYTOc Epon QuwM aTeTIass 
gossodorra | (15) TAlAY CQoyYN QaiieptaTHe MTIALME QeenTpertcapal[RAitoc ? e9 HT 

exWM eTEsapagne acme giTooTTHyTH | alge epoc sxeaTeTNTMOOY Meyanap™ eguT 

agoge pary | Je al ereeHT McewseaTion _SCANACHATE Ateson | ] ANer oy anmapanadr 

assewTit eThenanaprHpicer, | (20) ]WOTH gtpary Mecorweroe NZHTOe aTeTHcTO | ATeTHJaMa- 

AIACY aterogy Mam MTeYge TeYoe TIQCKeoAotT | [Alon aeaNjactoc seaTIMAWe MQOAOK, 
asimtiTpastic mitoyh | [er eroot eywjaat an eypoAAoe MoywrT aeinTamamaay | szeM}reujerere 
NATH Waeneo noyoerwy gal (25)\pwsse QoOAWC AEATINTAITAA eF ETOOT eC[aHK | oy arcasst 

TIO CALOAOTEIA EICTO! Epoc EIWPK | NANTORPJ|ATWP aeMttoyaar MNeTAPYX YT exwit eTpeirgaped | 

] coyanoyr TagoseoAotr + + alton atoana|[croc MWe MWaeaKnap, Icaak TICTOT eTIQOaL0]- 

Aoctia Mpoc Techoak ANOK eTeRIac Mwitteear |(30)[ap, Sramoya >? ~—s JE aregar gapocy 
AEAMAC[MMTOEL + | Jo sssenrpe atroazoAotia Mpoc Teccose+ | ] TIO MeenTpe eTIQOLeoOAOTIA 

Tpoc Teccose+ | aeuTlpe TIQoseoAiRIA Mpoc Tecoosez+ |] (space) | (35) MasajRaproc 

S2HNd Talk, NTATIQOSLOAOTIA Wwe gIT[OOT] | 

6. mtayen: of. 1496, note b. as in Turaief, JJZazerialy (1902), no. 6. Perhaps too in 
8. Bell suggests an abbreviation of émray in the lacuna. Brit. Mus. Copt. Cat. no. 1111. 

‘epvont or the like cannot be read. at, Teqge: perhaps not an error, but intended distribu- 
9. Perhaps napanotasso |i. tively: ‘each sum (or coin) in its (proper) fashion’, z.¢. duly. 
20. cto here and in 1509 seems to mean ‘return’, ‘repay’, 30. Probably aqarver sazjos. 

PAPYRUS 1509. 
Or. 6209. 182% 133 in. 

ECLARATION (é6podoyia) of similar purport and wording to that of 1508. The writer, 
‘ Colluthus, son of Valentius, is, like the author of 1508, a village /ashane. He is also joint 

author of 1499. The other persons and the places named are the same as in 1508. One at 

any rate of the witnesses (Ezekias) signs in both. 

Jroory tapyhiroy eont | je gsemrpencapannioc | ] HToL Gapagte acyusnite | nTiaeerjite 
ayge epoc sxeateTuTNooy |(5)[Mey amapeypicjeecc EQHT aqwoe MeplaTy ] epoTN NTOoCy 

Gapag ncapary | x[eleearss aapeypicarce Qagwe IWTiLerte eraeHTe eTicoaeaTroMn | TIaLesste 
eaqanatKaze Macon [aitjhon anono mieptarne | mrieeente alter oy aNnmapan[ades] eeceorit 
NTGenanapeypicarce | NTANTAA ATHECQAT EQHT eWlwTM] QIPATY Meeorocioc NZY Ce | 

(Io) nuTaTeTHTS Noyh Nay ayw seeqoyHO ONWoTH ayw «anroy | MeTo nZyrwc eMsea 
eTasmsay eacicTo Minocon moyh mrepratHe | iTiseese EpoTIH aATETMANAaaAcy] satacooy 

Malt egpar enitcsa | TeMoy ae TIQCKeOAOKED secre OY T[phaeHcnt aencnay iRac | Acjer eTOOT 

eto MNEYWH sxemsewcarcose cer ehoA epotit | (15) elac aOR erae MARAHPporoRece eine 

Aaary Mpwsee QoAce MeTHATOARLAa | ETPETY WoeeHT MQOACK™ MMpocTieew[it OJATIQ Wey eywpsx 

OY Manaeocioc Aotoe | QITHTETMEN? MAOEIC AICALIN TIQCALO HHT eIcTOIXEr epoc | EMRIN- 

5. Sapag corrected from gadag. V.1508, note. 14. ages, ego: specially altered from ayes, eyo. 
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ayleye NHTI senTagyroctracic THPe garigwry | ErOPR seTIpal MMoyTe ManToRpaTop 

aziltoyaar ititasicooye | (20) eTAakagTe ETPHIIQAPO Titpoeic Mpoc oe NTAMWHpicg ar | ayaitoys 

algoazoAower + + AMOR KOAXOY MWe noyadnre | TICTHXY ETOIQOseOACTIA Mpoc Teccoss 

AY TicTAYKT weele OYTepaeHe | aencenTe WHeFAATEN ayes ETOOT seapRoy RYPFAAS exit 
mpe aga ecpaiya | S ssaprypw + + Qeparayw ecoaocioc cHit alan? Tio MaseTpe 
eTigoseoXorra | (25) Mpoc Teccose+ YF ANOK MeTpoc MwMnMeaKap, asanape Tio MlseeTpe 

TIgOssoACTEIA MWpoc Teccoae + + alton eTeRIac | MUMGAseoyA TIO NaenTpEe eTIQOs2oAOTIA 

Tipoc Teccoae + | 
6 pe 

+ 8 enov Scodwpov cvy aupBoreoyp +++ 

ore to him, that he should bring them northward ......., When the Saracen [came ?] 

biveee , namely Garah, he enquired [as to the] aforesaid [workmen] and found that ye had sent 
their contribution (amapyvpiocpes) northward. And he, Garah the Saracen, insisted with you, 

saying, “I will not receive a contribution (éwapy.) for such a matter, but (ei wr.) the persons 

(cwpdriov) as aforesaid.” And when he compelled (dvayxdlew) us, we went and hired the 

aforesaid workmen (épydrys). We came therefore (odv) and requested (zapaxadetv) you, 
regarding the contribution (drapy.) which we had paid; and ye did write northward to Shotep, 

to Theodosius, the weighing-officer (Cvyds), to whom ye had paid the money, and [he] resides 
at Shétep, and he it is is weighing-officer there, [over us]. And when he had refunded the 

aforesaid sum (woodv) of money for the workmen, ye delivered (dévadiSdvar) it over into our 
hands. And (8€) now I declare (éodoyetv) that there have come to my hand a ¢vemis and 

two carats®, of their (proper) weight. (And I declare) that I cannot sue you, whether I or my 
heirs or any man at all. He that shall venture (rohyav) (so to do, I agree) that he pay 3 soldi 

as fine (7péotov) for this affair. For an assurance therefore (odv) unto the Syudovos déyos, 
' through your most glorious (év80&d7a7os) lordship, I have drawn up this undertaking (6pohoyia) 

for you, and do agree (crovyeiv) thereunto, being responsible («vSuvevew) to-you, with all our 

(stc) substance (iréoracts) for this affair, swearing by the name of God Almighty and the health 
of our lords that bear rule, that we will keep and observe (it), according (mpds) as we have 

already written. I have been questioned and have agreed (éuodoyeiv).’ 

The author’s signature follows; then those of 4 witnesses. 

24. 1485 shows that this is merely a variant of geparaw, a A particularly clear instarice showing that Rac=«xeparwov. 
Eppaw, which presumably contains ‘Eppyjs, though, except in V. 1. 23. 
these papyri, this form seems unknown. 

; PAPYRUS 1510. 
Or. 6230 (77). 5X5 in. 

ROM a declaration similar to the two preceding texts, and likewise referring to an 

avapyupiopos (in lieu of men) and to Shétep and a ‘Saracen’, who had come to seek — 
them (¢. e. the workmen). ~ 

elroyHo guworn |] TapyTaay egoyit | McapjanHitoc nTacjer ncooy | JTHYTIK QAaTIQM@y 
WieptaTHe | anap|eypicasoc e(9]HT gaol 
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PAPYRUS 1511. 

Or. 6230 (78). 1 ft. 13 in. x 5% in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyy. dod.) addressed to the Syudcws Adyos, probably by 

the /ashane, and regarding 2 workmen (épydrns) who are to be provided, apparently upon 
terms similar to those ruling the supply of sailors. Three witnesses sign. 

Tic|Nay wepraT He | Mw]iteenia emminayneye gapooy [ | kycwR neytagiTm egpar [ | 

Qilwoy HaaeTer TIWoOM ge[Toreecc | (5) axoleic NaQwpITe asazoy [exws | Manarolcroc Aoroc 

QiTimenten> mesoe[ic |] eIKINayneye MATIC aeTalgyroctacic |] NANTWRPATWP seMTIoya(ar | 

]He mpoc ee nTaryHpre(gar | (Io) ] ? ~~ [elpY a pyva af | Je TBUNTAMHA WAagyaite me | 

QoleeoAoria Mpoc Teccoae + anlon | eccseTHCH QosroAotIA Mpoc Teccosk + + alton | ] TIO 

asaetTPe eTIECCH TMpoc Tecgose [+ | (15) ]poc TIO NaseTpe eTIeCCH Mmpoc Teo[oas 

+ 8 euov Scodwpov At oupBlodeoyp, + + +] 

to. Would begin with the name of the first workman. 11. Perhaps wyenoytje maamtnd. Cf 1486, 71, 1569. 

PAPYRUS 1512.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6222 (5, 9, 10), 6223 (1, 2), 6227 (11). The largest frag., 10 x 73 in. 

RAG. 1 is dated in a.p. 709, the last year of ‘Abd allah’s governorship, and its writer, 

a soldier, Mena, son of Enoch, addresses him through the pagarch Epimachus (Basil’s 
predecessor). The sequence of the remaining fragments is not certain: indeed it is not certain 

whether all 6 are from onedocument. And, were it not that frag. 2 relates to workmen (épydrns), 
I should add to them Pap. 1501, which closely resembles these 5 in appearance, but deals with 
sailors for the cursus*. In frag. 2 a sum (zoadv) of money, 23 so/., is mentioned as received, partly 
in lieu of workmen (dmapyvpwrpds). Frag. 3 refers to the governor's instructions (ériorahya). 
Frag. 4 speaks of some one who had been sent abroad (€&# y#pa) in search of certain men. 

Frag. 5 shows merely the usual phrases undertaking responsibility. Frag. 6 shows the author's 

acknowledgment and the signatures of the witnesses, who testify to his receipt of the money. 

Frag. 1. ] RAS TOY AtIOY MNeyasaToe THE amine JWororoy Kar | [goaelooycioy elt 

a20Naar Tpirance + eyp ji eray a v, eBSouns + | eNMP NaeaTor Mpwosentiaze NWTSRWOY 

eiegar| xojere ManeytpHeewc ahacdAa Nue MahaeAaeeAer | (5) ] Mt MeMAogo™ Mexoele NRYPy 
eMiszayoc miAA, [|] aeititcyertornion ayw sasitcymearale | goAo}R, Nioyh sencyitti[e 

Frag. 2. ] ameTMa Wome [.......--)--Y Mar | JH Temoypae TIQOKeoAOTES wEATI= 

Mocon | (10) amapeypricazoc gamrepraTHe NTiaserte oyTTAme | amjapeypicaroc | Tepleenert 

NTATETNTASY ENAGIS ayw THawe | THOloycoy EQHT gaTHAWeprarTHe | jwsacoae emer ehor 

QAM wcy mas | 

Frag. 3. (15) Waxay Mpoc Toose MemicTaAsea | cylashoyAoe NTAYTIOOyCoY Mat 
Q'uTIposene Tas | msjocom nMoyh oy Tiakente Tig ossoAoTer | QeTO}IALWC oFit | 

* But Mr. Bell cites 1858, 1893, 1451, 104-5, wherein 13. (Payment) ‘sent northward for half a workman’; so 
both sailors and workmen are requisitioned at once, in ll. 31, 39. C1508. 
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Frag. 4. ]mar oyae om ert] | (20) ] cba eregun wpa neanpuse | Aoattajcroc mpwas- 
TUTiaxe MoywT aKl(woy) |] Hr smTI22e moy[wr] | 

Frag. 5. ] eywps oy managocroc Aoroc | IM excToINKEr epoc grTHMeTcgas | 
(25) Tag}yMoctacte THPC QaTIQwWY erOpR MMpan | M)tsKcooye eTaseagte eTpagapo | 
ayalitoyr argoseoAorer + | 

Frag. 6. (space) | gossoJAwrsa | ] seamienay oyswe ngodon, yy ? By mnoyh | 

(30) ] NraTeTHTAay Nar egpar etacix ayo |] gaTMawge NaptarHe mTaTeTITitoy | ] mreAA 
nmp® mTahswoe epor aicgar gapoh + | Tho naseTpe eTigoezoAowea | J+ ator chorbasecm 

TitiMeeanaproc | (35) Ole WrarcoTas QiTHeTCeLerte seavoc +| ] eTIQCALOAOTIA Mpoc Teccoae +| 
asanjape TIO MakeTpe eTIQ oaeoAorera | |ITIOy NTpreeHcmt TAer eTOOTE, Massa | MJTAyTIIOOyC 

eQHT gaTmuy apceatHe + | (40) ] Mpanirac TW MeeeTPE ETIQUeeWPUTIA TIpoc Tleles[oas] | 
eTOOT]H NALHNA Nwpic THewe seen. g 

21. Or merely croc, a name found elsewhere (1460, 3, 1523, etc.). 
22. Perhaps smese]hrt, ‘ on the east’ of Jk6w, referring therefore to the Five Fields, 

PAPYRUS 1513. 
Or. 6220 (8). 103 x5 in. 

CKNOWLEDGMENT or receipt by ....., for substitute-money (? d@apyupicpds 4), 
received from Matoi, son of Apa Victor (?), on account perhaps of 4 workmen (épydrns) 

employed in (?) ‘the East’ (dvarohy). Two witnesses sign, one being from Tpia Kdorpa, 
elsewhere designating a part of Thebes». The scribe is he who wrote also 1594. 

NcAwey Mpwsee eTAMATOAH I J gare | amapeypiciesce yTooy Mepe™ emAowoc ME | 
Jes ETOOT OITOOTY MaeaTor MyMana HinTwp | Mote eyops NATIT oy asceet TH | (5) Jpoc 

aimaparader nommareAeyloleploc | mijoyte senmeoyaar nenaicooy neTaip | ] Nan mpoc 

THCGOse+eyp pi emd ig [ | JMapa acier eTooT Noyy grawoy [ | Joc MereAay, aemp© arto 

Tpiom KacTpon [ | (10) aejezoc+atnon snnwhoc muynpe [ | 

+ 8 eno Iwavy... ovpBotaoyp + 

2 dvdpicpds might be read. Cf 1419, introduction. sthtooy mgoAoRT, grTMAasem ary. In these cases and 
b V. Brit. Mus. Cat. no. 398, 1460, 9. perhaps in our text wapaAAayy might suit. Cf 1457, 1458 
8. mapa is difficult. Unless something is omitted after it, passzm. é 

we must suppose it a noun (? abbreviated). C/in an account 11. This much ligatured signature reappears in1594. The 

of expenses among the Balaizah fragments (Bodleian): omitted letters might be vt, followed by 1 or 2 more, also 
eaTtapa Nennoyy oncrooyt grtTmNassm(elsewhere surmounted by ° 

Aaunoy =? Adurav) waraKw, » 8,, and gan(sic)mapa 

PAPYRUS 1514. 
Or, 6229 (9). 1 ft. 3 in. x 7 in. 

HE end of an account: probably the wages of ship’s caulkers (kakaddrns) and of 

labourers (€pydrys). Below this, signatures of those who witness to the receipt of the 
money, perhaps by Ezekiel . 

® We are thus reminded of 1544. 
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]....KaX a ey v 8¢ |] x cpp a ev Bo |] ap, v By v do Kly | ] vy 

(5) ] TreTROe Mpsexn[wloy | QoAo}RoTIMO[c] Mtoe] ....| WloaeeT aettoyT. . |] space | gutoy]- 

SXENOC MWMMAAKAPIOC MUHA TIO MaemTpe | (TO) TIJo MaenTpe xearixoyaxoyaeHit MQOAS | | 
» Mpoc Teccoae +| jTIgoaeoAotIa Mpoc Teccose ayw TIO aenTpe | jcrRIHA senTeyeyn[TeAra] 

Tipoc | asleTpe errgoas[ | (15) FE HIHA senToyRaTaAAann | 

[+51 euolu Maxapiov ove pl 

13. Orcynnosa? V. Rylands Copt. nos. 158, 159, and 16. The scribe of a small, uncatalogued fragment is 
often in Byzantine texts. If eymreAta, / note on 1832. Macarius, son of Thomas, 

15. V. 1544. 

PAPYRUS 1515. 

Or. 6215. 1 ft.9in.x8in. It is just possible that 1516 is from the upper part of this 

document. 

ECLARATION (é6podoyia) in Coptic, addressed presumably to the governor, by..... 
(szg.), and appended to an account, in Greek®, of payments made (feuartiopds), the 

concluding lines of which are extant above the Coptic. The sums paid relate first to building 
operations (xricpa) in Palestine (I. 4), and, since “Abd ar-Rahman b. Salma(n) occurs, we may 

infer that the mosque at Damascus is in question». LI. 8-11 relate to provisions for the fleet 
at Clysma. The declaration acknowledges 1503 so/édz received (?), and undertakes to hand over 
that sum (?or the articles specified above) wherever the governor shall appoint, together with 
a receipt (dwdSeéis) °. Six witnesses subscribe. 

] vro ABo Aovv em’) x” Se Lex v §Y Ky KY bh b Bs 

] xpee~ KTUo LL 70 Syp? vio ABSepp vi Sadya emux$ ex DBK hve 

Je . . HAfalA emu ex? > 5 y 70 ph » Bs 
, sic KaTaTp 

ev" Tlakauori* ex v a «7 pend o” vy amoTp Vv ) "Halu ex ¥ a «7 pny o” vy amorp ¥ sf 
. p wens iB Kd’ 

(5) ABB, pac? ep? a d ro av by Tyt acKd a b y 
v ld 

id i |p eAao x i v KS wna! s onvp® B » 8 
: g , ‘ | ] v ay v By 
j ] mrovo 70 KX vo Maapnyr vw AB ABiBat emuKS py p Sy o' xd 

3] dato y KO va ofo y Kd vs adv? Ko ¢ v8 Ks 
7 , 

(ro) ] ¢ » B Karadday to xp Bout » BF 

LY 8" 
ITeTH NX OL xeaTWe TIOY QOAOR] eenoyreme seem | Moestaticazoc eTcatie | [MTIQOaL0- 

Aotia ? alanWowT esea mtee epemmn | (15) cysebloyAoc ManeAeye Taelt attonegic 

® Mr. Bell helped in the reading of this. ad VY, 18386, 
b V.1342. 15. anoaegic: cf 1500, 
ec V. 1496, 

IV. 3M 
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MH] (TH 2? ss MWe MMeeanapioc aeHNa TIO ageeeTpe eTS QoxeoAorera Mpoe Teccose + | 
TIO MALETPE ETIQOALOAOTIA QITNTAITHCIC eeTieTceerte eeevcoc + | sJanoh TIO NaseTpe eTIQO- 

sxodotia giTHTarTHere | gastoywu semmoyTie meredAX, mp Tio MaeTpe erigoasoXowera — 
TIpoc Teccoae + | (20) akanjape TIO MeLeTpe ETIQOALOAOTEIA MIpoc Teccose + | ] TIO NaHTpe | 

eTIQOKLOAOTIA Mpoc Teccoae + | 

[+ 8c enov Ocodwpolv ow vopikov eyp* + + + 

22. The hand is certainly Theodore’s. 

PAPYRUS 1516. 

Or. 6226 (18, 27, 28). Three fragments; the largest 2} 5 in. It is just possible that this 
is from the upper portion of 1515. 

{Ebay a document (doubtless a declaration, épodoyia), relating to the payment of workmen, 
the list of whom (xara épydrns as substantive*) is mentioned, ‘Our lord, the most 

famous (zaveddypos) governor’ was presumably addressed. The writer had received (?) 150 

solide, 

Frag. 1. Tapl | epemsastcofoye | MraTaepefarae | 

Frag. 2. sem. NILprepach[ Ht | aeitTampogarpecie mees[it seseor | (Aajay NeynoapmacH o1[ | 

Frag. 3. Miwe Tioy NQoAOK, aenoy|[ | Nramoerc ManeycpHerloc neyashoyAoc | . . 
Tie NTAKWOY gINTIT | ‘ 

® Similar substantives: Brit. Mus. Copt. Cat. no. 675 mnkatanpocwmon, perhaps 1845, 11 xara xwpiov. Cf too the 
nkataneg ; Rylands Copt. Cat. no. 338 mratatisze; 1574 familiar natasrepoc, Usyiebs. 

PAPYRUS 1517. 
Or. 6226 (9). 73% 7 in. 

ROM a declaration (6uod.). Its interest lies in the combination of a Greek account with 

E the Coptic text. The former relates to the workmen and building materials for the : 
Khalif’s riverside palace at Babylon. (Cf the phraseology of 1878.) The author of the 
declaration was presumably responsible for their supply. 

TH|poy nmag[iasmon | RaTaAATAacH eywpis oy | TigokeoAotia MATH excT[oIyXe | 
TMjeTerwsime THe gamlgor | 6) orl sar geeky eTaseagrTie | ayaiean See +{[| 

A 
Jayop? 4 » xpet 7 a av To opip mapa moran [ | ov|p 8 ex b yy eK, ep d muy S ad® ope 

[ | le« le] ¢ €K7 ep » vmo 7 K[ap"p* 

8 od v. 1441, 103, where this phrase lacks the S. If this § is erroneously omitted there, ’AA¢(£avdpecas) is probably 
wrong (Bell). 
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B.—_DOCUMENTS RELATING TO FUGITIVES. 

PAPYRUS 1518.—a.p. 708 or 709. 

Or. 6212. 2 ft. 55in. x 1 ft. 23 in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyyuyz. duod.), addressed by Apollo, son of Pshoi, Theo- 
dosius, son of Shenoute, and Ezekias, son of Gamoul, to the governor, ‘Abd allah b. ‘Abd al- 

Melik, through the pagarch Epimachus. They acknowledge the receipt of six families, which 
had previously been presented in the nome of Ptolemais (Psoi) by “Abd allah, son of Shuraih, 

the Muslim, administrator of that district®, and hereby undertake to hand them over when 

required. Dated 27th Pashdéns, 7th Indiction. 

aylo Macgooyn | Manazocioce Aoroc}] HToOr ManeytpH|[exoc] maoere ahacAAa [moje 

MahacAeeeAeR QITOTTIHYTN Menaogo™ | mexoerc MKYp eMiseayoe MAAS, ayw Macape 
WMITIAe NJoyYOT AKWOY sxeitcjertornion | (5) Ayo aeiNyMearac Narmpe, wis]... ..... jnooy 
egooy etename | coysoytreawy nmehor mawlwie .... gelhaosenc 1%, ere mempocwron | 
UTayMapoicTa aeeszooy onnTww mor [o}ii[jabaeAAa muymwmoypae | meapan’, ayw meni- 

Helaeemoc M[MeeJa eTaeaeay AYE! ETOOTI NTOOY Mempocwron | [aeitjteyoroaee aeititeyuy[Ape 

Mpole ec enaloyjongoy ehoA camecnT | (10) NTeleCWYHTIRH QoseoAowEIA Nar TapiicpyAage 

ssasooy TalpiTs eejrom | May Mpoc o€ enTaTeTIneAeye NAN May MMree epeTeTiaeinTasoerc | 
NHawite McaAMeyTpocwWNMON NTOTH THWOOM [Ng]eTOIULWC THMApaaraoy | eeseooy NATIT 

NaTAotoe MaTCTAYpoe MaTQoCoY MWA EF AC LLHTE | THCWH OAMpPocTiaewi Mike epeTeTi- 
MAANTSOEIC NAQWPITE aeavooy exx[comt] | (15) eYwOpPa OY TETHALMTxO0EIc ANCALIN TIECHPHTIRA 

QoseoAotia NATH | ENRINayteye NAT senTNOyMocTacte THPe WainTNgapg Titpoerc | mpoc 
TSO’ NTICCHYHTIRH QoseoAoteIA ENOPR Mpa MhoyTe NanTwoRpatwp | eetoyasar 

HETAPXE! EXON ETPIIQAPO Tipoerc Mpoc ee NTANWHPTcgar | ayaitoyit amgoseoAowes + 

(20) +yv® o—— 
Amodd\w AvSp£ $ Sredavo n y av $ AvSpeas vi av S EpeBexxa Ovy av yy ov § 

Azrohiw Eppaws S Mapiap 1 ¥ av S Supewr vi? av yy ow vy 

dio? Ovvodpwo $ @co8opa n y av S$ Texvors buy a{v]" S KoNtoo vf av S Avepia buy av yy ovd € 

Myva lepnye S Payyd y av S Sredavov § Mapbas [Ou}y av yy ov 

(25) Texpoumias S Avravios ve av S Sravpodarn Ovy av yy ov y 

EdwraBer yap! Ama xy S Piro vi av S Mapt Ovy [av] ; yy owy 

+ANON ATOAAW NUNMaAKApP, NWO aeitocorawcioc NWitleaakap, WeltoyTe TNETOT eTIEN= 

TH oOssoAotTEIA Mpoc o¢ ECCH ses20€ + ANOK ATTOAAW AICgAT QA@EEOAOCIOC seeeaciitore | AYW 

Qapor QWWT + + AOR eTeRIac MYMMAanaproc caoyA TieTor eTIg oseoAorra | (30) Mpoc 

TecGose + + ANOK AMA RHYpoc MuwMMeaKaAp®, altape Tio MekeTpe eTIQoLeoAore! | mpoc 

TecGoae + + AMOK AOAITACE MUWMMAAHAPY aeaHape TIO MaLeTpE ETIQOKeOAOTEIA TIpoc ee 

MTAICWTAL OITMMEeTcAeiNe sexeoc + + AMOR aayerr mye NEEWPCIO TIO MAMTpPe TIO OALo- 

a V. 1542. 

3M 2 
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Aowera | Mpoc Teccoake+ + AMOR ENON Nwittaeanap Hin[rop Tro NeeTpe eTIg oaeoAoc1a] 
| Mpoc Teccoxe + + alton chorhaaewmn MwyinMseanap, | 

(35) + di epov Gcodwpov ou vopukov ey[p, + + +] 

ee, and Pagowne....... [the Snudoros Adyos], namely (ror) the all-famous (zaveddnyos) 
lord, Abdella, son of Abdelmelek, through you, most glorious (évdSoédraros) lord, master 
(kdpis) Epimachus, z//ustrius and pagarch (ay.) of this same village Jkéw, with its homesteads 
(évoix.) and its fields (reduds). Greeting (yatpe)...... this day, namely, the 27th of the month 

Pashons, of the 7th Indiction. Lo, the persons (tpéawz7ov) that have been produced (rapicrdvar) 

in the nome of Psoi (Ptolemais), by Abdella, son of Shourae the Saracen, set over (éuxetjevos) 
that place, they are come to us, they, the persons (zp.), with their wives and their children, 
according (pds) as we shall display them at the bottom of this guarantee-declaration (éyyunrixy 

6poroyia). These (we undertake) to guard (fvAdocewv) and to have quiet, according (pds) as 

ye shall order (kedevewv) us. At whatsoever time your lordship shall require their persons (mp.) 
at our hands, we are ready (érotos) to deliver them over (wapadiddvar) unto you, without 
word (Aédyos), without cross (c7ravpdés), without festival-day». But if not (ei 5é€ pry), we 

submit to every fine (7péormov) that your lordship shall fix (épifew) for us. For an 

assurance therefore (odv) unto your lordship, we have drawn up this guarantee-declaration 
(éyy. 6p.) for you, being responsible («wdvvevewv) unto you with all our substance (irdcracts), 

that we (4¢. until we) shall keep and observe (the above), according to (apds) the authority 
of this guarantee-declaration (éyy. 6u.), swearing by the name of God Almighty (zavr.) and 
the health of them that rule (dpyew) over us, that we will keep and observe (the above), 

according (mpds) as we have already written. We have been questioned and have agreed 
(Spodoyeir).’ 

Here follows, in Greek, the list (yrdats ovrws) of the mpécw7a in question, with their wives 

and children; then the signatures of the 5 sureties, authors of the deed, and those of 3 witnesses. 

b ze. without claiming any right to asylum or exemption. V. Rylands, Caz., p. 240. 

PAPYRUS 1519.—a.pD. 709. 

Or. 6221 (1). 2 ft. x 82 in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (yy. ood.) exactly parallel, in purport and phraseology, 

to 1518, and having identical authors and witnesses with that deed. This however is — 
concerned with but one family, instead of six. It was written a month later (Payni) than 
the other. Some 17 letters are missing from the beginning of each line. The yvdous was 
filled in later, as the difference of ink shows. 

saitjitymeatac Xarpe, aTirig oxsoJAorer e[itlMooy egooy | [eTename coy ? itjmehot 
NAOMI WTepoasite TAI Qehaosene mar, | aettjoenAa Tycorsesee sembre meylwHpe]|] Mar MTAyMAp- 

QieTA aeavooy om...) | (5) Je MMEWT ONMTWW cor gITHRAcIe NwMahacdrAa | eTaraslay 

* The protocol 14 ¢ () is also by tLese three officials. 5. weust: a place? or an unknown word preccded by possme? 
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aye eTrooTn eynAHpoy TH[.....] | Ayo THTY exeTON Nay Mmpoc ec NTATeTHREAE YE Matt | 

[May Mieke epeTeTitaenTaojerc NAWINE Neaneympocwron erootn | (TIWOOM geTOILALCc TH]MApa- 

AIACY aeagocoy NAT MaTAoroc | (TO) [RaTeraypoc HATQOOY] HWA €F AC ALHTE TIHCWH 9AaTIpoc- 

[Tiaxw)t ree | epeTeTHagiiTaoerc Magol|pize ALe2OC EON CPPS OY MATIN altcaent | [Trew- 

CYHTIRA QoeeoA lotela CHHINAYHE ye MATIC eeitTItg yrocTac(ic] | [THPe Mpoc T]roxe NTIECHYHTIR 

goasscdorella enwpr] | [IIpal MNoyTe MANTORpaTwWp aeitmoyaar IItAICooTy eTaseagTe | 

(15) [THQAPO TiIpoerc Mpoc] O€ NTANWHPIcgar ayaioyM aimgoseoAower + 

[yv? oo 

[ > S$ Pay'nd n y” av S Bys v av S$ Payyd bvy* av ye ov § 

[+aion aAMoAAW MulitMALaKap, Mujor eenecoawcioc M(t Maearalp, | [wenoyTe aNeTor 

eTIQo|seoAowEIa Mpoc G€ ECcHO seeL0c Alon ATIOAAW arcgat [Qa@ecoawesoc] | (20) xexeacy]~ 

Mole AYW Qapor QWHWT + +ANOR eJFeRIac NMMaea (Hap, GaseoyA TicTOr ETI}QoLeoAorTA 

Tipoc TecGoae +| [+ANOR AOANACE MUIITAAKap?] aeanape TIO NaeeTPE eTIQOaLoACTEIA MoE 

NTAICWTAe OITITTETCAete | [Aeeeoc + + ANOR ATA RYpPoc MwiMaeajRap® anapeac Tio MaeTpe 

eTIgoszoAowera [Mpoe Teccose+] | [+ anon aayeirT nue NEEWPTjoc, TIO NALHTPe ETIOOC&eO~ 

Aorera Mpoc Te[ecoss] + | [+ aANon enw KX TuyyiMMalnap HrRTwWP TIO MaLiITpe eTIQ OLLOAOTIA 

Tipoc Te[ccoae +] 

[+8: euolv Gcodwpov ovr vopiKov eypj+ ++ 

17. The beginning is Bell’s reading. 

PAPYRUS 1520. 
Or. 6230 (79). 52% 42 in. 

ROM a declaration (6sodoyetv) addressed by David, son of George, to the Sypdcwos ddyos, 
through the pagarch, regarding certain persons who had presumably come into his 

custody. The last words legible recall 1518, 1519. | 

+aNon aayerT mue NEeEwpero | WitaHaeocioc Aotoc HToY MmNas[oere | MeyaehoyAoc 
i x gitooTi[HyTH | MAAC, ayo Macap™ sual | (5) Kamp, xeTIQosxoAoTEL seerle | seitAewsTIoc 

seiuyel | MjTayTaporcta [eearooy | 

PAPYRUS 1521.—a.p. 709. 

Or. 6230 (7). 2 ft. 63 in. x1 ft. 2 in. 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyy. 6uod.), addressed by two village officials (one of them 
the author of 1528) to the governor, “Abd allah, through the pagarch, Epimachus, regarding 

certain families of their village, whom the Arab governor of the Thebaid had sent home, after 

finding them (no doubt as fugitives) in the Antinoite nome. 

[+e] onoseatr Toy Matpoc Rar | Jwororoy Kat oszcoy[cioy | +anom mex mmuye 

iucewptioe mAawate sel | [merHb[T wT}sRwoy escgar NITAHAe [Aowoe | (5) [AhaeAJAa muye 

Mahaerererenx miclyeehoyAoc | nMHYp, eltiseagcoe MmAACY, ayw Macap sniasle | semitec- 
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meaia Naiper serTingoseoAores fasejere Maday aenzayxaprac | [Mplwsenmore sewreyotoaee 

see VIHpe ayer eTOoTH Mpoc ee enaolyor)/goy ehodA carecHT NTI eC[HYHTIRH QossoAowers 

Mar enjraymapoicTa seaecfoy] | (10) ONNTWW ANTINCOY gITTeposerle Tar [gehajoaeHe s> 

QITMeZoypae we njaroyaceA Mcapanenoe ayo memmesfaeenoc) monhaere mimpocewrmoit © 

OY | WTiaeente TIQOseoAoTeD meayer erToo[TH] eyalH|n [Ayo] eyMAHpoy Mar oxi Tito i] | 

QeTOIKkoc TapityAace aeeeooy THTI caeTor May Mpoc o¢ en|[TajreTMReAeye Ma ayo 

MAY Mie epe Te|riteenTscerc Nauyite mcal(I5) Meympocwnom smrootin [T)woon [geTorsejoc 

THMApafarmoy aeeeooy] | NHTH MATACTOC NaTeTaAYypoe NaT[Qooy] MWA er ae aeHte Tapit-| 

aAMoAoTEIZe QapocTisewht wiee [epeTeT]iteemTxoerc NAQupize | aeasocy exon eywpx oyit 

TaHseocioce Afotloc QITNTETHEN™ Maoelc alicaetnt | TIECHPHTIRH QossoAotelA NATH ent K]Nt- 

ayNeye MHTN senmeremwonme | (20) THPY gamifowy] ayw eMOpR aemtpar [MtoyTe ManTw- 

RPATOP seMt-lMoyasar Mitsicooye eTAseagTe [THOAPE]O TIpoeic Mpoc ee enTlaAmuHpM)|coar 

AYSNOPH amo oseoores + 

+yv” o—— Ilakav Mias S$ Yrepavo [ 

Zaxapias Iwavvo $ Ocodavia yori av[ S$ EdijoaBer Ovy av § ‘ind bvy av yy wos 
Xx 

(25) yy we nt 

+ANOK MINT Muwjaetaeanap, CTewpcioe MmAawaite sererrory out TWNSALOyA THNCTHXH €TI- 

eTCEAIRH Qoseodoria | MAococ Tecowee aANOK chorhjased] TyMMaToce MTAyMAAaRApr | 

MALOOS AICOAT PAPOOY mearay nor [Ay]@ Tw NaseTpe QooT+)| (30) +alton rocKh nuynhinTOp 

TIO Waen]Tpe eTINTICCCHTIRH MQOMLoACTIA | Mpoe Tecose + + ANOR MeTpoc MMTAAKAp, 

ALAKAPE TIO NaseTpe | CTIENTHTITH QoseoAoteIa Mpoc Tecoose | +ANOR AMA KYPoc MNT 

AsAHAP? Altapleale TIO NaeeTpe ETIENTHTIRH Qoaeodorwesa | mpoe tleccoae + | | 

(35) +8: epou Ocodwpov ove vopiKouv eypy + + + 

‘In the name of the Father etc. We, Pnei, the son of George, the /ashane, and [Poudénsh, 

son of Gamoul, of the Five Fields, [on the east of the village of] Jkéw, we write to the 

Sypdowos [Adyos, namely, our lord, the all-famous] Abdella, son of Abd el-Melech, the governor 

(cvpBovdos), [through thee, our lord,] master (kdpis) Epimachus, 2//ustrius and pagarch 

(wdyapxos) of the village [Jkéw, with its farmsteads] and its fields (aedids). Greeting (xatpe). 
We, declare (6uodoyetv) saying, Lo, Palau and Zacharias, men of our fields, with their wives and 

their children, have come to us, even as (pds) we shall display them at the bottom of this 

guarantee[-declaration] (éyy. [éuod.]), being they that have been presented (wapuordvac) in the 

nome of Antinoe, this year the 7th Indiction, by Szourae, son of Al-Ouasel, the Saracen, 

set over (éixeiwevos) the Thebaid (@nBais). The aforesaid persons then (rpdcwmov ovv) we 

declare (6uod.) to have come to us, full and complete (zdypodv). These then (odv) we are 

prepared (érotos) to guard (fvAdooew) and to have quiet, according (mpés) as ye shall order 
(keXevew) us. And at whatsoever time your lordship shall require their persons (rpdcw7ov) at 
our hands, we are prepared (érotp.) to deliver them over (wapadi8dvar) unto you, without word 

(\éyos), without cross (o7.), without festival-day*. But if not (ei 8€ pyc), we shall be answerable 
for (dodoyilew) every fine (apdormov) that your lordship shall fix (6pifev) for us. For an 

7. Xap, could be read, here and elsewhere. a VY. 1518, note. 
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assurance therefore (odv) unto the Snudctos doyos, through your most glorious (évdo0€.) lordship, 
we have drawn up this guarantee-declaration (éyy. du.) for you, being responsible (xw6.) unto 

you with all that is ours, for this affair. And we swear by the name of God Almighty 
(wavrox.) and the health of our lords that bear rule, that we will keep and observe (the above), 
according (pds) as we have already written. We have been questioned and have agreed 

(6podoyeiv).’ 
Here follows the list (yrdous odrws) of the mpdowra and their families, 8 persons in all; 

then the signatures of the 2 authors of the deed (both illiterate) and those of 4 witnesses. 

PAPYRUS 1522. 
Or. 6230 (80). 32x 53 in. 

a. from a guarantee-declaration, in phraseology similar to that of 1518, 1521. 
A list was appended of the persons whose presence, when required, is guaranteed. 

Tipoe e€ eT]Nacyong neypan ehodr [| geToreoc Tapendparage ssasfooy THT! | aeTOMN) Hay 

AYO Nay Mise eTernamrte lea | ex] ac avewe THCWR O/altpocTieewit | 

3. Where exactly this and the preceding line should divide remains doubtful. 

PAPYRUS 1528.—a.p. 709. 
Or. 6230 (81). 1 ft. 32 in. x 5 in. 

ECLARATORY undertaking, addressed by Apa Cyrus and..... , presumably village 

officials of the Three Fields *, to the Syudows Adyos, through [the pagarch] of Jkéw, 
‘It relates to certain families—perhaps fugitives from the Thinite nome (z. verso)—now in the 

writers’ charge, and held ready to be handed over when required. C/. phraseology of 1519. 

Above the text, traces of a protocol: pel! sl Ulaw. 

+en onoseaTs Toy Matpfoc |[{|+anom ama Rypoc mf ? | xectwe mye nn? | 

(5) eMegar mmaneeoci[oc Aoroe | neyeehoyAce grrooTT[HyTH | Noywr sRwoy [ | nmehor 

Naw [| meywHpe ayer [eroorm | (Io) mar NTayMapgtcTa aeeeooy | Ayw Tenimeselettoc | Ts 

eaeTON May [ 

Verso (at top). Jamo y Med: xap |] @uz0 yp p 7 Kb vy 0+ 

a Apa Cyrus very likely the /ashane of 1494, 1524, 4. Sids recurs in 1556. Here the explanatory xe- may 

1549, etc. indicate a second (nick?) name. Cf in 1584, 1579. 

PAPYRUS 1524. 
Or. 6230 (82). 134 in. 

ECLARATION similar to 1528, regarding certain families in the writers’ custody. One 

of the authors is the /ashane, Apa Cyrus, son of Samuel, who occurs elsewhere 

(1494, 1549). 
[+anon a]na Ripe muyntcaseoyHA MAawanle | Mpocumon er eTooTH eenmeygrosee [ 
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PAPYRUS 1525. 
Or. 6230 (83). 23x 53 in. 

, persons—or merely of ‘Cyra, daughter of ..... Men from the nome of Psoi 
(Ptolemais) are also mentioned. 

ren a declaration (dodoyetv), relating presumably to the receipt or custody of certain . 

TRWOMH NTSKRWOY aeifitece(Mormson | JooeeoAower aeere RYPA TWleepe | ]epwsemteromnion 
Noyw[T |] setonpwosrentowy mor gireposene (Tar | ] WrayMapgicTa aeeeooly 

4 

. The 1st words of this and of the next line are upon a small fragm. whose connexion with the rest is not indisputable. 

PAPYRUS 1526. 
Or. 6230 (62). 12x 83 in, 

ees a receipt for certain persons (cwpdriov). Reference is made to (? the orders of) the 
governor (cvpB.), ‘the roads to the East, and to the receipt (?) of profits on exchange 

(xaraddayy). 

noy-al | bH e[mjegrooye WaTamaToAH ayw TIgosedAower xeaTHATAAAAKH ex [ | Jthopoc + 

2, These words recall 1508, 1509. 4. Peodoe = PddAds; of 1508, 1544, 

PAPYRUS 1527. 
Or. 6230 (84). 239% in. 

ROM a declaration as to the receipt of certain families, 

sic § 
Je mpwsee ayer erooTn eTecborhaeewi{me | ] aenTatce Teycgreee sentocpenna Teywleepe | 

] ayo Neganmray[itoc 
2. Cf gepehenna, cited in Brit, Mus, Cat. no. 2. 

PAPYRUS 1528. 

Or. 6230 (20). Three fragments, the largest 1 ft. $ in. x 9 in, 

NEI, son of George, author of this document, is the J/ashane of the Five Fields* 
responsible for 1521. He appears (I. 13) to address the governor through the pagarch, 

but possibly merely the latter, Frag. 2 contains reference to (? or confession of) previous 
carelessness and neglect (dyedelv, karappoveiv) as to certain persons who should have been (?) 
put in custody (do¢adtfewv), whereby a heavy fine has been incurred. The writer undertakes 

® This is shown by I. 1, ‘on the east of Jkéw.’ 
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for the future to let none escape, but to lay them in the prison (dvdaky). If any servant 

(of the addressee ?) or other shall seek refuge in Pnei’s ‘fields’, he promises to seize and not 
to conceal him. The text ends with the usual clauses as to responsibility and the signatures 
of 3 witnesses. 

Frag. 1. NeryT NTxRWoY TApIgalpo |-..¢ WarTanononH ito | 

Frag. 2. sjearaseeAer ayw armmatarcpponer ayw om ef | [...]. apeean. gmiteToyusrite 

ncooy ebfoA] orrorTHyt(n | (5) MMeIgony Taactadsze nt 
[TleTiteetTescere eres TW [ 

AS{ 
| Hait eacytoone ehoA sent | 

Frag. 3. OYNjoo NTIs20pia eenoyios wipoctifeeon | miael...] Manerocioc Aowoc ereT- 

waneAeye aeeeooy Mar gittegoo[y | (IO) MaeecAcia ayw senercyeyope MTeEArry Mpwsree 

mopn ehoA [ | eseeerer ermaactbadize aeenoyy om eTecpyAAacH ayw' epwancayfon mie | 
H MaKATAAAYy MANTATpPONON MoT TYer exnnaKore Tapicon{ey | axngoney eywpss: MTaHeeocioc 

Aoroc aanrerienaozo IxsOEIc alreran| | Epoc QITHMeTCOAD DAPOr aYyW EIOYTIOREICoar seIt- 

Tagyloctacic TH[pe emopr | (15) sartoyaar NETAP €ROM ETPAOAPO TAapoeic aAYW Tacipe 

Mpoc o€ NrawHpMcoar] | + anon Miner MWe Niteeakap, Tewptioe MeTwepentcoar care 

mictor [ | anon Sintop nuje MMmeeanap, ecorocioe alcgar gapory axexealeymore mcgar+ | | 

[+ano]k TewWptioce MUWiMtieeanap, ate Tio meenrpe [ | +cenoy hapoodoseard seap- 

Typoc + +ANOR aayelT Nye NTewperioc | 

(20) +8: enou Buxtwpos Ocodoc.ov of 

. 2. Not axszoc. For dvaywyy I can find no meaning. 7. ent r@, introducing always the consequence of failure to 
4. 1st visible letter ?x or A. éricraApa (-pua) suggests fulfil foregoing conditions (v. examples in Rylands Cav), 

: itself, but can scarcely be read. shows that the gap between frags. 2 and 3 cannot be great. 
| 6. moone ehod, ‘ migrated,’ 11. ei py te used as in Rylands no. 277, 19. 

C.—_GUARANTEES AND PRESENTMENTS. 

PAPYRUS 1529. 
Or. 6230 (85). 64x 114 in. 

: UARANTEE-DECLARATION (éyy. éuon.), addressed by... .. (Alur.) to the Snudovos 
j \dyos, through the pagarch and his representative (7pdcwmov), Apa Cosma, whom we 

meet thus in 1542, here called also dvtvyeotxos*. One person only appears to be guaranteed, 
wiz. the priest and hegumenus, Andrew, son of Patermoute, himself a frequent witness in 

these documents. The writers undertake to produce him when required. 

jdc + +([ | amon neTHagyrorpacde gapatey MTErENTHTINA Ceeodlomsa MeTH[oreEr Megas 
eycoas) | wieyois MeTHoIer A Mcgar epetbymorpacbece coar gapooy [entcgar MMaeocioc] | 

i Aotwoc OITOCOTTHYTI Menwxoerc Maneycbessoe meyerbloyAoc | (5) meyeshoyAoe giToTTHyTH 

y OM Memrogo™ maxoerc [ | [ayo] Macap MiMITieee NTARWO'Y ? Nsollerc AMA HOceed 

@ ‘Land-agent’ (Grenfell and Hunt, Pap. Oxyrh. vi, agent referred to in 1860, as stationed at Fustat. This 
No. 943, n.). Cf Rylands, Cas, no. 132, where too this assumption would be confirmed by 16388 if it could be 

i may be the title of the amir’s agent. Cosma is here pre- shown that Apa Cosma there is the same person. 
i sumably with Basil at Jk6w, and need not therefore be the I. hawt. 

IV. 3.N 

wee) 
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sic 
nariveyNec AYO Mempoconon wmEKypoc [hacrAeroc | xeTHo NENCH ETOTTHYTH MTeMpocwron 

Manapeac menmp® [ayo Nontoy] | ayw NMwittearnap, Matepsroyte menp® may wae epe~ 

TETHAANTSOerc mauyrte | (IO) }y seeeocy MATIN MATACTOC NalTeTAypoc 

PAPYRUS 1530. 

Or. 6221 (3), 6230 (71, 72). Three fragments, the largest 11x4in. Sequence not 
certain. 

DECLARATION (éyoh.), addressed to “Abd allah, the governor, through Epimachus 
the pagarch. The writers, who refer to a former request granted, guarantee (wTwope) 

either the person or conduct of some one, and appear also to promise payment in full 
(xafapds) of a poll-tax (Sutypadov) due from ‘the men [of..... ” The authors are presumably 

village officials. 

Frag. 1. goseoAo]eesa neTnore | Jegar gapooy | ] ahacAAa mye nlahaeAseeAex | M}psoere 
MKY Py erteeancoc | (5) Meleymearac | white grTooTH | joycerc meanazocron | XJwpa gaTeposente 

Tas | itn 

Frag. 2. (10) THRINay)Neye sATit | TIHUZ)TWOPpeE | THRINAyHeye MATH | 

Frag. 3. Jeooy neynrn | aslidaay meseroarom | (15) JureyerTage@ | ] seer AHA | ly 

epon eae | at MaparadAler MALOTIT ATLETIITA | gen|RareAeyoeepoc enatasRwoy | (20) ] TApoy- 

Taay |] MHTN Raeapoc | jooy gaTaracpachon Mepwsee | aylwo segaetoywuy smMoyTe | 

4. |pycic might be read. 8. Cf ew xdpa, Kdrw xdpa, dvw xapa. 

PAPYRUS 1581. 
Or. 6230 (35). 1 ft. 43 in. x 6 in, 

UARANTEE-DECLARATION (eyy. 6pod.), addressed through the pagarch (presum- 

ably to the governor) by Phoebammon and others (names lost). Its phraseology 
differs from the usual declaration as to the receipt and production of persons, in the clause 

(l. 6) undertaking apparently responsibility for the poll-tax (Si¢ypadov) of the man to be 

produced 4, 

MAAS ayo nnatap [| Nap, AETMSoeeoAoves THOY[WW THWTOpPE THKINAyNeye vyo]| 

TNO NeMarmmec(oat] MMeMplocwmnom ? pose]|TIROSEH NO~HOT sKWoy [| MpocwHnont MTOOTTHYTH 

{ | (5) maTAoroe naTeTaypoc [ | TAPNcWR OQaTIeqaracpadion 7 ean)|Tyame eyuops oyit 

[ | AMceent TIECHyHTIRA QoxeoAotIA MATH enninaynteye] | NHTN eeTigyroctacie THpe — 

QATIQWC] ENWPK eepat mioyTe) | (10) MANTORPATWP xenMoy[sar MiNsIcooye eTAeAgTe 

eTpirg apo] | THpoerc Mpoc ee NTaN[wHpMcgar — | 9 more lines, giving the signatures of — 

Phoebammon and the joint authors and witnesses, and the subscription of the scribe (name lost). 

® But the usual use of the verb cwx in these texts indicates that the guarantors are responsible for the tax in case of 
‘submission to’ or ‘responsibility for’ fines, etc. (almost as failing to produce their man. 
azodoyifev), and, following the phrase in 1. 5, it may mean 2. Cf. phraseology of 1494, 1533. 
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PAPYRUS 1582. 
Or. 6226 (14). 1 ft. 43 in. x 10 in. 

ECLARATION as to the production of certain persons when required and submission 

to a fine in case of failure. Identical phrases are to be read in 1518, 1521. 

Jeperitesivrascere sya ]ey[nite Neawjeympocurorn | [TOOTH THUJOJOM QeTOIAeWe TIMApaaraoy 

asssooy MATIC | [MATACTOC HAT|cTAYpoc MATQOOY MWA ef ac eeHTe Tapicwn | [QampocTieeo)it 

MILL EPETETMALNTROEIC NAQWPITE eeaeory exo | [eyuops oy MTETIALIITAOCIC ANjceent TH | 

PAPYRUS 1533. 
Or. 6230 (59). 6% 73 in. 

Ree a guarantee-declaration—to judge from the formulae, identical with some in 1494 

—addressed to the Snudows déyos through Basil, the pagarch, and referring to the 

production of certain persons, when required. 

Mjanssocioc Aforoc | cyseeho}yAoe grrooTTHyTN NTWTM Nlewacg™ smesoerc] | [MHP] 

hactAcioc geenoywuy nMNoyTe MAA? [ayo mMacap% | TH]QoseoAOTEL THOYWU THWTOOpE 

TURINaAyNeye | | THO NeMeMaryecear Mmenmplocwnon nm | mpe TIpseTHwsen NOYWT sKlwoy 

ETETHAW ME MCATICTMIPoOcwMoN Wool Tit 

PAPYRUS 1584. 
Or. 6224 (18). 4$x9Q in. 

ROM a document written by inhabitants of the éwotkuov of Poimén, and involving 

a guarantee (éyyvy), perhaps as to the production of.....+, also named Pijouk 4, son of 

‘Papnoute, the person whose name is visible. 
sic 

Q]iMtosereeo Mieke SETIO NOCTOIKeWe | TIO NeleTYH ayw TIO Nenenamecear | mejroy~ 

MLOYTE Epo AEMIisoy~R MwywnanntoyTe | CMON NOY]WT MWoweHN ONTMeEarac MITTIaLe 

NoywoT aKnwoy | (5) mplocw/ron 

® mxoyk in 1553 also. Cf the 6 xai, which in Greek documents introduces these second names. Other instances 
here are in 1576, 1583. 

PAPYRUS 1535. 
Or. 6230 (86). 6% x 5¢ in. 

ROM a guarantee-declaration (doubtless éyy. dpod.), addressed to the governor through 

the pagarch, presumably by the officials of the Five Fields, since the person 

guaranteed (1. 8) comes thence. 

«*MitaHarocioe Aotoc grTooTT[HyYM | MIT NTSKWOY sei | MeceYyHTC eTHAQ YH[oTpaa | 
Qosrodowera gnnmoywuy [ | (5) Kwpre Aaay nha gianfarH | gmepiepapH gitoserer(o 
Mise | THO NETEYH ayw THO MeN[yecoas | Mpwss(itjenore mHbT sf | 

3N2 
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PAPYRUS 1536. 

Or. 6230 (16). Four fragments, the largest 1 ft. 114 in. x 6 in. 

OCUMENT consisting (so far as now visible) of the declarations of some 20 guarantors, 

each of whom goes surety for the priest Hermia, undertaking either to produce (?) him 
in person (mspédcwmov) or to pay one gold sofdus. The words ‘for once’ (occasionally in 

Greek apos ama), which regularly end the formula, should imply that the guarantor safe- 
guards himself against a repetition of payment®, Many different hands are represented, 

several of them very unskilled. The lines marked with an asterisk have been carefully 
crossed out, with what object is not evident. 

Frag. 1. Mpocwjnon [AH oygoAon, nnolyh mpoc amag + +* anon twoannHe Muye 

iiteeanalp, | *rsJo Nente Mempacomon gepasia mpecherepoc NoygoAoKoTT[/ mutoyh] | *mpoc 

oYycoYN anon seaorac nehuHpe enraicgar gapoh asexealhitos] | AMOK AMA THP MWyMtKOA- 

Aoyeoe Tro Men[eH] sMTeMpoce[most | 

Frage, 2-4, (5) sGose.n..[ | Te eMmeympoconon H o[ygoAor, mitoyy] | + alton 
ecoawploc ? | *..mpjogonom eoygodon, [nnoyy | illegible [| "gepasta mempec- 

futeploc | oe Itpoc oycon aayeit A | (in margin, different ink, aaya) *+aton rAS 

Tugiteerta ae.{ | *smtempocomon....sef | *.. oygoAo[H, | evs Mazos arcgar g[apo ? | 

(15) (margin, as before, macpia) + Anon Qacap muwisep. . .[ | illegible [| 119 OACKOT, WITOY Ce] 

ripoc O79 CAOKO[t ‘pa ROAROT THEA ait GIES St MaLol arcgar gapoc] | + eeapRoc 

mp® mye mmeeanapl | (20) illegible [| + amon ecpothaseom [ ? | Mp® H Meqmpoconon 

[H oyQoAoK, mMtoyh] seritac mug | agi ewparto + +an[OR...- cesses ] Tio NeCCH Trempo- | 

conon Noepatira mempe [ . moygoAon,] mnoyh mpoc oycon ssat | (25) anon cewprroc 

ee »++] about 13 let. Tro nlereH gooTt moygodon, mio[yh ] +aion — 

oy man} porhasson TIO NECCH TMeMpo[conont ] NyMpoconon H oygod, Nitoye | mpoc 

open | mempocus itgepae(ra | (30) *(margin orb) amon metpe muynrewpitioe ] ? 

[ | *[MgojAont moyey mMpoc oyc(OM........56- Ipox ++ anon eprdoc® | *nuwnwenoyte Tro 

Meccan [igepeera ie]mp® A necpocoront | * [oy9oXoK,] mitoyh mpoc amag | ] ?  mpoc} 

OnON Noepleia MH Meqipoccoynwn A | ] Mpoye oycam+ +aton soc | (35) MwyHpe 

‘itaeanap, [eswy|cHe [ ] TIpoce Ngepasia Tenps | H Meqmpocwnon H oyQOAOR) niHolyey 

Mpoc oycon] + + anon S2OYCHC f TIWMLALARAP, IWOANNHC TIO NETTYH M9Epee|ian Menmp® H 

neMpocemton | KH oyQoAoK, NNOYEY Mpoc amtag + a(ion QIAKAP Mraysooe epor arcgar 

gapooy | tayo Tio NereH QUWT NHoOyOoA(oR, Tpocwrton ijgepsera | (4o) + anon 

oyanoype muy] ] illegible | mpoc oygodon, nnoyh [ (blank) 

2 In 1589 the variant is ‘ one single time’, in 1538 ‘ once 15. gagap: cf gagop, Rylands, no. 224, etc. Possibly 
only’. Cf the use of wpocdzaé€ in receipts, Wessely, UKF., recurs in 1. 38. 
nos, 66, 661, 904, etc. 
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PAPYRUS 1587. 
Or. 6226 (15). 327 in. 

LTHOUGH the person here guaranteed is named Hermias (here son of Kalapése), the 
sum guaranteed, 3 so/zdz?, seems to make a connexion with 1536 impossible. Other- 

wise the 2 texts are exactly similar in phraseology. 

] + anon aayeit [ | noepasrac mye Nieean, KAAATIHce H Hlecjmpocwrom | + anor 
 oyenoype mye mcabitoc Tro [necryH | Nwitseanaproc KaApanHce Y Me[ympocwnon 
— WosenT mpoAoK, Mpoe oy]|(5)com aayera mp mymanoh wra[qarrer | wenoyore TI 

MENA IMempw/comoit Wo epaeiac] | Tec[Mporont H (yoseHiT WO OAOK, | [Meealnaproc Ka[AarHce 

PAPYRUS 1538. 

Or. 6230 (87). Three fragments, the largest 23 x 6} in. 

4 ROM a declaration by guarantors similar to 1586. The person guaranteed is Herwoj. 

" Frag. 1. umenpoc{wmom | + Ama KY Avdpf [a]fia? yp, § av + [ | Meme settempoconoit 
mgepioyos | mitoyh mpoe oycom amoAAw nf | (5) + ation aMoAAW Mwye M[seanap | 
[Mpolconon [ngjepoyou mye nf | 

Frag. 2. [ano] cspe mye n{ | Moepoyws nf | aiton cipe mul | (10) seaeor [alsicgar | 

ee ee ae F Frag. 3. TIO menent af | essasate + [| Mgepoyws m[poc 

12. Cf elsewhere npoc oycon noywr, or mpoc anag. 

a 

—< ies 
4, | PAPYRUS 1589. 

Or. 6228 (3). 52x 33 in. 

7 ROM a document similar to 1536. Witnesses here follow the guarantors. The 

| aq signatories are clerics: 2 priests, a 7yovpevos and a mpoeards. 

 “TigjittaeajKaproc tcaan Tyo | gorony! , Hipoc oycon noywr + [ | | ] byeoyseeitoc 1 ld 

\ 98 Nenp® ayw mempoesc(twe | | ye v B mpoc oo mtorywr + | space | joc medd 

ip© TiW iMteeHT[/pe 

4 Verso. Remains of a Greek yvdous, showing names of men, their sons (ui av), wives 

(yc i au) or mothers (uerp av), with the sum » ay opposite each (probably). 
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PAPYRUS 1540. 

Or. 6230 (47)+ Pap. Inv. No. 1451 (d). 15x7in. The colour of the papyrus and of the 
ink suggest that 1621 may be from the lower part of this, though they cannot be joined. 

HE imperfect state of this MS. makes interpretation difficult. The community (xowvdrns) 

of Jkéw addresses Kurrah, through the pagarch, regarding Onnophrius, son of Paiane, 

on whose behalf they had obtained an order (ovy/\\wov), authorizing him to remain where he 
is—perhaps the pagarchy whither he had fled*—and pay his fine (?,4¢, losses, damna) 

thence (?)», They hereby undertake to fulfil their part of the agreement, without exercising 
any legal pressure («ivnous°), under pain of punishment. 

The docket? shows that Onnophrius was residing at Psine(moun)®, in the adjoining 
Antaeopolite nome. 

Protocol ev ovopari tov | edkenpovos S [| ple) wey! af | ove eon 05 e en [ | Maper 
azootoNos | si yw dase solos | APdedda Adov[\id | Apip Adpolvpr | 

+e ONoaeaTr TOY MaTpoc Kar Toy ‘yroy Rar | em seonaar Tpraaloc | + TROINWTHE 
THPC MEPORKTRWALH NTsK[Woy | MTIQCaeoAoTIA MeTMOFE Megas ef | (5) COI Qapooy encoar 

WitaHaeoci[oc Aotoe HTOI Minsocre ManeycpHaewe] | Roppa ngynepebyectaroe, QIT[OOTTHY TI 

NTOTH Ten® mxoere MRP, hacrAe] | AAG ayo matapX wrinwsent noyor asnwoy | Malt 

EYRERAORT Olea MMaposicTa | ater ammapanarer aeeewri ave[rir | (To) creweAu Macy 

eTeoyanohp muyin[ | TApyow giumeqera TyTS meyooce [| QAporyy ayw anon amex an | Tent 

Micic Wure gamigwc [ | [elperezoyceia Naguprye aeaeol | (15) TIQCAeoAOTIA NATIT engyTO- 
RICOAL aenTIOYMocTacie THpe [ | WarnTHeipe Mpoc ee ITTANIBAPH-O9C ENWPR NMMTpait 

MMIMOyTe] | seitMoysar MitsKcooye eTApX exsuomt [ | 

Vere. [+ opohoyt yevap. map To Kowa Kon” Alppodita xap 7 7 84, sd fess Ovvodpio Tlaevave 

amo av kop | (20) ov™ eT x Wirt mayap Av? $ Ano et Snp doy? yr 7 Seow | nuov pd~ 

Baoudeo TOV ev? TAYAPKOV a 

a V. Bell’s note on 1832, 9. 
b One is reminded of the ‘Lo, here is God’s word’ for- 

mulae; v. Crum, Osir., no. 107 ff., Rylands, Caz, p. 79, n. 
In Cairo 8076 the dvrvyeodyos of usyassm (Achmim) under- 
takes (?) to the governor (?) that 2 men shall remain at home 
for a year, paying their dypdc.ov and dydpicpds, ssstrTNoc 
MIA ETOIRWOY. 

¢ Some such meaning is required in the other instances 
here and in Jémé texts (Rev. &ypiol. i. 102, WZKM. ii. 34, 276, 
and two Brit. Mus. papyri), where those are threatened who 
shall attempt to upset the deed or shall hale the beneficiary 
‘before any x. of the praetorium’ or ‘k. of the city’. In 

Revillout, Ac/es 45, whoso shall object to this will ‘ or take 
any action (xiv.) against thee’. 

d Printed by Bell, JHS. xxviii. roo. 
© So Bell, who also observes that the rst ei(s) in L 20 is 

here, as often, synonymous with év. 
8. meERXORT: qualitative. Primary meaning apparently ‘ to 

pierce with holes’, hence ‘to prick, upbraid’ (cf Or. 5001, 
37 UWAPeTCYNMEIAHCIC GHAPIKE EPO ECRORAK scarom 
exiurentanaay, where the Greek seems to be xevreirat). 
Whether ‘ charge’, ‘accuse’ would suit here and in 1541 is — 
doubtful. 

PAPYRUS 1541. 
Or. 6212 (1). 3x8 in. 

ROM a declaration (6nodoyeiv), addressed to (? the governor through) Basil, the pagarch, 

presumably by village officials. It relates to certain persons, ‘men of our fields’, who 
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have been ‘presented’ (rapuordvar) perhaps as fugitives. But the text is too fragmentary to 
be intelligible. 

Jnnyp, hacrAeroc gaetoywu [semmoyre | TIQojaeoAower aee(niefialn NTAyMapgseTa 

mmkaAanHcle | ] rAocecoe mpwsaeTenKore ayaenxonoy [ | 

3. For the verb, v. 1540. 

PAPYRUS. 1542.—a.p. 710. 

Or. 6218. 1 ft. 32in.x1ft. rin. The protocol names [‘Abd allah b.] ‘Abd al-Malik, but the 
deed addresses his successor, Kurrah, and is dated on the 8th Choiak, 8th Indiction, the year in 

which the latter came into office. 

HE text shows this to be a declaration (6uod.) on the part of the community (kowdrns) 
of Jkéw, addressed to the Sypdovos Adyos through Basil and his representative (7péawzov), 

Apa Cosma*, This being indisputable, we must suppose that the terms in the docket on 
the verso have been carelessly transposed, and that Phoebammon’s name should stand after 

wrép; for he is certainly the subject and not the author of the document», It refers to orders 
previously received, that muazikot should be sent to ‘the place of presentment’ (apicrdvat), 

in connexion presumably with the case of Phoebammon, ‘he whom Abdella b. Shouréh, the 

overseer (€m:keiwevos) that “presents” in the nome of Koeis, hath “presented” unto us, for our 

village’ ° - 

Protocol ev ovopart tov ? [eden]|nwvos S didrwzov | [ehoy) womy si psd | ovK eoruv 

Os ev pos Ov | Ul Ops OFS? Tas aU SM SIS | ABS Edpadie me | cvpB— 

[+e onose]aTs TOY MaTpoc KAI TOY YIoy Kal Toy atioy MneyaraToc THC atIAc HAT 

Zormoy | kar oxewycioy eit ssxonoapiatoc +eyp p xou 7 oySan & + | g}ynorpacn mposentiaee 
HTSHOOY Eliceeiite TIQOALOAOTEIA NeTHOEY NcoaLr eycoar NTeyors | [MeTMOEr al Megas 

epelloynorparbaroce coat gapooy encgar NMayseocioc Aotoc HTor | (5) ]... Maxocerc ROppa 

Neyashodoe ayw giTooTYy MMeMAcgwt, Mxcerc MmHypic | [haciAroc MeNAAT, ayo MacapX 

WITigee TSKOOCY AAIIC[eNHCHON eennicnmeTiac TH[poy ayw gijrooTy om mmmeprbAA™ ama 

ROcCaea Tc[MpoZWMoNn THpawe ayw Tiugose,oAower | [...... PORLTIN|Tieee eTMAQ yoCpabH 

gaparty uTigoseoAomia [ | [...... . +. Bilcooye ReAeye TAPNTNOOY ONMTIcTIn®, ereea 

imapoliera | (Io) [chorblasewm muyiteeaKaproc erepeastac Mar wraahaeAAa NINH WoypHo | 

TIEMS]RIALENMOC ETMAPOICTA OMMTWOU MKOEIC MapgicTa Maeocy Ma eTTsece | 

Verso. op yev3* Bo.Bapwv Evepepias (space) To Kowe Kkopn Ad[podire] 

2 V.1529. ¢ This Abdallah was apparently a travelling official ; for 
» Bell takes the dot over his name (verso) as=o(s). He in 1832 (a.p. 708) he appears in the Aiwurov, in 1518 (709) 

was presumably a fugitive being sent back from Koeis. at Psoi, and here (710) at Kois. 
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PAPYRUS 1543. 
Or. 6230 (88). 23x 7} in. 

ROM a guarantee-declaration (éyy. éuod.), relating to the production of certain persons, 
but differing somewhat in its formulae from other such texts. (‘We are prepared to) 

undergo (dodoyifew) on account of their persons (zpdc.) any fine (poor.) (which your lordships 
shall fix for) us, since we it was did choose them 4, (that they should .....) and should draw 

up the aforesaid Swoikynos.’ The last word cannot here have its normal meaning : an adminis- 
trative district; rather it would seem to be a document of some sort». 

epwyalireTiige epoc [| amo]AoterJe Qaneynpocwnon gampoctiaewm | exw) wreyexeator 
ANCOTHOY | Wa]NTOYcaeit TIAIOINAcIe MTIaeete Eyops oym | (5) JTIECCYHTIBN QoseoA[omia 

2 To make the assessment of taxes for the Indiction. Cf the composition of a book, the establishment, organization 
1420, 1, also other pepirpot. Cf too p. 174 (3rd paragr.), of a monastery (cf Br. Mus. Copt. Cat., p. xiv, n.). Mr. Bell 
also the General Introduction (Bell). suggests duyynots. Possibly diockyors may be elliptically used . 

b Cf.1580. caxime, ‘draw up,’ generally refers toa deed, here: (‘the accounts, tax-returns of) the diockyors.’ 

PAPYRUS 1544. 

Or. 6230 (14), (31). Two fragments, the larger 114 x 8 in. 

ECLARATION (6podoyia), whereof, besides the witnesses’ signatures, only 2 lines of 
text® remain. It acknowledged the receipt by Ezekiel of 15 soldi, 1 carat, 7 folles, 

plus the product of their exchange» (18 fod. or 15 car. or 1 sol.), and 1 tremis as wage; also 

(? by Ezekiel*) of 14 men, due to be presented at ‘the place of presentment’ (wapuordvac) — 

before the authorities. What the relation is between the money and the men and for whom 

the wages cannot be discerned, but it is probable that the document relates to fugitives, and 
that the money was in payment either of the fines on their account or as rewards for their 

capture. It may be noted that the witnesses here testify, not to the declaration, but to the 

fact that the money has been received as stated. So too eg. in 1588, 1595, 1596. 

‘Frag. 1. Mploc sewrijsenit mepodoc [emgoAon, | ]tpodoc ayw TigoseoAorer axe | 

Frag. 2. Tio] ssurpe searsaeity| | Jaerrcauyey mepoAAfoc | (5) seraseestit meboAAoc engoAon? 
[ | ex eroot[ty] semoyrepaente ibjejRe + + aito[R | eTrgoaeoAot1aA Mpoc Teca[ose | ex eTOoTTY : 

NZERIHA semal | ex eTooTey mpoe SOM TUROHIT [RGOA ee | (To) eThHR erera semtaporcTa ex 

eToTY] on +aliton | eTerg marotera Tpoc Teccoxe + AYW TiO NeeiTpe sxsearieriaenTH MQOAOK, | 

SANOYREPATH aetcacy MmebopAoc ayw Shige €¥ eTOTY WI Tpolc ?  sastiiraqre | 

Mpwsee er eETOOTY MWIcTInRE + AMOR aAMapeac MM | ATIQORLOAOTIA Mpoc Teccoee ATW TIO 

SQAUNTPE BEATIAAMTH MWigQoAoK, | (15) eMOPHEPATH sencawey sechbo ayw seaTeyRaTaAAAaKA 

[ex eTOOTY] Mpoc sxenTueeHt mthoAAoc] | emgoAoR? ayw arisenTaqre sempocwnon eThHK 

® These (frag. 1) are in a clerkly hand, probably Theo- different rate. 
dore’s, so that only their contents suggest their connexion e In 1. 13 one might read ‘have been received by the 
with the succeeding signatures. muortixds’ ; elsewhere the recipient’s name is lost. 

> xaraAXayy has presumably this meaning here. In1435, 12. ex appears to do duty as verb to ae- in the preceding 
+ 200, the exchange on 7 sol. is 2 sol. (16 car.), a quite line as well as in this; so too in 1, 15. 
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[eMiaza semaporcTa ex eToTey om +] | +aMoR @eorocioce MuMaeanap, PrA® Tio iMaeuTpe 

eT[1QoseoAotIa | aeTpe sxeariiaeiit"™™ MOOAOH, seltoyTepeene ex eTOOTY Ni | aemtcawey mpoAroc 

AYW weaTEYRATAAAATH EF ETOOT|Y | (20) ayw atisenitac]re se[mpocu)itoin eThHR ereea 

TlaporcTa [er eTooTy om +] 

+6. euov Scodwpov ou ovpBoneloyp, + + +] 

PAPYRUS 1545. 
Or. 6224 (26). 112 62 in. 

ECLARATION (épodoyia) by Theodosius, son of Philotheus, addressing the governor 
through the pagarch, Basil. He recalls his previous arrest and payment of a fine of 

5 solidi, because perhaps of his (or his district??) having harboured a fugitive. LI. 9, 10: 

‘Ye made inquiry as to the exact (axpiBea) state of things..., nor did I pay aught on his 

account last year....’ 
The only text in the series showing a docket in Coptic. 

Frag. 1. Protocol ev ovopalr.| ehenuolvos | prey) ooeyl [ | ove eorw [ | 

Frag. 2. eM asonaar Tpsaaoc |+ amon ecoauwcioc NwnMaLanaproc thirAo® mpuse | (r]Tra2e 

BROOY ElcQar setianaeociroc Aowoc | [.....] cysrhoyAoe [.] giToot[THyTH NTOTIT | 

(5) hacrAsoc gsenoyouy aemmoyte m{AAS ayo MacapX | asitmecgeromsomn seemitecymeatac 

T[Hpoy | MHTIT Noypwsee myeeeeo xeecqoag| | [a TEeTNGwWNT aTeTIWAT MTIY QCAOK, [ | ATeETH- 

wine wjeaTranpibsa semgwh ari | (10) [oyjac semis Aaay gapoc iemoy(cy Jal... . Janson | 

Frag. 3. NJrarmpricgar eyo px | exwpr] sempan semioyte n[ | gajpeo tHpoere mpoc [ | 

(15) ] + atton Geoaocioc Muy[iALaKaproc thro | 

7 2 ° 
Verso (of frag. 1). + eossoXoltia MTA@EOAocIOC] MUMthIAO Mpaemacooyne caenTe Qarit 

e |] Nraywaty saezooy aytaay maq [...)% | 

a V.1554 for a note upon the locality. Bell observes that native of Pagowne, drew up regarding the 5 so/#d? which had 
in 1884 the fine for harbouring a fugitive is 10 so/., that been required of him (and which) were paid him..... 2 
levied on the fugitive himself being 5 so/., that on the xwpfov The last words are not intelligible; the recfo does not 
whither he had fled 5 so/. explain them, 

16. ‘ The declaration which Theodosius, son of Philotheus, 

PAPYRUS 1546. 

Or. 6227 (1). 1 ft. 5% in. x 62 in. ‘ 

ROM the end of a guarantee-declaration (éyy. duod.). The first words visible seem to 
F relate to something to be undertaken annually by the writers. Then follows the usual 

clause as to responsibility, with the oath ‘by the weal of our lords that bear rule’. Finally, 
the signatures of 5 witnesses. 

Iv. 30 
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jr eyuya(it | lMATit RATA posemte ....0. Tp. | atceen TereceyHTIRA |] NATIT nerirronme 

THpy | (5) ] eNTAMyApT eNnwWpPR MTp[as) | no}yaas Meltaicooye eTaseagTe | jwHpmcoas 

coypsinoyH Tig oseoAower + | JNTMLAKApioe Tewptioe MeTIZHpM|[coar THCTOT ETIQOs2oAoE]Ia 

Mpoc tTeccose + | (IO) jaxHTpe eTIENTYHTIRH QossoAcTIA Mpoc ee Tar | MaATepasoy)re - 

TUitieakap, oyenobhp Tio NeeHTep eTs | seH|NaA seapTypw ++ AMOR swanMHe mye m| 

QoasjoAotia Wpoc o¢ Wrarcase QiTieT | THM seNTpe ETIENTH[TIRH gQoseoAotIa Mpoc] 

Tecoose + | (15) eps]ae eyit asapryp S cwseaTize eep + + + 

5. Read wyHpmxooc. 13. Read mrascwtae, or possibly mrarssicaan. 

PAPYRUS 1547. 
Or. 6230 (1). 535} in. 

| es the end of a guarantee-declaration (éyy. duod.), only interesting for its use of the 
rare verb hwrce, found several times in these texts 4, 

MsOeIC ANCA TIEC[WYHTIRH QoseoAotia | MeTcOAI Neyo sail | seimempocwromt 

nmicee(ne | Taprihotcoy ehoA exw | [ae|iTMgyroctacie THpe [| N]Moyaar sitstcooy[e 

8 It occurs in 1554, verso, as a noun, replaced in the -rently parallel to casrme. The meaning would thus be — 
parallel texts (1552, 1558, 1554, recto, etc.) by duacrak- ‘draw up’, ‘set forth’, ‘set in order’. The last, or some- 
pos, and once as verb in 15538, verso, where it is appa- thing like it, may suit the instance in RKT. ccxxviii. 19, 20. 

PAPYRUS 1548. 

Or. 6220 (2). 1 ft. 17 in. x 83 in. 

ROM a guarantee-declaration (éyy. duod.) by Psige, Enoch and Theodosius. Only the 

final phrases as to the writer's responsibility and the voluntary nature of the document 
are preserved, Six witnesses sign. The notary is he who also wrote 1578. 

TETHAAN|TXOEIC NAQOPITE xeeeocy efaxwmn | fic ONTENoywU seenmen{miee | Kwpie Aaay 

hia QiaANATKH ayo enRy[Mayneye | Ac © MeAaxicTON wanTncwR glagw|h [iree | 
(5) CRW ENOPR MMIpan seenmnoyTe -mManTorplarop | eTpenogapeo THpoerc Mpo[e Tio[ose 

NTJeleNCH ....OYANT.O.p.....[] +anon tice nan nhrRTOp menTaqwpicgar TIcTOINXCH 

ATIENTHTIRH Qoseodotsa] | Mpoc Tecsosxe + + AMOR eENWX TwNNeswoU NeTUyprcgar 

mie TOR evsenHne, =? ~~ goreoAorsa mpoc] | TecGose ANOK E€orocioc mugiepyAo NTACTAOOC — 

[epos] arcoar [glapoyy sxeaeacitorer ayo TreTOr [ | (To) ox20Act1a Mpoe ee eccHg ssoc + | 

+alionk ecoape THEAAK? niipeh, Tio Meewnrpe eTIeNtea TWpoc THcGoae +|+ ation YAS” 

TIUPMMTAAKAPHOC AeJHNA AIAKP TIO NeeNTpPe ETIECCHH oxeoAorera Mploc | +anon enw X 

TuyjititeaKap firTwOp TIO NENTH oseodorera Tipoc Telegose + 

+ d& eno Azrohw Wowov amo Taxavy eyp S Coparile + 



tail 
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PAPYRUS 1549. 
Or. 6219. 1 ft.6%in. x 1 ft. rin. 

ROM the end of a guarantee-declaration (éyy. dyod.). It consists of (1) signatures of 
F the following guarantors*: e@eoaccioe son of tprAcecoc, amoAAW son of gyAandAer 

(=oHpandresoc >), tzodéxrys of the Three Fields, ama ripe, /ashane® of the same place, 

and others, preceding these, but not preserved; (2) the names of 5 witnesses: tree son of 
fintop of Pagowne, aayera son of sanoh, priest, gepseta son of KadAalmce], priest, 

twewptioe son of ....., mwyor son of ana fintwp of Pagowne. It may be noted that 

neither drodéxrns nor /ashane can write for himself. 
Below these, a yv@(ors) in 3 columns, giving in Greek form the names of the guarantors :— 

Tewpytos Exyaxo Iwavvov Myva mp* S ynyov(pevos), [BuxTlwp Kovoravrwos, A[@alvacvov 

Makaplijov, Tepnule Movorato, IeleJk Tlapovd plello amo Ilax,, [Ovepolevovde Tam* aro B 

Tledt, M[nvas] KohAov vmo® amo € Teds, A{roddo] Hpaxdios v708 (sic) y edt, Vouor Myva, Po.Bapp 

Ovvodpro, Buxtwp @codSocw vopiKo4, Maxapwo @wp zp’, Qpovoyyis Tewpyto amo ¢ II, Ord Mnv 

perl°e amo Tax Kod\ov® Ixow amo B Medu~, @coSoc10 ido? amo Maxy, Awa KY, Sapound pelo 

amo y Iledi*, Auorxopos Ioax [ , Ama Kvpos af, Iwavvo Mo{_ , Mlalpxjo] Kupi , Adavacvo 

Iolavvov], Sevov? Aar{un)r, Ive Tewp[y.o], Evoy Iex?. Their total is given as ys ov) ke+. Finally, 

the scribe’s subscription {+6 enolv Gcodwpou ou ovpBodeoyp + + + 

® Their function is to be gathered from the verb used: Jashane in the Coptic, is petCwv (wer£érepos) in the Greek list. 
oTotxeiv. 4 Scribe of 1528. 

b Cf. 1494. © In 1488 Philotheus son of Menas, presbyter and 
© Written Naujans. It is to be noticed that Apa Cyrus, -icrixds, is frequent. Is he the same person ? 

PAPYRUS 1550. 
Or. 6220 (5). 1 ft. 2in. x 93 in. 

ROM the end of a guarantee-declaration (yy. du0X.), showing only proper names. These 
would seem to represent the guarantors only: orouxety is the verb with which all 

appear to express themselves. The scribe, it will be noticed, is an official from Babylon. 

Tpoc Toose Tiel | ENWPRK szTMOyTE naToRpaTwop | NHTI Mpoc Toose Tren{ | MRWseac 

TICTHYXS CTICNKAHTIn[A | (5) Muwitteeanaproc MAaK[eTac | coar Qapogy seaeac[itor | + ator 

fiinTOp Mmuyje Mielak, RWCTAN|TINOY seeeeaproc mye nl | QoxewAWTIA Mpoc [Teccoae+ + 

Allon] Altapeac Tue MeeapH[oc | xeasacqtMoyer + ANON Mwie eeeneeoyceHe neen[Hy MUApE 

tt] | (TO) sWaMIHe THCTAXH ETIENTHTICH QWseWA[TIA | TEWPTIoc MUiMaaRaproc aA 

Ripe nraysowe [| +anon choihaseoy Mynmeanapioc acTwWce TICTHYXH aATIOWsew Awe | 

+ATMOAAW Nujitttaeanap, owseale Qeeoywou semioyrTie | Aowera mpoe Teccore | 

) (15) +8 «pov Evvixios vopir® ayop* BaBedwvos eypaa [+ 

9. Cf. 1608 for these brothers. 15. ayop%, for ayopas. So Bell, who compares cyoAacrixds 
12, sactwce might be read. Cf Hall, Copt.and Gr. Texts, dpov @nfaidos in Br. Mus. Gr. Catal. iii, p. 253, and another, 

pl. 8, no. 607 getwee or sagetwce (?), and Jetwce in 1595. unpublished papyrus. ’Azéd, he says, cannot be read. 

302 
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PAPYRUS 1551. 
Or. 6229 (4). 1ft. 2in. x 7} in. 

ROM the end of a guarantee-declaration (éyy. 6uod.). The names of 6 guarantors_ 

F (crowyeiv) are visible, followed by those of 5 (?) witnesses. Among these names may 

be noted: Mkwpe, eparaw, MTHpoly], Manoys, ama aenma. A yvdors follows the names, 

repeating those of the guarantors (with a total of ov ¢), one of whom is there entitled 
peilov, two others dypodvd(aé). The form makayAe now replaces mRwpe, 

The number of guarantors suggests a connexion with Inv. No. 1451 (a); but it is 

impossible to say whether the two fragments are from one MS. Mr. Bell moreover suggests 

that e€’ there may stand for é&js. If so, there is no reason to connect the fragments 

together. 

D.—FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS (public and private). 

PAPYRUS 1552. 
Or. 6230 (13). I1in. x1 ft. 13 in. 

HIS and the following twelve numbers are remnants of bilingual tax-registers. It is 
doubtful how many of the fragments originally belonged together and formed one book. 

The scripts vary greatly: the Greek portion is generally in a clerkly hand, the Coptic in 

hands remarkably clumsy and unskilled. That the pieces now joined as 1554 were once 
a single leaf is evident, owing to the strands of the fibres (on the horizontal side), continuous 

throughout, and showing clearly how they may be pieced together. Similar connexion can be 
established between the two. parts of 1553. These last two and 1552 were, when the papyri 

reached us, all still held, by means of papyrus threads, in an outer covering sheet of the 

same material, only the smallest remnants of which remained. The MS. must thus have 

consisted of leaves of about 1 ft.x 3 ft. 5 in., which, on account of their length, were kept folded 

(cf.1449). As to the order of the leaves: it is possible that, when their threads still held certain 
of the fragments in place, 1552 preceded 1553; and it may perhaps be assumed, from its blank — 
verso, that 1564 terminated the book. Beyond this, I have not succeeded in recognizing any 

sequence among them. 

Generally the accounts relate each to a different locality (éroikuov, medias or monastery) — 
in or about Jkéw; but in two’or three of them one and the same place appears to be in 
question. It is only in 1552 and 1553 that we can see the system on which the accounts — 

were drawn up. The first line of each is that consisting of the place-name, with the amount of 

the tax required. This is followed by a list of the payers, with each man’s contribution opposite 
his name. In the smaller localities (¢.g. 1552, vecto, 1. 32) this list contains but few names; 

sometimes one only, presumably that of a representative (e.g. St. Mary's in 1552, verso). 

Thus far in Greek. The following paragraph contains the assent of the local officials — 
or notables, addressed presumably to the pagarch, and naturally in Coptic. It is hence we 
learn that these documents are termed S:acrahpol, drawn up in accordance with the governor's 

ériorahpa, and that the tax in question is called éévov, though written here (with one doubtful 
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exception) gevov. The nature of this tax is uncertain. V. p. 284, note. The writers declare, 

in terms varying somewhat in each statement, that they have seen to the equitable assessment 
of the tax, upon all above the age of 15%, and that they are ready to submit to fine if their 
duties shall prove to have been ill performed. 

Recto (fibres —), 

8/ Gc0do[ cro” Er]ehav _ v ay 8/ [Bi]e-/ Awa Typ va 
ot £ ] v? B/ 8/ [II ]vet eXavovp? $ vio’ av™ vy? aB/ 
SLlo-[ ] av” v°? aB/ 8/ [@]eodwpo” Maxav8’/$ vo’ av™ [v? ]} 
8/ IIkoope [ ] v° B/ 8/ Tlapovhk Maacar [v°] § 

5 8/ =redarfo” ie v°? B/ 5 [ ¥ @co]8o0cr0" Ikoovp v? B/ 
8/ Lado ] v? B/ 8/ [Aa]ud IMxoope [v?] B/ 

8/ @codwp[o” } v° B/ 8/ [Te]wpyio” TMayvpio” vy a 
8/ Xredavo” I[apv]arns v°? B/ 8/ Mnva Azo\\o v? B/ 

8/ Koop-/ Pi[y]nov v°? B/ 8/ [EA]\wros Eppaw vy B/ 

10 8/ Ilerpov Hpak)eto” S$ adekp? av” v ay 10 9/ [Ep]uaw Iwavvo” v° B/ 
8/ Ileoare Ieokovnd v° B/ 8/ Wewmvov? H\u/ va 
8/ Adavac[wo”] Iovdi0 $ ad*/av™ v° ay 8/ [Kloop- Kupiaxo” v? B/ 

8/ Kavya [Avbep'|’ v? B/ 8/ [A]@avacro” Tewpytos vv 

&/ Iwalvvo” vy &/ [IIr]npo” Vaxo%* [v°] 

15 97 [ vf] 15 8/ [®]oxa lolavyo” vy 

iy [ 8/ [I]war[vo” oad 

Verso (fibres 4). 
] /[ 

8/ Eppaw KedBaovhe vey 8/ ABpl.]ue . cour v? B/ 
&/ Tlapfov]\ [? ] vy 

8/ Tleoare Qpovoyy{t]o” vw ¥ 8/ Tewpy[e]?” vrodex—/ vw ¥ 

8/ Evox [ | EERE 
20 8/ Evoy [ J vy 8/ Aavind Tamovaer vy 

+ anon Moy[wnuy Mwye Wieean, TZaseoyA sanahpag sae Te WtEwl/prioe seithpeeetoyenc | 

Tue WLeeak, sfomloase SUNTEWPTION MVE Mgepaead amano mye n[Mare]paroyTe | aeecw~ 

awlpoc] meAx MMp® THeTOH eMtaltac|TaAsgce Qamegenfomn mmig}eee MQCACK, Mpoc TSO[ Le] | 

(above umemsereAsea) xesertenoywo Aaay exNpweee Mapa Teboore ote imennloybi ze] 
Noypossre | (25) eqeymwpe enwamtge epoc canna oypwaee chor imentacce [itjesoh | enagyomte 

eNQYNWTIcee QaAQwh Nise eTETHAQWpITE aeaelolh exit Ecoropoc | neva NMIp® WwranuTpwcwst 

BWC EPO! aico'alr QApoy aeeyNay ayw TICTOr QWwoT + 

+ opo ayt Mapt 8/ aBB- SoiB- zpoeor”/ v yf 

+ atton epihasewit HeAR MITpe TIeTOR eMi[ataleTeAeeoc NIMIWORLHT Oso N90A0K, | (30) 9aATIE= 

ZYMWM Mpoc Tsoxe MMerscTeAgea [MMalNeyoysewc McHihoAce NTaTeTHTAAh Mas | eeoropoc 

MeAR swmp® wrahesooc epor arcgar gapolh] axeeeahitoere + 

® Professor Becker observes that at 15 a Muslim attains his majority. 30. Naneyoyarwe for raveidypos. 
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+ pov~ BapBapo” 8/ [Mews poe |r*/ v? ay 

+ANOR aeewe I Mpoectwje aicTOR emasa(eTe|Assoc mmibrofoy s7Tpras, ganelgyion | mpoc 

TEcae MMlemicTeAeea mMMjaneyeyssoc mee[selhoAoe [NTATeTHTAAG Mar+] eeoracpoe pe | * 

(35) MTacqssooc epors [arcoar gapoh aeaeahmoere +] 

‘We, Pwonesh son of the late Gamoul, and Abraham son of George, and Psemnouthes 

son of the late Elias, and George son of Hermaw (sic)*, and Psaché son of Patermoute, and 

Theodore the humble (éddy.) priest, we do assent (c7voryeiv) to this duacradpds regarding the 

Eevov (&évov) of 40 solidi, according to the authority of the instructions (étiorahya), (declaring) 

that we have not laid aught upon a man beyond his strength, neither have we lightened the 
dues (kovdifewv) of a man that is wealthy (edzopetv) >. Shouldst thou find that we have forgiven 
a man and have not assessed (rdocewv)° him, we will be liable (j7oxetoOat) for everything that 

you shall fix (6pi€ew) for us. The priest Theodore writes for the others. 

The two shorter statements following, and relating to the Monasteries of St. Mary and 

Barbarus, have the same purport as the above, but omit most of its phraseology. Each is 
represented by its prior, for whom the priest Theodore again writes. 

® Cf. note on 1509. © Or simply ‘entered’ in the register. V. Rylands Copt. 
b For these phrases cf 1845, 19, 1856, 25. - 319 and references. 

PAPYRUS 1553. 

Or. 6230 (11 and 12). 112 in. x 2 ft. 3 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. The names of the respective érotxua and 

monasteries each stand so close below the last line of the foregoing (Coptic) paragraphs, — 
that it would seem as if the Greek portions of these texts had been written first, upon the blank 
papyrus, and the Coptic filled in subsequently. 

Recto (fibres —>).: The upper part of the first list is lost. 

8/ Max~/ @codwpo” v? [ 

+aNOK MaTepseoyTe sentamapeac Wm. [....]..[ } | TEMeTEXE arthcre Naa 

NITERLHT MOOA[OK, ] | Mpoc Toose mMMcTeAgea MMeMxoErc Maney[dpHeewc Mey 

hoy oc] | (5) MTlaTeTM]TaaCy NAM seMmenTAapo Aaay apwsele ] | Roy[tice mojya 

Tape | oyTe TlenRa pwsee ahforA | ] | cwangle e]poc amp mar emaujwre ennente[mey]e ’ 

Tiploc ]| everttagalpryze aearoc arcu + 

eroux/ Kepapu—/ [ »° s§] 
(10) 8/ Tlaveovnv Adan v® af 8/ @eodoc10” Mapk’/ v° a 8/ Emdavel ? v° al 

8/ Eppaw Amo\ko v® a 8/ Tlapovk PuB- vv a 8/ Mafovoadal ? v? Ja 

1. Iax~/ might be read for Max~/. 5. Tapw for tado. 
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+ AaNOR Qeparayuo MWH NanAwW NpHeewicmatre TencTex[e elmiTiacteAssoc | gameicooy 

OYSaC NQCAOKOTE QAMEFHNON Mpoc Tooee mm[icTleAasoc | eeMeMxoerc ManeytpHesoce MCHI~ 
hoytoc nrateTuTafaq] HM | (15) senmenTaco Aaay apwsaee Mapa Teq{sore oyae [s}Mes|- 

Koytboc Moya Mapa oya oyTe amenha pwsee ahad [itlartacce | seeroy enwaitge apoc 

ANP MAL enawwne mKen[Te]|MOy QAMpEc|TiezoN Mise eTETIAQAYPIZE A2e206 ARWIT AlTOK 
MalreparoytTe aqmadaKads aeaeor arcoar gapoy xeasagitoe 

vy d¢ 

8/ Mnv Mavuy[arov] Evwx v° a 

eroux/ Toupny [ ] 

(20) 8/ Mn? Mapl ve? 

+a(NOR . MWAH Meeaphoc eetterwo amn(Ae ] Mpsenennn, | meen THe TOR 

cTajAsgoc QATIITOOY MQCAOCK, eeNoynalWTpHee, QaregHiton] Mmpoc Taoose | sete[masoerc 

] Kerewy Avavo’ va 

enlinaia=- 

Maney cp |Hasoc nerthoy uTATeTHITAA Mam [ 12 let. juTadw Aaay | eplwsee Tapa Teqoos 
oyac] elennoy ize moy[a semjentacce seseoty man | (25) ] enawwne eno[H- 

Nonic® asavolty exuwit | arcolar gapoy + 

The foregoing lines of the next list are lost. 

jretoN" eMiTiacTaAseoc Qatleioxentoysgoc ngoAoK, | [Mpoc Tooae MMermic]TAaAeea NTATETH- 

TAA MAM MMattenxoere Maneyrbeseoc | loypwsee Mapa Teqocorr oyac NMRA pwsre e[hor 
eqej/ymupa | (30) ]--.-..- emawone [elo-yrotsere Qalipoces[seo}it mee | erjwom + anon 

idocecoce NWNTewptioe MITRpoNt NTAqanloys] arcgar gapogy + 

ap jer B” v° B/ 
e x 

MALONACTHpLon WTApoo HicTOr sxeelc MerericTAALea NIMITepeeHt cay Q jaTleZeltom acjer ATOOT 

jeyithoAoc acjer ATOOT + ATOR IAcecoc aqfaitoy! aicgQar gapogy waexeacitoer | 

(35) + pov Bapoo” [8/ ] 7° v? B/ 

+anon rwoh nol ] feror meatleremicTarsd €F ATOOT MMacapooyne gamemcnay 
Wrepaente | ganegemon YeTlorKe seoc TACPTHY TH ENAgInENTINOC QAPOy + Alton rAocecoc | 

TY NTEewpeioe wmTalepaitoyy) aicgas gapoy + 

+ emoux/ Eudutevtoy [8/ J vw sy 
(40) 8/ Tlarnp Ovvodp[ [» ] 8/ Yepyto” Tewpyws* v° § 8/ Piro? Tewpyto” v° B/ 

5/ Xevov? Aavmr vv? § 
8/ Bux*/ Kohdov? §[v? | 8/ Ilaavn pags vy 8/ Siypov Adap vw ¥ 

8/ Eppi mp* v § 
8/ Mak/ S Kohdov? [vy ] 8/ Koop Taredns yy 8/ TeBw Tapa” v° 

8/ KAK Tex’/ Sand v ~ 

8/ Tewpyto” Kaviov [v? 5/ ] Koddov® wv > 
‘I assent (saying) 13. The last word should be ensctaXasa. 

IJ. KEMTEeMoy = Kvdvvevelv. 
22. The 1st lacuna would scarcely hold as much as is 

here inserted in brackets. 
31. mkpont[ooy]= mkAantooy in 1586. Hence we 

see that this statement relates to the éroixiov of Boundn. 
mxpon is also a place named in a Balaizah fragm. 
(Bodleian), which shows likewise napoh nj? (cf mapoh 
mnnoazoc in 1604). 

33. ‘The monastery of Tarow.’ The formula of this and 

the next paragraph differs from the rest. 
lo, the instructions (érior.), as to the 2 solidus for the gevov, 
have reached me, [ being those of our lord the] governor; 
they have reached me.’ The second is, ‘I, Jacob, son of 
..+.., I assent that the instructions (érior.) have reached 
me, the (representative) of Pharow, as to the 3 solidus for 
the gevov. I am ready (? érotyos) to relieve you of responsi- 
bility (éaxiv8vvos) for it,’ 

41. poe: for? pobevtys = pro Owrys (Bell). 
42. d/axo = didKovos. 
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Verso (fibres {). 

[8/] Awoh\\w Xpuse v? aF 8/ Tpopl 

8/ Evwy Avo ur Vv? ag 8/ Hdi/ Qpovoyyxe~ 
8/ Bif00/ Aad v a 8/ 

+anf[om ... » }poc senmiasoyR senfaia Ripe eenramnA [ | (5) STARA S2|IITEPAeO gettaa 

RYPe xettetn sxetgeAlrac] | mHOASE [... ]PRHAOT TENCTHXE TiTelacTapssce o[art]|eee- 

TaqT[e] MQOCACK, QAMERSINON Mpoc Tose MenicT[eAsea it ]|nexoer‘e neylerboAor TaTaab 

Nan senenhape posse or[...--] | oyTe memna posee ahodr emmatisntte ATENTIAIA TEN 

[--..] mmaneAeye | (To) seocy alton ATAW Tarcgar gapoocy aseaacy” a 

vy ag 87/ w? af 

vy 6 

8/ Aapwr Svpewrfos] v? B/ 
8/ Ioax ABavacifo’] v° B/ 

eroik/ Ayto” Iuvovtimvos 

8/ Atrohd\w pt vy? Sy 

8/ PouB- zp* vw Sy 
8/ @codwpo” Ama K*/ v? B/ 

(15) + amom aToAAwW xeichorhaserewnt MereAAEKX IeTOe ssmipechuTep[oc mmplware meiterwr 

mnoyrTe | TEICTHYXH ATleITIAcTyYALLOc OATIEITIOY eenTemMewWrTeper(Hc, MMme|zenon wranhotcoy | 

Mpoc Toose asirelmicTaAsea aetteisoerc Tane/ypHeeoc neynjboAce nratieTaag | man aylo 

THO OLeo|AOT[K] weLeenKa posse ehod [eertenracce aeory] oyac aemenoyuo | Aaay ess[tposee 

Tapa Teyoosr oyae NITEMHOY [HITE WAaary] eqeymupe et|(20) heoytpyfAra  eritjmannente 

AMPMAL ea. [....-. OYTOR|Icoe Qagwh mee | eTHag o[psze asaeoy ejxwit + anon amoA[Aw 

8/ Movoto” mp* v? Sy 

8/ lwavvo” Ama K~/ v® B/ 

? ] | [seat}eporhaleewit 

[8/ ? Ku]pvax/ vs 
8/ ... jov® ous v[ ] 98/ Awa Typ Sdiax?/ v § 

(25) 98/] laveovnv Kavo.. v? [ ] 8/ Ama K~/ Ware vy 

VY 8/ ut Wede mpt LATS 
] ¥Y [@]eodoou" Terpo” v° 

] ¥ Mex’/ Txoope v° 

] & Eppaw SaBwo [v°] § 
]  8/ Ge0Socr0” Tavpwo” [v°?]a 

] 

[ 
[ 

] ¥Y Tewpyio” rex’/ v° ja 

[ 
[ ] 8/ Aawd Bix?/ v 8/ AvSpeas mp* ? 

(30) 8/ Ake Opoevor[d v°] § 8/ Eppaw Ixou vy B/ = 8/ ParB- Sevov® v°B/ 

8°/ wov Maral vy] § 8/ Kvupuak’/ Adede vy 

+anon MRoy! MmwMpigleparjaw eemoyepwenoyhe MUMMAssac LeMHOCTAMTIMOC MUPMZAXAPIAC 
Te sic 

NpeeTcHM More | aenama KIpe mynal... je semenoyTe muympomnoy[s] semecorocioc — 

6. mkwNoe: above m is a sign -. One expects aan-, 
as also in the gap preceding the next name, itself quite 
obscure. 

8. Read, as in the following statement, mraretneTaah, 
hape = Bapeiy, as in 1845, 20. 

g. exujan, etc.: read ? exqjartos(1te) meatit (earp)itar 
What follows has been altered and is illegible. For test, 
perhaps teras{ite. 

15. Memeswt: ‘our father Pinoute’ seems to correspond 
to dys, but is an unusual designation of a deceased saint 
(except on tombstones and the like). It may be noted that 

Macarius, the martyr-bishop of Tk6éw, is given a companion 
(‘brother’, A@ith. Rain. iv. 69, ‘deacon,’ Zoega 102), 
Pinoution, showing that the name was connected with this 
district ; while a bishop P. of Antinoe is probably to be 
found in the calendar (Leyden, ASS. copies, 187). 

16. hotcoy: v. 1547. 
20. evm|ujan-: there is hardly space for the correct, full 

form. Or read exujan-. 
22, Probably blank after this line. 
32. We see that this statement relates to the Two Fields. 

The hand here is that of 1495, 1618, 1625. 
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x 
NUMTAyprte ssmanjapeac meAaX sen[p® mJpaeTcHMTe MKOIE THCTOY emeatacTaAssoc 

QaTeES HItwit NTANCAHTY QATxoyTOYyE! mM9OAOKT | (35) aceertMoywo Aalay] exmpwosree mapa 

TEYTORL OYAE xeTlenMKoypiZe Moya eqeynope | enwamge epoe [ax]anna oypware ehor 

ASTIENTACCE seeeoy enawwnme engontionic® | gagwh mise ere[THaglopize BLAZOF  ERWIT 

| AleQar Qapooy [axexeay]Noer AYW TICTOY 9WWT + 

v° BB/ 
8/ Xpvoe Poi B-/ [vr 

+ anapeac mreAaX senp® nTayaooc epor 

[+] eroux/ Saxoope [ } 

(40) 8/ lwavvo’ Xpicro? [ 
8/ Pos Srep- 

8/ Koddov’ Ovaderz[io” v°? =| 

v§ 8 Sevov®..s v’S 

JeSsHNTe] QATIETENWI MpOC TG[OKL. see eeeees Iho 

about 25 let. lg€ epoc earplar e[ina. . . mpocersser|iwit 

+ alton RoAACY asiit about 20 let. 
AYW settroyag | Aaxy exnpwsele 

Mieke eTeTHAQOpIzZe | eeevoyy exws [+ + AMOK altapeac MmeAX sxenmp arcegas] gapor 

meacecy[inoer 

39. The lacunae in this and next two lines cannot be gauged, since each gap included an unknown amount of 
blank space. 

PAPYRUS 1554. 

Or. 6230 (21 9), 6230 (39), 6230 (41). 

A 
Recto (fibres —). 

axerarjwerc Magopice wlesocy | ] ahers m[eejor [ 

em[ouKtov ? ] 8/ Geo8ocr0v bidofeo” emdfex 

[8]/ ].v Acavo’ vy ¢ 8/ Mnv* wavape”[  v® ¢] 
(5) 8/ Iwjavvns Bue~/ vv? ¢ 8/ Maxapuo” diax’/ [v? +] 

y/ v° B/ + aNOR eeorocioc MusMeprAo® rector | ers[hwlp ebor 
MMEIZYNOM Mpoc TYysose ayw TigoseoA | xenmiTapo Aaay canpweee Mapa Tysore 

etheoyenoepia | oyae on mMMIKOYydpHcoy oya etheofyprA}iA ayo anna oy[po)! (ro) see 

NOYOT Wagpar eyRoy! WHpe eqoneennTe poselrre] | naTTace ssoyy MATH eopar [er] ae 

epwanteTiige epoc [axe] arep Mal Tapswone exo[ymocsjcoe gampoctiseon mie [epererit]| 

SLETROEIC NAQOPICE Maroy exw/[t + | 

Respectively 8% x 93, 113 x 83, 93 x 8} in. pe Y % 2 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. All three columns have lost their upper 
parts. 

1 and 2. End of a preceding statement. 
3. Theodosius represents his éroixiov. In 1549 he (if the 

same man) is from Pagowne; in 1482, ror, from the Two 
Fields, But the latter would not be termed éroéxcov. 

eridex(Gévros): so Bell, who refers to 1856, 1420, 
1421, for instances of representatives or officials ‘chosen. 
V. also the word cwtn, in 1548, 1578, 1579, applied to 
similar cases. 

IV. 

7. hop = hwr (so Tapo = tado, in next line). It is 
a pretty close translation of the usual d.acradpés. 

8. ‘I have not laid aught on a man beyond his strength 
because of enmity (é€y@pia), nor have I lightened the dues 
(kovdifew) for any one because of friendship (¢:Aéa), neither 
have I omitted a single man, down to a youth of 15 years, 
without assessing (réoceww) him for you.’ 

ak 
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] ve ? 

(15) umro jupy”* oe /{ 
(cancelled) ]rpup?/ v° J { 

J vy ¢ / ¥ Vaxo Capi 

Lr ne / &/ ®e080016 Pid0f/[é 
Ile ]ooou v? Ko / ¥ Iwavvd Arvav” [v? Ko 

(20) ] BroO/ ov? Kd’ / 8/ Buk/ Tewpys [vy] y 

Te]wpyvo” v? Kd / 8/ XwoBiw Maph/[ | 
] Ilerpwr vv? $ / 98/ laxwB Tewpy/ [ 

] Amodr\w  v? if’ eal 

Ajavind v > Aad Tarow [ 

(25) Ov |vodpt” vy & 8/ ama K’/ Sapound [ 

].a ap vy & 8/ Movoraw” TavovBe [ 
Jnrdtos w” v? 8/ Mapk’®/ Hu~/ [ 

8/ ovvo|dp.” mp. v° ¢ 

+alitjon exmrepaies TATHpeoy semercak Apl..-. ees ) | (30) we MAMOAW TWH 

NQHACIAc THCTHX ELD emialractaAssoc] | mpoc ee chcHo seac ay THQOsOAOTS senHIT[ALo 
Aaay eposse) | QassHTaxane oyan on] eNHIROY herent ni Anny etheoytpr]|Acia eTeTMUano 

poc [ekyort amp mar THQ HM[onIcec] | QAOTIHeLoNn see epeTINTH[se]HTaoere nagopie, ssfory exuit 

15, col. 2. The strokes before 8/ are added in different ink. to ill-treatment at the hands of these ignorant writers. C/ its 
33- eyom?= epon. This phrase appears peculiarly liable recurrence in these registers. 

Verso (fibres ‘). 

THcTOINH QWT + | N]iMeanaproc enoyxX Tape Mujmecoasl | EMITIACTAPALOC LeMETHMON Mpoc 

ec eqfcHo |] epwsee RaTa oy surance oyae on aemen{ | (5) gle epoc enapmar TIO HTORICeat 

9a[ | QOpIKe seoy exwnm anon neswwy nenp® ayo myn | sejaqmoer ayw TIcTHXE QOWT 

+anon wl | JAe mujitmieeanapioc arn TeneTor eniTiacTp[zgoc | njmp® TIeTHXY + 

(1g) | ee | ta) / a eee 
/ [8/] Avdpt Taond [ 
/ ¥/ Evwx Mnpow? [ 

s/[ 1] v? iB’ / 8/ Ioak Evoy [ 
8/ My[v J v? 8 / 8/ Mnv Taco [ 

(15) 8/ Mex’/[ } vy iB Kd (15) / 8/ @eodocr0"” Apovy* [ 

3/ Iwar| v6 ] v 8 / 8/ Xrep-/ T¥ v [ 

if Pou Bl 1] v? B’ / 8 Mak~/ Apov [ 
8/ Byoa [ i v? .B’ / 8 Aavid Maxos [ 

2. For tape perhaps tape. Should be a name, but looks unlikely thus. 
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/ §/ Sevov® [W]oveou v® 8 KX / &/ Vine laxwB ve [ 
(20) / 8/ le€nx[-~/ Té]apovd v° (20) / 8/ Evox Tad{olva v? 

/ 8/ Waxo Iel}nne* v? 8 / ¥/ Iwavvo’ Onpaer vy? Bl’ 
/ 8/ Marnp Iwond v / [8]/ Avram” PouB- v° 

/ 8/ Max~/ Iwavvd v ¢ / [8/] QcoSap” Tarova v? f Bl’ 

/ 8/ TWunu Scodwps v? 8 / [8/] Markhyn @codocr0” v? fh 

(25) ] ¥ Koddov? Ovarerrio[” y ?| 

[8/ Iwavvd] Xp[t]orodwpo” v° ¢ 8/ Sevov’ Bux/ [vv $] 

8/ Adalvactov Taws vs 8/ Xpnoce Iavw [vy] + 

y/ xp’ »° B/ 

ROATAOY Tuyitoyarennriole Tero. enethwrte [ehoJA. | (30) [ures entjion Mpoc Teqyoosr ayw 

Tig 08nd aumeiTado Aaay e[ait|pweee | [Mapa] Teqocore etheoyeopra oyae ninjermoytpre 

uinoya etTheoycprAta | [oyale iema oypwosee NoywT emagoy Wagpar eoyRoyr NAPE 

EON [AeTE M)Jpoxetle NMEMMOxY NHTM egpar er ae ewamnreTiIge epoc | [arpmar eimauome 

EIQYMOTIcoe JATIPOCTIAewWM Miee epeTeTIeeeTxoerc | (35) [AQOPITE MN]eeocqy exwr + alton 

ATA KY[py MWwWManap® wraqnapanarer aeeeor | [arcgar gaploy wzeeeaqitoer + 

25. As this seems to be the first line of the column, it 29. Kwte ehoX: v. note on 1547. 
presumably gave the name of the locality, and Colluthus 30. The sole instance of the form féwov. 
being, in 1499, Jashane of Sakoore (v. also 1558, vo.), we 33- Moyxe eopar = rdocew in |. 11 of recéo. 
may suppose that to be the ézoékcov here. 

PAPYRUS 1555. 

Or. 6230 (66). 113 in. x1 ft. 12 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. Apparently nothing is lost above I. 1. 

That the 2nd column is the verso seems clear from its being followed by the Coptic 
declaration. The earlier portion of the list is therefore to be sought elsewhere, since the total 

in col. 1, |. 12 far exceeds that of the items here shown in ll, 1-11. 

Recto (fibres ‘). Verso (fibres —). 

8/ Pi)\o8/ Bux" / vv 8/ Sevov? Maxpw =v” ‘§ 

8/] Tape bo.B- vy ¥ (20) 98/ IIkoope Tewp? vw y ay | 
8/] Amoh\w Sevov® v° B/ 8/ Iarroo” Tewp? vy 8/ Mi 

5/] Ilex-/ mp* vy § 8/ Hdt~ Ierpo” va of sp 

(5) 8/] Taxvpto” mp* va pep’ To” ayio” Evwx 

8/ M]ovorato” Bux™/ vy? § [8/] Iwavvo’ ZaBiwo’ v° B/ aL 
Sf k’/ Kap yy (25) 8/ ®idof/ Max-/ va aL 
8/ Wjaro” Tlapovd vv 8/ Evwx Tladkova sv” ‘J 

8/] Koddov? Tlex~/ sv” 8/ Evwx YaPuvo" v? § [ 
3P 2 
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(10) 8/] WeBo Max-/ vy? § 8/ Aawd TIirlert ov Bf F/ = [ 

8/ I]j@ Ama Ku~/ vf 8/ Tlavdo” Avavo” v? § 

v Kyy (30) 8/ Mnv Tlapovd v° § o/ nf 

8/ ?] Taexra v? B/ 3/ Evwx Mupowoo” v° § Tes | 

8/ BlapOo* Kadhurx/ v? § 8/ Max~/ Aapwv sv” § [ 

(15) 8/] Maro. Budo? vy 8/ Sredpav” Mucy* v® [ 

8/ @]eodoc10” Sevov? va 8/ Tlurt E\\o" ve B [ 

8/ T]ewpytos Avavo” =v a (35) 98/ Avdpeas mp* va [ 
8/ I]Jerp” Tlapovk vv ? 

Verso continued. 

+anon [WenjoyTe sempice asiteprro agit | enwige ....] Mpasmacoyite TNeTOr e | 

galegenon MJpoc Teose NMtenicTaAsela | sieenintna oyplwarce moywrt enagoy nl | (40) Koy]- 

ize Noyon ecyeyropfer | ejasws anon amoAw [ | J ? 

13. Taexda: the reading is certain, o£ 1488. @exda, though 23. For this pepis cf 1572. Perhaps a quarter of 
women do occur (1552, vo.), seems improbable. Pagowne, to which this register relates (v. I. 37). 

PAPYRUS 1556. 
Or. 6230 (67). 115 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding, 

Recto (fibres —). 

8/ Tlex~/ Ioax vw ¥ ] sembin, seitcroc senmaiTpeac seit | 

8/ Ama K*/ Yapoundr v°? B/ ajractaAsgoc mTancasiTey ems|[Zeionn 

8/ Tlapfov]\ Max/ ve ¥ TIpoc T]Foae NMEMIcTAAsa MIT[Ma0]- 
8/ Max~/ IIrnpo” vw ¥ ere nicent | oyjae| Koy]tbre mo | eajip 

[5/] Ovvodpio” spt vy Mar | Joe arcgas | 

[8/] Max-/ Sapovnd v? B/ 
[8/] Mapx’/ Aoap vw ¥ 

8/ PoB- TavovBe vy 

8/ Teoare Iverpe vy 

3/ Kodhov’ Va vw ¥ 
8/ Kupiax/ mp vy 

8/ Aavund S wo” av™ v B 
8/ Iver Tlarlan vy 

Verso blank. 
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PAPYRUS 1557. 

Or. 6230 (38, 39). 113 x 83in, 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the foregoing. Nothing is preserved except the lists of 

A The oblique strokes before 5/ 

Recto (fibres —). 

names. The sequence of vecto and verso is uncertain. 

are added in a different ink. Cf 1554. 

i] v? 8 / ¥ [TJoavvd Mapk’/ [ 
] vy? Ko / [8/] Swofs a8d*/ Ixoop* [ 1% 

J v? Kd / 8/ w? Tevovre” [ 

/¥I Bek ve 08 PIM San B= f Boots ssi 18 
(5) / 8/ Awa [K~ ®]dof =v? of’ (5) / 8/ Sevnpo Br06*/ [ 

/ ¥ Adafvacws PluB- sv» / 8 Amoddw Pero [ 

/ ¥ Koorlavrw | v? 8’ / 8/ BopO/ Kad\unx"/ [ 

/ 8 Xapolvndr =~ v? 8 J 8/ Movoa~ Avocr’/ [ 
/ &/ Mak-[/ je v? 8 / ¥ Maro Srd06/ [ 

(10) / 8/ Geo[s Iwapvo vo (10) / 8/ Br0*/ Tlapovrd [ 
/ ¥ Ud ] vy 8 / ¥ Sevov? Koddov? [ 
/ & Swp{~ bee ee of / Y Kovor Cop [ 
/ 98/ Tewpys Avave v? 8 / 8/ @co8o01s Yevov® = »”-—_ >; 

/ ¥ lwavvs Xpnor vy iB / & levoxer® TMomp- vy fB’ 

(15) / 8/ Maveorny Mak vy? 8 (15) / 8/ Aavd Max—/ v? Bl’ 

Verso (fibres }). 

jo7p vy / 8/ Vine tpecB” [v? 

] Geodwpo v 8 / 8/ Awa K~/ Mnpo[yo” 

P)ouB- v? 8 / 8/ Evorabe Kavos 
ie v? § / 8/ PouB- Map[Ko 

(20) Tla}rnp v° 8 (20) / 8/ Marnp Evax [ 
] Eppaw v? 8 / ¥ loavvd Tapal 

@]eodo010 vy / ¥ Xevov? Aavmr [ 
] Ovdps v / 8/ A€avacrs Ioak [ 

Ijoax vy / ¥ Mapk” Aavind [ 

(25) ] ap* v (25) / 9¥/ Iwavvd Tayvyad [ 

Tapovd v? 8 / 8/ ®cods0018 Marnp [ 
] 7° rn =f / 8/ Xevov® Tevoov v? 8 

Teopy? v? 8 / §/ Tarnp Ikava v 8 

] You" v / 8/ ABp~ Aroddw (cancelled) v® (szc) 

(30) D)A00/ v ¢ (30) / [8]/ ®td0’/ Buxr~ (cancelled) v® ¢ 
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PAPYRUS 1558. 
Or. 6230 (40). 11x 7 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. Nothing remains but two lists of names. 

Below each the papyrus is blank, as if no Coptic statement had followed them. To which * 
locality the lists apply is not clear; not, we may assume, to St. Pinution or Pagowne, since these 

seem to be each noted as exceptional (Il. 8,13). Yet the priest, Philotheus (I. 25) appears— 

if the same person—as of Pagowne in 1549. Probably they relate to Jkéw as a whole. 

Recto (fibres }). 

] Tewpyro” [ y° 

Tlewp? Agr? v? [ 8/ O]paer[oudo” vy? 

]. v iB 

].- SaBuwo" vy 8/ Ovvodpiov Mrovx/ [ 

(5) 8/] @oB- oe Ka — FF (8) op" 8/ [Taxow Myp | 
].- Ama Typ vw ¢ op? 8/ Terpo” Max~/ [ 

8/ I]ecouro” Avdp* vw > 8/ [.. .Je Iwavvo” [ 

]* Bro? 70” ayo” Twov™ vy 8/ [IT]erpo” Avdp* [ 
Jor~ Brr0° Badé vo ¢ 8/ Ipapo TMenovor [ 

(10) Jos ®eodocr0" v? 8B (Io) 8/ Mex’/ Qpo apt [ 

8/ Tl]eooo” Wnpe Kou vw ¢ 8/ Tlareppov’ Ovvodpio” [ 
5/] Ilkoue Ivovves vw ¥ 8/ Xupo” Ia oKv™ vy ¢ 

8/ Sevov? Mni vopi*/ v? 8 8/ Sevov® Mapk°’/ max-/ vw” 
8/] Stpo” Bux~/ vy? 8 8/ PoiB~ Ccodwpo" vy 

blank 
Verso (fibres —). 

(15) (15) ]. ++ @eodsoor0 [ v? 

6/] TAaddA~ Tewpywo” [ 

8/ Sevov? Kaxkax [ 

8/ Mn? Taree [ 
3 

° n 
mm 3 ] pt Awa Tnp 

8/ Mjarce tepix +4 
° 

co. 

]koxe panto” v°? op’ op? 8/ PoiB- Mavaxes [ 

(20) 8/ Alaud wp* 70” ayo” Pol[iB~] v° (20) 8/ ... pos Biro® Badé [ 

38/] Ovvodpr” Tiz[.]x[. . -] ve? 8/ Kohdov? Lovevay [ 

5/] Tarepp’” Apos v? 8’ 8/ AzrohdAw @eco® [ 

8/ Ovvjodpr”” Koxxa v? iB’ 8/ Vov Mapx’’/ [ 

BilhoO/ rpodyré v? op d/ Marepp’ Troole [ 

(25) 8/] Budo? Myp apt vB (25) 8 Awa K~/ wepix [ 

8/ Iwavvo” Tebup.” [v?] 8" 8/ Opcevovdo” oux*/ [ 
8/ IlavxovdoB” Tepix vy 8’ 8/ IaxwB ap? vy [ 

8/]| @codocr0” Bux*/ v? iB’ 8/ Tlaxopus Arro\kw mp v? [ 
blank 

5. For xaradAayy. ’ Inst. frang. iii. 204). 
20. This David and his monastery occur in 1480, 23, 73. 26. It may be noted that in 1480, 110 we find Ovepce- 
24. Is this a title, rpopyrys, and if so, what can be its  yoydis orxd/, 

meaning? An instance occurs on a tombstone (Bull. de % / 
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PAPYRUS 1559. 
Or. 6230 (42). 10x 4? in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to those preceding. Nothing remains but the Coptic declara- 

A tions, which I have failed to adjust to any of the fragmentary lists in the foregoing 
numbers. 

Recto (fibres —). 

] y/ xp » BSL | & arfom aijapeac muy eeeeal | mupsenMa THCTHYE ems[aracTaAasoc 

Mpoc] | Teysolee] ayo THQOeewAg[es | (5) axe cae [e]Theoyexopra [ | oyebsAfia] ayw seme 
ennaal | wrpe [eqo]masenre mposene [| marin ef. . .Jer erte epujaitrer [ge | mo-yron[exjcoar 

gattpoctieso[it | (10) maguprye wakoh exom + aliton | MeTWYHpTcgar TecTeXeE [ 

Verso (fibres ). 

cp aghioni aT [eassiplosee | selmmnoypicfe wAaaly ait | jaemina oyplwsee ioyur| 

(15) Je oyne OKOY wWHpe efor | exlac erernwlamjge epoc | glymonicear gampocerssont | 
BOElic Magopize ageeoryy exon | |TaAyMApaRaAr seaeor 

6. Read axenmnesna. 

PAPYRUS 1560. 
Or. 6230 (215). 9% x 82 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to those preceding. It is clearly by the scribe of 1554, but 

cannot be brought into connexion with that fragment. 
The verso should presumably be the side whereon a long blank follows the text ; but since 

the text on the horizontal fibres is not a continuation of that on the vertical, and since there 

is no space above it for the required list of names, we must suppose that and the first words 

of the Coptic to have been upon another leaf. 

Recto (fibres —). 

_Jmugngapo[it | jnihwte e[hoA | goxeodo}ne axe[ | colee [i7helo}ye[gcopra] | (5) Royebiice 

noy[a] rheoyp[rAra] | [oyae itennla oypwssee Moywr emagoy oye | Koy!) wHpe eho 

[MJaeitTH itpose(me | Tacce] sewh nHTT e[sfac epwanrer(iige | eplmas TApMUge[ije enonttonic- 

fee | (Io) mpoc|riraewit mae [epleTeTitaei[Taolerc | [Magopice] seoh exon ano[K) cTewptioc 

uT[ajiicojar | [panjeware + 

Verso (fibres *). 

v°) op Aan 
]v¢ 8/ wL 

(15) vl [9/ 
[8/ Ma]co[v]. Eppaws vy? ¢ /[ 
[8/ A}ma KodXov? w? av? vy ¢ 8/ Aza [Kupos 

[5/ ] Ilerpos Awa Kupos v° ¢ 8/ [P]oBap[ wr 

O/AiSpem Solon” alot. hid $/ Wank 
(20) 8/ Tamvov’ Didnpov [v?] ¢ 8/ codecs KX 

8/ Sredavos Kap* [v? Je’ 8/ Bux~/ YaBifvo” vv? 
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+ Anon wWenoyTe nye iN[cannoyr seencretpanoe [muyn]|Taypinwoc TeneTHY: enthwre 
ehoA ngemwnm mpoc Teq[soxe ayw] | TeNQuaewAwrs sxenme[NTaJAo Asay epwsse mapa 

Teqyo[ose oyte] | (25) NNenKoydwc nnoya etheoyprAsa [ay]w serena [oypwsee] | mmoywr 

OyYTE WaoyRoy! MUH[pe aerjemracce masoley mATH] | eTe epujanTeTNgeE epwle aseanp}nar 

TaApenwwrie Teitge/Monicec] | [QA}Mpowceiewit Mee epeTeTe(itare|Taxwerc Naguprce meew/[ey 

exwin+] | [anon] oyepwenoyhe nue inmaleerac] NTAyMapanape iterfwor — arcgat] | (30) 

[glapwoy [aseasayitoer + ] 

27. ete for ei dé. 

PAPYRUS 1561. 

Or. 6230 (21°). 113 x 83 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. Only the Coptic declarations remain; 
above each must have been a short list of names. Which side should be the vecto 

cannot be discerned. The declaration on the horizontal side concerns the ézoikov of Nisikaite 

(Nisekéte), z.e. Keramion, to which a section of 1552 likewise relates. 

Recto (fibres 4). 

| y/ xp” v° af[ 
bl. . -|MMApw muynmter[pole semana Ky[pe | [.-. . - Jnibotec eho[A] engyiom mpi | 

[.. N]miTHTAAW Aaaly] asnpwsee Mapla Tehsoss | (5) ofylexopia oyae MmnKoYydice Noya 

e[theoytprAsa] | ayw ania oypwsee NOywT enalgoy -[ | (WacloyRoy! WHpe ec[o eeHNTH 

posse [| anmwaseh matin eo[plar ere epusarel | €ANepmar Tapnwone e[itjoymonicear 9 | 

(TO) Mieke epeTeTitaseTiaojerc Nagopece azo[eyy accwit] | anon swocn nynhi[ATOop taynada- 

Rader [ | blank 

Verso (fibres —). 

Imecporhlase ? seneleytocs muir. . .Je | menosnsjon miucrRarie T)NeTHX OS eMmsho[te e]hoA | 

|rehoose alyu] THQ OLLoAOTS [asenmtenrrajAw | (15) Mapa tehooss etheoyexopia oyTe sesten- 
(noy|bie | hyyAr ayo annennw oyrAcser moy[w]r emagoy | jon oyte wWaoyRoy! NWApE 

eho nesniits wAosens | irr eo Aar erre epwanteTiige epoc [eanjepmar | JMoRIcoar gampoc(Tr}seo%t 

iiae epeTeTeneentaoerc | (20) [Nagopice seolh exwnt+ anon Mwlor] MutAanapioc seria | 

Jakor aicgar gQapor aleeejacuitoer + , 

8. For this verb cf 1554, verso. 12. Not space for the full name coshaszawn. 

PAPYRUS 1562. 
Or. 6230 (22). 6x9 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. It relates to Pagowne, or at any rate the 

Coptic scribe comes thence (I. 14). 
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Recto (fibres —). 

8/ Eppaw Amarnp : vy ¢f 
8/ Vaos Acavyn YP ¢ 8/ @codocvs Ixavde vy é[ 
8/ Maxapwo” IIkape. ae 8/ Aavind Gcodocr0" vy ¢[ 

&/ Ive Acwytio[v ee} 8/ Tlerpos Baowhio” f..[ 

(5) 8/ Hpardios Epuaols] | J (5) 8/ Tlex'/ Kodov# 
8/ Iwavyyns Or[vo]pp[io’] vw [ |] 8/ H\tas Bapoo” ald | 

3/ Giboous- ILoo}nd [vy] ¢ 8/ Koddov? Muas vf 
8/ Iver Tewp[yro” v° | 8/ Ilexvovo” Eppaws ... [ 

[e+ Japol ] 8/ Iwavvo” [ 

Verso (fibres /). 

(Io) wWHIpe eyo teent[e Mposerte mmesitoxy ATI] | [eg]par er ae ereTIIWAnge epoc alprjar 

— tlapijas[w)ne | [eroy]no[nlicear gampoceceew/i] mie epeTeTiteeitTaxoerc | [Iagopicje seaeocy 

€SWN ANOR Me[sw]uy np Twpititeeanapioc GaaeoyA | [Mpwse MenjHKeron Macayne mraynta- 

PaAape aeeeol aicgar Qapooy mcaeayitoer + 

PAPYRUS 1563, | 
Or. 6230 (68). 11x 4 in. 

TAX-REGISTER, similar to the preceding. The statement on the verso, although 

in a different ink and (probably) hand, may be but a continuation of that on the recto. 

‘The terms of both diverge somewhat from the usual formulae, referring to the exchange 

(xaraddayy) presumably to be deducted from the total collected. 

| pl v fp 
] ®aevar v f[’ 
] Aawd v 8 

/ vB 
(5) ]- - Aad vy 

] mepix v 

] Mak’/ mepx v? 
] Tewpyto” v? 8 

]e’/ Pir0? Bad* v? 8 
(r0) ] vo” Tlarovades v® (sic) (cancelled) 

8/ ] PoB- Ovvodprio” v? 8 
8/ Selvov? Tami vy ¥ 

8/ ] Koop vo" vy 

+] ANOR IWANMHC Mmuyteeres[ac | (15)] NQOACK, seMoYyTpieeH Qamssieton | JumicTapeea 
“Miteitaoesfe | citjaly] NTpieene MRATApPAAKA| | 

Vv. 3.Q 
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] TieTH KES en{ | Mameyep}yaeoc mceitho[Aoc | (20) RATAPA]ARH Qapooy Mploc | goxeo]Ao- 

wer seneTapwo Aaay | Koycbjece oyun ecqqwac] | emajgoy wsetexenTr eposs|ite | glampoc- 

Tiaron wiee ef | (25) MJeTpoc muyimteanapl | sleeeaquoes ayo TicTHX [er | 

] » Aa 8" 

22. equsagq: difficult to account for. eujayleynopes suggests itself; eqyusaq[t seems to give no sense. 

PAPYRUS 1564. [ 
Or. 6223 (5). 4x82 in, 

TAX-RECEIPT, similar to the preceding. Only the Coptic declaration is preserved. 

Recto (fibres *). } 

+ anon ehrAoeeoc nwy[ | Tewpleioc aenwenoyTe MUMAAHA aeimewiate | Tato Aaay : 

eopar Mapa NenTantaag oyale | pwleee gnoyeneepia oyac mimennfoyeice | (5) mar ; , 

TENOYMOTICOAL OAQUE MILs Epe Tegloycia |] AIcgar gQapooy sexeaynoer | : : 

Verso blank. 

3. The formula differs here: ‘we have not laid aught upon (any) beyond that which we had fixed (Z#. given).’ 

PAPYRUS 1565. 

Inv. No. 1451 (4), Or. 6226 (12), 6240. Three fragments, the largest 3 ft. 54 in. x1 ft. Zin. 

DECLARATION (6yod.) on the part of three village officials® regarding the limits of 
their payment in certain taxes and contributions. The writers are concerned to show 

rather what they have not, than what they have paid. This negative form of statement » 
may have been required either by the government as a safeguard against subsequent objections 

to further payments, or by the pagarch as evidence that he had not, since his accession to office, 

extorted anything beyond the authorized amounts °. > | 
The beginning of the declaration (ll. 8-11) is so fragmentary that we can only guess at its 

terms; presumably they were parallel to the separate statements appended by the authors . 
individually. The payments in question are towards the general taxes, a contribution of wood 

(though this is doubtful), the governor’s émuord\wara, a share in payments towards certain 

sailors, and the due share as regards ‘the strangers’ (z.¢. fugitives4). There was certainly 
a considerable gap between fragments 2 and 3; dissimilarity in the fibre-strands alone 

suffices to prove this, 

ee 

a 

* Athanasius, /ashane of Nisekéte (= Keramion), we b Cf.a similar form in the following fragments and in 1570. 
know from 1508; Ezekias perhaps appears in 1549 as ¢ The phrase (I. 16, évdyewv), providing against future 
peilov of Pagowne; so too Philotheus. Their joint action litigation, may point to this. Cf the warning to Basil in 
in the present deed may indicate that it represents the officials 1364. i 
of Jk6w as a whole. 4 Is this a fine for harbouring them? (zv. 1884). 
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Frag. 1. Traces of a protocol, which Mr. Bell would ascribe to the reign of ‘Abd al-Walid 

(705-715). 
Frag. 2. + eM onoseaTs Toy | wa [| +[amo]it a@anactoc mye i[MeeaKapioc ican] | sen 

feenlrac [mupitmeean, GlaseoyA mAfawaite | [1tTitejatac [MTROLH] TARWOY eMcgar n[Meixoerc] | 

(5) ManeydbHeewc Roppa “tepe® neyeehioyAoc | mem™ mexoere nHYpy hacrAlelifoc | [Twas 

NoyoT TaRWoy | [Xarper Teligoeeodower am... Kaesl | [i]TamMoyTe enTAyTIT sate [ | 

(Io) [slyAwe neeate ayw [ | [T]Nooycoy mart xe | 

Frag. 3. JNe NeasoyTujsen[it | plwsee QoAOC ENMATINTIETE [EW ]eeeToee Exooc REANTS 

Aaay ATIC | M9 Wey IITUJELL0 NTiaeente oyae a[e.... NIAT[M O;yae Mpocwnon morte 

oyae | (15) [gynoy]proc [Mmw)Time erae ogy[moyplroc goAce aInecoyRoy! wWaoystos | 

I]MIOcON NTIALEIe EF AE METMATOARLA LelTIIcCAKAIpoc Miee eatece | [MAT erae aitjom ciae 

MMWHpe eiac NNCHHyOy eae Mpocwnon nmwnme H Aaary | [Mpwseee QoJAcc eyar egoyit 

epon erac eycahodA eeeeon meTiaToAsea | |remporbacte Tar eTermguc [Newlexeo erme weaciTi 

Aaay | (20) [boJA Meaneeocion senmowey MirenjcTAAea seenmwyosenT mg90A0K,; Moye | 
(RATA Mjeey eTlakppimnn[..... els[aje gag THMMsoere Man” MeyeehoyAoc | [ere] QeMmeZoyerr » 

Mike TEReOIT MIpHe Beant: Aaay Mapa ec NTamwAprsoolc] | Wunle eno-yroniceas ganpecs 

TIAIWH Mike EYMAQWPITE aeeeocy | |TMCWR OApoy Nupie emgeAeyerc see eyHaenTey] eaxooit 

eywops oynt | (25) [Ittanjeroctoc Notoc OITNTETH[AeNTOEKc ANCL TIPOLLOAOTIA MATH ElCTOF 
[epoc ayw] ENKINayieye NAT sen[MeTeMwN|me THPY OATIQO eENOpKR xempart | [iMMOy]TE 

HANTORPATWP ALMMOYaxar Mitxicooye eTAeargTeE eTpIIg Ap? | [TIPoElic Mpoc S€ ENTANIGAPIIcg at 

AYSioYyH amgoeeoAores + | [TIQOs2oOAJOTer Ae ON ANOH ASANACcIOC Nw[iNhcan MeTUHpIicg at 

‘ sitmnatahadre | (30) aHeeocon NHTIT QATIEMOIRION N[MEcIIROTE EITHUS Epory Mapa Maarero- 

cron | [....mjesyAoc eenmowy men[rcTaAeea] ermoaxoeie Tan weyerhoyAoc | Taseepoc nTe=- 

thrAoTosalia eenmowly NTAcPpiIRH Mpoc woseHT MQoAOK, | HATA Nleey opae oa[NM}TY NATIT 

oyae MMITS NTTpocwrton morinme | [oyae oyNolyptoc NNWTHTE seNneoyRoOY! Waoyitos Kae 
ion aH More | (35) [Tpormon] ayw ainmiTs Aaary NATH ofa}Mowy Mero eyoyHO groor | 
[MeciRWTe semrewjToAeea] Exooc xeaiTI NHTIT oyae ator | [oyae Mplocwnon mwme ehforA 

sinijTr Aaay MATH MNcananssocron | [... mez}yAo[c] seiigwy memicT[ajAferan  eeitjitg wey 

MTAPPIRAH seaTe | [ertanTloAa ac TAPHYwNe erg-yTOKIcoas QAMPOCTIaeWHt MiAe gTEMIZE- 

Aeyere | (40) [112k ey]NagwpIze aeaeoy exwm Tapicon Qapoy ehoA amITY Asay | Nearest] 

TMWHpiixooc + + anon ep[cAo® Muiiteanap, seeHa METUplico as TKeTor eTI90| [seo OTH] 

Mpoc TecGose aYW geese AOE a[immalrabare mAaay HAG AION AH MOTE Tporon iea-| 

[MaHaeocroit] eemmgwh mitenmicTAAsea sem[isoerc reyas]hoy SLNTWOLeNnT MOOAOR, sechrdo- 
Tieeta | (RATA Neley eaqthor eTappinA + alywo amity Aary oacboh newareeo NTA pic’ 

asasooy | (45) axelpoc onas[o}yTujasrit Ng[OAon, NjTayT[Aay MKartloc + + Alon aitoamace 

MUWiMaeanaproc | [ican ae]iteZenIac MWNMaeaKApioc GaseoyA NeTWHpMicgas TNeTOY ETIO O220- 

Aor | ([mpole Teccose ayw Tig O20 ows mennnaTahare mAaay RAION AH TloTe Tporton | 

[Mcana}areeocion seittbwh sitermictapasa semenxoere neyeehoyAoc senmuyol[eent 19 0]/AoRT 

secbrAoTiagin RaTA Neley calyhor eTAppiRH ayw semmiTr Aaay | (50) [Qacolh nAWsew 

. A small uncatalogued fragm. from a parallel document reads Jentaytn mam emsas{a | malate sammowy sen s- 
= | mlujossatT sto oNoK,. 

3 .Q 2 
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NTAMNIPic™ eeeeoloy Ncamajerepoc gisoyTacenit MQOAOK! MTan|[TALY M)RAMtOc AMOK eTeRIAc 

[MUpitieeanjapioc GaseoyA NeTWHpMcoar NTaaitoal|[itactoc] sooc Epor arcgar Qapoy aeaeac- 

MOeEr AYW atcgar gapor guwT+ | space | [+aANon a]napeac nep aYW Tgyroyaseitoc 

TIO MaLMITpe eTIQOLeoACTIA Mpoc Teccose | [+ anon ]poc MWe Niieeanaproc Aeattactoc 

nseAd NIIp® TI MeHTpe eTIQ WALI | (55) [Mpoc Tlecvose + + + ANOR NaKoyr nlwit..... 

TIO) MareTpe erigo Aor Mpoc Tecoose +|[+JaNalpiac swan eyit np’ THO MeenTpe ets 

goseoAotIa Mpoc Teccoae+ |[+ ANON WQAMMMAC Me MocoaAwpoc TI[O MeeNnTpe eTI]9 oa2oAOTIA 

Mpoc Teccoar+ | space | +8 euov Scodwpolv ovv®] cupBodawoyp + + + 

Verso of frag. 1. 

(60) [+ opodoy/ yevap! rap* ABavacr~ Ioaak S TeLexu* Tlapovd perl?l? | [xap ro]? wn 8°/ av” ru mode 
apn |). [vy]? y ex/[vlav™ 2? Adpux?/ | ] S rysny S 7 Nova! Sayp 7! ZevoBfov] | ¢ 

Pray. 2. — in the mame jets. 4... .3 We, Athanasius, the son of [the late Isaac], and 

Ezekias, [the son of the late] Gamoul, the /ashanes [of the ? ] Fields (we8:ds) [on the ... of] Jk6w®, 

do write to [our lord], the all-famous (zaveddypos) Korra, most wonderful (ireppvéoraros) governor 

(cuvpf.), [through you,] the most glorious (év80€draros) lord, master (kdpus) Basil, [¢//ustrius and 
pagarch of] this same village (kéun) Jkéw: Greeting (xatpe). We declare (6uodoyetv) and we 

ee [that, since the day] (10) whereonf God brought you [hither,..... (€ddos8) only, and 
ee [the instructions (éwiorahya pur.) that he hath] sent us... 

Frag. 3. ... beyond 28 (?) [solidz..... any] man at all (d\ws) belonging to our village 
shall be able to say that we have paid aught unto you,..... [the matter of the] strangers 
aforesaid, nor (ovdé) that [we]..... to you, nor (ovdé) your representative (tpécwzor), nor (ovdé) 

your assistant (szoupyds), nor (eid€ szc) any assistant (d7. 6dws), from small to great, .. . [beyond] 

the sum (égor) aforesaid. But if (ei 8¢) any one shall venture (rohuay), after any lapse of time 
(kaupds), to sue (évdyew) [you, be it (etre)] we or (etre) our children or (etre) our brethren or (etre) 

our representative (zpécwzor), or (7) any [man] at all (6s), akin to us or (etre) outside our (kin), 

whoso shall venture (7od.) [making use of] this excuse (rpédacis), namely the matter of the 
strangers, or if (et 5¢) (he shall say) that we (cod. he) have paid aught (20) except the taxes 

(Syudovov) and the matter of the requisitions (étiorahpa Z/ur.») and the 3 gold solidi [for each 
(xard)] sailor (going) to Africa,..... whether (etre) before our lord, the all-famous (ravevd.) 

governor [or (eire)] before’ any authority (€£ovcia), north or south, (saying) that we have paid 

aught except (wapa) as we have already said, [we will be responsible], being liable (s7oxeto Oat) to 
every fine (rpéarmov) that may be fixed (épifew) [for us, and we undertake] to submit thereunto, 
besides (xwpis) every prosecution (éme&édevorss) that shall be brought upon us. For an assurance 
therefore (odv) unto the Syudows Adyos, through your lordship, we have drawn up this declaration 

. 89 = 3007 : for &dov. But if so, why the Greek word? Two small, 
rt ® pe ae rod (Bell). uncatalogued fragments perhaps show this or a similar 
63. 7 Aourg ‘? the rest of his poll-tax’ (Bell). phrase: erae qiutas lors erae q[smpre | njanaocron gy/- 

e I doubt the correctness of this reading. As Athanasius oc | mpoc] woasnt n[goAon,, and manso|cron SYN ON. 
is from an émoékov, the weduds can apply at most to the other h Can this refer to instructions regarding the éevov? 
two, perhaps only to Philotheus, whose name must have V. 1552 etc. 
stood in ll. 3, 4. i It seems impossible to read gagtm here, but some such 

f V. note on 1. 9. word is indispensable. 
® Recurs in ll, 31, 38., One suspects an erroneous form ji Cf 1848, 20. 
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(opod.) for you, assenting (crovyetv) [thereunto and] being liable («wévvevew) unto you, with all 
{that is ours] on this account, swearing by the name of God Almighty (aavroxpdrwp) and the 

health of our lords that bear rule, that we will keep and observe (it), even as (7pds) we have 
already written. We have been questioned and have consented (épodoyeiv). 

I do further declare (sodoyetv), I, Athanasius, the son of Isaac, who have already written, 

that I have not paid (xkaraBddXew) (30) [any] taxes (8npdowor) to you on behalf of the érotxuoy 

of Nesikéte, over which I am set, beyond (aapa) my land-taxes (Syp. plur.) [and]..... 
(dos) and the matter of the requisitions (émicradya p/ur.) of our lord the all-famous (zavev¢.) 

governor,..... my share (uépos) of the gratuities (fudoriia) [and the] matter of Africa, at the 
rate of (rpds) 3 soldi [a (kara)] sailor. (And I declare) that I have neither (ovd€) paid to you, 

nor (ovd¢) to your representative (rpécwz.), [nor to your] assistant (srovpyds), from small to 
great, in any wise whatsoever (ka6’ oiov 84 ore [rtpdov]), and I have not paid aught to you 
in the matter of the strangers dwelling therein, (that is) [in] Nesikéte*; and that I cannot 

venture (ro\y.) to say that I have paid you, neither (odd) I, [nor (ovdé)] my representative 

(wp.); because [I have not] paid aught to you beyond the taxes (Snp.) [and]..... (Evdos) 
and the matter of the requisitions (ériorahya p/ur.) [and] the matter of Africa only. But 
(dé) if [I shall] venture (7od.), I (am ready to) be liable (iaoxeta Oar) to every fine (rpdaripov) 
and (40) [every] prosecution (éref¢hevous) [that may be] fixed (pie) for us, and to submit 

thereunto; for I have not paid aught [besides what] I have already said. 
I, Philotheus, the son of the late Mena, that -did already write, I assent (crovyelv) to 

this declaration (épod.), according to (mpdés) its authority, and I declare (éodoyetv) that 
I have not paid (xaraBdd\ev) aught, in any wise whatsoever (ka6’ ofov 84 wore tp.), except 

[my taxes (Syp.)] and the matter of the instructions (érior.) of our [lord the] governor and 
the 3 soldi of gratuity (didoTia) [for each (xard)] sailor that went to Africa. [And! 
(I declare) that I have not] paid aught (50) in the matter of the strangers whom we have 

administered (? yerpuorevew™), [except my] share (uépos) in the 28 soldi which have been 

paid (?) in common (kowds "). 
We, Athanasius, the son of the late [Isaac] and Ezekias, the son of the late Gamoul, 

that have already written, do assent to this declaration, according to its authority; and I (s¢c) 
declare that I have not paid aught, in any wise whatsoever, [except my] taxes and the 

matter of the instructions of our lord the governor and the 3 sofdi of gratuity (¢A.) for 
each sailor that went to Africa. And (I declare) that I have not paid aught [in the] 
matter of the strangers whom we have administered (? yeup.), [except my] share (pépos) in 

the 28 solidi which we [paid] in common (kowds).’ Ezekias wrote at the request of the 
illiterate Athanasius, and is followed by 5 witnesses and Theodore, the notary. 

K The lacuna could hardly hold smenosnron 11-. m 7.e, pethaps, looked after since their flight to Nesikéte. 
1 From here to the end of the declaration (where witnesses n A reference probably to the fine on local officials. C/ 

begin) in another hand, that of Ezekias. 1345, 1859 (Bell). 
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PAPYRUS 1566, 
Or. 6222 (1). 93x 7in. 

ROM a declaration (éuodoyia) precisely similar in its terms to 1565. No names are 

visible. 

[elzfoyera] | exslooc goA0c xeanTr Aaay emhoA | msoere ManeypHaewe neysehoyAoc | 

] Kata Neeq nTayhor eTacping | (5) Je..... eae ants NATH |] HA OYNoyproe NmwTintE 
erae Aaay | Kalra Aaay iMporacic Mapa e¢ NTANWAP[M | Tr Aajay NATH HAS Ion AH MoTEe 

Tporton | gampoc}rieewit itsae | (IO) ] Kwpie emigeAeyerc mae | arjHara gQoaeoAotera wWurne 
eccagoonT | oiifheharmcic Mee OMeea iiee eyrtalee|ep[amze 

11, dékaos does not recur thus in these texts. I see no alternative completion of the word. 

PAPYRUS 1567. 

Or. 6230 (23 verso). 4x42 in. A fragment so firmly stuck upon the back of 1587 that 

it cannot safely be removed. 

ROM a declaration similar to 1565, stating that only a certain sum has been paid. 
No names are visible. 

] erae w[ATit | erae Aaay Npwosee QoAoc ewToAsea Mesooc | neyeehoyAoc erme ONeTOYcIA 

witae | ewTo[Asea ejasooc goAoc seants Aalay | memicTajAgea emasoere man® mcyarhoyAoc 

PAPYRUS 1568. 
Or. 6230 (104). 33 x 62 in. 

pee a declaration similar to the foregoing. No names are visible. . 

] SMITTQOCOY ssazoc NTATIIOYT[e] | Je MQooY NcamMmanarocion aeaTe | W)Nesoere Mamey- 

thHaewc neyarhoyAoc | nojyh meprAoTossra RaTA Neey KApahit | 

1. A peculiar, apparently pleonastic use of araxoc. 

PAPYRUS 1569. 
Or. 6225 (7). 9% x 83 in. 

ROM a declaration (6podoyety) presumably similar to 1565, 1566, though this assumption 
is based merely upon the negative formula in the last line. It is addressed by local 

officials (one a bmoddxrns*) to the Syudaws Adyos, through the pagarch. 

* In 1558, rec/o, this Shenoute appears to come from the émoixwv of Emphyteut6n, 

a 

PH rae 

ieee et ee, 
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+ €N ONOLATS TOY MaTpoc Kar Toy roy Kali TOY AtIOY MHATOC THe ATIAC Zwororoy] | 
RAI oseoocycloy EN xeonafar Tpraaocc | + aAMon wWenoyTe nyMaamAA noynolenTHe | 
atianapeac muymmenoyTe mposel | encoar MMmanerocioc Afowoc HTOS Memsoere | QrTOOTTAY TH 
notin [ | TMIAAG, AYO MMaAcap NTH[wWaen NTSKOOY | [xeTI]g9oeoAowes air Axay 

PAPYRUS 1570.—a. D. 708 or 709. 

Or. 6224 (1). 

SERIES of statements as to the amount of the instalments (€dywov *) of taxation, paid by 

Patermoute, peiLov and tmodéxrns of the émoixuov of Apa Pinoution. The dates at 
which they were paid do not appear to divide the year equally. The formulae used are 
of a negative character, as in 1565 and 1572. The sequence of the fragments is assumed 

from the incidental months and the reference, in frag. 3, to the 2nd kxaraBody*’. Ch the 
declarations in 1572. 

Frag. 1. ‘I, Patermoute, tod. of Apa P., write to the Snudows ddyos, through you, 
most glorious lord, master (dpi) Basil, the pagarch, (saying) that I have not paid 
(karaBdddevv) you aught of the Syudc.ov of the Ist xaraBohy of the 6th Indiction, beyond 

8 solidi, according to (mpés) the authority of these day-accounts (? nuépa4), as follows (ovrws). 
[The Greek subscription and scribe’s name here lost.] 

In the next two declarations, showing otherwise the same formulae, Syudovov is replaced by 
é€dywov ; in the last, commencing a fresh xaraBod, Snudovov reappears. 

Three fragments, the largest 93 x 7 in. 

Frag. 1. + ANOR MaTepas[oyTe Moyroaen,] mana [M)sfoyrios] | HINOY THOM erco [as] 

asTanesocioc Ao" giToo[TTHy TI] | Men nesoerc nHyp, hacrAroc nMnacapX sexemma/tahadre 

MATH waaay OMMArAL NTEMpoT[H Ka]|(5) TAHOAH NQeRTHE I>, Neaweeoyi MQOA[OK, Mpoc] | 

[T]o[ose mitrjos[eelep[a oy) o [| blank. This may have joined the next fragment. 

Frag. 2. 7’ i 8/ Tareppov® pel? vy +Tareppov® oroX 81 eno” Biro? My[va alfiw® eyp[, 
§ av] + | + anon nmatepssoyte moynfoneln, nana minoytion | ercoar eemaneeocioc Ao|roc 

giToolrTHy TH men™ | (10) Maoere nHYpic hacrAtoc nnacapX aesemimatabare warn WAaay 

Qaeiiercoctay meg~ nTempo™ | [RlaTahO NoEKTHE 1% Ncacooy MQoAOR, Mpoc | [TS]oxe m9 I~ 

arepa ort | o—— [px] 0 8/ Tlareppov? pel? ve | space | (15) ]” Pap? [ 

Frag. 3. seminarabarte] mATX WAaay QeereecomosenT megacint ntempo | KaTabods 

NQeRTHE I> ncahrooy ngoAOK, | Mpoc TooRe NiTIgLeeepa oyt | o— ap! B §/ TMareppov® 

v B\y 8"/ av v° B | space | (20) +anon maTepsreoy ng-yroaen, Nana rumoyrion | ercgar 

asTiatiazocioc Aotoe OrTooTTHYTH mMen™ | maxoere nHypIe hacrAsoc aexemmmaTahare | wT 

WAAAY QitlraHal WracyTepa HaTaboAH | ngERTHe 17, Ncaoynawe MQoAK, Mpoc | (25) Tae 

a V. pp. 86, 87, above, and p. gr, note. 
b Except in the last declaration, where Horouogchis, the 

Aoyoypdédos (v. Pap. 1401), appears responsible, though this 
too bears Patermoute’s subscription (crorxeiv). 

¢ There were 3 xaraPodai in an earlier age; cf J. Mas- 
pero’s 6th cent. texts from Jkéw, Bull. de Inst. frang. 

vi. 112. 
d I take this to be the designation of the present docu- 

ments; but I can find no evidence in support of this. “Hyépa 
in Br. Mus, Copt. Cat. no, 1073 seems to be ‘daily wage’; 
in Rylands Copt. 158, 1. 30, perhaps merely ‘ working 
day’. 
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munigterepa oy g— | Meo? y 8/ Apovoy* hoyoyp o-r-s v° § | +Iareppov’ orox Se epov Piro? 

Mnva afi? eyp/ § av’ + | 
26. Not ovrws after Aoyoyp. 

PAPYRUS 1571. 

Or, 6230 (105). Two fragments, the larger 1 ft. x 22 in. 

| Biore a document addressing the pagarch and apparently similar to 1570. 

the taxes paid on behalf of the (monastery of) Pharow, on the 25th Tybi and 4th 

Phamenoth. The writer and responsible official is Philotheos®. 

It regards 

ss ? anaes 

Frag. 1. + anton ehrAcefece 

Frag. 2. myAXoyxer[p, | MoporpaTwp [ | ammmmatahad(Ae | aaeocron sit] | (5) mutoryey 

yy ap? [v? | utlelige (blank) | [| 2” xe 8/ bdo? zl F | bap! § 8/ 7°” av[ | (10) ys/ apv’ v° B &i/ 

[ | space | +aton ehrdceece nf | mepapooy TreT[orX | swgamiite Tuya | (15) Mapanader 

ssos [| blank 

~ £> a A man so named from this monastery in 1553, recéo. 8. xe inserted in different ink. 

' 2, For ravroxpérwp. This should imply that the declaration 10. For a perhaps 6. 

here began with an oath. 

Geom niet 

PAPYRUS 1572. 

Or. 6216. 2 ft.9 in.x82in, The full width is shown at Il. 11-13. 

ECEIPT (érdéywv), in negative phraseology (cf 1565), the purport whereof may be 

gathered from the declaration of those—presumably 3 village officials—who sign — 

their agreement to it (erorxeiv): ‘We, Theodosius and Gennadius* and Shenoute, write unto 

the Sypdows ddyos through you [Basil ?], pagarch of Jkéw, saying, We declare (épodoyeiv) that 

we have not paid (karaBdd\ew) as the 2nd ééd-ywov» of the Sipoupov® of the general taxes 

(Snpdovor) [beyond 120] solidi.’ One would expect the lists, of which the text consists, to 

give the respective contributions of the 3 pepides repeatedly named therein; doubtless the 

Moreover it is not clear why 
missing figures were in the right-hand portion of the MS., now lost. 

the Coptic declaration (I. 11) should come half-way through the évrdywov. The 2nd Coptic portion 

(l. 34) is merely the repeated agreement of the above 3 signatories. The pepides are 

presumably administrative quarters of the town, named after churches or monasteries _ 

situated in them. Cf. 1555. The lists are in the hand of Theodosius, the first of the 
7 Ae Cant me inget LA e 

b. V, 1570 and p. 91, above, note. 
® Note the difference in spelling this name (assuming 

© Cf. 1880. Gennadius and Genasius to be the same). 
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Coptic signatories, who, in Il. 11-14 and 34-36, sign each for themselves, in 15-19, by the 

hand of Theodosius. 

pepuT ayo” Evex 8/ Tevr[acro” 

IN 8/ ros e€ys [ 
pepi™ aywo” Evewy 8/ Mapk” Wovwr [ 

pep” ayio” Burtwp 8/ Iwavv’” mpayp- [ 

(5) Pap? a © 8/ ros ens [ 

pepu™ ayio” Buxktwp 8/ Mapk-~/ Vova" [ 
pep ayio” Eveyx 8/ Tevacio” [ 

Bont ayio” Evax 8/ Maxap.” mp* [ 

y 7 ayio” uo? 8/ Mapkx~/ Vovor [ 
ike) & yr pept” ayo” ido? 8/ Mapk-/ Vovw™ mT wept” ay p 

+ ANOR GcoOAwC! TIcTIX ATIENTATIO Mpoc Teyoore + 

+ANOK WINOYTE TICTHYH eNseNTAKE Tpoc ee 

€CjcHO aeaeoc+ +aNon Celtaaroc mp TieTA envenraAcion 

Tipoe Teycoss + 

(15) +aMoM Scorocioc sentetMaaroc eeBeliioyTe] 

eNcOar MaHasocroc Aotoe QITOOTHY[(TH NToTH MRYp, hacrAroc] 

nnacap TIyROOY sxeTitgoseoAotr senmennaTiahare wikaay gitt-] 

ALAOCHAY METATIM Matseepon Meanseocron [  — ? Neawexoywr] 

NQOAOK, NaeaTe i y/ v? pk p/ 

(20) Pap? KO ar pepe” ayo” Evwx / [ 

N 8/ rows [efous 

— pepi™ ayio” Pho? 3/ Mapikow Vova" [ 

oe. ayo” Evwyx &/ Makap* zp* [ 
La pep” = ayto” Buxrwp~ 8/ Iwavy- mpayp- [ 

(25) Papp’ « 8/ rows. e€ous [ 
pep? ayo” Bixrwp 8/ Mapk-/ Yover [ 

pepi™ * Dido? Sf V-/ [ 

pep? ayo” Evax 8/ Tevacwo” mp* [ 
n 8/ rows e€ous [ 

(30) — ayio” Buxrwp 8/ Mapxos Vou[w” 
A aywo” Puido?® 8/ Mapxos Voval” 

Tx kK 

nr ayio” ido? 8/7 ev rayapx [ 

: ahs Is Wouwr a name or a designation of trade or office 4. mpayparevtod. 
_ with preceding article? It will be observed that fathers are 8. yr: ?yr7{Oy, or some such form of aireiv (Bell). 

not named elsewhere in this list, though in 1481, 18 Wovo0 18. arasepom: cf 1880. 
looks like a patronymic, and in 1448, 17 it appears to be the 33. Does this imply that the pagarch resided in the 
name of George’s father. So too in 1620 we read Mapxov precincts of the monastery (? church) of St. Philotheus, or 
oe Wovo. No Coptic etymology for the word suggests perhaps that he held property there? 
. 

. 

Iv. 3.R 
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x 

+ANOR ECOAocIOc TeIcTOY aMeNTATtIoN N[poc 

(35) +aANOR WINOYyTe TICTHXCH emi[enTacion 

+ANOR Cennaasoc mp. cTHX + 

(long blank) 

PAPYRUS 1573.—a. D. 710. 

Or. 6208. 2 ft. 10 in. x 102 in. 

PETITIONARY declaration (zapaxhytixy dpod.*), or undertaking dodddea (1. 31), 
sey addressed by 8 residents in Pagowne, whose names appear in the appended d:acradpos », 

to the Snpudowos Adyos, through the pagarch, It recalls a previously granted petition, regarding 
ade , son of Philotheus, ‘our man,’ z.¢. our fellow-townsman °, and the local taxes (Synpdcvor, 
avdpiopos, Samavn), with the collection whereof he appears to have been concerned. Now that 
he has been appointed their ‘headman’, the writers make this fresh declaration and undertaking, 

the purport of which it is impossible to discern. They pledge their property for its fulfilment 

(l. 13). It is interesting to see reference here (Il. 5, 6) to the use of ostraca (/¢. potsherds) 
in the machinery of tax collecting. It will be remembered that a large number of tax-receipts 
upon ostraca are extant, dating some 50 years later than the present texts4. There likewise 
it is usually the ‘headman’ who collects (or gives the receipt for) the taxes. The scribe 

was the writer also of 1548. 

Mansrocioc] Aotoe gitooTTHyTH [TOTH | MeMAoyeTp ayw nnacap NIITIa2€ NTSAKWOOY 

senncienoinion | Xaipe TigoseoAoter wean aimmadanader mTerinn[> | me MNiteaKapy 

PrAo®% Menpworee Tapeneria wore rm | (5) evembrAcse meat menanee® seienamapicee® 

ssteaan[anH | [. . .JibaAce mpoc Teposeme Tar OTAOCH IN AMeTHNA Wlwme aTeTit] at 

n[tTlennaTadA[AacH about 14 let.] | noywr ayw on THQOLeoAOTer axeguh mee | grr 

TNHTARY NOOYM ENMENHY seamon ANMAKAAEL ITT[eTILALIMTAOEIC | (Io) aTeTHAAY Mam Matte 

epeneynopoc gananopoc[ | eywpx nreTiteenTaxoeire ances TIQOLeoAOTIA [ | epory aYW elt- 

KYNayneye nmeTeMwnmte THPY Recpadfatwe | eemmeTHIee AM QApIQApory MoyAo™ nemex epolt 

wantierple | [.. EMwlpR MMpant eemioyTe THTANAWKPO seumtoyaxar[ | (15) TMpoerc mpoc TSoRe 

NTEIQ OL2oAOTIA coysnorn TH[goseoAorer + | + aon ice NWA MieaKRapioc finTop 
sic 

Mpsenacsooyne TicTos[X eTMmapanAHTInRN] | goseoAotIA Mpoc Teqsore + anon eewawpoc 

® Some 6podroyiar are called at once mapaxAyrixy and 
tyyoyrent (e.g. 1623). 

That these are the petitioners should follow from their 
use of orovxeiv. But Mr. Bell objects that the terms of the 
évacraApds point rather to persons called on to pay taxes or, 
more probably, to fulfil some service relating to their collection. 

¢ Rather than ‘ our servant’. 
4 V. Crum, Coft. Ostr., p. 36 of transl. 
7. Perhaps read mennxataNAacn. 
9. This recalls a clause in Copt. Catal. no. 1079: ‘ Our 

return includes every one above the required age; if we be 
found to have omitted any, THTtaay nooyn mmenxs we will 
place them (for custody) in our house,’ But what its meaning 
is here I cannot say. The following uncatalogued fragm. 
is clearly from a parallel text; smaxscoolye maneNleye | 
Jencon tataay egoy{st | ] mrgqexeanon ari, 

10, epe-, etc.: ‘The well-to-do (etzopos) instead of the 
needy (dzopos).’ Meaning? 

12. epog: perhaps due to this writer's use of zapaxAyrtxdv. 
13. emexrepon = évéyupor. 

‘ 

- 

ve? | 
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x sic si¢, 
MUWMMAARAPI[OC IWQANIH TICTOY ] | EMUMAPATLAHTIRA QoxeoAotIA Mpoc Teqyorose ¥ + aston 

cewlprioc mwyitaronn] | Mpeeenacoyne TICTOINKE EMMAAITIRON QoxeodotIA Mpoc [Teqycore +] 
| (20) + AMOR ATA RIPE MBMMeAKAproc Rwceea MpAeMAGAYNE TICTONNH TM ApaRAATIRA 

goseodorsa] | Mpoc Teccoae + ANON WIMOYTE MUMKOAGE MAeMAGAYHE TICTY ICH eTUMTAAIT[IKOM 

goxzoAotia mpoc teccose +] | YF atton Ocwawpoe Mupitteanaproc grAoecoe mpsera- 

Sooyn tectlorye | Mpoc Teyooxkr AMOK GCWAWPOC MUNMAAKAPIO’ JWOANMHE MT[Acjarres 
a2ezos aicgat] | QAporyy meeeaqitoer YF anon ocyauwce MwWNMeanaptoc wiMoyT[e | (25) Qoxe0- 

AotIa Mpoe TeYsore ANON GCWAWPOC NWNMLaKapioc sogamMHe [MTAAITEH aeezor arcgat] | 
gapoy [+ Anon TaitecKHy TWwitjeeaRnaple] Mpoc Teccoxe + anon aTOAAW MWe MMTWor 

atjsooc epor arcgar[ | + alton eZentac TIUWMiLeeanap[ioc GFalercoyA TIO keeenTpe MIMTMApa- 

R([pitsnK | + aNOR attapeac Mp” aYw MOHTOY TIO seeenTpPE MUMApaKpiTin[A | (30) aon 

iAo° Muwiteeanape TIO seeeeTpe eNMMApaRpITInA ‘OLezoAora | + ANOR Tagweas memp® Tio 
SSeATPE eTIacthadia Mpoc Teccoxe + | 

+ Siacrahji ov 18 

8/ Vise Buxrwp ov a 8/ ®codwpov Iwavvov ov a 

8/ Teopywos Avorn ov a 8/ Ama Kup[o|s Koopa of a 

(35)  8/ Sevov’? Koddov? ov a 8/ @codwpe Pido?® ov a 
8/ @codworov Sevov? oF a 8/ Tanovny Max~/ ov a 

+ Se eu” Amohkw Vouv afiw’ eyf/ + + 

19. maAdrtiRon: cf MapakpeTiRwN (zapaxAnrixov), 1622. is provided with such a list is not obvious. Those appended 
32. Stacradyds évoudrwv. «8 probable total, assuming elsewhere (¢.g. in 1494, 1549) are not called dacraApds, 

a 3rd column lost on right (Bell). Why this document alone nor are their names preceded thus by dud. 

PAPYRUS 1574.—a. p. 711. 

Or. 6213. ‘Two fragments, the larger 2 ft. 72 in. x1 ft. 22 in. 

HE protocol shows “Abd allah as governor; but 1. 10 gives the 9th Indiction as date of 
writing, z.¢. the third year after he had been replaced by Kurrah. Here then, as in 

1542, we have evidence that papyrus prepared under one governor was occasionally used 
under another. 

The text addresses the governor through Basil, the pagarch, and deals with the assessment 
or collection of taxes. Its authors are the generality (xarampdécwrov) of the inhabitants of Jkéw, 
‘whether (<ire) those that are in Jkéw or (etre) those [that are in Baby]lon®’ Both parties unite 
in the confirmatory clauses (ll. 22 ff.) appended to the statement already set forth (cadnvilev) in 

the declaration. The total of money paid, or to be paid», is 144 so/¢dz, whereof 130 were due 
from Jkéw itself ([‘? with the men of the] ézotkia and the men of the Fields’), while of the 
remaining 14, 3 fell to the Five Fields, 11 to the Three Fields. . The authors state (ll. 25 ff.) that 
they act as their own mpdécwza, z.¢. they are not represented by their officials. 

® of Gvres é€v Ba BvAwn in the Greek texts. V. p. 156 etc. b The use of évdyew in |. 23 points to the former. 

SR 2 
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Frag. 1, Protocol. line 1 lost | ehenpovos $ grarOpwafov] | [esley!) wer, UI mur | ove 

cot Os « py povos | (5) Mayer amoorodos Ov | [xU]) Oy DOV Td4 UI SI st LN] | 
APSeddag vios ABSed | Mapehex ovpBovdos here, in perpendicular script, (6) '€ | 

[+em onoselaTr toy naTpoc Ral TOY YIoy Kar Toy alerfoy mujeyaeatoc [THe acirac 

ZWortoroy] Kas oaeo|(TO)oYero eit eeoMaas TpIaace eyp i Emu KS’ wS?/ evvaros |[+ amon MRata- 
TpocwMnon MporeTanwoy erae NeTOUTsH[Woly eftale NieToO I] |(babyAjom eltcgoar NTAHseocroc 

Aowoc HTON Mixoerc Manf[eydpHaeoc | ] QITOOTTIHYTI MTwTH Ten nexoere MHYp, hacsAes[oc] | 

[Qxetoyuu se |imitoyTe THANG, ayo MMacap NXariple sxejrigoseo[Aojefer | (15) o}yAoroe 

NEPWMKTIRWMH MOPWT sKRloy] iTcferT] | IMWeEITOMRJom eeTepwrentenore ewe QaeH seihrooy 

ngoAfon, | RaTalhaAe WATT MUje seaah n[g oAO]R, “epeTioy wgoAon, eT... [ | Js That 

asuTaqre [ijooAOK, aTTie [i]Rore ot WoseT [MQOAOK,} | ] A~W ATUOALTE HOLE BI MHALMTOYH 

mMgoAon, [ | (20) jie me geet aemhrooy M9OACK, Mpoc Tooae mTAoKoc [ | | eroyarepliceroc 

Frag. 2, [clacpymecoar seeeogy catie [| cemete NHTI QaTTIQWe Mar waered [| eTIMTALOKT 
crac MeTH[Mp]He wrheseamon mepwosehahy Act | (25) ] eprampocwrom sem seo gal. .].. ep- 

TeMpocwrtort | MepwseblabyAwn ayo aston [about 12 let] npwseTarwoy | renMpoewrton 

seit [seo | antjmiee ail | 

Verso of frag. 1. 

[+oporo}u-/ yevap‘ps tap—/ Siadopp (space) mpoow™ aro Adpoditw yap [ | (30) 7” 

avv® evey’ a” ep... [ Vieef aX... 

8. Bell, who reads thus, regards this as the date, 6th Indic- 18. ]g: perhaps zpoodzag. 
tion=a.D. 706-7. 24. etnmasort: of, 1565, 22. 

11. This is the word to be read in M. A. Murray, Zhe 30. tov évOpdruv evexOévruv eis tov (? THv) ep.. (or €€..). 
Osireton, pl. xxxvii supra (a list of names). Mr. Bell helped in reading this. 

PAPYRUS 1575. 

Or. 6222 (3), 6223 (3). Two fragments, the largest 33 x 5} in. 

ROM a declaration (éuod.), addressed to the Snudovos Adyos and relating to the collection 

of the general taxes (8nudowov) and to 50 solid, which had been demanded of the 
writers, perhaps as a fine. The sum of money here suggests connexion with 1595; but all 

that can be said is that, here as there, the scribe was probably Theodore. 

Frag. I. Mpojewrton glajmgowy mMeaneeocs(om | Tien QxemTpereTH] | jreTIWaTIH NTAIOy 

ngfoAon, | je....-emool | 

Frag. 2. (5). ey]aHk eremamtel | eyoplas oy manaeocioc Aotoc giTiTeTH] | Alcaeit 
TiQoseoAowIA NATH eNKitayiteye | TH)pc QATIIQWY ENWPR aetp[ain 

5. SHR: as in 1591. 
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PAPYRUS 1576.—a.p. 707. 
Or. 6225 (2). 9x 7zin. 

ECLARATION (épodoyetv) addressed by..... (plur.) through the pagarch, presumably 
to the governor. The writers profess their willingness and freedom from compulsion ; 

they refer to past events regarding tax-collection (vroddyev, Syydoror), carried out in 
accordance with the xaraypady. 

Frag. 1. NINTiIxe MoyOT skwWoY semMeyerorion | THQoaejoAorer Alo MeTIAgy= 
norpapn THoywu | JA onMnoywu eenmimee eet | Aajay shia giamaAcKH gsaraTH 

ommAann | (5) OMTepIeplAaH gitcasieo mee seemeran areTit | Joymoacxe Meanasocrot | 
Je Mpoc Toose NTRATATPAdA | 

PAPYRUS 1577. 

Or. 6230 (106). 4}%x 5 in. 

ROM a declaration (6uodoyetv) addressed to the governor by Mena, son of..... The 

Greek docket ® shows that it related to the general taxes (Snudovov) for the 7th Indiction 

(a. p. 708-709), for which purpose 353 3 soddi had been required (dmaurnOévrw) of the inhabitants 

of Jk6éw. Presumably the name of Mena stood before those now visible in 1. 7 >. 

+e ologeaTs TOY MaTpoc Klar] em [seomaar| + alton Lea Myitee[anaproc | ercgar 

MManet, Aowoc [ | (5) wrooTH MeMaog™ moxoerle | ...€ xeTIQOeoAorer a/€ 

Verso (at bottom). 
@c]oSocu” Movava $ @eo[So]ou” ABp wo ew... .[ | ]ep~ 7® v? Nef y aman’ 7” av? Kop Apo’ r ex of 

[ | amo~ Syp € w8°/S add? oriX + | 

® Mr. Bell has revised my reading of this. 8. Jep™ : apparently not xap(wv). 
b The singular anon (l 3) does not forbid this. There edut/ possible (Bell). 

are other instances here of such ungrammatical usage. 

PAPYRUS 1578. 

Or. 6221 (2) +6230 (56). Two fragments, the larger 4x 7} in. It is not certain that these 

belong together, but their general appearance is very similar. Their sequence too may be 

questioned. 

ROM a document relating to taxation (Syudowor, dvdpicpds) and to the selection of 

representatives® (‘lo, here are..... geri , son of Mark; we have chosen them 

that they should go........ whatsoever God shall put into their minds and they determine 

opilew ...’). 
® Cf. 1554, recio 3, note. 
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Frag. 1. Mpoc t]eoae memscTeAsea mmaneypiesoc | [in1ce-yarhoyAoc ? JTago erae 
Teaxocion eiac aapiceroc | jera ex ehoA epom Qadaay Te TaxeTepo aimeoyRoyr 

Frag. 2, nat}padason THCOR Qapoy aAyw Tempe meTpoc | (5) ] sgucq ebaer ehodA epon 
AYW TiigossoAoTer seeic | Jac MMHpe seapKoc ancoTnoy Tapeyhwr | mjoyTe maTaac 

eTeyMpPYXH coyooprze | 

3. *... sue us for anything of the kingdom, whether small 2, One might expect tagon. 
[or great]’ Perhaps this reference to ‘kingdom’ merely 4. xepddaov perhaps in a sense such as suggested by Bell 
gives the undertaking its widest possible extension. in 1872. 

PAPYRUS 1579.—a. D. 706-707. 

Or. 6225 (2, 6). Two fragments, together 33 in. x1 ft. Zin. 

ROM a document recounting previous events, among them the choosing of Theodosius, 
‘who is called Pwénesh®,’ ‘native of these same Fields, doubtless for the assessment 

or collection of taxes, and the according (by the pagarch presumably) of a request (7apax)hyots). 
The use of é€w7ixdv is obscure; perhaps ‘take him (or it) abroad’, or ‘ because of the é€wrixov >’, 

]ittar MesenTHe mac, nar eruocon | ejboA nroconm NTan[...)NTeY EMeTwWTIRON gNTITpe- 

TeTn | JT amncoTM e@coaccs[oc] MeToyssoyTe epoy xenoywnwy | ] Mpwseninore mMoywT 

QuITpiimapajn(aAjer oy seoTm amerinma | (5) [ragon ateTitat] THMApaRAncic eTooTit 

aTeTH[ 

® What can the prefix Ia- mean, before this name, in b Reading ntge. 
1481, 20? For such double names cf 1584, 1583. 2. Orm’hoN,. Read nnmocon and perhaps ]ytq. 

PAPYRUS 1580. 
Or. 6226 (23). 33x 72 in. 

ROM a document relating to tax-collection. LI. 3, 4 suggest the beginning of a text, 
but the preceding phrases make this difficult. In 1.1 it is impossible to be even sure 

of the right word-division. 

]Mexea NATAITED MeaHeeocion atommHcre mT | clom mpoc TYpyMorpahH Htoyn meToy- 
tac(gar | majHezocroc Aotoc HTOY MMxocere Mattey]pH[eewe | je neyashoyAoe grrooTTH[yTit | 

1. Perhaps et measam anaster and anasocion (st)aromesc ‘tax of the diocese’. 
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PAPYRUS 1581.—a. p. 708 or 709. 

Or. 6230 (107). Two fragments, the larger 22 x 8} in. 

HE opening phrase of a document, addressed to the governor “Abd allah b. “Abd al-Malik 

through the pagarch, Basil*. Its author, Elias, son of Sieloole, a soldier, is met with 
in 1441, 

If frag. 1, bearing a protocol and endorsement», really belongs to this document, we 
see that its subject related to dmapyvpicpds money and also apparently to the supply of tents °. 

But the readings of the verso are but half intelligible. 

Frag. 1. Protocol ev ovopare rov [ | edenpovos [ | [pam )) oom Al) | ove eorw Os x py 
of | paper amocrol[ 

Frag. 2, +aiNon OHAIAC Masato! MWe MMeeaKapioc creAooAle | Maneeocioc] Aotoe HTOK 

Tixoeire abacAAa mMmwymahacreecdex ManleyiHewc mcysehoyAoe grTootT]|THYyTI Me™ 

Waocie niRyplic haciAelioc onnjoywiy mnoyTe 

Verso, frag. 1. 

gueholohe (space) orp~/ xap 70” v? £8 yof amapy” [ ] roma S aap’ op" fa enix / powyap- 
G Sef | mounot rer? y yp* [ 
* The only document showing these two names combined. b I had Mr. Bell's help in reading this. ¢ Cf 1483, 38. 

PAPYRUS 1582. 
Or. 6230 (108). 12x 6 in. 

HIS fragment mentions ‘his (probably the governor's) honoured letters, (which say) 
iat. <6’: ’, and the ‘dmapyvpurpds for (of, from) the éuBody of this [Path year’. 

Were it not that the hand is that of Theodore, one might take this for a private letter. 

Jommeqcoar erramy ain | amape}ypiceroc onTesehoAH mTiae[eo | 

® Or ‘of the aforesaid éufod}’ (mtraxerme), or ‘of this first year’ (tmpwts). 

PAPYRUS 1588. 
Or. 6230 (109). 32x 42 in. 

ROM a document relating to taxation (Snudécwv, Samdvy) and referring to ‘the xavdv of 
this year’*. One of the persons occurring (1. 1) seems to bear a second name, as in 1579. 

Joc meroysxoyTe epoy aie | Ja miteanerocron acimea(amann | Mize Mpoc ee enTan- 

WHpra[ooc | jmnanon nTeposene [Tar | 

8 7.e. the general taxes. Cf 1418, 1414. 
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PAPYRUS 1584.—a. pv. 708. 

Or. 6230 (15). 112 x 8$ in. 

ECLARATION (éuo\.) by Shenoute, son of Enoch*, a muorixds, addressed to the 

governor, ‘Abd Allah and (not, as usual, through) the pagarch. He acknowledges, 
with elaborate assertions of his freedom from all compulsion, that certain money (?) has come 
to hand, in accordance with the instructions (émiorahwa) sent south by the governor, ‘to the 

whole Swolknors.’ Details of the imposts (orixos) in question were subjoined; but so little 
can be consecutively read, that the bearing of the phrases visible remains obscure. The 

sums of money respectively here and in 1591 in question forbid the connexion of the two 
texts. Both were written by Theodore. 

[+eM oNogeaTs TOY MaTpoc KAI TOY Yioy] Ral TOY aAcloy MheyeeaToc THe  atiac 

Zwonoroy | [Rar oxeooycroy] eM seotaar Tpraace+eyp ji Mexip 1B w’/ exrys +| [+ amon 

WeENOYTE MWe MNIMeARAP, ENW]X MIcTIKCC MpwseenTiaee NTSKWOY | OITOO|TTHYTN TManey= 

(bHeewc msoerc ahacdAa muyHpe | (5) [MabaeAseecdex NeyeehoyAoe g)iTooTTHYTHN NTOTIT 

Tlenaozo™ Maoere | ] MATApP MIITIake NoyOT sRWOoY semicjerommron | gossjoAower alton 

WenoyTe NeTWHpMcoar Tioywuy | [Ticeeimmte MTETHAeNIT0EIC NTIQCseoAOt]eIA OTA you 

asumamiee sen | ] xopre Asay mhra oiamacKH gramaTH gstAamn | (10) [gimeprjepapa 

OIMTOAeIALON Kae xETIQOKLOAOTEL aeeIc | |rpsasster itoyth sencite[ | [....] ayer eTooT gai- 

emscTadeea | [TaTIaney¢pHeewe neyleehoyAoe THooycoy epHe eTaroIRHere THpe |] 9 eRTHE 

INA? Mpoc Tose NecTIXOc eTINACYyoNQoy | (15) [ehoA camecHT NTEIQoxeoAOKEIA 

A fragment of a protocol, bearing the following endorsement, may possibly belong to this. 
Of the protocol itself hardly anything remains. 

ma}ruxo'/ & Biagopp onyx” y1/ xe/ » posl | 8L| +L 
® This man or a namesake occurs in 1591, and in 1488, 23, etc. 

PAPYRUS 1585. 
Or. 6230 (30). 23x 23 in. 

HIS relates to the poll-tax (8idéypadov) and shows the title Siaypadapuos ®. 

fxjnTOP Marcepacbap, | xe role om enTacceen |]. aqecaeaTerze | JRA MYaracpacort 

QTR | 
; a Wessely, UKF., no. 31. 1. V. 1887, note. 

PAPYRUS 1586. 
Or. 6225 (1).. 10 in. x1 ft. 22 in. 

ECLARATION (é6yoA.) by a single writer, relating to the ‘rent (mdxrov) of the village’, 
doubtless Jkéw, since the assessment on its various quarters is given. The sums are 

* It is difficult to realize who should be the recipient of ‘rent’ from such a wide area as that here indicated. mdxrov 
seems not to admit of any other meaning. 

ee eee 

ae » 
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in accordance, it would seem, with a xaraypady. They are: as total, 250+38 solid, less 
a 2 ¢remis, whereof 150+15 as wax. for the village itself, and other 50+ 30, less a 3 ¢remis, 
‘for the men of the village who are in the xaraypady of the village; further, 20(?) solzdz 

for the Five Fields to the east and 15 for the Three Fields to the west, and #so/. as maxrov 

for George (?), son of Ta....’ 
The writer, clearly a village official, seems to undertake the due payment (xaraBd)d«v) 

of this sum, which he is ready to bring with him to head-quarters». 

Tipoc T]soxe NTRATATPAPH NTAT[ | Jrc Nai eTeMaME WHT TAIOy seaqy Weert QoAOK, 

noyh napa ofy]nawrpiieerncit | wrerge We Taloy aeNTH NQOAOKR, QAMARTON NITE Ayo 

RAITAIOY etaah [it]|(QoOAOK, Mapa OYA TPIAeHCIT OANPWLLMITIAE ON ETONTRATATPApH 

wmirieee [AYO] | (5) [solywr mooAon, eTTIE MRoTe MIHhT AYO KalteenTH NOOAOK, ETUV[OAeTE 

NKOIe MMeeenT ayo] | [wWaeoy mooAjoR, enaRToM Meefwprroc] myMTal. 2... VP aolrlfy | 

mimocom mi | RaTalhare maro[ey | geToreewe Taprenrey uiHTin | egH)T er ae erwyanwwor Ta | 

(10) Aicaeit TIgOLeoAoTem exwpR | eTALLrgTe erpitgapo TiUpoer[e 

b Reading egut ‘northward’, The nearest parallel phrase usage (50+ 44) in 1681 and Acg. Z. xl. 131. 
is in 1496, 15, 16. 6. wsaxoyn oodon, ‘eight sol.’, which would justify the 

2. ¢ is preceded by a tailed letter; caamre or este? total, 28744, given in this line and agreeing with its statement 
taroy sxah: why ‘eighty’, here and in the next line, is inl. 2. 

thus strangely expressed, I do not know. Cf the similar 

PAPYRUS 1587. 

Or. 6230 (23). Two fragments, the largest 1 ft. 9 in.x 82 in. It is not certain that these 

fragments should be connected. 

ECLARATION by way of arrangement (SvaAvrixy) dod.) made by several persons and 
addressed to the governor. Money (4 so/#dz) is in question, and the writer gives an 

undertaking in regard to it; but nothing beyond the usual assurances as to stability and 

responsibility are visible. Babylon is named, but in what connexion it is impossible to say. 

Frag. 1. JManA[Hpomoseoc| JAT i11007 asstywor erae se[nice | RiMayiteye Meeocy OMTTAg rar- 

nom [ | jreesr.[ | 

Frag. 2. (5) ] senhrooy nmgoAony {| aneeocroc] Aotoc grTooTty NTETHEN™ MXOEIC ANCALIIT 
TiigoseoAotia | encToryYer epoc eNKinNayHeye MATIC senTIQyMoc[Tacie | Jo MMoyTE MamTo- 

KpaTop sennoyaar | Tigape]o Titpoere mMpoc ee nTanwHpmegas[ | (To) Mwmmeeany WAaKy 

TICTHYXY eTOWMWAW(CTIa | Arxay MKMIcre Wome gQagTHN ecemHoy eTO[ | ]+ + ANOR Mwor 

NWteAeHta TIcTHXYOL | aAlyw TigcaxoAotr epwairaay iRAIIcIc | ] EMNAGIRAasmtoc garii- 

goh + | (15) ommolipr ticTH yg: ev[ThaAdiTinH QWaeodwrra | ] Mue Mteeanl. . . . lero! 
ETIAAHTIRH OoseoAorsa] | KitAcre wore g[amrgwh +] | ] + anon corhaseoy man[ | een] 

SLOYCHE MYMIWOANHE THNCTHXH eTAAHTInA | (20) TIHNQoseoAotT sewanrdaay mMmReEMecs(c 

II. kivnows: 0. 1540. 

Iv. ss 
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wlte] gamigooh mar TAALepreyTHI [ | chothajesoy mynmaanaproc mal | selezacioe ayw 
TICTHYXH QofoT + ] | TiasAAHTIRA gQoseodweera Mpoc Teleco] | (25) RiMH]cre Wore gamigoh 

[...] Taxnoo[y] |] + anon ArnTwp Muyititeanapioc ecorocioc | Thro cs20Aoe(r] seepmardaay 

nEKyiHere | [WwOrle SAIIg wy ? |) +++ + aNon ana RYpoe Nun | Mpoc] Teccose 

AYW TIQoaeoAOTeH seepujam | (30) e]ginINayioc + | TIQO}eeoAOKEIA Mpoe Teccose ayo 

Tigosxodo | jhahyAwN gamerqQwey Mar TapenepTHyTH | [etaRINAyoc arcgar] gapory 

seasecyiooer + |] ? 

PAPYRUS 1588. 

Or. 6227 (5, 6). Two fragments, the larger 63 x 53 in. 

HE conclusion of a declaration (6od.), addressed by Athanasius, a muorixds, presumably 

to the governor and pagarch, and relating to a sum of money as exchange (karadday7) 
and certain quantities of loaves,..... and pulse (dompwov) whereof he here acknowledges the 

receipt, in full (7\npodv) and without deficit (éwoveia*). A liquid substance, ‘at the rate of 

(xara) 10 ora per..... ’, is mentioned, apparently not together with the foregoing. The 

witnesses signing refer to the materials and money received by A. as ‘this portion (mdcov) 
of goods («iSos) and substitute-money (dwapyvpicpds)’. Might it be possible to see in this 

document a result of the orders referred to in 1854? The present text would be a receipt 
given to Basil for these materials, collected for transport to the capital. 

Frag. 1. gloAon, mioyh ex eroot gaTRATAA[AATH | MMIc]TIROC TICTHYE eTIOOCALOAOTIA 

[ | prolb oer ssitoseyT miuy[r | mocmpeon [ | (5) ex ejroor eynAHpoy ceenTeyamiocia 

efeeay |] RATA aeHT MgecTHe sese.[ | ] neehasrcowe ayo oyNawe wrpriee[Hens | TIO iJazerpe 
eTIgoseoAorera mpoc [ | e]roorey [eitjaca[nacroc 

Frag. 2. (10) TIgo]sxo0Aowera Mpoc Tleccoas | grajnacaprapreaeoc ex eTOOTY eMao[aitacioc | 
TIWMMeaKAp, corbasewit Tio neenTpe [ | MI}Mocon Miawe granapeypicesofe |] mupiteen[ita] 

TIO MeeHTpe erigossoAfotra | (15) ] Tio Mas[M]Tpe emsmocom mirroc gran[apeyprcazoc | jp 
QHTOtTpapH + YF amon yx picT[oawpoc | ThgoeeoAoweia Mpoc oe [e]rarcwrae gs[TM | MTMOCO}M 
MITOC OIaAMaptiprceroce seal | joy myManta KRY Tilo 

@ Hardly ‘waste’ here, as in 1869. 4. These words have been altered and are obscure. 

PAPYRUS 1589.—a. p. 705-707. 
Or. 6220 (8). 82x 32 in. 

U NDERTAKING by Apa Cyrus, of the Two Fields on the west (sc. of Jkéw), addressed 
to the pagarch*, and promising to deliver a quantity of seed-corn (omeppoBodéa) in 

the coming» 5th Indiction (a.p. 706-707). Two (or three) witnesses sign. 

® ensasjaxce cannot be read in ]. 2. Cat. nos, 1013, 1024, Rylands no. 159, cys @ew applies to 
> Probable, though not certain, For in Br. Mus. Copt. the current year. cid e 
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Ti)paeTeyure Kore iteee(inT | Jane Ten® wtacap™ smtresfe | jereparohoAra e..[ | eenir 

NepToy ncoyo yy ov ap ue [| (5)] eyit TeaetttHe  ay[w | ewmalnmAana maoTHn Tat: oy! | 

] WanrieocoTHyTI nm | sehrrasfolee] eTapyer erpigapleo | ] + anon ama Rypoc [ | 

(IO) MMaeajnaproc seoyene mragiary |] meAX mp. ayo NOHO Tye Hf | ] grrwrarrrese 
unetcass[ive | blank 

6. masa thus in Br. Mus. nos, 461, 1038. Cf Crum, Os¢r. no. 77 n. 

PAPYRUS 1590. 

Or. 6230 (110). Three fragments, the largest 43x 4jin. The script is of an unusual, 

semi-literary type. 

ROM a receipt for barley, etc. (or perhaps for their money value), destined for (‘on 

account, Adyos, of *) the storehouses in Babylon. It is addressed to Kurrah through 
the pagarch, presumably by a toddkrys, since the grain is referred to as ‘that which I have 

received (u70déyOa1) ’. 

Frag. 1. ] memsoere noppa [|] ayw nnacalp/< [| Mat neyarhoyAole | emAo™ sage 

ithaby Alot 

Frag. 2. (5) war Tagyroaeryer [| meproy Nerwr ex eTo[oT 

Frag. 3. }yneAeye etipa | selitcooy mye s/f 

a V, 1370, 6. The word agw = dppioy occurs in these texts only here: 3. For zavetpypos. 

PAPYRUS 1591. 
Or. 6223 (6). Sin. x1 ft. 1} in. 

ND of a declaration (6podoyia, or simply ydprns), by Shenoute, son of Enoch (cf 1584), 

E acknowledging the receipt of 20 full so/dz, as the price (? ryu4) of materials (‘beams’) 
for certain buildings (xriopa A/ur.) in course of construction. The signatures of 3 witnesses 
follow, one being from Pagowne. 

npoe o¢ [i]raswApiegar ayaitoys AligoseoAorer+]] +aNon WenoyTe mye MeMoxX 

axe[Tor eTIQWeWAWTIA searixoywT | M9WAWK, AEX ETOOT eyss[HR ? TiseH NTACE 

Mcor emAoroc | NeRTICeLA eycaetie aeeecooy [ ? ]pl--- Jay egoyn | (5) mpoc tooss 

MTIQOs2oAOTIA + [ ? Ti}paetacooyite TIo maeTpe | TIDCALOAOTIA Mpoc TecGoas + anon 

eeonocioc [tpsJA TIO MaseTpe eM ATHE | Wpoe teccose+ + thorhasesewit [ey ]it SLAPTHPW + | 

+8: epov Gcodwpov [ovv? cvpBodreoyp/]+ + + 

3. For cox v. Brit. Mus, Cat. p. 228n. and references. preceding age (or ge), I can make nothing. It can scarcely 
Doubtless the same word is in Rylands no. 338; my be the ge of RKT. cxxyv. 3. 
reference there to the town of Psoi is an error. Of the 

3: 5,'2 
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PAPYRUS 1592. 

Or. 6224 (20-24). Five fragments, the largest 103 x 2 in. 

ROM a receipt for 55 (possibly 155) so/dz, fully paid (wAypodv), perhaps as rent (uo Awors) 
of a vineyard, since the delivery of ordypa® is referred to. The writer,..... , son of 

Severus, appears to be from Sidt. The interest of the text lies in the names of the addressees, 

‘my lords, the archons, [master] Epimachus and master (dpts) Basil, the sons of .....’»; for 
one is tempted to see in these brothers the two pagarchs who successively held office at Jkéw. 
The simple titles here given them, implying no official rank, might either indicate that neither 

was, at the time, in office, or perhaps that a writer from without their official district contents 

himself with this less elaborate form of address. 

Frag. I. To}y MaTpoc RAI TOY Yloy RAI TOY aATIOy MNeyaeaTtoc THe 

Frag. 2. mRYp,] eMaeane senmeyp, Halerde macccere Mapyxwit seman, | ceyHpoc 
Tipaeti[MoA}ic MoywT ciooyT xeeneran nTasmpocedAloe 

Frag. 3. ] . + gpar emegrpewe mrargel | (5) Tlaioy sentioy mMgoAon, ayer eTOOT 
eyTAHpoy [ 

Frag. 4. Jeasico®, ayw cTatasa Miee elAenTey MATIC es[ 

Frag. 5. eMpocrisgon enaTgam n[alriossoc ethenetnewps oym [| epoc giTMnactaypoc 

amapanader NoetnareAeyeepoc ayepaseTpe [ 

a V, Br. Mus. no. 1041. b Perhaps a title follows here (1. 2), not a name. 

PAPYRUS 15938.—a.p. 7or or 716. 

Or. 6220 (10). Two fragments, the larger 83 x 53 in. 

NDERTAKING (dodddeva) regarding payment by Wershenoufe*, son of Antonius, of 

U 24 dpraBa. of cucumbers, due at the harvest» of next year, the rst Indiction. It 

is written on Mesore 19th of the 15th Indiction, and is therefore far distant in date from 

the body of these documents°, from which the entirely private character of the text further 

differentiates it. 

] TIX peocTY Han Kal[eapoc] Har aMoRPoToe mMxoy|Tagqrie mjepToh mujohe | TaTAay 

QiTanpe eT|(5)Hy Mpot, ma, eyops | oy Nak arceen TractalAra Man elcTOr epoc 

AYO | IOPK NTPAN MMMOYTE MMANTORPATOP seeitmMtoyaar | (TO) miaxtcooye eTApxX exort | 
eTpagaped Tapoerc Mmpoc o¢ | NTaIcgQar coyanoy: TagoszoAors | cpace* ase re Mmenae= 

is identical; there, here and elsewhere he is already a priest. ® On this name v. 1495. 
> asmpe thus only in a Balaizah fragm. (Bodleian), tapers 

MaK MAHT MEpTOY NCOyO EYFUT Papoy oNTaHpe. Cf 
wwe in Br, Mus. no. 1041, Rylands 206. 

¢ The present scribe, David, recurs often, e.g. in 1494 
and 1499, both written in the 7th Indic. and in 1481, 13, 
written 2 or 3 years earlier. His hand, there and here, 

He hardly helps therefore to date this text. This same 
Wershenoufe recurs in 1424, 6, which Mr, Bell assigns to 
714; while Pkore is found in 1420, 68, which may belong 
to 706. 

2. amoxpotoc: of Rylands Cat, no. 191 n. 

tence mie x, 

SS 
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RaAITE|RATHE + anon oyepwenoyhe | (15) MWe MANAoNE TICTHXEL aTiac|tadera mMmpoc 

TicGoee + AMOR MHOPS | MWe MMaAKOc Wrarcal gapoh | xeseahtoe+ +caseoyrA mynmoywsuy 

ssap|THpoy | (20) +aaryera sanoh eyit TIp® ssaptypw | $ coseaTize + 

PAPYRUS 1594. 

Or, 6230 (18), 6228 (9). 1 ft. 5 in.x42in. By the scribe of 1513. 

ECLARATION (6pod.), perhaps by Andreas, son of..... It relates to rent (uicPwors) 
and possibly to money received®. It is interesting as showing, among the witnesses, 

a*man from Antinoe, by chance (kara réynv>) in [Jkéw (or ? Babylon)], and one from the — 
monastery of Jeremias, perhaps—and this would support the possibility of the deed being 

drawn up at Babylon—that at Memphis, the. ruins whereof are at present being excavated ° 

Another monastery so named was however near Antinoe 4, 

asuTioy [| TIQoseoAoter oyit sxeerc nif | mpoc TReAeyere ml | NyanboR epHe 
gsoyceo[m | (5) erasicey [ | wrayhrrey embod ererit [ | giaswey emaretieoy [ | gaTergucy waemeo 

exe aifon | MMaNTORPATWP aenmtolyaas | (10) +alon atapeac Mue | eTIQCLeoAot[era Mpoc 

ele eccno en[eeoc | +aNon epyopioc Mupitsc(alRap, cTedbane Mpaeanty KATA TYXA es[gst | 

QOKLOAOTIA OITNTAITHCIC NITETCAeiNe seazoc+ + AaNOR Alla AMTO[ItIOC ? MITAL0IT Ac) |= 

THPION Mama sepHiessac | (15) tation Jax apiac mye mean, Hl | space | + Iwavvys .% 

ovpBodaoyp~ ov! eyplala ..-.. dL 

@ exc in |, 2 gives it the appearance of a receipt. 4. ‘If we happen to go south together’: this too might 
> As in Revillout, Acts 94. Cf. xara edxaipiav, in 1628. point to Babylon as the place of writing. 
© V. Quibell, Lxcavations at Saggara, Cairo, 1907-8. 16, This ligatured signature is affixed also to 1518. 
@ Krall, RKT, Ixxxvi, 

PAPYRUS 1595. 

Or. 6220 (6). In two fragments, the larger 1 ft. 43 in. x 83 in. 

DECLARATION as to settlement (S:advrixy dod.) relating to the receipt of 50 solide. 

The recipients are Justinus and Tsible (? his wife); the grammatical irregularity in 

the formulae hardly makes this uncertain®. Only witnesses’ signatures are preserved. Cf. 1575. 

Frag. 1. gossojAowera mpoc Tecose ayw Tio NeeMTTpe | eToloTh msocTute sererhAe 

eyujaat [itdaay | jroc Tio MeeHTpe err | 

Frag. 2. arts asjeror are(gas | (5) ] TIO Mes[itrpe | sjeamstraroy Mg oAoR, MMoyY er ETOOT 

nreibAe | [eywaar wWAajay ata KRYpoc OMMOywU wIMoyTe MereAX mmps | aejaci[itjoer + atton 

MeTpoc nwintaeanapy | jit TIO [ieemrpe | (10) eTojoTey est[sjoyerste ssutTcrbpe eywaat ait 

oyAaay | ijmteeanalp ? TIO] MaeitTpe eTigoazoAowera Mmpoc Teccose + | MAaay] 
an +| ] seamstaroy | Jeererprde eywaaT mAaay ait + | (15) JeTwce Y[o] MaanTpe eTreAeTIRE 

® erooty, ll. 2, 6, 10, should indicate a szmgle recipient; this last is doubtless an error. 
etooty on-, 1. 22, would make J. and T, the payers. But 15. jetwee: v. note on 1550, 
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sic 

gosreodouia mAoc | Tlaloy MQAAAKOTY er ATOOT MNocTINe senchrAr | + atto]R ssoyerc 

TUitaeanap, rwoannine | mpoc] Teccoxe AYW TIO NeeeTpe seamiTaroy |] eyWaaT MWAaay | 

(20) gajpory seseaqitoer +| aradAy)rinH Qgoseodowera | so}yh ex etoTh Sirwer | 

[S: epov Ccodwlpov cur’ cvpBodavoyp/ + + + 

PAPYRUS 1596. 
Or. 6217. 2 ft. 23 in. x 52 in. 

ECLARATION (6podoyia) whereby ..... , son Of Placidus, acknowledging to have 
received a loan (I. 6) of 4 soldi from..... , undertakes not to make any future 

claim on that account. So one must interpret Il. 7 ff, though such are scarcely the terms 
wherein charity would be acknowledged (‘I besought®..... , because of my neediness (dopia), 

and ye did ...’). Six witnesses sign, testifying (as in 1544, 1595) to the author's receipt of 
the money in question », ' 

QaTIQOY gaenTpanwog e¢[ | mmawwne nehor n7rplosene | mMpoconon amapar[are | 

urheraatiopra arer[it | (5) nrooy Mehrooy mgoAo[K, | Neyw uThesntooy [ | xenreycarcore 
eer effoA | erae alton erac NaARAHponolseoc | Mampocwnon MeTMaToAsea [ | (10) N9oAOK, 

wIpoctreewmn [| giteea i1ee eyoplas | arceent TIDCeeoAoTHIA [ | aeTpain mioyTe Man[ToRpaTup | 

eTasragTe exon erp[a | (15) AYRMOYI argoeeo[Aotel + AMOK... . . MyMMTaRap,] | WAanirac 

eTWepeneicoar TigoseoAo]|wer aeaneqTwoy NgWpoR, [ | F AMOK MeTpoe MupMTeaKapl | 

AYW TIO MareTpe seamihrooy [ | (20) +amoAAW MeAR mMpe mul | Aotwera Mpoc Teccose 

AYW Tio Nee[iiTpe | + aMOR arocRopoc MuwyitMeaKalp | TAITHcIc MMeTcaette ssavoc [| + Allon 

IWANNHC Mwye wreeaR/ap | (25) mpoc Teccose ayw Tio MieenTpe | oyepujenoyhe 4 | sera 

Maiaky Wpasnacofoyne | ayw Tio aeeenTpe xeamecyTiooy | 

+8 enov Od odwpov 

® Instead of zapaxadciy (I. 3) one might indeed read _ in each case (Il. 17 ff.); but the formula is frequent enough 
Tapayev. to be depended upon. 

b Jt happens that the expected verb, ex etooty m-, is lost I. mwe ‘reach’, in reference to time. 

PAPYRUS 1597. 
Or. 6225 (11). 8x7in. 

ERHAPS from a private document, such as a contract or will. The monastery of 

Apa Hermawé is mentioned 4, 

Aaaly HoaApMacH gimeprepach[A | HiMayneye Taperuore | |TMMITIAe NTSRWOY OMKRATA= 
cTacic | jsemema Aaay Masioye ewore wonTe | (5) seomacTH|pion eToyaah mama gepsearyo 

senmTo. | § RATA AgQay [about 12 let.] | exjace efeyoojacy TapramoAforize 

® Cf. 1418, 100, and Bell’s Introduction, § 1. égypt. ix. 140) refers to ‘the arrangements as to the dnpéow 
_ 3- I cannot illustrate this use of xardcracis. Cairo 8046 and the cardoraots’. 
is an undertaking wherein A guarantees that BC shall keep 6. Apparently not Naay mcaxorT. 
or observe their xatdoracis, The writer of a letter (Rev. 
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PAPYRUS 1598. 
Or. 6230(111). 82x 8in. 

ECLARATION (épodoyeiv) as to the receipt of 53 (?)* sodd, with the usual undertaking 

not to sue (évéyew) for further claims. There is nothing to show that this is more than 
a private document, except the fact that its hand is that of the notary, Theodore. 

Ti]9oseoAorer axelanr | er eTooTH [Njoe NTAMTAAYy sessoc sen[ | QATIQWTY Mar wae 

emae nroTH e[rae | elac alton erac NNWHpe erac miten[Hy | (5) Mwlimte H Aaay mpwaee 

goroc ef | mlaToAsea eammere senitcanarpioc inse | glannoyh eremamte Taroy solaeT | 

QojesoAotia wwe e[c 

® Or one might read 50+ 20, xo[ywrtl, as in 1586, etc. 2. Taay: ?for tayo. 

PAPYRUS 1599. 

Or. 6220 (7). 1 ft. 4 in. x 8} in. 

ROM a declaration as to settlement (SuadvriKx) duod.) by Jacob, son of John, and..... : 
son of Sarapion. Its purport is uncertain, but 1. 11, with the word dayndia and the phrase 

‘they (?) have not paid aught [besides . . .]’, points perhaps to concern with the fines for fugitives. 
The first words preserved belong to the usual formula regarding responsibility and fine. They 

are followed by a yv@ous of names, opposite certain of which another hand has written sums of 
money. Below this are the agreement (c7ovyeiv) of the authors, in obscure terms, and the 

signatures of 4 witnesses. 

Sy" oF 

v? y Tewpywov Maxapio” $ Mapfas yap" av™ $ [w? ?] [ 
v? a Buxrwp Qpovoy® $ Kupa yap" av™ [ 

v? (sic) Maxapiw Arodhkw S Tlapovd adedd?/ 

(5) Tlapovd Veuvov’? S Mapua yap” av” [ 

yy Wx wa kL 

¥ atom cranwh MH Merwg are senmnpl | capartiost tae TNCTHYE eTIalary- 

TIRH QoseoAotIA Mpoc ee] | eTcHO Masoc ayw THQossoAorT seal | (TO) PajeeHAra ayo 
THQoaeodorr senoyTs Aay [ | WranpHpascce amon theAooe May Mw | Mpoccwmwr ssooc 
epos aicgar gaplooy | +anon Yice mul | goaeoAorsa mpoc [ | (15) TIO MeeTpe aTIarALY TIRE 

gossodoria | + alton mecuuy bt eppaarnee so [s]aseoyar mremp® [ | QoasoAorera Mpoc Teccoe 

+anon ¢p[ | Tio nasnTpe eT AdA[HTIR | +ANOKR MAROY! MuyMeeH[ ita 

(20) +8 euov Geodwpov ovr? ov[uBoreoyp/ + + +] 

6. The last letter may be 7. An unpublished Coptic ostracon is dated wS/ 4, the stroke being, as here, brought 
through the tall limb of the 7. * 
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E.—MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS. 

PAPYRUS 1600. 
Or. 6230 (89). 2x3 in. 

HIS fragment is highly interesting. It shows that the duties of muoruxds could be 

undertaken by a woman. ‘The feminine article, twice used on the recto, makes the 

interpretation of the words perfectly clear*, The script is of unusual distinctness. This 
Maria is possibly the person acting also as letter-carrier in 1841. We may perhaps 

assume that she is a spinster: if married, the husband rather than the father is named. 

Above 1. 1 is a blank margin. The use of wapd gives the appearance of a legal text; 
otherwise ‘I write to our lord...’ might indicate a letter. 

ANOR seapra THIcTIROC TNTae[aKap,] | [AMOATA@M ercoar smMmitssoe;(c 

Verso, | tap~ Mapia moz[ucos. 

® One might of course read the first words Jat msctrroc, scarcely be found to fit this; moreover the following tuys- 
for mmictixoc (as in 1584), But a proper name could ‘the daughter of’ is conclusive. 

PAPYRUS 1601. 

Or. 6230 (90, 91). Two fragments, the larger 3 x 23 in. 

HESE fragments do not claim to belong to the same MS. They are here given 

together since both appear to testify to the equation vouds = wayapyia*; for there 
is evidence—not all unequivocal indeed—to show that tow = vouds», The place-name 

contained in both cannot but be identical; it is doubtless trwoy Antaeopolis. 

Frag. 1. J7 rocnth mAalwane |].. onTmarap NTR | 

Frag. 2. ] gumrow enTR[ 

a V. Bell in JHS. xxviii, ro1ff.: and here, General corresponding neither to the political nome nor (so faras our 
Introd., § 2. meagre sources show) to the ecclesiastical see; e.g. Busiris in 

> The mutual relations of the terms tous and vopdés have yet the Sa‘fd (in a Balaizah fragm.), Pwaab (Br. Mus. no. 394) Ay 
to be adequately examined, From its original geographical Primide (2d. 375, o& Revillout, Acés ror mpasestH, ? Tv- 
meaning, tows came to have an ecclesiastical use (=zapouxia papides). Rarely it = adjacent territory (Rylands Cat, — 
in Can, Apost.) and in this later sense is found more frequently p. 171 n., Zradon 310 ayes). Contrast between wédis and — 
than in the older (f: Amélineau, Géogr., p. xxiv). There is toug is frequent in legal texts (e.g. Revillout, 2c. 80, Rev. — 
evidence still of the vaguer use, where touy indicates a district ¢gypt. i. 102, Aeg, Z, xxix. 5). ; 
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PAPYRUS 1602. 
Or. 6230 (26). 14x 5 in. 

HIS scrap is printed merely because it preserves a place-name, 

TITH]see TaoynopHce | 

known from other sources ® 

a V.N. de G, Davies, Der el-Gebrdwi ii, pl. xxix, no. 3, 1. 14, taoysepuce. 

PAPYRUS 16038. — 
Or. 6230 (60). 226 in. 

HE place-name in 1, 1 is curious and interesting. It occurs also in the catalogue of 
T episcopal sees* and in a private letter, presumably from Shmfin». In the former it 
appears to be equated with the Sbeht (Apollinopolis Parva’), some 8 miles N. of Jkéw. 

The name has presumably some relation to that of the neighbouring Tkéw (Kau). The 
gender of nag may perhaps be explained as due to the ellipse of a feminine word. Cf the 
parallel form tragweem4, The amir presiding there (éruxeiyevos) is mentioned. 

elNoyitite ONTRAQKWOY QIT[ | ajeerpa ayw TeMRIALetoc QHMsea eTiaeeeay | JH. Mm ae. 

++. ]poc got 

® Amélineau, Géogr. 573, where one may read sis3 wigin. ¢ V. Petrie’s Gizeh and Rifeh, p. 39. 
The MS. Curzon 148, p. pok ro,, has sis, Or. 1325, 258 5 4 Mus. Guimet xvii. 132 (sic) = Zoega 76 and Revillout, 
is unpointed. Actes 90. Also perhaps |Rag cheor, in a Balaizah fragment. 

b Br. Mus. no. 1121. 

PAPYRUS 1604. 
Or. 6230 (70). 3x6 in. 

ROM a document addressed to the governor by inhabitants of the émoixov of Parob 
ITTROSLOC 4, 

] pothasesewmn semnocer(a | menomsom mmapoh IITHOLLOC [| | MajHeroctoc Aotoc HTOS 

Titxoere manleyepHaswe | je[itjafos]® [st}s[o]e[re m)R[ypre 

a Y.1419, 171. Not improbably the place Tapo8 x”/, found repeatedly in a Balaizah fragment. 

PAPYRUS 1605. 
_ Or. 6225 (3). 23x 6% in. 

ROM a declaration (6pod.), worth printing only as showing the rare name Patér, which 

may be a form of Apa Tér®. 

Jre saumaTHp TiKeTOr eTig oasoAorra | MH]pe i] 2? —s J atega{r gapooy] aie | 

a V. Journ. Theol. Stud. 1909, 461. 

IV. oT 
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PAPYRUS 1606. 
Or. 6230 (29). 4x42 in. 

ROM a document relating here to shipping, since the otherwise unknown word Aoyhore 

F occurs, which it is permissible to compare with the Aovdoiw(v) of 1836. The words 

here seem to relate to the building of these ships. Ahmed ibn Abd (sec) Ha..... is mentioned, 
Perhaps he too may be found in 1886, as Muhammad b. Abi Habibah. Cf 1515. 

jneAoyhore eycaerfiie | JagaeHT smier arto gal | elycas(ont] Tenoy oii | 

PAPYRUS 1607. 
Or. 6230 (92). 2x 43 in. 

SMALL scrap, of interest only as giving an example of the rare and, so far, unexplained 
word wadso+ 2. 

JroAl | Iwarsoy goxeodocer |] epwjam. seg... mm P| 

a VY. Rylands Copt. no. 374, note. It is clearly a title of office or trade. 

PAPYRUS 1608.—a. D. 708. 
Or. 6230 (8). 5x93 in. 

HE beginning of a private document, addressed to Phoebammon, son of Onnophrius, by 
the brothers Moses and Pépe, sons of John, whom we meet also in 1550. They make 

a statement (dpodoyelv), but we cannot tell to what purpose. Nor is it possible to say whether 
the fragment belongs to 1550: the two might be from the opposite extremes of one papyrus, 

the appearance of which would not be the same throughout. 

[+eN o]itoseaTs Toy NaTpoc Rar Toy yloy Kar Toy atioy Mieyaeatoc THe atifac | 

eM s2onaar Tpiaacc+eyp fi Meyip cy w5°/ exrns [| [+ano]t ssmyere seitiwme mecnHy 

NeyHpHY MWe MiteeaRaplroc twoamNHe | ] eMTieee NTsKWoy eNcoar Meporhasesewm Mmuye 

soyortolbp | (5) xarlp, aletiloosezoAfores | Jestepo. [ | 

Verso. |] . Movoawo” (space) $ Twm adekp av? w? Iwavvo” xap[’. 

PAPYRUS 1609. 
Or. 6230 (6). 3x5 in. . 

ROM a document, the wording of which recalls certain phrases in 1540, 1589. 

|mpoc meeoc ...eT[ | glwoy garooe ehor [ | -epjacpont asitgwey mise eqeng | Aaay 

N|TENHeIe Wwne gamiowe s[ 
4. WemHere = kivyois. Cf 1540. 

Cn ee 

. | wi 
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PAPYRUS 1610.—a.p. 709. 
Or. 6211. 1 ft. 92 in. x 8 in. 

ECLARATION (6poX.) addressed to Kurrah, through the pagarch, Basil. It is one 

of the few private documents in the series, having no relation to taxation, naval 
service or other matters usually occupying the writers. Its form is that of an indemnification 

of the authorities in the event of any subsequent claims being raised regarding certain property, 
stolen from the writers and found in a neighbour’s house. It might indeed be doubted whether 
such a document would in reality reach the governor: whether his name is not introduced as 
a mere formality. The /acunae, often of uncertain length, leave much of the narrative obscure. 

Just half of the papyrus appears to be missing on the right side. 

Frag. 1. ew owopfare | ehenp[ovos | parryi [owey} | ove cory [Os | Mauer | sUl hw, 
OAS Ty [xUl | ABdedAa | cvpPlovdos 

+eM ONOKeATI TOY MaTpoc KAI TOY Yiloy RK[Al Toy ATIoy MiteyseaToc THe actac 

Zwortoroy] | carooycroy el avonalar Tpraace | +ANON MWQANNNC MWe MaeaKapioc MeTplw- 

Hio¢ AeHAROYCTINA TIWEEepe MKepHastac] | [Tec]orsee MeycTAeIoc NPwWAeNacooyn gNnTMEasac 

NTROMH NTSKWoy semdporhaseeewmn mye s]|(5)[RypiaRjoc Npwsenrwwy impor mMtooy emjoo[it 

Qn ? encgar M)|[MajHeeocroc Aotoc HTOL Mitsoeic Naney[tpHaewc Koppa oymep- 

thyectatoc neyashoyoc] | [girooTTH]yTN NTOTN Men™ nasocere mHYpy HlacrAroc gaenoywus 

ALTO TE MAAG)] | [AYO ThacalpX NTRWOAH MOY WT AKWOY ALITM[ECETMOIRION ayw seinitec- 

Meatac xarpe] | [seTNgQojeeoAowes aeeneran eynTam gif | (10) [........-- JQ MoYwr 

Nasooyn ayol 

Frag, 2. Mpowe NcneyH Maay ayo aenracunpe [Itaeay | emacooyn Toc ceyH TApe= 

rTeTibite eTan[woy | H xeaenTaAcKeyH assay acepowrte [| anpwsemacooyit emee seactwt 
ayhwr [ | (15) MINTAyoNTY THPY NcKheyH Mom ayw ni | TetMwWcie MAT eaTeTITIOOYy 
eretituysste [ | 

Frag. 3. WechaTATIXE Nar oyae THooy pwss(e] m.. [ | MUTE eX MATIN OATeCOIALE 

Tigxeite ATETH | MTOTH eemoRareAeyoeepoc NaTanwoyne [ | (20) MMacgooyN aTeTMhwk era 
eTepenecn(eyH MQHTY aTeTNoNTOY | gIoYcoM aTeTicaemt Neyenhenton eT] | mTaKWoy 

saumanacoooyit © MasiTpe epooy [ | Tecoreee NTacToRc ehoA actwT ATeTHTAL | ATETMAIA- 
AIACY akevocy Maint Npoc Tsose seft | (25) Tenoy oy THQOLkeoAOTI seeIc MNcKEYH [ayer 

eTooTn | eguTioly sxenmnewoaecose eer ehod oamigug [ ? RAS ION]/AH ToTe Tporolt 

erae asiitcanaipoc itiee [| Mpocwmon mote crac anon exac nMHpe [erae | QoAoe ecyasr 
egoyit epon eae ecjcahor season [ | (30) ssaahrace ngoAon, NNoyh ayw TeTIQosefoAorera 

Wwe eccerconT eccarcoss] | ayw ecieyry githeharmcic Mise Qiac(a Mige eyitacecbat ze 
asseoc] | CQHTY CYWPs OY Manseocioc Aowoc QITNTETHE|M™ MxoeIc ACALI TIPSLLOAOTEIA] | 
NATH ENcTOMMer Epoc ENKINAyMeye MATIN senTIg-yMocTacie THPc] | Mpoc e€ NTANWHPTcg at 
AYlloyMt amgoseoAo[rer + | (35) +MAMIE NACKEYH ANON IWQAIMHC MeTWHpMicg as | 

/ oy wren ‘co ree NOYHPT / WOeeHT MKOYT I 

/ hrooy MaAagaseapit / oyhators [ 

18. Or mugrte, The word has been altered. 

ie gi 
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/ oycrtawite /oycodte* oval 

/ OYROYY MKAALICH ROY! WHPE /oyepwoncg tase rl 
(40) /oythas ng ooyt OY ROY! sroperne| 

/ OYROY!S NcaApo ecakHo MeTTES 

NaI ae 9 worse NACKEYH alton corhbaeeeen[ MYHpe KYPIAKoc] 

oymaAAin gooyTt 

NAINE NOY QWOT AMOR AKOYCTINA TWEepe N[tepHarsac] 

(45) OYWTHI cormee Noyohuy 

+ANON IWOANMHC MIQMeTpoOrioc sencpborhasewn [MYNKypraKoc setanoyerimal | Toyeepe 
MIEPHAeinc TeEcgiaee MeycTA@IOC NETUVpTicgAar TiHe[TOIYE! ETIQOs2oAOTEIA Mpoc Teccoas +] | 

ANOK HIAo® MYBMMeeakapioc eeHMa WTAyMApanarler aeaeor aicgoar Qapwoy seaseynoer +] | 

+alNOn aAltapeac mepe AYW NQHTOY NWH NMATHPaeo[yTe TIO NaenTpe eTIQoseoAotial | 

(50) Mpoc Tecoose + | +ANOK TeWPTIOC MH Naliomycioc TIO NaLiTpe eTIQOaeoAotIa] | Mpoc 
TecGose+ +AaNOR Neswow Nenp® TiO NeenTpe eTIQoseoAoTIA Mpoc Teccoss+] | + amon 

\pice MWH iWieeaKapioc fixTOp npasmacooyne [| +anon ehrAo® Muwjnneeanapioc seanape 
TIO sa[iTpe ETIOOALOAOTIA Mpoc Teccoas + ]}.| 

(55) +8: enov Geodwpov ovr? cupBodleoyp/ eyp/ +++ ] 

44. It is impossible to say whether there was more in the lacuna than is here given. 
51. asomycroc probable; cf 1594, 24, 1578, 34, etc. 

Verso of frag. 1. |]... Axovorw? Ovy" lepeui yaji Evor’ $ Bo.B~ Kvpiak’/ | ya]p ouxovexeBy 

evp’ ev" oxo” Sevn amo Ilaxavy® eyp O°/ Kl | v/ 7 

‘In the name of the Father etc. We, John, son of the late (uax.) Petr[onius, and 
Augustina, daughter of Jeremias,] wife of Eustathius, natives of Pagowne, in the Fie[Ids 
(redids sing.*) of the village Jkéw, and Phoebammén, son of Cyria]cus, native of the nome 

of Psoi (Ptolemais), dwelling to-day [in..... , we write unto the] Snpdcws ddyos, namely 
(jrov) our lord, the all-[famous (zaveddnuos) Kurrah, most eminent (iveppvécraros) governor 

(cvpBovdos), through] you, most glorious (évdoédraros) lord, master (kdpis) Blasil, by God’s 
will z//ustrius and pagar|ch of this same village (kop) Jkéw, with [its farmsteads (érotkvov) 
and its fields (weduds). Greeting (yatpe). We do delclare (éuodoyety) that, seeing (éredy) 

we possess certain..... this same [ézoixwoy (?)» of] Pagowne..... 

Frag. 2. ] have® plenty of chattels (oxevy) and she hath no child,..... her, Seué, to (?) 
Pagowne, that you would bring her to Jkéw..... , or (y) that she (?) hath no chattels 

(ox.), And she was afraid..... and the men of Pagowne learnt that she had fled, and they 
went..... all of the chattels (ox.) that were found were ours and..... the list (yvdous) to 
you, when you had sent, seeking..... 

Frag. 3. ] she neither accepted (? caradéyerOar) them4, nor (oddé) sent (?) a man..... 
request reached you, concerning the aforesaid woman, and you did....., you and other 

® V. 1427, 12, note, 1614, note. d Or ‘agreed thereunto’, reading sas. The verb is a 
> The visible traces do not recommend this reading. rare one, but I see no alternative. C/ the form pynonexe 
© Or ‘[she] hath’. in 1676. 
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freemen (é\evfepos) of Jkéw..... Pagowne, and you went to the place where the chattels 
(cx.) were [and you found them] all together, and you drew up their inventory (izBevrov) which 

[..... men] of Jkéw and those of Pagowne being witnesses thereto..... the woman has turned 
away (?)° and fled; and you did..... you delivered it (?) over (dvadSdvaz) to us, in accordance 
with (mpés) the authority of.....8 Now therefore (ody) we declare (syod.) saying, Lo, our 

chattels (ox.) [have been received by us... .. among them (?); for (?) we shall not be able to go 

to law regarding this matter..... in any way at all (ka ofov 84 wore tpdmov). But if (ei dé) 
after any (lapse of) time (kaspds) [we should sue you or any] representative (tpdcw7ov) of 

yours, whether (etre) we or (cive) our children [or (ceive)... .. whatsoever (d\ws), related to us (or 

(etre) outside our (family), [we are prepared to pay a fine of] 36 gold so#dz; and (we agree) that 

this declaration (6u[odoyia) shall be established (?), authoritative] and valid (ioyvew) with every 
confirmation (BeBaiwous), in every place [where it may be displayed (€udavifew)]. For an 
assurance therefore (odv) unto the Snpu. Adyos, through your [most glorious (évd0€.) lordship, we 

have drawn up this declaration (suod.)] for you, assenting (orovxetv) thereunto and being liable 

(xw8vvevew) unto you [with all our property (iréaracis)], even as (pds) we did first write. We 

have been questioned and have made declaration (épodoyeiv). 
These are my chattels (cx.), I, John, that did first write :—a woman's robe of rose-colour, 

4 napkins (d\\a€ipdpiov), a cloth (cwddvov), a boy’s small shirt (kaydovov), a man’s turban 

(? daxidduov'), a small..... , filled with .....j, 3 small..... , a towel (/z¢, hand-wiper), a knife, 

eee » a woman’s cloak of ..... »asmall..... k 

And (8é) these are my chattels (ox.), I, Phoebammén, son of Cyriacus:—a man’s cloak 

(7déd\uor). 

These too are mine, I, Augustina, daughter of Jeremias :—a woman’s white robe.’ 

The 3 illiterate authors then sign their agreement (c7ovxetv) by means of the scribe, 
Philotheus, son of Mena, and are followed by 3 witnesses. 

© Reading rote. But even so the lacuna leaves the i?For @acape. V. Lemm, K7. Kops. Stud., no. liii. 
exact meaning obscure. two ehoN (Zoega 281, Rylands J Sdpov, a broom, seems unlikely. The second word 
no. 94, fol. r) is to ‘affix (a public notice’). recalls Rylands no. 243, ette. 

f The inventory. & Or ‘the inventory’ here? k Mapoimuv ‘purse’ seems phonetically inadmissible. 
h VY. Rylands no. 246. Mopoixy = 7 ivdixy, given by Hesychius, scarcely helps us. 

PAPYRUS 1611.—a.p. 710 (?). 

Or. 6230 (53, 58). Three fragments, the larger 5 x 63 in. 

DECLARATORY settlement (Stadvrix7) dwod.*) made by..... (Alur.), who appear to 
exonerate a woman (I. 2) from a charge as to the (wrongful?) possession of money. If 

frag. 1 could be proved part of the text, we should learn that the woman was Maria, widow 

of Mark. 

Frag. 1. Protocol eae) wee[,J} | ove lori | Ma[per | 

Frag. 2. sanTIAe|A 9 OAK, mntoyh eel | ] xeayout Asay newe mo | ire Mar Tito 

2 Tf 1. 6 be rightly read. One might read diayaprupéa, as in 1627. 
2. osme thus with ca-, Can. Athan. pp. 88, 99. 
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MaanTpe asf | mitsoerc man® neyaehoyAoc er ae nl | (5) soole seayort Aaay Mapa mMmisesT- 

wasirit wg90AoR, | ig0JAoR, NNoyh NMpoctixwoMm ayo Tear[AYTINH goseoAorra | githe- 

harwe i122 [ 

Frag. 3. Jr ece[ | senmcanar tysor emenpseea mee{ | (10) Ta]pa Mreeirrwyeeeit 119 oAOK, 
TIpoc oc [7 | JeertTpe aeazooy enseTo chor nmnfoyTe | Qw)h ayanoyn amgose[oAorer+ 

Verso of frag. 1. Jyap r® v° in evpy? tap* Mapa] | y’ 70” pax~/ Mapxo” yp p Pap? xy | °/n + 

5. Probably ‘ But if ever any one shall venture to say that anything hath been found besides (wapd) these 18 solidi, ... 
9. Som should be ¢xn. 

PAPYRUS 1612.—a.p. 709. 
Or. 6230 (61). 32x 72 in. 

ROM the opening of a declaration (6yod.), dated in the 7th Indiction. 

Rall TOY Yioy Kar Toy aAtioy Mneyaratoec THC atiac Zworloroy | caecoyerjoy eit 

s2onaar Tpraace + eyp fh Dap’ Kl wd5°/ cBdouns + | TIQCs2oAO)}weraA Tiicasite aeasoc ay~w 4 

TMSOR aeezoc ehoA anezoci_a® | sywpic] Aaay MowTe groha ogrbia graNATKH gIAnATH 

[QicyNapMnalcH OMeEpiepacpH Oritoserse9 MN[ree = 
: 

* An unpublished fragment has trxon ssazoc ehodX onoyw|ne ehod (or perhaps pmoywps). <, 

PAPYRUS 1613. 

Or. 6225 (5). 63x 63 in. 

ROM the beginning of a declaration (spodoyetv), addressed by Shenoute to the governor 
‘Abd allah b. ‘Abd al-Malik, through the pagarch Epimachus, the predecessor of Basil. 

+e oNoaeaTs TOY NaTpoc Rar Toy ye [| Rar ox2ooycroy [ | +anon [WenloyTe mye 

W[seanaproc | ercgar mmanerocroc Afowoc | (5) ahaeAa..s..ay [| MHYpy emeeancoc 

TWANG, ayo [Macap™ | ayo eemiqmearac Yap, xeTIg oas/oAowes 

5: It does not seem possible to read nue (uyHpe) mahaeNareden. 

PAPYRUS 1614.—a.pD. 708. 
Or. 6230 (93). 42x 63 in. 

ROM a document addressed by inhabitants of Pagowne, ‘in the Fields (weduds*) of the 
village Jkéw’, to the governor—the year of writing indicates “Abd allah—through the 

_® Here exceptionally in the singular. Pagowne, then, is a dependency or suburb of Jk6w, in geographical conditions 
similar to those of the Two Fields etc. Similarly in 1565. 
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pagarch, here called Apa Epimachus». L. 3 contained the name of the nome in which Jkéw 

was situated, but it is unfortunately lost. 

im, gejnTHe + | MWMMeeanlaproc Neswwy aenocorawcioc Muinaeanapiroc | mpastta- 

Gojoyne ONTMearc MMTIae NTARWOY MToW [ QITOOTTIMY TIN MenTOZo™ Mmasoerc 

NKYP, ala ems[seancoc | (5) NTSRWloy seitttecKore semitecenHeson [ 

b A strange addition to this name. No Saint Epimachus  , Rossi, Papiri,i,v, 41, and Synax., 14th Pachons.) Nor is 
is on a level of popularity with those (Victor, Mena, Cyrus, there reason to suppose this pagarch to have been an eccle- 
Colluthus) whose names are frequently so closely combined _ siastic. We must have here an instance (very rare outside 
with ‘Apa’ as to form but one, whereof the pagarch mentioned the Acfa Martyrum) of the purely honorific employment of 
by Bell, JHS. xxviii. 101, isan instance. (For the martyr Ep. the title. 

PAPYRUS 1615. 

Or. 6224 (9). 12x 22 in, 

q ie the beginning of a document, whereof the xowdrns of ‘the men of the North’ are the 

authors 2. 

Je NeTHNcoyiore ait Ncgar 9 .{ | ajo TROINWTHe THPe NepsecpHT [ 

a V. 1619. 

PAPYRUS 1616. 

Or. 6230 (94). 2X3 in. 

ROM a document the authors of which are officials—one is brodéxrns—of the émoixoy 
z of Pklantow2, in Greek called Bounoi. 

Toy]Mo™ senbrAfoy | nepwse|nenomson MkAaN[TOoy 

a V. 1558, recio, 31, 1586. 

PAPYRUS 1617. 

- Or. 6230 (95). 32x 5% in. 

ROM a document addressed to Kurrah, the governor. Its only interest lies in the 

i. names of its authors. 
ste 

eyce]broc sencipe n{ [muyjeritezan, aenta mnace [| Woolt QNTROAH NoyoT sKwloy | 

BPRiey Pras nopipa 
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PAPYRUS 1618. 
Or. 6228 (8). 5x8 in. 

ROM the signatures of authors and witnesses to a document, termed a Adyos, ‘account.’ 
No other document here is so designated. 

x 
cTor] emrAo™ mpoc Teyooak ayw TH | ale epujamreTiteentTaoerc oe | |MpocTreewM iKae 

? =| (5) | samacfastjactoc semana nl[ypoc ? ] ssitRocTAIITHIOC 
sic? 

epeTeTiteent|(soerc 
x 2? = JM gsemvAo Mapa Memraneror THeTON emrAo" TIpoc TEYToar ayw TiQO|[eeoAorT ase 

epoy +amapeac | ajyssooc epor aicgar QApooy ayw TicTOr QwWwT+ 

beyond (zapd) that whereunto we have assented ’ (crovyéiv). 
8. One might fill the gap with mp* ayw noncoy ; but the 

hand is not like that in 1621. 

. ‘But if your lordship shall find [that we have..... ; 
we are ready to submit to any] fine which your lordship etc,” 

7. ‘And we de[clare that we have not..... ] in this account, 

PAPYRUS 1619.—a.p. 710. 

Or. 6226 (8). 6in.x1 ft. 2 in, 

ECLARATION (éyoh.), the extant phrases whereof do not allow of its purport being 

recognized, The appended list of authors’ and witnesses’ names contains two natives 

of Pma sabés®, a place named in a Balaizah fragment, and one from ‘the North»’, 

WTiIposerte TAL © I>, ey[ | oYMorpahH nTeyors epl | +eyp 4 Emd 8 v°/ 04[ | noe eceno 

sayy Se +AMOR CTEL..-.....] MWe M[Maelakapy Alla KYP! MpaechHT TIcTOI! eTIg caeoAoreIa 

mee ecHg ssoc | (5) + ANOR QUPcIce Mane NuwyiMeaKap, cipe NTATIO OLLOAOT[EId wwe 
giToot] | +anon finTOp Mwyitneeanaproc MeTpe Mamata cabne aeel........TIQOeoAotIa 

Wee ecHo asoc | +ANOR asapH, MupMoTe Mpaethopacoc naea NcahHe Tro naenTpe + | + amon 
ATA RAAYTE Tate Neea cahHe TIO MaeHTpe + 

8 So twice; Pma nsabés once. Once it is ‘the port rdézos of yr, in 1419, 292, or the ridtoy of the same name, 
(Sppos) of P.’ 2b. 483, 800, 

b V, 1615. This may probably be compared with the 4. ete]: very unlike eresamve. 

PAPYRUS 1620. 

Or. 6226 (2), 6229°(3). 1 ft. 42 in. x1 ft. 12 in, 

ROM a petitionary declaration (wapaxdytucy poh. or mapaxhytixov), whereof only the 

final clause and the signatures are extant. They are all apparently those of the 
authors of the deed, since all use the verb orouyetv. The yrdors appended to the signatures 
does not show them all, as its first column out of 5 is lost. It originally contained 23 
names (ov «xy.). The names are (in the order of their appearance) : 

asocKopoc son of icaan, aeanace son of stanape, swamsoy (szc) son of sorhaaeaewit, 
iepHastac son of ecoawpoc, rwaittHe son of ecoawpoc, e€oaocroe son of 1caan, brRTwWP son of 

> * 

omni! Nae, 
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SasrnoyAr (TLapovd), oH Asac son of thrAceecc,..... son of 9epoywx, NayAoc son of trAcecoc, 

Wes ais son of eeoawpoc, fixTwP son of ecoaccioc, Tewprroc son of eMseeaqyoc, 1wamtoy (57) 

son of aeaorac, fintwp son of eMiseayoc, atanaproc son of the preceding, asHma son of 
MROseHe, MAKOY! son of ..... , YwcHth son of binTwp, amapeac son of ciasuit. 

PAPYRUS 1621. 
Or. 6230 (96). 5x52 in. 

IGNATURES of (authors? and) witnesses, with the subscription of a scribe Macrinus (?), 
S not found elsewhere. 

+anon cewptsfoc] mul | +anon eZentac MueaKaproc GalaeoyA | +aton attapeac 

TIpe ayw NQHTOY TIO NeeniTpe | + amon oconocioc myn | (5) Mpoc Teccose + | 

+8. euov Maxp..[ 

PAPYRUS 1622. 
Or. 6230 (97). 73% 52 in. 

IST of witnesses from a petitionary undertaking (rapax\yntiKy) dpod.), showing some 
uncommon names and remarkable confusion of the letters A and p. 

Je Tuyittteeanapsfoe | msjeAX nmp® ayo yroyaeento[c | gossjodorera mpoc Tehsoss + 

+alitom | sjwalinunje moyn[mamooce Tite TOR ermm[aparAntinon | (5) me]mp® muwynmeeanap, 

ewseac nTaynada(nader | ]+([ajiton rdw? mye Niseanaproc mayAloc | nmalparnpetinuit 

€TH NO Wsewpuwrra [| loc NT[ay]Tapanape Meets atercoar [Qapwoy | je MwiTeeaKap®, Messe 

TietTior | (10) ] ssanape nuynhrnTwp racy 

PAPYRUS 1623. 
-Or. 6230 (98). 22x8 in. 

| Zier the end of a declaration, here called mapaxdytik} éeyyvytixi) dpodoyia. It shows 

only the authors’ names. 

JwclHth NWH NaeoycHe aenaayerT NUH Merwoalnnne | ] eTIMAQApanAATIRA QoasoAlorta | 

Tapanjare asor aicgaly oaplooy wexeaynor ayw TicTexye...... Z [ | ] TrevTH ex enmapa- 

RARTIRE eC[CH)Ts | 

PAPYRUS 1624. 
Or. 6230 (64). 6%} x 23 in. 

ROM the end of a document, showing the declaration of responsibility in unusual 

FE phraseology. 

NACYHOU] seMamiee semTampogasplecie | jer wmoyrorpacbelye | Jpe ayw eTpahebaroy 

Wank [| mpoct}rswin saenrhebarwocie [| (5) ] MeTRice aeimteTHise amt [| J° Marmarom WanTacon 

[|] + +anon cewprioc [ 

Iv. 3.U 
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PAPYRUS 1625. 
Or. 6230 (69). 43x 7in. 

AMES of 6 (or more) authors of a document, written in the month Phamenoth, year ?- 

They reside in the Two Fields. 

] eye & Gapl? | mHo}yr myngeperaw senoyepwenfoyye | ] senmenoyTe setacaracioc 

nMnfornolys | ] aetgepaaw eemnodAoy muy[t | (5) Mp]® mpeererirTe mRose Mt] 

PAPYRUS 1626. 
Or. 6230(99). 4.x 6% in. 

[ Reged the witness list to a petitionary undertaking (wapaxdytixy dpod.). It contains the 

name of Pnei, the author of 1521. 

Jase Nahpagase senoepaeaw mye nf | Jw aennner myncewprioc mAawane [ | ogame 

Tynahpaolase | TIHTApaARAHTIRA QoseoAforia 

1. sxe: apparently not we. 

PAPYRUS 1627. 
Or. 6230 (100). 22x 43 in. 

ey a protest (Suapaprupia*), showing only the names of witnesses. 

NWe NiaeaAKaplioc amapeac Tio MeeeTpe eferaseal | Meeanalp? RAAATIHCE TIO MeenTpe 

eyil | Jama 87 Tio MeenTpe eTITIAeap[Typia 

® Recurs in vol. ii of this Catal., p. 328, and in BGU. 669 vo. This word may suggest itself too in 1611; but there is 
nothing to prove connexion between the fragments. 

; PAPYRUS 1628. 
Or. 6230 (101). 3x52 in. 

FRAGMENT from the signatures to a document. Its importance lies in the statement 

of two witnesses that, though natives of Jkéw, they chance (kara edxarpiay®) now to be 
in Babylon, which implies that the document had been written at the capital and sent to Jkéw. 

Cf. 1594. 

JT2ROOY HaTA eyRarpia efoibahi(yAwn | mpoc TlaiTHere MMmeTcaeite asazoc +| Ta]ROoy 

RATA eyRaipia ero nbabh/yAwin 

8 Recurs in the Apophihegmata, Zoega 335. 
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PAPYRUS 1629. 
Or. 6230 (102). 23x 33 in. 

ROM a list of witnesses. It is given here on account of the unknown name Jani® (or Jans) 
which occurs. 

Mjwye Maxam TIO maseTpe + | seeTple eTIQcaxoAcTIA Mpoc Efe eccHO ssazoc + 

a i Apa Jiané ram seems to be the hero of a narrative in Paris 129°, 94 (kindly verified by M. H. Guérin). 
1. Or sane. 

PAPYRUS 16380. 
Or. 6226 (16). 43x 43 in. 

| Tie the witness-list to a declaration (syod.), worth printing only on account of its last 

word, which shows confusion of the letters 6 and =x. 

mreAalX NMpe Tio neenTpe ...[ | sejenrpe arerg oxew ovr mpo[e | ] mpoc ee mTat 
cwTae giTimeTcasiie | Joy TIO MaanTpe eTs[QoseoAotia | ] ? | ] tamon ana Rypr 

7 | gloszoXorsa mpoc Tecxolee 

PAPYRUS 1681.—a. D. 710-711 (?). 

Or. 6230 (43, 44, 45, 55). Six fragments, partly joining one another; together about 

92 in.x 2ft. The MS. consisted of folded leaves and was in book form, in a papyrus cover, 
small pieces of which, and of the papyrus ribbon threading it, were extant before the fragments 

were placed under glass, The script is probably that of one hand throughout. The original 
lengths of the imperfect lines being uncertain, it is impossible to say how many letters are 

lacking in the lacunae. 

REGISTER of property of various kinds (vineyards, date-palms, implements_and vessels 

of metal, clothing, corn and other edible provisions), drawn up perhaps by the zpoeords 
Jacob (recto, 1. 1) and put in charge of the Japa Phoebammon, zpoeords of the rézos (col. 9, 
verso). Many of the terms used are interesting, but many too are obscure. The list is 

dated in the 9th Indiction. What the relation of the Greek lines* (col. 2, Il. 1-4) is to the 

rest, it is difficult to say. . 

Recto (—). 

Col. 1. 

ON NraMonTeY oi] Jxew orTitianwh [njempoact® yer II” a 8/ 0 
Aacie gimecita . «[ JHRE seirecaepHT semmecThH. semmecnHA sthemute 

MRWT grooc [ ] asi[itec|zores chord 

oyoaseatter ager [ ] oysent hapor 

# I had Mr. Bell’s help in reading these. 

3U2 
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(5) OYRAMNOeHKE Hf] 

WOekHT NTOAnpo. [ 

oYoessiaTHpit i. +] 

CATALOGUE OF COPTIC PAPYRI [1631 

Tace sic 
] TALOY 2 ad MNaeweee 

jlepycysertAepe cifay] grooy ail... Je 
= sic 90 

oyitos [mjAooTe eel. . | 

[oy]Royt MoTeAONAHT NX ETON oy]. . seaxArre smher[r}rre 

[c]NTe MHAKOYH[. WooLeHT [.. 

(10) [.]. Neepaeepon mbferre] 

Col. 2. 

To" Neoxt 

apm apo” a x” 70” S xarf-] haxov a opyf 
dowik®/ axap™ 8 Bov’ pavpo” a 
To" Kapoope 

(5) OYWHS NTeTPAXKWPON NeTpeakonerm eqyRH 

cnay Mol... |NaxoyTaqre QIsoy TW 

1 line erased 

cnay Hal. joy trae 

OYOAMH aeMoyalnetc MG[.|Foar oycosel 

(10) oyserAcerr noheAole erode 

Verso |). 
Col. 3. 

oycossape| 
ssHTcamueye [ 
ssabragqte [ 

wWosenT smiyel 
(5) cauey nep[toh 

OYPHA seen 

+--+] NQOSSHT Nl... --] 

J. xn «5 [ 
[  ] mopape® app [ 
[  ] = puxpor a [ 
[ Jom seiTepn . Hh [ 

] oyoose eyal..... Ja eq[... jot 

] eye nage nl. .]. s2oyn cay 

aelitexacicaey [i]hrite eyTY RApPToc OI 
TIOLAAPION *enNIGore 

Jaette ecooden]. .ycopen. ode Qaxwlt- 

TIpHe wiiGose 

[ |MTATIeeal[. .] aentoyanetc MeieeHpl . | 

ehodr senoyerw NQ00y 

Col. 4. 

] enay Neptory itass[(p 

Jeasrory serenity 
Jjocawye iH : 

] WoseTe NaexaoT [| 

] S2HTUjoaeTe MEp[ Tory 

(10) 

woseTe Hil...je NOHAL 

wWore|T. . |] onTeprocent 

Raico[... Jeet. A mgpe mcooyho 

cM MNparere 

cnay. [itjertaea [I TATLAp[oc] 

waeoyie uTHhe ec eyo Maeoc 
MLac[Telije MEPTOY ECOYO eet. . 

oYSAloo|se mTIO[ 

S2HT M[ 

] oyorAe iitoes[R 

J oyTPe Mitoyol 

Je Masage nope nf 
jasanioare inal 

jacorTe NT 

]..NegAOlS 

]-. oe ey. [ 

5 (col. 1). tasoy: on this method of numeration v. 1586, 
note. 

2 (col. 2). Mr. Bell would read épyov, referring to 1419, 
1329, note, which suggests that the word indicates a tax on 
agricultural implements, parallel here to that on vine-land. 
But below, col. 5, 1. 3, optus looks like a vessel or measure. 

3+ For rwpapiov? (Bell), 

9. G[. ]¢oax: missing letter probably s, p or A. 
ecooNen: one suspects eceoNes. 
e.oNXe: possibly eNooXe. 

8 (col. 3). The line ends thus. 
g. Or masaese. 
10. Instead of final [oc], perhaps nothing. 

For final 0, perhaps e. 
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Col. 5. 

Jeyitre nome] wheseujHy 

] QFAan®, WoseHT NMoptern imasip 

] QaeH meproy Mgeroy 
(5) ]- for senteyitt[e] sToNTTe 

] Wasoyne oadec neeagaiie 

] cnay Na[aleroryA tuyl..-- jare 

]-epHe cooy exnhr exeennt T[...Joe 

] RaITie M[eelanoare 

(10) ] oyRage. .om mul... je 

] QasHime ... |RHee 

] oy .[. » |ReYT . RA 

] oyol 

(Or) A 

WOLkHT NMOAAP[It Ieea RICHY 

oyroyr AaKanA [ithapo)jr 

kai ¢ Ca Wo 
oyTperbara . [ 

(5) oyeTaypoe | 
cooy Noywlo — 

oycre [ 

oyAaRANT iri[olAbe 

(10) [-- ++ -Jeme [it]Ncoy 
] wAcoy HmaAaron 

oy! 
orl 

cnay Noyooe 

oyRoys ithagoyp 
cHay MKOpAT MIT eg pars 

(5) oyssagcentt 
oye seers 
Wire meecwrne 

oysoprte [ 

oycoTo [ 

(10) oygQoAol 
7 (col. 5). Perhaps ate. 
12,end. Apparently not tis. 
7 (col. 6). Perhaps acnoyhatN. 

Col. 6. 

OYZECT MeeanitHest 
oynoysoy nhaljpor mtr HO 
oyRoyaoy in7[s i) 

eyntTe nag [glecT mhapwr 

OYKRATHN esteg[. .] mhesse 
Ost; HAINOG NoceetlalTHpM MaTQAAAC|IC] 

oyacnoyhaTul. . .TkyRaeeapa 
oyacon nue] 

WALoyM MWYAT 

OY ReLetaitoc 

Tle NGooyite 
TIE NCMNAWI 

Verso (t). eyoadny enmana porh- 
oy) 

DAML MpPoOec+r MITTON[Oc 

Three lines more, partly in steno- 
graphic script and almost wholly 
illegible. 

4 (col. 7). Letter after a has a tail. 
g. Perhaps nothing instead of [1]. 
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PAPYRUS 1632. 

Or. 6224 (30). 1ft.Zin.x5in. Fibres —. 

LIST (yvaéous) showing expenses, it would seem, during a certain period. The Basil here 

in question is perhaps not the pagarch. Possibly he is the shipmaster of 1448, 2, 

1438, 49 etc. 

+Tecit mitabacsXe WaT xeeeo(ey] | may een eConT v°? > | corhaseeewn noayon v? § | 

ROAAOY muro maciooyt v° y xafil ] | (5) May mTaKer epre vy | Qangwdy MTATHEeA MWOpM 
NcOM giTooTey mahoyp v? «| ou’/ om grTooTey myahoyp v? «| ou’/ om grTooTYy mMhacrde 

sencbotharerewn ncayom vy? 8 | mrarraagq meorhasesewm v? a | (10) QiTOOTY Masri 

neyan vee | epedeac yAag AoTx epor vy | gsTooTy mhaciAe v’? = | grTooTY m (washed 

out) ? | MuTacywaT (T)acgrese aeseoey v? 18 § | (15) ye v? wy S Kap CY pv 

‘The list (yvdous) of the (money) which Basil required :—At the time he was sailing north, 

6 solidi—Phoebammon, the servant ®, 4 sol—Colluthus, the notary, of Sidt, 4 so/. ? kapiov..—At 
the time when thou camest south », 3 so/—In the matter of my fine (Cypia), the 1st time, through 

Shabour®, 5 so/—Likewise (6uoiws) again, through Shabour, 20 so/—Likewise (6p-) again, 
through Basil and Phoebammon, the servants, 12 sol—What I paid Phoebammon, 1 so/—(Paid) 

through Mena, the ovppaxos, 5 sol—  ? 3 s0/—(Paid) through Basil, 6 so/—(Paid) through 

? —What he required of my wife, 123 sol—Total (yivera:), 83 sod, and 50 (?) pairs of 
Kapiowa.’ 

Verso, Remains of a letter (?), mostly illegible. 

1. Presumably for wyatt. Cat. nos. 1134, 1180 etc.). 
11. Unintelligible. Is Neac a name? The word Aotx b Does this imply that the account was addressed, or 

perhaps for Nwat. presented, to some one? Perhaps to Basil himself. 
® @ayon only here in these texts. A purchased slave is ¢ Cf. the name wahoyA RKT. lxi. Could they=Shapfr 

its usual meaning (Revillout, Acées o€, Krall in Mi#/h. v. 30, y52l? (though this in Coptic elsewhere is cahwp, eg. 
Zoega 538); but often merely expresses humility (Br. Mus. “Zoega 22). 

F.—LETTERS. 

PAPYRUS 1633. 

Or. 6222 (2). 42x 8 in. 

HE script of this fragment is clearly Theodore’s; perhaps it ought therefore to be classed 
rather with the official documents. It addresses the pagarch (v. the epithet év8oédraros) 

and relates to a former request for the granting of a pass (ovyi\\wor), allowing certain men 
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of Jkéw to go to ‘the y#épa.....*’ The last two lines refer to the ‘ multitude of entreaties >’ 
(wapdxdyors) that had been needed to obtain their desire, and to doubts or objections (uj7ov 
dpa) that had been raised. 

porlranwoyine anmmapanader nrerienaogl | wrejrenceent civeAAmt may coyhor 
eTeXwpal | jriome am oym goseT mpoc meeoe noble | senncalmpowe oyn mapanAncic 

nranaaly | (5)]- el... .....] seaentoy apa nz 

® Perhaps for tezmp¢wpa, as in 1512. 3. After oym, here and in next line, probably another n- 
b Cf npwuye markaroNovra in the Jéme deeds, e.g.Aeg.Z. is to be read. 

1884, 154. 

PAPYRUS 1634. 

Or. 6221 (5). Two fragments, the larger 83 x 93 in. 

HIS and 1685 are the only letters showing the pagarch Basil’s name as recipient. We 
may assume that this one was written from Babylon, since the writer speaks (1. 2) of 

having been south and expects (I. 13) that Basil will come north to him. Very likely he is 

the pagarch’s agent resident in the capital. No consecutive sense can be made of the text. 
Its subject appears to be the inability of some one—probably Mark and George (ll. 8, 14, 
v. the Greek docket)—to pay the Snpdéovov. The writer had received instructions (?) on the 
matter from the governor (I. 7); perhaps Il. 8, 9 report his words». After this: (1. 9) ‘1 shall 

be obliged (edyxapioretv’) if you will write to me’..... (10) ‘and a great man such as you 

useth not to promise and (then) to play false (mhavav); especially (uddvora) [one that is] 
God-fearing. Neither do God and the king say [that it is right ?] to pay two taxes for 
a single field; for (éme’) it is inscribed in his name’... .. (13) ‘When you come north, 
I will show you the register (xaraypady), so that you may find naught’..... ‘While, as 

to Mark’s affair, (I beg) your lordship to be so [good as to’..... (15) ‘and he will be obliged 
(edx.) to you. And see, [I have sent] the receipts (€vrdywov plur.4) south and have written 

again unto you concerning the ovppaxos°, that you should send’..... L. 17 is obscure £, (18) 
‘ By these writings I greet (d4omdfev) your lordship.’ 

] Tiacnaze NTKeeMeolerc | May MTAer pre mThen[ | je seayewrTs anseocron [| jep ecah 

eTaso| | (5)|reea srt | eleory Aornon oyarneon| | cyse|hoAoe Nar gamigoy mar ay| | | 

sewaihiToy neay gixwoy crac aeapnoc erac cewptioc | jenepoy coyhiTey meay TeTIICg At 

Mar xenaac emmtaeyxapieta | (10) alyw asapenos Mpwsee wreTieene TY Aotoc TYMAANH 

asapicta | goTle OHTY MMMOyTE aYwW etaperitoyTe eemMppw aooc |] ETT cay Maneeocron 

eYeIOQe MNOYOT eM eycHO enypan |] epwanreTMs QHT WaircatwTh eTRATATPAPH 

anneTIon Aaay | jr ayw wrhecpog meapnoe gooy TApeTeTieitaoerc eprimer | (15)] MMeTITeE 
ayo WaeyNapicTa NATH ayw eic NeNTATIoN |] epHe aAYyw AIcgQAl MAT MKEcoM MThe- 

@ Perhaps the Apa Cosma of 1529 and 1542. evréywv. Cf. Bell in JHS. p.117 and note 89. 
bL. 8 (saying), ‘I will take them away from both, e V. Bell’s note, p. 163. In RKT. ccxxxiii the ovp. is 

whether Mark or George’ (for the locution cf Gen. xlviii.17, likewise concerned with tax-collecting (z. l. 17 here). 
Ex. xxxiii. 23). The 2nd szng. in 1. 9, ‘ what wilt thou do?’, f Reading certain. mat- cannot be privative; must be 
makes it clear that Basil is not being addressed. an error. e\[Hvt (enecnt) might imply that something fol- 

© Used thus e.g. in Cruin, Osfr., nos. 152, 228, 365. lowed the text of the letter, but there is no evidence of this. 
4 ‘Instructions’ seems the less likely meaning here for 
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meyaeaX TapeTuTHooy ¢ | jepxt Maneeocron NaTHcyseaX ayw aemepanme Taxw eyHt 
warieeocr | |yere + OITNIICOAL TIACMAZe MTETIAEMAOEKC + + 

Verso of fragment 1. halerAe (space) muAoyeTpl, ayw mmacap®. Below this, in a 
Greek hand, Tewpyo]” S Mapx’/ 

19 (verso). It is clear, from the position of the words visible, that the writer’s name stood (as usual) after them, 
further to the right. 

PAPYRUS 1635. 
Or. 6230 (112). 9x 52 in. 

ETTER addressing the pagarch, Basil, and referring (I. 2) to a recent meeting with him 
L. 3, with its imperative ‘ Pray not with any one of...’, probably repeats conversation 

with a third person. The 2nd sizg. in 1. 6 looks like a continuation of this, since the pagarch 
is probably addressed in the 2nd Alur. (v. 1. 2). If not», the writer would be himself of not 
inferior rank. 

] Tmpocwyny | jrit anmraer ehod or.[ | alenmepwAHA eeeAaay nf | Jeng wry iitepeeTe= 
Xwpa xf | (5)] emoya mmlajroyr[ajan ehor [ | eAeyleepoc BUTAYAITOY Oimlajooy seeeon [| ] 
HMMATAPKOC ayo oxeenoywuy w1ito/yTeE | Q leemxoeic +eypad/ jit Taod// x8 ap.//{ [ blank 

Verso (at top). BlacrAe (space) mMatalpxoc 

* Reading grroott#yt in |, 2. afier the p; but above that, something remains which is just 
> Taking -1m in 1. 2 to be a 1st plur. (etooTM, grtooTH 3 i x ‘ : or the like). possibly x. If so, we might read ap//; cf vol.i of this 

8. The last letters are obscure, The papyrus breaks off Catal., p. 198, note. 

PAPYRUS 1636. 

Or. 6230 (17). Two fragments, the larger 73x33 in. The amount lost between them 

cannot be estimated. 

ETTER by the hand of 1684 etc. and doubtless addressed likewise to the pagarch 

ie (‘your lordship’). The subject is again taxation. Here too the writer narrates 
a conversation with some one of whom he had made a request and who had bidden him 
(l. 2) depart till the . ... day [of the month x] and make arrangements (Tww) for the man 

whose finances are under discussion. The writer then (I. 4) requests the pagarch to send 
sae a and speaks of not leaving (? omitting) any of the Sypdowr. In 1. 7 the éroixuov of 
Apa Pinoute (Pinoution) is perhaps referred to. The final salutation is the same as that in 1634. 

pwleee Mor armapanadrs [ | mar aehor Nan wacoly | mposee Man ./ ? lg cAoK, 
TRTWY Tpwaee nf | gautoyey sit] ? ] stapereriteentsoerc THlooy | (5) goty Mag pHTit 

? J} Tanw Aary gitanero(croim | Maseocs[ort ? TeTHeLNxoeIe THOOYC! | senrece 

ai ? ] emsnoyte [ | itareeepont [ ? ] grTmincgar yacniaze 

Verso: traces of an illegible address. 
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PAPYRUS 1637. 

Or. 6230 (113). 43% 7 in. 

ETTER, which should be between equals; for, except at the end of |. 2, the 2nd szng. is 

L used throughout. But the hand is that of 1634 etc., and a document is referred to in l. 2, 

to be taken charge of by ‘the money-changer, when he goes south®’; so that we should perhaps 
regard the phrases in the 2nd szwg. as quotations and the letter as addressed, like 1684, to the 

pagarch. It relates to a so/idus-worth of oil, which the writer seems to have been commissioned 
to buy. 

JR Mey. +++. TATAY MKApHeIse. . epl | Jracthh YasiTe TaTAAE IMINXPHoMec eqMHoy 
epHe ayw aTitecgat lly €REPIMd TRAIT] War MCIOyT oyowuh NAT TACQAL TasiTy it | ThiTiIT00y 

HAL REWoM eKoywuy odor, MIMQ TasITY WAR Aortom e | (5) wanoryey een [about 17 wer 
entee Naah | oylwuy PoAon, wg [Tlacsarey NAR TOYT ecTiM axel | oyjsar eTMamoy[ey] €.ae. . 

cooymt oit.[ | ojyey mat of... eee eee] ‘rte Tit] 

® Though moy should be ‘come’, rather than ‘go’. xpvodv, monefarius. Bell refers me to Gelzer's Stud, 2. bys: 
But this usage is not invariable. Verwalt. Aegypt., p. 61. 

I. XAPHCIar: ? xapirpds, 3. exoyt: scarcely for Sifit, here (1592, 1647) spelt 
2. dopadria— proavys, occurs in RKT.lvi. Krallcompares crooyt as usual. csaxt could be read, 

PAPYRUS 16388. 
Or. 6230 (114). 83x 43 in. 

HIS letter, written by Wenofre (Onnofrius) to Apa Cosma, addressed as an equal, is clearly 
sent either from further south than Jkéw (ll. 1, 2 ‘so soon as [I had left] thee, I came 

south and I found...’) or was destined for the north (? Babylon). Apa Cosma one might suppose 
to be the agent mentioned in 1529 and 1634, note. The matter of the letter is taxation (Il. 6, 15), 

and the recipient is apparently begged to reduce, or to cause to be reduced, the writer’s burden 

(il. 16, 17). 

+ TepenareTcot exare ain[ | QITOOTR ater ApH aiaiTe ef | semTaweepe nThen| | Repose 

giooh Aeron wf | (5) Qreoh Mcaapomn mgar mralweepe | ashon aTRaATAmpPachH [| Ao eemTaAT= — 
nagas[ | giry. . oITE eqjoimtc[ | ayo mMMepRaay aTipoas[ | (TO) Neeaeagq grrmuticgals | wrernt- 

sseTcom af | gyre ‘aTeTnasercfom | aywW apr TareTcom n[ | po Aaay epor ayo mTpl | 

(15) MQoAoH, wWTIakocen g[ | WM seRNacRoy[tpice | ROY! Meeom aenTardalay | QITMITIcgAr 

miacnace [| blank 

Verso, wcjon (space) ama Rocasa grTMoyeliroype 

7. tRagas[: possibly a place-name, such as that in 1603. 
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PAPYRUS 1639. 

Or. 6207. 83 in. x1 ft. 2 in. 

ETTER from Severus to Shenoute, a priest and perhaps agent (dvrvyeotyos), possibly 

he who occurs in 1419, 555 etc. Assuming that the recipient was at Jkéw, the letter 

must have been sent from further south, as the writer speaks of coming north forthwith. 

+[asjosr [Njencoar encoar Nar senMoyT: Fayapiac MWe Mt. . -yA MAR AMON ameoy ty 

NQwey arren([Te] | osertceaeebypont ate TACOAL TATAA MAK WANTAEI OHT OLeMOywU NWIIMTOyTE 

Tas Teha.g . ye | (3) exmTareTe mmeqgo TATAA MAK (adove AANA Ere QHHTe AIcgar Nady Tehes 

MAR) arTu[Mo}yey MAK TApebagepaTy | ETEROHMOYPPTIA WanTaes QHT ONTOYwWY emMoyTe TATE 

NTOW egwry mae ayo erhe|(5)MowWY MNenypwOsee MTAKCQAT Nar xeayer epaTR TOYS 

QATER TEREIP all exwoy .m.€.seTom [.M|owy aAAAa ONTIOYwU enMoyTe eic QHHTE TINeY 

eEQHT asenencapacte ehod ........ enmneypamn | (7) Tepoy Aosmon ere [xleRpoy emepRa 

Pwsee MORNE e1p aeoypoe TeyrTaocyo wWase Teh... | TATOY aetTiage eMaT.. ERWCWUS 
EQoYN gamago wWaeneo adAa enWase senitenpwsee Ral(Q)AWE CAaTIPHWE er PATH TIUpIIMTE 

POR QiTHercoar + 

Verso, +Taac naenoyte mp (space) MaTTEgN.1 gITNceyHpoc + 

‘IT have received thy letters wherein thou writest that Zacharias, son of ..... , hath not 

been given (?delivered over) to thee. Now (Aourdv) I have considered the matter and have 
found (?) that it is not expedient (cupdépov) that I should write and give him to thee, ere 
I come north, so God will, and take (give? place?) his.....in the middle of his face, and 

give him to thee. (But see, I have written unto him that he should go to thee.) I have 

sent him to thee that (?) he may place himself at thy service (dwovpyia) until I come north, 

so God will, and set all things in order. And as for the matter of the other men, whereof 
thou writest me that they have come before thee and are remaining with thee, that thou 

shouldst hear their cause, ..... settlement of the matter. But, so God will, lo, I come north 

the day after to-morrow..... all their names. And (dourdv) have a care what thou doest. 

Suffer not a man of thine to be a fool (? wapos) and to talk and..... the village..... thou 

be able to look me in the face ever (again). But (add) do thou (?) speak thy men fairly 

(xadds), after that (?) sufficient (of them) have come before thee. I greet thee by these letters.’ 

1. I cannot read nuje noasroyA. Sa‘idic; cf Crum, Osér. p. xxi. 
ssoyuys for sxoyuyt. 

3. exw- for exn-. . What the locution means is obscure 
owing to the lacuna in 1. 2. 

The bracketed words have been written upon the fol- 
lowing: adXa exc neTpa. uje. NoyNoy, possibly ‘ Petra, the 

son of Loulou’, The writer had apparently changed his 
mind and, instead of sending Petra, had instructed Zacharias 
himself to go. 

5. Toysw for mroyew, a rare form of subjunctive in 

exp am for poan. 
7. sxoypoc: I know no other instance of popos thus in 

Coptic, but I see no alternative reading. 
8. Swuy for Swust. 
9. ca for sammca seems improbable and, even if sub- 

stantiated, gives no clear sense. 
10 (verso). Possibly read some distorted form of asrts- 

veoynoc ; f. that inJ529. Otherwise a place-name must 
follow na-. 

a RR Actes 

or fers 

wet ae,” 

> 
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PAPYRUS 1640.—a.p. 702 or 717. 

Or. 6220 (11), 6224 (17). 10x 6 in. 

ETTER addressed probably to some one of equal—or inferior—rank to the writer’s. The 

iy hand is probably, not quite certainly, that of 16384. L.14 looks as if the writer were 
in the north. It is concerned chiefly with the taxes. In ]. 2 a passport (ovyiA\ov) for some 

one is mentioned. LI]. 3-5 appear to repeat instructions given by a superior: ‘... to the 
pagarchs, saying, Whatsoever ye receive (collect) ..... like unto it. And he wrote further 
to him, saying, Do not..... a place that hath been spoiled (ruined), (thou) requiring naught 

of it, nor...’ L.6 takes up the narrative again: ‘... Abdella and... informed him thereof 
..... and he wrote south that they should be brought to ..... suffer a pagarch to receive 

(collect) aught save the Sypooia..... (9)... And if God will, they shall (?)..... the governor 

(avpBovdos) come forth to meet me(?) and they follow (?) him ..... by God’s will there 
shall (?) no evil..... (13)... and what determination shall be arrived at, I will send..... 
(by?) a man that is coming north again. Send me your news. Farewell in the Lord. 2oth 
of Hathor, 1st Indiction.’ 

Joasia Tapyaocoy {| JerRepAn ay Redeye Talp | ] mrenacapX axemerarinasrsie | Ja mreyoe 

AYH aqegar Macq wm anmepsl | (5)joyaea ecqyTanHoy enwaTy WAaay oyac ofit| joc mre 

aahaeAAa xem. . p- Tassoy epi | anjeeocron agar agegar epre tTapoyhitoy im | jo 

MacapX exr Aaay cahoA iitearteociwM eMK[| jo? MTCOTR AY eIWJoMe MHoyTe oywuy 

ayxol | (Io) eyniio’ may ehod QHT TOYLeWo MiIcoy xewacger | [Moywuy MTitMtoyTere 

ascAaay iTewoy | |pwrene eyeh Wo Maxaxe wre MMoyTe ast | JyWore ayo Mog eTa- 
Worle WH WarTnwoy | ploxee qHYy CQHT wn THOOY MeTINGyIMe Mas+ | (15) oYasar giMTscerc 

+t AO@np x v/a + 

2. ay: for may. above this line. 
RneNeye: v. Rylands Copt. no. 308. Cf. xédevoov 8 end, perhaps, enx[oypcom. 

‘please’. But it is possible to read ayxeAeye ‘they bade.’ 10. 9HTToy ‘to meet them’ might be read. If so, one 
3. Memratetit-. must assume toy- implied again before sxwo. I read sswo 
4. One might supply neoy a at the beginning. as = hug = oywo. Cf tcasswtm in 16384, |. 13. 
4. I cannot find the proper place for the word inserted 

PAPYRUS 1641. 
Or. 6230 (115). 6x 5$ in. 

ETTER to a superior: ‘my dear and honoured lord, the.....’. ‘Our fathers,’ referred 

''s to in 1. 5, may indicate a monastic official as the recipient, who appears to have complained 
that the writer had not been inquiring after his welfare (ll. 3, 4). The citation of some one 

else’s words in |. 7 and the reference to the affairs of Apa Theodosius in |. 8 are unintelligible. 
The script resembles that of 1634 etc., but is probably not identical. 

RaTaA eyRiepra AIgat exuyiit eren[seelTmMAT [| Masojerc aa Meena Temepmar KATA 

"po(c]|[earront THO ] MUWMHP Meeon ERRW Meeoc xeMNT[ | MencEM Nagine ayw Kata ee | | 

(5) jr] meRTI Mapreee minoTe er] | JH mI amt IToTY] acqasooc [ | JAY eRoywee eRCw, 

I, eynepia: eixapia. Cf 1628. StHT : MART, 5. Ake: areeye, 6. Q¢1a: POC PIa. 

ce ee 
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auimenwHp (adove witenemee seaher ego) acTpoy| | JMowh mama eeyToce xemener epi | joy 
5 sic ht 

YW TENWIM eMoyaar nteKHY Tp] | (10) Tlactaze Royaar ernanogy | blank 

Verso. + Tasrepre maxocere eTraainy o Ral 

8. Tener: axmenes, the Coptic formula would be unusual. One is tempted to 
1r end, 6 xaOwowpeévos (v. Copt. Cat. no. 1211) or 6 ignore the o and to read Kata caxot stax. 

xayxeAXdpios. But this introduction of a Greek phrase into 

PAPYRUS 1642. 
Or. 6230 (116). 1 ft. 2in. x 53 in. 

ETTER to a superior, perhaps monastic, from Phoebammon. 
, but whether as the writer’s residence or not it is impossible to say. The orthography 

is so peculiar and all lines so incomplete that no consecutive sense can be made. 

In 1. 17 Jk6w is mentioned, 

+WoOpel see Quy Mise ator chibasewmn mal | Neyponteenie arpawe MTatesr men[cgar | 

akeIcgar Har uThengwy Nopwce! | Mam AKSITI NGC gro Nagy itge [ | (5) [---hyel------] 
Noycon eon] | geypicre nraqraac ayo eresco[ar | Ayo €ic NANTIRPAPOM Mecoar Masi | 

epoynoy Noyor mau enge Tepl | miRATAMpocwmun mrancesee.[ | (10) eicgar wn gITwTeRy 
ngeprac mi | meqy eroagTHN aimenoe [ | MTaREIcgar Mar ayw ayage [| gITWTEY MMTUMITICE 

nary, | ayineponoc aywatoy moyTe/peenent | (15) getjprere ex g1wc QamIgwy nl | THPOY 

AYW Kier sxeTroy| | exenwoy Warsay inl | Mayor ayw Koy Mengw grasentp[ | ayo 

AYTAMwI seanKI seo. [| (20) WanepreTnanoyy meaeagq ay[ | ayw aKercgar Mar orTwrery 
il | TROYpPaSeTE NaIp oynws nowy | xearamge epwe ayTr mar wi | ama cpribasewm awe 

sseazentoy| | (25) [gsjTimercoar TImpwcnaAite e.[ | 

Verso: address (1 line) illegible. 

8. Read p oyoynoy. 2. eypwxiasuie for ebAoynuevos, probably an epithet of 
‘household’, as in Copt. Cat. nos. 1103, 1119, Rylands 300. 

3. akercoar, a strange form, recurs in l. 21. Cf. enes- 
in 6 (and probably 10), mtaker- in 12. In each case 
either a present or past tense would be expected, not a future 
which aner-, exer- might suggest. A use of ex as auxiliary 
would be new. Possibly es- for e-, prosthetically before 
cg-, is the true explanation. 

4. Gwe ? for gone. p 5. ? rrocov. 
6. geqprese, arid in 1. 15, possibly for jBpis or for evpecis, 

both equally difficult to find a meaning for, 

9. KaTampocwnwsmt: v. 1574. 
10. geprac for onAsac. 
13. mee should be a proper name, unknown, if so, to me. 

To read mxe- is scarcely admissible. 
14. Instead of tepasnern, perhaps tetaptom. Might 

Xepwnwe stand for xpdvos? Cf xenwoy in 17. 
18. mayat could be read. 

RW TERQO gsait- recalls the obscure locution in Rylands 
NO. 290. 

22, Koypaeé=KddAAaGor, fem. here as in Rylands 350 etc. 

PAPYRUS 1648. 
Or. 6226 (4). 5x 9Qin. 

ROM a letter addressed to a superior (‘thy lordship’), but too fragmentary to allow of its 
subject being recognized. The circumstances of a man are apparently described and 

his elder brother (I. 5) mentioned. He is perhaps from the town of Sbeht (. 4). 

ee 

* Sephari sate, inte it NS 
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glHT gan | nants wawren{.......Jnardeye Ta | JMWange emt 8 gaTH ayw epelTjen- 
[aseT}s[oelic nanardeye | Joya wrayasooc eThurey MachegTne ayW ehawA Raphune | (5) jrRaac 
ehoA xeaenarehpretioce aYyW Tiepitos com exc gHTe | TenaeeTxO]eIc REAEYE seezoc coAar Mas 

TAY steTA Npewe ayw gaenoyou selmnoyte ? = Jakooyy Tiachtaze TeneeeTxX0EKC 
OYSar OMMxoere + 

4. Raphwne recurs in Rylands no. 109, but is there also obscure. Can it here be ‘fire-wood’, since the verb ‘ gather, 
collect’ is used of it? 

PAPYRUS 1644. 
Or. 6224 (11). 54x 42in. 

ETTER, either (to judge by the final salutation) between equals, or from a superior. 

L. 3, referring to what had been demanded of some one’s wife, may indicate that the 

subject is taxation. 

aYH ewe aqeyol | itnepHaay Test oyale | seaqwaT TYycoree wl | MATTOYasMIOYyY 

eAaay [ | (5) ecooyTit gimtieee af | egoym emennY ayo inl | Tractaze mason [| blank 

4. With this strange use of privative at-, cf that in Crum, esanatoyanoyy. Another strange use of at- in 1634, 
Ostr. no. 367. The form appears here to correspond to 1. 17. 

PAPYRUS 1645. 

Or. 6230 (117). Two fragments, the larger 4 x 4 in. 

ie containing a statement of payments, made or due, and expressing (I. 6) the 
writer's thanks. L. 2 has ‘he came south’, which should indicate (if the verb is here 

accurately used) that the writer is at any rate not at Babylon. 

Frag. 1. In y B’ wracysooe [ | Jacyer pre Tmaplanader | 

‘Frag. 2. ]. emmoyp[..] mremix | JeAwe fy ome sswcne fy | (5) JA grtooTy 

mnt yy | eyiXxapicta minmit grrmuegar | blank 

PAPYRUS 1646. 
Or. 6230 (24); 4% 6in. 

ROM a letter, addressed to an equal (2nd pers. sémg.). L. 5, Tepsxo, would seem to 
indicate a female author. The sowing of a field is feferred to (I. 5) and a journey 

southward (I. 7). 

coy[. satjagh Monon, gait. .Qorse[ | Q ITI TIKS Matybok acy Tapenersee as[e | 

Measacy Icom Wwrelg ase MRocasé TEAL | Avanoyh xexooy Rem mMmposse eso meaeacy [ | 

(5) Merwge Titxoh Mesacy Nar xeMwT Tepso mn | myeeepot RAAT eQpar Mewar Mac] exant | 
MOYEr epHe Ways gice Mar QApoy Mexagq mals | eraea MQoq Menoyh eXwpe nenoyh TaRl 

_ Verso (different hand ?). aivape epe s « murraqcor| 



”— 
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INDICES 
1. INDEX OF SUBJECTS 

(V.B.—The references are to pages, except in one or two special cases.) 

Abbreviation, methods of, xliv 

doubling of letters to indicate plural, 2, 21 
over-written o to indicate genitive, 21 

“Abd-al-“Aziz b. Marwan: canal of Alexandria repaired 
by, xxxiii® 

friendly relations of, with the Patriarch, xxxvii 

protocols of, 87, 274, 360, 371, 414, 419, 423 
taxation of Alexandria by, 10 

“Abd-allah b. ‘Abd-al-Malik, character of, xli 
organization of Arab youths by, x1® 

protocols of, 165, 282, 415, 421, 423, 438, 463, 492, 
507 

“Abd-al-Malik, the Khalif, protocols of reign of, 414, 419 
“Abd-al-Malik b. Rifa ‘a, protocols of, 178, 308, 324, 416 
Acacias, registration of, xxvii, 10, 287 
Account-books written in Greek, xli 

elaborate system of account-keeping, xxxii 
Accounts and registers, xliv, xlv, 49, 81-413, 425-431, 

468-481, 489, 515-518 

Africa, province of, xvii, xxxiii 

Agents of pagarchs at Fustat, xxv, 35, 77. 457, 463, 521, 
522 

dyyapevrys, Meaning of, 49, 75 
dyopa. THs Siorxyoews and éfwhev Sioujoews, XXix, XXxviii, 

125, 126 

Agri deserti, 222 

* Air-tax,’ 33 
_ Alexandria, arsenal at, xxxiii 

as starting-place for kodpea, Xxxili, 27, 64 
brickyards at, 347, 450 
Byzantine attacks on, xxxiii 
Canal of, xxxiii®, 28 
shipbuilding yards at, xxxiii 
taxation of, by “Abd-al-“Aziz, ro 

_ Treasury at, xiii, xix, xxv, xxvii*, xxxi, xxxili, 87 
visits of pagarch to, xxv, xxvii, xxxiii 

Al-Hamrawat, quarters in Fustat, 331 
Al-Walid, protocols of reign of, 165, 282, 409, 415, 416, 

419, 420-423, 438, 462, 463, 492, 507 
dpadirys, meaning of, 52 
“Amru, correct form of name, 344 

*AvatoAy, province of. See Oriens 
*AvaroXjjs, Kotprov, Xxxiii, xxxiv 

dvaroXuKy, 4, Meaning of, xvi 
Ansar, the, xxxiv, 360 
Antaeopolis, nome of, xiii, 504 

payment of taxes by citizens of, in Aphrodito (?), 176, 
194 and Addenda, 207 

Antaeopolis and Apollinopolis, pagarchy of, xxii, 504 
dvOpwrot “Ayias Mapias, xvi 

dvOpwrrot dvres ev BaBvdGve. See Babylon 
Apa, use of title, 511 

drrapyupwrpos, Meaning of, xxvi*, 4 

— yddaxros, 125 
— Stavopav dvev tynorews, 124, 125 

— Stavopav rH Tynoe, 124, 125 
— péXiros, 125 
Aphrodito, accounts of, 267-275, 323-335 

Coptic name of, xlvii, xlviii 

évrayia addressed to, 78-80 
history and subdivisions of, xi—xvii 
position of, under the Arabs, xxiv + 

transference of quotas of other éofkia to, 83, 84 

Aphrodito Papyri, date of, xi’, xlvi 
palaeography of, xli—xlv, xlvii 

émoxpicidpwos. See Agents of pagarchs 
*AroANwvoroAirys ‘Exraxwpias, nome Of, xiii, xxii 

dxotpopy, meaning of, as compared with Samdvy, 4, 41, 

286, 309 

Appeal, right of, xxvii 
Arabs: as couriers, XXv, 344 

as duces, XiX, XX 

as pagarchs, xix ® 
Arab as Treasurer at Alexandria, xxxiii 

at head of arsenals at Babylon and Clysma, xxxiii 
centralization of Arab administration, xxiv 

character of Arab rule, xxxv-xli 
Arab conquest a relief to the Copts, xxxvii 
in provincial government offices, 319 
modifications in organization of Egypt, xxiii, xxiv 
organization of Arab youths by “Abd-allah, xl ° 
relations with Nubia, xx 
Arab settlers in Egypt, xxxiv, 360 

allowances to, xxxi, xxxiv 
account of expenses of, 360-368 

service by, on fleet, xxxiv 
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Arabs (continued) 
take over the Byzantine d/oeceses, xviii 
take over the Byzantine taxation system, xxvi, xli 

GpiOua vopicpara, 84-86 
Arsenals, naval, xxxiii, xxxiv 

Assessments for taxation, xxvi-xxix, xxxi, 174 

assessment of Stofkyois of Aphrodito, 31 

choice of assessor, 494 
sureties for assessors, 464 

assessment of tax-payers locally, 348. See also pepurpot 

‘Ata b. Rafi’, expedition of, against Sicily, 24 
dreXeis, of, 172, 258 

payment of embola by, xxvi 

Athanasius, the charfularius, xxi® 

Augustal, the, xxxiii, 65 

aiAy = palace, 13 
Autopragia, right of, xii, xxi—xxiv 

Babylon (see also Fustat): dv@pwirou dvres ev BaBvion, 
Xv, 263 

account relating to them, 323 
arsenal at, xxxiii, 46, 49, 78, 79, 130, 136. See also 

Index 4, under BaBvAdvos, Nicos 

barns of, 5, 76, 174, 499 
fortress at, 284 — 
identified with Fustat, xviii, 51 

ironworks at, 242, 285 
Treasury at, 87. 

BapBdpov, povacrypiov, Xvii 
Barley, as part of emdola, xxvi, 175 

Barn at Fustat, building of, 52 

Barns of Babylon, the, 5, 76, 174, 499 

Barsanufius, etymology of, 437 
Bepeddpuor, xxiv, XXV 
Biblical uses. See under Grammatical peculiarities 
Binding, methods of, xliv, 427, 468, 515 

folded roll, 370, 371 

in a single quire, 177 

position of protocol, xliv, 178 
position of verso and recto of papyrus, 184, 261, 277 

single sheets, 90, 114, 196 

unusually large folios, 126, 468 

— original, 166, 468, 515 

Borfvbivn. See Rosetta 
Borrowing of money to pay taxes, 242, 329, 390 
Breathing in Arabic and Coptic words represented by a 

vowel, 427 

Butter, requisitions of, 64, 69 

— -making, 131 
Byzantine Empire, adoption by the Arabs of organization 

of, xviii 
misgovernment of, xxxvi, Xxxvii 
taxation system of, adopted by the Arabs, xxvi, xli 

weakness of its administration, xxiii 

Canals: of Alexandria, xxxiii®, 28 
of Trajan, 19, 424 

Carats, larger amounts of, than 24, 183 

Census in Arab times, 8 
Centralization of government under the Arabs, xxiv 

xéAxopa, meaning of, 42, 375 
requisitions of, 42, 71. See also Index 7 

Chartularit, position of, xxi 
as Christians, xxxvii 

xXopa: dvw kal Kérw x., XXi, 365 

nature of, 8 

xwpiov, meaning of, 287 
Christians: in important posts under the Arabs, xxxiii, 

XXXiV, xxxvii 

in Governor’s household, 48 

treatment of, by the Arabs, xxxvii 

xpvotxa Snpdoi. See dypdova, xpvorcd 
xpvoovrodéxrat, appointment of (?), 386, 387 
xpuodvys, @6vixds, under Byzantine Empire, xix 
Churches, taxation of, 38, 196-198, 489 (?) 

‘Clysma, arsenal at, xxxiii 
requisitions for, 19, 59-61. See also Index 4 

Codices, xliv 
Coinage, character of, 76 

two standards of, xxxv*, 84-86 
Collective payment of taxes, xxx—xxxii, 169, 170 

Conscription, xxxi, xxxiv 

Coptic: Coptic docket, 465 
Coptic-Greek texts, 449, 450, 461, 468-482, 489, 

515 
Coptic letters, use of, 177 
Coptic papyri from Aphrodito, account of, xlvi- 

xlviii 

Copts: Coptic revolt, xl 
treatment of, by Arabs, xxxvi—xli 

Craftsmen, registration of, xxvii 
Cross, symbol of: Arab substitutes for, xlii, 12 

employment of, under Arab rule, xxxvii 

Curiales not found in the Arab period, xxiii 

Dairy, state, 131 
Damascus, mosque of, 12, 42, 80, 286, 288, 290, 294, 295 

296, 298, 299, 301-303, 305, 306, 449 

palace of Khalif at (?), 13 
property of Governor of Egypt at, 136, 142 

Damietta, arsenal at, xxxiii, xxxiv 

dardvy, meaning of, 4, 19, 41, 309 

tax so called, xxv, xxxi, 173, 241-252, 254-267, 271- 

273, 351, 377-384 (?), 427-429, 499, 495 
purpose of the tax, 262 

Dating of Greek documents, xlv 

Deceased persons, taxation of, 273 

Demesne lands, 162 

Snpdoua as ‘ land-tax’, 170 

—, xpvouxd, XXV, XxVi-xxxi, 8-12, 22, 33, 47, 52, 67-69, 

81-166, 352, 425-430, 482-496, passim. See also 

Jisyah 
time of payment of, 232 

Sud-ypasov and duypady as ‘ poll-tax’, 168, 169 

Stouyntys, XXV, 15, 57 
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Dockets: in Coptic, 465 
Greek dockets on Coptic texts, 436, 438, 441, 455, 462, 

463, 492, 493, 495, 496, 506, 508, 510 
on Greek letters, xlii 

Dotting of iota, xlv 
Avo Tlediddes, pepurpos for, 237-241 
durixy, j, meaning of, xvi 
Dux, position of, under the Arabs, xix, xx 

his staff of clerks and messengers, xx, xxiv 

soldiers under command of, xx 
Christians as duces, xxxvii 

éxopeva vopiopara, 84-86 

Economic decay under the Khalifate, xli 

Egypt, anarchy in, under Byzantine Empire, xxxvi 
arsenals and cursus of, xxxiii 
government of, by the Arabs, xxxv-xli 
organization of, xvii-xxv 

eldos, meaning of, 19 
éxorpadpowa, ta, letters concerning, 8, 31-33, 69 

nature of, xxvi, xxix, Xxx, xxxii, 125, 426 

Embankments, work on, xxxii 

L£mbola, xxvi, xxviii, note, xxxi, 5, 45, 75, 78, 154, 155, 

173, 175, 178-267, 273-281, 311, 315-317, 340, 
348, 35°, 427-431, 495, 499 } 

payment of, by persons exempt from land-tax, 258 
time of payment of, 232 

"Epourevrov, éroikiov, Xvi 
accounts of, 165 

évdogdraros, as title of chartularit, xxi 
as title of pagarch, xix \ 

evrdyia, XXvii, xxviii, xxxi, xliii, 78-80 
Eparchies, continued existence of, under the Arabs, xviii, 

xix, 88 

emilnrovpeva, nature of, 81-84 
Erasmian pronunciation of theta, 224 
épydrys, meaning of, as compared with rexvirns, 3 
qrot, Meaning of, 287 
edx\céoraros, as title of dux, xix 

etdywov, 86, 87. See also Addenda 

Excess of expenditure over estimates, xxix 
— of treasury-payments over émyrovpeva, 83, 84 

Extraordinary taxes. See éxorpadpdwa, rd 

Fines : for unjust assessment, xxvii 
on officials, 17, 34, 389, 485 

on the monasteries, 306, 307 
Fleet, division of, xxxiii 

manning and provisioning of, xxxiv 
size of, xxxv. See also Naval requisitions 
Forced labour, xxxi, xxxii 
Fraction system, xlv, 84, 86, 374 
Fractions of men for personal service, xxxi‘, 283, 444 

Fugitives, xxxvi, xxxvii, xl, xli, 1-3, 11, 14-17, 36, 46, 

54-59, 247, 359, 401-413, 424, 451-457, 485 
Fustat (see also Babylon), agent of pagarch at, xxv, 35, 77, 

457, 463, 521, 522 

Fustat (continued) 

Al-Hamrawat quarters in, 331 
as capital of Arab Egypt, xviii 

building of barn at, 52 

identical with Babylon, xviii, 51 

Muhajiriin of, xxxiv 
palace of Khalif at, xviii, 36, 51, 285, 289, 296, 298, 

300-304, 444, 450 
visit of Misa b. Nusair to, 320, 331. 

Garments, requisition of, as a tax, 26, 139-151, passim 

ypdvv, relation of, to ré70s, 177 
Gold-taxes, public. See dypdowa, xpvorcd 
Governors, list of, 414 
Governor's household, Christians in, xxxvii, 48 

requisitions for, 33, 48 
Grammatical peculiarities (only the most important are 

noticed), p. xliii 
Biblical uses, p. xliii, 1844, 16 ; 1849, 36. See also rapa 

& after conjunctions, 1848, 1, 33; 1844, 20; 1349, 34; 
1353, 14; 1894, 11, 15, 18; 1400, 6 

éav with indicative, 1887, 21; 1846, 15; 1859, 20; 

1862, 18; 1880, 22; 1891, 28; 1404, 9 

éavtod = ceavrod, 1856, 14 ; 1861, 4 (?) 

ei with subjunctive, 1834, 8 ; 1843, 1, 33; 1845, 30; 

1852, 12 (?); 1870, 14 ; 1884, 53; 18938, 5 ; 1400, 9 
eis signifying rest in, 1874, 1; 1484, 177, 223; 1449, 

99; 1540, 20 
with figures as = ‘total’ or ‘at’, 1858, 9; 1429, 

31, 32; 1484, 21 

év expressing motion, 1884, 7; 1848, 33; 1854, 22; 
1359, 11; 1363, 7; 1375, 12; 1884, 34; 1392, 11; 

1394, 13; 1404, 8(?) 
éxixepat With genitive, 1832, 5,16 ; 1833, 6, 18; 1836, 

12; and frequently 
genitive in -ewy superseded by -wy, p. xxxiv® 
genitive of words in -evs as -éov, 1419, 1271, 1272 

pera with accusative to express she object of a journey, 

1441, 61, 63 ; 

6 for és, 1848, 6; 1846, 10; 1852, 12; 1853, 10, 20 

mapa with gen. as = ‘ of the household of’, 1447, 102, 
103, III, 113, 115, 116, 167, 168, 170, 176, 178 

map 6 with gen. as a preposition, 1854, 7 
mepi with the infinitive without the article, 1840, 10; 

1346, 22; 13850, 17; 1359, 23 

mpo Tod as a conjunction, 1846, 10; 1358, 10 

ampos with the accusative = ‘ with’, 1839, 12 
second aorist in a, 1853, 4; 1856, 28; 13859, 6; 1370, 

4; 1880, 7; 1884, 3, 37; 1385, 2 

70 mpa&ypa, semi-prepositional use of, 1848, 3 
Greek-Coptic texts. See Coptic 
Greek dockets. See Dockets 

Guarantee-declarations. See Sureties 

Hajjaj and the land-tax, 167 
Hegira, era of, xlv 

correspondence of, with indictions, 309 
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Hiist. Pair., agreement of, with Aphrodito Papyri, xxi‘, 
Xxxili*, xxxv? 

character of, as an historical authority, xxxv ? 
contradicted by Aphrodito Papyri, xxxv* 

Horuonchius, account of expenses of, 368-370 
Hypsele, fvyooraras at, xiii, xx, 444-446 

Illiterate writers, 1460, 1494 

Indictions, correspondence of, with years of the Hegira, 309 

early beginning of, 104 
indiction-dates in protocols, 178, 371, 417-419, 42I- 

423, 431, 492 
Inventory of property, 507 

Tota, dotting of, xlv 

Iron, method of working, 43 

Ironworks at Babylon, 242, 285 
Irrigation, 41 
Isaac, the chartularius, xxi® 

Islam, conversion to, xxxiii‘, xxxvii 

Jerusalem, mosque of, 3 (?), 40 (?), 74, 130, 135, 139, 142, 

145, 147, 325, 328, 343, 347, 381, 384 
palace of Khalif at, 40(?), 74, 130, 135, 285, 289, 291, 

293, 296 

Jim (q), evidence of soft pronunciation of, as 7, 362, 367 

Sizyah, xxvi, 167, 168. See also Sypoota, xpvoixa 
levying of, from estates of deceased persons, 273 
payment of, by trade-guilds, 222 

Julian, pagarch of Aphrodito, xii* 

Justinian’s Edict xiii, date of, xii* 

Karabacek, J. v.: his theory of protocols, 87 
xataPoXat, xxvii, 52, 86, 87 (see also Addenda), 487 

katahiayy, Meaning of, 390, 391 

Kepapiov, ézoikvov, xvi 

pepucpos for, 428 

xepad(urpos), 171, 172 
Khalifate, organization of, xvii, xviii 

naval organization of, xxxli-xxxv 

economic decay of, xli 

Khalifs, list of, 414 

palace of the Khalif. See Palace 
Khard, xxvi, 167, 168 
Kind, taxes in, relation of, to money-taxes, xxix, xxx, 

XXxxil, 125 : 

Kém Ishgau, papyrus discoveries at, xi 

Kotpoa, XXXii-Xxxiv 

dates of, 22 

Krall’s Urkunden: translation of no. iii, xlviii 
Kuraish, the, xxxiv, 360 
Kurrah b. Sharik, character of, xxxv, xxxvi, xxxix, xl, 17, 

20, 29 
protocols of, 415, 419 (?) 

Land, survey and assessment of, 10, 11 
Landowners, oppression of peasantry by, xxxv 

power of, under Byzantine Empire, xii, xxii, xxili, xXXV 

their power diminished by Arab conquest, xxiii 

Land-tax, xxv, 9, 41, 159, 162, 166-258, 261-267, 332, 

351, 358; 359, 427-429, 431; 490, 493, 495 
rates of, 159, 162, 170 

Laodicea, as naval centre, xviii, xxxiii 

Aauyatte, 15, 78 
Lectional signs, xlii, 7, 8, 11, 18, 33, 66 

Letters, delivery of, xxiv, xxv 
from the Governor to the pagarch, xli-xliii, 1-77, 424, 

495 
from the Governor to the tax-payers, xliii, 78-80 
private letters, 518-525 

Aiperov, 76, XX 
Loan, acknowledgement of, 502 

Aoylowa, XXX, XXxi, 82, 125, 126, 348, 350 
Lower Egypt (i xaérw xapa), xxi, 365 

paxot, Xxxiv, 26 
Manufacture of <iéy as a Government burden, 43, 125, 126 
paoepr, meaning of, 129. See,also Addenda 
Mawiili, xxxiii*, xxxiv, 345, 346 

account of expenses of, 360-368 

mazut or marit, derivation of, 78 

pyxavai, tax on, 227 

peclorepos, 15, 78 

peilov = pelorepos = Nauyame, 15, 467 
Memphis, site of, xviii® 
Menas, pagarch of Aphrodito, xii* 

peptides in Aphrodito, xvii, 476, 488. 

pepiopol, xxviii, 174, 231-267, 277-281, 427-430, 468- 
482. See also Assessments 

Metron, capacity of, 49, 126, 154 

Minuscule, development of, xliv 

Minutes on letters. See Dockets 

Miscellaneous taxes, registers of, 282-400 
Modius, capacity of, 326 

povacrypia, Ta, XVi, 164 

Monasteries, the, xvii, 164 

fine on, 306, 307 

tax-payments of, xvi, 126 
Money-taxes, relation of, to taxes in kind, xxix, xxx, xxxii, 

125 

Mosques: Damascus, 12, 42, 80, 286, 288, 290, 294-296, 

298, 299, 301-303, 305, 306, 449 
Jerusalem, 3 (?), 40 (?), 74, 130, 135, 139, 142, 145, 147, 

325, 328, 343, 347, 381, 384 
Mounachthé, posting-station at, 20, 136, 152, 285, 289, 

291, 293, 296, 300, 303, 311, 317, 320, 326, 329, 
346 

Mouths of the Nile, squadron guarding, xxxiii, xxxiv, 309 

Muhajiriin, xxxiv, 5, 22, 33, 47, 67, 75, 78 
account of expenses of, 360-368, See also Index 7, 

_ peoayapiran 
Misa b. Nusair, connexion of, with Arab expedition against 

Sicily, 24 
visit of, to Fustat, 320, 331 

Muslims: Muslim conception of Government, 22 
exemption of, from taxation, xxxvii, 167, 168, 172, 173 
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Nails, manufacture of, 43, 70, 78 

Name, change of, on conversion to Islam, xxxiii‘*, 172 

second (? nickname), 459, 494, 495 
vavAov, meaning of, 5 

for Government messengers, xxv 
prohibition of Basilius from giving, 26, 60 (see also 

Addenda), 61 
Naval organization of the Khalifate, xxxii-xxxv 

— requisitions, etc., 7, 19, 21, 24-31, 43, 46, 47, 49, 59- 

67, 78, 79, 130-153, passim, 156-163, 283-359, pas- 
sim, 367, 371-397, passim, 427, 431, 435-444, 448- 
450, 482-485, 506 

Nile, fleet guarding the mouth of, xxxiii, xxxiv, 309 
-pagarchies occupying both banks of, xvi 

Nomes: abandonment of nome-organization, xii 
relation of nome to pagarchy, xxi-xxiv, 504 

Notaries (clerks), as letter-carriers, xxv, 319 
in the service of the chartularius, xxi 
in the service of the dux, xx, xxiv 

in the service of the pagarch, xxiv 
Nubia: relations with Khalifate, xx 
‘Nubian slave-tribute, 366 

Numerals, method of expressing, xlv 
over-lining of, 1888, 2; 1834, 3; 1839, 12; 1840, 6; 

1341, 5; 1869, 7; 1876, 5; 1883, 7; 1884, 11, 43, 

44; 1890, 4; 1407, 4; 1408, 6; 1410, 4; [1411, 4] 

Officials, corruption of, in Egypt, xxxv, xxxvi, xxxix 
Oriens, province of, xviii 
Opos = povacrypior, Xvii 

Orthography, mistakes in, xliii, xlvii 
éorpaxov, as tax-receipt, 398, 490 

Pagarchs: Arabs as pagarchs, xix *® 
Christians as pagarchs, xxxvii 
drawn from the landowning class, xxxv 
limitations of authority of, xii, xiii, xxi, xxii 
list of pagarchs of Aphrodito, 389 
of Antaeopolis, xii, xiii 

pagarch’s messengers and notaries, xxiv 
soldiers under command of, xxiv 
visits of, to head-quarters, xxv, xxvii, xxxiii 

Pagarchy, nature of, (a) in Byzantine times, xii, xxi, xxii ; 
(2) in Arab times, xxi-xxiv, 401, 504 

makrov. See ‘Rent’ 
Palace of the Khalif: at Damascus (?), 13 

at Fustat, xviii, 36, 51, 285, 289, 296, 298, 300-304, 
444, 450 

at Jerusalem, 40(?), 74, 130, 135, 285, 289, 291,.293, 

296 
Palaeography of Aphrodito Papyri, xli-xlv 
Palestine, buildings in, 449 

Palms, registration of, xxvii, 10 
tax on, 250 

Pap, d’ Aph. i, date of, xii* 
iv-x, date of, xiii ® 

Papyrus used long after its manufacture, 463, 491 
mapaAAayy, meaning of, 390 

mapapvAaky Tov oTopiwv, XXxiii, xxxiv, 309 
Peasants confined to their own districts, xv 
Tlévre Mediddes, xvi 

évraywov addressed to, 78 
pepurpot for, 231-237, 254-257 

mepiBrerros, as title of a chartularius, xxi* 
Persecution of Jacobites by orthodox patriarchs, xxxvi 
Personal service, nature of, etc., xxvi, xxxi, xxxii, 283, 297, 

444 
métpa = povarrnyptoyv, xvii? 
dperpov, meaning of, 284 

muorikds, Meaning of, 13 

woman as murtixds, 504, Addenda to p. 13 
Tlouujy, éroixvoy, xvi 

Poll-tax, xxv, 9, 166-273, 332, 351, 352, 358) 359) 377- 

384 (?), 427-429, 431, 458, 490, 493, 496 
non-payment of, by some tax-payers, xxviii ® 
rate of, 171, 172, 258, 268 

Posting system, xxv, 20 

Postmaster, possible identity of, with dux, xx? 
Prices, rates of, xxx ?, xxxv*, xxxviii, 5, 76, 126, 153, 154, 

287, 290, 315, 326, 329, 331, 361, 369 
standard price fixed by Government, xxx 

Priests, exercise of trades by, 300 
Private documents (Coptic), 500, 502 
mporedeta, 35 
mpoxpeta, meaning of, 70 

Protocols, xliv, 87, 103, 165, 178 (see also Addenda), 274, 
282, 308, 324, 360, 371, 378, 409, 414-423, 431, 

435, 438, 441, 462, 463, 465, 492, 495, 496, 507 
mpwtokwpnrns, 78 

Provisions for the fleet, workmen, etc., xxxiv, xxxvii, 
XXXViii 

Public taxes. See Snpdora, xpvoixd 
Punctuation, xlii. See also Lectional signs 

Quotas of taxes: quotas of Aphrodito and its ézo/ka, xiv, 
xxviii 

fixing of, xxvii 
reduction of, in case of a surplus, 261 

Rainer Coptic Papyrus iii, translation of, xlviii 

Receipt for persons, 438 
Red Sea, fleet in, xxxiii? 

Registers for taxation, xxvi, xxvii. See also Accounts and 

registers 
Religious persecution, xxxvi, xxxvii 
— tone of Kurrah’s letters, xxxvi 

- Remission of taxes, xxxvi, 29, 498 (?) 

‘Rent,’ unusual use of term, 337, 496 
Representatives chosen for assessment, 494 
Requisitions for taxes, xxvii, xxviii 
— of sailors, workmen, etc., nature of, 283 

poya, 5, 23, 284 

Rolls, xli, xliii, xliv 
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Rosetta, arsenal at, xxxiii, xxxiv, 134 

poviixdr, 5, 23, 284 

Sailors, conscription of, xxxi, xxxii, xxxiv 

conscription of, from all classes, xxxii, xxxiv, 376 

payment of taxes by, to Aphrodito, xv, 173, 263. For 
requisitions, etc., of, and documents relating to, see 

under Naval requisitions 

Saxoope, éroixvoy, xvii 
Schott-Reinhardt Papyri, evidence of, as to jizyah, 168 

Seals, xlii, 19, 38, 47, 59, 432 
Shipbuilding yards, xxxiii 

Shétep. See Hypsele 
Shuja‘, the, 360 

Sicily, Arab expedition against, 24 

Soldiers, as letter-carriers, xxiv, 52 

under command of the dux, xx 

under command of pagarchs, xxiv ° 

‘Strangers.’ See Fugitives 
Style of Greek letters, xliii 

Suleiman, Khalif: his command to ‘Usamah b. Zaid, xxxix 

protocols of the reign of, 178 (see Addenda), 416, 417 
Sureties for fugitives, 411, 451-457 

— for sailors and workmen, xxxii, 340, 341, 372, 375, 

376, 385-387, 435-441. 443, 447, 457-468, 513 
Symbols, xliv 

otppaxo., Xxiv, 163, 298, 519 

taBAiov, meaning of, 232 
Tapdov, povacrypioy, Xvii 

Tax registers. See Accounts and registers 
Taxes, XXV—xxxii 

average amount of, xxxviii, xxxix 

conveyance of, to head-quarters, xxv 

in kind, relation of, to money-taxes, xxix, xxx, Xxxii, 125 
incidence of, on the Copts, xxxix, xl 
remission of, xxxvi, 29, 498 (?) 

Terdptia, XXVi, 124 

texvirns, meaning of, as compared with épyarns, 3 
Gahacons, Kodpgov, Xxxiii, 318 
Thebaid, eparchy of the, xii* 
Theft, deed relating to, 507 

Theodore, the Augustal, xxxiii * 
— the notary, hand of, xlvi 

Theta, pronunciation of, 224 

Tin (?), dompov meaning, 72 
rorou, names of, 177 

relation of, to yydia, 177 

Tous, meaning of, xxii, xxiii 
Towns, influx into the, xv 

Trade-taxes, xxv, 222 

Trajan, Canal of, 19, 424 

Travelling on Government service, xxv 

Treasury, the: Treasury at Alexandria, xiii, xix, xxv, 
xxvii *, xxxi, xxxiii, 87 

fixing by, of tax-quotas, xxvii, xxix, Xxxi 
payment of sailors, etc., by, xxx ® 

tax-payments to, xxviii, 81-87 

Tpeis Teduddes, pepurpds for, 241, 248 (see Addenda) 
Tribes, Arab, in Egypt, xxxiv, 360 

Trinitarian formula, 435 

‘Umar II (b. ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz): his enactment concerning 
land-tax, 167 

protocols of reign of, 103, 417 

remark of, xxxv° 

Umayyad Khalifs: character of their rule misrepresented 
by Arab historians, xxxvi 

Upper Egypt (4) dvw xpa), xxi, 365 

“Usamah b. Zaid, command of Khalif Suleiman to, xxxix 
reference to, 312 

Vine-land, registration of, xxvi, 10 
taxation of, 10, 11, 162 (?), 208 

Vowels, use of, to represent breathings in Arabic and Coptic 
words, 427 

Wages, rates of, xxxviii 

Wellhausen : his theory as to kharaj and jizyah, 167, 168 
Wheat, prices of, xxxv?, xxxviii, 5, 76, 290,315, 326, 329, 

» 331 
Women, as miorixoi, 504, Addenda to p. 13 

exemption of, from poll-tax, xxv, 173 
liability of, to personal service, xxxii, 430 

Workmen, requistions of, 3, 6, 40, 72-74. See also 

Index 7, épydrys and texvirns 
Writing, in accounts, xliv 

in évrdy.a, xliv 

in minutes of letters, xlii 

in the Governor's letters to the pagarch, xli 

Eénov, 284, 468-482 

Cvyoordrys, xiii, xx, 88, 444-446 

ox and ¢, confusion of, xlvii® 
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(N.B.—Personal names whith occur as elements in place-names must be looked for in Index 4. Foreign names without 
Greek terminations, except Biblical ones, and Greek names in Coptic form are not accented. Variations in spelling from the 
normal forms are noted in the references to the Greek texts, but only in certain cases in those to the Coptic texts.) 

Aak, 1474 
*Aapadv. See *Apav 

AB—, 1447, 217 

"AB(a) ’ABpdpios. See "Ara *ABpdpuos 
*ABadvifos], father of Andrew, 1419, 453 

ABB4(s) Kupos. See "Azra Kipos 

"ABBG(s) BoBappor. 
°A BdeX—, 1451, 7 
"ABded—, father of Jurrah (?), 1447, 115 

*ABSdedralil, son of Marwan, Governor, 1412, 7; 1481, 
7; 1441, 78; 1447, 7, 8, 61, 164; [1449, 1]; 

1462 (4), 4; [(2), 1] 

*A Bdedane, son of Abi Hakim, 1871, [4], 10; 1876, 6, 

14; 1408, 4; 1410, 3 < 

ahaeAAa, 1640, 6 : 

7A BdedXa, pavdreds ("ABSeAAa) rod maveuvpnp.ov cvp.Bovrou, 

1441, 70 

"ABdedXa, father of ‘Ilba, 1414, 43, 55, [90], 99, 126, 

135, 158, 160, [183], [185], 204, [224], 238, [253] 

ahaeAAa, father of Kais, 1519, 5 

- "ABSedXa, father of Mecwapa, 1488, 93, 243 

*ABdedXa, father of Sulaiman, 1441, 47 

*ABdedXa, son of ‘Abd-al-Malik, Governor, 1898, 1, 5 ; 

1418, 2(?); 1483, 11; 1440, 3; 1441, 67; 1462 

' (m), 4 (ABdeAA€) ; (A), 25 (y), 25 1466; 1496, 4; 

1512, 4 ; 1518, 3; 1521, 5; 1530, 3; 1542, prot. ; 

1574, 8; 1581, 7; 1584, 4; 1610, prot.; 1613, 5 

*ABSedXa, son of Ablah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 44, 89 
*ABdedXa, son of ‘Amru, of the Kuraish, 1447, 80 

*ABSedXa, son of ‘Asim, of the Kuraish, 1447, 38, 83 
*ABSedXa, son of Der—, of the Kuraish, 1447, 37, 82 

*ABSedXa, son of Dinar, 1441, 74 
*ABSedXa, son of Nafi', 1896, 9 

*A Seda, son of Shuraih, 1882, 23 ; 1883, 25; 1518, 
7; 1542, 10 

"A Bdedpeder, son of [Rifa‘a], Governor, 1419, 2 

(—po[Arex]) ; 1484, 7; 1435, 4* 
*A Bdehpenex, the Khalif, 1898, [1], 5; 1418,3 (?—]ex); 

1488, 11 (—ex); 1440, 3; 1462 [(m), 4]; (2), 2; 

(y), 2; [1466]; 1512, 4; 1521, 5; 1674, 7 

(ABSApapader) ; 1581, 7 
Iv. 

See ana cborhaseawit 

eZ 

*"ABSepaapar, son of Salman, 1842, 7; 1868, 6; 
1515, 2 (APdepp-) 

*A BSepapay, Bepeddpws, 1488, 45 

’A BSepapav, father of Ma‘bad, 1484, 17 

*ABSepapay, father of ‘Umar, 1441, 52 

"A BSepapay, father of ‘Usamah, 1441, 77 

"ABSepapay, son of Abii Jam’, of the Kuraish, 1447, 

41 (APSepaapar), 86 (ABSe<paapa) 
*"ABSepapay, son of Hassan, of the Ansar (?), 1447, 

39 (APdepaapar), 84 (do.) 
*ABSepapay, son of Hujairah, finance-minister, 1412, 

12, 210, 276 

*ABSepapar, son of Ilyas, superintendent of dockyard 

at Clysma, 1414, 57, 100 

"ABSdepapay, son of ‘Ubaid, pavreds "ABdeAagl, 1441, 
78 

"AB. For Arabic names so beginning see "Afov, of 
which *Afx is the genitive 

AB.xha (?), father of Sabinus, 1449, 92. For the name 

see also Hafixda, TaBucde 

’A Pha, father of ‘Abd-allah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 44, 89 
’ABov “AB. Ba, father of Muhammad, 1836, 12 (Ape 

AB. gen.); 1484, 93 (do.), 151 (Afc Af*, gen.) ; 

1435, 12 (AfiB~ alone); 1507 ([amoy gabs]ha), 

1515, 8 (AB. A. gen.). See also amo ga— 

"A Bov *Apep, Bepeddpwos, 1886, 15 

*ABov *Aupou, 1441, 55 
’ABov *Aovr, 1515, 1 

’ABov *Amr, 1489, 5 

’"ABov ’Acaayr, Bepeddpws, 1408, 7 ; 1467 
"ABov “Axuyu, father of ‘Abd-al-A‘la, 1871, 4 ([Af 

Ax], gen.); 1876, 7 (do.); 1408, 4 (do.); 

1410, 3 (do.) 

’ABov BXeX (?), Sapaxnvés, 1464 

A Bov Tap, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, of the Kuraish, 

1447, 41 (AB T., gen.), 86 (do.) 

[? AB]ov Oovpa(ja ?), Bepeddpuos, 1887, 15 
’ABov "IeLid, 1438, 63, 128, 178, 226, 263, 318, 361, 

399) 434, 457, 486, 518, [537], 553, 595, 579, 
[583]. See also the following 

’A Bou "Ielud, Maipos, pavre’s, 1441, 61, 63, 88, 92 
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A Bov "Telid, ced\dorowds, 1447, 147, 195 
’A Bou Iel.d, father of Yazid, 1484, 225 (APref.3, gen.) ; 

1435, rox (do.) 

’A Bou Aaytdar, pavAreds Mapov(av), 1447, 186 

"ABovdyeppa, xijpé, 1447, 135 

*ABov Mapuap, ceddorouds, 1447, 148, 196 
*ABov “Papey, xipvé, 1447, 136 

’A Bou Saerd, pavrcds "AdepO viod "AAaxap, 1447, 40, 85 

"A Bou Lovdovar, Bepeddpwos, 1862, 24 

"ABpadp (N.B.—Wherever the name Abraham occurs 

in an abbreviated form, it has been extended as 

*ABpaap in preference to “ABpdy), 1419, 78, 382, 

7504, 1274; 1452, 32; 1460, 157 (? — Afpp); 

1626, 1. See also “ABpadp, son of Sarah 

"ABpadp, «(a)O(apovpyds?), 1444, 25 

"ABpadp, father of Colluthus, 1421, 154 ; 1426, 5 
*"ABpadp, father of John, 1420, 24; 1438, 1 (?) , 

"A Bpadp, father of Musaeus, 1460, 44 

"ABpadp, father of Pero (qu. Peter ?), 1426, 4 

*"ABpadp, father of Peter, 1480, 3, 99. See also 

*A Bpadpuos 

*AB[ pad], father of Phocas, 1460, 37 
"ABpady, father of [S]iés (?), 1460, 28 

*"ABpadp, father of Theodosius, 1416, 29, 33 ; 1418, 9; 

1424, 9; 1482, 89; 1577, 7 

"A Bpadp, son of Apollés, 1557, 29 ° 
"ABpadp, son of Arsenophoenix (?), 1420, 141 
*"ABpadp, son of Athanasius, 1480, 9 ; 1485, 170 

"ABpadp, son of Esdras, 1452, 23 

"ABpadp, son of George, 1420, 142; 1441, 71; 

1552, 21 

*ABpadp, son of Pale—, 1419, 454 
*"ABpadp, son of Pansir, 1480, 24, 102; 1485, 169 

*"ABpadp, son of Papo, 1451, 159 
*ABpadp, son of Philotheus, 1451, 37 

*ABpadp, son of Sar(ah?), 1459, 25, 41, 44 

*ABpadp, son of Stephen, 1428, 20 
*"ABpadp, son of Theodosius, 1420, 16 
*ABpadpuos, 1419, 1238 
*"ABpaduwos, father of Peter, 1419, 1126. 

"ABpadp 
*"ABpadpos, father of Victor, 1481, 63 

"ABpaduos, son of Macarius, 1426, 37 
’"ABpadp.os, son of Pecysius, 1421, 149 

"ABpanp, 1340, 10 

*ABpap, son of Enoch, 1460, 6 

"ABpdyuos, father of Mark, 1449, 7 
"ABo-, father of Al-Harith, 1412, 279, [456] 

See also 

*AydOwr, father of Phoebammon, 1488, 69 (Aya6°/), 

133 (do.) 
Ayevn, 1419, 1197 

Ayov7ra, father of “Aty(at ?), 1488, 66, 321 

"Ayorra, Beple)ddpwos, 1888, 16 
*Addp, father of Panesnéu, 1558, 10 

"Addy, father of Simon, 1558, 41 

“Aevay, father of Sufyan, 1879, 8 

“Aevav, son of Shuraih, 1837, 4; 1450, 2, 5, 6 
*Acap, father of Kais, 1484, 246 

’APavdcows, 1419, 129, 130, 132, 165, 623, 648, 693, 
809, 839, 1065, 1200; 1420, 245; 1422, 47; 

1431, 75; 1443, 16; 1512, 21; 1588, 9; 

1618, 5 
’ADavacros, éevdoésraros Xaprovhdpios, 1447, 139, 141, 

144, 189, IgI, 192 

’APavdoros, vordpws, 1412, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 43. 47 
56, 62, 71, [87], [96], 102, 117; 1418, [18], 41, 

52, 64, 75, 121, 243, 255, 266, 277, 287, 297, 

307, 3373 1485, gx (?) 
’"APavdoos, muorixds. See "Adavdows, son of Paul 

’"APavdovos, trodékrys. See "Adavdows, son of Ma- 
carius 

’AOavacuos, father of Abraham, 1480, 9; 1435, 170 
*AVavdoros, father of Apollés, 1429, 18 

’AOavacros, father of Constantine, 1451, 49 

’ADavacros, father of Elias, 1452, 21 

’APavdaoros, father of Gamoul, 1420, 122 

’AOavacros, father of Hermaés, 1485, 165, 189 

’AOavactos, father of Isaac, 1558 verso, 13 

’Adavacros, father of John, 1480, 112 

’AOavacros, father of Macarius, 1455, 3 

’ADavacros, father of Mariam, 1419, 892, 898 
*AOavacros, father of Mark, 1451, 127 

’APavacros, father of Noelius, 1421, 125 
’AOavdcuos, father of Paam, 1460, 193 (Aavetoov) 

’ADavacos, father of Pcobus, 1420, 137 

’AOavaoros, father of Philotheus, 1421, 107 

’APavr(a)ovos, father of Pkou(i), 1460, 98 

aealtacioc, father of —rus, 1565, 54 

’ADavacros, father of Senuthius, 1420, 126; 1495, 

8; 1502, 4 
’AOavaoros, father of Theodore, 1420, 40; 1460, 

103 
’AOavactos, son of George, 1552, 13 

’APavacros, son of I—, 1455, 4 

’AOavacwos, son of Isaac, 1420, 143; 1446, 24; 
1508, 2, 22, 28; 1557, 23; 1565, 2, 29 

PS. 4 6 
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*"APavdcros, son of Jacob, 1437, 8 
*APavdovos, son of John, 1420, 173 (?); 1549 
’A@avacros, son of Judith, 1552, 12 

*Adavdcros, son of Macarius, 1482, 73; 1435, 160; 
1448, 10; 1499, 10; 1518, 31; 1549; 1620 

*AOavdoros, son of Macarius, trodékrys, 1435, 1, 
[150], 182, 184 

*AOavdoros, son of Marthe, 1485, 159 

’"APavdcros, son of Neral( ), 1449, 67, 69 
’A@avacuos, son of —okos, 1419, 107 

*AOavdoros, son of Pads, 1554 verso, 27 
*AOavaoros, son of Pasius (?), 1481, 62 

*AOavdovos, son of Paul (perhaps the same as the 
following), 1449, 39, 41 

*APavdoros, son of Paul, morxés, 1483, 46, 68, 113, 
132, 162, 210, 265, 298, 322, 363, 383, 475; 

1457, 89 (see note) 

a@altacioc, son of Phoebammon, 1557, 6; 1588, 

II 

*Aavadcros, son of Pime( ), mpeoBirepos, 1419, 293 
*AOavaoros, son of Poll(as), 1435, 131 

*A@avadcros, son of Ppapa, 1419, 232, 930 
A@EaANACIOC, son of Psonkoui, 1625, 3 

*APavdcros, son of Theodosius, 1482, 98; 1495, 8 
*AOavdowos, son of Zacharias, 1420, 164; 1449, 67, 

69 
A—1os, 1481, 60 

*AxdvOay, father of Peter, 1426, 8; 1478 
*AxavOar, father of Theodore, 1420, 121 

ganap (?), 1536, 38. See also gacap 
Akav, pdrrns, 1480, 111 

AKOYCTIMA (Atdyoveriva), daughter of Jeremias, 1610, 

44 
*A\—, father of Kowém (?), 1441, 56 

*AhaoBay, son of ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz b. Marwan, 1447, 121 
*Adaod. See Index 4 
*Ahayap, father of Al-Harith, of the Kuraish, 1447, 

40, 85 
Adeehe, 1468; 1472 (Arcrc). See also Arepe 

AnkeXe, father of Cyriacus, 1420, 236 (Adepe); 1558 

verso, 31 

Ae€(avSpos), son of Horsenuphius, 1482, 95 ; 1553 
verso, 30 

Anepe, father of Cyriacus. See AdeXc 

Anepe, father of Victor, 1420, 239. For the name see 

also AAeeAc, AXeAc 

*AhepO, son of Al-Hakam, of the Kuraish, 1447, 40, 85 
*Ahepr’, son of ‘Abs, 1412, 279, 456 

"AXt, son of ‘Abd-allah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 44, 89 

’AdKacrep, Beple)Sdpws, 1484, 44 

"Akacep, son of Ka‘b, superintendent of dockyard at 

Babylon, 1484, 112, 115, 176, 224; 1485, 3, 

36, [zor] 

*AXKacreu, son of Sayyar, 1847, 5, 11 
Ahpoyeeipa, 1399, 4 (?) 

Adpwyeetpa,, son of Salim, Governor of Arsinoite 

pagarchy, 1883, 3, [16] 

*Adovacah, father of Shuraih, 1882, 22 (Adoaced); 

1833, 24 (do.); 1488, 62, 127, 174, 225, 317, 

360, 398, 433, 485; 1440, 6; 1457, 26; 1521, 

11 (—ced) 

"Adovdid, dBdeAAa, the Khalif, 1483, ro; [1460, 189]; 

1462 (¢), 13 (7), 5 (—¢r); (2) 75 (#), 45 (0), 15 
(9), 75 (7), 7 (—e); (8), 35, 7 (er); [@), 2]; 
(w), 13 (x), 35 [(aa), 1]; [(20), 1]; 1540; 
1565 

"AXovdLd, son of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, of the Ansar (?), 

1447, 39, 84 

*AXovXtd, son of ‘Ukbah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 36 
Apas (="Apds?), 1448, 8 

*ApBpov, father of Muhammad, 1447, 79 

’ApBpov, son of ‘Uthman, of the Kuraish, 1447, 80 

"Appavios, son of Zacharias, 1460, 24 

*Apds, father of Patermuthius, 1432, 47; 1558, 22. 

For the name see also Apas 

*"Appdp., father of Peter, 1460, 150 
Av—, 1419, 276; 1461, 2 

’Avavias, 1443, 264 
*Avavias, brother of Mark, 1419, 966 (?) 

’Avavias, father of Pisynthius, 1485, 51, 58 
’Avavias, father of Victor, 1460, 78 

’Avacracia, 1419, 450, 909 (Avacor.), 959. See also 
Tavacracia 

*Avaoracia, wife of Panobse, 1481, 55 
*AvaoTdotos, 1419, 4, 765; 1422, 101 (?); 1442, 56 
*Avacractos, son of David, 1460, 66 (Avacra) 

*AvaoTao.os, son of Senuthius, 1451, 106 

*Avartone, son of George, 1460, 86 

*AvaroXtos, 1419, 628; 1460, 49 
‘Avdada, father of Yahya, 1862, 6 ; 1878, 7 
AITAoNe, 

"Avdpéas, 1419, 67, 110, 357, 632, 652 (?), 840, 992, 
IOOI, 1092, 1107, 1204, 1360; 1420, 65; 1421, 

29; 1424, 24; 1482, 59; 1454, 4; 1544, 13; 

15538, 2; 1556, 14 (anv.); 1594, 10; 1618, 7; 

1627, 1; 1646, 9 

See *Avriveos 

322 
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"AvSpéeas, dvoxnrys, 1419, 84, 89, 116, 491, 612, 735, 

739, 756 (?), 815, 904, 1210, 1213 (?), 1257, 1308, 

1315 

*Avdpéas, mpeoBirepos, 1419, 528, 665, 668, 1105; 
1420, 36; 1484, 52; 1558 verso, 29; 1555, 

35; 1578, 28 

*Avdpéas, father of Apa Cyrus, 1482, 6; 1483, 51, 

215, 254, 306, 353, [354], 389, 425, 454, 480, 
511; 1484, 51; 1485, 100; 1448, 9; 1453, 

Tr; 1454, 4; 1459, 23; 1518, 30; 1521, 33; 

1538, 2 

*AvSpéas, father of Apollés, 1461, 26; 1518, 21 
*Avdpéas, father of Bartholomew, 1426, 38 

*Av8péas, father of Colluthus, 1487, 17 

"Avdpéas, father of David, 1488, 55, 428 

*Avdpéas, father of Eudoxia, vopuxds, 1419, 569 

*Avdpéas, father of Mark, 1443, 324; 1451, 91 

"Avdpéas, father of Pesatus, 1482, 31 

*AvSpéas, father of Pesoitus, 1558, 7 

*Avdpéas, father of Peter, 1558, 8 

"Avdpéas, father of Psoius, 1420, 9; 1424, 4 

"Avdpéas, father of Sabinus, 1452, 24 

*AvSpéas, son of Abani[us], 1419, 453 

*Avdpéas, son of Apa Cyrus, 1488, 393, 428 
*Avdpéas, son of Apollés, 1518, 21 

*Avdpéas, son of Callinicus, 1419, 187 ; 1422, 89 
"Avdpéas, son of Colluthus, 1486, 344 

’Avdpéas, son of Gamoul, 1480, 53 

"Avdpéas, son of Joseph, 1554 verso, rr 

*Avdpéas, son of Kaleele, 1420, 168; 1481, 71 

*AvOpéas, son of Luke, 1480, 71 

altapeac, son of Ma—, 1559, 2 

altapeac, son of Mark, 1550, 8 

*AvOpéas, son of Onnophrius, 1487, 13; 1448, 4 

’Avdpéas, son of P—, 1419, 18 
altapeac, son of Patermoute, tpecBvrepos, 1529, 8; 

1610, 49 . 

*Avdpéas, son of Philotheus, 1482, 100 

*Avdpéas, son of Philot(imus), 1460, 194 
*Avdpéas, son of Psigés, 1419, 278 

altapeac, son of Shenoute, 1569, 4 

*Avdpéas, son of Simon, 1482, 3; 1443, 3; 1620 

"Avdpéas, son of Solomon, zpecBirepos, 1482, 104 ; 

1453, 7; 1495, 13; 1497, 27; 1560, 19 

"Avdpéas, son of Theodore, 1420, 139 

*Avdpéas, son of Theodore, yewpy(ds?), 1420, 142 
"Avdpéas, son of Victor, 1419, 43; 1426, 13 

"AvSpéas, son of Zacharias, 1420, 160 

Av@ayv, son of Hatrés, 1460, 64 

*AvOepia, 1419, 96, 97, 49° 

’AvOepia, daughter of Philotheus, 1518, 23 

*AvOepia, mother of Kaumas, 1420, 8; 1449, 26; 
1457, 90, 112, 116; 1552, 13 

”Avva, 1419, 138. See also Tawa 

"Avva, daughter of Philotheus, 1420, 120 

*Avourr, father of Enoch, 1553 verso, 2 

’*Avoutr, son of Hermads, 1420, 118 

>Avov7r, son of Menas. See ’Avovd 

*Avovumr, son of Phiphphygor, 1449, 71 

*Avoud, father of Zenobius, 1451, 137 

’Avovd, son of Apa Cyrus, 1481, 65 

"Avoud, son of Menas, zpeoBirepos, 1482, 5; 1448, 7 

(Avour) 

*Avoud, son of Philotheus, 1451, 27 

*Avovduos, 1419, 74, 977-979, 981, 1192 
"Avovduos, father of John, 1419, 786 
[? Avot ]duos, son of Salseltoh, 1419, 173 
’"Avrovuos. See ‘Avravios 
"Aptos, 1419, 372 

alitpeac. See ’Avipéas 

"AvTa@v.os, 1419, 103 (Avrov.), ror7 (do.), 1214. See 

also ama amrtomroc 

’Avroveos, father of Ouersenuphius, 1424, 6; 1593, 

15 (asraone) 

’Avrdévios, son of Phoebammon, 1554 verso, 22 

’Avr@vwos, son of Tecrompias, 1518, 25 

’Aous, father of —an, of the Th—, 1447, 48 

"Ata—, 1422, 66 
"Ama "ABpdpuos, father of Phrér, 1449, 19 (AB™ A.) 

AMA ANTONIO, 1594, 13. See also “Avravios 

"Ama Azro\das, father of Theodore, 1451, 10g (Ama 

TloAAov). See also *AzoAAds 

ama frn Twp, father of Macarius, 1494, 37. See 

also Bixrwp 

ama frrtwp (?), father of Matoi, 1518, 3. See also 
Bixrwp 

arta hirTwp, son of Theodosius, 1499, 9. 
Bixrwp 

"Azra Atos, father of Matoi, 1460, 26 

"Azra Atos (?), son of Phoebammon, 1480, 41 

ATA EMAAAN OC, See emsaragcoc 

AIA GEYTOCE (Meodders), 1641, 8 

"Ara Kupe. See "Ama Kipos 

alla RAAYTE, 1619, 8. For the name see also KAavdwos 

“Azra KédXovbos, son of Pakoui (?), 1560, 17. See 

also KéAAov9os, son of Pkoui 

See also 
» AO ewe — y 

: - a i ll al So Migs ttn speci a 

ad 
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alla ROckea, 1638 verso. Perhaps the same as the 

following 

aA HOCkLA, pagarch’s agent,-1529, 7 ; 1542, 7 

ATTA HOCLLa, son of John, 1504, 4 

*AmraKovp, 1471 
"Ama Kipos, 1419, 1160 (aBB~ K.), 1259 (aBB~ K.); 

1431, 64; 1457, 94; 1528, 2; 15538 verso, 4, 5, 

33; 1560, 17; 1561, 2; 1587, 28; 1588, 18; 

1589, 9; 1618, 5; 1627, 3; 1680, 5. See 

also Kipos 

alla RIpe, Aaujame, 1549 

"Ama Kipos, vordpus (same as following ?), 1412, 212, 

216, 223, 226, 229, 232, 237, 242, 247, 252, 256, 

261, 266, 271, 277. See also Kipos 

"Ara Kupos, vordpos "IoadK évdogov xaprov\apiov, 144.7, 

137, 187 
"Ara Kipos, zepixérys, 1558, 25 
"Ata Kdpos, muotikos. See “Aza Kipos, son of Andrew 

"Ama Kidpos, zpeoBtrepos, 1420, 200; 1481, 79; 

1595, 7 
"Ara Kipos, father of Andrew, 1488, 393, 428 
”Ama Kopos, father of Anouph, 1481, 63 
”Amra Kipos, father of Basil, 1488, 49 
”Ama Kipos, father of David, 1416, 34; 1418, 8 
"Ama Kupos, father of George, 1550, 11 (—xspe) 
"Ara Kipos, father of Jacob, 1480, 55 
"Ara Kdpos, father of John, 1482, 110; 1553 verso, 13; 

1555, 11 

"Ama Kipos, father of Matoi, 1449, 73 
"Ara KUpos, father of Peter, 1482, 100; 1560, 18 

”Amra Kipos, father of Philotheus, 1422, 50 

"Azra. Kipos, father of Piatus, 1460, 68 

"Ama Kupos, father of Psike, 1421, 152 
alla HYP, father of Stephen, 1619, 4 

"Ara KUpos, father of Theodore, 1553 verso, 14 

"Ata KUpos, father of Thomas, 1435, 160 

Ama Kipos, husband of Elizabeth, 1518, 26 
"Ama Kipos, son of Andrew, 1482, 6 ; 1434, 51; 1485, 

Ioo, 112, 119; 1448, 9; 1453, 11; 1454, 4; 

1459, 23; 1518, 30; 1521, 33; 1538, 2 

"Ama Kipos, son of Andrew, morixds, 1488, 51, 54, 

118, 215, 254, 255» 306, 307, 353» 354» 389, 390, 

425, 454, 480, 511, 551, 563, 573, [581], [588] 

"Ara Kupos, son of Apollés, 1420, 133 

"Ara Kipos, son of Cosmas, 1557, 4; 1578, 20, 34 

"Azra Kipos, son of Enoch, 1481, 58 
"Ama Kipos, son of Gideon, 1428, 14 
"Ara Kipos, son of John, xpecBurepos, 1432, 25 

"Ara Kdpos, son of Macarius, 1460, 195 (A. Kupos) 

“Ara, Kipos, son of Menas, 1486, 42 
"Ama Kipos, son of Meropsous, 1557, 17 
“Azra Kipos, son of Musaeus, 1449, 21 
"Ata KYpos, son of Papo, 14381, 62 

"ATra Kdpos, son of Parthenia, 1422, 31 

"Ara Kupos, son of Pdikau, 1480, 82; 1482, 39 

"Ama Kipos, son of Peri, 1442, 55 
"Ara KUpos, son of Pesous, 1554 verso, 10 

"Ata Kdpos, son of Peter, 1429, 19 

"Ata Kvpos, son of Philotheus, 1557, 5 

"Ara Kipos, son of Pibl(  ), rownjv, 1449, 19 
"Ara Kipos, son of Pkam, 1480, 81 ; 1432, 40 _ 

"Ara KUpos, son of Pkarous, 1446, 34 

"Ata Kwpos, son of Pnoone, 1482, 8; 1443, 12; 

1454, 3 
"Ama Kdpos, son of Psatus, 1420, 167; 1481, 78; 

1553 verso, 25 

"Ata Kupos, son of Psemlai, 1481, 28 

"Ata Kipos, son of Samuel, 1421, 12; 1481, 54; 

1494, 4, 27; 1524, 1 ; 1549 ; 1554, 25; 1556, 2 

"Ara Kupos, son of Theodosius, 1451, 112; 1460, 

74 (— Kee) 
"Ata KUpos, son of Victor, 1421, 86, 127 

AMA eeHta, 1551 

AMA ALHHa, father of Pakoui. See Myvas 

"Ama Mnvas, father of Pisynthius, 1485, 164 

"Ama IloNov. See “Aza ’ArroAAds 

"Ara ‘Pdoos, 1419, 1190 (A. Pec:) 
"Azra. ‘Pdotos, son of Theodosius, 1432, 4; 1443, 5 

"Ama Typ, 1419, 1or7 ; 1427, 11; 1444, 23; 1451, 
148; 1558, 6, 17. See also Ilaryp 

"Ara Typ, Sidxovos (same as the following:?), 1558 verso, 

24 
"Ara Typ, Sidxovos Mapoar, 1420, 163 

"Ara Typ, father of Eudoxia, 1428, 24 

"Ara Typ, father of Hermaés, 1420, 131 ; 1562, 1 

"Ara Typ, father of Jeremias, 1480, 51 

"Ara Typ, father of John, [1434, 243]; 1435, 66 

"Ata Tp, father of Macarius, 1420, 53; 1424, 16 

"Ata Typ, father of Pecysius, 1481, 19 

"Ama Typ, father of Victor, 1552, 1 

"Ata Typ, father of Zacharias, 1449, 8 

"Ara Typ, son of Colluthus, 1480, 74, 90; 1482, 58 ; 

1448, 30a; 15386, 4 

"Aa Tnp, son of John, 1422, 17 

"Ara Tp, son of Koul, 1448, 26a 

"Ama Typ, son of Pkam[e], 1420, 135 
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"Ara Typ, son of Simon, 1424, 52 

"Ara Typ, son of Victor, 1482, 7; 1448, 11 

arta cpibasews, 1642, 24 

Alla chothareaewit, zpoeords, 1552, 28 (aB8~ ©.) ; 

1631, c. 9, I 

"Ama ‘Op, 1482, 93 
“Ama ‘Op, son of Mark, 1480, 61; 1448, 6 

"Ata ‘Op, son of Paul, 1422, 9 

“Amur, pavders ('ABSeAXa) Tod cvpPBovdov, 1441, 83 
allo 9A— (Abi Ha—), fatherofAhmet (perhapsthe same 

as ’ABov ‘ABiBa, father of Muhammad), 1606, 2 

Amor, 1419, 1119; 1600, 2 

’AmrodNds, 1419, 852, 867; 1482, 97; 1460, 113 (?); 
1588, 4, 5; 1553 verso, 10 (amNw); 1554, 23; 

1555, 41 (amoNw) 

’AmrodNes, Hyovpevos 1484, 252 

*AmrodXos, mpayparevrijs, 1460, 113 

*AmroXas, mpecBirepos, 1419, 447; 1420, 264; 1482, 

2; 1483, 76, 137, 140, 187, 235, 270, 327, 330, 

493; 1447, 221; 1457, 29; 1553 verso, 12; 

1596, 20 

*AtrodXas, father of Aaron, 1480, 6 

’Azro\\ as, father of Abraham, 1557, 29 

*Azrodws, father of Apa Cyrus, 1420, 133 

*Amroddas, father of Cyriacus, 1420, 129 

*AzrodXNods, father of Hermads, 1553, 11, 12 

Amos, father of Isaac, 1449, 6 

*Amroddas, father of John, 1419, 734 

’Azro\Xos, father of Macarius, 1419, 991; 1599, 5 

’"Amoddois, father of Mary, 1419, 741, 933, 934, 936, 

941, 943, 955 

*AmrodNds, father of Menas, 1420, 7; 1552, 8 

’AzrohA@s, father of Pacomis, 1454, 5 (?— see Ad- 

denda) ; 1558, 28 

’Amroddds, father of Pecysius, 1446, 23 
’AzrodAds, father of Senuthius, 1420, 117 

’AmroAX@s, father of Severus, 1460, 196 (A7oAw) 

*AmroAX@s, father of Theodore, 14382, 77. 

"Ara ’Arro\Xds. 

’Azrod as, father of Theodosius, 1431, 14 

’Azro\\ais, father of Victor, 1486, 147 

’Aro\Aos, son of Andrew, 1461, 26; 1518, 21 

*AzrohXds, son of Athanasius, 1429, 18 

’Azro\Ads, son of Chryse, 1553 verso, 1 

’AzrodXds, son of Colluthus, 1460, 48 

*ATro\Gs, son of Colluthus, rpeoPvrepos, 1420, 47 ; 

1481, 43 
*Azro\\ds, son of Cosmas, 1480, 14; 1485, 153 

See also 

*Amroddds, son of David, 1494, 25 

*Azro\\as, son of Elias, 1421, 71; 1554, 30 (anoNw) 

’Azro\X@s, son of Hellés, 1455, 3; 1557, 6 
’ A7ro\ ds, son of Heraclius, 1481, 52; 1494, 4,27; 1549 
’AmroAX@s, son of Hermaés, 1518, 22 

*Aqroh\as, son of Jeremias, 1488 

’Azro\X@s, son of Kalansah, 1481, 65 (see also Ad- 

denda to p. 244) 

’AmrodXds, son of Pané, 1481, 61 

’Aqro\Nws, son of Papnoute, 1460, 133 (AroAw) 

’AmroXos, son of Phelo. See ’AoAAds, son of Hellés 

*AzrodXas, son of Psatus, 1451, 111 

’Amroh\dos, son of Pshoi, 1420, 254; 1481, 82; 
1462 (e), 9; 1518, 27; 1548, 14; 1578, 26, 37 

’Azro\X@s, son of Senuthius, 1431, 41; 1451, 92; 

1555, 3 
*Azro\Xos, son of Theod( __ ), 1558, 22 

ATIOAAW, son of Thomas, 1550, 13 

ATIOAAL, son of Thomas, zperBirepos, 1499, 16 

’Amro\Xds, son of Victor, 1419, 464 

Aros, son of Zenobius, 1421, 10 

A7roo—, father (?) of SaAe'(Salih or Salah ?), 1487, 9 

*Azrov “AvouBe, 1433, 80 ; 

’Aqt, father of Zaid, 1441, 65 
ap—, father of Isaac, 1554, 29 

”Apaos, mpeaBirepos. See ”Apoos 

*Apatriwv, 1471 
Apata, 1419, 303, 304 

"Apetos, son of Pinoution, 1419, 459 

—dptos, son of Sion, 1422, 6 

Qaport (?), 1560, 1 
aport (Aaron), 1638, 5 

"Apoos, 1419, 384, 387 , 
"Apoos, tpeaBtrepos, 1419, 33 (Apaov), 36 

”Apoos, father of John, 1461, 25 

"Apoos, father of Samuel, 1435, 178 

Apoous, 1419, 1198 

"Apoevodotwe (?), father of Abraham, 1420, 141 

*Apxovtia, 1419, 961 (?—see note). See also Tap- 

XovTia 3 

See also apon lll pag At. ’Apav. 

*Apar, mak(twvo)7(pdrys), 1486, 107 

*Apa@r, father of Macarius, 1554 verso, 17; 1555, 32 

(Aapor) . 
’Apor, son of Apollés, 1480, 6 

*Apar, son of Symeon, 1420, 78 (Aapwv); 1482, 84; 
1553 verso, 12 (Aapwr) 

—ac, son of Mark, 1578, 6 

an 
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Agcap, father of Mark, 1556, 7 

*Aorep, father of ‘Abd-allah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 38, 83 
’Aaevel, 1419, 99, 100, 671, 987 
Aomw, See Index 7, domdorods 
“Aooap, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, of the Ansir (?), 

1447, 39, 84 

“Aooayr, father of S—, 1441, 49 

acTwece, father of Phoebammon, 1550, 12. For the 

name cf. etTwee 

—acwrTpt, 1419, 516 

Ara, son of Rafi‘, 1850, 5, 17 
—arte, 1419, 192 

* Arias, son of Phi—, 1422, 94 
*Aru(ar ?), son of Ayovra, 1488, 66, 321 

"ATpa, maddukdpiov Tod cupPBovdov, 1447, 14 

“Azpys, father of Anthan, 1460, 64 

“ATpNS, father of Callinicus, 1481, 31 

“Atpys, father of Senuthius, 1460, 39 

Ave, 1419, 1065 

—av*, son of Auleptus (?— or aiAnrijs ?), 1468 
Av)ytros (? — or =avAnris), father of —aul(_ ), 1468 

*Adha, father of “Ubaid, 1447, ror, 166 

“Axupt, Beple)Sdpwos, 1441, 89 

agereT, son of Abi Ha—, 1606, 2. 

same as Maapér, son of Abii Habibah 

QaAGaP, son of rep—, 1536, 15. 

also gaKap 

Perhaps the 

For the name see 

BahOodope. See Bapfodope 

BapOohopma.os, father of George, 1484, 243 ; 1485, 67 

hapeodoseatoc, father of Senuthius, 1528, 19 

BapOodopatos, son of Andrew, 1426, 38 
Bap@odopaios, son of Callinicus, 1555, 14; 1557, 7 

BapOodopatos, son of Panase, 1480, 7 
BapOodope, 1419, 645 (BadO.), 1160 

Bdpoos, father of Elias, 1420, 136 ; 1562, 6 
Bdpoos, father of Tecrompias, 1431, 42 

Bdpoos, husband of Tecrompias, 1420, 95 
Bacty\etos, vairns. See Bactdews, son of Apa 

Cyrus 
Baoiveuos, father of George, 1482, 107; 1485, 162 

‘Bacihetos, father of Pecysius, 1426, 15 
Bacid(ejos, father of Peter, 1416, 28; 1562, 4 

Bagideos, son of Apa Cyrus, vatrys, 1488, 49, 53, 

120, 169, 217, 256, 355, 391, 427, 455, 481, 5353 
1448, 2 

Baothetos, son of Horuonchius, 1424, 34 

Baoietos, Praovws, pagarch of Aphrodito, 1885, [3], 

19; 1886, [3], 14; 1840, 3, 9; 1841, [2], 11; 

1344, 2, 23; 1845, 41; 1846, 4, 21; 1350, 2; 

1351, 2,14; 1852, 2, [13]; 1853, 3, 28; [1355, 

3,14]; 1856, 3, 40; 1859,3, 22; 1860, 4, 13; 

1362, 3, 23; 1868, 3, 11; 1869, 2; 1870, 3, 

[18]; 1874, 3,14; 1875, [3]; 1876, 3, [16]; 

[1878, 3, 15]; 1879, 3,13; [1880, 1]; 1881, 2; 

[1883, 2]; 1887, [3], 16; 1891, 2, [30]; 1392, 3, 

[20]; [1894, 2, 28]; 1896, 3,8; 1899, 3; 1401, 

2, 14; 1408, 2, 6; [1463]-1467; 1494, 7; 

1497, 3; 1508, 5 ; 1533, 3 ; 1540, 6, 21 ; 1541, 
I; 1542, 6; 1565, 6; 1570, 3; 1574, 13; 

1581, 8; 1592, 2; 1610, 7; 1632, 1, 8, 12; 
1634, 19; 1635, 9 

BeOavias, father of Gamoul, 1488, 291, 344, 377, 

417, 450, 472, 506 
BeOavias, son of Pkalous, 1420, 20 

BeA—, son of Sirus, 1480, 10 

BepBur, 1419, 1107 

Beoads. See Byois 
Ore, 1519, 3, 17. 

under tézrou 

Byoas, 1419, 1260 (Beo.) ; 1554 verso, 18 
Byoas, mperBirepos, 1480, 107 

Byoas, father of Thomas, 1451, 31 

Bys np, 1419, 627. See also Auc 
Buno—, son of —échéb, 1460, 89 

Bixrwp, 1419, 76, 83, 198, 221, 731, 1047, 1049, 

1097, 1139, 1399 (?); 1420, 29, 177 (?); 1486, 
22; 1488, 3; 1448, 44; 1451, 167; 1556, 

14; 1585, 1. See also Béxrwp, son of Symeon 

Bixrwp, diwrxyris, 1449, 85 
Bixrwp, eu, Bodapxos, 1457, 117 

Bixrwp, evdofdraros vopuxds, 1485, 159 

Bixrwp, vavrys, 1433, 67, 131, [180?], 198, 362, 400, 

435, 458, 488, [519] 
Bixrwp, morxéds. See Bixrwp, son of Symeon, and 

Bixrwp, son of Theodosius 

Bixrop, mpeaBvrepos Srpovfod, 1419, 150, 271, 1139 

Bixrwp, father of Andrew, 1419, 43 (?); 1426, 13 
Bixrwp, father of Apa Cyrus, 1421, 86, 127 
Bixrwp, father of Apa Tér, 1482, 7; 1448, 11 

Bixrwp, father of Apollés, 1419, 464 

Bixrwp, father of Constantine, 1482, 26 

Bixrwp, father of Cosmas, 1430, 54 
Bixrep, father of Cyriacus, 1460, 130 

Bixrwp, father of David, 1420, 170; 1481, 82; 1558 
verso, 29 

See also Bys Syp and Index 4, 
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Bixrwp, father of Enoch, 1483, 70, 75, 78, 84, 134, 
I4I, 142, 182-184, 188, 189, 271, 324, 329, 331, 

332, 364, 366, 406, 436, 440, [459], 462, 491, 
494, 520, 523, 524, 542, 554, 556, 567, 569, 577, 

579, [584], 590; 1455, 4; 1518, 33 
Bixrwp, father of Janné, 1482, 43 
Bixrwp, father of John, 1419, 760; 1460, 75 ; 1554, 5 
Bixrwp, father of Joseph, 1482, 42; 1451, 54 (Buxrop) ; 

1521, 30; 1561, 11; 1620 

Bixtwp, father of Ka—, 1460, 109 

Bixrwp, father of Macarius, 1486, 19; 1454, 2; 1495, 
14; 1497, 26; 1620. See also ama fixtwp 

and Bixrwp, son of Epimachus 

Bixrwp, father of Matus, 1480, 68. See also ama 

ArktTwp, 

Bixrwp, father of Matthew, 1460, 31 
Bixrwp, father of Musaeus, 1555, 6 

Bixrop, father of Paése, 1481, 53 

Bixrwp, father of Papas, 1480, 116 

Bixrwp, father of Papnoute, 1460, 159 
Bixrwp, father of Papse, 1480, 100 

Bixrwp, father of Philotheus, 1555, 1; 1557, 30 

Bixrwp, father of Phoebammon, 1420, 1, 77; 1481, 45 
Bixrwp, father of Psige, 1455, 2; 1548, 7; 1549; 

1573, 16; 1610, 53 

Bixrwp, father of Senuthius, 1554 verso, 26 

Bixrwp, father of Sirus, 1558, 14 

Bixrwp, father of Theodosius, 1558, 28 

Bixrwp, husband of Mary, orparwirys, 1419, 891 

Bixrwp, son of Abraham, 1481, 63 

Bixrwp, son of Alere, 1420, 239 

Bixrwp, son of Ananias, 1460, 78 
Bixtwp, son of Apa Tér, 1552, 1 

Bixrwp, son of Apollés, 1486, 147 

Bixrwp, son of Colluthus, 1553, 41 

Bixrwp, son of Constantine, 1432, 41; 1549; 1550, 7 

Bixrwp, son of Daniel, 1428, 15 

Bixrwp, son of Dikaue, 1481, 27 

Bixrwp, son of Epimachus, 1482, 9, 27, 64; 1448, 

14; 1620. See also Bixrwp, father of Macarius 

Bixrwp, son of Gamoul, 1480, 17; 1482, 10; 1620 

Bixrwp, son of George, 1554, 20 

Bixrwp, son of Gerontius, 1420, 22 ; 1424, 8 

Bixrwp, son of Horuonchius, 1599, 3 

Bixrwp, son of John, 1460, 7 

Bixtwp, son of Mark, 1460, 2 

Bixrwp, son of Papo, 1452, 4 

Bixrwp, son of Patse, 1458, 13 

Bixrwp, son of Paunash, 1421, 146 

fsnTwp, son of Peter, 1619, 6 

Bixrwp, son of Phoebammon, 1449, 83 

Bixrwp, son of Ptauas, 1419, 1229 

Bixrwp, son of Pterus, 1421, 31; 1422, 93 

Bixrwp, son of Romanus, 1419, 36 

Bixrwp, son of Sabinus, 1420, 169; 1481, 78 ; 1560, 
21 

Bixrop, son of Symeon, zuotixds, 1488, 17, 19, 94, 

148, 195, 196, 244, 278, 280, 339, 371, 411, 445, 

465, 502, 528, 546, 559, 571, 586 
Bixrwp, son of Theodosius, 1482, 75; 1484, 51; 

1448, 15; 1528, 17; 1549; 1587, 26; 1620. 
See also ana frxtwp 

Bixrwp, son of Theodosius, rurrixds, 1484, 178, 179, 

292, 307, 308; 1485, 53, 56, 116, 191 

Bixrwp, son of Theodosius, of vzBodraoypddos], 1528, 20 
Bérros, 1419, 86, 90, 93, 117, 748, 962 

— Bree, 1419, 52 

Tededv, father of Apa Cyrus, 1428, 14 

Tedeav, son of Dianus, 1558, 20 (Kerewv) 

Teunn, son of Usha‘nah, pavreds (’ABSdedakiL) rod oup- 

BovAov, 1447, 112, 177 

Tevdowos (? Gennadius), rpecBvrepos, 1572, 7, 28 
CENNAAIOC, tpecBirepos, 1572, 13 

Teporrtos, father of Musaeus, 1420, 55 

T'epdvrtos, father of Victor, 1420, 22; 1424, 8 

Tedipyvos, 1419, 9, 73, 133, 659, 746 (?), 754, 875, 
977, 994, 12979 1401; 1421, 19; 1482, 12; 

1442, 54; 1460, 96, 117, 121 (?); 1586, 25; 

1546, 8; 1549; 1554, 21; 1557, 28; 1558, 

1; 1560, 11; 1563, 8; 1621, 1; 1624, 7; 

1634, 8, 20 

Tedpyvos, dord(orows?), 1558, 2 

Tedpryvos, yépdios, 1444, 16 
Tedpytos, yraderts, 1449, 74 

Tedpyvos, etvotyos, 1447, 171 

Tedpytos, povdlow povarrnpiov “ABB& “Eppadros, 1488, 

549 
Tedpyvos, vordpis, 1448, 23 

Tedpyvos, muotikds, 1449, 63 

Tedpytos, mpayparevryjs, 1419, 131, 139 

Tedpyvos, tpecBirepos, 1419, 128 ; 1431, 23 

Teapytos, mpecBtrepos, Sioxnrijs, 1419, 335 

Teapytos, otparwirys, 1485, 190 ; 1452, 30; 1457, 42 

Tedpyvos, téxrov, 1553 verso, 26 

Tedpyvos, imodéxrys, 1552, 19 

ol’ bel Veni 
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Tedpycos, father of Abraham, 1420, 142; 1441, 71; 
1552, 21 

T'edipyvos, father of Anatole, 1460, 86 

Teopytos, father of Athanasius, 1552, 13 

Teeépycos, father of Callinicus, 1418, 18 
Tedpyvos, father of Colluthus, 1428, 25 

Tedpryvos, father of David, 1458, 14; 1454, 3 ; 1494, 

34; 1497, 22; 1518, 32; 1520, 1; 1528, 19 

Tedpytos, father of Horuonchius, 1416, 31; 1482, 91; 

1549 

Teaprytos, father of Iapous, 1555, 21 

Teapyvos, father of Ignatius, 1418, 11 
Tedpyvos, father of Jacob, 1554, 22 

Tedpytos, father of Job, 1420, roo 
Tedpytos, father of John, 1460, 5, 41 

Tedpytos, father of Mark, 1480, 114; 1461, 45 

Tedpytos, father of Paesius, 1460, 151 

Teapyvos, father of Papas, 1449, 7 
Teapyvos, father of Patole, 1422, 68 

Tedpytvos, father of Pebé, 1449, 75 

Tewpyvos, father of Peter, 1421, 151; 1460, 173; 

1536, 30 
Tewptroc, father of Philotheus, 1553, 31, 40; 

1564, 2 

Tedpyvos, father of Phoebammon, 1421, 162; 1459, 

19; 1494, 5, 28 

Tedipytos, father of Pkoore, 1555, 20 

Tedpytos, father of Plell( ), 1558, 16 

Tewpeioc, father of Pnei, 1521, 3; 

1562, 8; 1626, 2 

Tedpytos, father of Sabinus, 1422, 95 
Teopytos, father of Senuthius, 1420, 141 ; 1428, 20; 

1430, 113; 1460, 9 

Tedipytos, father of Sergius, 1418, 7, 10 ; 1558, 40 
Tedpytos, father of —sius, 1424, 12 

Te(épyvos ?), father of Stephen, 1554 verso, 16 

Tedpytos, father of Theodosia, 1419, 683 

Tedpyvos, father of —uthius, 1480, 11 

Tedpyvos, father of Victor, 1554, 20 

GTewptroc, son of Apa Cyrus (uncertain which of the 

following), 1550, 11 

Tedpyvos, son of Apa Cyrus, grandson of Pdikau, 

1430, 82; 1482, 39 

Teepryvos, son of Apa Cyrus, grandson of Pkam, 1480, 

81; 1482, 40 

Tedpytos, son of Bartholomew, 1434, 243; 1485, 67 

Teepytos, son of Basil, 1482, 107 ; 1435, 162 

Tewpytos, son of Caulus, 1553, 43 

IV. 

1528, 16; 
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T'eapryvos, son of Dianus or Dionysius, 1449, 11 ; 1455, 

2; 1494, 24, 31, 48; 1555, 17 ; 1557, 13; 1578, 

18, 34; 1610, 51 

Tedpytos, son of Enoch, 1460, 108 

Tedpytos, son of Enoch, murrtixds, 1484, 316 

Tedpytos, son of Epimachus, 1549 ; 1620 

Tedpyvos, son of Hermaés, 1449, 12; 1552, 22 

Tedipytos, son of Isaac, 1460, 42, 99 

Tedpytos, son of Jacob, 1448, 18 

Teopytos, son of John, 1480, 89 

Tedipytos, son of Macarius, 1599, 2 

Teaipyvos, son of Maulok, 1419, 1316 

Tedpytos, son of Menas, 1481, 72; 1460, 4 
Teapytos, son of Musaeus, 1443, 19 

Tedpyvos, son of Musaeus, dom(orous ?), 1480, 22 

Teaipytos, son of P—, 1461, 39 
Teapytos, son of Pachymius, 1419, 691 ; 1420, 130; 

1552, 7 
Tedpytos, son of Patj6, 1419, 125, 147, 1230, 1231 
Tedpyvos, son of Psachai, 1482, 55 

T'ediprytos, son of Psatus, 1451, 158 ; 1494, 33 ; 1528, 18 
T'epytos, son of Psoius, 1482, 11 

Teaipytos, son of Psoudt, 1448, 17 

Tedpytos, son of Scylaués (?), 1485, 175 
Tedpytos, son of Senuthius, 1486, 58; 1451, 28 

Tewptioe, son of Ta—, 1586, 6 

Tedpyvos, son of Taam, 1420, 23 
Tedpyvos, son of Tatu, 1412, 473, 538 

Tedpytos, son of Takamé, 1482, 96. 
yeos, son of Tkamei 

Tedpyvos, son of Tapia, 1419, 339 

Tedpytos, son of (?) Telbou, 1468 

Tedpyvos, son of Tkamei, 1482, 60. 
ywos, son of Takamé 

Tedpytos, son of —t6, 1460, 79 

Ttadap, son of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, of the Kuraish, 1447, 

41, 86 

Touvddptos (?), father of Enoch, 1460, 27 
T'wpa, son of ‘Abd-al—, 1447, 115 

See also T'edp- 

See also Tedp- 

AaBid. See Aavid 
Aa8, 1419, 96, 97, 240 
aaera, See Aaveir 

Aalia, 1488 

Aaa, rais Xaded viod Movoade, 1447, 170 

Aavunv, 1419, 110, 128 (AawA), 131, 155, 165, Gor, 

1204; 1487, 4; 1511, 11 (tam); 1553 verso, 

415; 1554, 24; 1556, 12 
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Aavinn, dudxovos, 1419, 130 (AavyyA), 140 

Aavuyi, father of Mark, 1557, 24 

Aavupd, father of P—, 1421, 90; 1460, 146 

Aaviyjd, father of Senuthius, 1486, 71; 1460, 148 

(AavvyA) ; 1549; 1558, 40; 1557, 22; 1564, 

2; 1569, 3 

AavinX, father of Victor, 1428, 15 

Aaviyd, son of Papouaeit, 1552, 20 

Aavupi, son of Theodosius, 1420, 133; 1562, 3 

Aaviy)10s, father of Musaeus, 1419, 976 

Aaveid, father of Anastasius, 1460, 66 

Aaveid, father of Apollés. See Aaveir 

Aaveid, father of Dioscorus, 1460, 63 
Aaveid, father of Elias, 1460, 60 

Aaveid, father of Philotheus. See Aavid 
Aaveid, father of Senuthius, 1460, 69 

Aaveid, son of Jacob, xpecBirepos, 1481, 13 (Aaverr) ; 

1494, 40; 1499, 11; 15387, 5; 1549; 1593, 

20. See also Aaveir, zpeoBvrepos 

Aaveid, son of Pkoore. See AaviS 

Aaveir, 1421, 98; 1481, 60; 1536, 10; 1587, 1 

Aaveir, Awo(i)dijs (?), 1446, 35 

Aaveir, tpeoBirepos, 1419, 548; 1449, 33 ; 1558, 20 
(Aawd). See also Aaveid, son of Jacob 

Aaveir, father of Apollés, 1494, 25, 31 (aaera), 48 
(Aaved) 

Aaveir, father of John. See Aavid 
Aaveir, father of Tabitha, 1481, 66 
Aaveir, son of George, 1458, 14 (Aawd); 1454, 3; 

1494, 34; 1497, 22; 1518, 32; 1520, 1; 

1528, 19 

Aaveir, son of Jacob, zpexBirepos. See Aave(d 

AAYEIT, son of John, 1494, 5, 28 (aaera); 1628, 1 

Aaveir, son of Kachaa, 1421, 149; 1422, 10 

Aaveir, son of Kalashah, 1419, 378 
Aaveiz, son of Paiane, 1419, 377 

Aaveir, son of Porphanus, 1419, 707 
Aaveir, son of Victor. See Aavid 

Aavié, 1487, 17; 1536, 10 (maya), 15; 1568, 3, 5. 

See also Aavid, son of Andrew 

Aavid, rperBirepos, See Aaveir 

Aavid, zpeoBirepos ‘Aylov BoiBdupovos, 1480, 23, 73, 

85 
Aavi6, father of Christopher, 1480, 46 

Aavi6, father of John, 1420, 252; 1481, 88 (Aaver) 
Aavid, father of Kaisod, 1480, 50 
Aavid, father of Philotheus, 1460, 30 (Aaveid); 1553 

verso, 3 

Aavid, father of Theodore, 1485, 179; 1451, 25 
Aavid, son of Andrew, 1488, 55, 393, 428, 513 

Aavid, son of Apa Cyrus, 1416, 34 (Aad); 1418, 8 
Aavid, son of George. See Aavetr 
Aavid, son of Macarius, 1557, 15 

Aavid, son of Pacus, 1554 verso, 18 

Aavid, son of Panus, 1491 (2) 
Aavid, son of Pesente, 1420, 98 

Aavid, son of Philotheus, 1432, 50 
Aavi6, son of Pjdj, 1555, 28 
Aavid, son of Pkoore, 1449, 75 (Aave(d); 1552, 6 

Aavid, son of Tatoui, 1554, 24 

Aavi8, son of Victor, 1420, 170; 1481, 82 (Aavar); 
1558 verso, 29° 

Aavyyr. See Aavujd 

Aep—, father of ‘Abd-allah, 1447, 37, 82 

Avave, 1419, 832, 833 

AIAN, 1554 verso, 8 

Avavy, father of George. See Acavds 

Avavy, father of Psalus, 1562, 2 

Avavyy, son of Pes—, 1461, 46 

Avavés, 1420, 132; 1554, 4 
Avavés, father of George, 1449, 11 (Avv’); 1455, 2 

(Avavy) ; 1494, 24 (Avovynorov), 31 (Teystcroc), 48 ; 

1555, 17; 1557, 13; 1578, 18, 34 (Avovy); 

1610, 51 (asomycroc ?) 

Atavds, father of Gideon, 1553, 20 

A.avés, father of John, 1554, 19 
Atavés, father of Paul, 1555, 29 

Avavés, father of Psacho, 1449, 9 
Atavés, father of Senuthius, 1420, 79 

Atkave, 1474 

Atxave, father of Pesous, 1482, 49 

Avxave, father of Victor, 1481, 27 

Awap, father of “Abd-allah, 1441, 74 

Avorn. See Aravds 

Avovictos, 1419, 374 (Awyv.), 689 @ (Avovyc-) 

Avoviatos, Avovijows, father of George. See Aravés 
Avovic.os, father of Phoebammon, 1484, 243 (Avv’”) ; 

1435, 66 (Awyye.) 
Avovicros, son of Cyriacus, 1481, 61 (Avovye-) 

[Atov]vcddwpos, father of Phoebammon, 1485, 47 

Avéckopos, 1419, 804 ; 1482, 70; 1444, 21 ; 1596, 22 
Avéokopos, Ssiwuyris, 1418, 13, 29, 40, 51, 62, 73, 

[83], [92], 116 
Avéokopos, father of Colluthus, 1420, 41 

Awdokopos, father of Musaeus, 1557, 8 

Avéoxopos, father of Senuthius, 1460, 135 
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Avéokopos, son of David, 1460, 63 
AIOCKHOPOC, son of Isaac, 1499, 13; 1549; 1620 

Avéckopos, son of Phoebammon, 1482, 14 

Awéckopos, son of Psake, 1420, 141 
Avwryotos and Avwviawos. See Avovicwos 
Aovkat, 1419, 345, 1053 

Aovxat, father of Paul, 1421, 36; 1481, 63 

Apéots, 1419, 376 
A@pwvos al. Adpos, vyoordrys, 1412, [127], [131], 134 

(Awpov), 138 (do.), 142 (do.), 146 (do.), 150 (do.), 

157 (do.), 162 (do.?), 168 (do), 175, 180, 187, 

I9I, 197, 203 

eZeRiac, son of Gamoul, peifov of Pakaunis, 1497, 

23; 1504, 9; 1508, 29; 1509, 26; 1518, 29; 

1549 (Ief.); 1554 verso, 20 (Iefnx~/); 1565, 3, 
46; 60 (Ieg.); 1578, 27 (egexrac) ; 1621, 2. See 

also "Ie€exias, son of T— 

—evehat, tpeoBirepos, 1424, 56 

evepesetac. See ‘Tepeyias_ 
—ewv (Arab), father of Xa—, 1441, 75 

Eipyvy, 1419, 144. See also Tipyve 

Eipyvn, mother of Senuthius, 1488, 8 

ercan. See Icdk 

*"EXatooatos. See "Eooaios 
geAsac. See ‘HA‘as 

*EXtoa Ber, 1419, 351 
’"E\oa,Bér, daughter of Euethius, 1419, 622, 623 

*E\uoaBér, daughter of Zacharias, 1521, 24 
"Educa Ber, wife of Apa Cyrus, 1518, 26 
*EXuoo-aios, 1433, 257 

"E\to-o-atos, father of Macarius, 1480, 87; 1482, 52; 

1435, 162 (EAao.) 
*EXtoo-atos, son of Macarius, 1421, 145 

—e)Xas, 1425, 2 

"EdAws, 1420, 211 
"Edna, AWolii)drjs (?), 1446, 36 
"E\Xaos, father of Apollés, 1455, 3; 1557, 6 (®edo) 
"EdXas, father of Eudoxia, 1419, 571 

"Ed\aos, father of J6j, 1555, 34 

"E\Xws, son of Hermaés, 1552, 9 
*EdAws, son of Philammon, 1420, 111 

EMON, 1554 verso, 2 

’Evox, pidag, 1420, 180 
Evo, 1419, 511, 546, 635, 637, 871, 877, 1131, 

1133, 1134, 1136, 1137, 1145, 1148, 1150, 1282 ; 

1448, 28a; 1552, 19, 20; 1553 verso, 5; 1555, 

37. See also "Evdy, son of Victor, miorixds 

"Evay, tarpds, 1460, 165 
"Eva, muoticds. See Evéx, son of Victor 

"Eva, mpeaBirepos, 1419, 570; 1447, 219 

*Evdy, father of Abraham, 1460, 6 
"Evo, father of Apa Cyrus, 1431, 58 

"Eva, father of George, 1484, 316; 1460, 108 

"Evy, father of Isaac, 1554 verso, 13 

"Eva, father of Jacob, 1419, 696 

"Evoy, father of John, 1422, 37 
*Evdy, father of Joseph, 1482, 43 

eM, father of Menas, 1512, 3 

*Evox, father of Moui, 1480, 88 ; 1482, 54 

’Evoy, father of Panichatus, 1558, 20 

Evo, father of Patér, 1557, 20 

"Evox, father of Philotheus, 1480, 64 
"Evox, father of Samuel, 1420, 110; 1449, 8 

*Evoix, father of Senuthius, 1416, 70; 1488, 27, 38, 99, 

I5I, 152, 156, 204, 205, 213, 246, 282, 283, 

293, 296, 304, 340, 341, 343, [372], 374, 375, 
387, 412, 446, 449, 466, 478; 1458, 5; 1584, 

3; 1591, 2 

"Evo, father of Stephen, 1481, 21 

"Evax, father-in-law of Zacharias, 1461, 28 

"Eve, son of Anoup, 1553 verso,.2 

*Evey, son of Gounophrius (?), 1460, 27 
*Evéx, son of Maxei, 1419, 489 

"Evax, son of Menas, 1420, 172; 1481, 83 

*Evdy, son of Myropsous, 1554 verso, 12; 1555, 31 

*Evdx, son of Negoom, 1419, 619 

*Evdy, son of O—, 1451, 151 

’Evdy, son of Paleu, 1420, 173; 1482, 32; 1554. 
verso, 20; 1555, 26 

€Nmw X, son of Pegdsh, 1548, 8; 1549 

Eve, son of Phaeiad, 1482, 16 
’Evax, son of Phib, 1421, 38 ; 1481, 52 

’Evex, son of Phoebammon, zpeoBirepos, 1420, 38 

’Evdx, son of Pkoui, 1416, 35 

*Evax, son of Sabinus, 1555, 27 

*Evdx, son of Tecrompias, 1460, 65 

"Evo, son of Theod( _ ), 1488, 40, 111, 112, 299, 300 

’Evdx, son of Victor, 1455, 4; 1518, 33 

’Evey, son of Victor, rurixds, 1488, 70-72, 75, 78-81, 

84, 134-136, 139, 141, 142, 182-184, 188, 189, 

IQI, 230-232, 236-238, 266, 267, 271, 324, 

326, 329, 331-333, 336, 364, 366, 402-404, 
406, 407, 436, 438, 440, 441, 459, 461, 462, 

491; 494, 520, 521, 523, 524, [538], [539], 542, 
554, [556], 566, 567, 569, 577, 579 [584], 59° 

4A 2 
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[? ’Emipjaxos, 1419, 617 
*Ezipaxos, father of George, 1549; 1620 

*Emiaxos, father of Victor, 1482, 9, 27, 64; 1448, 

14; 1620 

€MiaexX oc, the pagarch, 1512, 5; 1518, 4; 1521, 

6; 15830, 4; 1592, 2; 1618, 6; 1614, 4 
(ama em.) 

"Emuddvios, 1420, 251 (—dave..) ; 1553, 10 
’Emupdvios, father of [? Mus]aeus, 1427, 4 

*Emupdros, father of Theodore, 1460, 59 
*Emuddvios, son of Patermuthius, 1421, 39; 1422, 38; 

1554, 29 

"EpeBéxxa, daughter of Apollés, 1518, 21. 

name see also “PeBéxxa and eepehenka 

geprac, See “HAias 
Epuito—, father of John, 1461, 44 

gepsearoy, father of George. See “Epydws 

“Eppavas, 1419, 85, 386, 580, 582, 613, 994, 1031, 

1166, 1237, 1238, 1245, 1429 

“Eppavws, father of John. See “Eppdws 

“Eppavas, father of Senuthius, 1419, 1184 

See “Epydus 

For the 

“Eppads, son of Acaanasius. 
‘Eppavas, son of Pilatus, 1419, 1212 

‘Eppavws, son of Pkoui, 1420, 262 (Eppaw?) ; 1427, 

2; 1482, 104; 1558 verso, 30 (Eppaw) 

‘Eppavas, son of Pshérg, 1419, 621 

“Eppadws, 1419, 798, 916, 1001, 1119(?), 1275; 

1420, 181, 241; 14380, 117; 1481, 7o; 1551; 

1557, 21; 1625, 4; 1626,1 

‘Epps, father of Anoup, 1420, 118 
‘Eppdws, father of Apollés, 1518, 22 
‘Eppdus, father of Colluthus, 1480, 72 

‘Eppdas, father of George, 1449, 12; 1552, 22 

(gepsracy) 
‘Eppdos, father of Hellés, 1552, 9 

‘Eppdus, father of Heraclius, 1562, 5 

‘Eppaas, father of Horsenuphius, 1420, 12 

‘Eppdws, father of John, 1419, 777 (Epyaves) ; 1421, 
37; 1481, 67 

“Eppdus, father of Pakoui. 

Pkoui 

“Eppdus, father of Pecysius, 1420, 58; 1424, 1, 20; 

1562, 8 

‘Eppdws, father of Peséte, 1422, 70 
‘Eppaus, father of Pisate (same as preceding ?), 1460, 

73 
‘Eppdas, father of Pkoui, 1481, 74; 1458, 5; 1553 

verso, 32; 1560, 16; 1625, 2 

See ‘Epydws, father of 

‘Eppdas, father of Theodore, 1449, go 

‘Eppdws, son of Apa Tér, 1420, 131 ; 1562, 1 
‘Eppdas, son of Apollés, 1558, 11, 12 

‘Eppes, son of Athanasius, 1485, 165 (Eppavus), 

189 

“Eppdws, son of Collés, 1475 

“Eppdws, son of Jacy( ), 1420, 123 

‘Eppdas, son of John, 1420, 130; 1426, 7; 1552, 10 

“Epps, son of Kelbaule, 1552, 18 

‘Eppdos, son of Pebo, 1488, 474, 490 

‘Eppdos, son of Philotheus, 1452, 5; 1460, 84 

“Eppdus, son of Pkoui. See “Eppavus 

“Eppdws, son of Poude, 1420, 131 
“Eppdws, son of Sabinus, 1420, 240; 1553 verso, 27 
‘Eppdas, son of Sirus, 1481, 56 

‘Eppias, mpeoBurepos, 1536, 2, 9, 24, 29, 33. 37, 393 

1553, 41 

Oepaetac, son of Kalapése, 1537, 2; 1549 

“Eppivos, father of Colluthus, 1418, 13 
—E€ppo, father of Joseph, 1449, 14 

Qeporyors, 1538, 3 
gepoyw2, 1538, 8; 1620 

€pyepioc, son of Stephen, 1594, 12 

"Eo Spas, son of Thomas, 1481, 80 

"Eotpas (="EcSdpas), father of Abraham, 1452, 23 
eTuce (?), 1595, 15. See also actwce 

Evdo€éia, 1419, 766; 1420, 21, 251 
Evdo€ta, daughter of Andrew, 1419, 569 
Evdo€ia, daughter of Hellés, 1419, 571 
Evdwéta. (sic), daughter of Apa Tér, 1428, 24 
Evy Aros, father of Elizabeth, 1419, 622 

Ev)oyia, 1444, 3 

Evdorra, 1419, 1304 
Eirpagia, 1419, 773 
eycebroc, 1617, 1 

Evorabtos, 1421, 137 

eycTaerxoc, husband of Augustina, 1610, 4 

Evora@os, son of Constantine, 1557, 18 

EvardOtos, son of Senuthius, 1482, 109 (—6eu.) 

Evdypia, 1419, 13, 778 (Evpup.), 781 (do.) 

Zaxatos, 1421, 102; 1422, 69 

Zaxatos, father of Senuthius, 1451, 110; 1460, 85 

(Zaxeos) 

Zayapias, 1419, 1303; 1449, 51 (?); 1457, 101; 

1521, 7 
Zaxapias, vordpws “Ioaix évdogordrov xaprovAapiou, 

1447, 138, 188 

a eae fy mem Som cs, 

a 

| 
| 

| 
| 
+ 
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Zaxapias, réyapxos (of Aphrodito), 1412, 290, 293, 

296, 304, 307, 310, 316, 321, 326, 334, 339, 344, 

355, 367, 373) 379, 385» 390 395; 400, 408, 415, 
422, 430, 437, 444, 449, 457, 467, 468, 471, 477, 

480, 483, 486, 492, [497], 502, 507, 512, 517, 
[522], 527, 536, 537 

Zaxapias, rpayparerris, 1485, 132 
Zaxapias, zpexBtrepos, 1419, 526 
Zaxapias, father of Ammonius, 1460, 24 

Zaxapias, father of Andrew, 1420, 160 

Zaxapias, father of Athanasius, 1420, 164; 1449, 

67, 69 

Zaxapias, father of Constantine, 1427, 21* ; 1553 
Verso, 32 

Zaxapias, father of Lazarus, 1460, 1 
Zaxapias, father of —on, 1451, 150 

Zaxapias, son of Apa Tér, 1449, 8 

JaANaprac, son of B—, 1594, 15 

Zaxapias, son of John, 1451, 108 ; 1460, 155 ; 1521, 

24; 1565, 56 

Zaxapias, son of Parmatin, 1481, 56 

Zaxapias, son of Patthéke, 1419, 624 

Zaxapias, son of Pe—, 1424, 59 

Zaxapias, son of Phoebammon, 1485, 173 
Zaxapias, son of Pous, 1482, 87 
Zaxapias, son of Psatsné, 1446, 38 

Zaxapias, son of Psilih, 1419, 641, 645, 646, 

656 

Zaxapias, son of Senuthius, 1420, 26 ; 1460, 76 
Z&AXNAPIac, son of —yA, 1639, 1 

Zaxapias, son-in-law of Enoch, 1461, 28 
Zaxeos. See Zaxaios 

Zeewd. See Yaed 

FERIHA (= TeLexupr), 1514, 15; 1544, 8 

Zexinr (= “IeLexepA), father of Senuthius, 1426, x 

ZevdBus, 1565, 63. See also ZqvéBws, Swé5Bvs 
Zed, son of ‘Abd, 1441, 65 

ZmvoBwos, 1419, 103 (?), 626, 647, 648, 1302, 1307; 

1480, 57. See also ZevdBros, SuvdBros 

ZnvoBwos, oxvreds, 1480, 26, 98 
ZmvoBr0s, father of Apollés, 1421, 10 

ZnvoBwos, father of Macarius, 1421, 74; 1422, 60 
ZmvoBr0s, father of Menas, 1454, 8 

ZnvoBvos, son of Anouph, 1461, 137 
ZmvoBvos, son of Paul, 1419, 634 

Zbyos, 1419, 629 

Zoyparup (?), 1468 
Zwpa, son of Al-Wasil, See Sfovpae 

HAAaRpIoc, See ‘Hpddetos 
"Haak, 1442, 69; 1515, 3 
’"H\Ba, son of ‘Abd-allah, xeAAdpuos, 1414, 43, 55, [90], 

99, 126, 135, [x58], 160, [183], [185], 204, [224], 

238, 253 
“HXias, 1419, 879, 881, 884, 887; 1420, 76; 1421, 

152; 1422, 74; 1558 verso, 5 (geX.); 1642, 10 

(geprac), See also “HXéas, orparuirys 

“HXlas, vatrns, 1449, 15 
“HXlas, vordpws, 1412, 213, 217, 219, 224, [227], 

[230], [233], 238, 243, 248, 257, 262, 267, 280, 

288, 292, 295, 300, 303, 306, 309, 315, 320, 

325, 329, 333, 338, 343, 347; 353 
“HXias, roujy, 1460, 47 
“HXias, zpoeords of St. Mary’s monastery, 1419, 1270 
“HXlas, orparidrns, 1488, 48, 117, 165, 214, 253, 305) 

352, 388, [424], 453, 480, 510, 533, 551, 563, 
5733 1457, 79, 107 

“HXias, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, 1414, 57, 100 

“Hiias, father of Apollés, 1421, 71; 1554, 30 
“H\ias, father of Isaac, 1422, 59 
“HXlas, father of Philotimi(us ?), 1457, 80 
“‘HyXias, father of Psemnuthius, 1421, 154; 1487, 4; 

1552, II, 22 

“HXlas, father of Psepnuthius, 1420, 74 

‘Halas, father of Theodore, 1460, 166 

“HXias, father of Theodosius, 1480, 12 
“HXias, son of Athanasius, 1452, 21 

“Hiias, son of Barous, 1420, 136 ; 1562, 6 

“HXlas, son of David, 1460, 60 
“HXlas, son of Horuonchius, 1420, 185; 1481, 70; 

1482, 96; 1553 verso, 2 

“HXias, son of Luke, 1428, 13 
“H\as, son of Onophile, 1460, 102 (HAs) 

‘HyXias, son of Peter, 1555, 22 

QHAsac, son of Philotheus, 1620 

‘HyXias, son of Psebnuthius, 1874, 15 

‘HXias, son of Sialoole, erparuirys, 1441, 105; 1581, 6 
“HyXias, son of Sids, 1460, 3 

“HyXlas, son of Thli—tus, 1449, 13 

—rMos (qu. NorAuws ?), 1554, 27 
*HvS, sister (MS. add?) of ‘Umm Muhammad b, Al- 

Walid, of the Kuraish, 1447, 36, 81 

—nvoloos, 1460, 115 
“‘Hpaet, 1444, 13; 1488. See also Onpace 
“HpaxXe, son of Pebau, 1420, 135 
“Hpdknetos, 1419, 392, 649, 1046 
“Hpdkhevos, mpeaBirepos, 1420, 39 
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“Hpaxh{e)uos, father of Apollés, 1481, 52; 1494, 4, 
247 (HNaxproc) ; 1549 (gyNanXer) 

“Hpax)evos, father of Isaac, 1449, 73 
“Hpadxetos, father of Pebd, 1421, 17 
“Hpdx)etos, father of Peter, 1552, 10 

“Hpdxhetos, father of Pkoutse, 1418, 12 

“Hpdxd{e)t0s, father of Proclas, 1421, 92; 1481, 54 

“Hpdkd{e)u0s, son of Hermads, 1562, 5 
“Hpdkd{e)tos, son of Isaac, 1422, 68 

“Hpax){e)10s, son of Psoius, 1480, 36 

"Hpor, 1421, 82 
"Horalas, édavovpyds, 1480, 31, 109 (Hoaevas) ; 1441, 91 

@ancia, 1419, 592, 594. See also tance 

@avayd (=Nabavayd), 1491 (2) 
@avacia (=’AGavacia), 1419, 125 

@arvnpr—, 1488 
@aovBa, xedAAdpios, 1484, 109 
@avpacry, daughter [or @avpacry (Copt.), son?] of 

Macarius, 1419, 692, 704, 902 

@ékha, 1419, 350, 872, 978, 979, 1425; 1519, 3. 
See also TaexAa, Téxda 

@ékha, daughter of Maxe, 1481, 46 
@ékha, wife of Cyrillus, 1452, 34 
@cpari(as ?), father of Mamo (or =Oeparverijs?), 1468 
epi, father of Shuraih, 1879, 8 

Ocpip, father of Yazid, 1834, 1 

@cod—, 1457, 70 
@cod(__), father of Apollés, 1558, 22 

@c0d( >; father of Enoch, 1488, 40, 111, 299 

®c0d—, son of John, 1557, 10 

®c08(_), son of Pabikle, 1480, 97 
@coda—, son (?) of John, 1485, 160 

@codacia. See @co8ocia 
@coddpa, @cd8opos. 

@codocia, 1419, 852 
®@codocia, daughter of George, 1419, 683 (@codwo.) 

®coSocia, mother of Peter, 1481, 34 (@coSac.) 

®coddcv0s, 1419, 285, 567, 841, $78, 881, 883, 884, 
886, 887, 918, 1283, 1287 ; 1420, 32, 60; 1421, 

153; 1482, 102; 1486, 122; 1557, 22; 1558, 

10, 15; 1561, 12 (eeytocr); 1572, 11, etc.; 

1614, 2; 1621, 4. See also ama veytoce 

Beoddoros, yépdus, 1422, 72 

@coddoos, duéxovos, 1449, 86 
SCOAOCIOC, Zywoc, 1508, 13, 20; 1509, 9 

Ocoddcros, xpecPirepos, 1419, 551, 53, 788, 1110; 
1444, 17, 24 

See Ocoddpa, Oeddwpos 

ecoaocioc, called Pwénesh, 1579, 3 

@coddctos, father of Abraham, 1420, 16 

@coddoros, father of Apa Cyrus, 1451, 112; 1460, 

14 
@coddcros, father of Apa Rasius, 1482, 4; 1443, 5 

®@coddcros, father of Athanasius, 1482, 98; 1495, 8 

@coddctos, father of Daniel, 1420, 133; 1562, 3 
@coddcros, father of Jeremias, 1480, 43 

@coddctos, father of Matoi, 1420, 135 

@coddcuo0s, father of Onnophrius, 1421, 150 
@coddoruos, father of Patklé, 1554 verso, 24 
@coddcuos, father of Pnei, 1418, 14 

@ecoddcros, father of Psaie, 1485, 170 

@coddoros, father of Pstre, 1420, 92; 1481, 49 
@coddoros, father of Victor, 1482, 75; 1484, 51; 

1435, 56, 191; 1448, 15; 1528, 17, 20; 1549; 
1587, 26 ; 1620 

@coSdcxos, son of Abraham, 1416, 29, 333 1418, 9; 

1424, 9; 1432, 89; 1577, 7 

@coddcx0s, son of Apollds, 1481, 14 

@coddctos, son of Constantine, 1480, 60 

®@coddctos, son of Coutus, 1449, 6 

@coddcu0s, son of Cyrillus, 1420, 56 

@coddar0s, son of Elias, repuxérys (?), 1480, 12 

®@coddor0s, son of Ezekiel, 1482, 18, 74; 1454, 6 

@coddcu0s, son of Horuonchius, 1420, 207; 1481, 

83; 1554 verso, 15 

@ecoddcros, son of Isaac, 1480, 83; 1482, 39; 1485, 
162; 1460, 10; 1620 

@coddcr0s, son of Joseph, 1420, 134; 1562, 7 

@coddct0s, son of KI—, 1560, 20 
®@eoddortos, son of Mark, 1420, 192; 1553, 10 

@coddctos, son of Musaeus, 1460, 167 
@coddc0s, son of Pancheris, 1448, 13 

@coddatos, son of Papous, 1460, 71 (@codwoor) 
@coddctos, son of Patér, 1557, 26 

®@coddctos, son of Pebd, 1482, 31 
®@coddc10s, son of Pecysius, 1452, 25 
@coddcros, son of Peter, 1558 verso, 27 

@coddcros, son of Pgathaké, 1419, 394, 669, 670 
@coddcr0s, son of Philotheus, 1420, 250; 1427, 6; 

1432, 101; 1544, 17; 1545, 2; 1548, 9; 

1549; 1554, 3, 18; 1591, 6 
®coddct0s, son of Phoebammon, 1452, 7 
@coddct0s, son of Pkaule, See @eodSdcr0s, son of 

Pkoour 

@coddcros, son of Pk—o, 1420, 132 
®@coddcrtos, son of Pkoour, 1552, 5; 1562, 2 
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@coddcros, son of Pnei, 1419, 725 
®@coddoros, son of Pson, 1436, 76 

®@eoddcrtos, son of Pwonesh, 1577, 4 

@eodSdcros, son of Senuthius, 1462 (/), 9; 1518, 27 ; 
1555, 16; 1557, 13 

@eoddaros, son of SkI—, 1435, 173 
@c0ddcr0s, son of Stephen, 1552, 1 

@coddcr0s, son of Taam, 1419, 674 

@coddcros, son of Takdk, 1424, 28 
@coddcx0s, son of Taurinus, 1420, 189 ; 15538 verso, 

28 

@c0ddcros, son of Victor, 1558, 28 

@codépa, wife of Philothéus, 1518, 23 (@codopa) 
Ocodwpaxtos, vordpios 70d ebkAecordrov Sovxds, 1412, 16, 

22, 28, 48, 63, 72, 80, [88], 103, 111, 118 

Ocodwpaxios, pdwrys, 1447, 102, 167 
@cddwpos, 1419, 591, 670, 727-729, 795, 1156, 191, 

I1g2 (@codop.) ; 1420, 1; 1427, 10; 1484, 52; 

1453, 16; 1457, 8; 1536, 7; 1552, 7; 1557, 
17; 1620 

@cdSwpos, Adyoverddws, 1892, 13 
OcdSwpos, Lvyoorarys, 1412, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38, 42, 

46, 58, 61, 70, 79, [86], 95, TOI, 110, 116 

@cdSwpos, mais évSofordrov (raydpxov ?), 1445, 7, 8 

Ocddwpos, zpecPirepos, 1420, 191 ; 1457, 104, 105; 
1548, 11 ; 1552, 23, 31, 34 

@cddwpos, orpariwrys, 1448, 38 

Ocddwpos, crpPodrawwypdpos (also called vopxds), 1454, 

II; 1455, 6; 1494, 45; 1497, 30; 1499, 20; 

1504, 10; 1509, 28; 1511, 16; 1515, 22; 

1518, 35; 1519, 27; 1521, 35; 1549; 1565, 
59; 1591,8; 1595, 23; 1596, 29; 1599, 21; 

1610, 55 
@cddwpos, father of Andrew, 1420, 139, 142 
@cddSwpos, father of Constantine, 1460, 170 

@cddwpos, father of Isaac, 1480, 48 (Gcd.) 
GE€OAWPOC, father of Jeremias, 1620 

@cdSwpos, father of John, 1484, 51; 1565, 57 

@cddwpos, father of Macarius, 1553, 1 

@cddwpos, father of Mobarus, 1432, 74 

@cddwpos, father of Peter, 1460, 177 
®cdSwpos,. father of Philotheus, 1481, 22 
@cddwpos, father of Piéu, 1554 verso, 24 
G€OaWpoc, father of Phoebammon, 1499, 14; 1558, 

an 

Ocd8wpos, father of Psau( ), 1426, 12 

@cddwpos, father of Senuthius, 1426, 14; 1482, 33; 

1449, ot 

@cdSwpos, son of Acanthon, 1420, 121 

@cddwpos, son of Apa (A)poll(6s), pvAoxdros, 1451, 

105 
@cddwpos, son of Apa Cyrus, 1553 verso, 14 
@cddwpos, son of Apollés, réxrwv, 1482, 77 
@cdSwpos, son of Athanasius, 1460, 103 

@cdSwpos, son of Athanasius, zpeoBvrepos, 1420, 40 

@cddSwpos, son of David, 1451, 25 
@cddwpos, son of David, xapnAlrys, 1485, 179 

@cddwpos, son of Elias, 1460, 166 

@cdSwpos, son of Epiphanius, 1460, 59 
@cddwpos, son of Hermaés, 1449, 90 

@cdSwpos, son of John, 1480, 37; 1445, 6; 1578, 
17; 1620 

Ocddwpos, son of Macarius, 1428, 12 

@eddwpos, son of Macy(_ ), 1487, 6 

@cddwpos, son of Pacandus, 1552, 3 

@cddwpos, son of Paloua, 1554 verso, 23 

@cdSwpos, son of Papnuthius, 1422, 72 

@cdSwpos, son of Papo, 1460, 149 

@cdSwpos, son of Pesous, 1426, 39; 1429, 20 
@€OAWPoc, son of Philotheus, 1578, 22, 35 

@cdSwpos, son of Psatus (?), 1485, 171 

@cdSwpos, son of Senuthius, 1449, gt 

@céSwpos, son of Taam, 1420, 44 

@eddwpos, son of Tauus, 1422, 67 

@cdSwpos, son of Tim[othy?], 1420, 134 

@codacia and @coddatos. See Ocodocia, Oeoddctos 

Ocoddry (sic), 1419, 1065 

codavys, 1419, 773 
@codavia, daughter of John, 1481, 29 
@codavia, wife of Zacharias, 1521, 24 

Ocodure, 1419, 664, 666, 667, 950. See also Ocodirn 

@codure, father of John, 1419, 662 é 

Ocopiry (= Geopire = Oedguros), 1419, 143, 1042, 
1043, 1046, 1059, 1084 

eepebenna, daughter of Phoebammon, 1527, 2. For 

the name see also "EpeBéxxa and “PeBéxxa 

@eppov6 (tos), 1481, 71 
eeyTocs. See Oeoddcros 

Onpaet (?.¢.7—gnpact), mother of John, 1554 verso, 21 

@. Acave, father of Joannias, 1420, 21 

Oz. Tos, father of Elias, 1449, 13 

@apas, 1419, 679, 1360; 1557, 12; 1622, 5 

Owpas, fvyoorarys, 1412, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 43» 47, 
56, 62, 71, [87], 96, 102, 117 

owaLxac, father of Apollés, 1499, 16; 1550, 13 

@wpas, father of Constantine, 1557, 12 
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@wpas, father of Esdras, 1481, 80 
@wpas, father of John, 1422, 67 
@wpas, father of Joseph, 1419, 744 

@wpas, father of Macarius, 1482, 28, 75; 1435, 161; 

1549 

@wpas, father of Pabikle, 1480, 95; 1485, 164 

@wpas, father of Par—, 1460, 90 
®@wpas, father of Psacho, 1554, 17 

@wpGs, father of Psaté, 1460, 152 
@apas, son of Apa Cyrus, 1435, 160 
@wpas, son of Besas, 1451, 31 

@wpas, son of Macarius, 1455, 4 

@wpas, son of Psacho, 1482, 103 

I—, wéyapxos (?) réAews “Avrivdov, 1412, 495, 531 

*Iaeve, son of Handalah, 1862, 6; 1878, 7 

laxk’/, father of Stephen, 1420, 138 
TARRWhOC, 1518, 10. See also Iaxaf, etc. 

raKoh, See Taxé 

Iax’/, xpeoBirepos, 1420, 77 

Iax’/, father of Hermaéds, 1420, 123 

Iak’/, father of Isaac, 1480, 105 

Iax’/, father of Pebo, 1420, 210 

*Iax@B, 1419, 1017, 1018, 1394, 1395, 1397; 1446, 
31; 1448, 22; 1558, 36. See also sankwhoc, 

*TaxaBwos, “IdxwBos 

"lax, dpy(vporods ?), 1558, 27 

"Iaxa@B, zpecBérepos (same as the following ?),’ 1459, 

19, 21 
*laxaB, rpecBvrepos, xpuootrodéxrys, 1453, 1 

SAKWh, zpoecrds, 1681, c. 1, 1 

*laxa@B, father of Athanasius, 1437, 8 
*Iaxo, father of David (Coptic MSS, sano), 1481, 

13; 1404, 40; 1499, 11; 1587, 5; 1549; 

1593, 20 

*IaxoB, father of George, 1443, 18 
"Ilaxof, father of Isaac, 1480, 4 

"lake, father of John, 1460, 154 
"axa, father of Onnophrius, 1421, 55 
"lake, father of Patermuthius, 1451, 138 

"lax, father of Psatus, 1416, 72 

"IaxoB, father of Psike, 1554 verso, 19 

*IaxaB, son of Apa Cyrus, 1480, 55 

*IaxaB, son of Cholus, 1446, 29 
"laxaB, son of Cyrillus, 1446, 22 
*Iaxe@B, son of Enoch, See “laxsBwos 
*IaxaB, son of George, 1554, 22 
SAKOH, son of John, 1599, 8 

*IaxaB, son of Phoebammon, 1428, 16; 1482, 24 
*IaxaB, son of Pson, 1426, 11 ' 

"laxdBuos, 1419, 838 
*IaxwBros, father of Taurinus, 1460, 132 
*IaxwBuos, son of Cyriacus, 1460, 32 
*IaxwBuos (also “IaxwB), son of Enoch, 1419, 696, 701, 

703, 709, 712 
*IdxwBos, father of Horsiesius, 1460, 43 (IaxwPoov, gen.) 

*lavveias, 1432, 24, 88 
*lavyn, son of Victor, vordpws, 1482, 43 

*Tavynvr, 1480, 85 
*Idzroos, son of George, 1555, 21 

"Lyvdrios, 1482, 114 (Iyvad.) 

"Iyvdrwos, father of Ouarnin, 1460, 178 
"Tyvarios, son of George, 1418, 11 (Iyvad.) 

*Iyvarvos, son of Pansonte, 1482, 40 (Iyvad.) 
leLexias, 1419, 733. See also “Ie€nxéas 
*IeLexias, son of Gamoul, See ezensac 
"IeCexias, son of T—, 1462 (/), 9. 

as eZeKrac, son of Gamoul, ¢. 2. 

"TeCexund, 1444, 12. See also ZexujA and crntah 
"Telexunr, tutixds, 1449, 60, 62 
IeCexunn, father of Cyrillus, 1424, 14 

*TeCexiy, father of Mary, 1420, 76 

*IeCexuyd, father of Theodosius, 1482, 18, 74; 1454, 6 
"IeLexund, son of Psempnuthius, 1488, 21, 22, 97, 98, 

150, 197, 198, 279, 281; 1438, 2, 10; 1449, 30 

*Ielnxias, father of Psacho, 1554 verso, 21 

"IeLnxias, son of Gamoul, See ezexsac 
"TeLid, 1435, 15, 76 
*TeCid, father of Khalid, 1441, 48 
*IeC.6, father of Kuthnah, 1447, 121 

*IeCid, son of Abu Yazid, 1484, 225; 1485, ror 

"Tei, son of K‘ab, Bepeddpios, 1441, 80 

*TeZid, son of Tamim, 18384, 1 

*lewoxevd.os, son of Popps—. 
of Pépes 

yep—, father of Hagar, 1536, 15 

‘lepeutas, 1480, 77 
‘lepepuias, father of Apollés, 1488 
‘Tepepias, father of Colluthus, 1451, 26 

‘lepepias, father of Phoebammon, 1542, ro (exep.) 

‘Iepepias, son of Musaeus. See ‘Iepnpias 

‘Tepnpias, 1419, 830 
“lepynpias, tro8éxrns. See ‘Iepnyias, son of Musaeus 

‘Iepnpias, father of Menas, 1518, 24 
‘lepnpias, father of Musaeus, 1549 

‘lepnpias, father of Senuthius, 1480, 62 

Perhaps the same 

See *Iovvaxévrios, son 
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‘Iepynpias, son of Apa Tér, 1480, 51 

‘Iepnuias, son of Musaeus, 1420, 195 (Iepeu.); 1481, 

79; 1482, 20 (Iepep.); 1485, 161 

‘Tepynpias, son of Musaeus, trodéxrys, 1485, 1, 150, 

182, 184 

‘Iepnutas, son of Pkna, 1419, 1228 
SepHaetac, son of Theodore, 1620 

‘lepnptas, son of Theodosius, 1480, 43 
lepu’, father (?) of Macarius (or = ‘IepovodAvpa?), 1448, 

27a 
JOCTINE, 1595, 2. See also "loverwe, Toverwy 

*TovdtO. See also "Iwrid 

*Iovdi0, mother of Athanasius, 1552, 12 

*IovdiO, mother of Paam, 1420, 253 
*IovAtr, son of Tau—as, 1422, 27 

*IovAL(7 7a, mother of Mark, 1419, 974 

*TovAXura (sic), daughter of Cyrus, 1482, 35 

*lovvakévrios (= “Ivoxévtws), son of Pdpes, 1469 ; 
1557, 14 (Lewoxev*) 

*Iovorwve, son of Job, 1482, 99 

*Tovarrivy ( = “loverwe ?), 1419, 790. See also soctine 
*IoveTos, father of Papostolus, 1480, 30 (Iovros ?), 106 ; 

1435, 164 
*loxamnp, father of Salamah, 1882, 21; 18338, 23 

WadaK, 1504, 7; 1539, 1 

"Ioadk, évdofsraros xaprovAdpws, 1447, 137, 187 

"load, vordpios, 1412, 14, 20, 26, 32, 38, 42, 46, 55, 

61, 70, 79, 86, [95], 101, T10, 116, 127, 131, 134, 

[138], [142], [146], 150, 157, 162, 167, 175, 180, 

187, 191, 197, 203 

icaak, father of Athanasius, See Iodx 

caak, father of Dioscorus, 1499, 13 ; 1549 (Ivax) ; 

1620 

*Io[adx], father of Pecysius, 
"Iodk, 1419, 63, 81, 105, 371, 727, 729; 1557, 24 

*Iodx, father of Athanasius, 1420, 143; 1446, 24; 

1508, 2 (icaan); 1557, 23; 1565, 2, 29 

*Ioak, father of Colluthus, 1424, 31; 1460, 181 

*Iodx, father of Dioscorus. 

*Iodx, father of Gamoul, 1461, 20 

*Iodk, father of George, 1460, 42 (Ick), 99 

"Iodx, father of Heraclius, 1422, 68 

"lod, father of Mercurius, 1480, 67 

*Iodk, father of Papnuthius, 1422, 71 

*Iodkx, father of Pecysius, 1421, 34 ; 1556, 1 
*Ioax, father of Theodosius, 1480, 83; 1482, 39; 

1435, 162; 1460, 10 

*Iodk, son of Apollés, 1449, 6 

IV. 

See "Ioak 

See tcaak 
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> , 

Ioak, 
> rf 

Ioak, 
> 4 

Ioak, 
> v2 

Ioak, 

son of Ar—, 1554, 29 (escan) 

son of Athanasius, 1553 verso, 13 

son of Colluthus, 1460, 23 

son of Enoch, 1554 verso, 13 

*Iodk, son of Heraclius, zep()x(vrys) 1449, 13 

*Iodk, son of Jacob, 1480, 4 

"lod, son of Jacy( _), 1480, 10 

*Iodx, son of Menas, 1482, 53 

*Iodx, son of Mercurius, 1449, 9 
*Iodx, son of Tanna, 1427, 7 
*Iodx, son of Tapia, 1419, 339 

*Iodx, son of Tatk[eke ?], 1485, 154 
*Iodk, son of Theodore, 1480, 48 

*lodkwos, yAv(r)r(ys ?), 1419, 802, 803, 805 

*Iodxuos, father of Menas, 1419, 869 
*Ioaxtos, father of Rachel, 1419, 1206 

*Iodxtos, son of Elias, 1422, 59 
"Io idwpos, 1419, 1129, 1132, 1133, 1135, 1138, 

1153 
*Ilw—, 1419, 60; 1451, 168 
*Iwavvas, son of Apollés, 1419, 734 
*Iwdvrns, 1419, 5, 10, 790, 831, 832, 841, 842, 849, 

853, 877; 940, 941, 1173, 1416; 1420, 58; 1421, 

44; 1422, 103; 1460, 19; 1497, 28; 1536, 

1; 1546, 12; 1550, 10; 1552,14; 1558, 21; 

1554 verso, 16; 1558, 7; 1562,9; 1571, 14; 

1596, 24 

"Ilwdvyns, domd(oros 1), 1444, 5 

"lwavens, €davoupyds, 1484, 52 

*lwdvvys, dpBior(s)dys), 1446, 30 
"lwdvens, adyapxos (of Aphrodito), 1418, [18], 31, 41, 

[52], [64], 75, tat, 133, 146, [157], 166, 175, 185, 
195, 205, 229, 245, 257, 268, 279, 289, 299, 339; 
1456 (Z), 2 

"Twavvns, muotixds, 1421, 147 

*Iwavvns, mpayparevtis, 1422, 21; 
1572, 4 

"Iwavrns, mpeoBirepos, 1480, 94 ; 1441, 66, 69, 73, 86; 

1457, 30, 31, 34, 111, 118 

"lwdvyns, otpatwrys, 1448, 3 

*Iwavyns, crpBoraoypddos, 1518, 11 ; 1594, 16 
JWAMIMAC, father of Apa Cosma, 1504, 4 

*lwavvyns, father of Apa Cyrus, 1482, 25 

"Iwdvvns, father of Apa Tér, 1422, 17 

"Iwavyns (?), father of Athanasius, 1420, 173 
( Jaw‘); 1549 (Iu[ ) 

SWOaANNHC, father of David, 1494, 5, 28; 16238, 1 

*Iwavrns, father of George, 1480, 89 

1436; 324; 
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*Iwdvvys, father of Hermads, 1420, 130; 1426, 7 ; 
1552, 10 

JWOANIMHC, father of Jacob, 1599, 8 

*Iwavvns, father of Macarius, 1554 verso, 23 

IWOANMHC, father of Moses, 1536, 37; 1587, 19 ; 

1595, 17 
*Iwavrys, father of Musaeus, 1428, 11 

*Iwavvys, father of Pamoun, 1422, 73 
*lwavrns, father of Pcylius, 1460, 179 

*Iwavvys, father of Philotheus, 1454, 6 

*Iwdvvys, father of Phocas, 1420, 124; 1552, 15 
"lwavrns, father of Phrér, 1421, r10 

"Iwdvvns, father of Pire, 1452, 33 

"Iwavvns, father of Pkoui, 1449, 70 

"Iwavvys, father of Severus, 1460, 106 

*Iwdvrns, father of Sirus, 1558, 12 

"Iwavvns, father of Theod—, 1557, 10 

"lwdvryns, father of Theoda—, 1485, 160 

"lwdvvns, father of Theodore, 1480, 37; 1445, 6 

"lwdvrns, father of Theophania, 1481, 29 

"Iwdvvys, father of Trosis, 1448, 21 

*Iwdvrns, father of Victor, 1460, 7 

"Iwdvvys, father of Zacharias, 1451, 108 ; 
1521, 24; 1565, 56 

*Iwavvys, son of Abraham, 1420, 24 ; 1438, 1 ; 1626, 3 
*Iwdvvns, son of Anuphius, 1419, 786 

*Iwavvns, son of Apa Cyrus, 1482, 110; 1553 verso, 

13; 1555, 11 

*Iwdvvns, son of Apa Tér, [1484, 243]; 1435, 66 

*Iwavvys, son of Arous, w[oyjv?], 1461, 25 
"Iwdvrns, son of Athanasius, WdAr(ys), 1480, 112 

1421, 60 

1460, 155; 

"lwdvvys, son of Callinicus, 1416, 71 ; 

"Iwavvns, son of Chaid{ ), 1421, 148 

*Iwdvvys, son of Chressus (?), 1557, 14 

"lwdvvns, son of Christodorus, 1558 verso, 40; 1554 

verso, 26 

*lwavvns, son of Cornelius, 1419, 609, 797, 1208 

"Iwas, son of Cyra, 1422, 15 
"Iwas, son of Cyriace, 1421, 128 

"lwdvvys, son of David, rpecBirepos, 1420, 252; 1481, 

81 

*Iwdvvns, son of Dianus, 1554, 19 

"Iwdvvns, son of Enoch, 1422, 37 
"lwodvvns, son of Erits—, 1461, 44 
"Iwdvyys, son of George, 1460, 5, 41; 1468 
"Iwdvvns, son of Hermads, 1419, 777,779, 782; 1421, 

37; 1481, 67 
‘Iwavvns, son of Jacob, 1460, 154 

"Lwdvvys, son of Solomon, 1452, 6 

"Llwavys, son of Stamas, 1446, 17 

"lwdvyys, son of Tama— (?), 1557, 21 

"Iwdvrns, son of Theodore, 1484, 51; 

"lwavrns, son of Theophile, 1419, 662 

*Iwdvens, son of Théraei, 1554 verso, 21 

"lwdvvys, son of Thomas, 1422; 67 

*Iwdvvns, son of Tkame, 1481, 59 
"lwdvrns, son of Victor, 1419, 760 ; 1460, 75 ; 1554, 5 
*Iwavvias, son of Colluthus, iarpds, 1421, 70 

*Iwavvias, son of Th—liaie, 1420, 21 

IGP, 1419, 9, 53, 272, 276, 597, 948; 1420, 193 
"188, father of Justine, 1482, 99 
*IGB, son of Enoch, 1422, 37 

"Iwavvns, son of Kabius, 1419, 845 

*Iwavvns, son of Kaleele, 1419, 343, 345, 880 
*Iwdvvns, son of Kau—, 1461, 146 

"Iwdvvys, son of Koulo, 1420, 127 

"Iwdvvns, son of Ma—, 1549 

*Iwavvns, son of Mark, 1419, 804; 1480, 69 ; 1557, 1 
*Iwavvns, son of Matthias, 1482, 21; 1454, 5; 1563, 

14; 1620 

"lwavrns, son of Menas, zpecBirepos, 1454, 9 ; 1549 

"Iwavvns, son of Onnophrius, 1420, 130; 1562, 6 

"lodvyns, son of Pachymius, 1419, 35; 1557, 25 

YWAMMHC, son of Panloose, 1622, 4 

‘Todvyns, son of Papnuthius, 1419, 375, 848 

"Lwdvyns, son of Pas—, 1419, 689 a 

*Ilwdvrns, son of Patermuthius, 1426, 44; 1480, 66; 

1432, 33, 65 

*Iwdvvns, son of Patgoime, 1419, 554 

"lwdvvys, son of Paueit, 1424, 65 

"Iwdvvys, son of Paul, 1460, 164 

"ladys, son of Pebo, 1426, 40 

*Iwdvrns, son of Peter, 1420, 258 
"Ilwdvyns, son of Pethyrion, 1558, 26 

JWO AWMHC, son of Petronius, 1610, 3 

*Iwdvrns, son of Philotheus, 1422, 73 

*Iwdvvys, son of Philotheus, povdfwv povacrnplov ®apéov, 

1488, 587 
"lwdvvns, son of Phoebammon, 1482, 23; 1460, ) 

(—avys); 1497, 25; 1620 
"Iwdvyns, son of Pkame, 1421, 48 
*Iwdvrns, son of Ppin, 1422, 2 

"Iwavvys, son of Psepnuthius, 1420, 115 

*Iwdvrns, son of Sabinus, 1452, 10; 1555, 24 

"lwdvens, son of Simon, 1480, 52 

1565, 57; 

1620 
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*1dB, son of George, 1420, 100 

*IGB, son of Pareas, 1419, 828 

"1dB, son of Sabinus, zpexPvrepos, 1421, 56 

‘loon, 1419, 53, 277, 353, 609, 611, 614, 752, 934- 

936, 939, 947) 949, 1426; 1421, 54; 1458, 5 
WWcHep, Aaujane, 1601, 1 

"lwo, mperBirepos, 1420, 69; 1482, 86 

"lwond, otparuirys, 1485, 113; 1457, 75; 1458, 1 

"lwond, father of Andrew, 1554 verso, 11 

*Iwon®, father of —ius, 1451, 29 
"Iwo, father of Patér, 1554 verso, 22 
*Iwond, father of Theodosius, 1420, 134; 1562, 7 

"lwon®, husband of Staphoria, zpeoPvrepos, 1424, 29 

*Iwand, son of ‘Abd-allah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 37, 
82 

"Iwond, son of Colluthus, 1451, 125 
"Iwan, son of Enoch, 1482, 43 

"Iwo, son of —ermé, 1449, 14 
"Iwo, son of Macrobius, 1422, 65 

{WcHep, son of Moses, 1628, 1 

"Iwan, son of Noelius, 1421, 59 (?); 1481, 59 

"Iwond, son of Pbét, 1419, 757, 1317 

"lwond, son of Taldtei, 1419, 349, 753 
"Iwo, son of Thomas, 1419, 744 
"Iwan, son of Tk—nse, 1435, 153 
*Iwond, son of Victor, 1482, 42; 1451, 54; 1521, 30; 

1561, 11; 1620 
"Llooj duos, 1419, 843 
*Iwonduos, father of Sabinus, 1419, 1164 

Twr, father of Pilatus, 1419, 1104 

*lwrid (= lovdi6), 1419, 794 

Kaa. See Kag 

Kavos, father of John, 1419, 845 

Kdéuros, 1448, 20. See also Xddudos 

Kaeus, father of Mughayyir, 1441, 82 

RaeIc, son of “Abd-allah, 1519, 5 

Kaeus, son of ‘Ayyar, 1434, 246 

Ka. .°, son of Victor, 1460, 109 

Katcow, son of David, 1480, 50 

Kaxxak, father of Senuthius, 1480, 45 ; 1558, 17 

Kaxrlax, 1469 

Kaxroak, father of Colluthus, 1431, 55 

Kaxtoak, father of Philotheus, 1421, 148; 1422, 74 

Kadavoag (=Kadaujag ?), father of Apollés, 1481, 65 

(see also Addenda, to p. 244) 

Kandazrer, father of Sosé— (?), 1419, 1177 

‘RMAAATINCE, 1537, 4 (Kap.); 1541, 2; 1627, 2 

RaAalHee, father of Hermias, 1537, 2; 1549 

Kadamrovos, 1460, 125 
Kadavoa, father of Gamoul, 1422, 16 

Kadat§ag9, 1419, 378. See also KaAavoag 

KaXeeXe, father of Andrew, 1420, 168 (KeA.); 1481, 

41 

KankeeXe, father of John, 1419, 343, 345 (Kadced?), 

880 

KadXivikos, 1419, 800, 1213 

KadAXivexos, father of Andrew, 1419, 187; 1422, 89 

KadAXivixos, father of Bartholomew, 1555, 14; 1557, 7 
KadXivixos, father of Gamoul, 1421, 69 
KadnXivixos, father of John, 1416, 71; 1421, 60 
KadXivkos, son of George, 1418, 18 

KadXivixos, son of Hatres, 1481, 31 
Kd)oos (?), 1419, 768 
KapoviX, son of Patsacho, 1419, 1072, 1089 

Kava. (?), father of Philotheus, 1460, 72 
Kdvoos, 1419, 1014 

RAPAMIHce, See nadannce 

Hace, m— (name ?), 1617, 2. See also Ixas 

Kacey, deputy (?) of ‘Usimah, 1484, 71 

Kaoovne, father of Musaeus, 1421, 153 

Kav—, father of John, 1451, 146 

KawvvAo, father of Senuthius, 1449, 26. For the name 

see also the following and Kavpo; perhaps too 

Kova, KovAo 

Kavos, father of George, 1558, 43 

Kavpas, son of Antheria, 1420, 8; 1424, 32; 1449, 

26; 1457, 90, 112, [116]; 1552, 13 

Kavpo, son of Phoebammon, 1420, 45. For the 

name see also KavAo 

Kavo—, father of Panesnéu, 1558 verso, 25 

Kayaa, father of David, 1421, 149; 1422, 10. For 

the name cé Koxya 

Kag, son of Psigés, rpeoBvrepos, 1482, 26 (Kaa); 1471 

KedBaovne, 1552, 18. See also KepBavde 
KedeeXe. See Karccre 

KepBavhe, 1468. See also KedBaovde 
Kepdys, father of Mark, 1419, 960 

Kepxep, father of Menas, 1484, 172 

Kepxovoe, 1419, 334 ‘ 

Kerewy. See Tedewyv 

—xtos (?), father of I—, 1449, 49 
KA—, father of Theodosius, 1560, 20 

KAavduos, 1420, 30, 209 ; 1421, 133; 1461, 60 (?). 

See also ama RAavte and Index 7, KA(_ ) 

—koKe, 1558, I9 

4B2 
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Koxyxa, father of Onnophrius, 1424, 62 (Koxe); 1558, 

23. For the name cf Kayaa 

Kod Xo? and Koddo7. See KéddAovbos 

Koddovbos, 1419, 512, 649, 651, 759, 842; 1421, 
155, 156; 1422, 48; 1480, 92; 1481, 38; 

1486, 113; 1449, 78; 1458, 9; 1457, 23; 

1460, 11; 1499, 6 (Kwpeoc); 1558, 42, 43, 

verso, 6 (xwhee); 1625, 4; 1682, 4 

Kod\dovbos, Bonfds, 1419, 1279 

KodAovbos, vatrys, 1444, 4 

KodddovBos, mperBirepos, 1431, 30; 1485, 163; 1536, 

18 

Koddovbos, réxrwv, 1482, 97 
Ko)dovbos, father of Andrew, 1486, 34 a 

KoddovOos, father of Apa Tér, 1480, 74, 90; 1482, 
58; 1448, 30@; 1536, 4 

KoAXovOos, father of Apollés, 1420, 47; 1481, 43; 

1460, 48 
Koddovbos, father of Isaac, 1460, 23 

Kéddovbos, father of Joannias, 1421, 70 

KodXovOos, father of Joseph, 1451, 125 

Kéddovbos, father of Menas, 1416, 30; 1482, 28, 90; 

1434, 52; 1549 - 

KoddovOos, father of Ouersenuphius, 1424, 57 (Kod- 
dov™ ?) 

KoddovOos, father of Pamin, 1424, 63 

KoéAdovGos, father of Phoebammon, 1420, 96 
KoAXovOos, father of Senuthius, 1557, 11; 1573, 21, 35 

KoddovOos, father of Solomon, 1420, 137; 1460, 61 

KodXovbos, father of Victor, 15538, 41 

Koéddovbos, son of Abraham, 1421, 154; 1426, 5 

KodAovOos, son of Andrew, 1487, 17 

KodXovbos, son of Dioscorus, 1420, 41 

Kéddovbos, son of George, 1428, 25 
Koddovbos, son of Hermads, 1480, 72 

Ko)dovbos, son of Herminus, 1418, 13 

KéAXovBos, son of Isaac, 1424, 31; 1460, 181 

(KodXo’) 

Koé\Xovbos, son of Jeremias, 1451, 26 
Koé\AovBos, son of Kakjak, 1481, 55 

KéddovOos, son of Menas, 1419, 860, 863 
KoddXovOos, son of Mias, 1420, 138; 1562, 7 
KéddAovos, son of P—, 1486, 108 

KodAovos, son of Pecysius, 1446, 25; 1555, 9; 
1562, 5 

Ko)dovGos, son of Philotheus, 1451, 51; 1518, 23 
KoAXovOos, son of Pkoui, 1482, 102; 1495, 9; 1549. 

See also "Ara Ké)Aovbos, son of Pakoui 

Ko)\Xovos, son of Psa, 1556, 10 

Koddovos, son of Psoius, 1449, 23 
KodXovbos, son of Salseltoh, 1422, 97 
KodAovbos, son of Senuthius, 1424, 30 

KéAdovGos, son of Sonsneus, 1430, 33; 1485, 163; 
1558, 21 

Koddovbos, son of Valentius, 1459, 1 (KodAo’) ; 1499, 

3,19; 1509, 21; 1558 verso, 41; 1554 verso, 25 

KoA Xas, father of Hermaés, 1475 
Kopas (=Kocpas?), 1419, 99, 100 

Kovvarn, father of O—, 1446, 20 

Kovotavtivos. See also Kooravrivos, Kwvorarrivos, 

Kworavrivos 

Kovoravrivos, father of Victor. See Kwvoravtivos 

Kovorravrivos, son of Victor, 1482, 26 

Kopvy duos, father of John, 1419, 609, 797, 1208 
Koppa, son of Sharik, Governor, 1885, 2, 19; [1836, 

2,14]; 1840, 2, 9; [1841,1, 11]; 1844, 2, 23; 

1846, 3, 21; [1850, 1]; 1851, 1, 14; 1852, 1, 

13; 1858, 2, 28; [1855, 2,14]; 1856, 2, [40]; 

1859, 2, 22; 1860, 4, [13]; 1862, 2, [23]; 

1368, 2, [11]; [1869, 1]; [1870, 2, 18]; 1874, 
2, 14; 1876, 2; 1876, 2,163) 1878,%3,5 055 

1879, 2,13; [1880, 1]; [1881, 1]; [1388, 1]; 

1887, 2, [16]; 1891, 1, 30; 1892, 2, 20; 1894, 

[x], 28; 1896, 2, 8; 1899, 2; 1401, 1, 14; 

1408, 2, [6]; 1407, 1; 1408, 1; 1410, 1; 

(1411, 2]; 1484, 127; 1485, 71; [1462 (/), 

6?]; 1468; 1464; [1466]; [1467]; 1494, 6; 

1497, 2; 1508, 3; 1540, 6; 1542, 5; 1565, 
5; 1590, 1; 1617, 4 

Koopas, 1435, 51, 115; 1441, 49, 50, 98; 1444, 
17; 1568, 13; 1604; 1646, 3. See also Koyas 

and ama Rocasa 

Koopas, iatpds, 1447, 145, 193 

Koopas, orparuirys, 1484, 254, 255 

Koopas, ovppaxos, 1485, 51; 1459, 21 

Kooypdas, father of Apa Cyrus, 1557, 4; 1578, 20, 34 

Koopas, father of Apollés, 1480, 14; 1485, 153 = 
Kooypas, father of Menas, 1460, 128 

Kooypdas, father of Patermuthius, 1451, 109 

Kooypas, father of Pcylius, 1426, 2 

Koopas, father of Simon, 1426, 42 
Koopas, son of Cyriacus, 1420, 114; 1552, 12 

Koopas, son of Menas, 1428, 27; 1460, 105 

Koopas, son of Menas, cxvrevs, 1480, 96; 1452, 37 

Koopas, son of Pamoun, 1451, 116 

Kooypas, son of Patelés, 1553, 42 
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Koopas, son of Philemon, 1552, 9 

Kooas, son of Philotheus, 1420, 136 
Koopas, son of Psatus, 1427, 23* 
Koopas, son of Victor, 1480, 54 

Koorayrivos, 1557, 7; 1618, 6. 

tivos, Kwvoravrivos, Kworavrivos 

Kovn, father of Apa Tér, 1448, 26a. 

and the following see perhaps KavAo 

Kov)o, father of John, 1420, 127 
Kodros (?), father of Theodosius, 1449, 6 
Koyet. See Koxxa 

Kpdruoros, 1482, 66 
RYPpa, 1525, 2 
Kvpa, daughter of Pdilipus, 1419, 26 

Kvpa, mother of John, 1422, 15 

Kupa, wife of Panicatus, 1420, 119 

Kupa, wife of Victor, 1599, 3 

Kvpapd— (or xup{(ja M3—?), 1419, 477 
Kuptaky, 1422, 12 

Kvuptaxy, mother of John, 1421, 128 

Kuptakds, 1419, 358; 1430, 94; 1460, 136; 1553 

werso, 23 
Kupwaxds, zpeoBirepos, 1556, 11 

Kupiakds, father of Cosmas, 1420, 114; 1552, 12 

Kvpvaxds, father of Dionysius, 1481, 61 

Kvptaxés, father of Jacob, 1460, 32 
Kupuaxés, father of Menas, 1420, 221 

Kvpiakds, father of Phoebammon, 1460, 40, 67; 

1610, 5 
Kvpwaxds, son of Alele, 1420, 236; 1553 verso, 31 

Kvpiakéds, son of Apollés, 1420, 129 
Kupvaxds, son of Peter, 1427, 9 

Kvptaxds, son of Victor, 1460, 130 

Kvpwddos, 1419, 578, 579, 582-584, 1071, T1090, 
1095, 1165. See also KvpiAdos, son of Ezekiel 

Kvptddos, father of Jacob, 1446, 22 

Kvpwddos, father of Mark, 1421, 131; 1482, 29; 

1509, 24; 1549 

Kvprdos, father of Senuthius, 1426, 9 

Kvpuddos, father of Theodosius, 1420, 56 

Kvpwddos, husband of Thecla (probably the same as 

the following), 1452, 34 

Kvptddos, son of Ezekiel, 1420, 46; 1424, 14; 

1431, 43 
Kipos, 1419, 750, 751, 834, 992, 1071, 1402, See 

also “Aza Kipos 

Kipos, éBBas. See “Aza Kipos 

Kipos, vopixds, 1419, 851 

See also Kovorav- 

For this name 

KUpos, vordpws (?), 1419, 80. See also “Aza Kipos 

Kupos, father of Ioullita, 1482, 35 
Kupos, father of Papo, 1419, 1082 

Kdpos, son of Romanus, 1481, 44 

Ko—, 1451, 170 

Kwep, son of AlI—, 1441, 56 

RWAEE, See KédAdovbos 

—Kor, 1428, 17 

Kwvoravtivos, 1419, 40, 473 (?), 1289 (Kwor:), 

See also Kovoravrivos, Kooravrivos, Kworavrivos 

Kwvoravrivos, father of Theodosius, 1480, 60 

Kwvoravtivos, father of Victor, 1482, 41 (Kovor.); 
1549; 1550 

Kavoravrivos, son of Athanasius, 1451, 49 

Kavoravtivos, son of Macarius, 1487, 3; 1451, 30 

Kavortavtivos, son of Theodore, 1460, 170 
Kwvoravtivos, son of Zacharias, 1427, 21°; 1558 

VEFSO, 32 

RWPeocc., See Ko\Aovbos 

Kooravrivos. See Kwvoravrivos 

Kwortavrtivos, father of Eustathius, 1557, 18 

Kwotavrivos, son of Thomas, 1557, 12 

Adlapos, son of Zacharias, 1460, x 
—havoas, 1421, 83 (but see Addenda) 

—)BepByrn, 1421, fragm. (p. 247) 
Aéa, 1459, 30 

Acta, 1468. See also Ala 

Aedvrwos, 1419, 66 ; 1420, 35, 113. See also Acdyrios 
Aedvtvos, lvyoordrys, 1412, 288 

Aedvrtwos, father of Pamoun, 1486, 73 

Aeovrtos, father of Po—, 1460, 147 

Aedvrtos, father of Psat, 1460, 176 

Aeévrt.os, father of Tsenuth(is), 1420, 75; 1481, 44 

(Acwv7.); 1487, 17 (do.) 

Aedvttos, son of Pnei, édarovpyds, 1420, 142 

Adwy, 1421, 75 (not Acdvrws: see Addenda); 1422, 

61; 1481, 53 
Aedvrios, 1480, 15; 1520, 6, See also Acdvrios and 

Aéwv 

Aeavrvos, father of Pnei, 1562, 4 
Aedyvrtvos, father of Tsenuth(is), 

Aeavr.os, son of Ph—, 1422, 36 

Ata, 1469, See also Acia 

Aos, father of Phoebammon, 1481, 25; 1482, 36 

AovKavos, 1419, 1056 
AovKavos, mpoearés, 1421, 97 

Aovk(ds), ovppoxos, 1420, 138 

See Acdvrios 
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Aovx(as), father of Andrew, 1480, 71 
Aov«as, father of Elias, 1428, 13 

Aovkas, son of Macarius, 1421, 151 
[Ao]ux(as ?), son of Philotheus, 1480, 16 

Avxas, 1442, 69 

Are, father of Macarius, 1460, 126 

Ma—, 1487, 6 

a2a—, father of Andrew, 1559, 2 

Ma—, father of John, 1549 

Ma—, father of Rachel, 1422, 102 

Maaper, father and son, 1441, 76 (Maayyr) 

Maapeér, son of Abu Habibah, superintendent of the 

arsenal at Clysma, 18836, 12 (Maaped); 1484, 93 

(Maapyt), 50 (Mayed); 1485, 12 (Maaped), 115 

(do.) ; 1507; 1518, 8 (—yr) 

Maaeér, son of ‘Amru, 1447, 79 

Maaeér, son of ‘Uthman, of the Kuraish, 1447, 42, 87 

Maapér, the Prophet, 1412, 5 (Maper); 1481, 5; 

1488, 7 ; 1484, 5 (Mayer) ; 1485, 2* (do.); 1451, 

53 1460, 187; 1462 [(2), 5]; (¢), 53 (sg) 5 
(Map); [(2), 2]5 [@), 6]; (4), 5]5 @, 55 (™), 33 
[(2), 2]; [(@) 5] 7) 53 (9), 2 (Mop); (4, 5]; 
(x), 1; 1496, prot. (Map.); 1540, prot. (do.) ; 

1574, 5 (do.); 1581, 5 (do.); 1611, prot. (do.); 

see Addenda to p. 422 

Maac-at, father of Gamoul, 1552, 4 

MaJ8Oaios, father of Pecysius, 1460, 20 

MaOaios, son of Victor, 1460, 31 

Maas, 1419, 997 

Madias, father of John, 1482, 21; 1454, 5; 1563, 
14; 1620 

S2LdO1aC, son of John, 1536, 3 

Mafovoaa[ yn], 1558, 11 

Mdios, son of Patermuthius, 1458, 10 

Maxape, 1419, 708, 984 ; 1504, 6 ; 1512, 37 ; 1515, 20 

s2raxnape, father of Moses, 1499, 7 

Maxkdpuwos, 1419, 83, 92, 834, 928, 967, 971, 990, 

1245; 1420, 206; 1485, 172; 1441, 73 ; 1448, 

44; 1445, 6 (?); 1457, 114; 15538, 42. See also 

Maxépws, vatrys, and Maxdpuos, son of Tsekrouj 

Makdpuos, diudixovos, 1554, 5 

Maxdptos, édaovpyds, 1419, 796, 1044, 1048, 1075 
Maxdptos, vavrys, 1488, 53, 120, 169, 217, 256, 355, 

391, 427, 455, 481, [535] 
Makdptos, zpecBirepos, 1572, 8, 23 (—ap') 
Maxdptos, father of Abraham, 1426, 34 
Makdptos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1460, 195 (Maxap.*) 

Maxdpuos, father of Athanasius, 1482, 73 ; 1486, 160, 
182, 184; 1448, 10; 1499, 10; 1518, 31; 

1549; 1620 
Makdpuos, father of Constantine, 1487, 3; 1451, 30 

Maxdptos, father of David, 1557, 15 

Maxdpuos, father of Elissaeus, 1421, 145 

Maxdpuos, father of Gamoul, 1556, 3 

Maxdpuos, father of George, 1599, 2 

Maxdptos, father of Luke, 1421, 151 

Maxdpuos, father of Musaeus, 1420, 133 

Maxdptos, father of Padinus, 1486, 67 

Makdpuos, father of Panesnéu, 1557, 15 

Maxdp(u)os, father of Paul, 1460, 174 

Maxdpuos, father of Pebé, 1446, 19; 1555, ro 

Maxkdpuos, father of Pesatus, 1486, 146 

Makdpuos, father of Peter, 1419, 289; 1480, 84; 
1482, 41, 73, 76; 1485, 130; 1486, 31, 354; 

1452, 8; 1454, 7; 1459, 39; 1509, 25; 1521, 
31; 1558, 6 

Maxdpuos, father of Philotheus, 1421, r12 ; 1422, 20; 
1431, 67; 1488, 265; 1555, 25; 1578, 30; 

1610, 54 
Maxdptos, father of Phocas, 1449, 27 

Maxkdpuos, father of Phoebammon, 1451, 53 

Makdpuos, father of Pous, 1421, 150 

Maxdpuos, father of Thaumaste, 1419, 692, 902’ 

Makdpuos, father of Theodore, 1428, 12 

Makdpuos, father of Thomas, 1455, 4 

Makdptos, son of Aaron, 1554 verso, 17; 1655, 32 

Maxkdpuos, son of Apa Tér, 1420, 53; 1424, 16 

Maxdpuos, son of Apollds, 1419, 991 ; 1599, 5 
Makdpuos, son of Athanasius, 1455, 3 

Maxdptos, son of Elissaeus, 1480, 87; 1482, 52; 
1435, 162 

Maxdptos, son (?) of Hieris( ), 1448, 272 

Maxkdpwos, son of —ius, 1557, 9 

Makdptos, son of John, 1554 verso, 23 

Maxdpuos, son of Léte, 1460, 126 (—xap:) 
Maxdpuos, son of Mark, 1460, 21 

Makdptos, son of Masoulei, 1419, 909 

Makdpuwos, son of Menas, 1460, 22 

Maxkdpuos, son of Naeibé, 1431, 16 
Maxdpuos, son of Patape, 1419, 1000 

Maxdpuos, son of Patk(a)l(eele ?), 1482, 37 
Maxkdptos, son of Petronia, 1482, 27 

Maxdptos, son of Phez, 1449, 72 

Maxkdpuos, son of Pkame, 1419, 998; 1420, 132; 
1562, 3 ’ 
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Maxdpuos, son of Prémads, yvadeis, 1449, go 

Maxdpuos, son of Psatus, 1480, 5 
Maxaptos, son of Psoius, 1421, 132 

Maxkdptos, son of Pterus, 1556, 4 

Maxdpuos, son of Samachél, 1422, 28 
Maxkdpuos, son of Samuel, 1451, 117; 1556, 6 

Makdpuos, son of Siklouj (probably the same as 

Maxapuwos, son of Tsekrouj), 1420, 139 

Maxkdpuos, son of Terto—, 1461, 58 

-Maxdpwos, son of Theodore, 1558, 1 

Maxdpuos, son of Thomas, rpeoBurepos, 1482, 28, 75; 

1485, 161; 1549 
Maxdptos, son of Tsekrouj, 1420, 54; 1424, 18. 

See also Maxdpws, son of Siklouj 

Maxdpvos, son of Victor, 1482, 27; 1436, 19; 1454, 
2; 1494, 37; 1495, 14; 1497, 26; 1620; 

1622, 10 

Maxdpuwos, son of Zenobius, 1421, 74; 1422, 60 

Maxpivos, father of Senuthius, 1555, 19 

Maxplivos ?], scribe, 1621, 6 

MaxpoBtos, father of Joseph, 1422, 65 
Max’/, father of Theodore, 1487, 6 
Mapér. See Maaper 

Mayo, son of Themati( )(? — or Oeuarwryjs), 1468 

Mavyy, «vp(‘)a, 1469 

Maée, father of Thecla, 1481, 46. For the name see 

also Mage: and Mvée 

Ma€e, 1419, 1305 

Maéet, father of Enoch, 1419, 489 

Mami—, 1441, 58 

Mapay (=’AApadax?), father of Suwaid, 1441, 81 

MdpOa, 1419, 743, 996 
Mdp@a, daughter of Menas, 1518, 24 

- Mdp@a, daughter of Nahnnas, 1419, 999 

Mdpéa, wife of George, 1599, 2 

Map@e, mother of Athanasius, 1435, 159 
Map@e, mother of Sinobius, 1554, 21 
Mapia, 1419, 164, 346, 611, 768, 1264; 1421, 41 
Mapia, murtiKés, 1841, 12 (see Addenda); 1600, 1, 3 

Mapia, daughter of Apollés, 1419, 741, 933 

Mapia, daughter of Elizabeth and Apa Cyrus, 1518, 26 
Mapia, daughter of Ezekiel, 1420, 76 

Mapia, daughter of Pap—, 1488 

Mapia, daughter of Phoebammon, 1419, 926, 927,° 

929, 931 

Mapia, daughter of Struthus, 1419, 890 

Mapia, daughter of Tap—, 1488 
Mapia, wife of Gamoul, 1599, 6 

Mapia, wife of Mark, 1462 (u), 4; 1611, 13 

Mapia, wife of Victor, 1419, 891 

Mapudp, 1419, 404, 871, 878, 948, 1033 
Mapidp, daughter of Athanasius, 1419, 892, 898 

Mapid, daughter of Gauatei, 1419, 100g, 1006, 1008 

Mapudp, daughter of Panarius, 1421, 76; 1481, 64 

Maptdu, wife of Apollés, 1518, 22 
Mapuavds, zais (rod cvpBovrov?), 1447, [103], 168 
Mapuwavés, morxds. See Mapla 
Mapivos, vordpws, 1448, 21 

Mdpxos, 1419, 59, 82, 92, 357, 661, 877, 882, 1200, 
1310; 1420, 143; 1482, 5; 1460, 129; 15386, 

19; 1550, 7; 1634, 8 
Mdpkos, muotikos, 1458, 15 

Mdpkos, mperBvrepos, 1485, 144 

Mdpkos, téxrwv, 1419, 993 

S2APRoc, father of Andrew, 1550, 8 

Médpkos, father of Apa Hér, 1480, 61; 1448, 6 

SLAPROC, father of —as, 1578, 6 

Mdpkos, father of John, 1419, 804; 1480, 69 ; 1557, 1 

Mdpxos, father of Macarius, 1460, 21 

Mdp[kos ?], father of Menas, 1553, 20 

Mdpkos, father of Palote, 1426, 3 

Mdpkos, father of Papnoute, 1460, 131 
Mdpkos, father of Phocas, 1449, 71 

Mdpkos, father of Phoebammon, 1460, 19; 1557, 19 

Mdpkos, father of Psoius, 1460, 180 

Mdpkos, father of Pson, 1558, 23 

Mdpkos, father of Senuthius, 1558, 13 

Mdpkos, father of Simon, 1421, 111 

Mdpxos, father of Theodosius, 1420, 192; 1553, 10 
Mdpkos, father of Victor, 1460, 2 

Mdpkos, husband of Mary, 1462 (#), 5; 1611, 14 

Mdpkos, son of Abraham, 1449, 7 

Mdpkos, son of Andrew, 1443, 324; 1451, 91 

Mdpkos, son of Asar, 1556, 7 

Mdpkxos, son of Athanasius, 1451, 127 

Mdpkos, son of Cyrillus, 1421, 131 

Mdpxos, son of Cyrillus, xpeoBvrepos, 1482, 29; 1509, 

23 
Mdpkos, son of Daniel, 1557, 24 

Mdpxos, son of Elias, 1554, 27 
Mdpxos, son of George, 1480, 114; 1461, 45 

Mdpkos, son of Ioulitta, 1419, 974, 975 

Mdpkos, son of Kerdés, 1419, 960, 962, 963, 966, 

967 
Mdpkos, son of Menas, 1419, 61 

Mdpxos, son of Musaeus, 1424, 54 
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Médpkos, son of Patermuthius, 1451, 114 
Médpkos, son of Pcylius, 1481, 32 

Mdpkos, son of Philotheus, oxvrevs, 1481, 17; 1449, 
92 (see Addenda) 

ALAPROC, son of Psote, 1619, 7 

Mdpkos, son of Psouoth, 1481, 18 ; 1474; 1572, 3, etc. 
Mapkos, son of Senuthius, zax(rwvo)z(parys?), 1482, 

29 
Mapovar, father of ‘Umar, 1447, 117 

Mapovay, son of ‘Abd-allah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 38, 

83 
Mapovay, the Khalif, 1412, 8; 1481, 8; 1447, 132, 

133, 184, 185, 186 (Mapov); [1449, 2]; 1462 

[4 515 (@) 2 
MapoaBav, father of Psacho, 1420, 88 

MapoaBwou, father of Senuthius, 1419, 717 

Magovaveu, 1419, 518 

Macovhet, father of Macarius, 1419, 909 

Maze. See More 

Mazot, ozparuirys, 1879, 14 

Marot, father of Menas, 1480, 44 

Marot, son of Apa Cyrus, 1449, 73 

Mazo, son of Apa Dius, 1460, 26 

ga2aTo!, son of Apa Victor (?), 1513, 3. 

Maros 

Mazot, son of Philotheus, 1455, 3; 1555, 15; 1557, 9 

Mazot, son of Theodosius, 1420, 135 

Mazos, son of Victor, 1480, 68. 

Mawvia (the Khalif ?), 1447, rz 

Mawvaok, father of George, 1419, 1316 

Mavza8, son of ‘Abd-al-Rahmin, Bepeddpws, 1484, 17, 
22 (Maazed) ; 

M .. duos, father of Onnophrius, 1435, 188 

Meytorn (= Meyore = Méyoros?), réxrwv, 1419, 545 

(Muiorn), 1004 
Meeicapa, son of “Abd-allah, Bepeddpios, 1488, 93, 147, 

194 (Meewa), 243 
MenXee, Bepeddpios, 1416, 51 

Medex, son of Shurajh, 1441, go, 51 

Mepkov)uos. See Mepxor'pios 
Mepxovptos, father of Isaac, 1449, 9 

Mepxovptos, son of Isaac, 1480, 67 (Mepxova.) 

Merdap, pavdeds rod cvpBovdov, 1447, 173 

Mevowvn, 1419, 96 

SLEWC, TpoerTUs, 1552, 32, 33 

Myvas, 1419, 921, 940, rors, 1059; 1483, 103, 155, 

203, 287; 1486, 45; 1448, 54; 1444, 22; 

1454, 7; 1457, 92; 1459, 33, 42, 45; 1460, 

See also 

See also asxator 

145; 1495, 16; 1497, 24; 1504, 8; 1508, 

35; 1511, 2, 10; 1514, 9; 1515, 16; 1536, 

22; 1546,12; 1554 verso, 14; 1559, 3; 1577, 

3; 1588, 14; 1596, 27; 1617, 2. See also 

“Ara Myvas 

Mnvas, peilwv, 1440, 1 

Myvas, vopixds, 1419, 578, 579, 581-585 

Myvas, zpayparevrijs, 1435, 131 
Myvas, mper Birepos, 1419, 526 

SHIM, cUppaxos, 1632, 10 

Mnvas, father of Anouph, 1482, 5; 1448, 7 

Mnvas, father of Apa Cyrus, 1486, 42 
Mnvas, father of Christopher, 1460, 163 
Myvas, father of Colluthus, 1419, 860, 863 

Mnvas, father of Cosmas, 1428, 27; 1480, 96 ; 1452, 

37 ; 1460, 105 

Mnvas, father of Enoch, 1420, 172; 1481, 83 
Mynvas, father of George, 1481, 72; 1460, 4 
Myvas, father of Isaac, 1482, 53 
Mynvas, father of John, 1454, 9; 1549 

Myvas, father of Macarius, 1460, 22 

Mynvas, father of Mark, 1419, 61 

Myvas, father of Pakaule, 1422, 23 

Mnvas, father of Pakoui, 1494, 36 (ama ax.); 1558, 

5; 1599, 20 

Mnvas, father of Patermuthius, 1499, 19 

Mynvas, ‘father of Pecysius, 1486, 68; 1451, 136 
Myvas, father of Philotheus, 1433, 37, 39, 109, 110, 

160, 161, 208, 294, 297, 345, 347, 379, 418, 
419, 490, 507, 508; 1495, 15; 1586, 11; 

1548, 12; 1549; 1558, 25; 1565, 41; 1570, 

7; 1610, 48 
Mnvas, father of Phoebammon, 1482, 38; 1486, 31; 

1460, 46 
Mnvas, father of Picoccus, 1480, 58 

Mnvas, father of Pshoi, 1482, 38; 1485, 129; 1454, 

2; 1459, 22; 1494, 38; 1549; 1561, 20; 

1587, 12 

Mnvas, father of Ruth, 1419, 1159 

Myvas, father of Senuthius, 1558, 13 

Mynvas, father of Sergius, 1419, 62 

Mnvas, son of Apollés, 1420, 7; 1552, 8 
Mnvas, son of Christopher, 1419, 989 ; 1460, 162 

Mynvas, son of Colluthus, 1416, 30; 1482, 28, 90; 

1434, 52; 1549 

Mnvas, son of Cosmas, 1460, 128 

Mnvas, son of Cyriacus, 1420, 221 

&LHIitd, son of Enoch, 1512, 38 
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Myvas, son of Gamoul, 1555, 30 

Myvas, son of Isaac, 1419, 869, 872 

Mnvas, son of Jeremias, 1518, 24 

Mnvas, son of Kerker, orpatuirys, 1484, 172 

Mnvas, son of Mar[k?], 1558, 20 
Mynvas, son of Matoi, 1480, 44 

Myvas, son of Panarius, 1554, 5 

Mnvas, son of Pangap, 1419, 995 
Myvas, son of Panichatus, 1558, 20 

MnvaGs, son of Paphore, 1424, 51 

Mnvas, son of Papse, 1558, 18 
Myvas, son of Pasimon, 1554 verso, 14 

Mnvas, son of Pasinus, 1461, 50 

Mnvas, son of Pecysius, 1420, 81; 1481, 45 
Mynvas, son of Phyus, 1419, 403, 636 
Myvas, son of Pkomés, 1458, 2 (see Addenda), 6 ; 1620 

Mnvas, son of Pnei, 1435, 174 

Myvas, son of Psote, 1419, 403 

Mynvas, son of Stephen, 1427, 22% 

Mnvas, son of Taneia, 1420, 99 

Mynvas, son of Tecrompias, 1421, 77; 1422, 62 

Mynvas, son of Zenobius, 1454, 8 
Myvdttos, zurrixds, 1449, 84 

Myporboos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1557, 17 

Mypowoos, father of Enoch, 1554 verso, 12; 1555, 31 

(Mvp.) 
MiGs, father of Colluthus, 1420, 138; 1562, 7 

Mids, father of Musaeus, 1420, 97 

Muas, father of Palau, 1521, 23 

Mixiorn, téxtwv. See Meywrry 

Muory” (?), father of Stephen, 1555, 33 

MoBapos, son of Theodore, 1432, 74 
Morte, father of Senuthius, 1452, 28 (Mare), 36 

Movadur, pdrrns, povreds’Oppov Ace, 1447, 111, 176 

Mow, son of Enoch, 1480, 88; 1482, 54 

Movoratos, 1419, 333; 1482, 35; 1444, 19; 1449, 96 
Moveaios, yépdios Kal dud*, 1424, 65 

Movoratos, mpayparevryjs, 1419, 142 

Movoraios, xpecBirepos, 1553 verso, 12. 

Movojjs 

Movaatos, oippaxos, 1457, 106, 119 
Movoatos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1449, 21 
Movoaios, father of Gamoul, 1424, 53; 1451, 129; 

1452, 28 

Movoaios, father of George, 1480, 22; 1448, 19 

Movoaios, father of Jeremias, 1420, 195; 1481, 79; 
1432, 20; 1485, 161,182; 1549 

Movoaios, father of Mark, 1424, 54 

IV. 

See also 

Movo-aios, father of Pakos, 1419, 1068 

Movoatos, father of Pesous, 1480, 59 
Movaatos, father of Pson Koui, 1480, 38, 115 

Movaatos, father of Sarapion, 1480, 29; 1451, 33 
Movoraios, father of Se—p(__), 1424, 68 

Movoratos, father of Theodosius, 1460, 167 

Moveatos, son of Abraham, 1460, 44 (Movojov) 

Move-aios, son of Daniel, 1419, 976 

Movoeatos, son of Dioscorus, 1557, 8 
[? Movolatos, son of Epiphanius, 1427, 4 

Movoaaios, son of Gerontius, 1420, 55 

Movoatos, son of John, 1428, 11. See also anoyene 
Movoraios, son of Kasoule, 1421, 153 

Movgatos, son of Macarius, 1420, 133- 

SOY CHC 

See also 

Movaatos, son of Mias, 1420, 97 
Movoaios, son of Panoube, 1554, 26 

Movoatos, son of Patoté, 1482, 17 

Movoatos, son of Phoebammon, 1424, 15; 1481, 37, 

46; 1482, 83 

Movoeraios, son of Phoebammon, zpecPirepos, 1420, 49 

Movoraios, son of Pson, 1484, 244; 1449, 93 

Movoaios, son of Senuthius, 1449, 52, 76 

Mova-atos, son of Taphéu, 1451, 105 

Movaatos, son of Th—, 1480, ror 

Movoatos, son of Victor, 1555, 6 

Movoade, father of Khalid, 1447, 169 
Movon, son of Nusair, Governor of Africa, 1850, 5; 

1434, 256; 1485, 125 

Movo7jos. See Movaaios 
Movo7ys, 1419, 805, 116. 

Movo7js, mperBirepos, 1419, 159. 

Movo7s, father of Pebd, 1460, 87 

SLOY CHC, son of John, 1536, 36; 1550, 9; 1587, 19; 

1595, 17; 1608, 3 (sxswycxe), 7 (Moveaiov). See 

also Movoatos 

RLOY CHC, son of Macarius, 1499, 7. See also Movaatos 

Movodnp, Bepedépios, 1880, 33 

Movo)np, pavreis ('ABdedAa) rod ravevpijpov cup Bov- 

dov, 1441, 65 
Mvée, father of Ts6ne Koui, 1481, 48. For the name 

see also Mage and Mage 

Mupoisoos. See Mnpdyoos 
Moayep, father of Shukair (?), 1441, 84 

Moyaetp, Bepeddpios, 1464 

Mwyaevp, son of Kais, 1441, 82 

MoyahXs, pavreds Xovbva Ovyarpos TeLi8, 1447, 121 

—ppwr, son of Panjon, 1451, 149 

See also s2wycHc, s2wene 

See also Movoatos 
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SLWYCHC, 1589, 10. See also Movo7js, s2wcre 

aewycHe, father of Joseph, 1536, 35; 1623, 1 

SRWCHC, 1645, 4 

—va, 1461, Io 

Naf aos, son of S—, 1486, 44 

NaBou, 1481, 80 
Nadep, father of Sa‘id, of the Ansar, 1447, 43, 88 
NaevBo, father of Macarius, 1481, 16 
Nadavann, 1481, 33. See also @avayd 

Napavoot, 1469 

Navewpav, pavreds "ABdedAa Tot mavevprpov cvpBovrov, 

1441, 67 
Nade, father of ‘Abd-allah, 1896, 9 

Nagvvas, father of Martha, 1419, 999 

Nexoop (= Neooop), 1461, 13 

Nepeciar, oixoddpos, 1488, 72, 136, 184, 232, 326 

—VELOS, 1421, 115 

Neo Lid, pavreds Tod ovpPBovdov, 1447, 74, 114 

Nedu—, 1447, 15 

NeGoop, father of Enoch, 1419, 619. For the name 

see also Nexoop : 

Nypad—, father of Athanasius, 1449, 67, 69 

—v.os, son of P—, 1458, 3 

Noéduos, father (?) of Psoius, 1422, 66 

Noyuos. See —jAvs 

NoxAvos, father of Joseph, 1421, -9; 1481, 59 (Noed.) 

Novuos, son of Athanasius, 1421, 125. 

Nooaetp, father of Misa, 1850, 6 ; 1434, 256; 1435, 

125 

N@e, 1491 (2) 

’"OBovépors, 1416, 24 (/1) 
Op‘, father of (?) Chorus, 1419, 811, 825 
‘Oyeetp, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, 1412, 12, [210], 276 

Oyod—, mais Tov cvpBovrov, 1447, 16 

*OOpar, 1447, 63 
’OOpayr, father of ‘Amru, of the Kuraish, 1447, 80 
’OOpayv, son of ‘Umarah, of the Kuraish, 1447, 42, 87 

’OxoBa, father of Al-Walid, of the Kuraish, 1447, 36, 
81 (Al-Walid’s name omitted) 

—okos, father of Athanasius, 1419, 107 

"Opap, son of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, 1441, 52 

"Opap, son of Marwan, 1447, 117 

"Opapa, father of ‘Uthman, of the Kuraish, 1447, 42, 

87 
*Oppov "Ace, 1447, 109-111, 116, 174-176 

‘Oppov "Iwo7d, daughter of Yusuf, of the Kuraish, 

1447, 37, 82 

"Oppov Maaper, pavrets Mapovay, 1447, 133, 185 
"Oppov Maaper viod ’Aov).6, of the Kuraish, 1447, 

36, 81 (Mayer ; and vi(od) ’AAovAid omitted) 

’Oppov Ob par, pavreds Tod cup Bovdov, 1447, 12 

Ov. .ou~, father of Pecysius, 1485, 169 

ommtohpr (=’Ovvd¢pws), 1587, 15 

’Ovvodpuos, 1419, 625, 838, 1016 ; 1421, 96; 1427, 
Ir; 1485, 8; 1486, 125; 1461, 8; 1554, 25; 

1557, 23. See also onmohps, oyanohp, oyattoype, 

ovyestoype 

"Ovvddptos, zperBtrepos, 1554, 28 ; 1556, 5 
’Ovvddptos, father of Andrew, 1487, 13; 1448, 4 
’Ovvddpuos, father of Horuonchius, 1420, 27 

’Ovvddptos, father of John, 1420, 130; 1562, 6 
’Ovvddpros, father of Patér, 1553, 40 
’Ovvodpros, father of Patermuthius, 1546, 11 (oyemobp) ; 

1558, 11 

"Ovvddpvos, father of Philotheus, 1518, 23 

’Ovvddptos, father of Phocbammon, 1549 ; 1563, 11 ; 

1608, 4 (oyonohp) 

’Ovvddpvos, father of Senuthius, 1422, 29 

"Ovvodptos, son of Jacob, mpecBtrepos, 1421, 55 

"Ovvddptos, son of Kokcha, 1424, 62; 1558, 23 
’Ovvddpuos, son of M—dius, 1485, 188 

’Ovvddptos, son of Paeiane, 1540, 18 

’Ovvddpwos, son of Pataman(  ), 1420, 140 

’Ovvddpwos, son of Pdouke( ), 1482, 30, 76; 1558, 

45-21 (?) 

’Ovvddptos, son of Pkouius (?), 1420, 263 

’Ovvddpuos, son of Psaie, 1419, 1010, 1011, 1015 

’Ovvddpu(o)s, son of Psés, 1419, ro1g 

’Ovvddpios, son of Sabinus, 1432, 30; 1537, 3 
(oyemogpe) 

’Ovvd¢dpuos, son of Stephen, 1435, 154 
’Ovvddptos, son of Theodosius, 1421, 150 

’Ovodure, father of Elias, 1460, 102 (OvovduAe) 

Ovre, father of Psanis, 1446, 33 

‘Oppous, father of “Ubaid, 1868, 7 

‘Opovyxuos, See ‘Qpovdyxvos 
"Ocapa, son-of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, 1441, 77 

’"Ocapa. (son of Zaid, finance minister ?), 1484, 71 

Ovadévrios, father of Colluthus, 1459, 1; 1499, 3, 6, 

19; 1509, 21; 1553 verso, 41; 1554 verso, 25 

oyartohp, 1540, 10. See also ommohps, Ovvddpros, 

oyamoype, oyemtoype 

oyartocpe, 1536, 40 
Ovaprw (?), son of Ignatius, 1460, 178 

—ovarf,, father of Pat—, 1422, 8 
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OdBeed, Pepedépios, 1856, 41 (?) 

OdBeed, pavreds "Adacd, 1441, 87 

OdBeesd, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahmin, 1441, 78 

Odfeed, son of Rashid, 1487, 10, 15 

OvBeed, son of Shu‘aib, Bepeddpios, 1484, 26 
OvBne0d, son of Aflah, pavdeds tod cvpBovrov, 1447, 

Tor, 166 

OvBy«8, son of Hurmuz, 1368, 7 

Ovdn—, 1447, 165 
Ov. «:—, son of Stephen, 1460, 134 

oyeitohp., See “Ovvddpios 
OYEeltorpe, 1638, 19 

oyeitocpe, son of Sabinus, See “Ovvddpios 

Ovepoevovdios, 1419, 580; 1432, 59; 1452, 38; 
1558, 2. See also ‘Opcevotdws, oyepujenoyhe, 

oyepuyenoyye 

Oveprevovdi(o)s, oixodduos, 1480, 110; 1558, 26 

(—$or) 
Ovepoevoviduos, father of [? A]lex(ander), 1482, 95 ; 

1553 verso, 30 (Qpo-) 
Ovepoevovdios, father of Paul, 1435, 129 

Ovepoevovduo)s, son of Antonius, 1424, 6; 1598, 

14 (oyepwyenoyhe) 
Ovepoevovdu(o)s, son of Colluthus, 1424, 57 
Ovepoevovduos (in Coptic texts oyepuyenoyhe), son 

of Pamias, 1420, 213 (Opc.) ; 1481, 73 (—¢us) ; 

1452, 21 ; 14538, 6 (—¢is; see Addenda); 1495, 

9, 18; 1549; 1553 verso, 32; 1560, 29 

Ovepoevovduos, son of Pkoui, 1421, 130 

Ovepoevoddu(o)s, son of Placidus, 1482, 45 
oyepwenoyhe, 1596, 26 

oyepuentoyhe, son of Antonius. See Oveprevorvdios 

oyepujentoyhe, son of Pamias, See Oveprevoidios 
oyepweitoycye, 1625, 2 

—ovOvos, 1461, 51 
Ovhkp—, 1424, 58 

Ovpeep, ke\Xdpios, 1484, 109 

oyorohp, See *Ovvedpros 

Ovo lava, father of Jamil, 1447, 112, 177 
Ovdvoros, 1459, 39; 1482 

Tla—, 1419, 1303 

Ila—, father of Phoebammon, 1587, 22 

Tlaap, father of Philotheus, 1419, 388 

Tlaap, son of Athanasius, 1460, 193 

Tlaap, son of Judith, 1420, 253 

Tlaavn, pur §/, 1553, 41 

Tlaavys, father of Palé, 1419, 1102, 1115 

4C2 

Tlaavys, father of Pkoui, 1419, 1130 

Ilaar7., 1488 

Ilaars, 1474 

IIaars, son of Horuonchius, 1418, 16 

TlaBaw—, 1474 
TlaBux (?), 1446, 18 

TlaBixda, 1468. See also APixha 

TlaBurxe, father of Theod(_ ), 1480, 97 
TlaBirde, son of Thomas, 1480, 95; 1435, 164 

TlaBorX, son of Paése, 1421, 159 

Tlaypy . 7 (?), 1441, 90 
TIdSuvos, son of Macarius, 1436, 67. For the name 

see also [drwwos 

Tladoce, 1422, 98; 1483, 67. See also Marove, Marve 

Tladore, 1471. See also Harode and Marory 

Tlaevave, father of Onnophrius, 1540, 18. For the 

name see also Ilaave 

Tlanore, Uayjows. See also Menovov 

Tlanoe, father of Pabsil, 1421, 159 

Ilanoe, son of Victor, 1481, 53 

Tlarjovos, father of Pansir, 1488, 92 (lance), 171, 276, 

311, 513 
Ilajovos, son of George, 1460, 151 

Tla@adpe, father of Philotheus, 1419, 1031 
Tlafovun, 1446, 37 

Tlavave, father of David, 1419, 377. For the name 

see also Iaeave 

Tlatwv, vavrys, 1488, 18, 61, 64, 129, 179, 227, 2775 

316, 319 

Tlax—, father of Senuthius, 1460, 99 

Ildxavdos, father of Theodore, 1552, 3 
manay Ae, 1551. See also Ixoope, IIkoovp, mkwpe, 

TLyope, etc. 

TlaxavXe, son of Menas, 1422, 23 

Tlakopus, son of Apollés, rpeoBvrepos, 1454, 5 (see 

Addenda); 1558, 28. For the name see also 

Tkomus, mRWaxac, Txopys 

TIldkos, 1419, 64, 443, 590, 592, 594-596, 600, 864, 

865 (?— see Addenda), 940, 1065, 1073, 1093, 

IIOI, 1129, IIZ3I, 1135, 1137, 1151, 1152 

IIdxos, father of David, 1554 verso, 18 

TIdxos, father of Pkoore, 1420, 68; 15938, 17 

IIdxos, son of Musaeus, 1419, 1068 

NAKOY!, 1551; 1565, 55 ; 1620. See also Hkow 

Tlaxovt, son of Hermaéds. See Ixouve 

“TTARO'Y'S, son of Menas, 1494, 36 ; 1558, 5; 1599, 20 
Tlaxvpe. See Mayvpios 

Tlakv(j.10s ?), mepixtrys, 1563, 7 
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Tlakupts, son of Apollds. 

Tlak@, orparuirys kat ruotixds, 1449, 4, 5 

TlaA( ), father of Papnuthius, 1485, 153 

TlaXadvd, son of Muhammad, 1447, 79 

maaday, 1521, 7. See also HaAova, Iadw, IMapova, 

TApw 

TlaXav, son of Mias, 1521, 23 

Tlade—, father of Abraham, 1419, 454 

IlaXev, See Iadova 

IlaXore, son of Mark, 1426, 3 

IlaXova, father of Enoch, 1420, 173 (IIadov); 1482, 

32 (IaAev) ; 1554 verso, 20; 1555, 26. For the 

name see also Hadav, IlaAw, Tlapova, tapw 

Tladkw, 1419, 274, 1115. See also Iadav, IHadova, 

Tlapova, Tapw 

See Takopis 

Tladw, son of Paanés, 1419, 1102, 1115 

Tladwrns, son of Pkomis, 1420, 194 

Ilapaios, father of Pebé, 1558, 42 

Tlapave, 1478 

Tlapees, 1474 

Tlapias, father of Ouersenuphius, 1420, 213; 1481, 

73; 1452, 21; 1458, 6 (see Addenda); 1495, 9, 

18; 1549; 1555, 2; 1560, 29 

Tlapuv, 1419, 1106, 1107 

IIapv, son of Colluthus, 1424, 63 

Tlappes. 

Tlapes, father of Peter, 1480, 32 

Tlappes, father of Psatus, 1449, 69 

Tlapvvw’, father of —ous, 1460, 119 

Tlapour, 1419, 875 

Tlapour, father of Cosmas, 1451, 116 

Tlap[ovv >], father of Papnuthius, 1480, 75 

Ilapovr, father of Phoebammon, 1486, 70 

Ilapovy, son of John, 1422, 73 

Tlapovr, son of Leontius, 1486, 73 

Tlapovr, son of Psacho, zpecBirepos, 1455, 5 

Tl apour, son (?) of Psintoorius, 1421, 91 (see Addenda) ; 

1469 é 

TIlapovy, son of Sarapion, 1460, 92 

Ilapovr, son of Senuthius, 1460, 8 

Ilavakes, father of Phocbammon, 1558, 19 

Ilavaptos, father of Mariam, 1421, 76 ; 1481, 64 

Tlavapuos, father of Menas, 1554, 4 

Ilavace, father of Bartholomew, 1480, 7 

Tlav*, father of Peter, 1448, 304 

Tlave, father of Philotheus, 1419, 537 

Tlavéoos, 1491 (d) 

Tlaveovyy, 1480, 70; 1482, 102, 

See also Havpes 

See also Tamovyu 

Tlaveovynu, son of Adam, 1558, ro 

Tlaveovnyu, son of Kaus—, 1558 verso, 25 

Tlaveovny, son of Macarius, 1557, 15; 1578, 26, 36 

IIlaveovyy, son of Senuthius, 1460, 127 

Tlavy, father of Apollés, 1481, 61 

Ilavixaros, husband of Cyra, 1420, 119. For the 

name see also Iaviyaros 

Tlaviovyyu, 1484, 53. 

Tlaviovyu, édnoupyds, 1435, 166 

TlavkovhofB’, mepixvTns, 1558, 27 

IlavxpoBe, father of Philotheus, 1480, 56 
IlavxpdBvos, son of Philotheus, 1451, 133 

TlavAnve, 1474 

MamAooce, father of John, 1622, 4 

Tlav\ooce, father of Paphoro, 1485, 176 

Tlavpes, 1471. See also Happes 

TlavoB. See IavovBe 

TlavoBoe, husband of Anastasia, 1431, 55 

Ildvos, 1468 
Ildvos, father of David, 1491 (¢) 

TlavovBe, 1421, 20 
TlavovBe, father of Musaeus, 1554, 26 
Tlavovfe, father of Phoebammon, 1421, 147 (Iavof) ; 

1556, 8 
Tlav - ovkKa, 1422, 22 

Ilavoaroe, 1431, 58 

Tlavovp, father of Abraham, 1430, 24, 102 ; 1435, 169 

Ilavotp, son of Paésius, 1488, 92, 171, 276, 310, 513 

Tlavoovre, father of Ignatius, 1482, 40 

Ilavramavy, 1419, 1028 

TlavrCov, father of —mon, 1451, 149 
Tlavrikos, 1419, 1418 

Ilavdxaros, 1421, 35 (Ilavexare?); 1461, 39. See 

also ILavixaros 

Ilavdyaros, son of Enoch, 1558, 20 

Tlavyepts (= Iarxdpuios?), father of Theodosius, 1448, 

13 
Ilav@ arr, father of Menas, 1419, 995 

IIaoour, father of Paul, 1420, 212 

Tlaovap, 1419, 1064 

Tlaovr, father of Gamoul, 1420, 139 

Ilam—, father of Mary, 1488 

Lazras. 

Tlazras, son of George, 1449, 7 

Ilazras, son of Victor, 1480, 116 

TlamwBoeur, 1424, 67 

Ilampoou, 1474 

Tlampov(Oos ?), father of Phoebammon, 1485, 143 

See also Lavecvnu 

See also armas 
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Tlamvov@tos, 1419, 1orz, 1042, 1043, 1045, 1084; 
1449, 21. See also Iazvovre, Iladvovbios 

Tlamvov@.os, orparusrns, 1449, 66 

Tlamrvov@os, father of —ius, 1460, 120 

Tlamvov@os, father of John, 1419, 375, 848 

‘TlarvovOuos, father of Theodore, 1422, 72 
Tlamrvov@tos, son of Cholus, 1424, 17 

TlavovOos, son of Isaac, 1422, 71 
Tlamvov@uos, son of Pal( ), 1485, 153 
Tlamvov6.os, son of Pam[oun ?], 1480, 75 
Tlazrvov@tos, son of Philemon, 1560, 20 

Tlamvovr, 1460, 144 

Ilamvourte, father of Apollés, 1460, 133 

ManmMwoyTe, father of Pijouk, 1534, 3 

Ilamvovurte, son of Mark, 1460, 131 

MamitoyTe, son of Philotheus, 1497, 1, 20 

Ilazvoure, son of Victor, 1460, 159 

Ilazro, 1419, 33a, 1055, 1060, 1070, 1105; 1457, 44 

Ilazro, father of Abraham, 1451, 159 

Ilazro, father of Apa Cyrus, 1481, 62 

Ilazro, father of Theodore, 1460, 149 

Ilazro, father of Victor, 1452, 4 

Ilazro, son of Cyrus, 1419, 1082, 1085, rog1, 1097 

Ildzroos, father of Theodosius, 1460, 71 

Ildzros, father of Peter, 1488, 513 

Tlamwdatodos, 1435, 137 

ILamdéaroXos, son of Justus, 1430, 30, 106 ; 1485, 164 

Tlazrovaeir, father of Daniel, 1552, 20 

Tlazrovt, 1468 

Tlamrovwyrs, 1449, 46. See also Hovwver, noywmuy 

Ilazrovwrs, father of Peter, 1431, 20 

Tlammas, 1421, 94. See also Hamas 

Ilavoe, 1471; 1491 (a) 

Ilamoe, father of Menas, 1558, 18 

Tlamoe, son of Victor, 1480, 100 

Tlamywope, 1468 

Tlap—, son of Thomas, 1460, 90 

—rrapas, 1461, 70 
Tlapeas, 1471. See also Mapas 
Tlapeas, father of Job, 1419, 828 

TlapOevia, mother of Apa Cyrus, 1422, 31 

Tlapias, 1419, 627. See also Iapeas 

Tlapparvy, father of Zacharias, 1481, 56 

Ilapvarys, 1478 
Tlapvarns, father of Stephen, 1552, 8 

Tlapova, 1419, 523. See also HaAav, MaXova, napw 

TAP, son of Peter, 1561, 2, For the name see also 

Tladw 

Ilao—, father of John, 1419, 689 @ 

Tlaonp, 1420, 91 

Tlaowos, father of Menas, 1461, 50 

Ilaotos (?), father of Athanasius, 1481, 62 

TlagdSwpos (?), 1419, 1301 
Tlaowrpe, 1419, 1314 

Ilar—, 1419, 1400; 1421, 78; 1484, 52 
Ilar—, son of —ouatb, 1422, 8 

Tlata—, 1558 verso, 31 

Tlarayarn, 1419, 1114 

Tlarapav~, father of Onnophrius, 1420, 140 

Tldravos, father of Severus, 1460, 110 

Ilarazre, father of Macarius, 1419, 1000 

Ilaras, father of Philotheus, 1481, 72 

Tlaredys, father of Cosmas, 1553, 42 

Tlareppovdtos, 1419, 404, 1029 ; 1420, 222; 1426, 
43; 1459, 28. See also natepsroyre, Mereppovdvos, 

and Teppov6tos 

Ilareppovétos, father of Epiphanius, 1421, 39; 1422, 

38; 1554, 29 (matHp.) 

IlareppovOvos, father of John, 1426, 44; 1480, 66; 

1482, 33, 65 
Tlareppovduos, father of Maius, 1453, ro 

Ilareppov6vos, father of Mark, 1451, 114 

Ilareppov6os, father of Psacho, 1420, 83; 1552, 22 

(mateparoyte) 

Ilareppovdvos, son of Amos, 1482, 47; 1558, 22 
Tlareppov6.os, son of Cosmas, 1451, 109 

Tlareppovd.os, son of Jacob, 1451, 138 

IlareppovOuos, son of K—, 1420, 259 

Ilareppov6.os, son of Menas, 1499, 19 

Ilareppov6vos, son of Onnophrius, 1546, 11 ; 1558, 11 

TlareppovOvos, son of Tlootse, 1480, 47; 1485, 163; 
1558, 24 

NATEPRLOYTE, 1553, 2,18. See also MareppovGws 

NATEPRLOYTE, drodéxrys, 1570, 1 

TlATEpeeoyTe, father of Andrew, 1529, 9; 1610, 49 

TMaTeparoyTe, father of Psacho. 

MaTepxeoyTe, father of Shenoute, 1496, 3 

Tlaro, 1471. 
Ilarnt, father of Teneete, 1419, 970 

Ilarnp, 1557, 20; 1605, 1, See also”Awa Typ 

Ilarnp, father of Theodosius, 1557, 26 

Tlarnp, son of Enoch, 1557, 20 

IIarnp, son of Joseph, 1554 verso, 22 

Ilarnp, son of Onnophrius, 1558, 40 

Tlarnp, son of Pkana, 1557, 28 

NMATHPLLOVoroc, 

See Iareppovfios 

See also Haraxw 

See HareppovOos 
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TlarOyxe, father of Zacharias, 1419, 624, 625 

Tlaruvos, 1419, 1112. See also IdSuwos 

Tlarwvos, father of Philotheus, 1481, 75 
Tlarkape, son of Yperd . . rE (?), 1485, 166 

Tlarx)(y ?), father of Macarius, 1482, 37 
TlarKdy, son of Theodosius, 1554 verso, 24 

Tlarkoope, 1419, 705 ° 

Tlarxov, father of Sabinus, 1422, 96 

Tlardooye, 1421, fragm. (p. 247) 

Tar .X. Krew (?), 1419, 787 
Tlarode, 1468. See also Madore and Harory 

IlaroXe, son of George, 1422, 68 

Tlarooe, 1488, 131. See also Iadoce, Iarce 

Tlarowe, father of Phoebammon, 1448, 63; 1521, 28 

Ilarorn, father of Musaeus, 1482, 17. For the name 

see also Madore and Iarode 

Tlarovades, 1563, 10 

Tlarpixia, daughter of Phoebammon, 1420, 80 

Tlatoayxo, father of Kamoul, 1419, 1072, 1089 

Ilatroe, father of Victor, 1458, 13. For the name see 

also Iladoce, Taroce 

Ilav2w, father of George, 1419, 125, 147, 1230, 1231. 

For the name see also Iarfo 

Tlar@oupe, father of John, 1419, 554 

Tlaveur, father of John, 1424, 65 

TlavvAe, son of Tanus, 1419, 1128 

Tlad\os, 1419, 703, 971, 986; 1482, 32; 1485, 

148; 1452, 26 

TladXos, vordpios, 1485, 168 

TladXos, oivod(eo)r(drys ?), 1485, 117 

TlavXos, rpecBirepos, 1486, 33 2 

TlavdXos, father of Apa Hér, 1422, 9 

TladAos, father of Athanasius, 1488, 68, 113, 162, 

322, 363, 383, 475; 1449, 39 
Tlavdos, father of John, 1460, 164 

IIad\os, father of Philotheus, 1485, 161 ; 1622, 6 
Tlad\os, father of Simon, 1452, 26 

Tlavdos, father of Stephen, 1418, 17 
TladXos, father of Symeon, 1480, 49 

TladXos, father of Zenobius, 1419, 634 

TlavAos, son of Dianus, 1555, 29 

Ilavdos, son of Doukai, 1421, 36; 1481, 63 

TladAos, son of Macarius, roynjv (?), 1460, 174 

Tlad\os, son of Ouersenuphius, 1485, 129 

TlavdXos, son of Paoout, 1420, 212 
Tladdos, son of Philotheus, 1451, 134; 1457, 28 ; 1620 
TIaddos, son of Philotheus, Badevs, 1454, 8 
Tlad)os, son of Senuthius, 1451, 108 

Ilavvars, father of Victor, 1421, 146 

Tlavws. See also Idws 
Tlavws, father of Chrésse, 1554 verso, 27 

Tlavws, son of Pecysius, 1486, 74 

Tlavws, son of Salseltoh, 1419, 1117, 1118, 1122 

IladeBes, father of Gamoul, 1446, 21 
Iladvov@ios, Sswixyrijs BodBvbivys, 1414, [59], 102, 

136, 161, [186], 206, 316. For the name see 

also Ilazvov6wos, Mazmvoure 

Tladope, father of Menas, 1424, 51 

Iladopo, son of Panloose, 1435, 176 

Tlayxvptos, 1429, 16; 1446, 39. See also Maxvju0s 
Tlayvpos, dpBro{v} (o)Ays, 1446, 7 
Tlayvp.os, ampeoBvrepos, 1555, 5 

Ilaxvp.os, father of George, 1419, 691 (Iaxvpe); 
1420, 130; 1552, 7 

Ilaydj.os, father of John, 1419, 35( Juve); 1557, 25 
Tlayvp.tos, son of Chrestus, 1431, 48 

Tlayvpuo)s, son of Chryse, 1420, 71 
Tlaxvpos, son of Senuthius, 1426, 10 
Tlayxvptos, son of Taurinus, 1420, 229 

IIdw(s),yvoorjp,1485,177. For the name see also Havws 
Tldws, father of Athanasius, 1554 verso, 27 

Tlageppov, 1419, 55, 141 

MAO WAL, zpecBvrepos, 1578, 31 

Tlaxxzrav (?), father of Sergius, 1485, 180 

I1Béppos, 1482, 42 

TIByr, 1419, 627 

I1Byr, father of Joseph, 1419, 757, 1317 
IlSuxav, father of Apa Cyrus, 1480, 82; 1482, 39 

(Irex/ ) 

T18iAuros, father of Cyra, 1419, 26 

T1doux‘/, father of Onnophrius, 1482, 30, 76; 1558, 
4 (IIroux/), 21 (do.?). For the name see also 

Thdovxer, Mdouxx/, T1dové 

TISovxet, 1419, 610; 1484, 319 (—xy) 
Tldovcx~/, 1468 
I1dovKupos, 1419, 438 

T1Sov€, 1468, See also Hdoux’/ 

Tle—, 1557, 11 

Ile—, father of Zacharias, 1424, 59 

TleBav, MeBo, MeBw. See also MiBo 

IleBav, father of Heracle, 1420, 135 

TleBo, father of Hermaés, 1488, 474, 490 

TleBo, father of John, 1426, 40 

TleBo, son of Iacy( ), 1420, 210 
TIeBo, son of Macarius. See IeBw 

TleBw, 1419, 948, 953, 1182, 1238; 1461, 50 
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TleBa, father of Theodosius, 1482, 31 

TleBw, son of George, 1449, 75 

TleBo, son of Heraclius, 1421, 17 

TleBw, son of Macarius, 1446, 19; 1555, 10 (—Bo) 

TleBw, son of Moses, 1460, 87 
TleBw, son of Pamaeus, 1553, 42 

Tlenotov (=Tarjovws ?), father of Promo, 1558, 9 

Tle@upior, father of John, 1558, 26 

Tlevr— (?), father of Psacho, 1455, 2 
Tlexpav«os, 1419, 644 

Tlexvovos, 1419, 1030, 1264 (—ows); 1420, 171; 

1421, 126, 136; 1482, 93; 1485, 171; 1487, 

4(?); 1554 verso, 15. See also neewuy 

Tlex¥ortos, Sudxovos, 1553, 42 
Tlexvotos, zeprx(drys), 1485, 165 
Tlexvotos, zperBirepos. See necwuy 

Tlexvoxos, father of Abraham, 1421, 149 

Tlexvotos, father of Colluthus, 1446, 25 ; 1555, 9 
Tlexvorvos, father of Enoch, 1548, 8 (meewuy); 1549 
Tlexvortos, father of Menas, 1420, 81; 1481, 45 

Tlexvortos, father of Pauéds, 1486, 74 

Tlexvortos, father of Philotheus, 1480, 2 

Tlexvorvos, father of Pkoore, 1482, 95 
Ilexvortos, father of Sourous, 1424, 64 

Tlexvoros, father of Theodosius, 1452, 25 

Tlexvotos, son of Apa Tér, 1481, 19 

Tlexvoros, son of Apollés, 1446, 23 
Tlexvortos, son of Basil, 1426, 15 
Tlexvortos, son of Colluthus, 1562, 5 

Tlexvovos, son of Hermads, 1420, 58; 1424, 1, 20; 
1562, 8 

Tlexvotos, son of Horo, zpecBirepos, 1558, 10 
Tlexviortos, son of Isaac, 1421, 34; 1556, 1 
Tlexvouos, son of Matthew, 1460, 20 

Tlexvovos, son of Menas, 1486, 68; 1451, 136 
Tlexviouos, son of On—, 1485, 169 

Tlexvotos, son of Peter, 1480, 104 

Tlexvorvos, son of Phat(us), 1448, 32¢ 

Tlexvotos, son of Pkoore, 1420, 225; 1481, 73; 
1452, 9; 1553 verso, 28 

Tlexvorvos, son of Simon, vavrys, 1485, 172 
Tlexvictos, son of Simon, rpecBirepos, 1451, 32 
Tlexvoros, son of Taurinus, 1460, 175 
Tlehooke, 1474 

TleXooke, father of Psemnuthius, 1454, 9 

TleMMIe, 1622, 9 
Tlevo—, father of —ius, 1460, 191 

Tl—emunrpe (or = I—er iarpod ?), 1421, 89 

Tlepy), 1458, 12 

Tlept, father of Apa Cyrus, 1442, 55 

Tlepxau, father of Psaté, 1421, 158 

Tleppo, 1438, 508; 1558 verso, 5 

Tleppa, 1419, 842, 940; 1481, 70 

Tleppw, son of Poeeson, 1480, 86; 1482, 48 

Tlepo (=érpos ?), son of Abraham, 1426, 4 

Ileo—, father of Dianné, 1461, 46 

Tlecare andIlécaros. Seealsonewate, Micare, Hécaros 

Ileoware, son of Horuonchius, 1420, 90; 1552, 19 

Tleoare, son of Peskoui, 1420, 131 

Tleoarte, son of Peskoul, 1552, 11 

Ileoare, son of Pietre, 1556, 9 

Ilév-aros, son of Andrew, 1482, 31 
Tiéo-aros, son of Macarius, 1436, 146 

Iléa-aros, son of Pchéore, 1480, 28 

Iléoaros, son of Philotheus, 1480, 63 

Tleoevre, father of David, 1420, 98 

Tleoxovt, father of Pesate, 1420, 131 

Tleokovv, 1424, 49 

Tleoxovk, father of Pesate, 1552, 11 

Ilécouros, son of Andrew, 1558, 7 

Ilécoos, 1419, 703, 1317; 1554, 19 
Tlécoos, oixoddpuos, 1419, 1032 

Tlécoos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1554 verso, 10 

Tlécoos, father of Senuthius, 1557, 27 

Ilécoos, father of Theodore, 1426, 39 ; 1429, 20 
Tlécoos, son of Dikaue, 1482, 49 

Tléco0s, son of Musaeus, 1480, 59 

Tlécoos, son of Psére Koui, 1482, 46; 1558, 11 

TlecvvOtos. See also MuctvOs, Move, Mucvvrec 

TleovvOtos, father of Senuthius, 1449, 74 
TlecvvOvos, son of Gamoul, 1449, 76 
Tleowr, 1485, 154 

Tleo wre, son of Hermaés, 1422, 70. Perhaps = Uuare, 

son of Hermads : 

Tleowre, son of Pterus, 1446, 15 

Iléowros, 1422, 1 

IlereppovOtos, 1487, 6. 
Teppovbuos 

Tlerpae, 1482, 62 

Tlerpe, Siocxnrijs (?), 1448, 65. 

TleTpe, father of Victor, 1619, 6 

TleTpe, son of George. See Iérpos 

Ilerpovia, mother of Macarius, 1482, 27 

Ilérpos, 1419, 105, 199, 289, 648, 1160; 1484, 2gr ; 

1448, 41 (perhaps = Ilerpe, dcovxnrys); 1563, 25; 

1578, 4; 1595, 8; 1596, 18. See also Ilerpe 

See also Ilareppov6ws and 

See also Iérpos. 
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Tlérpos, iarpés, 1419, 1108, 1109 

Ilérpos, xaBapovpyés, 1419, 1034 

Tlérpos, povdfwv povacrnpior ‘Ayias Mapias, 1433, 562 

Ilérpos, 6 palywrpiavds ?], 1457, 10, 32, 33, 91 

Ilérpos, mpeaBirepos and murrixds. See Ilérpos, son of 

Papus 

Ilérpos, apeaBirepos ‘Ayiwy Aroorédwv, 1419, 1124 

Tlérpos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1429, 19 
Ilérpos, father of Cyriacus, 1427, 9 

Ilérpos, father of Elias, 1555, 22 

Ilérpos, father of Gamoul, 1430, 17 

Tlérpos, father of Heraclius, 1552, 10 

Ilérpos, father of John, 1420, 258 
MleTpoc, father of Paré, 1561, 2 

Ilérpos, father of Pecysius, 1480, ro4 
Ilérpos, father of Psatus, 1420, 255; 1481,81. See 

also Ilérpos, son of Pammes 

Ilérpos, father of Romanus, 1420, 57; 1424, 19 

Tlérpos, father of Simon, 1460, 25 

Ilérpos, father of Theodosius, 1553 verso, 27 

Il€rpos, father of Timothy, 1420, 249 

Tlérpos, son of Abraham, 1419, 1126; 1480, 3, 99. 
See also Tepo 

Tlérpos, son of Acanthon, 1426, 8; 1478 

Ilérpos, son of Amram, 1460, 150 

Ilézpos, son of Andrew, 1480, 71 ; 1558, 8 

Il€rpos, son of Apa Cyrus, 1482, 100; 1560, 18 

Ilérpos, son of Basil, 1416, 28; 1562, 4 
Tlérpos, son of Gamoul, 1421, 157 ; 1555, 18 
Tlérpos, son of George, 1421, 151; 1460, 173; 1536, 

30 (metpe) 

Tlérpos, son of Macarius, 1419, 289; 1480, 84; 

1432, 41, 73, 76; 1485, 130; 1486, 31, 354; 

1452, 8; 1454, 7; 1459, 39; 1509, 25; 1521, 
31; 1558, 6 

Ilérpos, son of Pammes, 1480, 32. See also Ilérpos, 

father of Psatus 

Ilérpos, son of Pane(_ ), 1448, 304 
Ilérpos, son of Papus, zpecBvrepos and murtixds, 1488, 

58, 63 (zpeoB.), 65, 123, 128, 173, 178, 221, 226, 

260, 263, 318 (mpeoB.), 320, 357, 361, 395, 399, 
430, 434, 457, 482, 486, 515, 518, [537], 552, 
553, 564, 565, 675» [582], [589] 

Tlérpos, son of Papwonsh, 1481, 20 

Tlérpos, son of Placidus, 1424, 60 

Tlérpos, son of Psatus, 1449, 70 

Tl€rpos, son of Psoul, 1422, 5 

Tlérpos, son of Saloutsi, 1426, 6 

Ilérpos, son of Senuthius, 1416, 37; 1482, 99 
Ilérpos, son of Tapéu, 1482, 68 

Ilérpos, son of Taurinus, 1420, 265 
Ilérpos, son of Theodore, 1460, 177 
Ilérpos, son of Theodosia, 14381, 34 

Tlerp@vios, 1554, 22 

MeTporoc, father of John, 1610, 3 

Tew are, 1560, 12. See also Mecare, Mécaros, Mucare, 

Iicaros 

TleS wus, 1419, 961 ; 1614, 2. See also Mexvouos 

NESW, tpecPvrepos, 1554 verso, 6; 1555, 4 (ex/); 

1610, 52 
MeGww, father of Enoch. See Iexvovos 

eS wwy, son of Gamoul, 1562, 13; 1599, 17 

IIéaros, son of Apa Cyrus, 1460, 68 
TluBd~, father of Apa Cyrus, 1449, 19 

TluBw, 1419, 1033. See also IeBav, MeBo, MeBw 
IIverpe, father of Pesate, 1556, 9 

Tlijowv. See TMoujowv 
IIunu, son of Theodore, 1554 verso, 24 

II’xoxkos, son of Menas, 1480, 58 

TluGros, father of Hermauds, 1419, 1212 

TItAaros, son of Iét, 1419, rr04, 1105 

TluWe—, 1419, 1258 

THAIT@EOC (=HAdbe0s ?), 1498, 12 

TI‘, father of Athanasius, 1419, 293 

IIiuwv (?), son of Pei, 1419, 1158 

TUMOYTe, 1636, 7 

Tlwovriwv, 1557, 3 

Tluvovtiwr, father of Aretus, 1419, 459 
—7ros, 1421, 81 

TIupe, son of John, 1452, 33 

Tlupeas, 1482, 97 

—T1s, 1461, 9 

Iluvare and Uioaros. See also Meoare, Iécaros, 
newarte 

IIuoave, son of Hermads, 1460, 73. Perhaps = Ieowre, 

son of Hermads 

Ilicaros, son of Phoebammon, 1460, 107 
II’ctos, father of Phoebammon, 1421, 106; 1422, 4 

TliovvOtos. See also MeovvOi0s 
Tlue¥vOvos, son of Ananias, 1485, 51, 58 

TluadvOuos, son of Apa Menas, 1485, 164 
Iluovrte, 1419, 1118 

Iluovvret, 1419, 1102 

TYAOYR, 1553 verso, 4 

Tiizso7yK, son of Papnoute, 1534, 3 

IIkdXoos, 1424, 1. See also Ixdpoos, Ixapous 

| 
: 

| 
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IIxadoos, father of Bethanias, 1420, 20 

IIkap, father of Apa Cyrus, 1480, 81; 1482, 40, 

For the name see also [kaye and Ixop 

TIkape, 1419, 1156; 1444, 10, See also Mxap and 

Iikop 

TIxap[e], father of Apa Tér, 1420, 135 
IIxape, father of John, 1421, 48 

IIkape, father of Macarius, 1419, 998; 1420, 132; 

1562, 3 
TIxape, father of Stephen, 1420, 125 

IIkava. See also Ixva 

IIxava, father of Patér, 1557, 28 

IIkava, son of Charis, 1420, 116 

IIxdpoos, father of Philotheus, 1420, 120. 

name see also IxdAoos, Ixapous 

IIxapous, father of Apa Cyrus, 1446, 34 

IIkas, 1419, 110g. See also Kace, n- 

TIxavve. 

TIkeppys, son of Pous, 1480, 25 

IIxva (= Ikxava), father of Jeremias, 1419, 1228 

IIx—o, father of Theodosius, 1420, 132 

IIxdBos, son of Athanasius, 1420, 137 
IIKop, father of Senuthius, 1460, 172. 

see also Ixap, IIkape, and perhaps the following 

two 

II kopts, father of Palétés, 1420, 194. 

seé also mRwarac, Ikons, and axons 

IIkopvs. See Ukopys 

IIkoope, 1420, 140; 1552, 4. 

TIkoovp, muwpe, Iywpe, etc. 

Ilkoope, brother of Sinobius, 1557, 2 

IIoope, father of David, 1449, 75; 1552, 6 
IIkoope, father of Pecysius, 1420, 225; 1481, 73; 

1452, 9; 1553 verso, 28 

TIkoope, son of George, 1555, 20 

TIkoope, son of Pakos, 1420, 68; 1593, 16 (mkope) 

IIxoope, son of Pecysius, 1482, 95 

IIxoovp, father of Theodosius, 1552, 5; 1562, 2 

(IIkavAe) 

Tixov (sic), son of Athanasius, 1460, 98 

IIkovt. See also Maxou 

TIxovt, father of Colluthus, 1482, 102; 1549. 

bably the same as IIxow, son of Hermads 

TIxout, father of Enoch, 1416, 35 

IIkovt, father of Hermauéds, 1420, 262; 1427, 2; 

1482, 104 

Tixout, father of Ouersenuphius, 1421, 130 

IIxout, father of Sarapion, 1480, 1, 108 

IV. 

For the 

See Ikoovp 

For the name 

For the name 

See also Taxavae, 

Pro- 
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IIKout, father-in-law of Senuthius, 1480, 21 

IIkovt, son of Hermaéds, 1481, 74; 1558 verso, 32; 

1560, 16 (Ilaxow) ; 1625, 2. 

father of Colluthus 

IIkovt, son of Hermaés, xpucoiirodéxrys, 1458, 5 

IIkovt, son of John, 1449, 70 

IIxout, son of Paanés, 1419, 1130, 1131, 1133-1135, 

1137-1139, 1142, 1143 

IIkout, son of Pnonnes, 1558, 12 

IIkovt, son of Termuth(ius), 1420, 266 

IIkovt, son of Tie, 1460, 95 

IIxovvos, father of Onnophrius, 1420, 263 

IIkoutoe, 1487, 5; 1468 

IIkouroe, son of Heraclius, 1418, 12 

IIxvAt(o)s, father of Mark, 1481, 32 
TIKv\tos, father of Senuthius, 1482, 13 ; 1443, 20 
IIKvXuos, son of Cosmas, 1426, 2 

IIxv)wos, son of John, 1460, 179 
IIkop, 1482, 64 

TIRWALAC, 1550, 4. 
Tlaxopus 

TIkwpns, father of Menas, 1458, 2 (IIkouus, see 

Addenda), 6 (do.); 1620 

TRWpe, 1551. See also Ikoope, etc. 

TI\dxKvdos ( = Placidus), 1420, 87 (IAaxv’); 1481, 41 
(TAaxv’); 1512, 40 (mpanrrac); 1550, 5 (mwAa- 

KETAC) ; 1587, To (MAaK/) ; 1596, 16 (MAakrTac) 

TI\dKvd(os), father of Quersenuphius, 1482, 45 

TI\dk(v)5(os), father of Peter, 1424, 60 

TIAaX, 1469 

TIAeAA~, son of George, 1558, 16 

TlAedXev, 1474 

TIAok, izoupyds, 1419, 1039 

TIXox\as. See Ipoxdas 
TIAove, father of Serenus, 1446, 16 

Ilvap, 1482, 61 

TIveu, 1419, 1125, 1235; 1480,19; 1482, 69; 1433, 

295, 346, 381, 419 
TIveu, eAatoupyds (perhaps the same person as the follow- 

ing), 1420, 134; 1552, 2 

TIveu, father of Leontius, 1420, 142 

TIveu, father of Menas, 1485, 174 

TIvet, father of Pim6n (?), 1419, 1158 

TIveu, father of Theodosius, 1419, 725 

Tiites, son of George, 1521, 3, 26; 1528, 16; 1549; 

1562, 8; 1626, 2 
IIveu, son of Jijoi, 1421, 160; 1494, 22, 31; 1556, 13 

TIvet, son of Leontius, 1562, 4 

See also IIxou, 

See also Ikopis, Ikwpys, and 
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Tiveu, son of Theodosius, 1418, 14 

TIvovve, 1491 (”) 

IIvovves, father of Pkoui, 1558, 12 

IIvoove, father of Apa Cyrus, 1482, 8; 1448, 12; 

1454, 3 
Tlo—, son of Leontius, 1460, 147 

Tloujowyr, father of Permé, 1480, 86 (Hjo.); 1482, 48 
TloXe, zpecBirepos, 1553 verso, 26 

Tloder, 1468; 1472 

Tlo\AGs, 1424, 55 
Tlo\\Gs, father of Athanasius, 1485, 31 

Tlo\\Gs, father of Senuthius, 1424, 50 

Tlokvxp(arns), 1441, 103 
Tlomp-. See ures 

—ropos, 1419, 810 

Tlopdavds, father of David, 1419, 707 
Tlovara, father of Gamoul, 1449, 72 

Tlovkurns, 1474 
TIovovs. See Hovwwver 

Tlous, 1419, roor; 1420, 237 

Tlovs, father of Pkermés, 1480, 25 

Ilovs, father of Zacharias, 1482, 87 

Tlovs, son of Macarius, 1421, 150 

Tlovoeu, 1419, 876 

Hovaca—, 1449, 97 

Tlovwe, father of Hermaés, 1420, 131 

Tlovwe, father of Sabinus, 1420, 169 

Tlovwys, father of Theodosius, 1577, 7 

Tlovwvorr (Coptic noywsus), father of Gamoul, 1482, 
92; 1593, 18 

NOyWONnwy, aas Theodosius, 1579, 3 

Tlovwwvor, son of Gamoul, 1420, 62; 1422, 51 
(lovers) ; 1424, 22 (ovors); 1481, 42 (Iovwys); 

1521, 26 (moywuj); 1552, 21 

IIvrazra, father of Athanasius, 1419, 232, 930 

IImwy, father of John, 1422, 2 

—TTOVViTOS, 1419, 660 

TIpaniTac, See Mrdxvdos ” 
TIpokhGs, 1419, 645; 1420, 256 

IIpox)Gs, son of Heraclius, 1421, 92; 1481, 54 (I.) 

TI popaves,1419,992. See also Hpwpatws and Tpwpdws 

IIpopem, 1419, 1199. See also Hpwpo 

TIpwp—, 1558 verso, 1 

TIpapaveas, Upwpdws. See also Mpopatws 
Tlpwpatws, 1419, 114 (see Addenda) 

Tlpwpdws, father of Macarius, 1449, 90 

Ilpwpo, son of Pegsion, 1558, 9. For the name see 

also Tpopw 

PERSONS 

McANKOYS, father of Shenoute. See Vov Kow 

IIvavas, father of Victor, 1419, 1229 

IIrQwrZ, father of David, 1555, 28 

II7fars, 1468 
IIrHpos, 1419, 694 

IIrjpos, pedurovpyés, 1419, 1040 

II rH pos, mpeoBirepos, 1419, 1062, 1063 

IIr7pos, father of Macarius, 1556, 4 

IIrHpos, father of Pesdte, 1446, 15 

IIrjpos, father of Phocas, 1426, 41; 1461, 61 

IIrHpos, father of Victor, 1421, 31; 1422, 93 

IIrjpos, son of Psacho, 1552, 14 

ITHpoy, 1551 
Titux*/. See Tldixav 

TIvodnpe, 1419, 839 
IIrovx/. See TUdovxé/ 
Ilywope, father of Pesatus, 1480, 28 

Ily@pe, 1468 

IIly@wp, 1471. See also the two preceding, HaxavAc, 

Ikoope, Ikooup, mRWpe 

TlwBer, father of Psoius, 1419, 1000 

Tlwre, son of John, 1550, 9; 1608, 3, 7 (wz) 

Ilwrres, father of Innocentius, 1469 ; 1557, 14 (Ilom-) 

Ilwm. See nwne 

TIwjaty; son of Rachel, 1419, 1154 

Il wjnps, father of Hermaudés, 1419, 621 

THO (Greek Woios), father of Apollés, 1420, 254; 

1431, 82; 1462 (/), 9; 1518, 27; 1548, 14; 

1573, 26, 37 

TUjox, son of Apa Victor, 1549 

Tiujos (Greek Wotos), son of Menas, 1482, 38; 1485, 

129; 1454, 2; 1459, 22, 23, 28; 1494, 38; 

1549; 1561, 20; 1587, 12 

TIesuresir, 1419, 1066 

Iléafaxn, father of Theodosius, 1419, 394 (—x:), 669 

mGe (name ?), 1642, 13 

“Pazros (?—or = fdzrns ?), father of Philotheus, 1481, 15 

“Pao(id, father of “Ubaid, 1487, 10, 15 

*‘Paclur, 1488, 35, 207 (Paokd), 292, 378 (Packd), 

473 

“Pade, father of Ata, 1850, 5, 17 

“‘Payyr, 1419, 1163, 1264 

‘Paxyd, daughter of Isaac, 1419, 1206 
“‘Paxnr, daughter of Ma—, 1422, 102 
‘Payyar, mother and daughter, 1519, 17 

“Pax, mother of Pshash, 1419, 1154 

“‘Paxyr, wife of Menas, 1518, 24 
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“Péa, daughter of Philotheus, 1458, 3 
*“PeBéxka, 1419, 1065. See also "EpeBéxxa 
—PprRHaeoy (? name), 1553 verso, 6 

—Poc, son of Athanasius, 1565, 54 

“Pov, 1419, 373 
“PovO, daughter of Menas, 1419, 1159 
“‘Pwparyn. See ‘Pwpards 

“Pwpaves, 1419, 122, 124 

“Papavds, father of Cyrus, 1481, 44 

“Papavs, father of Victor, 1419, 36 

“Pwpaves, son of Peter, 1420, 57 (Pwpav); 1424, 19 

SaBirwos, 1468 
LSaBivos, 1419, 706, 1182, 1231; 1558, 4 
LaBivos, zpecBirepos, 1419, 1165 
SaBivos, father of Enoch, 1555, 27 
SaBivos, father of Hermads, 1420, 240; 1553 verso, 24 
LYaBivos, father of Job, 1421, 56 
SaBivos, father of John, 1452, 10; 1555, 24 
SaBivos, father of Onnophrius, 1482, 30; 1537, 3 
SaBivos, father of Victor (son of Poude ?), 1481, 78 ; 

1560, 21 

SaBivos, son of Abikla (?), 1449, g2 
SaBivos, son of Andrew, 1452, 24 

LSaBivos, son of George, 1422, 95 
SaBivos, son of Joseph, 1419, 1164 

LaBivos, son of —nus, 1421, 134 

SaBivos, son of Patkou, 1422, 96 

SaBivos, son of Poude ( Safivos, father of Victor), 
1420, 169 

SaBivos, son of Senuthius, 1433, 342 
Saevap, father of Al-Kasim, 1847, 5 

Saevd, Bepeddpws, 1846, 22 ; 1850, 17; 1351, 3 (Zead), 
14; 18538, 29; 1886, 9 

Saevd, son of Nadir, of the Ansar, 1447, 43, 88 

Sande, 1444, 12 
Sahapa, son of Yukhamir, 1882, 21; 1888, 23 

Dade, son of Apoo—(?), 1487, 9 

Sadpay, father of ‘Abd-al-Rahman, [1368, 77]; 1842, 

7; 1515, 2 (—pa) 
Sadovror, father of Peter, 1426, 6 

Sahod-, 1552, 6 

Sadoedrog, father of [? Anu]phius, 1419, 173 

Lahoedr09g, father of Colluthus, 1422, 97 

Sahoedrog, father of Pauds, 1419, 1117 

Sahovdero (?), 1468 
Sapayyh, father of Macarius, 1422, 28 

Sapouyh, 1431, 66 ; 1557, 8 

Lapovy7r, father of Apa Cyrus, 1421, 12; 1481, 54; 

1494,.4, 27; 1524, 1; 1549; 1554, 25 ; 1556, 2, 6 
Sapovnr, father of Macarius, 1451, 117 (Sapooyd) ; 

1556, 6 

LYapouvyA, son of Arous, 1435, 178 
SapovyA, son of Enoch, 1420, 110; 1449, 8 

SapovrA, son of Philog—, 1460, 169 

Sdp(a ?), mother of Abraham, 1459, 25 

Lapamiwv, 1419, 742; 1599, 9 
Laparriwy, oixodspos (perhaps the same as Saparwv, son 

of Musaeus), 1488, 72, 136, 184, 232, 326 

Lapatriov, father of Pamouni, 1460, 92 (—z7vwov) 

Lapaziwv, son of Musaeus, 1480, 29 

Lapazriwv, son of Musaeus, oixoSduos, 1451, 33 (—z10v). 

See also Sapariwv, oixoddpos 

Lapariov, son of Pkoui, 1480, 1 

Lapamiwv, son of Pkoui, zpeoBvrepos, 1430, 108 

(—nov) 

Lapazriwv, son of Pson Koui, 1480, 103 (—rwv) 

Lapoous, 1419, 126 
YavKoXos, father of Phoebammon, 1419, 846 

Ladovay, pavreds rod cvpPovdov, 1447, 113, 178 

chrAs, 1595, 16. See also S/BvAAa, terbNe 

Le—, 1485, 181 
Lednp, 1491 (c) 
LEAN, pavreds Oppov "Acepy, 1447, 110, 116, 175 
Lehyp,, Sapax(y)vds, 1441, 53 

LeAnp, otxearrys (meaning obscure), pavAeds ‘Oppov 

*Acep, 1447, 109, 174 

Sednp, father of Al-Mughirah, 1883, 3, 17 (BeAeu) 

LevovOns. See Sevotws 

LevovHos, 1419, 17, 37, 1006, 1196; 1425, 1; 1427, 

10; 1480, 40, 77; 1487, 8; 1458, 10; 1462 (¢), 

8; 1553 verso, 40. See also wenoyorc, 

Wenoyte, wiMt0yTe 

SevovOros, dwodvOeis (2), 1441, 54 
Sevovbios, yepduos, 1446, 32 

LevovMtos, didxovos, 1449, [42], 49, 55) 57 (Sevxv") 

LevovGtos, vordpws, 1412, 365, 372, 378, 384, 389, 

394, 399, 407, 414, 421, 425, 429, 436, 443, 
448, 456 

LevovOios, zéyapxos (of Aphrodito), 1412, 18, 24, 30, 

36, 40, 44, 50, 57, 65, 741 [90], 97, 105, 120, 
128, 132, 135, 139, 143, 147; 151, 158, 163, 169, 

181, 188, 192, 204 

SevovOuos, wurixds. See Sevo'bios, son of Enoch 

SevovOuos, mperPirepos, 1419, 555, 599. See also 
wenoyte 

4D2 
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Levovb.os, orparudrys (same as the following?), 1418, 

[19], 31, 42, 53, 65, 122. 
son of Patermuthius 

LevovOros, orparudrys tod Sovkds, 1444, 20 

SevovOros, cxodacrikds, 1420, 82 

SevovOros, father of Anastasius, 1451, 106 

SevovOos, father of Apollés, 1481, 41; 1451, 92; 
1555, 3 

LevovOros, father of Colluthus, 1424, 30 

LevovOros, father of Eustathius, 1482, ro9 
SevovOuos, father of George, 1436, 58; 1451, 28 

SevovOtos, father of Mark, 1482, 29 
Levovbros, father of Musaeus, 1449, 52, 76 

SevovGos, father of Pachymius, 1426, ro 
LSevovOwos, father of Pamoun, 1460, 8 

SevovOvos, father of Panesnéu, 1460, 127 
SevovOwos, father of Paul, 1451, 108 
LSevovOwos, father of Peter, 1416, 37; 1482, 99 

LYevovbos, father of Phoebammon, 1558 verso, 30 

Sevovb.os, father of Sabinus, 1483, 342 

LYevovH(o)s, father of Theodore, 1449, 91 
LevovOuos, father of Theodosius, 1462 (7), 9; 1555, 

16; 1557, 13; 1578, 24 (ujsmoyte), 36 

Levovros, father of Timothy, 1480, 8 

LevovAuos, father of Zacharias, 1420, 26; 1460, 76 
LevovHos, son of Apollds, 1420, 117 

LevovOuos, son of Athanasius, 1420, 126; 1495, 8; 
1502, 4 (ujen.) 

cenmoyetoc, son of Bartholomew, 1528, 19 

Levovios, son of Colluthus, 1557, 11; 1573, 27 

(uum), 35 
LevovOuos, son of Cyrillus, 1426, 9 

LYevovOos, son of Daniel, 1486, 71 ; 1460, 148; 1549; 
1553, 40; 1557, 22; 1564, 2 (wen.); 1569, 3 (do.) 

LYevovOuos, son of David, 1460, 69 (Sevo") 
LYevovOos, son of Dianus, 1420, 79 

Levovwos, son of Dioscorus, 1460, 135 

LYevovOws, son of Enoch. See wenoyte 

LevovOuos, son of Enoch, murixds, 1488, 23, 27-33, 38, 
43, 45, 99, 100, 102, 104, 10g, 151, 182, 154, 
156, 157, 163, 164, 199, 200, 203, 204, 205, 213, 

246, 247, 252, 282, 283, 285, 286, 288, 289, 293, 

296, 301, 304, 340, 341, 343, 349, 351, 372-375, 

385, 387, 412, 415, 420, 423, 446-449, 451, 466, 
468-471, 476, 478, 503, 529, 530 547, 548, 560, 

See also Sevovios, 

561, 572 
LevovHios, son of Enoch, pdmrys, xpucoimodéerys, 

1458, 5 

LYevovHros, son of (E)zekiel, 1426, 1 

SevovOuos, son of George, 1420, 141 ; 1428, 20; 

1460, 9 

LevovOuos, son of George, téxrwv, 1480, 113 

LYevolv)Ouos, son of Hatrés, 1460, 39 

Levovuos, son of Hermauds, 1419, 1184, 1188, 1190 

LevovOuos, son of Irene, wwrixds, 1488, 8, 9 
Levovwos, son of Jeremias, 1480, 62 
LYevovOuos, son of Kakkak, 1480, 45 ; 1558, 17 
Sevov’Ouos, son of Kaulo, 1449, 26 
LYevovOuos, son of Macrinus, 1555, 19 
LYevovPuos, son of Mark, 1558, 13 
LYevovOuos, son of Marsabdou, 1419, 717 
LYevovbos, son of Menas, 1558, 13 
Levovuos, son of Mote, 1452, 28, 36 
Levovuos, son of Onnophrius, 1422, 29 

LYevovHuos, son of Pak—, 1460, 99 
Sevovuos, son of Patermuthius, otpariirys, 1496, 3 

(ues), 19 (—Oys). See also Sevovbios, rparuirys 

LevovOios, son of Pcylius, 1482, 13; 1448, 20 

LevovOos, son of Pesous, 1557, 27 
LYevovuos, son of Pesynthius, 1449, 74 
LevovOos, son of Philotheus, 1418, 15 

Levovbos, son of Philoug— (?), 1460, 168 
YevovOos, son of Phoebammon, 1424, 13; 1480, 

35 (?); 1482, 56; 1460, 45 (Sevoov") 

LevovOuos, son of Pkom, 1460, 172 (Sevo") 

XevovOios, son of Pollas, 1424, 50 

LYevovO.os, son of Pson, 1451, 34 

LevovGos, son of Pson Koui, 1481, 74; 1553 verso, 
33 (wem.); 1554 verso, 19; 1560, 22 (wen.) ; 
1625, 3 (do.) 

LevovOuos, son of Pson Koui, xpvooimodéxrys, 1458, 6 

LevovOos, son of S—, 1435, 197 
Levovbuos, son of Tapia, 1568, 12 

LYevovOuos, son of Theodore, 1426, 14; 1482, 33; 
1449, 91 

Levovuos, son of Theodosius, 1420, 56 

Levovuos, son of Victor, 1554 verso, 26 
LevovOos, son of Zachaeus, 1451, 110; 1460, 85 

Yevovios, son-in-law of Pkoui, 1480, 21 

Levovguio)s, 1419, 1424 

Levy vos. See Sevovbos, SudKovos 

Xe—(__), son of Musaeus, 1424, 68 
Lépyvos, 1485, 175; 1437, 5 

Lépyvos, son of George, 1418, 10; 1558, 40 
Lépyvos, son of George, trodéxrys, 1418, 7, 19 

Lépyvos, son of Horuonchius, 1420, 171 
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Sépyvos, son of Menas, 1419, 62 
Lépytos, son of Pajpau, 1485, 180 

Yep’, 1468 
Lephvos, son of Plole, 1446, 16 

ceyH (fem.), 1610, 12, 57 

Levypos, 1422, 69; 1424, 26; 1592, 3; 1639, 10 
Levinpos, muotikds, 1438, q 

Lev7jpos, pec Birepos, 1485, 174 
Levijpos, son of Apollés, 1460, 196 
Levjpos, son of John, 1460, 106 

Levipos, son of Patanus, 1460, 110 

Levypos, son of Philotheus, 1557, 5 

Lev7ppos, son of Psacho, 1420, 72 ; 1482, 82 

SCapovk, son of Pouata, 1449, 72. For the name see 
also SrapovdA, Tlapovd, SasroyN 

SCeprx, father of Kurrah, 1885, 2, 19 ; 1386, 2, [14]; 
1340, 2, 9; [1841, 1, 11]; 1844, 2, 23; 1846, 

3, 21; [1850, x]; 1851, 1, 14; 1852, [r], 13; 

1358, 2, 28; [1855, 2, 14]; 1856, 2, 40; 1859, 

2, 22; 1860, 4, [13]; 1862, 2, 23; 1868, 2, [11]; 

[1369, x]; [1870, 2, 18]; 1874, [2], 14; 1875, 

[2]; 1876, [2], 16 ; 1878, [2], 15; 1879, 2, 13 ; 

[13so, 1]; [1381, 1]; [1883, 1]; 1387, 2, 
{16]; 1391, [1], 30; 1892, [2], 20; 1894, [x], 
28; 1896, 2, 8; 1899, 2; 1401, 1, 14; 1408, 

2,6; 1407, 1; 1408, 1; 1410, 1; [1411, 2]; 

(1484, 127]; 1485, 71; [1463]; 1464; 1466; 
1467 

Xfovpae, father of ‘Abd-allah, 1882, 23; 1838, 25; 
1518, 7 (woypac) ; 1542, ro (woypHe) 

=Lovpae, son of Al-Wasil, Sodg (?), 1832, 22 (Zwpa) ; 
1333, 24 (do.); 1488, 62 (Slovgac), 127, 177, 225, 

317, 360 (once Xlwp.), 398, 433, 485; 1440, 6 
(Sup) ; 1457, 26 (Zwpa); 1521, 10. For the 

name see also Sovpaeix, Swpacry, Swpaccx, and Ywpe 

SCweur, father of ‘Ubaid, 1484, 26 
Sypedv. See Snpedv 
Xwadoone, father of Elias, 1441, rog ; 1581 (cseA.), 6, 9 
LiBvdrAa, 1419, 1068 (31BdAas, gen.), 1087 (do.). See 

also chsXs, teshXe 

creAoore, See Sadoodre 

CIRIHA (=Te€exiqd), 1514, 13 

Xuxdour{, father of Macarius (probably the same as 
Toexpovtl), 1420, 139 

Lipwr, 1419, 628, 1264, 1428; 1457, 13 

Liev, father of Andrew, 1482, 3; 1448, 3; 1620 

Lipor, father of Apa Tér, 1424, 52 
Lipor, father of John, 1480, 52 

Sipor, father of Pecysius, 1485, 172; 1451, 32 
Sipewv, son of Adam, 1558, 41 
Lipev, son of Cosmas, mais (?), 1426, 42 

Sipovr, son of Mark, 1421, 111 

SYiper, son of Paul, 1452, 26 

Lipor, son of Peter, 1460, 25 

Xipwyr, son of Psacho, 1420, 137 
YwoBwos. See also ZevdBws, ZyvdBws 
w6Bros, brother of Pkoore, 1557, 2 

wwdB.0s, son of Martha (?), 1554, 21 
cioc, 1556, 14. See also Siws 

Xlos, father of Elias, 1460, 3 

cipe, 1538, 7 
eipe, father of Hérsiése, 1619, 5 

Xtpos, father of Bel—, 1480, 10 

Xtpos, father of Hermads, 1481, 56 

Xtpos, son of John, cxvrevs, 1558, 12 
Xtpos, son of Victor, 1558, 14 

Luoivvwos, [waddArxdpiov] rod ovpBovdov, 1447, 13 

Siwy, father of ——arius, 1422, 6 

Sias, 1459, 21; 1528, 4. See also Séos 

Xlws, father of Phoebammon, 1421, 108; 1459, 38 

[= ]éws (?), son of Abraham, 1460, 28 

XKA—, father of Theodosius, 1485, 173 

SKvdavo(s ?), father of George, 1435, 175 (SxvAav’) 
Yooua@y, father of Andrew, 1482, 104; 1453, 7; 

1495, 13; 1497, 27; 1560, 19 

Lodopoy, father of John, 1452, 6 
Yoroudyv, son of Colluthus, 1420, 137; 1460, 61 

(XoAopovvos) 

Lomoupa, madAukdpiov ToD cup BovrAov, 1447, 75, 115 

Lovovav, 1468 

Lovorvevs, father of Colluthus, 1480, 33; 1435, 163; 
1558, 21 (—vav) 

Yoon— (°), son of Kalapet, 1419, 1177 
—oovar, pavreds Taypy.7(?), 1441, 90 

Lovdrceav, Bepeddps, 1870, 19. For the name see 

also SvAceypav 

Lovpaek, father of Malik, 1441, 50. 

see also Soupae 

Loupods, son of Pecysius, 1424, 64 

Sovveur, son of (Al-)Malak (?), pavdeds (ABSeAAa) Tod 
ovpBovrov, 1441, 81 

Louduay, son of Hayyan, 1379, 8 

Lovxup, son of Muhajir, Bepeddpios, 1441, 84 
Lodia, 1419, 680 
Lravicvny, 1476 

Lrapas, father of John, 1446, 17 

For the name 
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Sravpodpavn, daughter of Tecrompias, 1518, 25 

Sradopia, wife of Joseph, 1424, 29 

eTetpatte, father of Erythrius, 1594, 12 

Lrédavos, 1419, 1320; 1420, 229; 1422, 30; 1552, 

5; 1553 verso, 40 

Lrépavos, xapynd(rys, 1560, 21 

Lrépavos, vordpus "APavaciov evdogordrov xaprovapiou, 

1447, 144, 192 

LTrépavos, roy, 1420, 129 

Xrépavos, father of Abraham, 1428, 20 

Srépavos, father of Menas, 1427, 22* 

Srédpavos, father of Onnophrius, 1485, 154 
Srépavos, father of Ou—ei—, 1460, 134 

Srépavos, father of Theodosius, 1552, 1 
Xrépavos, husband of Mariam, 1419, 896, 904 

cref tpanoc], son of Apa Cyrus, 1619, 4 

Xzédavos, son of Enoch, 1481, 21 

Xrépavos, son of George (?), 1554 verso, 16 

Srépavos, son of Jaccy( ), 1420, 138 

rédpavos, son of Misgthe (?), 1555, 33 

Srédpavos, son of Parnates, 1552, 8 

Xrépavos, son of Paul, 1418, 17 
Xrédpavos, son of Pkame, 1420, 125 
Xrépavos, son of Taurinus, 1482, 98; 1560, 22 

Lrepavods, 1521, 23 
Xredhavods, daughter of Menas, 1518, 24 

Lredavods, wife of Apollds, 1518, 21 
Erlapovd, 1459, 5. See also Sapovd and Tfapovd 
Srlapovn, father of Pesynthius, 1449, 76 
Xrpovids, father of Mary, 1419, 890 

Svdeewav, son of ‘Abd-allah, 1441, 47. For the name 
see also YovAceipav 

Svpeap, father of Sulayyim, 1447, 140, 190 

Lupedy, father of Aaron, 1420, 78; 1482, 84 (Snp.); 

1553 verso, 12 

Lupedy, father of Victor, 1438, 17, 19, 94, 148, 195, 

196, 244, 278, 280, 339,371, 445, 465, 528, 546, 

559, 571, 586 

Lupedy, son of Apollés, 1518, 22 

Lupedy, son of Paul, 1480, 49 

Lupdpovn, son (or daughter ?) of Psacho, 1480, 27 

Loheeup, son of Sim‘n, ’ApaPixds vordpios Tod cup Bovrov, 

1447, 140, 190 

LYwpaery, son of Tamim, 1879, 8. For the name see 
the following 

Lwpaeik, 1481, 9 ? — Yup) ; 1464. See also SLoupac, 

Xovpactx, Swpe 

Lwpaeix, father of Hayyan, 1837, 5; 1450, 2 

Lope, 1960, 14. See also the preceding 

Taa, 1480, 65 

: Taap, 1419, 396, 663, 681, 1396; 1420, 21; 1432, 88 

Taap, father of George, 1420, 23 
Taap, father of Theodore, 1420, 44 

Taap, father of Theodosius, 1419, 674 

TaBi0d, daughter of David, 1481, 66 

Taexd\a, 1488; 1555, 13. See also @exda, Téxdra 

TaHce, wife of Phoebammon (?), 1527, 2. For the 

name see also @anovo. 

Tanv, mother of George, 1412, 473, 538 

Taxapn, father of George, 1482, 96 

Taxok, father of Theodosius, 1424, 28 

Tadwret, father of Joseph, 1419, 349, 753 (Tador.) 
Tapa—, father of John, 1557, 21 

Tavacr(acva?), 1469. See also "Avacracia ‘ 

Taveva, mother of Menas, 1420, 99 

TANIHA, See Aavjd 

Tavva (= r-"Avva?), 1468 

Tavva, mother of Isaac, 1427, 7 

Tavos, father of Paule, 1419, 1128 

Tam—, father of Mary, 1488 

Tamny, father of Peter, 1432, 68. 

also Tadyu 

Tazria, mother of George and Isaac, 1419, 339 ’ 

Tamia, mother of Senuthius, 1563, 12 

Tdzrws, father of Phoebammon, 1416, 2 (d), 1 4 (7 2), 

25 (Z1); 1471 (Tazos) 

Tapxovria, 1419, 82. See also ’Apyovria 

Tace, 1482, 69 

Taos, father of Gamoul, 1482, 51 

Tarx{exe ?], father of Isaac, 1485, 154. For the name ; 

see also Taree es ; 

Tarovt, 1421, 51 

Taroises (or a place-name?), 1420, 257 (Tarxexe) ; 

1431, 76 
Tav—as, father (or Tada, mother ?) of Ioulit, 1422, 27 

Tavdos, father of Theodore, 1422, 67 

Tavpwve, 1419, 130, 131, 133 2, 645 

Tavpuve, father of Stephen. See Taupivos 

Tavpivos, 1419, 128; 1427,8 ; 1429,17; 1460, 153 

Tavpivos, father of Pachymius, 1420, 229 

Tavpivos, father of Pecysius, 1460, 175 

Tavpivos, father of Peter, 1420, 265 

Tavptvos, father of Psepnuthius, 1420, 112 

Tavpivos, father of Stephen, 1432, 98 (—ve); 1560, 23 

(—we) 

For the name see 

a rn 

ig 

' 
= 
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Tavpivos; father of Theodosius, 1420, 189; 1558 
verso, 28 

Tavpivos, son of Jacob, 1460, 132 

Tadmny, father of Musaeus, 1451, 105. 

see also Tazynu 

TBaapre, 1471 

TBeder, 1419, 14, 1296 

Te— (?), 1419, 68 
TeBew, wife of Philotheus, 1424, 27 

TeBov, 1419, 1139 

Téxd(a) (=Gékda), rats Oavayr, 1491 (2) 
Texpopsrias, 1419, 160, 1321; 1469; 1518, 25 
Texpopzrias, father (or mother?) of Enoch, 1460, 65 

(Texpop) 
Texpoprias, father (or mother?) of Menas, 1421, 77 ; 

1422, 62 

Texpoptrias, son (or daughter ?) of Barous, 1481, 42 
Texpopmias, wife of Barous, 1420, 95 
Texvots, daughter of Philotheus, 1518, 23 

TedBov, father (?) of George (or a place-name ?), 1468 

Teveere, daughter of Paté@i, 1419, 970 

Terd@us (or a place-name? see Index 4, Tedifs), 

1432, 23; 1471 

TeppovOtos (=Mareppovbws?), 1420, 190 
TeppovO(.os), father of Pkoui, 1420, 266 
Tepto—, father of Macarius, 1451, 58 

‘Teopovva, father (or mother ?) of Philotheus, 1482, 25 

(Topovr‘); 1471 

TeyMNHcioc, See Auvds 

TCapovr, 1420, 140; 1421, 145; 1431, 35; 1552, 18; 
1557, 26. See also SCapovd, Srfapovd, Fasroyh 

Tlapovk, mepixtrns, 1452, 35 

Tapovd, brother of Macarius, 1599, 6 

Tapovk, father of Andrew, 1480, 53 
Tapovk, father of Hezekias. See gasszoyX 
Tapovd, father of Menas, 1555, 30 
Tapovd, father of Peter, 1421, 157; 1555, 18 
Tapovk, father of Philotheus, 1557, 10 
TCapovk, father of Phoebammon, 1434, 243 ; 1485, 66 
TCapovn, father of Psatus, 1555, 8 
Tfapovn, father of PwOnesh, 1420, 62; 1422, 51; 

1424, 22; 1481, 42; 1552, 21 

Tfapovk, father of Victor (probably the same as TZapov, 

son of Peter), 1482, 10; 1620 (¢axx.) 

TZapovk, son of Athanasius, 1420, 122 

Tfapovk, son of Bethanias, morixds, 1438, 291, 344, 

377s 417, 459, 472, 506 

Tlapovk, son of Callinicus, 1421, 69 

For the name 

Tfapovr, son of Isaac, 1461, 20 

TCapovn, son of Kalausa, 1422, 16 

Tfapovrd, son of Maasai, 1552, 4 
Tfapovr, son of Macarius, 1556, 3 

Tfapovr, son of Musaeus, 1424, 53; 1451, 129; 1452, 
28 (['TZa]no00d) 

Tfapovr, son of Paout, 1420, 139 
Tfapovd, son of Paphebes, 1446, 21 

TCapovd, son of Peter (see also Téapovd, father of 

Victor), 1480, 17 

T{apovr, son of Philotheus, 1452, 25 

TfapovX, son of Phoebammon, 1553, 11 

Tfapovr, son of Psemnuthius, 1599, 6 

Tlapovd, son of Pwonesh, 1482, 92; 1593, 18 (#aaz.) 

Tfapova, son of Tasis, 1482, 51 

Tlurot, father of Pnei, 1421, 160; 1494, 22 (TLirofou), 
31 (xse01); 1556, 13 (Téarf). For the name 

see also Toorroor 

Tova, 1474 
Tlwrl, son of Hellds, 1555, 34 

Tve, father of Pkoui, 1460, 95 

Tipdbeos, 1448, 53 
Tup[d0eos ?], father of Theodore, 1420, 134 

Tupd0eos, son of Peter, 1420, 249 

Tipd0eos, son of Senuthius, 1480, 8 

Tipynve (=r-Eipyvy), 1427, 7 

Tape, father of John, 1431, 59 

Tkapet, father of George, 1482, 60 

Tap, 1419, 145 

Tk. vo, father of Joseph, 1485, 153 

_ Tdoortee, father of Patermuthius, 1480, 47; 1485, 163; 

1558, 24 (TAooge) 

Tozretos, 1482, 70 

Tovavee, 1482, 68 

Tpaavds, the Emperor : ddara rod Tpacavod, 1846, 10 ; 

1465 

Tpace, 1488 

Tpeoe, 1419, 775 

Tpoots, 1419, 762-764, 770 

Tpoos, son of John, 1448, 21 

T .. ppo, 1419, 55 

ToaBer, 1420, 238 

Toakapane, 1482, 69 

Toapo (?), 1419, 54 
Toaxo, 1419, 628 

Toeepe Kow, 1419, 897, 903 

Toexpour@, father of Macarius, 1420, 54. 
SuxAourg 

See also 
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Toever, 1419, 55 

ToevodO(is), daughter of Leontius, 1420, 75; 1481, 
44; 1487, 17 

ToevovO(is), daughter of Zacharias, 1521, 24 
Tojpos, 1488 
rethAe, 1595, 2, to (rethpe), 14 (rergXe). 

chsAs, 3/Bvda 
Topovv®. See Terpouva 

Toouroot, 1474. See also Thirfau 

Towve Kovt, mother of Psouke, 1420, 73 

Towvn, 1419, 670 

Towvn Kou, daughter of Myxe, 1481, 48 

—rw, father of George, 1460, 79 

T@dXos (?), 1485, 30 
TWevpt, 1419, 94 

See also 

—vkhos, 1460, 114 

gyAaraAer. See “Hpdxdewos 

Tperh . . 7° (?), father of Patkame, 1435, 166 

@a8, 1441, gl 

®ae.ad, father of Enoch, 1482, 16 

@Pae.ar, 1563, 2 

Pap, 1422, 74 

@dro(s), father of Pecysius, 1448, 324 

®cC, father of Macarius, 1449, 72 
Peo (= 7-geAdw), See “EAAws 

theAoee. See hrdoecoc 

Dez Kovt, 1419, 313 

—d¢ny, 1421, 116 
@iu—, father of Atias, 1422, 94 

@.f, father of Enoch, 1421, 38; 1481, 52 

PiBapapwv, See PoBdppov 

DiBapov. See Po. Bdupov 

@iBeuos, 1421, 93 
Pur—, 1457, 93 

Pirafloe. See Pirdbeos 
Didd(p)pwor, 1420, 136 
Pird(.)ov, father of Hellés, 1420, 111 
PurHpov, 1419, 396, 1030, 1031, 1237, 1238; 1481, 

24 
Pudypwr, father of Cosmas, 1552, 9 
Diy, father of Papnuthius, 1560, 20 
Didr}por, son of Philip, 1449, 11 (BAnyp.) 
®Pidur7os, father of Philemon, 1449, 11 

Pug. See WAS 

Piroy”, father of Samuel, 1460, 169. 

compare ®iAovy” 

For the name 

Pur0beos, 1419, 98, 404, 593, 595, 623, 697, 700, 

702, 711, 713, 718, 775, 834, 883, 911, 992, 

1031, 1284; 1420, 129, 260; 1435, 159; 1487, 

5; 1448, 60; 1461, 28(?); 1541, 3; 1546, 15; 

1553, 34; 1554, 20; 1555, 36; 1557, 30; 

1558, 8, 20; 1568, 9; 1571, 1; 1578, 4; 

1616, 1. See also msArrecoc 

@idrdGeos, éBBis, 1460, 62 (Praboe) 
Pidrde0s, Baded’s, 1459, 20 
thrAoeeoc, dudKovos, 1599, 12 (heAove) 

Piddeos, petlov (?), 1482, 37 
@Pur0beos, vatrys, 1449, 15 

@iddbeos, zpecBirepos, 1447, 218; 1571, 8. See also 
P.AdGeos, son of Menas 

@idGe0s, zpodiprys (?), 1558, 24 
@ihdGeos, father of Abraham, 1451, 37 
@idGeos, father of Andrew, 1482, 100 

®.ddGe0s, father of Anouph, 1451, 27 
@.d0eos, father of Apa Cyrus, 1557, 5 

@.d0e0s, father of Colluthus, 1451, 51 
®iddGeos, father of Cosmas, 1420, 136 
@idde0s, father of David, 1482, 50 

thrAoecoc, father of Elias, 1620 
@.dGeos, father of Gamoul, 1452, 25 

@iddGeos, father of Hermads, 1452, 5; 1460, 84 
@.dd eos, father of Horuonchius, 1424, 61 

@ihdGeos, father of John, 1422, 73; 1488, 587 

@iddGeos, father of Luke (?), 1480, 16 

@idOeos, father of Mark, 1481, 17; 1449, 92 

@iddOeos, father of Matoi, 1455, 3; 1555, 15; 1557, 9 

@iddeos, father of —O_ ), 1558, 9 
@.d0e0s, father of Pancrobius, 1451, 133 
thrAoecoc, father of Papnoute, 1497, 1, 20 

@uddGeos, father of Paul, 1451, 134; 1454,8; 1457, 
28; 1620 

@.id6Geos, father of Pesatus, 1480, 63 
@.ddeos, father of Rhea, 1458, 3 

@.)dbeos, father of Senuthius, 1418, 15 

@iddeos, father of Severus, 1557, 5 
thrAoceeoc, father of Theodore, 1578, 22, 35 

@iddGeos, father of Theodosius, 1420, 250; 1427, 6; 

1482, 101; 1544, 17; 1545, 2; 1548, 9; 

1549; 1554, 3, 18; 1591, 6 

@.id6eos, husband of Tebeid, 1424, 27 

@iddGeos, son of Apa Cyrus, zpecBirepos Srpovbod, 
1422, 50 

@thd0eos, son of Apa Cyrus and Elizabeth, 1518, 26 
®.ddGe0s, son of Athanasius, 1421, 107 
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thd eos, son of David, 1460, 30; 1553 verso, 3 
®.dGe0s, son of Enoch, 1480, 64 
PiddGeos, son of Gamoul, 1557, 10 

thrAoecoc, son of George, 1558, 31, 40; 1564, 1 

®.ddGeos, son of John, 1454, 6 

®@.dGeos, son of Kakjak, 1421, 148; 1422, 74 

@iddGeos, son of Kana (?), 1460, 72 
®iddGeos, son of Macarius, 1421, 112 ; 1422, 20; 1481, 

67; 1433, 265; 1449, 72; 1555, 24; 1573, 30; 

1610, 54 

thrAoecoc, son of Menas, 1495, 15; 1586, 11; 1565, 

41; 1570, 7 ; 1610, 48 

thrAoeeoc, son of Menas, didxovos, 1548, 12 

@.dOeos, son of Menas, peiov of Pakaunis, 1549 

®iddGeos, son of Menas, rpecBvrepos, 1558, 25 
@iddeos, son of Menas, xperBdrepos and moriéds, 

1433, 37, 39, 108-110, 160, 161, 208, 294, 297, 

345, 347, 379, 382, 418, 419, 474, 490, 507, 508 
@.dHe0s, son of Onnophrius, 1518, 23 _ 
@.de0s, son of Paam, 1419, 388 

@iddeos, son of Pancrobe, 1480, 56 

@iddGeos, son of Pane, 1419, 537 
@iddeos, son of Patas, 1431, 72 

@udGeos, son of Pathalme, 1419, 1031 

@.ddGeos, son of Patinus, 1481, 75 
@ddGe0s, son of Paul, 1485, 161; 1622, 6 

@iddGeos, son of Pecysius, xapnAlrys, 1480, 2 

®iddOeos, son of Pkarous, 1420, 120 

@uddGeos, son of Pseri[us ?], 1421, 146 
®idGeos, son of Rapus (?), 1481, 15 
thrAcecoc, son of Shenoute, 1536, 32 

@.dOeos, son of Tesmouna, 1482, 25; 1471 
®@uddbeos, son of Theodore, 1481, 22 

@iddeos, son of Victor, 1555, 1 ; 1557, 30 

PDidd€evos, vordpws, 1412, 465, 466, 470, 476, 479, 482, 

485, 491, 496, 501, 506, 511, 516, [521], [526], 

532, 533 
Pidorip(os ?), son of Elias, exparusrys, 1457, 80 

@idd7(ywos), father of Andrew, 1460, 194 
@idovy’ (?), father of Senuthius, 1460, 168. For the 

name compare ®uoy 

Diddvyop, father of Anoup, 1449, 71 

®\—, 1487, 3 

®)aovwos Bacideuos, pagarch of Aphrodito, 1540, 21 

®ve, 1419, 839, 975 (Pim), 1310. For the name see 

Index 4, Pevéws, under rd7ou 

PoBappov. See borBdupov 

—¢ot, 1419, 55 

IV. 4E 
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Doi Bdppwv, 1419, 805, 852, 1161; 1422, 14; 1482, 
103; 1447, 220 (®o.Bapwv); 1458, 16; 1460, 

118 (—ppov), 192; 1461, 71; 1495, 14; 1512, 

34; 1518, 34; 1527, 1; 1586, 21, 27, 30; 1554 

verso, 17; 1557, 18; 1558, 5; 1560, 18; 1561, 

12; 1591, 7; 1604; 1632, 3, 8,9; 1642, 1. See 

also ana ihasswm 

Doi Bdppov, dpxioraBAlrys, 1435, 45 
DoiBdppwr, iarpds, 1419, 1309 
DorBd ppv, vairys. See boBdupwv, son of Agathon 
Doi Bdppwv, pec Birepos, 1552, 29; 1553 verso, 13 
DoiBdppwv, xpvooxdos, 1428, 26; 1482, 34, ror 
Doi.Bdppor, father of Antonius, 1554 verso, 22 

Do.Bappov, father of Apa Dius (?), 1430, 41 
DoiBdppwr, father of Athanasius, 1557, 6; 1588, 12 

DorBappor, father of Chryse, 1558 verso, 40 
Dor.Bdppor, father of Dioscorus, 1482, 14 

Do.Bdppor, father of Enoch, 1420, 38 
Po.Bdppor, father of Gamoul, 1553, 11 
Poi Bdppor, father of Jacob, 1428, 16; 1482, 24 

Doi.Bdupay, father of John, 1482, 23; 1460, 104 
(—apwv); 1497, 25; 1620 

Po.Bdppor, father of Kauro, 1420, 45 
DorBdppwr, father of Mary, zpecBirepos, 1419, 926 
Doi Bdppov, father of Musaeus, 1420, 49; 1424, 15; 

1431, 37, 46; 1482, 83 

PoiBdppowr, father of Pamin, 1555, 2 

Po.Bdppor, father of Patricia, 1420, 80 

PoiBappwyr, father of Pisatus, 1460, 107 

PoiBdppor, father of Senuthius, 1424, 13; 1430, 35 ; 

1482, 56; 1460, 45 (—Bapov) 

Doi Bdppor, father of Theodosius, 1452, 7 
PDoi.Bdppwr, father of Victor, 1449, 83 
DoiBdppwr, father of Zacharias, 1485, 173 

DoiBdppowr, son of Agathon, vavrys, 1483, 69, 133, 

323 
thorhaeeeewit, son of Astése, 1550, 12 (—hasroy) 

PovBdppwv, son of Chol, 1460, 91 (®Bapor) 
PotBdppwv, son of Ch—ous, 1443, 64 

PoiBdppev, son of Colluthus, 1420, 96 
PoiBdppwv, son of Cyriacus, 1460, 40 (—Bapwr), 

67 (PBapapwv) ; 1610, 4 

Do.Bdppwr, son of Dionysius, 1484, 243; 1435, 66 

PoiBdpper, son of [Dion ]ysodorus, murrixds, 1435, 47 

DoiBdppov, son of Gamoul, 1434, 243; 1485, 66 

DoiBdppov, son of George, 1421, 162; 1459, 19; 

1494, 5, 28 
chorha(ae)aewt, son of Jeremias, 1542, 10 
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Po.Bdppor, son of Los, réxrwv, 1481, 25; 1482, 36 

PorBdppov, son of M—, 1469 
Do.Bdppor, son of Macarius, 1451, 53 

Por. Bdppwr, son of Mark,1460, 29 (—Bapwr); 1557, 19 

DoiBdpwr, son of Menas, 1482, 38; 1486, 31; 1460, 
46 (—Bapwv) 

Poi.Bdppev, son of Onnophrius, 1549; 1563, 11; 
1608, 4 

Do.Bdppwr, son of P—, 1436, 43 
corhasesewit, son of Pa—, 1587, 22 (—hasroy) 

Poi Bappor, son of Pamoun, 1486, 70 

PoiBdppwr, son of Panakes, 1558, 19 

Do.Bappwv, son of Panoube, 1421, 147; 1556, 8 
Po.Bdppowr, son of Papmu(thius ?), 1485, 143 

DoiBdppov, son of Patose, 1448, 63; 1521, 28 

(-haatirg) | 
Poi. Bdppor, son of Pisius, 1421, 106 ; 1422, 4 

Poi.Bdppwvr, son of Psate, 1460, ror (of.) 

Po.Bdppovr, son of Saucolus, 1419, 846 

Doi. Bdppwv, son of Senuthius, 1553 verso, 30 

DorBdppor, son of Sids, 1421, 108 ; 1459, 38 

Doi.Bdppwr, son of Tapés, 1416, 2 (d), t @ (n2), 26 

(21); 1471 
DoiBdppwvr, son of Th—, 1453, 15 
Doi. Bdppor, son of Theodore, 1499, 14; 1558, 14 

PorBdppor, son of Victor, 1420, 1, 77; 1481, 45 

Ppp, 1419, 1275 

@pyp, son of Apa Abraham, 1449, 19 

pnp, son of John, 1421, 110 

Dv)rw, spec Bvrepos, 1419, 33 

@Vos, father of Menas, 1419, 403, 636 

Duta kes, 1482, 36 

®wxkas, son of Ab[raham], 1460, 37 

®wxas, son of John, 1420, 124; 1552, 15 

®wxdas, son of Macarius, 1449, 27 
®wxas, son of Mark, 1449, 71 

®axdas, son of Ptérus, 1426, 41; 1451, 61 

Xa— (Arab), son of —ew, 1441, 75 

Xaazr, father of Al-Kasim, 1484, 112, 115, 176, 224; 

1435, [3], 36, 101. 

Xdd.8os, 1482, 65. See also Kédcros 

Xamh, 1414, 56 
Xav”, father of John, 1421, 148 

Xahed, son of Musafi, 1447, 169 

Xaned, son of Yazid, 1441, 48 

Xaz, father of Yazid, 1441, 80. 

Xaar 

For the name see also Xa 

For the name see also 

Xapis, father of Pkana, 1420, 116 

Xapworia, 1420, 208 

Xynov—, 1460, 88 

Xuvava, rats rod cvpBovtrAov, 1447, 122 

— xpos, 1421, 105 

Xod, father of Phoebammon, 1460, grt. 

the following name see also XG@pos 

XoXos, father of Jacob, 1446, 29 

XOXos, father of Papnuthius, 1424, 17 
X . . 00s, father of Phoebammon, 1448, 64 

XovOva, daughter of Yazid, wife of Al-Asbagh b, ‘Abd. 

al-‘Aziz, 1447, 121 

Xpynoce. See also Xpuce 
Xpnooee, father of John, 1557, 14 

Xpynoce, son of Pauds, 1554 verso, 27 

Xpyords, father of Pachymius, 1481, 48 

Xpumt, 1419, 303 

XPicToawpoc, 1588, 16 

Xpiarddapos, father of John, 1553 verso, 40; vie 
verso, 26 

Xpiorodopia, 1419, 1107 

Xpuoroddpos, 1419, 1238; 1457, 12 (?) 

Xpiotoddpos, father of Menas, 1419, 989; 1460, 162 

Xpioroddpos, son of David, 1480, 46 

Xpworodédpos, son of Menas, 1460, 163 
Xpvoe. See also Xpyoce 

Xpvee, father of Apollés, 1553 verso, 1 

Xpvore, father of Pachymius, 1420, 71 

Xpvoe, son of Phoebammon, 1553 verso, 40 

Xwdds (perhaps same as following), 1469 

XGpos, son of (?) Obre( _), 1419, 8x1, 825. For the 
name see perhaps XoA and XéAos 

For this and 

Wa, father of Colluthus, 1556, 10 

Wate, father of Onnophrius, 1419, roro 

Wate, son of Theodosius, vavrys, 1485, 170 

Wake (same name as following), father of Dioscorus, 

1420, 141 

WVakgou, 1449, 85. 

Wanos, 1474 
Wddos, son of Diané, 1562, 2 

Waris, son of Ope, 1446, 33 

Was, 1426, 4 

War, Ware, etc. See also Vor, Wore 

War, son of Leontius, 1460, 176 

Ware, father of Apa Tér, 1553 verso, 25 

\parte, father of George. 

Ware, father of Phoebammon, 1460, ror 

See also Vaya, Vaxo, and Vaxo 

See Waros 
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Warn, father of Apa Cyrus. See Wdros 

Vary, son of Perkai, 1421, 158 

Warn, son of Peter, See Vdros 

Varn, son of Thomas, 1460, 152 

Waros, 1480, 39 ; 1451, 108 
Waros, father of Apa Cyrus, 1420, 167; 1481, 78 (Wary) 
Waros, father of Apollés, 1451, 111 

Waros, father of Cosmas, 1427, 23* 
Waros, father of George, 1451, 158; 1494, 34 (Pate) ; 

1528, 18 (do.) 

Waros, father of Macarius, 1480, 5 

Wadros, father of Peter, 1449, 70 

Waros (?), father of Theodore, 1485, 171 

Wadros, son of Gamoul, 1555, 8 

Wadros, son of Jacob, 1416, 72 

Waros, son of Pammes, 1449, 69 

Waros, son of Peter, 1420, 255; 1480, 32; 1481, 81 

(warn) 
Warovy (?), father of Zacharias, 1446, 38 
Wav, son of Theodore, 1426, 12 

WVayar, Yaxo, Yaxw, See also Vaxe and Vaxga 

Wayau, father of George, 1482, 55 

Wayo, father of Pamoun, 1455, 5 

Waxo, father of Pterus, 1552, 14 

Vaxo, father of Severus, 1420, 72; 1482, 82 

Waxo, father of Simon, 1420, 137 

WVaxo, father of Symphroné, 1430, 27 

WVaxo, father of Thomas, 1432, 103 

“Waxo, son of Dianus, 1449, 9 

Waxo, son of Hezekias, 1554 verso, 2x 

Waxo, son of Marsabau, 1420, 88 

Waxo, son of Patermuthius, 1420, 83 ; 1552, 22 (—9cw) 

Waxo, son of Peit— (?), 1455, 2 

Waxo, son of Thomas, 1554, 17 

Vax, 1419, 655 

WeBvovdvos, father of Elias,1874, 15. For the name 

see also Veuvovbios, VeyrvovOis, VervovOus 

Wepdau, father of Apa Cyrus, 1481, 28 

WepuvovOvos, 1421, 49; 1459, 41, 44. 
WeBvovbw0s, Veprvovbos, Vervovuos 

Wepvovbuos, father of Ezekiel. See Yeyavoribios 
Wepvov6vos, father of Gamoul, 1599, 6 

See also 

WepvovGvos, son of Elias, 1421, 154; 1487, 4; 1552, 
11, 22 (—enc). See also Vervovdus 

Wepvovbvos, son of Peloole, 1454, 9 

Wepmvovdvs, father of Ezekiel, 1488, 21, 97, 150 

(Werv.), 197 (do.), 279 (do.), 281 (do.); 1488, 2 
(Wepv.), 10 (do.); 1449, 30 (do.) 

[? Vevv wp, 1421, 21 

Wevtovoopee, See Vwrwdpws 
WemvovO.os, father of Ezekiel. See WeprvovOios 
WemvovOvos, father of John, 1420, 115 
WemvovGvos, son of Elias, 1420, 74. Probably not the 

same person as Veyvovbws, son of Elias 

Wemvov@tos, son of Taurinus, 1420, 112 

Wnpe, son of Theodosius, 1420, 92; 1481, 49. For 

the name see also Wupe 

Wnpe Kove, 1419, 42 (Wupe K.); 1449, 33, 38 

WVnpe Kovt, father of Pesous, 1482, 46; 1558, 11 

Wypios ?], father of Philotheus, 1421, 146 

ys, father of Onnophrius, 1419, ro19 

WiBavwBer, 1419, 527, 539, 550, 906 
Veyns. See also Wire, pice 

Weyys, father of Andrew, 1419, 278 

Weyns, father of Kah, 1482, 26; 1471 (Vues) 

Wire, 1474, See also Wyns, ice 
Wuke, zperBirepos, 1557, 16 

Wwe, son of Apa Cyrus, 1421, 152 

Wuke, son of Jacob, 1554 verso, 19 

Wuxe, son of Victor. See pice 

Wires. See Yuyys 

Widug, father of Zacharias, 1419, 641 (see Addenda) 

WVwvrwdptos, father of Pamoun (or a place-name ?), 1421, 

91; 1469 (Werrovoopee) 

\pige, 1555, 36; 1599, 14 

‘fice, son of Victor, 1455, 2 (Vue); 1548, 7; 1549; 
1573, 16; 1610, 53 

Motos ( = nujos), 1427, 8; 1488, 257; 1557, 29. See 
also muyos, son of Menas 

MWotos, Siocyrys, 1484, 251 

Wotos, father of Apollés, See muyjos 
Wotos, father of Colluthus, 1449, 23 

Wotos, father of George, 1482, 11 
Wotos, father of Heraclius, 1480, 36 

Wotos, father of Macarius, 1421, 132 

Wotos, son of Andrew, 1420, 9; 1424, 4 

Wotos, son of Mark, 1460, 180 

WVotos, son of Menas. See mujos 

Wotos, son (?) of Noelius, 1422, 66 

Wotos, son of Pébet, 1419, tooo 

Wov, 1419, 1017 

Wor, father of Jacob, 1426, 11 

Wor, father of Musaeus, 1484, 244; 1449, 93 

Wov, father of Senuthius, 1451, 34. See also Vov Kow 

Wor, father of Theodosius, 1486, 76 

Wor, son of Mark, 1558, 23 

4E2 
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Wov Kovt, 1419, 742; 1482, 24 

Wov Kowt, father of Sarapion, 1480, 103 
Wov Kovwi, father of Senuthius, 1481, 74; 1458, 

6; 1558 verso, 33; 1554 verso, 19; 1560, 22 

(mcamnoyr). See also Yor 

Wov Kovt, son of Musaeus, 1480, 38, 115 

—wos, 1427, 24* 

Wor (= Wore), 1491 (d) 

Wore, 1419, 197, 1274; 1457, 11; 1460, 182. See 

also War, Ware, etc. 

\pore, father of Mark, 1619, 7 

Wore, father of Menas, 1419, 403 

Wovxe, 1468 

Wouvke, son of Tséne Koui, 1420, 73 

Wovh, father of Peter, 1422, 5 

Wovo, father of Mark, 1481, 18; 1474; 1572 (Wovuwr), 
3, 6, 9, 10, 22, 26, 30, 31 

WVovwr, 1459, 23 

Wovwr, father of George, 1448, 17 

Wupe, 1419, 477, 567, 1002. See also Wype 
Wupe Kou. See Ynpe Kou 

‘Vou—, 1487, 9 

OQ—, father of Enoch, 1451, 151 

OQ—, son of Konniaté, 1446, 20 

Ov, 1419, 941 

—wh~, son of Philotheus, Badevs; 1558, 9 

—apatws: See Tpwpatws 
"Opecip, Bepedépwos, 1868, 12 
Opry", 1419, 1195 

‘Opo, father of Pecysius, 1558, 10 

—wpos, 1419; 49 

‘Opovdyxvos, ye(pdtos ?), épydrys, 1424, 66 (Qpovry) 

‘Qpovdyxvos, Aoyoypddos, 1412, 136 (Opovyx.); 1418, 

15, 118; 1488, 34, 106, 158; 206, 249, 290, 376, 

416, 505, 531; 1570, 26. See also ‘Qpovisyyus, 

xaprovddpios ; 
‘Opovdyx.os, vordpis (probably same as preceding), 

1448, 1 

‘Opovodyxvos, father of Elias, 1420, 185; 1481, 70; 

1482, 96 (Qpovwyx:) ; 1558 verso, 2 

‘Opovdyyvos, father of Pesate, 1420, 90; 1552, 19 

“Opovdy vos, father of Sergius, 1420, 171 

‘Qpovdyxvos, father of Theodosius, 1420, 207; 1481, 

83 (—ovX) ; 1554 verso, 15 (Qpovyx.) 

‘Qpovdyywos, father of Victor, 1599, 4 
‘Qpovdyycos, son of George, 1416, 31; 1482, 91 ; 1549 
‘Qpovdyytos, son of Onnophrius, 1420, 27 

‘Opovdyyuos, son of Philotheus, 1424, 6r 
‘Opovdyyvwos, 1424, 34 

‘Apovayy(o)s, peo Bvrepos, 1419, 627 

‘Opovadyy.os, xaprovXdpios (perhaps same as ‘Qpovdyxtos 

Aoyoypddos), 1445, 6 

‘Opovadyytos, father of Basil, 1424, 34 
‘Opovayxvos, father of Elias. See ‘Qpovdyxu0s 
‘Opovdyyuos, father of Paats, 1418, 16 
‘Opoevovtdios, father of Alexander (?). See Otepoevot- 

ios 

‘Opoevovdros, son of Hermaés, 1420, 12 

‘Opoevovdros, son of Pami( ). See Obeprevoiduos 

QWPCInce, son of Sire, 1619, 5 
‘Opoijoros, son of Jacob, 1460, 43 

—wo puywp, 1419, 615 

—wynB; father of Biés—, 1460, 89 

wahoryp, 1632, 6, 7 
we—, 1520; 6 
WENO YOHC, 1537, 6 

WenmoyTe, 1504, 1; 1555, 36; 1613, 3: See also 

SevovOuos 

WeENoYTE, zpecBirepos, 1689, 10. See also SevodOs 

wWelloyTe, father of Andrew, 1569, 4 

wenoyTe, father of Philotheus, 1536, 32 

weioyTe, son of Athanasius, See Sevovdios 

wenoyTe, son of Daniel. See Zevovfuos 

wemnoyte, son of Enoch, 1416, 70 (Xev) ; 1584, 3; 

1591, 2 

weitoyte, son of Patermoute. See Yevovbcos 

wertoyTe, son of Psonkoui. See SevoiGcos 

winoyte, 1572, 12, 35 

writoyTe, father of Theodosius. See Sevovbws 

wrtoyTe, son of Colluthus. See Yevovbuos 

woypae, woypHe, father of ‘Abd-allah. See 
Slovpae 

Q- In arranging this index this initial is disregarded. 

Names so beginning will be found under the follow- 

ing letter 

asant (?), 1629, 1 
esiesor, See TéirZor 

Gaseoya, father of Hezekias, 1462 (/), 9 (— T—); 

1497, 23; 1504, 9; 1509, 27; 1518, 29; 1549 
(TZ); 1554 verso, 20; 1565, 3, 46, 60 (TZ); 

1573, 27; 1621, 2 

a 
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@asseoya, father of Pegdsh, 1562, 13; 1599, 17 
GassxoyA, father of Victor. See Téapovd 

Gasxoya, son of Pwonesh. See Tfapovd 
Gapag, 1508, 16; 1509, 3, 5 

Gavaret, 1419, 80 

Gavareu, father of Mariam, 1419, 100¥ 

sl, pagarch of Aphrodito, 1875, 1 
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alt axe, father of the Prophet, 1462 (m), 3 
4)! a.¢, the Governor, 1433, 12; 1462 (f), 3 
@LM! sc, the Khalif, 1483, 12; 1462 (f), 3 
es, the Khalif, 1413, 1 

tes*, the Prophet, 1412, 6; 1481, 6; 1433, 8; 14384, 
6; 1451, 6; 1462 (a), 6; (d), 6; (m), 3; (7), 6; 
1496, prot. ; 1540, prot.; 1642, prot. ; 15'74, prot. 

sJg)l, the Khalif, 1433, 9 ; 1462 (g), 6 

‘ 3. INDEX OF OFFICIALS 

INCLUDING ECCLESIASTICAL TERMS 

aBBas, 1460, 62 (aBas) 
dypodtha€, 1444, 24 (?); 1551 

*Aptpahpoupy, 1838, 12; 1842, 2; 1349, 20; 1352, 

5, 14; 1862, 1, 6, [24]; 1868, 7; 1878, 1, 6; 

1380, 11; [1392, 16?]; [1398, 537]; [1403, 5]; 
1414, 24, 76; 1483, 10, 20, 29, 30, 33, 38, 67, 95, 

102, 131, 149, 154, 196, 202,245, 278, 285, 286, 

289, 293, 339, 371, 373 379s 411, 418, 445, 448, 

465, 502, 507, 528, 546, 548, 559, 571, 586; 1484, 
34, 189; 1485, 69; 1488; 9; 14651, 100, 109; 
1460, 190; 1462 (¢), 2, (/), 8; (#), 5; [(4), 1]; 
(2), 75 U(r), 7]5 (9), 4 (Avr); (4,73 (@) 35 (@), 
2; (x), 3 (Appadrpwpovrw) ; (aa), 2; (65), 2; 1468; 

1487 ; 1491 (c); 1517, 7; 1540 
djiipas, 1603, 2 
*avrvyeovyos (MS. atitey x ec), 1529, 7 
dmoKptotdp.os, 1860, 1; 1879, 12; 1401, 11; 1406, 

3; 1486, 140 

atrohu(_), 1448, 20, 22 
dpxwv, 1592, 2 

Aiyovora\wos, 1892, 13 
Bepeddpuos, 1336, 15; 1351,15; 1853, 2); 1856, 41 ; 

1862, 24; 1368, 12; 1870, 19; 1880, 33; 1383, 
16 (Bepid.) ; 1887, 15 ; 1891, 31; 1401, 15; 1408, 

4; 1416, 51; 1419, 1359 (?); 1483; 45, 122, 143, 

194, 312, 351, 368 ; 1484, 17, 26, 44 (Bepy?), 254 

(Bep.®), 328 (do.); 1440, 4 (do.); 1441, 80, 84, 89 
(Bep®) ; 1448, 35, 48, 56; 1468; 1464 

Bones, 1419, 1279 

Siaypaddpios, 1585, 1 
SidKovos, 1419, 130, 140; 1420, 163; 1449, 42, 49, 

55,86 ; 1504,8; 1508, 35; 1548, 12; 1553, 42, 

verso, 243; 1554, 5; 1599, 12 

Svotknrys, 1835, [3], 19; 1886, 3, 14; 1840, 3, 9; 
1841, 2, [11]; 1848, 22; 1844, 2, 23; 1846, 
4, 21; 1851, 2, 14; 1852, 2, [13]; 1853, 3, 

[28]; [1855, 3, 14]; 1856, 3, 40; 1859, 3, 22; 

1360, 13; 1862, 3, 23; 1868, 3, 11; 1869, 2; 

1870, 3, 18; 1874, 3, [14]; 1875, [3]; 1876, 3, 

[16]; 1878, [3], 15; 1879, 3, 13; [1880, 1]; 
1381, 2; [1883, 2]; 1384, 8; 1887, 3, 16; 1391, 
2, [30]; 1892, 3, [20]; [1394, 2, 28]; 1896, 3, 
[8]; 13899, 3; 1401, 2, 14; 1403, 3, [6]; 1418, 
[13], 29, 40, 51, 62, 73, [83], [92], 116; 1414, 
[59], 102, 136, 161, 186, 206, [316]; 1419, 84, 89, 

116, 335, 491, 612, 735, 739 (S8ux.), 756(?), 815, 
904, 1210, [1213?], 1257, 1308, 1315; 1484, 251; 

1448, 65; 1449, 49, 85 ; 1456 (4), 2; 1464 
Sov€, 1412; 16-221, passim, 281, 381, [459]; 1419, 

320(?); 1488, 3, 4(?); 1440, 6(?); 1444, 20; 

1449, 16 

€uBohadpyys, 1441, 60,64; 1457, 117 
lvyoordrys, 1412, 14-203, passim; 1485; 1508, 13 

(qrToc), 20 (qHroc) 3 1509, 9 (Zyewe). 

Hyovpevos, 6, 1434, 252; 1489; 1495, 16 ; 1497, 28; 

1514, 9; 1589, 3; 1549; 1565, 53; 1573, 28; 
1589, 11; 1610, 49; 1621, 3; 1622, 2 

KedXdptos, 1414, 43, 55, [90], 99, 126, 135, 158, 160, 
[183], 185, 204, [224], 238, 253; 1484, 109 

Kopapyns (?), 1419, 121 (xopa/? see note) 
hoyoypddos, 1401, 12 ; 1412, 136; 1418, [15], 118; 

1483, 34, 158, 206, 249, 290, 376, 416, 505, 5313 

1448, 3; 1570, 26 

payorpiavds, 1404, 16; 1457, [107], [327], 33 (?) 

[or?] 
petlov, 1848, 22 ; 1856, 15; 1867, 8; 1984, [8], 12, 
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39; 1400, 15; 1482, 37 (?) ; 1440,1; 1452, 24; 

1466 ; 1494, 42; 1499, I9; 1549; 1551; 1565, 

60; 1570, 7 

vopiKds, 1419, 569, 578, 851; 1485, 159; 1515, 22; 
1518, 35; 1519, 26 ; 1521, 35; 1549; 1558, 13 

vordpios, 1880, 6; 1412, 14 and passim; 1418, [18], 

41, 52, 64, 75, 121, 243, 255, 266, 277, 287, 297, 
397, 3373 1419, 80(?); 1482, 43; 1484, 229, 301, 

311; 1485, 56, [91?], 168, 186; 1447, 137-141, 

144, [187]-192 ; 1448, 1, 21, 23; 1568, 13; 1682, 4 

oivodeormorns (?), 1485, 117 

Tayapxos, 1359, 1, [23]; 1407, 2; 1412, 17-204, 

passim, 290-537, passim ; 1418,[18]-339, passim ; 

1417, 5 ; 1484, 230; 1485, 8, 117; 1441, gr, 98; 

1445, 7; 1456 (4), 2 (?); 1494,8; 1502, 2; 1508, 

5; 1518, 4; 1520, 4; 1521,6; 1529, 6; 1581,1; 

1540, 7, 21; 1542, 6; 1569, 7; 1570, 3; 1572, 

17, 33; 1578, 2; 1574, 14; 1584, 6; 1589, 

2; 1590, 2; 1610, 8; 1634, 19; 16835, 7, 9; 

1640, 3, 8 
MLCTLKOS, 1841, 12 ; 1858, 25; 1854, 17; 1898, 26, 40; 

1421, 147; 1488, 23, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 43, 45, 46, 

51, 54, 58, 65, 68, 70,72, 75, 78, 80, 81, 84, 99, 100, 

102, 104, 105, 119, 123, 128, 132, 134, 136, 141, 

142, I51, 154, 155, 157, 162-164, 173, 178, 

182-184, 189, 191, 195, 196, 199, 203-205, 210, 

213, 215, 221, 226, 230-232, 237, 238, 244, 246, 

247, 252, 254, 260, 263, 265, 266, 282, 285, 286, 

288, 289, 293, 296, 298, 301, 306, 320, 322, 329, 

331; 340, 343, 349) 353, 354, 357, 361, 363, 366, 
372, 373) 375» 379) 382, 383, 385, 387, 389, 395; 

399, 493, 411, 412, 415, 439, 434, 436, 438, 440, 

446, 447, 449, 457, [459], [460], 462, 466, 468- 
472) 475, 476, 482, 486, 490, 491, 494, 502, 503, 

515,518, 520, 529, 539,[537],[538], 542, 547, 548, 
552-554, 556, 560, 561, 563-567, 569, 572, 573, 

575, 577, 579, [58%]}, [582], [584], [588-590]; 
1484, 178, 179, 316; 1485, 47, 53, 56, 116, 191; 

1438, 7, 8, 10; 1449, 4, 60, 63, 84; 1457, 89; 

1458, 15; 1496, 21; 1514, 5; 1542, 9; 1544, 

13 (mictin‘/ ?); 1584, 3, 16 ; 1588, 2; 1600, 1 

mpeaBurepos, 1419, 33, 36, 39, 128, 150, 159, 271, 

293, 335) 447, 526, 528, 548, 551, 553, 555 (?), 
570, 599, 627, 665, 669, 788, 926, 1062, 1063, 

I105, I1L0, 1124, 1140, 1165; 1420, 36, 38-40, 

47, 49, 69, 77, IOI, 108, 191, 200, 252, 264 ; 

1421, 55, 56; 1422, 50; 1424, 29, 56; 1480, 23, 

73, 94, 107, 108; 1481, 13, 23, 30, 43, 79, 81; 

1482, 2, 5, 25, 26, 28, 29, 75, 85, 86, 104; 1483, 

39, 63, 76, 137, 140, 160, 187, 208, 235, 2470, 318, 

327, 330 347, 382, 419, 493, 508; 1484, 52; 
1485, 144, 161, 163, 1743; 1486, 33 a; 1441, 65, 

69, 73, 86; 1444, 17, 24; 1447, 218, 219, 221; 

1449, 33; 1451, 32; 1458, 1, 7; 1454, 7, 9; 

1455, 5; 1457, 29-31, 34, 58, 90(?), 99(?), 104, 
105, I11, 118; 1459, 19, 21; 1489; 1494, 40; 

1495, 13; 1497, 27, 28; 1499, 11, 16; 1512, 32; 

1518, 9; 1515, 19; 1529, 8, 9; 1533, 6; 1536, 2 
(npecher.), 9 (mpechur.), 18, 19, 22, 24, 32, 35, 373 

1587, 5; 1539, 4, 7; 1548, 11 (mpeh/); 1549; 

1552, 23, 29, 31; 1553, 32, 35, 41, verso, 12, 13, 

15 (mpechat.) ; 1554 verso, 6, 9; 1555, 4, 5, 35; 

1556, 5, 11 ; 1557, 16, 25, 27; 1558, 20, 25, 28; 

1560, 19; 1562, 13; 1563, 1; 1565, 53, 54, 56; 

1571, 8; 1572, 8, 13; 1578, 28, 31; 1589, 11; 

1595, 7; 1596, 20; 1599, 17; 1610, 49, 52; 

1621, 3 ; 1622, 2,5 ; 1625, 5; 1630, 1; 1639, 10 

MPoETTaS, 1419, 1270, 1276, 1298, 1311; 1421, 97 

(zpoeor?); 1539, 4 (mpoerct.); 1552, 28, 32, 33; 

1631, c. 1, 1 (mpoact.), c, g verso 

ocvpBodraroypados, 1454, 11 ; 1455, 6 (—Bodcoyp.) ; 
1494, 45; 1495, 18 (—Bodrcoyp.); 1497, 30 
(do.); 1498, 19 (do.); 1509, 28 (do.); 1511, 

16 (do.); 1518, 11; 1549 (—fodcoyp.); 1565, 

59; 1594, 16; 1595, 23; 1599, 21; 1610, 55 

(—Boreoyp.) 
ovpPBovdos, 1335, 2, 19; 1886, 2,[14]; 1840, 2, 9; 

1341, [1],11; 1844, 2,23; 1846, 3, 21; [1350, 

1]; 1851, 1, [24]; 1852, [1], 13; 1858, 2, 28; 

1355, 2, [14]; 1856, 2, 40; 1859, 2, 22; 1860, 

3, 13; 1862, 2, 23; 1868, 2, 11; [1369, 1]; 

1370, 2, [18]; 1874, [2], 14; 1875, 2; 1876, 

[2], 16; 1878, 2,15; 1879, 2, 13; [1880, x]; 
[1881, 1]; 1888, 1; 1887, [2], 16; 1891, [x], 

30; 1892, [2], 20; [1894, 1, 28]; 1896, 2, 8; 
[1899, 2]; 1401, 1, 14; 1408, 2,6; 1407, 1; 
1408, 1; 1410, 1; 1412, 8; 1414, 81, 151; 

1416, 69; 1418, 3 (?); 1419, 3; 1481, 8 (cup- 

Bdos); 1488, 11, 16, 17, 70, 92, 134, 147, 182, 

194, 230, 243, 267, 324, 364, 403, 437, 459, 491, 

521, 539, 554, 567, 577, 584, 590; 1484, 8 
(—Bvdos), 26, 57, 92, 100; 1485, 5* (?), 2, 201; 
1436, 29, 63; 1488, 8, 11; 1440, 1, 4; 1441, 

65, 67, 70, 81, 83; 1446, 15,26; 1447, [8], r2, 

13, [61], [74-76], 101, 103, 111-113, 115, 116, 

I2I, 122, 140, 164, 166-168, 172, 173, 177, 178, 
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190; 1449, 2; 1462(/), 6 (?); [(4), 5]; (%), 10; 
[(m), 4]; [() 2]; [(s) 3] (2), 2; 1464; 1491 
(c), (A); 1494, 7, 15; 1495, 12 (cum.); 1496, 

prot., 5, 14; 1497, 8, 12; 1498, 5; 1499, 4 

(cum.), 8 (cymA,) ; 1500, 2; 1512,16; 1515, 15; 
1520, 3 ; 1523, 6 ; 1526, r (—fo) ; 1529, 4, 5; 
1533, 2; 1542, prot., 5 (—hoN.); 1545, 4; 

1552, 30 (cumhod.), 34 (ceashwd.) ; 15538, 23 

(crmh.), verso, 8 (—fod.), 17 (do.); 1563, 19 

(cemboX.) ; 1565, 5, 21, 43; 1566, 3; 1567, 3, 

5; 1568, 3; 1574, 8; 1580, 4; 1584, 13; 

1590, 3; 1610, prot.; 1611, 4; 1684, 7 (—hod.); 

1640, 10 (cymhon.) 

TUppaXos, 1416, 64, 66; 1420, 138; 1488, 82, 

334; 1484, 331; 1485, 51, 117; 1440, 6; 

, 1448, 51; 1448, 4, 7; 1457, 86, 106, 119; 

1459, 21; 1632, 10; 1634, 16, 17 (cysxax.) 

trodéxrys, 1418, 7, 19; 1435, 1, 1g0, 182, 184; 

1494, 5, 27, 42; 1495, 18; 1549; 1552, 19; 
1558 verso, 2(?); 1569, 3; 1570, 1; 1616, 1 

vroupyés, 1419, 1039. See also Index 7 

pvda€, 1848, 22; 1884, 9, 13, 39; 1420, 180; 

(1485 ; 1682, 11 

XaprovAdpwos, 1415, 10 (?), 1445, 6 ; 1447, 137, 139, 
I4I, 144, 186, 189, 191, 192; 1448, 7 (?) 

Xpucovmrodékrns, 1463, 1, 5 
xopapxns (?), 1419, 1294 

alle, 1573, 10; 1619, 5, 8 

Symoc. See lvyorrdrys 

Aauaite, 1494, 4, 27; 1499, 3,6; 1508, 2; 1511, 

11; 1521, 3, 26; 1524, 1; 1549; 1565, 3; 

1601, 1 ; 1626, 2 

yel, 1875, 1; 1483, 12 

wnastl_jnel, 1862, 1 ; 1878, 1 ; 1488, 9 ; [1462 (7), 6]; 
(y), 1 

ils, 1860, 1 
ws?, 1840, 1; 1846, 1; 1858, 1; 1355, 1; 1856, 

1; 1859, 1; [1860, 1]; 1862, 1; 1868, 1; 

1370, 1; 1875, 1; 1878, 1; 1450, r 

4. INDEX OF PLACES 

(a) COUNTRIES, PROVINCES, TOWNS, VILLAGES, MONASTERIES, ETC. 

.B.—Where the Coptic and Greek names of a place differ the two names are indexed separately and both must be 
looked up. Arabic names are given separately at the end. Place-names into which &BBas, dyws, etc. enter will be found 
under “ABBG, “Ayias, ‘Ayiov, etc.) 

"ABBa —, 1460, 196 
"ABBG *Ayeviov, 1412, 277 
"ABBG *Evriov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1419, 437, 

1382 (?) 

*ABBa “Eppdwros, monastery in Aphrodito, 1418, 
[roo], 213, 321, 428, 541, 647; 1414, 256; 

1416, 58 (called épos), 77 (do.); 1419, 1057, 1293, 

1376; 1421, 61; 1482, 63 (ABB~ Eppavos); 

(1483, 545]; 1484, 138 (dpos), 195, 221 (6pos); 
1436, 28 (do.); 1442, 26, 38 (dpos), 77 (do.); 

1445, 3 (do.); 1597, 5 (ama geparayr) 

"ABBG Maptavod, monastery (?), 1482, 65 
*ABB& Movoaiov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 785 

"ABBG Odevew, «rjjpa in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 

1461, 3 
"ABBa Mav ov, éroixov in the Hypselite pagarchy, 

1461, 24 

"ABBG SevovGiov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1419, 436, 
1328, 1381; 1482, 19 ' 

-ABBa Loupovros, ovoia, See under rézoe 

*ABB& Xapiciov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1419, 1003 

"ABBG VeurvovOiov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1419, 

363 (Aywov¥.), 1002 

ABipos, 1419, 1340 

“Ayias Mapias, év6(pwrrot), xwpiov in Aphrodito, 1412, 

37, 149, [231], 308, 398, 484; 1416, 6 (a) and (e), 

38, 72; 1481, 36; 1482, 121; 1433, 242; 1484, 

58, 76, 137, 191, 211, 222; 1486, 25, 80, 104, 
137; 1442, 4, 34, 73; 1445, 4, 11; 1461, 78; 

1458, 10 (?); 1491 (2) 

“Ayias Mapias, «rijya in the Hypselite pagarchy, 1461, 

23 

“Aylas Mapias, monastery in Aphrodito, 1418, [106], 

219, 327, 434. 547, 653; 1414, 275; 1416, 62 
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(called dpos), 79 (do.); 1419, 229, 415, 435, 1269 

(dpos), 1380; 1488, 558, 562; 1484, 137 (dpos), 

195 {do.), 220 (do.), 295 (do.); 1442, 20, 30 

(épos), 40 (do.), 77 (do.); 1445, 2 (do.); 1552, 

28 (do.) 

“Aytas Mapias (uncertain whether dv6(pwor) or mona- 
stery), 1459, 4 

“Ayias Mapias rijs xépys, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 

533, 833 
“Ayi[ou ? —, 1484, 34 

“Ayiov A—, 1460, 73 (ays A[) 
“Ayiov —apou, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 16 
“Aytov Bixrwpos, church or monastery in Aphrodito, 

1419, 1012; 1459, 7, 9, 11, 26 

“Ayiouv Bixrwpos, pepis, 1446, 28; 1469; 1572, 4, 

6, 24, 26, 30 : 

‘Ayiov Bixrwpos Vuwrodpov, church in Aphrodito, 

1419, 562 

“Ayiou "Evdx, monastery in Aphrodito, 1419, 1151; 

1459, 26; 1485 

“Ayiov "Evady, pepis, 1555, 23; 1572, 1, 3, 7, 8, 20, 

23, 28 

“Ayiouv “Hpaxheiov, monastery in Aphrodito (?), 1419, 

392 

“Aylov ‘Iepynuta, monastery in the Thinite pagarchy, 
1460, 12; 1594, 14 (ama sep., not certainly the 

same as preceding reference) 

‘Aytov “Iwavvov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, g51 
*Aytov Iwdvvov (same as preceding ?), 1482, 23 ; 1471 
“Ayiov “Iwdvvou, in the Cynopolite pagarchy, 1461, 13 

“‘Ayiov KohAovdov, in the Antaeopolite and Apollino- 

polite-(?) pagarchy, 1460, 117(y K.), 156 (y K.) 

“Aylov Kvpwaxod, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 40, 
67 (ye Kvpuax/) 

“Aylov Kvpvaxo, in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 139 

‘Aytov Mdpkov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 556 

“Ayiou Opo—, church or monastery (?) in Aphrodito, 

1419, 146 

“Ayiouv Tlamvov@iov, church or monastery in Aphro- 

dito (?), 1420, 204 

“Ayiov Twovriwvos, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 544 

“Aytov Tlwovrtwvos, érofxuv in Aphrodito, 1412, 99, 

190, 264, 341, 441, 519; 1418, 94, 207, 315, 422, 
535, 641; [1414, 227]; 1416, 49, 56, 76; 1419, 
407; 1420, 1; 1482, 24, 32, 83; 14838, 501; 

1484, 15 (?), 69, 89, 110, 131, 138, 191, 205, 210, 

267; 1486, 6, 27, 49, 62, 77, 102, 141; 1442, 

16, 37,77; 1444, 11; 1445, 10; 1451, 74, 103; 

1453, 8; 1459, 52; 1468; 1553 verso, 11, 15; 

1558, 8; 1570, 1 (anan.) 

“Ayiov Sevov@iov, monastery in the Panopolite pa- 
garchy, 1460, 2, 8, 22, 26, 28, 168 (yoy Se), 

173; 1471 

“Aylov Pidoféov (same as following ?), 1459, 26 
‘Aylov Pidobéov, pepis, 1469; 1476; 1491 (¢); 

1572, 9, 10, 22 (A. Pro’), 27, 31, 33 

‘Aytov Po.Bdppwvos, church or monastery in Aphro- 
dito, 1480, 23, 73; 1482, 85; 1558, 20 

“‘Aylov Xpior(oddpov ?), monastery in the Panopo- 
lite pagarchy, 1460, 7 

“‘Ayiov Veumvoviiov. See “ABB& Veurvovbiov 
‘Ayiov WVoiov, church or monastery in Aphrodito, 

1444, 3 

“Ayiov *AtrooToXwy, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 528 

(Az.), 1124 

Aewahyep (=Ainu’l-Jar in Syria ?), 1484, 26 
A@npa—, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 166 

 — @np*), 178 
Alyumtos, 1887, 3; 1848, 32; 1851, 6; 1853, 1, 6, 

29; 1892, 21; 1404, 21; 1483, 46, 48, 57, 59, 

II], 123, 124, 165, 173, 174, 214, 221, 222, 253, 

260, 261, 305, 313, 314, 352, 357; 358, 388, 395, 
396, 424, 430, 431, 453, [480], [482], 483, 510, 
515, 516, 533, 530, 551, 552, 563, 564, 573, 575» 

[581], 582, 588, 589; 1484, 17, 35, 189, 207, 
232; 1485, [69], 113, 199; 1448, 23; 1449, 

39, 52, 53, 60, 66; 1450, 2; 1451, 126; 1456 

(a), 2,6; 1457, 88, 109, 110; 1464; 1494, 48; 

1499, 22 

’Ax(av)O(dv ?), ewotxuoy, 1461, 64 

Akkouv (?), in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 27 

Axk..«, in the Hypselite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 31 
Akop, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 41 

Akwp’, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 48 

*AdapBpe(ovar), quarter in Fustit, 1435, 122 
>Adaod (=Al-Azd, Arab’ tribe ?), 1441, 87 
AdSdiacB~, 1483, 266, 402, 436, 490, 520, 538, 566 
*AdeEdvSpeva, 1853, 12; 1892, 11 ; 1412, 279, [456], 

460; 1488, 67, 73, 131, 185, 233, 327; 1441, 
103 (?); 1517, 8 (?), Suapué "AAckavSpeias, 1853, 11 

’AdeEavdpeias, mayapxia, 1462 (/), 10 

’Adipax (province of Al-Irak ?), 1447, 78 
Ap—hos, 1420, 200 

Appa Xrepavod, 1471 
’Avarohy, 1855, 6; 1874, 1, 7, 8; 1404, 21; 1483, 

42, 57, 60, 114, 123, 125, 163, 173,175, 211, 221, 
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223, 250, 260, 262, 301, 313, 315, 348, 357, 359, 
384, 395, 397, 420, 430, 432, 451, 456, 476, 482, 

484, 509, 515, 517, 532,550; 1484, ro, 48, [242], 
244; 1485, 47, 64, 108; 1441, 52, 100; 1449, 

3, 4, 49, 56-58, 88; 1451, 50, 62, 77, 99, [100 7], 
102, 106, 107, 109, 115, 128, 135, 173 ; 1456 (a), 

3,5; 1496, 12; 1501, 3; 1518, 1; 1526, 3 

*AvatoNuKy, %, division of Aphrodito, 1412, 19, 137, 
222; 1420, 1; 1481, 39; 1459, 4o, 43 

GvO(pwrot) ‘Ayias Mapias. See ‘Aylas Mapias, 
av6(pwrror) 

avOpwrot ovres év BaBvAGv. See under BaBvddv 
*Avtaiou, mayapxia. See “Ayraiov kat *Amdddwvos, 

mayapxia 

*Avraiou, rds, 1419, 439, 826, 1358, [1363]; 1422, 2; 

1433, 18, 49, 53, 120, 169, 355, 481, 535; 1485, 

190. éxxAynoia “Avrafov, 1419, 1080 (? — Avrw) 

*Avraiov Kat’ Ad wvos, rayapyxia, 1847, 4-5; 1435, 
84; 1488, 7 (Avraov); 1460, 13 (Az.), 16, 35 (Av S 

Arodhw), 81, 84 (Am.), 91 (ArodAw), 121 (HoAdw), 

175; 1461, 16, 47; 1540, 20 

’Avtwwoov, mayapxia, 1460, 14, 37 (?— Avr") ; 1461, 

36; 1521, ro (Twos ant.) 

*Avtiwoou, réXs, 1412, [213], 280, 353, 495, 531; 

1448, 62; 1594, 12 

Avr”, 

*Avrviov. See *Avratov 

"Avw Xdpa, 4. See Xudipa, "Avo 
—aovw’ (or a personal name ?), 1419, 563 

AMA gQepasayo. See ’ALBG “Epydwros 

Alla LEpHeetac, monastery. See “Ayiov ‘Tepypia 

AMA MMOYTION, See ‘Aylov Iwovriwvos 
*AmroOjKn, xpiov in the Hypselite pagarchy, 1483, 53, 

323» 355, 391, 427, 455, 481, [535]; 1485, 118 
(ArroOyx*), 138, 145, 200; 1458, 11 

*Amd\Xwvos, mayapxia. See ’Avtaiov cat’ Ard\Awvos 

*AmoOAAwvos, rods, 1412, 465, 532; 1484, 172; 
1436, 41; 1449, 4, 5, 15 (?); 1460, 42, 49 

(TloAAtoroA/), 111 (IloAAwy), 140, 147 (IloAAwv) 

*AtroaroXor, 
"Apa Bukds, 1484, 229; 1447, 140, 190. A. xépros, 

1435, 84 
"Apaap, 1875, 7 
*"Apkadia, eparchy, 1832, 21; 1333, 23 
—apov, 1442, 53, 54 

“Aptoxpdrovs (?), monastery in the Panopolite 
pagarchy, 1460, 68 (Hprapypara), 90 (nev Hp[z0- 

kpa?|rov), 133 (wev Hpray’) 

IV. 

See ’Avruvdov 

See “Ayiwy ’Aoord\wv 
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"Apowotrov, tod, pagarchy, 1848, 29; 1844, 4, 12, 
15; 1888, 5, 17 

*ApxayyéAov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 548 

(Apxavy-) 
Aroap’, éroixiov, 1461, 65 

Ado, in the Hypselite pagarchy, 1460, 29 

"Adpixy, 1850, 5, 6, 10; 1488, 10; 1448, 29; 

1451, 100; 1452, 2; 1457, 43 (?); 1472; 1565, 

21, etc. ; 1566, 4 

"Adpodira, xdyn, 1885, [3], 19; 1836, 3, 14; 1840, 
3, 9; 1841, 2, [11]; 1844, 3, 23; 1846, 1, 4, 

21; 1850, 2; 1851, 2, 14; [1852, 2, 13]; 1853, 

3, 28; 1855, 3, 14; 1856, 3, 40; 1859, 3, 22; 

1360, 4, [13]; 1862, 3, 23; 1868, 3, 11; 

[1869, 2]; 1870, 3, 18; [1874, 3, 14]; [1375, 

3]; [1876, 3, 16]; 1878, [3], 15; 1879, 3, 13; 

1880, 2; 1881, 2; 1888, 2; 1887, 3, [16]; 

[1891, 2, 30]; [1892, 3, 20]; [1394, 2, 28]; 

1896, 1, 2, [8]; 1899, 3; 1401, 2, [14]; 1403, 

3, [6]; 1407, 2; 1408, 2; 1410, 2; 1411, 2; 

1412, 9, 11, 124, 285, 311, 361, 403, 463, 487; 

1418, 2, 4, 124, 234, 341, 448, 562; 1414, [1], 2, 
[61], 85, 86, 88, 89, 96,97; 1415, 13, 14; 1416, 

I, 2 (2), 42, 52, 67, 70; 1417,1; 1418, 7; 1419, 

827, 1294, 1365; 1420,1, 195; 1421, 2; 1424, 

I ; 1428, 8; 1481, 9, 11 ; 1482, 1, 116 ; 1438, 14, 

15, 23, 27, 74, 89,199; 1484, 25, 28, 38, 50, 51, 

54, 65, 68, 73, 78, 96, 102, 110, 114, 119, 128, 137, 

146, 149, 153, [167], 178, 191, 208, 219, 226,[243], 

244, [259], 286, 298, 305, 309, 315; 1485, 1, 46, 

188 ; 1486, 20, 24, 42, 47, 59, 64, [67], 112, 125, 

144, 147; 1442, 2, 32, 42, 69, 72; 1448, 17, 36; 

1449, 5, 18, 25, 67, 68, 89; 1450, 3; 14651, 9, 

24, 89; 1452, 3, 28, 30; 1453, 12 ; 1464; 1468; 

1470; 1471; 1475; 1479; 1494, 22; 1496, 

19; 1540, 18; 1574, 29; 1577, 8 

BaBvddv, 1834, 7; 1835, 4; 1878, 11; 1886, 11; 

[1887, 13]; 1404, 3; [1406, 4?—-see note]; 

1407, 2; 1412, 276; 1414, 26, 36, 78, 83, 121, 

[x53], [x78], 200, [220], 236, 250, 264, [271]; 

1415, 17 ; 1416, 3 (1), 13 (?); 1421, 9; 1483, 

18, 29, 33, 38, 84, IOI, 105, 110, 122, 126, 144, 

153) 161, 176, IQI, 201, 209, 224, 240, 263, 277, 

284, 289, 293, 297, 316, 323, 336, 345, [379], 428, 
448, 467, 470, [479], [487], 495, 507, 548; 1434, 
26, 34, 261, 315, 330; 1485, 171; 1486, 128; 

1441, 47, 53, 59; 1442, 50; 1448, 58; 1448, 2, 17, 
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36; 1508, 8; 1587, 32; 1590, 4; 1628, 1, 3. 
dvOpurrot dvres ev B., 1412, 41, 133, 218, 281, 294, 

376, 459, 472; 1416, 2 (d), 24 (2); 1480, 1264, 
135; 1482, 72; 1484, 288; 1485, 5-126, 

passim, 203; 1486, 59; 1448, 25, 28, 31, 34, 373 

1574, 12, 24, 26. Nycos BaBvAdvos, 1871, 3; 

1376, 6; 1410, 3; 1488, 23, 39, 64, 99, 109, 

129, I5I, 179, 208, 227, 246, 248, 282, 319, 

342, 346, 374, 381, 412, 415, 419, 446, 469, 474, 
508; 1484, 112, 115, 175, 281; 1485, 3, 26, 

36, 60; 1486, 106; [1487, 1, 14]; 1441, 110; 

1442, 1 
BapBapov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1418, [105], 218, 

326, 433, 546, 652; 1414, 272 ; 1416, 40, 61, 78; 

1419, 434, 1281, 1379; 1488, 570; 1484, 138, 

193, 223; 1486, 2, 8(?), 139; 1442, 20, 40, 76; 

1445, 3 (dpos?), ro (do.); 1552, 32 

Baoraxk— (= ’ABBa Sreé?), xwpiov in the Hermopo- 

lite(?) pagarchy, 1461, 35 : 

— wv, monastery (?) in the Antaeopolite and Apollino- 
polite pagarchy, 1460, 85 

BodBv6ivn, 1414, [59], 102 (BodrPb.), 136; 1449, 

62, 65 

BohAa. See ('0)BodAa 

Bovvol, érotxuv in Aphrodito, 1412, 68, 167, 245, 323, 

419, 499; 1418, 32, 149, 308, 415, 488, 585; 
1414, 139; 1416, 10 (a) and (/), g0, 53, 74; 

1419, 419 ; 1421, 54, 67 ; 1422, 56; 1481, 62 (?); 

1482, 76, 121 ; 1488, 370; 1484, 13, 55, 58, 63, 

III, 132, [168], 192, 204, 209; 1486, 26, 40, 

65, 77, 98, 121; 1442, 24, 35, 74; 1444, 9; 
1445, 10; 1451, 59, 101; 1458, 5, 14; 1459, 

28, 53; 1468; 1499, 19 

Tou[ dda ?], the port of Mecca, 1441, rox 
Tpatkds, 1484, 301, 311; 1485, 56 

Aapackds, [1841, 5]; 1868, 1, 6, 12 ; 1897, 8; 1411, 
3; 1414, 81, 151; 1488, 40, 81, 111, 238, 272, 

299, 333, 334, 367, 407, 441, 462, 524, 557 
Awoo7ddews (?), mrayapxia, 1460, 158 (Aworz-.) 

Si@pv€ ’AdeEavSpeias. See under "AdceédvSpera 

Avo Tleduddes. See Tediddes, Avo : 

Avtikn, 7, division of Aphrodito, 1412, 25, 141, 225; 

1421, 2; 1459, 19 

E\—, 1487 
"Epdurevtav, éroixov in Aphrodito, 1412, 59, 160, 

240, 318, 412, 494; 1418, [54], 167, 258, 365, 
476, 604; 1414, 10g, [138]; 1416, 9 (a) and (J), 
32, 47, 733; 1418, 7, 28; 1419, 408, 418, 1300 

(or a common noun ?); 1427, 10; 1482, 120; 

1433, 338; 1484, 58, 79, 110, 128, 156, 191, 

209, 226, 266, 294, 320; 1486, 1, 14, 48, 57, 79, 

97, III, 116; 1442, 35, 74; 1444, 8; 1449, 13, 

20, 27; 1451, 56, 98; 1452, 27, 28; 1459, 30, 

47; 1460, 94 (Eudurer.) ; 1468 ; 1488 ; 1553, 39 

Eva®, in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 181 

Je mwyewrT, 1519, 5 
Ezrevdos, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite 

pagarchy, 1460, 176 

‘Eppetov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 524 
‘Eppoumddews, votivod oKéAous (rayapxia), 1461, 14 

‘Eppovbis, 1460, 30 (? — Apov®) 

Zatrov. See Wapof KedwdA Zarov 

ZnvoBiov, monastery, 1460, 34 

—7Kts, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite pagarchy, 

1461, 17 

‘Hpakhéovs, mayapxia, 1888, 5 

Hpzapypata, povarripuv. See “Aproxpdrovs, mona- 

stery 

Hpzoxparov. See ‘Aproxpdrous, monastery 

@—, oi, Arab tribe, 1447, 78 
@at—, 1460, 125 

@adpe, xrfjpa, 1461, 63 
@coddKov. See @eordxov 

@codociov, rayapxfa, 1460, 103 

@coddpov (?), exxdyoia, 1419, 75 (@cod0[). See 
Addenda 

@eordKov, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 530 (@cod.), 
Addenda, to p. 181 

—Oep . p, in the Hypselite pagarchy, 1460, 105 
@nfBats, eparchy, 1832, 22; 1838, 24; 1521, 11 

Onp*. See A@mpa— 

@Owirov, wayapxia, 1460, 12 (@m), 45 (@wo), 52 

(@wrov), 54 (@wor), 57 (@m7), 65 (@nv7), 130 

(@um), 136 (@w), 139 (@w7), 181 (Our); 1523, 14 

@daypar, 1460, 148 

parE, xwpiov in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1461, 1 
@paxo, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 4 

—Oywr, in the Antinoopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 37 
@ov, in the Thinite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 65 

fi 

*IBiwvos, in the Lycopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 55 

ae ae we 

= al ere as > ey 

— ow 

-< 
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*[Biwvos, xwpiov, 1461, 56 

le. o7ap, 1460, 115 
‘Iepovodhupa, 1366, 3; 1408, 1, 4 (Iepoo.), [7]; 

1414 (Iepoo. throughout), [24], 76, 118, [149], 

176, 198, 218; 1488, 30, 102, 154, 202, 286; 

1485, 15, 76, 113, 199; 1489, 4; 1441, 99; 

1451, 38, 60, 75, 124, 147, 152, 166 

—inh, 1460, 83 

Ip. - omave, in the Theodosiopolite pagarchy, 1460, 103 

Ka. . au, uncertain place-name, 1412, 277 

Kdvov, érotxwv in the Panopolite(?) pagarchy, 1461, 4 
KGpos, 1419, 1337 

Kdorpa, Tpia, at Thebes, 1460, 9; 1518, 9 

Kdorpov Meuvdrnor, 1460, 131 (K. Mev), 138 (K. 
Mepevov.) 

Kdrw Xdpa, }. See Xdpa, 4 Kérw 
RAQKWOY, T-, 1603, 1 
Kedoa, dpos, 1422, 3 

KedoX, apoB. See Mapof Kedwd 

Ke, oe Jpiou, povaorypiov. See under rérou 

Kepdpuov, émoixoy in Aphrodito, 1412, 77, 173, 250, 

328, 424, 504; 1418, 43, 158, 269, 376, 461, 

463, 497, 594; 1414, 164; 1416, 11 (a) and (J), 

54, 743 1419, 420 (—yeov); 1420, 181, 192; 

1433, 410; 1484, 59, 117, 194, 210; 1485, 58; 

1436, 53, 99, 117; 1442, 14, 36, 74; 1444, 9; 
1449, 12, 22; 1459, 48; 1468; 1475; 1553, 9 

RHare, 1494, 13; 1501, 3 

RAa NTOOY, n- (Bounoi), 1586 (see Addenda); 1616, 2. 

See also xpon™ 
Khvopa, 76, 1836, 6; 1846, 2, 6, 8, 19, 22; 1886, 

2; 1887, 6; 1888, 8; 1897, 5; 1414, 28, 30, 

57, 100, 304; 1416, 2 (2), 1a (4), (7 3), and (7), 
41, 51; 1488, 16, 21, 55, 63, 78, 92, 97, 128, 

I4I, 150, 171, 178, 188, 197, 219, 226, 236, 258, 

263, 271, 276, 279, 310, 318, 331, 361, 366, 393, 

399, 406, 428, 434, 440, [457], 461, 486, 494, 513, 
518, 523, 537) 542, 553, [556], 565, 569, 575, 579, 
583; 1484, 93, 150, 284; 1485, 12, 17, 24; 

1436, 124; 1488, 7; 1489, 2; 1440, 5; 1441, 63, 

ror; 1449, 46; 1465; 1507(KNoyc.); 1515, 8 

—xpo (?), in the Lycopolite pagarchy, 1460, 104 
ROEIC, 1542, 1 

Role, See under cute, tre, and woarte 

ROaLOC, mapohnn-. See mapoh mrroasoc 

Koma, zayapyia, 1460, 24, 172 

—xkop, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 23 

Kopa(onvot ?), of (the Kuraish), 1447, [36], 40, 42, 

44, 80, 83, [85], 89 
Kos (= Cusae ?), rayapyia, 1460, 87 

Rpoit" I= (Bounoi), 1558, 31. See also KNa ntooy 
Kvuvav, mayapxia, 1461, 12 

Kov. See Avcwv 

RWOY, TKag-, 1603, 1 

Aavlap, oi (the Ansar), 1447, [39 7], 43, 84 (?), 88 
Aaodvxia, in Syria, 1484, 242; 1435, 65 

Adrov, mayapxia, 1485, 8 

Ankov, Anxwv. See Avcwv 

Aipcroy, 74, 1882, 23 ; 1883, 25 
Apov®, See ‘Eppwvbis 

Aokov. See Avkov 

Aok.@X, See Avkwv 

Avkov, rayapyxia, 1460, 3 (Aoxwv), 15, 55 (? — Aox. wX), 

63(Anxwv), 66 (Anxov), 69 (? — Awv), [95], 104, 132 

(? — Kor), 170, 177, fragm. (p. 409) (Aox”/) 

Avxov, rods, 1485, 115, 173 ; 1488, 1; 1457, 27 
Aov. See Avcwy 

Maupoxv, in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 167 

Sea Neabre, m-, See cahnc, maa m- 

Mdp@as, monastery in the Antaeopolite and Apollino- 
polite pagarchy, 1460, 36, 135 (pos) 

Mapwvour, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 25 

Mawpos, 1441, 61 ; 1631, c. 2, 3 (or a common noun ?) 

Mavpov, érotkvov, 1461, 62 

Mé dis, 1483, 180, 228, 264, 362, 400, 435,458, 488, 519 

Mev—, 1460, 74 

Mevarviov. See Kdorpov Menviviov 
M0vop, in the pagarchy of Cusae, 1460, 88 

. ppX, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 99 

Mprk.,-village in the Lycopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 56 

Movay@n. See Mowax6y 
Mov€, in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 57, 130 

Movvax’. See Movvax6y 
Mévywors (?), in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 54 

(Moov?) 

Moovyx® See Movxwors 

Movvayx On, xwpiov in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopo- 

lite pagarchy, 1847, 4; 1418, 243, 337; 1414, 80, 

307 ; 1419, 1346 (Mov.), 1348 (do.); 1481, 35; 

1483, 35, 107, 159 (Mov.), 207, 292, 378, 473; 

1434, [43], 57, 174, [246]; 1485, 45, 84; 1436, 56; 
1441, 92 (Mvv-), 93 (Mov.), 94 + 1460, 175 (Movvay’) 

Mvvax6n. See Movvax6n 

4F2 
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—vaBeo—, in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1461, 6 

Ne—, 1460, 126 
Neevarlyu (or a personal name ?), 1420, 205 

Nep7 Bs, in the Lycopolite pagarchy, 1460, 95 (NepyBe), 

170 

Nepyn’ (same as preceding ?), in the Lycopolite pagarchy, 

1460, 177 
HEcIRWTE, See micrkate 

Nos, 1419, 1336 

Njoos BaBvd@vos, See under Bafvddv 
Niypa (the Sadan ?), 1447, 172 
Nikav, xwpiov, 1422, 10 

iiciKATE (Keramion), 1508, 2 (mcen.); 1553, 12; 

1561, 13 (—katte); 1565, 30 (mecrnwrte) 

No, Thebes (? — or = Mavés?), 1460, 64 

Notwv7s, church in Aphrodito, 1419, 526, 1076; 1482, 
15 (—ov); 1471 (do.) 

Nop, in the Lycopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 132 

*Oacirady, monastery, 1419, 1256 
<’0)Bodda-(?), near Basrah, 1441, 101 (BoAA*) 
"Ovovdis, village in the Delta (?), 1488, 72 

’Okupiyxov, (zayapxia), 1883, 5 

"Oppos Vivenourv. See under Ywepowv 

Qopssoc (m-) mmaea wcabre, See under cahne, 
TIALS II-, 

Ovyr, in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 165 

Tl—, 1460, 197 
TI—, érofkuov (Iaxaivs or Towjv?), 1485, 113; 

1486, 76 

Tlaxavris, éroixuv in Aphrodito, 1412, 53, 155, 235, 

313, 405, 489; 1418, [20], 137, 246, 353, 464, 
574; 1414, 62, 104; 1415, 15; 1416, 8 (a) and 

(2), 1a (” 4), 46, 68, 68, 73; 1419, 17, 416; 

1420, 254; 1481, 85; 1482, 118; 1488, 70, 78, 
134, 141, 182, 188, 230, 231, 236, 271, 275, 324, 

326, 331, 332, 343, 364, 402, 406, 459, 523; 

1434, 39, 50, 55, 59, 66, 69, 75, 79, 98, 106, 
II0, 133, 138, 159, [168], 179, 186, 194, 209, 

265, 283, 285, 299, 313, 317; 1486, [15], 48, 
61, 75, 96; 1442, 8, 34, 46, 70, 73; 1444, 7; 
1445, 9 (Ilax’/); 1449, 10, 12, 77; 1452, 22, 

23; 1459, 5; 1488; 1548, 14; 1549; 1558, 
13; 1610, 57 

Tlaxépxews, zedids, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1457, 
115; 1460, 6 (? — Ilaxepxov), 39 (? — Iaxepxov’). 

See also [avxépxis 

TlaxovO (same as preceding ?), in the Panopolite (?) 

pagarchy, 1460, 11 

Tlakout, 1419, 1343 

Tladavorrivy, 1441, 106; 1615, 4 

Tlavépx{ ts | (= Taképxis ?), 1448, 8 

Tlavds, woyapyia, 1457, 115; 1460, 4, 6 (Hav), 17, 22 

(Ilav), 25 (Ilavo), 26 (do.), 28 (lav), 39 (IavoX) 

44 (Ilavo), 48 (do.), 50, 64 (? —No, g. v.), 67 (Tay), 

80 (Ilavo), 89, 98, 99, 101, 133 (Hav), [152], [164 ?], 

168 (Lavy), 173 (IavoX), 178 (Ilavo), 180; 1461, 

57; 1471 (Ulavo") 
TlamKovk, 1419, 1329 

Tlamoov, xepiov in the Hermopolite pagarchy, vorwév 

oxédos, 1461, 15 

Tlazrop, village in the Hypselite pagarchy, 1460, 102, 

106 (?) 

TIlap~, unknown place-name, 1438, 3 

TlapoB Kedah, émoixwy, 1449, 42, 49, 55, 63 
IlapoB Kedwd Zazrov, 1460, 169 
TIApoh imHoOaecc, 1604, 2 

Tlapoar, 1420, 163 

Tlacado, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite pa- 

garchy, 1460, 16 

Tlaype, in the pagarchy of Coptos, 1460, 24 

Magooy ite, 1518, 1 (magooyn) ; 1545, 16; 1549; 

1555, 37; 1562, 14; 1578, 16, 19, 21, 22 

(magooym) ; 1591, 5; 1596, 27; 1610, passim 

(magooym); 1614, 3, 53 

TleSudSes, —, 1488, 515; 1484, 14, 47; 1486, 5, 
115; 1445, 10; 1458, 4; 1460, 93; 1565, 4 

TleSiddes, Avo, rijs Surixjs, xwpiov in Aphrodito, 1412, 

31, 145, 228, 305, 393, 481; 1415, 15; 1416, 

5 (a) and (/), 36, 45, 68, 71; 1481, 68; 1482, 

94, 117; 1488, 193, 258, 374, 393) 415, 428; 

1484, 20, 31, 38, 52, 54, 69, 74, 79, I17, 129, 

138, 155, [167], 194, 204, 226, 264, 283, 314; 

1486, 12, 51, 74, 123; 1442, 6, 33, 44, 73; 

1451, 47 (?); 1452, 20, 21; 1549 

TleSuddes, Uévre, ris dvaroduxfs, xwpiov in Aphrodito, 

1408, 1; 1412, 19, 137, 222, 299, 382, 475; 

1415, 14; 1416, 3 (2) and (/), 27, 43, 52, 65, 67, 
70; 1420, 1; 1424, 1; 1481, 39; 1482, 116; 
1488, 91 ; 1484, 20, 30, 40, 50, 52, 54, 62, 68, 

74, 78, 97, 117, 130, 139, 149, 160, [167], 178, 
192, 208, 214, 222, 247, 262, 277, 293, 298, 310, 

324; 1486, 11, 21, 39, 47, 69, 114, 126; 1440, 

1; 1442, 4, 32, 43, 72; 1451, 150; 1459, 39, 

40, 43; 1549 
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TlediaSes, Tpeis, ris Surixijs, xwplov in Aphrodito, 1412, 

25, 141, 225, 302, 388, 478; 1415, 14; 1416, 

4 (a) and (7), 44, 715 1421, 2, fragm. (p. 247); 
1481, 50; 1482, 117; 1483, 146, 295, 311, 346, 

363, 381, 419, 474, 490, 508, [513]; 1484, 29, 
39, 59% 54, 68, 73, 78, 105, 129, 137, 142, 154, 

169, 187, 192, 208, 247, 263, 282; 1485, 49; 

1436, 39, 60, 72, 82, 110, 126, 146; 1442, 5, 

33> 44, 72; 1451, 35, 150; 1459, 19; 1460, 

70 (y Iledurw, gen.); 1494, 22; 1528, 13; 

1549 

Tlep, in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 45, 53 

Tlevo, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 180 

Tlevpatdo(s), xwpéov, 1459, 65 
Tlevoa, in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 136 

Tlévre Tlediuddes, See Ieduddes, Mévre 
Teva, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite(?) pagarchy, 

1460, 116 
Tlep, in the Diospolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 158 

Tlepuorep(as), éroékv, 1459, 64 
TIOX (= ®6da?), in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite 

pagarchy, 1460, 121 

TIXes, in the pagarchy of Cusae, 1460, 87 
IIvn, 1460, 151 

Tlouzyv, érotxwv in Aphrodito, 1412, 84, 179, 259, 

331, 427, 509; 14138, [66], 188, 290, 397, 516, 

623; [1414, 189]; 1415, 16; 1416, 48, 75; 

1419, 417 (Inv); 1420, 237 (Ilop*); 1482, 

119; 1488, 103, 155, 287, 444; 1484, 39, 53, 
55y 99, III, 117, 132, 157, [168], 192, 215, 227, 

269, 300, 306, 325; 1486, 16, 75, 100, 118, 138; 

1442, 15, 36, 48, 75; 1444, 8; 1445, 4, 11; 

1449, 14; 1459, 33, 50; 1461, 11; 1534, 4; 

1553, 19, 22 

TlodAvorrodh/. See *ArdAAwvos, Tous 
TIodAw and TlokAwy. See ’ArdAAwvos 

Tlovy*, xwpiov, 1462 (m), 5 

TIpavoia, in the Lycopolite pagarchy, 1460, 3 

“PacOod, in Arabia Petraea, 1433, 16, 92, 276 
— pnp, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite pagarchy, 

1460, 35 . 
P. \ade—, 1460, 92 

cahric, naxa n-, 1619, 6, 8. 
La€ws, rayapyia, 1462 (/), 11 
Laxoope, éxoixv in Aphrodito, 1412, 108 (Saxope), 

196, 269 (Zaxope), 346 (do.), 446 (do.), 524 (do.); 

Sppos, 1619, 7 

1418, 85, 198, 300, 407, 526, 632; 1414, 241; 

1415, 16 (Saxope); 1416, 57, 76; 1419, 406, 421; 

1481, 84; 1483, 527; 1484, 56, 131 (Saxope), 

137 (do.), 158, 170 (Zaxope), 193 (do.), 211; 

1436, 17, 49, 103, 119 (Saxope); 1442, 25 (Zax”/), 

38 (Saxope), 49 (do.), 75 (do.); 1444, 11 (do.); 
1451, 73; 1453, 9; 1459, 1, 51; 1468; 1499, 

6 (carwwpe), 19; 1558 verso, 39 

Xapax, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 17 
Lapaxnvds, 14388, 56, 83, 172, 190, 220, 239, 259, 

273) 335, 360, 394, 408, 414, 429, 433, 442, 514, 
525, [843]; 1441, 53 (—xuw-), 90 (Sapax’); 1457, 

24 (?); 1464; 1508, 15; 1509, 2, 5; 1510, 3; 

1518, 8 (capan‘/); 1521, 11 (—xemoc) 

Sacvoeir, 1419, 1339 
cheot, 1643, 4 
SCovya, of, Arab tribe, 1447, 77 
Suvedodoe (= wjemadoAer?), in the Panopolite pa- 

garchy, 1460, ror 

CIOOYT, 1592, 3; 1632, 4; 1637, 3 (?) 

Kp - 77, in the Lycopolite pagarchy, 1460, 15 

. oveo—p, in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 164 

cite WROTE (= Avo Iediddes), 15583 verso, 32, 34; 

1589, 1; 1625, 5 

SrpovOds. See under rézou 
vv", in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite (?) pagarchy, 

1460, 113 

T—, 1460, 18, 154 

Taxvripo(s 2), 1460, 150 

Taddov. 
Tap—, 1460, 194 

Tapiafts, 1354, 12, 22; 1449, 49 
Tapp .ver.ap(?), in the Antaeopolite and Apollino- 

polite pagarchy, 1460, 13 

Tape, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite pagarchy, 

1460, 91 

Tav—, 1460, 75 

Tava.bis, village in the Apollinopolite (i.e. Ap. Magna) 

pagarchy, 1412, 365, 456 

Tav . i’, 1460, 128 
Tavva—, 1460, 145 

Tapédov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1418, [104], 214, 

322, 429, 542, 648; 1414, 260; 1416, 59, 77; 

1419, 432, 639 (Tapoov"), 759 4, 1144 (Tapoov’), 
11g0 (do.), 1193 (do.), 1299 (Tadoor), 1377 
1488, 580; 1484, 194, 221; 1442, 27, 39, 76; 

1445, 3 (pos), 11 (do.); 1558, 33 

See Tapdov 
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Tarwxe, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 50 

Taxdour, xwpiov in the Hermopolite(?) pagarchy,1461, 34 

TByoov, 1419, 1330 
TeBarexa. (?), 1460, 134 
TeXke, xwpiov in the Hermopolite (?) pagarchy, 1461, 33 

TerdOis. See Tepifis 
Teppa’, in the Lycopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 69 
TepvAs, xepiov in the Apollinopolite and Antaeopolite 

pagarchy, 1488, 7 ; 1461, 75 

TedOts, 1438, 68 (Tex.), 132 (do.), 181 (do.), 229 
(do.), 265 (do.), 322 (do.), 363 (do.); 1486, 81 ; 

1438, 4; 1449, 17; 1451, 36, 48, 57, 90, 146. 

See also Index 2, TerdOus 

TIE WROTE (= Mévre Meduddes), 1574, 18; 1586, 5 

TR Woy], 1601, 2, 3 

Tpovv—B-, éroixwv, 1422, 9 

TALOYNGPHGe, 1602 
Tove (=toy9w, Taha, Theodosiopolis), 1484, 93, 284; 

1435, 17 
Tpaavod, tara 70, 1846, 10; 1465 

Tpaxay, in the pagarchy of Coptos, 1460, 172 

Tpets TledudSes. See Meduddes, Tpeis 
Tpia Kdorpa. See Kéorpa, Tpia 

Ton, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 44, 152 

TTEOM.¥(?), 1639, 10 
TWROOY = txnwoy, 1572, 17 

TSRWOY (Aphrodito), 1494, 8, 29; 1496, 3, 12; 

1497, 4; 1499, 13; 1502, 2; 1512, 3; 1516, 

9; 1521, 4; 1525, 1; 1528, 1; 1529, 6; 

1530, 19; 1534, 4; 1535, 2; 1540, 3; 1542, 

3, 6; 1565, 4, 7; 1578, 2; 1574, 11, 26; 

1584, 3 ; 1597, 3; 1608, 4; 1610, 4, 12, 19, 22; 

1614, 3; 1628, 1,3; 1638,1. Seealso sKwoy 

vdata TOU Tpaavod. See Tpavavod 

‘Tumijs, rayapxla, 1460, 29 (Yn), 102 (WnAys), 105, 

106; 1461, 22, 43 

Ty. See ‘YyyAjjs 

apdov, monastery in Aphrodito, 1418, [ror], 215, 

323, 430, 543, 649; 1414, 265; 1416, 60, 78; 
1419, 414, 433, 1292 (Papoovros), 1378; 1488, 

585; 1484, 193, 222; 1486, 18; 1442, 28, 39, 

76; 1445, 5, 11 (épos); 1468; 15538, 35, 36; 

1571, 13 

(PHT. See ont, n- 

DOda, xXwplov, 1442, 52; 1468; 1491 (2)(?). See 
also TM@A and under rézra 

uv, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite (?) pagarchy, 
1460, 114 

Pdccarov, 76, 1885, 5; 1849, 15 ; 1851, 15; 1857, 
1; 1860, 5; 1378, 7; 1879, 1, 7, 14; 1894, 

8; 1407, 3; [1485, 122?]; 1447, 33 

Dovytw, 1460, 143 

® . 7°, 1460, 182 

Xpicroddpov (?), monastery in the ‘Lycopolite pa- 
garchy, 1460, 66 

Xwveeis, 1449, 24 

Xdpa, 7”Avo, 1447, 137, 144, [187], 192 
Xopa, 7 Kéro, 1879, 8; 1447, 138, 188 

Wapirar, 1419, 1331 
Waves (or a personal name ?), 1491 (a) 

—1Bpove (or perhaps a personal name), 1419, 270 

‘ev, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 89 

Wydrys. See ‘YymAjjs 

W.i—, in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1460, 64 

WiBa(vaBer ?), xwpiov, 1484, [254], 255. 
under root 

Vipare, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 5 

Wipov, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite pagarchy, 

1460, 86 

Wuv, 1460, 129 

WVu—, 1460, 32 

WwvaBere (?), xopéov in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 
98 (Wwaf, ); 1461, 5 (WwaBed[ ), 6 (do.) 

Wuvepovr, xepiov in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite _ 

pagarchy, 1419, 1248; 1421, 115 (Wwey); 

1422, 21 (do.); 1483, 198 (Ww*); 1485, 114 
(do.) ; 1540, 20 (do.). Spyos W., 1485, 134 (do.) 

Wuvrk’, in the Antaeopolite and Apollinopolite (?) pa- 

garchy, 1460, 141 

Ww ka, village inthe Panopolite pagarchy (? see notes), 
1460, 10, 174 (Wwte’) 

Vurtk’/, éroixvov, 1461, 55, 61 (xwpior) 

Wwtdopos, 1419, 562, 1267 
WVurX ev (= povacripiov ?), 1460, 127 

ror (Ptolemais), 1499, 3; 1518, 6; 1525, 4; 1610,5 
Vourrot, village in the Thinite pagarchy, 1460, 47 

‘V—~7o, in the Panopolite pagarchy, 1460, 179 

Wdpos, éroixuv in Aphrodito, 1412, 93, 185, 254, 336, 

434, 5143 1418, 76, 178, 280, 387, 461, 462, 507, 
573, 614; [1414, 209]; 1415, 26; 1416 (@) and 

(2), 12, 55, 75; 1419, 422, 1265, 1266; 1420, 

222, 245; 1481, 24, 75; 1482, 103, 118; 1433, 

See also 
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50, 464; 1484, 38, 52, 55, 69, 75 (Yvpous, gen.), 

III, 118, 130, 147, 169, 193, 205, 210, 268, 282; 

1485, 159; 1486, 7(?), 52, 57, Tor, 138 ; 1442, 

37, 47, 75; 1444, 10; 1445, 5; 1459, 49; 
1488 

Wura (or perhaps Wipos), 1460, 97 

WVovat, éxotxvov in the Panopolite (?) pagarchy, 1461, 2 

*‘Aorpaxo(v ?), éroixiov, 1459, 63 

WeEWT, 1519, 5 

WOaeTe WHOLE, t- (=Tpels Meduddes), 1494, 5; 1574, 

I9; 1586, 5 

ww (Hypsele), 1508, 14, 20; 1509, 9, 10; 1510, 1 

QHT, m- (chrt), 1615, 2; 1619, 4. See also under 

toro, Pyr 

wnwoy (Aphrodito), 1494, 6; 1496, 6; 1508, 5; 

1512, 21; 1514, 5; 1518, 4; 1528, 7; 1531, 
4; 1588, 6; 1545, 3; 1574, 15; 1576, 1; 

1584, 6; 1610, 8; 1617, 3; 1642, 17. See 

also Tanwoy 

sil, 1840, 1; 1846, 1; 1858, 1; 1855, 1; 1856, 

1; 1859, 1; [1860, 1]; 1862, 1; 1368, 1; 

1870, 1; 1875, 1; 1878, 1; 1450, 1 

Gos, 1868, 1 

cpl, 1846, 1 

(4) rémou, ETC. 

(Names given in the MSS. to divisions other than rémo. are so described here.) 

A—, 1419, 461, 470; 1421, 142 

A—, xrijpa, 1457, 92 

AahaBu, 1481 
Aavepooy (?), 1491 (/) 
"ABdxrov, 1419, 86 ; 1421, 11; 1422, 13, 63; 1481 
*ABavu, 1419, 305 
"ABBa —, 1419, 456 
"ABBa’ABpadw, 1420, 214; 1481 (—piov). See 

also “Aylov "ABoady 
"ABB Bixrwpos, 1419, 108, 111, 626, 698, 1202, 

1205, 1422. See also ‘Ayiov Bixrwpos 

"ABBa TaBpunh, 1419, 1278 
"ABBGa Aavuph, 1419, 875, 1013, 1015; 1421, 91 
"ABBA "Evex, 1419, 1064, 1148, 1151; 1420, 24, 

38, 45, 74; 1424, 13. See also “Aylov "Eva 

"ABBE “Eppaveros, 1419, 338 
"ABBG "IlaxdB, 1419, 874, 883, 913, 921 ; 1421, 14, 

113; 1422, 20; 1442, 57 

"ABBa 1dB, 1419, 779, 1186 
"ABBa Maxapiov, 1419, 212, 231, 815, 1097; 1491 

(/) 
"ABBA Mexana, 1419, 151 

"ABBG Movoaiov, 1421, 106, 125 
"ABBa —ovOiov, 1421, 79 
"ABBa II. aves, 1481 
*ABBG Tlamvov@iov, 1416, 37; 1420, 204. See 

also “Ayiov Iazvov6iov 

’"ABBa. TareppovOiov, 1419, 308, 312, 362(? —]uovr), 

379; 1421, 52 
"ABBG Idrpov, 1420, x91 

"ABBG IIkvdiov, 1420, 250 

"ABBa SevoBiov, 1419, 320, 572 
"ABBG SevovOiov, 1419, 469 (?); 1421, 73, 79, 109, 

120 

"ABBG Sovpodros, oicia, 1419, 24, 288, 486, 718, 

489, 868, 968, 969, 1058, 1061, 1099, 1143, 

1149, 1152, 1171, 1176, 1414 (?), 1435 (?) 

*ABBa Tavpivov, 1419, 108, 1202, 1207; 1420, 77, 

79 

"ABBa VeurvovOiov, 1419, 1133; 1421, 87 (Wenv.) 
ABurov, 1420, 52 

’"AydOwvos, 1419, 516 (—Oovos), 519 

“Ayias Mapias, 1420, 31, 35; 1474 

“Ayiov "ABpadp, 1429, 15. See also ABBA’ ABpadu 
“Ayiou Bixrawpos, 1416, 29; 1419, 284; 1420, 19, 

117; 1424, 11. See also “ABBG Bixrwpos 

“Aylov Bixrwpos Vwrodpov, 1419, 1267 
“Aylov Tewpyiov, 1491 (2) 

“Aylou *Evdx, 1420, 66, 108; 1424, 25. 
"ABBG Evdx 

“Ayiov “Hpaxde)iov, 1474 
“Ayiov Ilamvovfiov, 1420, 243. 

TlarvovOiov 

“Ayiov Ivouriwvos, 1420, 47, 80; 1424, 15, 29 

See also 

See also “ABBa 
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“Aylov o.Bdppwvos, 1419, 1305; 1420, 53, 95, 
226; 1424, 16; 1481 

“Ayiov Vo—, 1420, 119 

AS—, 1423, 27 
Axa? (?), 1474 
Axkeros, 1419, 632 

—ahav (= Tadaa ?), 1474 

—ahorp~, 1424, 39 

AhoedTo (= SapoeArwe ?), 1481 

"Appa O€kdas, 1421, 40, 65, 67; 1422, 41, 56 
"Amma Mapias, 1416, 31; 1419, 66, 535 
*"Appoviov, 1420, 13; 1424, 7 
*Aparedoupyod, 1431, 38 (?) 
Avxoope, 1419, 569 (Avxoode?), 667 

Avtaa, 1419, 1409 

Ameroh (?) Tluag—, 1419, 71 

Apoeve.. . v, 1420, 198 

*"Apoevour, 1419, 63,984, 988. See also Iuag ‘Apoevour 

"Apoevodoirikos, 1419, 1285 (—dunx.), 1290 (do.) 
*Aptoddxov, 1419, 626 (or a personal name ?); 1420, 

167; 1429, 2; 1481 
*Apxayyédov, 1421, 99. See also Tag ’Apyayyédov 

"Apxayyéhov Szpovbod, 1422, 50 
Araheu(?), 1419, 516 
—arTp, 1419, 45 

—ayxpov, 1474 

—ayxw, 1419, 61 

Bavay, 1419, 697 

BapBapov, 1416, 33 

Badéws, 1419, 814, 1091, 1099; 1474 

Bd— (?), 1420, 221 

Bedexav, 1419, 710 (—xaov) ; 1420, 7, 21, 72 

Becapiwvos. See Byoaplwvos 
Bys, 1419, 186, 542 

Byoapiwvos, 1419, 316 (Byoo.), 611 (do.), 1121 
(Bycapwv), 1139 (Bec.) 

Byncapiovos, yiSiv, 1419, 1406 

Byo . x°/, 1421, 88 
Byns Kow, 1419, 722, 763, 783; 1420, 170, 188; 

1481. See also Teoxow 

Bynovaryr, 1419, 705, 746; 1420, 34 

Bnooapiwvos. 

Bys =np, 1419, 241, 281, 356, 370, 374, 375, 479, 

472, 688, 750, 852, 946; 1421, 30; 1422, or 
Boppa Krijparos Traotwrpe, 1419, 1306. For 

Traotwrpe cf. Tacwrpe 

Bérros, 1419, 824, 893, 899. See also Iuag Bérros 

See Bycapiwvos 

T'—, 1419, 39 

Tenapiov, 1420, 169 (?—Kvvuapiovr); 1428, 6, 10, 
17, 19 (Veve.) 

Tvytviov, 1419, 87 

T'parvavod (?), 1419, 89 

Avaxévov, 1419, 912 (Aux”/), 1035 (do.). 
TiSvaxove and ®yr N&i— 

Avokoup (= Awoxépov ?), 1419, 1043, 1049 
Aokxoop—, 1419, 287 

Aotoe, 1421, 115. See also Maw Torce 

Aovxat, 1419, 1170, 1174, 1237; 1421, 137; 1422 

5, 9 

See also 

2 

"Exkdyolas, 1474 
"EXavoupyov, 1419, 661, 725, 740, 747, 860, 939, 

940, 952, 1310; 1420, 215 

€répov "Edauovpyod, 1419, 954 (EXcoup7) 

—ehn, 1419, 74 

"EdvraBer Movorjs, 1419, 570. See also Movejs ove 
"EdX@ros Pot, 1419, 1 308; 1474 

"Eva, 1419, 297 

Epyovtes, 1419, 685 
—€pe, 1419, 77 

—ep0 (?), 1419, 19 

Eptxove, 1419, 233, 756 (Ep[txov]e, yyduov); 1474 

(Hptxwve) 

Epkape, 1420, 223 

‘Eppiov, 1419, 7. See also Iag “Eppeiov 

‘Eppovyeve, 1419, 1226 

"EpraBavod, 1419, 979 (—Bave); 1423, 5, 8 

Epradwpe, 1419, 294 (—rwpe), 974 (—top.), 1145 

(—rop) ; 1420, 94 (—8wp*), 97 (do.); 1421, 127 
(—Bope) 

Epxnpe, 1419, 520 

EvnPiov, 1419, 217, 622, 716, 741, 791, 991; 1474 
—€vxt, 1421, 72 

—e€9 vel, 1419, 224 

Zpwos, 1420, 46; 1424, 14 (Topuvos) 

Zvy(ov), 1421, 27 

—®7f, 1419, 14 
HA—, ypdiv, 1428, 22 

Hpixwve. See Epuxover 

Oavaryr, 1419, 1291; 1474 

@avacia(s), 1419, 701, 1096 
@ékdaXs) Tem, 1420, 189 
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Bedrgehrer. See TgeArgeder 
@evee:, 1419, 1415 

@evevte, 1474 

@codociov, 1419, 279, 1185 
@epxoove, 1419, 820 
Ocpowrvap, 1419, 1246; 1474 

Opnravoper (?), 1422, 40 
@oode, @ope, Owre. See Owpe 

Owpe, 1419, 918 (ore Frou Xepoapredov) ; 1420, 87 

(@oode) ; 1422, 22 (@ope). 

Owpe, yydwv, 1419, 1037, 1173 

See also Xepoaprédov 

"lax *Amd\dwvos, 1419, 1242 
"larpod, 1419, 369 

‘Tepaxiwvos, 1419, 239 (Iepaxiov), 240 (do.), 635 (do.), 

637 (do.); 1421, 35 (Iepaxu), 49, 107; 1422, 55 

Iloreper, ypdvov (?), 1419, 723 
—tkooTe, 1419, 317 

K—, 1419, 463, 923; 1429, 18 

KaBdavrz, 1421, 135 
Kaxaderr A@avactov, 1419, 155, 758 (KaxAerr), 

1112 (Kaxerr). See also KaxAar 

KakaXev, 1421, 94, 95 (Kaxdev); 1422, 27 (—Aav) 
Kaky\art (?—=Kakaderr ?), 1481 

Kakkerm. See Kaxaderr 

Kakdev. See Kaxadev 

Kakout, 1421, 25 

Kadaporpe, 1420, 71, 81 

Kadapo otparidrov (?), 1416, 30 
Kadazrer, 1419, 36, 37, 126, 1180 

Kanaras, 1424, 23. See also Keparas 

Kandav, 1420, 233 

KadXuvikov, oicia, 1419, 1347 

Kanozer, 1420, 230 

Kadozov, 1481 
Kap . aw’, 1474 
Kaparovutpe, 1419, 996 

Kapoope, 1681, c. 2, 4 

KavkéX(A)ov, 1442, 58 
Kam—, 1419, 457; 1420, 174, 457 

Kazrooxe, 1419, 84, 218, 817 

Karpov, 1419, 314, 565, 568, 619; 1474; 1481 
Kapkdpou, xripa, 1419, 826, [1363 ?] 
Kao7irov, 1419, 617, 1240; 1421, 64 
Kaorpuxiov, 1420, 207 

Kdorwp, 1419, 604, 630, 1163, 1255 

KavXiov, 1421, 62 

IV. 4G 
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Ke—, 1419, 713 

Keada, 1419, 281,356 (Ked.), 374 (do.), 1289 (do.) 
KeA—, 1481 ; 

KedBaovne, 1420, 102. See also Mag KeABavre 
KereBu. See KepeSw 

Kev—, 1419, 17 
Ke, . |piov, povacrnpiov. See Movacrnpiov Ker. .|piov 

Keparas, 1419, 1149, 1152; 1420, 44, 64 (—edas), 

See also Kadaras 

Kepdour. See Keprour 

KepeBu, 1419, 1030; 1421, 40 (Ked.), 55, 57; 1422, 

39 (Ked.) 
Kepkapouvve, yydwv, 1419, 1333 

Kepparriov, 1419, 624; 1420, 110, 161 

Keppartoe, 1419, 1021 

Keprovur, 1419, 1171, 1176; 1422, 53 (Kepé.) 

Keda. See Keaha 
Kw6.. ov, 1474 
K .A—, 1419, 149 

Kok‘, 1421, 52, 75, 80 

Kokev*, 1422, 50, 61 

Koddovfov, 1421, 109. See also Tuag KoAovou 
Koh\ovov Kupiaxod, 1419, 961 

— Koper, 1474 

Kopry lov, 1419, 157 
Kovpita=the following 

Kovpovuta, 1420, 186 (Kovpera) ; 1481 

Kovpovra, yydiv, 1419, 1341 (see Addenda) 

Kpimuros, 1419, 169, 929, 1252 

Kuvapiov. 
Kupa(s), 1442, 55; 1474. See also Nig Kvpas 

Kaprrov, 1420, 26 (—r.), 115. See also Huag Kopyre 

See Tevapiov 

AdBav, 1419, 993, 1244; 1420, 193 

Adxxov, 1420, 235; 1422, 46. See also Néou Adkxov 
Aaptropoe, 1419, 1247 

Aaxanias, ris. See Tis Aaxanis 
—h)odeeXe (or a personal name ?), 1419, 343 

Aovxkavod, 1419, 118, 319, 360, 468 (?); 1422, 92 

Aovkavod, yydiov, 1419, 475 

Maxatoad~, 1416, 35 

Ma€eu, 1419, 546 
MapoaBdov (?), 1419, 716, 1095 (yzSiov) 
Mar—e, 1419, 755 

Maw Totcoe, 1422, 21. 

Meditee, 1419, 154, 1106 

Medovapxov. 

MeA—”, 1422, 4 

See also Aorce 

See MvdAwvdpxov 
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Movaornpiov Kerf. . |piov, 1419, 9 
Movva€e, 1474 
Movo'jjs Ove, 1419, 523, 880, 916; 1423, 30(?). See 

also "EXioaBer Movojjs 

MoyAy, 1419, 43 

Moy). x; 1419, 228 (?) 

Moxy). x mpa(yparevrod) ‘Ayias Mapias, 1419, 
229 

—p* (Xepoapzrédov ?) viod IHxape, 1422, 19 
Mvdwvdpxov, 1419 (Mvdor. throughout), 281, 356, 363, 

374, 672, 729-731, 914; 1421, 14 (do.), 87 (Medor.) 

NaBepwjar, 1419, 935, 951 
NaBau, 1420, 194 

Napav Wor, 1419, 1157 

Nat—, 1428, 26 

Narpepet, ypdiv, 1419, 1268 

—ve, 1420, 251 

Neew~ Xe, yydvov, 1420, 92, 93 (ré70s) 
Nevar{nu, 1420, 205 

Neuxkderet, 1419, 10, 11, 762, 765, 766, 778 (NexaA.), 

859 (NuxA.), 863 (do.), 937 (NexAare); 1454, 6 (?) 

NeumG@e, 1419, 471, 823 (Newoe), 1022; 1442, 54 

(Neuxe) ; 1491 (/) (? — Nepuxxa) 

NepumGe, ypdiov, 1419, 1088 

Neponey, 1419, 6, 117, 773, 780 

Neue. See Neuroe 

Néov Kryjparos, 1416, 40; 1419, 14 (?), 639, 1301; 
1420, 231; 1421, 11, 15, 23, 46, 74, 77; 1422, 

60, 64; 1481; 1681, c, 2, 1 (Neoxr-) 

Néov Krijparos érépov, 1419, 1307 
Néov Adkkov, 1416, 39. See also Adxxov 

Neodv’, 1419, 640 

Nuiag Ecoou, 1419, 1315 

Nwag “lwvas, yjduv, 1419, 759 
Nuag Kans, yydwv, 1419, 1039 

Nuagd Kvpats), ypdiv, 1419, 1025 (rémos), 1124. See 

also Kvpas 

Nuag Lpak, 1419, 973. See also Stxdpax 

Nuag Lovet, yydiv, 1419, 642 

Nuag Toanriov, yjdiv, 1419, 1120, 1122 (rézos) 
Niad TwBias, 1419, 799 
Niag TwBias, ypdwv, 1419, 1210 
Nuag Xeps, ypdvov, 1419, 1303 

Nuag a2, yydiv, 1419, 647 

Nukderer. See Netxrere 

NonXtlov, 1421, 33, 37, 103 ; 1422, 31 (Noed.) 
Noarg nve, 1419, 1263 

*Oacirdy, 1419, 1258, 1260 
— ope, 1420, 249 

» OO—OV, 1425, 10 

OvaBepora, 1474 
Ovarpavior (sic), 1419, 37, 230, 1092 (—av”), 1179 
Ovdowros, 1419, 236, 242, 370, 688, 853, 944 

—ov\ooke, 1419, 367 

Ovpavym, 1419, rorr ; 1421, 96; 1422, 29 

Ovpayvod, 1419, 1163 

TI—, 1419, 455, 460 

Tlaap, 1419, 1319 

Tlaacurt (?), 1421, 59 

Ila. aQova, 1425, 3 

IlaBaxrns, 1419, 702; 1421, 77 (Mafakr) 
TlaBXexapis. See MaSpryapys 

TlaB°, 1416, 39 
TlaBpvyapys, 1419, 8, 737, 861 (IaBpixadys); 1425, 

6 (IlaPdexapis) 

TlaBw, 1421, 141 
Tlayaov, 1421, 18, 84, 90, 105 

Ila—e, 1481 

Tlafadper, 1416, 1320; 1422, 43 (—adpe) 

TlaOuxow, 1422, 44 
Tlavave, 1419, 377; 1420, 172 

Tla—x/, 1419, 108 
Tlaxus, 1419, 857; 1421, 26 
Ildxov Np, 1420, 184 

TI[a]x[. -|ro, 1419, 12 

Tladkak ard Vivepovr, 1419, 1248 

Tladeu, 1419, 52 (—Ar); 1420, 162, 244 (—A,). See 

also IIvag Iadec 

Tlad\\aviov, 1419, 621, 655, 1008; 1420, 232 
(—veuov) 

Tlakw Ilaavys, 1419, 174; 1420, 99 (?) 

Tlavapiov. See Tavagpiov 
Ilavaxwpet, 1419, 307, 311, 754, 873, 915 (—pe), 

989 ; 1422, 42 (—pe); 1474 (do.); 1481 (do.) 

Tlavag piov, 1419, 878; 1421, 76 (Tlavap.) 

TlavBapzre, 1419, 998 ; 1420, 246 (—Paapare); 1474 
Tlavicke, 1419, 104, 288 (—xet), 1408, 1414; 1420, 187 

Tlavuydrov. See Iavuxérov 

Tlaveur., 1481 
Tlaveovk, 1419, 838 (?); 1420, 14 

TlavAaviov, 1419, 684 
adXov Iavdaviov, 1419, 685 
Tlav—vAe, 1420, 178 

Ilavov7, 1428, 18 
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Tlavov9 oon, 1419, 767, 770 (Mavovood) 

Tlavovg9 ook, xrijpa, 1419, 1346, 1348 

Tlavradvur®, 1424, 7 
Tlavraravy, 1419, 300 

Tlavvydrov, 1419, 159, 876, 1046, 1056, 1059, 1118, 

1136; 1421, 53 (Haar); 1474 (Ilany.) 

Tlav9 adex, 1419, 891 

Tlav2suv, 1419, 1202, 1207 

TlavGap, 1419, 1318 

TlavG ven (same as the following ?), 1419, 72 

TlavG dpe, 1419, 850, 938 

Tlavak—, 1419, 82 
Tlamnu (?), 1421, 126. See also Muag Hamyu 
TlamKadeeXe, 1419, 778. See also MarxaAceXe 

TlamKadepvet, 1419, 5, 11, 286 (—edve), 664, 721 

(—eAver) ; 1481 (?) 

Tlazro Kapovd (probably the same as the following), 

1419, 1029 

Tlazro TZapovd, 1420, 86. 
following and TZayovA 

Tldzrov, 1421, 133 

Tlamypnpe, 1421, 130, 131; 1422, 45 

Tlamt§joou7, 1419, 966 

Tlaw2sax, 1419, 1262 

Tlap—, 1419, 53 

TlapaB, 1419, 171 (—pof), 658, 748, 947, 962 
Tlapaty, 1419, 116, 276 (—pous), 612 (do.), 752; 

1421, 121 (Tapas) 

Tlapex’/ (?), 1422, ro 
Tlapvarys, yyouv, 1419, 1110 

TlapoB. See Mapaf 
Tlapows. See Tapauy 

Tlapw Nra—, 1420, 111 

Tlaoukoper, 1419, 54 

Tlacipwy, 1420, 190 
Tlacivov, 1419, 301, 1020; 1474; 1481 
Tlacupe, 1420, 168 

Tlacoddpov, 1421, 18, 82 (—8opov), 84 (do.), 114, 

123, 140 

Tlacwrtpe, 1419, 1314. Cf Traoturpe 

Tlat—, yydwv, 1419, 334 

TlaravovBe, 1419, 214 (—vovBBa), 615 (—voofe), 

677 (—vovf Bei), 679 (—vovBa), 681 (—vovp Ba), 
881, 886, 1077, 1080; 1420, 59, 224; 1424, 21 

Tlarazre, 1419, 112 

Tlar.. aper, 1425, 4 

Tlaracivov, 1419, 216, 690 
Tlare, 1420, 61; 1424, 21 (Marte) 

See also preceding and 

Ilareire, 1420, 118 

TlaredooXe, 1419, 916 

late. aop, 1425, 5 

Ilarve. See Mare 

TlarkaneeXe, 1419, 1182; 1421, 44. 

kadec\e 

TlarKadet, 1421, 58 

Tlarknpr, 1419, 830 (—xyAr); 1474 

Tlarkovie, 1420, 248 

Tlarverst, 1419, 22, 35, 204, 365 (—*«), 603, 1433 

Ila ..Toved, 1425, 2 

Tlaroved, 1419, 977, 1050 

Tlarovgooke, 1419, 805, 

(—ovoope) 
Tlarovdypet, 1419, 726, 727, 733, 1036 (—pe) 

Ilarooue, 1420, 247 

TlarwA, 1419, 274, 274 a(?), 275 

Tlarwh, yjdov, 1419, 272, 398 (—rwp), 828 (do.), 

845 (do.) 
TlareBvaret, 1419, 1007 

Tlavws Wvpov (?.¢. ‘ of Pauds from Psyrus’?), 1419, 
160; 1421, 16 (Ilaws ¥.) 

Tlay[vptov ?], 1429, 16; 1481 (?) 
Tlayvptov, ypduv, 1419, 1334 

Ilaxboour, 1421, 88 

Ildws Vvpov. 
IlBaparas, 1481 
TIBek—, 1474 

T18vax(ove ?), 1419, 739. 
Tlexwt, 1419, 1202, 1205, 1207 

Tledooke, 1419, 1276 

Tlepiwvos, 1474 

Tleoxove (or = Bys Kow ?), 1420, 171 

Tleriae, 1474 

Ilérpov Tamyov, 1419, 213 (Ierpos T.), 536 (Ierpe T.), 

1076 (do.), 1126 (Ilerpos without T.) 

TIu—, 1429, 17 

TIva = Ivag 

Ilva Tlaxovnr. 
Tluaxe, your, 1419, 1332 

Tluag —, 1419, 81 

Tluag Adav, 1420, 15 
Tluag Apa”, 1419, 171 

Iluag *Apoevour, 1419, 707, 748, 947, 962, 1131. 

See also “Apoevour 

Tluag “Apoevout, yidwv, 1419, 658, 669 

Tlag ’ApylayyéAov ?], 1419, 69. See also ’Apxay- 
yédouv 

See also Iar- 

896 (—ovoodrce), 904 

See Tlavws Vipou 

See also Ataxovov 

See Iluag ssaxovdA 
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Tluag Aova, 1474 (Iva A.) 

Tliag Araov, 1420, 208 

Tluag Bede. See the following 

Tluag Bydev, 1420, 234 (II. Bede); 1481 

Tlvag Bérros, 1419, 318. See also Bérros 
Tltag Badr (sic), 1420, 17; 1424, 10 (Ilia B.) 
TIuag Aaveiz, 1419, 1282; 1420, 33 (II. Aawd) 

Tluag E@apre, 1419, 537 

Tlvag *Esodkiov ?], 1420, 192 

Tliag “Eppetov, 1419, 782. See also “Eppiov 
Tluag Kaddov, 1419, 190, 194, 291, 298; 484, 573 
Tltag Kap, 1420, 18 (Il. Kay.), 91; 1424, 10 

(IIa. K.) 

IIuag KedBavde, 1419, 809, 1051 (—Boode). See 
also KeABaovde 

Tliag Knp, 1419, 104 

Iluag Ko—, 1419, 474 

Tluag KodAovBov, 1419, 973, 1153; 1424, 28. See 
also KodAovOov 

Tluag Kept, 1419, 359. See also Kopzjrov 

TItag Mmndg, 1416, 28 (Ilia Med); 1419, 106, 368, 

714 (?), 1004 
TIuag NBppe, 1419, 894, 897, 900, 903 
Thuag Nroov, 1419, 371, 1114, 1161 

Iluag —ov, 1419, 805 

TIvag Tladev, 1419, 287, 667. See also Make 

Tluag Tlaovey, 1419, 632 

Ilag Ilamnu, 1419, 1250. See also Marnu 

Ilva Taved (= Tag IMovgod ?), 1481 

IIvag Ilerw, 1419, 215, 613, 1078, 1254 

IIvag Tlovgod, 1419, 1270-1272. See also Mug 

TlaveA and IlooA 

Tlvag -paduov (?), 1481 (Ia) 
Tluag Layw, 1419, 756 

TIluag Ledoedoup, 1419, 735 

Tluag Yedowd, 1419, 605. See also Sedo 

Tluag Toaxtov, 1419, 1140 

Iluag Xapys, 1419, 188, 192, 280, 289 

TIuag Qout, 1419, 795, 1410 

Tluag saKxovd, 1419, 59, 68 (Il. 2x.?); 1474 

(?? — Ii{a Tfax]ovd), See also TZaxovA 

Tliag 9, 1419, 695 (Iluaew), 1054 

Tlinve, 1419, 21, 24 (Ilwe), 203, 554, 786, 789, 14353 

1442, 59; 1474 

Iluxve, 1419, 819 

Tliuptoe, 1421, 81; 1474 

Tl (= rw ?), 1474 

IIuwe. See Iiyve 

Tlupiwvos, 1419, 88 (Ipwv), 812 

Tluwge Oap, 1419, 694 

Tluw9ge Kovt, 1419, 218, 1074 

Tliwge Nedrados, 1419, 1098 
Tlage Ilvap, 1419, 366 (Il. Uvoy), 694, 736, 854 

(Ilwea Ivo), 862 (IL. Ivop), 963. See also 

Thvap 

IIka—, 1474 

IIkaeve—, 1481 

TIkafaker, See Meabaxy 

TIkat9, 1419, 647, 1016 

TIkakov9 ak, 1419, 1079 

IIxaddov, 
IIkap, 1422, 24 

IIkaovkty, 1419, 678, 681, 856 

IIkapa.. (same as the following ?), 1420, 11 

IIkapdov, 1419, 636 (IIxapiov), 712 (IIkaA.) ; 1420, 20, 
21 (?), ror, 120; 1424, 3, 5 

TIkav, 1419, 1106; 1421, 72, 122 

II kedeeKe, 1420, 220 

IIxedere (= preceding ?), 1420, 183 

TIxehnx, 1419, 972; 1421, 13 

Ilxurv. Bes, 1420, 175, 179 

IIkoua, 1420, 227 

IIxoperoov (= Icop Nroov ?), 1474 

TIxop, Nroov. See ¢opu Nroov 

IIk@ourt, 1422, 49; 1423, 9 (Ikova.") 

TIAkaa—, 1422, 90 

Tl\a.. ev” (?), 1491 (/) 
TI\auv, 1419, 820. See also TAew 4 

TI\apdov, 1419, 1003 
TIAa’, 1419, 968 

II\aos, IIkaovs. See TAdus 

II\dws, 1419, 120 (IAaovs), 1013 (IIAaos); 1421, 102; 
1422, 28, 57 ; 

TlAdas, yjdiv, 1419, 566 (IAaos) 
TlAag, 1419, 518; 1421, 113, 129 

TI\eu, 1421, 15. See also TAaw 

TIpavBxppe, 1419, 1286 

IIpaprns, 1419, 1283 

IIwov NAaxwy, 1419, 659, 723, 745; 1420, 100 

(—xkov), 107 (do.) 

IIpov Nag wp, yydiv, 1419, 25 
IIvap, 1419, 867, 868, 969. See also Ilwge Mvay 

IIvas, 1419, 706; 1474 

IIvdvos, 1419, 755, 917, 1316; 1421, 50, 89, 100, 128 
(Ivoove) 

IIvoove, See Ivdvos 

See IIkapéov 
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TlookX, 1420, 50, 98 (?). 

TlopOptov, 1420, 206 
Tlov— (Movaygpov?), 1419, 185 

Tlovaa (cf the following), 1474; 1491 (/) 
Tlova Aceewve (or Tovaa Seewe), 1474 

Tlovap9 pov, 1419, 19, 27, 218, 340, 871, 1075, 1432; 

1421, 42, 129. See also Hov— 

TloGag, 1419, 541 

II7 . . €€, 1481 

Tim, 1419, 282, 1104; 1422, 2(?). See also Iw 

IIpa Nogurov. (f Tpa Neor), 1419, 298, 675 
(—zev), 679, 738 (—rwv), 764, 849 (IL. Nurov) 

TIpepavrivoov, 1419, 58, 67, 720, 813. See also 

TIpwpartiov 

IIpemitw. See Ipymro 

Tlpnppys, 1419, 1279. See also Hpp— 

Ilpytira, 1419, 676, 682 (Ipez-) 

TIpwxo” (= Tp¢yxuros ?), ovata, 1419, 967 

Tlpp— (= Upnypys?), 1419, 167 

TIppovod{e ?], 1474 
Tlpprerw. See Ipwprerw 
IIpovrrag, 1419, 1436 
Tlpwpavri(ov) (or = Upeparrwoov?), 1442, 53 
Ilpapdov (cf the following), 1420, 84 
TIpdpov ‘Op, 1420, 199 

. Tlpwpzrere, 1419, 781 (Ipjr.); 1420, 163 (—r0) 

Tlrapew Bad, 1419, 189 (Hrapyy.), 193 (do.), 235, 290 

(IIrapuy.), 751 (do.), 851, 930 

IIripe rpa(yparevrov), 1419, 121 
TIro\npe, 1419, 796, 1044, 1118, 1140 

Tlyxetpas, 1419, 769 

Tlytxetpos, 1420, 114 

Tlxux70s, 1419, 703, 1032 ; 1421, 116 ; 1422,6; 1491 

(7) (Txexedos) 
TlwBer, 1419, 709 if 

—Tw", 1419, 322 

Ilwjap, 1419, 700 

I]Wjovte, 1419, 547, 555, 882, 1249, 1284 

TIWovre, yydiv, 1419, 237, 322, 485, 574, 931, 945 
Tlgafakny, 1419, 704; 1420, 10 (Ixabaxe); 1424, 

8 (do.) 
TlGop Nroov, 1419, 223, 792 (Ilk.), 1086, 1093 

(IIk.). See also Ikoperoou 

IGopupppe, 1419, 153 

See also Iiag TlovgoA 

+paro, 1481 

— py, 1419, 58 
“Purapiov, 1419, 841, 1047 

LaKkapapet, 1419, 196, 818 (—pe); 1474 
LaKoope, 1419, 1253 

LYahaxa, 1419, 997; 1442, 52 (?) 

Ladoedro, Lakoehrog. See Lapredrtrwg 
Lapa—e, 1419, 104 

Lapanp (= Xapaynpe?), 1481 

Lapaxovddet, 1421, 34, 118 
Lapaynpe, 1419, 123 (—xmA), 1041 (do.), 1178 (do.); 

1420, 22, 28, 29 (— xp), 55, 573 1424, 8, 19; 

1481. See also Sapanp 

Savhevte, ypdiv, 1420, 51 
LSavrourle, 1416, 34 

Lav9 KoTet, 1419, 602 

LaparwxKe, 1419, 1175, 1239 (—xe); 1421, 138 

(—roxe) ; 1422, 12 (do.); 14265, 1 (do.) 

Lapovroret, 1419, 1287 
LapoeAT@Q, 1419, 1102 (SadceArog), 1115 (do.), rr2x 

(do.), 1122 (do.), 1139 (do.), 1158 (do.); 1420, 8 
(Saprwprwg), 39 (VYaprwprwg), 103, 106 (Zap- 

cadtw9); 1424, 31 (SadoeAro). See also AdceATo 

Sacvoer, 1420, 90; 1424, 34; 1425, 8, 9 

Sdoou, 1419, 831, 832; 1421, 41, 43, 54, 111, 139; 

1429, 8 (?) 

Lavpdov, 1419, 857; 1421, 32 

Yewvehoode. See Swedoode 
YedBucre, 1420, 202 

Vedowd, 1420, 68, 113. See also Muay Bedard 

Lepiwvos, 1420, 85; 1474 
Leqvelxivdi—, 1419, 607 
Symovke, 1420, 165 

Suxdpax, 1419, 1165. 
Seve, 1419, 675 
Swedoore, 1419, 156, 649 (Zew.); 1421, 30, 69, 92; 

1422, 26 (Ww.) 

Surhak, 1421, 57, 110. 

XTpapWx .. €v, 1419, 41 

Urparov, 1419, 337; 1420, 203 (—re); 1481 
rpovbod, 1419, 150, 890, 948, 1033; 1422, 50 

Cf. Xurhax and Nuag Si8pax 

Cf. Suxdpax 

T—, 1419, 57; 1420, 195 
—raatBeeve, 1422, 54 
TaBynogar, 1419, 1147 
TaBynogar, ypSov, 1419, 175 (TaBeo-), 296 

TaBc.. W, 1419, 920 

Tayamrn, 1419, 33, 123, 1040, 1041; 1420, 22 (?), 28, 

553; 1424, 8; 1481 
Tadaa, 1474, See also —adav and Tadov 

Tadira, 1421, 20 
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Tadov (= Tarag ?), 1419, 1314 

Taputaap, ypdiwv, 1419, 1142 

TavKevj, 1419, 686 (—xauy), 834, 846, 981, 1169; 

1421, 114 (?). dpaeduxds réros Tavxewy, 1419, 982 

TavrBeov, 1419, 978 
Tarr. de., 1419, 711 

Tazias, 1419, 119, 336, 341, 471, 823; 1420, 201 
Tamhap-. See Tarpapa 

TazrovBis, 1419, 689 ; 1420, 32 

Tampapa, 1416, 31 (Tardau"); 1419, 34, 1040; 

1420, 30 

Tapwoout, 1428, 4 

Tapiorov, 1419, 80, 586, 1160 

Tapo—, 1474 

Tage, 1419, 38, 804. 

Tarke, 1424, 21 

Tades, 1419, 238 ; 1474 

TBapzre, 1419, 995, 1261 

TPdreu, 1419, 614 
TBoe (or 2. Tace?), 1419, 666 
TeBov, 1421, 119; 1422, 8 

TeBwr. See Terwr 
Teevey, 1419, 100, 357 

Tevae, 1419, 158, 728, 774, 798, 858, 896, 905, 934, 

1045, 1053, 1055, 1058, 1060, 1061, 1084 

Tevyy, 1419, 798 

TervOews, 1422, 46; 1474 
Teor, 1419, 234, 285, 462 (? —TeBol ), 540, 553, 

663, 816, 943, 1109 (TeB.); 1474 (?) 

—TerTel, 1424, 43 

T[ a ]xova, 1474, See also Ia xaxovd 

Tlapovnd, 1424, 41, 42, 44. See also Taro Téapovd 

Tyatrooxe, 1419, 1073 

Tnyvia (?), 1421, 60 
Ts Aaxyanas, 1420, 76; 1421, 97; 1422, 30 

Tkadevtwpe, 1421, 72; 1422, 58 

Txnpo~, 1419, 1125 

TAad, 1419, 283 

TAazreret. 

Trethoog eu. 
Trever, Thevn. See Tpever 

TheQve, 1419, 123, 1041 (—va) ; 1474 (—ver) 

Treg ve, yydiov, 1419, 1023 
TAtdooder. See Tprrooge 

-+ TOS, 1421, 109 

T—ov, 1421, 132 

Tovaaveviy, 1419, 787 

Tovavdoeewv, 1419, 273 

INDEX 

See also TBoe 

See Tparere: 

See TprArooge 
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Tracrwtpe. See under Boppa Krijpatos Tractrwrpe 

T—-1rer, 1481 

. 

Tpa Neuzov (cf Upa Neurov), 1420, 180 

Tpareret, 1419, 843; 1420, 42 (—t), 75 (—1a); 

1481 (TA.) 
Tpeevty, 1419, 100 

Tpevet, 1419, 295, 631, 699, 709, 716(?), 941 (TAevy), 

973 (do.), 1146 (do.); 1420, 40 (TAeve); 1481 

(TAcv7) 
Tpever, yydiv, 1419, 1338 

Tpiadéddov, 1419, 20, 23, 28, 29, 172, 207, 927, 

1412, 14343 1474 

Tprroo9ge, 1419, 675 (—ge), 680 (TAsAoode), 764 
(TAcA.) 

Toa— (Toawp?), 1474. See also Yidv Toawp 

ToapevT~, 1420, 23, 108, 141, 252 

Toapnr (same as preceding?), 1419, 175, 286, 664, 
693, 803, 894, 900, 902, 1063, 1102, III5, 1135; 

1424, 30 

Toav Kou, 1420, 82 

Toekdouts. See Toexpovx 

Toexpov%, 1419, 1138 ; 1420, 54 (—ourg) ; 1424, 18 

(—kdours) 

Toe)ko, 1474 

Toepaov, 1419, 1309 

Topuvos. See Zywos 

Toovf, 1421, 117 
Toovov, 1421, 32 

Towvn, 1419, 1209, 1214; 1474 

—iTwvn, 1419, 105 

Txoupas, 1420, 73 

To edQedet, 1419, 1241 (@eAgedAex), 1243 (do.), 1259 

Tiod Maxapiouv, 1422, 48 
Tiod Xdpus, 1420, 43, 116 (Yi X.) Cf. Xpis 
Tiod Vor, 1420, 37, 67, 81, 105 
Tidv Eddoyiov, 1428, 5, 7, 11 
Tidv Koddovdov, 1419, 1144 (Yi? K.), 11530, 1304 
Tiay Iavn, 1421, ror 
Tiav Tawp, 1419, 543, 1094, 1411 

Tidv Toawp (?), 1474. See also Toa— 
—wv}¢(_ ), 1429, 7 

DaweWoos, 1419, 1275 

Dap, 1421, 38, 98; 1481 

Papar, 1419, 1302 

Papaker, 1419, 1249 

Papor ( = Paprsor?), 1474 
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Dapxor, 1419, 752, 936. Cf. the preceding 

Davagop, 1419, 1143, 1149, 1152, 1154 

Pavovle, 1421, 36 
Papaave, 1420, 96 
Paveyxe, 1420, 228 

Devéws, 1419, 716 (Pyve), 764 (do. ?), 941 (do.); 
1420, 88 (Peve), 112 (do.); 1482, 71 

Devéws, ypdwv, 1419, 1026 (fyve) 
Pe&, 1419, 606 ; 1420, 104 
Dyve. 
Pr, 1419, 191, 292, 609, 798, 1212 

Dyz, yidiv, 1419, 800, 1213 

@y7 Ndi— (or Byr (kat) Nd[ax/]? of. Tdaxove), yySiov, 

1419, 483 

@DOda., ypdwv, 1419, 1202, 1205, 1207 

DiB8 Dap, 1420, 63, 65; 1424, 23, 24 (8 alone) 
- BiB Dap, yidv, 1419, 452, 1072, 1089 
Dildornp, 1420, 182 (—aotpe), 219 

®@ .. ov, 1419, 108 
o—€, 1474 
Doi Bdppovos, yydiv, 1419, 1344 
®ovvovB, 1474 

Ppyp, 1419, 1134 

See Devéws 

Xdduros, 1419, 376, 451, 1070, 1085 
Xddur0s, ypdiv, 1419, 884 
Xadkompdrov, 1419, 101, 170, 687, 928, 990, 1048, 

1280 

Xapas, 1419, 1317 

Xapiope, 1419, 222 (—pet), 355, 1024, 1071, 1090, 

1277 
Xepoapzrédov, 1419, 104, 699, 973 (Keds). See also 

@wpe and —pa* viot Txape 

Xpis, 1481, Cf Yiod Xdpis 

Xdpov SiSacKddov, 1419, 87, 638 
Xdpov ’Evax, 1419, 152 

Wat, 1419, 1273 

Vat Ndeapavve, 1419, 1265 

Wawra Kou, 1419, 877 

Waiwrtos, 1419, 822 
Wander, 1419, 631 ; 1481 (?) 
WavBo.—, 1419, 715 
WaveronB, 1474 
WVavve, 1429, 15 

Wav7rarrot, 1419, 380 

Vavoxny, 1419, 1028 
WVapowpTwd. See SapreArwg 

Wed, 1420, 166 
Weppe, ypdwv, 1419, 168, 230, 723, 815, 1092, 1097, 

1335 
Wevvwp, 1421, 21 

Wevupiov, 1421, 136 

WiBavwBer, 1419, 219, 1288 (VBavoB.) ; 1425, 7 

(VorBavoByr) 

Wiig, 1419, 643 

Wuvedhoode. See Swedoodrc 

WVorBavoBnr. See WiBavwBer 

Woitov IamvovGiov, 1419, 1167 
- wou IIXous, 1422, 25 

Wo . pous, 1421, 33 

—wov, 1419, 364 

Wovumhe, 1422, 51 

Wovorpe, 1419, 673, 732, 874, 911; 1421, 13 

u.&..7T, 1419, 1230 

GadaQw, 1419, 1251 

5. INDEX OF TAXES 

depid, 1357, 8 
GvSpiopds, 1419, 1383-1390; 1420, 7, 25, 26, 48, 

49, 79, 71, 89, 90, 109, 110, 128, 129, 143, 146, 

153, 160, [176], 177, [196], [x97], [2r7], [26r], 
[269], [275]; 1421, passim; 1422, 83, 84, 88; 

1423, 12, 13-17, 21, 23, 31, 38; 1424, 3, 35; 

1485, 151; 1442, 52; 1446, 15, 26; 1578, 5; 

1578, 2 

drapyuptopds, 1884, 3, 11 ; 1835, 10, 17 ; 1842, 9; 

[1848, 11]; 1858, 18, 21, 25; 1854, 6, 18, 19; 

1876, 10; 1889, 4; [1892, 18]; 1893, 27, 33, 

38; 1400, 4,11; 1402, 2,16; 1404, 13, 19; 

1407, 4; 1410, 5; 1483, 42, 44, 57, 60, 103, 

104, 114, 11g, 125, 175, 211, 212, 223, 250, 251, 

262, 299, 302, 303, 313, 315, 349, 348, 359 384, 

386, 397, 420, 422, 432, 451, 452, 459, 469, 476, 
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484, 509, 517, [532]; 1484, 45, 113, 116, 173, 
231, 302; 1485, 41, 43, 58, 77, 113, 186, 187, 

197, 199; 1440, 4 (?); 1441, ro2-104; 1445, 

1; 1447, 197; 1449, 84, 86, 98; 1457, 31, 

47-50, 100; 1458, 18; 1496, 20; 1508, Io, 

12, 17,19; 1509, 5, 6,8; 1510, 5; 1512, ro, 

12; 1518, 2; 1581,9; 1582, 2; 1588, 11,13 

amapyupirpos yddakros Bourvpov, 1413, 9 and 
passim ; 1414, 18, 61, 72, 104, 115, [138], 146, 

[163], 171, [188], 294, 321; 1488, 47, 90, 291, 

344, 377, 417 
Siavopav avev Tysnoews, 1418, 8 and 

passim; 1414, 5, 65, 108, 142, 167, 192, 

212, 230, 244 (tuynoews omitted), 261 (do.), 266 

(do.), 281, 319 ; 1470 (ax. omitted) 

TH Tyo, 1418, 7 and passim; 

1414, 11, 68, III, 144, 169, 194, 214, 232, 

246, 257, [268], 273, 276, 286, 320; 1470 

(az. omitted) 

péduros, 1418, 10, [26], 113, 130, 143, 

226, 240, 252, 334, 347) 359, 441, 454, 470, 
554, 568, 580, 660; 1414, [19], 73, 295, 322 

atro(_) (or simply éxé?), 1471 

doruKa "Avratov (?—see Addenda, to p. 194), 1419, 

439, 826, 1358, [1363] 
Samdvy, 1421, passim ; 1422, 83,84; 1424,3; 1426, 

1; 1427, 5, 12 (Sar 7” wedi), [19], 21, 253 

1428, 4-6, 11; 1429, 1, 11; 1480, 94, 102, 

TIO, 133, 136; 1442, 52; 1451, 12, 83, 86, 93, 

144, 145; [1475]; 1477; 1479; 1480; 1578, 

5; 1583, 2 (?) 
(corn), 1426, 16; 1427, 5, 19, [21], [23]; 

1428, 21; 1429, 10, 11, 21, 22; 1479 

TS KaTaypadys, 1435, 151. See also 
Index 7, xataypapy 

Snpdova (N.B.—The Coptic texts have sing., Sypdcvov), 

1849, 16, 33; 1856, 5; 1378, 2; 1880, 21; 
13894, 12, [24]; 1418, 5 and passim; 1414, 3, 

63, 106, 140, 165, 190, 210, [228], 242; 1416, 

1, 2 (c), 69; 1417, 1, 21; 1419, 267; 1427, 5, 

12, [21]; 1488, 83, 122, 143, 190, 239, 273, 

312, 335, 394, 408, 496, 543; 1484, 330; 
1435, 157; 1441, 49, 66, 80 (dnuoorv?); 1457, 

II, 12, 30, 32-35, 104, 107; 1468; 1491 (g); 

1565, 20, 30; 1568, 2; 1570, 4; 1571, 4; 

1572, 18; 1575, 1; 1576, 6; 1577, 9; 1580, 

1; 1634, 3, 12,17; 1686, 5,6; 1640, 7, 8 

———. (=land-tax), 1420, 7, 25, 70, 109, 128, 146, 

153, [176], 196, [217], [261], 269, 275; 1421, 

passim ; 1422, passim; 1428, passim; 1424, 3, 

13, 35; 1429, 14, 16-19; 1480, 136; 14385, 

I51; 1442, 52; 1446, 15, 26; 1478; 15380, 

7 (?or perhaps Sydow generally); 1578, 5; 

1578, 2; 15838, 2 

——  y7js (land-tax), 1420, 2, 48, 89, 155; 1421, 

4; 1427, 5, 12, [19]; 21, 25; 1428, 4-6, 24 
———-,, xpvoixd, 1838, 5, 36 (xpyo.); 1840, 1, 5; 

1849, 3, 7; 1857, 3, 7; [1865, 5]; 1880, 4, 

17-18, 25, 33; 1894, 4-5, 17; [1895, 5]; 
1412, 9, 114, 201, 274, 350, 454, 530; 1414, 1, 

279; 1416, 1; 1420, 1, [154]; 1421, 2; 

(1424, 1]; 1426, 35; 1442, F (p. 352); 1470; 

1476 ; 1491 (2) 

Sudypador, 1888, 22; 1389, 6; 1419, 15, 826, 1294, 
1363; 1420, 3, 156; 1421, 5; 1426, 1, 36, 

37; 1427, 5, 12, [19], 21, 25; 1428, 4-[7], 9, 
24; 1480, 133; 1442, 68; 1451, 25, 144, 

145; 1580, 22; 1581, 6; 1565, 63; 1585, 4 

Svavopat. See drapyupurpos diavopdv 

SuacroAy, 1471 
exoTpadpouva, 1838, 5; 1856, 11; 1893, 3; 1470 
euBody, 1835, 1, 4; 1870, 5, 19; 1886, 11, 14; 

1407, 3; 1415, 13; 1420, 5, 158; 1421, 8; 

(1423, 2]; 1426, 1, 16; 1427, 5, 12, 19, [21- 

23]; 1428, 4-6, 22; 1429, 10; 1481, 9; 

1482, 1; 1483, 19, 76, 94, 140, 148, 187, 195, 

235, 244, 270, 330, 493, 541 ; 1484, 51, 173, 231, 
233, 314; 1485, 72, 80, 123; 1486, 136; 

1441, 53 (?—see note), 82; 1442, 41; 1448, 

37; 1481; 1582, 2 

€€wr kor, 76 (perhaps not a tax), 1579, 2 

emx’/ (euxv® or emuKo®), 1419, passim 
erru(wepro pos ?), 1419, passim 
Kavav, 1849, 3; 1418, 5 and passim; 1414, 3, 63, 

106, 140, 165, 190, [210], [228], 242; 1583, 4 

(-on) 
hoyioya, 1414, [3] and passim; 1442, 31; 1472 

Eénov, 1552, 23 (genon), 30 (syHon), 33 (SYMON) ; 
1558, 13 (gHMON), 33 (gemon), verso, 7 (ZstoM), 

34 (ZHMOM) ; 1554, 7 (ZyMOM), verso, 3 (ZHMOM) ; 

1556, 15 (genom); 1560, 23 (genwm); 1561, 

3 (ZyMom) ; 1563, 15 (genom) 

E€viov ToD "Aptpahpoupvev, 1488, 20, 95, 149, 196, 

245, 278, 339, 371, 411, 445, 465, 502, 528, 
[546], 559, 571, 586 

mporédeva, 1860, 1, 8, 11, 14; 1484, 255 (?—or 

———— 
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mpoxpea) ; 1442, 52-57 (do.) ; 1456 (4), 6-9 (do.) ; 
1464 

mpoxpeta, 1897, 7; 1404, 22(?); 1484, 255 (?—or 
mporédea); 1442, 52-57 (do.); 1448, 47; 1456 

(8), 69 (?—or mporédaa) 

6or 

Terapia, 1418, 6 and passim; 1414, 4, 64, 107, 

141, 166, 191, [211], 229, 243, 280; 1416, 11; 

1470 

tipnpa. (?) powirxwr (?), 1422, 47, 49 
xpvoixd. See Sypdor, xpuorrd 

6. INDEX OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

(As abbreviations are so numerous in this volume, only two or three representative references are given for each, except 
in a few special cases. The most obvious abbreviations, consisting only of the omission of a few letters, are not given. It 
zs to be remembered that the plural is indicated by doubling the final letter or letters of an abbreviation. In the case of 
abbreviations occurring more than once the nominative singular is alone given in this index, except in a few cases. 
A line above the last letter of an abbreviation stands most often for a or r, less frequently for « A dot usually represents 
n, occasionally o, and sometimes ts a general mark of abbreviation.) 

(2) syMBoLs 

¥ = fire (?), 1419, 99, 103, 107, I10, etc, 

al = fyre(?), 1419, 741, 743 

§ = kai, [1841, 4, 12]; 1846, 2; 1850, 17; 1853, 1, 

29; 1859, 1, [23]; 1862, 12; 1878, [1], 14, etc. 
(N.B.—In the earlier instances of this symbol 

it is printed § or §, the latter of which is subse- 
quently used for 3. In all cases read S.) 

9 (MSS. /) = xepatiov, 1871, 16 ; 1898, 58 ; 1412-1414, 

passim; 1419, passim; 1488, 229; 1442, 32-40, 

69-77; 1449, 43; 1475 

//= kepdtiov, 1442, 32-36, 72 

fA = Apa, 1868, [1], 12; 1400, 23; 1408, 3, 6, 7; 

1414, 50, 70, 98, 114, 159, 254, 291; 14338, 67, 

49, 108, 131, 142, 189, 237, 332; 1484, 9, 106, 

; 108, 226, 227, 292, 306; 1449, 83-86 

3 = dorys, 1875, 16; 1418, 9 and passim; 1414, 
8 and passim; 1415, 1-8, passim; 1483, 51, 119, 

150, 166, 197, 279, 344, 417; 1484, rog-111, 

231, 234-239; 1447, 24, 27, 28, 47, 56-58, 98, 
118-120, 123, 149, 150, 158, 159, 161, 211, 212, 

214; 1449, [30], 32, 36, 37, 50, 52, 58, 59 61; 
1457, 79 (?) 

@ = drov (or dyot—see Addenda, to p. 160), 1416, 

12 (c); 1419, 887, 908 

& = dbdov (see preceding), 1414, 216, 296, 318; 1416, 

63,80; 1419, 1370; 1421, [28], [47], 66, [85], 
[104], [124], [143]; 1428, 12, 21, 38; 1427, 5, 

12, 25; 1480, 77, 79; 1484, 152; 1435, 155; 

1446, 26; 1459, 37; 1472; 1477 

O—— = otrus, 1847, 13; 1875, 14; 

1898, 55; 1401, Io, etc. 

IV. 

1378, 13; 

4H 

G/L= rapd, 1499, 21 
8/8/ = rerdpria, 1414, 4, 64, etc. 

S =inép, 1841, 12; 1847, 14; 1897, 5, 6, 8; 
1408, 5; 1410, 6, etc. 

Ss 7 = trip repuroujoews, 1414, 43, 44, etc, 

{& = 1,000, 1862, 20, 21, etc, 

,B = 2,000 (and so on with other figures), 1862, 22, etc. 

§ = §, 1847, 12, 15, 16; 1866, 15, 16; 1875, 15-19; 

1404, 23, 26, etc. 

(N.B.—In the earlier instances this sign was 
printed §, Read everywhere §.) 

y = 4, 1869, 20, 22; 1871, 15, 16, etc. 

e= 2 (and so on with succeeding fractions), 1869, 22, etc. 

y = % (with py = 4), 1419, 16 and passim; 1481, 85 

B/= 2, 1875, 14, 16, etc. 

4, at the beginning or end of letters, addresses, etc., 

1839, 21; 1844, 1; 1851, 1, 13, 14; 1859, 2; 

18360, 12 ; 1863, 12; 1879, 12; 1891,1; 1892, 2 

¢,in a column of accounts, to signify that there is no 

entry, 1875, 18, etc. 

), at the beginning of letters, 1840, 2; 1844, 2; 1874, 2; 

1876, 2; 1878, 2; 1894,1; 1896, 2; 1407, 1; 

1408,1; 1410,1; [1411, 2] 

n, at the beginning of an address, 1896, 8 

4], at the beginning of a letter, 1401, 1 

>), at the end of a letter, 1848, 43 

[°, at the end of a letter, 1852, 13 

1, obscure, 1415, 12 

§, obscure, 1483, 40 
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(4) ABBREVIATIONS 

a~. See a™ 

ay’. See ay? 

ayy~, ayy", or ayy’ = dyyapevrys, 1876, 1, [17]; 

1401, 15; 1408, 7, etc. 
ayk’/ = dyxtpiov, 1414, 45, 128, etc. 

ay? or ay’ = dyopd, 1414, [43], 76, 90, etc. 
ayop* = dyopacbeions, 1488, 30 

ayop® = dyopacbervrwy, 1441, 89 

ayp~ or ayp* = dypados, 1484, 329; 1485, 49, 51, 

etc. 

ayp~ = éypopvAdkur (?), 1444, 24 

a® = dv8pas, 1883, 2 
ad*/ = ddehpds, 1422, 14; 1424, 9, etc. 
ade’ (?) = ddcAgo’, 1486, 129 

au‘, obscure, 1452, 29 

Av’ =Abyrros, 1858, 1; 1404, 21, etc. 

ax*/K*/ or ak" /k"/ = dxéria, 1408, 5; 1410, 2 ; 1483, 
163, etc. 

ak®/ = dxavOa, 1438, 24, 66, etc. 

ad* = ’AdAcavdpeias (?), 1441, 103 ; 1517, 8 

an* = ddevpa, 1449, 31, 32, etc. 

add§ = &ddor, 1419, 696 
ahp? = dApedwa(?), 1447, 78.2 

ao = ddoyov, 1484, 547, 174, etc. 

ahom* = ddoréAys, 1461, 27 
ad” = ddvx7j, 1414, [25], [27], etc. 

Op.~ = dppara, 1416, 33 

app* = “Apipodpovpvy, 1517, 7 

ap.* = dyaédov (?), 1416, 28, 29, 39 
app” and au” = dupa, 1488, 138, 186, etc. 

Gp.” = aureduxds, 1419, 982, 1100 

apdrB*, doubtful, 1484, 257, 303, 306 a 
Av* = ’AvaroAjjs, 1404, 21 

avaked* = évaxepadaiwors, 1412, 201 

avadnpd? = dvadrnppbérros, 1419, 23, etc. 
avahnp” = dvadynppbérros, 1419, 13 

av® or av’v® = dv8purpds, 1420, 7, 25, etc. 

av = dvip in the oblique cases, 1882, 20; 13338, 22; 

1401, 11; 1488, 40, etc. 

avdp™ or av’™ = dvipdrodov, 1488, 17, 147, 194, etc. 

av® = dvev, 1404, 22; 1418, 8, etc. 

av’ = &vOpwros, 1412, 37, 41, etc. 

av°, doubtful, 1421, 1 

av” = dvri or dvrupwvyrod, 1458, 5, 6, 9-11, 13-[16] 
av” = dvripwvybeis, 1486, 125 

av” = dvrupwvyrod, 1436, 45 (?); 1449, 69; 1452, 4 

avTLOKiW = dvricxiven (?), 1488, 561, 572 

av" hb” = dvripuvnbels, 1452, 21 
av” = dvev, 1484, 18, etc. 

av” = dvvobjvai, 1418, 8; 1427, 5, 12, 19, [21-23], etc. 

akiw® = dfwhels, 1536, 23; 1538, 2, etc. 
amau? = drarnbévtwv, 1577, 8 

amrap! = drapyvpiopoy, (1848, 11] 

atrapy” = dmapyupwrpos, 1407, 4, etc. 

am’ = drapyupiopG, 1449, 86 

am = droXoirov, 1427, 5 
Amr = *AroOyKys, 1488, 427 - 

aro’ = arb vomiopdrwv, 1416, 2@ (/)—12 (/); 1472 

azr°, obscure (simply dzé?), 1471 

azro® = drodeifews or daroddceus (?), 1486, 11, 20 

azro® = dobavdv, 1480, 136; 1485, 175 
azro* = drédouros, 1427, 12, 19, [21-23], etc. 

azro\”, doubtful (droAvoipou?), 1448, 20, 22 

amrohvO*/ = dmrodvbérros (?), 1441, 54 

arom = érodotrov, 1428, 22 

atooTp*= droorpaperros (?), 1485, 114 

amroaT ps = droorpepbévros (?), 1412, 535 

atooTp* = droorpépas, 1488, 323, 401 

atooTp” = drocrpéyavros, 1484, 26 

amo” = drorpopys, 1485, 98. 

amToTp’, amoTp = drorpops, 1866, 15, 16; 1515, 4 

amroX = dd xwpiov, [1421, 115]; 1422, 21, etc. 

ap,ap~. See ap? and ap” 

ap’, doubtful (apyvporows or a similar compound ?), 

1558, 27 

ap® and ap~ = épipws, 1407, 4; 1408, 6, etc. 
apv? = dpiOmos, 1412, 13, 14, etc. 

app = dppévov, 1447, 197 : 

ap°” = dpovpa, 1847, 14; 1416, 29-31, 33-35, 37, 39, 
etc. 

ap°”, obscure, 1441, 105 

ap’,ap~, ap = dpréfy, 1835, 1; 1851, 15; 1398, 

57, 89; 1404, 21, 23-26, etc. 

apX, doubtful, perhaps “Apxovrias, 1419, 961 

ap, obscure, 1419, 1020-1026, note 

ackw = doxidiov, 1515, 5 
acm? = domSorouds or domBoupyds, 1480, 22; 1444, 5 
aod’ = dopadeias (?), 1444, 21 

a™ or a = airds, 1419, 5, 10, 37, 87, etc. 

av* = aids, 1517, 7 

av’ and av~ =airés, 1840, 1; 1412, 21, 27, [31], 33, 

etc, 
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avtak/ = air(e)éoveiay, 1449, 81 
auTee’ = abrefovoias, 1438, 3 
Adp = ’A¢gpodirs, 1896, 1 
ad’, ad:, ab/ = ab Sv, 1412, 12, 543 1419, 43, 346, 

ete. 
ax? = dyOévra, 1457, 31 
ay” = dxvpuv, 1488, 62 

B-, B. See BF, p” 
Br= Bacrdécavros, 1440, 5 
Baor*, Baor~ = Baorécas, 1483, 49, 53, 56, etc. 
BSB, B~, B = Ber (Ar. v7! 7), 1882, 21-23 ; 1883, 

24, 25; 1851, 14; 1852, 1, 13; 1858, 2, 28; 
1874, 14; 1879, 2, 8; [1s8o, t]; 1896, 2; 
1401, 1, etc. 

Bep® = BepeSdpios, 1851, 15; 1862, 24; 1868, 12, etc, 
B°” = Bovripov, 1418, [25], 37, 48, etc. 
Bovdd\~ = BovAXas (?), 1443, 39, 43 
Rov" = Bovrépov, 1515, 10 
B” or B- = Borrvpov, 1413, 9, 453, 469, etc. 

Y = ‘Ayiov, 1460, 168 
Y' = Vis, 1427, 12, [19] 
YY" = dyyapevriv, 1443, 49; 1488 
yap? = yapBpds, 1480, 21 ; 1461, 28 
Yap’ = yaper}, 1420, 46, 91, etc. 
Yap" = yopery, 1419, 891, etc. 
yap” = yapérov, 1419, 904 
Y* = yépduos, 1422, 72; 1444, 16; 1446, 32 
y‘, obscure ; perhaps yépdis, 1422, 66 3 1424, 66 
YEP" = yépdws, 1424, 65 
Yt = ‘Ayiov, 1460, 67 
yt/ = yivera, 1840, 43; 1862, 22; 1407,6; 1408, 7; 

1410, 7, etc. 

yAvg? = yAt(r)rov (?), 1419, 802 
YY” = yahtos, 1485, 177 
yu" = yoors, [1866, 14]; [1871, 14], etc. 
YouxrX = yovdyia, 1414, 12, 112, etc. 
yYP* yp, or yp/ = ypaes, 1484, 17, 22, 35, ete. 
yp", obscure, 1487, 16 

YPoVv” = ype P)wv, 1435, 13 

y" = v7, 1424, 27, 29, etc. 

8/ = 8, 1836, 15; 1840, ro, etc. 
8-/. See a/ 

d/axo~ = diaxdvov, 1553, 42 
Sav? = Savecberruv, 1421, 7 
Sam* and Sam~ = daxévy, 1846, 2; 1858, 29; 1416, 

66; 1418, 22, etc. 

Samay" = saravnbévra, 1414, 36, [83], etc. 
Se = dey;js (?), 1860, rx 
Seon = dcomdryv, 1540, 20 
Syp’= Snpdora, 1840, 1, etc. 
dnp’, Snpp? = Sypdow, 1414, 1 and often 3 1420, 1, 

ete, 

Sypp? = Sypooiov, 1414, 33 
8%/= daravnbévra, 1433, 54; 1484, 173 
8%, = dofeis and (1565, 61) doFjvar, 1488, 80, 1 31, etc. 
ou-= Sioyjoews, 1414, 22 and passim 
81a 8? = diaBdrnberrwv (?), 1483, 75, 139 
81a,8°B? = SaBAnberron (?), 1488, 329 
Suayp~ = diaypadijs or Siaypadpspeva, 1416, 3 (6 1) 
Siayp*%, Siayp~, Siayp/ = didypapov, 1419, 826 ‘ 

1421, 5, etc, 
Swap. = dialpeors, 1414, [zr], [75], etc. 
Siav*, Siav/ = diavou}, 1846, 22; 1404, 22; 1418, 7, 

8, etc. 

Siacr* = dacradérra, 1485, 71, 155 
dvacr* = didoradpa, 1416, 41 
diacr* — diacrodjs, 1485, 120, 198 (?) 
Scary? = diaripnPévros, 1447, 142 
Ou = Svounrod, 1484, 251 
S101K®/ = Si0uKnbévzos, 1419, 14, 474, 1322 
Sid? = Sih bépa, 1433, 64, 129, etc. 
dud, obscure, 1424, 65 
Soux?/ = A i)ouxnPévros, 1419, 469 
5"/ = damévy, 1858, 1; 1366, 15,16; 1879, 1; 1392, 

I, etc. 

5p°p° = Spopovapiwv, 1410, 2; 1434, 242, etc. 
87/ or 8 (/= 8a 108, ris, or ray, 1845, 42, etc. 
5X/= 81a xe1pds, 1488, 67, 70, TI, etc. 
8°/ = dow, 1484, 45, 113, etc. 
Sep? = dupyGévrwv, 1416, 24 

eyy~ = evyépov(?), 1488, 200 

eyp"/, ©yp/, eyp’, eyp~, eyp = bypddn, 1382, 19 ; 
1383, 21; 1835, 18; 1337, 24; 1838, ais 
1339, 21; 1841, ro, etc, 

€0°/ = 260m, 1485, 115 
ei/ = eds, 1882, 21-23; 1833, 23-25 ; 1858, 9, etc. 
eu /, See «’/ 

eu”, ev? /= dBos,1846, 2; [1862, 1]; 1416, ra (A) and 
(r); 1488, 23, 42, etc. 

e/«/ = coxomobervra (?), 1414, 106 
ev/7p*X = ciompaxGevra, 1418, 19 ; 1435, 120 
€L / px = ciompaxGeis, 1435, 1, 150 
€etot/ = «ici, 1419, 827, [1365] 

4H2 
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ev” or et—/ = els rév, riv, 76, etc., 1891, 31, etc. 

eKkAXS, €KKAX’, exkN\, EKKA~, EKKNS = éxxAyora, 

1419, 16, 75, ete. 

ex" /= éxréupews, 1880, 33; 1494, 47; 1499, 22 

ex"/ = ék zpoowrov (?); 1484, 71; 1485, 133 

exoTiK/ = éxor(y)ov, 1447, 216 

ex’/ = éxaoros, 1484, 11, [16], 18, etc, 
ex’/ = é roi, etc., 1408, 2, etc. 
€X* = éAabevros (?), 1400, 23; 1488, 79 

eda”) = earovpyod, 1419, 1044 

eat” = eavovpyod, 1484, 52 

ehaX = éddxioros, 1494, 40; 1495, 13, etc. 

ehay”/ = AA\dxuor0s, 1586, 18 

ed? = edAOav, 1488, 83, 122, etc. 
€AX = eddyuoros, 1589, 11 

euB* = euBodrijs, 1428, 22 

ep Bd? = euPrnberrwv, 1447, 197 
€uBo* = euBoddpxov, 1457, 117 

ev~, See 

ev? = evokdraros, 1412, 24, 30, 36, etc. 

evey® = evexbels, 1416, 51, 64, 69, etc. 
evK®/ = éveopucbevros, 1414, 216 

ev" = evrdyiov, 1418, 24; 1421, 2 (?) 

ev", ev = & 7G, rf, etc., 1407, 2 ; 1488, 180, 228, etc, 

ev", ev = evrds, 1488, 23, 39, etc. 

ev"! = évrdywv, 1418, 24; 1428, 4-6, 11 

evX = évywpiobeis, 1484, 17, 22, 35, etc. 

e& = éfjs(?), 1416, 26 
e€/ = éfijs (?), 1462 (a), 8 

ef?/= eééSpwv, 1419, 16, 371, etc. 

e£ed/ or e€e= eééSpwv, 1419, 184, 785 

efou' = eoixwr (?), 1482, 71 
e£w7 = téw(O)ev (or eéwrixds), 1421, 150 
€£w" = eéwrepudv (probably), 1459, 23 

€€wX = tw xwpiov (?), 1485, 152 

erap?= érapbévrwv or éxapOunbévrow (?), 1412, 495, 531 

€7l = eripepropds (?), 1419, passim 

emt. See em” 

emul” or emil” = émfnrovpeva, 1412, 11, 53, 59, etc. 

emux/, erik /= érixeypévov, 1410, 3; 1581, 9 
erux’/, obscure, 1419, passim 

emix*/ = émxeipevos, 1416, 66; 1484, 94, etc. 

emixo® and emuKv®, obscure, 1419, 650, 696 

emuey* = éthey(o)uévow (?), 1441, 87 

eTAeX = eriAexOevros, 1554, 3 

emthex? = értdexPevrwv, 1420, 1 

emtAX or EmAXX = érirexbévros OF —wy, 1428, 20, etc. 

eTLoT® = érorddparos (?), 1438, 489 

emo’, uncertain, 1436, 45 

emu” or emu = éxiraypa(?), 1418, 18, [31], etc. 
em” = éroixwov, 1418, 7 ; 1420, 237, etc, 

Ep” = épydrns, 1441, 95 

Epy, €py, €p! = épydrns, 1408, 1; 1414, [24], etc, 

epy* or epy~ = épyaciav, 1433, 180, 293, etc. 

eco" = eo(w)bev, 1421, 158 
et = érépov (or éx{ai)pwr), 1488, 66, 321 

evno x’ (?) = eboxijpovos (?), 1448, 7 
evK\~ or evk*/ = cixdeéoraros, 1412, 16, 22, 28, etc. 

evpy? = eip(e)Oevros, etpebévrwv, 1610, 57; 1611, 13 
ex? = éxdeois, 1485, 168 

€x° or €x* = éxdueva, 1412, 13, 14, etc. 

ews” or ess = &qpo, 1875, 17; 1414, 41, [60], etc. 

€” = ews, 1488, 28, etc. 

lyr? = fqrnOivar, 1484, 178, 179 ; 1485, 92 

C= bjra (?), 1419, 689 2 
C7= fvryoordrov, 1412, 20 

Cuy~ = {¢)iyos (?), 1488, 373, 468, 561, 572 
Og luy-, ly’, tuvy"= Cvyoordrys, 1412, 14, 21, etc. 

C°Y = fvyay (?), 1488, 8 
C°Y, obscure (fvyév ?), 1445, 8 

7 or n/ = jpépa, 1488, 38, 293 ; 1484, 22, etc. 
ny”, ny” = tryotpevos, 1484, 252 ; 1549, etc. 

NL = hppa, 1486, 10 

NES = hpépas, [1894, 5] 

NpS= jpérepos, 1438, 73, 74, etc. 

n” = trot, 1483, 53, 55, 62, etc. 

Baddr~ or OaddA* = Oadrdooys, 1435, 80, 106, etc. 
Oey = Oeparicbeions, 1486, 137 

Oeod, obscure, 1415, 12 
Oep™ = Ocpardvrwv, 1485, 118 

0°/ = bvydenp, 1447, 37 
buvy—, Avy" = vydrnp, 1420, 76, 120, etc. 

u/ = ivdixridvos, 1841, 10; 1844, 22, etc. 

w= iSiov, 1488, 55 
v/ = ivducriovos, 1884, 16 ; 1835, 18 ; 1836, 13, 15, etc, 

UrN/, tAN°/, Ao" /= idAovorpws, 1494, 8 ; 1508, 5, etc, 
wv’, uncertain, 1891, 31 
w*/, w9"/, wS/= ivducridvos, 1882, 19 ; 1839, 21, etc. 

w8°/ = ivSucrubvos (0 is a sign of the genitive), 1347, 

II, etc. 

K* = kal, 1845, 7 

k—/= xard, 1417, 4, etc. For words so beginning see 

also «'/ 
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K~ /= xavoriyr (?), 1483, 37, 108, 130, 320 

= kepdria, 1419, 139-145, 627, 825 

k/= xdpns, 1480, 126 

K*/= xdbapow, 1484, 270 
k~/ayp~ = xaraypapijs, 1435, 75 
Kab—/ = kabapod, 1408, 3 ~ 

ka? = xa0apovpyds, 1471 

Ka— /= xébapow, 1408, 7 

Ka0'/= xabjxov, 1486, 143 

ka*/= xaapés, 1407, 4; 1428, 4-6, etc. 

Kal’/= xabéSov, 1840, 1 

KaX* or KaN~ = xadaddrys, 1891, 31 ; 1410, 7 ; 1433, 

104, etc. 

Kofi = Kkapsjdov (or kapuctov?), 1448, 19 

Kofi = xapiow, 1632, 4, 15 

Kap.'= kapndérys, 1480, 2; 1555, 7; 1560, 21 
Kap. = xdynos, 1488, 26, 96, etc. 

Kap? = kapiow, 1484, 77, 78 

Kap p and kap%p* = xapéBov, 1876, 1, 17 ; 1408, 4; 
1414, 26, etc. 

Kao = xaoted\Gros, 1484, 35 ; 1435, 98, etc. 
xat*, obscure [or xare(Advros)], 1448, 56 

Kat?! = xaraywopévou (?), 1485, 114 

Kar = xatah\ay7s, 1488, 8 

karan and k~/radf = xaradedpe, 1457, 3, 13, etc. 
KATA = xarahday(j)s, 1457, 125, 126 

Kat® = xareOévros (or —wv), 1441, 72 

KatevX = xarevywpioOevra, 1417, 5 

karo®, obscure, 1488, 247 
«/BP= xataBAnfevra, 1416, 2a (2) 

K‘/= xevryvdpwov, 1869, 19-23; 1875, 19; 1414, 16, 

etc. 

K‘/, doubtful, 1456 (4), 1 

Ke = xédevow, [1436, 136 ?] 
KEANE = keXevovtos OF KéAevow, 1484, 233 

KEAN = keAdapiv, 1414, 43, 55, etc. 

Kev?’= xevdovxXov, 1414, [53], 97 

KEpp.* = Keppdrov (?), 1448, 18, 35 

kep™ = kepadsopds (?), 1426, 1; 1429, 16, 19 

Kep® = xepadiopds (?), 1427, 5, 12, [19], 21, 25, etc, 

«°/= xabapovpyot (?), 1444, 25 
K°/ = xabdprews (?), 1408, 6 
K°/ = xddAaGov (?), 1414, [25], [27], etc. 

Ku = xidixwov, 1414, 133 ; 1485, 190 (?) 

K)~, KA” = Kntcpa, 1846, 2 ; 1397, 5, etc. 

KX~, obscure (KAavdios?), 1458, 7 

KNA7, KAN, KAA = KAnpovduos, 1419, 1285, 1305, 

1318, etc. 

KAN” = kAypovdpwv, 1419, 1073 

KX". See KA~ 

kv? = «vida, 1875, 17 

KOMLLe” = Kopicparos, 1484, 92, etc. 

kop* = xopdovv (?), 1447, 103, III, etc. 

K°"/= xotpoov, 1858, 1 ; 1892, 21; 1404, 21, etc. 

Ko"/ = kovdilopeva, 1869, 20, 22 

K°’/, obscure, 1442, 74 

KouT, obscure, 1441, rog 

koudu/ = kovpirbevtos, 1419, 1365 

Koud? = Kxovdicbévros (?—or kovgov), 1419, 827 

Kp = kpOav, 1404, 22 

Kp® = xpi0Gv, 1419, 870, 881, etc. 

Kp’p® = xpiOdv or KpiOdv apraBy, 1484, 128, 303, etc, 

Kppu’ = kpGv, 1462 (7), 5 

Kk" /= xard, 1407, 4, etc. 
K7/= kdrw, 1442, 69; 1447, 138, 188 

K~/raX®. See xarad 

K™/BX?, K"/B*, K~/BX?, «/B* = xaraBrnbeis, 1412, 

121, 153, 206, etc. 

x*/B?, K™/Bo*, x—/B* = xaraBody, 1412, 116, 117, 

120, etc. 

K"/ed? = xaredObvrov, 1449, 43 

KT = xrijpa, 1420, 9, 12, etc. 

KTUC? = Kri€dpevos, 1488, 277; 1517, 7 

KTLO’~ = xticparos, 1488, 30, etc. 

K"/guv* = xarapvdaxijs, 1441, 71 

K"/ = kvpiy (sc. xuplov?), 1418, [31], 41, [64], 75 

kv® = xtbabor (?), 1414, 283 

K”/ = kdpn, 1862, 23 ; 1480, 132, 134 

ay” = ddyyvos, 1433, 417 ; 1484, 110 

hay ~ = Aaxdvov, 1375, 20 

A = Myy, 1852, 14 5 [1se6s, 1]; 1876, 1, 17; 1878, 

I, etc. 

ew ® = Aeiip(a)vov, 1438, 46, etc, 

err, obscure, 1448, 58 

X° = ddov, 1488, 87 

o’= Aoyioipwr, 1414, 232, 242, 246, ete, 

Ao = Ay, 1401, 11, 12 

Ao? = Ady, 1408, 6 

ou” = Aowraddpwov, 1870, 19; 1488, 19, etc. 

Nourr® = Aouraddpwv, 1862, 24; 1896, 1; 1431, 9, etc. 

ho” = Aourdv, 1419, 129 
Noupo? = Aovpo(r)suov, 14838, 38 

X” = Aemrés, 1414, 13, 46, etc. 

» = Aourds, 1412, §2, 67, 75, etc. 

XX, doubtful, 1484, 308* 
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pi = perd, 1840, 1, etc. See also p” 

pe” = pétpov, 1483, 118, etc. 

pf or = py, 1882, 19; 1838, 21; [1884, 16]; 

1835, 18; 18338, 41, etc. . 

pe = pry), 1882, 20 
p.~, doubtful, probably pera (Sardvys), 1449, 5 

p2~, obscure, 1419, 1020-1026, note 

pao* = pacepr, 1414, 44, etc. 

pS = pedovos, 1418, 21, 27, [33], 38, [44], 49, 360, 3775 
382, 388, 392; 1414, 20, 63, 74, [210], 216, 279, 

[296] 
pS = pépos, 1419, 23, [31], 38, 39, etc. 

pS = perpov, 1875, 16, 17 ; 1892, 1, 21 ; 1898, 58, etc. 

per / = peifovos (?), 1482, 37 

Epos” = pépos rérov (?), 1419, 19 

p.” = pay, 1887, 24 ; 1889, 21, etc. 

pnaov~, obscure, 1441, go 

pL” = puxpov, 1448, 10, 30 

puik/ = puxpd or puxrd, 1488, 24; 1442, 2, 21 
pio’ = pobuwbeis, 1488, 155, 203, 265, ete. 

po” = pucbwrod, 1480, 94 
po*/, doubtful, perhaps proXw)rjs, 1553, 41 

poO/ = pcbwbeis, 1438, 103, 219, 258, etc. 

pr = péduros, 1418, 10, [26], etc. 

pv", doubtful, 1888, 22 

p° = povacrnpiov, 1419, 1151 

po” = povaornpiov, 1460, 168 

p°, p°// = povos, 1407, 4; 1408, 6; 1409, 1; 1410, 
6; 1411, 4 

po? = podiov, 1435, 30 

pou~, obscure, 1414, [258], [269], 274, 277 

poLp® = porpacpod, 1436, 114 

pow, = povarripwv, 1419, 9, 56, 414, 415; etc. 

pov = povacripwv, 1412, 45, 130, etc. 

pov®” = povaxod, 1488, 587 

ps (?) = pdvos, 1488, 6 
p” = perd, 1850, 17; 1410, 4, etc. 

p” = péroxor, 1419, 761, 864 " 

p”, obscure, 1416, 63 
pvdoK"/ = prdAokéros, 1451, 105 

pX = pdxov, 1858, 29 

MX = Mexeip, 1884, 16; 1846, 22; 1851, 13, 15; 

1352, 13, etc. 

v~, v*, v*v* = vatrys, vadrat, 1853, 1; 1898, 55, 56; 
1416, 1, 2(d),1 @(73), 3 (p2); 1484, 13-15, etc. 

v~, obscure, 1445, 8 

v~. Seer 

vav"’ = vavrnyoi, 1410, 4 

UNM = vijparos, 1438, 25 

vup®, obscure, 1414, 7 

vo™ probably = vatra:, 1452, 31 

vy? = vouurpa, 1841, 12; 1845, 41-43; 1847, 12-16; 

1352, 14, etc. 

vo" or vo~ = vordpws, 1412, 15, 21, etc. 

vo", doubtful, 1456 (4), 1 

vot" = vordpws, 1412, 14, 26, etc. 

v'v™ = vavrav, 1874, 1 

v™ or V~ =vordpws, 1412, 20, 22, etc. 

evor®/ = Eevoddxwv or Sevodoxeiov (?), 1441, 77 

€ou? = goi8es, 1488, 138, 186, etc. 

éu* = ébda, 1875, 19 ; 1414, 96, etc. 

ouk®/ = oixoddspos, 1419, 1032 ; 1480, 110, etc. 
oux/ = oixjoews, 1488, 33, 105, 448, 470 

ovko?/ = oixoddpov, 1419, 1273 
o.vod"/ = oivoderrdrov (?), 1485, 117 

on, op, op’, opo'/, opo/= spotws, [1866, 16]; ~ 
1401, 12; 1418, 6 ; 1419, 5, 10, 275, 826(?), etc. 

opo%, obscure, 1482, 124 

OMS = Spowos (?), 1462 (7), 6 
ov’, ov' V’ = bvopa, dvépara, 1882, 21-23 ; 1888, 23-25} 

1847, 16, etc. 

ov, ov” = dvoparos, 1419, 54, 55 (ovv$), 545 

ov~ or ov" = dvros Or dvrwy, 1488, 23, 39, etc. 

Op = dpovs, 1460, 135 

op; op’ p’ = Sppuov, Sppra, 1879, 1, 6, 14, etc. 

op’; doubtful, 1404, 24 

opv®v®, opv"? = épubes, 1375, 15 ; 1414, 7, 38, etc. 
ovau’, ova” = (6)catrus, 1419, 34, 35, 873, 874, ete. 

ov~. See ov? 
ovmpp*’, obscure (? dompéov dprdBy), 1485, 81, 87, 88 

OVOL™ = oviciaxéy, 1416, 25 

ov” or ov = ovtws, 1414, 44-50, etc. 

off = ddeidovra, 1428, 4, 22, etc. 

oer = dperAnjparos (?), 1483, 37, 108, etc. 

oder = ddeidovra, 1420, 4 

o¢* = édciAovra, 1418, 8 ; 1427, 5, etc. 

r= mayapxias, 1460, 152 

TaryX = raydpxov, 1859, 1 

makC, obscure, 1419, 1371 
mak*/, obscure, 1487 

mrak"/ = raxtwvorparns (?), 1482, 29; 1486, 107 

maduk/, TaddiK/= radrduxapiy, 1447, 111, 113, etc. © 

Tad” = zadovxor (?), 1488, 25, 266, etc. 
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Tapay®. See racpay? 
Trav’ = raveipnpos, 1483, 16, 17, etc. 

Tlavo" = Mavis rayapylas, 1471 

Tap, obscure, 1427, 21*-24* 
mapad’/ = rapadobes, 1414, 43, 55, etc. 

mapas°/ = trapddoots, 1449, 48 

Tap™ = rapadArAay}, 1486, 109 (?); 1457, 29, 45, 46, 
etc. 

Tapadd" = rapadAayis, 1488, 27, 71, etc. 

mapap.? = rapapvOias, 1452, 32 

Tapacy* = rapacxebévra, 1484, 229 

mapac x, doubtful (some part of rapéxw), 1437, 14 

trap*d*, tap~ pb = rapadvdaxijy, 1484, 135 ; 1435, 10 
Tap"X = rapaxwpdrov, 1416, 1a("1); 1480, 77 

map*x = rapaxwpiobevrwv OF Tapa Xwpiov (?), 1488, 4. 

trap’ = zapadobévra (?), 1449, 87 
Tapex® = wapexopevos, 1484, 11, 16, etc. 

Tra.p* = mapaddayis, 14388, 414 

tTap°"= rapovons, 1408, 5; 1410, 3, etc. 

tmap—pr. See wap%p* 

tmapX = rayapxias, 1460, 4, 6, etc. 

TapX = waydpxov, 1435, 117 

TapX = rapaxwpicGévrov (?), 1435, 134, 148 

TaApX = rapexopévov, 1435, 96 

mapX, uncertain, 1891, 31 

Tapxyy.~, obscure (qu. tapaxopéruv ?), 1485, 93 

Tac pL" = racpay’, 7.v., 1438, 378 
macpary’, obscure, 1847, 15 (rap.); 1484, 59, 249 
wn, arm = weduddes, 1412, 51, 311, 478, etc. 

TEP" = Tepurowjrews, 1414, 240 

TEpiX = repixtrys, 1480, 12 (?); 1435, 165, etc. 

TEpX = repixtrys, 1449, 73 

TTT = ryoodpevov, 1433, 37 

Tlu~, Tu /, Te2/ = Mag or Thea, 1420, 15, 17, 18, etc. 

m/, mu—/, mi"/= morKds, 1841, 12; 1483, 23, etc. 

mt, obscure, 1542, prot. 

mu? = mortevdévros (?), 1458, 5 
maT”, obscure, 1458, 3, 7 

mi" / . see m/ 

murr*/ = mrraxiov, 1484, 172 
a = réddov, 1414, 195 
a = melovs, 1412, 58, 98, etc. 
am = mroiov, 1415, 17 
T= wébdews, 1460, 42 

mS = wieiovs, 1412, 159, etc. 

tiv? = rhuOelwv, 1441, 103; 1517, 8 

TAY = tAoiov, 1488, 22, 49, etc. 

md” = moiov, 1488, 273, 312, etc. 

TA” = wovpdkwov (?), 1488, 247, 341, etc. 

Tovp.~ = movpdacov (?), 1483, 247, 373 

op? = TopOpeiov, 1458, 12 

mot = moray, 1415, 17 

Tp* = mpoxpeias or mporedeias, 1456 (5), 6-9 

Tp" = mpayparevrys, 1419, 121, 131, 139, 142, etc. 

ape = Tpayparevrys, 1435, 131, 132 

Tpayp.* = mpayparevtod, 1436, 32 a 

mp? = mpdBarov, 1875, 15 ; 1484, 308, 311, etc. 

amps = mpecPirepos, 1419, 33, 36, 39, etc. 

mp, obscure, 1419, 17, 637 

mp? = mpobecpia, 1468 

Tp?/ = mpocotds 1419, 1270, 1276, 1311, ete. 

mMp° = mpos, 1832, 21-23; 1333, 23-25 

Tp° = mporedcoOevra, 1412, 129 

Tp? = mpoxpeias Or mpoteAcias, 1484, 255; 1442, 52-57 

mp°, obscure, 1485, 113, 199; 1441, 63; 1449, 15 

tpoB"B*, tpoBB*, tpoBB-, mpo” = xpéBara, 1414, 
6, 37; 1484, 313, etc. 

mpoK/ = zpoxovpoapiwv, 1892, 1 

™mpot® = mporedeoOevrwv, 1412, 49 

mpoteh®, mpoteh~, mpored® = mporedeoGévrur, 1412, 

17, 23, etc. 

mpor® = mporedcobevtwy, 1412, 73, 81, etc. 

mpog: = mpopdcews, 1484, 57 

Tpop = mpopdce, 1448, 53 

T poX = mpoxepwberwv, 1484, 135 ; 1435, 10 

TpoX = xpoxpetas (?), 1404, 22 

Tp” = mporépov or mporov (?), 1412, 531 

II’ = Tatu, 1859, 21, etc. 

7X = raxéwy, 1483, 24 

TIX = Ilaxdv, 1857, 10; 1858, 8, etc 

1X = myxewv, 1878, 14 

7/Kop = Twapaxopatov, 1433, 269 

p’ = zepi, 1835, 1; 1836, 1; 1840, I, 10, etc. 

p” = repi, 1858, 1; 1856, 41, etc. 

p>» p” = 4praBy, 1875, 18, 19 

p” = wept tov, 1851, 15 

- 

pu™ = purapod, 1484, 107, 108 

put = furapod, 1408, 7 

cay*y*, obscure, 1414, [16 ?], 48, etc. 

oak’/ = vdxedda, 1412, 12, etc. 

oaxod®, obscure, 1414, 290 

Ot = oirov, 18385, 1; 1898, 59; 1404, 21, 23, 25, etc. 

oi, c18- = oBéwos, 1414, 13, 34, etc. 
ov = oidypeia (?), 1487, 9 
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ov? = odijpov, 1408, 7 
ov = cuddsnov, 1438, 468 
odep* = oiXn)pecuv (?), 1487, 14 
ovdnp* = odnped’s (? —or odypeta), 1421, 9; 1488, 

28, etc, 

ovdnpox = cidypoxadxeds (?), 1488, 37, 65, etc. 

ovdpx = oSnpoxadkevs (?), 1485, 4, 28, etc. 

ow = owddsnov, 1488, 247, 373, 561, 572 

ow" = cwarews, 1414, 50 

oT pox = o{dy)poxadxeis (?), 1487, 10 

ok/, doubtful, 1460, 157 

or’/ = oxr(r)evs, 1480, 96, 98; 1484, 251 

oKer’, oKET~ = oKeractypiwv (or —ikGv), 1488, 64, 

129, etc. 

oe, obscure, 1485, 62 

ok’ / = oxvre’s, 1481, 17, etc. 
om” = omvpides, 1414, 258, 269, 274, 277, 293; 1484, 

275 
oTad* = orad«is, 1488, 56, 122, etc. 

aru and ori = otinmwor, 1442, 2, 21 

OTL" = otirmiov, 1442, 3, 21 

or = oradévra, 1517, 8 
OTT = otpertai, 1871, 16 

oTp* or oTp~ = orparidrys, 1418, [19], 31, 42, etc. 

oTp* = otperriv, 1483, 24 

a7X = orotxel, 1426, 37-44, etc. 

o” = owv, 1407, 4, etc. 

a”, obscure, 1457, 96 

ov® = ow OcG, 1418, 2 
ovk~/, ovK/ = ovkal, 1871, 16; 1442, 2, 21 

Ovk°/ = ov«(d)v, 1414, 10; 1483, 24 

oupX = cuppdxov, 1457, 106 

oup™ = ovprypocews, 1880, 33 

oupx = obppaxos, 1416, 64, 66; 1484, 331 

ovv® = ow @cG, 1412, 9, 273, etc. 

ox? = oxto(r)Ov, 1488, 33 

oxXU" or OX” = oxords, 1862, 20-22; 1871, 15, 165 

1878, 14, etc. 

ox" = cxowia, 1488, 24, etc. 

oxo* = oxoAactixod, 1420, 82 

ax". See oxi” 

o” = cépa, 14838, 16, 24, etc, 

* = tds, 1846, 22 

T' = Tis or TH, 1840, 1; 1414, 6, 4, ete. 

T= tov, 1414, 9, 15, etc. 

T* = téypa (or tayév ?), 1417, 4; 1452, 32 

Tay’, Tary® = tdypa (or rayév), 1483, [5367], 564 (?), 

575 (?), etc. 
Tay? = Tavaibéws, 1412, 456 

Tam, obscure, 1415, 12 

Taxp”, obscure (just possibly réypya xpuoiov), 1441, go 

T*ypvav”, obscure (just possibly réypya xpvoiov), 1441, 

87 
T* = rékrwv, 1480, 113, etc. 

Tex / = réexrwy, 1891, 31, etc. 

TEK/ v” = tévov, 1419, 1182 

TEp”, obscure, 1419, 1020-1026, note 

TEXX = reyvitdv, 1898, 56 

Tex = texvirat, 1410, 4, etc. 

T!/ = rH air}, 1438, 17, 20-23, etc. 

Ti/ = ry, 1414, 104, [126], [127], etc, 

Tu/ = Tipnoeus, Tyjoe, 1418, 7, 8, etc, 

TUL = Tywjparos (2), 1422, 49 
Tu, obscure, 1415, 12 

71" / = rysjparos (?), 1422, 47 
top, doubtful (perhaps = ravpydrns = tavpeAdrys), 

1437, 6 

TouT* = rodr’ éoriv, 1488, 42, 50, etc. 

T” = rorov, 1419, 320 

Tp*= tpodijs, 1484, 174 

Tp°’ = tpdyeo, 1416, 41, 42; 1441, 105 

TpiX = rpixwos, 1414, 13, 14, etc. 

Tp° = tpodis, 1484, 245 

T” = Tif, 1845, 40; 1846, 20, etc. 

7” = trAdpwy, 1442, 25 

tu, TUAA~, TUAAT = Tvddpuov, 1414, [49], etc. 

7X = rexviryns, 1886, 1; 1858, 1; 1897, 8, etc. 

vi-, vi/, w', wi? = vids, 1850, 17; [1351, 1]; 1383, 
14, etc. 

vlo” = vioroirov (?), 1422, 74 

Ups = tpérepos, 1408, 2; 1416, 66, etc. 

um = brodéxrov (?), 1558 verso, 2 

uno? = trodexrav, 1485, 1 

viro® = irodexrov, 1418, vf 

vio” = brodexrav, 1485, 150 

vmoooxX = trodoxeiov, 1449, 30, 33, etc. 

uiro* = trohoywrbévra.(?), 1416, 2 (4), 3 (4), 3 @ (0) 
umToh~ = irddoura, 1449, 43 

vTohour~ = imodouralopevwv, 1896, 9 

um” = brovpyia, 1876, 1, etc. 

vir’ = ioupyés, 1859, 1; 1485, 69 

Dap? = SopersO, 1854, 23, etc, 
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gap* = dapyXas, 14838, 17 

dap ws = dapndas (or dapydapios?), 1447, x10, 
112, etc. 

pv = puroxade‘a, 1488, 75; 1484, 92, etc, 
a Porras, 1485, 14, 29, etc. 

p* = dowxoddxia, 1862, 20-22 ; 1442, 22 

op = doivixos, 1483, 24 

gou'/ = howikwy, 1875, 18 

dor®’/ = douwrxoddxua, 1871, 15 

how’ / = pourxoddsxua, 1438, 33, etc. 
o* = ddrcs, 1514, 3; 1544, 15 

dop* = ddperpov, 1488, 26, 96, etc. 

gut = dvyddwv, 1449, 27 

ut = dvydv, 1421, 152 

guy- = dvysv, 14838, 401, etc. 

= Gaddu, 1840, 10; 1866, 13, etc. 
D*, D~ = Pabgu, 1367, 19 ; 1412, 20, 26, etc. 

X = xvpiov, 1540, 20 

Kadk?/ = xdAxwpa, 1400, 23 ; 1488, 79, etc. 

Xap = xdépw, 1433, 56, 83, etc. 

xap* = xaprovdapias (?), 1447, 141, 191; 1448, 5 (?) 

xap* = xXaprovAdpios, 1415, 10 (?); 1445, 6, etc. 

xeLp® = xeipodeopov (?), 1444, 16 

XEp” = xépoov, 1428, 4, [5]; 1429, 11 

x* = xhupod, 1435, 84 
X* = Xoudx, 1488, 18, 19, etc. 

xoup? = xoupidiov (?), 1448, 13, 33 

xov? = xovdpav, 1484, 77, 78 

xop"", obscure, 1488, 177 

xp" = xpvolov, 1855, 11 

xp°p? = xpovwr, 1460, 79; 77; etc. 

xp” = xpvotxov, 1880, 17 

xp” = xpvolov, 1483, 27, 71, etc. 

XuT = xvrds, 1400, 24; 1483, 79, etc. 

X” = xdpas, 1414, 121, 153, [178], 200, 220, etc. 

X” = xwpiov or xXwpas, 1422, 65 

x” = xupiov, 1414, 80, 307, etc, 

X°xX” = xopior, 1878, 8 

X= xopis, 1485, 112 

x”, doubtful, 1681, c, 2, 2 

Xop = xupis (?), 1485, 41 

xp, doubtful, perhaps xwpdpxov, 1419, 1294 

we? = Wabi, 1414, 34 

ww, obscure, 1485, 80 

wu, uX = Yryal, 1521, 24, 25 

hb” = Poplov, 1393, 57; 1483, 21, etc. 

apoB” = dpoBipova or époBipowa (?), 1416, 41, 42, etc. 

wpoBw*, obscure, 1414, 71 

pov” = dpo( Byipora (?), 1449, 44 

@™, obscure, 1419, 375 

7, INDEX OF WORDS 

(Words not contained in Liddell and Scott's ‘ Lexicon’ (8th ed. 1894) are marked with an asterisk. Words given 
in the preceding spectal indices are repeated here, with a cross-reference. 

Words which occur only in the Coptic texts are given in Greek form, except in the case with those in Greek texts. 
of misspellings, unidentified words, etc.) 

aBBas. See Index 2, Index 3, and Index 4 

*@BSedXa. (as epithet of the Khalif), 1438, 10; 1460, 

189; 1462 (¢), 1; [(/), 57]; (, 75 [(#), 4]5 
(2), 13 [(2), 715 [7 715 ©), 3 (@B8ea); (4, 7]; 

(u), 25 (w), 15 (x), 35 (aa), 15 (00), 1; 1640, 
prot. See also Arabic Index 

afr (obscure), 1419, 1020-1026, note 

aBpoxos, 1367, 2. ev éBpdxw, 1867, 18 
dyads : dyaGov, as subst., 1849, 6, 24; 1859, 13; 

1862, 19; 1370, 9; 1380, 22; 1384, 60; 
1385, 3; 1402, 13 

dyavaKréw, 1367, 3 

dyamdw, 1359, 20 

Iv. 41 

Greek words in Coptic texts are included 

dryyapeta, 1856, 11 
dyyapevTys, 1376, 1, 4, 12, [17]; 1401, 3, 8, 15; 

1408, 7; 1488, 104, 181, 204, 229, 265, 283 (?), 

288, 296, 363, 375, 381, 402, 415, 418, 419; 1434, 

26, 33, 110, 148, 149, 188, 272, 282, 283 ; 1485, 6, 

15, 27,77; 1486, 131; 1487, 14, 15; 1489, 3, 4; 

1441, 99 (ayy"), 103 (do.), 104, 107, 111, 112; 

1448, 49 (?); 1447, 197; 1451, 11, 141; 1488 

—ayy (= wapaddayy or xataddayy), 1457, 37 

dyvos, 1415, 12; 1496, 1; 1499, 1; 1512,1; 1542, 1; 
1569, 1; 1574, 9; 1584, 1; 1592, 1; 1608,1; 

1610, 1; 1612, 1. For this word as an element 

in place-names see Index 4 
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dyKUpuov, 1414, 45, 113 (ayxvpp’), 128, 239; 1483, 
163; 1484, 151, 153-155, 160; 1485, 13; 

1442, 2, 21; 1449, 47 

dyvo€éw, 1344, 6 

ayopa, 1414, 22 and passim 

dyopalw, 1377, 7; 1400, 6, 8,10; 1438, 30; 14389, 
7; 1441, 89; 1457, 76, 99; 1487 

dypados, 1434, 329; 1435, 49, 51, 58, 128, [192], 
197; 1489, 6; 1448, 62; 1448, [6], 

1457, 85 

dypodtha€. See Index 3 
aye, 1457, 31 

dywyy, 1851, 8, 11, 15; [1462 (7), 77] 
dyovilopat, 1838, 33; 1849, 8, 12; 

1394, 15 
ddeXGyH, 1447, 36, 8x (adeAp?) 

ddeddds, 1415, 12(?); 1419, 948, 966, 1289; 1420, 

53, 90; 1421, 83; 1422, 14, 37; 1424, 9, 16; 

1430, 49, 66, 92; 1481, 17; 1482, 4, 82, 85; 

1486, 129(?); 1448, 4, 61; 1452, 32, 38; 

1461, 18, 51; 1468; 1552, 10, 12; 1599, 5; 

1608, 6 

adéomoros, 1419, 1225 (adorn) 

GOLKOS, 1838, 30; 1894, 23 
dduvaréw, 1856, 27, 31; 1400, 9 
ddvvaros, 1858, 21; 1400, 10 (advvavrw) 

devaws, 1849, 33 

depuKd, td. See Index 5 
au( ), 1452, 29 

ainete, See éviyw 

aivéw, 1495, 13; 1536, 14 (ets) 

airnots, 1499, 14; 1515, 17,18; 1589, 12; 
airia, 1844, 6; 1850, ro 

airvos, 1882, 32 

aidy (?), 1419, 1020-1026, note 

axavOa, 1414, 9; 1483, 24, 66; 1484, 151, 153- 
155, 159; 1442, 2, 4, 5; 21 

axavOedv, 1391, 21 

axavOdv. See Index 4 
aKap7ros, 1631, c. 2, 3 

*axarappovyrws (only adj. in L. and S.), 1887, 19; 
1349, 19 

*axatnvapwov, 1855, 7; 1871, 2; 1374, 7; 1449,3 
axariov, [1848, 2]; 1408, 5; 1410, 2; 1483, 163; 

1434, 17, 22, 112, 135, 175, [242]; 1485, 3, 10, 

26, 36, [60], 64, 74, 95, 108, 200; 1487, 14; 

1441, 89, 100; 1442, 1; 1449, 53, 56; 1452, 29 

SKEIC, 1631, c, 2, 9, 10 

(1882, 22?]; 

1594, 13 

WORDS 

adKovw, 1856, 13 

dxpiBeva, 1545, 9. pera wdoys d., 1848, 35; 1844, 
19; [1872, 3]; 1884, 35; 1464 

QaAAKOTI. See dAoKdrrwos 
aAAaTaaLeapm. See dAagydprov 

gadacic. See ddvors 

an’ (= ’Adegdvdpea ?), 1441, 103; 1517, 8 

ddeihw, 1894, 20 (adu.) 

Gevpa, 1449, 31, 32, 35; 37; 50, 53) 87) 63 
adjOeva, 1405, 12 
dAnOuvds, 1849, 29 (—Oew.) 
GANayy, 1847, 4; 1414, 80, 307; 1421, 9; 1433, 

28, 35, 41, 61, 84, IOI, 107, T10, 126, 144, 153, 

159, 161, 175, 191, 201, 209, 224,240, 284, 292, 

297, 316, 336, 378, 467, 473, 479, 495; 1484, 
42, 57, 245; 1485, 76(?), 84; 1441, 92, 93, 95 

*ahhafuyudpuoy (MS, adagasapn), 1610, 37 
a\Xas, 1849, 26 

*Gdp(€)8(wva) (= al-madina ), 1447, 78.2 
Gdoyov, 1414, 80, [307]; 1488, 292; 1484, 57, 174, 

229, 245, 301, 307; 1485, [45], 71, 84, 94 
ddomraéns, 1461, 27 

avy (only adj. in L. and S.), 1898, 36; 1414, [24] 
and passim; 1488, 51, 119, 167; 1484, 223, 

234, 240, 303; 1485, 82, 106; 1448, 15, 31; 

1449, 314, 32, 342-37, 40, 50, 51, 55) 57, 59) 

61; 1515, 9 (advx/) 

advoris (MS, gadacic), 1681, c. 6, 6 ~ 

*Gpuadtrys, 1879, 1, 5, 14; 1488, 62, 127, 177, 225, 

317, 360, 398, 433, 485; 1484, 312 (aup.) 
dpeédeva, 1496, 16; 1528, 10 
dpedéw, (1884, 15]; 1837, 1; 1849, 17; 1858, 26; 

1854, 23; 1870, 8, 11; 1874, 13; [1884, 48?]; 
1891, 14, 22; 13898, 45; 1894, 7; 1404, 5, 19; 

1528, 3 

dpedAnTi, 1838, 34; 1885, 4 (see Addenda); 1392, 
17; 1394, 18 

* Autpahpoupruv. See Index 3 

*duupas. See Index 3 

Appa, 1416, 33; 1483, 138, 186, 234, 328, 365, 492; 
1434, 72, 271, 272; 1631, c. 2; 3 

dppariryns. See duadérys 
Gppas. See Index 4, and under réroe 
dpmreduKds, 1419, 982, dymeduxdv, as subst., 1844, 13 

(? —see note); 1419, 836, 847, 1100, 1127, 1172 

dpmedos, 1839, 7; 1891, 21; 1416, 28(?), 29 ©, 

39 (?); 1681, c. 2, 2 

dppBadrrw, 1899, 10 
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dpdiB*, 1484, 257, 303, 306 a 
dpddrepot, 1848, 16 

dvaywdoKw, 1848, 24; [1856, 32]; 1884, 16, 18 
dvaykdlw, 1858, 11; 1859, 15; 1894, 19; 1508, 

18; 1509, 7 
dvdykn, 1548, 3; 1576, 4; 1612, 4 
dvdyvwots, 1848, 15; 1850, 15; 1857, 5 
dvaypady, 1447, 6 
dvaypabw, 1438, 66 
dvaywyy (MS. attaKxonn), 1528, 2 

dvadidopt, 1854, 4; 1508, 21; 1509, 12; 1526, 
2 (amaarr.); 1610, 24 

avakepadaiwors, 1412, 114, 201, 273, 349, 453, 

529; 1418, 107, 220, 328, 435, 548, 654; 1414, 

278; 1420, 145, 268; 1427, 20; 1482, 79, 

115; 1447, 60 

ANAKROKRH. See dvaywy) 

dvahapBave, 1419, 13 (avadnpd7/), 23 (avadnpd?), 

29 (avadnurp*), 269 (avarnur®), 539 (avarnp’), 
550 (do.), 767 (avadvyrbev™ = dvadnudbévros), 886 

(avadnu®), 906 (do.), 967 (do.), 1345 (avadnud’), 
1374 (do.), 1375 (do.), 1434 (avadnurd’) 

dvahoyia, 1369, 14 (avmA.) 
dvapeve, 1888, 3; 1839, 12; 1854, 22; 1890, 8 

dvacKevy, 1438, 346; 1442, 1 

avacTerw, 1369, 3 
dvatohy. See Index 4 

avaTto\uKy, %. See Index 4 
avipdmodov, 1488, 17, 147, 194, 243; 1485, 39; 

1488, 9; 1441, 65; 1447, 172 

avdpic pds, 1888, 22; 1339, 5. See also Index gs 
ave\\uras (MSS. —eurws), 1888, 41; 1892, 10, 18 

avevdexTos, 1404, 8 

avevdorws, 1848, 34 
Gvépxopat, 1884, 61; 1440, 4; 1441, 61, 63, 65, 

93; 1448, 3 
Gveois, 1853, 14; 1404, 17 
dvéxw, 1351, 10 

dvyroyia. See dvadoyia 
avyp, 1832, 15, 20; 1883, 2, 17, 22; 1838, 19; 

1339, 4; 1882, 10; 13883, 7; 1384, 7, 11; 

1401, 11; 14838, 40, 68, 111, 132, I7I, 201, 

202, 208, 322, 328, 379; 1484, 71-76; 1441, 

77; 1465; 1485 
avOpwros, 1882, 2, 13; 1838, [3], 15; 1848, 34; 

13852, 11; 1853, 23; 1856, 17; 1858, 7; 

[1366, 8]; [1867, 9]; 1871, 10; 1875, 12; 
1384, 34; 1386, 8; [1387,.11]; [1892, rr]; 

1398, 14; 1894, 12; 1400, 13; 1404, 15; 

1412, 37, 41, 149, 218, [231], 308, 398, 484; 

1416, 6 (2) and (/), 38, 51, 52 (?), 72; 1422, 49; 

1428, 1; 1481, 36; 1482, 121; 14838, 7 (?), 

56, 122, 172, 242; 1484, 58, 76, 137, 191, 211, 

222; 1485, 122; 1486, 25, 80, 104,137; 1441, 

66 (?), 87 ; 1442, 7, 34, 73; 1445, 4, 11; 1451, 

78; (1453, 10?]; 1458, 14; 1462 (/), 10; 

1491 (2); 1574, 30 ' 

aviKkavéw, 1887, 20; 1870, 12 
aviKkavia, 1880, 28 

dvikavos, [1867, 3]; 1880, 8 
ame. See évéxw 

avo( ), 1421, 1 

avTapetBomat, 1849, 25 (avraporf.) 
dvramddocs, 1838, 32 ; 1839, 20; 1845, 35; 1380, 

22; 1882, 29; 1898, 29 (avrazodwc.); 1400, 

20; 1405, 15 

avtuyeodyos. See Index 3 

avriypadov (MS. antmpacwn), 1642, 7 
dvtihutpor, 13438, 31 

avrimabéw, 1845, 15, 20; 1869, 12 

*dvriokwos (?), 1488, 561, 572 

dvripwvew, 1486, 125; 1452, 21 

avtupwvnTys, 1893, 44; 1486, 45 (?); 1449, 69; 

1452, 4; 1458, 5 (?), 6(?), 9-11 (?), 13-16 (?); 

1461, 19, 27, 29-31 

avTuT—, 1888, 7 

aviw@, 1888, 17; 1840, 6; [1841, 9]; 13847, 10; 
[1848, 11]; 1852, 7; 1858, 17, 21; 1854, 19; 

(1358, 7]; 1868, 6, 8; [1865, 3]; 1866, rz 

(? — see note) ; 1874, 11 ; 1875, 10; [1379, 12]; 

1880, 11, 18, 23; 1881, 4,8; 1888, 11 ; [1885, 

4?——see Addenda]; 1886, 8; 1894, 15, 18; 

1398, 4; 1899, 9; 1400, 10; 1418, 8; [1419, 

1373?]; 1420, 4, 157; 1421, 6; 1423, 1; 

1427, 5, 12, 19, [21-23]; 1428, 4-6, 22; 1441, 

98-105 ; 1449, 46 ; 1468 ; 1479 ; 1481; 1491 (g) 

dvw, 1862, 12; 1485, 13; 1442, 69; 1447, 137, 

144, [187], 192; 1460, 70, 93, [94], [161]. 
dvirepos, 1848, 7; 1849, 32. dvwrépw, 1848, 

29; 1410, 6 

avwbev, 1851, 11; 1897, 3 
avwp (obscure), 1486, 50 

avotepos and dvetépw. See ave 

AZIRENTHIOC, AZIRHMatoc, See éfaxivduvos 

afvos, 1846, 11; 1857, 4; 1859, 8 

a£10@, 1586, 23 ; 1538, 2; 1570, 7, 27; 1573, 37 

* 

* 

* 

412 
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adKvws, 1356, 7 

*dira. See Index 2 
amayyé\dw, 1399, 5 
airatTéw, 1837, 14; 1851, 12; 1854, 9, 11; 1884, 5, 

25, 38, 44; [1898, 7]; 1400, 16; [1404, 12]; 

1577, 8; 1580, 1 
ara€, ™pos. See mpoodmrag 

arapaKdwvas, 1854, 13 (—x)ewws) 

dmapaheinTws, 1838, 37; 1850, 14; 1861, 5 

*drapadypTrTas, 1356, 34 
amapyupiopos. See Index 5 
amratdw, 1845, 13 (yravrnoas) 

dardrn, 1496, 8; 1535, 5; 1576, 4 
dréxw : dréxer impers. (= ‘it is enough’), 1848, 38 

*darhyxtov, 1416, 23; 1485, 125 
amas : &. drei, 1832, 9 ; 1833, 11 ; 1838, 24 ; 1889, 

10; 1843, 8 ; 1350, 13 

amo( ). See Index 5 
amoBatve, 1858, 11 

amoBacis, 1846, 10, 18; 1465 
dzrodeixvupt, 1849, [1 ?], 28 (arodix.) 
amodevéis, 1885, 15 ; (1371, 13] ; 1875, 13 ; 1882, 17; 

1384, 30, 32; [1892, 14]; 1898, 25; 1486, 11 

(? — or dwddocis), 20 (do.); 1496, 17 ; 1500, 3; 

1515, 15 (amoxeg.) 

arodiopac ke, 1898, 5; 1465 
arodidwt, 1848, 18 (—8ovper), 23 (—Sovrres) ; 1845, 

21; 1849, 26 (—dovpev); 1856, 29; 1859, 9; 

[1867, 19]; 1886, 14 (a7odiSw) ; 1400, 20 

addoots. See under drddegis 

azroOyKn, 1484, 57. See also Index 4 
amoOvnoKw, 1480, 136 ; 1485, 175 
dzrotntos, 1405, 4 

amokatdoTacts, 1882, 14 

amoKkwéw, 1888, 8 (—xew.); 1848, 10; 1894, 14 
(amroxaw.) 

arokNelw, 1856, 14 

*amoxpuridpios. See Index 3 
GroKxpoTas, 1593, 2 (—roc) 
amroKpUTTw, 1848, 37 

a7ohapBave, 1382, 15 ; 1886, 17 
amodeva. See dmddca 

aardddupt, 1338, 32 (arwAX.); 1839, 20 (azodovca, 

partic.) ; 1844, 20 (awwAAerar) ; 1849, 21 (arodAwr, 

partic.) ; 1877, 9 ; 1402, 9 

arohoyia, 1882, 7 
amohoyilopar, 1495, 12; 1505, 6; 1521, 17 (—re1z.); 

1543, 2 (do.); 1597, 7 

WORDS 

dmrodoutros, 1427, 5, 12, 19, [21-23] ; 1428, [4-6], 22; 
1491 (g) 

amohu( ). See Index 3 
amro\v@, 1850, 13; 1851, 4; 1884, 56; 1441, 

53 (?) ; 
dropévw, 1850, 6, 10; 1874, 1, 8; 1487 
dmovewo, 1356, 8 

darom\npdw, 1349, 14 ; 1860, 7 

dropia, 1596, 4 
dzropos, 1578, 10 
attocra. See drovoia 

aATOCTEAA, 1332, 8, 16 ; 1838, 9,18 ; 1887, 8 ; 1343, 
33; 1844, 9; 1845, 8; 1846, 8; 1848, 5, 6; 

1849, 11, 17; 1850, 5, 14; 1852, 11; 1358, g, 

23; 1854, 12, 17; [1855, 11]; 1856, 21, 35; 

1357, 6; 1859, 11; 1860, 8, 10; 1863, 7; 1867, 
15; 1870, 8; 1874, 12; 1878, 11 ; 1880, 9, 10, 

25; 1882, 20, 24; 1884, 27, [41]; [1887, 11]; 

1889, 8; 1893, 12, 13, 45; 1894, 6, 11, 19; 

1400, 13 ; 1404, 15 ; 1488, 7 (?); 1462 (2), 7 

amdaToXos, 1889, 12 ; 1848, 10, 17, 39; 1844, 18; 
1851, 3; 1858, 14; 1854, 15; 1882, 16; 

1884, 47; 1898, 48; 1894,14; 1897, 2 (?— see 

note); 1412, 5; 1481, 5 (arocrhos); 1433, 7 

(aroordos ?); 1484, 5; 1485, 2*; 1451, 5; 
1460, 187 ; 1462 (2), 5; (¢), 53 L(g) 5]; (A), 23 

L(2), 6]; (A), 53 ©) 55 (™), 25 (*) 23 (), 55 (7) 
53 (s), 13 (4, 53 (*), 13 1496, prot.; 1540, 

prot.; 1574, 5; 1581, 5. See also Index 4 

dmootpépw, 1844, 15, 21; 1848, 10; 1852, 12; 
1882, 5, [8], 28; 1412, 535; 1483, 323, 401; 

1484, 26; 1485, 114, 145, 200; 1449, 85 

amootpodn, 1844, 4 
dtrooxohdlw, 1856, 12 
droTEN€w, 1887, 24; 1849, 13, 34; 1854, 14 
aroTipnots, 1854, 20 
aroTOApaw, 1848, 42 

amrotpopy, 1334, [3], 5; 1866, 15, 16; 1888, 9; 

1483, 30, 44, 48, 102, 115, 154, 202, 212, 251, 

287, 303, 310, 350, 386, 452, 477; 1484, [16], 
19, 20, 24, 25, 37, 49, 81, 188, 207; 1485, 15, 

24,77, 96, 98, 104, 108; 1441, 107 ; 1458, 13; 

1488 ; 1515, 4 
airovaia, 1869, 9; 1899, 6; 1485, 22; 1448, 50; 

1588, 5 (amocra) 

aioe, 1404, 5 (a7oA.) 
apy( ) (perhaps = dpyvporoids?), 1558, 27 

APCaTHe, See épydrys 
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dpéokw, 1849, 30; 1852, 10; 1878, 1; 1880, 20; 
(1392, 15 ?} 

Qapize. See dpigw 

GpiOuos, [1841, 3]; 1847, 2; 1855, 4; 1879, 4; 
1386, 5; 1407, 4; 1408, 6; 1411, 4; 1412, 

13, 14, 19, and passim; 1418, passim; 1420, 2, 

3, 155, 156; 1421, 4, 5; 1425, 1-4; 1484, 10, 

24, 32, 34, 37, 190, 230; 1485, 65, 69, 77, 123, 
125; 1488, 2; 1442, F (p. 352), 71, 72; 

1456 (3), 10, 11; 1459, 35-37; 1470; 1475; 
1514, 3; 1571, 5, 10 

dpiOuds, 1332, 18; 1383, 20 
dppevor, 1447, 197 

apuorre, 1849, 9 

apou( ), 1441, 105 

dpoupa, 1847, 14; 1867, 11; 1416, 29-31, 33-35, 

37, 39; 1427, 1-12, 21, 22, 25; 1428, 4-7; 

1429, passim; 1488, 35, 36; 1484, 42, 245, 

247; 1485, 45; 1486, 144; 1488; 1681, 

C, 232 

app—, 1441, 98 

dpra Bn, 1835, 1, 7, 11; 1851, 8, 12, 15; 1854, 12; 
1370, 6, 15; 13875, 18,19; 1893,57,59; 1404, 

13, 21; 1407, 3, 4, 6; 1414, 6, 67, 71, 285, 

292; 1415, 14-17; 1416, 65, 67, 68; 1419- 

1429, passim ; 1481, 1482, passim; 1488, 17, 19, 

21, 46, 50-52, 54, 62, 73, 76, 93, 94, 97, 113, 118, 
I19, 137, 140, 147, 148, 150, 162, 166, 168, 185, 

187, 194, 195, 197, 201, 206, 209, 210, 216, 224, 

233, 235, 243, 244, 270, 279, 298, 307, 327, 
_ 330, 360, 383, 433, 467, 475, 487, 493, [541]; 
1484, 51, 54-56, 121, 128-134, [167]-171, 231, 

303, 314; 1485, 30, [72], 80, 87, 88, r22; 

1486, 5-9, 20, 21, 3°, 31, 33-37, 47-49, 137- 

139; 1441, 108, 109; 1442, 41-56, 58; 1449, 

30-40, passim, 50-65, passim, 95 ; 1462 (m), 5 (?); 
1481; 1589, 4 

dpriws, 1349, 13 

apros, 1353, 16; 1854, 2, 9, 12 

dproupyds (? — or = abrovpyés), 1471 

*dprwoxedvr(7s) ( = *dpromwAnris ?), 1419, 1222 

dpxdyyedos. See Index 4, and under rémou 
apx7y, 1475 
*dpxvoraBXirns, 1847, 16 ; 1488, 35, 36, 107, 159, 

207, 292; 1484, 58, 248; 1485, 45 

GpXw, 1349, 6; 1854, 10; 1508, 27; 1518, 6; 1518, 
18; 1528,15; 1540,17; 1589, 8; 1593, 10 

apxwv, See Index 3 

doKid.ov, 1515, 5 
acnoyhaTw—, 1631, c. 6, 7 

domdlopat, 1634, 1, 18 ; 1636, 8; 1638, 18 (acnace) ; 
1643, 7; 1644, 7 

domdorrouds (? —or *éomBovpyds), 1480, 22; 1444; 
53 1558, 2 

dom por, 76, 1400, 23, 24 (amp.); 1488, 79, 142, 189 

(aozp*), 237, 332 (aomp™ ?) 
GoTLKOS, 1419, 439, 826, 1358, [1363]. See Addenda, 

to p. 194 

dovpmrabds, 1848, 9 

dopdeva, 1382, 12; 1444, 21; 1458,8; 1573, 31; 
1593, 6; 1687, 2 

aodahile, 1528, 5, 11 

Gredys, 1421; 144; 1426, 36; 1428, 10; 1476: 
1480 

ATITEYN EC, See dvrvyeotyos, Index 3 

*arpaérws (only adj. in L. and S.), 1843, 27 
Avyovorddwos. See Index 3 

add}, 1842, 2; 1844, 13; 1862, 1, 6, 24; 1378, 1, 

6, 12; 1408, 4; 1414, 24, 76; 1488, 33, 105, 

286, 345, 379, 418, 448, 470, 507; 1491 (c); 
1508, 7; 1517, 7 

QAYPIZE. See dpifo 

avTdpKeia, 1872, 9 
avrapKéw, 1883, 11 

avre€ovoia, 1488, 3; 1449, 81 (avraé/) 
avtoupyia, 1419, 1311 

avroupyds, 1482, 36, 42, 59, 61-64, 66, 68-70; 
1471; 1491 (a). See also dproupyds 

*adoppydlopat, 1360, 7; 1362, 16 
adopyy, 1839, 18; 1848, 30; 1859, 17; 1860, 11; 

1362, 16; 1377, 12; 1880, 11, 16, 29; 1881, 

9; 1882, 25; 1884, 54 

*dyvpynoyria, 1880, 29; 1890, 5 
axpus, 1848, 10 ; 1856, 35 ; 1870, 16. 

13; 1880, 27 

axupa, 1433, 62 

dsevdas, 1843, 9 

d, o0, 1889, 

—Balw, 1369, 6 

Bdiov, 1862, 20, 22; 1878, 14 

BddXo, 1848, 26; 1884, 17; 1891, 17; 1898, 2 
Bapéw (aor, éBdpeca), 1845, 20, 33; 1856, 25, 38; 

1553 verso, 8 

Bapds : Baptraros, 1848, 19 

*Bapvotabia, 1405, 3 

BaowuKds, 1488, 341, 373, 413; 447, 468, 504, 530 
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Bacralw, 1846, 19; 1887, 5; 1488, 49, 53, 56, 63, 
41, 83, 98, 116, 120, 122, 128, 135, 143, 164, 

169, 172, 178, 183, 190, 198, 213, 217, 226, 252, 

256, 259, 263, 281, 283, 304, 308, 312, 318, 323, 

325,335» 351s 355s 361, 368, 375,387, 394,399, 401, 

408, 414, 423, 427, 429, 434, 442, 449, 455, 457, 
471, 478,486, 496,514,518, 525,543,553, 505,576, 

583 ; 1484, 330; 1485,53; 1440, 5; 1441, 
47, 98; 1448, 52; 1465; 1466 

Badeds, 1419, 1271 (Badeov gen.) ; 1454, 8 ; 1459, 20; 

1558, 9, 20; 1568, 9. See also Index 4, under 

TOOL 

Be—, 1416, 23 

BeBarda, 1624, 3 

BeBaiwors, 1566, 12 ; 1610, 31; 1611, 7; 1624, 4 

* Bev = vids (Ar. pI, 2), 1882, 21-23 ; 1838, 24, 25 ; 

1351, 14; 1852, 1, 13; 1858, 2; 1362, 2, 6; 
1868, 2; 1874, 14; 1876, 16; 1879, 2, 8; 
[1880, 1]; 1888, 3; 1892, 20; 1896, 2, 8; 

1899, 2; 1401, 1. See also Arabic index 

Bep—, 1899, 1 
*BepeSdpios. See Index 3 
Bia, 1496, 8; 1535, 5; 1548,3; 1576,4; 1584,9; 

1612, 4 

BddBos, 1870, 13 

Br\drrw, 1849, 5; 1898, 29; 1405, 15 
Bdérrw, 1880, 16 
Boy Pea, 1849, 6 

BonOds. See Index 3 

*BodAXa, 1868, 103 1448, 39 (?), 43 (?) 
Bovdopat, 1859, 8 ; 1880, 21 

Bovvds. See Index 4 
Bods. See Index 4, under ré70, Tag Body 

Bovrupor, 1892, 1, 6, [12], 17, [21]; 1897, 6; 1418, 

9, [25], 37; 48, 59, 112, 129, 142, 172, 225, 2309, 

251, 263, 274, 333: 346, 440, 453, 469, 481, 493, 
502, 553, 567, 579, 590, 599,659; 1414, 33, 135, 
146, 160, 185; 1488, 90 (Bovr”), 291 (do.), 

344 (do.), 377 (do.), 380, 416 (Sour), 450 (do.), 
472 (do.), 506 (do.); 1484, 109; 1441, 48; 

1446, 1; 1515, 10 

Bp—, 1884, 61 

yada, 1414, 55, 99, 135, 160, 185; 1484, ro9; 

1441, 48. See also Index 5, under drapyvpicpds 

yapuBpds, 1480, 21; 1461, 28 

yopern, 1419, 374, 472 (?), 89x; 1420, 46, 54, 9F, 
95, 119 (yapB*), 260; 1421, 35, 36, 38; 1422, 

30, 98 ; 1424, 14, 18, 32; 1481, 33, [43], 52, 58, 

63; 1482, 37, 86; 1485, 175; 1442, 52, 53, 

55) 60; 1448, 16; 1447, 114, 121; 1452, 34; 

1521, 24; 1539 verso; 1599, 2,3,6; 1610, 56 

yaperns, 1419, 904 
vel) (yépdu0s 2), 1422, 66 
yevnpa, 1859, 18; 1879, 7 
TenHere, See xivyois 

yevvaios, 1358, 13 

yervaw, 1844, 9; 1433, 6 

*yépduos, 1422, 72; 1424, 65, 66(?); 1444, 16; 

1446, 32. See also ye) 
yewpyds, 1420, 142 (?) 
7, 1889, 7; (1367, 2]; 1880, 13; 1420, 2, 48, 89, 

155; 1421, 4; 1427, 5, 12, [19]; 1428, 4-6, 

[24]; 1465 
yySvov, 1838, 23; 1889, 7; 1848, 4; 1419, 25, 57, 

102, 168, 175, 237, 272, 296, 322, 334, [398 ?], 

452, 475, 483, 485, 566 (r8.), 574 (do.), 642, 
647, 658, 669, 723, 756, 759, 800, 828, 845, 884, 

931, 945, 1023, 1026, 1037, 1039, 1072, 1088, 

1089, 1092, 1095, IIIO, 1120, 1124, 1133, 1142, 

1173, 1201, 1205, 1207, 1210, 1212, 1268, 1303, 

1332-1335, 1338, 1341, 1344, 1406, 1436 ; 1420, 
51,92; 1428, 22 

yw—, 1884, 18 

yivopat, 1848, 31; 1845, 43; 1846, 10, 18; 1849, 
38; 1852, 5, 9; 1858, 16; 1856, 27 (yevop. 

aor. part.); 1862, 22; 1880, 12,14, 30; 1884, 

3 (yevop. aor. part.), 37 (do.); 1894, 25 ; 1404, 

5; 1407, 6; 1408, 7; 1410, 7; 1412, 51, 58, 

66 and passim, etc. 

ywoéoKo, 1837, 11; 1888, 7; 1848, 14, 16, 28; 

1844, 5; 1845, 12; 1849, 2; 1850, 3; 1854, 

18; 1867, 1; 1880, 19; 1881, 5; 1894, 23 (?) 

—yoralo, 1464 
yhurrns (?), 1419, 802 (yAvd7) 
yvacevs, 1419, 1220, 1272 (—deov gen.) ; 1435, 177; 

1449, 74, 90 

yvnovos, 1849, 29 
yvaors, 1887, 9; 1847, 7, 12; [1862, 8]; [1866, 

14]; 1868, 9; 1869, 18 (?); [1871, 14]; 1875, 

14; 1878, 5, 13; 1898, [33], 55; 1896, 7; 
1400, 22; 1401, 5,10; 1404, [1], 21; 1444, 

1,6; 1450,2; 1454,1; 1455, 1; 1494, a1, 

41, 44; 1495, 8; 1499, 18; 1518, 20; 1519, 

16 ; 1521, 23 ; 1589 verso; 1549; 1551; 1599, 

1; 1610, 16; 1632, 1 

/ 

co || eww eee ga ~~ = 

| 
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*yovdyx Lov, 1414, 12, 112, 145, 170, 195, 215, [233], 846 (do.), 856 (yux°/), 865 (do.), 947 (do.), 

247 root (do.), 1054 (do.), 1145 (yuvtx”/), 1173 (do.) ; 

yp(_), 1487, 16 1424, 24, 29; 1481, 55; 1485, 131; 1457, 
ypdppa: ypdppara, [1833, 1]; [1884, 6]; (1335, 95; 1459, 38; 1462(w), 5; 1518, 21, 22, 23, 

12]; 1887, 8, 22; 1838, 17, 20, 31, 38; 1339, 24; 1619, 17 

2, 5,19; 1840, 4; 1841, 8; 1848, 25; 1844, 

17; 1846, 12,15; 1847,9; 1848, 5, 13, [15]; 

1350, 7, 16; 1851, 7; 1852, 7; [1853, 8]; 

[1855, 11]; 1856, 12, 32; 1857,5; [1358, 6]; 

1359, 10, 15, 16; 1360, 10, 12; 1362, 8, 15, 

18; 1868, 3; 1865, 1; 1866, 7; 1369, 10; 

1370, 7; 1871, 8; 1874, 10; 1875, 10; 1376, 

11; 1877, 4,8; 1878,9; 1879, 10; 1880, 3; 

1881, 6; 1883, 6; 1384, 12, 14, 33, 51; 1885, 

1; [1886, 6]; [1887, 9]; 1890, 7; 13891, 8; 

1392, 8; 1894, [3], 10; 1895, 6 (ypappa); 
1399, 9; 1401, 7; [1402, 14]; 1404, 9; 1405, 

8; 1406, 1; 1440, 4; 1441, 68, 70, 72 

ypapparila, 1382, 4; 1838, 5 
ypadw, 1882, 18, 19; 1338, 21 ; [1834, 16]; 1335, 

15, 18; 1836, 13; 1387, 24; 1838, 41 ; 1339, 

21; 1841, 10; 1342, 10; 1848, 5; 1844, 5, 

9,22; 1845, 40; 1846, 9, 20; 1847, 11 ; 1848, 

16; 1849, 39; 1850, 7, 16; 1851, 13; 1852, 

13; 1858, 27; 1854, 15, 23; [1855, 13]; 

1356, [23], [37], 39; 1857, 10; 1858, 8 ; 1859, 

14, 21; 1860, 9, 12; 1861, 8; 1862, 14, 19; 

1863, 12; 13865,6; 1866,13 ; 1867, 19; 1369, 

173; 1870, 10, 17; (1871, 13]; 1872, 15; 

1873, 5 ; 1874, 13; 1875, 13; 1876, 15; 1377, 

13; 1378,12; 1879,12; 1380, 32; 1881, 11; 

1882, 5, 14 (?), 23; 1884,59; [1885, 5] ; 1387, 
14; 1891, 18, 29; [1892, 19]; [1398, 54]; 

(1394, 27]; 1397, 3; 1898, 7; 1899, 12; 

1400, 21; 1401, 9; 1404, 20; 1405, 14; 

1407, 4; 1408, 6; 1409, 1; 1410, 6; 1411, 

43; 1484, 17, 22, 33, 35, 71, 92, 103, 109, 112, 

II5, 135, 148, 150, 175, 189, 207, 224, 229, 

[241], 297, 322; 1462(/), 11; (wv), 5; 1494, 3; 

1496, 2; 1499,2; 1508, 1; 1512, 2; 1513, 7; 

1515, 22; 1519, 26; 1521, 35; 1523, 14; 1536, 

23 (ewpartpw); 1538, 2; 1542, 2; 1546, 15; 

1548, 14; 1570,7; 1578,37; 1574, 10; 1584, 

2; 1593, 13 (~pap*/) ; 1594, 16; 1608, 2; 

1610, 57 ; 1612, 2; 1619, 3; 1625, 1; 1635, 8 

ypov0os, 1435, 13 (ypov") 
yuvn, 1419, 11 (yunx/ gen.), 80, 334, 402, 403, 539 

540° (yo? /),60% (yovex/ ), 689 @ (do.), 177 (yorex”/), 

Saveile, 1421, 7; 1485, 91 (Sav.) ; 1470 
AdZITON. See ragidiov 

Sarrav—, 1398, 35 

Sarravdw, 1398, 12; 1414, 36, [83], 121, 153, [178], 
[200], 220, [236], 250, [264], [271]; 1418, 7, 24; 

1421, 7; 1483, 54; 1484, 173 ; 1485, 1, 115, 117, 

119, 135 (?), 156, 191 ; 1486, 58; 1489,1; 1440, 

1; 1441, 46-85, passim ; 1448, 23, 29, 32, 35, 38- 

443 1444, 1, 4,5, 153; 1445, 6-8; 1448, passim ; 

1449, 84(?); 1450, 6(?); 1457, 2-5, 110 (or 

diSwut), 11x (do.) ; 1470 

Samdvy, 1384, 3, 5; 1836, 7; 1841, 4, 10, [12]; 

13846, 2, 7, 17; 1851, 5; 1853, 1, 5, 10, 12; 

1354, 3, [7], 16, 18, 20; 1858, 2; 1866, [11 7>— 

see note], 13, 16; 1872, 7; 1875, 6; 1876, 9; 

1379, I, 5, 14; 1883, 10, II, 19, 25, 27, 29; 

1888, 9; 1892, 1, [3]; 1898, 26, 31, 38, [40], 

[45 ?], 56, 59; 1897, 5, 8; [1408, 3 2]; 1410, 4, 

6 ; (1411, 3]; 1414, [24], [26], [28], 76, 78, [8x], 

118, 149, 151, [176], 198, 218, [304]; 1416, 23, 

64 (Saav*), 66 ; 1418, 22 ; 1488, 21, 26, 34, 40- 

42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 57, 59, 60, 62, 66, 70, 
73, 75, 82, 96, 97, 103, 106, 109, III, 113-120, 

123-125, 127, 134, 137, 139, 150, 158, 160, 162, 

165, 166, 168, 169, 173-175, 177, 182, 185, 197, 

198, 206, 210-217, 221-223, 225, 230, 231, 233, 

248-251, 254, 256, 260-262, 267, 279-281, 286, 

287, 290, 298-301, 303, 306-308, 313-315, 317, 

321, 324, 327, 348, 350, 351, 353-360, 364, 376, 
383, 384, 386, 387, 389-391, 395-398, 403, 404, 
416, 420-423, 425, 427, 430-433, 437, 451, 452, 
454-456, 459, 475-477, 480, [481], 483-485, 491, 
505, 509, 511, 516, 517, 521, 531, 532, 534, 539, 

539, 559-552, [554], 563, 564, 567; 573-575) 577: 
581, 582, 584, 588-[590]; 1484, [x1], 18, 23, 

[33], 36, 80, 110, 189, 229, 232 (?), 255, 256, 301, 

307 ; 1485, 6, 24, 34, 47, 56, 69 (—mav*), 71, 74, 
77, 80, 87, 94, [96], 106, 136 ; 1486, 4, 38; 14389, 

4, 5; 1440, 3; 1441, 84, [99 ?}-ror, 109(?) ; 
1443, 48, 56, 60; 1446, 15, 26; 1447, 7; 1448, 

35; 1449, 15, 29, 31, 34~36, 42, 49, [52], 53, 
56-58, 60, 63 ; 1457, 25, 81, 110; 1462 (7), 9; 
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1464; 1470; 1486; 1491 (4) (darav*); 1496, 

18, 20 

Seixvupt, 1849, 11 

Sewvds : as subst. ra Sewd, 1848, 41 

déxaros, [1871, 6] 

d€ua, 1875, 20 

SedvTws, 1891, 12 
Sezaov (obscure), 1415, 12 
Séppya, 1416, 41, 42 ; 1441, 105 
Seamdrns, 1540, 20 
Sedpo: 7 5., 1844, 6; 1846, 11 
Sevrepos, 1413, 233 ; 1570, 23 

Sopa, 1883, 1 ; 1834, 5 ; 1885, 12 ; 1887, 7 ; 1339, 

[r], 18 ; 1841, 8; 1846, 12 ; 1847, 8 ; 1848, 5 ; 

1350, 7; 1851, 7; 1852, 6 ; [1853, 8]; 1855, 10; 

1356, 7, 11; 1857, 4; [1858, 6]; 1859, 10; 
1360, 10; 1862, 8, 15; [1863, 3]; 1865, 1; 

1366, 6 ; 1869, 9 ; 1870, 7; [1871, 8]; 1874, 10; 

1875, 9 ; 1876, 11 ; 1878, 9 ; 1879, 10; 1881, 6; 

1883, 6 ; 1884, 11 ; 1886, 6 ; 1887, 9 ; 1890, 7; 

1891, 8 ; [1892, 7]; 1894, 9; [1895, 5]; [1899, 

8]; 1401, 6; 1402, 14; 1404, 9; [1405, 7]; 

[1406, 1] 

dé, 1838, 16, 30; 1889, 18; 1846, 14; 1848, 12; 

1851, 13; 1860, 11 (?); 1862, 17 

Sydow, 1838, 37; 1343, 13 ; 1848, 7 
AHaLOcIa (adverd), 1612, 3 

Snpdouos : Synpdcws Adyos, 1494, 6, 16; 1496, 4; 

1497, 1,15; 1508, 3; 1509, 16; 1511, 6; 1512, 

23; 1520, 2; 1521, 4, 18; 1528, 5; 1528, 9, 13; 

1529, 3; 1538, 1; 1535, 1; 1540, 5, 20; 1542, 

43 1545, 3; 1565, 25 ; 1569, 5 ; 1570, 2; 1572, 

16; 1578, 1; 1574, 12; 1575, 6; 1577, 4; 1580, 

3; 1581, 7; 1587, 6; 1604, 3; 1610, 6, 32; 

1613, 4; 1638, 15. Sydow orixor, 1896, 6; 

1414, 61. 10 Snpdcwv, 1856, 11; 1870, 12; 1886, * 
3; 1408, 2; 1414, 33; 14838, 90, 121, 170, 218, 

257, 263, 291, 294, 332, 344, 377, 392, 417, 426, 
450, 472, 506, 512; 1484, 77, 109; 1485, 21, 

39; 1486, 140; 1446, 1; 1449, 79; 1466; 1515, 

2. Onpoor and dynpocwv. See Index 5 

diaBddrw (?), 1483, 75, 139, 329 
Siayivopas, 1849, 22 ; 1356, 39 ; 1863, 12; 1881, 5; 

1891, 25 ; 1895, 4 ; 1405, 6, 16 : 

*Svaypaddpuos. See Index 3 
Siaypady, 1416, 3 (f 1) (?— or Seaypddo), 24 (?) 

*Sidypadov, 1881, 8, See also Index 5 
Siaypddw (? — or diaypady), 1416, 3 (A 1) 

*Siaypddus (?), 1485, 185 ; 1467, 1, 41 

Svaipeois, 1369, 7, 19; 1414, [2x], [75], [x17], 

[x48], [173], [x97], [217], 235, 249, 263, 
297 

Siudkovos, See Index 3 and Index 4, under rérox 

SiaravOdvw, 1349, 23 ; 1863, 11 

Stadurexds, 1587, 15 (tiaArrH), 16 (TrAXHTIRH); 
1595, 15 (treAetTIKE) ; 1599, 9, 16 ; 1611, 6 

Stapaprupia, 1627, 3 (t1a-) 

SvapapTvpopat, 1844, 10 ; 1845, 22 ; 1884, 55 
Sudvoua, 1349, 34 

Stavopy, 1846, 22 ; 1369, 6 ; 1400, 9 ; 1404, 22(?); 
1416, 13; 1483, 23, 78, 99, 141, 151, 178, 188, 

199, 226, 236, 246, 263, 271, 282, 318, 331, 340, 

361, 366, 372, [399], 406, 412, 414, 434, 440, 446, 
461, 466, 494, 503, 518, 523, 529, 537, 5425 
[547], 553, 560, 565, 569, 576, 579, 583 ; 1440, 
5 ; 1441, 50, 63 ; 1447, 137, 138, 144, 187, 188, 

192; 1449, 44, 46. See also Index 5, under 

drrapyupic pds 

Siampdrrw, 1338, 28; 1849, 26; 1380, 8; 1891, 29 
Sudoradpa, 1416, 41; 1481, 9 ; 1486, 29 
*Suacrahpds, 1887, 5; 1896, 1; 1419, 1269, 1328, 

1421; 1464; 1552, 23, 29 (msacteXd.), 33 (do.); 

1553, 3 (do,), 12 (tracteX.), verso, 6 (Teractapas.), 

16 (wractyX.), 34; 1554 verso, 3 (Tractapar.) 

1556, 15; 1578, 32 

Siacré\Aw, 1837, 1; 1845, 2, 11, 17, 28; 1846, 5; 
1351, 5; [1852, 3]; 1858, 10; 1854, 2; [13855, 

3]; 1856, 10, 18, 29, 34; 1860, 6; 1862, 5; 

1369, 10; 1870, 5; 1874, 5; 1877, 1; 1892, 
5; 1898, 46; 1400, 18; 1484, 127; 1485, 
71, 155; 1470; 1495, ro (ssacta®) 

Suac7od}, 1845, 7, 16, 26, 31; 1858, 5; 1869, 13; 
1884, 52(?); 1484, 51; 1485, 120, 198 (?); 

1448, 46. See also Index 5 

Svaripaw, 1447, 142 

Svaripnoss, 1853, 22; 1854, 7; 1400, 5; 12, 17 

Siadépw, 1848, 4 
Suddopos, 1838, 36; 1846, 5; [1858, 3]; 1860, 6; 

1375, 7; 1891, 5; 1896, 1,6; 1401, 4; 1420, 
9, 12, 16, 27, 41, 49, 58, 62, 83, 160, 163, 173, 

177, 181, 185, 197, 200, 213, 222, 225, [229], 
245; 1421, 10, 12, 24, 29, 45, 48, 51, 61, 71, 

78, 83, 86, 108, 112, 134; 1422, 23, 32, 38, 62; 

1424, 4, 6, 9,12, 20, 22, [40]; [1429, 14] ; 1483, 
4, 63, 128, 361, 457; [1485, 1]; 1486, 23; 

1438, 3, 7, 11; 1440, 4, 5; 1441, 104; 1442, 

. 
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56; 1447, 32, 59, 146, 194, 197; 1451, 9; 
1452, 29; 1574, 29; 1584, 16 

SuddoKados, 1419, 87, 638 
SiSwpt, 1384, [5], 15; 1835, [9], 10,17; [1836, 9]; 

1837, 13; 1338, 26; 1839, 11; 1843, 36; 

1349, 17 (Sdera); 1851, 8, 11; 1852, 12; 

1858, 12, 14, 21, 27; [1854, 6]; 1856, 27, 31; 

1360, 11; 1861, 4; 1876, 10; 1380, 21, 26, 

30; 1882, [16], 26; 1384, [ro], [30], 45 ; 1888, 

10; 1892, 15; 1898, 10, [39], 54; 1894, 26; 

[1404, 16]; 1405, 10; 1407, 4; 1408, 5; 

1410, 5; 1420, 6, [159]; [1424, 2?]; 1483, 

80, 131 ; 1484, 45, 113, 116; 1485, 115 ; 1436, 
122; 1457, 110 (or Saravdw), 111 (do.); 1540, 

18; 1565, 61 

Sueyeipw, 1894, 6 
Sinvekds, 1891, 3 

Siypns, 1414, 56; 1483, 64, 129,179, 227, 263, 319; 

1484, 35; 1485, 98, 103; 1449, 94; 1464 

Sixatos, 1356, 26; 1566, 11 (?); 1624, 6; 1634, 6. 
76 6., as subst., 1845, 1, 27 ; 1849, 20; 1856, 9, 

14, 36; 1380, 11; 1893, 19 

*Siorpdmepos, 1380, 4, 17, 24, 33 
Sipoipov, 1836, 8; 1375, 4; 1572, 18 (assep.); 

1636, 8 (do.) 
Storéw, 1419, 14, 469 (Soux9/), 474, 1322 

Stoiknots, 1832, 1; 1884, 2; 1835, 6; 1886, 4; 
1337, 2; 1838, 6, 15, 20, 35, 41; 1839, 4, 14; 

1341, 3; 1848, 3, 8, 11, 14, 25, 29; 1844, 8, 

II, 17; 1845, 6, 13; 1846, 5, 13; [1847, 2]; 

1348, 8; 1349, 18, 36; 1850, 4, 8; 1851, 6; 

"1852, [3], 7; 1858, 10, 15 ; 1854, 5, 19; [1855, 
4]; 1856, 8, 12; 1857, 3, 7; [1858, 1]; 1359, 

7, 12; 1860, 6; 1862, 5, 7, 9; [1865, 5]; 

1368, 5; 1870, 9, 13, 14; 1874, 6; 1875, 5; 

1876, 5; 1877, [2], 3; 1878, 5; 1879, 4; 

1380, 4, 12, 17, 24; 1881, 4, 7, 10; 1882, 1, 

[4], 6, 8, 18, 26, [30]; 1888, 4; 1884, x, 13, 

31, 34, [36]; 1886, 4; 1887, 4; [1389, 1]; 

1890, 9; 1891, 10, 20; [1892, 5, 10]; 1898, 

21, [46]; 1894, 21; 1895, 7; 1896, 5, [6]; 

[1se8, 3]; [1401, 3]; 1402, 7; 1404, 3, 6, 

18; 1414, 22 and passim (3:-) ; 1484, 51 ; 1488, 

I; 1440, 1; 1441, 74; 1465; 1496, 12; 

1543, 4; 1580, 1; 1584, 13 

Svouxnrys. See Index 3 

SidpOwors, 1849, 9 ; 1856, 4; 1895, 5 

Sitdlw, 1380, 13 
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SipOépa, 1889, 4; 1483, 64, 129, 179, 227, 319; 
1491 (6) 

did*, 1424, 65 
Siwpia, 1884, 21 

SiGpv, 1488, 74, 138, 186, 234 (Simp.), 269, 328 
(8mp.), 522, 540, 555; 1484, 71; 1441, 81; 

1456 (2), 4; [1465 ?]. 8.’ Adcéavdpecas, 1858, 11 

Soxéw, 1834, 11; 1842, 9; 1851, 11; 1852, 12; 
1376, 10; 1880, 5; 1886, 9; [1887, 12?]; 

1393, 5; [1400, 3?] 
SdKup.os, 1888, 2 (?) 
Sdots, 1848, rx (2) 
*S0d€. See Index 3 
Spoptkds, 1847, 4; 1483, 35, 378, 473; 1484, 57; 

(1435, 45] 
*Spopovdpiov, 1837, 3; 1848, 3; 1890, 2; (1391, 

42]; 1410, 2; 1488, 342, 374; 1484, 17, 22, 

242; 1485, 3, 64, 74, 95, 108; 1441, 100; 

1442, 1; 1449, 4, 42, 52, 53, 56-58, 88; 1452, 

29; 1456 (a), 3,5; 1464 

Svvapat, 1843, 21; [1348, 17]; 1856, 30 
Svvapis, 1884, 6; 1835, 13; 1336, 11; 1941, 8; 

1342, 6; 1845, 4, 24, 27, 31; 1847, 9; 1352, 

8; 1856, 19, 26; 1858, 6; 1866, 11; 1369, 

Ir; 1871, 8; 1874, 11; 1875, 11; 1876, 12; 

1878, 10; 1879, 11 ; 1884, 32, 45 (?); 1886, 7; 

(1887, 10]; 1401, 7; 1406, 2. Ta dd duvdpews 
‘to the best of their ability’, 1882, 31 

Suvards, 1895, 9 
Surixy, 4. See Index 4 

Swpéw, 1416, 24 

Swpodoxia, 1337, 21 

€avTov, 1832, 6; 1833, 7; 1838, 26; 1839, 14; 
(1849, 1?]; 1861, 3; [2882, 21]. 

1856, 14; 1861, 4 (?) 

€dw, 1880, 27 
€BSopos, [1834, 2]; 1849, 16; 1886, 4; 1894, 5; 

1462 (/), 11; 1494, 3, 12; 1496, 13; 1497, 7; 

1499, 2; 1502,5; 1512,2; 1518,6; 1519, 2; 

1521, 10 

*éyyopmos, 1414, 306; 14383, 200 (?) 
eyypados, 1845, 29 

eyyvy, 1494, 9, 30 (erwna), 40 (eneH); 1498, 16 (do.), 

17 (ewwya); 1502, 3; 1511, 14 (eern), 15 

(do.); 1529, 8 (emeH); 1534, 2; 1535, 7; 

1586, 2 (ence), 23 (err), 26 (do.), 32 (do.), 39 

= ceavrod, 
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(do.) ; 1587, 6 (enn); 1538, 3 (emve), 11 

(emen) ; 1548, 6 (do.), 11 (emtea) 

eyyuntys, 1494, 41; 1499, 18; 1535, 3 

*éyyuntixds, 1462 (n), 6 (?); 1494, 11, 17 (ern), 

2g(ectsey), 37 (enent.), 47; 1495, 4, 9 (emeuur.); 

1497, 16; 1498, 6, 11 (Hen); 1499, 6 (ewrHarcH), 

rr (emnet.), 16, 21; 1518, 10, 28 (emen); 1519, 

13; 1521, 19, 27 (ewwearnn), 30 (ewrnt.), 32 

(enent.); 1529, 2 (do.); 1581, 8; 1548, 5; 

1546, 3; 1547,1; 1548, 6 (encnt.), 12 (ewrss), 

13 (eweH) ; 1550, 4 (emmut.), 10 (ement.) ; 1551 

eéykewpat, 1837, 15 (eve.); 1848, 17; 1884, 52 

éyKomila, 1414, 216 (evx.) 
eykUTTo, 1356, 35; 1359, 4; 1862, 4; 1880, 6 

*éyywpilo (MSS, erx.), 1484, 17, 22, 35, 57, 92, 109, 

150, 180, 207, 213, 217, 224, 229, [241]; 14865, 

138; 1486, 19, 22, 29 

€O0s : 2 @ovs, 1852, 5. pods 200s, 1609, 1; 1633, 3 
—eia, 1414, 30 

elOjpov, 1856, 17 
elonots, 1882, 10; 1838, 11; 1889, 10, 17; 1848, 

8; 1850, 14 . 
€ldos, 1846, 2, 5,17; 1848, 7,14; 1858, 18, 19, 21; 

[1858, 2]; 1862, [1], 5, 24; 1871, 9; 1875, 6; 

1378, 4, 10; 13879, 5 ; 1886, 1; 1392, 19; 1893, 

32; 1400,3; 1414, 33, 36, 43, [57], [59], [83], 
[90], 100, 102, 121, 126, 136, 153, 158, 161, 

[178], 183, 186, [200], 204, 206, 220, [224], 

[236], [238], 250, 253, [264], [271], 316; 1416, 

1 a(f) and (r), 41; 1488, 23, 42, 44, 57, 59, 60, 

63,78, 99,114, 115,124, 125,128, 151,174,175,178, 

199, 211, 212, 222, 223, 226, 236, 246, 250, 251, 

261-263, 271, 301, 303, 313, 315, 318, 331, 340, 

348, 350, 358, 359, 361, 366, 372, 384, 386, 396, 
397; 399, 406, 412, 414, 420, 422, 432, 434, 440, 
446, 451, 452, [456], 457, 461, 476, [477], 483, 
484, [486], 494, 503, 509; 517, 518, 523, 529, 
532, 537, [542], [547], 552, 553, [556], 560, 565, 
576, 579, 583; 1484, 93, 229, 301, [303], 307 ; 
1435, 17, 53, 200; 1488, 3, 7; 1440, 5; 1441, 

68, 105; 1442, 1; 1447, 197; 1449, 83, 86; 

1456 (4), 8; 1588, 13 (1awe), 15 (1v0c); 1597, 7 

eikoo-aerys, 1848, 12 

el pH TL, 1508, 18; 1509, 6 (—te) 

elrov. See eyo 
¥ / eupynka. See réyw 

*cioeLépyopuat, 1488, 233 
cio epxopat, 1884, 36; 1483, 73, 137, 185, 327 

WORDS 

eloKopila, 1418, 12 and passim; 1414, 106 (?) 

elompatTw, 1878, 10; 1405, 11; 1418, 7,19; 1485, 

I, 120,150; 1486, to5; 1471; 1477; 1478 (?) 

€KaCTOS, 1832, 2,6; 1883, 4,8; 1838, 23; 1339, 
4, 14; 1848, 4, 7, 26 (exor.); 1845, 3(?), 9, 27, 

39; 1849, 8; 1854, 17; 1856, 8, 13, [16], [19]; 

1861, 3; 1863, 8; 1869, 9, 13, 14; 1884, 7, 
11, [15], 25, 43, 50; 1888, 10; 1891, 13, 16; 

1892, 9; 1898, 26; 1484, 11, [16], 18, 24, 36; 

1485, 47, 77, 78, 96, 104, 108; 1487, 11; 

1440, 3 

ExOiSapu, 1891, 11 (cxdiSur); 1898, 11 

€xetoe, 1850, 11 
€xO— (?), 1416, 24 

eRneepia. See éx4pia 

exk\noia, 1848, 26; 1863, 4,9; 1884, 17; 1419, 

16, 75, 524, 526, 528, 530, [533], 544, 548, 5515 
556, [560-562], 785, 833, 1076, 1080; 1482, 15 

(exA.); 1471 (exAd.). See also Index 4, under 

TOroL 

€xTéuTr@, 13832, 18; 1833, 20; [1837, 1]; 1843, 1, 
10; 1846, 10, 22; 1858, 15; 1854, 22; [1358, 

7]; 1859, 23; 1862, 8; 1863, 9; 1875, 11; 

1876, 13; 13885, 4; 1892, 17; 1400, 3; 1401, 

8; 1404, 6, 10, 17; [1406, 3] 
eExreurpis, 1848, 13; 1880, 33; 1468; 1494, 47; 

1499, 22 
EXTOL, 1853, 1 
*exotiyiov, 1416, 1 (—yw); 1441, 80; 1447, 216 

(exorux/) 

exoTpadpowa, rd, See Index 5 

ExTayy, 1845, 34; 1856, 27 
EKTATTO, 1845, 24, 27; 1856, 26 

EKTENE€wW, 1887, 13, 22; 1838, 37; 1845, 8; 1884, 

61; 1893, 54; 1899, 12 

exTiOnut, 1848, 6; 1844, 4; 1464 
€xTOos, [1892, 6]; 1496, 2; 1570, 5 
€davov, 1875, 16; 1414, [24] and passim; 1415, 1, 2, 

8; 1488, 21, 51, 97, 119, 127, 150, 166, 197, 279, 

485; 1484, [2317], 234; 1485, 81, 118; 1486, 

105; 1442, 2, 21; 1443, 40, 50; 1447, 118, 

123, 149; 1448, 11, 29; 1449, 30, 32, 34, 36, 37, 

40, 50, 52, 56, 58, 61; 1457, 76; 1515, 6, 9 

*éhavoupyés, 1419, 796, 1044, 1075, 1253; 1420, 134, 

142; 1480, 11, 31, 109; 1484, 52; 1485, 166; 

1441, 91; 1552, 2. See also Index 4, under réra 

€Lavva, 1400, 23 (?); 1488, 79 (?) 

*é€happde, 1845, 19, 32; 1356, 26, 38 

* 
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€hdxioros, 1494, 40; 1495, 13; 1497, 28; 1499, 
11, 16; 1512, 32; 1513, 9; 1515, 19; 1536, 
18; 1589, 7; 1548, 4, 11; 1552, 23, 29, 31; 

1553 verso, 15 (eNaex.); 1565, 54; 1589, 11; 

1595, 7; 1596, 20; 1622, 2; 1630, 1 

€lejpov, 1412, 2; 1481, 2; 1488, 2; 1484, 2; 
1451, 2; 1460, 184; 1462 [(a), 2]; (), 1; [(/), 

a]; (e), 25 [@) 2]; [4 2]; 2; 1; 
(r), 2; [(4, 2]; 1494, prot.; 1496, prot.; 

1499, prot.; 1540, prot.; 1542, prot.; 1545, 

prot.; 1574, 2; 1581, 2; 1610, prot. 

ehec— (?), 1890, 1 
€hevOepos, 1513, 5; 1530, 19; 1592, 8; 1610, 19; 

1635, 6 

*EXIs, 1420, 146, 269; 1427, 21; 1482, 80 

errilw, 1849, 28; 1861, 6 
euBardo, 1354, 4, 17; 1870, 8; 1871, 9; 1447, 

197; 1450, 5, 6 

*éuBodkdpyns. See Index 3 
eBoy. See Index 5 
€utreipos, 1358, 13 

*éumveopevas, 1849, 12 
€umrodilw, 1882, 17; 1838, 19; 1890, 10; 1897, 2 
€umrdsuos, 1358, 16; 1894, 26; 15380, 14 

eumoves, 1837, 23; 1844, 11 (erov.); 1849, 33; 
1384, 46 

euparns, 1345, 6 
eudhavila, 1566, 12 

eudhépa, 1410, 6; 1419, 827, [1365] 

eupurevTys. See Index 4 

evayo, 1508, 24 (emeve); 1565, 16 (asmeve); 1574, 

23 (emeve); 1598, 6 (aimere) 

évaTropevw, 1850, 11 

€vatos, 1851, 7; [1853, 7]; 1868, 8; 1870, 6; 
1371, 5; 1874, 13; 1875, 8; 1876, 8; 1878, 
8; 1879, 9; 1892, 5; 1464 

*€yBevtov (inventum), 1610, 21 

*évdixi—, 1369, 16 

evdorv, 1837, 9 
€vdokos : évdogdraros, 1412, 24-204, passim, 367; 

1484, 230; 1485, 159; 1441, 90; 1445, 7; 

1447, 137, 139, 141, 144, [187], 189, 191, 192; 

1449, 49; 1494, 7,17; 1495, 4; 1496, 5, 13; 

1497, 3, 16; 1498, 6; 1502, 1; 1508, 4; 

1509, 17; 1511, 6; 1512, 5; 1518, 3; 1521, 
18; 1528, 13; 1529, 5 (estogoa.) ; 1540, 6, 

21; 1542, 5 (exaozwr/) ; 1565, 6; 1570, 3; 

1572, 33; 1578, 3; 1574, 13; 1577, 5; 1581, 
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8; 1584, 5; 1587, 6; 1589, 2; 1604, 4; 1610, 

7, 32; 1614, 4; 1633, 1 

*évdpavas, 1882, 10; 1888, 12; 1849, 12; 1882, 
22; 13894, 16 

emete, See évayw 

€veka, 1838, 17; 1405, 14 
EveKe, 1844, 4, 19; 1854, 16; 1884, 35; 1887, 12 
€veKev, 1886, 10 

€vexupor, 1578, 13 (enencep-) 

EvEXW, 1494, 9 (ename.), 30; 1495, 1; 1502, 3; 

1531, 3 (emasm.); 1533, 5 (do.); 1584, 2 (do.); 

1535, 7 (emy.); 1684, 17 (amspce) 

evOa, 1832, 9; 18838, 10 , 
EMAAT/, etAoyeTp/. See DrAoverpuos 
€voiKiov, 1446, 31; 1448, 8, 26; 1491 (2) 
évaTé\Xo, 1869, 5 
*évrdyvov, 1834, [4], 6; 1835, 7, 13; 1886, 9, 11; 

1837, 7, 16; 1888, 24; 1889, 8; [1841, 7]; 

1842, 4,6; 1846, 8; 1847, 7, 10; 1852, 5, 9; 

1853, 4, 23; 1854, 8, 21; 1858, [5], 6; 1866, 

5, [12]; 1868, 9; 1869, 12; 1871, 6, [9]; 

1874, 9, 12; 1875, 9, 11; 1876, 8, 13; 1878, 

8, 10;: 1879, 9, 11; 1885, 2; 1886, [5], 7; 

1887, 8, 10; 1888, 10; [1892, 6]; 1896, 5; 

1400, 5, 12, 17, 19; 1401, 5, 7; 1404, 14; 

[1406, 2]; 1418, 24; 1421, 2(?); 1428, 4-6, 

11; 1572, 11, 12 (emtane), 13; 1634, 15 

evradpa, 1884, 55 

évrav0a, 1848, 40; 1851, 10 
€vTeh@s, 1838, 17; 1848, 11; 1854, rx 

evtiOnp, 1884, 4; 1835, 8; 1837, 6; 1853, 22; 

1854, 20; 1368, 10; 13876, 9; 1893, 33; 

1400, 4, 11; 1404, 14 

€vTOS, 1483, 23, 39, 64, 99, 129, 151, 160, 179, 208, 

227, 246, 248, 277, 282, 319, 342, 346, 374, 381, 

412, 415, 419, 446, 469, [474], 508; 1485, 134; 
1441, 110; 1442, 1; 14438, 32 

EvOpOTS, 1856, 18 (?), 20 (evopwres) 
€vaots, 1447, 163 

e€dytov, 1412, 117, 120; 1418, 2; 1457, 2, [4], 11, 

12, 30, 32-34, 36, 109(?); 1468; 1570, 16 

(—1m); 1572, 18 (do.) 

* €€axivduvos, 1527, 3; 1553, 37 (agimemtimoc) ; 1587, 

14 (agmnmamtoc), 30, 33 

*éEaxwovves, 1400, 8 

e€axohovbéw, 1354, 13; 1891, 28 (efexodovOncas) 
e€adeihw, 1338, 29; 1849, 21; [1882, 29] 

é€avvots, 1849, 7, 33 (—ons), 35; 1894, 4, 16, 24 

4K 2 
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é&avvq, [1849, 2?]; 1870, 17 
é&amro— (or éfday[xvs]?), 1877, 2 
*€famrohvw, 1404, 7 
*ééapria, 1346, 6; [1871, 2]; 1886, 1; 1488, 

163; 1484, 115, 150; [1485, 12]; 1489, 7; 

1442, 1 

éfacdhadifopar, 1898, 41 
e€eSpos, 1419, 16, 184, 371, 785, 808, 856, 902, 920, 

943, 966, 981, 1053, 1169, 1212, 1332-1336, 

1338, 1342, 1344; 1422, 49 
e&€pyomat, 1834, 7; 1850, 4; 1892, 4; 1894, 9; 

1484, 242; 1485, 65 

e€eort, 1881, 11 (?) 
ééijs, 1416, 26(?); 1449, 48; 1450, 2; 1462 (2), 

8(?); 1572, 2, 5, [21], 25 (e€os), 29 (do.) 

€&ta-d, 1837, 18; 1856, 10 

é€ouxos (?), 1482, 71 
é€dre, 1890, 3 
éfovoia, 1540, 13; 1564, 5 (?); 1565, 22; 1566, 

1(?); 1567, 3 

esyAoc (or gyNoc ?), 1565, 10 (—we), 38 

ew, 1422, 65; 1471; 1512, 20 
eEwber, 1886, 13; 1414, 22 and assim; 1421, 150 

(? — or éfwrixds); 1485, 152, 155 

*éEwmvnXirns, 1419, 1219 
e€wrepiKds, 1459, 23 

€€wtiKds, 1579, 2 

€mdyw, 1404, 4; 1418, 350, 362, 373, 384, 394, 404, 
414, 4443 1483, 80, 81, [238], 272, 333, 367, 
407, 441, 462, 524, [557]; 1512, 2 

eraipo (? — or érapOpéw), 1412, 495, 531 

éravadve, 1850, 3 

erravepXop.at, 1484, 242; 1485, 65; 1461, 100 

érdva, 1880, 27; 18938, 14 
erapiO ew (? — or éraipw), 1412, 495, 531 
mel, 1851, 12; 1684, 12 (ems) 

rel, 1508, 6; 1541, 2; 1573, 3; 1576, 5; 1592, 
3; 1610, 9 3 

erevdu— (?), 1890, 1 

ére&€devos, 1848, 20, 23; 1851, 13; 1856, 30; 

[1886, 14 (see Addenda)]; 1565, 24 (emsz.), 39 

(do.); 1566, ro (do.) 

erépxopat, 1848, 41 

€NHCHON, EMHCIOMN. See érofkov 

€meiKeLa, 1849, 8 (erinx.); 1894, 22 (do.) 

erilnréw, 1888, 6, 14, 40; 1412, 11, 53, 59, [68] 
and passim ; 1413, passim; 1414, 2, [62], [105], 

139, 164, [189], 209, [227], 241, 296, 323; 

WORDS 

1415, 13; 1416, 2(a); 1421, 3; 1442, 41; 

1446, 15-26; 1449, 80; 1450, 3; 1476 

eTUAKELA, 
erPewpéw, 1891, 13, 27 
émux®/ (emuxv® or euxo®). See Index 5 
érikeywat, 1882, 5, 16; 1833, 6, 18; 1884, 1; 

1836, 12; 1842, 8; 1848, 1; [1855, 8]; 

1856, 6; 1871, 4; 1876, 7; 1879, 8; 1382, 

15; 1888, 17; [1401, 8]; 1402, 5; 1410, 3; 

1414, 57, 100; 1416, 66; 1483, 378; 1484, 

94, I12, 115, 151, 176, 246; 1485, 12, 36, 76, 

85 ; 1487, 10, 15 ; 1440, 6; 1441, 113; 1491 (c); 

1507; 1515, 1, 2, 3, 8; 1518, 8; 1621, 11; 

1528, 11; 1542, 11; 1581, 9; 1603, 2 

émuko®. See erix®/ 

*érukoupevo, 1464 
émuxv®, See émx?/ 

emihayxave, 1845, 39; 1852, 8; 1369, 14 
émuhéyopat, 1856, 16, 17; 1420, 1; 1428, 20; 

1429, 20; 1441, 87(?); 1475; 1554, 3 
€7tXEKTOS, 1852, 10 

emiAnp—, 1834, 13 

ému(wepio nds ?), 
emmgeAeyerc. 
emir keTmTopat, 1361, 3 
émuaKevy, 1391, 12 

émioKoTros, 1845, 5; 1856, 20, 29 

*rurToveacTos, 1892, 16; 1898, 53 (eomo8.) 

emloT—, 1484, 64, 67 

eriorahpa, 1416, 69; 1488, 489 (?); 1484, 17, 22, 
35, 92, 100, 196; 1485, 2, 41, [49], 91, 112, 

201; 1486, 63; 1447, 6, 9, 121; 1496, 13; 

1505, 1; 1512, 15; 1552, 24 (emscteX.), 30 

(do.); 1558, 4 (micteX.), verso, 7,17; 1555, 38; 

1556, 16; 1568, 16 (smsctapaxa); 1565, 20, 38, 

48 (emrctapssa); 1567, 5; 1578, 1; 1584, 12 

eriorapat, 1882, 12; 1883, 14; 1839, 17; 1844, 
7; 1845, 17; 1846, 16; 1849, 31; 1856, 25; 
1359, 8; 1362, 12; 1870, 14; 1880, 28; 1381, 
3; 1882, 4; [1884, 54]; 1891, 25, 32; [1893, 

50]. See also édiornus 

émuat*, 1486, 45 

€mLoTOA, 1382, 3; 1838, 5; 13887,9; 1869, 8; 1391, 

23; 1416, 51; 1488, 16; 1484, 26, 57, 71, 77 

emitayy, 1852, [4], 14; 1483, 29, 79, 189, 237, 285, 

332; 1484, 77 
ériraypa, 1870, 12; 1891, 5, 7; 1418, 18-122, 

passim (?); 1485, 21 

See éruefkeva 

See Index 5 

See ére&éAevais 

aD ait 

—— 
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€TLTOAH, 1483, 92 
emir peta, 1837, 4, 20; 1839, 11; 1843, 9, 25, 37; 

1845, 18; 1848, 10; 18538, 13; 1356, 18; 

1380, 6; 1884, 28; 1894, 14; 1487, 9 

€miTpoy, 1887, 22 ; 1838, 25; 1848, 28; 1344, 8; 

1354, 13; 1877, 11; 1888, 6; 1402, 15 

emipOdve, 1349, 15 
*éruxpeta, 1847, 3 
€motKwov, 1412, 53, 59, 68 and passim; 1418, [20] 

and passim; 1414, 62, 104, [105], [138], 139, 

164, [189], [209], 227, 241; 1416, 8(a)-12 (2) ; 

1418, 7; 1419, 405-407, 416, 417, 419-422, 

1265 (emix.), 1266; 1420, 237; 1422, 9; 1481, 

84, 85; 1482, 118-121; 1488, 50, 275, 338, 

379, 444, 464, 527; 1484, 186, 306, 313; 14385, 

113; 1486, 75, 77, 79, 111, 1273; 1487, 5, 6; 

1445, 4,5; 1449, 10, 12-14, 27, 42, 55, 773 

1451, 56, 59, 73, 74, 98, Tol, 103; 1452, 24; 

1458, [8], [9]; 1459, 1, [5], 28, 30, 33, 47-53, 
63, 64; 1461, 2, 4, 11, 24, 55, 62, 64, 65, 74; 

1468; 1475; 1476; 1488; 1494, 8; 1496, 
6; 1497, 4; 1498, 1; 1499, 19; 1502, 2; 

1508, 2 (ommn.); 1512, 6; 1518, 4; 1525, 1, 
3; 1542, 6 (enueHom); 1545, 6; 1558, 9, 19, 

2 (emn/), 39, verso, 11, 39; 1554, 3; 1561, 

13; 1562, 14; 1565, 30; 1574, 16; 1576,1; 

1584, 6; 1604; 1614, 5 (enue); 1616, 2, 
See also Index 4, under rézov, Tag “Exrouxiov 

OETIORICOE. See trdKeypat 

erodetho, 1402, 12 
*€pavva (= épevva), 1884, 48 
épyadetov, 1884, to (<pyada.) ; 1886, rr 
epyacia, (1336, 5, 13]; 1842, 8; 1848, 1; 1368, 

5; 1401, 4, 9; [1402, 5]; 1414, 22; 1488, 

38, 180, 228, 285, 293, 362, 400, 435, 458, 488, 

519; 1451, 113 

epyarns, 1366, 2, [4], 7, [15]; 1402, 1, [17]; 1403, 
1, [3]; 1414, [24], 76, 81, 118, 151, 198, 218; 

1421, 9; 1424, 66; 1480, 77, 80; 1483, 18, 
28, 30-32, 41, 61, 74, 84, IoI-104, 110, 126, 

138, 144, 153, 154, 156, 161, 175, 181, 186, 191, 

202, 204, 208, 209, 224, 229, 234, 240, 269, 277, 

284-288, 297, 299, 316, 336, 342, 345, 346, 363, 
365, 374, 377; 402, 405, 436, 439, 459, 467, 472, 

474; 479, 487, 490, 492, 495, 506-508, 520, 522, 
[540]; 1485, 43, 58, 113, 186, 187, 199; 1436, 

45, 77, 80, 106, 109, 120; 1487, 2, 5, 7; 1441, 

95, 99; 1448, 59; 1451, 16, 38, 42, 60, 88, 

124, 130, 142, 146, 166; 1457, 47-49; 1466; 

1508, 6, 15; 1509, 7, 11; 1510, 4; 1611, 1, 

10; 1512, 10, 13 (mauyep.), 31 (apt), 39 (mrugap.); 

1513, 2; 1514, 2; 1515, 5; 1516, 3 (mmataep,); 
1517, 8, 9 

€pyov, 1332, 11; 1888, 12; 1984, 13; 1887, 14; 

1838, 11; 1849, 23, 26, 32, 38; 1880, 7; 

1394, 24 

€pevvda, 1848, 35; [1386, 11] 
épnpdw, 1843, 21 
€pmp—, 1460, 157 

€pxopat, 1872, 10; [1874, 6]; 1483, 56, 83, 122, 

143, 172, 220, 239, 273, 312, 335, 394, 408, 514, 
[543]; 1441, 47-53, 55, 74, 76-78, 80-84, 88, 
89, 92, 96; 1451, 100; 1457, 24, 35 

€patdw, 1850, 9 
€o-yaros, 1343, 24 (eox.) 

éowler, 1421, 158 
€owrepiKds (? — wwrep/), 1419, 896, 905 

€ratpos, 1489, 5; 1447, 75, 109, 115, 148, 171, 174, 

196 

ETEpos, 1338, 30, 36, 39; 1839, 19; 1845, 5, 32; 
1846, 15; [1848, 12]; 1859, 15; 1860, 12; 

13862, 17; 1878, 4; 1882, 9, 18; 1884, 31; 

1389, 5; 1391, 5; 1893, 10; 1400, 7; 1419, 

954, 1307; 1488, 66(?), 321 (?); 1484, 93; 
1485, 17 (eraipp), 200 

eTY, See airéw 

rt: ere pay wat, 1846, 7; 1848, 7 
€rouios, 1494, 14; 1496, 15; 1497, 11; 1506, 2; 

1511, 4; 1512, 18; 1518, 12; 1521, 13, 15; 

1522, 2; 1582, 2; 1584, 1; 1586, 8. év éroiyw, 
1839, 16; 13538, 20 ; 

€ros : éros Ge, 1484, 136. eros Gs, 1484, 10, 18, 23, 
36, 136, 151, 190; 1485, 69, 96, 98. eros Gé, 1434, 

176, 225; 1485, 21, 76, 108. Gy éros, 1486, 122. 

éros GO, 1486, 30. éros f, 1487, Lo, 15 

erov for avrys, 1460, 137 

erw for avris, 1460, 10, 31, 43, 47, 56, 88, 99, 141, 

167, 174, 179; 1461, 54 (?), 59(?); 1487 
for adrod, 1419, 335, 1297 

everdys : cdadéoraros, 1349, 2 
ev0éws, 1836, 12; 1846, 12; [1848, 5]; 1858, 20; 

1857, 5; [1865, 2]; 1870, 7; 1874, 10; 1894, 

Io 

evKatpia: Kari ed,, 1628, 1, 3; 1641, 1 (eynep.) 

*evkatporépws (L, and S. only eixaipérepov), 1849, 

14 (xx:) 
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evKdens : etxAcéotaros, 1412, 16-221, passim, 281, 381, 

[459]; 1449, 16 
evoyéw, 1380, 13; 1642, 2 (eypoxsarnme part.) 

evvoa, 1349, 24 

evvodxos, 1447, 171 

ebrropéw, 1552, 25 (eynwpe); 1553, 29 (eymwpa), 

verso, 19 (eynwpe), 35; 1555, 40 

evTopos, 1893, 4, 15; 1578, 10 

edpioke, 1882, 17; 1888, 19; 1884, 8; 1838, 25; 
1839, 16; 1848, 5, 11, 16, 20, 30; 1844, 8,13; 

1845, 19; 1849, 24, 25, 29; 1856, 25, 31, 37; 

1859, 6 (cvpapev, aor.); 1860, 7; 1861, 2; 

1862, 7; 1865, 5; 1867, 6, 17; 1870, 4, 12,14; 

1377, 7; 1880, 7; [1881, 6?]; 1882, 4, [7 ?], 

[17]; 1883, 8; 1884, [19], [31], 36, 40, [48], 
53, 54; 1886, 12; 1888,5; [1898, 50]; [1896, 

5]; 1400, 6 (evpecys), 10, 19; 1404, 11(?); 

1405, 13; 1462 (xu), 4; 1610, 57 (evpn®); 1611, 

13 (do.) 
eyponteenite, See ciroyéw 

EVTX HOD, 1448, 7 (? — evycx‘) 

evxatpotépws. See cixaiporépws 

evyaptoTéw, [1350, 2]; 1351, 2; [1852, 2]; 1853, 
3; 1856,3; 1859, 3; 1860,4; 1862, 4; 1368, 
3; [1869, 2]; 1870, 3; 1874, 4; 1875, [3]; 

[1876, 3]; 1878, 3; 1879, 3; [1880, 2]; [1881, 

2]; [1887, 3]; [1894, 2]; [1896, 3]; [1899, 3]; 

[1401, 2]; 1684, 9, 15; 1645, 6 

—evw (?), 1884, 51 
Eferkw, 1356, 36 
ehiornmt, 1859, 17 (errata) 

*éy decors (= &Oeors), 1485, 168 

€xOpia, 1554, $ (exoepta); 1559, 5; 1560, 4; 1561, 

5, 15; 1564, 4 (exeepra) 

€xw, 1832, 13; 1838, 15; 1887, 21; 1888, 11, 15, 

16; 1839, 16; 1843, 39; 1844, 12, 20; 1846, 

16; 1848, 14; 1849, 24, 34; 1856, 33; 1859, 

13, 19; 1862, 16, 18;' 1867, 10; 1870, 9; 

1372, 1; 1880, 11, 15; 1881, 9; 1882, 6, 7; 

1384, 5, [22]; 1885, 3; [1402, 13]; 1404, 11, 
12; 1405, 16. éxdpeva (vopicpara), 1412, 13, 

14, 19 and passim; 1418, passim; 1414, 63, 

140, 165, 190, 210, 242, 294, 323; 1442, 31, 

32, F (p. 352), 71, 723 1470; 1475 

edpa, 1875, 17; 1898, 32, 34; 1414, 41, [60], 

[88], 109, 124, 143, 156, 168, 181, 193, 203, 

[231], 237, [262], 264, 267, 271, 282; 1415, 1, 

2,8; 1488, 52, 59, 119, 124, 168, 144, 216, 

222, 255, 307, 314, 354, 358, 390, 396, 425, 
431, 454, 456, 480, 511, 563, 564, 574, 575, 581, 
582, 588, 589; 1447, 46, 50, 56, 57, 123, 124, 

131, 149, 159, 154) 198 ; 1449, 31, 32; 53> 63; 

1486 ; 1491 (/) 

Qeyprere (? bBprs), 1642, 6 

Caw, 1844, 10 
Cedyos (MSS. Ciyos), 1488, 373, 468, 561, 572; 1508, 

13, 14, 20; 1509, 9, 11; 1632, 15 

Cypia, 1848, 19, 21; 1845, 12, 14, 16, 26, 29, 39; 

1859, 1, 5, 7, 13, 233; 1488, [549], 562, 587; 
1441, 55, 88, 91; 1456 (4),2; 1632, 6 

Cypid, 1848, 20; 1856, 30 

Cnréw, 1839, 15; 1880, 29; 1419, 689a(?); 1484, 
178, 179; 1485, 92. See also Index 6 (a), y 

tyrnots, 1881, 10 
Cuydv, 1435, 39, 40; 1488, 8(?); 1443, 58, 66; 

1445, 8 (?) 

Coyos. See Ledyos 

Cuyoordrns. See Index 3 
Coparile. See cwpari~o 

Cwo—, 1441, 72 
Cwomro.ds, 1494, 1; 1499, 1; 1512, 1; 1521, 2; 

1542, 1 (zwmroy) ; 1569, 1; 1574, 9; 1584, 

1; 1610, 1; 1612, 1 

7 for ei (?), 1352, 12 

nyovpevos. See Index 3 
your, 1508, 10; 1580, 2 

non, 1844, 5; 1857, 6, 9; 1359, 18; 1880, 5; 
1895, 3, 8 

NOews (= Hews ?), 1838, 11 

npEepa., 1839, 12; 1846, 9; 1884, 21; [1894, 5]; 

13897, 3; 1483, 38, 293; 1484, 22, 48, 143; 

1436, 10; 1441, 48, 51-53; 1459, 25; 1570, 

6 (graxepa), 13 (do.), 18 (do.), 25 (do.) 

NPETEPOS, 1837, 7, 16; 1851, 3; 1852, 9; 1353, 22; 

1854, 8, 21; 1858, 2; 1866, 11; 1869, 12; 

1874, 11; 1875, 6, 11; 1876, 12; 1878, 10; 

1879, 11; 1886, 9; 1888, 3; 1896, 5; 1400, 

5, 12, 19; 1401, 7; [1406, 2]; 1488, 73, 74, 
137, 138, 180, 185, 186, 228, 233, 234, 264, 269, 

327, 328, 345, 362, 365, 400, [405], 435, 439, 
458, 460, [488], 492, 519, 522, 540, 555, 568, 
578 

Hpvorus, 1847, 2; 1409, 1 
Hvika, 1854, 10 
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OHITORICOE. 

QHTLoy pera, 

HTOL, 1419, 918; 1488, 53, 55, 62, 92, 127, 171, 177, 
225, 317, 360, 433, 485; 1485, 58, 186; 1486, 

74; 1441, 75; 1447, 197; 1451, 106, 109, 146; 

1457, 108; 1462(/), 10; 1485; 1488; 1494, 6; 
1497, 2 ; 1508, 3; 1509; 3; 1518, 2; 1520,2; 

1540, 20; 1542, 4; 1574, 12; 1580,3; 1581, 

7; 1604, 3; 1610, 6 

—nros, 1856, 7 

See trdxerpar 

See Sroupyla 

Oddacoa, 1434, 224; 1485, 80 (GadA.), 101 (do.), 
106 (do.); 1488, 2; 1451, 40, 76, 99, 102, 104 

*QeBed (Ar. thabat?), 1485, 122 

Jédw, 1884, 6; 1839, 2; 1849, 23; 1351, 7; 1381, 
3; 1884, 60; 1404, 7, 9 

Geparilw, 1836, 7; 1848, 36; 1844, 21; 1845, 14; 
1354, 7; [1866, 9? — see note]; 1888, 10; 

1384, 42; 1393, 1, 37; 1486, 136; 1585, 3 

Oepario ds, 1887, 6, 15; 1515, 13 
GEMIATHPN. See Gup.arijprov 

@eds, 6, 1885, 2; 1836, 2; 1338, 8, 28; 1840, 2; 

(1841, 2]; 1843, 16, 32; 1844, 2, 18; 1845, 1, 

22; 1346, 3; 1849, 1, 6, 9, 22, 28, 35, 38; 

1350, [1], 3; 1851, [1], 3; 1852, 1, 3; 1858, 2, 

4; 1854, 10; (1855, 2]; 1856, 2, [4], 5, 9, 33; 

1359, 2, 4, 7; 1860, 3, 4; 1861, 6; 1862, 2, 4; 

1368, 10; 1868, 2, [4]; [1869, 1, 2]; 1870, 

[2], 4, 17; 1874, 2,4; 1875, 2, [3]; 1876, 2, 4; 

1878, 2, 4; 1879, 2, 4; 1880, [1, 2], 10, 13, 20; 

1881, [1], 3; 1882, 21; [1383, 1]; 1384, 33; 

[1887, 2, 4]; 1891, 1, 26; 1892, 2; 1893, 18, 

51; 1894, [1], 3; 1896, 2, 4; 1899, 2, 4; 

1401, 1, 3; 1408, 2; 1405, 16; 1407, 1; 
1408, 1; 1410,1; [1411, 2]; 1412, 1, 4, 5, 9, 

273, 349, 453, 529; 1418, 2; 1414, 278; 1418, 

7, 19; 1420, 1, [154]; 1421, 2; [1424, 1]; 

1426, 1; 1427, 20; 1481, 1, 4, 5; 1482, 79, 
115; 1488, 2, 6, 7,14; 1484, [1], 4, [5], 233; 

1435, 1*, 2* 1; 1486, 136; 1447, 6; 1461, 
[1], 4, [5]; 1452, 1; 1454, 11; 1455, 6; 

1460, [183], 186, [187]; 1462, passim; 1464; 

[1468]; 1475; 1476; 1478; 1491(4); 1494, 
prot.; 1496, prot.; 1499, prot.; 1542, prot.; 

1565, 56; 1574, 4, 5; 1581, 4; 1589, 5; 1610, 
prot. 

Beordkos, 7. See Index 4 
Geod( ), 1415, 12 
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Oepameia, 1448, 32 (—m-); 1457, 43 (do.), 81 (do), 
88 (do.) 

Jeparrar, 1435, 118 

Oepila, 1359, 18 
Oepiopds, 1854, 10, 11 
Pepeeepolt (qu. = *Gepydpuv ?), 1631, c. 1, 10 

—Oeous, 1861, 5 
PriBw, 1848, 19; 1859, 16 
OvycKe, 1848, 40 

Ovydrnp, 1420, 76, 120, 211; 1481, 15; 1447, 37, 

82, 121; 1461, 10; 1488; 1518, 21, 23; 1519, 

17; 1521, 24; 1610, 56 

Oupwary prov, 1631, c. 1, 7 (eesstarHpn), c. 6, 6 (do.) 

iarpos, 1419, 1108, 1309; 1421, 70; 1447, 145,193; 
1460, 165- See also Index 4, under rérox 

idixds (in the Coptic texts grarmom), 1846, 20; 1497, 

14; 1500, 5; 1517, 1; 1587, 3 
tOwos, 1832, 8; 1838, 10; 1848, 43; 1882, 11, 12, 

28; 1883, 13; 1884, 4, 16; 1893, 9; 1400, 
4; 1412, 13, 126, 211, 286, 363; 1416, 2¢ (4); 

1480, 126, 132, 134; 1481, 11; 14838, 55; 

1435, 5-126, passim; 1442, 43; 1448, 24, 27, 

30, 33, 36, 38, 39; 1460, 118(?) 

idov. See under dpdw 
Yawec. See cidos 

ixkavos, 1832, 4; 1838, 5; 1887, 18; 1848, 34; 

1849, 11; 1867, 10; [1871, rr] 

*id\NovoTptos, 1494, 8; 1508, 5; 1512, 5; 1518, 4; 

1520, 4; 1521, 6; 1581, 1; 1533, 3; 1540, 7; 

1542, 6 (emAAT/); 1545, 5; 1569, 7; 1571,1; 

1578, 2 (enAoyctp/); 1574, 14; 1618, 6; 

1684, 19 (sX.) 

giaeepa. See jpépa 

w(__), 1891, 31 
ivoukTL@ov, 1832, 19; 1888, 21; 1884, [2], 16; 

1835, 4,18; 1836, [7], 13, 15; 1887, 4, 24; 

1338, 41 ; 1889, 21 ; 1840, 11 ; 1841, [6], 10, 12; 

1842, 3, 10; 1848, 43; [1844, 22], and passim 

YOM. See ofos 

IICTAPAea. 
imma puov, 1444, 18 
immoKopos, 1847, 16; 1484, 58 (umrox”/), 249 
— vo pds (Acyurpds ?), 14°70 
*icoxwovves (only adj. in L, and S.), 1845, 32 
ioos, 1843, 26; 1884, 15, 50; 1898, 19; 1483, 6. 

rotéw.. . tov = ‘to make a copy of’, 1856, 22 
iodTns, 1845, 2; 1856, 36 

See érioradpa 
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iornpt, 1882, 10; 1838, 12; 1861, 2 
ioxvw, 1610, 31 
wowtep/. See éowrepixds 
—uros, 1856, 15 
ITOc. See eldos 

kafapds, 1835, 11; 1404, 13; 1407, 4; 1408, 
3; 1428, 4-6; 1429, 1, 2, [5]; 1485, 22; 

1448, 67 
*xalapoupyds, 1419, 1034; 1444, 25 (?); 1471 
kaBapors, 1408, 6, 7; 1484, 107, 270 
Kafapds, 1580, 21 (—oc) ; 1598, 2 (do.) 
xa0épa, 1631, c. 6, 7 
KaOyKw, 1436, 143 

KaOyddw, 1884, [26], 41 

Ka0o8os, 1338, 2; 1840, 1; 1861, 9 

xaOddou, 76, 1844, 7 ; 1845, 13; 1854, 20; 1893, 49 
kaOdr, 1859, 17; 1881, 9; 1404, 7 
xaOuroratTw, 1332, 3; 1833, 4 
Kalds, 1888, 33; 1404, 14 
natveye, 
Ramtoc, See xouvds 

Kaupos, 1849, 15; 1854, 10; 1894, 7; 1565, 16; 
1598, 6; 1610, 27 

KaKOS, 1849, 37 
RaKOYH[.], 1631, c. 1, 9 

*kaKoxXdpakTos, 1405, 9 (—xapuer.) 

KaKQs, 1880, 8 

*xahadarns, 1891, 31; 1410, 5, 7; 1488, 39, 104, 
109, 160, 248, 288; 1484, 68, 69, 94, 96, 99, 

142, 161, 204, 206, 278, 282-286; 1485, 4, 18, 

24, 103, 197, 198; 1436, 59-62; 1446, 1; 

1514, 1 
kahobédera, 1849, 21 

KaNotrotéw, 1838, 28 

kaos, 1852, 10; 1869, 16; 1888, 2; 1892, 15 
*xahoxdpaktos, 1405, 1 (—xapvxr.) 

KaAOs, 1888, 28; 1880, 12; 1639, 8 

kapm\irns, 1480, 2; 1483, 26, 96, 280; 1435, 179; 
1555, 7; 1560, 21 

Kapnos, 1414, 69; 1483, 26, 96, 280; 1484, 173; 

1435, 53; 1441, 98; 1448, 19; 1485 

*xapiovov, 1852, [4], 10, 14; 1484, 77, 78; 1457, 
44; 1610, 39 (—1cm); 1682, 4, 15 

Kdpve, 1848, 11; 1414, [24], [26], [28], 76, 78, 81, 

118, 149, 151, [176], 198, 218, 304; 1486, 50 

Kdumravos, 1869, 5; 1441, 76, 87; 1681, c. 6, 10 
(Keax.) 

See xedevw 
> 

WORDS 

KdpmrTw, 1494, 13, 14, 32; 1495, 2,11; 1498, 3, 4, 

13; 1499, 4,5; 1502,6; 1503, 2; 1506, 1, 

2; 1511, 4 
Kav, 1528, 6. x. «i, 1835, 15 
KRANMOGOHKE, 1631, c. 1, 5 

Kkavov, See Index 5 
Kam pos. See Index 4, under rézox 

xapdBuov (MSS, napahn), 1494, 11; 1496, 11, 14; 

1497, 5; 1568, 4 (?) 

KdpaBos, 1387, 2; 1848, 2; 1869, 4; 1876, 1, 6, 15, 
17; [1886, 1? —see note]; 1887, 6; 1891, 4; 

1408, 4; 1410, 2; 1414, 26, 56, 78; 1416, 

1 a(h), 13, 41; 1427, 20*; 1483, 23, 32, 39, 
63, 64, 99, 104, 109, 128, 129, 151, 156, 163, 

178, 179, 199, 204, 208, 226, 227, 248, 250, 253, 

263, 282, 283, 288, 296, 301, 305, 318, 319, 340, 

342, 346, 361, 372, 374, 381, [399], 412, 415, 
419, 420, 434, 446, 457, 406, 469, 474, 486, 503, 
508, 518, 529, 537, 547, 553) 560, 565, 576, 583 ; 

1484, 35, 112, 115, [148], 175, 315; 1485, 3, 

21, 34, 36, 41, 58, [60], 98, 103, 140, 186, 187; 

1437, 1, 14; 1488, 3; 1441, 59, 68, 69, 102, 

110; 1442, 1; 1448, 274, 52(?), 58; 1446, 

26; 1449, 44, 67, 94; 1450, 5; 1451, 113; 

1452, 2; 1456 (2) 2; (6) 8; 1464; 1480; 
1494, 48; 1499, 22; 1517, 9 

Raphwne, 1643, 4 
Kap7ros, 1870, 5; 1880, 13; 1407, 3; 1486, 136; 

1681, c. 2, 8 

*KaoTEAAGTOS, 1484, 35; 1485, 98, 103; 1441, 78, 
102; 1449, 60, 63, 94; 1464 

Kao-T poy, 1483, 18, 277. See also Index 4 

KaTaBdhdw, 1353, 24; [1358, 8]; 1859, 5, 6 
(—arapevoy aor. part.); 1863, 7; [1871, 12]; 
1875, 12; 1880, 5, 7; 1886, 9; [1387, 11]; 

[1392, 12]; 1898, 39; 1894, 13; 1400, 14; 

1404, 16; 1412, 12, 121, 153, 206, 210, [234], f 

275, 282, 311, 351, 358, 362, 403, 460, 464, 487 ; 
1416, 2 (4), 2@(f), 69; 1418, 21; 1420, 4,157; 

1421, 6; 1423, 1; 1480, 76; 14385, 156, 157; 

1451, 12, 41, 80, 131, 142; 1456 (4), 1; 1481; 

1491 (¢); 1565, 29, 42, 47; 1570, 3; 1571, 3; 

1572, 17; 1574, 17; 1586, 7 

kataBuBalw, 1849, 27 

KataBoXy, 1412, 116, 117, 120, 127, 153 (k~/Bwd’), 

206 (x /Bovd"), 234, 275, 279, 228-536, passim ; 
1413, 13 and passim; 1417, 4, 5; 1488, 56, 83, 

122, 143, 172, 220, 259, 273, 312, 335, 368, 394, 
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408, 429, 442, 496, 514, 525, 543; 1458, 7; 
1459, 35; 1570, 4 

Katayivopat (? — or *karéyiov), 1859, 4; 1435, 114 
KaTaywwooKw, 1332, 12, 14; 1883, 14, 16 (—ywoor.) ; 

1402, 8 
*xatdyvov (? —or xaraylvoyat), 1859, 4; 1485, 114 
Kardyvwots, 1400, 20 
Karaypapy, 1343, 18; 1845, 38; 1384, [3], 10, 20; 

1485, 75, 130, 135, 151, 152, 155, 158; 1443, 

53, 54,65; 1449, 3; 1452, 1; 1500, 8; 1576, 

: 7; 1586, 1, 4; 1634, 13; 1638, 6 

Katdéypador, 1838, 21; 1839, 5, 8, 10; 1848, 2, 9, 
13; 1845, 8 (—ypav¢gov); 1854, 16; 1368, 8; 

1383, 9; 13983, 6, [8] 

Kataypadw, 1350, 17; 1872, 2, 4; 1884, 23 
KaTadéxop.at, 1838, 13; 1610, 17 (KatatIKXe) 

KBATAEPCATHC, See under épydrys 

*katalyntéw, 13638, 10; [1882, 317] 
*xaraljrynots, 1882, 3 
KatabpdoKw, 1354, 14 
KatahapBdave, 1388, 18, 32; 1839, 20; 1840, 10; 

1343, 17, 39; 1350, 8; 1353, 4 (—fay aor.); 

1882, 29; 1885, 2; 1894, 7. «. Ta tpds = ‘come 

down to, 1888, 1, 4, 34,40; 1839, 2, 13; 1865, 

3; 1870, 14; 1882, 2; 1384, 47; 1466 
Kardneubis, 1457, 3, 13, 29, 32, 38, 45, 51, 52, 72- 

74, 77, 78, 83, 84, 91, 93-95; 97, 98, 100, 10x 
Katahhayy, 1405, 7; 1435, 134 (?), 198, 200; 1488, 

5, 8; 1441, 79; 1448,57; 1457, 9 (x /raad%7), 

58, 87, 125 (xaraAA‘), 126 (do.); 1458, 7, 17; 

1462 (7), 10; 1514, 15; 1515, 10; 1517, 2; 

1526, 3; 1544, 15, 19; 1568, 17 (KatapA.); 

1573, 7; 1588, 1. See also —A\ayy 

katapavOdve, 1832, 10; 1833, 11; 1849, 22; 
1350, 9 (—6avv.) 3; 1863, 11 

KaTapEevo, 1332, 9 (karapevov for xaréuevov), 1333, Io 

KaTamLoTEevo, 1849, 31 

KRATAMpocwHnon. See under tpdcwrov 

RATAPAAKH, See xaradday} 
RATAposerte, 1546, 2 

KataoTeipw, 1361, 2; 1372, 10 

Katacopd, 1349, 13; 1867, 17 
KaTadoTacts, 1597, 3 

RATATIXE. See caradexouat 

*xatatp(odn ?), 1515, 4 
Katapépw, 1338, 35 

Katappovéw, 1359, 20; 1894, 7; 1528, 3 

Katabpovnots, 1845, 36 ; 1859, 9 

IV. 
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*eatrapudaky, 1441, 71 
kaTaxwpéw, 1412, 493, 518 (karaxop.) 

*xataxdpvor, 1398, 7 
karamraddw, 1848, 35; 1844, 19; 1884, 35; 

[1395, 3]; 1464 

*xateyxwpilo, 1417, 5 (kare) 
karepydlopat, 1369, 15; 1399, 8 

KaTepyov, 1334, [8], 9; 1841, 4; 1866, 1; 1411, 3; 
1438, 37, 40, 65, 81, 108, 111, 130, 238, 272, 

294, 299, 320, 333, 367, 407, 441, 462, 524, 5573 

1435, 76 
Karépxopat, 1839, 13; 1441, 68, 70, 72; 1448, 56 

(? — see note); 1445, 7; 1447, 172; 1449, 43; 

1457, 89 
KaToo( ), 1488, 247 
KaTw, 1851, 8; 1872, 1; 1402, 6; 1442, 69; 1447, 

138, 188; 1460, [38], 77 (xatwp), 96, 100, 153, 

171; 14622), 10 

katrwbev, 1854, 20 
*xavvakoTparns, 1419, 1224 
kavods (?), 1488, 37, 65, 108, 130, [320] 

Ke—, 70, 1898, 11 

ke(__), 1456 (5), 1 
KeL_—, 1391, 28 

REYAATEN. See Kepdériov 

Kédevos, 1838, 28 ; 1843, 42 ; 1844, 18; 1845, 22, 
37; 1849, 22; 13854, 10; 1863, 10; 1882, 21; 

1884, 33; [1891, 25]; 1398, 51; 1405, 16; 
[1486, 136?]; 1464; 1594, 3 

kedevw, 1870, 17; [1884, 14]; [1892, 14]; 1484, 
233; 1496, 17; 1515, 15; 1518, 11; 1519, 7; 

1521, 14; 1528, 9; 1542, 9; 1553 verso, 9; 

1590, 7; 1640, 2; 1648, 2 (RasA.), 3 (do.), 6 

* ed pwos. 
REeemaioc, See xdyravos 

*xévdoukdor, 1414, [53], 97 
RENTENEYVE, RENTENOY, 

*xevtnvaptov (L. and S. only xevryvdpws, 6), 1869, 5, 
7, 19-23; 1875, 19; 1899, 7; 1414, 16, 35, 

42, 52, 53, 79, [89], 92, 96, 97, [125], 130, 134, 

[157], 159, [182], [184], [205], 223, [254], 311, 

314; 1415, 1-3, 7, 8; 1488, 25, 37, 62, 65, 108, 

121, 170,177, 218, 257, 309, 320, 392, 426, 512; 

1484, 9, 107, 108, 113, 114, 176, 177-179, 224, 

226, 227, 231, 250, 252, 258, 291, 296, 304, 305 ; 

1435, 22, 32, 37, 60, 101; 1441, 92; 1442, 3, 

16-18, 21, 22, 24, 26-30; 1447, 17-19, 21-25, 

27, 45, 48-51; 54-57; 64, 66, 68, 70-73, 90-99, 

See Index 3 

See xwdvveiw 
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123-125, 127-131, 149, 150, 154-156, 158-161, 

180, 181-183, 198, 201, 202, 204, 206, 208, 209, 

211-214; 1449, 45, 80, 81, 83, 84, 86; 1467 

Kepapeds, 1419,'1239, 1243 

Kepariov, 1419, 139-145, 627, 825; 1509, 23 (nes- 
Nate); 1497, 22 (-1m); 1544, 12 (do.). See 

also Index 6 (a), gy 

Képpa. (?), 1448, 18, 35 
Keddhatov, 1839, 16; 1849, 32; 1872, 13; 1578, 4 

(nag) 
*xedadatws, 1573, 12 
Kepadtopds (?), 1426, 1; 1427, 5, 12, [ro], 21%, 

21, 25; 1428, 4-[7], 11, 24; 1429, 16-19 

Knpos, 1488, 67, 131; 1449, 45 
Knpv€, 1447, 135, 136 
KUACKLor, 1414, 8, 51, 66, 95, [109], 133; 1485, 115, 

190 (?) 

KiWouvevo, 1832, 19; 1888, 21; 1894, 27; 1494, 9, 

16, 17; 1495, 5, ro (Kimanm.); 1497, 17; 

1498, 7; 1499, 6 (imaen.); 1509, 18; 1511, 

2, 7; 1518, 16; 1519, 12; 1521, 19; 1580, 

10, 12; 1583, 4; 1548, 3; 1558, 7 (Kemten.), 

17 (Remtenoy); 1565, 26; 1578, 12 (nym); 

1575, 7; 1587, 3, 7; 1597, 2; 1610, 33 

KiVOuvos, 1382, 14; 1833, 16 

Kivnots, 1540, 13 (Rsmc.); 1587, 11 (do.); 1609, 4 
(westHcrc) 

K(__) (or KAavdws?), 1458, 7 

KAdopa, 1481, 26, 36, 38, 47, 57, 773; 1485, 158; 
1448, 65 

K\ypovopos, 1419, 1073, 1285, 1305, 1318; 1420, 

204, 205, 257; 1421, 75, 78, 112; 1422, 61; 

1481, 53, 60, 67, 76, 80; 1482, 2, 27, 35 ; 1485, 

172; 1448, 8; 1471; 1509, 15; 1553, 42; 

1587, 1; 1596, 8 
kvidvoy (in L, and S. only as adj.), 1875, 17 

KOLvOs, 1565, 45 (?), 51 (Kaim.) 

Koworns (MSS. xowwr.), 1424, 33; 1540, 3; 1615, 2 
*xoxkoeldns (?), 1404, 19 
KOKKOS, 1404, 23 

*«d\daov, 1414, [25], [27] and passim; 1488, 51, 
119, 167; 1484, 220-223, 234-240, [303]; 

1485, 82, 106; 1448, 15, 31; 1449, 314, 32, 

344-37, 40, 50, 51, 55, 57, 59, 61; 1642, 22 
(koypace, fem.) 

Kopilw, 1835, 14; [1871,12]; 1875, 13; 1884, 30; 

1392, 14 

KOputo pa, 1484, g2, [284]; [14385, 17] 

WORDS 

koT, 1835, 16 ; 1895, 2 
Kopa€, 1681, c. 9, 4 
kopdcvov (?), 1447, 103, 111, 168, 170, 176 
Kov( ), 1442, 74 

ROYpace, See xdAAaGov 

*xodpoov, 1849, 16; 1854, 3; 1855, 7; 1871, 5; 
1374, 7; 1887, 6(?); [1892, 4]; 1804, 9; 

1408, 5; 1410, 3; 1484, 23, 112, 115, 176, 

242, 304; 1485, a1, [37], 64, 95, 103; 

1486, 38; 1449, 3, 48, 51; 1451, 9, 24, 79, 

100, 169; 1452, 29, 30; 1464; 1467; 1494, 

12, 13 (fem.); 1496, 13, 20; 1497, 7; 1499, 

23; 1501, 3 (fem.); 1502, 5 ; 1515, 1. «. Alyérrov, 
1837, 3; 1851, 6; 18538, 1, 6, 29; 1892, 21; 

1404, 21; 1483, 46, 48, 57, 59, 117, 123, 124, 

165, 173, 174, 214, 221, 253, 260, 261, 305, 313, 

314, 352, 357, 358, 388, 395, 396, 424, 430, 
431, 453, [480], [482], 483, 510, 515, 516, 533, 

536, 563, 564, 573, 575, [581], 582, 588, 589 ; 
1434, 17, 35, 207; 1485, 113, 199; 1448, 23; 

1449, 39, 52,53, 60,66; 1450, 2; 1456(c), 6; 

1457, 88, 109, 110; 1464; 1494, 48; 1499, 

22; 1501, 3. «x. AvaroAjs, 1855, 6; 1404, 21; 

1433, 42, 57, 60, 114, 123, 125, 163, 173, 175, 

211, 221, 250, 260, 30%, 313, 315, 348, 357, 

359, 384, 395, 397, 420, 430, 432, 451, 476, 482, 

484, 509, 515, 517, 532, [550]; 1484, 48; 1435, 
47, 108; 1441, 52, 100; 1449, 49; 1451, 50, 

62, 77, 99, 102, 106, [x07], 115, 128, 135, 1733 

1496, 12; 1501, 3. x. *Adpuxjs, 1850, 4. 

x- Oaddoons, 1484, 224; 1485, 80, 101, 106; 

1451, 40, 76, 99, 102, 104 

kouT (obscure), 1441, 109 

Koudilw, 1869, 20, 22; 1412, 23, 29, 35, 64, 119; 

1416, 63; 1419, 827 (?), 1365; 1485, 22; 1552, 

24; 1558, 6 (Royepsce), 16 (noytpoc), 24, verso, 19, 

35 3 1554, 9 (Roypucoy), 32 (Koyercn), verso, 31 

(noyerc) ; 1555, 40; 1556, 18(Koyeic) ; 1559, 13 

(noyeice) ; 1560, 5 (do.), 25 (Roydwe); 1561, 5 

(noyepice), 15 (Royehic); 1563, 22 (Koyece) ; 

1564, 4 (Royce); 1638, 16 (do.) 

Kparéw, 1356, 22; 1860, 5; 1870, 16; 1882, 11 (?); 
1393, 31 

RpHera. See xpipa 

Kp.On, 1404, 22; 1419, 255, 256, 409, 412, 413, 548, 

870, 881, 889, 1068, 1080, 1081, 1391, 1407; 

1483, 62; 1484, 128, 134, 303, 314; 1485, 72; 

1441, 82; 1462 (m), 5 
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Kpiua, 1611, 9 (KpHata) 
Kpiva, 1856, 13 

Kpop.vov, 1375, 19 

KTHpa, 1419, 826, 1225, 1257, 1346, 1348, [1363]; 

1420, 9, 12, 16, 27, 41, 49, 58, 62, 83, 160, 163, 

173, 177, 181, 185, [197], 200, 213, 222, 225, 

[229], 245; 1422, [32], [38] ; 1424, 4, 6, 9, 20, 

22, 40; 1442, 56; 1457, 92; 1461, 3, 23, 63. 

See also Index 4, under réro., Néov Krjparos 

KTNTOs, 1419, 440 
xtilw, 1842, 2; 1862,6; [1868, 6]; 1878, 6; 1879, 

I, 6; 1483, 277; 1517, 7 

KTiots, 1484, 150 (xriZ® gen.) ; 1485, 12, 26; 1442, 1 
KTig pa, 1483, 18, 30, 102, 154, 202, 345, 379, 418, 

507; 1515, 2; 1591, 4 

Ktalos, 1414, 283 (?) 
kuBéprnots, 1349, 20; 1394, 17, 22 

KUpuwor, 1414, 67, 285 

RYMayiteye, 
KUmpos, 1484, 113, 114, 176, 178, 224, 226, 304; 

1435, 32, 37, 60, 101 

kup(i)a, 1469 
KUpLOS (as title), 1412, 18-204, passim ; 1418, 18, [31], 

41, 52, [64], 75, 121; 1448, 20-23 (?); 1494, 7; 

1497, 3; 1508, 4 (—sc); 1512, 5; 1518, 4; 

1521, 6; 1529, 7 (—oc); 1580, 4; 1540, 6; 
1541, 1; 1542, 5 (—1c); 1565, 6; 1570, 3, 22 

(—1c) ; 1574, 13; 1581, 8 (—1c) ; 1592, 2; 1604, 

43 1610, 7; 1613, 6 ; 1614, 4 

*K@dvE, 1416, 23-25 

Kopapyns. See Index 3 

KOpn, 1335, [3], 19 ; 1836, 3, 14; 1840, 3, 9; 1841, 

2, [11]; 1844, [2], 23; 1846, 4, 21; 1850, 2; 

1351, 2, 14; 1852, 2,[13]; 1858, 3, 28; 1855, 

[3], 12), 14; 1856, 3, 40; 1859, 3, 22; 1860, 

4, 13; 1862, 3, 23 ; 1868, 3, 11 ; 1869, 2 ; 1870, 

3, 18; 1874, 3, [14]; 1875, [3]; 1876, 3, [16]; 

1878, [3], 15 ; 1879, 3, 13; 1880, 2; 1881, 2; 

1383, 2; 1387, 3, [16]; 1891, 2, [30]; 1892, 3, 

[20]; [1894, 2, 28]; 1896, 3, [8]; 1899, 3; 

1401, 2, [14]; 1408, 3, [6]; 1407, 1, 3; 1408, 

2; 1410, 1; 1411, 2; 1412, 9g, 11, 13, 51, 124, 

153, [209], 211, [234], 285, 311, 361, 403, 463 ; 
1413, 2, 124, 234, 341, 448, 562; 1414, [1], 2, 

[28], [6x], 304; 1415, 13, 14; 1416, 1, 2 (a), 

2a (/), 42, 66, 67, 70; 1417, 1; 1418, 7; 1419, 

533; 1420,1; 1421, 2; 1424, 1; 1428, 8; 1480, 

126, 132, 134; 1481, 9, 11; 1482, 1, 72, 116; 

See xwdvveto 

1488, 15, 72 (xop-), 74, 121, 138, 170, 180, 186, 

218, 228, 234, 264, 269, 309, 328, 362, 365, 392, 

393, 400, [405], 426, 435, 439, 458, 460, [488], 
492, 512, 513, 519, 522, [540], 555, 568, 578; 

1434, 25, 28,:38, 50, 51, 54, 65, 68, 71, 73, 78, 

102, I10, 114, 128, 137, 146, 153, [167], 178, 

191, 208, 219, 226, 241, [243], 259, 286, 298, 

395, 309, 315, 323; 1485, 1-126, passim, 151, 

182, 202; 1486, 20, 24, 42, [47], 59, 64, 67, 

107, 109, [112], 136, 144, 147; 1442, 2, 42, 43, 

72; 1448, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 38-40, 42, 43; 
1449, 5, 25, 68, 89; 1450, 3, 6 (?); 1451, 9, 24, 

[89]; 1452, 3, 4, 32; 1453, 12; 1456 (4), 4; 
1457, 35, 106; 1459, 46; 1460, 10, 43, 47, 99 

(kop), 102 (kop), 106, 137, 174; 1461, 60; 1464; 

1468 ; 1470; 1475 ; [1479]; 1494, 22; 1508, 5; 

1525, 1; 1581, 4; 1538, 6 ; 1540, 3, 7; 1565, 7; 
1569, 7; 1574, 15; 1577, 8; 1610, 4; 1617, 3 

Adynvos, 1483, 417; 1484, 110 
hayxdvw, 1345, 9 
—)autos, 1402, 7 

Lakdvy, 1681, c. 7, 2 

AdKkos, 1681, c. 2, 2 (Aaxov), c. 5, 3 (?—Aakw/). 

See also Index 4, under rézou 

apBdve, 1832, 11; 1888, 12; 1861, 1; 1894, 8; 
1400, 4; 1484, 312 

Aaxavud. See Index 4, under réro1, rijs Aaxaviis 

Adxavov, 1875, 20 

Aéyw, 1388, 15; 1848, 12, 29; 1844, 15; 1845, 26; 

1350, 12; 1854, 20; 1856, 13; 1359, 13; 1860, 

7; 1867, 13; [1882, 32]; 1884, 3 (?), 37 (AcAax- 

tat); 1898, 40; 1467. <trov, 1882, 9; 13833, 11; 

1338, 24; 1889, 10; 1848, 8; 1350, 13; 1884, 

54  elipnxa, 1882, 16; 1888, 18; 1888, 5, 34; 

1844, 14; 1845, 27, 28; 1850, 9; 1851, 9; 

1354, 3; 1856, 34; 1857, 9; 1867, 7; 1870, 

11; 1872, 2; 1876, 13; 1877, §; 1880, 15, 

23; 1884, 41; 1891, 24, [26]; 1892, 18; 18983, 

24; 1404, 17 

hetisavov (MSS. Acuf‘), 1488, 46, 113, 121, 162, 170, 

210, 218, 257, 298, 309, 383, 392, 426, 475, 512; 

1457, 44 

*)eupds, 1405, 1, 4 
Retton, See Aourds 

Nerr( ), 1443, 58 

hemos, 1414, 13, 46, 69, 113, 129, 170, 288, [313]; 

1442, 2, 21; 1449, 47 

4L2 
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AHOn, 1887, 23 
*)(uurov, 1332, 23; 1888, 25 

Awovdrs (MS. Awoep? gen.), 1446, 35, 36 
Aizpa, 1868, 4 (Arras plur.); 1869, 7. 

Index 6 (a), A 
—)ray7 (zapadAayy or KaradAay?}), 1457, 40 

*\oyy, 1869, 9, 14 

hoyiCopar, 1435, 168(?); 1441, ot 

*hoyiousa. See Index 5 
hoy pos, 1470 (?) 
hoyoypados. See Index 3 
hoyorrouia, 1339, 15 (—vove.); 1416, 26 (Aoyom~ ) 

Aéyos, 1835, 5; [1836, 5]; 1887, 2; 1889, 18; 

[1841, 4, 10]; 1848, 38; 1846, 6,11; 1851, 6, 

9; 1852, [4], 14; 1854, 3; [1855, 5]; 1857, 

I, 4; 1859, 8; 1862, 5; 1868, [1], 5; 1869, 

4; 1870, 6; 1874, 7; 1876, 1, 5, 14; 1878, 

1, 6,12; 1879, 7; 1882, 7; 1884, 54; [1387, 

5]; 1892, [3], 21; 1896, 6; 1897, 6; 1899, 

11; 1401, 4, 11-13; 1404, 21; 1407, 2; 

1408, 4,6; 1410, 2; [1411, 3]; 1414, 30, 33, 

56, 80, [307]; 1416, 51; 1417,1; 1418, 7, 19, 

28; 1419, 601; 1420, 5, 158; 1421, 7-9; 

[1423, 2]; 1488, 16-19 and passim; 1484, 17 

and passim; 1485, 1 and passim; 1486, 4, 23, 

41, 78, 81, 128; 1487, 1, 14; 1489, 2, 3, 6, 7; 

1440, 3; 1441, 66, 92, 95, 98-105; 1442, 1, 

23; 1448, 40-42; 1448, [1], 19, 35, 37; 1449, 

3, 4,17, 24, 29, 42, 49, 52, 58, 66, 79, 88; 
1451, 24, 36, 38, 40, 48, 50, 52, 57, 60, 62, 75— 

77, [79], [90], 99, 102, 104, 106, 107, 113, 115, 

124, 126, 128, 135, [146], [147], 152, 155, 166, 

169, 173; 1452, 2, 29; 1456 (a), 2, 3, 5, 6; 

1457, 48, 49, 77, 84, 85, [96], 110; 1458, 12; 

1462(2),8; 1464; 1478; 1487; 1496, 11; 

1499, 22; 1518, 2; 1515, 5; 1517, 7, 8, 9; 

1578, 13; 1574, 15, 20; 1590, 4; 1591, 3; 

1618, 1; 1634, 10, atNoroc, 1518, 13 ; 1519, 9; 

1521, 16; 1529, 10; 1581, 5. Sypdows Adyos. 
See under Sypdotos 

Aouraddpuov, 1840, 7; 1849, 4; 1862, 24; 1870, 
19; 1896, 1; 1897, 1; [1898, 4]; 1481, 9; 

1433, 19, 94; 1485, 123; 1441, 50, 53 (? —see 
note), 63; 1449, 44, 46; 1458,5; 1464 

Aourdlopat, 1837, 5, 14; 1848, 8; 1854, 11; 1862, 
7,95; 1865, 5; 1370, 4, 10,14; 1880, 16, 23; 

1394, 16 ; 1896, 7; 1898, 3; 1899, 5 ; 1404, 18 

Aourds, 1888, 9; [1801, 7?—see note]; 1898, 49, 

See also 

51; 1404, 12; 1413, 216, 324, 427, 431, 544, 
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Nourds, 1838, 6; 1857, 8; 1412, 52, 67, 76 and 
passim ; 1418, passim; 1414, passim; 1415, 17 ; 

1416, 2 (/), 20 (0), 25 (0), 24 (9)-4(9), 24 (8); 
1418, 26; 1419, 92, 98, 129 (Ao), 961, 1257, 

1373; 1421, 241; 1427, 5, 12, 19, [21-23]; 

1428, 4-(6], 22; 1484, 178, 179, 336; 1485, 

22, 92, 121; 1486, 95; 1442, 50; 1443, 46; 

1451, 12, [15], 17, 20, 41, 64, 65, 67-69, 80, 82, 

83, 86, 87, 118-120, 131; 1471; 1472; 1477; 

1478; 1491 (d); 1565, 63. Aourdy as conj., 

1837, 21; 1888, 30; 1389, 18; 1848, 24; 

1844, 10, 15; 1845, 22; 1849, 17; 1850, 7; 

1353, 15; 1854, 18; 1856, 31; 1859, 20; 

1865, 1; 1373, 2; 1877, 9; 1880, 15; 1382, 

30; 1884, 45; [1892, 16]; 1898, 3(?), 34, 
[53]; 1404, 19; 1684, 6; 1687, 4; 1688, 4 

(Aeron) ; 1689, 1, 7 

*\oupordpuos (= Awpordpos), 1483, 38 

*\ovdouor, 1886, 1, 5; 1484, 92 (Aovdu); 1485, 17 
(—uwv)., See also Coptic Index, Noyhore 

*uayrotpiaves. See Index 3 
*uayhd Bor, 1384, 26 
*uayryovoy, 1681, c, 6, 1 (szanmem), €, 7, 1 (staK- 

SLHCEIt) 

paliov, 1869, 20; 1408, 2, 6, 7; 1484, 107, 270 

(pact.); 1449, [80], 81 (uacr”) 

pakapila, 1848, 40 
faKd.pios, 1462 (w), 5 

paKedXa, 1681, c. 4, 9 (xamoaNe), c. 5, 9 (do.) 
S®ARNHCIN, MRABIMHCH, See payvyccoy 

pdhtora, 1684, ro (atap.) 
H&)Xorv, 1880, 9 

pavOdve, 1844, 3; 1880, 7; 1884, 52; 1886, 12 

aeangare. See pdxedra 
SLAPICTA, See pada 

PapTupéw, 1898, 15, 42; 1495, 14, 15 (—THpw) ; 

1497, 27; 1546, 12,15; 1593, 18 (—THpoy), 20 

Haprvpopat, 1377, 6; 1880, 31 
Laprus, 1528, 19 
*naoyw0a, 1884, 14; [1841, 5]; 1868, 1, 6 (yaya), 

12; 1897, 8; 1408, 4; 1411,3; 1414, [24], 76, 

[118], [x49], [176], 198, 218; 1488, 40, 81, 

111, 238, 272, 299, 333, 334 367, 407, 441, 
462, 524, 557; 1485, 15, 76; 1489, 4; 1441, 

99; 1451, 75, 152. See also Arabic Index 
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*uacept = the following 
*uaolepr, 1414, 12, 44 (uacepr), 69 (do.), 91 (yao), 

127 (do.); 1416, 41, 42; 1484, 293, 296; 1442, 

2 (war), 21 (uact); 1449, 47 (do.) 

paoCiov and pacioyv. See patiov 
*wavdevs, [1868, 7 ?—see note]; 1433, 52, 119, 

168, 216; 1441, 61, 63, 65, 67, 70, 78, 81, 83, 

87, 90; 1447, [12], 40, 74, 85, 101, 109-114, 

116, 121, 132, 133, 166, 173, 174-178, 184-186 ; 

1449, 35, 53, 57; 1486 
seayaite. See pnxav7y 

S2aN EMT, 1631, c. 9, 5 3 

*udxos, 1351, 5; 1858, 6, 29; 1892, 21; 1893, 59; 

1485, 87; 1441, 100; 1464; 1491(/) 

peyddos, 1367, 3 
péyas, 1845, 35; 1862, 11; 1870, 13 

peilwv. See Index 3 

peiwv, 1413, 21, 27, 33, 38, [44], 49, 360, 377, 382, 
388, 392; 1414, 20, 63, 74, [210], 216, 279, 

[296]; 1472 

pers, 1413, 10, [26], II3, 130, 143, 226, 240, 252, 

334, 347, 359 441, 454, 470, 554, 568, 580, 

[660]; 1414, [19], 73, 295, 322 
pehitoupyds, 1419, 1040 

pedro, 1832, 14; 1888, 16; 1837, 17; 1888, 27; 
1343, 40; 1845, 17, 21; 1846, 18; 1849, a1, 

29; 1859, 16; 1868, 10, 11; 1367, 3, 15, 18; 

1870, 16; [1882, 28]; 1886, 11; 1898, 51; 

[1395, 3]; 1405, 14; [1406, 4?—see note] 

pédopae, 1337, 12 
pedovdpxys. See prdrwvdpyns 
pévrTow, 1884, 12; 1844, 5; 1846, 15; 1848, 14; 

1859, 13; 1870, 8; 1888, 4; 18938, 2, 32; 

1400, 8 

pepis, 1482, 72, 76; 1485, 202, 203; 1446, 28; 

1469; 1476; 1491(¢); 1555, 23; 1572, passim 

pepiopos, 1412, 531; 1420, 1, [154]; 1421, 2; 

(1424, 1]; 1426, 1; 1468; 1475; 1476 ; [1479]; 
1574, 21 

pepos, 1847, 3; 1874, 5; 1416, 64, 66; 1419-1424, 
passim; 1488, 16-18 and passim; 1484, 135; 

173, 189, 245; 1485, 5-102, passim, 122; 1486, 

131; 1489, 5; 1441, ror; 1457, 35, 63; 1461, 

3; 1465, 45, 50; 1481; 1646, 6 

peraypade, 1343, 25; 1384, 15, 50 

peraxopilw, 13836, 5 

perémeita, 1384, 20 

peéroxos, 1419, 761, 864 

perpéw, 1354, 21 (? — see note) 

pérpov, 1375, 16, 17; 1892, 1, 6, [8], [xo], 21; 

1393, 58; 1404, 4, 7, 11; 1418, ro, [26], 113, 

130, 143, 226, 240, 252, 334, 347, 359 441, 454, 

479, 554, 568, 580, [660]; 1414, 8, [x9] and 

passim ; 1415, 1-9, passim; 1488, 21, 52, 59, 118, 

I1Q, 124, 127, 168, 174, 216, 222, 225, 255, 307, 

314, 354, 358, 390, 396, 398, 425, 431, 454, 456, 

480, 485, 511, 563, 564, 574, 575, 581, 582, 588, 
589; 1484, 231, 234, 310; 1485, 81; 1486, 83- 

105 ; 1442, 2,21; 1447, 19, 21-23, 25, 28, 46, 50, 

57, 118-120, 123, 124, 128, 131, 149, 150, 154— 

158, 160, 162, 198, 207, 209-211, 213, 215; 

1449, 30-32, 34, 35, 37) 49 59 52, 53, 56, 58, 

59, 61, 63, 65 : 

MEX pt, 1844, 6; 1846, 11; 1857, 2; 1890, 6 ; 1894, 5 

pndapw0s, 1867, 4; 1880, 8 
pndeis, 1849, [37], 21; 1872, 7 

pv, 1882, 19; 1383, 21; 1384, 3, [16]; 1835, 18; 

1836, 4, 8, [13], 15, and passim 

Ljvutpor, 18438, 38 
Pyvvew, 1848, 36 (unav.); 1884, 10, 42 

pajrov apa, 1633, 5 
*unovX, 1441, go 

PATNP, 1539 verso (uerp® gen.) 
HnxXavy, 1631, c. 5, 6 (sxancame) 

puKpos, 1483, 24 (? —or puxrds); 1442, 2 (do.), 21 
(do.) ; 1448, 10, 30; 1681, c. 2, 4 

puxros, 1414, 47, 313. See also puxpés 
*utwapiovoy, 1838, 9; 13880, 19 (uAcapiw) 
pio Ods, 1836, 7; 1887, 10; 1841, [4], 10, 12; 1847, 

16; 1866, 9, 10, 15; 1874, 1, 5, 15; 1876, 9; 

1408, 5; 1410, 6; [1411, 3]; 1416, 1, 2(d), 

3 (p2), 64, 66; 1427, 5, 12, 19, [21-23]; 1428, 

1, [4-6], [22]; 1480, 77; 1488, 22, 26, 27, 34, 

37,45, 56, 65, 71, 72, 75, 82, 83, 88, 96, 98, 100, 

106-109, II5, 122, 130, 136, 139, 143, 152, 158— 

160, 172, 180, 190, 206, 207, 220, 228, 232, 

238, 239, 248, 249, 259, 264, 268, 272, 273, 280, 

283, 290, 292, 294, 320, 326, 334, 335, 351, 362, 
367, 368, 376, 394, 404, 408, 414, 416, 429, 435, 

438, 442, 449, 458, 462, 471, [478], 488, 500, 505, 
514, 519, 524, 525, 53%, 543, [557]; 1484, x1, 
[16], 18, 24, [33], 36, 58, 110, 135, 241, 244, 248, 

249, 322, 331; 1435, 6, 8, 10, 24, 30, 34, 49, 51, 
64, 96, 103; 1486, 59, 109, 131; 1487, 16; 

1488, 8(?), 10; 1489, 2-4; 1440, 6; 1443, 

35> 38, 43, 49, 51, 59; 1444, 24; 1446, 1, 15, 



26; 1448, 16; 1449, 38, 41; 1450, 2; 1457, 

8, 42, 71 (7), 75, 86, 89, 107; 1458, 15, 16; 

1478; 1479; 1491 (g); 1496, 21; 1515, 5; 

1588, 7 (—ewc) 

pucOdw, 1887, 5; 1488, 103, 111, 155, 203, 219, 258, 

265, 276, 287, 295, 299, 303, 310, 342, 346, 363, 

374, 381, 393,415, 419, 428, 474, 490, 508, 5135 
1450, 5, 6 

piocbwors, 1592, 6; 1594, 5 

pur Barrys, 1430, 94; 1553, 41 (? — pw8é/) 

pvy( ), 1332, 20; 1833, 22 

08108, 1485, 30, 122 (? — see note) 

pou), 1414, [258], [269], 274, 277 
* wowpac jos, 1856, 10, 18, 21, 24, 28, 34, 41; 1486, 

II4 

povalav, 5, 1488, 549, 562; 1491 (2) 
povds, 1494, 2; 1496, 2; 1508, 1; 1612, 2; 1540, 

2; 1542, 2; 1545, 1; 1569, 2; 1574, 

1584, 2; 1608, 2; 1610, 2; 1612, 2 

povacryplov, 1412, 45, 130, 215, 291, 370, 469; 

1418, [100, 101, 104-106], 213-215, 218, 219, 

321-323, 326, 327, 428-430, 433, 434, 541-543, 

546, 547, 647-649, 652, 653 ; 1414, 256, 260, 265, 
272, 275; 1415, 15; 1416, 7 (2), 7 (2), 59-61, 72, 
77,79; 1417, 2), 3@)5 1419, 9, 56, 414, 415, 
432-437, 639, 759 (?), 759 (2), 1002, 1003, 1057, 
TI§0, II51, 1153, 1256, 1281, 1292, 1293, 1299, 

1328, [1375 ]-1382 ; 1482, 19, 120; 1488, [545], 

558, 570, 580, 585, 587; 1484, 52, 56, 169, 193, 
194, [221}-223; 1486, 13, 18, 137; 1442, 39, 

40, 45, 76; 1445, 4; 1456(2), 9; 1460, 2, 7, 8, 

12, 22, 34, 36, 66, 68, 71, 85 (?), 90 (wer), 127 

(?— do.), 133 (do.), 168, 173; 1468; 1471; 

1488 ; 1491 (d@); 1552, 32; 1553, 33, 35; 1594, 

13; 1597, 5. See also Index 4, under rézou 

povaxds, 1438, 587 
fOvos, 1887, 11; 1888, 10; 1840, 6; 1848, 33; 

1354, 13, 22; 1357, 10; 1870, 16; 1880, 19; 

[1882, 28]; 1885, 5; [1890, 8]; 1407, 4; 

1408, 6; 1409, 1; 1410, 6; 1411, 4; 1412, 
4; 1481, 4; 1488, 6; 1484, [4]; 1485, 1*; 
(1451, 4]; [1460, 186]; 1462 (2), 4; (c), 4; 

[@), 4]; [@), 315 @, 43 1, 4]; @) 13 @), 45 

(r),4; (4,4; 1494, prot.; 1496, prot.; 1499, 

prot.; 1542, prot. 
SLOPCIRE, 1610, 40 

a2oypoc. See papos 

pudwapiow. See pudriapiowv 

10; 
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pvdoKér70s, 1451, 105 
pvdrovapyns, 1435, 41 (weAov.). 

under té7rou 

*Moayapirns, 1835, 5; 1849, 15; 1857, 1; 1878, 

4; 1894, 8; 1404, 7; 1407, 3; 1483, 17, 19, 

93, 94, 119, 124, 119, 147, 148, 168, 174, 194, 

195, 216, 222, 243, 244, 255, 307, 314, 354, 358; 
390, 396, 425, 43%, 454, 511, [534], 563, 564, 
574, 575, 581, 582, 588, 589; 1484, 165 ; 1435, 
[26?], 122; 1441, 65; 1447, 32; 1449, 29,31, 

42, 49, 63; 1581, 9 
p@pos (?), 1689, 7 (sx07ypoc) 

See also Index 4, 

vavayéw, 1415, 17 (vavy.) 
vavAror, 1885, 11; 1851, 9, 10, 12; 1886, 10, 13; 

1887, 1, [5], [12], [13 ?], 15; 1407, 4; 1488, 

22, 27, 45, 49, 53, 56, 63, 69, 71, 83, 98, 100, 
116, 120, 122, 128, 133, 135, 143, 152, 164, 169, 

172, 178, 181, 183, 190, 198, 200, 213, 217, 220, 

226, 229, 231, 239, 252, 256, 259, 263, 268, 273, 

281, 

355, 361, 368, 375, 387, 391, 394, 399, 401, 404, 

408, 414, 423, 427, 420, 434, 438, 442, 449, 455, 
457, 471, 478, 481, 486, 496, 514, 518, 525, 535» 
537, 543, 553, 565, 576, 583 ; 1484, 330; 1435, 
80, 81, 113, 199; 1486, 38; 1488, 11 ; 1440, 5; 

1441, 47, 82; 1443, 26, 38, 43, 48, 5°, 52, 59, 

60; 1444, 4; 1445, 2; 1448, 2, 17, 36; 1449, 

15, 38, 41; 1458, 12; 1466; 1486 

vauTrryyLov, 1391, 17 : 

vavTnyds, 1410, 4, 7 
vavTns, 1887, 2; 1846, 7; 1850, 4,9, 17; 1851, 4; 

1858, 1, 5 (ar.), 13, 26, 29; 1874, 1, [5]; 

1886, 2; 1888, 9; 1893, 47, 55; 1897, 5; 

1416, 1, 2(d), 1a (3) and (” 4), 3(p2); 1427, 
20%; 1488, 16, 18, 42, 44, 48-50, 53, 55, 57, 
59-61, 64, 67, 69, 88, 92, 114-118, 120, 123, 

124, 129, 131, 133, 150, 165, 166, 169, 171, 173- 

175, 179, 180, 197, 198, 211-215, 217, 219, 221— 

223, 22%, 229, 250, 253, 254, 256, 258, 260-262, 

276, 277, 

316, 319, 
391, 393, 

430-432, 435, 451-453, 455, 456, 458, 476, 477, 

480-484, 488, 500, 509-511, 513, 515, 516, 
519, 532-536, [550], 563, 573; 1484, 13-15, 20, 
21, 23, 25, 36, 38-41, 45, 47-50, 68, 91, 135, 
203-212, 241; 1485, 4, 10, 47, 49, 64, 74, 96, 

323, 348-353, 355-359, 362, 386-389, 

395-397; 400, 401, 422, 424, 425, 427, 

283, 304, 308, 312, 318, 323, 325, 335 35%, 

279, 303, 305, 306, 308, 310, 312-314, — 
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98, 103, 108, 113, 136, 170, 172, 199; 1488, 4; 

1439, 2; 1441, 62, 68, ror; 14438, 23, 29, 32, 

38-43; 1444, 4; 1445,1; 1446, 15, 26; 1447, 

197; 1448, 2; 1449, 3, 5, 6, 10-15, 17, 24, 27, 

29, 34-36, 39, 49, 52, 56-58, 60, 67, 68, 77, 
100; 1450,°2, 3, 5, 6; 1451, 19, 45, 66, 70, 

81, 84, 88, [99], 100, 102, 104, 106, 107, 109, 

121 ;, 1452, 13, 18, 31(? —vo-); 1456 (a), 2, 3, 

5, 6; 1457, 43, 50, 87, 88, 109, 110; 1458, 13; 

1464; 1472; 1480; 1491 (g); 1494, 22ff.; 

1495, 8; 1497,11 ; 1498, 10; 1499, 22; 1565, 62 

VAUTLKOY, 76, 1488, 301, 305, 310, 384, 393, 420, 428; 

1484, [17], 22, 35, 48, [242]; 1435, 64, 74, 95, 
98 ; 1489, 2; 1449, 4, 58, 66, 88, 94; 1452, 2 

*ved\xv(ors ?), 1485, 26 
véos, 1488, 30, 102, 154, 202. See also Index 4, 

under rézou 

veooret = the following 

vewoti, 1381, 8 (veoore) 

vp, 1438, 25 

vnoos, 1871, 3; 1876, 6; 1410, 3; 1488, 23, 39, 64, 
99, 109, 129, I51, 160, 179, 208, 227, 246, 248, 

282, 319, 342, 346, 374, 381, 412, [415], 419, 
446, 469, 474, 508; 1434, 112, 115, 175, 281; 

1435, 3, 26, [36], 60; 1486, 106 (vvc.); 1487, 

1, [14]; 1441, 110; 1442, 1. See also Index 4 

*yup*, 1414, 7 
voile, 1343, 38; 1359, 10 

vopuKds. See Index 3 

vopy.os, 1496, 10; 1534, 1; 1535, 6; 1576, 5; 

1584, 10; 1612, 4 

vopiopa, 1335, 12; 1336, 8; 1337, 11; 1840, 6; 
1341, [3], 12; 1845, 41-43; 1847, 2, 12-16; 

1352, [4], 14; 1855, 14; 1857, 10; 1866, 15, 

16; 1871, 15,[16]; 1874, [4],15; 1875, 4, 14- 

20; 1879, 4; 1384, 7, 8, [9], 11, 25, 38-40, 43; 

1386, 5; [1887, 7?]; 1892, [6], 21; 1898, 55, 

58; 1897, 5, 6,8; 1899, 6, 7; 1401, 11-13; 

1404, 14; 1407, 4; 1408, 6, 7; 1410, 4, 5,7; 

1411, 4, etc. 

voOMOoS : atMosroc, 1592, 7 
vor( ), 1456 (2), x 
*vordpuios. See Index 3 
votilo. See vorito 
votwos, 1406, 5; 1414, 22; 1461, 14. See also 

Index’ 4 

VOV, 1854, 10 (vw), 7d v., 1857, 2 

vuvi, 1838, 38; 1356, 28; 1884, 57 

vorile, 1884, 26 (yor,) 

E€viov. See Index 
£evoddKos or Eevodoxetov (?), 1441, 77 (gevor’/) 
&€vos, 1446, 28 

E€orns, 1588, 6 ; 1681, c. 6, 1, 4. See also Index 6 (a), 8 

SHMNONM, SAIMWIM, SIMON, See Eénov 

ots, 1488, 138, 186, 234, 328, 405, 492; 1484, 72 
(for), 271, 272 

*Evhopdyyavor, 1884, 27, 41 

Evov, 1875, 19; 1414, 35, 42, 52, [89], 96, 125, 134, 

[z57], 159, [182], 223, 311; 1415, 1, 2, 8; 

1483, 37, 65, 108, 130, 294, 320; 1447, 17, 45, 

56, 64, 98, 99, 123-125, 127, 149, 150, 154, 180, 

181, 198, 204; 1448, 12, 32; 1449, 45 

SYyAwe. See ezyAoc 

SYMON, Syitwst. See cevoy 

6Bedds, 16381, c. 2, 10 

GySoo0s, 1885, 5; [1836, 7]; 1887, 4; 1889, 21; 
1341, 6; [1842, 4]; 1847, 6; 1855, 9; 1858, 

43 1874, 8; 1407, 5 (oydw); 1408, 6; [1411, 

4]; 1494, 12 (go.); 1498, 2 (do.); 1503, 1 

(do.); 1542, 2 (oydw.); 15738, 6 

d0dmor, 1444, 5 
olknots, 1483, 33, 105, 448, 470 
oixuoTiKov (only adj. in L. and S.), 1412, 9; 1414, 1; 

1433, 14 (oer) 

oixoddpos, 1419, 1032, 1273; 1480, 110; 1488, 72, 
136, 184, 232, 289, 326; 1451, 33; 1558, 26 

otkoev, 1351, 12 ; 1398, 7 
OiKovdpos, 1419, 524, 530, 544, 560, 561 
otkos, 1447, 164; 1610, 57 
otkovoKeBn (perhaps otkov oxedy), 1610, 57 

*oivodeomérys (?). See Index 3 
oivos, 1875, 17; 1485, 117, 118; 1444, 19; 1448, 

9, 27; 1457, 108 

Olos, 1853, 19. _olos otv, 1838, 27 ; 1848, 30; 1862, 
16; 1380, 12, 16 

otoodymore, 1882, 13; 1883, 15; 1565, 42, 47; 

1566, 8 (soma.); 1610, 27 

OMARION. See ézolkov 

*6\oKorTTWos, 1497, 15; 1501, 2; 1508, 22; 
1509, 16; 1512, 7, 29; 1514, 6; 1515, 12; 

1516, 7; 1536, 2, 8; 1544, 5; 1545, 8; 1552, 
23, 29; 1553, 3, 13 (goANoRote), verso, 34; 

1563, 15; 1565, 20; 1570, 5; 1572, 19 ; 1574, 

16; 1575, 3; 1586, 2; 1587, 5; 1588, r; 
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1591, 3; 1592, 5; 1595, 6, 16 (gaNakors) ; 1596, 

5; 1610, 30; 1611, 1; 1686, 3; 1687, 4; 

1688, 15; 1646, 1 

Odos, 1849, 32; 1488, 87. See also Index 6 (a), 
Odws, 1344, 10; 1882, 1; 1509, 15 (goAoc) 

ojadepor (obscure ; see Addenda), 1448, 37 

opux( ) (?), 1416, 39 
opovos, 1462 (?), 6 (?) 
opotws, (1866, 16]; 1401, 12; 1418, 6 and passim; 

1414, passim ; 1416, 3-20, passim; 1419, 5, 10, 

275, 314 (uo/), 339, 774, 826 (?), 888, 902, 1080, 
1290, 1347; 1422, 75-82; 1428, 4-11, 35-37; 

1425, 2-10; 1427, passim; 1428, 15-19; 1483, 

136; 1484, 33, 179; 1485, 189; 1486, 126, 

127; 1487, 8; 1441, 51, 63; 1442, 53-56, 

40; 1448, 50, 52-54, 56-58; 1445, 8; 1446, 

213, 16-25; 1447, 143; 1448, 22(?); 1452, 

14, 18; 1458, 6, 10, 11; 1459, 23; 1472; 

1631, c. 6, 6; 1682, 7 
Gpor(_), 1482, 124 

dpodoyéw, 1494, 9, 20, 29; 1495, 7; 1496, 7, 11; 
i 1497, 9, 14; 1498, 9; 1500, 7, 13; 1504, 1; 

1508, 21; 1509, 13, 21; 1512, 9, 17, 27; 

1517, 6; 1518, 19; 1519, 1; 1520,5; 1521, 7, 

12, 22; 1525, 2; 1526, 3; 1531, 2; 1533, 4; 

1541, 2; 1542, 7; 1544, 2; 1546, 7; 1553 
verso, 18; 1554, 7, 31; 1559, 4; 1560, 

3 (goassodore), 24 (gwarwdwrs); 1561, 14; 

1563, 21; 1565, 8, 28, 29; 1569,8; 1572, 17; 

1573, 3; 1574, 14; 1576,2; 1577, 6; 1578, 
5; 1584, 7; 1587, 13; 1598, 12; 1594, 2; 

1598, 1; 1599, 10; 1607, 2; 1608, 5; 1610, 
9, 25; 1618, 7; 1618, 6 

Opoddynpa, 1845, 29, 37 

oporoyia, 1462 (2), 8; (¢), 8 (—yeu); (/), 7; 

(n), 6 (yaa); 1494, rx (—vesa), 17 (do,) 
29 (do.); 1495, 4, 9; 1496, 19 (— yeu); 1497, 

20; 1498, 11 (goyss.); 1499, 6 (—ter), 10 

(—vera) ; 1500, 10 (do.) ; 1504, 2 (gwaxwNwrta); 

1508, 14, 26 (—wera), 31; 1509, 17, 22; 1511, 

12; 1512, 28, 40 (gwaswpwrra); 1514, 12; 

1515, 16 (—vwera); 1517, 3; 1518, 10, 28 

(—vera) ; 1519, 12 (do.) ; 1521, 19; 1529, 2; 

1530, 1 (—vera); 1581, 8; 1585, 4; 1540, 4; 

1542, 3 (—vwe1a); 1543, 5 (do.); 1544, 7; 
1545, 16; 1547, 1; 1548, 10, 12; 1550, 8 

(gosawNwrra); 1551; 1565, 25,60; 1566, 11; 

1578, 11 ; 1574, 29 ; 1575, 7; 1584, 8 (—vera); 
évopacia, 13832, 6; 1838, 7; 1889, 9; 1843, 2; 

1586, 9; 1587, 10 (gwawAwrta); 1588, 2; 

1591, 2; 1594, 11, 13; 1595, 1 (—wera), 11; 

1596, 12; 1598, 8; 1599, 9; 1605, 1; 1610, 
30 (—we1a) ; 1612, 3; 1619, 4 (—vesa); 1622, 
3 (do.), 7 (gwaxwpwrta); 1628, 2; 1626, 4; 

1629, 2; 1630, 2 

Opoovowos, 1494, 1; 1496, 2; 1512, 2; 1521, 2; 
1542, 1 (omawycioy) ; 1569, 2; 1574, 9; 1584, 

2; 1610, 2; 1612, 2; 1613, 2 

Opws, 1849, 28 

Ovopa, 1882, 21-23 ; 1883, 23-25; 1885, 2; [1836, 

2]; 1840, 2; 1841, [1], 4; 1844, 2; 1846, 3; 

1347, 16; 1849, 6; [1850, 1]; 1852, 1; 1858, 

2; (1855, 2]; 1856, 2; 1859, 2; [1360, 3]; 

(1368, 2]; [1369, 1]; [1870, 2]; 1874, 2, 15; 

1875, 2; 1376, 2; 1878, 2; 1879, 1, 2, 5, 14; 

1380, 1; [1381, 1]; [1888, 1]; [1887, 2]; 

1891, 1, 15; 1892, 2; 1898, 55; 1894, 1; 

1396, 2; 1399, 2; 1401, 1; [1403, 2]; 1407, 

1; 1408, 1; 1410, 1; [141], 2]; 1412, 1; 

1414, 24, 26, 28, 76, 78, 81, 118, [149], 174, 

176, 198, 218, 304; 1416, 64, 66, 67; 1418, 

21~23; 1419, 54, 146, 349, 374, 527, 539, 545» 

546, 550, 640, 741-743, 827, 895 @, 902, 906, 
922, 950, 953, 1053, 1365; 1420, 3, 25, 29, 
30, 32, 35, 36, 48, 60, 65, 89, 109, 128, 143, 

146-153, 156, [176], [196], [217], [261], [260- 
274]; 1421, 5, x9, [28], [47], 49, 66, [85], 104, 
[124], [143]; 1423, 12, 21, 23, 31, [35]-38; 
1424, 24, 35; 1426, 1-15, 36, 40, 41; 1427, 

1-5, 12, [19], 21*—-24*, 21-25 ; 1428, passim; 

1429, 16-19; 1480, 118-135; 1481, 1; 1433, 

passim; 1484, [1], 58, 70, 241, 249, 312; 1485, 

46, [64], 113, [143], 144; 1487, 7, 8; 1489, 2, 
4; 1448, 26, 29, 59; 1447, 118-120, 196; 

1449, 4, [15], 30, 34, 39, 56, 60, 88, 89; 1451, 

1; 1454, 10; 1455, 5; 1460, 183; 1461, 7— 

10, 19-21, 27-31, 37, 39-41, 49-51, 66-68, 70, 

qx; 1462 [(2), r]s (1; (A) 113 Gs 
23 [(4), 1]; (, 15 [¢), 1s @), 13 [M, 15 
[1464]; 1479; 1494, prot., 1; 1496, prot.; 

1499, prot.; 1517, 8; 1518, 21-26; 1519, 17; 

1521, 1; 1523, 1 ; 1540, prot., 1 ; 1542, prot., 1 ; 

1545, prot.; 1551; 1565, 1; 1569, 1; 1574, ; 

9; 1577, 1; 1581,1; 1584,1 ; 1608, 1 ; 1610, © 

prot. (ont), 1; 1618, 1 

1345, 10; 1856, 23; [1884, 23] 
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évoparilw, 1838, 19; 1839, 3 

*bEd-yyiov. See *sétyywv 

6€€datov, 1354, 21 

d€0s, 1875, 16; 1898, 36, 58; 1414, 9, 25 and 
passim; 1415, 1, 2, 8, 9, 10; 1488, 51, 119, 

166, 225, 398; 1484, 234, 310; 1485, 81; 

1447, 47, 56, 58, 118-120, 123, 128, [131], 149, 

150, 155; 1449, 30-32, 34-37, 5, 52, 53, 56, 

59, 61, 63, 65; 1486; 1515, 9 

*6Edyyvov, 1414, 291; 1415, rx (ogayy.) 
Oma Ger, 1418, 23 (omb.); 1450, 5 (?— see note) 

*Grrovoav, 1844, 20; 1400, 6 
Opaw, 1382, 14; 1833, 16. Sov, 1854, 14; 1869, 7; 

1380, 31 

*6pBuoddns, 1480, 18 (ophi’ro%); 1445, 7 (do.); 
1446, 30 (opBi7ro*); 1468 

*Opyov,1419, 1329-1331, 1337, 1339-1341, 1343; 1631, 

c. 2, 2(?), &. 5, 3 

6pOds, 1433, 7 ; [1462 (:), 77] 
Opila, 1382, 2 (wp.); 1333, 3 (do.); 1843, 15 ; 1844, 

14; 1877, 4; 1494, 15 (gwp-), 33; 1495, 12; 

1498, 5 (gwp.), 14 (do.); 1499, 5; 1511, 5 (gwp.) ; 

1518, 14 (do.); 1519, 11; 1521, 17 (owp.); 

15382, 4 (do.); 1540, 14 (do.); 1548, 1; 1552, 

26 (gwp.); 1558, 8 (gap.), 18 (gayp.), verso, 37 ; 
1554, 1 (gopsce), 13 (do.), 34 (gopsc), verso, 6 ; 

1559, 10 (gwp.); 1560, 28 (gwpice); 1561, 10 

(gopece) ; 1565, 23 (gwp.), 40 (do.); 1578, 7 

Oppos, 1485, 134; 1448, 32; 1457, 108 
opus, 1375, 15; 1414, 7, 85, 109, 122, 143, 154, 

168, 179, 193, 201, 213, [222], 231, [237], 245, 

251; 1415, 1; 1447, 64, 123, 124, 127, 149, 

180, 181, 206 

pos, 1848, 6 
Opos (= povacripwv), 1416, 58, 62, 77; 1419, 639, 

1269; 1422, 3; 1484, 137, 138, 195, 220, 221, 

295; 1486, 28; 1442, 30, 38, 40, 77; 14465, 2, 

3, 10, 11; 1460, 135 3.1552, 28 

*Sppiov, 1835, 4, 14; 1870, 6; 1879, 1, 6, 14; 
1386, rx (opia), 14 (opwv); 1887, 13; 1404, 3, 

8; 1407, 2; 1415, 17; 1426, 16; 1427, 5, 109, 

[2x], [23]; 1428, 21, 22; 1429, 10, 11, 21, 22; 

1441, 53 (? —see note); 1442, 50; 1479 

6cavTas. See dcatrus 
6a for dcop (?), 1862, 14 

6005, 1884, 45. é¢’ dcov, 1837, 14 
Oomptov (MSS. éozpeov except in the first case), 1854, 

21; 1433, 50, 118, 166; 1441, 109; 1448, 

IV. 
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41 (?); 1449, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37) 49, 5, 52, 53, 
56, 57, 61, 63, 65, 95, 99; 1588, 4: See also 

oumpp*T 

doTpaxor, 1459, 7, 9, 11 (oorp” ?), 26. See also 

Index 4, "Qotpdxov 

6TLOdY:: 6 6,, 1848, 12; 1853, 18; 1854, 6, 7d 6. as 

adv., 1846, 17 

ovarpavios (sic). See Index 4, under rézo1 

ovKETL, 1882, 6 
govyssoAorra, See duodoyla 

ovmi—, 1458, 8 

ovmpp* (qu. = édompéov épraBy ?), 1485, 81, 87, 88 

ovmw, 1360, 8 
ovoia, 1414, 81, [151]; 1419, 24, 288, 718, 789, 868, 

967—970, 1058, 1061, 1099, 1143, 1149, 1152, 

II71I, 1176, 1347, 1414, 1435; 1447, 172 

ovotakds : as subst, odcvaxd, 1416, 25 
—ovoiws, 1867, 12 

ovTws, 1887, 17; [1866, 15]; 1869, 21; 1410, 4; 
1414, [22] and passim; 1415, 1-3, 6, 7; 1426, 

16-32; 1427, 19, [21], [23]; 1428, 4-6, 21, 

22; 1429, 1, 2, 5-13, 21, 22; 1488, 26, 60, 

359, [397], 420, 432, 456, 476, 484, 509, 517, 
532; 1484, 59, 231, 284, 302, 308, 309, 311, 

313, 315; 1441, [ros], 112; 1442, 2; 1447, 

See also Index 

* 

118—120, 142, 143; 1449, 60. 

6 (2), o—— 

ddethnua (?), 1488, 37, 108, 130, 294, 320 

ddeido, 1832, 4; 1833, 2, 6; 1834, 4; 1348, 23, 34; 

1344, 18; [1848, 4]; 1849, [2?], 10; 1352, 

10, 11; 1858, 24; 1858, 7; 1368, 7; 1866, 8; 

1867, 16 ; 1871, 11; 1875, 12; 1878, 11 ; 1882, 

3, 16, 20; 13883, 8; 1886, 8; 1887, 11; 1891, 

26; 1892, 12; 1898, 4; 1894, 13; 1400, 13; 

1404, 15 (wd.); 1416, 69; 1418,8; 1419, 1373; 

1420, 4, 157; 1421, 6; 1423, 1; 1427, 5, 12, 

19, [21-23]; 1428, 4-[6], 22; 1484, 178, 179; 

1485, 92 (odtA.); 1449, 3, 46; 1479; 1481; 

1491 (4), (g) 
odedos, 1880, 25 
ddbadpds, 1356, 33; [1393, 18] 
dwdviov, 1847, 16; 1484, 58; 1435, 30 

*rayapxia, 1882, 3, 7; 1838, 4, 9; 1848, 6, 33; 

1847, 4; 1856, 6, 20; 1882, [9], 15, 18, [21]; 

1384, 32; 1400, 7; 1416, 25; 1435, 84; 1443, 

51 (?); 1457, 85 (?), 96, 115; 1460, 3, 4 and 

passim ; 1461, 12, 16, 22, 36, 42, 47, 54, 57, 59) 
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[72]; 1462 (2), 10; 1466; 1467; 1471; 1540, 

20; 1601, 2 

*mdyapxos. ‘See Index 3 
mats, 1886, 9; 1426, 42(?); 1445, 7; 1447, 16, 

103, 122, 168, 170; 1491 (@) 

Manadres See rapaxarew 

*araxC' (obscure), 1419, 1311 

mraKs/, 1487 
*rdKTov, 1486, 38; 1586, 3, 6 
*raxtwvoTparns, 1419, 1217 ; 1482, 29(?); 1436, 

107 

madawos, 1681, c. 7, 11 

MAAAKAAL, WaAaKapT, See rapaxarew 

Tad, 1856, 37, 38; 1405, 6 
NMAAITIROM, See rapaxAyrixds 

*rahdixdpwov, 1447, [13], [75], 76, 102, 111, 113, 
II5—117, 167, 169, 171, 176, 178; 1448, 19 

*rddduov, 1414, 112, 145, 170, 195, 215, 233, 247, 

287; 1610, 43 (—m1) 

ma os, 1414, 9 

*radovccov (?), 1483, 25, 266, 538, 566 ; 1442, 8, 22 

*Tapayo( ). See racpayi( ) 

Tavevgnpos, 1483, 16, 17, 70, 92, 134, 147, 182, 

194, 230, 243, 267, 324, 364, 403, 437, 459, 491, 
521, 539, [554], 567, 577, 584, 590; 1441, 65, 
67, 70; 1462 (7), 9; 1494, 6 (—we), 15 (do.); 

1495, 12; 1496, 4 (—we), 14 (do.); 1497, 2 

(do.), 8 (do.), 12; 1499, 4 (—we), 8; 1500, 2 

(—we) ; 1512, 4 (do.); 1516, 8 ; 1518, 2; 1526, 1; 

1529, 4 (—*earoc) ; 1552, 30 (maneyoyanwc), 

34 (Mameyoysroc); 1558, 4, verso, 17; 1568, 

19 ; 1565, 5 (—we), 21; 1566, 3; 1567, 5; 

1568, 3 (—wc); 1574, 12; 1578, 1; 1580, 3; 

1581, 7; 1584, 4; 1590, 3; 1604, 3; 1610,6; 
1611, 4; 1617, 4 

TavrTo.os, (1834, 12]; 1887, 13; 1889, 11, 18 ; 1842, 

9; 1858, 25; 1856, 25; 1402, 16; 1404, 17 

TavTOKpaTwp, 1494, 18 (mantwx.); 1495, 6; 1497, 
18 (mantwx.); 1498, 8 (do.); 1500, 12; 1508, 

27; 1509, 19; 1511, 8; 1518, 17; 1521, 20 

(manToR.) ; 1581, 10; 1548, 5 (Mantwr.) ; 1550, 

2 (matwx.) ; 1565, 27 ; 1571, 2 (? —mopor.); 1573, 

14; 1587, 8; 1598, 9; 1594, 9; 1596, 13 

Tavv, 1888, 10 
Tamas, 1681, c. 9 verso 
TaTrvpos, 1681, c. 3, 10 (mamnp.) 
Hapa. See raparrAayy 

TapayyéAdw, 1382, 10; 1883, 11; 1839, 13 ; 1848, 

27; 1845, 23; 1856, 16; 1367, 8; 1869, 14; 

1882, 31; 1883, 13; 1884, 19 

TapadiOwpt, 1835, 14; 1886, 12; 1842, 7; 1347, 
10; 1852, 11; 1866, 8; 1870, 17; [1871, 10]; 

1876, 13; 1878, 11; 1879, 7; 1882, 21; 1383, 

9; 1884, 29; 1886,10; 1887, 13(?); 1898, 43; 

1400, 9; 1401, 8; 1404, 2; 1406,4; 1407,2; 

1408, 4; 1414, 43, 55, [57], [59], [90], 99, 100, 
102, 126, 135, 136, [158], 160, [161], [183], [185], 

[186], [204], [206], [224], [238], 253, 316; 1415, 
17; 1442, 50; 1449, 49,87; 1518,12; 1519, 9; 

1521, 15; 1532, 2 

Tapasoots, 1449, 48 

TapaKkahéw, 1494, 34; 1508, 11, 19; 1509, 8; 

1518, 5; 1521, 28 (waNaKaps); 1530, 18; 1536, 

18; 1540, 9; 1553, 18 (maAN.); 1559, 19; 

1560, 29 (mapakape); 1561, 11 (maX.); 1562, 

14 (mapakape); 1571, 15; 1573, 3 (mad), 9 
(makadex); 1579, 4; 1592, 8; 1596, 3; 1610, 

48; 1622, 5, 8; 1623, 3; 1633, 1; 1636, 1; 
1645, 2 

TapaKhyots, 1579, 5; 1688, 4 
TApaKNyTLKos, 1573, 18 (MapanAxt.), 19 (MadstsRos), 

28-31 (—xprtinn); 1622, 7 (—xpetsnwn) ; 

1623, 2, 4; 1626, 4 

Tapakoy, 1845, 36; 1393, 51 

TApakovw, 1843, 42; 1845, 18 

TAPARPETIRWM, MAPARPITIRA. See rapaxAyrixds 

Tapak—, 1484, 257 

TaparapBdvw, 1869, 10; 1883, 8; 1408, 2 
Tapadetrw, 1338, 25 
Tapadhayy, 1483, 27, 71, 100, 183, 231, 268, 325, 

404, 414; 1486, 109 (?); 1457, 29, 45, 46, 51, 52, 
54-57, 59-61, 62, 64, 65, 67-69, 72-74, 82-84, 
120-124; 1458, 1-3, 9-11; 1518, 8 (? — mapa; 

see note). See also —AAay} 

Tapapedéw, 1344, 7 

TapapvOia, 1452, 12, 32; 1497, 10 (mapasate.) 

TapamreumTe, 1337, 23 
TAPAMAATIRA, See rapaxAnrixds 

Tapackeval, 1845, 4, 28; 1852, 9; 1854, 4; 
1356, 19; 1891, 16 

md pavra, 1354, 21; 1382, 20; 1886, 6; 1400, 3 
mapapudaky, 1484, 22 (—dvdday’), 135, 232 

(—vdAayn) ; 1485, 10, 87, [95]; [1441, 96]; 
1451, 52 (wap*bvAAay’), 126 (rap*dvdAay’) 

TapapurdtT@, 1844, 16; 1849, 35; 1882, 30; 

1385, 5 
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Tapayopa, 1416, 1a(n1); 1480, 77; 1483, 74, 138, 

181, 186 (rwp.), 234, 269, 328, 363, 365, 402, 

405, 436, 439, 460, 490, 492, 520, 522, 538, 540, 
555, 566, 568, 578; 1484, 71; 1436, 50, 78, 
81; 1489, 3; 1441, 81; 1451; 36, 48, 57, 90, 

[146]; 1456 (4), 4; 1457, 102. See also rapyyp~ 

TapaxXapynors, 1344, 12 
*rapaxwpilw (?), 1485, 134, 148; 1488, 4 (or rapa 

xwpiov ?) 
Tapedw, 1832, 9; 1838, 10; 1840, 7 (rapeouper Ist 

plur. pres.); 1843, 7, 14, 32; 1856, 14; 1872, 

5 (zapeop. part.) 

. Ma peel, 1832, 3; 1888, 1, 4; 1884, 1, [6]; 1835, 
12; 1836, 6; 1837, 7, 9; 1888, 31; 1839, 2, 

12, 19; 1841, 5, 8; 1842, 3; 1848, 24; 1844, 

17; 1846, 12; 1847, 6, 9; 1848, 5, 15; 1850, 

4, 16; 1851, 7; 1852, 7; 1858, [8], 14; 1855, 

8, 10; 1856, 12, 32; 1857, 4; [1858, 4-6]; 

1859, 10; 1860, 10; 1862, 8, 14; 1863, 3; 

1365, 1; [1366, 4, 7]; [1868, 8]; 1869, 6, 8, 

10; 1870, 7; [1871, 5, 8]; 1874, 10; 1875, 8, 

10; 1376, 7, 11; 1877, 4; 1878, 7, 9; 1879, 9, 

10; 1381, 6; 1883, 6; 1884, 6, 12, 14, 33, [50]; 

1385, 1; [1886, 6]; 1887, 7, 9; 1890, 7; 

1391, 8; 1392, [4?], 8; 1898, 48; 1894, ro, 

14; 1895, 6; 1899, 9; (1401, 6]; 1402, 14; 

1404, 9, 16; [1405, 7]; [1406, 1]; 1408, 5; 

1410, 3; (1411, 4]; 1484, 23, 93, 109, 112, 115, 

148, 151, 176, 189, 230, 242, 246; 1485, [37], 

65, 69, [71], 76, 95, [98], 125; 1486, 30, 132; 
_ 1487, [10], 15 ; 1452, 2. ext rod wdpovros, 1868, 6 

[*mapeE€devoris]. See Addenda, to p. 60 
TapépxXomat, 1359, 18; 1363, 5 
TapeupioKw, 1856, 19 

Tapexo, 1846, 19; 1351, 9; 1853, 24; 1866, 12; 

1869, 13; 1876, 10; 1884, 21; 1886, 9, [12]; 

1887, 12; 1888, 4; 1407, 4; 1408, 5; 1410, 2, 

[5]; [1411, 3]; 1484, 11, 16, 18, 24, 36, 229; 

1435, 96; 1487, 14 

TapioTnps, 1884, 19, 22, 58; 1518, 7; 1519, 4; 
1520, 7; 1521,9; 1528, 10; 1525,5; 1540,8; 

1541, 2; 1542, 9, Ir. ssa mmap. 1542, 9; 

1544, 10, 20 

tap o with gen. as a preposition, 1854, 7 
Tapo—, 1393, 2 

mapoo(os ?), 1488, 85, 145, 192, 241, 274, 337, 369, 

499, 443, 463, 497, 526, 544; 1457, 66 
mapopyila, 1349, 38 
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map, 1891, 31 

*rapxy. (qu. = rapdxwpa ?), 1485, 93 
*tracpayd( ), 1847, 15 (rap.); 1488, 378; 1484, 

59, 249 

TaTHp, 1419, 217, 708, 741, 749, 922, 956, 98; 

1452, 23; 1494, 1; 1521, 1; 1523, 1; 1542, 

1; 1569; 1574, 9; 1577, 1; 1584, 1; 1592, 

1; 1608, 1; 1610, 1; 1613, x 

TaTpwovupia, 1882, 6 (arpov.); 1888, 8; 1839, 9 
(rarpov.); (1848, 2]; 1845, 11(—vow.); 1856, 

23; 1884, 24 (—vow.); 1891, 15 (do.) 

Taxus, 1483, 24 

medias, 1412, BI, 311, 403, 487; 1427, 12 (rov reds") ; 

1481, 10; 1482, 1; 1483, 89; 1487, 4; 1442, 

42; 1457, 115; 1494, 8, 10; 1496, 6; 1512, 6; 

1518, 5; 1519, 1; 1521, 7; 1580, 5; 1584, 4; 
1542, 6 (met.); 1545, 6; 1610, 4; 1618, 7; 

1614, 3. See also Index 4 

meiOw (MSS. moe), 1574, 28; 1576, 3; 1584, 8; 

1624, x 

Teipaw, [1356, 10] 
mTéumTOos, 1418, 561 
TéuTw, 1882, 4, 13; 1888, 5, 14; 1834, 4, [7], To, 

II, 15; 18385, 8, 14; 1336, 10, 11; 1841, 7, 9; 

1842, 5, 6, 9; 1844, 6, 18; 1845, 38; 1846, 

II, 13; 1847, 8; 1848, 9, [14]; 1850, 17; 

1852, 6; 1353, 20, 26; 1854, 15; 1857, 2; 

1358, 5; 1862, 10, 13; [1865, 3]; 1866, 6, 

[8]; 1867, 9; 1868, 10; 1871, 7; 1874, 9; 

1875, 9; 1876, 11; 1878, 9; 1879, 10, [12]; 

1382, 16, [18], 26; [1884, 33]; 1886, 6, 8; 

[1887, 9]; 1889, 4; [1891, 14?]; 1892, 7, x1, 

18; 1893, 27, 34; 1894, 15, 17; 1899, 10; 

1401, 6; 1402,16; 1407, 2; 1435, 114; 1436, 

46; 1487, 9; 1449, 3, 29, 62, 65, 83, 85, 86 

Tepaida, 1848, 2 

Tépas, 1837, 13 

mepiBdemros, 1542, 7 (weprhXNA7/) 

TEprypady, 1496, 10; 1516, 4 (mp.); 1535, 6 

*repuyupevw, 1844, 3(?); 1867, 16 
TEplepxopat, 1867, 5 

TEpLEeXw, 1848, 13; 1845, 9; 1854, 17 

TEPLKUKAO®, 1870, 11 

mepumoinaots, 1414, 43, [44], [46], [48], 61, [90], 91, 
[95], [x04], [126-129], [138], 238-240 

mepiotepd. See Index 4 
TEplovp—, 1384, 9 

TeEpiTTos : & 7, 1848, 6; 1400, 16 

4M 2 
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TEptxvTns, 1480, 12(?); 1485, 165; 1449, 73; 
1452, 35; 1558, 18, 25, 27; 1563, 6, 7 

TEpvaowds, 1391, 19 (reproray.), 7d 7, 1869, 6 (?) 
neppyectatoc. See treppvécraros 

meTIACc, 

mnooopevov = ‘nail’, 1869, 4, 16; 1899, 8; 1408, 
43 1414, 70, 114 (rycopn-); 1483, 37, 65, 108, 

130, 180, 228, 294, 320, 362, 400, 435, [458], 
488, 519 

THXVS, 1362, 12 (wyxwv gen. plur.); 1878, 14 
mee, See reidw 

See medias 

TuTpaoKw, 1877, 5 (xupaca: aor. imp.); 1880, 15 

TUpPIepapH. See reprypady 

mot( ), 1453, 3, 7 
mcTeAsea, See éxicradya 

MLOTEVW, 1458, 5 (?) 

muotiKds. See Index 3 : 

mlotis, 1880, 10; 1488, 7; [1462 (:), 7 ?] 
mots, 1832, 4; 1838, 5; 1848, 34; 1858, 23; 

1356, 17, 20; [1866, 8]; 1867, 10; [187], 11]; 

1875, 12; [1892, 11]; 1404, 15 

*rurtopopew, 1338, 10 

TUTTAKLOV, 1434, 172; 1441, 88 
mravaw, 1576, 4; 1589, 6; 1684, 10 
m\ELoTOS, 1838, 16 

meEiwv, 1412, 58, 98, 159, 189, 258, 340, 440, 493, 

518; 1418, 21, 27, 33, 38, [44], 49, 354, 360, 
377, 382, 388, 392, 461; 1414, 63, 74, [210], 
216, 279, [296]; 1416, x, 2(c), 3 (p2); 1418, 

27; 1419, 827 (wAu), [1365]; 1421, 5(), 7(); 
1484, 337; 1470-1472; 1477; 1478; 1491 (g). 
mAciw, 1888, 12 

m7 Oos, 1884, 1; 1465 
TAIpHS : «is whijpes, 1832, 18; 1883, 20; 18538, 14; 

1354, 8; 1893, 13, 23, 39; 1404, 6, 17 

mpd, 1837, 18 ; 1845, 33; 1880, 28; 1393, 17; 
1404, 8; 1497, 6; 1519, 6; 1521, 12; 1588, 

53 1592, 5 
mrwbetov, 1441, 103; 1517, 8 
mdotov, 1846, 6, 7; 1851, 15; 1854, 4; 1887, 1, 

[5], [15]; 1897, 5; 1414, [28], 304; 1415, 17; 
1438, 22, 49, 53, 55, 56, 63, 71, 75, 83, 98, 116, 
120, 122, 128, 135, 139, 143, 164, 169, 172, 178, 

183, 190, 198, 200, 213, 217, 226, 239, 252, 256, 

259, 263, 273, 281, 283, 304,’ 308, 310, 312, 318, 

323, 325, 329, 335, 351, 355, 361, 368, 375, 387, 
393, 394, 399, 401, 404, 408, 414, 423, 427, 428, 

434, 438, 442, 455, 457, 471, 478, 486, 496, 514, 

WORDS 

518, 525, 537; 543, 553, 55, 576, 583; 1484, 
150, 330; 1485, [12], 24, 113, 141; 1489, 2; 

1440, 5; 1441, 47, 62, 101; 1448, 48, 52; 

1447, 197; 1449, 15, 38, 41; 1451, 100, 109; 

1457, 87; 1466; 1515, 8 
WAOCOC = zpds, 1521, 28 

*thoupaxcov (?), 1483, 247, 341, 373, 413, 447, 468, 

504, 530 
mvedpa, 1494, 1; 1496, 1; 1499, 1; 1512, 1; 

1542,1; 1569,1; 1574,9; 1584,1; 1592,1; 

1608, 1; 1610, 1; 1612, 1 

TOAHPM. See roryjpuov 

TlOAHPO .—, 1681, c. 1, 6 

movéw, 1884, [4], 13; 1885, 7, 16; [1886, 10]; 

[1841, 7]; 1842, 4; 18483, 2, 6; 1845, 29; 

1847, 7; 1849, 37; 1850, 14; 1851, 13; 

1352, 6; 1855, 9; 1856, 20, 22, 24; [1858, 

5]; 1862, 11, 13; [1863, 8?]; [1366, 6]; 1867, 

14 (worooa aor. inf.); 1868, 9; 1869, 16; 

(1871, 7]; 1874, 9; 1875, 9; 1876, 8 ; 1878, 8; 

1879, 9; 1880, 20; [1883, 97]; 1884, 2, 48, 

53; [1886, 5]; 1887,8; [1392,6]; 1893, 8; 

1399, 11; 1401, 5; 1408, 3; 1464; 1581, 10 

moinots, 1842, 1; 1869, 4; 1483, 247, 341, [373], 

413, 447, 468, 548, 561, 572; 1434, 109 
TouLyv, 1420, 129; 1449, 19; 1460, 47, 174 

(ro? ?); 1461, 25 (?), 30. See also Index 4 

700s, 1882, 7; 1838, 8, 9; 1848, 3; 1884, 24 

qoXus, 1891, 9; 1412, 495, 531; 1422, 2; 1483, 

49, 180, 228, 264, 362, 400, 435, 458, 488, 519; 

1484, 172; 1485, 115, 190; 1449, 4, 5; 1457, 

27; 1460, 42, 49(?), 140, 146(?), 193; 1461, 

43; 1592, 3 
mo\\aKis, 1840, 3; 1880, 3; [1894, 3] 
Tohhax@s, 1838, 33; 1882, 32; 1384, 41 

mo(d)Aod = ‘ high-priced’, 1880, 14 
*zroudpuov. See zwpdprov 

mropOetov, 1458, 12. See also Index 4, under rémoe 
TOppw, 1845, 25 
TOG0S : Td wécov as subst., 1841, 9; 1845, 3, 393 

1849, 10, 18; 1852, 8; 1857, 9; 1360, 8; 
1868, 6, 8; 1894, 16, 27; 1509, 11; 1512, 9, 

17; 1565, 16; 1579, 2; 1588, 13 

TooorTns, 1850, 3, 8, 11; 1882, 24; 1898, 52; 
[1395, 3] 

TOTApOS, 1878, 7; 1415, 17; 1517, 7 
MoTeAONAKTH (*odnpomduUrys ?), 1631, c. 1, 8 

mot piov (MS, noanpm), 1631, c. 7, 1 
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Tpayyuda, 1837, 17; 1880, 21; 1882, 32; 1384, 46, 
49; 1888, 6; 1890, 2; 1402, 4; 1404, 2, 

70 mpaypa with gen., as a preposition (?), 1848, 3 

MPAyMATEVTYS, 1419, 121, 131, 139, 142, 229 ; 1422, 

21; 1485, 131, 132; 1486, 32a; 1441, 89, 90; 

1457, 23(?), 103; 1460, 113; 1572, 4 

*rpaxtéw (?), 1898, 20 (xpaxrnOyvar) 

mpe( ), 1419, 17, 637 

mpeoBvtepos. See Index 3 
TIpecTizeon, See mpdoripov 

mpiyKup (?). See Index 4, under rézou 

mpiorns, 1841, 4,[12]; [1411, 3]; 1488, 29 (xpurre(ws) 
gen.), 204, 285 (pits), 469 ; 1484, 68, 280; 

1441, 102, 110; 1457, 31 

mpo( ), 1485, 113, 199; 1441, 63; 1449, 15 
Tpoayyéehrw, 1404, 16 
Mpoatpects, 1516, 5; 1624, 1 
Tpoact®’. See mpoecrus 

mpoBaror, 1875, 15; 1414, 6, 37, 66, 84, 213, 221 3. 

1415, 1; 1488, 317; 1484, 231, 302, 308, 309, 

311, 313; 1440, 3; 1447, 47, 123, 124, 126, 

128, 131, 149, 151, 155, 156, 158, 206, 208, 209, 

211; 1448, 14, 34 

mpoeipynka. See mpohéyw 
mpoeoTas. See Index 3 
MpoZomon, See rpdcwrov 

mpolecpia, 1859, 19; 1468 
Tpolornpt, 1872, 8 (mpoworwy part.) 

mpoxepar, 1414, [2x], [75], [x17], 148, [173], [197], 
217, [235], 249, [263], [297] 

TpokomTw, 1838, 11 

*rpoxoupadpuos, 1392, 1, 4; 1897, 6 
mpohéyw : mpoeipnxa, (1371, 10] 
TpopapTupew, 13438, 27 

TpopapTvpomat, 1856, 32 

mpoovopdlo, 1843, 12 

mpooama€, 1536, 1, 33, 38. See also mpoc oycon 

mpoaBacrs : xara mpdcBacw, 1865, 3; 1875, 11; 

1380, 26; 1394, 18 

mpocédevors, 1356, 7 

TpowepxXopat, 1592, 3 
Tipocereewi, etc. See mpécripov 

mpocioTnp, 1383, 7 
TpooKuvew, 1635, 1; 1642, 25 (mpwcnane) 
Mpoconmon. See rpdcwrov 

Tipoc oycon (= zpocdrat), 1536, 3, 10, 24, 28, 31, 

34; 1587, 5; 1538, 4; 1539, 2, 5 

Mpoccoymwit, See zpdcwzov 

TpOoTipov, 1438, 4; 1456(2), 3; 1494, 14 (—aswm), 

32; 1495, 2 (—wn), 12 (—eorswn); 1498, 4 

(—on), 13 (mpwctirsxwm); 1499, 8; 1509, 16 

(—wn); 1518, 14 (do.); 1519, ro (do.); 1521, 

17 (do.); 1528, 8; 1548, 2 (—wn); 1553, 17 

(mpect-), 30 (mpoce.); 1554, 12, 34 (emstaromn), 

verso, 34 (—wm); 1559, 9, 17 (mpoce.); 1560, 

10, 28 (mpwcerswm); 1561, 19; 1562, 12 

(mpoceesswm) ; 1563, 24; 1565, 23 (—wn), 39 

(do.) ; 1566, 9 (do.); 1592, 7; 1596, 10(—ws); 

1611, 6 (do.); 1618, 3; 1624, 4 

mpoopépa, 1870, 13 

mpoopevyw, 1332, 2, 8; 1833, 3, 9; 1843, 4 (mpoce- 

geyov imp.); 1849, 36; 1883, 16; 1402, 3; 

1441, 68 

Tpocwrrov, 1848, 3, 7; 1845, 5, 9, 34, 40; 1858, 3; 
1875, 7; 1447, 197; 1462(a), 8; 1494, 10, 30 
(mpocon.); 1495, 3, 10 (mpocom.); 1499, 7 

(mpozor:) ; 1508, 13; 1518, 6, 8; 1519, 8; 

1521, 11, 15; 1524, 2; 1529, 7,8; 1531, 3, 5; 

1582, 1; 1533, 5, 6; 1584, 5; 1536, 1, 2, 4,6, 
8 (mpozon.), 12, 22, 24, 27, 29, 32, 33, 34 (mpoc- 

coynws), 35, 36, 37; 1587, 6, 7 (mpwcon.) ; 1538, 

I, 3; 1542, 7 (mpoz.); 1548, 2; 1544, 16, 

20; 1547, 3; 1552, 27; 1565, 14, 17; 1574, 

25, 29; 1575,1; 1596,3; 1599, 13; 1610, 28; 

1641, 2, é« mpoowrov, 1860, 5 (—z7w); 1484, 

71 (?); 1485, 133 (?). xara mp. 1868, 9; 1574, 

It; 1642, 9 

*mporéhea. See Index 5 
TpoTedéw, 1860, 9; 1412, 17-221, passim, 281, 381, 

459 
mporepos, 1888, 38; 1889, 4 (mpwr.); 1412, 531 

(? — or zparos) 
mpototumas. See mpwrorvmus 
mpd TOU as a conjunction, 1846, 10; 18538, 10 (xpw) 

Tpov—, 1388, 1 

mpopacis, 1884, 15; 1888, 13,27; 1853, 27; 1359, 

19 ; 1872, 14; 1880, 31; [1898, 54]; 1484, 573 

1441, 68, 71; 1448, 53, 54; 1565, 19; 1566, 7 

mpopyrns (?), 1558, 24 
mpoxerpilw, 1484, 135; 1485, 10 

mpoxpeta. See Index § 
mp for Tp, 18538, 10 

ipwe—, For words so beginning see rpoo— 

Tparevo, 1856, 15 

MpOTos, 1849, 31; 1878, 3; [1894, 23]; 1412, 531 

(? — or mpérepos) ; 1570, 4 
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TpwToTvTras, 1845, 29; 1858, 9 (xpor.) 

*rwpdpiov, 1344, 14 (?—see note); 1484, 33; 

1681, c. 2, 3 (rop.), 8 (do.) 

TOS: Td 7, 1849, 22; 1863, 11; 1880, 20; 1881, 5; 

1395, 4; 1405, 6, 16 

pad.voupyds, 1888, 29; 1849, 37 
padarns, 1419, 1218; 1480, 111; 1488, 293; 1447, 

[ro2], 111, 167, 176; 1453, 5; 1558, 19 

*Adya, 1849, 15, 16; 1857, 2; 1804, 8; 1483, 17, 

19, 93, 94, 147, 148, 194, 195, 243, 244, 2553 
1434, 312; 1485, 26 

pom, 1854, 22; 1890, 8 
*poulikdy, 1835, 5; 1404, 7; 1407, 2; 1484, 165; 

1435, 122 

putrapds, 1408, 2; 1484, 107, 108, 258; 1485, 22 

POvvUpt : éppwpévos, 1888, 16 

*oay’, 1414, [16 ?], 48, 92, 130, [159], 184, 205, 254; 

1484, 250, 252, 291, 296; 1442, 16, 22, 24 

odypa, 1414, 69; 1441, 95 

*odxedd\a, 1836, 9; 1849, 11; [1858, 8]; 1859, 5, 
11; 1863, 7; 1875, 12; 1380,6, 7; 1894,13; 

1405, 2 (caxx.), [11]; 1412, 12, 54, 60, 69 and 

passim; 1418, passim; 1414, [3] and passim; 

1434, 135; 1485, Io 

oakkiov, 1414, 14, 70, 114, 145, 233 
*gaxod’, 1414, 290 

cadnvila, 1845, 30; 1574, 22 (cabyneceat) 

G@EaVTOV, 1838, 19; 1889, 3,11; 1853, 27; 1854, 14; 
1856, 12,[20]; 1882, 30; 1891, 23; 1898, 22 

oé\da, 1847, 14; 1484, 58, 59 

*geddotrotds, 1447, 147, 148, 195, 196 
onpaive, 1405, 8 (onpav. pres.) 
ceashwroc, cemnthoAoc. See ciuBovdos 

ceaetbypolt. See cvudépwo 

OHPEPOV, 4, 1885, 3; 1890, 6 
cHithoyAoc. See ovpBovdos’ 

*q Bévwos (L. and S§. o¢f.), 1414, 13, 34, 46, [69], 
113, 129, 170, 288, 313; 1488, 163; 1484, 151, 

153-155, 160; 1485,13; 1442, 2,21; 1449, 47 

*oiyeov, 1419, 1328; 1540, 10 (—s), 18 (—u-); 
1633, 2 (—sm); 1640, 2 (crnepAm) 

*ovyid\uov, 1884, 51 

otypa, 1681, c. 3, 10 

odnpeta(?), 1487, 9, 
odnpevs 

odypevs, 1401, 15; 1421, 9 (? — or oiSypeia) ; 1488, 

14 (ovep®). See also 

WORDS 

28 (do.), 41 (do.), 61 (do.), 84 (do.), ror (do.), 

126 (do.), 144 (do.), 153 (do.), 175 (do.), 191 (do.), 

zor (do.), 224 (do.), 240 (do.), 284 (do.), 336 

(do.), 467 (do.), 479 (do.), 487 (do.), 495 (do.), 
519; 1484, 33, [148]; 1485, 6, 22, 34 

aidnpos, 1369, 4, 8, ro (neut.), 23; 1408, 2, 6, 7; 

1414, 98, 314; 1488, 121, 170, 218, 257, 309, 

392, 426, 512; 1484, 9, 107; 1485, 21 (oidnp‘); 

1441, 76(?), 92, 95; 1448, 42(?); 1449, 79; 
1467 

*oiSnpoyadkevs (?), 1488, 37, 65, 75, 108, 121, 130, 
139, 170, 180, 218, 228, 264, 294, 309, 320, 329, 

362, 392, 400, 426, 435, 458, 488, 512; 1435, 4, 
28; 1487, 10 (cvrpoX) 

oiKeaorns (obscure), 1447, 109, 174 

cinepAlt, See afyehAov 

oivamt, 1414, 50 

awddriov (see Addenda, to p. 294), 1488, 247, 373, 

468, 561, 572; 1610, 38 (cimawne) 

oLvdoay, 1681, c. 6, 12 

ourdkpwOor, 1887, 13 
otros, 1885, 1, 7, 10, [13], [17]; 1858, 16; 1854, 2, 

9, 11; 1870, 5, 8, 15; 1880, 14; [1886, 10?]; 

1389, 2(?); 1898, 59; 1404, 12, 21; 1407, 3, 6; 

1414, 306; 1415, 14, 17; 1416, 65, 67; 1419— 

1429, passim; 1481, passim; 1482, passim ; 1483, 

17, 19, 52, 73, 76, 93, 94, 119, 137, 140, 147, 148, 
168, 185, 187, 194, 195, 201, 206, 209, 216, 224, 

233, 235, 243, 244, 270, 307, 327, 330, 360, 433, 
467, 487, 493, [541]; 1484, 51, 54, 56, 93, 121, 
128-130, 134, [167], 171, 173, 231, 284, 303, 

314; 1485, [17], 30, 72, 87, 88, 122; 1486, 5, 

20, 30, 31, 33, 47; 1441, 82, 88, 108; 1442, 42, 

50, 52, 58; 1444, 23; 1481; 1487; 1589, 4 

oiTpox. See cidypoxadkeds 

oK( ), 1460, 157 
oKavdador, 1338, 27; 1839, 11 

oxdpipos, 1843, 5 

okddos, 1851, 8 

oKédos, 1461, 14 

oKeTacTyHpios (or —TiKds), 1488, 64, 129, 179, 

227, 319 
OKEvOS, 1610, 11, 13, 25, 35. See also oKovoxeBy 

* 

; oKe, 1435, 62 

okuTEvS, 1419, 1221 (ckerevwv); 1480, 26, 96 (cx*/), 
98 (do.); 1481, 17; 1488, 80; 1484, 251 

(ox®/); 1449, 92 (see Addenda); 1452, 37; 

1558, 12 
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cossape! (qu. Copdpvorpor ?), 1681, c. 3, 1 

COLLATION, See cwpdrioy 

*omreppoPonia,1434, 173 (creppaf.); 1441, 6151589, 3 
o7Tevdw, 1388, 39; 1849, 30 

o7dpy.os, 1339, 7 

*omdprovdor, 1882, 12, 14; 1883, 13, 15 
OTOVOy, 1835, 16. pera réons os 1880, 23 
omrupis, 1414, 258, 269, 277, 293; 1488, 555, 568, 

[578?]; 1484, 275; 1515, 6 

oT—, 1406, 5 

oTdypa, 1592, 6 
otabnpéds, 1338, 12 
oTabuds, 1393, 19 

*oramis (= dorapis), 1875, 18; 1414, 6 
*orav\ov, 1414, 22 

oravpés, 1631, c. 7, 5. (signature), 1592, 8. artcr., 
1518, 13; 1521, 16; 1529, 10; 1531, 5; 1582, 3 

oréyacis, 1362, 11; 1878, 6 
oré)dXo, 1848, 3, 13, 16, 18, 37; 1869, 11,17; 1882, 

Io; 1884, 28; 1405, 2; 1416, 63; 1428, 1; 

1438, 56, 122, 172, 347, 382, 393, 474, 508, 513, 
[549], 562, 587; 1484, [242], 244, 254, 255; 
1435, 64; 1437, 1; 1441, 103; 1443; 27 a; 

1517, 8 
oTevdw, 1335, 9; 1380, 28 
CTENE, CTH X'S, etc. See crorxéw 

*orinmwos, 1442, 2, 21 

*orimmuov (L. and S. orvmmeiov), 1442, 3, 21 

oTixos, 1838, 6, 37; 1857, 8; 1360, 6; 1896, 9; 

[1414, 1]; 1418, 23; 1483, 14; 1485, 1; 

1441, 69; 1449, 48 (o7ix?/); 1577, 9; 1584, 14, 

16. Snpdovor orixor, 1896, 6; 1414, 61 

OTOLXEW, 1426, 37-44; 1435, 3, 6, 8, 10, 56, 64, 74, 

95, 98, 125, 197; 1448, 24-43, passim; 1494, 

29; 1495, 9; 1497, 20 (ctH9¢1); 1498, 11 

(ctexce) ; 1499, 6 ; 1500, 10; 1504, 2 (ctHQKO1); 

1508, 26, 29; 1509, 17, 22 (ctH9¢1); 1512, 24; 

1515, 12 (ctHQ¢01); 1517, 3; 1518, 27, 29; 

1521, 27 (ctH9¢Rn); 1528, 16; 1548, 7, 8, 9; 

1550, 4 (ctH9¢1), ro (cTHOCH), 12 (do.); 1551; 

1552, 23, 27, 29, 33; 1558, 3 (ctexe), 12 (do.), 

22, 36, verso, 6 (ctHQCe), 16 (cTHXH), 34, 38; 

1554, 6, 30 (ctHOK es), verso,1; 1555, 37; 1559, 

3 (ctHo¢e), rz (cTexre); 1560, 23 (cTHDX:!); 

1561, 13 (cTHO¢01) ; 1563, 18 (cTHQEN), 26 (do.); 

1565, 25, 41, 46; 1570, 7; 1571, 13; 1572, 11, 

etc. ; 1587, 7, 10 (cTHO¢), 12 (cTHQ¢O!); 1588, 

2 (crux); 1591, 2; 1598, 7, 15 (cTHOKCe!); 
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1599, 9 (cru9¢e); 1605, 1; 1610, 33; 1618, 6, 

7, 8; 1622, 4; 1623, 3 (cteoce), 4 (ctH9¢e1) 
OTOptov, 1484, 19, 23, 24, 37, 136, 232; 1485, 10, 

[87], 95, 96, 98; 1441, 96; 1451, 52, 126 

*orpara : da otpdéras, 1884, 7; 1846, 18. Kard 

otpdrav, 1850, 12; 1488, 310; 1484, 16, 49, 

188; 1485, 15 

oTparidtns, 1879, 14; 1418, 19, 31, 42, 53, 65, 
122; 1416, 30(?); 1419, 891; 1488, 47, 117, 

165, 214, 253, 305, 352, 388, 453, 480, 510, 533, 
563, 573; 1484, 172, 254; 1435, 113, 117 (?), 

190; 1448, 38, 43; 1444, 20; 1448, 3; 1449, 

4, 5, 66; 1452, 30; 1457, 42, 75, 79, 80, 107; 

1458, 1; 1496, 19; 1581, 9 
CTPEaROMEA, 1631, c. 2, 5 

oTpemrds, 1371, 16; 1483, 24 

aorpovlds. See Index 4, under réou 
av(__), 1457, 96 
ovyyvadpn, 1344, 12; [1382, 5] 
ovyxXwpéw, 1837, 16; 1349, 38; 1528, ro 
OvKH, 1871, 16; 1414, 10; 1483, 24; 1442, 2, 21 

*ovdddytov, 1869, 21; 1484, 108 
ovpBodatoypados. See Index 3 
avpBovdos. See Index 3 
*rupBpoxilo, 1867, 2 
ovppaxos. See Index 3 
ouptrabéw, 1845, 20; 1369, 12 

oupTaperpt, 1845, 25 (owz.) 

oupTimpacKe, 1419, 836, 1127 (ow7.) 
oupmTdnpdw (?), 1631, c. 1, 6 (cyssmAepe) 
ouptrypwo.s, 1838, 4, 14; 1840, 5; 1855, 5; 

1356, 5; 1865, 4; 1880, 33; 1483, 84, 144, 
191, 240; 1484, 175, 224, [241], 244, 304; 

1485, 60, 64, 93, 101 (cv7Anp*wo* gen.), 106 

(cw7.); 1440, 3; 1448, 53; 1457, 25 

oupdépo, 1344, 9; 1639, 2 (ceaxchypon) 

ouvdyw, 1349, 10, 18, 19; 1856, 15; 1357, 6, 9; 
1880, 27; 1884, 12; 1894, 11; 1395, 3, 8 

cvvapTayy, 1496, 10; 1516, 6 

ovveywt, [1858, 3]; 1875, 6; 1483, 73, 137, 185, 

233, 327 
cuveTicxvw, 1849, 10 

ouvepyeia, 1849, 35 

ouvepyéw, 1834, 11 (?); 1848, 32 

ouvépxopat, 1345, 15 
ovvecis, 1402, 13 
ovvevpiockw, 1332, 5; 1838, 6 
ovr eva. : éx ovvnGeias, 1840, 5 
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ouvinut, 1844, 5; 1846, 15; 1848, 14; 1859, 14 
(cuvnes) 

ouviornpt, 1481, 12, 37, 40, 51, 69 
Uvodos : 7d civodov, 1882, 11; 1838, 13; 1888, 7; 

1348, 15; 1845, 15; 13846, 14; 1348, 9; 1358, 

17; 1862, 10; 13884, 49; 1886, 10, 13; 1891, 

22; 1894, 6; [1895, 2] 

OVYTELVW, 1886, 15 (cwTw.); 1400, 20 
ouvrédeva, 1882, 9; 1888, 10; 1514, 13 (?) 

ouvtexvirns, 1419, 1215 ; 1480, 80 

ouvTopia: da xdoys o, 1837, 8; 1850, 15; 1853, 
9; 1859, 11; 1869, 15; 1894, 10, 81a cvrro- 

pias, 1846, 9. pera wéons o., (1884, 7]; 1839, 
2; 1862, 9; 1865, 2; 1880, 18; 1882, 22; 

1404, 10. pera o., 1882, 15; 1883, 17 
OUVTOLOS, 1491 (4). & cwrdpw, 1838, 39 
ovoTacts, 1849, 9; 1856, 4 (cwr.); 1895, 5 
ovoTat—, 1891, 9 
odiyye, 1870, 16 

oxtoTds, 1862, 20-22; 1871, 15, 16; 1878, 14; 

1488, 33 (oxi°), 10g, 157, 205, 289, 448, 470; 
1442, 4, 6, 8, 22 ' 

oxowwior, 1414, 13, 34, 47, 70, [113], 247, 280, 3133 
1483, 24; 1442, 2, 21 

cxodLw, 1880, 9 
TXOAaCTLKOS, 1420, 82 

TOpa, 14338, 16, 24, 31, 32, 40, 55, 68, 104, 111, 156, 

171, 181, 204, 208, 219, 258, 288, 296, 303, 322, 

415, 533 
copatil, 1546, 15 ; 1548, 14 (Coparile = éowparioOn) ; 

1593, 21 

TwparTikds, 1848, 19, 23 
THPLATLKAS, 1845, 21 ; 1367, 19 

owparior, 1834, 12; 1898, 28, 30; 1508, 7, 10, 12, 

18; 1509, 6 (coas.); 1526, 2 

THM, 1884, 60; 1404, 9 

Ta. for THs, 1460, 141 
*zaBhiov (MSS. raPdw), 1420, 4, 157; 1421, 6; 

1423, 1; 1481 

Taypa or (rayév?), 1417, 4; 1488, [536], 564, 575, 
[582], [589]; 1486, 145 (ray); 1441, 95 (ray*); 
1452, 32; [1456 (4), 1]; 1494, 48 (ray). See 
also taxpucvov 

ta€idvov (L. and S. tageiSiov), 1484, 328; 1440, 4; 
1494, 12 (—r7n), 32 (aagrrom); 1495, 11 
(—1); 1498, 2 (do.), 12 (taxeste) ; 1499, 7 

(—11on); 1503, 1 (—s7n); 1505, a(n. 
3 (do.); 1511, 3 (—17n) 

tam( ), 1415, 12 

TdtTw (Coptic texts tacce), 1882, 6; 1833, 7; 1834, 
2; 1835, 6; (1336, 4]; 1841,3; [1845, 2], 31; 

1847, 2; (1858, 1]; 1859, 6, 11; [1868, 5]; 
1375, 5; 1876, 4; 1878, 4; 1879, 4; 1881, 7; 

[1882, 8]; 1886, 4; 1887, 4; 1892, 10; 1395, 3; 

[1896, 4]; 1401, 3; 1404, 6, 10; 1465; 1552, 

25; 1553, 16, verso, 36; 1554, 11 (tace); 1560, 

26. See also rdéypa 

Tavpehdrns, 1487, 6 (? — top.) 

Taxos : ba raxous, 1853, 26. ev rdxer, 1888, 18 

Taxpvocvov (obscure, perhaps réypa xpvotov), 1441, 87, 

90 

TeiAcTaparoc. See duacradpds 

TEKVOD, 1416, 24; 1419, 438, 523, 701, 1182, 1302, 

1309; 1420, 39, 245; 1481, 75; 1482, 32 

TEKTwY, 1836, 3; 1866, [2], 4, [16]; 1391, 31; 

1402, 11; 1410, 5, 7; 1419, 38, 545, 993, 
1004, 1216, 1234; 1480, 113; 1481, 25; 1482, 

36, 77, 97; 1488, 32, 39; 1484, 95, 96, 99, 
277, 284; 1435, 18; 1487, 3; 1558 verso, 26 

TEXELOW, 1856, 21 

TENEUTAwW, 1850, 12 

TEAEw, 1450, 2 

*révda, 1488, 38, 247, 293, 341, [373], 413, 447, 468, 
504, 548, 561, 572; 1447, 197; 1581, 10 

TEpaehe, TEPeeHcrit, 

*reraptia. See Index 5 

téraptos, [1852, 4]; 1465; 1501, 2 
TETPAXwpos, 1631, c. 2, 5 

TéXVy, 1891, 12 

Texvirys, 1834, [3], 8; 18386, 1; 1841, 10; 1848, 

4; 1851, 4; 1853, 1, 5, 26; 1866, 7; 1891, 

11; 1898, 47, 56; 1897, 8; 1408, 1, 4, 7; 

1410, 4; 1414, [26], [28], 78, 149, [176], [304]; 

14338, 32, 81, 104, 156, 204, 238, 248, 272, 288, 

333, 367, 407, 440, 462, 524, [557]; 1484, 70, 
135; 1485, 10, 140; 1488, 10; 1441, ror; 

1448, 26; 1447, 146, 194; 1451, 88, 104, 132; 

1464; 1472 

TXAM—. For words so beginning see Sua— 

Tyn{ ), 1415, 12 
TYyLH, (1858, 2]; 1375, 5; 1879, 5; 1897, 6; 1414, 

[22] and passim; 1488, 19, 37, 64, 65, 94, 108, 

129, 130, 179, 227, 281, 289, 319, 320, 341, 417, 

473, 530, 538, 561, [566], 572, 581, 582, [588], | 

See tpipiocrov 
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[589]; 1484, 109, 177, 229, 301, 304, 307, 329; 
1485, 21, 32, 39, 45, 84, 118, 122, 128, 135, 192, 

197, 198, 200; 1486, 143; 1489,6; 1443, 40- 

"42, 50, 55, 58, 61-64, 66; 1444, 5, 16, 18, 19, 

23 1448, 6, 9-15, 18, 19, 27-35; 1449, 85; 

1456 (4), 8; 1457, 7, 63, 76, 85, 108; 1485; 

1487; 1501, 4; 1515, 5; 1565, 63; 1575, 2; 

1591, 3 
Tipnpa, 1400, 18. 
Tipnots, 1414, 98. 

yupurpos 
TYyLwpia, 1528, 8 (Trax0p.) 
—thor, 1412, 493, [518] 

To for THS, 1460, 10, 43, 47, 56, 88, 99, 137, 167, 174, 

179; 1461, 54(?), 59(?); 1487 
Toivur, 1888, 33; 1849, 22 
TowovTos, 1332, 2, 15; 1833, [2], 17; [13884, 8]; 

1835, 13; 1840, 7; 1841, 9; 1843, 5, 21; 
1844, 19; 1845, 7, 12, 16, 37; 1847, 9, 10; 

[1348, 13]; 1849, 34; 1851, 10, 11; 1852, 9; 

1853, 25; 1854, 7,16; 1855, 11; 1856, 21, 22, 

24, 31; [1858, 7]; 1859, 9; 1360, 10; 1862, 

13; 1868, 4, 6; 1865, 2; 1866, 7; 1869, 10, 

13; 1870, 8,15; [1871, 9]; 1872, 9; 1874, 10; 

1375, 10; 13876, 12, 14; 1877, 10; 1878, 9, 12; 

1379, 11; 1880, 21, 24, 30; 1882, 23; 1884, 

35, 46, 48, 56; 1886, 7,13; 1887,10; 1889, 6; 

1392, 8, [12], 17; 1898, 17, [45], 31; 1894, 16; 

1397, 1; (1898, 6]; [1899, 9]; 1400, 6, 17; 

1401, 8,9; 1404, 12, 13; 1405, 9; [1464] 

TOKoS, 1435, 132; 1457, 2-6, 30, 33, 34; 1458, 4, 6 

Tohpdw, 1884, 2; 1509, 15; 1565, 16, 39; 1567, 2, 

4; 1596, 9; 1598, 6 

TOs, 1882, 7; 1383, 8; 1882, 11, 19; 1400, 7; 
1416, 28-31, 33-35, 37, 39, 40; 1419-1425, 

passim; 1429, 14-19; 1482, 71; 1441, 104; 

1442, 52-59; 1474; 1481; 1491 (d), (/); 1581, 
9; 1681, c. 2, 1, 4, ¢. 9, I 

Tpayevos, 1416, 41, 42; 1441, 10g 
tpameLirns, 1405, 5 
Tpesbra .[ (qu. rp/Boros, Lat. éribula?), 1681, c. 7, 4 
Tpids, 1494, 2; 1496, 2; 1508, 1; 1512, 2; 1540, 

2; 1542, 2 (em s2omoapratoc = ey povdd: rpiddos) ; 

1545,1; 1569, 2; 1574, 10; 1584,2; 1608, 2; 

1610, 2; 1612, 2 
*rpysioovov, 1501, 4 (—aancim); 1508, 22 (Tpaxstc) ; 

1509, 13 (—asancim), 22 (Tepasnc); 1512, 12 

(vepasnesm), 38 (—aancs); 1544, 6 (Tepaane), 18 

IV. 

See also Index 5 

See also Index 5, under drap- 
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(do.) ; 1558, 36 (do.); 1568, 15 (Tpren), 17 

(T prance); 1584, 1x (—axncs) ; 1586,2 (—asxncsm) ; 

1588, 7 (do.); 1642, 14 (Tepaanern) 

Tpiros, 1863, 2; 1408, 3, 6; 1409, 1; 1413, 340 
Tpixwos, 1414, 13, 14, 70, [x 13], 114, 145, 233, 247, 

289; 1438, 247, 341, 373, 413, 447, 468, 504, 
561, 572 

TpOmos, 1891, 6; 1404, 8. al’ oiovdijrore 7. 1565, 
42, 47; 1566, 8; 1610, 27. zdvra tpdrov, 

1528, 12 

Tpopy, 1847, 3; 1414, 80, [307]; 1488, 292; 1484, 

174, 229, 245, 301, 307; 1435, 71, 84, 94 
Tuddpiov, 1848, 4(?); 1414, [49], 93, 131; 1483, 

406; 1484, 116, 117, 152, 153, 156-159; 1435, 

13; 1442, 3-6, 21, 25 

TuUrros, [1844, 3?]; 1464 

TUX : Kata TExnv, 1594, 12 

Tw for THS, 1460, 31 

UBpis. See geyprerc 
oyroyseentoc, See youpevos 

HSwp, 1846, 18 ; 1853, 11; 1465. 
1346, 10; 1465 

viomroinros (?), 1422, 74 
vids, 1833, 23; 1834, 1; 1885, 2, 19; 1836, 2, 12, 

[x4]; 1887, 4; 1840, 2,9; [1841, 1, 11]; 1842, 

7; 1844, 2, [23]; 1846,[3], 2x; 1350, [x], 5, 

6, 17; [1851, 1]; [1855, 2, 14]; 1856, 2, [40]; 

1859, 2, 22; [1360, 13]; 1862, 23; 1368, 6, 

7, [x1]; [1369, 1]; [1870, 2, 18]; [1871, 4]; 

1874, 2; [1875, 2]; 1876, 2,7; 1878, 2,7, 15; 

[1381, 1]; 1888, [1], 17; 1887, 2, [16]; 1891, 

[r], 30; [1892, 2]; 1304, [1], 28; 1896, 9; 

1898, 1, 5; 1401, 14; 1408, 2, [6]; 1407, 1; 

1408, 1, 4; 1410, 1, 3; [1411, 2]; 1412, 7, 

12, [2to], 276, 279, [456]; 1414, 43, 55, 57, 

[90], 99, 100, 126, 135, [158], 160, [183], [185], 

204, [224], 238, [253]; 1418, 2(?); 1419, 66, 

67, 69, 144, 351, 352, 384, 387, 625, 644, 706, 

709, 712, 759, 775, 787, 800, 832, 833, 842, 

852, 876, 918, 935, 939, 1014, 1017, 1056, 1064, 

1065, 1093, 1160, 1213, 1231, 1238, 1245, 1258, 

1301, 1304, 1307, 1314, 1321, 1360, 1418; 

1420, 62, 87, 113, I17, 132, 133,134, 136, 139- 

141, 143, 171, 209, 256; 1421, 141; 1422, ro, 

13, 17, 19, 22, 77; 1424, 12, 56, 62,67; 1480, 

6, 15, 32, 33, 79, 71, 73, 87, 91, 96, 107, 110; 

1481, 7, 23, 40, 61, 66; 1488, 11, 27, 62, 66, 93, 

ddata Tod Tpaavod; 
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127, 177, 225, 243, 317, 321, 360, [398], 433, 
485, 587; 1484, 17, 26, 71, 93, 112, 115, [127], 

I51, 176, 224, 225, 246, 256; 1485, 3, 12, 15, 

36, 71, 76, 10%, 125, 177; 1487, 9, 10, 15; 

1440, 3, 6; 1441, 47-50, 52, 56, 65, 74-78, 
80-82, 84, 91; 1444, 10; 1447, 36-44, 78- 

89, IOI, 112, I15, II7, 121, 140, 166, 169, 

177, 190; 1449, 1; 1450, 2; 1457, 26; 1461, 

533 1462 (A), 4; (m), 45 (6), 23 (9), 25 (2), 13 
1464 ; 1491 (c) ; 1494, 1 ; 1496, prot. ; 1515, 2, 8; 

1518, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26; 1539 verso; 1542, 1; 

1552, 2, 3; 1553 verso, 2, 26, 31; 1556, 12; 

1557, 3; 1560, 17; 1569, 1; 1574, 7,9;1584,1; 

1592, 1; 1608, 1; 1610, 1; 1612, 1; 1613, x 
(yse). See also Index 4, under té7a 

DpeTEpos, 1374, 6; 1401, 13; 1408, 2; 1416, 66; 

1484, 71, 241, 323; 14385, 43, [64], 123; 1486, 

136 

UTavaywaoKw, 1384, 14 

vTravahvw, 1884, 8 

Urapéis, 1848, 7 
Urdpxw, 1838, 23; 1889, 6; 1845, 25 

vraros (?), 1419, 441 

vmeppvéaratos, 1494, 7 (meph.); 1540, 6; 1565, 

5 (nepe,) 
oyToricee, o-yrouicre, 

Uroypadevs, 1529, 3; 1542, 4; 1624, 2 

vToypady, 1542, 3; 1580, 2; 1588, 16 

droypddw, 1529, 2; 1535, 3; 1542, 8; 1576, 2; 

1619, 2 " 

brodéxrns. See Index 3 
brodexopuat, 1853, 24; 1884, [38], 44 (see Addenda) ; 

1393, 23; 1405, 10; 1576, 6; 1590, 5 (—aer- 

xe) 
brodoxelov, 1449, 30, 33, 39, [42], 52, 55, 60, 63 

wmdGecis, 1882, 23; 1464 (vrobews gen.) 
bTdKEpan, 1345, 34; 1528, 14; 1540, 15; 1552, 

26 (gynowscee); 1553, 25; 30 (—victe), verso, 

20, 36 (HM); 1554, 12, 33 (gKM.), verso, 5 

(do.); 1559, 9, 17; 1560, 9 (oHn.), 27 (gen); 

1561, 9,19; 1562,12; 1564, 5 (gymot.); 1565, 

23, 39 

vo elrw, 1881, 5 (? —see note) 
Urohoyilopar, 1869, 9; 1416, 1, 2 (d), 2 (4)(?), 

3 (4) (?), 3 (0)(?); 1427, 5, 12, [19], [21-23], 
[25]; 1428, [4]-6, [22]; 1479; 1491 (g) 

*trodourd lw, 1845, 33; 1896, 9 
bmddouTos, 1853, 19; 1449, 43 

See tréxepar 

dropyynpaticpos, 1884, 37 
imdoTacts, 1338, 33; 1839, 20; 1348, I, 4, 31; 

1846, 20; 1886, 15; [1400, 21]; 1402, 10; 

1404, 5; 1494, 18; 1495, 5; 1498, 7; 1509, 

18; 1511, 7; 1512, 25; 1518, 16; 1519, 12; 

1528, 14; 1581, 9; 1547, 5; 1587, 7 

UTOTTATLKAS, 1845, 21; [1867, 19] 

UVTooTpepw, 1354, 8; 1434, 136; 1449, 43 

bmorayy, 1433, 380; 1451, 24; 1461, 32, 58; 1469 
brorarrw, 1847, 7; [1858, 2]; 1862, 7; [1868, 9]; 

1869,8; 1875,5; 1878, 5; 1879, 5; 1896, 7; 

1897, 4; [1401, 4]; 1404, 1; 1484, 229, 241; 

1435, 64 

bmovpyia, 1847, 3; 1356, 6; 1876, 1, 5, 14; 1879, 
I, 6, 14; 1401, 4, 13; 1416, 64, 66; 1433, 

334; 1484, 33, [148], 331; 1435,°6, 15, 34, 186, 
187; 1489, 4; 1447, 141, 191; 1457, 86; 1487; 

1517, 9; 1639, 4 (orm) 

bmoupyds, 1845, 24, 42; 1849, 19, 29, 32, 373 
1354, 6; [1858, 3]; 1859, 1, 6, 7, 12, [23]; 

1875, 6 ; 1880, 29; 1894, 24 ; [1400, 15]; 1405, 

5; 1416, 26; 1484, 189; 1435, 69; 1456 (4), 

2; 1554, 15(?); 1565, 15; 1566, 6. See also 

Index 3 

vrodépw, 1843, 21, 41; 1356, 30 

boTepéw, 1382, 17; 1833, 20; 1887, 10; 1338, 7, 
13; 1840, 6; 1848, 15; 1846, 14, 16; [1848, 

8]; 1358, 17 (vorepec. aor.); 1854, 12; 1857, 

8; [1358, 8]; 1359,.14 ; 1862, 10; 1380, 19, 

30; 1889, 1; 1898, 50; 1895, 6 (? —see note) ; 

1398, 6; 1899, 12 

VoTEpos, 1843, rx 
vp ev =“all together’, ‘ all at once’, 1870, 12 

* hayovew, 1380, 9 
daivw, 1840, 4; 1848, 38; 1844, 7, 10, 20; 1845, 

30; [1854, 6]; 1857,2; 1880, 3; 1884, 5, 22; 

[1894, 3] 

dakodtov (?), 1610, 40 (bac) 
*daxkdiov (MS. daxde.), 1488, 67, 131 

eparase. See dvdAarrw 

*dapydria (L. and S. dala), 1848, 1; 1433, 17, 

147, 194, 243; 1447, 110 (or *apymArdpros 2), 
112 (do.), 121 (do.), 147 (do.), 175 (do.), 177 

(do.), 186 (do.), 195 (do.); 1599, 11 

PavepoTrolew, 1339, 10; 1848, 28 (pavepwr.); 1845, 

Io; 1869, 8 , 

davépwors, 1839, 17 ; 1843, 8; 1350, 13 
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thas. See paxidduov 

épa, 1836, 15; 1838, 18; 1889, 3, 14; 1840, 4, 

10; 1841, 12; 1848, 12; 1846, 22; [1850, 

17]; 1851, 4, 19; 1852, 14; 1853, 29; 1854, 

16; 1856, 41; 1859, 23; 1860, 14; 1362, 24; 

1868, 12; 1870, 19; 1878, 16; 1879, 14; 

1380, 29, 33; 1883, 16; 1884, 31; 1890, 5; 

[1892, 21]; 1896, 9; 1408, 7; 1416, 51, 64; 

1434, 48, 172, 189, 257, 297 ; 1486, 63 ; 1441, 87; 

1444,7; 1462 (/),10; 1464; 1467; 1574, 30 

devyw, 1384, [7], [24], 38, [567]; 1421, 152; 1488, 

401; 1435, 58; 1488, 4; 1441, 71 

b0dvw, 1848, 24; 1859, 16; 1890, 3 
diidvOpwrros, 1412, 2; 1431, 2; 1433, 3; 1434, 2; 

(1451, 2]; [1460, 184]; 1462 (a), 2; (c), 2; 

(7), 25 L(g) 215 [@), 213 4) 25 (4), 215 (2) 2; 
(r), 23 (4), 2; 1494, prot.; 1496, prot.; 1542, 

prot. (piAwrov); 1574, 2 

diria, 1553 verso, 20; 1554, 9, 33 (—Nes.); 1559, 

6; 1560, 5,25; 1561, 16 

* didoKaheia, 1846, 6; 1371, 1; 1886, 1; 1891, 4; 

1410, 2; 1483, 39, 75, 139, 186, 234, 266, 

269, 328, 329, 342, 346, 365, 374, 381, 405, 415, 
419, 436, 439, 474, 490, 492, 508, 520, 522, 538, 

540, [555], 566, [568], 578; 1484, 92, 150, 162, 
175; 1485, 3, 12, 17, 24, 26, [60]; 1486, 50; 

1439, 3; 1441, 102; 1442, 1, 23; 1445, 8 (?) 

prrotipia, 1565, 43, 49; 1568, 4 (—roassa) 

poBéopat, 1845, 1; 1380, 10 

dBos, 1856, 9, 33; 1893, 18 

*dhowKoddxtov, 1862, 11, [12?], 13, 17, 20-22; 
- 1871, 15; 1877, 10; 1878, 1, 4, 14; 1488, 

33, 105, 157, 205, 289, 448, 470; 1441, 78 

(powox.); 1442, 4, 22; 1449, 45 

doié, 1875, 18; 1422, 47(?), 49(?); 1488, 24; 

1631, c. 2, 3 (?— dowrx’/) 

ods (Coptic texts oAdAoc), 1435, 14, 33, 38, 83 a, 

102, 111; 1508, 23; 1514, 3; 1526, 4 

(?— opoc); 1544, x (odoc), 2 (do.), 4, 5, 9, 

12(bopdoc), 15, 19 (hodoc) 

dpetpor, 1846, 19; 1858, 12; 1483, 26, 96, 280; 

1434, 173; 1435, 39, 53; 1438, 9; 1441, 98 

toproe, thopoc. See Pdddis 
docoarov. See Index 4 
dpyv, 1337, 21 (ppawas); 1888, 16; 1846, 16; 

(1848, 14]; 1862, 18 (¢pawas) 
dvyds, 1332, 5, 16; 1833, 1, 7, 18; 1839, 9; 1848, 

16, 21, 29, 36; 1844, 4, 11, 15,19, 21; 1849, 

36; 1861, 7; 1881, 4, 10; 1882, 5, 9, [24], 27, 

[32]; 1888, 4; 1884, [5], 20, [35], [42], [43], 
46, 49, 56; 1449, 27; 1464; 1467 

dvdaketor (?), 1491 (c) 
dvraky, 1528, 11 (hyNAacn) 
pvrak. See Index 3 

puddrrw, 1348, 27; 1845, 1, 26; 1849, 30; 1380, 
10; 1884, 57(?—see note); 1518, 10; 1521, 

13; 1522, 2 (tbad,) 

dupatys, 1893, 16 (? —see note) 

Xalpw, 1494, 9; 1496,6; 1508, 6; 1518, 5; 1519, 
1; 1520, 5; 1521,7; 1531, 2; 1565, 8; 1578, 

3; 1574, 14; 1608, 5; 16138, 7 

Xaduvd prov, 1847, 15; 1488, 473; 1484, 59, 248 (?) 

xadkevs, 1419, 1223; 1484, 315 

*yadkompdarns, 1419, 1215, 1280, 1295. 
Index 4, under rézou 

Xadkovs, 1414, 283 (?) 
XaAKwpa, 1868, [1], 4, 12; 1400, 2, 6, 18, 23; 

1483, 79, 142, 189, 237, 332; 1484, 113, 114, 

176, 178, 224, 226, 304, 305; 1485, 32, 37, 60, 

ror; 1441, 51 (xaAx°/); 1449, 83 

Xapis, 1849, 1 (xapyr. dat.). xdpw as prep., 1848, 

35; [1844, 11]; 1850, 10; 1862, 18; 1880, 

22; [1882, 267]; 1891, [3], 24; 1483, 56, 83, 

122, 143, 172, 190, 239, 273, 312, 335, 394, 408, 
514, [543]; 1440, 1; 1441, 47-53, 74, 76-78, 
81-84, 89, 92, 93, 96; 1462 (7), 9; (J, 10; 
(m), 53 (#), 4; 1464; 1494, 47; 1499, 22; 
1523, 13; 1540, 18; 1565, 61; 1574, 29; 

1581, 9; 1608,6; 1610, 57; 1611, 13 
xaprop.ds (?), 1637, x (ocapscsas...) 
xXapT7s, 1591, 6 (cat) 
Xapriov, 1880, 6; 1484, 329; 1485, 114, 128, 135, 

192, 197, 200; 1439, 6; 14438, 61, 62; 1448, 

6, 28; 1457, 7, 85 

*yaprovhapia (?), 1447, 141, 191; 1448, 5 (?) 
Xaptovrdpuos. See Index 3 
*yawrys, 1888, 29 

xelp, 1483, 67, 70, 71, 75, 76, 93, 95, 96, 149, 152; 
1441, 49, 50, 58, 66, 71, 89, 90; 1457, 96, 

104-106; 1459, 21-23, 25, 28, 39 

XElpaywyia, 1849, 8 (—yeu); 1875,'10 
*yerpéw (? — see note), 1845, 3 

xEtproredo (? — MS. oc1pic"), 1565, 44, 50 
xeipddecpos (?), 1444, 16 
*vepodmienos. 

See also 

See Index 4, under ré7rot 

4N2 
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xX€poos, 1428, 4, [5]; 1429, 1, 11 

Xeponwc. See xpdves 

X'Ta@y, 1631, c. 1, 8 (9ce-) 

xAwpds, 1347, 14 (xAovp.); 1488, 35; 1485, 45, 84; 
1436, 143 

xotpidioy (?), 1448, 13, 33 
xovdpés, 1484, 77, 78 
Xopynyew, 1338, 23; 1339, 8; 1457, 39 (?) 

XOptos, 1847, 14; 1414, 71, 292; 1488, 35, 36; 
1484, [42], 245, 247; 1485, 45, 84; [1436, 143] 

xop™™, 1433, 177 

Xpdopat, 1359, 15; 1880, 3; 1894, 4 
Xpela, 1868, 5; 1878, 6; 1386,3; 1414, 33; 1438, 

450, 472, 506; 1484, 112; 1485, 21, 36, 62; 

1489, 6; [1446, 1]; 1457, 21, 85, [96]; 1515, 

BSS LDL any 

*ypeomoeopat, 1891, 3 (see Addenda) 

Xpéos, 1648, 6 (? — areta 9c pewc) 

Xpeworéw, 1592, 4 (cpewc); 1598, 1 (ocpeocts) 

xXp%, 1848, 11 y 

Xpyowos, 1334, 12; 1387, 18; 1849, 19 

xXpnTipLws, 1348, I1 

XPHeoitoc. See xpvowrys 

xpnores, 1393, 44 

Xptoriavds, 1375, 7 
Xpovos, 1848, 7; 1872, 1; 1891, 19; 1460, 38, 70, 

77, 93; [94], 96, 100, 153 (xp00), 16x, 171 (xp00) 
1642, 14 (? —9cepwnwc) 

Xpvoikd. See Index 5 

xpvaior, 1887, 10; 1841, 9; 1847, 10; 1349, 10; 

1855, 11; [1858, 7]; 1859, 5, 12; 1865, 2; 

1874, 11; 1875, 10; 1879, 11; [1886, 7]; 

1387, 10; 1894, 11; [1896, 5]; [1899, 9]; 

1404, 11; 1405, [2], 7; 1418,2; 1483, 27, 71, 

231, 325, 404, 414; 1485, 114; 1448, 57; 
1444, 1, 6; 1457, 35; 1458, 5; 1462 (2), 10; 

1463; 1515, 10 

xpvods, 1866, 9; 1554 verso, 28; 1559, 1; 1561, 
I; 1584, 16 

*ypucovmodextys. See Index 3 
XpVvaoyxdos, 1428, 26; 1482, 34, 101 

Xpvo-drns, 1637, 2 (o¢prconec) 
xvdaios : xvdaidrepos, 1849, 27 (xvde.) 

xutés, 1400, 24; 1483, 79, 142, 189, 237, 332 

xo), 1681, c. 2, 2 
XGpa, 1483, 68, 132, 229, 265, 322 

Xep—, 1388, 5 

X@pa, 1387, 12; 1849, 13; 1854, 1; 1856, 5; 

1380, 15, 26; 1414, 36, 83, 121, 153, [178], 

200, 220, 236, 250, 264, [271]; 1530, 8; 1633, 

2; 1635, 4. dvwy., 1447, [137], 144, [187], 
[192]. dvw Kal xérw x, 1442, 69. ew xwpa, 

1471; 1512, 20. See also under xwpiov. xdrw x., 

1879, 8; 1447, 138, 188; 1462 (/), 10 

xXopdpyns(?). See Index 3 
XOpnua, 1419, 1258 

Xepiov, 1832, 7; 1883, 8; 1885, 8, 9; 1888, 21; 
13389, 5, 14, 15; 1841, 7; [1842, 5]; 1348, 3, 

20, 26; 1844, 13; 1845, 11; 1847, 4, 8; 

[1348, 10]; 1852, 6, 7; 1353, 18, 20; 1854, 
9; 1856, 16, 19, 23, 25, 24, 31; [1858, 5]; 

1366, [6], 13; 1867, 8; [1868, 10]; 1869, 11, 
13; 1870, 9, 10; 1871, 7; 1872, 11; 13874, 9; 

1375, 9; 1876, 8, 10 (xwpw dat.); 1878, 8; 

1379, 10; 1882, 12, 13; 1888, 13; 1884, 9, 

13, [15], 16, [20 ?], 24, 40, 50, [55]; 1387, [9], 

12; [1891, 13]; 1892, 7, 9; 1898, 9, 24; 

1895, 9; 1400, 11, 16; 1401, 6; 1414, 80, 

307; 1419, 827, 1313, 1322, 1346, [1365]; 

1421, [115]; 1422, 10, 21, 63 (or éw ydpa); 

1488, 55, 80, 107, 159, 207, [292], 378, 473; 
1484, 42, 57, 174, 245, 284, 255, 308* (?); 
1435, [45], 84, 114, 152(?); 1488, 7; 1441, 

76, 92, 93; 1457, 21, 105; 1458, 11 (?); 

1459, 65; 1460, 174; 1461, 1, 5, 14, 33-35, 

56, 61; 1462(m),5; 1468; 1540, 20. See 

also xaraxdpiov and under rapaxwpilw 

xepis, 1836, 8; 1419, 895@; 1485, 41(?), 112; 

1535, 5; 1548, 3; 1565, 24; 1584, 9 

wadrns (?), 1480, 112 
umraddw, 1396, 4 
wudOuov, 1414, 34; 1433, 281; 1448, 55; 1515, 6 
Ww’, 1485, 80, 81 (see note) 

wuy7y, (1834, 16]; 1838, 32; 1889, 20; 1848, 11, 

31, 43; 1844, 16; 1859, 20; 1380, 30; 1882, 

28; 1384, 4, 60; 1885, 5; 1886, 15; 1400, 

21; 1402, 9; 1404, 5, 10; 1462 (/), 11; 

1521, 24, 25; 1578, 7; 1599, 7 

oplov, 1893, 57; 1488, 21, 46, 50, 54, 97, 113, 
118, 150, 162, 166, 197, 210, 279, [298?], 383, 

475; 1485, 80; 1448, 10, 30; 1449, 30, 32, 

34-37, 40, 59 52, 56-58, 61 

Hoe, 1848, 12 
GpoBipavov (?—or dpoPipowov), 1416, 41, 42; 

1484, 250, 251, 296; 1449 (wpov”) 



*dpoBor(_ ), 1414, 71 
PQWAWAWTS, POMLUOAOTIA, POLLOPOTIA, See 

bporoyew, Suoroyia 

apa, 1388, 1. 
1370, 7 

apila, QWPIZe, QwPpice. 

kat’ auriy tiv ®., 1846, 13; 1848, 6; 

See dpifw 

@oavTws, 1848, 5; 1849, 27; 1850,11; 1356, 38; 
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[1882, 23]; 1884, 30; 1891, 18; 1419, 34 

(oc.), 35 (do.), 102, 120 (o0.), 121 (do.), 873 

(oca7/), 874 (do.), 937 (ocav7), 938 (do.), 1120 

(do.), 1121 (do.), 1140 (00a7/), 1193 (ocav’) 

Os elvat = yiverat, 1420, 25, 109, 128, 146 

aperéw, 1349, 25 

asaote, 1494, 19; 1495, 6; 1509, 20; 

1512, 26; 1517, 5; 1519, 14; 1521, 

21; 15646, 6; 1565, 27; 1586, 10; 

1596, 14. 

ane, head, 1506, 3; 1531, 7. 

ane, title, 1573, 10; 1619, 5, 8. 

atne- (2d plur.), 1509, 9; 1637, 2. 
at-, peculiar use of, 1644, 4. 

age, noun, 1681, c. 2, 7. 

age (or 9¢?), 1591, 3. 
age pat-, 1508, 17; 1639, 3. V.wge. 

agw, storehouse, 1590, 4. 

agoXte, 16381, c. 4, Io. 

agon, 1631, c. 6, 8. 

fs (qs), 1496, 15; 1500, 1; 1507; 

1509, I. 

ene, 1544, 6. 

hod, n-, 1594, 6. 

Hod, ca-, 1610, 29. 

ArtAce, ostracon, 1578, 5, 6. 

fume (Amite), 1631, c. 2, 8. 

hene uty, 1681, c. 5, I. 
fhemsme, 1681, c. 1, 2, 8, 10, c. 6, 5. 

fhwp (AWA) ehod, 1554, ro. 7. 

hapwt, 1631, c. 1, 4, C. 6, 2, 4, C. 7, 2. 

hat o1x, 1610, 37. 

Awe, vb., 1553, vo. 16. 

fhwite ehodX, 1547, 4; 1560, 2. 

wre ehod, noun, 1560, 23; 1561, 3, 13. 

haujoyp, 1681, c. 9, 3. 

esant, 1494, 6; 1586, 5; 1589, 1. 

essxnit (east), 1631, c. 5, 8. 

esate, 1494, 28. 

eptoy, 1588, 3; 1589, 4; 1590, 6; 

1593, 3; 1631, c. 3, I, 12, C. 4, 5,¢. 

5) 4 

epuyom, 1610, 39. 

COPTIC 
(A SELECTION ONLY) 

ecuT, 1494, 11; 1518, 9; 1521, 9; 1584, 

15; 1634, 17. 

etter (?), 1610, 41. 

ey, 1596, 6. 

eoXas (eppas), 1561, 18. 
es ehod, 1506, 3; 1509, 14; 1512, 14; 

1578, 3, 5; 1596, 7; 1610, 26; 

1635, 2. 

exw, donkey, 1681, c. 2, 10. 

er etTooT-, 1497, 9, 21; 1504, 3; 1508, 

25; 1509, 14, 23; 1512, 38; 1513, 

3,8; 1518, 8; 1519, 6; 1521, 8, 12; 

1523, 9 ; 1524, 2 ; 1526, 1,2; 1527, 

1; 1544, 6, &c.; 1558, 33, 34; 

1584, 12; 1588, 1, 11; 1590, 6; 

1591, 3; 1592, 5; 1595, 6, 10; 

1598, 2. 

ex exnt-, 1528, 12. 

er mca-, 1510, 3. 

esHht, 1521, 4; 1528, 1; 1535, 8; 

1586, 5; 1631, c. 5, 8. 

ese, bring, 1496, 12; 1497, 6, 13; 

1500, 3; 1508, 6; 1515, 15 ; 1565, 
24. 

esc, lo! 1496, 11; 1509,13; 1518, 6; 

1520, 5; 1521, 7; 1525, 2; 1594, 2; 

1610, 25; 1642, 7. 

eswt, barley, 1590, 6. 

sug, vb., 1631, c. 9, 4. 

exwoe, 1634, 12; 1646, 5. 

RW, 1560, 25. 

Kw ehod, 1552, 25; 1558, 6; 1553, 
vo. 9, 18, 36; 1635, 5. 

RW emagoy, 1555, 39 ; 1559, 14; 1560, 

6; 1561, 6, 16. 

KW eopas, 1646, 6. 

note, 1494, 6, 28; 1521, 8; 1528, 12; 

1535, 8; 1541, 3; 1574,16; 1579, 

4; 1614, 5. 

Rsax, 1578, 13; 1624, 5. 

Raase, 1681, c. 2, 8. 

Rac, coin, 1509, 13. 

nwt, wheel, 1681, c. 1, 3. 

rata (?), 1681, c. 6, 5. 

kwTy ehod, 1496, 11. 

noyxoy (for noynaoy), 1631, c. 6, 
2, 3- 

Naku, 1631, c. 7, 9. 

DNorhore (cK Aovdowyv), 1606, I. 

oars (pware), 1561, 16. 

Dosa (poate), 1561, 17. 

dots (?), vb., 1632, rr. 
Nooy, 1631, c. 7; 10, 11. 

Aauyatte, 1494, 4; 1499, 3; 1508, 2; 

1511, 11; 1521, 3, 26; 1524, 1; 

1549; 1565, 3; 1601, 1; 1626, 2. 

V. paugates, 

Aogte (pogte), 1681, c: 1, 7. 

asus, 1631, c. 1, 4. 

ssa, 1641, 2. 

sxcwme, 1631, c. 9, 7- 

asate (ararate), 1536, 24. 

ssazate, 1538, 12. 

ssoyte, 1534, 3 ; 1579, 3; 1588, 1. 

sxator, 1496, 3; 1512, 3; 1581, 6. 

sszetepo (suttepo), 1578, 3. 

sxton, ¥, 1518, 10; 1519, 7 ; 1521, 13; 

1522, 2; 1528, 12. 

ssxoyuytT, 1639, I. 

sxoyo, pay, 1589, 7. 

axwo (? aroyg), vb., 1640, ro. 

szage, 1631, c. 4, 8. 

ssort, 1565, 22; 1574, 24. 

sxxaot, 1631, c. 4, 4. 
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ma, mercy, 1508, 12; 1512, 8; 15380, 

18; 15738, 4, 6; 1579, 4; 1637, 3. 

noyh, noyg, 1501, 2 ; 1508, 22 ; 1509, 

10, 11; 1512, 7, 17, 29; 1518, 8; 

1514, 6; 1536, passim; 1538, 4; 

1571, 5; 1586, 2; 1588, 1; 1595, 

6; 1598, 7; 1610, 30; 1611, 1; 

1686, 4; 1646, 8. 

HT (nant), scet-, 1641, 1. 

ntgye- (ethe-), 1494, 15; 1500, 6; 

1509, 8; 1530, 15; 1543, 3; 1574, 
15; 1596, 4. 

nay, hour, 1521, 14. 

meeqy, meey, 1494, passim; 1496, 11; 

1497, 5; 1499, 7; 1501, 3; 1504, 

3; 1565, 21, 44; 1566, 4; 1568, 4. 

noyy, v. noyh. 

s1€9, 1637, 4, 6. 

mHo (s€9), 1631, c. 6, 2, 3. 

moysxe eopas, 1561, 8; 1562, 10. 

moe mpware, 1634, 10. 

oer, 1501, 4; 1588, 3; 1631, c. 4, 6. 

oNhe (?), 16381, c. 7, 9. 

ome, 1681, c. 5, I, 5- 

ooce (oce), 1540, 11. 

ne, above, 1495, 10; 1515, 13; 1528, 

16; 1574, 22. 

nwwse ehod, 1528, 6. 

nwpk ehod, 1528, ro. 

nwt, 1528, 12; 1610, 14, 23; 1646, 5. 

natwye, maty-, 1501, 4; 1508, 6, 10, 22; 

1512, passim; 1558, 22; 1570, 24; 

1586, 2; 1588, 7; 1681, c. 6, 4. | 

newe, meuwj- (mane), 1512, 41; 1515, 

12; 1553, vo. 16. 

miuj- (maug-), 1512, 39. 

nw, vb., 1596, 1. 

Nagoy, kW €-, 1555, 39. 

Magoy, 9i-, 1635, 6. 

paxese (?), 1631, c. 3, 9. 
ppo, 1634, rr. 

PHA (? prp), 1681, c. 2, 8. 
poerc, 1494, 19 ; 1497, 19; 1509, 20; 

1518, 16 ; 1521, 21; 1528, 15; 1581, 

I1; 1545, 14; 1548, 6; 1578, 15. 

pre, 1496, 12; 1565, 22; 1574, 24; 

1584, 13; 1594, 4; 1681,c. 2,9, 16, 

c. 5, 8; 1682, 5; 1687, 2;. 1638, 2; 

1640, 7; 1645, 2; 1646, 7. 

pacte, 1639, 6. 

pawe, vb., 1542, 7; 1642, 2. 

pawe (Aauware), 1499, 6. 

INDEX OF WORDS 

paujaner (Aaugane), 1494, 27. 

pwuse, 1610, 11; 1633, 4; 1639, 9. 

coy- (3d plur.), 1508, 28; 1578, 7; 

15938, 12; 1683, 2 ; 1634, 9. 

cox, 1591, 3. 

cw, vb., 1641, 7. 

cuhe, 1631, c. 7, 7. 

cahod, 1565, 18; 1640, 8. 

cwr, 1494, 12, 14, 32; 1495, 2, 11; 

1498, 3, 4, 12, 13; 1499, 7, 8; 

1508, 1; 1511, 3; 1518, 14; 1519, 10; 

1522, 4; 1581, 6; 1582, 3; 1548, 4; 

1565, 24, 40; 1578, 4; 1624, 6; 

1632, 2. 

cnHA, 1631, c. I, 2. 

caste, cauin-, 1494, 17,39; 1495, 4; 

1496, 7, and passzm, in all texts. 

cnoyh (?), 1646, 8. 

cnoyg (?), 1545, ro. 
con, 1494, 13; 1498, 3; 1536, 3, 

34; 1580, 2; 1594, 4; 1610, 21; 

1632, 6. 

con, mpoc oy-, 1536, 10, 24, 28, 31, 

34; 15387, 5; 1538, 4; 1539, 2, 5. 

ceene, 1547, 3. 

capo, 1610, 41. 

cto, 1508, 20; 1509, rr. 

cwn, 1548, 3; 1578, 6; 1579, 3. 

cote, 1631, c. 9, 19. 

coyo, 1589, 4; 1631, c. 3, 12. 

cooymTn, 1644, 5. 

¥ axton, 1518, 10; 1519, 7; 1521, 13; 

1522, 2; 1528, 12. 

¥ egpar e-, 1512, 30. 

 egoys, 1510, 2. 

toy- (3d plur.), 1689, 5. « 
Thu., m-, 1631, c. 1, 2. 

tTHhe, 1631, c. 3, II. 

Tw, 1496, 11; 1497, 5. 

Tako, 1640, 5. 

Torc =? otc (Rwtc), 1610, 23. 

Tado, 1558, 15; 1554, ro. 31; 1559, 

12; 1560, 24; 1561, 4,14; 1564, 3. 

V. tapo. 

Tiaze, 1494, 29; 1496, 3; 1512, 3, 

21,22; 1516,9; 1529, 6; 1534, 4; 

1535, 2; 1542, 3, 8, 11; 1545, 3; 

1565, 13 ; 1578, 2; 1576, 1; 1584, 3, 

6; 1586, 3, 4; 1589, 2; 1597, 3; 

1602; 1608, 4; 1614, 3; 1639, 8; 

1644, 5. 

Tiumooy, THOOY, 1494, 12, 16, 30; 

1508, 17; 1509, 4; 1512, 13, 16, 

31, 39; 1542,9; 1565, 11; 1584, 

13; 1610, 16; 1634, 16; 1636, 6;° 

1637, 4; 1639, 3; 1640, 13, 14. 

wpe (?), 1681, c. 4, 7. , 

Tapo (tTado), 1554, ro. 8. 
Tapw (tado), 1558, 5; 1563, 21. 
tepnocen, 1631, c. 3, 7. 

Teasxo (Tcaho), 1634, 13. 
Tayo, 1639, 7. 

toyho, 1505, 3. 
Twus, vb., 1565, 30; 1636, 3. 

Tou, nome, 1499, 3; 1518, 7; 1521, 

10; 1525, 4; 1542, 11; 1601, 3; 

1610, 5; 1614, 3. 
Twos, noun, 1639, 4; 1640, 13. 

emo, 1509, 7. 

oywhuys, 1610, 45. 
oywas, 1641, 7. 

oywng, 1494, 10; 1501, 1; 1518, 9; 

1521, 9 ; 1522, 1; 1584, 14. 

oyHpT, 1610, 36. 

oyotne, 1497, 13. 

oywe, 1631, c. 7, 6, c. 9, 2. 

oywush, 1637, 3. 

oywe, 1510, 1, 10. 

oywe exmn-, 1552, 24; 1553, vo. 18, 

35, 42- 
oyxas, in oath, 1494,19; 1495, 6,and 

passim throughout. 

wm, 1501, 4; 1633, 3; 1639, 5. 

wpk, 1494, 18; 1495, 5; 1497, 18; ~ 

1508, 26; 1509, 19; 1512, 25; 1518, 

17; 1521, 20; 1545, 13; 1546, 5; 

1548, 5; 1550, 2; 1565, 26; 1573, 

14; 1575, 8; 1598, 8. 

wpx, 1494, 16; 1509, 16; 1512, 23; 

1518, 4; 1517, 2; 1518, 15; 1519, 11; 

1521, 18; 1528, 13; 1531, 7; 1532, 

5; 1545, 12; 1565, 24; 1573, 11; 

1575, 6; 1592, 7; 1593, 5; 1596, 11; 

1610, 32. 

wee (age), vb., 1509, 5. 

wa, pooy m-, 1518, 13; 1519, 10; 

1521, 16; 15382, 3. 

we, wood, 16381, c. 6, 8. 

wr, 1588, 3. 

wH (usr), 1509, 14. 

wyohe, cucumber, 1598, 3. 

usr, 1631, c. 2, 5. 

wAHA, 1635, 3. 

wadsoy, 1607, 2. 

warsro, 1545, 7; 1565, 14, 19, 44, 59 



write, 1508, 16; 1509, 3; 15380, 6; 

1639, 9; 1640, 14; 1641, 1, 4, 6, 9. 

uyrite mca-, 1518, 12; 1519, 8; 1521, 

14; 1522, 3; 1528, 4; 1582, 1; 

1533, 6; 1545, 9. 

wrnp(e), 1641, 3. 

woypH, 1631, c. 7, 3. 

wt, 1586, 2. 
wwwt, vb, 1508, 23; 1545, 8, 17; 

1575, 3; 1586,9; 1595, 2; 1681, 

c. 6,9; 1682, 1, 14; 1640, 5; 

1642, 14; 1644, 3. 

wwort (ujwwr), noun, 1496, 16; 1505, 

5; 1515, 14; 1587, 2. 

wTmKo (ujteKo), 1646, 2. 

wTHit, 1610, 36, 45. 

uyTwope, 1494, 9; 1530, 11; 1538, 4. 

wHy, heme-, 1681, c. 5, 1. 

qr away, 1634, 8. 

ge, manner, 1508, 21. 

ge (or age ?), 1591, 3. 

ge, find, 1508, 17; 1509, 4; 1548, 1; 

1552, 25; 15538, 7; 1559, 16; 1560, 

25; 1561, 18; 1562, 11; 1618, 2. 

90 (KW M90 orsn-), 1642, 18. 

eha, 1612, 4. 

gar, 1638, 5. 

ee, 1631, c. 4, 6. 

gaaen, 1631, c. 2, 9. 

gtax(e), 1645, 4. 

INDEX OF WORDS 

grosse, 1518, 9 ; 1521, 8; 1524, 2. 

gaxoy, 1631, c. 5, 4. 

gaasarer (?), 1681, c. 1, 4. 

gasxooc, 1609, 2. 

possut, 1631, Cc. 1, 9. 

one (?), 1419, 523. 

gan, at-, 1592, 7. 

gun, 1528, 13. 

ope, 1631, c. 3, 8, c. 4, 8. 

gape, 1494, 19; 1495, 6; 1497, 19, 

and passim throughout. 

gice, 1646, 7. 

ext, north, 1494, rr, 30; 1495, 11; 

1496, 16; 1500, 1; 1505, 2; 1506, 1; 

1508, 16, 17; 1509, 1,5, 9; 1510, 

5; 1512, 13, 39; 1586, 9; 16382, 2; 

1634, 13; 1639, 2, 6; 1640, 14; 

16438, 1. 

gote, 1610, 13; 1612, 4. 

Qo0y nua, at-, 1518, 13. 

grooye (ort), 1526, 3. 

a=Tuy (soytaseni), 1565, 50. 
ax=o6 (xoan), 1630, 6. 

a1, 1508, 12, 14; 1509, 6. 

aI egoym €-, 1565, 18; 1610, 29. 

awk, 1497, 6,9; 1508, 25; 1521, 12; 

1575, 5; 1591, 3; 1612, 3. 

sornxen, 1540, 8; 1541, 3. 

aware (xwware), 16381, c. 1, 5. 

annoy, vb., 1494, 20; 1495, 7, and 

passim throughout. 
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sip, 1631, c. 4, I, Cc. 5, 3; 1642, 22. 

anpe, 1593, 4. 

sepnt, n-, 1631, c. I, 2. 

moytuyaenit (sic leg.), 1514, ro. 
x00y, vb., 1640, 1; 1646, 4. 

ssoye, 1597, 4. 

amaze, 1640, 12. 

sane, szHt-, 1554, ro. 32; 

VO. 4. 

1554, 

@w, 1540, 11. 

@wh, vb., 1643, 4. 

@aXec, 1631, c. 5, 6. 

goXte (sopte), 1610, 38. 
Sadwoy, vb., 1631, c. 9, 1. 

GONG, 1631, c. 2, IO. 

Gore ehod, 1631, c. 1, 3. 

Sdooee, 1631, c. 3, 13. 

GesNoesn, 1631, c. 2, 10. 

Goss, garden (?), 1681, c. 2, 6, 8, 9. 

Gassoyr, camel, 16381, c. 5, 7. 

Own, 1528, 5,12; 1545, 8; 1611, 9. 

Gayon, 1528, 11; 1632, 3, 8. 

@sste, 1553, vo. 20. 

Gime mca-, 1611, 2. 

Gopte, 1681, c. 9, 8. 

Goc, Fac, 1505, 4; 1512, 29; 1552, 29; 

15538, 13; 1642, 4. 

Sooyne, 1631, c.6, II. 

Swuy(t), 1639, 8. 

Goxg, 1597, 7. 

p 

1450, 1. 

Jol 

1433, 5; 1462(z), 5. 

all, ail 
1412, 6; 1431,6; 1483, 8; 1484, 

6; 1451, 6; 1462 (a), 6; (2), 6; 

[(r), 6]; 1496, prot. ; 1528, prot. ; 

1540, prot.; 1542, prot.; 1574, 

prot. 

— all ww 

1412, 3; 1418,1; 1481, 3; 1483, 1; 

1434, 3; (1451, 3]; 1462 (a), 3; 

(c) 33 [@), 1] (7) 33 4 33 
{(~), 1]; [1494, prot.]; 1496, 
prot.; 1499, prot.; 1542, prot. ; 

1574, prot. 

ARABIC 
sil, all s.c (epithet of the Khalif) 

1433, 9; 1460, 188; 1462 (¢), 6. 

— al WS D 

1412, 6; 1418, 4; 1481, 6; 1438, 4; 
1434, 6; [1451, 6]; 1462 (a), 6; 
(7), 45 [@), 4]5 LA), 6]5 (7), 6; 
1496, prot.; 1542, prot.; 1574, 

prot. 

xi . 
1483, 12. 

wrls qyatege 
See Index 3, under jl. 

slew) 
See under sl. 

Ox, Een 
1353, 1. 

ed ole 
1362, 1; 1878, I. 

— yl 
1418, 1; 1488, 12; 1462 (m), 3; 

(2), 3+ yy! = mer, 1606, 2. 

“1402 (2), 4 
— (?) ryan 

14385, 6*. 

aes 

1450, 1. 

uo 
1875, I. 

sae ae 
14388, 13; 1462 (f), note. 
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oe ses 
1483, 13; 1462 (f), 4 and note. 

wv 

1378, 1. 

bes bl 
1356, 1. 

at 
See under sey. 

itle 
1375, I. 

~- 

1488, 8. 

lo 

1362, 1; 1878, 1. 

wo 

1438, 8. 

Sao 
1412, 3; 1431, 3; 1483,1; 1484, 

33 1451, 3; 1462 [(2), 3]; (7), 15 
(), 33 (, 33 (7), 33 (@), 13 
1494, prot.; 1496, prot.; 1499, 

prot.; 1540, prot.; 1542, prot. ; 

1574, prot. 

(7 
1412, 3; 1481, 3; 1488,1; 1484, 

33 1451, 3; 1462 [(a), 3]; (g), 
33 (7), 15 (33 (7), 33 (@), 35 
1494, prot.; 1496, prot.; 1499, 

prot.; 1528, prot.; 1540, prot.; 

1542, prot.; 1574, prot. 

wy 
1375, I. 

Joys Soy 
1412, 6; 1481, 6; 1488, 8; 1484, 6; 

INDEX OF WORDS 

1451, 6; 1462 (a), 6; (J), 6; 
[(r), 6]; 1496, prot.; 1528, prot. ; 

1540, prot.; 1542, prot.; 1574, 

prot. 

Jy, J-»)! 
1438, 8. 

»(?) cae 
1435, 6*. 

Js", os 
1368, 1. 

Whew 

1378, 1. 

cil 

1360, I. 

dado, ju dbs 

1368, 1. 

Lous) eu! 

See under sJ| (al oo): 

die 

1483, 13; 1435, 6* (?). 

wh S 
1488, 4; 1462 (7), 4. 

Cre 
1353, 1. 

—— izio 

1368, I. 

wus ; 
See under sJ] (al! sc). 

ere 
1353, 1; 1450, 1. 

1346, 1. 

Jics 
1359, 1; 1875, 1. 

dale 
1359, 1. 

1935 

1840, r. 

G, a3 
1356, 1. 

WS, yas 
1433, 5; 1462 (7), 5. 

if 
1356, 1. 

TS oS 
14383, 5. 

1462 (?), 5. 

Ans 

C 1346, 1. 

Je 
1362, 1; 1378, 1. 

1853, 1; 1450, 1. 

de 

1483, 8. - 

Sg, age 
1450, 1. 

(1412, 6]; 1481, 6; 1488, 4; 1462 

(4),33 (2), 43 [(4), 6]; (r), 6; 
1496, prot.; 1540, prot.; 1542, 

prot. ; 1574, prot. 

Jy, ab . 

1433, 5; [1462 (7), 5]. 

1483, 5; [1462 (?), 5]. 
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